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Kincardine, Ontario / Kincardine (Ontario)
--- Upon commencing on Tuesday, September 9, 2014
at 8:59 a.m. / L'audience débute le mardi
9 septembre 2014 à 8 h 59

OPENING REMARKS:

JOINT REVIEW PANEL

MOT D'OUVERTURE : COMMISSION D'EXAMEN CONJOINT

MME McGEE : Bonjour, Mesdames et
Messieurs.

Good morning and welcome to the

public hearing of the Deep Geologic Repository
for Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste
Joint Review Panel.
Bienvenue à l'audience publique
de la Commission d'examen conjoint pour le projet
de stockage de déchets radioactifs à faible et
moyenne activité dans les formations géologiques
profondes.
My name is Kelly McGee, I am the
Co-Manager for the Joint Review Panel and I would
like to address certain matters relating to
today's proceedings before we begin the scheduled
presentations.
We have simultaneous translation.
Des appareils de traduction sont disponibles à la
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réception.

La version française est au poste 2.

Translation devices are available at the
reception desk.

The English version is on

Channel 1.
Please keep the pace of your
speech relatively slow so that the translators
can keep up.

A written transcript is being

created for these proceedings and will reflect
the official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency website
for the project.

To make the transcripts as

meaningful as possible, we would ask everyone to
identify themselves before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices.
webcast live.

These proceedings are being

The webcast can be accessed

through the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
website at www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A detailed agenda for all eight
days was published on August 26, 2013 and is
available on the website for this project.
Daily agendas will also be posted
each day online and are available at the
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reception desk to reflect any necessary last
minute scheduling changes.
The hearing will begin each day
at 9:00 a.m. and will wrap up at approximately
5:00 p.m.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and to my left behind the
screen and curtain.

In the event of a fire alarm

you are asked to leave the building right away.
Washrooms are located in the
lobby of the main entrance and the wheelchair
access and ramp is located in the back parking
lot.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
with a member of the Panel Secretariat at the
back of the room and each member of the
Secretariat staff is wearing a nametag to assist
you in identifying them.
If you are a registered
intervener and you want to seek the leave of the
Chair to propose a question for a presenter, you
are also asked to speak with a member of the
Secretariat staff.
If you are not scheduled to make
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a presentation during these hearings but would
like to seek the leave of the Panel to make a
brief oral statement, please speak with a member
of the Secretariat staff and complete the
application form.
An opportunity to make a brief
statement is subject to the availability of time
at the end of the day and must be for the purpose
of addressing one or more of the six permitted
hearing subjects.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of today's session may be
provided, time permitting, on a first-come firstserved basis.
In accordance with the Panel's
Rules of Procedure, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
one or more of the six identified subjects.
Neither presentations nor questions will be
permitted if they do not follow these Rules of
Procedure.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos during today's session should speak
with the Joint Review Panel's Communication
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Advisor, Ms Lucille Jamault.

Lucille is at the

back of the room and is there to help you with
your requests.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
and welcome everyone.

Good morning

Thank you very much for

coming today.
Before I begin, I note that I am
recovering from a cold so my voice may give out
or become rather hoarse at times, so I apologize
in advance if that happens.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel.

I will make

my opening statement, after which I will be
inviting the Saugeen Ojibway Nations for their
prayer and opening statement.
I would like to begin by
acknowledging that we are within the area of the
Chippewa of Nawash Unceded First Nation and the
Chippewa of Saugeen First Nation, collectively
known as the Saugeen Ojibway Nations, identified
as the Anishinaabe, the specified territory they
identify that they traditionally used and
occupied.
I also wish to acknowledge that
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the proposed project is located within Métis
traditional territory, where Métis communities
continue their traditional practices.
Once we have completed certain
preliminary matters, it is my honour to turn the
proceedings over to representatives from the
Saugeen Ojibway Nations for an opening prayer and
statement.
Before I proceed with my opening
statement, I will introduce myself and then ask
my two colleagues to do the same.
I was born and raised on a farm
in Southern Saskatchewan.

I became interested in

biology at a very young age, thanks to my dad
taking me for walks and explaining the plants and
animals that we saw.

I was fascinated by the

aquatic insects and waterfowl in a lake near our
farm.

I eventually got my Ph.D. in aquatic

biology and went on to work in a wide variety of
subjects, all around the theme of the effects of
human activities on aquatic and marine systems.
My first projects after
completion of my Ph.D. focussed on the effects of
uranium mining.

That experience led to other

work related to the nuclear fuel cycle over the
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years, including serving on the Scientific Review
Group to the Seaborn Panel on High Level Nuclear
Waste back in the early '90s.
I view the role I am playing now
as Chair of this Panel as the culmination of over
30 years of work in the environmental field.

I

am honoured to serve on this Panel and, as a
scientist, mother of three children and loyal
citizen, I am deeply committed to doing my utmost
to produce, together with my two colleagues, a
thorough, fair, balanced and thoughtful review of
the proposed DGR Project.
I will now ask my two colleagues
to introduce themselves, beginning with
Dr. Archibald.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
My name is James Archibald.

I

was born in Northern Québec, lived in Brazil for
five years with my father who was a mining
engineer, and I myself am a professional engineer
and employed as a Professor in the Department of
Mining Engineering at Queen's University in
Kingston.
I teach and have taught a variety
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of subjects in the areas of rock mechanics,
support design, occupational health and safety,
mine ventilation and materials handling, all
subjects that we are discussing through the
process of these hearings.
During the course of my career I
have taught over 1,000 mining engineers and have
studied, researched and consulted in a wide
variety of mining related areas, mostly designed
to enhance the safety and effectiveness of
underground mining endeavours and the safety of
the human workers.
The materials that we are now
considering by this process were mined at some
time and place to meet societal needs -- that is
all agreed upon -- and now I am working to meet
the final phase of the life cycle of many of the
mine materials to safety contain and sequester
them in a way that will do least harm to society
and the natural environment.
Thank you very much for the
privilege of standing on this Panel.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke.
Thank you.

I was born in Berlin Germany and
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have lived in Canada for over 60 years.

When I

was a teenager my parents emigrated to Canada and
settled in Calgary.

My father loved the Canadian

outdoors, particularly the Rockies, and passed
this love on to me.
When the trout weren't biting,
which was frequently, I would scramble among the
rocks and find fossils and explore the rock
formations outcropping near the streams.

This

interest turned into a lifelong passion about
anything involving geology.

So my education, my

grad studies were in the geosciences.
And then for the next 30 years I
taught at Dalhousie University in Halifax in the
Department of Earth Sciences and at the School of
Resource and Environmental Studies.

I taught

about every subject in geology -- just about
every subject in geology and published articles
and did research in most of them, not always
successfully.
Early in the 1970s I initiated a
program in environmental geology at Dalhousie.
My experience with nuclear issues started when I
supervised a neutron activation analysis
laboratory at Dal and at one stage I actually
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held an operator's licence for a small research
reactor located at Dalhousie, the SLOWPOKE-2,
since decommissioned.
I formally retired from Dalhousie
in 1998, but continued teaching for a couple of
years and initiated a program of GIS and remote
sensing for geoscientists and students in the
Environmental Studies programs.
Over the years I have been
involved with numerous community groups and
environmental NGOs, both as an advisor and a
board member.

I have two previous CEAA

environmental reviews under my belt.

Those

involved proposed super quarries in Nova Scotia,
one at Kelly's Mountain and the other at White
Point.
In my spare time I cultivate
orchids and enjoy a wide range of music, but
especially opera.
I am the proud father of two
girls -- proud grandfather of two girls and two
boys, who play no small part in my being here
today.

I see it as my duty to leave them an

environmental legacy which will allow them to
live full, healthy and rewarding lives in Canada.
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Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I will now

repeat some of the information regarding the
Panel and its mandate first provided during the
2013 hearing for the benefit of those who were
not in attendance last year.
The Joint Review Panel is a
quasi-judicial administrative tribunal and,
consequently, is independent from any political,
governmental or private sector influence.
Additionally, each Panel Member is independent of
one another and also independent of the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission staff.
Each Panel Member was appointed
by the Governor-in-Council on the basis of their
achievements and their respective fields of
endeavour, their knowledge and experience as well
as their reputation among peers.
Each Panel Member is required to
be a temporary Commission Member of the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission in order to have the
legal authority to carry out the review of the
licence application.
Each Panel Member is free of
conflict and steadfastly committed to our
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obligations to discharge the requirements set out
in the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
2012, obtain the information required to consider
the licence application under the Nuclear Safety
and Control Act, and obtain information about the
adverse effects the project may have on potential
or established Aboriginal rights, title or Treaty
rights, as identified to us by the Saugeen
Ojibway Nations and other Aboriginal groups who
will be represented at this hearing.
The Terms of Reference for the
Panel are set out in the January 2009 Joint
Review Panel Agreement and Terms of Reference
signed by the Federal Minister of the Environment
and the President of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
This document was amended by the
Federal Minister and CNSC President in 2012 to
reflect the coming into force of the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act 2012.
This Panel is bound by the terms
and conditions of that agreement and its Terms of
Reference and our Rules of Procedure have been
developed in accordance with that agreement.
The Joint Review Panel held
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25 days of public hearings in 2013, allowing
participants to discuss any matters and concerns
related to the project.
In addition to those oral
presentations, the Panel also received numerous
written submissions, again n any matter related
to this project.
When those hearings adjourned on
October 30, 2013, I noted in my closing comments
that the Panel had determined that we would
require additional information from OPG on
specific subjects.
Four subjects were the focus of
the information requests issued to OPG in
November 2013, namely:
methods used to determine the
significance of adverse effects;
the geoscience verification plan;
expansion plans to address the
earlier placement than originally planned of
decommissioning waste; and
a relative risk analysis of
alternative means of carrying out the project.
Two additional subjects arose
later, leading to information requests issued to
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OPG in February and March 2014 regarding the
reference waste inventory and the applicability
of incidents at the waste isolation pilot plant
in New Mexico.
No particular subject led to the
scheduling of these additional hearing days.

All

six subjects are important to the Panel.
There are three objectives for
these additional public hearing days.
One, OPG and CNSC to provide
their views on the six subjects and to explain
their responses to information requests issued by
the Panel since November 2013.
Two, Aboriginal groups,
government representatives and the public to
provide their views on the six subjects.
Three, the Panel to receive the
information that will help it complete its
assessment of the environmental effects of the
project and review the application for a licence
to prepare a site and construct.
The Panel is committed to the
provision of fair and equitable opportunities for
all hearing participants to present and explain
the information and opinions they provided to the
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Panel in written submissions.
The Panel carefully considered
every written submission we received.
was summarily rejected.

Nothing

Conditions for

acceptance of submissions were communicated
clearly and applied equally.
Every effort will be made over
the next eight days to ensure that these
proceedings are balanced, fair and respectful.
The Panel wishes to thank
everyone who has prepared submissions for these
additional hearing days.

Your input and effort

is recognized and appreciated.
Everyone scheduled to speak here
today is reminded their presentations must be
specifically and exclusively on one or more of
the six subjects identified in the Rules of
Procedure.
If you are not registered to
speak over the next eight days, there may be an
opportunity to make a brief oral statement, time
permitting, at the end of the day.

You are

reminded that these brief oral statements must
respect the Rules of Procedure and be directly
connected to one or more of the six permitted
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subjects.
Please speak to one of the staff
at the back of the room for a request form.

The

Panel intends to make every effort to end each
hearing day no later than 5:00 p.m.

We'll see

how that works.
As Chair I will work continuously
to balance individual rights to express opinions
and collective rights to participate in an
effective, orderly and respectful process.
Everyone in this room has an
absolute right to be treated with respect,
regardless of their views.

Disruption to these

proceedings and disrespectful behaviour will not
be tolerated.

Anyone who chooses to continue

such behaviour or otherwise disrupt proceedings
may be asked to leave this hearing and be barred
from returning.

The Panel sincerely hopes that

this will not be necessary and notes that this
was not necessary in the first 25 days of public
hearings.
When the Panel has determined
that we have all the information that we need, we
are obliged to submit a report with
recommendations to the Federal Minister of the
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Environment.

This report will be based on all of

the information submitted prior to this hearing
along with all of the evidence presented during
this hearing and the hearing held in 2013.
Subject to the Minister's
decision on the Panel's report, the Panel may
then be authorized to render a decision on the
application for a licence to prepare the site and
construct the DGR.

The authority to proceed with

a licensing decision is subject to the Federal
Minister's decision on the Panel report.
Based on this joint function, all
of the information received and reviewed by the
Panel is intended to address both the
environmental assessment obligations and
licensing functions assigned to the Panel.
The Panel will ask questions and
collect information until we have everything
necessary to carry out our duties, including
writing our report to the Minister of the
Environment.
It is a key role of the Joint
Review Panel to ask questions.

As noted in both

the Joint Review Panel Agreement and the Public
Hearing Procedures, proposed questions from
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registered participants must be directed through
me and may be permitted, subject to a number of
considerations, including my determination that
the information sought is required, the question
relates to the presentation that has just been
made, and there is time available.

Participants

are asked to keep their questions as succinct as
possible.
No one will be exempt from the
requirement to ask a proposed question through
the Chair.

Please speak to one of the

Secretarial staff at the back of the room if you
wish to register your request to present a
proposed question.
The opportunity to present a
proposed question is not to be used to make a
statement.
The Panel reaffirms its
commitment to ensuring that this hearing will
provide for meaningful participation by the
Saugeen Ojibway Nations and other Aboriginal
groups, thereby providing the Panel with
opportunities to appropriately consider
Aboriginal and traditional knowledge.
Today the Saugeen Ojibway Nations
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will be making an introductory statement and
opening the proceedings with a prayer.
Chief Roote, Chief Chegahno,
welcome.

The floor is yours.

PRAYER AND OPENING REMARKS:
SAUGEEN OJIBWAY NATIONS
PRIÈRE ET MOT D'OUVERTURE :
NATIONS SAUGEEN OJIBWAY

CHIEF ROOTE:

(Native language

spoken / Langue autochtone parlée)
My name is Chief Vernon Roote
from Chippewa of Saugeen.

I'm joined by Chief

Arlene Chegahno from Chippewa of Nawash.
Together we form Saugeen Ojibway Nation of the
Saugeen Territory.
I would like to open these
proceedings up with a prayer to show respect for
the Creator and the guidance for everyone.
Remain seated.
(Native language spoken / Langue
autochtone parlée)
The prayer, Madam Chair, is to
ask God to help us understand why we are here as
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human beings on Mother Earth and for us to look
after Mother Earth to be able to look after the
air that we breathe, to be able to look after the
food that we get from the ground; to be able to
give thanks for the clean water that's made for
us to drink and that it is our responsibility to
keep all of those three basic items available for
us to the best of our ability, and to give thanks
for the territory that we, as the Saugeen people,
were given to look after and give thanks for
that.
And I welcome everybody that
comes to the territory to enjoy the territory to
live on so that they are able to function as the
human being that they were put on Mother Earth
for.
I gave thanks for everything that
I could think of this morning, for those people
who are in hospitals that are sick and for those
other people around that are not here.
So we give thanks for everything
that we are given whether it be good or bad and
to also understand that our belief in the Spirit
is one and God as our Creator.
We also sang some songs and we
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also had a pipe outside this morning also of the
same nature to give thanks and to give that
recognition to the Creator of the teachings that
were given to us to be able to show example but
also to be able to experience that jurisdictional
right that was given to us by the Creator to give
prayer through the use of the tobacco and through
song.
So today we are here with members
of our people.

And as the case was a year ago,

our communities come here today as both a
demonstration of support and strength but also
out of deep concern, a concern that decisions
that are being made today will impact us forever,
a concern that the matters we are discussing in
these proceedings are serious and without
precedent in the history of our community, our
territory or this country for that matter.
Finally, I believe that these
decisions cannot be made without our central
involvement and participation.

Again, we come

here today with tough but open minds and deep
concern over our future.

And again, we ask all

those here today to share with the same mindset.
Now, I would like to introduce
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our fellow Chief Arlene Chegahno and ask her to
say a few words.
CHIEF CHEGAHNO:

Thank you,

Chief.
Arlene Chegahno, Chief for the
Chippewas of Nawash First Nation.
As I said almost exactly one year
ago, the possibility of the DGR project in the
heart of our traditional territory is of the
greatest significance to our people and future.
Our participation in this process
over the years and our engagement with OPG has
been for the sole purpose of ensuring that this
project does not create new risks for our people,
our territory or our future.
As people we have a duty to
protect our lands, waters so that our future
generations can continue to rely on the territory
to sustain themselves spiritually, culturally,
physically and economically.
As Chief I have the duty to
ensure that this fundamental right of our people
is respected and that our voices are heard.
As you have heard, OPG and SON
have committed to each other to engage in a
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cooperative and collaborative process to allow
our communities to understand the DGR project and
determine whether our communities support the
project.

We have also agreed to consider the

project now proposed in a broader context of the
nuclear issue facing our territory historically,
today and running into the future.
SON has been clear from day one
that any plan for dealing with low and
intermediate level nuclear waste must be part of
a comprehensive resolution of nuclear issues
within our territory.

If not, it will only act

to add to our problems rather than resolve them.
The Panel determined last fall
that it did not yet have enough information on
which to make its recommendations for the
project.

We agree.

There are still many

outstanding questions.
OPG has now provided more
information.

Some of the new information

provided helps our communities understand the
project better. But we must be honest.

There are

still many unanswered questions and our concerns
have not yet calmed.

We still have confidence

that we or the Panel has both information on the
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scope of the project or its potential risks.
We are here again for two more
weeks of hearings.

To repeat the words of Chief

Roote, we will keep an open mind and continue to
consider the issues seriously.
test what we hear.

But we will also

It is our duty to our people,

the territory and our future.
I wish to leave with the same
thought that we opened these proceedings with a
year ago.

The DGR project is a forever project.

If it goes ahead it will forever alter the
physical and spiritual landscape of our
territory.

It will become a part of the history

of the Saugeen Ojibway people for all times.

I

ask that we all take a minute to understand this
and to hear it in our mind over the next coming
week.
Megwich.

Thank you for the

opportunity to speak.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Chief Roote and Chief Chegahno.

Appreciate

your remarks.
We will now proceed with
presentations by Ontario Power Generation, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission and the
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Ontario Ministry of Labour pertaining to the
subject of the applicability of recent incidents
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant to the safety
case for the DGR project.
The Panel has decided today that
we will save our questions until after all three
presentations have been completed and then, time
permitting, questions submitted by registered
participants who will be considered by me.
Participants are reminded that
questions must relate to today's presentations.
The first presentation will be by
Ontario Power Generation.

Ms Swami, please

proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good morning, Dr.

Swanson and Members of the Panel.
For the record, my name is Laurie
Swami.

I am the Senior Vice-President for OPG's

newly-created Deep Commissioning and Nuclear
Waste Management Business Unit.
My responsibilities include
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nuclear waste management, regulatory affairs and
developing and implementing the programs and
plans for the shutdown and safe storage of our
Pickering Nuclear Facility.
I am joined for the continuation
of this hearing by a number of OPG staff members
and staff from the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization:
Sitting with me is Derek Wilson,
NWMO's Vice President for Design and Construction
and the DGR project.
Frank King, who joined us last
year, will no longer be part of the team as he
retired shortly after the hearing days in 2013,
and we wish him well.
Lise Morton, OPG's Director of
Low & Intermediate Level Waste Operations will
deliver our presentation this morning.
Before beginning I would again
like to thank the Elders, Chief Roote and Chief
Chegahno for their prayers this morning.
I would also like to thank Mayor
Kramer for continuing to host this hearing in
Kincardine.

Thank you.
MS MORTON:

Thank you, Dr.
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Swanson, and good morning.
For the record, my name is Lise
Morton, Director of Low & Intermediate Level
Waste Operations for the Deep Commissioning and
Nuclear Waste Management Division of Ontario
Power Generation.
I will provide a summary
presentation on OPG's response to EIS-13-515 on
the recent events at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, or WIPP, located near Carlsbad, New
Mexico.
I will first provide a brief
outline of the information request.
Then, I will provide an overview
of how OPG considers operational experience.
For both the February 5th fire
and February 14th radiological release incidents
I will discuss OPG's understanding of the status
of the investigations as posted by the U.S.
Department of Energy, the relevance to the DGR
and the applicability to current OPG processes.
I will also provide a brief
discussion of safety culture at OPG.
Information Request EIS-13-515
asked for a brief description of the two February
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incidents at WIPP and the relevance of these
incidents to worker and public health and safety
at OPG's proposed DGR under both normal and
accident conditions.

It further asked whether or

not the consequences of these incidents fall
within OPG's modelled analysis of accidents,
malfunctions and malevolent acts.
We at OPG take the events that
occurred at WIPP very seriously.

Whenever

significant events occur at any other nuclear
facility worldwide we obtain available
information, assess and analyze these events
thoroughly so that we can understand how they
impact our own operations.
The nuclear industry worldwide
very willingly and openly shares information due
to the unique nature of our business.

OPG

immediately began gathering information on the
WIPP events, contacting industry peers and
assessing the impact on both current and future
operations.
There is a formal operating
experience, or OPEX process, at OPG and within
the Nuclear Waste Management Division itself.
a weekly basis events that have occurred both

On
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internally to OPG and externally within the
nuclear industry and other industries are
reviewed by the Nuclear Waste Management team.
As required, specific actions are taken to
validate, confirm or incorporate any relevant
lessons learned.
As Director of Low & Intermediate
Level Waste Operations at the OPG Western Waste
Management Facility, I understand how serious the
events at WIPP are and how critical it is for us
to learn from them in our current facility.

It

is important that we understand what happened so
that we can assess our own operations and
identify any vulnerabilities we might have.
For example, we have a crossfunctional fire team and we immediately reviewed
the WIPP fire event report with them so that
staff in engineering, operations and maintenance
understood the event and its significance.
We sent key staff to WIPP after
the events to get firsthand understanding of what
happened, what the U.S. Department of Energy or
DOE has learned from these events and what is
being done in response.
We monitor the published DOE
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information on a daily basis in order to stay
abreast of all new developments.
We have also chosen to include
the WIPP fire event as a case study for all of
our nuclear waste staff for training sessions
later this year.
In the following slides I will
provide an overview of each of the WIPP incidents
and I will also identify some of the processes we
have in place to mitigate and/or respond to
similar events.

I will also review OPG's

assessment of the potential impacts on the DGR.
A detailed investigation report
on the February 5th underground fire at WIPP was
published by the United States Department of
Energy on March 13th.
In summary, at approximately
10:45 a fire started on and was confined to a
salt handling truck from a buildup of flammable
fluids such as diesel or hydraulic fluids coming
into contact with hot surfaces on the equipment.
The employee attempted to suppress the fire
manually with a handheld extinguisher and
subsequently through deployment of the onboard
fire suppression which had previously been
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disabled.
When the fire did not extinguish
the operator notified maintenance personnel.

The

supervisor and other workers were made aware of
the fire through the mine phone system.

The

central monitoring room was notified of the fire
and a series of activities was undertaken to
notify underground personnel to evacuate to
surface via the waste hoist.
By approximately 11:35 a.m. all
underground personnel had been accounted for at
surface and medical attention provided to some
staff for smoke inhalation.

Six workers were

transported to the Carlsbad Medical Centre for
treatment of smoke inhalation and were released
three hours later.
During the emergency evacuation
the underground ventilation scheme was
inappropriately changed from normal operation to
filtration mode.

This resulted in some areas

underground that are expected to have clean
airflow to be filled with smoke from the fire.
This impacted worker's ability to reach the waste
hoist due to poor visibility and others had
difficulty donning their self-rescuers.
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There were two separate entries
by the mine rescue team to the location of the
fire to determine if it was extinguished and to
perform gas checks of the mine air.
Approximately 12 hours after the
event, air quality readings confirmed that the
air was clear and that the fire was extinguished.
The emergency operations center was terminated at
1:05 a.m. the following day.
The U.S. Department of Energy
published an investigation report on March 13th
which concluded that the accident was
preventable.

The root cause was identified as

failure to adequately recognize and mitigate the
hazard regarding a fire in the underground.

This

includes the recognition and removal of the
buildup of combustibles through inspections and
periodic preventative maintenance and the
decision to deactivate the automatic onboard fire
suppression system.
The DOE report also identified 10
contributing causes to the incident that have
been summarized into key findings shown on this
slide:
Inadequate maintenance practices:
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For example, the maintenance program did not
prevent or correct the buildup of combustible
fluids on the salt truck.

It was also noted that

there was a distinct difference in the
maintenance practices between waste handling and
non-waste handling equipment.
Inadequate fire protection
program:

For example, requirements from the fire

hazard analysis surrounding control of
combustibles did not get embedded into operating
procedures.
Inadequate training and
qualification:

For example, the salt truck

operator did not immediately alert the central
monitoring room of the fire and staff in the
central monitoring room did not fully follow the
procedures for an underground fire.
The preparedness and execution of
emergency response was ineffective.

For example,

the decision to switch the ventilation to
filtration mode which changed the expected mine
airflow and filled the escape route with smoke.
Also, evacuation drills had not been
comprehensive.

For example, they had not

included donning self-rescuers.
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Ineffective management oversight
had allowed housekeeping to degrade and had not
insured that longstanding deficiencies were
corrective.
Nuclear waste partnership:

The

contracting operating the WIPP facility has
submitted a corrective action plan to address the
DOE's conclusions.

Once that corrective action

plan is available we will be assessing it for
lessons learned and applicability.
The OPG pre-closure and
conventional safety assessments considered an
underground fire as a credible event.

As such,

many aspects of fire prevention, detection and
suppression had been assessed in the design and
processes for the DGR as shown on Slide 7.
These have been described
extensively in the submission materials, through
information request responses at the July 18th,
2012 technical information session and during the
2013 hearings, specifically, the October 30th
session on health, safety, environment and
management systems.

A detailed list of these

references was provided with the WIPP information
request response.
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These design considerations for
fires were reviewed in the context of the WIPP
fire event.

No changes have been identified in

the DGR design basis, but this will be reviewed
again in the course of the detailed design.
The design and processes
developed for the DGR project will also be
subject to regulatory review and oversight,
including the CNSC for compliance to the licence
conditions as well as the Ministry of Labour for
compliance with the construction and mining
regulations.
Fire in any facility is a very
serious event.

As a result, we take many

measures and steps to mitigate the risk of a
fire.

In our response to EIS 13-515, we

referenced the management systems that we have in
place in the area of fire.
I would like to provide some
specific examples of steps that we take or
elements of our program and compare them to the
findings from the WIPP fire event.
First, all of our vehicles,
whether they are forklifts or commercial
vehicles, undergo routine maintenance and
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cleaning.
We conduct routine inspections
and maintenance and testing of all of our fire
system equipment as is required by the National
Fire Code of Canada.
drills.

We regularly conduct fire

Last year, for example, we conducted a

thorough timed drill monitored by an external
consultant to confirm our ability to initiate our
carbon dioxide fire suppression system in our
low-level waste storage buildings and those
results were provided to the CNSC.
Our operating licence from the
CNSC requires that we do independent third-party
reviews of our compliance to the Fire Code every
two years.

That means that every two years at

least an external fire expert walks through our
facilities, conducts a thorough inspection,
reviews our records and identifies any and all
deficiencies that might exist in our fire
systems.

We then submit those results to the

CNSC and we develop corrective actions to address
each one of these deficiencies.
Like any equipment, fire
equipment will sometimes fail and need repair or
replacement.

On a daily basis at our morning
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operations meetings we review any fire equipment
that might be out of service and ensure that its
repair is receiving the top priority in the
facility.

And for each and every impaired fire

system, we initiate a fire impairment plan
developed and communicated by our fire impairment
coordinator.

This includes compensatory measures

which are consistent with the requirements of the
Fire Code that we put in place, such as
initiating fire watches, positioning temporary
extinguishers in the area, limiting work that
could create sparks or ignition sources and
notifying the fire responders for the facility.
These compensatory measures remain in place for
the entire duration of the impairment and we
notify the CNSC of each and every one of these
impairments.
These are just some of the
examples of how we implement our fire program
which is very extensive and is an ongoing key
focus for our operation.
I will now discuss the WIPP
radiological release event.

At 11:14 p.m. on

February 14th, a radiological alarm was received
at the central monitoring room from a continuous
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air monitor located underground which monitored
the exhaust from the active waste panel.
The ventilation system
automatically switched to high-efficiency
particulate air or HEPA filtration.

There were

no workers underground at the time of the alarm
and 11 personnel working on surface.
Analysis of surface monitoring
filters downstream of the HEPA system early on
February 15th indicated that there was a
radiological release from the exhaust.

On-site

personnel were directed to shelter in place at
9:34 a.m.

There were 153 people on site at the

time the shelter in place was called as day
workers had arrived.
On-site and off-site surveys were
initiated and additional portable samplers were
installed in specific areas.

Further sampling

and analysis confirmed levels were not above
background and the shelter in place was released
by 4:35 that afternoon.
Non-essential personnel were
released from the facility after they received a
whole body radiological survey.

Site access was

then restricted to essential personnel only.
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The DOE is investigating this
event in two phases.

Phase 1 investigated the

surface radiological release and a detailed
investigation report was published on April 24th.
Phase 2 is the ongoing
investigation of the underground release.

The

root cause of the underground release has yet to
be determined and will be documented in the yet
to be published Phase 2 report.
The Phase 1 investigation
determined that some of the exhaust air bypassed
the HEPA system through the bypass isolation
dampers.

The measured environmental release was

well below the regulatory limits.

Although 22

workers were found to have measurable dose from
the event, these exposures were well below the
regulatory limit.

However, any unplanned

exposure merits extensive investigation which is
consistent with how the DOE has approached this
event.
Ongoing monitoring following the
event confirmed that concentrations remained at
levels which would not affect workers, the public
or the environment.
The DOE investigation report for
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Phase 1, which is the radiological release at the
surface, identified the root cause as a
management failure to fully understand and
control the radiological hazard.

The report also

pointed to a degradation of key safety management
programs and safety culture.
There were eight contributing
causes to the incident which are summarized on
this slide and were presented in the information
request response.
The mine fire and the
radiological release incidents were determined to
be unrelated.

However, as can be seen from this

slide, many of the findings are very similar,
such as, ineffective management oversight, a
degradation of the site safety culture and
systems and ineffective maintenance programs.
The DGR safety assessment has
always considered a package breach and resulting
radiological release as a credible scenario and
it has been assessed for its impact to both
worker and public safety.

The assessment showed

that such an incident would not exceed the
regulatory criteria.

In part, this is because

OPG's wastes are from CANDU reactor operations
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and refurbishment activities.

They are much

different from the waste from the U.S. weapons
program received at WIPP.
The DGR design has incorporated
throughout the ALARA principle, or as low as
reasonably achievable.

For example, the

ventilation system is designed as a flow-through
system where the exhaust air is directed through
normally unoccupied tunnels.
OPG also has a mature radiation
protection program supported by qualified
radiation health physicists and with an
associated extensive training program and routine
monitoring.
The Phase 2 investigation is
ongoing to determine the root cause of the
underground radiological release.

The breach of

the observed waste container appears to have been
caused by a chemical reaction.

The

investigations are focused on nitrate salt
bearing waste originating from the Los Alamos
National Lab.

Samples of material believed to be

from the breached container have been collected
and sent for analysis.

To date, the DOE has not

been able to inspect all containers in room 7.
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The investigation team is evaluating methods to
obtain visual confirmation of waste integrity
from rows of waste at the back of the room.
We continue to monitor the
developments and information released on Phase 2
of this investigation.

As more information

becomes available, we will assess the
implications and any required changes will be
incorporated into either the design or into
operating procedures.
Given the information currently
known about the underground package breach, we
have completed a preliminary assessment of the
relevance to the DGR.
As I stated earlier, OPG's wastes
arising from CANDU reactor operations and
refurbishment activities are much different from
the transuranic waste received at WIPP.

OPG's

waste streams have limited nitrate salts and they
are in a different form than that of WIPP.
OPG has reviewed its radioactive
waste streams for strong oxidizers and has not
identified any significant sources which reduces
the risk of a similar event.
The waste acceptance process is
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described in more detail on the following slide.
A key component to this process is the waste
acceptance criteria.

The waste acceptance

criteria defines what wastes are acceptable for
receipt and what materials are specifically
excluded, such as chemically reactive materials.
Relevant to the WIPP incident, acceptable
absorbent materials are also defined in the waste
acceptance criteria.
OPG is one of the few North
American utilities that manages its low and
intermediate level waste throughout its entire
life cycle from waste generation at its nuclear
stations through to transportation and processing
at its Western Waste Management Facility and then
through to interim storage and disposal.
There is a key document called
"Waste Acceptance Criteria" which serves as a
contract, if you will, between the nuclear
generating stations the waste site to ensure that
the waste received meets all requirements,
including packaging, radiological
characteristics, and chemical characteristics.
I will briefly describe the
process that waste goes through at the stations
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and when received at the Western Waste Management
Facility.
All along the way, there are very
specific procedures that detail the steps to be
followed and the roles and responsibilities of
all of the work groups involved.
Low level waste is collected at
the stations in specifically designated waste
containers.

There are centralized waste handling

areas which collect all of the waste from across
the station.
Trained and qualified staff
follow procedures which have been aligned with
the Waste Acceptance Criteria document.

They

ensure that the waste is packaged, labelled and
shipped according to the requirements.
The documentation accompanies
every waste shipment, and waste shipments are
overseen by a qualified transportation officer.
Each station also has an
appointed single point of contact for waste
matters so that staff know whom to contact for
any questions.
In the case of intermediate level
waste such as resins and filters.

These are
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transferred from closed loop station systems
using approved procedures into the engineering
waste container.
The procedures require
verification at various steps along the process
and, again before shipment, all paperwork is
verified.
When waste is then received at
the WWMF, trained and qualified staff verify all
documentation and follow rigorous procedures for
the processing and storage of that waste.
There has been no evidence of
strong chemical reactions of the type seen at
WIPP in our existing stored volumes of waste.
Over the last 20 years, there
have been several large campaigns involving
relocation, inspection or repackaging of wastes,
which have allowed OPG to visually inspect large
volumes of our stored wastes.
In each of these campaigns, there
was no evidence found of strong chemical
reactions having taken place.
I would like to take a moment to
discuss safety culture.
The Institute of Nuclear Power
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Operations, or INPO, provides the following
definition:
"Nuclear safety culture is
defined as the core values
and behaviours resulting from
a collective commitment by
leaders and individuals to
emphasize safety over
competing goals to ensure
protection of people and the
environment."
The two investigation reports
from WIPP indicated the safety culture at the
site.
It, of course, then begs the
question how do I, as the Director of Low and
Intermediate Level Waste, and my staff ensure
that we maintain a strong safety culture and also
don't allow it to degrade over time.
I would start by saying that
maintaining a strong safety culture is an ongoing
daily process that requires constant
reinforcement and buy-in from the top of the
house to the shop floor.
which we do this.

There are many ways in
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For example, we have adopted
INPO's 10 traits of a healthy nuclear safety
culture.

Each week, we focus on one of these

traits and we encourage discussions with staff on
the traits.
For example, one of these 10
traits is called "Environment for raising
concerns".

That week, we would openly discuss

with staff their perspective on whether they feel
comfortable raising concerns and examples of
where the trait has been utilized well or not.
We have annual workshops for all
of our staff where we go over a case study from
the industry and challenge what happened from a
nuclear safety culture perspective.
We train and reinforce our staff
to use tools such as questioning attitude where
they are encouraged to stop when they are unsure
and question the work being performed.
OPG's performance in all areas is
routinely monitored and assessed both internally
and through external audits as well.

The CNSC

inspects our facilities three times a year and
assess our operation against several safety and
control areas.

Human performance is one of those
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areas.
The CNSC will interview staff
from all working levels and will provide feedback
and an assessment on our performance in this
area.
Corrective action plans are
developed to address findings from all
assessments and actions are tracked to
completion.

The most critical actions have

effectiveness reviews.

In this way, we ensure

that we are seeking continuous improvement in our
programs and operations.
In conclusion, OPG has over 40
years' experience safely managing and storing low
and intermediate level waste at the Western Waste
Management Facility.

Our current reviews

indicate that there is not a need for design
changes at this time.
We believe that the DGR design
has incorporated the necessary measures for a
possible fire event.
Further, the analyses also
considered a potential radiological release which
was found to be within regulatory criteria.
OPG will continue to monitor and
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learn from the events at WIPP.

As more

information becomes available, that will be
assessed and any required changes will be
incorporated into either the design or into
operating procedures.
OPG takes very seriously the
events and consequences of the fire and
radiological release which occurred at the WIPP
facility February 5 th and 14 th .
We at OPG have a healthy, strong
nuclear safety culture which we reinforce daily.
We do not take this for granted, and we seek
continuous improvement.
Safety is one of our core values
and the over-riding priority in everything we do.
Thank you, and I welcome any
questions that the Panel may have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms.

Morton.
As we said earlier, we'll proceed
directly with the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission presentation.

And looking at the

time, after these CNSC presentation, we will be
taking a break.

And then after the break, we

will proceed with the Ministry of Labour.
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So Ms. Klassen, the floor is
yours.
Sorry, Dr. Thompson.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:

Bonjour, Madame la

présidente et monsieurs les commissaires.
nom est Patsy Thompson.

Mon

I'm the Director-General

of the Directorate of Environmental and Radiation
Protection and Assessment.
With me today are Ms K. Klassen,
Senior Project Officer in the Waste and
Decommissioning Division.

Ms Klassen is

responsible for this project.

And with Ms Kiza

Francis, the EA Assessment Specialist responsible
for this project.
We also have a number of people
on our technical review team that are present
today to help us respond to any questions from
the Commission.
They're Christina Dodkin, our
Radiation Protection Specialist, Ms Melanie
Rickard, a Dosimetry Specialist, Mr. Michael
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Jones, an Environmental Program Officer, Mr. Dan
Papaz, Management Systems Specialist, as well as
Dr. Felicity Harrison, a Senior Human Factor
Specialist, all within the CNSC.
The presentation will summarize
CNSC staff's response to the Panel's request for
information on the relevance of the two events
that occurred at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,
or WIPP, in New Mexico, and the relevance for the
DGR project, the results of CNSC staff's review
of OPG's response to the same request as well as
staff's assessment of the impact of these events
on our assessment and recommendations in our 2013
Panel Member Documents on OPG's environmental
impact statement and licence application.
Before I pass the presentation to
Ms Klassen, I would like to mention that we do
not yet have all of the information on the root
causes and other causes that led to the incidents
at the WIPP.

We will continue to review

information through operational experience from a
regulatory point of view.
So in short, the information we
will be presenting today represents the
information that is available as of essentially a
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couple weeks ago.
So I will now ask Ms Klassen to
continue with the presentation.
MS KLASSEN:

Good morning, Madam

Chair and Members of the Joint Review Panel.

My

name is K. Klassen.
Briefly, in March of this year
the Panel asked OPG and the CNSC for information
on the importance of the events that had occurred
at the WIPP facility and its relation to the DGR
project.

The request was for a description of

each of the two events that occurred in February
2014 and the relevance of each event to safety
for the proposed DGR project and how the events
fell within the assessments of accidents,
malfunctions for OPG's proposed DGR.
The first event occurred at about
10:48 in the morning on February 5 th , 2014.

The

driver of a vehicle used to haul salt underground
noticed a fire in his vehicle.

He attempted to

extinguish it and then notified maintenance of
the occurrence.
While several people arrived to
help the driver with the fire, the facility
operator sounded the emergency alarm and
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announced an evacuation.
The operator completed a number
of activities following the alarm, including
changing the ventilation filter, changing fans,
initiating emergency management, suspending
surface activities and activating the mine rescue
teams.
The first evacuated underground
workers arrived at ground surface just after
11:00 a.m., and the last made it to surface a
short time later, with the underground staff all
accounted for shortly before 11:35.
By 17:22 in that afternoon, the
mine rescue teams had re-entered the underground
to ensure the vehicle fire was extinguished and
to perform other checks.

The last team existed

around 1:00 a.m. on February 6 th and the emergency
was declared ended.
With normal underground
activities halted, the investigation of the event
and recovery activities were begun.
The second event, referred to as
the contaminated release event, occurred on
February 14 during the night shift while all
staff were on surface.
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At about 23:13 in the evening, an
air monitor underground triggered an alarm.
Dampers on the exhaust closed and the facility
operators shifted the exhaust air through the
high efficiency particulate filters.
Personnel initiated the
ventilation and radiological alarm procedures,
and stayed sheltered on surface where all were
located when the alarm sounded.
Notification of radiological
control and operations managers and the
Department of Energy representative was completed
by 3:30 in the morning on February 15, but the
regular shift change occurred between 6:00 and
7:00 that morning.

And between 6:30 and 9:15

that morning, the filters on the exhaust monitors
before and after the HEPA filters were changed
and tested.
Contamination was confirmed in
the air coming from the underground area and was
also detected in the air, being released to the
environment.
By 15:12 in the afternoon of the
15 th , non-essential personnel were permitted to
leave the site after having been surveyed.

And
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at the request of a worker, a bioassay program
was initiated.
Many of the on-site operations
remained halted and planning for re-entry into
the underground area subsequently began.
Following each of these events,
the Department of Energy, or DOE, appointed an
Accident Investigation Board to investigate the
accident.

The Accident Investigation Board

findings for the fire event were made public in
March, and the first report, the Phase 1 report
of two planned by the Accident Investigation
Board, was issued in May.
It assessed the release to the
environment.
There have been delays in
completing the event investigations due to the
need to plan and stage the entry because of the
contamination caused by the underground release
event.
With respect to the fire, the
mechanical status of the vehicle was confirmed
and, over the months since the event, the status
of the ground where the fire occurred has been
assessed.
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Soot remains to be cleared in
underground areas, some underground areas, and
the work is undertaken as areas are reclassified
following surveys and sampling for the
radiological contamination.
With respect to the release
event, work to date has confirmed that there was
a break in a container in the open waste
management panel where the packages were being
placed.

There is an obvious twisted lid and

discolouration on the container, suggesting a
chemical reaction, from

photographs of the area.

The inspection of the waste panel
is continuing, and additional rows of containers
are to be examined when a boom and trolley system
arrives on site mid this year September.
The examination of wastes and
waste packages at the site where this container
was filled is continuing to confirm the process
of release.

There is some indication that it is

associated with organics in the absorbent and
other materials in the container, but this is
still not confirmed.
The Phase 2 report by the
Investigation Board will provide the findings
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from their investigation on the underground
release, but we don't know yet when this report
will be made available.

Meanwhile, the

underground area continues to be surveyed,
sampled and released for occupancy without
personal -- pardon me, protective personal
equipment.

These areas then go into maintenance

activities, including cleaning and equipment
maintenance.
Both of the events have been
assessed for their possible impact on workers,
the public and the environment by the Accident
Investigation Boards.

With respect to the fire

event, while a number of workers were treated on
site, six workers were treated for smoke
inhalation in hospital and released the same day.
There were no significant
injuries that required hospital admittance.

The

public and the environment were not affected.
With respect to the release of
radionuclides from the waste panel, 21 workers
were initially reported to be affected at very
low levels, and this was later revised to 22 in a
May 15 th update.
All affected workers received
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doses less than 0.1 millisievert converted from
the U.S. units, and a small fraction of -- which
is a small fraction of the dose limit from 50
millisievert per year.
The estimated public dose is on
the order of 0.001 millisievert and natural
background in that area is 3.1 millisievert per
year.
There were no injuries sustained
to workers from this event, there was no
contamination of surface water, sediment or
vegetation.
CNSC staff reviewed the
investigation reports made available to the
public by the DOE on the WIPP web site.

There

were many observations and recommendations made
by these reports and some of these more important
ones are -- were identified by CNSC staff's
review and are highlighted in the next slides,
along with the requirements of the CNSC in
relation to these observations.
Starting with the fire, the
following observations were made.
The maintenance program was not
effective in preventing or correcting conditions
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such as a build-up of combustible material on the
vehicle and the inoperable status of some alarms.
This program failed to recognize the safety
significance of equipment not already identified
as related to radioactive waste.
The CNSC requires a preventative
and corrective maintenance program that considers
all risks and hazards in its implementation and
management of changes.

There should be no

automatic separation of importance based solely
on its association with the nuclear side of an
activity.
The fire protection program was
not effective.

It did not prevent the change to

the automatic actuation of the vehicle fire
suppression system or the amount of combustible
material above values in the fire hazard
assessment located underground.

It also did not

address problems with maintaining proper door
configurations, and some doors were chained open.
The CNSC requires an effective
fire protection program, one that complies with
the requirements of the National Building Code
and Fire Code of Canada and to regulations under
the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act,
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which all expect that there will be equipment,
personnel and personal training to address
operational and emergency needs.
This includes the provision of
refuge stations and the implementation of stench
gas in addition to other alarm events.

Neither

refuge stations nor the stench gas appear to be - appear from the report to be the requirements
of the fire protection program at the WIPP
facility.
The fire hazards assessment was
not comprehensive.

It did not analyze all

credible fire locations.
The CNSC requires, through
conditions of the licence, that a fire hazard
assessment be conducted in the construction phase
for the facility design, that the fire hazard
assessment be developed from National Fire
Protection Association guidance in Standard 122
for metal and non-metal mining and Standard 801
for facilities handling radioactive materials.
Through the conditions of
licence, we require that the fire system and
other protective features of the facility be
reviewed by a third party expert for compliance
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with the requirements and, further, the effect of
any changes to the design or other protective
features that occur in either the construction
phase or in operational phases are expected to be
assessed and reviewed by that third party.
The CNSC has a fire protection
specialist who participates in the review of
licensee fire hazard assessments.

CNSC

inspectors also verifies a licensee compliance
with those requirements.
Continuing with the fire event,
the emergency preparedness and response program
was not effective.
Actions were taken by operators
at the WIPP facility that resulted in a change in
the direction of air and smoke in the
underground.

This caused confusion and caused

some of the underground workers to not follow
their planned route of egress.
CNSC requires emergency
preparedness and response to conform to best
practice during fire events and procedures that
result in immediate actions that lead to a change
in air direction during a fire are considered
flawed.
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Workers were almost immediately
directed to evacuation -- to evacuate, and
evacuation was well in progress before the mine
rescue teams appeared from the reports to have
been activated.
Workers at CNSC licensed mines
are required by their emergency preparedness
response programs to report to strategically
located permanent or portable refuge stations
that are fully equipped with air supply,
communication system and other emergency and
personal protective equipment to wait for full
instructions and the assistance of mine rescue
teams for an orderly evacuation.
WIPP staff managing and
responding to the emergency event took actions
based on their experience and knowledge.

The

procedures were not necessarily followed, and
decisions were taken without any apparent
information or knowledge of conditions
underground.
CNSC requires the emergency
preparedness and response program to be process
and systems based rather than relying on staff to
make expert-based decisions under stress of event
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conditions.
Taking a process and systems
approach develops procedural structures that lead
to obtaining the necessary information, and then
to identify, characterize and classify the event
and engage in well-considered and planned
responses.

This process of evaluation may occur

more than once as conditions change and new
information becomes available about the event.
Training and the qualification of
workers at WIPP was not effective.

Some of the

observations relate to ineffective training and
qualification of staff.

There were workers

wearing their personal protective equipment
ineffectively or not at all and workers who were
uncertain about what actions to take following
the alarm.

The facility operator also did not

fully understand what would happen when the
ventilation was reduced and did not follow
emergency procedures.
CNSC requires the systematic
approach to training for all programs.

This

includes: classroom familiarization with the
programs and procedures; drills of procedures and
with equipment to demonstrate competence with
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equipment and procedures; and, large-scale
exercises.

The qualifications and competencies

and the requalification requirements for staff
engaged in activities must also be established
for various positions.
CNSC staff specialists conduct
thorough reviews of licensee emergency
preparedness and response programs and of their
training programs.

Licensees' emergency

preparedness and response and training programs
are expected for compliance.

The emergency

exercises that licensees are required to conduct
are monitored by CNSC staff.
Some of the lessons learned for
the contaminant release event are similar to
those of the fire event, for example, the
inadequacies with existing emergency response and
preparedness program associated with a lack of
process and systems-based approach to event
response, and problems with the preventative and
corrective maintenance program at this time
associated with the continuous air monitoring
equipment that was not working or not able to
remain operating during the event, along with
other equipment like the bypass valves on the
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ventilation system and the ventilation dampers.
Also, the design management and
control was not effective.

There were changes to

the ventilation system with the addition of more
fans that changed its operations and the
performance of the existing system.
includes the dampers.

This

Design management was not

effective in maintaining design control and
managing the changes.
The management of the safety
basis was not effective.

The modifications to

the design were not effectively assessed in the
context of the operational safety of the
facility.

It also appeared that over time

changes were made to the relative importance of
various design elements for safety during normal
and accident conditions and that these changes
affected the defence in-depth approach for the
facility and its operation.
The CNSC requires a management
system in accordance with Canadian Standards
Association N286.

The standard requires an

integrated safety approach to ensure that the
effect of changes are assessed across all
programs and so adjustments are fully understood
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and are made where necessary across the programs
to maintain the level of safety across the
facility.

CNSC staff conduct detailed reviews of

licensee management systems and conduct
compliance verification activities to ensure its
effectiveness.
Further, there was an ineffective
radiation protection program in place and those
working at the WIPP site did not fully understand
and characterize the event or control the
radiological hazard.

The operator of the

facility seemed to quickly dismiss the alarm once
notified of its malfunction and there appeared to
be no further investigation.

There was a lack of

other available working monitors underground.
The technical staff replacing the filter on the
monitor did not quickly alert others of this
observation of the discoloration so workers could
be protected during the shift change.
CNSC requires that radiation
protection programs include controls for
radiological hazards and worker dose, that the
program apply ALARA as low as reasonably
achievable, and assess performance through
monitoring, including training and worker
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qualifications.
Continuing with the contaminant
release event, the investigation board discovered
that some of the issues and concerns associated
with the event were longstanding and repetitive
in nature, and there had been a failure to
correctly identify problems.

The problem with

the lack of implementation of corrective actions
by contractors was pervasive and so the
management of contractors and contractor
operations was clearly not effective.
The CNSC requires a management
system in accordance with the Canadian standard
that provides for adequate contractor management
and oversight of contractors and contractor
operations.

The standard requires the

establishment of performance requirements,
continual improvement and oversight that includes
audits, witnessing and surveillance, independent
assessment of contractors, and that contractors
are themselves required to conduct assessments.
There was also an unhealthy
safety culture.

The investigation board

identified there was a lack of questioning
attitude by workers, a reluctance to bring up and
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document issues, and general acceptance and
normalization of degraded or non-functioning
equipment by staff.
The CNSC requires that safety be
paramount in the working environment at nuclear
facilities to encourage workers to challenge
assumptions, investigate anomalies, consider the
consequences of situations or conditions, and to
take action.
The Canadian Standard N286,
includes the recognition and promotion of safety,
requires the integration and maintenance of
safety in all activities, and requires the
clearly identified accountability of management
and staff.

The CNSC requirements for safety

culture are assessed through reviews of policies
and programs, inspections and interviews of
staff, and reviews of events and incidents.
The lessons learned are valuable
operating experience.

The CNSC requires

licensees to implement operating experience
programs, known as OPEX, to ensure that they
become aware of issues or problems experienced by
other companies engaged in similar activities
worldwide so that they can learn from the
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experience of others, avoid common problems and
improve their own operations.
The WIPP events have relevant
operating experience information for both the
construction and operating phases for OPG's DGR.
CNSC staff's review of the
events, however, did not identify anything new or
different in environmental impacts or
consequences.

The impacts of fire or release of

radionuclides from a package has been considered
and conservatively assessed by OPG in their EIS.
There were no new or additional control measures
or mitigations identified by the WIPP events.
Similar control measures were
identified and have been considered by OPG in the
EIS and in responses to information requests from
the JRP.

OPG's responses demonstrate the EIS

conservatively assessed the events and that the
public is protected by the proposed DGR project.
The OPEX from the WIPP events
identified the importance of the management
system, development and implementation of
programs and procedures, maintenance of the
safety case and safety culture.

It also

highlights the importance of contractor control
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and oversight.
CNSC staff have confirmed that
OPG and their chief contractor, the NWMO, have
management systems that meet the requirements of
CSA N286.

OPG has the contractor management and

oversight, continuing improvement and use of
OPEX, plus other tools and practices, that are
necessary to maintain a healthy safety culture.
It is also important to identify
the differences in the regulatory framework
between the U.S. and Canada that are relative to
the events at the WIPP facility.
The Department of Energy is the
owner and designer of the WIPP facility.

DOE is

also the operator through their use of
contractors.

DOE is also the regulator, having

established many of the regulations that the WIPP
must comply with, so the DOE implements the
regulations that they have established and must
demonstrate the adequacy of this implementation
to themselves.

This is potentially problematic

because there may be a lack of impartiality and
an inability to separate roles.
DOE is the operator and as a
regulator must also coordinate and comply with
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other regulatory bodies.

This can cause problems

because of the multi-jurisdictional authorities
and difficulties within DOE's organization in
understanding which role they are engaged in,
i.e. being regulated or the regulator cooperating with another regulator.
This framework can also make the
effective oversight and control of contractors
more difficult as there may be differences in
expectations of the contractor between DOE the
regulator and DOE the operator managing their
contractor.

When problems occur with this type

of framework it can lead to ineffective
regulation and ineffective operation, and a
failure of the overall institution to ensure
safety.
In Canada, OPG is the owner and
operator of the proposed DGR.

If licensed, OPG

is responsible for safety and for ensuring that
they and their contractors effectively implement
the regulations established by federal and
provincial governments and for complying with the
licences and permits issued for the project and
for demonstrating this compliance to the
regulatory authorities.
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CNSC is the independent
regulatory body, with an overall responsibility
under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act for
regulating the nuclear industry to protect
workers, the public and the environment.

This is

accomplished by establishing regulations,
establishing other requirements through licenses
and conditions, assessing the licensee's
compliance with these requirements, and stopping
unsafe practices through the issuance of orders
or by revoking or amending licences.
The CNSC also recognizes that
other regulatory authorities have requirements
that must be complied with by licensee and
through memoranda of understanding and licence
conditions also works to ensure this occurs.
Canada's independent regulatory
framework fits well with the guidance published
by the IEA for effective regulation of the
nuclear industry.
CNSC staff also examined OPG's
response to the JRP's request for information on
the relevance of the WIPP events.

Our review

considered CNSC staff's assessment of the events,
the related elements that are managed through the
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application of Canadian nuclear safety standards
that will apply to the DGR facility and its
operation, OPG's understanding of the events and
their use of operating experience, and
identification of opportunities for continual
improvements to the project.
CNSC staff are satisfied with
OPG's response.

For both the fire and release

events, OPG identified the key concerns that both
events were assessed as credible scenarios in
their EIS and related submissions.
OPG confirmed the control and
mitigation measures identified in the EIS will
provide defence in depth, and minimize the risk
of these accidents occurring.

OPG identified the

importance of having an effective management
system and safety culture and outlined the use of
these events as operational experience for both
the construction phase and later operational
phase.
OPG has confirmed they will
continue to assess new information on the causes
and contributing factors as they become known.
OPG indicated they would, when moving forward,
incorporate the event information where
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appropriate into the detailed design of the
ventilation system and in the fire protection
system.
The terms of the license require
that a comprehensive fire assessment and third
party reviews be completed on that fire
protection system.

This will be verified by CNSC

staff.
With respect to the impact of the
events on CNSC staff's previous assessments
provided in PMD 13-P1.3, the events do not
indicate the need to implement changes to the DGR
project.

The impacts of an accident or

malfunction that results in a fire or a release
of contaminants has been conservatively assessed
and the appropriate control measures and
mitigations identified.
CNSC staff remain satisfied that
such events, accidents or malfunctions, if they
occur, would not likely cause significant adverse
effects to workers with the proposed controls and
mitigations and no on-site or off-site adverse
effects to public and the environment were
identified.
Similarly, with respect to
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staff's assessment presented in PMD-13-P1.2 on
the licence application, CNSC staff are satisfied
that OPG has an acceptable management system and
other programs, such as contractor oversight, the
use of operating experience, and continual
improvements.

CNSC staff are satisfied with

OPG's plans to continue to be informed through
their operating experience program of the causes
of the WIPP events through all licensing phases.
CNSC staff continue to conclude that OPG is
qualified and will implement adequate provisions
to protect the health and safety of workers, the
public and the environment.
This concludes our presentation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Klassen.
We will now take a 15-minute
break, reconvening at approximately 11:00.

--- Upon recessing at 10:41 a.m. /
Suspension à 10 h 41
--- Upon resuming at 11:00 a.m./
Reprise à 11 h 00

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back
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from the break.

If I could ask everyone to take

their seats please?
We are now going to continue with
the presentation by the Ontario Ministry of
Labour.
Mr. Plouffe, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO MINISTRY OF LABOUR

MR. DOEHLER:

Good morning, Madam

Chair, Members of the Joint DGR Review Panel, and
interested stakeholders.
For the record, my name is Lothar
Doehler, I am the Manager of the Ministry of
Labour's Radiation Protection Service.

And I am

joined today by my colleagues, to my far right,
Mr. Chris Plouffe, Regional Manager of the
construction and mining programs; and to my
right, Mr. Glenn Staskus, Acting Provincial
Coordinator of the mining program.
My apologies to the committee for
the late submission of our presentation.

It does

have relevance to the primary topic of today to
address the incidents at the Waste Isolation
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Pilot Plant with specific regulatory requirements
under the Mines and Mining Plants Regulations
which, if adhered to, will prevent any of the
events that occurred at the WIPP facility.
So I will now hand it over to my
colleague, Mr. Staskus, thank you.
MR. STASKUS:

Good morning.

Glenn Staskus, for the record.
I am here this morning to provide
an overview to the panel and to the people in the
room this morning on some select requirements
that are contained in Regulation 854 for Mines
and Mining Plants and to provide the DGR an
overview of three specific areas, including fire
protection and fire suppression systems required
on mobile equipment in underground mines, an
overview of mine hoisting plants, shaft sinking
regulations and also ventilation requirements for
underground mines as well.
Just to review some information
that was part of our previous presentation.

The

Ministry of Labour's vision is to make Ontario's
workplaces safe and healthy.

We do that in a

number of different ways, including inspection of
the workplace on a routine basis.
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We also develop sector plans that
are available to the general public for review at
the Safe At Work Ontario website and encourage
everybody to have a look at what is available as
far as information.

It details not only our

inspection activities, but also details specific
enforcement focuses that we carryout throughout
the year.
As part of the mandate for
protecting the health and safety of workers, I
had mentioned earlier that the sector plan is
available.

And I would like to reiterate a

couple of the areas that we have undertaken over
the last number of years in the protection of
mines and workers in mines, and that are specific
enforcement initiatives dealing with underground
ventilation requirements in mines.
We have also had focuses on
mobile equipment, the operation and maintenance
of mobile equipment.

We have also conducted a

blitz on specific requirements for hoist plants
and the operation of hoist plants.

And that is

something that will likely continue into the
future with the Ministry of Labour as part of our
Safe At Work Ontario strategy.
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The responsibility under
provincial jurisdiction is part of the topic
today and it will include the whole lifecycle of
the project, including the site preparation, the
construction, the operation, and decommissioning.
There is also requirement to
ensure that there is notification to the Ministry
of Labour under Regulation 213 for construction
project and as well in the mining program for the
operation of a test drill anywhere in the
Province of Ontario so that we are notified and
have an understanding of where exploration is
being done throughout the province.
There are a number of regulations
that are currently under the Ministry of Labour,
and we have mentioned some of them before.

So

Regulation 213 for construction projects, I am
going to be focusing on some specific
requirements on regulation 854 dealing with the
items that I discussed earlier.
Regulation 854 sets out specific
requirements to ensure that the public is
adequately protected.

And part of those

requirements are fire protection.
In the case of a fire, employers
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are required to develop procedures and ensure the
procedures for the protection of workers in
underground mines and surface mines are available
to the Inspection Branch of the Ministry of
Labour.
So if an inspector shows up at
the property, he has the ability to be able to
review the plans and procedures to ensure that
they are adequate.
As part of the select
requirements for employers, a suitable number of
workers must be trained in the firefighting
procedures and their names have to be posted on
site.

And this includes an annual refresher

training for all of the firefighting personnel.
In addition, under Section 17 of
the Regulations, the Ministry of Labour currently
directs Workplace Safety North to look after its
mine rescue program and the establishment of the
mine rescue stations throughout the Province of
Ontario as well.
The owner of a mine, at the
owner's expense, must ensure that there is an
adequate number of workers that are trained in
mine rescue work, and the training facilities are
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available and equipped at the owner's expense and
under the direction of the supervisor.
Anytime that there is a mine
rescue event the Ministry of Labour is notified
and we have the ability to go out and review the
situation and ensure that it was properly
handled.
In regards to underground mines,
a mine must have an effective alarm system in
place to warn workers in the underground
environment, and this system must be tested on
each work shift.

So if there is a shift work

operation, each working shift of the mine must
have a test of their fire procedures to ensure
that they are adequate and they are working
properly.
A report of each of the tests is
also required to be kept on file for a period of
three years.

And if the procedures include the

use of safety stations, refuge stations, as was
mentioned earlier in some of the other
presentations. the refuge stations must be sized
to accommodate the workers working in the area,
sealable to prevent gasses from entering and have
air and water supply and also allow for
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communication to surface so that there is direct
communication between the workers and the people
that could become trapped in an underground
emergency situation.
In addition to the fire
procedures, equipment in underground mines must
also be provided, and especially at key
installations or hazardous areas such as
electrical stations, substations, transformers,
power racks, shaft levels which are typically
where, you know, workers congregate during and
between shifts.
In addition fire suppression
systems which are typically dry chemical
initiation systems, are required on all equipment
that contains more than 100 litres of flammable
oil.

So most large underground mining equipment

requires a fire suppression system, along with a
handheld fire extinguisher as well.
Motor vehicles in underground
mines must be maintained and they must be
maintained in accordance to the procedures
developed by the employer.

They must include

testing, the maintenance, the inspection of
vehicles to ensure that they are in safe working
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condition.
Routine schedules for motor
vehicle maintenance must take into consideration
manufacturer suggested use, and any
considerations that they have for the maintenance
of the equipment as well.
Gasoline, propane or other
volatile fuel cannot be used underground.
In addition to protection of
equipment and the atmosphere underground, there
are also precautions that have to be undertaken
if there is hot work being done in the mine,
including welding or cutting, burning torches.
They all require written procedures for the safe
use.
And only workers that have been
trained and that are competent or under the
direction of a competent person shall use hot
work equipment.

And there also has to be fire

extinguishing equipment on the site as well.
A re-examination of the work area
has to be completed within two hours to ensure
that there is no residual elements of the work
that was undertaken and no residual hazards to
the workers as well.
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So workers must also be protected
by the fumes through the use of ventilation or
personal protection equipment as well.
Procedures are also required for
both surface and underground operations to
respond to fires and other emergencies.

Workers

require training.
And equipment must be available
to provide an adequate response, and that is
based on the size of the operation.

Every

operation is different, mines are all different
in Ontario.

So they have to be suitable to the

size and operation of the mine.
All the equipment underground
must be maintained for safe operation, protected
in the event of a fire, taking into consideration
the manufacturer's recommendations.
Garages, storage areas and other
key locations require a fire suppression system
as well as fire doors that are maintained and
checked in accordance with the regulatory
requirements set out in Regulation 854.
There are comprehensive
requirements for both training for the workers,
ensuring that the equipment underground is
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maintained according to the manufacturer's
suggested usage, and maintained according to the
procedures developed by the employer as well.
The next part will be an overview
of mine hoisting plants.
Currently in the Province of
Ontario there is about 40 underground operating
mines.

This varies from year to year as mines

open and close.

Typically mines and the life of

mines is dependant on the orabody.

Mines are

typically developed in the same manner or same
fashion.
And in this case I am going to
review something that is typical within hard rock
mining, and that is the use of a multi-deck stage
or a galloway that is used for shaft sinking.
I am going to provide you with a
little bit of information on the requirements
around hoisting plants, the application of a
galloway, as well as some of the maintenance
requirements required during shaft sinking and
exploration.
It is important to mention that
no mine hoisting plant shall be operated without
a written statement by a professional engineer
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identifying the location of a hoist plant.

The

maximum load that can be carried, including
materials and persons, and that competent people
must examine the mechanical parts of the hoist
plant at routine intervals for testing and
maintenance.
During a typical development of a
mine shaft a conveyance is required once the
vertical depth below surface exceeds 50 metres.
And this is typically achieved through, as I
mentioned earlier, a mining galloway, which is a
multi-stage platform.

As the depth of the mine

increases, the platform is continuously lowered
into the mine.
It is not something that moves
typically up and down the shaft everyday.

There

are apparatuses within the galloway that allow
for men and material to be transported from
surface to underground, and the waste rock to be
removed after the cycle of blasting is completed.
So according to the Regulations
for mines and mining plants, hoists used for
transporting of workers and materials must be
kept in safe working condition.

And competent

persons shall examine the mechanical workings of
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the hoist in accordance with the Regulations
everyday prior to use.
There is also more thorough
examinations that must be conducted weekly.
During that more thorough examination they
evaluate the braking systems, look at all the key
wear aspects within the mining hoisting plant,
including the wire rope that holds the
attachments in place and suspends the cage or the
conveyance and the shaft.
The picture on the right shows a
typical galloway being installed into a modern
mechanized mine.

As you can see by the size, it

is a large complex piece of equipment that is
used.
In regard to the wire rope that
suspends the conveyance in the shaft, it is
tested in regards to the CSA standard G4 for the
purpose of mine hoisting and mine haulage.

So

all the ropes must be tested at routine
maintenance intervals.
The materials testing lab, which
is under the direction of the Ministry of Labour,
issues test certificates as a record of the
breaking strength of a wire rope sample used for
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transporting material.
routine tests.

Wire ropes are subject to

And then a competent person using

electromagnetic devices must ensure that the rope
is in good condition.
And then the MTL lab retests each
rope in operation in Ontario mines at routine
intervals, and that test is conducted according
to the original breaking strength of the rope.
So once it falls below 90 per cent of its
original breaking strength the rope must be
removed from service.
So just in summary, hoisting
plants and shaft sinking equipment are designed
and built according to good engineering practice,
maintained and tested according to requirements
set out in OHSA and the Regulations, and
regularly examined by competent persons and kept
in safe condition.
Part 4, Regulation 854 deals with
ventilation.

In a mine or a mining plant a

ventilation shall be provided and maintained to
provide clean breathable air.

Accurate plans and

records of the ventilation system at either
surface or underground mines must be kept and
made available to the Ministry of Labour.
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Included in the plans must be the
locations of all fans, the volume of air in cubic
metres, location and function of fire doors,
ventilation in controlled doors so that everybody
on site has a good understanding of the direction
of the airflow, how much air is available in any
particular area of the mine and how the different
areas of the mine are segregated by other
stoppings, vent doors or other devices to ensure
that everybody, including mine rescue personnel
when they are dispatched in case of an emergency,
have a good understanding of not only which
direction the air is moving, but also which way
the exhaust and the intake is, and the layout of
all the refuge stations that are in the
underground environment as well.
In addition, employers are
required to maintain a chart of procedures for
the use of diesel-powered equipment.

So wherever

there is diesel-powered equipment operating there
has to be an understanding and a chart of
procedures that details exactly how much air is
flowing in that area, which way the air is
flowing.
And it also has to be available
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to the operators working in that area so they
have a good understanding of which way all of
their supplied air is moving and how much air is
actually being supplied in the underground
environment to ensure that the equipment that
they are operating meets the requirements that
are set out in legislation.
The employer must test the
volumes of the air working in all the underground
haulage ways to ensure adequate volumes are
available and that the minimum flow rates
prescribed by regulations have been achieved.
And the information is to be made available to
the workers as well.
Equipment is tested on a regular
basis for emissions, as described by our
regulation, and at routine intervals, as
prescribed in consultation with our joint health
and safety committees in the Province of Ontario.
And that is the end of the
slideshow.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

Thank you very

I will now proceed with questions from the

panel for all three presenters.
So perhaps if I could begin with
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Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

I would like to start on fire
drills.
First of all to OPG, to your
knowledge, how frequently were major fire drills
held at WIPP?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I don't think that we have that
information readily available.

We can check

through the DOE report that was file and perhaps
we could come back with that information?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Maybe, I can ask

the same question to CNSC?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Unfortunately, you will get the
same response.

We don't have that information.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay, thank you.

Now, have you heard that OPG and
the Western Waste Management Facility holds major
fire drills once every two years?

Is that

correct?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the
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record.
No, fire drills are held at least
annually.

What occurs every two years is an

independent third-party code compliance review.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay, thank you

for that clarification.
Are the plans for the proposed
DGR in terms of fire drills equivalent to what we
see at the Western Waste Management Facility?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Yes, they are.

The current

emergency response plan has annual drills for
each of the incidents that we expect to have on
the facility, and that will continue into the
site preparation and construction phase.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Now, during

construction and operation of the proposed DGR
the dynamics of the system are constantly
changing; you are changing room sizes, you are
building shafts.

Do you consider an annual fire

drill adequate enough to take those continuous
changes that occur into account?
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for
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I will speak to the site
preparation and construction phase and then I
will pass it over to Lise Morton for the
operational considerations.
The design, as you say, is
dynamic, there are various activities; we are
going to be transferring from surface
construction activities into shaft sinking
activities and into lateral development.
We say a minimum of annually, but
there is the potential where, specifically in our
training of individuals as we go from stages and
go through different facilities, that we would
increase the number of drills.
would be dependant.

But again, it

We would expect that as we

transition from surface into shaft sinking that
we would have a series of activities around that
change of activity.
And once we get into lateral
development it becomes static in its entirety for
about a four-year period, so we may find that
annual at that time is sufficient.
MEMBER MUECKE:

But this is not

formalized at this stage and it is something that
is going to evolve as the project evolves?
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MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We formally have in our health
and safety management plans the requirements to
have:

1) the annual drills for the activities

that are being undertaken; but 2) to identify new
risks as they come into the activities plan for
work to be assessed, and then for those plans to
reconsider the need for additional drills.

So

that exists today.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I would like to,

on the same theme, address the Ministry of
Labour.

In terms of fire drills, you have the

regulations and major fire drills have to take
place once a year.
Are your inspectors present at
that time?
MR. STASKUS:

During a fire

drill, if there is a mine rescue team called out,
we will get a report of that occurrence through
the requirement to report.
In addition to the yearly test -the actual requirement is a yearly test for each
working shift.

So if it is a continuous

operation that is going to be 24 hours in
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duration, depending on the shift length, there
might be a requirement for as many as four tests
in a year if it is an eight-hour schedule.

A 12-

hour schedule may require, you know, amendment
ensuring that every working shift has a test of
their fire drill.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So just to make

sure we understand this correctly.

You will

review reports, but you will not send out
inspectors unless you see problems.

Is that

correct?
MR. STASKUS:

That is correct.

MEMBER MUECKE:

I would like to

switch over now again to OPG and maybe bring up
slide 14, if it's possible.
Regarding the WIPP incident, gas
pressure is suspected to have been a contributing
factor to the breach of one or more of the
containers at the WIPP site.

Containers intended

for the proposed DGR are vented we understand.
My first question is:

Is this

the case for all containers?
Second, what are the chances of a
venting valve becoming blocked?

What would be

the consequences if this occurred before the
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placement of closure walls?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So first for clarification, I
believe your first question, no, not all
containers are vented.

For example, some of the

low-level waste containers are quite simple steel
boxes with welded seams, et cetera.

So some of

them may not have a vent valve, so I think that's
important to note.
I'm going to defer as well to
Paul Gierszewski who can perhaps provide some
additional clarification, because I believe your
second question again was around the venting
valve becoming blocked.

So again, keeping in

mind there are quite a few of the low-level waste
containers that are going to be going in the DGR
that won't have a venting valve.
I'm sorry, Paul can perhaps
provide more information on any containers that
might have venting valves.

I'm trying to go by

memory here.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the requirements are that the
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containers have to be vented if there is a
risk -- if the nature of the waste in those
containers is that they could generate gas.

It

doesn't specify exactly how they've done.
As Lise was saying, a number of
the containers are basically just strapped lid so
they are not tightly sealed.

I think the ones

where a deliberate venting is required or would
be included is in the ion exchange resins and
then you get into the retube containers, they are
not expected to generate gas, they are sealed
containers.

So that's the design basis of the

containers.
MEMBER MUECKE:

That brings me

back about the failure of valves.
--- Off microphone
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

We are just going to take a moment to

confer on your question.
MEMBER MUECKE:

In that case, I

pass on to one of my colleagues.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
to respond?

Are you ready

Thank you.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, yes.

I'm sorry for the confusion, we are just
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confirming.
So the IX resin column, as
Dr. Gierszewski referred to, again, we don't
really have a waste package that has a venting
valve-type configuration, which is causing a bit
of our confusion.

In terms of a concern

therefore of the venting mechanism or path
involved in those containers being blocked,
again, we haven't seen any evidence of that.

And

in the case of resin liners, you know, they are
going to be down in the in-ground containers for
quite some period of time before they have been
transferred to the DGR.

I believe if any of that

mechanism would have occurred, it would have
occurred long before we transferred to the DGR
and we certainly again have not seen anything
like that.

But we don't really have a venting

valve mechanism.
Again, possibly Dr. Gierszewski
can add to that.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

I would confirm

that the intent would be that they would be
vented, but not necessarily by putting in a
venting valve to maintain that.
As an example, OPG moved a number
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of the in-ground resin containers in a program a
few years ago and as part of holes were drilled
into each of the containers to ensure they were
vented before they were moved and we would
similarly require or expect that there would have
to be some venting of these containers prior to
moving them to the DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

With respect to the earlier
question where we didn't quite have the answer in
terms of the number of fire drills, if you can
just get back to us by the end of the day with
the answer to that.

I'm not going to make it all

a formal undertaking or anything, but if you
could.

And if you can't we understand.

We know

that there is a lot going on and it may not
always be readily available.
I would now ask Dr.

Archibald

for some of his questions.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

This is addressed to OPG and then
probably to MOL afterwards.
In Ontario mine underground
workers are required to report to the nearest
available refuge station upon being informed by
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way of various communication strategies of
incidents such as underground mine fires without
exception.

Is that my understanding from MOL?
MR. STASKUS:

Glenn Staskus, for

the record.
Yes, it would be for underground
fires.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Okay.

And

only after site review and permitting by mine
rescue personnel would workers then be permitted
to leave refuge stations.

Is that also true?

MR. STASKUS:

The extraction of

the workers from the refuge station would be
under the supervision of the mine and would be in
consultation with mine rescue organizations, all
the mine rescue workers as well in consultation
with.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question to both OPG and MOL is:

Then my
To your

knowledge, were similar field safety procedures
in existence at the WIPP site or were workers
permitted by their fire protection program only
to exit the facility in by travelling to the
various shaft sites once being informed of an
accident such as a vehicle fire?
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To OPG first.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
When we had the opportunity to
meet with the individuals from WIPP we asked the
same question and they didn't have the same
requirement for all of the underground shaft to
report to a refuge station as we do in the
Ontario regulation requirements.
Their approach was to provide the
closest and quickest escape from the facility,
which was the waste hoist.

So they didn't have a

similar requirement to essentially shelter in
place within the refuge station, have
accountability to all individuals through that
process.

Then again, as the Ministry of Labour

has pointed out, then have a process from which
they are extracted from the site once it has been
determined to be safe to do so.

So they took an

approach of an immediate removal of individuals
from the site through the waste hoist.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

To the

Ministry of Labour, is that also your
understanding?
MR. STASKUS:

Glenn Staskus, for
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the record.
That would be our understanding
as well.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
This is to OPG.

Thank you.
On page 7 of

your EIS submission -- this is not on the basis
of the presentation today -- you stated that:
"The site Safety Culture and
lack of a questioning
attitude, reluctance to
report issues to management,
and an acceptance of degraded
equipment and conditions;..."
exists.
Does OPG's emergency, fire
safety, maintenance or other management plans,
collectively known as the safety culture, have
provisions to receive input from workers and
staff without disincentive or stigmatization
potential?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Our safety culture is very
important at OPG and we have a very robust
program for seeking input from our employees.

We
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have a station condition record system where
employees are encouraged in do file reports so
that management is aware of issues with regard to
any of our programs, including fire protection
and emergency response.
So it's something that we value
very much and we can give you specific examples
if that's helpful.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
fine, thank you.

That would be

Say that

I have one other question at this
point on this particular one.

I'm going to be

bouncing to MOL and CNSC shortly.
Does OPG have any plan to use
filtration in order to remove radionuclide dusts
and other types of aerosols from the exhaust air?
It had been reported in previous submissions that
tritium is a major component of the exhaust air
and does not need filtration, but in view of the
fact that we now have a vehicle fire, soot and
other aerosols being released, would filtration
be part of OPG's future plans for exhaust air
treatment?
MR. WILSON:
record.

Derek Wilson for the
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I will provide a bit of a
response to this and then I will ask Dr.
Gierszewski to provide additional with respect to
the safety analysis that has been performed.
Our current design is, as you
state, without filtration.

We have considered

both fire and radiological release in that.

We

have considered the design of the ventilation
system such that we have the exhausts moving away
from individuals, as well as the surface release
of the ventilation system being ducted away from
the active activities on the site and given those
we feel that we are adequately addressing worker
safety in the areas that they are going to be
exposed.
Then perhaps Dr. Gierszewski can
provide a response related to the safety analysis
itself.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So we get the safety assessment
and we did not assume in that assessment that
there were filters in there.
The results, four accidents and
we went through and the types of events that were
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seen at WIPP were well below criteria.

I think

this relates in part to the nature of the wastes.
Again, we aren't handling weapons-related
materials, this is low and intermediate level
waste from CANDU reactor operations.
I would also point out that our
more active intermediate level wastes are in very
robust containers.

In the course of the

discussion with the Panel there were two
information requests, 04-135 and 09-402, that the
Panel did ask:

Well, what if you included HEPA

filters, what would the effect of that be on it
and so those results were published.

They made a

small difference, or in many cases they made
almost no difference, in some cases they did
result in a small reduction and the radiological
release remained well below criteria.

In the

first place they reduce it somewhat and again
that related to the fact that in our waste
streams the dominant contributors tend to be the
volatile species, tritium and carbon-14, and they
wouldn't be impacted by HEPA filter system.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

I would like to address part of
the same question to CNSC.
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Would you consider the use of
HEPA filters plus tritium removal processes as
part of an exhaust remediation process?

And what

could be done to remove tritium from the air?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson for

the record.
We did assess the use of HEPA
filters in the same manner as OPG has just
explained, looking at the radiological species
that would be released and various types of
scenarios.
Given that it's tritium and C-14,
HEPA filters would not bring -- essentially do
not remove those types of gaseous species from
the airflow.
We found that HEPA filters could
make a difference for some of the
non-radiological particulates, but not to an
extent where -- it wasn't a particular health and
safety problem to start with.
In terms of removal of tritium
from gaseous emissions, the levels are so low
that to my knowledge there isn't a technology
that would effectively remove such low levels of
tritium in air essentially.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

This is back

to OPG and going back to the relevance of both of
the events that occurred.
From your slide No. 7 you noted
that the credible underground fire event
studied -- assessed communication notification
system needs.
How would the proposed DGR system
differ in any substantial way from the management
of the WIPP safety communications system that was
operating?

What major difference exists between

what OPG is proposing and what currently exists
or did exist at WIPP?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think the main difference
between the two events and how we plan to respond
to those types of events versus how the WIPP
experience unfolded on that day, very similar
systems in terms of communication, very similar
in terms of the mine phone system, the
notification system, the central communication
centre, and so on, we are going to use stench gas
systems in our system that would be released upon
notification of the fire alarm, which is
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different.
But I think it comes down to the
processes that were used and the away that it was
communicated at WIPP.

Very similar systems, they

just chose to do it in a different way than we
would do it in our particular case.

We would

still use mine phones, but those mine phones
would be used more from an accountability
perspective and making sure that people are
accounted for.
The mine stench system is the
primary.

We also have leaky feeder systems

planned to be able to communicate throughout.
Each individual will have access to that
communication.
So the technologies are very
similar, it was just the approach that would be
taken that I think is the primary difference
between the two.
So the technology would be very
similar in terms of modern technology.

The

stench gas is an old-time system, but it is a
primary and very effective and I guess it's just
the manner in which the communication system is
used.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

All right,

then.
A major consequence of the WIPP
fire event was smoke inhalation exposure of
employees who were told to evacuate to the
nearest shaft -- to the exhaust shaft obviously.
With relevance to the proposed
DGR, how would use of the refuge stations provide
enhanced fire protection?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Well, there are a couple of
things.

One is, the ventilation flow is critical

in the immediate response to a fire event, i.e.
you don't change the ventilation flow because
people are expecting to know where the clean air
is coming and where there is poor ventilation.
In discussion with individuals
from WIPP, some of the smoke inhalation was the
result of individuals not having practice, the
donning of self-rescuers, as well as having
brand-new equipment in front of them.

So when

they went to use it -- you know, they trained,
and they all had training and they all had
training records of being able to don their
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self-rescuers, they used the ones that were in
training rooms that had been used 100 times and
you open them, they fall apart.

So that was one

of the lessons that they have, was that
individuals, although they knew how to do it
actually couldn't use a brand new self-rescuer.
So we are considering the use of
self-rescue equipment as well, self-donned
ventilators and so on, in our overall fire hazard
assessment.
But the use of the refuge
stations and the placement of those refuge
stations and for the ability for an individual to
get to those within a short timeframe I think
would provide a safer refuge as which is why it
has been adopted by Ministry of Labour in Ontario
as the best practice.
So I believe that would take
people out of harm's way in a quicker means and
for the most part wouldn't put them into a
situation where they would have to travel through
the smoke, because again they would be in a
position such that they should always be in the
upstream side of the fire.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you for
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the response.
Just to be clear, it is because
the use of the refuge stations, and so on, is a
primary aid in case of accidents and fire events,
and so on.

Self-rescuers are not normally used

in Canadian mines simply because that is a
secondary method of rescue.
To MOL, is that also your
opinion?
MR. STASKUS:

The use of adequate

procedures to ensure worker safety is a
requirement.

Refuge stations are also available

to stakeholders and use in case of an emergency
as a way of protecting the workers in the
underground environment.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Now, to OPG

from slide 9, it was mentioned that:
"Once radioactive
contamination was noted by
surface monitors, a
shelter-in-place strategy was
initiated to protect surface
workers."

(As read)

In the event that any workers had
been present underground during this emergency --
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which was not the case, but should workers have
been underground during the radiologic release,
would the only protective measure available have
been to reach the shafts and deploy to surface as
for the fire event?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I'm not in a position to speak to
the detail of an evacuation plan at the WIPP
facility in a radiological event, because again
there were no workers underground at the time of
the event so we don't have that level of detail
in front of us.
However, we did ask the question
had there been an active workforce there, in that
particular case they use a very similar approach
to that of our own, which is keeping the workers
to the fresh air side and so therefore they
didn't anticipate that there would have been
workers downstream of the radiological event in
the ventilation flow if there had been workers
there are the time.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question would have been:

Then my next

What would be the

significant action differences to be taken by
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underground workers at a proposed DGR in WIPP be?
So I guess you cannot answer that.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
That is correct.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, do

you have some more questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, indeed.

I would like to address legacy
waste or what you call historical waste.
Some of the containers that are
to be placed in the proposed DGR are decades old
and come from various sources.

How does OPG

ensure that the proposed waste criteria have
always been met?
I note in your presentation today
that you mentioned a long history of monitoring
stored waste.

Does "long" mean the entire

history of the waste?
I also note that you mentioned a
visual inspection of a large volume, what
constitutes a large volume in this case?
MS MORTON:
record.

Lise Morton, for the

I will try to ensure I cover all of your
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questions.
So the first part of your
question related to the fact that a lot of our
waste and our containers are decades old, as you
point out, and then how do we propose that the
Waste Acceptance Criteria has always been met; is
that correct?
So with respect to that, again -and I will refer to this probably a couple of
times.
First of all, fundamentally the
Waste Acceptance Criteria, as I said, is a
contract, if you will, between the waste
generators and the waste facility.

We have the

advantage, if you will, in the sense that because
it's all one company we can work collectively and
certainly collaboratively with our waste
generating station partners and we do that.

For

a long time now the waste facility has had
ongoing dialogue and working relationships and
quarterly stakeholder meetings, as an example,
with the stations to ensure compliance with the
Waste Acceptance Criteria.
We have also had a role, what we
call a Waste Acceptor Coordinator, and we have
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had that position for at least 20 years that I'm
aware of, again to work with the stations on
Waste Acceptance Criteria and the requirements of
that document.
The other way that we have some
confirmation that the Waste Acceptance Criteria
has been met, especially on these older legacy
wastes, and it ties to your other question in
terms of visual inspections of large volumes of
waste.
So dating back as far as -- I
have at least found records into the mid to late
'90s and there are probably some even prior to
that, we had several campaigns where we have gone
in, and especially in what we call
non-processable wastes, which is waste that we
haven't incinerated or compacted, we have opened
up those waste packages in some cases, because in
one instance we were trying to gain space
efficiency in the buildings, so we have inspected
quite a bit of volume of actually packaged waste
and never found any instances of non-compliance
with the Waste Acceptance Criteria.
When I also referenced large
volumes of containers having been inspected, a
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recent example is in 2006.

We relocated the

waste in seven of our low-level storage
buildings -- and each low-level storage building
roughly contains 5,000 to 6,000 cubic metres of
waste, so that's a significant volume of waste
packages that we physically relocated -- because
we were installing an upgraded fire detection
system and we needed to relocate the waste.

So

in having moved all of that waste around we saw
no evidence of chemical reactions.
I think that addressed all of
your questions, unless I missed something.
MEMBER MUECKE:
clarification then.

Just one

Thank you for that.

The Waste Acceptance Criteria,
are they dynamic?

They have evolved with time,

how does that impact upon your evaluation of
legacy waste, because you have had -- have your
regulations changed and how much have they
changed?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Yes, the Waste Acceptance
Criteria is a dynamic, active document.

It

undergoes review at a frequency of at least every
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two years.

But if conditions arise that cause it

to be reviewed and revised more frequently that
can certainly occur.
It has evolved with time more
from the perspective of as we work with our waste
generators and either new technologies or, you
know, we find better ways to perhaps package
things, we will incorporate that into Waste
Acceptance Criteria.
The second part of your question
in terms of how does that impact legacy waste,
I'd have to give it further thought in terms of
whether there was anything specifically that
would impact that, but nothing is coming to the
top of my mind.

Because the types of revisions

that you'll see to the Waste Acceptance Criteria
are not generally getting down to the
fundamentals of the radiological characteristics
or the chemical characteristics.

We haven't seen

a lot of changes to the Waste Acceptance Criteria
in that fashion.
It's going to get around perhaps
packaging.

I can think of changes like double

banding lids to improve sealing, things like
that.
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And then in terms of regulation
changes, I believe -- which was another part of
your question -- it's not typically regulation
change that -- and I can't think of an instance
of regulation change that has directed a revision
to our Waste Acceptance Criteria.

It typically

has more to do with practices.
I will give you one example of
something that has changed recently in the Waste
Acceptance Criteria.

We are scrutinizing more

things like scrap metal and small volumes of bulk
metal that come to us to see if there is other
opportunities to further process that waste, as
an example.

So that's an example of how

technology changes and you try to evolve with it.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Maybe to continue

on that line to CNSC, what is the input of CNSC
into the Waste Acceptance Criteria that are set
out in the packaging?
MS THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for

the record.
I'll just provide a little bit of
information and then I'll ask Kay Klassen to
speak to the work that CNSC does in terms of
oversight of the waste management practices of
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OPG and other licensees.
In terms of your question with
the changes over time in terms of the Waste
Acceptance Criteria or expectations of the CNSC,
a number of years ago the practices evolved in
relation with the Radiation Protection Program
and the Waste Management Program to encourage and
incorporate practices to minimize the creation of
waste.
There were a lot of programs
where before material was brought into a station,
for example, over packaging and things like that
were removed so that it wasn't brought in and
then created low-level radioactive waste.

So a

number of practices were put in place to minimize
the amount of waste they introduced, and also
some of the recycling and reuse programs that
have just been discussed.
In terms of the definitions of
radioactive waste there has been a lot of work at
the IAEA and in Canada, and I'll ask Ms Klassen
to speak to those.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
We'd like to point out that where
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the wastes are being generated are at the nuclear
reactors themselves.

CNSC has staff permanently

located at those sites who conduct reviews and
inspections on a daily basis.

That would include

areas where wastes are being generated or areas
where wastes are being stored, the systems that
are producing wastes such as resins and filters.
So that through OPG's operations
system which develops relatively limited streams
of waste, those streams would have changed
somewhat over time but not in a great deal.

It

would be -- the changes would be related to new
activities at the nuclear plants themselves such
as refurbishment activities.

So those would be

the drivers, some of the drivers in the context
of changes to Waste Acceptance Criteria at the
Western Waste Management Facility.
So staff is -- CNSC staff is
present, is aware of those development of waste
streams, does conduct inspections, is aware of
the activities in relation to the processing of
those materials and then the material then would
be shipped to Western where, again, CNSC staff
conducts reviews and inspections of the Western
Facility.
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So we also have, in the context
over the years of operation, participated at a
number of international development of guidance
and standards from the IAEA.

We, CNSC, has

participated in the development of other Canadian
standards for waste in the context of the
Canadian Standards Association.

Those have

become incorporated in our licensing requirements
as well and we see that trickle down into the
operations and how OPG conducts their activities.
That's the waste minimization,
the reduction and recycling of some materials
that they may be able to decontaminate and reuse
within their radiation -- pardon me -- within
their Zone 2 or 3 areas where the expectation is
some of the equipment can continue to be used in
a very controlled manner prior to being decided
that its some waste to be disposed of.
I beg your pardon.

Have I missed

it?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you very

much.
But if the Chair allows me one
more question and perhaps a naïve one, are there
lists of compound materials that must never be
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packaged in the same package?

Are there like

exclusion lists in order to prevent any possible
interaction among waste components?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
The Waste Acceptance Criteria
does certainly have a section very much -- very
explicit in terms of unacceptable waste; liquids,
reactive waste, PCB waste, et cetera.
With respect to the packaging of
waste and, again, this is most relevant I would
think with respect to low-level waste because it
can be more of a mixed type waste, if you will,
beyond that the Waste Acceptance Criteria also
defines what constitutes -- we have three
individual low-level waste streams, incinerable
waste, compactible or non-processable.

So the

Waste Acceptance Criteria is quite prescriptive
in terms of what constitutes incinerable versus
compactible versus non-processable waste.

That

information usually translates as well into
posters at the stations.
I'm just going to defer to Dr.
Gierszewski with respect to intermediate-level
waste.

The Waste Acceptance Criteria doesn't
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specifically get into again those wastes being
co-mingled, I think is what you're asking, with
other wastes.

But again, keeping in mind that

those wastes come from closed loop station
systems such as resin tanks, so it would be quite
difficult to do co-mingling.
The only other thing I'll mention
is that with respect to the use of absorbents
which is believed to have been a factor in the
WIPP release event, we have a separate reference
document as part of the Waste Acceptance Criteria
that's very specific on those absorbents which
are acceptable to be used in conjunction with our
wastes.

And we monitor the stations to ensure

that those are the absorbents and the only
absorbents that they are using.
I'll turn it to Dr. Gierszewski
in case he can add anything to the discussion.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So as Lise Morton was saying, we
have a number of defined, reasonably well-defined
waste streams.

The Waste Acceptance Criteria

defines categories that are excluded and makes
reference to Ontario Environment Protection
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Regulations for those, such as chemically
reactive waste.
But there's not a -- there's not
a specific list in the Waste Acceptance Criteria
of specific "these are not accepted".

Chemically

reactive are not accepted and there is a generic
definition for that.

Ignitable waste is

identified as a class of waste again.

There is a

generic definition for that.
So then one looks at the
individual waste streams to see where they would
meet or compare against those requirements to
ensure that we have no chemically reactive waste
because they are relatively well defined and
continuous waste streams.

We have done that.

And certainly, as one of the -- and the safety
assessments are taken to account for the
characteristics of the waste in that.
Part of our review of the WIPP
incident, we did go back and we did look at a
very specific list of things that one could
consider as potentially reactive-type materials
and just go through the exercises saying, you
know, let's just make sure none of these are in
our standard waste streams as an exercise.
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I could pass perhaps -- I don't
know whether Dr. Dave Evans behind you would have
any additional comments on some of the chemistry
aspects of the waste.
DR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
Yeah, I would just support Paul's
point about these wastes being from predictable
processes.

The resin wastes come out of systems

that have changed little since the start of the
CANDU industry.

They are slurried into spent

resin storage tanks at the station and then
eventually into spent resin liners and stored at
the Western Waste Management Facility in the
engineered IC-12s or IC-18s.
So this is a well-established,
pardon me, type of waste stream and we have a
high degree of confidence.
goes into that.

We understand what

There's essentially no

opportunity for other materials to enter a stream
like the spent resin stream which is one of our
larger ILW processes.
Again, it's a well understood,
long-established process.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I'd like to go

back to the WIPP event and address this to CNSC,
from whom a detailed response was provided in
their written presentation.
In your summary review of the
WIPP fire event you stated that two service
workers attempted to travel to the site and put
out the fire unsuccessfully.

This was about 10

minutes after the event initiated.
To the knowledge of CNSC, do you
know if a safety infraction would have occurred
by this action?
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
I'm aware from what's written in
the report -- again, I'm not fully cognizant of
the regulatory regime through the state's mining
group that is involved with occupational health
and safety at the site but that wasn't part of
procedures.

It wasn't the accepted procedural

response to the fire.
And I know that the staff that
did go there did take expected equipment.
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Somebody did have a monitor for carbon monoxide
along with the fire equipment but the response
wouldn't be something that would be expected by
the CNSC in a uranium mine.
tailored.

It would be

It wouldn't be spur of the moment.

There would be a very established response for a
fire response.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

And then I'd like to redirect
this to Ministry of Labour and OPG.

Would you

care to comment on this response activity and its
appropriateness for underground mine emergency
response within Ontario?
MR. STASKUS:

Glen Staskus, for

the record.
I'd just like to reiterate that
mine rescue activities at a mine are under the
supervision and the procedures developed by the
mine and the supervision of the mine.

Mines are

-- although complex workplaces, they are well
established within the province.
We have been mining in Ontario
for an awfully long time.

I think the safety

record of the mines also dictates that the
procedures are, you know, well followed and in
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place and in the workplaces in Ontario.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
MR. WILSON:

And to OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
My understanding of the incident
as you describe it, Dr. Archibald, is there were
a couple of workers who observed the
circumstances that were underway.

There was a

chemical, about a 300-pound chemical fire
suppression equipment that they were trying to
mobilize to the site and at the time, as the CNSC
have pointed out, their carbon monoxide
indicators went off and they abandoned that
activity and retreated back to -- for the
evacuation.

However, it's not a -- it would not

be a standard protocol for a response to a fire.
Obviously, if there is a fire you
try to extinguish it if you can do so safely.
Otherwise, then you retreat to use the proper
mine -- the proper evacuation techniques, as
we've described previously.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
And just to continue in that same
vein, and this is about the Facility Shift
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Manager -- at a time approximately 30 minutes
after the start of the fire and evacuation
noticed the FSM, as he's called, activated the
local mine rescue team.
To the Ministry of Labour, would
you be able to explain whether this 30-minute
delay in activating emergency response is
appropriate?
MR. STASKUS:

Glen Staskus, for

the record.
As I indicated earlier, the mine
rescue procedures are underneath the supervision
of the person in charge of the mine.

So it would

be up to that procedure to dictate what the
protocol would be for notification of the mine
rescue team.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

So there is no

set time period in Ontario mines by which
activation must occur or alerting the mine rescue
team if notice is given of an event or an
emergency?
MR. STASKUS:

Glen Staskus, for

the record.
Just to clarify, there is a
requirement to notify the use of a mine rescue
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team.

There's no time factor involved with that.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
And one other input from CNSC, in
the inside section of their written report, CNSC
has suggested that:
"OPG must apply lessons
learned from the WIPP fire
event actions to minimize
hazard occurrences." (As
read)
And they have listed a series of
features.

And thank you very much for the

detail, items such as minimize vehicle fires
acceptability, negate the effects of poor central
monitoring room operations, updating effective
emergency response plans.
And my question to OPG is, does
OPG concur with these lessons learned and propose
procedural changes if not already planned?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Could you just give us the page
reference if you wouldn't mind?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

This would be
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in the written CNSC response under the subheading
called "Insights".

I do not have the page marked

unfortunately.
This would also be under PMD 13P1.2 for CNSC recommendations.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

Sorry.
I'm looking through the report

and I see sections that are referenced "Impact".
I see sections referenced "Recommendations".

I'm

just trying to find -- because I think you had
some very specific words that I'd like to just
make sure we're giving you the right information.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

We'll just

keep it general.
The general question was, do you
concur with the lessons learned or the features
for the request by the Panel for lessons learned
from the WIPP incident and if any procedural
changes have been noted in the documents
submitted would you be planning to utilize them
if not already planned?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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I am presuming that the CNSC has
provided us good input here.

However, it's

difficult when I can't see precisely the words.
So you know, I'd like to say yes because I think
that's likely the answer.

I'd just like to see

the words if that's possible.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Swami, if I

perhaps could weigh in here with some of the
precise words which I also made note of, and I
believe it's -- actually originally in both your
written submission and the CNSC are very similar
words.
So the words are things like:
considering changes in design and processes such
as minimization of use of combustibles, fire
detection, fire suppression, communication, the
location of portable refuge stations or emergency
response.
So Dr. Archibald is asking you in
under those categories, did the WIPP incident
lead OPG to consider specific changes in those
categories?
DR. THOMPSON:

Perhaps, and Dr.

Swanson, it's page 61 of the staff's CMD.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.
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Thompson.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So yes, we would consider these,
as I suspected I would say yes to this question.
I just wanted to make sure I was reading the
words correctly.
So yes, we would agree with this.
Of course, whenever we look at an event that
takes place at another facility we would go
through a very similar process to this,
identifying all of the different areas that we
would want to make sure we had addressed as part
of our own learnings from these types of an
event. It's very important to OPG that we are
always learning from industry events.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
I'd like to address questions to
CNSC now from the same written document.
Mention is made in your written
submission that the underground air monitor was
disabled due to malfunction.

And this apparently

occurred 29 minutes after the radiologic event
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started.
My question to CNSC is, do you
have any knowledge of the cause of the
malfunction and why in the singular case where
radiologic contamination release was identified
at the WIPP, the continuous air monitor did not
operate for any more than 29 minutes after it
initiated an alarm signal?
Is this a common occurrence in
underground uranium mines or other sites to have
equipment fail?
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen

speaking, for the record.
From the report it was identified
that there were other non-functioning air
monitors underground that had not been repaired.
The one that malfunctioned was quickly dismissed
by the operator.
Our expectations in the context
of equipment located in any area is that they
should be fit for service.

The kind of

malfunction 27 minutes after it initially alarmed
would not be expected to happen.

Certainly,

equipment can malfunction, but what we were quite
concerned with in reading the event report was
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other equipment, similar equipment was not in
operational condition and this was the one
remaining one, from what I could gather from the
reports, that was operating underground at the
time.
So we would be concerned that
whichever type of equipment was chosen for
monitoring purposes that it is chosen in the
context of the environment that it is expected to
function in and certainly that maintenance would
not let something like that occur underground
where multiple pieces of similar equipment were
in a non-functioning state.
So it's a combination of the
choice of the equipment being used to monitor
what kinds of items for the conditions it's
expected to operate in and then regular
maintenance to keep that equipment functioning so
that it doesn't malfunction at an inappropriate
time.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question then.

One follow-up

In the basis of CNSC's fairly

extensive experience in uranium mining in Canada,
does such technology work effectively in the
mines to give effective communication of problems
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such as this?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

As you know, Dr. Archibald, you

just referenced our experience with uranium
mines.
All underground uranium mines
have extensive monitoring systems in place to
protect workers against both -- all types of
radiation exposures not just the gamma exposures
from rock surfaces, for example, but also from
particulates, radon and radon decay products and
dust in air and so, the workers have monitoring
systems in place.
There's also monitoring in the
mine environment to make sure that there is
redundancy in those systems so that at all times
workers are protected and if -- there's alarms
that would require people to pull back if doses
were achieved -- were arriving at certain pre-set
triggers.
And so, from our experience,
there are equipment that can function underground
quite effectively to monitor a wide variation of
types of exposures.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

My
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presumption, therefore, is that this would not be
a common occurrence in a standard uranium mine or
other site in Canada that you have seen?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I believe it would not be, but

we will during lunch confirm with our colleagues
back in Ottawa and Saskatoon to provide that
update.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

Another question from one of your slides, I
believe it was Slide 6 and this was in the
prepared submission:
"CNSC has stated that the
shafts and hoists were
checked and decontaminated."
(As read)
And I believe on Slide 12,
Relevance of Lessons Learned:
"No additional control
measures or mitigations were
currently identified."
(As read)
My question to CNSC is, would
radiologic or fire then contamination of shafts
or other ground excavations, based upon the WIPP
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event analogy, be considered to be significantly
serious in effect that they would result in
closure of use?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I'll start responding and then

I'll ask Kate Klassen and Michael Jones to
provide additional information if I have missed
something.
The Environmental Impact
Statement required OPG to look at a range of
accidents and malfunctions, and I'll try to say
it in English, malevolent acts to look at the
consequences from the various scenarios.
All of those scenarios were
assessed, result in some cases consequences to
workers that are below the criteria.
I think it's reasonable to expect
that if such accidents were to happen that there
might be temporary closures of areas to allow for
staged re-entry with appropriate radiation
protection controls in place.
MS KLASSEN:

I think the only

thing I would add is, again, it would depend on
what type of package had the difficulty and where
the difficulty occurred.

It could result in the
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facility being closed to regular operations for
some considerable time while safe plans are
developed by the licensee and certainly they
would be reviewed by CNSC for a very safe
considered controlled re-entry.
The issue of waste or waste
continuing to arise while the DGR was being
systematically inspected and re-entry would take
place; Western is, as part of this project,
intended to continue to operate as the site for
processing wastes arising from OPG's operations.
So that kind of temporary storage
of the continuing wastes arising, CNSC Staff
would expect it could be managed at this point
and continue to be managed at Western while the
incident was explored.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Just to take

it one step further, and this is simply because
the statement was, the shafts and hoists were
checked and decontaminated.
Would the development of new
mitigation procedures be recommended in light of
the WIPP event and lessons learned for preplanning for mitigation of radiologic depositions
in a shaft, for example?

And I would also ask
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this of OPG as a secondary.
DR. THOMPSON:
Thompson, for the record.

So, Patsy

The radiation

protection program that OPG is expected to have
in place would have all the provisions in place
to carefully consider areas that are potentially
contaminated to allow essentially workers to go
in safely, assessing the situation, do any
investigations that are required and then proceed
with the work.
I'll ask Ms Christina Dodkin to
talk about the work control processes that are
expected to be in place to address this type of
situation.
MS DODKIN:
the record.

Christina Dodkin, for

I'm a radiation protection

specialist with the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
With regards to your question,
licensees are required to implement radiation
protection programs and, as part of the program,
they must have controls for radiological hazards
which includes contamination monitoring and
control requirements as well as provisions for
decontamination and that would include facilities
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or decontamination services as well.
So as part of the licence and
moving forward for OPG and the DGR, they would be
expected to have provisions in their radiation
protection program for decontamination activities
commensurate with the radiological hazards that
are present in the different areas and equipment
within the DGR.
And also, so there's also the
link as well to when the emergency response would
be activated and provisions under that as well.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would that

potentially include the decontamination from a
combined fire and radiologic release event where
you may have contaminated soot or whatever
coating the walls?

This is not just human

decontamination, it's physical.
MS DODKIN:

Yes.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And I would

address the same question to OPG.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami for the

We do have a radiation protection

program as described that includes
decontamination.

It's not strictly with respect

to workers, it's also with respect to surfaces
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and other materials.

So that program would

already exist.
It would not be that dissimilar
if we were to include clean-up of soot, as an
example, at the same time.
So we would assess what the
hazard was.

The workers would be well aware of

what those hazards could be and a plan would be
developed that would address whatever the hazard
happened to be.
It's hard to predict what that
combination would be, but our decontamination
procedures already would allow for clean-up of
surfaces as well as people.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Apparently, we

have one speaker who has to leave by 1:30, so I'm
going to interrupt the questioning on the basis
of the previous three speakers and proceed with a
10-minute oral presentation.
This presentation is by the
Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries.

So

while we're shifting chairs, we'll just take a
minute here and get set up.
So, Dr. Oberth, I understand your
presentation is 10 minutes.

Unfortunately, we
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will not have a lot of time for questions, but at
least we'll be able to hear from you.
--- Pause

PRESENTATION BY / PRESENTATION PAR:
ORGANIZATION OF CANADIAN NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES,
RON OBERTH

DR. OBERTH:

For the record, my

name is Ron Oberth, I'm the President of the
Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries.
First of all, let me thank you
for allowing some time for me to address this
Panel and I apologize for being disruptive of the
program, but maybe a change of pace might have
been a good thing.
First of all, let me introduce my
organization to you.

OCI is an industry

association representing approximately 180
private sector suppliers of products and services
to the Canadian and offshore nuclear industries
including the waste management industry and
including the mining sector of uranium.
Collectively our companies employ
more than 10,000 highly qualified and skilled
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nuclear specialists who work exclusively on
providing the nuclear support and equipment to
the industry.
Many of our companies, as I
mentioned, have provided equipment and container
designs to the radioactive waste management
projects in Canada and overseas.
I personally have worked in the
radioactive waste management projects at both
AECL and OPG during my 35-year career in the
nuclear sector.

So when I speak today, I'm

speaking on behalf of many people in the sector
who have asked me to represent them and head
their association.
But if I beg, I'm going to depart
from my written text here and the slides.

This

has been covered very amply by excellent
presentations this morning by both OPG and CNSC,
but I just want to say a couple of words about
myself and the importance of OpX to our industry.
Personally I was very moved by
the presentation early this morning by the
Saugeen Ojibway Nation and their respect for air,
water and land.

I personally, although I live in

a city, I have a great passion and love for all
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of these things.

I have two daughters to whom I

hope to pass a safe and healthy planet and I'm
sure everyone in our industry would share those
same passions.

So, in a sense, we're all coming

from the same desire to protect the planet.
I also want to talk about the
nature of our industry.

I think you'll agree

that our industry is represented by welleducated, respectful people who respect one
another and respect the environment, all who have
children and who also care about a healthy
planet.
Another unique feature of the
nuclear industry is we invest heavily in ensuring
safe design, quality in our products and services
and we invest in education and training and
developing a strong safety culture.

So safety is

the number one priority of everything we do in
our industry.
Another unique feature of our
industry is that it is a very open industry and
an industry that shares, and we've talked this
morning about the openness of the people at the
Waste Isolation Power Plant in sharing their
experiences, in documenting their experiences so
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that others in the industry can learn and benefit
from that experience.
Even though I represent 180
companies who sometimes compete with one another,
a key element of our industry is we share
experience, we learn from each other's mistakes,
we share each other's improvements.

So OpX is a

critical part of our industry and a critical part
of why I think our industry is a safe and a
dependable industry.
So what I would take from the OpX
and WIPP is that the incidents at WIPP fall
within the events that were postulated in the DGR
and the WIPP incidents reinforces our
determination to learn from OpX, to build OpX
into future considerations as appropriate.
And I think your questioning of
the panel of the experts this morning focused
very much on how we can learn from the OpX at the
WIPP and I think the responses that you've heard
indicate a strong willingness to do that.
Sorry, I keep pushing this the
wrong way.

So the conclusions that I would want

to draw, because I think we've gone into enough
detail on this, is that our industry builds
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defence in depth into everything we do, into
design of mines, into designs of containers and
our record, I think, speaks for itself.
And I just want to remind the
Panel and the audience that this month this
industry will hit an important milestone.

On

September the 30th, 1954 was when the first
nuclear submarine, the Nautilus, was launched in
the U.S.A.

It was launched at the leadership of

a man named Admiral Hyman Rickover who at that
time, 60 years ago, instilled a culture of safety
and defence in depth into our industry and I
would assert that the 60 years of experience with
the deployment of nuclear technology for
propulsion purposes and, more importantly and
more relevantly to today's discussion, in the
production of power, has been done with utmost
safety in mind.
In almost 60 years of experience,
we've had three events that have been considered
serious events; two of which caused a loss of
life.

From each event we learn, we modify and we

improve.
And I would assert that that
track record of our industry is a very powerful
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and excellent track record and I would like to
assure the Panel that the experts in this room,
particularly in OPG and NWMO and the oversight of
the CNSC will ensure that the lessons learned
from WIPP will be incorporated in the very safe
design and construction of the DGR as well as the
safety culture, the important safety culture that
will be required to operate that facility safely
for a long period of time.
So in closing and within my 10
minutes, I just want to say that our industry,
the organization that I represent, the 180
companies and the 10,000 people, do support OPG's
application and believe that OPG does have the
skills, the safety culture and the excellent
personnel, with the oversight of the CNSC, to
safely construct and operate a

DGR at the waste

site.
Thank you for your time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Oberth.

Thank you, Dr.

Perhaps we have time for a couple of

questions from either Dr. Archibald or Dr.
Muecke.

Dr. Archibald, did you have a question?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I'll come back

roughly to my last theme, if I may.

The report
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for the release incident indicated that the
continuous air monitor for radiation detection
malfunctioned and was taken offline.
Had this malfunction occurred
prior to the actual event, delays in reporting
could have prolonged exposure hazards to workers
had they been underground and to the surface
environment.
My question to you is, would the
detector malfunction be considered by the nuclear
industries that you represent to be one of the
critical controls that must be used to isolate
radioactive waste from the environment and would
it be a primary defence in depth feature for a
DGR?
DR. OBERTH:

That's a technical

question that I would defer to the experts who
are designing the facility.

I can only assert

that a careful consideration of that will be
taken and I would defer to the experts to decide
to what degree that experience will be
incorporated into new designs.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I'm afraid one or

two of my questions would be technical, too -DR. OBERTH:

Okay.
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MEMBER MUECKE:
in a more general sense.

-- so I'll put it

How was your membership

consulted in preparation of your submissions?
DR. OBERTH:
Directors to whom I report.

I have a Board of
I advised the Board

of my decision to speak at this hearing.

I

shared the presentation with the Board, I did not
share it with all 180 members, but I've been in
this position for three years, the membership
understands what we do as an organization and
when I speak for the industry I am representing
the interests of those members.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

All

right.

I think we'll take our scheduled lunch

break.

We will be reconvening at 2:00 p.m. and

we'll be resuming the last few questions related
to the first three presentations of today.
Thank you and we'll see you at
two.

--- Upon recessing at 12:32 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 32
--- Upon resuming at 1:59 p.m. /
Reprise à 13 h 59
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MS McGEE:

Good afternoon.

If I

could ask everyone to take their seats, I'd like
to begin this afternoon's proceedings with a
brief statement.
The Panel wishes to acknowledge
that several people have asked for permission to
present proposed questions through the Chair.
The Panel's first priority is to ensure that
everyone scheduled to present today is heard and
the Panel is able to ask all of their questions
for each presenter.
The opportunity for intervenors
to ask a question through the Chair is subject,
in part, to the availability of time together
with other considerations.
Therefore, the Panel will hear
from all of today's registered presenters and
will complete their questions before determining
how much time is available to consider proposed
questions from registered intervenors.
Thank you very much.
Good afternoon.

The Panel will

now resume our questions related to the first
three presentations of this morning from OPG,
CNSC and the Ministry of Labour.
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At the close of our questions,
then we will proceed with the next scheduled
presentation.
Dr. Archibald.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I have a

question for CNSC.
The Panel wishes to confirm the
tritium levels at the proposed DGR are too low
for existing technology to remove.

Is that

correct?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That is my understanding.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And would

there be any existing technology or process that
could be used to immobilize and/or capture
tritium at concentrations higher than the
existing if it, for example, did occur at the DGR
after its release into the surface environment?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
My understanding is that
technologies do exist.

For example, OPG has a

tritium removing -- removal facility, so
technologies exist to immobilize or put tritium
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in a form that it is stable in containers, but
it's for essentially very high quantities.
Emissions from a nuclear facility
such as the DGR or NPPs, for example, emissions
through air, that technology doesn't exist, and
once it's out in the environment, we rely on
dispersion, essentially, to remove any
concentrations that would be above safety levels.
But we essentially rely on, essentially,
administrative controls and engineering controls
to make sure that -- or minimize the likelihood
of an accident occurring that would result in
such types of concentrations.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
And to OPG, are individual waste
containers able to be sealed effectively in place
so that operations could continue safely in the
event of a breach or would rooms be required to
be sealed for the purpose of contaminant
containment?
This is by example by analogue to
the WIPP event.
MS MORTON:
record.

Lise Morton, for the
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So again, just to understand the
question, with respect to whether individual
containers could be sealed, as I mentioned
earlier, and particularly with respect to our low
level waste containers, some of them are not
perfectly hermetically sealed and they could be,
I guess, potentially over-packed.

But some of

them necessarily would not be sealed.
We would rely on our radiation
protection program more than anything in the
event of a breach of a container.
And then I'm going to defer to
Derek Wilson here for further information as
well.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Within the emplacement rooms
themselves, should there be a situation where
there was a radiological contamination that was
deemed beyond that of normal operating condition
for radiation protection, there's provision
within the design of the facility to actually
isolate specific rooms, emplacement rooms,
through the closure of the back wall panel as
well as initiating a closure wall in the opening
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of the rooms.
So we have the ability to isolate
a given room within the repository should that
condition exist.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

So

essentially, the plan would be to isolate the
room itself rather than go after individual
containers.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
That would depend, again, on the
-- on the level of contamination within the given
emplacement room.

If the radiation protection

program and the assessment of that determine that
it was feasible to go in and retrieve and overpack the packages and it was deemed to be the
appropriate course of action, then that could be
one option.
The other option, again, would be
to isolate the room itself and segregate it from
the remaining open operating panels.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

And I'd just like to pose one
last question.

This is a follow-up from one I

posed this morning.
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This is concerning the case where
there may be radiologic or non-radiologic
contamination of excavation walls, shaft walls,
ventilation exhaustways where people are still
required to operate.
Does OPG have any plans in place
or is there planning assembled for considering
mitigation procedures and, for this to be more
specific, for wall washing, for the placement of
removable liners, for example, that could be
removed in the event of one of these breaches and
contamination so that operations could continue
with minimum disruption?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So I know Ms Swami answered this
in part this morning.

I'll try to reiterate part

of that, and then I'll ask Derek Wilson to add to
it as well.
So again, we already have RP
procedures with respect to decontamination and
with respect to all of our RP fundamentals, if
you will.
Depending on if there was a
contamination event, depending on the extent of
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that contamination, the source, et cetera, at
that time specific remedial procedures would
likely as well have to be developed.
I do understand you're asking if
there's any ability to foresee that ahead of time
with respect to mitigation procedures for wall
washing, removable liners.

From a design

perspective, I'll ask Derek Wilson to comment on
that.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Again, the design features that
have considered for the -- an upset condition and
a radiological release, we've tried to limit the
exposure of the facility to such a release
through our ventilation design and through the
design of the shafts themselves being concrete
lined from top to bottom.

So we have very

similar types of services that you would expect
even in the existing operations to be able to
mitigate those activities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

This is

directed to CNSC.
I understand you have some
information for us arising out of this morning?
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

That's correct, Dr. Swanson.

The

question was on the availability of continuous
monitors in mines and whether they are subject to
failures.

And so the information we have is that

there are two methods being used for monitoring
for radiological protection of workers, among
others.
The two main ones I'll speak to
are some called grab sampling and continuous
monitoring.
And so the two of them work
together and are called upon in the code of
practice that is a condition of CNSC licence.
The grab sampling is carried out
by the radiation technicians on a regular
schedule at various locations in underground
workplaces, and the results are obtained
relatively quickly, within about 15 minutes.

And

it serves, essentially, to confirm that the air
quality is within design conditions and that
engineering controls such as air flow quantities
and direction of flow are as planned.
And the grab samples can also be
used for radiation planning for planning of the
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work.
The other system is continuous
monitoring, and that's done by fixed monitors
installed in strategic locations in the mine or a
strategic -- or specific workplace locations.
The monitoring device samples the air quality on
a continuous basis and identifies the radiation
concentration range by using a traffic light
system, so green, yellow and red.
And the green light essentially
indicates that the air quality is good and within
specifications.

Yellow light indicates a change

in conditions is occurring, and a red light
indicates that workers should essentially
withdraw, leave the workplace.
The continuous monitoring devices
have been in use in Saskatchewan since the -essentially the 1990s.
The devices are on a calibration
schedule to ensure accuracy of measurements.
Because these devices provide a visual indication
of the conditions, workers are trained to notify
the radiation staff if the light is yellow or
green -- yellow or red and take actions in
accordance with the code of practice.
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There have been occasions where
malfunctioning of devices have occurred.

These

occasions are rare, and mostly because lack of
power supply.

And those situations, essentially

the grab samplers are used to continue to ensure
the health and safety of workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Just two sort of

follow-up questions to OPG, first of all.
What would be the communications
protocol used by OPG when the radiological
exposure of a worker due to an incident were to
fall below the allowable limit?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Just to confirm, do you mean if
the exposure level is below the regulatory limit
or above?

You've exceeded it.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Below and after

an incident where there has been a radiological
release.
MS MORTON:
record.

Lise Morton, for the
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So there are various notification
protocols.
So for regular routine
operations, our staff are all qualified nuclear
energy workers and they will have -- in
accordance with what the health physicist has
deemed based on the work that they perform, they
will have a routine, for example, bioassay
frequency and a whole body count frequency.
And so in other words, they will
submit urine samples, for example, on a routine
basis.
Through that process, they will
get a notification if there's been any kind of
dose exposure or dose exceedance in any way.
In the event of an extreme case,
for example, as well, then there are other
methods as well that health physicists can
prescribe with respect to things like fecal
samples, et cetera, and there's a protocol in
place for when those results are obtained, how
that notification occurs to the individuals.

I

was having this discussion recently with the
health physicist so, for example, if there was a
serious event that was to occur, such as
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something for example that has happened at WIPP,
then you can go as far as having face-to-face
discussions with the employees and also
prescribed rollouts, and typically you would
involve the union membership in that kind of
thing, so there is a protocol in place that the
health physicists follow for that.
I'm not sure if Ms Swami can
maybe add to that.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The only thing that I would add
is that from a dose perspective we have a very
detailed planning program that we use to
establish what we would expect a dose exposure
for a worker would be.

That is controlled

through a radiological exposure permit which
allows the worker to go to work.

If through the

programs that Ms Morton has described there is
something that is above what would be expected
for the job, we notify the employee.

We also

look at the job to look at ways that we may have
provided too low an exposure or look for ways of
mitigating that for the future.
There are a lot of activities
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that take place when there is an unplanned
exposure.

We take those very seriously.

It is

part of our program to follow up to make sure the
employee knows what happened.

It's also

important for management to understand what
happened so we don't have unplanned exposures.
I would also mention the
responsible health physicist is the person who is
licensed through the CNSC's certified program, so
they have a great deal of knowledge and
understanding of health physics and they are the
ones that would be in communication with the
employee should there be something that
significant.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Basically, what you are telling
us is that if there is any sort of incident there
will be a prompt notification for anybody who may
have been exposed regardless of whether the
exposure proves to be beyond the limit.

Am I

interpreting that correctly?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yes, you're interpreting that
correctly.
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As described by Ms Morton, there
are different ways.

We have whole body monitors

that people would pass through, different types
of -- looking for potential contamination,
bioassay samples.

They can be done on a rush

basis so that if we knew that exposure may have
occurred we would obviously send that in quickly,
ask for a quick turnaround time so that we could
get that exposure.

We also require our staff to

wear electronic personal dosimeters which would
provide alarms and a real time readout based on
external exposures.

There are many, many ways

that we are monitoring and the employee gets
direct feedback.
Our employees are trained to
understand the readouts.

They are trained to

respond appropriately, which is if there is an
alarm they would back out of that situation.
They would be monitoring their own exposure on a
routine basis so that if they saw something
approaching the limit we expect, and they would
follow that, they would back out of that
situation so they would not get an unplanned
exposure.

Unplanned exposures are a very

important part of our program and we have many
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ways and means of making sure that doesn't occur.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Coming back to waste packages, is
there any record of waste package breaches having
occurred at OPG stations during transportation of
the waste or at the waste management facility,
and to add, particularly with respect to
intermediate level waste?
MS SWAMI:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
No.

With respect to any record

of waste package breaches during transportation
and in particular with respect to the
transportation of intermediate level waste, there
have been no waste package breaches at all in our
history that I can recall.

I'm quite confident

with that.
With respect to intermediate
level waste, we have to keep in mind again that
the packages that are used to transport
radioactive intermediate level waste, as well as
the containers that are used for that, are robust
containers that are engineered, and the
transportation packages that are used are
following the standards by the International
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Atomic Energy Agency.

They've gone through

impact testing and quite an extensive amount of
testing, so they're engineered to prevent breach
of package.
With respect to low level waste,
I mentioned earlier how we had done many visual
inspections and we had relocated a lot of low
level waste packages over the course of the last
20 years or so.

We didn't find any evidence of

waste package breach.

There were isolated cases

of some corrosion and degradation of carbon steel
containers, which is to be expected.

When we do

encounter that, and it is relatively uncommon, we
do have an overpack available and we will
overpack that container immediately, but the
package itself wasn't breached, there was just
some corrosion evidence starting to appear.
MEMBER MUECKE:
THE CHAIRPERSON:
remaining questions.

Thank you.
I have a few

I'll start with OPG.

Has OPG ever experienced a fire
at any of its facilities and, if so, what was
learned?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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Yes, we have experienced fire
events at our facilities.

Ms Morton is going to

describe some of those for the waste management
facility.
Every time we would have an event
we would do an investigation, whether it was a
root cause for a significant fire or something
that we would call an “apparent cause”
evaluation.

We would do those evaluations, take

the lessons learned from that, develop corrective
actions and implement those actions.

When we do

that, we don't just focus on the one facility
that may have had an event; we would take that
information and share it across all of our
facilities.

If it was significant enough it

would also enter into the OPEX program that we
described this morning where we would share that
with other operators and other members of the
nuclear industry so that they too could learn
from those events.

That is an important part of

the process that we have in place, but I'll let
Ms Morton speak to some specific examples.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
In our knowledge, we have had
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three minor fires at the waste facilities over
the course of the many years we have been
operating.

The most recent one was actually

earlier this year and it was related to our
incinerator.

Understandably, by nature an

incinerator has fire in it.

Therefore, there is

a risk with respect to incinerators.

In this

particular event, what happened was an air supply
duct that fed the bottom, what we call the under
fire air system on the incinerator, overheated so
the fire, if you will, or the smoke was contained
within the duct itself.

What externally we saw

was the paint peeling off of the top of the duct,
but we consider that a fire in our words.
Exactly as Ms Swami said, what we
have done then is a substantial engineering
analysis of why that occurred, with an
investigation report that's published.
have recommendations.

We then

In this case, we suspended

the incineration of solid waste and we continue
to do that right now because we need to implement
some modifications to prevent the recurrence of a
similar event.

That involves modifying that

particular pipework and duct and the way it is
configured.

That was one of the events.

We had
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a similar one the year before around the same
location, so when we had the bit of a repeat
event we looked back to say: why didn't we catch
it the first time and what did we miss the first
time?

That accounts for two of the ones that I

spoke to.
Then our records also show that
back in 1988 there was a small fire in a bale of
incinerable waste.

Prior to our current use of a

compactor we had an older piece of equipment at
the time, in the ‘80s, that was called a baler
and it produced kind of a cardboard package of
compacted waste.

Shortly after they had

compacted the bale the bale caught on fire.

The

investigation found that there had been an
aerosol can in amongst the baled waste and after
having been compressed of course through the
compactor that was the source of the fire.
What we did as a result of that
one, when we looked back on the records and we
confirmed that this is still the case, is we've
excluded aerosol cans from our waste.

That's

another example of where the waste acceptance
criteria changes, for example, so now the
stations have procedures in terms of segregation
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of aerosol cans, and that's a waste stream that's
dealt with in a different manner.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Would OPG please confirm for the
panel that both the fire and container breach
scenarios modelled in the EIS were more severe
than the WIPP incidents?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
With respect to the fire event,
the fire events that we considered were those
involving packages so of course the event was not
involving any radioactivity, it was a
conventional equipment fire, so our analyses were
more conservative in that respect.

They assumed

the vehicle had a waste package.
With respect to the package
breach, at this point I don't know enough details
about really what exactly happened at the WIPP
event to make that particular statement.
We believe that our analysis is
appropriate for our waste packages and
conditions.

I've seen nothing to suggest

otherwise, but I can't make that definitive
statement.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
Again, to OPG.

Thank you.
Has the WIPP

container breach incident led OPG to consider
contingency plans for inspection of waste
packages in rooms?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
The WIPP event on the
radiological release has not led us to reconsider
our contingency plans for inspection.

I think we

described in the hearings last year that, again,
the way the waste would be placed in the room is
really from back to front and as a result of that
a visual inspection on a routine basis is not
practical.
I believe, Derek Wilson, you
might have something to add to that.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
When looking at the incidents and
looking at the availability of the placement of
waste in the in-placement rooms you have to weigh
the benefit of being able to inspect over time
with the risk of doing such an activity both from
an RP perspective as well as from a conventional
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safety perspective. For those reasons and given
the history that we've seen and given the
campaigns that Ms Morton has spoken to previously
about the condition of the waste when they
removed the packages from the seven LSPs, about
40,000 cubic metres of waste, there was no visual
indication of package breach or package wear
beyond, as she has mentioned, on a couple of the
packages.

Really that doesn't lend us to look at

an option to go in and inspect on an ongoing
basis in a DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

To clarify,

given that the Western Waste Management Facility
has been operating for some decades now, 30 or so
years, and that the DGR can be expected to
operate for at least twice that long, I would
imagine, you're still confident that over that
time period you would be able to confidently fill
a room, close it and feel that there was really
no further need to be reassured about the
condition of the packages while still operating.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Something that I probably should
have added that might help in that context as
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well is, as we have been talking about the waste
acceptance criteria for the current facility
there is also a waste acceptance criteria for the
DGR and that will involve the packages being in
what we term DGR-ready condition.

I think it is

important to note that as packages are retrieved
from the existing waste management facility they
will have been inspected again at that time
regardless of their age, overpacked as required
prior to transfer to the DGR, and additionally
inspected prior to placement in the DGR rooms.
It is those additional measures as well that
serve to provide some of that confidence that
you're speaking of.
Derek Wilson is going to add
further information.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think another important aspect
of this is that the long-term planning of the
facility is that there will be stage periods
where the in-place waste will be isolated.

We're

not looking to have an exposed condition where
packages would be available to degrade over time
and enter into the ventilation stream because we
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would in-place a panel of waste.

Looking at the

waste stored at the Western Waste Management
Facility, it would go in first, that would then
be closed and then we'd look at receiving waste,
which would be new packages, into the facility,
and that would be for a period of time, and then
we'd close that panel as well, so when we isolate
the panel, we're isolating that from any contact
to the external environment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

My last question for OPG is how
often has the Western Waste Management Facility
had to reject waste that doesn't meet the waste
acceptance criteria and if you had to reject any
of them, what were the primary reasons for
rejection?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Having to reject waste does not
occur often.

In terms of how often, I'd have to

check records.
The few times that I can think of
that have happened in recent years had to do with
concerns around hoisting and rigging of the waste
package.

We did have to return some intermediate
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level waste packages to the stations simply
because there had been changes in the
configuration of the hoisting/lifting mechanism
involved with the container that for our
procedures there were concerns raised by our
licensed mobile crane operators in terms of
lifting the container.

That is the one example I

can think of where we have rejected waste, but
you're not rejecting the waste itself more than
the integrity of the package perhaps.

Other than

that, I honestly can't think of any other
instances where we've had to reject waste.

I'd

have to search in records.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would you

confirm with the panel that really it is back to
the power generating station's staff themselves
to ensure that by the time it gets to you it
already meets your criteria?

Are we correct in

that assumption?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
It is the waste generator's
responsibility to ensure that the, if you will,
correct material is sent for waste disposal.
is certainly something that the site staff are

It
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responsible for doing.

They understand what the

requirements are.
Working from the site side of it,
I have been involved where there has been
something that's been rejected and sent back to
the site for appropriate response.

When that

occurs that is a very big deal for us.

Again,

that goes into our station condition record
system that I talked about earlier.

We do an

investigation as to why it happened and what we
can do prevent it from happening in the future,
so when it does happen it's a big deal.

We take

it very seriously because it's not to the
station's benefit and it's certainly not to the
benefit of the waste receiver that we don't have
the appropriate materials being sent there for
disposal.

That is a very important concept that

we follow up very rigorously when it does occur.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I now have a few questions for
CNSC and it's back to the question the panel had
earlier regarding filtration at the exhaust
ventilation system.
Dr. Thompson, you explained that
the concentrations would be sufficiently low,
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that the filtration would not be considered to be
required, but the panel would like a further
explanation about how now requiring filtration is
in accordance with the ALARA principle in this
particular instance.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will use one of the examples we
talked about this morning.

Following the WIPP

event we took a look at the assessment of
consequences from a release of radiological
material with and without HEPA filters.
Essentially, what we found is because of the
characteristics of the waste that are proposed to
be disposed of in the DGR having HEPA filters
made little to no difference in terms of the
radiological exposures.

It's from that point of

view, if there had been differences or if it had
a benefit of having HEPA filters in place, we
would require that OPG consider putting filters
in the design of their system.

Having said that,

I think we have said on a number of occasions
that the processes -- the EIS used accidents and
malfunctions -- were binding for the safety case.
On that basis, we have brought conclusions on the
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basis of the mitigation measures that have been
identified.
Moving forward, it is the
expectation of the CNSC that as the project moves
forward, if it is approved and we get closer to
the actual design of the systems, that more
knowledge will be available, including from the
WIPP event where the root causes will be
identified and more information will be available
to consider in the OPEX program that any detail
design would take into consideration the findings
of the WIPP and other information that may become
available.

The expectation is that the facility

be designed to minimize and essentially reduce or
eliminate exposures where possible, but we also
look at the feasibility of putting in-place
systems, their benefits as well as the
offsetting.

For example, some filter systems

require maintenance and so if the maintenance
would put workers at exposure we need to consider
also the potential exposures to workers from
maintenance of those systems in relation to any
benefits we would have, for example, for releases
to the environment.

We are expecting OPG to look

at the system as a whole, not just one part of
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it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

In the experience of the CNSC,
what lessons learned at uranium mines could be
applied to the DGR with respect to conventional
mine safety given what we've heard about WIPP?
MS THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for

the record.
I'm looking at my colleague on my
left and I'll start responding with the
information I have available and, if needed, will
contact our uranium mines and mills specialist in
Saskatoon for additional information.
To my knowledge, the more
significant events that have occurred at the
currently operating uranium mines in Saskatchewan
that had a potential impact on worker health and
safety were the flooding events at McArthur River
and Cigar Lake.

Those were very significant

events where a lot of time and effort has been
spent on the part of the CNSC to look at what had
happened, look at contingencies and mitigation
measures to make sure that the design was
reassessed.

There was a lot of emphasis on the

safety assessment and the response plans so that
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moving forward there was enough pumping capacity,
enough analysis done of the geology to make sure
that mining wasn't happening in the same types of
conditions.
There have also been issues early
on when McArthur River was being developed where
essentially we had the mining companies included
and CNSC and not as much experience with
regulating activities in very high-grade ore.
And so at that time, through the
monitoring systems that I described earlier, we
identified essentially polonium 210 and lead 210
in quantities that were quite unexpected.

And at

that time we required Cameco to put in place
systems in the mine to degas the groundwater flow
that had radon and radon decay products before it
was being rejected.
And essentially, adjustments were
made to the Radiation Protection Program and the
mine water management plans as well.
And so what I would say is we
have a lot of experience with reacting to issues
as they come up.

And over time, we have also had

refinements in our expectations, essentially
through management system implementation, to have
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better assessments and better design and change
control over time.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
I would say some of the issues in
a general sense with underground mining has to do
with accidents related to vehicle movements.

I

mean, most workers are injured by vehicles
moving, getting pinned, getting crushed because
of moving objects or vehicles.
In that aspect, OPG is planning
to not engage in construction and waste placement
operations at the same time.

That is the current

practice at WIPP.
It certainly has caused a problem
with respect to maintenance of the vehicle
carrying salt as being slightly less than a
vehicle carrying a package.
But the whole concept of
integrating two different kinds of activities is
a hazard.

It is one that the current DGR project

is endeavouring to avoid by separating out waste
placement activities from construction
activities.
Related to that is, in general
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mining, a lot of accidents occurred where there
is a change in activity.

When you go from

underground activities and you are moving into
surface-related activities there are accidents
associated with typically the waste rock coming
up from the underground and then moving on to the
surface.

It is that interface that has caused us

a lot of accidents as well in general
conventional mining.
And again in that aspect, I
believe the plan for the DGR project through us
trying to separate construction-related or waste
rock removal activities from other activities in
the context of the operation is being addressed
that way as well.

That is what I can suggest at

this time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

That was helpful.
MS THOMPSON:

If I may?

We have

been asking our colleagues if there was ever a
fire event that we have had to respond to and
from a regulatory point of view.

So as soon as

we have the information we will provide it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Has the CNSC ever had to require
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corrective action of OPG regarding management
oversight of contractors?
MS THOMPSON:

Mr. Dan Papaz, the

Management System Specialist, will provide an
answer to that question.
MR. PAPAZ:

Dan Papaz, Management

Systems Specialist, CNSC.
Recently CNSC contacted to do
inspection after Darlington for the new project
for the new build.

And CNSC found issues of

contracting that time and OPG took the action.
So, yes, we have sometimes -- if that is the one,
it stands out now from my colleagues' experience
working as an inspector for OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So if I may ask

a follow-up question then please?
Since there were some required
corrective actions at the Darlington new build,
am I correct?
MR. PAPAZ:

No, it is for

refurbishment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

For

refurbishment, sorry.
MR. PAPAZ:

Refurbishment.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could you
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please provide us with some specifics regarding
those corrective actions?
And perhaps try and hone in on
some of the key issues we have heard about with
WIPP, which were largely around safety, culture
and communication between the contractor and the
operator.
MR. PAPAZ:

Dan Papaz, Management

Systems Specialist, CNSC.
I have to ask my colleague for
specifics.

I know they have a problem with

training and the qualification, but I don't know
exactly the specifics.

So I can provide the

information later on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, could you

help with this please?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Routinely, the CNSC does
inspections of our facilities and programs, and
routinely will issue various types of actions to
us.

So there are a variety of different types

escalating to, you know, when needed they would
issue directives.
I would ask that Mr. Webster come
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forward and maybe give a little bit more
information on the particulars of this particular
inspection.
MR. WEBSTER:

Allan Webster, for

the record.
The inspection findings were
around the qualification of engineers in the
contracted companies we were using and their
records that they were keeping of those
qualifications, and how we were checking those
records.

So that was the nature of the findings.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So in other

words, it wasn't, as far as I can understand,
similar to the kinds of issues we are hearing
about this morning with respect to WIPP and -MR. WEBSTER:

No.

No, very

different issues.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Another question for CNSC.

Why

did CNSC not comment on the worker injuries
caused by smoke inhalation due to the WIPP fire?
The panel have received some written submissions,
that allege anyway, that at least one of the
workers is still under medical treatment for
smoke inhalation.
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Can you confirm whether or not
that is an accurate portrayal?

And what in fact

would constitute a significant injury from smoke
inhalation?
MS THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for

the record.
The information in our submission
and in today's presentation reflect the
information that is available on the WIPP
website.

And so our understanding is that the

workers who were initially -- that suffered from
smoke inhalation were treated and were not
admitted to the hospital.
And so we described essentially
the information as it appears on the WIPP
website.

That is the only information we have.
We have also noted in our

assessment that there were several failures in
the manner in which the event was responded to at
the WIPP, including the direction that was given
to employees at the time of the fire.

The

reversal of airflows and all those things we
would expect any licensee of the CNSC to not do,
and essentially have procedures in place that
they comply with.
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And so that is our assessment.

I

don't know if the information from the intervener
is accurate or not.

That is not what we have at

our disposal.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
question for the CNSC.

And one final

And this is a question

the panel would appreciate just in terms of
perspective.
Is the CNSC aware of the
radioactivity level in Panel 7 where the breach
occurred relative to worker exposure limits?
MS THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for

the record.
We don't have knowledge on the
operating conditions underground in Panel 7.

The

only information we have is what we have provided
to the panel in terms of the levels of exposure
to workers during the event.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I am assuming my fellow panel
members have no further questions?
So we will then be able to
proceed with our next presentation, which will be
by the Society of Energy Professionals.
You do have 30 minutes allocated.
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When the amber light comes on, it means you have
five minutes.

And then the red light comes on,

you are done.
Please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
SOCIETY OF ENERGY PROFESSIONALS, SCOTT TRAVERS
AND ANDY D’ANDREA

MR. TRAVERS:

Thank you.

We

won't need our full 30 minutes.
I would like to thank the panel
for the opportunity to speak with you today and
to make our presentation.

My name is Scott

Travers, I am the President of the Society of
Energy Professionals.
D'Andrea.

And with me today is Andy

Andy is a unit director at Ontario

Power Generation at the Pickering Nuclear
Generating Station.
Our organization represents more
than 8,000 employees working in 13 different
electricity industry companies in Ontario.

And

almost half of our members work in or support
nuclear energy at organizations such as Ontario
Power Generation, Bruce Nuclear Power, Nuclear
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Waste Management Organization, and AMEC Nuclear
Safety Solutions.
Our members are all professionals
and include first line managers and supervisors,
professional engineers, scientists, as well as
many other professional occupations.
At OPG, Society members provide
technical expertise in areas of conventional and
health and safety, radiation safety, emergency
preparedness and environment.
As professionals who not only
work in the industry, but who live and raise
families in the host communities, the Society and
its members are uniquely placed to comment on the
Deep Geological Repository.
The Society strongly supports the
DGR project as a logical and safe solution to
deal with nuclear power generated waste, such
that all potentially harmful materials are
permanently isolated from inadvertent or
malicious human contact.
Canada already has over 60 years
of experience in safe handling in surface storage
of radioactive waste.

It is the Society's belief

that it is now time to move to the permanent
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storage solution.
A permanent Deep Geological
Repository is the most acceptable solution to
isolate potentially harmful materials from human
contact without requiring institutional controls.
Research on deep geological
disposal has been conducted for more than 50
years and site-specific studies and data
gathering has been conducted with the objective
of finding a site with a rock formation that will
be stable over geological time periods that could
safely accommodate a waste repository.
The site-specific studies
conducted confirm the technical suitability of
the site chosen for the DGR.
So the Society believes that the
minimization and mitigation of objective risk,
rather than perceived risk, should be the primary
and overriding import to the joint review panel.
All of the potential options for
the stewardship of nuclear waste possess an
associated relative risk, which is the product or
the probability of an event occurring and the
consequence of that particular event.
As difficult as it is to predict
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the probability of any future event from
occurring, probabilities and consequences which
determine objective risk are, to some extent,
empirically noble.

They can be estimated and

modelled within set parameters.
As the report of the Independent
Expert Group reveals, perception of risk is
largely divorced from the key concept of
probability and is extremely difficult, if not
impossible to empirically measure.
When we look at risk perception
we know that outreach and education have a
significant positive effect on risk perception
and community acceptance.
Survey evidence shows that those
who are better educated in general and those who
have more knowledge about nuclear energy and
radiation in particular are more supportive of
nuclear projects.
Only in large part to the
substantial stakeholder engagement efforts of the
project proponent and others in the industry
public opinion surveys have repeatedly
demonstrated that both factual knowledge of and
support for the nuclear industry are higher in
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our nuclear host communities than they are
elsewhere.
Given this, the Society believes
that the most important question facing this
panel is not determining which solution has the
lowest perceived risk, it is determining which
solution has the lowest objective risk.
It the Society's belief that
based upon objective risk the proposed DGR
presents the best possible solution to long-term
treatment of nuclear waste.

Neither the existing

Western Waste Management Facility, the WWMF, nor
potential enhance surface storage at the WWMF can
truly be considered long-term solutions, at least
not on the scales of time, which must be
contemplated for this particular issue.
Both of these are ultimately
status quo options with waste being managed on an
interim basis.
The Society is strongly of the
opinion that we need to move to a long-term plan
that does not require institutional controls.
Both the proposed DGR and
limestone bedrock of the Cobourg Foundation at
the Bruce Nuclear site and a conceptual DGR in
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granite bedrock of the Precambrian/Canadian
Shield can legitimately be considered long-term
solutions.
However, for a number of reasons
the proposed DGR at the Bruce site provides
advantages that a repository in the
geographically distant area of the Canadian
Shield would not.
Much of the waste to be dealt
with is already at the Bruce Nuclear site and it
has been safely stored there for over 40 years.
As a result, there is a tremendous wealth of
experience and expertise at the present site and
a strong proven safety culture that will be
transferred to the construction and operation of
the DGR.
The local host community is
relatively well-educated with respect to nuclear
energy and radiation issues and is generally
supportive of the nuclear industry and nuclear
projects, albeit clearly this is not without
exception.
The proposed Bruce DGR would rely
on well-established transportation routes and
long-standing relationships and practices of
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consultation with key stakeholders along the
route.
For over 40 years radioactive
material transportation department has safely
transported tens of thousands of shipments of
radioactive materials across the Province of
Ontario and has never had a significant accident
and never had a release of radio activity that
impacted the public or environment.
For all of these reasons and
based on international best practice, the Society
is confident that the Bruce DGR is the best
option from the perspective of minimization and
mitigation of objective risk.
The Society would also like to
address the applicability of recent events at the
U.S. Waste Isolation Pilot Project Facility.
As has been discussed today,
there were two major events associated with this
facility:

February 5, 2014 fire underground that

necessitated the evacuation of the mine; and a
February 14, 2014 release of radioactive
contamination to the environment.
Although the approximate cause of
the waste container breach is still unknown, the
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immediate cause of the fire was determined to be
engine fluids coming into contact with hot
surfaces.
Department of Energy
investigators found that the accident was
preventable and identified several key
contributing factors including:

inadequate

preventative and corrective maintenance of
equipment, including safety-related equipment;
inadequate follow through of fire protection
programs, standards and training, field
procedures and reinforcement of acceptable field
conditions; inadequate training and qualification
of operation staff for their emergency roles;
elements of the emergency preparedness were not
maintained and/or tested for adequacy; and
ineffectiveness of various oversight groups in
indentifying and correcting weaknesses.
As has been discussed so far
today, OPG has considered an underground fire
and, as such, has guarded against this
possibility in both its design and its processes.
This includes fire prevention and the
minimization of the use of combustible materials,
fire detection equipment, fire suppression
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equipment, communication equipment and
notification systems, use and location of
portable refuge stations, and egress and
emergency responses.
This ensures that a similar event
would be unlikely to occur at a DGR.
However, from the Society's
perspective, the DOE investigator's report on
both the release and the fire, speak to factors
more basic and more troubling than any specific
hazards.
Their report identified a
degraded safety culture at the WIPP, a culture in
which safety program design, implementation,
training, and execution were all seriously
lacking and one in which employees felt chilled
from raising their safety-related concerns to
management.
The Society can quite definitely
and assertively say that such a degraded safety
culture does not exist at OPG or the NWMO and I
would like to pass the microphone to Andy
D'Andrea who will speak at more length on the
safety culture.
MR. D'ANDREA:

Andy D'Andrea,
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speaking.
So as Scott was saying, you know,
the Society can say quite definitely and
assertively that such a degraded safety culture
does not exist at OPG, the NWMO or indeed at any
workplace where the Society is a legally mandated
partner in the Internal Responsibility System,
the IRS.
Our members and our union are
uniquely motivated and uniquely situated to act
as an additional safeguard of the public trust in
the Bruce DGS and indeed in all of Ontario
nuclear operations.
There is no one who can claim to
have higher stake in the safe and environmentally
responsible construction and operation of the
Bruce DGS than our members and their families.
Our members would work inside and
in close proximity to these facilities.

They

would be among the first in harm's way if the
high standards of safe design, safe operating
procedures, and day to day occupational health
and safety are not adhered to.
They live in Tiverton,
Kincardine, Saugeen Shores and surrounding
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communities and their children drink the same
water and breathe the same air as all local
residents.
Because of our occupational
positions, training and experience, and thanks to
our independent role in the Internal
Responsibility System at OPG, we are in a
position to enforce the most stringent of
standards.

It is a position and a responsibility

that we take very seriously.
OPG nuclear waste has a strong
safety culture.

All staff are introduced to a

human performance program that includes a number
of, as we call it, event-free tools used to focus
employee attention and ensure that we are
performing to the highest standards.

All

employees are trained and qualified to conduct
all their duties.
The Internal Responsibility
System requires a shared responsibility among all
employees.

Employees regularly review this

program, this includes the opportunity and
obligation to raise a concern and escalate if
they are not satisfied with the resolution.
The condition is reviewed by
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management and the actions are tracked using an
employee-accessible database or the station
condition record system as it was appointed
previously.
I would also like to point out
that as other organizations with more than 20
employees, OPG has joint health and safety
committees to ensure safe working conditions and
operations.
Society-appointed members sit on
various workplace joint health and safety
committees throughout OPG and discuss existing
and potential workplace hazards with a primary
focus on how the parties can address these issues
through the Internal Responsibility System.
Based on agreement of all
parties, that is the management and worker reps,
all joint health and safety members are certified
members, a standard over and above that required
by legislation.
Certified members have taken
additional training and have special powers to
halt unsafe work under the Act.
Also, over and above the
legislated standards is the multi-layered nature
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of joint health and safety structures at OPG.

In

addition to the joint health and safety
committees, which exists at each work site in
OPG, including the Western Waste Management
Facilities, there is also a Joint Working
Committee, or JWC.
The JWC is a tri-party corporate
committee consisting of two management, two
society and two PW members that operates at a
higher level of analysis to identify issues and
trends, evaluate evidence and solutions, and to
recommend actions.
The JWC sponsors two related
working groups; the Corporate Safety Rule
Advisory Group and the Corporate Code Advisory
Group, which are responsible for making
recommendations for changes to the corporate
safety rules and corporate work protection code
respectively.
The JWC meets on a monthly basis,
and consensus of the parties is mandatory for
approval of joint policies.
The JWC functions to provide
support and guidance and reports to the tri-party
advisory committee, so the TAC.
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The members of TAC are the
presidents of the three tripartite parties -Scott for Society and management and PWU -- whose
personal involvement ensures that health and
safety issues are dealt with through a hands-on
approach up the highest level of all
organizations.
Finally, the Society regularly
participates in CNSC hearings and meets
informally on a bi-monthly basis with the CNSC,
which affords us yet another venue to make
recommendations for systematic improvements to
health, safety and environmental policies and
practices.
In the event that a safety issue
were unable to be satisfactorily resolved by the
parties through one of the many available
internal processes and structures, the Society
would not hesitate to seek the immediate
intervention of the CNSC and to use its powers
under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act to take
whatever measures were necessary to remedy the
concern.
For all these reasons, the
Society does not believe the incidents at the
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Waste Isolation Pilot Plant impacts on the
objective risks of the DGR and we support the
proposal being made here.
MR. TRAVERS:

Thank you, Andy.

In conclusion, we would like to
thank the Joint Panel for allowing us to make the
submission.
As Andy said, we strongly are of
the belief that the evidence demonstrates that
the proposed deep geological repository at the
Bruce site is objectively the safest and lowest
risk solution for the long-term storage of low
and intermediate nuclear waste and the Society is
confident that OPG has examined the events at the
WIPP and extracted from the investigators'
reports and conclusion the lessons that might be
helpful or applicable to the Bruce DGR.
And, most importantly, we are
prepared to state categorically that the sort of
unacceptable design and operational practices and
degraded safety culture that were evident at the
WIPP do not and will not exist in OPG, the NWMO
or any organization where the Society and its
members are legally empowered to share in the
responsibility for health and safety.
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Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Dr. Muecke, Dr. Archibald, did
you have any questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Just one, going

back to your submission.
You state that international
experience has shown that both sedimentary rocks
or granitic rocks are suitable for DGRs.
Which are the DGRs in granite
rock that you are referring to?
--- Pause
MR. D'ANDREA:

Andy D'Andrea.

I'm not aware of any repository
in granite rock that's operating, but I believe
that's a question more for OPG or the NWMO, but I
am aware of studies that have been done in the
past to investigate the functioning or the
potential release in a vault situated in granite
rock.

So my understanding is those studies

showed that no unacceptable releases would occur.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would you agree

that studies are not the same as experience?
MR. D'ANDREA:

Certainly, yes.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

So how would you

restate the statement?
MR. TRAVERS:

Scott Travers, for

the record.
I believe the statement was that
studies had indicated that granite would be
suitable.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Please look at

your own submission.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

In your

presentation you asked that decisions should be
made to:
"...prioritize assessments of
objective risk and promote an
approach to dealing with
often inaccurate perceptions
of risk..."
Could you explain how OPG might
go about correcting subjective perceptions of
risk held by the public?
MR. TRAVERS:

Scott Travers, for

the record.
It's our belief that through
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education programs and communication programs
with the local public about the nature of the
industry and of the hazards, that would lower the
perceptive risk.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Does your

Society feel that OPG has done a creditable job
in doing such education to the local public?
MR. TRAVERS:

We do believe that

OPG has done an excellent job of making those
kind of education and we do support the continued
use of that kind of education program.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Another

statement made in your presentation is concerning
the degraded safety culture at the WIPP and that
it occurs in part due to the -- such a degraded
safety culture does not exist at OPG due to the
presence of the internal responsibility system
and adherence to occupational health and safety
standards and practice.

These exist at all

workplaces and all worksites in Ontario and even
though they do apply accidents still continue to
occur at workplaces under such control.
Could you confirm why the OPG
site standards are better than elsewhere and why
the joint working committee system used by OPG
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provides a much higher standard of adherence and
presence and safety presence?
You had mentioned the JWC and
certified members with extra training.
in part or are they other aspects?

Are these

Could you

just confirm for me, please?
MR. TRAVERS:

Scott Travers, for

the record.
So OPG does set standards higher
than the requirements under the legislation so,
as we spoke to, the joint health and safety
representatives are certified and have extra
powers, as a result they can stop unsafe work.
There is the use of the station
condition reporting system which was discussed
earlier this morning.

So all employees have

access to the station condition reporting system
and they are encouraged to make reports on any
variance no matter how minor, even something as
simple as snow removal.

Those condition records

are tracked and reviewed and trend analysis.
There is a joint working system,
as Mr. D'Andrea mentioned, through the advisory
committees.

All these additional processes above

and beyond the requirements of the legislation
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all lead to a higher safety standard and lower
incidents.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

One last

question and this is just to your knowledge.
Does any similar system of
oversight exist at the WIPP?
MR. TRAVERS:

Scott Travers, for

the record.
I don't have knowledge of the
specific systems of the WIPP, no.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Fine.

Thank

you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much for your presentation.
Do you have something to add?
MR. D'ANDREA:

Just on the first

question.
So I believe in our submission we
are speaking about the deep geologic repository
as an acceptable solution which would not require
institutional controls and then we referred to
studies that were done showing that it would be
acceptable in terms of no releases over time.
So we did not refer to any
specific example of a repository in granite rock.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
Before we proceed to the next
presentations, I understand that Dr. Thompson at
CNSC has some more information for us
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So, Dr. Archibald, you had asked
questions about lessons learned from events at
uranium mines and I had said I would look for
information on whether fires had taken place.
So the answer is yes, there have
been underground fires in uranium mines in the
past.

In most cases the fires were small due to

hot work being performed.

In most cases the

underground procedure was activated, all workers
responded in the appropriate manner.
were accounted for in refuge stations.

The workers
The mine

rescue team mobilized and responded to the event,
checked the mine for any residual gases and
declared all clear conditions prior to workers
returning to surface.
In terms of CNSC staff follow-up
with licensees, this type of event would be
reported under section 29 of the General Nuclear
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Safety and Control Regulations, so it's a
reportable event.

A notification is required

within 24 hours and a report required within
21 days.
CNSC staff review of the event
would include the root cause, the corrective
actions and the lessons learned.
CNSC staff would verify
corrective actions and implementation during
compliance inspections to ensure that measures
are actually put in place and are effective in
preventing a recurrence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Next on our schedule today are
nine 10-minute oral presentations.

We will hear

from all nine of the presenters, the panel will
ask questions, if any, after each presentation.
Questions from registered
participants will occur after all nine
presentations, time permitting.

Therefore I

would ask each of the individuals and groups
making oral presentations this afternoon to
remain available until the end of the session, if
at all possible.

Thank you.

So our first presentation, a
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10-minute presentation, is from Jutta
Splettstoesser.
Ms Splettstoesser, please
proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
JUTTA SPLETTSTOESSER

MS SPLETTSTOESSER:
bonjour.

Aanii,

Thank you for giving me this

opportunity.
Dear members of the Joint Review
Panel, I continue to participate in the hearing
process because I would like to contribute a
different perspective as well as valuable
information.
In the last couple of weeks I
have knocked on many doors because we are in a
municipal election and I just wanted to share on
a side note that of the hundred households, many
of them that are direct neighbours to the
proposed project site, are very concerned.
At the hearing last year the
Joint Review Panel had brought up the question
about first responders and available facilities
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for the community for contaminated humans.

I

have described to you in my submission how long
this process was.

Again, I was really surprised

that I had to take -- basically, it took me nine
months to have access to this document.

The

document is the Memorandum of Agreement with
Bruce Power and the South Bruce Grey Health
Centre.
My question is:

Why does it take

nine months for the initial information request
to read -- why does it take so long to answer the
questions.
So the Memorandum of Agreement
between Bruce Power and the hospital was signed
October 2011 and it stated:
"... that an annual drill and
walk-through should happen to
prepare for a real incident."
And maybe this is the German
heritage that we have.

The first question today

from Dr. Muecke was about the frequency of
drills.
I know I am concerned as wanting
to serve my community in the future, I am very
concerned about safety.

I am concerned about
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agreements, follow-up and the process.

If there

is a process in place, I was surprised to learn
that we only had one drill in the last three
years.
So you wonder:
that have to do?

Well, what does

Well, OPG has hired Bruce Power

for the emergency management of the Western Waste
Management Facility.

I haven't really described

it, but I had also reached out to Scott Berry
from OPG in the process to get some information
and he had confirmed that it was not -- like that
Western Waste Management Facility for emergency
response Bruce Power is responsible.

That's my

understanding.
If this is the same case for the
current proposed deep geologic repository, can
citizens expect a higher level of accountability
and also execution of plans that are in place for
any potential risk around nuclear waste
management?
On the WIPP I just want to make a
few comments.

We really don't know what happened

seven months ago, that's what we were basically
told this morning.
Last year CNSC and OPG used the
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WIPP as the poster child and, by the way, the
same posters that they used two years ago are
still hanging in the public local offices from
the Nuclear Waste Management Organization.
have not replaced the posters.

They

There is no

information about any incidents on their poster.
When they go in the community,
when I ask they will talk about some problems at
the WIPP, but really now we are looking at all
the different deficiencies.

But so my husband

and I, we listen to the Carlsbad online in
disbelief.
We had a friend from Germany
visiting, she thought, "This can't be true.
are just talking about a filter change.
that not be done before?"

They

Should

But I know we cannot

always -- we don't know what could happen.

Those

are risks that we are taking.
So how can the public engage and
participate meaningfully if we don't know what
happened?
Are we prepared for the
unexpected?
And I don't have to go any
further.

I just want to give you a little note
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about Schacht Konrad.

I am connected to a

farmer, just like I am in Schacht Konrad and I
will go and see them in November.

I am in

frequent contact with the people that are really
caring for their project, and they gave me a
brief summary about their project that is under
construction in Germany.

This was described to

me in German, I just summarized it a bit.

They

are dealing with not foreseeable problems during
construction.
The struggle is to meet the
scheduled timelines for construction.

That

already basically results into a licence
extension application.
New cost overruns are recently
announced.

The minimum estimated cost was

3.3 billion Euros, which translates approximately
to $5 billion.
It is also becoming evident that
the facility do is not large enough to house all
the waste that it should be accountable for.
Let's take away the following
question from the German example:
Who is responsible for the
quality control of the workmanship during
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construction?
How do we guarantee a regime of
the highest level of safety measures over company
profits?
Is it possible to tie into
licensing process more stringent requirement and
safety measurements?
My conclusion.

My experience

with various partners in Kincardine proposing the
DGR does not give me confidence to trust in the
validity of the proposed project.

Please

recognize the risks of the unknown.
In my opinion, the environmental
assessment is incomplete and insufficient.

The

currently applied safety standards are not in our
best interest from a human perspective and for
future generations.
I asked the Joint Review Panel to
deny OPG's licence application for the low and
intermediate level waste DGR in Kincardine.
Meegwetch.

Thank you very much

for the opportunity.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Archibald, Dr. Muecke, did
you have some questions?
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Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

My question goes

to OPG.
Does OPG have readily accessible
information for the public regarding emergency
preparedness applicable to human contamination by
a radioactive release either in their workforce
or the public?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I will ask Mr. Powers to also
come forward in case he can provide more insight
than I can.
The DGR facility does not -- we
don't predict that the effects would result in
contamination of the public -- that's not what we
have predicted -- and as a result doesn't fall
under the emergency plan that you would think of
for the large operating facilities that we have.
The emergency planning process,
part of our requirement is to provide
information, or at least support the provision of
information to the public through the appropriate
emergency management offices.

For instance, in
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our Durham area where we have our large nuclear
facilities, material is provided to the public on
what to do in the event of a nuclear emergency,
the unlikely event of a nuclear emergency.
information is provided by Durham Region.

That
There

is also information provided on the nuclear
emergency plan that's published by the province.
We provide information on our
website also regarding emergency preparedness,
but it is the responsibility of the
municipalities where we operate to provide that
information to the public and we provide support
and ongoing information as well to the public.
But I will ask Mr. Powers to
provide more information if that's helpful.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I could

supplement just to help Mr. Powers, there's a
very specific question arising out of
Ms Splettstoesser's experience and so this is how
I would like to phrase it.

How does OPG

coordinate with Bruce Power regarding answering
questions such as those from Ms Splettstoesser in
a timely manner such that she doesn't have to
wait for nine months for an answer for what
seemed to be a fairly straightforward question.
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MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
When it comes to requests from
the public, we endeavour to follow at the bare
minimum the provincial standard for responding to
inquiries from the public.

The provincial

standard is about 30 days for response to the
public for any of the correspondence units from
government ministries and that's what we do
endeavour to achieve.
With regards to
Ms Splettstoesser's request to Bruce Power, we
did not co-ordinate with them on that specific
request, but she did mention she was in contact
with one of the folks at Ontario Power Generation
to better understand how we do that and so we are
in contact and do try to do what we can to help
the public with requests.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Powers, as

a follow-up, based on this most recent
experience, is there any lessons learned in terms
of the need for co-ordinating between OPG and
Bruce Power to make sure things don't fall
through the cracks when obviously, especially in
the aftermath of an incident such as WIPP, one
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can anticipate these types of questions?

So the

Panel would appreciate it if you had in fact
applied some lessons learned here.
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
We understood as soon as the WIPP
event happened that it would be of concern to the
public and we did act very quickly on that,
within a few -- once we had a better
understanding of the incident itself, we sent out
a note to all of our stakeholders who were on our
list to find out more about the Deep Geologic
Repository.
We followed that up with an ad in
a local newspaper to talk a bit more about the
incidents and what we knew about them.
We followed that up with a twopage insert in our quarterly newsletter to all of
the residences around the area to talk about both
incidents, what we knew about them.
In addition, we added that
material to our website as well as Qs and As on
the incident.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Again, to OPG,

would you know why there's only been one drill
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executed in the last three years?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So I did follow up with Bruce
Power, understanding that this might come up and,
again, understanding that Bruce Power is the one
that holds the Memorandum of Agreement with the
Kincardine Hospital.
What was indicated to me, and I
understand was responded to Ms Splettstoesser
back in June of this year, was that the formal
agreement with the Kincardine Hospital was signed
in late 2011 and that 2013, the drill in the 2013
was set up and a review of the personal
protective agreement.

And then they are

preparing for the 2014 drill in the months of
September and October of this year with a rollout
to hospital staff and then a drill occurring in
the months of either September or October and
that they're on track with those current
preparations.
That is the information I was
able to obtain from Bruce Power.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
follow-up for the CNSC.

And, finally, a
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What does the situation described
by Ms Splettstoesser tell you about the state of
communications in emergency preparedness between
Bruce Power and OPG and from there to the public?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
If you'll allow me, Dr. Swanson,
I would come back after the break with that
information.

I don't have anyone who can help me

with that answer right now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
helpful.

That would be

Thank you.
Dr. Archibald, did you have any

further questions?
Thank you very much, Ms
Splettstoesser.

And as I said, if you could

remain available for later that would be most
appreciated.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:
the delay.

I apologize for

There was a bit of confusion about

where the other Northwatch presenters were.
turns out they are on the phone.
So Ms Lloyd, please proceed.

It
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO CLEAN AIR ALLIANCE, ANGELA BISCHOFF WITH
DON HANCOCK, NORTHWATCH AFFILIATE

MS LLOYD:

Yes, thank you.

And

good afternoon, Dr. Swanson and Panel Members.
My name is Brennain Lloyd with Northwatch.
And Northwatch and the Ontario
Clean Air Alliance jointly retained Don Hancock
from the Southwest Research Information Centre to
do our expert review on events at WIPP and the
relevance of those incidents to the DGR proposal.
We have Angela Bischoff from the
Ontario Clean Air Alliance and Mr. Hancock on the
phone to present.

We will begin with Ms

Bischoff.
My job is to move the slides.
Thank you.
Angela...?
MS BISCHOFF:

Thanks, Brennain.

And hello and thank you to
Members of the Joint Review Panel and greetings
to the public as well.

I'm calling in from

Edmonton.
As you know, in February of this
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year WIPP's technology failed releasing plutonium
and other deadly radionuclides into the
environment.

Even though the failure occurred

more than 2,000 feet below ground, more than 20
workers suffered radioactive contamination
aboveground.

And again in March there was a

surface radiation release, almost twice the
levels released in February.
It took just 15 years for the
WIPP technology to fail at a site designed to
isolate radioactive waste for 10,000 years.
Furthermore, costs for WIPP prior
to the release in February had skyrocketed from
$450 million to over $5 billion and were expected
to rise over $9 billion.

Of course, the public

is always left holding the bag.
Investigations are underway at
WIPP but we still don't know what went wrong or
what is still going on, partly because federal
officials are impeding the state's investigation,
according to New Mexico's top environmental
regulator just last week.
The failure of the WIPP
technology is not unlike two other deep
underground radioactive storage dumps, the Asse
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II salt mine and the Morsleben dump, both in
Germany and both leaking.

The waste at Asse II

must be retrieved and stored elsewhere, still to
be determined at enormous expense and it will
take decades.

Meanwhile, the Morsleben dump is

threatening to collapse.

And closer to home, the

Yucca Mountain in Nevada after spending $8
billion the project was cancelled due to
unexpected groundwater seepage.
Will OPG's DGR be Canada's Yucca
or Asse II or Morsleben?
OPG modelled its DGR design on
WIPP and WIPP failed after just 15 years to
protect the environment and its workers.

The

WIPP case and others demonstrates the high-stake
risks associated with DGR projects.
To conclude, we must reject OPG's
DGR project and instead implement HOSS, or
Hardened On-Site Storage technologies that are
monitored, retrievable aboveground and onsite and
cared for using a policy of rolling stewardship
until a genuine fail-safe solution is found while
at the same time aggressively reducing waste at
source by committing to a complete nuclear phaseout when our existing reactors come to the end of
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their lives.
Thank you for hearing my brief
presentation.
And I'll now pass the mike over
to Mr. Hancock who has been following this issue
at WIPP closer than almost anyone.
MR. HANCOCK:

Thank you.

My name

is Dan Hancock.
I appreciate, Madam Chair and
Members of the Panel, and the opportunity to
speak to you again as I did last year.

This

time, of course, I'm speaking from Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Thanks to Ms Bischoff for
reducing her presentation time and to Ms Lloyd
for assisting with the slide presentation.
I am watching online and it
appears to me there's about a 15-second delay
between what I'm saying and hearing and what I'm
seeing online.

So please bear with me as we go

through the slides.
When I appeared before the Panel
on September 23rd, 2013 a number of issues were
addressed in relation to information that OPG and
CNSC had not considered about WIPP and you Panel
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Members had a number of good questions in that
regard back then.
Given the relevance of the WIPP
fire and radiation release, Northwatch and
Ontario Clean Air Alliance asked me to prepare a
report which is document 19-56 reviewing the OPG
and CNSC reports about the fire and radiation
release discussing some of the missing
information, providing additional information and
suggesting questions and noting initial lessons.
So let me briefly talk about some
of those things.

I have been watching during the

day and I will try not to repeat items covered by
OPG or CNSC this morning.
So the next slide, I want to
start with what is a basic fact from my 2013
report that has only been confirmed by incidents
since then.

The basic fact is that there is not

yet one example of a DGR that has successfully
operated to fulfil its mission of safely
isolating the waste from people and the
environment for the thousands of years that they
are hazardous.

And so that was true at the time.

And, as Ms Bischoff mentioned and I mentioned in
my testimony about the two German repositories,
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WIPP now makes it all three long term operating
deep geologic repositories that have had
significant failures during their operational
lifetime.
So the international experience
demonstrates that there are many uncertainties
and that experience does not establish that a DGR
can be successfully operated and decommissioned.
Plus, a basic challenge for a Canadian DGR if
licensed and operated would be for it to be the
world's first successful repository.
Now, going on to the next slide
you've heard about the fire and seen some
pictures including the burned salt truck.

So I'd

like to go to the next slide, slide 4, which
talks about the results of the fire.

And I want

to focus on the third point and the fourth point.
One of those 13 workers treated
for smoke inhalation is still being treated and
has claimed total disability.

He has filed a

lawsuit against present and former contractors.
I appreciate the fact that the
Chair asked earlier about whether this could be
confirmed or not.

It can be confirmed in

numerous ways in addition to my written
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submission.

The WIPP recovery website has a

section called "Frequently Asked Questions" and
it specifically says, and it has for a couple of
months:
"Six work personnel were
evaluated for smoke
inhalation and released from
a local hospital the day of
the underground fire.

One

employee continues to be
treated for smoke inhalation
as a result of the fire."
So subsequently that worker, Mr.
Utter, has filed a lawsuit raising numerous
claims which obviously haven't yet been
adjudicated by the court.

But if the Panel is

interested, I could also provide a copy of his
complaint.
The next point is that as a
result of the fire all of the continuous air
monitors underground were out of service for six
days.

So if the radiation release had occurred

during that time rather than nine days after the
fire, the worker and public exposures would have
been much worse because the filtration system
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would not have gone into operation as it did go
into operation as you've heard on February 14th.
So this is a significant factor that should also
be considered.
The next slide -- the next slide
just shows a picture of the fire coming off the
salt shaft at the WIPP site.

That was one shaft

that was affected, one of the four WIPP shafts
that was affected by the fire.
The next slide looks at the waste
hoist which has been out of service now for seven
months and it's still out of service because of
the smoke and the fire.

So the fire had

significant -- created significant difficulties
for the site.
Moving along to the next slide
this just is a graph that shows the relative
locations of the two events and the fact that the
radiation release occurred more than 700 meters
from where the fire occurred.
So let's go on to the next slide.
So a fundamental fact that's very
important in all of this, and I would ask it also
be considered in the context of the DGR is that
this event was never supposed to be happen.

WIPP
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was supposed to start clean and stay clean and it
did not.

As has been stated already the causes,

the cause or causes are unknown now seven months
after the event.

Importantly, it's not known

whether future events can be prohibited or
prevented or not.
I guess an additional fact I want
to make sure that didn't seem to me to be clear
from earlier discussions today, Room 7 of Panel 7
where the release occurred had just started being
used about three weeks before the radiation
release.

There were 258 containers in the

underground.

It was an early release in terms of

that area and it was from -- in comparison to the
number of containers in the facility, a very
small number that were directly affected.
The next slide shows the fact as
a visual as part of the failure of the radiation
control system, the ventilation and the
filtration system that did allow radioactivity to
be released.
Moving on to the next slide,
though, let's focus a little bit more on that the
worker radiation control system failed.
You've heard that 22 workers had
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internal contamination.

The earliest, the

fastest any worker was notified of that
contamination was 12 days.

Four workers were

first told they weren't contaminated and then
were subsequently confirmed to have internal
contamination.

One worker it took almost three

months before being notified that they were
exposed.

So to me this is a very significant

failure of the whole system.
Moving to the next slide, it
wasn't just the workers that were misinformed.
The public was misinformed and the public
radiation protection also did not work correctly.
DOE stated on numerous times on
February 15th and 16th that there was no
contamination on the surface, there was no risk.
And in fact, the public was not informed that
there had been the external radiation release
until four and a half days after the release on
February 19th by the Carlsbad Environmental
Monitoring and Research Centre which is an
independent monitoring entity for WIPP that first
disclosed that there were releases that their air
monitors showed to the extent of a mile away from
the exhaust shaft where the ventilation goes out
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into the environment.

So that far away they

found WIPP waste -- particles from WIPP waste of
americium and plutonium.
So the public had to find out
about the release not from DOE and not from its
contractor but from the independent monitoring
group.
If we go to the next slide that
has continued to be a problem.

CEMRC has

continued to provide detailed technical
information, actual radioactive readings when -in cases that the Department of Energy does not
which is one of the problems from my perspective,
and I mentioned in my report, of OPG and CNSC
just relying upon DOE and its contractors for
their sources of information.
Moving to the next slide, as I
mentioned earlier, the Department of Energy had
no plans to deal with the decontamination that we
have now at the facility and so what that meant
is that the options that are currently available
in terms of what to do are limited.

I think

there are really only three and none of them are
actually very good in their own right.
One is to close the facility up
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and not accept any more waste and decommission
the site.

Obviously, that's eventually supposed

to happen but not now.
A second option would be to
reopen the contaminated mine and putting workers
in a situation of having chronic exposures
because the underground cannot be completely
decontaminated so workers would be subjected to
chronic radiation and toxic chemical exposure.
Or the third option is to reopen
the site while substantially redoing it so that
part would remain contaminated in part and
somewhere or another would be redone and declared
clean.
The Department of Energy has not
provided a public plan about what it intends to
do.
But it appears, if you go to the
next slide, that they are likely to do that third
one, that clean and dirty approach, because they
are talking about -- they have stated publicly
and ask our Congress to provide funding for a new
exhaust shaft and a new ventilation system
because the current ones are so contaminated that
it's not possible to reuse them.

The cost of
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these new systems are unknown.
construct them is unknown.
is unknown.

The timeframe to

Whether they'll work

Whether additional changes are --

would be needed are unknown.

So this again is --

leads to great uncertainty.
So if we go to the next slide,
some of the lessons that therefore that leaves us
with, which I think should be considered as I'm
sure you are, you've heard that both WIPP events
were below criteria.

They've been assessed for

the DGR.
In the case of WIPP we now know,
however, that below criteria events can disable a
repository.

WIPP has disabled the official --

there is no schedule for when WIPP would reopen.
The Department of Energy has informed the State
of New Mexico the earliest possible date for even
minimal getting back into compliance with the
regulatory requirements is January of 2016.

In

other words, the facility would have been out of
service for two years at that time and to get
into operation will of course necessarily take
longer than that as well.

But again, we don't

know how that can or will have occurred.
Another clear lesson from this is
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that repository operations are more complex than
surface storage.

Over the last 15 years that

WIPP has been operating, the transuranic waste
that is now in the underground at WIPP and
additional transuranic waste that is at the
storage sites around various sites around the
country have not had any way near as serious an
event as what WIPP had in the underground.
And so while there has been a lot
of discussion about safety culture which I'll get
to in a minute, I think based on the experience
that we've now had with WIPP, we need to take
seriously the fact that underground repositories
are in fact more complex than surface storage
and, in addition to being -- dealing with mine
issues and radiation safety issues, the
combinations thereof clearly have created
unanticipated problems.
And I spent some amount of time
in my presentation last year talking about what
is in my view a root cause of the declining
safety culture at WIPP which is for the last
several years the Department of Energy and its
contractors have been very interested and
spending time, effort and money on proposing new
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and expanded missions for WIPP rather than
focusing on the safety culture.
I raised this issue not only with
the Panel last year but for longer than that I've
been raising it with WIPP officials but,
unfortunately, we've seen the results of that.
I think I will conclude because
it looks like my time is about up.
be glad to respond to questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

But I would
Thank you.

Thank you, Ms

Bischoff and Mr. Hancock.
Panel Members, do we have
questions?

Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes, if I may.

Mr. Hancock, you stated in your
presentation that the underground radiation
monitors were put out of service for six days
after the conventional fire event.
of the deactivation known?

Is the cause

Was the fire -- was

the fire event affecting the power distribution
system that controlled these monitors?
MR. HANCOCK:

So the source of

the radiation monitors being out of service is
both the DOE's on report and the Defence Nuclear
Facility Safety Board report.

Neither of them
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have identified the cause of why this happened,
so I, of course, don't know either.
In terms of the electrical
problem that you referred to, it appears that
that in some way or another wasn't at least a
total cause because the monitor -- one of the
monitors was able to be back in service before
February 14th.

Three other monitors were out of

service, apparently unrelated to the fire.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

All right.

And a follow-up on that then also, and this is
from the fire event, you indicate that:
"The fire residue and the
soot from the fire went
through the salt, waste and
exhaust shaft..."

(As read)

This is from your written
presentation:
"...with the waste hoist
being made inoperable due to
a need for cleaning."
(As read)
My question is, what is the
source for this conclusion and knowing the fact
that most mines operating diesel equipment have a
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continuous soot passing through a ventilation
system that never causes a blockage, why would
the ventilation exhaust shaft have to be closed
because of the soot created from a fire event?
MR. HANCOCK:

So the exhaust

shaft -- the major problem with the exhaust
shaft, of course, at this point nine days after
the event, was because of the radiation release
and the reason that DOE has now said they'll have
to replace and have a new exhaust shaft if WIPP
is to re-open is because of the radiation
release, not because of the fire.
The waist hoist on the other
hand, and I showed a picture in my PowerPoint
slides, was and is still out of service and going
through a cleaning process.
They are now -- related, Dr.
Archibald, to what your earlier question was,
they are now working on the underground
electrical system related to the waste hoist
because there are concerns that there are
problems with it as well.
But the hoist has not been able
to be used -- again, not speaking to the Canadian
experience which I don't know and you do know --
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but since the fire was not supposed to happen,
there weren't ways in the WIPP system to, as it
turned out, to contain the smoke, that's why it
went in areas it shouldn't have gone, like at the
exhaust shaft, or I'm sorry, out of the waste
shaft and out of the salt shaft, as I also showed
a slide of.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe that

and due to some management issues there were many
problems created.
And on page 8 of your written
presentation you mention that:
"Two bypass dampers were not
designed to fully close and
did not fully close, thus
allowing radioactivity to
bypass the filtration
system."

(As read)

Could you clarify for the Panel
whether the dampers were designed not to fully
close, or were they poorly engineered and did not
close fully as they were supposed to?
MR. HANCOCK:
has been stated by both

According to what

DOE and their contractor,

it was actually a design requirement, or a design
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result as opposed to an operational failure.
Again, they never presumed that
the filtration system would really have to work,
and so the fact that they closed but didn't fully
seal was not thought to be a design problem, so
they were aware of it.

And so, once the

radiation release happened, they knew that they
needed to go in and seal them, so they had
workers go in with a foam sealant to seal up the
crack that remained in terms of closure but not
full sealing.
So the design did not have a full
seal on those dampers, so -- and that was known,
and so, again, my understanding of what they're
talking about at this point is that the new
exhaust shaft and the new ventilation system they
would design would, in fact, be designed to have
seals, but it was a design flaw.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Could I ask,

in your opinion, why would the shaft and
ventilation system be required to be replaced; is
this because of over contamination above the
design limits or is this simply as a precaution?
MR. HANCOCK:
former.

I think it's the

It would be very difficult and, again,
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there's no example in the world that I'm aware
of, of trying to decontaminate a 2,150 foot
vertical shaft.

Putting workers there and trying

to do that would be very difficult.

The

ventilation system itself is very contaminated.
Again, we don't know -- it's
important to emphasize, we don't know the amounts
of contamination because there haven't been and
there isn't monitoring, there hasn't been
sampling done as far as we know and certainly no
results have been made public of the levels of
contamination in the exhaust shaft.
The eastern most drift where the
radiation system -- where the ventilation system
takes the contamination to the exhaust shaft,
that's called the East 300 Drift, hasn't -there's been no sampling done there; so we, in
fact, don't know exactly the levels of
contamination that there are in those places, but
it's been -- by independent experts I've talked
to and in talking to the DOE headquarters site
manager and contractor people, they all are quite
willing to agree that they cannot decontaminate
fully the exhaust shaft and the ventilation
system and that's the reason they would need a
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new system and a new exhaust shaft.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
conclusion of DOE?
sourced anywhere?

Is this a firm

Has it been published or
And, for example, they have

four shafts operating at the WIPP; one has been
used as an exhaust shaft, could one of the other
three operating shafts be re-purposed as a
ventilation exhaust shaft?
These are concepts that have not
been made public, but has DOE, in fact, sourced
the reason for the closure and a plan for repurposing or reconstructing a new shaft, to your
knowledge?
MR. HANCOCK:

So, what they call

their recovery plan that is supposed to put into
great detail what they have to do to get in
operation, including the new exhaust shaft and
the new ventilation system and many other things,
is not yet public.
The dates that it will be made
public are constantly changing.

September 18th,

at a town hall meeting in Carlsbad, they've
promised the plan would -- they would begin
discussion of the plan, but they've also stated
that the actual plan would not be released by
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September 18th.

So we don't know when it's going

to come.
In terms of the source of -among the sources for the need of a new
ventilation system and a new exhaust shaft is the
United States Congress which, at DOE's request,
has included money in public documents but
haven't yet passed the Congress, but have come
out of the Appropriations Committees, have
specifically stated that they're starting to put
money out for WIPP for a new exhaust shaft and a
new ventilation system because they've been told
by DOE that it is required, as I say.
And I understand it's not the
document that you're looking for which is
hopefully this recovery plan that's coming out,
but I've had personal conversations with the
cognizant officials asking them publicly at, for
example, these town hall meetings whether the
recovery plan includes the requirement for a new
exhaust shaft and a new ventilation system and
the answers have been unequivocally yes, we are
required for them.
So the issue of re-purposing
other shafts, this was an issue -- and I did
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mention it in my testimony last year -- this was
an issue of reducing the number of shafts was
considered in the 1980s when WIPP was under
construction and the idea of going with three
shafts and re-purposing them was rejected at that
time.
I think you are correct, Dr.
Archibald, and I have suggested as well, that
there ought to be a comprehensive look at what
the options are in terms of doing what needs to
be done, but so far we don't have documents and
we don't have a process to do that yet.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
And just one last question.
sir, but to OPG.

Thank you.

This is not to you,

This is based upon a statement

of Mr. Hancock's on page 14 that:
"Given the WIPP design, which
is being generally followed
by the DGR, an underground
radiation release can
contaminate a much larger
area than what has occurred
with surface waste."
(As read)
Would OPG care to comment on that
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statement?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

Sorry, you said

page 14?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I'm uncertain

whether that's page 14 when I have my pdf
document open or whether it's actually page 14
written.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Well perhaps,

could you just read the sentence again to me,
just to...
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes, I can.

"Given the WIPP design, which
is being generally followed
by the DGR, an underground
radiation release can
contaminate a much larger
area than what has occurred
with surface waste."
(As read)
Knowing the conclusions that DOE
has come up with about re-doing shafts and so on,
would you care to comment on this statement?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

So I guess there's
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a couple of points here.

I mean -- and so in

this case here that underground release has
contaminated a large portion off the repository,
the downstream ventilated area and the shafts and
that's a significant area of their facility.
We understand that the release
levels at surface were low, below the
environmental criteria, but underground they're
contaminated.
Now, if we had -- if that same
release occurred at surface, now we're into the
hypotheticals here, but if it was in the building
that did not have filters or did not have HEPA
filters, again, I don't know what the structure
would be.

If these waste containers had been in

an open location, I guess I wouldn't speculate as
to what that area would be, but it's not
immediately obvious that that would be -- that
you wouldn't have equivalent surface
contamination depending on the nature of how
these containers were stored at surface.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
rephrase also then.

Allow me to

Given the WIPP design, which

is generally followed by DGR, the purpose here is
that the two are assumed to be similar, would a
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breaching event at the proposed DGR give a
similar conclusion for radioactive contamination
downstream through the exhaust ventilation shaft
and through the networks with such severe
repercussions that's been shown at the WIPP?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

So if there was a

release in a container at the proposed DGR
design, until you stop the ventilation you would
get, indeed, the distribution of the
radioactivity down the downstream tunnels and
into the shafts, so we have the same type, the
same pathways.
But the important point I think
is that the types of waste that we have in the
DGR are different in nature than the types of
waste that we had at WIPP.
So again, while we don't know
exactly what was in the container so I can't
speak definitively, I would expect that the level
of contamination in the DGR would be lower than
that in WIPP.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
MR. WILSON:
Archibald.

Thank you.

Sorry, Dr.

Derek Wilson, for the record.

I
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think there's some other fundamental differences
in terms of the DGR design with respect to the
flow of ventilation air through the repository
and to the surface facilities.
You would not see a return of
airflow in through the head frames and into the
existing hoisting operations.

The design of the

ventilation airflow is such that it's released
below that through a plenum and directed away
from the operating facilities of the DGR.
So you would not have the same
level of flowthrough in that particular case
because, again, it's directed through.

However,

that would be similar to that of WIPP in terms of
the HEPA system, but again, it's directed through
and then released directly to surface through the
plenum.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'm looking at

the time and thinking that we're due for a break
unless, Dr. Meucke, did you have a very brief
question so we can let Mr. Hancock and Ms
Bischoff leave the phone?
MEMBER MUECKE:

I'm not sure how

brief they're going to be, but we can try.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Well, in that
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case I think we better take a break because it's
already two hours into this and, I don't know
about you guys, but I need a break.
So let's reconvene at, promptly
though, at a quarter after 4:00.

So if Mr.

Hancock and Ms Bischoff could bear with us and
we'll reconvene then.
Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 4:03 p.m. /
Suspension à 16 h 03
--- Upon resuming at 4:16 p.m. /
Reprise à 16 h 16

MS McGEE:
could resume, please.
announcement.

Good afternoon.

If we

I will make another brief

I want to acknowledge that at

approximately 2:05 today we experienced some
technical difficulties and the webcast was
temporarily not available.

I understand the

webcast resumed at approximately 2:15 and I just
wanted to note for everyone interested that while
you were not able to follow that 10 minutes as
live access, the archived version of today's
webcast will be complete without that 10-minute
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gap.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So we're

now going to resume questions for the previous
presenters.
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Mr. Hancock, are

you there?
MR. HANCOCK:

Yes, I am.

Thank

you very much.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay.

You note

that some of the WIPP personnel on site were
allowed to leave as being uncontaminated, but
later tests indicated that they were actually
exposed.
What was the delay and the length
of the delay between the two decisions; and,
secondly, can this be attributed to negligence or
was it due to differences in the sensitivity of
the detection method used?
MR. HANCOCK:

So the delay

occurred between February 14th and 15th, the
releases, and the morning of the 15th when the
sheltering in place happened, as has been
mentioned, and February 19th when there was the
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public acknowledgement that I mentioned in my
testimony about the release.
I have asked the question you
just asked numerous times to DOE and other
people.

I've expressed my concern that the

accident investigation Board report, Phase 1 that
was referred to this morning by both OPG and the
CNSC, did not discuss the whys for that.

So we

don't know.
I have also had the discussion
with Dr. Russell Hardy who's the head of CEMRC,
the organization that I mentioned in my
presentation, did a much better job of detection
and public disclosure, and he had some ideas, but
he's not sure either what the problem was.
So we don't know the answer to
that very good question.

It's one of the kinds

of things -- one of the many unanswered questions
that we need to have better answers to going
forward in terms of lessons learned and changes
that are needed.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay, thank you.

That brought you to CEMRC, is that the right way
of pronouncing it, CEMRC?
MR. HANCOCK:

CEMRC, yeah, that's
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the way the acronym is.
MEMBER MUECKE:
MR. HANCOCK:

Okay.
C-E-M-R-C.

MEMBER MUECKE:

The Carlsbad

Environmental Monitoring & Research Center.

And

you mentioned that they picked up off-site
contamination which apparently was not detected
by the government agencies.

Is there any

explanation for that?
MR. HANCOCK:

Well, again, one of

the things that the lessons learned from a public
standpoint is that the detection systems that the
Department of Energy and its contractor were
using were insufficient.
I mentioned in one of my slides
and in the presentation they've actually now
established additional monitoring sites, both air
and otherwise and CEMRC has also established some
additional monitoring sites.
So no, we don't know the answer
to the question other than -- and, again, a point
I want to emphasize and think it's -- I don't
know the Canadian system, you all know it better
than I, but the U.S. experience has been, the
government and the corporate contractors are not
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always the best sources of accurate information
and my organization was one of those that argued
from the beginning that there should be
independent monitoring of WIPP and experience
shows that that was correct.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Perhaps I can ask you some questions about CEMRC.
Who set it up initially and why was it set up?
MR. HANCOCK:

It was set up to

provide independent monitoring of WIPP.

They

both monitor the WIPP site, they have whole body
counts that they do that they allow the public to
come in, workers and public to come in at any
time.
The idea was, it was set up in
the 1990s before WIPP opened.

It was set up to

provide both background levels of radioactivity
before WIPP ever opened and to provide workers
and the public an independent source of radiation
detection information and monitoring and it was
set up, as I mentioned in my previous answer,
because my organization and a lot of other people
from the beginning thought that it was important,
given the context of the U.S. system, nuclear
weapons, which I understand is different than
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what OPG is doing, commercial power rather than
nuclear weapons, but a lot of us felt very
strongly that we needed to have this kind of
independent monitoring and so it was -- frankly,
it was citizen advocacy that got CEMRC set up.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could you tell us

who finances it?
MR. HANCOCK:

Yes.

The

Department of Energy is required to provide
funding for it.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I

think that concludes the questions that the Panel
has.
MR. HANCOCK:

Dr. Swanson, may I

make one more statement?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If it's going

to add additional information, certainly.
MR. HANCOCK:

So one of the

things I intended to mention when I talked about
the fact that this event was never supposed to
happen is, one of the reasons it was never
supposed to happen is because the waste
acceptance criteria prohibit ignitable, reactive,
corrosive or flammable materials at WIPP and this
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came to mind this morning in the discussions that
you had and the questions you asked about -appropriate questions you were asking about the
waste acceptance criteria for OPG and DGR, but we
don't know yet exactly, as everybody has
affirmed, about what the cause or causes of the
WIPP accident were, but it appears that it could
also have been a failure of adherence to the
waste acceptance criteria.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Mr. Hancock.

Thank you very

That was helpful.

All right.

I understand the CNSC

now has an answer for us on the emergency
preparedness notification issue.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The information I have is on the
system in place on the Bruce site where you have
two licensees essentially, Bruce Power and OPG.
In developing emergency preparedness and response
plans there are a number of assessments that are
done through safety assessments and other tools.
From those tools, the Western Waste Management
Facility, in their safety assessment, identified
that the worst case credible scenario for looking
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at the need for emergency preparedness was one of
the storage buildings catching fire and having a
release.

Their credible worst case scenario does

not result in an off-site release that would
trigger an emergency response notification to the
province, so in the case of OPG there's
essentially no situation that would require a
notification to the province and off-site
authorities.
In the case of the Bruce nuclear
power plant, there is a series of events and
accidents that have been assessed with potential
off-site consequences.

That is the basis for the

emergency management program around the Bruce
site and some of those situations would result in
an off-site consequence and notification to the
province.

On the Bruce site, of the two

facilities, the facilities that have a potential
for off-site release and off-site accident
resides with the NPPs, Bruce Power, so of the two
licensees, the coordination between on-site and
off-site resides with Bruce Power essentially
because they have the types of accidents that
could result in a situation with an off-site
release.
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On-site, Bruce Power and OPG will
notify each other of events or accidents that
would affect each other's employees essentially
and site operations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

perhaps the CNSC could remind the panel, in the
proposed licensing requirements did you have any
recommendations with respect to the proposed DGR
should it be licensed in terms of having its own
emergency preparedness and notification system?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Through the EIS and the licence
application.

Through the EIS there are a number

of scenarios that were looked at for site
preparation, construction and operation for
potential accidents, malfunctions and malevolent
acts.

For those, at the time when radioactive

material would be starting to be handled, it's
through the operating licence phase.

Accidents

and malfunctions were identified requiring the
provisions for emergency management and response
plans, but having an on-site program where the
requirement to deal with releases and potential
impacts to members of the public is different
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from the provincial nuclear emergency plan that
the intervener was speaking about, so for the
Western Waste Management Facility and the
proposed DGR, there's no situation that would
trigger the provincial nuclear emergency plan.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I think we can now proceed with
the next presentation, which is a 10-minute
presentation by Mr. John Mann.
Mr. Mann, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
JOHN MANN

MR. MANN:

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson, thank you, Dr. Muecke, and thank
you, Dr. Archibald.

I thank your staff for

setting me up here today, their assistance.
OPG's safety case for its DGR
lives and dies with the WIPP DGR since the WIPP
DGR failed miserably on February 14.
closed now, seven months later.

It remains

After an

intensive investigation, they still don't know
why or how the WIPP DGR produced a catastrophic
radiation leak.

Therefore, and as a result,
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OPG's safety case dies with the WIPP DGR
disaster.
My name is John Mann.

I'm a

citizen of Saugeen Shores and I'm a citizen of
Bruce County where this proposed DGR is proposed.
My family has been in this community since the
1800s.

My friends, family, neighbours and

colleagues support the some 3,000 pages that I've
filed with this Joint Review Panel.
I'm a criminal lawyer.

Forty

years ago in January 1974, when I entered Detroit
College of Law and entered my legendary
professor's classroom, Professor Harold Norris,
he wrote a phrase on the chalkboard in big, bold
letters:

DUE PROCESS.

Since that time, I've had

the good privilege and high honour to work for a
Wayne County circuit judge in Detroit, the trial
court in the state of Michigan, a court of
appeal, a Michigan Court of Appeals' judge in
Detroit, and for two years I worked for a United
States' district court in Detroit, the federal
trials court.

That's where I learned due process

and got educated to the highest degree from three
judges who I, somewhat biasedly -- who hired me
-- think are the greatest judges I've ever known.
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Since that time I have had the
distinct pleasure of working in all levels of
courtrooms in Michigan, the district court, the
circuit court, both trial courts, the Michigan
Court of Appeals, the Michigan Supreme Court.
I've worked in the United States Federal Court
system, the district court, the trial court, the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeal in Cincinnati,
Ohio.

I've attempted to get certiorari two times

from the United States Supreme Court.
Unfortunately, they denied leave.
I came to Ontario and became a
member of the bar here in 1993.
criminal law.

I practice only

I had the good fortune of

practising with a wonderful group of criminal
lawyers since 1993 in both the Ontario Court of
Justice, the Superior Court of Justice, numerous
times in the Court of Appeal.

I had the good

fortune of arguing in the Supreme Court of Canada
as of right and failed and took three cases to
the Supreme Court but was denied leave.
I have one case left on my
docket.

It's on December 19 in the Ontario Court

of Appeal.

I also have a Court of Appeal

judgment that just came down.

I have 30 days to
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appeal that and I'm going to to the Supreme Court
of Canada.
Other than that, I have very
little to do except concentrate on this process,
and due process I know something about.

The due

process that has occurred in this case has been
destroyed.

If I could have the one and only

document that I'm going to show that I think
shows this, this one document out of 3,000 that
I've filed?

It's hard for the audience to read

maybe, but this is an email from the Joint Review
Panel and it attaches some emails that I
presented to the Joint Review Panel.
The first email was a subject
that I sent to the Joint Review Panel.

It says:

CNSC fails miserably in watchdog role related to
New Mexico DGR disaster.

This email is dated,

March 20, 2014, just a month after the disaster
in the Carlsbad, New Mexico WIPP.
Then in the next email in the
attachments sent by the Joint Review Panel is the
word “SPAM” to my email subject: New Mexico DGR
radiation disaster requires termination of OPG's
DGR.
My next email, also was spammed
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by the Joint Review Panel, entitled: DGR process
must terminate in light of New Mexico nuclear
waste dump disastrous radiation link
contaminating workers.
There are numerous other spammed
emails on this email.
The email from the Joint Review
Panel on March 20, 2014 advises me:
“This will acknowledge
receipt of the attached email
messages.

The DGR Joint

Review Panel has directed me
to advise you that these
submissions will not be
accepted or included in the
public record.

Please refer

to our February 10, 2014
message to you for further
information.”

(As read)

You scroll down and for further
information the Joint Review Panel says to me:
“The submission does not add
new information that will aid
the panel's deliberations.
The panel has already heard
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and noted your objections
regarding fairness, due
process and bias both prior
to and during the hearing.
Your opinions regarding the
suitability, the geology,
depth, et cetera, are not
supported by any new
information.”

(As read)

Those are related to the fact
that our town, Saugeen Shores, was found to have
unsafe geology for a DGR even though it's only a
few short kilometres from the DGR proposed, so
here I have this panel taking my emails and
putting them in a spam file, which means they
considered my emails to be junk mail.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, I

have been somewhat patient up to now, but I'm
afraid I do have to interrupt you.
The instructions at the beginning
were very clear, and you began well.
addressing one of the six topics.

You were

The questions

that you're now bringing forward have been dealt
with in previous rulings by this panel or
previous information, such as why some of your
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emails are labelled with “SPAM”.
Your issues around due process
have been, in your submissions, couched in terms
of a request for ruling, which we will do in due
course, but unless you are willing to start
talking about one of the six topics in front of
us and add new information for the panel's review
and benefit, I would ask you to please cease.
MR. MANN:

Dr. Swanson, my

presentation includes the fact that the WIPP DGR
catastrophe failed and deserves to be terminated.
My presentation, that you accepted and put on for
today, was the presentation that I sent to you by
email.

Those emails had my same questions and

concerns in those emails that were spammed by
this panel, so that's why I'm bringing that up.
You've already spammed them and you didn't accept
them then, so I'm sitting here, I cannot be heard
in a fair manner by this tribunal and I'm upset.
You can bet I'm upset.

I'm a citizen, an

upstanding citizen, in this community that has
been -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, you

have some minutes left to help the panel
understand why the WIPP situation is relevant to
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our consideration of the proposed DGR.

Would you

please proceed?
MR. MANN:

Well, OPG relied on

the WIPP DGR as the state-of-the-art, the poster
child, as it's been called, the best DGR in the
world.

You three panel members went there and

you've got a photo op regarding it.
reviewed the WIPP DGR.
town.

You've also

I'm a citizen of this

This is the best thing going, that's what

OPG said, can't be beat.

All of a sudden,

February 14, a radiation leak, catastrophic,
disastrous, 22 workers contaminated, exposed.
The place shut down and it's sealed, it is sealed
today, and they don't know why and they don't
know how.
What did we hear today from OPG:
no problem; so what, it's not gonna hurt ours; we
don't have to do a thing about our DGR.
poor management.

It's

They throw the WIPP DGR under

the bus when it's not in their favour, but when
it was going good, boy, their safety case -- look
at that, 15 years they've had a wonderful safety
case.

Now they're telling us:

well, in the past

few years since we've convened management has
gone to hell there.

It's just nonsense.
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The WIPP community was told by
the officials this will never happen, just as
we're told it will never happen.

How can we

trust that?

What are they going to do about it

if it does?

As a citizen I'm very concerned.

sent materials to you.
accepted.

I was spammed.

I

I wasn't

Now I'm trusting that you're going to

listen to me?

I don't have a -THE CHAIRPERSON:

now are out of time.

Mr. Mann, you

We can assure you we've

heard you, and of the 3,000 pages, apart from a
couple of your emails, we have read them, so you
can be assured that we have read and we have
listened.
is up.

I'm afraid now, though, that your time

Thank you.
MR. MANN:

If I could just note

that the unlawful, closed meetings of the Bruce
County council noted the WIPP trip.

They talked

about the WIPP and we weren't involved in those.
Seven years of no consultation with the
community.

The mayors got together in secret,

closed, unlawful meetings, and that's been proven
and they admit to it.
education from OPG.

We lost seven years of
They met with OPG, CNSC,

NWMO and we weren't included.

We need seven more
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years of education from these people before we
can even get started on this thing.
You can tell I'm upset, but I am
a citizen of this community and I think I'm
entitled to a little deference here.
years old.

I'm 63

I've got very little to do now, but

I'm telling you a court has got to look at this.
This is ridiculous.

There is just no way that we

should be left out of seven years of meetings,
unlawful, closed meetings.

We were left out of

those while CNSC and OPG sell this thing to
mayors who have no idea what the citizens want.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
have made that point as well.
MR. MANN:

Mr. Mann, you

Thank you.

The only thing this --

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, I

must ask you now to please cease.

You have gone

well over your 10-minute allotment.
MR. MANN:

If I could have just

one more point?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

You are really

stretching -MR. MANN:

I know I'm stretching

it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Remember my
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opening remarks on balancing the fairness of one
for the fairness of all.

You're taking time away

from the remaining presenters and we're already
at 25.
MR. MANN:

If I could just --

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Very, very

quickly.
MR. MANN:

The Joint Review

Panel, looking at the merits, has to decide is
there a need for a DGR for clothes and rags, to
bury what workers used a mile underground,
because that's what you're looking at, and is
there a need when Quebec and New Brunswick don't
have a need for it?

They're going to keep their

clothes and rags above ground, so Ontario is
going to foot the bill for this, the whole thing,
every level of government.

Everything involved

in this is the model for how not to do due
process.

A court has to look at this.

The

courts have to look at this and correct and
remedy the serious due process violations and
charter violations here.

I urge you to dismiss

the application of OPG for these incomprehensible
violations.
Thanks.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Mann.

Very well,

Thank you.
MR. MANN:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Our next

presentation is from the Power Workers' Union.
Would the representatives of the union move
forward?

Thank you.

You may proceed.

May we have some assistance with
the PowerPoint, please?
--- Pause

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
POWERS WORKER UNION, ROBERT WALKER

MR. WALKER:
name is Bob Walker.

Good afternoon.

My

I'm the Vice-President

responsible for the nuclear sector for the Power
Workers' Union.
With me today are, to my left,
Sheldon Speedie.

Sheldon is the chief steward

responsible for the OPG employees at the Bruce
site.

Sheldon also lives in the area.

Sheldon

is a resident of Port Elgin.
To my right is Dave Trumble.
Dave Trumble currently is a health and safety
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staff officer with the Power Workers' Union, but
his career took place at the Bruce site, both for
Ontario Hydro and then Bruce Power.

He has been

kind enough to come and help us out for a few
years before he heads off to better things, so it
is important, I think, it's relevant to know,
that both Dave and Sheldon are residents of the
area.
First, I'd like to draw your
attention to our written submissions, both our
initial one and our supplemental one.
Who are we?

We represent workers

at nuclear facilities across Ontario, very much
like our friends from The Society of Energy
Professionals that were here earlier.

We

represent people with the same companies as they
do, including the Western Waste Management
Facility at the Bruce site.

We have represented

workers in the nuclear industry since the very
beginning of the industry in Ontario.
We are a local of CUPE, so we are
affiliated with CUPE National, Canada's largest
union.
rising.

I think we have 627,000 members and
We are affiliated with other labour

organizations, such as local labour councils, the
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Ontario Federation of Labour and the Canadian
Labour Congress.

We also are involved with a

national organization called the Canadian Nuclear
Workers Council and an international organization
called the International Nuclear Workers' Unions'
Network.
The reason I talk about that is
because we use that network with other unions to
share information.

If we have information, such

as a licence hearing, such as radiation
protection training, et cetera, we do share those
with other unions.

An example came up earlier

today about the flood at McArthur River.

I went

out to help the steelworkers and Cameco with that
investigation.

When we get into issues with

mining, we will go and count on those same
brothers and sisters both with Cameco and Areva
in Saskatchewan to help us out, so we do help
each other out.
I think our knowledge, our
experience and our history make us uniquely
qualified and a credible voice in the debate on
nuclear power.
here.

That's the reason why we've come

We think that it's a responsibility for

ourselves to come and give that information.
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Our submission today or our talk
today is going to be briefly about the relative
risk analysis, waste inventory, and the recent
incidents at the waste isolation pilot plant in
New Mexico.

I know we have talked about that

quite a bit already today so we will go through
it fairly quickly.
I'll start with a risk analysis
because this is where this first came to our
attention.

As indicated in our written

submission, we have reviewed the report of the
independent expert group on risk assessment and
we have no new concerns, but when Dr. Greening
raised concerns shortly after the last round of
hearings obviously we were quite concerned
because he indicated concerns with the
characterization of the waste and the impact on
that characterization on worker health and
safety, so we got involved right away.

We have

had meetings with OPG on this and, like I say, we
don't have any further concern about it.
It's important to note that our
protection is based on real time survey results,
so we've actually taken real time surveys.

Our

protection is based on those measured results as
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well as our training and the radiation protection
procedures, et cetera, so we feel comfortable
because that's what we base our safety on is
safety as required at the moment.
The other part of this that's
important to us is, we talked about this a lot in
the last round, we have a very robust safety
program.

The society talked about it a bit

already.

We've negotiated health and safety

provisions that are much more provident than
what's required under the law.

It really, I

think, demonstrates the strength of health and
safety within the union and within our structure.
The PWU ensures that health and safety
performance is the number one priority for our
members.
And we can see that demonstrated
in a number of cases.
radiation limits.

We have, for example,

We have negotiated contract

language where we have stricter radiation limits
than what the law says.
on radiation protection.

We have joint committees
We have ALARA

committees to keep our exposure as low as
reasonably achievable.
So we have put a lot of time and
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effort into negotiating provisions to improve our
safety.
Again, this was all fully
explained in 2013.

But I just hope that it gives

the public a sense of how important safety is to
us and our members, and that people understand
that by protecting ourselves we are protecting
the public because it has to go through us first.
I do have a little bit more to
say on this, but in the interest of time I will
move forward.
inventory.

And the next slide is about waste

And I am going to turn the

presentation over to Sheldon Speedie for that.
Thank you.
MR. SPEEDIE:

Sheldon Speedie,

for the record.
Just a brief mention about waste
reduction and worker safety that I have to say.
In regards to the waste inventory that we
currently have on site and we talked about in our
2013 submission, we are fully supportive of some
of the things we heard at that hearing around the
reduction of waste.

We currently have an

inventory.
We have been working with OPG on
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a long-term strategy and very recently have
started a pilot.

And we are looking at ways that

we can actually work with our members and with
OPG and reduce the current inventories and
thereby reduce the footprint.
Our members have been involved
with OPG's waste reduction initiatives on monthly
and weekly meetings and strategies on how we
might go about that.
And as of this week or next we
should be starting this pilot program and looking
at sorting, segregation and decontamination of
some of the newly generated wastes that are
coming in and some of the historical wastes that
are actually out there and have been around for
years.
In regard to the safety programs,
we will ensure our workers' safety is maintained
during all waste reduction procedures and
processes.

Similarly with DGR, we will be

looking at that as well.
The environment that we work in
at the Western Waste Management Facility is one
in which any worker can bring up a concern at
anytime to management, to their supervisors.

And
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they can do that without fear of any reprisal,
without fear of any kind of worker repercussions.
And it is done on a daily basis,
it is done on a weekly basis, and on a monthly
basis.

And we have many programs that Bob has

already talked about that we can escalate that
through the process up to and including involving
the regulatory people, if it is necessary.
So that is my part of the
presentation.
MR. WALKER:
Walker.

For the record, Bob

I will left Dave Trumble look after our

next slide on the WIPP.
MR. TRUMBLE:

Thank you.

Dave

Trumble, for the record.
As with any incident, the PWU
supports the aspects of lessons learned.

We have

had discussions with the union that represents
the workers at the WIPP site in New Mexico and
they are members of the United Steel Workers.
The United Steel Workers is the
largest union in North America.

United Steel

Workers represents workers in Canada and nuclear
facilities in the United States.
also had discussions with OPG.

And we have
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We submit that the incidents at
the WIPP are not likely to occur at the OPG DGR
due to several factors.

Our health and safety

involvement and intrinsic safety culture is
superior to the union involvement at the WIPP.
Our members receive more radiation training and
conventional safety training than their
counterparts at the WIPP.
Our members are trained to
protect themselves in regards to radiation where
(microphone cuts out) rely on radiation
specialists for their protection.

Our system is

known and is supported by both the employer and
the unions as a self-protection model.
PWU members also receive
extensive operational training.

Another very

important aspect in the regulatory oversight at
the WIPP, the regulatory agency at the WIPP is
the Department of Energy.

Whereas at the

proposed OPG DGR the regulator is the CNSC.
The CNSC is the independent
regulator, whereas the Department of
the owner and the operator.

Energy is

This suggests that

the CNSC will exercise its regulatory activities
in a completely independent fashion.
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Thank you.
MR. WALKER:

I know we are out of

time, so I will be really quick with my closing
comments.

For the record, Bob Walker.
The first thing, risk

assessments.

There has been a lot of confusion

at the Bruce site about the project which I think
has created a lot of the controversy.
Some people confuse this with the
NWMO's search for a site for long-term storage of
used fuel.

And that is a totally different

project and, I mean, it is nothing similar at
all.

But a lot of people we talk to have the two

confused, and we think that is a big part of it.
Another one is we talked about
regulation.

I talked to a representative from

the NRC two weeks ago and asked him about the
NRC's oversight at the WIPP.

And he said, they

don't have any because it is not operational
waste.
We are talking about operational
waste from the nuclear power plants.

The WIPP

facility is not operational waste.

I believe

their primary customer is Defence.

I could be

wrong in that, but that was my understanding.
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Waste inventory.

Sheldon talked

about that quite a bit already.

We are very

interested in doing everything we can to help OPG
reduce the waste.
The WIPP, Dave talked about that
well, so I won't talk about that.
We don't believe that there are
any new environmental impacts.

We think

everything has been presented very well.

From

our written submission I did say that we are
going to Sweden to look at their facility, and we
did that.

I think the country, the culture,

everything is very similar to Canada, the
regulatory framework very similar to Canada.
The geology is a bit different,
but they are storing operational waste in a
repository.

It is a permanent storage solution

in a repository in Forsmark, Sweden.

It has been

in operation since 1988.
Myself and my staff officer went
there a few weeks ago.

And it is an extremely

well-run facility, it is extremely clean, it is
like going to a subway station, it really was
that clean and orderly.

And I think that there

are good models out there and I think we can from
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them.
The PWU remains in full support
of this project.

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel members, do we have any
questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Just one short

question.
We had heard in a previous
presentation that mention was made of joint
working committees at OPG and higher levels of
safety management as being better than normal
standards of occupational health and safety in
Ontario for the workplace.
And you just mentioned the union
involvement, such as your opinion that the union
involvement at OPG is superior to that at the
WIPP; there is better training, there is selftraining supported by self-protection ideals and
so on.
Would you agree that these and
other OPG initiatives would apply as being more
robust and better functioning pathways for
processes and procedures than at the WIPP?
MR. WALKER:

Well, I will comment
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very quickly on the processes right now for
health and safety.

And I don't want the union to

take all the credit because we also have -- very
unique is the oversight we have both Ministry of
Labour oversight and CNSC oversight which helps.
We spent a lot of time talking
with our members about the IRS, but we do have
the multi-prong approach:

we have the joint

health and safety committees; we have negotiated
additional training for those committee both from
the employer; we provide them additional training
ourselves; and we have joint working committee,
we have the senior committee that Scott Travers
talked about; the president's committee.

So

there is a multi-layer of people looking at these
things.
Specifically to radiation
protection, we have ALARA committees and Joint
Committee on Radiation Protection.

So there

really is a lot of people all the way through the
organization right up to the very senior level of
the unions and the company that are looking at
these things.
Including for the Bruce site for
Western Waste Management, Sheldon sits on the
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Joint Committee on Radiation Protection with me,
we have a management representative from Western
on that committee, Dave Trumble and I both sit on
the Joint Working Committee, and all three of us
sit on the Joint Committee of Radiation
Protection.
And, Dave, do you want to add?
MR. TRUMBLE:

Sure.

Dave

Trumble, for the record.
I am just going to say, perhaps
one way of looking at it in a very very quick hit
is every year the Joint Working Committee, and to
re-emphasize, that is all three major workplace
parties, the Power Workers Union, society, and
the employer.

Well have an opportunity to review

the corporate safety policy and actually have
input into that policy.
I don't think there is too much
clearer indicator of the deep involvement that
all three parties have, unless you take a look at
that corporate high-level policy, and how much
involvement there is actually to play out there.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And based on

your union input, this does not occur or has not
occurred at the WIPP?
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MR. WALKER:

For the record, Bob

Walker.
We talked to the representative
of Steel Workers down at the facility and their
staff officers, and we have talked to them a
couple of times now, and they do have joint
health and safety committees.
They don't have the same
regulatory requirements down there as we do, but
they do have negotiated joint health and safety
committees, but their involvement is very minor.
They don't have nearly the -- I don't want to use
this word wrong, but they don't have nearly the
power we do in the workplace.
And Dave Trumble has talked to
them quite a bit.

Dave, do you have any...?

MR. TRUMBLE:

Maybe to change

that -- power probably isn't, as you say, is
maybe a word that is not the best word, but
influence.

The ability to sit with the employer.

And that joint working committee truly does meet
every single month.
Health and safety committees of
which in my role as a staff officer I have at
least touched home with almost every health and
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safety committee within OPG, some of them
actually meet in a short a frequency as every two
weeks to ensure that the opportunities for
discussion and involvement in correcting health
and safety issues are first and foremost.
In Sheldon's case, Sheldon

you

may want to correct me, but I'm sure that the
health and safety committee meets, at a minimum,
monthly with ad hoc and emergency meetings called
whenever necessary.
MR. SPEEDIE:

Yes, that is

correct, Dave, they do meet on a monthly basis
and whenever there is an incident they will get
together and have a discussion around any
incidents that may happen or problems that come
up in the workplace on a daily basis.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I did have one

question for Mr. Speedie.
Could you describe in just a bit
more detail the Pilot Waste Reduction Program?
MR. SPEEDIE:

Sheldon Speedie,

for the record.
Yes.

What we are looking at is
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trying to -- any of the new waste that is being
generated, if it is not contaminated what we are
planning and what we are working on is that we
will actually take it out of the radioactive
stream so that it isn't going to be radioactive
waste.

And it would be segregated away from that

respect.
Similarly, if the pilot goes the
way we think it will, we plan on going back and
grabbing some of this legacy waste and also doing
that.
I can turn it over to OPG for a
little more detail, if they have more detail on
it.

I have been involved and I get a weekly

update on where we are at and what we are doing.
From a longer term perspective OPG would have
more detail on that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, please, if

OPG could help out?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Yes, this has been an initiative
that we have had ongoing for a couple of years
and it keeps building.

And I do want to publicly

thank the PWU and Sheldon in particular, they
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have been very supportive of it.
So it is a matter of
understanding that, as we have said, we have had
several campaigns where we have inspected waste,
we have visually opened containers and we do
believe that there is some opportunities to
further reprocess some of that waste or to
decontaminate and potentially free release some
of that waste as well.
With a view of, you know, as much
as we can, minimizing the current footprint and
the future footprint.
Again, to elaborate on
specifically where we are at right now, we are
preparing within the waste management facility
itself an area of the facility that will have the
appropriate equipment for surveying, to manage
the ergonomics of our workers of course handling
this waste, for protection, principles that need
to be applied to do this kind of waste.
And it will be our workers that
are opening and sorting waste and segregating it
into various waste streams following obviously
approved procedures that our health physicist is
overseeing, et cetera.
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It is some thing that our staff
are quite actually engaged in and they too want
to see us do as much as we can to reduce that
environmental footprint.
So it is relatively new what we
are embarking on.

Sheldon is right, we are about

a week or two away from implementation.

And it

is a pilot for us to be able to really understand
the resource requirements, the costs involved and
what benefit we can get out of it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
So that concludes the questions
for now.
Again, as with the previous
presenters, if you could remain available for
other questions should we have the time?
The next presentation is by Mr.
William Bowden.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
WILLIAM BOWDEN

MR. BOWDEN:

Madam Chair and

Members of the Panel, my name is William Bowden.
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My wife and I are residents of Roswell, Georgia,
and we have a summer, soon-to-be retirement home,
in Southampton where my family connections go
back more than 100 years.
Thank you for letting me speak to
you today.

I will refer to five of the six

subjects the panel is reviewing during these
hearings:

methodology used to determine

significance; expansion plans; updates to the
geoscientific verification plan; relative risk
analysis of alternative means; and applicability
of recent incidents at the WIPP.
My comments will address these
collectively, because I see them as aspects of
the same problem.
The risk assessment presented so
far is flawed.

The case for environmental safety

has not been made.
Three days after the July 21
deadline for submitting our statements to the
Panel the National Academy of Sciences in the
U.S. released a report titled, Lessons Learned
from the Fukushima Nuclear Accident for Improving
Safety of U.S. Nuclear Plants.
The Technical Advisor for the
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National Research Council, which produced the
report, Dr. Najmedin Meshkati of the University
of Southern California, had previously published
an analysis which established that the Fukushima
disaster was not a natural disaster, but was
manmade.
I do not have enough time to
repeat key recommendations today.

But recommend

the full report to the Panel with special
attention to recommendations 5.1A, 5.2A, 5.2B and
5.2C, and findings 7.1, 7.2 and 7.2A.
The CNSC documents website does
not reveal whether this report has been drawn to
the Panel's attention.
On July 26, 2010 an oil pipeline
ruptured and spilled into Talmadge Creek, a
tributary of Kalamazoo River in Michigan.

Oil

flowed for 18 hours before the leak was stopped.
Thirty-five miles of the Kalamazoo River were
closed and the environmental damage persists.
But there has been no significant
adverse environmental impact to Lake Michigan
because the spill site is 82 miles from the lake.
Moreover, the spill did not
disrupt oil supplies to eastern refineries,
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because there were alternatives and the pipeline
could be fixed quickly.
You have received several reviews
of the February 14, 2014 release of radiation at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Project in New Mexico,
all of which point to human error and the failure
of the safety culture as causes.
Few of the reviews commented on
the implications for the Departments of Energy
and Defence.

This is a pilot project, but they

have no alternative, all their eggs are in one
basket.
But there is a bigger issue.

A

year ago the WIPP was a positive example in
support of the DGR.

And I don't recall CNSC

raising concerns about safety regulations,
compliance, and culture at that time.
Today's hearing reminds us that
we learn more from our mistakes than our
successes.

Cold comfort when the mistakes can

have such severe consequences.
On October 13, 2013 this Panel
heard a long presentation about the storm water
management pond.

The questions that followed

included discussion of the difficulty people had
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with conceptualizing the size of the project.
At the time, Madam Chair, you
asked for a calculation of the size of the pond
in relation to a backyard swimming pool.

That

question was not answered.
The data presented last fall and
repeated this summer doesn't give us tools for an
accurate calculation.

But based on some

assumptions, my guess is it will be about 144
times the size of a 40' x 20' pool.

Note that

there is no plan to increase the size of the
pond.
CNSC states on page 27 of PMD 14P1.2, that is document 1915, "During construction
of the expansion water flow to the system is
expected to be the same and therefore the storm
water management pond should be" my emphasis
added, "adequate."
What troubles me here is that the
slag heap will be increased from 15 to 45 metres
in height and from 9 to 11 hectares in surface
area.

And yet we are to believe that this

massive increase in project size will have no
impact on the pond.
For the conceptualizers among us,
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the posts for the wind turbines outside the Bruce
site are 78 metres high, so the slag heap would
be about 60 per cent of that height.

And a major

league baseball field, the whole field, not just
the infield, is about 1 hectare in size.
Let's remember that this is a
storm water management pond, not Fairy Lake in
Southampton.

Its purpose is to slow, but not

eliminate storm water runoff and it is designed
to "flush out storm water to avoid shaft
flooding."
So PMP assumptions are very
significant.

At these hearings last year we were

told that a 100-year event was 74 millimetres,
and the flooding in Toronto in 2013 was caused by
125 millimetres of rain.
Yet Environment Canada's
sufficiency review, that is document 1906 posted
on July 2, pages 4 and 5, quotes page 7 of the
OPG response, and I quote:
"While future climate
conditions may result in
storm events that exceed
design capacities, such
changes in climate are
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expected to be gradual.

This

provides time to modify the
engineered drainage
features." (As Read)
To which Environment Canada adds,
and I quote, "OPG's overall response is
sufficient."
Even laypeople like me have
learned that while overall climate change may be
gradual, the frequency and severity of extreme
events has already increased.

If you doubt this,

perhaps you could interview people from
Burlington, Detroit or Long Island.
I have not checked Kincardine
storm water management by-law, but expect it will
include maintenance requirements.

Remember that

the pond for the DGR will not be maintained
following closure.

So that runoff from the slag

heap will quickly turn Baie du Doré into Baie du
Bouse.
My final example also comes from
CNSC PMD 14, that is document 1915.
Pages 15 to 17 of this document
lists 13 preliminary trigger criteria for the
updated geoscientific verification plan.

But the
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only information about what happens if these and
other criteria indicate failures is that
adaptations will be made, as needed, at that
time.
This seems to me like an
admission that adaptive phase management is just
using $10 words for we'll figure that out when we
get to it. With more time and better research
resources, we could find many more such examples.
How does this all tie together to
my conclusion that the case for environmental
safety has not been made?

Last fall you

generously allowed me to speak.

At that time I

complained that the applicant had failed the
first principle of prudence in risk management
for fiduciaries, which is diversification.
The proposed DGR1, the expanded
DGR1 and DGR2 which is still on the table for the
Kincardine location, represent a huge
concentration of risk.
Today I draw your attention to a
second failure of prudence and risk management.
Prudent investors conduct a liquidity analysis -perhaps a poor word to use so close to Lake
Huron -- of investment alternatives.

In
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financial planning we could call it an exit
strategy.
What happens if it doesn't work?
What are the consequences and how can you get out
of it?

The applicant has not done this analysis.
Interestingly, what I thought was

the most important reason for locating the DGR
here instead of in the Precambrian Shield was the
transportation risk, yet the OPG's summary of the
Independent Expert Group Report includes a slide
that treats this as fairly low risk and low
consequence.
On the other hand, unlike the
Enbridge oil spill in Michigan, if something goes
wrong here, whether it is simply stormwater
runoff or a structural failure 600 metres
underground, it will go very wrong, very fast.
To use the risk analysis formula of the
Independent Expert Group, we may have something
that is low likelihood, although many
presentations to you challenge this assumption,
but the consequence is extreme.
Remember that the WIPP is in a
desert, 53 kilometres from Carlsbad, New Mexico,
population 26,000.

The proposed DGR is on Lake
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Huron, in good farmland, with more than twice as
many people living nearby and millions more
downstream.

Over and over and over again we

hear, "No significant risk of adverse
environmental impact."

It reminds me of Frank

Zappa's immortal song "It Can't Happen Here", but
of course that was meant to be ironic.
Thank you for your time and
patience.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Bowden.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps to OPG.

In terms of the stormwater
management pond and the DGR expansion and climate
change, could you elaborate on whether the
spatial requirements exist on the site to expand
the pond to accommodate these contingencies?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think there are two points to
make.
If you recall back from the 2013
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hearings with respect to the storm event that
would be ultimately reviewed for the sizing of
the stormwater management pond there was a
commitment that we would undertake a review of
that with the CNSC as to the appropriate return
period that would be considered as the design
basis for that.
Having said that, though, the
spatial relationship with respect to the
stormwater management pond and the waste rock
management area was provided in the expansion IR
response in terms of the spatial relationship of
the waste rock management pile and the ability to
increase the size of the stormwater management
pond on the site is significant in the northwest
portion of the site.

So there is a considerable

amount of real estate still available on the site
should we need to expand the stormwater
management pond away from the north marsh.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And if I could

ask a follow-up to that.
If OPG could again just comment
briefly on the consequences of an unplanned
release from the stormwater management pond?
Panel would be particularly interested in

The
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distinguishing among the various constituents of
concern that would be in a stormwater management
pond versus in the repository itself.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
In our little discussion there we
thought that this was perhaps a little bit of a
complex question and we would suggest that we
could come back tomorrow morning with a better
response to that, if that's acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Actually, even

better than that, perhaps we could forward this
over to the day where we are discussing
significant adverse impacts, because I'm pretty
sure we will get back into it on that day.
Mr. Bowden, you do raise some
interesting issues and if you are interested and
are able to, if not in person follow on the
webcast, we will come back to that question on
that day.
MR. BOWDEN:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now

proceed with the next presentation by the Women
in Nuclear.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
WOMEN IN NUCLEAR, COLLEEN SIDFORD AND
STACEY GEOGHEGAN

MS SIDFORD:

Good afternoon,

Members of the Joint Review Panel and members of
the public.

My name is Colleen Sidford, I am the

President of Women in Nuclear Canada, or WiN
Canada as we call it for short.
With me here today is Stacey
Geoghegan, who is a Senior Technical Engineer and
Officer at the Western Waste Management Facility
of Ontario Power Generation and a member of WiN
Canada.

Stacey and her husband and two children

live in this community and she was worked at the
Bruce nuclear site for over 10 years.
Stacey and I are here today
representing over 1,350 WiN members across
Canada, the majority of whom work in power
generation and many work at the Bruce site.
WiN Canada has three important
goals:
to continually update our
knowledge of nuclear so can can better educate
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the public;
to provide professional
development and support for women working in the
nuclear industry; and
to promote careers in the
industry and science to youth, especially young
girls and women.
WiN believes in educating our
members about all aspects of the industry,
provide then with the accurate information
necessary to help educate our family, friends and
members of the public.

This dialogue provides an

opportunity for the public to make an informed
decision about whether or not they choose to
support the industry.
In our industry, where women
represent less than 20 percent of the total
workforce, our organization works to showcase the
vital contribution women are making as leaders in
the nuclear industry.

WiN members devote a great

deal of their volunteer time working with young
women and girls introducing them to
non-traditional, but rewarding careers in
science, technology and skilled trades.
The nuclear industry is one of
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the most securely regulated industries in Canada.
In adherence with rules from the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission, various levels of government
and the companies who employ our members, we have
a very strong nuclear safety culture.

With

stringent oversight, regular safety audits,
international peer review and our members' own
personal accountability for the safety of their
coworkers, our industry has put many procedures
in place to ensure that our safety procedures and
maintenance remains at an extremely high level.
It is important to note that the
same safety culture in power generation also
exists in our nuclear waste management.

It is

this experience of not only safely managing
waste, but also the many decades of experience in
operating nuclear stations -- some which are
recognized as world leading -- that will be
applied to the responsible and safe management of
the DGR operations.
WiN Canada members work at
nuclear generating stations by choice and live in
the communities surrounding the station and
associated waste management facilities.

We are

highly skilled workers who could work in any
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industry, but choose to work in nuclear because
we know that we are helping to produce a clean,
safe, reliable, low carbon base load source of
power that is an important part of Canada's clean
energy portfolio.
We all understand our
responsibility to work ,safely not only to
protect the safety of our fellow workers, but to
protect the safety of the communities in which
our families, our children and our friends
reside.

We do not take this responsibility

lightly and put safety first each and every day
at work.

The strong culture of safety also

spills over to our activities outside of work at
home and in our volunteer activities.
Many of our members have raised
their children within a close proximity to the
Bruce nuclear site.

As mothers we worry about

the safety and well-being of our children basis;
as employees we know that Canada's nuclear power
operations and waste management have a proven
track record of being among the safest in the
world.

We would not work in this industry and

live in these communities if we did not feel it
was safe to do so.

The safety of our families,
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friends and communities comes first before our
chosen careers.

We also believe this is the same

for future generations.

This focus on safety is

not just about today, but for those people who
will continue to live and work in this community
for many years to come.
Although this topic has been
covered in greater detail by other presenters, we
wanted to briefly mention in our report the
EIS-12-513 - Relative Risk Analysis of
Alternative Means, which speaks to a number of
technology alternatives.
While other options could safely
manage the waste and protect the environment,
Kincardine's unique geology, coupled with the
engineered design and the location of the secure
facility where much of the waste is already
stored provides a robust and safe option.
Our members are industry leaders
and experts who fully understand nuclear.

It is

a unique industry with unique hazards that
require the highest levels of professionalism in
the care and handling of materials.

Our members

who work in the industry understand the risks and
believe that this is the responsible safe
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approach for the long-term management of waste.
In regard to the recent incidents
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, WIPP, and the
updated information contained in EIS-13-515, the
general conclusion was that the fire incident was
the result of degraded safety procedures and
ineffective implementation of training programs.
We understand, and this has been
repeated several times today, the cause of the
release of radiation is still under investigation
and has yet to be determined.
While our existing training and
safety procedures are very effective, our members
realize that every incident is an opportunity for
learning and growth.

WiN Canada members believe

that OPG is committed to ensuring that any
lessons learned from the WIPP incidents will be
incorporated into the design and safety case of
the DGR, if applicable, and will be reinforced in
future training, field procedures and management
expectations.
We are very confident that OPG's
current safety culture will extend to the
operation of the DGR facility to ensure the
safety of workers, the public and the
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environment.
The foundation of this approach
is built on a strong nuclear safety culture that
will be applied to the future long-term
management of waste.

Stringent oversight and

international reviews and audits will ensure the
nuclear safety culture does not erode over time
and will in fact continue to strengthen through
continuous improvement and learning.
Much of OPG's low and
intermediate level waste is already stored safely
on the surface on the Bruce nuclear site.

As

women we understand the need for a long-term
management solution for the low and intermediate
waste to ensure we do not leave this legacy for
our children and grandchildren.

We understand

that it is our industry's obligation to deal
responsibly and safely with the long-term storage
of the waste we produce while providing the
province with a 24/7 ready supply of clean, base
load nuclear power generation.
OPG's commitment to public safety
and environmental stewardship includes the safe,
secure and responsible management of all nuclear
waste.

As employees of the industry we know that
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OPG has years of experience in radioactive waste
management and has the expertise to manage all
the waste responsibly.

OPG has a successful

history of safely storing its nuclear waste at
all three of its waste management facilities, at
the Bruce, Pickering and Darlington sites, over
the past 40, 20 and 5 years, respectively.
As previously stated, WiN members
work and live in close proximity to these managed
storage facilities.

As we stated in our original

submission, the DGR project will result in
positive socioeconomic effects such as increased
employment, income, business activity and
municipal revenue.

We would like to see the

community's young people be able to remain in the
Bruce area and have the ability to work at highly
skilled jobs which will provide our families and
friends with a good standard of living while
working in a safe environment.
Following international best
practices, Canada continues to be the world
benchmark for the safe storage of nuclear waste.
Based on existing expert knowledge, our members
feel that the DGR is the best solution at this
time to continue Canada's nuclear safety culture.
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It is important for us to stress
that WiN Canada members are highly skilled
workers and we would not be working at this type
of facility if we did not believe in the
technology and its safety.

We support the

approach of OPG in providing a long-term
management plan for low and intermediate level
waste.

It is important to deal with the waste

our industry produces today and not leave it as a
legacy for our children and grandchildren.
It is imperative that all our
families and friends who live in our communities
will be safe each and every day.

The DGR will

provide for the safe storage of low and
intermediate waste and will provide highly
skilled, good paying and safe jobs for the next
generation.
WiN Canada believes the existing,
well-regulated practices in the nuclear industry
focusing on the security and safety of the
facilities, workers and the public will be
incorporated into the DGR; therefore, we continue
to support OPG's application before this Joint
Review Panel.
Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Panel Members, did we have some
questions?
Thank you so much for your
presentation.
I understand that the Secretariat
are having some problems connecting with Gordon
Edwards so we will proceed directly with the
presentation by Jill Lennox.
--- Pause

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
JILL LENNOX

MS LENNOX:

Good afternoon and

thank you for this space to speak.
As you know from my submission it
was probably too long.

I have just driven for a

couple of hours and I'm feeling a bit wonky and
then I walked in and listened to Don Hancock's
presentation and much of what I was summing up
was his remarks so I'm going to keep this very
brief.
Yes, I'm not even quite sure
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which points I'm going to come up with, but
basically everything that I wanted to say has
been said and I know you don't want to hear
things over and over again.
So I just should probably
introduce myself by saying that the happiest days
of my childhood were spent here in Kindcardine
and also three miles north of here at Stoney
Island and I totally love the area and the lake.
And so when I got here today, I had driven up
from Toronto, and the first thing I did was just
go and greet the lake.

I went down to the beach,

stuck my feet in the water and it made me feel
much better, not great, but much better.
I love the area and have, as you
know, felt like many of us, just deeply disturbed
by anything that could disturb the nature here.
It's very interesting listening
to the other ladies who just spoke because I feel
the same way.

I have children and grandchildren

and I guess my feeling is that the only way we
can really keep them safe is to stop making
nuclear waste.

I don't really see any other way

and I have been searching this to the deepest
part of my soul I think since I first heard about
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nuclear.
And I'm not a scientist and I'm
not a lawyer and my field is literature so I
don't really have much evidence of my own, just a
deep intuition that something that we still
haven't figured out how to get rid of it we
should just stop making it, that that could make
the world a safer place.
So I chose as my point WIPP
because I felt that it probably needed the least
expertise to refer to it it or speak to it as an
issue and since it happened -- it's happened
twice, the leak -- I have been following
everything that I could find on it and I think
nothing -- well, between Gordon Edwards, who
hasn't yet appeared today, and Donald Hancock and
the Clean Air Alliance, I haven't really found
anything new.
I was a bit disappointed with
OPG's upgrade on the DGR after the first -- in
March of 2014 because it seemed to me they were
focussing on what they would do if similar things
happened in the DGR.

They were sort of preparing

for these kinds of accidents and yet a year ago
we were told that clearly there would be no
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accidents because the poster child, the model
that they were using was WIPP.

So now everything

has changed right around.
I started just reading everything
I could find and, as I said, Don Hancock's points
just seemed to me to be the most thorough and he
was the closest to the situation and I have
pretty well based what I wrote on what he wrote.
That was in the La Jicarita.

There were two

articles, one after the first leak and one after
the second.
I'm not sure if all those points
are in his submission because I haven't had a
chance to read it yet.

In fact, I didn't know

until last night he was going to be speaking
today, but I'm really glad that he did.

So I

feel confident that these points that he made
will be in his submission once I read it and that
you are aware of them.
In the first article he looks at
the various questions.

He calls them "simple

questions" that WIPP should ask before they
proceed and I think the main one -- and certainly
it was the main one when I heard about the
accident -- is what caused it.

He suggests that
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WIPP doesn't reopen or do anything until they
come to the root of that question:

What was the

cause of the leak?
They still haven't and my feeling
is that this would be another good direction for
the OPG to take in terms of the DGR here, that
until WIPP can answer these questions, which I
imagine you will find in Don Hancock's
submission, given that they were the model we
shouldn't be heading forth at all.

That just

seems to me commonsense and logical.
If you can't know the cause of
something, you really can't fix it and that has
to be first before we do new sprinkler systems or
fire engines or anything else, we have to find
out what really caused this.
The worrying thing that I read
about was, well, one of the things they were
thinking of doing, given that they can't get near
it because of the heat and they have robots with
cameras and all that, and you see these
dilapidated sort of containers, is that maybe the
containers weren't robust enough.
So I'm imagining, and I think I
read somewhere, that one of the things they might
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do therefore, or have to do, is present stronger
containers, make stronger containers and that
means taking the stuff out of the -- bringing it
up, taking it out of the old weaker containers,
putting it in the new containers and then putting
it back down in the hole again.

The whole thing

just seems absolutely impossible to my little
mind.

I couldn't even imagine doing that.
So that just sort of astounded

me.

I couldn't see how workers wouldn't get -- I

don't know.

The whole thing just seemed

impossible.

But what did seem true is it would

take a long time and I guess we would end up
paying for it; we, the public.
And I just really believe that
these things should be waited on and we shouldn't
be rushing into this situation until we know what
WIPP does and what caused it.
So zooming to my conclusion, I do
hope that WIPP will discover the root cause of
the leaks through an objective outside
investigation and that meanwhile the OPG will not
go forth with the DGR but will slow down the
production of nuclear waste by shutting down all
nuclear reactors in Ontario and when they come to
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the end of their lifespan -- when they come to
the end of their lifespan and refrain from
building new ones.
The majority of countries that
have depended on nuclear power are doing this and
are accepting the reality that the increasing
tonnes of nuclear waste is reason enough to phase
out nuclear all together and invest in
sustainable energy such as solar and wind.
Meanwhile, I believe, and I truly
believe that the least harm will be done by
continuing to store existing waste as we are now
aboveground onsite and to adopt what has become
Gordon Edwards' rolling stewardship policy for
the future.

It isn't great.

It's a terrible

burden to put on the future but it's the least, I
think, dangerous of any other future that we can
pass on to our descendants.
So that's about it.

I thank you

very much for your attention.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Lennox.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I just have
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one short question.

At least three times during

your presentation you mentioned leaks; that is,
plural.

It was my understanding there was only

one leak or one breach occurrence that occurred
several days after the fire event.

And you had

mentioned on page 5 of your presentation that you
attribute confirmation of the second breach and
that photos of this container exist as described
by Mr. Hancock.
Is it your understanding there
was a second breaching event?
MS LENNOX:

Yes, there was.

The

first one was in February.
Sorry, the first one was in
February and the second one was -- just a sec.

I

think I say there.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe you

said June.
MS LENNOX:

Yeah, that's true.

Well, that's what I got from my research from Don
Hancock.

He doesn't say that in his then?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

No, he doesn't

say that in his presentation but on page 5 you
did attribute confirmation to him.
MS LENNOX:

Yeah, it was.

Hmm.
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I didn't -- you know, last night
when I decided not to include that part of my
submission because I knew he was going to be
speaking and I was sure he would cover at all.
So I just -- I just don't have it
with me.

It's in the car.

But I'd be glad to go

get it and confirm the date, because that's what
I totally understood.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

No, that's

fine.
What I would do is ask OPG or
CNSC if they have any knowledge of a second
breaching event.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We don't have any knowledge of a
second breaching event and in fact, our team went
to visit WIPP in July.

So if there was an event

in June that would have been fully explored at
that time.
DR. THOMPSON:

To our knowledge

there were two events in February, one of fire
and the second one a breach of a container.

We

are not aware of any event in June.
MS LENNOX:

So perhaps it's just
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his article took place then but that wasn't the
impression I had.
"Why?

And he definitely entitled it,

Why has the cause not yet been found?"

Whereas the first one was dealing with the
questions that we should ask or they should ask
in that case.
So I'm sorry if I'm wrong about
that, but I will check it.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

That's fine.

Thank you very much.
MS LENNOX:

Okay, you're welcome.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Ms Lennox.
Apparently we do now have Gordon
Edwards on the phone.
So we are now ready to proceed
with your presentation, Mr. Edwards.

Are you

there?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN COALITION FOR NUCLEAR RESPONSIBILITY,
GORDON EDWARDS

MR. EDWARDS:
may be a bit of time delay.

Yes, I am.

There
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And is my volume all right?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, we can

hear you very well, thank you.
MR. EDWARDS:

Okay, very good.

Well, thank you very much to the
Panel for this opportunity to present.
Unfortunately, due to a registration error I
wasn't able to request a 30-minute presentation.
I'm very glad to receive the 10-minute interval
you've given me.
We all know that the proposed DGR
currently being discussed was inspired by another
project, the possible construction of a DGR for
high-level waste.

Not unreasonably, the Mayor of

Kincardine asked the question, if a DGR is safe
for high-level waste why not also for low and
intermediate-level waste?

And hence, we have

this project being presented and discussed.
The elephant in the room in both
cases is the question of abandonment.

I noticed

that the associations who earlier supported the
idea and testified to OPG's capabilities of
constructing and operating this facility made no
mention of abandonment.
The interesting thing is that
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many of the qualities that OPG has such as safety
culture, oversight, accountability, root cause
analysis, learning from the past and so on, make
no sense once you abandon the waste.

Because

once you abandon the waste there will be nobody
there.

That's the whole problem.
The whole problem is that we are

assuming that geological disposal combined with
abandonment is a logical choice.

In fact, it's

being presented in many cases as if it were the
only logical choice.
The fact of the matter is that we
have had some embarrassing failures and we should
really call into question whether the whole idea
of abandonment is in fact scientifically valid or
even an ethical choice for society to make.
As the Seaborn Panel said in
their Executive Summary, quote:
"The concept in its current
form does not have the
required level of
acceptability to be adopted
as Canada's approach for
managing nuclear fuel waste."
(As read)
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Unquote.

I would maintain -- my

organization would maintain that the same applies
to the storage of nuclear waste that remain
dangerous as these wastes will for hundreds of
thousands, even millions of years.
So this question of rolling
stewardship, I would like to clarify a couple of
things.

It's not intended to be a permanent

solution.

It's not even intended to be a

solution.

It's simply an ethical waste

management scheme that gives future generations
the ability to protect themselves.
The problem with abandonment if
it backfires is that future generations are
saddled with the results of a situation where
they do not have the necessary resources and
tools or even knowledge to protect themselves and
to take corrective action.
So when I look at the questions
that were raised by the Panel I would like to say
something about questions number two, number
four, number five and number six.
Question number four, I believe,
is the one having to do with alternatives.
only alternatives that are identified by the

The
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Panel's questions are two of them are surface
storage at the Western Waste Management Facility
either in its current status quo condition or in
some kind of enhanced condition.

But both of

these are right beside Lake Huron and many people
on both sides of the border have expressed great
trepidation over the idea of permanent storage of
radioactive waste, nuclear waste right beside
Lake Huron, right beside the Great Lakes.
So I'm surprised that the Panel
did not ask about the possibility of rolling
stewardship away from the Great Lakes.

I think

that most people would have assumed that when the
Bruce facility closes down as it ultimately will,
that these wastes would be moved to further away
from the lake, much further away away from the
lake because the only reason for them being at
the lake is because the reactors require a lot of
water to cool the core of the reactor during
operations.

There's no other reason to be so

close to water.
So I do believe that we have to
consider the future very carefully and we have to
realize that making irrevocable choices at this
point in time is based on the fact that we don't
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have one single operating safe deep geological
repository for nuclear waste operating anywhere
in the world.

So it seems to be a bit of a leap

to assume that we're going to be the first and we
haven't even broken ground.
Now, with regard to the WIPP
experience, I would like to point out that
although 22 workers were contaminated with
plutonium dust at the WIPP facility as the result
of an accident, we had hundreds of workers
contaminated with plutonium dust at the Bruce
facility and it wasn't even an accident.

It was

just during normal operations when they were
doing the refurbishment of the Bruce reactors for
a period of -- I believe it was something like
six weeks.

There was plutonium dust in the air

and the workers were told by their superiors that
they did not have to wear respirators or other
protective clothing and as a result, hundreds of
workers were contaminated.
accident.

And this was not an

This was just as a result of improper

administration.
Yet, I'm really very perplexed to
see that as far as I know there were no penalties
assigned to this.

There was no -- nobody was
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held accountable for it.

There was no

responsibility assigned.
And, yet, Dr. Frank Greening who
had worked so many years for Ontario Hydro and
then Ontario Power Generation, said that it was
well documented that the pipes that they were
handling had contained plutonium and americium
and curium and other alpha-emitting materials.
They should have known this.

It was all

documented and, yet, these mistakes were made.
But this is not really the main
point.

The main point is that we all know that

humans are fallible.

We all know that mistakes

can be made.
Better to have a situation where
we do have people with a good safety culture,
people who are well trained, people who do have a
conscientious regard for their own safety and the
safety of others, to be in charge of this waste
and to be able to be on the spot, to be able to
monitor it and retrieve it and repackage it or
repair it when necessary so as to protect the
environment and to ensure that any situation that
does develop is very quickly corrected.
it's this abandonment problem which is a

Again,
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fundamental obstacle to a rational approach.
Now, sometime in the future if we
do develop a technology which is truly fail-safe
and truly proven to be safe in every respect,
then we can move to that.

Rolling stewardship is

only intended to be looking after the waste until
that time comes.

That time, however, may not be

in the lifetime of the nuclear power industry.
Therefore, careful planning and
accommodations have to be made now.

These

conditions have to be institutionalized today so
that there will be people who will transmit the
knowledge, who will transmit the resources to the
next generation and they to the next generation
perhaps at 20-year intervals with the changing of
the guard in order to ensure that these wastes
are not just packaged in the status quo method
but continuous improvement that we can improve.
Each generation can make an improvement over what
the previous generation did until such time as we
actually reach a genuinely satisfactory solution
that everybody can agree on.
Now, with regard to the long term
analysis, this is question number two, the
geological verification, there is a problem and
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that is that geology is not really a predictive
science.

And just as in science generally we

have had major upsets recently in the 20th
century; in the early 20th century the discovery
of quantum theory; in the late 20th century the
discovery of dark energy and dark matter, who
would have believed that such a thing would be
possible?
And also, in the late 20th
century we discovered in mathematics that what we
thought were deterministic mathematical models
that were able to give accurate predictions of
the future, are not necessarily so.
When you have non-linear
mathematical models and when they are iterated
many, many times you can get chaotic behavior and
you can get total unpredictability occurring.
This was first observed in the 19th century but
not understood until late in the 20th century.
Henri Poincaré, the great mathematician and
physicist, wrote in 1914, quote:
"A very small cause which
escapes our notice determines
a considerable effect that we
cannot fail to see and then
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we say the effect is due to
change."

(As read)

If we knew exactly the laws of
nature and the situation of the universe at the
initial moment we could predict exactly the
situation of that same universe at a succeeding
moment.

But even if it were the case that the

natural laws had no longer any secret for us, we
could still only know the initial situation
approximately.
However, if that enabled us to
predict the succeeding situation with the same
degree of approximation that's all we require and
we would say the phenomenon has been predicted.
But we have now discovered it is not always so.
It may happen that small differences in the
initial conditions produce very great differences
in the final phenomena.

A small error in the

former will produce an enormous error in the
latter which then becomes impossible -THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. EDWARDS:

Mr. Edwards --

-- and we have the

fortuitous phenomenon.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
I could begin?

Mr. Edwards, if

I'm sorry, but we do have -- we
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are out of time.

So if you could sum up quickly,

please?
MR. EDWARDS:

Okay.

What I am

claiming, and I say this as a mathematician who
has been involved in the study of mathematical
sciences throughout Canada for the Science
Council of Canada, at which time I discovered
that the Economic Council of
Canada had a model that had predictions that were
wildly inaccurate under certain circumstances, I
do not believe that we have the capability to
predict the future over such enormous lengths of
time.

As such, we do not have the scientific

legitimacy to abandon these wastes.

We must keep

an eye on it and see what happens as the future
evolves.
Thank you.
--- Applause / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Panel Members, did we have some
questions?

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

This is to CNSC.

We just heard from Dr. Edwards about the
contamination during the Bruce A refurbishment
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and workers being exposed to inhalation of
plutonium-contaminated dust.
Could CNSC confirm this and how
was this incident dealt with and how and when was
the incident communicated to the workforce?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
There was an alpha contamination
event at the Bruce nuclear power plant during
some refurbishment activities.

The CNSC found

out about the event through the reporting system
that is in place as part of the licence for
unplanned exposures.
I will ask my colleagues,
Christina Dodkin and Melanie Rickard, to explain
the event and essentially the regulatory actions
that CNSC took and the communication and the
oversight of communication between Bruce Power
and the workers.
MS RICKARD:
name is Melanie Rickard.

Good afternoon.

My

I'm a dosimetry

specialist with the CNSC.
Yes, the events were reported to
the CNSC initially in 2009, and immediately CNSC
took action.

A request pursuant to section 12(2)
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of the general regs was issued to Bruce Power and
to all the nuclear power facilities to ensure
that workers were -- measures were put in place
so that workers were immediately protected.
Over the course of several years
CNSC staff actually presented several CMDs in
open Commission hearings on this topic.
Essentially, major programmatic changes were
recommended to the industry and some of those
programmatic changes -- there were actually 17 in
total -- include things such as zoning,
dosimetry, instrumentation, training, monitoring.
There are several others which I can share with
you if you would like the entire list of the 17
correction actions.
But essentially those corrective
actions were put in place to meet two goals.

The

first is to ensure that workers are protected and
the second was to ensure that alpha dosimetry
hazards are being assessed appropriately and that
the characterization is being done appropriately
so that best practices are being followed at all
times.
Since the closure of the event, a
retrospective dosimetry assessment was done and
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doses to all the workers were ascertained and
submitted to our National Dose Registry.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did

you have a follow up?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes.

A little

bit of -- how was it possible for this to happen
in the first place?

What knowledge gap existed

that allowed it to happen?
MS RICKARD:

Essentially, the

reason why the event happened was when they went
into the system and opened it up as part of the
refurb activities, they weren't -- they had not
appropriately characterized the hazard.

They had

not foreseen that the hazard would be there.
They had assumed that other checks and balances
were in place that would prevent such an event.
And while they were doing the
work the air monitors did pick up contamination
that was related to alpha contaminations.

At

that time they realized that they obviously had
not expected those types of contaminants to come
out of the system.
This was when the report was
event -- excuse me -- the report was made to the
CNSC and the 12(2) was immediately issued to
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ensure that staff were immediately protected
onsite and then a series of corrective actions
followed after the investigation was complete.
But essentially at a high level, the risk was not
appropriately characterized at that time.
And since this time the CNSC has
taken these lessons learned and shared with the
international community.

Essentially after this

event, after the implementation of the lessons
learned, Canada is now leading the way in
ensuring that alpha hazards are appropriately
characterized at nuclear power plants around the
world.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Dr. Edwards.

Thank you very

If you could, if possible,

stay on the line because we're now going to be
entertaining as many questions as possible from
the registered participants.
But I note that it is already six
p.m. so I reiterate my request to keep your
questions succinct and on the topic of today's
presentations.
If we could please begin with
questions from the Saugeen Ojibway Nations?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the
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record.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Maybe

this first question can be directed to CNSC.
A number of the presentations
today assessing the WIPP incident focused on the
degradation of the safety culture.

And we've

heard that the OPG culture doesn't share a lot of
the same features that would cause or are
susceptible to this degradation.
The question I have for the CNSC
is whether the key feature of OPG's safety
culture are required under legislation and
regulation or are these voluntary features and
whether or not CNSC has done analysis of the
Department of Energy's legislative framework and
regulatory framework to determine whether or not
the incident at WIPP was the result of noncompliance with those regulations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Monem.
CNSC...?
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'll answer Mr. Monem's last
question first.

It seems easier.
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So the CNSC has not done an
evaluation of the Department of Energy's
requirements and regulations in terms of safety
culture.

We have assessed the reports that are

available from the investigation boards and have
drawn conclusions in terms of what our
expectations are that we did not see as the board
had highlighted deficiencies.
In terms of the CNSC it is does
require all licensees to have management systems
implemented and in the modern management systems
standards there are requirements for safety
cultures.

The CNSC was probably one of the first

nuclear regulatory agencies to have safety
culture assessments and the development of
requirements in the nineties following some of
the initial work done by the IEA on this subject.
The CNSC does expect licensees to conduct
assessments of their safety culture and we do
follow up on the findings and the corrective
actions.
So to answer Mr. Monem's
question, it is a regulatory requirement.

It is

not voluntary.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

We heard Scott

Travers say that the Society of Engineers
negotiated for higher safety standards that
required -- than were required by legislation.
We've also heard CNSC use the phrase "we would
require OPG to consider the implementation" of
various things.
So what I'm trying to get at is
if there are key features of a safety culture, it
would be helpful for us to understand which of
these are actual requirements that we could
understand as being durable rather than ad hoc or
voluntary processes that could change as the
corporation might evolve in the future 20, 30,
40, 50 years down the road while we still are
going to require this top flight safety culture.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Thompson...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'll provide an initial response
and then I'll ask Dr. Harrison to speak to some
of the characteristics of a safety culture,
elements that the CNSC requires and looks for in
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licensees' safety culture assessments.
But just to come back to Mr.
Monem's first point in terms of a statement made
by the union representatives in terms of them
having negotiated a higher standard of safety,
our understanding is this refers to the
occupational health and safety programs and when
we talk about safety culture it's much broader
than occupational health and safety.

I think

that's one of the points that Dr. Harrison will
cover.
But just to make sure that you
know occupational health and safety is important
and it's something that the unions have
essentially negotiated with OPG for some other
mechanisms that isn't necessarily just meeting
the letter of the law.

But when we talk about

nuclear safety culture it's much broader.
I'll ask Dr. Harrison to provide
some of that information.
MS HARRISON:

For the record, my

name is Felicity Harrison and I'm a human factors
specialist.
Yes, we expect that licensees
demonstrate characteristics that are seen as what
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are evident of the traits of a healthy safety
culture.
INPO, the Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations, has documented very clearly 10
general traits of safety culture grouped into
three categories and within those traits they
have illustrated the behaviours that one would
expect to see in organization that has a healthy
safety culture.

I can just read the 10 traits:

personal accountability, questioning attitude,
effective safety communication, leadership safety
values and actions, decision making, respectful
work environment, continuous learning, problem
identification and resolution and environment for
raising concerns and appropriate work processes.
Now, licensees like OPG have in
place processes that can address all of these
traits obviously in various ways depending on the
traits.
What we also require and, in
fact, we're writing regulatory documentation
guidance on this right now, is that licensees
will be in the future, expected to do safety
culture self-assessments.
Ontario Power Generation already
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does those on, I believe, a three-year rotating
basis.

And what they -- the way they do that is

they use the traits for a healthy nuclear safety
culture as the framework.

They then do their

assessments using tools like interviews, a
survey, focus groups, field observations,
document reviews.

They then take the results of

that and compare it with the traits of a healthy
safety culture.
Now, from that they can of course
then get a picture of how they stand in terms of
what the industry has seen reflect an
organization with a healthy safety culture.

So

we would expect that these traits are continued
in perpetuity by the various programs that are in
place to address the various traits.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Swanson, if I could add, a
detailed -- the CSA Standard N286 that is
currently in the licence conditions of the CNSC
does speak to requirements for a safety culture.
The regulatory document that Dr. Harrison has
just mentioned is a document that CNSC is
drafting to provide guidance on what we are
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looking for in terms of assessment of a safety
culture.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

I have one more short

question, Madam Chair.
There is general consensus that
the Department of Energy does not yet know the
root cause of the radiation event.

We assume

that we're going to get more and more information
on this and it seems like this is critical
information.
A question to CNSC is:

How is

CNSC going to take this information and make it
available to the public, to stakeholders and
potentially to this Panel in order that it can
factor into not only the decision the Panel has
to make but, quite possibly, downstream
regulatory processes?
And a related question is could
we find out something from the final results of
that DOE analysis that would require a
substantial new analysis of either the Waste
Acceptance Criteria or accident and malfunction
scenarios or other kinds of key features of the
application?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Thompson...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Much of -- sorry, I'll try again.
Much of the discussions today in terms of the
WIPP events speak to the operational phase of the
DGR when waste started to be in place.

The

assessments that have been conducted and
presented to the Panel for the Environmental
Impact Statement speak to the normal operations,
accidents and malfunctions during site
preparation and construction.

We have covered

operations and then the later phases of
decommissioning and closure.
Much of the information that we
have seen to date from the investigation reports
we have assessed in terms of lessons learned from
a regulatory perspective and looking at what -and we reviewed OPG's programs -- has been
identified in the EIS and licence application.
Continuing and moving forward,
the expectation is as the investigation reports
become available, the final reports when we have
more information on the root causes that the CNSC
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will do a similar assessment for lessons learned
from a regulatory perspective.

We also expect

OPG using their OPEX program to do the same type
of exercise.
The expectation is that -- and
we've talked about it last year in terms of
phases -- if the project goes ahead and the Panel
grants a licence, there is a requirement for OPG
to update the safety assessment and the safety
case as different types of information become
available.
So for taking fully into
consideration the events at WIPP in terms of the
consequences of accidents and malfunctions for
the operational phase, we would expect that the
updated safety case from -- that OPG would be
submitting with their licence application for an
operating licence would be the time where all of
that information would be consolidated.

But

anything that would come between now and then, we
would take moving forward to make sure that our
regulatory requirements are appropriate for this
type of operation.
The other question I didn't -and my colleagues are pointing -- how the CNSC
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would make the information available to the
public and the Panel, we can make a commitment to
-- as we made our assessments today available to
the Panel in a public document, we could make a
commitment to make our assessment of the next
phases of the investigation reports public on the
CNSC website.
And should the Panel still be in
deliberation that information would be available
to the Panel as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
Okay.

Let's proceed then

quickly, please, with the remaining registered
participant questions beginning with Mr. Mann.
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
How can the OPG/DGR process
continue without a brand new safety case after a
final and complete WIPP DGR investigation
determines what actually happened, especially
when no safety culture can be perfect and prevent
human error and accidents?
We citizens of Bruce County don't
want to be a future Carlsbad, New Mexico with
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WIPP and be a model for lessons learned because
we've had the WIPP disaster here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'll direct the

question to CNSC in terms of proceeding with the
established safety case.

Perhaps, Dr. Thompson,

if you can reiterate an earlier point very
quickly, please.
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I will, but if you will allow

me, Dr. Swanson, we've heard on more than one
occasion today the disaster at Carlsbad and I
don't want to downplay the events at Carlsbad.
When we were meeting yesterday to prepare for
today many of us had comments and objectives
like, this is appalling, it's a situation that is
beyond reasonable in terms of the findings of the
investigations to date.
Having said that, we all have to
remember that doses to members of the public from
that event are 0.001 mSv per year and doses to
workers, although it was an unplanned exposure,
were also quite low.
Having said that, the expectation
is that, as we've mentioned, that OPG continues
to review the events at WIPP and look at OpX in
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terms of their operational practices, anything
they can learn from and include in their updated
programs.

The CNSC will continue to do the same

thing.
But right now, nothing that we've
seen at the WIPP would require significant
changes to the programs, the mitigation measures
that have been identified by OPG in their EIS for
the operational phase which is the equivalent of
the WIPP phase right now.
And we continue to believe that
OPG will make the right provisions and update the
safety case with the information as it becomes
available, and certainly the CNSC will expect
that update to take into consideration the events
at WIPP or anywhere else that might be relevant
for this phase.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr.

Mann, very quickly, please.
MR. MANN:

The New York Times has

indicated that WIPP may never open again.

So do

we want to spend billions of taxpayer dollars on
something that's going to, I call a disaster, a
catastrophe that will shut down within 15 years.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That was not a
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question, so thank you.
Can I proceed to Mr. Gibbons,
please?
MR. GIBBONS:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

Pat Gibbons, for the record.

Lise

Morton, OPG, very early this morning indicated
that safety incidents are reported to CNSC by
nuclear operators.
I recently read an S-99 report on
the 2013 safety incidents at Pickering Nuclear
Power Plant where 56 fire safety violations were
reported.

Very briefly, some of them included

missed or late fire drills, malfunctioning fire
extinguishers, malfunctioning public address
system, fire door impairment, storage of
combustible material in fire zones, workers
smoking in unsafe areas and undue delay in
carrying out repairs.
Could OPG or CNSC disclose how
many fire-related events, incidents, deficiencies
were reported not only from Pickering, but
Darlington and the Bruce as well in 2013?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'll start with

OPG.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the
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record.

I believe that the intervener is

referring to publicly available reported reports;
that is done routinely from all of our facilities
when there such events.
As Ms Morton described this
morning, obviously equipment can fail, there can
be issues.
the CNSC.

We look at those, we report them to
As she stated this morning, those do

get investigated and corrective actions are put
in place to fix those events.
I don't have the specific
numbers, however, it is certainly part of the
public record and readily available on our
website where one could go and look at the S-99
reports that we have filed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, would you

please comment on this and I think, in
particular, with respect to what we just heard
from your expert in terms of the safety culture
expectations and whether or not that number of
incidents/concerns/deficiencies was of any
concern to the CNSC?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

We obviously don't have -- not

obviously, none of us have the information on the
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specific S-99 report that Mr. Gibbons referred
to, but we can confirm essentially the statements
that OPG made in terms of the process followed by
licensees that the CNSC expects them to follow
and the follow-up that CNSC does in terms of
ensuring that corrective actions are taken and
closed.
I will ask perhaps Dr. Harrison
in relation to your question to talk about the
reporting and the station condition records that
are used by the facility and the trending that is
done and the significance of this in relation to
a healthy safety culture.
DR. HARRISON:

For the record, my

name is Felicity Harrison and I'm a human factor
specialist.
Yes, licensees have programs and,
in fact, encourage staff members to report events
even though they may seem to be of low
significance.
In general, one would have a
large number of lower significance events and
fewer number of high significance events.
The reason that this is
encouraged is that it allows the organization,
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which would be a learning organization, to
examine those low significance events, and they
can be things that you and I may think doesn't
really have -- is not a problem, but in the
nuclear industry the bar for safety is much
lower, so the more sensitive to issues.
So they will look at the very
lowest events even, try to find where the
weaknesses may lie, address those weaknesses
while they're still small weaknesses so as to
avoid greater significance problems.
So a learning organization such
as is Ontario Power Generation, as is evidenced
by their programs, encourages the reporting
through station condition records of low
significance events which are then either
addressed, depending on the level of the
significance of the events, they can be addressed
and corrective actions put in place or they can
be trended.
When you trend events you can
identify systemic problems, problems either with
process or procedure or something like that and
then you can address that.
So by using this lower level,
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lower significance information, of which there is
a fair bit, you can then identify weaknesses in
your organization, improve them, strengthen the
organization, and all of this is evidence as part
of a healthy safety culture.

A safety culture --

a healthy safety culture is one that is looking
to address weaknesses so that they can strengthen
and improve themselves.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
are you...?

Thank you.

Mr. Gibbons,

The next question was

from Mr. Storck.
MR. STORCK:

My goodness.

Madam

Chair, thanks for inviting me to ask my question.
I am talking tomorrow.

I will

embed my question tomorrow in what I say in the
interests of the fact that it's 6:20.
Thanks.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
all appreciate that.

Thank you.

We

Mr. Greening...?

DR. GREENING:

Thank you.

the record, I'm Frank Greening.

For

This is directed

at the CNSC and what I would like to say is that
I wrote to the CNSC in January, 2010 and I also
wrote to Bruce Power about the alpha
contamination incident that occurred in Bruce in
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Units 1 and 2 in December of 2009 and I was
totally ignored by the CNSC.

I've never received

any correspondence from the CNSC to this day
about that incident.
But the truth about that incident
is that it was definitely due to a degraded
safety culture because the rad protection staff
knew about the alpha contamination problem and
ignored it in the interests of production because
they were under pressure to get the grinding of
the feeder pipes finished.
So I would like -- I would ask
the CNSC to comment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greening, I

wasn't quite sure what your question was in
there.
DR. GREENING:

My question is,

would the CNSC confirm that that is, in fact, the
true story about what happened.
They say that they didn't know or
they say -- they have a different story.
like them to confirm my story.

I believe that is

a question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Thompson...?

I would

Dr.
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DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I'm going by memory because it's

been a while and there's a number of Commission
member documents that the CNSC provided to the
Commission on these events so, if needed, we can
go back tomorrow and bring forward --

information.

DR. GREENING:

Okay.

DR. THOMPSON:

-- some

My recollection is that when the

events happened there was air sampling going on
and the measurements were being compared to a
ratio of two radionuclides, and I can't remember
the names of those radionuclides, but the ratio
of those radionuclides had been developed from
historical information and was used as the basis
for predicting the presence or absence of some
alpha particles.
The events at Bruce indicated
that ratio was not always appropriate and not
always a good indicator of the presence of alpha
contamination.

On that basis, the CNSC did a

fair amount of investigation.

We also got

information from our international colleagues to
develop requirements for alpha monitoring
programs.
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The CNSC also did a research
project through our research and support program
to better understand the presence of various
radionuclides and particles and understand the
relationship between those radionuclides so that
we could have a better sense of the
appropriateness of the ratios ever being done for
monitoring purposes and for work control
purposes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

the panel just heard Dr. Greening make a rather
worrisome statement in terms of the degraded
safety culture.

Could you please comment?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
If you would allow me, I can come
back during the day tomorrow to address that
issue better.

I don't have the information now

that I could use.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Was that all of your questions,
Dr. Greening?
DR. GREENING:

That was hardly an

answer, but I could also ask about, with regards
to the lessons learned for the WIPP accidents,
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OPG and the CNSC both claim that no additional
controls or changes to procedures are required
for the DGR.

However, how can they say that when

no one knows what caused the radiological release
event?

How is this lack of an explanation

possible more than six months after the event?
Surely, this shows that there is a serious lack
of understanding of the chemistry of the wastes
that are being stored in the WIPP, and I would
suggest that the same lack of understanding
applies to OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Thompson?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
What we did in terms of the
assessment of the board reports that are
available to date is look at the information on
the causal factors and the other information
that's available.

We've identified deficiencies

in a number of programs.

We've talked about

training, for example, procedures, safety
culture.

We've identified a number of them.

What we've done to date is review how OPG
assessed the WIPP information and looked at their
OPEX program.

We've also reviewed the
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documentation they've submitted to date with
their licence application in terms of their
management system manual, their emergency
response and preparedness programs and all the
other programs, noting that the programs that
would be required for an operating licence where
radioactive material would be handled are not yet
available.

We recognize, and I think I've

mentioned it early this morning before we got
into our presentation, is that what we have to
date is with the information that's available we
will continue to review the WIPP events as more
information becomes available.
What we also did is review the
incidents at WIPP, a fire and a breach of a
container, and looked at whether similar types of
scenarios had been considered in the EIS in terms
of the assessment of consequences of accidents
and malfunctions, so we did confirm that those
types of scenarios were analyzed, and the
mitigation measures identified for those
scenarios in the EIS were appropriate.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greening, perhaps just one
more question, please, for now.
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DR. GREENING:

I would like the

CNSC to tell me what they think happened inside
that container.

Why was it over-pressurized and

why did it release radioactivity?

Surely they

must have some idea.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greening,

the panel has already heard from CNSC that they
are waiting for the phase 2 report.

They're not

privy to any more information than any of the
rest of us are, so I'm afraid that's not a
question that can be answered at this time.

I'm

sure you will get the same response from OPG.
DR. GREENING:

Well, I can ask

OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If you'd be

good enough to try, Ms Swami, you can respond.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
As you have stated, we have
similar information that's available publicly.
We also note that there is a phase 2 report
planned and we too are waiting for the results of
that phase 2 report so that we can do an
assessment of the impact that would have on our
facilities, whether that would be the Western
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Waste Management Facility today or future DGR
operations.
I would also note that we have
done a gap analysis to look for any areas for
improvement and of course that's an important
part of our program.

We will continue to do that

with this event or any other event that would be
applicable to waste management.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman.
MS TILMAN:

I will save a couple

of my questions for tomorrow as well when I
present, but I do have a question and I think it
goes to either CNSC or OPG.
The phase 1 report that was
released by DOE in April of 2014 that looked at
identified degraded safety culture and issues to
deal with workers, at the same time, though, I
believe it was CNSC, it could be OPG, there was
also criticism levied regarding the regulatory
framework that DOE calls the shots, writes the
reports, et cetera, so I am asking whether OPG
and/or CNSC have done a critical analysis of the
phase 1 report and its conclusions before
adopting the conclusions a priori doing an
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analysis and an independent analysis.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'll start with

OPG.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I believe the intervener is
asking whether we could independently assess the
work that was done by the accident investigation
review board, if that is correct, if I understand
the question correctly.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
you could clarify a little bit.

Ms Tilman, if
I am struggling

too, I must confess.
MS TILMAN:

I guess I was tired.

In terms of the findings of that report, that it
was degraded safety culture, has OPG or CNSC
accepted those findings, particularly in light of
the criticism that has been presented about the
regulatory framework regarding DOE's control?

In

other words, have they done an objective look at
that report and can they say:

we agree that is

the result of whatever the phase one report
conclusion; we agree with their conclusion.
they comfortable with agreeing with their
conclusion?

Do they really feel that was a

Are
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degraded safety culture issue that caused the
incident?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Ms Swami.

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'm still struggling a little bit
with agreeing or disagreeing with the
conclusions.

We've read the report.

We've

visited the WIPP site to get insight into what
happened in those particular events so that we
could learn from them.
I must say that as a nuclear
company a degraded safety culture is one of the
-- I would say a very poor performance on a
nuclear company, so for a company to come out and
publish a report that says there was degraded
nuclear safety culture that resulted in these
types of events, that's a pretty significant
statement.
that as:

When we look at this report, we take
a significant statement has been

issued; we need to respond to that.
Whether we agree or disagree if
it's a safety culture issue, there's many other
insights in the report beyond the safety culture
one that we would use in assessing what we need
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to do, if anything, differently because the
safety culture is such an important part.

We've

talked a lot about it today because that speaks
to the way we operate our facilities, the way we
encourage the safety within our own facilities,
but there are other things to learn.

There was

the learnings on the degraded equipment
condition.

What caused that?

result of that?

What was the

Some of that was the maintenance

activities, some of that was safety culture, but
we need to look at that as well, so it's not a
matter of assessing whether the people that did
the report did it correctly, it's taking the
information and applying it to the work that we
have in front of us.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Was that

sufficient, Ms Tilman?
MS TILMAN:

Yes, for now.

Thank

you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. BOWDEN:
one quick question.

Mr. Bowden.

Bill Bowden, with

Did CNSC or OPG observe any

flaws in safety regulations compliance and
culture when you visited the WIPP prior to the
2014 incidents and, if so, what changes did you
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make to your protocols and practices?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Perhaps could

we start with OPG, please?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The visits that were prior to
this particular event were for a different
purpose, I would say, and not to understand the
safety culture but rather to understand just the
overall nature of the facilities.

There were

many tours that were done at that time to
understand these things, so while we've heard a
lot of discussion of WIPP today, there have been
other learnings that we would adopt for our
processes going back as far as the Seaborn panel,
which we've also heard of today many times of
course.

There's many things that would be

thought through as we were developing this
project beyond just the visit to the WIPP before
this event took place, so there's many things
that would be taken into consideration as we went
through that process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

CNSC.

Patsy Thompson,
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I'll say a few words and then
I'll ask Ms Klassen to elaborate on the visit by
CNSC staff.
When CNSC staff visited the WIPP
and talked to various groups like DOE and the
USCPA, it wasn't for the purpose of assessing the
regulatory framework in place at the WIPP nor for
assessing compliance of the operator with the
regulatory requirements, it was more a
familiarization visit.
I'll ask Kay Klassen to speak to
some of the observations and the purposes.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen

speaking, for the record.
Yes, several CNSC staff visited
about four years ago, I believe, at this point
and it was a familiarization visit.

It was to

understand the general practices what they were
doing at the site, understand from DOE how they
conducted their work, how they transported
material, what they were doing, what the
repository itself looked like, as I said,
essentially a basic familiarization, what did
such a facility look like, the kinds of
activities they were engaged in in a general
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sense, not from we do things differently, why are
you doing this, what's your specific regulation.
It was a familiarization trip.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I guess we didn't stick with the
5:00 p.m. today.

We'll see what we can do

tomorrow.
Thank you so much to all of you
who hung in there to the very end.

We'll see you

tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m.
--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 6:38 p.m.,
to resume on Wednesday, September 10, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée
à 18 h 38 pour reprendre le mercredi
10 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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OPENING REMARKS

MS MYLES:

Good morning everyone

and welcome to the second day of the additional
hearing days of the Deep Geological Repository
Joint Review Panel.

My name is Deborah Myles and

I am the Panel Co-Manager.
Just a few logistics before we
get started today.
We have simultaneous translation.
The English is on Channel 1 and French is on
Channel 2.

Please keep the pace of your speech

relatively slow for the translators.
A written transcript is being
created for these proceedings and will reflect
the official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Registry page for the
project as soon as they are available.

I note

that yesterday's transcripts are not posted yet,
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but will be this morning.
To make the transcripts as
meaningful as possible, please identify yourself
before speaking and, as a courtesy to others in
the room, please silence your cell phones and
other electronic devices.
The hearing is being webcast live
and the webcast can be accessed through the home
page of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission at
www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A schedule for the additional
hearing days was posted on the public registry on
August 26th and daily agendas are being created
and are posted mid or late afternoon each day to
reflect updates in the schedule.
The hearing will begin each day
at 9 o'clock and end at approximately 5:00 p.m.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room, to my left behind the
screen and curtain, and trash and recycle bins
are located at the exit.

Please drain your

beverage containers and use the trash bins out of
respect for the Royal Canadian Legion who are our
gracious hosts for these two weeks.
Washrooms are located in the
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lobby, the main entrance, and the wheelchair
access and ramp is located in the back parking
lot, where there is a bell.
In the event of fire or a fire
alarm, you are asked to leave the building
immediately.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation today, please check in with a member
of the Secretariat.

Each member of the

Secretariat has a name tag, except for, I'm
sorry, I forgot mine today.
--- Laughter
MS MYLES:
this morning.

No, I just forgot it

So we are easy to identify if you

don't know us already.
If you are a registered
participant and want to seek leave of the Chair
to ask a question for a presenter, you are asked
to speak with a member of the Secretariat.
As was done yesterday, questions
from hearing participants will be considered
after all of today's presentations are done.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation during the hearings but would like
to seek leave of the Chair to make a brief oral
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statement, please speak with a member of the
Secretariat and complete a request form that is
available on the back table.
An opportunity to make a brief
oral statement is subject to the availability of
time each day and must be for the purpose of
addressing one or more of the six subjects that
are the focus of the hearings.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question for a presenter or a brief oral
statement at the end of today's session may be
provided, time permitting, on a first-come
first-served basis.
In accordance with the Panel's
hearing procedures, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
the six subjects of the Information Requests
issued by the Panel since November 2013.

Neither

presentations nor questions will be permitted if
they do not follow the hearing procedures.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos, please see the Panel's Communication
Advisor, Lucille Jamault.

Any of the Secretariat

Members can identify Lucille for you.
Thank you very much.
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Dr. Swanson...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning.

On behalf of the Joint Review Panel welcome
everyone here in person or joining us through the
webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for low and intermediate
level radioactive waste project.
I'm going to introduce the other
members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right

is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from
Ms Debra Myles, the Co-Manager of the Joint
Review Panel, and we also have Mr. Pierre Daniel
Bourgeau, counsel to the Panel, with us on the
podium today.
As noted in the published agenda,
the subject for today's session will be the
Reference waste Inventory.
Before we begin I would like to
explain the procedure for questions from
participants for presenters.
The Panel will ask its questions
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after each presenter unless otherwise stated,
such as may be the case for government and OPG
presentations.
As we did yesterday, the Panel
will consider, time permitting, questions
submitted by registered participants at the end
of the day once the Panel has heard from all
presenters.

Participants are reminded that

questions must relate to today's presentations.
We will now proceed with
presentations by Ontario Power Generation and the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission pertaining to
the subject of the Reference Waste Inventory.
The Panel will hear both
presentations before proceeding with its
questions.
I would like to call on Ontario
Power Generation to begin their presentation,
which is PMD 14-P1.1B.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good morning,
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Dr. Swanson and Members of the Panel.
This morning I would like to take
a moment to introduce our presenters.

Although

some of them have been in front of the Panel
before, we have also augmented our team for the
presentation this morning.
Dr. Paul Gierszewski, who will
lead our presentation, is a Doctor of Science in
Nuclear Engineering from MIT in Boston.

He has

been working on safety assessment of geologic
repositories for the past 15 years.

Presently he

is the Director of Safety and Licensing at the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization.

His group

provides technical support to the OPG DGR project
with respect to operations and long-term safety
assessment.
Mr. Glenn Round is a professional
engineer and OPG's Director of Engineering with
our Nuclear Waste Management Division.

He is the

engineering authority for nuclear waste
management as delegated by our Chief Nuclear
Engineer in OPG.

He is a fully qualified design

authority and the program owner of the waste
characterization for OPG.

He has 25 years of

experience in the nuclear industry.
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Dr. Michael Brett has joined us.
He has a Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University
of Birmingham, U.K.

He is a member of the

Chemical Institute of Canada, the Royal Society
for Chemistry and a Chartered Chemist.

He has

served as a Research Associate in the Metallic
Oxidization And Corrosion Section of the National
Research Council of Canada and the Canada Centre
for Minerals and Energy Technology prior to
joining Ontario Hydro.

He has a 25 year career

in the chemistry field with Ontario Hydro and OPG
and is currently the Manager of our Department of
Chemistry, Metallurgy and Welding.
Dr. Dave Evans is a scientist
with OPG's Corporate Chemistry Group.

He has a

Ph.D. from McMaster University and is a Chartered
Chemist.

He has worked in the CANDU chemistry

for more than 31 years, including 15 years in
research.

His areas of expertise include process

chemistry, water treatment, ion exchange and
waste management.
Mr. Richard Little is Operations
Director at Quintessa in the U.K.

He has a B.Sc.

in Geology and Geography from the University of
St. Andrews and an M.Sc. in Engineering Hydrology
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from the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne.

He

has over 25 years consultancy experience in
radioactive waste disposal, focused on the
management of technical and technical
contribution to safety assessment projects in
numerous countries.

He has also worked as an

expert consultant for the International Atomic
Energy Agency and the Nuclear Energy Agency.

He

has been the lead for work for OPG for the
post-closures safety assessment of low and
intermediate level waste at the Bruce nuclear
site since 2002.
Dr. Gierszewski...?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Good morning.

For the record, my name is Paul Gierszewski, I am
the Director of Safety and Licensing for the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization.
Today I will give a summary
presentation on OPG's response to EIS-13-514 on
waste inventory.
I will also comment on some other
claims that have been made recently with respect
to the DGR Safety Assessment.
In this presentation I will cover
the following topics:
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the Information Request;
the basis for the Reference
Inventory, including the important radionuclides;
OPG's Waste Inventory
Verification Plan;
the safety implications of recent
changes to the inventory and the safety
implications of pressure tube waste and ion
exchange resins; and
response to recent public
comments.
A key point we will make is that
the 2010 DGR Reference Inventory provided a
comprehensive preliminary estimate of all
radionuclides of potential importance, while
emphasizing the most important radionuclides.
recognized that there were uncertainties.

It

These

were accounted for in part through sensitivity
cases presented in the preliminary safety report.
Furthermore, while the amount of
some radionuclides in some waste streams were
underestimated compared with current estimates,
these are less important radionuclides in terms
of potential impact.
overall safety case.

There was no change in the
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Earlier this year, Dr. Greening
identified several potential issues with respect
to the radionuclide inventories used in the 2010
DGR Reference Inventory Report.

These were with

respect to pressure tubes and garter springs.
OPG considered these comments
seriously and provided a detailed response.

In

this response we indicated that the inventory
values questioned were estimates and were being
addressed as part of OPG's ongoing Waste
Characterization Program.

We also noted that

these particular inventory changes were not
significant to the safety case.
Subsequently, in the Information
Request, the Panel asked OPG to repeat the
relevant safety analyses using the revised
inventories in order to quantify the effects on
the safety case.
The Panel also asked OPG to
provide more details on its Waste
Characterization Program in general and on how
resins would be measured in particular.

This is

provided in a Waste Inventory Verification Plan.
A response to the Information Request addressed
these topics.
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This summer, Dr. Greening has
made further claims to the Panel with respect to
the ignition of pressure tube wastes and the
behaviour of ion exchange resins.

We will also

address these claims in this presentation.
The DGR Reference Inventory
documents the total projected inventory within
the DGR.

About half of the total wastes are

already in storage at the Western Waste
Management Facility.

As the rest of the waste

does not yet exist, it's inventory cannot be
directly measured, it must be estimated using
OPG's system plans, calculations and other
information.
The first version of the
Reference Inventory was released in 2008.

The

subsequent 2010 version of this report was used
as the basis for the current site preparation and
construction license application.
As new data becomes available, we
assess the significance.

If not significant, we

accumulate it for future revisions of the
Inventory Report.
The Reference Inventory will be
updated to support the first operating license
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application.

This would be required before any

waste could be placed in the DGR.

The Reference

Inventory would be further updated in support of
the renewal of the operating license.
The Reference Inventory builds on
the results of OPG's Waste Characterization
Program.
OPG's fleet of CANDU reactors
generates a number of distinct but relatively
well defined waste types.

We presently consider

over 25 different main waste types from
incinerator ash to steam generators.

The

characterization of these waste types considers
the data needed for station operation, handling
and storage at the Western Waste Management
Facility, and placement in the DGR and long-term
safety in the DGR.
A key factor in these different
data needs is the timeframe.

For example,

station operation interests include short-lived
radionuclides, but these are not important to the
DGR since they would already have decayed.
We have identified about
50 radionuclides of potential interest to the
DGR, considering both operations and long-term
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safety.

The Reference Inventory is based on

measurements or estimates for all these
radionuclides.
For the DGR Reference Inventory
we recognized that there were uncertainties.
These were to be addressed through the ongoing
OPG Waste Characterization Program.

For the 2010

inventory report, we particularly focused our
attention on those radionuclides with the
greatest potential impact on DGR safety.
Slide 6 shows the future waste
volume projections from the 2010 DGR Reference
Inventory Report.

These figures show the

projected volumes for low-level waste and for
intermediate level waste on the left and right
respectively.
The figures cover the period from
2009 to 2054 when the current fleet of reactors
is projected to shut down.

The different colours

represent different types of waste.
In the left figure, looking
forward over the next 40 years the low-level
waste is expected to steadily increase with time
while the nuclear stations continue to operate.
About half of the projected total low-level waste
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is currently in storage.
The blue area in that figure
corresponds to non-processable low-level waste.
The right figure shows that some
intermediate level waste is generated at a steady
rate as the reactors operate, while some is
largely produced over the next decade.

That is

the grey area in this figure and it refers to
retube wastes.

Most reactor retubing will be

completed over the next decade.
Overall these figures show that
there is a reasonable basis now to project future
total waste inventories and at the time of an
application for a DGR operating license in
several years a significant amount of
refurbishment waste will also be available to
support an enhanced estimate of the radionuclide
inventory and retube wastes.
As noted before, OPG has an
ongoing multiyear Waste Characterization Program
to improve the basis for our waste inventory
projections.

The program addresses all

potentially relevant radionuclides and waste
types.

It includes characterization of physical

content, notably metals and organics, which is
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relevant to gas generation.
OPG has provided to the Joint
Review Panel a Waste Inventory Verification Plan.
This describes the graded approach used with
respect to the amount of data needed which
depends on the importance of the radionuclide and
the waste type.
Verification of the information
is provided in part through use of accredited
laboratories.

These laboratories routinely

calibrate their instruments against standards.
The results are also verified through comparison
with other published data, interlaboratory
comparisons and a planned third-party review.
This information will be available in time to
prepare an updated Reference Inventory.
This, together with any other
relevant information, would be used to update the
safety analysis for an operating license
application several years from now.
This figure illustrates the main
elements of the Waste Inventory Verification
Plan.

As shown at the top of the figure, the

core of the program is the ongoing sampling and
measurement of wastes.
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Current 2014 work, for example,
includes analysis of various low-level waste bins
and of pressure tube samples and an
interlaboratory comparison.
The next several years will
include continued work on both low and
intermediate level waste with priorities guided
by the Waste Inventory Verification Plan.
And interlaboratory comparison
will be carried out every few years.

During this

period, there will also be a third-party review
of the Waste Characterization Program and its
results.
Around 2021, the data would be
used to prepare an updated Reference Inventory to
support an application for an operating license.
As noted in previous slides,
OPG's Waste Characterization Program's objective
is to have data on all potentially relevant
radionuclides.

However, it is useful to

understand which data is most important.
Slide 9 illustrates which
radionuclides are key to long-term safety.

This

figure shows the maximum calculated dose under
several normal and disruptive scenarios.

Note
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that the scale is logarithmic.

Each horizontal

division represents a factor of 1000 in dose.
The results include all waste
streams and all relevant radionuclides.

The

figure is labelled to show the contribution of
the two radionuclides contributing the most to
the maximum dose.

Other radionuclides contribute

smaller amounts and are not labelled.
The figure shows that there are
only a small number of radionuclides that are
very important to dose impact.

Under normal

evolution scenarios Iodine-129 is important, the
higher dose scenarios are dominated by Carbon-14,
Niobium-94 and Zirconium-93.

These are important

in part because of the amount that are present in
the wastes and also because of the relatively
long half-lives.
The figure also shows the large
uncertainties in the inventory of many other
radionuclides would have no material impact on
the long-term safety case.

This applies to

Tritium, for example, which does not appear as an
important contributor to maximum dose in any of
the long-term scenarios.
Of course, we want to have a good
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inventory for all radionuclides, but
understanding the potential contribution of each
radionuclide helps set priorities.
Slide 10 describes the basis for
the inventories of the key radionuclides for
long-term safety.
Carbon-14 is primarily produced
by neutron interaction with moderator heavy
water.

The corresponding waste streams in the

DGR will be the moderator resins.

We project the

total amount of Carbon-14 in the DGR based on
measurements of Carbon-14 in resins.
Niobium-94 is primarily produced
by neutron activation of pressure tubes.

For the

DGR, the inventory is based on activation
calculations to the projected end-of-life
exposure of the pressure tubes.

The calculations

have been validated against measurements of
Niobium-94 in pressure tubes.
Early this year, Dr. Greening
challenged the projected DGR inventory of
Niobium-94 in pressure tubes, however the basis
for his concern was not correct.

Our values are

in fact consistent with the data that he was
using.
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Zirconium-93 is another key
radionuclides that, like Niobium-94, is primarily
produced by neutron activation of pressure tubes.
It is a harder radionuclide to measure, in part
because of its long half-life and, accordingly,
we used indirect measurements to validate our
calculations, but we are confident of the
calculations and we currently have worked under
way to provide direct validation.
In this slide 11 we focus on
pressure tubes.

This is the waste form that was

questioned by Dr. Greening in letters to the
Panel.
This is a waste that is produced
during the midlife retubing of CANDU reactors and
also during decommissioning.

The pressure tubes

are the main source of the key radionuclides
Zirconium-93 and Niobium-94.

It is also an

important source of other radionuclides,
including Carbon-14, Chlorine-36 and Curium-244.
The 2010 Reference Inventory
assumed retube waste from 16 reactors.

This will

largely occur over the next 10 years.
Most of these reactors have not
yet been retubed so the bulk of this waste had
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yet to be produced and an estimate was needed for
the DGR.
The projected DGR inventory for
pressure tubes was based on calculations for bulk
activation radionuclides and an estimate for
surface-based radionuclides.
The bulk activation radionuclides
were considered to be the most important in terms
of potential dose impact and also to be
appropriately calculated, as noted in the
previous slide.
The surface-based radionuclides
were considered less important and were estimated
at that time.

As noted by Dr. Greening, the

amounts of Tritium, Cesium-137 and Curium-234
were significantly underestimated.

However, as

explained in slide 9, these are not important
contributors to post-closure dose.
In 2010 OPG had already
identified the pressure tube inventory as an area
for improvement.

We have collected data from

prior measurements and we have specifically
acquired additional samples which are currently
under study.
Another topic that was addressed
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in this information request was the treatment of
the spacers placed between the pressure tube and
calandria tubes, also referred to as garter
springs.

Spacers were made from Zirconium alloy

for the first 15 reactors and subsequently from
an Inconel alloy.

The radioactivity of spacers

was not included in the 2010 reference inventory.
In terms of the total amount of
Zirconium in the reference inventory these are
small items, about 50 grams per each 61,000 gram
pressure tube.

The radioactivity in the

Zirconium alloy spacers is small compared to that
in the pressure tubes.

However, the

radioactivity in Inconel spacers is high due to
its nickel content and it's important to the
total DGR radioactivity for some nickel
radioisotopes.
For this information request the
safety analysis conservatively assumed Inconel
spacers were used in all reactors.

The results

show that the addition of this radioactivity does
not affect the conclusions of the safety case.
Nonetheless, spacer radioactivity will be
included in subsequent versions of the reference
inventory.
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Slide 13 summarizes the relevance
of the revised pressure tube inventories on
operational safety for the DGR.
First, there was no change to the
normal emissions from the DGR as the retube waste
containers holding the pressure tubes are sealed
before arrival at the DGR.
Second, while there are higher
inventories of some gamma emitters in the waste,
all waste packages must meet OPG acceptance
criteria and OPG will operate so as to keep
worker exposure below its dose targets.
Finally, with respect to
accidents it is first noted that breach of the
retube containers is a very unlikely accident due
to the container robustness.

However, in the

event of a breach there would be higher dose
consequences but they would remain well below
public dose criteria.
In response to this information
request, all post-closure assessment level cases
were recalculated to check the effect of the
changes to the radionuclide inventory in pressure
tubes.

The results are shown here with the

revised results in the white bars.

The revised
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inventory has very little effect on calculating
maximum dose rates.

This is because, first, the

inventory of only four radionuclides are
increased by more than 10 percent and, second,
none of these radionuclides or their progeny are
important contributors to dose in the DGR.

The

post-closure impacts remain well below criteria.
Dr. Greening has claimed that the
ignition of Zirconium is an important factor to
consider in pressure tube waste safety under
accident or malevolent conditions.

It is correct

that Zirconium can spontaneously ignite under
certain conditions.
form.

Notably, if it is in powder

This is a recognized hazard and safely

managed where it occurs within OPG.

However, the

OPG Zirconium retube wastes are in coupons
similar to those shown in the top right photo.
These are too large for spontaneous ignition.
The same report that was used to
claim combustibility in fact provides information
that indicates these OPG pieces would not
spontaneously ignite.

And the very small amount

of cuttings generated during cutting the retube
waste into coupons would be well dispersed within
these larger pieces.

This is also consistent
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with decades of Canadian experience of working
with pressure tubes.
I would like to run a short video
in which a pressure tube coupon was heated to
1,100 degrees C and did not burn.
--- Video presentation / Présentation video
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

This

demonstrates that these wastes, consistent with
the literature, do not spontaneously ignite at
room temperature.
Furthermore, in the DGR this
material is also in sealed containers where there
is limited oxygen and the containers themselves
are robust steel and concrete containers weighing
over 26 tonnes.

These containers provide a very

high level of safety.
Some of the claims are with
respect to risk under malevolent accidents.
These claims are not correct because they
essentially ignore the presence of the 26-tonne
container.

For security reasons, I cannot

discuss malevolent acts in any detail.
Furthermore, emplacing these wastes within a
closed repository provides safe and secure
protection from accidents and malevolent acts.
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Dr. Greening has also recently
commented on the safety of ion exchange resins.
He first commented on smoke from resin fires.

He

specifically commented on some technical aspects
of an interim 2009 safety analysis.

However, the

claim misstates our analysis and conclusions.
In our analysis the impacts of
conventional hazardous species in smoke were
considered.

Carbon monoxide and benzene were

selected for this analysis while explicitly
recognizing that smoke contains many other
species.

The analysis results confirm the

expected conclusion that smoke itself is
hazardous.

For the final safety report,

therefore, we did not see a need to conduct a
more accurate analysis of the smoke chemical
content.

We concentrated on whether the

radioactivity that could be in resin smoke was
itself significant or not.

From a design

perspective, our response has always been to work
to prevent and mitigate fires.
Dr. Greening has also claimed
that the DGR safety assessment does not consider
the flammable gasses that could be produced from
resin waste degradation.

This is not correct.
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The possible presence of flammable gasses is
recognized in our underground design.

This is a

key reason for our continued ventilation of the
underground emplacement rooms for the monitoring
of underground air for flammable gasses until the
eventual installation of closure walls on panels.
In summary, the DGR reference
inventory was a best estimate as of 2010.

It was

a preliminary estimate recognizing that we were
seeking a site preparation and construction
licence.

The 2010 reference inventory

appropriately estimated the key radionuclides.
The other radionuclides uncertainties have little
or no impact on the safety case as was shown the
information request response.
However, OPG recognizes that it
is important to get all the inventories as
accurate as possible.

OPG has a waste

characterization program that is improving the
database.

Updated inventories would be used for

a future operating licence application before any
wastes could be emplaced.
OPG stands by its safety
assessment.

The pressure tube waste in their

packages are not spontaneously combustible.

The
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wastes are safe to handle and store.

Placing the

waste packages within the DGR will improve the
long term safety.
This concludes our presentation.
We would be pleased to answer any questions you
may have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We'll now proceed directly to the
presentation by the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission which is based on PMD 14-P1.2B.
Dr. Thompson, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRESENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:
Présidente.

Merci, Madame la

Bonjour et bonjour aux commissaires.

Mon nom est Patsy Thompson.
I'm the Director General of the
Directorate of Environmental and Radiation
Protection and Assessment with the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission.
With me today are Dr. Richard
Goulet, a bio-geochemist with the CNSC who led
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the CNSC staff's review of OPG's Radioactive
Waste Inventory; Dr. Son Nguyen, who reviewed the
Post-Closure Safety Assessment; Mr. Mike Jones, a
chemical engineer working in the Environmental
Compliance and Laboratory Services division; Mr.
Ram Kameswaran, a technical specialist working in
the Systems Engineering division of the CNSC.
Mr. Kameswaran is a chartered chemist with over
30 years of experience in the nuclear industry.
In addition to other members of
the CNSC staff's technical review team we have
the support of two explosive experts to respond
to questions from the panel in this topic area;
Mr. Richard Bowes, the head of the Explosives
Certification and Hazards Analysis at Natural
Resources Canada, and Mr. Patrick Brousseau, the
head of the Munitions Energetics and the Weapon
Systems section of the Defence Research and
Development Canada.
CNSC staff provided a review of
the impact of OPG's updated radioactive waste
inventory on both the pre and post-closure safety
assessments, both sufficiency reviews for the
information requests as well as in PMD 14-P1.2.
Today's presentation summarizes
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CNSC staff's review as presented in that PMD and
provides some further information in response to
submissions from intervenors.
I will now pass the presentation
to Dr. Goulet.
DR. GOULET:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
Good morning, Madam Chair,
Members of the Joint Panel Review Panel.

My name

is Dr. Richard Goulet and, as Dr. Thompson noted,
I'm a bio-geochemist with the CNSC in the
Environmental Risk Assessment Division.
I led the CNSC staff review of
OPG's radioactive waste inventory submissions.
For the benefit of the audience
today, CNSC staff will first provide background
as to why the radioactive waste inventory is the
subject of discussions today.

Then, CNSC staff

will address information requests EIS-514 by
first discussing the impact of including
radionuclide activity from pressure tubes and
garter springs on the results of the post-closure
safety assessment.
The presentation will include a
discussion on how radionuclide activities from
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pressure tubes and garter springs affect the
radiological safety of members of the public and
nuclear energy workers during normal operation of
the proposed DGR.
CNSC staff will also discuss how
updates to the radioactive waste inventory
affected the assessment of consequences of
potential accidents, malfunctions, malevolent
acts.
Finally, CNSC staff will discuss
OPG's proposed inventory verification plan and
whether the proposed plan meets international
standards on waste characterization, is likely to
reduce uncertainties in the activities of
radionuclide in different waste streams and,
thirdly, ultimately reduce the uncertainty in the
pre-closure and post-closure safety assessment.
The radioactive waste inventory
and its importance to the pre and post-closure
safety assessment was discussed during the
hearings last fall.
CNSC expected reasonable
knowledge of the variability in the radionuclide
activity in different waste streams from
different nuclear generation station over time.
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Good quality data provide a reasonable confidence
in the radionuclide transport model and,
ultimately, the predicted dose to members of the
public, workers and the environment.
In early 2014, Dr. Greening wrote
to the Panel noting that the radioactive waste
inventory did not include radionuclide
measurements made on pressure tubes and garter
springs.
The GRP requested OPG through
information request EIS-13.514 to indicate how
the pressure -- how the pre and post-closure
safety assessment could be affected by the new
data that was provided by Dr. Greening.
CNSC staff reviewed the responses
provided by OPG for EIS-13.514.

In our

sufficiency reviews, CNSC staff provided the
following.
First, the basis of the review.
Second, the criteria used to review the
information request.

Third, the original

assessment of the pre and post-closure safety
assessment.

Fourth, how the updated radioactive

waste inventory modified CNSC staff conclusions.
And finally, whether or not the updated
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radioactive waste inventory affects previous
recommendations on the environmental assessment
and licence application.
To begin, I will first address
the implication of the changes in the radioactive
waste inventory on the post-closure safety
assessment.
CNSC staff reviewed the
calculated doses from the normal evolution and
disruptive scenarios based on CNSC Regulatory
Document G320, IAEA, or International Atomic
Energy Agency's, specific requirements SSR5,
International Commission on Radiological
Protection, or ICRP's, recommendations in
publication 122 entitled "Radiological Protection
and Geological Disposal of Long-Lived Solid
Radioactive Waste" and the EIS guidelines to
determine if the calculated doses resulted in an
acceptable risk and met the dose limit of one
millisievert per year as well as the requirement
to keep doses as low as reasonably achievable.
To determine if the DGR project
would not impact the health and safety of
workers, public and the environment, CNSC staff
accepted OPG's proposed criteria for public
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radiological exposure at the design stage.
For the normal evolution of the
DGR system, the criteria for public radiological
exposure is .3 millsievert per year to the most
exposed individuals, so it's one-third of the
public dose limit of one millisievert.
For disruptive scenarios,
calculated impacts are judged against a dose
criterion of one millisievert per year.

The

probability of a disruptive scenario is
considered by adopting a human health risk
criterion of one in 100,000 years.
These criteria are more stringent
than the recommendation of the RCRP Publication
122.
In the original assessment, all
maximum calculated doses for the normal evolution
scenario and its many variant conservative
scenarios were at least 100,000 times less than
.3 millisievert per year.

CNSC staff concluded

that the four disruptive scenarios proposed by
OPG were sufficient to assess the risk and were
considered bounding worst-case scenarios.
The calculated dose -- the
calculated dose from these scenarios were around
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the public dose limit of one millisievert per
year.

The consequences of the updated

radioactive waste inventory on the safety care
are, therefore, minor.
Please note that there was an
error on page 44 of PMD 14-P1.2.

The doses

predicted in the disruptive scenarios are not
100,000 times below the public dose limit of one
millisievert but, rather, around this dose limit.
The difference between the
maximum calculated doses in the 2011 post-closure
safety assessment and the updated calculation for
a normal evolution scenario and variant
conservative cases as well as for the disruptive
scenarios range from a decrease in the effective
dose of .6 percent to an increase of about 7.5
percent.
The consequences of the updated
radioactive waste inventory on the safety case
are, therefore, minor.
These differences are considered
small because the total DGR inventory only
increased by 10 percent for four radionuclides in
comparison to the 2011 post-closure safety
assessment.
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Four of these radionuclides,
which are nickel-50 -- nickel-59, has a half-life
of 76,000 years.

Nickel-63 has a half-life of 18

years, Cesium-137, a half-life of 30 years, and
Curium-224, a half-life of 18 years.
These half-lives are shorter than
the time period when the maximum effective dose
is predicted to occur, which is more than a
million years.

As a result, other radionuclides

like Iodine-129 often are the contaminant of
interest.
Iodine-129 is a contaminant of
interest in other safety cases around the world.
The updated calculation of
maximum predicted doses based on the revision to
the radionuclide inventory in pressure tubes and
garter springs does not change CNSC staff's
conclusion regarding the long-term safety of the
DGR project.
CNSC staff continue to conclude
that the assessment of the long-term safety of
the DGR is sufficiently conservative to support,
one, an environmental assessment decision and,
second, to authorize a site preparation and
construction licence.
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I will now address the
implication of the changes in the radioactive
waste inventory to radiological safety to workers
during normal operation or, in other words,
during pre-closure operations of the proposed
DGR.
CNSC staff based their review on
the additional information provided by OPG in
response to EIS-13.514, and we based on our
assessment based on Section 5 of the Class I
Nuclear Facility Regulations as well as other
provisions from the Radiation Protection
Regulations.
CNSC staff confirmed the
radiological dose assessment methodology and
calculations using MicroShield Version 8.02.
MicroShield is a comprehensive photon shielding
and dose assessment program that is widely used
for designing shields, estimating source strength
from radiation measurements, minimizing exposure
to people and teaching shielding principles.
CNSC dose limit for nuclear
energy workers is 50 mSv per year and 100 mSv
over five years.
The criterion used to determine
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the safety of workers during normal operations is
OPG's occupational dose target of 10 mSv per year
for workers, however, licensees are expected to
keep doses as low as reasonably achievable and,
consequently, if the project goes ahead, OPG
would be required to implement an ALARA program
as part of their radiation protection program.
CNSC Staff had previously
reviewed the input parameters for the
radiological dose assessment for all scenarios
used by OPG to assess doses to workers, including
Scenario 2, which involved the handling of retube
waste packages.
CNSC Staff had concluded that the
results and methods used by OPG were acceptable.
OPG had adequately assessed the
potential radiation exposure scenarios and
anticipated radiation doses associated with the
proposed DGR project.

Radiation exposure and

radiation doses to workers were predicted to be
less than CNSC regulatory dose limits.
Further, implementation of
physical design and administrative controls as
required by an operating licence, if the DGR is
approved, will ensure that radiation exposures
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and radiation doses are kept ALARA or, in other
words, as low as reasonably achievable.
Finally, all waste packages must
meet the acceptance criteria before being placed
in a DGR.
Upon examining OPG's revised dose
assessment for the retube waste package scenario,
CNSC Staff calculated similar results as OPG for
the updated radioactive waste inventory.
It is recognized that there is a
four-fold increase in external dose rates to DGR
workers associated with the revised pressure
tubes inventories, however, the retube waste
packages must meet the DGR acceptance criteria
before the workers would handle the waste at the
DGR facility.
For instance, OPG would need
additional shielding or decay time so that all
packages meet the waste acceptance criteria.
Consequently, no scenarios would, in practice,
lead to doses above the 10 mSv per year
criterion.
Other ALARA measures will be
incorporated to further reduce worker doses prior
to placement of waste into the DGR.

For
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instance, dose rates would be further reduced by
shielded forklifts and the use of overpacks.
OPG has committed to address
these ALARA measures in the final ALARA
assessment for the DGR that would be required for
an operating licence application to operate the
DGR.
The additional information
provided by OPG in response to EIS-13-514 does
not change CNSC Staff conclusion in PMD 13-P1.3
that radiation and radioactivity resulting from
the DGR project are unlikely to have significant
adverse effects on the health of humans,
including workers, taking into account the
implementation of mitigation measures.
It is important to note that a
waste package would not be allowed into the DGR
if it does not meet waste acceptance criteria.
This will be ensured by actual measurements in
the field by OPG employees and these measurements
will be confirmed during CNSC Staff inspections.
The updated assessment, including
mitigation measures such as waste acceptance
criteria and ALARA requirements, provides
evidence of the safety of the DGR during
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operations and to support both an environmental
assessment decision and to authorize a site
preparation and construction licence.
This concludes the first part of
the presentation.

I will now pass the

presentation over to Mr. Mike Jones to continue
with the assessment of the updated radioactive
waste inventory in relation to accidents,
malfunctions and malevolent acts.
MR. JONES:
Goulet.

Thank you, Dr.

For the record, my name is Mike Jones.

I'm an Environmental Program Officer in the
Environmental Compliance Laboratory Services
Division.

I am the lead in the review of

accidents, malfunctions and malevolent acts for
many environmental assessments at the CNSC,
including for this project.
The objective of the CNSC Staff's
review of OPG's EIS with respect to accidents,
malfunctions and malevolent acts was to identify
and describe possible accidents or malfunctions
associated with the proposed DGR project and the
potential adverse environmental effects of these
events.
Sufficient quantitative
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information needed to be provided on all
radioactive and hazardous substances that could
be released to the environment in significant
quantities.

The review also needed to address

potential environmental effects that could result
from intentional malevolent acts.
CNSC Staff's review include the
validation of OPG's assessment methodology and
calculations.
OPG chose to apply the limits
from

the Radiation Protection Regulations

in their assessment, an annual dose limit of 1
mSv for members of the public and an annual dose
limit of 50 mSv for workers.
CNSC Staff also considered these
limits in our assessment, however, it should be
noted that these dose limits are for normal
operating conditions and would not apply in
accident scenarios.

During an accident, the

occupational dose limits may be exceeded as per
section 15 of the Radiation Protection
Regulations during the control of an emergency
and the consequent immediate and urgent remedial
work.
The radiological accidents and
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malfunctions assessment submitted in the EIS was
conducted on credible scenarios during the site
preparation, construction, operations and
decommissioning phases of the proposed DGR
project.

It adequately demonstrated that

acceptable dose criteria for workers, members of
the public and non-human biota will not be
exceeded.
All credible accident scenarios
were well below the annual dose limit to the
public of 1 mSv per year.

Although the effects

were generally small, OPG proposed mitigating
measures and contingency plans.

CNSC Staff

concluded that OPG's assessment was adequate.
The assessment conducted on
potential malevolent acts of sabotage and attack
during the site preparation, construction,
operations and decommissioning phases of the
proposed DGR project determined that, in general,
radiological and non-radiological consequences of
credible malevolent acts are expected to be
similar to those of the malfunctions and
accidents considered in the assessment.
OPG concluded that impacted nonhuman biota would be limited to the vicinity of
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the DGR project and there would be minimal impact
to members of the public.

However, extreme

malevolent acts, such as the use of explosives,
can cause worker fatalities in the vicinity of
the incident.
OPG concluded that malevolent
acts are bounded by the malfunctions and
accidents resulting in relatively low
radiological consequences to workers.

CNSC

concur with OPG's assessment.
OPG reassessed the original
accidents, malfunctions and malevolent acts
scenarios using the revised radiological waste
inventory.

CNSC Staff reviewed the reassessment

and concluded that the revised accidents and
malfunctions scenarios would not have significant
radiological consequences on members of the
public and workers.
For all revised accidents and
malfunctions scenarios and most malevolent acts
scenarios, the dose consequences to workers and
the public were well below the regulatory limits.
The one exception was malevolent
act Scenario D, involving a person using an
explosive or incendiary device affecting waste on
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the surface awaiting transfer to the DGR.

This

scenario was reassessed to focus on retube waste
package.
In this scenario, the assessment
using the original retube waste inventory
resulted in a dose to the public of 2 mSv.

The

revised inventory for retube waste was also
reassessed and resulted in a dose to the public
of 3 mSv.

This would exceed the annual dose

limit to the public of 1 mSv, but would not
result in measurable health effects.
The scenario is very unlikely due
to the difficulty in targeting a specific
package, the robustness of containers, the
quantity of explosives necessary and the tight
security in place at the Bruce Power site.
I will now pass the presentation
over to Mr. Ram Kameswaran to further discuss.
MR. KAMESWARAN:
Jones.

Thank you, Mr.

For the record, my name is Ram

Kameswaran.

I am a technical specialist with the

Systems Engineering Division at the CNSC.
When PMD 14-P1.10 was received
from Dr. Greening, the DGR assessment team at the
CNSC requested my review of concerns regarding
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the malevolent act scenario of a person using an
explosive or incendiary device affecting wastes
on the surface awaiting transfer into the DGR.
The main comment from Dr.
Greening was that the OPG had not estimated the
source term correctly based on the pyrophoric
property of zirconium metal in the pressure
tubes.
Dr. Greening also stated that the
OPG has treated the detonation of zirconium as an
inert metal and not as a reactive metal and the
assumptions and values used by OPG to calculate
the source term is incorrect and the resulting
dose to the public should be significantly
higher.
Before I continue, I would like
to provide some definitions and characteristic of
zirconium metal.

Pyrophoricity refers to a

property of spontaneously heating and igniting in
air below 55°C.

Pyrophoric behaviour is common

in many metals under specific conditions.
Zirconium metal is pyrophoric only when it is in
the form of very small particles, less than 54
microns in diameter.

OPG pressure tube wastes

are larger pieces with little powders
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(inaudible).

The material of this size is not

really ignitable.

This was also shown by OPG in

their video that shows zirconium pressure tube
waste pieces are not readily ignitable even under
extreme temperatures.
Dr. Greening also questioned
OPG’s source term methodology as it related to
the assigned airborne release fractions, ARF, and
the respirable fraction, the RF.

The main

comment was that OPG had not estimated the source
term correctly based upon the pyrophoric property
of zirconium metal in the pressure tubes.
OPG used a five-factor formula
from the United States Department of Energy
Handbook 3010, which provides the airborne
release fractions and respirable fractions for
non-nuclear facilities.

This was developed for

the source term calculation.

OPG obtained ARF

and RF values from the published U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Handbook NUREG/CR-6410,
which is the handbook for a nuclear fuel cycle
facility accident analysis.
CNSC staff find the use of the
DOE Handbook 3010 and the U.S. NRC Handbook 6410
to be an acceptable source of information.

CNSC
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staff concluded that the selected ARF and RF
values were appropriate for the stress material
combination for the scenario.
Based on the malevolent acts
scenario d, the explosive force from detonation
was identified as an explosion.

This is

different from what Dr. Greening has claimed as
an implosion.

The appropriate airborne release

fraction and the respirable fraction values were
selected following the standard methodology used
by the U.S. NRC.

The suggestion by Dr. Greening

that ARF and RF values should both be one and the
resulting dose to the public much higher does not
align with the scenario, the stress and material
combination in line with the methodology, that is
suggested by the U.S. NRC document.
Therefore, CNSC staff conclude
that OPG has appropriately and conservatively
assessed the source term and the resulting public
dose for a malevolent act.
To conclude this section on
accidents, malfunctions and malevolent acts, CNSC
staff conclude that applying the revised
inventory to accident scenarios would not have
significant radiological consequences on the
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members of the public or workers.

The pre-

closure safety assessment is sufficiently
conservative to support the environmental
assessment decision and authorize a site
preparation and construction licence.
I will now pass the presentation
back to Dr. Goulet to present the CNSC staff
assessment on the inventory verification plan.
Thank you.
DR. GOULET:

Thank you,

Mr. Kameswaran.
For the record, as I noted
earlier, my name is Dr. Richard Goulet.
I will now present the final
section of the presentation, an overview of CNSC
staff’s assessment of OPG’s commitment for an
inventory verification plan or, as I will call
it, the IVP.
CNSC staff previously concluded
that the level of conservatism in the contaminant
transport model and depth of the proposed DGR
project was sufficient to support the postclosure safety assessment of the DGR project.
More specifically, conservatism in the
contaminant transport model led to doses 100,000
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times less than the 0.3 millisieverts per year
dose criterion and disruptive scenarios led to
doses around a millisievert per year.
Despite the large safety margins
in the assessment, CNSC staff still expected OPG
to reduce the uncertainty in their radioactive
waste inventory during the construction phase and
demonstrate that the maximum predicted doses in
the pre- and post-closure assessments remained
essentially unchanged.

These expectations were

described in Recommendation No. 2 in PMD 13-P1.3,
and discussed during the hearings in the fall of
2013.
CNSC staff expect the radioactive
waste characterization program to comply with
international standards and guidance.

These

guidance are the 2009 International Atomic Energy
Agency document entitled “Determination and Use
of Scaling Factors for Waste Characterization in
Nuclear Power Plants”, as well as the 2007 ISO
21238 Standard entitled “Scaling factor method to
determine the radioactivity of low- and
intermediate-level radioactive waste packages
generated at nuclear power plants”.
CNSC staff also contracted an
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independent third party to review the original
radioactive waste inventory.

The contractor,

DW James Consulting, has over 30 years of
experience in characterizing nuclear waste and
actually participated in writing the ISO 21238
Standard.

This independent expert review was

used by CNSC staff to formulate Recommendation
No. 2, presented in PMD 13-P1.3.
Recommendation No. 2 of PMD
13-P1.3 was used to review the IVP submitted in
response to information request EIS-13-514.

In

particular, the IVP should account for the
variability in the packages and assure
representativeness, including providing
particular details on sample coverage and
frequency.

The IVP should also implement inter-

laboratory verification of radionuclide
measurements.

The IVP should also use

alternative analysis methods to update better
detection limits on certain radionuclides, for
instance, Iodine-129.

It should also commit to a

schedule for implementation.

Finally, the IVP

should help to demonstrate, as a requirement for
the operating licence, that the post-closure
safety predictions remain essentially unchanged.
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OPG provided the following
information in response to information request
EIS-13-514.

Overall, OPG committed to collect at

least three samples per waste type for all waste
types to screen levels of radionuclides,
hazardous substances like metals, and organic
material important in gas-generation predictions.
Then, for important waste types
and key radionuclides, a minimum of 10 data per
nuclide per waste type will be sampled to
quantify the 95 percent upper confidence value,
which is the activity value that is above 95
percent of measured activities in the sample
collected.

These data points will also include

at least two from each nuclear generating station
where appropriate and cover an extended timeframe
in order to provide basic information on
variability between stations and over time.
Hence, the IVP now proposed by
OPG accounts for the variability and the packages
will assure adequate representativeness.

It also

provides particular details on sample coverage
and frequency.

Finally, it will improve

detection capability to quantify key
radionuclides that are difficult to measure, such
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as Iodine-129.
If the project proceeds, CNSC
staff would verify implementation of the IVP and
confirm its effectiveness.
OPG’s IVP also meets other
aspects of Recommendation No. 2 of PMD 13-P1.3 as
follows:
First, accredited laboratories
will measure radionuclide activities and interlaboratory comparisons will be done approximately
every three years.

This meets the expectation

that OPG implement inter-laboratory verification
of radionuclide measurements.
Second, an independent third
party will review the waste characterization
program.

This is also a CNSC expectation.
Finally, verification activities

are planned up to the 2021, leading to a licence
to operate, which meets the expectation that OPG
commits to a schedule for implementation.
I will now discuss how
uncertainties would be handled.
International guidance in IAEA
SSG-22(3) recommends to identify uncertainties in
the safety case and to confirm that these
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uncertainties do not influence safety.

The main

objective of Recommendation No. 2 was for OPG to
obtain more measurements on the activity of
radionuclides in the radioactive wastes that are
important to the safety case.

More direct

measurements of difficult to measure
radionuclides will lead to more accurate date on
the radioactivity in the waste and less
uncertainty about the source term used in the
safety assessment.
As more information on the
radioactivity of difficult to measure nuclides
becomes available the safety case will be updated
accordingly.
OPG provided information on
uncertainty in the waste inventory
characterization in the EIS and provided further
information in response to information request
EIS-01-06 and EIS-01-20, which were proposed by
CNSC staff.
After reviewing all of the
information, CNSC staff concluded that OPG had
adequately identified the uncertainties.

Then,

OPG needed to convince CNSC staff that this
uncertainty would not affect the safety case.
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OPG’s approach to deal with this uncertainty was
to properly bound the pre-closure and postclosure safety assessment.

OPG bounded their

assessment by overestimating the radionuclide
activity, assuming radionuclides are more soluble
than they are in reality, and by assuming that
they will not bind to the rock matrix along their
diffusion pathway.
Considering that even with these
conservative assumptions, most doses were 100
times lower than the 0.3 millisieverts per annum
threshold and considering all the other
conservative assumptions used in the contaminant
transport model CNSC staff concluded that the
assessment was properly bounded and that the
uncertainties with the radioactive inventory did
not impact the long-term safety case.
Despite the assessment being
properly bounded, CNSC staff expect OPG to follow
best international practices on radioactive waste
characterization and proceed with further
characterization during construction.

This

approach is similar to the operation permit for
the repository of radioactive operational waste
in Sweden which requires a waste activity
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description to be approved by the regulator
before emplacement in the repository.
To conclude the section on the
IVP, OPG’s proposed IVP meets the commitment to
reduce the uncertainty in the waste inventory by
committing to deriving the 95 percent upper
confidence interval value for key radionuclides
in waste important to the safety case and
characterizing hazardous substances, metal and
carbon availability in wastes which are important
in predicting gas pressure inside a DGR in the
long term.
OPG provided a schedule for
implementation of the IVP and committed to
completing it in time for the application for a
licence to operate if the DGR project proceeds.
CNSC staff concludes that the
proposed IVP addresses all but one expectation of
Recommendation No. 2 of PMD 13-P1.3.

The last

expectation of Recommendation No. 2 is to
demonstrate, as a requirement for the operating
licence, that the predicted doses in the
post-closure safety assessment remain essentially
unchanged.

CNSC staff would verify this last

expectation by confirming the implementation of
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the IVP when reviewing annual updates of the
radioactive waste inventory.

Should OPG seek an

operating licence, CNSC staff would thoroughly
review the updated pre- and post-closure safety
assessments.
This ends the CNSC staff
assessment of the impact of the updated inventory
on the pre- and post-closure safety assessment.
I will now pass the presentation
back to Dr. Thompson to present CNSC staff’s
overall conclusions.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

I will

now present staff’s overall conclusions.
In light of our review, CNSC
staff concludes that the proposed radioactive
waste inventory verification plan addresses all
but one expectation that CNSC staff laid out in
Recommendation No. 2 of PMD 13-P1.3 regarding
uncertainty in the original radioactive waste
inventory.

The updated radioactive waste

inventory that includes measurements of activity
in pressure tubes and garter springs does not
significantly change: one, the assessment of
long-term doses to people and biota; secondly,
the dose predictions to workers as long as
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mitigation measures are in place; and, finally,
those predictions to workers in the event of an
accident.
OPG’s proposed radioactive waste
inventory verification plan is acceptable to CNSC
staff as it meets regulatory requirements.
In addition, the pre- and
post-closure safety assessments are sufficiently
conservative to support an environmental
assessment decision and to authorize a site
preparation and construction licence.
I will conclude this presentation
by reiterating that no package would be allowed
into the DGR without external dose measurements
and adequate characterization of radioactive
waste inventory to confirm compliance with OPG’s
waste acceptance criteria.
This ends the staff’s
presentation and we’re available to answer
questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson and your colleagues.
We will now take a break.
will reconvene at about 10:35 a.m.

We
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--- Upon recessing at 10:18 a.m. /
Suspension à 10 h 18
--- Upon resuming at 10:36 a.m. /
Reprise à 10 h 36

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Hello.

If

everyone could take your seats please, and we
will resume the hearing.
The Panel will now begin with our
questioning for both OPG and CNSC on the
presentations they gave just prior to coffee
break.
I would like to begin with Dr.
Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

This is to OPG.

The Waste

Inventory Verification Plan is a work in progress
and is to be reviewed by a third party, expert
party.
Can you provide the rationale why
only one such review is planned?
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
Currently we have actually one
plan for the year 2017, but we also have many
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reviews, ongoing reviews from personnel like the
CNSC.

So although we are only having one current

plan for 2017, and that is an independent
external review, we have ongoing reviews with the
CNSC.
MEMBER MUECKE:

But no further

plans for third party?
MR. ROUND:
time.

Not at this point in

Unless Dr. Gierszewski would like to add

something?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the plan identifies a very
specific review in the middle of the next few
years based on taking all the information we have
accumulated and putting together into a large
reference inventory report and reassessment.
So I think that there is a major
review plan and that is what has been indicated
there.
Along the way the general intent
is as we are accumulating more information there
probably will be a number papers and publications
that will also come out, as we have done in the
past, where we describe some of the experimental
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results or the results.
So there is certainly opportunity
for those to be presented and available in
conferences and peer review forums of that
nature.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Along the same

sort of lines, could you explain the rationale
for delaying the update of the reference
inventory until the application for the first
operating licence?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So again, the requirement as a
minimum has to be done for the operating licence
application.

As we go through the process we

will be looking at the new data and testing it,
whether it is significant or not.

So there will

be some degree of internal updates to the
reference inventory.
And whether they seem to be of
enough change or not to make it worth issuing a
new version or not, I think that is a decision we
would make along the way.
Perhaps Mr. Round might want to
just speak about the release around the time of
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the inventory -- of the review.
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
Yes, along the same lines of Dr.
Gierszewski, that is roughly the timeline that we
would be looking at.

Improving the database is

an ongoing process as you described, and we would
be looking for a release somewhere around that
same timeline.

There would be stage releases;

2017 perhaps, and moving forward.
So it is not just putting stuff
to the side and waiting as we get updated
information we will definitely be updating and
releasing the Waste Inventory Plan.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Will there be any

sort of trigger points that would -- that is to
say changes, degree of change that would initiate
an update and its publication?
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
We would be looking for key
changes, significant changes to the waste
inventory.

Things like material changes,

something that may come up.
right away and look at that.

We would analyze
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If there was any significant
change, then the analysis would be rerun
immediately.

Otherwise, it would be put off to

the side and incorporated in the next upcoming
revision to the database.
MEMBER MUECKE:

This involves

presentation of CNSC this morning.
to understand here slide 36.

I am trying

It says, "CNSC

staff will verify that the pre and post-closure
predictions remain unchanged by reviewing annual
updates of the RWI."
How does that fit?
DR. THOMPSON:

Can I say

something -MEMBER MUECKE:

I guess I am

looking for answers from both sides.
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Muecke, would

you like us to start or would you like...?
MEMBER MUECKE:
DR. THOMPSON:

Yes, please.
Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Essentially, the updated
verification plan that OPG submitted meets the
elements of the Recommendation 2 in terms of
aligning with international standards and best
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practices.
The CNSC will be doing annual
reviews of annual updates provided by the OPG on
the information.

We will also, through

inspections, review the results of OPG's, for
example, their laboratory inter-comparison
results and the work that will be associated with
the verifications that are being done.
What we will be looking at in
terms of whether there could be an impact on the
pre and post-closure safety assessment before
there is a formal submission with a licence
application to operate, for example, would be
whether or not the new information has an impact
on the 95 th percentile values that are used in the
safety assessment.
So we can do that assessment
without a full new pre-closure and post-closure
safety assessment.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
In keeping with Dr. Thompson's
comments, we would be keeping the CNSC informed
of changes.

Any of the information that we

gathered, we would be providing that to the CNSC
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so they could complete their review on a regular
basis.
They don't just wait until the
final application.
them informed.

It is our practice to keep

Particularly, if there was a

significant change we would absolutely keep them
informed.
So it is more of a reflection of
an ongoing dialogue with the regulator to ensure
that the information is meeting their needs and
that we are providing the information they need
in anticipation of an operating licence down the
road.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So if we

understand this correctly, it is not just a
periodic publication of the new data, it is a
fluid and continuous process?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That is the normal process with
the CNSC, we keep them informed on all of our
operations on a regular basis, either through
formal correspondence or through dialogue and
meetings to ensure that they are aware of our
operations.

And any concerns they may have they
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can express to us, so that we can address those
as well.
MEMBER MUECKE:

On a different

line, decommissioning of waste will add a new
waste stream to OPG's waste operations.
We heard yesterday that the long
period of experience with the current waste
stream provides assurance about the stability of
waste mixes.
How does OPG assure that
decommissioning waste mixes will remain stable
for long periods of time, having not had that
experience of handling it before?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
While the waste arising from
decommissioning is -- we have talked about it in
a different context, it is certainly very similar
to the waste that we have already generated
through our programs.
Dr. Gierszewski can provide more
details on this.

But essentially, the components

that we would be decommissioning, they are
components in our plants today.
And I will let Dr. Gierszewski
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talk to more specifics on that.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So as Ms Swami was saying, there
are differences in the radionuclide content and
in the amounts of the waste from decommissioning,
but they are still basically the materials that
the plants are made of; steel, concrete, lowlevel waste is the kind of materials that are
being generated now.
So those would be the same
general types of waste as we are currently
generating.

So we are not seeing, at this point,

a substantially different waste stream.

Of

course, as we get into decommissioning, which is
still 30 years off, we would be reviewing that.
But right now most of the decommissioning is
pretty standard materials.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe many

of my questions have been asked by Dr. Muecke,
but I do have a question for CNSC.
On slide 16 you had mentioned
that actual measurements and characterization of
the refurbishment waste packages is to be
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confirmed in the field by OPG and CNSC staff
during inspections.
How often will check inspections
be made by CNSC on site or will there be a
minimum frequency of occurrence of check
evaluations of any OPG measurements?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I will start responding and then

I will ask Kay Klassen to speak to the inspection
programs and how it is suggested through
activities that are being undertaken by the
licensee.
Essentially, in terms of the work
that CNSC staff will be undertaking, there is a
combination of document reviews and on-site
inspections.
The expectation is that when, if
the project is approved and goes ahead, there
would be initial work done with the inspectors in
Ms Klassen's division.

And some of the

specialists to review on site the actual work
being conducted by OPG and also the results of
the inter-comparisons, for example.
In terms of the routine
inspections, I will ask Ms Klassen to provide
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some data.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
Currently at the Western Waste
Management Facility CNSC staff conducts
inspections on, as a minimum, three times a year.
This includes examining containers that may be in
the low-level storage buildings, certainly
witnessing waste being lowered into IC-18s.
We also review information with
respect to the records on the packages that can
be put in -- that are in the Western Waste
Management System, and examine other activities
that OPG periodically engages with in relation to
the -- there was the movement of waste out of the
seven low-level storage buildings while they were
making changes for the fire detection system.
We certainly, during that period,
were on site, observed some of the other packages
in other locations.

So we maintain an

understanding and certainly verifying the
compliance with current practices of what takes
place with respect to those packages.
This does include our ability to
review the waste acceptance criteria, examine
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when changes are made, if some new stream or some
adjustment to some particular waste was made, we
do conduct checks periodically on those
adjustments.
Moving forward to the DGR that is
obviously sometime in the future, our expectation
is, at this time, that these kinds of checks and
balances would increase in relation to the
planned activities that would occur at Western as
they were moving towards achieving an operating
licence for the DGR.
CNSC staff and the Wastes and
Decommissioning Division would be examining with
Patsy's Thompson's division the results of the
IVP plan.
Whether this is indicating
changes or not to the kinds of materials expected
to be going in there, that would be providing an
assertion of some of what is existing at Western,
and enables us also to plan in relation to staff
at the nuclear generating stations; whether we
need to request those staff to do some other
verification within the plants themselves.
So I can't speak to everything.
Obviously something would have to be developed
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and planned based on what we are identifying in
the inventory.

If there are changes from what we

understood there to be in current storage, I
certainly am not projecting that, but then it
would develop in light of what is taking place as
we move into a possible future operation of a
DGR.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

For the

current process, are there any third-party
verifications also done?
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
Not at this time, not that I am
aware of.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

If I could

move on now to the topic of zirconium, please.
From slide 15 the zirconium powder ignition is a
recognized hazard by OPG.
Would you have any concept or
idea of how much material is currently stored at
the Western Waste Management Facility and in what
form?
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Archibald,

that is OPG's slide 15?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I was going to
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be asking both groups.

OPG first then.

DR. THOMPSON:

But is it OPG's

slide 15?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
yes.

OPG slide 15,

Does CNSC and OPG have any idea of how much

material is currently stored?

Because they do

co-checks on all of the materials.

And in what

form would the zirconium be?
Let me make one addition.

And in

what form, meaning we know that there are coupons
of this material, but there are also dust created
in the process of making the coupons; either they
are sawn or stamped into the coupon form.
So would you have any idea of
what percentages would be available as dust or
other smaller aggregates than the coupons that
you have shown in your slides?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am going to ask Lise Morton to
provide perhaps more detail, although it is a
very small percentage, tiny may be a better word
to describe that, that it would not be a source
of ignition for the storage of this material.
And, as described in the
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presentation, we have ways of managing that,
should it be required.
But I will ask Ms Morton to
provide more detail.
MS MORTON:
record.

Lise Morton, for the

There have been a lot of questions, I

hope I address everything correctly.
Yes, the zirconium we would have
in storage would be obviously the pressure tubes
that we took from Bruce Units 1 and 2.

They are

located in a specially built retube, what we call
a retube waste component building.
With respect to powder, I will
give an answer, and I believe Jerry Keto has come
to the microphone?
Okay.

So my understanding is it

is estimated at about .01 to .1 per cent by
weight of the pressure tube mass, but we can
confirm that value.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And what would

be the total quantity in storage at the Western
Waste Management Facility to set this in scale
perception?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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Just so that we provide you the
right information, was that the total zirconium
or was that the total powder, pressure tubes...?
What was the total you were looking for?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

We now know

that there is a percentage of .01 to .1 per cent.
What would be the total weight stored?

And in

combination, do they get stored together or is
the powder stored separately?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We don't separate the materials.
However, we will take an undertaking to confirm
the number or we could come back after the break.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

An estimate

would be fine, thank you very much.
MS SWAMI:

So after the break or

would you like it as an undertaking?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We would prefer

just getting back to us after the break please.
MS SWAMI:

Thank you.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I would now

address a question to the CNSC then.
Would you know what factors are
necessary to induce the spontaneous heating
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ignition and would they conceivably, knowing the
quantities possibly, existing within a repository
environment to have any capability of inducing
pyrophoric behaviour in the stored materials?
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Archibald, Mr.

Ram Kameswaran will respond to the question.
MR. KAMESWARAN:

This is Ram

Kameswaran, for the record.
For the zirconium powder to
ignite we need source of the fine particles,
which are less than 50 microns in size, and also
come into contact with oxygen, and that should be
a movement for that to happen.
And the way it is stored right
now, along with the chunks, it would have
probably fallen to the bottom of these boxes and
probably that is not much exposure to oxygen.
And so in my opinion it is not a credible
scenario.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
following question.

And so my next

Would pyrophoric activation

of the dust be expected to initiate?

And what

you are saying, just to clarify, is that the dust
stored in these containers, of whatever magnitude
and I suspect that it is several thousand
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kilograms, would settle to the bottom, densify
and have very low aerial exposure then?
MR. KAMESWARAN:

Ram Kameswaran.

Yes, that is correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Archibald.
I will continue with some -unless OPG had some further comment?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am wondering if we could ask
Dr. Gierszewski to comment on that as well?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the cutting dust, a very small
fraction of the weight that is generated, would
be mixed with the retube coupons.

And I think

what is crucial for these ignitions to occur is
there has to be a way for it to get hot.

You

have to have some way for it to get hot and not
have the heat be disbursed.
And that is why the size effect
matters.

If it is in a large coupon the surface

effect gets dissipated over the large volume.

So
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I think -- I mean, the powder is just being
generated as they are cutting, so it is going to
be disbursed, it will be on the surface of the
coupons.
And firstly, I just think that it
will be well -- that they can't ignite because it
will be -- I want to say cool, but that is not
the right word, but the heat would be dissipated
by all the large metal coupons around it.
And then secondly, even if that
were to happen, as already shown by the videos
and other things, that there is just not enough
mass in that to ignite the larger mass of
material.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
sufficient heat generated?

Would there be

We do not know the

actual temperature, the burning temperature of
the zirconium.

We do know that in your

illustration you are demonstrating a propane
temperature of 1100 degrees Celsius, would you
know the temperature of activation of the
zirconium dust should it combust and would that
be sufficient to set off any coupons?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul
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Again I think there is a thermal
calculation here.

If you only have a small

amount of material burning it can't heat the
surrounding material up to the -- maintain it at
a temperature at which it could burn.
I think in these particular cases
the video that we showed went up to 1100 C, we
actually tried taking it up to around 1500 or
hotter in temperatures and even at 1500 it wasn't
igniting, but at that point the brick that they
were running on, actually the brick was melting
so we weren't actually able to get the clarity on
the ignition temperature of the pressure tube
coupons.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'm going to

start my questioning with OPG.
So my first question is, given
the results of the analysis of consequences of
one of the malevolent acts, i.e. the explosion,
and given that the pressure tube container
concentrations exceed the waste acceptance
criteria, is OPG actually now considering a
change in container design in addition to a wall
around the waste package receiving building
staging area and consideration of increased
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storage time for decay as per ALARA principles
and as per your commitment?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I seem to be struggling with
questions, but I'm wondering if you could help me
by maybe rephrasing the question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I will rephrase

it.
The central focus of my question
is that CNSC had stated to us, and you have
committed to following ALARA principles with
respect to meeting the waste acceptance criteria
specifically for the pressure tube containers.
Given what we now know, especially regarding the
albeit little likelihood, but high consequence
malevolent act of the explosion, and given that
actually we already know the external field for
workers from waste container, pressure tube
container is going to need to be managed, has
this changed OPG's position in any way on the
design of those pressure tube containers?
So over and above walls and
allowing more decay, are you revisiting the ALARA
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principle with respect to your pressure tube
container design?
Is that clear?
MS SWAMI:

Yes, thank you.

I

will consult with some of my team members.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So if I have your question wrong,
please let me know.
So from the analysis of a
malevolent act we are not proposing to change the
design of the container, we have other mitigation
strategies which we discussed with you in an in
camera session on how we deal with those types of
low-level events, but in this particular case we
are not planning to make a change to the design
of the pressure tube containers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So that

was Part A of my question and Part B was the
ALARA principle for protection of your workers.
MS SWAMI:

So for that

perspective I will ask Mr. Round to provide us
information on that.
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the
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record.
With regards to ALARA, as Laurie
Swami mentioned, we are not changing any of the
retube waste container design.

ALARA, we will

come up with our dose assessments and we will
follow our RP procedures based on dose
assessments for time, distance and shielding
requirements, but it's not part of a retube waste
container design.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So just to make

sure the Panel is completely clear on this, you
will rely upon other measures to maintain the
acceptable dose limit for your workers, such as
shielding or increased time for decay; am I
correct?
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
That is correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I am now going to direct the same
question to CNSC.

Have you, as the regulator,

considered any requirement for changing the
design of the pressure tube containers given the
results of (a) the malevolent act analysis and
(b) meeting the waste acceptance criteria,
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particularly with respect to protection of
workers?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Swanson, if

you could give me a couple of minutes I will come
back to you.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The assessment conducted by CNSC
staff for the malevolent acts considered both the
package design and the other measures of defence
against the likelihood of the type of malevolent
act that was described by OPG in their safety
assessment.
In terms of the elements that we
took into consideration, they are the nature of
the waste in the packages, the robustness of the
packages, the difficulty essentially among the
several packages of waste that will be on-site,
the difficulty in targeting a specific waste
package by someone coming in with a significant
amount of explosives and the difficulty in
breaching the security on the Bruce site.
So all of that is elements and
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all of those elements of defence in depth were
taken together to suggest that in our view
although the impact on human life of a potential
accident of that nature would not be
radiological, it would be essentially an impact
from the explosion, are so low in likelihood that
they would not require a change in the package
design.
The impact of of a malevolent act
are essentially not of radiological consequences,
we found that the radiological consequences were
bounded by the accident and malfunction
scenarios.
In terms of the package and the
type of waste for the operational phase in terms
of the protection of workers and the CNSC
requirements, I will ask Ms Christina Dodkin to
speak to the assessment that was conducted by
CNSC staff and our requirements.
MS DODKIN:
the record.

Christina Dodkin, for

I'm a Radiation Protection

Specialist.
With regards to the control of
worker doses, first of all, the retube waste
package will have to meet the DGR waste
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acceptance criteria and once it is accepted to
the DGR the Radiation Protection Program that is
required by regulation must ensure that doses to
workers are kept below regulatory limits and as
low as reasonably achievable.

The expectation is

that this would be done through the management of
worker doses through work planning and work
execution in addition to engineered controls and
administrative controls as required.
In addition, OPG did provide a
preliminary ALARA assessment which identified a
number of areas where efforts may be taken to
ensure that worker doses are kept ALARA and that
included the identification of a shielding wall
in the waste package receipt building in addition
to the use of shielded fork trucks for instance.
They have also committed to
submit a final ALARA assessment with the
operating license application if that is
forthcoming.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I am now going to return to OPG
and this is now with respect to the Waste
Inventory Verification Plan.

The details of my

questions arise not from your slides but from
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your written submission.
So I noted the number of samples
that you were planning to take and that you were
going to be sampling each waste type at the
stations.
My question is, do you intend to
conduct random sampling of each waste type?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Mr. Round will provide an
explanation of that.

Thank you.

MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
Dr. Swanson, when you say
"random" I'm going to assume you mean that
historical and new samples would be taken from
packages that are historical and new.
Is that what you mean when you
say "random"?

I just want to clarify.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

Obviously

you could stratify "random" according to many
categories, but my main concern is adherence was
sampling such that you can in fact reliably
calculate statistics.
MR. ROUND:

Yes.

Glenn Round,
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for the record.
So yes, the sampling as part of
our waste characterization plan moving forward,
and our schedule, the sampling will be random and
it's specified right in our governance that it
will be.

So following our procedures it will be

random sampling; correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So long this statistical line -and bear with me because this starts getting a
little convoluted -- what is OPG's upper
tolerance limits for the 95th percentile?

In

other words, what is the required confidence that
you must have that you have actually captured the
95th percentile accurately enough for the key
radionuclides?

In other words, will the upper

tolerance limit be influenced by the sensitivity
analysis -- or will influence the sensitivity
analysis for the post closure assessment model?
There is a lot of iteration going
back and forth I'm assuming between the new data
that are coming in for your 95th percentile for
your key radionuclides, you would be feeding that
back into your assessment every so often, I am
assuming, hoping that is driven by your
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sensitivity analysis and that in turn determines
your upper tolerance level.

So I just want to

have a feel for how sure you need to be about
your 95th percentile estimate.
MR. ROUND:

Glenn Round, for the

record.
I'm going to ask Paul Gierszewski
to reply to this one, please.
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
In the assessments that were
provided as part of the preliminary safety
report, we did do sensitivity cases with up to a
10 increase in all of the radionuclides and
looked at the consequences of that.

My

expectation is that our 95th percentile for key
radionuclides would have to be no more than a
factor of 10 and I actually think we can actually
do better than that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So in other

words, plus or minus 10 percent of variation
around your 95th percentile?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

I'm sorry, Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Maybe we are talking a different
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definition of the statistical tolerance here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think so.

MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

So maybe just

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'm talking

be precise.

about how sure you are about that upper -- about
the 95th percentile, because depending on your
sampling design if you take more samples you get
a more accurate -- the more samples you take, the
more accurate you can be, but of course there's a
trade-off between how many more samples you get
and the diminishing returns.

So normally when

you design your sampling you strike a balance
between your effort and how sure you need to be
about that upper -- about the confidence limit.
And how sure you need to be about the confidence
limit of course is driven by your model; right?
So I'm assuming that your team
has been comparing notes about how much sampling
will be giving you the required certainty about
that 95th percentile.
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I would phrase that we want to be
confident in the inventory of the key
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radionuclides within a factor of 10 or better and
precisely how that translates into numerical
definition of confidence in the 95th percentile I
can't answer right now, but that would be the
guideline that we would use to do that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

All right.

I'm

over to CNSC with the same question.
As the regulator, first of all,
are you satisfied that the 95th percentile is
adequate, and is this in accordance with the
usual international practice?
Second, what would be, as the
regulator, your tolerance limit for the
uncertainty around the 95th percentile and is
there international guidance for that?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The approach that the CNSC
identified in our recommendation No. 2 and which
we have spoken about today is the expectation
that OPG's program will align with the ISO
standard 21-238 for characterizing radioactive
waste inventory.

The expectation of the 95th

percentile comes from that standard and as well
as the IEA standard on the same topic.

The
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expectation is that the level of sampling will be
sufficient to have a stable value.
You just mentioned, the more
sampling we do at some point you will get, you
know, less variability in the values.

So the

expectation is that there is sufficient sampling
done of the key radio nucleotides that we can
have them the confidence that the safety case
would reflect the radioactive waste inventory,
but we would rely on those two international
standards.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

May I have the CNSC slide 32,
please.

At least it was in my package, it may be

slightly different now.

It's the one where the

sample sizes for the verification plan appear.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The title is

"CNSC Staff Assessment of the Inventory
Verification Plan."
Okay.

So there we have,

Dr. Thompson, the OPG commitment to the sample
sizes and, as we have just discussed, what we are
looking for is settling around a stable estimate
of the 95th percentile.
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In the CNSC review, are you
satisfied that this commitment is adequate?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We are satisfied that the planned
response aligns with the ISO standard.

The ISO

standard and the IEA documents have been
developed for a variety of waste practices and in
many countries the sources of waste are from very
different types of operations.
In the case of OPG, all of the
waste to be placed in the DGR is from the
operation of CANDU nuclear power plants and so
the types of waste streams and the types of
operations are fairly stable and so our
assessment is with the plan proposed by OPG is
acceptable at this time, but what we also
mentioned is that we will be doing reviews of the
annual updates that OPG would be submitting as
well as doing some of the other verifications.
So through that work if the level of accuracy in
the radioactive waste inventory is not
appropriate, then we would expect that more
sampling be done.
So what we are looking for is
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enough samples to give us, you know, a high level
of confidence in the source term for the
post-closures safety assessment.
But we are satisfied that for the
time being the plan aligns with international
best practices.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

If I now could have the OPG slide
No. 6?
This illustrates the projected
waste volume with time and this relates back to
what the Panel had heard a little bit about
yesterday which is your waste reduction programs.
So does OPG expect that the
amount of low-level waste in particular will
actually decrease with time so that there will
actually be less than shown on slide 6 on the
left-hand side there and, if so, what is your
target for reducing that slope of that line?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So as I indicated yesterday, yes,
we have begun this pilot to look at especially
non-processable wastes which, as Dr. Gierszewski
pointed out in the presentation is the biggest
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volume here, the blue section on the slide.

We

have begun that.
I want to be cautious giving
numbers, but the very first indications we got
were that we could potentially achieve a volume
reduction of about 5:1 on that waste stream, but
again, that was a very limited sample size and
this pilot that we are conducting is intended to
validate that information.
Sorry, I haven't done the
calculation with respect to how much that might
attribute to a long-term volume reduction, but we
will have better information on that as we go
through this pilot.

That's the kind of number we

are aiming for right now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Now may I have

OPG slide 14, please?
In this slide the Panel notes
that the descriptive scenarios, human intrusion
and severe shaft failure, although they seem to
end at the 1 mSv per year dose limit, and I
understand why you can't show that it actually
slightly exceeds that, but I think in terms of
transparency can OPG, for the Panel's benefit,
please confirm that the risk associated with
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these two scenarios remains acceptable, because
the likelihood of these two scenarios is actually
relatively small, thus rendering the risk within
the limit of 10 to the minus 5.
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I confirm that.

That's correct.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

My next question, skipping around
in topics here a bit, to OPG.

Would there be a

possibility that flammable gases would build up
after the closure walls are in place?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

While the facility

is ventilated, it's an oxygenated atmosphere and
generally you would expect CO2 or whatever, but
we do allow for the possibility that within
containers in a more anaerobic environment you
would have some hydrogen or methane generated by
degradation processes and that's why the facility
is ventilated.
After you close the facility, the
oxygen would be consumed by various processes, so
at that point, subsequently you'd expect the
gases to be formed could well include hydrogen
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and methane and flammable gases of that nature.
That would be appropriate in an anaerobic
environment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And could you

please remind the Panel whether your post-closure
assessment took into account the presence of
flammable gases upon closure, and would your
conservative model assume certain scenarios that
would cover that eventuality?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

So the key point

is, we put the closure walls on and those closure
walls are capable of withstanding any detonation
that would occur in those rooms.
In the long-term post-closure,
again, it doesn't matter because if you put the
shaft seals on and it's further enclosed by the
700 metres of seals, so there's no opportunity
for oxygen to mix at the 700 metres depth, so
that's why it's not important.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And, again, the

Panel apologizes if we have forgotten what you
told us earlier, but just to confirm, in the preclosure with respect to worker safety in
particular, what did the analysis show?
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MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for

You are correct that in the pre-

closure assessment in looking at the closure
walls as we go through and make a series of panel
closures, we did assess the potential for
flammable gas buildup in behind those closure
walls and assessed what the closure wall
monolith, if you want to call it, would have to
be to withstand the blast pressures that would be
behind those walls as a basis of closing it off.
And if you look at panel 1 being
the largest panel of placed waste and consisting
of a lot of the low-level waste bins, that was
kind of our bounding scenario, we looked at that
and the closure walls, we've done the analysis
that they would withstand the blast pressure very
similar to that that you see in the coal mining
industry around blast walls.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Question again for OPG.

Thank you.

Does OPG plan to update

the waste verification plan after the Phase 2
WIPP report is released?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I think we need to see the outcome of

that before I could assess whether we would
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update it or not.

I think that we have an

understanding of what our waste is and we believe
that it's different than the material that caused
the event at WIPP, but we need to assess that
and, as part of our process, we would look at
what things we may need to change and that could
include the waste inventory plan, or it could
include other things.
So we just need to see that
before we could definitively say one way or the
other.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
the same question to CNSC.

Thank you.

And

What is your

intention with respect to their making use of the
results of the Phase 2 WIPP report?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

There's two elements to the

response.
The first is that the expectation
from the CNSC is that OPG has in place an OpX
program, which they do, and that the OpX program
be used to review the final report from the WIPP.
We would also review the same
report in terms of whether our regulatory
requirements need to be adjusted for,
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essentially, two things.

As Ms Klassen just

reminded me, some of the issues that appear to
have caused the radiological release is a
chemical reaction, and so the current operations
at the Western Waste Management facility and
waste generation may have to be reviewed as well
as any significance of those events for anything
that would happen in the future DGR.
But certainly the expectation is
that the OpX program would do a full review of
the incident.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
This question is also to CNSC.

Thank you.
As part of the

verification plan, OPG has committed to an intralaboratory comparison "every few years", and on
their chart in their slide they really only
showed one -- I guess it was every few years.
In CNSC's experience and opinion
as the regulator, is "every few years" sufficient
for intra-laboratory comparisons, particularly
for some of these radionuclides that are
apparently very difficult to characterize and
measure?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

The expectation is that the
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laboratory methodology that is being used by, or
that would be used by OPG be developed and
validated for the radionuclides that need to be
assessed and we would expect OPG to use methods
that have been validated internationally.
There's a lot of work being done
by various groups, including under the IEA, to
develop methodology for measuring radionuclides.
The intra-laboratory verification
is a second element and we would expect that the
intra-laboratory verification be done more
thoroughly and probably earlier on for some of
the difficult to measure radionuclides and, once
we have a good sense, you know, that the methods
used by OPG have been validated, then certainly
those verifications can be done at longer
intervals.
But the expectation is that
there's enough work done early on to have
confidence in the methodology.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Again to CNSC.

Thank you.

What lessons have been learned

internationally, for example, at Forsmark in
Sweden, in CNSC's experience and with respect to
your, for example, tours or interactions with
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your international peers with respect to waste
verification?
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Swanson, could

we come back perhaps after lunch with a more
complete answer?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Certainly.

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I apologize.

This is now to CNSC and it's back to the
zirconium issue.

Earlier a response from CNSC

stated that there was -- the zirconium dust
probably would not ignite.
this assertion?

What is the basis for

Is there a way to get the

zirconium dust hot enough?

Have you looked at

all possible credible scenarios, including
igniting gases in the container?
I guess the basis for the Panel's
question is, this is a severe enough potential
disruptive scenario or malfunction or accident.
The Panel requires some assurance
that some very open-ended thinking has gone into
making sure we have this absolutely taken care of
as an issue and that the physics and chemistry,
that I'm certainly not in expert in, but has been
thoroughly examined with respect to the amounts
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required, the physical and chemical conditions
required within these containers that would or
would not cause ignition.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I will ask Mr. Richard Bowes

from Natural Resource Canada to respond to your
question.
MR. BOWES:
Richard Bowes.

For the record, I'm

So I understand we're looking at

a scenario where the coupons are stored in a
container and in the container there are also
filings or small size zirconium.
We have the reference written by
Thurman Cooper and in that reference Sony gives
ignition temperatures for zirconium powders and
they are -- well, the ignition temperature
depends on the surface area to mass of zirconium
powder and for fine powders they certainly go
right down to ampasuric.

So if the powders are

in the micron size, they can ignite at room
temperature.
But there's also a mass effect.
So for ignition to occur in a zirconium powder
you need a critical mass and the document gives a
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graph that shows, for example, for a 10-micron
sized powder you would need about a kilogram for
it to ignite at round about 60 degrees.
The same reference shows that
massive amounts of zirconium do not burn.

So

they've done experiments where they've subjected
zirconium plates and zirconium rods to ignition
from zirconium sponge and zirconium powders and
the plates and rods have not ignited and have not
sustained burn.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could we have a

bit more information, Mr. Bowes, as to the
reference you're referring to?
MR. BOWES:
the record.

Richard Bowes, for

The reference is titled, "Review of

Zirconium-Zircaloy Pyroporocity" and it was
published in November, 1984 and it's written by
Dr. -- Thurman D. Cooper and it's a Rockwell
International publication and I understand it was
done -- the work was presented on behalf of the
United States Government.
So I believe they were paid for
it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke...?
Yeah, along the
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same sort of line of questions, and this one is
to OPG.
One of the components necessary
for the ignition of zirconium is oxygen and you
have stressed that.
The Panel's question is, are the
containers that contain the zirconium coupons,
are they evacuated or is another gas other than
oxygen introduced into them to prevent any sort
of interaction with the dust?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

I believe the

current retube containers are sealed, but it's
just an air atmosphere.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So, would you

have any idea of how much oxygen or what volume
of air that is in one of these containers and
whether that would be sufficient for ignition to
be successful?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.

Paul

So certainly the

volume of them is known, the amount of oxygen
could be calculated.

I haven't done the

particular calculation, but we have -- these
containers have about 2,000 kg of zirconium in
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them and there's probably a cubic metre of
oxygen.
So it would seem unlikely that
there was enough oxygen there to sustain anything
more than just some surface reaction or some
small oxidation of the materials, but I haven't
done the numbers.
MEMBER MUECKE:
talking here likelihoods.

So, you're

In your view, would

that require some more rigorous examination?
MR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.
simple calculation.

Paul

I mean, it's a

We could certainly put the

numbers to it, but in my view, it would be
unlikely, but the numbers would tell.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Gierszewski, I think if it's possible, if you
could quickly run some numbers for us and have
that available to us by the end of the day that
would very much help.
And, CNSC, if your experts, Mr.
Bowes and Mr. Brazeau, can please have a look as
well and get back to us.
As you can tell from the Panel's
line of questioning, the Panel simply wants the
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additional assurance that the physical and
chemical character of the conditions within the
containers are insufficient, within reasonable
likelihood, to support ignition.
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

Dr. Swanson, could I just

confirm that what you would expect us to review
is that type of mechanism in malevolent type of
scenario where someone actually, or just
spontaneous?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

No, just

spontaneous, please.
DR. THOMPSON:
MS SWAMI:
record.

Okay, thank you.

Laurie Swami, for the

If I could just add that the containers

themselves, we do safety analysis around them so
that they contain the appropriate material.
This is not a new field of study
for us, so we have the safety analysis.

We'll

review that over the lunch break and make sure
that we provide you the information that you're
looking for.
But, in essence, we've already
gone through that analysis and demonstrated to
ourselves that these are safe containers for the
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pressure tube materials as stored today.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Swami.

Thank you, Ms

Obviously the Panel will look forward to

some details this afternoon.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Switching topics.

And I'd like to address that to CNSC.
Dr. Greening has pointed out
deficiencies in the reference inventory, 2010
reference inventory presented by OPG,
particularly with respect to the pressure tubes
and garter springs.
Could CNSC explain to the Panel
why these deficiencies were not detected and what
measures has CNSC taken to avoid a similar
occurrence in the future?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

The assessment conducted by

Staff is a phased review.

For the purposes of

the environmental assessment we focused on the
overall long-term safety case for all phases of
the project.

So we focused on the information

necessary for the pre-closure assessment and then
for the post-closure assessment.
For the post-closure assessment,
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as Dr. Goulet explained in our presentation,
there were enough margins of safety added to the
information available in the waste inventory.
When we looked at the consequences of the longterm safety closure, the post-closure assessment
in terms of the consequences -- of those
consequences to members of the public, the fact
that they were hundreds of thousands factor, you
know, less than the public dose limit, the Staff
was satisfied that for this stage the information
was sufficient.
The expectation in the staged
licensing phase is that, especially for disposal
of hoists, is that the information becomes more
and more detailed and more rigorous as the
project moves forward.
And so, the expectation that was
clarified in the information submitted to the
Panel for the licensing phases last year and the
licensing approach is that since, for the site
preparation construction licence, there is no
radioactive material being handled the
information was sufficient for the EA and to have
a sense of the long-term safety of the project.
The requirements for an updated
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radioactive waste inventory, a more rigorous
inventory verification plan was CNSC Staff's way
of requiring more detailed information so that we
would have a rigorous safety assessment with the
licence application.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Now, if I could

just pursue this a little bit more here.

You say

that you decided that the margins of safety were
large enough and conservative enough at that
stage, but the new information coming in, the
addition of the activity of the pressure tubes
and so on, how did you know that the margin is
big enough to encompass any changes or any
additions which were missed?
I mean, looking backwards now, it
is fairly obvious that the deficiencies didn't
affect the safety case, but looking forward, how
can you tell that your margins of safety that you
have chosen are actually broad enough, okay, to
encompass any of the possible changes?
I hope I make myself clear.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And Dr. Muecke,

if you might permit me to paraphrase because I
had a very similar question to CNSC as the
regulator.
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You used in one of your slides
the phrase or I think in the oral presentation
accompanying the slides a phrase called
"reasonable confidence" in terms of your role as
the regulator.
For example, on your slide 9, the
change between 0.6 to 7.5 percent in the
effective dose for the normal evolution and
disruptive scenarios appears to represent what
you would, as a regulator, interpret as
reasonable confidence.
So to paraphrase Dr. Muecke, how
much would have -- would it have to change to be
unreasonable?
And this is speaking to, as a
regulator, with your responsibilities for
protection of the public and the environment.
How sure do you need to be?
And if I could be of any further
assistance in helping you answer this, please
refer also to international practice and guidance
with respect to this.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,
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On the slide 9 that you
mentioned, we do talk about the -- which
radionuclides are important for safety based on
international experience.

And the assessment

that was conducted for OPG's proposed DGR aligns
with the findings from other assessments done in
other places where radioactive iodine, I-129, is
the -- usually the radionuclide important to
safety.
And so in terms of the bonding
assessments that CNSC expected to do, we used the
CNSC regulatory documents as well as some of the
IAEA and NEA safety guides and guidance for postclosure safety assessments.
The work conducted by OPG for the
stage of licensing and for the EA was to use the
inventory they had and multiply it by a factor of
10 and still, with that increase by a factor of
10, were about 100,000 -- factor of 100,000 below
the public dose limit.

And the disruptive

scenarios were still within the range of
acceptable doses for those types of scenarios.
So on that basis, we were
satisfied that if the project were to be approved
at this stage, we had confidence that it could be
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done safely with the recognition that, based on
international practice, the uncertainties in the
long-term safety case get addressed through the
geoscientific verification plan, the information
that will be updated with the waste inventory.
And the post-closure safety assessment is redone
to address any findings from that additional
work.
That's the CNSC approach, and it
aligns with approaches from other regulatory
agencies internationally.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I could

bring CNSC slide number 29 onto the screen,
please.
Again, I hope this is the right
number.

It's the one which shows the doses --

estimated doses, I believe.
Yes, that's the correct one.
So your second bullet on this
slide points out that the disruptive scenarios
yielded doses at one millisievert or less.

The

Panel notes that the actual predicted doses were,
in fact, slightly greater than one millisievert,
for example, in the range of seven to 13.
While the Panel acknowledges that
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these estimated doses are, indeed, around one
millisievert per year, they are not less than one
millisievert per year and, therefore, we ask CNSC
to explain how it deals with conservative
estimates that just slightly above -- that
produce slightly above the dose limit and the
explicit reasons why CNSC views the results such
as these as reasonable.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We did note the -- an error in
our slide.

We tried to address it in our speaker

notes but, as you saw this morning, we were
scrambling for speaker notes that the wrong
version got printed.
In terms of the recognition of
the disruptive scenarios, a range of disruptive
scenarios yielded doses that were above, and some
considerably above, one millisievert per year.
What we did in those cases is use
the approach recommended by the International
Commission on Radiation Protection, the Document
122 that is reference in our presentation, where
it's a combination of the probability of
occurrence of the disruptive scenario and the
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dose criterion or health risk.
And so the CNSC, what we did was
to look at the dose from the disruptive scenario
-- I'll give an example -- 80 millisievert, for
example.
We have a cancer risk associated
with that dose, and then we multiply the cancer
risk with that dose with the probability of
occurrence of that scenario.

And if that

combination was less than one times 10 -5 , so one
in 100,000, so then it met the safety
requirements of a low probability of a health
impact from the disruptive scenario.
This was better explained last
year in our presentation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I have a final question for OPG,
and it's back to the verification plan.
And this one is, is OPG also
planning to design the verification plan to
capture the 95 th percentile for the nonradionuclide constituents and organics?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Yes, it would do that.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Muecke, Dr. Archibald, did
you have any further questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Thompson, a

little while ago, you discussed the unlikelihood
of malevolent acts directed at retube containers,
and you attributed a low likelihood or low
probability to this ever happening and -- since
there would be difficulties identifying the
relevant containers and having to get through
security systems.
In the news, there are -- recent
news, there are numerous incidents now of
corporate computer systems being hacked.

How

easy would it be for somebody to hack either the
OPG or CNSC system and get this information
almost instantaneously?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
There's some security
information, obviously, that we can't discuss in
this forum, but essentially, the assessment
conducted by staff isn't in terms of being able
to locate through some computer system or
database the location of the -- of the package.
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The assessment we did was more in
terms of someone being able to breach security
having enough explosives on their person, moving
forward in terms of the -- through the site to
the waste facility, going where the packages are
located and having sufficient time and resources
to be able to put the explosives in the right
place given the inventory of the different type
of waste packages.
It's more that type of assessment
that we did.
In terms of the issues with
security of computer systems, without going into
the details, the CNSC has a cyber-security
program that -- and those expectations,
requirements are for licensees to have in place
cyber security programs, which they do.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
And the Panel certainly is aware
of the fact that no details, of course, would be
discussed here.
The Panel would like now to
proceed with Dr. Greening's presentation before
lunch, and then we'll resume with questions after
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lunch based on Dr. Greening's presentation.
Dr. Greening, you have 30
minutes.

The lights in front of you will glow

green as long as you're still within your limit.
It'll start -- it'll turn yellow at five minutes
and then red at the end.
Please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
FRANK GREENING

DR. GREENING:

Thank you.

I'll be -- I have one little
thing I'd like to say based on some questions I
was listening.
I'm very surprised that in a room
full of PhD chemists and so-called experts that
OPG does not know how much zirconium it has in
storage because it's a very simple calculation.
One pressure tube weighs 62
kilograms.
reactor.

There are 480 pressure tubes in a
Two reactors were refurbished.

So with

my trusty calculator, I arrived at 59.5 tonnes in
storage.
And if we go with a .1 weight
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percent of dust, that's 59.5 kilograms of dust.
I hope that helps.
So I will now proceed with my
presentation.
We are here today in Kincardine
to consider OPG's plan to deal with its problem
child, radioactive waste.

This problem child was

born more than 30 years ago and is becoming more
troublesome every day as vast quantities of
radioactive waste continue to pile up at OPG's
so-called interim storage facility, originally
known as the Radioactive Waste Operation Site No.
1, or RWOS 1.
What a lot of people don't know
is, by the year 2000, RWOS 1 was releasing
radioactivity into the underlying aquifer and the
site was abandoned.

Eventually, the leaking

waste was repackaged and moved to an adjacent
site, now known as the Western Waste Management
Facility, or WWMF.
Now, after 30 plus years of
prevarication and mostly, I would claim, for
economic reasons, OPG has finally decided what it
wants to do with this mountain of accumulated
radioactive waste, and that is to bury it and
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plenty more that is yet to come in a deep hole in
the ground euphemistically referred to as a DGR
that is to be excavated adjacent to the present
RWOS WWMF location.
But OPG is not telling us the
real reason for choosing this site, and that is
to save the billions of dollars that would have
to be spent in moving this pile of radioactive
waste en masse to where it really belongs, and
that is in a more remote and safer location.
But to further save money, OPG
has chosen to skimp on the costs of properly
characterizing these piles of radioactive waste,
perhaps because the analysis of just one sample
costs over $1,000.
So in order to minimize these
costs, radionuclide inventories of hundreds of
tonnes of waste are being estimated solely on the
basis of the analysis of a handful of samples
that involve very small quantities of waste and,
thus, can hardly be called analyses that are
representative of the inventory.
OPG tries to justify not directly
analyzing long-lived radio isotopes such as
carbon-14 and chlorine-36 in individual waste
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containers by offering instead a scaling factor
approach that uses calculated estimates of radio
isotope concentrations as surrogates to real
data.
In addition, these surrogate data
sets are calibrated based on measurements of only
one radionuclide, typically the neutron-activated
corrosion product cobalt-60.
However, and this is very
important, there is no theoretical justification
for any correlation between carbon-14, chlorine36, iodine-129, et cetera and the cobalt-60
content of a DGR waste container.
Indeed, a check of radionuclide
inventories reported by OPG shows many other
highly questionable scaling factor pairs such as
tritium and cobalt-60.
But as reported by AECL, real ion
exchange resin samples collected from various
storage containers at the WWMF exhibit tritium to
cobalt-60 ratios that vary from a low of 0.00017
to a higher of 135, which is a factor of almost a
million.
question:

I would therefore ask OPG a simple
What scaling factor did it use for

tritium in ion exchange resins, and how was that
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scaling factor determined?
Now, for refurbishment waste, OPG
relies on a different methodology for inventory
estimation, namely, neutron activation
calculations.

However, after I challenged some

of the calculated values, OPG acknowledged in a
letter dated February the 20 th , 2014 that it had,
indeed, miscalculated a number of radionuclide
inventories such as those for tritium, cobalt-60,
fission products and trans-uranics and pressure
tube wastes.
In addition, OPG admitted that it
had forgotten, yes, forgotten, to consider the
neutron activation of garter springs in its
calculation of these wastes.
In view of these errors in the
inventory report, I wrote to CEAA and the CNSC to
point out that OPG's environmental impact
statement with regards to the proposed DGR is now
in non-compliance with the requirements of CNSC's
Regulatory Guide G320 because this standard
stipulates that:
"Measured values of
radionuclide inventories
should be used, whenever
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possible, in safety
assessments."
But OPG's 2010 inventory report
is also non-compliant with regard to CEAA's
guidelines for an EIS.
CEAA requires that the
environment impact of a project should be
considered as described in a report entitled "A
Framework for the Application of Precaution in
Science-Based Decision Making About Risk".
One of the guiding principles of
this framework report is that:
"Available scientific
information must be evaluated
with emphasis on securing
high quality scientific
evidence."
Clearly, when it comes to OPG's
EIS, far from evaluating available scientific
information or summarizing the existing state of
knowledge, OPG simply ignores the considerable
amount of directly-measured data available for
radionuclides in refurbishment wastes and then,
to make matters worse, it makes major errors in
calculating these inventories.
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But now I see that OPG has
recently attempted to rewrite the history of this
issue.
On May the 5 th of this year, OPG
issued what is referred to as a frequently asked
question, or FAQ, sheet on its DGR which includes
the following question and answer pair:
"Question:

How does OPG

account for the discrepancy
between Dr. Greening
statements and OPG's
submitted inventory report to
the Joint Review Panel?
Answer:

The estimates used

in the pressure tube waste
inventory for the 2010
inventory report were based
on available information at
that time."
Now, this is simply not true.
OPG did not use available data, but used
fabricated data instead.

Worst yet, the

discrepancies in question are not due to
unavailable data, but are due to mistakes in
OPG's calculations.
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So OPG needs to explain why it
ignored real data available from no less than
seven studies carried out between 1990 and 2006,
studies that provide a plethora of measured
values of radionuclide activities in pressure
tubes.

And OPG also needs to explain its

computational errors.
I would now like to consider two
radionuclides in particular, chlorine-36 and
iodine-129, and I would -- I want to consider
these in some detail because OPG's response
package number 13 submitted to CEAA in May of
this year claims that its safety case remains
unaffected by my critique of the DGR inventory
because I did not specifically mention problems
with chrlorine-36 and iodine-129.
However, this assertion is simply
not true because there are major problems with
OPG's chlorine-36 and iodine-129 inventories, as
I will now explain.
OPG is clearly unaware of a study
I completed for the CANDU Owners' Group, and it's
been issued as an OPG report -- I have it right
here -- that shows that chlorine-36 is leached
from pressure tube oxides during reactor
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operation.
Furthermore, the released
chlorine-36 accumulates in primary heat transport
system ion exchange resin, a process which makes
the inventory of chlorine-36 in this waste stream
at least 1,000 times higher than OPG's estimate.
And research carried out by AECL
at the White Shell laboratories also shows that
spent anion exchange resin under normal waste
storage conditions undergoes radiolithic and
thermal degradation of the quaternary ammonium
functional group, leading to gradual loss of
radio chlorine and radioiodine.
This degradation has a very
significant impact on the DGR safety case because
OPG erroneously claims that chlorine-36 is first
released from a DGR by corrosion of pressure
tubes, and this release only becomes significant
after about 100,000 years of storage.
In addition, OPG asserts that the
DGR chlorine-36 release rate never exceeds 50
Becquerels per year.

Unfortunately, the reality

is that more than 1,000 Becquerels per year of
chlorine-36 will be released from ion exchange
resins well before 1,000 years of storage.
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And in support of this assertion,
OPG should consider the fact that the Western
Waste Management Facility already exhibits
radioiodine emissions of about 10 5 Becquerels per
year, and sometimes that have been as high as 10 7
Becquerels per year.
This is Iodine-131 being released
from the Western Waste Management Facility every
year.

What does this show?

This shows the spent

iodine exchange resin is unable to retain its
complemental radioiodine even for short-term
storage let alone for 1,000 years.
OPG’s current radioiodine
emissions indicate that they are at least 10 12
becquerels of Iodine-131 at the Western Waste
Management Facility yet this radioiodine
inventory remains unreported by OPG.

OPG needs

to revise its safety case calculations,
especially those involving radiohalogen releases
from its DGR.

To do this properly, OPG needs to

factor in the early contribution to Chlorine-36
and Iodine-129 emissions from ion exchange resin
degradation.
Let me emphasize that these are
just a few of the questions that could be asked
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about the proposed DGR inventory.
Another issue that certainly
deserves mention is found in section 1.3 of the
2010 inventory report where OPG acknowledges that
decommissioning wastes are not included in its
inventory estimates.

This admission by OPG poses

a major problem because decommissioning waste
inventories are many times higher than
operational and refurbishment waste inventories
yet the latter wastes are the only wastes
considered by OPG.

Thus, by ignoring

decommissioning wastes, all of OPG’s predicted
radionuclide emission rates and radiation doses
from its DGR are significantly underestimated.
Nevertheless, in spite of these
problems I believe OPG’s greatest submission in
its attempt to characterize DGR wastes is its
failure to consider the chemical properties of
many wastes, especially in the event of accidents
or acts of sabotage.
It should be noted that OPG
itself considers incidents such as an underground
fire or an explosion to be credible events.
However, OPG’s analysis of such events makes two
unfounded and dangerously misleading assumptions
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about the properties of the materials whose
safety is being evaluated.

These unfounded

assumptions are: one, that zirconium alloy wastes
are incombustible and essentially inert; and,
two, that spent ion exchange resin wastes are
chemically equivalent to municipal waste, such as
household garbage.
The fact is both of these
assumptions are totally false.

Zirconium scrap

can indeed burn under certain conditions, which I
will get to, and ion exchange resin waste is
really nothing like municipal waste.
Municipal waste releases mainly
carbon dioxide water vapour on combustion with
small amounts of carbon monoxide, volatile
organics such as benzene, and only traces of
sulphur or nitrogen compounds.

By comparison,

ion exchange resins release all of those plus
significant amounts of toxic gases, such as
ammonia, NO2, trimethylamine, hydrogen sulphide
or SO2 depending on the oxygen supply to the
burning resin.
What OPG fails to recognize is
that these wastes should in fact be classified as
hazardous wastes, especially in the event of a
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fire or explosion at the proposed DGR.

This is

not simply because of the radioactivity in these
wastes but because of their ignitability,
reactivity and toxicity.

More specifically, the

pyrophoricity of the zirconium waste needs to be
considered and the thermal and radiolytic
degradation of ion exchange resins needs to be
evaluated.
OPG and the CNSC today have
suggested that zirconium scrap is not pyrophoric,
so please allow me to explain why this is simply
not true.
Thus, consider the hypothetical
malevolent act described as scenario d, which is
in section 4.3 of OPG’s response to EIS-13-514,
in which a TNT equivalent of 160 kilograms of an
explosive is detonated in close proximity to a
pressure tube waste container in a DGR.

To

analyze the consequences of such an event, OPG
uses the following approach:
“The consequence of an
explosion may be estimated
based on experimental data,
on the fragmentation of metal
from a pressure impulse
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directed inward through the
material.”

(As read)

OPG then uses the experimental
data taken from the U.S. NRC publication “Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook”.
Unfortunately, OPG fails to recognize that this
handbook considers two types of explosive
detonation, those involving reactive metals and
those involving inert metals.
As described by the U.S.
Department of Energy Handbook, another handbook
actually, metals such as magnesium, titanium,
zirconium and uranium are considered to be
pyrophoric or spontaneously combustible because
of the ease of ignition, and this is important,
when they reach a high specific area ratio, which
means thin sections or fine particles.
Thus, in the context of explosive
fragmentation, which is scenario d, it’s
fragmentation we’re talking about here, and that
little movie of them blasting a piece of
zirconium with a blowtorch is just silly.
don’t talk about that.

We’re talking about

zirconium being exploded and fragmenting.
scenario d.

I

That’s

Under those circumstances, zirconium
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is definitely to be classified as a reactive
metal and a pyrophoric metal.
That zirconium can show this
behaviour and I don’t know why the CNSC haven’t
discovered these reports.

They’re called spent

fuel sabotage tests and they were carried out at
Sandia National Laboratories in the U.S.

These

tests were designed to quantify and characterize
aerosol particles produced in incredible sabotage
events involving nuclear waste storage
containers.

In the particular tests -- I have

copies here if people are interested -- zircaloyclad fuel was used and the debris produced by the
detonation of a high explosive device placed in
contact with a waste container was collected and
the zirconium respirable fraction was measured.
High-speed video photography was performed during
some of these tests and what did it show?

It

showed rapid oxidation, i.e. burning of the
zirconium metal.

In addition, zirconium

oxidation was indicated by the appreciable
amounts of zirconium oxide that was found in the
respirable particles that were collected.
OPG’s pressure calandria tube
waste package -- and by the way that’s also
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important.

Everyone is forgetting it’s not just

pressure tubes in those containers, it’s
calandria tubes, and calandria tubes are a much
thinner zircaloy.

I would like OPG to repeat

that test with a piece of calandria tubing.
would be closer to reality.

That

OPG’s pressure tube

waste packages do not contain zircaloy fuel
cladding but something quite similar, namely
zirconium, 2.5 percent niobium and zircoloy-2
scrap in the form of small coupons and cutting
debris derived from the refurbishment volume
reduction system.
Unfortunately, the analysis of
malevolent acts described in OPG’s response to
EIS-13-514 ignores the fact that under the
conditions described in scenario d, zirconium
will catch fire and the resulting combustion will
impart more than double the energy to the
postulated explosion than the energy supplied by
the TNT itself.
OPG also appears to be unaware
that the deadly combination of zirconium and TNT
has been used for many years in high-tech
weaponry such as incendiary bombs.

Consider, for

example, the explosive device described in U.S.
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Patent No. 3959041, which was issued in May 1976.
I have a copy of it here if people are
interested.

It describes its incendiary device

as follows:
“The present invention
provides incendiary...
capabilities to a munition by
virtue of the incorporation
of a relatively small
[amount] of pyrophoric
material in the explosive
composition of the
munition....The term
pyrophoric, as used in the
present invention, refers to
those materials...which
ignite spontaneously in air
when...disintegrated to
fine...particles by...
[detonation] of the high
explosive....
“The preferred pyrophoric
material employed in the
present invention is
zirconium metal....Also, the
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particle size of the
zirconium can be varied
widely depending on the
effects desired....Thus,
granules and chunks of
zirconium up to 1/2 inch
thick, strips or sheets about
2 or more inches long...can
be employed.
“Upon detonation of the
explosive containing the
pyrophoric material...there
is produced a bright flash
which illuminates the
surrounding terrain.

The

burning zirconium is spread
over [an] area [up to] 1 ,000
feet in radius)....”
In light of this information, it
appears that OPG and the CNSC are blissfully
ignorant of the fact that its supposedly
innocuous scenario d actually describes a very
deadly radioactive incendiary bomb.

There can be

little doubt that the airborne release and
respirable fractions associated with the
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detonation described in OPG’s scenario d would be
closer to unity than the values derived from the
dispersion of an inert material.

It follows that

the public dose, due to the breaching of a
pressure calandria tube waste container by
detonation of explosives, would be closer to 340
millisieverts rather than the 3 millisieverts
predicted by OPG.
In conclusion, it is abundantly
clear that OPG has not made an acceptable safety
case for its proposed DGR but, on the contrary,
has understated the chemical and radiochemical
hazards associated with a significant portion of
its waste.

Overall, OPG has not provided a

detailed accounting of the chemical and
radiochemical characteristics of the waste it
plans to bury in the proposed DGR, nor, according
to its own pronouncements, does OPG intend to
precondition or stabilize any of its intermediate
level wastes as is practised in most countries
worldwide that are dealing with similar nuclear
wastes.
Indeed, this disregard for the
safe storage of iron exchange resin waste at
OPG’s DGR was questioned by France and China
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during the 2009 round of submissions to the Joint
Convention on the Safety of Radioactive Waste
Management.

Nevertheless, in response to these

concerns OPG simply reiterated its position that:
“The waste acceptance
criteria for the DGR do not
require a systematic
conditioning of the waste.”
(As read)
I would say this position
illustrates OPG’s cavalier attitude to the
potential hazards of its nuclear wastes.
Speaking of other countries, I
would like to briefly consider the U.S. waste
disposal site known as the WIPP facility in
Carlsbad, New Mexico, which began operating in
1999.

On February the 14 th of this year one of

the drums stored in Room 7 of this facility
spontaneously ignited and ruptured, sending
clouds of radioactive material to the surface and
exposing 22 workers to radiation.

The cause of

this accident is still under investigation, but
the U.S. Department of Energy has announced that
the WIPP facility may not be open for up to three
years.
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The lessons to be learned from
this WIPP event should loom large for OPG and its
proposed DGR, but the history of WIPP shows that
has always been an accident waiting to happen.
Indeed, the Department of Energy’s unusual
occurrence reporting system indicates that
events, such as the discharge of static
electricity, spontaneous ignition of pyrophoric
materials such as zirconium scrap, reactions
involving nitrate-rich materials -- by the way,
OPG has gadolinium nitrate absorbed on resins, a
whole bunch of gadolinium nitrate absorbed on
resins, but that’s an aside -- these reactions
involving nitrate-rich materials have generated a
number of fires, explosions and incidents of drum
over pressurization in the Department of Energy’s
stored radioactive wastes.
Ironically, an evaluation of the
chemical specifications for waste to be emplaced
in the WIPP facility was carried out in 2002 and
the potential for volatile organic compounds to
accumulate in the headspace of the waste
container was evaluated as part of an accident
scenario involving the spontaneous ignition of a
drum containing organic waste emplaced in Room 7
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of the WIPP.
The resulting official report
concluded:
“The probability of sustained
combustion in a partiallyfilled waste room at the WIPP
is estimated to be 5.3 x 10 -6
per year”.

(As read)

That would be an underground fire
once every 188,679 years.

However, as we know,

the actual probability of such an incident
occurring at the WIPP facility has turned out to
be 12,580 times higher than this official
prediction or an underground fire after only 15
years.
I would argue that OPG is playing
the same kind of guessing game with its so-called
predictions of the safety of its proposed
underground repository.

As so often is the case,

the risks involved in an activity are not
recognized before an accident occurs.

Only after

the fact do to hidden dangers that have always
been present become evident.
Nuclear waste is dangerous
enough.

Attempting to permanently store it deep
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underground only makes it more dangerous.
Therefore, I am asking the DGR review panel to
simply say to OPG:

request denied.

Perhaps, if

they need to give a reason for the decision, may
I suggest this:

OPG, the owner and operator of

the proposed facility, has failed to properly
characterize the waste slated for storage in the
facility and has failed to recognize the chemical
hazards that exist in many of the waste packages;
therefore, it has not shown sufficient concern or
duty of care with regard to the safety of the
proposed facility; for this reason, OPG cannot be
entrusted with the stewardship of such a
facility.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
adjourn for lunch.

We will now

We’ll reconvene at 2:00 p.m.,

where we will begin the questions for
Dr. Greening.

--- Upon recessing at 12:29 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 29
--- Upon resuming at 1:59 p.m. /
Reprise à 13 h 59
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
everyone.

Good afternoon

Welcome back for the afternoon

session.
Before we proceed with questions
from the Panel I have a question and a statement
to make.
Dr. Greening, you presented a
significant amount of new information this
morning that was not included in your previous
submissions to the Panel.

Can you explain why

this information was not submitted by the
deadline set out in our amended hearing
procedures?
DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
Mainly because there was so much
to consider and I have been working on this nonstop everyday for the last two months.

And I

apologize if that is a problem, but that is my
answer.

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

your response, Dr. Greening.
In light of your response and
your acknowledgement that there is new
information, as you are aware, in the interest of
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a fair and efficient public hearing presentations
are not for the introduction of new information.
The Panel will make a determination whether or
not to accept the new information that you
presented today.
If the Panel chooses to accept
some or all of this new information, we will
advise the public accordingly and provide
sufficient opportunity for the proponent and CNSC
to prepare for questions from the Panel.
The Panel's questions for today
will be based on your previously submitted
information.
I would like to begin with
questions from Dr. Archibald please.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

Dr. Greening, the energy
reactivity of zirconium as we have heard this
morning is related to the ignition source, the
form of the metal, and the total accumulated mass
of the metal.
Do you think that in light of the
information provided by OPG this morning that
ignition of zirconium in waste containers is
possible for the normal safety case scenario?
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DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
There are examples of spontaneous
ignition of stored waste zirconium, so I do
believe that it is possible.
And I do know that in the U.S.
there are recommendations for storing that kind
of waste.

And I would presume that the CNSC and

OPG would be familiar with what those are.

But I

can say what they are.
And that is you would normally
fill one of those containers only half full with
zirconium and then you would top it up with
water. And it is very important not to have a
trace of water, and the way to get around that is
to fill it with water.

And that is a practice

that has been used in the U.S. I believe.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would you know

if such storage also has separation of the dust
or aerosol portions versus coupon-size portions,
or are they non-segregated?
DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
I believe they are nonsegregated.

I think it would be a lot of work to
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start that.

And I think we would always have

some finds in that kind of waste.
Thank you.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

On page 2 of

your written submission, you had mentioned that
there was a fraction of the available zirconium
in the spent fuel sabotage test that was
oxidized.
Would you know what total
fraction was oxidized and what the remainder of
the debris that remained unconsumed was?
DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
These are Sandia reports that I
have copies of.
cladding.

They were using zircaloy

And from my recollection and from

reading those reports, I do believe that the vast
majority of the zirconium was converted to
zirconium oxide, which means it was combusted.
Thank you.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And therefore,

by combusted, that was a deflagration process,
not a detonation process?
DR. GREENING:

Yes, deflagration.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Following up,
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you had mentioned that the science of explosives,
making cluster bombs and so on, makes use of
pyrophoric materials such as zirconium with
explosives to enhance the capacity.
Does such weaponry describe the
making use of large aggregate size or finelypowdered material, or is it specific to the
elemental aggregate size for making an explosive
material?
DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
There are two papers I am
familiar with, and the PANT is one of them.

And

there they describe a range of particle sizes and
they describe it as, depending on the effects
that are desired.
The other paper I am familiar
with they use two millimetre washers is what they
specifically say.
I would have to go back to give
you a better answer.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I would like

to address the next question to OPG and to you
also if you feel you would like to answer.
Under a disruptive case scenario,
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does OPG believe that reaction of zirconium will
create an enhanced release of contaminants or
would it only be marginally enhanced?
And by that I mean with the
addition of a certain weight of zirconium dust, a
very fine aggregate in a way storage container,
and knowing the zirconium coupon would not likely
be reactive in the event of an explosive external
charge, would only a marginal addition of an
energy release occur due to deflagration?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Sorry, I was making some notes
there.

Just to be clear, could you repeat the

scenario you are asking about?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would OPG

believe that the reaction of zirconium will
create an enhanced release of contaminants or
would it only be marginally enhanced knowing the
effect of having an external charge on the fine
aggregate material would be a deflagration, not
an explosive process?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Again, Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
For context, you are considering
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in a disruptive scenario if some of the zirconium
fines were to also ignite or burn, would that
have an effect on the conclusions of the kind of
disruptive scenarios that we have considered so
far?
I am just pausing for a minute to
see if I can think of any -- you have to go back
now to the different disruptive scenarios, and
you have to then consider in the context of
those.
And my reaction is that it would
not have a significant effect.

But it is

something I would want to just consider a little
more carefully.
But in principle, the fines
themselves, by definition, are a very small
fraction of the amount of retube material.

So

the amount of radioactivity contained in that is
proportionately very small.

And so I am pretty

sure that that would have a very minimal effect.
I will just ask Richard Little
behind me there if he has any additional thoughts
on that.
MR. LITTLE:
the record.

Richard Little, for
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I think the two disruptive
scenarios are probably most relevant are the
human intrusion scenario and the shaft seal
failure scenario.
Now, if we look at the human
intrusion scenario we see that the key
radionuclide there is niobium-94, and zirconium
is not a significant contributor.

So I don't

really see that your hypothesis would actually be
correct with regard to that particular scenario.
The key radionuclide is niobium-94.
With regard to the shaft seal
failure scenario, again the key radionuclide
there is carbon-14, that dominates the releases.
So again, zirconium is not a key radionuclide.
We only find zirconium coming in
for some of the alternative calculations that we
have done for the normal evolution scenario where
the doses are significantly below any dose
criteria.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
clear.

I have to be

This would be the human intrusion and the

use of explosives scenario on one of the waste
packages.
Would the presence of finely
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ground zirconium dust enhance the explosivity, if
you wish, of that scenario?

Would it cause a

greater dissemination or distribution of
contaminant materials because of its capacity to
potentially detonate or deflagrate in that
process?
MR. LITTLE:

Thank you for the

clarification -THE CHAIRPERSON:

I am sorry, Mr.

Little, before we proceed I think I would, on
behalf of my Panel members, would like to get a
little more clarity about what exactly we are
talking about.
I think the conversation started
with the malevolent acts, not the disruptive
scenarios.
So the malevolent act is what we
are actually referring to here, and the scenarios
around the malevolent acts.
We understand the human intrusion
and severe shaft is a disruptive event, and, yes,
you have made yourself clear in terms of that.
But if we could please return
back to the malevolent act scenarios.

And I

think that, Dr. Archibald, is really what the
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Panel was seeking for clarification.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Okay thank you,

yes, that helps clarify the scenario in my mind.
But again, just to restate it.

So now the

question is in a malevolent act scenario, if the
dust were to ignite, would that significantly
change the conclusions that we have reached?
So the analysis that we have had
in this, we have estimated that about 1 per cent
of the radionuclide content in these malevolent
acts would be released.

And the consequences are

based on 1 per cent of most radionuclides, but
all of the volatiles, the tritium and carbon-14.
So now what you are saying, if .1
per cent, whatever the approximate fine fraction
is, if that were additional -- I would say it
would be within that 1 per cent estimate, but
even if it were additional that would be, at
most, a 10 per cent change.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe one

of the attempts that I am trying to make here is
that the use of weaponry or charges and so on
would not be enhanced in any way by the storage
of these materials in the waste containers.
Is that in fact a valid
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conclusion to make?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami.

I believe that you are correct,
that is a valid conclusion to reach.
I guess what I would add is just
to -- one of the things we were asked to look at
was the percentage of material available, and
maybe that would help in this conversation to
some extent.
So in a container, so we have a
number of these containers stored at our facility
already from the Bruce A retube that was recently
completed.
So we have about -- less than
0.05 per cent is available as dust which, if you
calculate that, would be about less than 500
grams per container.

The total weight of

zirconium in a container would be 1,225
kilograms.

So that is grams versus kilograms,

sorry for the change in units.
We have 48 of these containers at
our site.

So it is a very small amount of dust.
And when we look at the paper

that the CNSC referenced this morning in terms of
what is the critical mass, the critical mass --
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and again, I am sort of generalizing here because
it is not quite so simple as one number equals
one critical mass.
So we took an assumption of a
three 3 micron size of dust particle.

We would

expect the dust particles to be much larger than
that from the work that is done when we chop
these into small pieces.

That would require a

critical mass of 30 kilograms, so versus the 500
grams.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
And, Dr. Greening, what I was
trying to also read from your presentation based
upon the enhancement of explosives using
zirconium was that, yes, this is in fact a
possibility.
But it is not a possibility for
the storage situation because the zirconium
materials would not be physically incorporated
into any explosives in one of the malevolent act
scenarios and, therefore, would not act to
enhance.
Is that a correct assumption?
DR. GREENING:

For the record,
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Frank Greening.
Yes, I would agree with that.
One point I would like to note
though, the comment about niobium-94, niobium is
alloyed with the zirconium.

The alloy in

question is zirconium, 2.5 per cent niobium.

So

the niobium would be carried with the zirconium
and would behave in an identical manner to the
zirconium.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

You also note

on page 4 of your presentation that a possible
source for a release event at the WIPP site, for
example, was from spontaneous overheating with a
nitrate waste container and ion exchange resin
containing up to 15 per cent nitrates.
This is to OPG.

Are the nitrate

waste containers or are the nitrate contents of
typical ion exchange resins typically low or
could they be as high as this 15 per cent that
they noted to occur at WIPP?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am going to ask Dr. Evans to
reply to that question please?
DR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the
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record.
I have quite a bit of experience
with process resins over the course of my 30
years.

And we have done calculations and

measurements on the ion exchange resins from our
processes.

They contain nitrates, but they are

typically in the 2 per cent range for moderator
resins.

We have measured the highest value that

we have seen is 1.5 weight per cent.

More

typically, they are less than 1 weight per cent
nitrate.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Have any of

the ion exchange resin materials in storage at
the Western Waste Management Facility ever
suffered fire initiation procedures?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
No.

Those containers have been

in storage since approximately 2006 or so or
2008.

We have not experienced any kind of

situation like that at all.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And Dr.

Greening, I bring your attention back to these
measurements.

Would you feel the would still be

of concern for a potential fire hazard?
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DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
Yes, I do.

The thing is that

these resins are literally a mixed bag and they
do have a process called a gadolinium pull where
they are removing substantial quantities of
gadolinium nitrate.

But that resin then can be

mixed with more normal operating resin, therefore
the net result is -- I believe the resin is
extremely inhomogeneous and there could be
pockets of high nitrate within a container of
ordinary average ion exchange resin.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
And one last question.

Thank you.

On page 5 you mention, it

is a suggestion and recommendation, that
professional standards for establishing the rules
and policies governing scientific information
disclosure to the public such as national
instrument 43-101 should be in effect or should
be utilized.
This in fact is a standard of
disclosure for mineral projects required by the
Canadian Securities Commission.
Would you think that this is an
appropriate standard for use in regulating the
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disclosure of scientific information as we see in
our venue based upon an entirely different field
of science?
DR. GREENING:

Frank Greening,

for the record.
While it is a suggested standard,
I am not saying it is the only standard, but I
believe that a standard of that type would be
extremely useful.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Before I turn

the microphone over to Dr. Muecke, I did have a
follow-up arising out of Dr. Greening's response
around the nitrates.
Dr. Greening, as I understand
your response, you are stating that the nitrates
may be actually very inhomogeneously distributed
in among the resins.
So I want to redirect to OPG to
pursue that a bit more please.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am going to ask Dr. Evans to
reply to this.

I think he has a lot of
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background in this area.

However, before he does

that, Ms Morton would like to just correct
something she said earlier.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Yes, sorry, I realized I was
answering slightly the wrong question.

We still

have not had any fire is correct in any of our
resin liners.

The history date I gave is

actually incorrect though.
storage for decades.

We have had resins in

We repackaged many of them

in 2006 and similarly saw no evidence and
obviously have not had any fires.
So we have actually had a longer
history than what I indicated.
DR. EVANS:

Sorry.

Dave Evans, for the

record.
The use of gadolinium nitrate is
for reactivity control in the reactors.

We add

it in very dilute concentrations to the
moderator, typically about 25 parts per million
nitrate and about 30 parts -- pardon me, 25 parts
per million gadolinium, 30 parts per million
nitrate.
The gadolinium pull typically
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takes about two days.

We use two columns.

We

could calculate the maximum theoretical loading
on the resins.

If we exhaust these resins in the

nitrate form they are no higher than 5 weight per
cent.

We typically don't run them to exhaustion

because of the way we configure the columns.
The 2 per cent figure would
represent moderator resins as a separate stream.
We have sampled for moderator resin tanks, so we
haven't found levels in excess of that and we
don't expect to see levels in excess of 2 per
cent.
Blending with other resins would
reduce that concentration further.

So I would

say highest local concentration one would
encounter would be about 2 per cent.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

May I ask what

the level of confidence is that you have in your
upper estimate of percentages in terms of the
intensity of your sampling effort?
DR. EVANS:
elements here.

There are two

One is the process knowledge.

We

have a finite amount of gadolinium nitrate we
remove with these columns so we can calculate the
actual loading on the resin from process
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knowledge.
And then we can supplement that
with the sampling.

The sampling has been

relatively sparse for resins that we can fully
identify as moderator resins.

But the

calculations have a firm physical basis.

In as

much as we know, we had X amount of gadolinium in
the moderator, it has been removed on the ion
exchange resin, so we know where it is.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Dr. Muecke?

Thank you.

You have no further

questions?
Dr. Archibald?
Well, I think at this point we
are finished with questions for the information
you provided to us previous to the hearing and in
your written submission, Dr. Greening.
And as I mentioned earlier, the
Panel will be determining the additional
information that we heard today, which -- any or
all of that information will be accepted.

And we

will announce in due course, as soon as possible,
how we will deal with that information and allow
for further time for examining the information
you have put forward.
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So thank you very much.
And we will now be proceeding
with the next 30-minute presentation.
While we are changing seats, I
understand CNSC has a number of items you would
like to bring to our attention?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Swanson, we had made a
commitment yesterday to bring some information
back on the issue of the Bruce Power Plant, Bruce
Power Safety Culture in relation to the events
that were raised by Dr. Greening for the alpha
contamination event.
And so CNSC has, since the mid1990s, safety culture assessments being done at
Canadian nuclear power plants.

The results of

these assessments are reviewed by CNSC staff and
it is considered essentially CNSC has oversight
of these activities.
As Dr. Harrison mentioned
yesterday, there has been safety culture
assessments performed at both Darlington and
Pickering.

And in the Bruce specific case last

year, in 2013, Bruce Power conducted a site-wide
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nuclear safe culture assessment.

For this

assessment Bruce Power adapted the industry's
best practices on safety culture.
CNSC staff witnessed the
assessment on site and followed up with more
detailed review of the final report.
The information submitted by
Bruce Power regarding their 2013 safety culture
self-assessment, the methods, findings and
corrective action plans and implementation were
considered appropriate by CNSC staff.
In relation more specifically to
the Bruce Power alpha contamination event, CNSC
staff have confidence that Bruce Power has a
healthy safety culture for the following reasons:
this event was unforeseen for
reasons that I don't have right now;
there was no evidence that there
was a potential for this event, so it's not
something that Bruce Power or employees decided
to ignore;
the event was quickly reported to
the CNSC;
the licensee took adequate
corrective actions to mitigate the event and
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prevent a recurrence; and
the lessons learned were shared
internally and throughout the industry.
The implementation by Bruce Power
of their management system and engagement with
international workshops on safety culture are all
data points that suggest that Bruce Power is
striving to improve their safety culture and that
safety culture was not an issue with the Bruce
alpha event.
There were questions as well in
terms of workers not being notified or not
appropriately dealt with.

CNSC staff did a

thorough review of all the events after it was
reported.
It was brought to the
Commission's attention on a number of locations
and, in all cases, the communication between
Bruce Power and their employees was always timely
and it was one of the things that were noted as a
good practice.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

If you are okay,

the item this morning was our use of
international experience in terms of waste
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characterization or waste inventory.
So international experience and
data from five countries on homogeneous and
heterogeneous waste streams, soot and reactor
coolant, spent resins, concentrates, cartridge
filters and dry active waste were used to develop
and validate the recommended approaches in the
ISO standard that we spoke about this morning.
The CNSC used that international
experience in setting the standard as a
requirement for OPG's project.
Additionally, CNSC staff attends
and participates in international working groups
on repository safety cases.

From international

experience, the deeper the facility is or is
planned to be, the higher the safety margin will
be and, in that case, the lesser are the
requirements for detailed characterization of
waste.
On that basis, the CNSC G-320 is
in line with this and specifies the degree of
characterization be commensurate with the level
of risk and that this information is updated as
we move forward in the project.
In Sweden, for example, the
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facility is located 50 m below the seafloor and,
in that case, since the depth doesn't provide as
much of a safety margin, there is a requirement
for the waste activity description to be approved
by the regulator.
CNSC staff also looked at other
international experience through a research
contract we issued in 2013.

From that contract

we obtained information on how the ISO standard
is being applied in other countries and this was
the basis for staff's recommendation No. 2 to the
Panel last year.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
So our next 30-minute oral
presentation is from the International Institute
of Concern for Public Health, which is PMD 14P1.34 and 34A.
Ms Tilman, the floor is yours and
you have 30 minutes.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CONCERN FOR PUBLIC
HEALTH, ANNA TILMAN

MS TILMAN:

Thank you very much

and good afternoon to the Panel and OPG, CNSC and
the public that are here.

My name is Anna Tilman

and I am presenting on behalf of the
International Institute of Concern for Public
Health.
The presentation that we are
delivering is stressing a few factors, one is the
inventory which I believe is one of the most
critical parts of this whole project, because
that determines what is being proposed to be
buried -- it is critical -- the expansion plans
for including decommissioning waste, which also
affects the inventory; and WIPP, which is also a
matter of an inventory situation, what was in the
container to which there purportedly was an
accident?
In terms of the inventory itself,
in our 2013 submission last year to the JRP, one
of the points that was stressed was the lack of
completeness of the inventory that I could
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determine on the basis of even what was stated in
the documents.

Key radionuclides were absent or

somewhere, I don't know which ones.

I'm part of

the public, so I'm not sure what was missing or
not.
So it was a letter from
Dr. Greening on January 6, 2014 that revealed
serious issues, underestimations and errors in
the inventory related to pressure tube wastes and
garter -- whatever they're called now, I forget
the name, but I will come to it in a minute.
And subsequently to this, as a
result of the statements by Dr. Greening, OPG did
a revised interim inventory in response to the
Information Request.
Now, in this revision some
startling errors were found.

Here is a highlight

on this slide referring to tritium content,
cesium, curium, which was completely missing,
most active transuranic in the waste -- now I got
it, and the garter springs, which were omitted
and resulted in increased concentrations of
nickel isotopes.

Other nucleotides were also

increased.
Now, here is a reference table I
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put together based on the Appendix A in OPG's
consolidated response indicating what the
difference was for some of the isotopes in the
waste compared to what their original inventory
was and the ratio of this waste.
Now, I want to make a point here
that is very critical from a public perspective.
Dr. Greening is an expert in this field, he was
able to detect these errors.

In my own field, if

such errors were made by my engineering students
in an exam that I set, I would know the answers
and if they made these kind of responses they
would get a grade of "F".

But how do we, the

public who are not experts, know that errors were
made?

We don't know and we need to trust OPG to

get this information correct, but we need to
trust them, but I'm afraid that trust is not
there.

And if OPG can't get this present

inventory correctly and as complete as possible,
how can they get their projections correct for
the future?

So that is a huge concern.
Also, these are errors we are not

sure if they are -- I'm not sure if the other
elements of the radioactive inventory were also
checked.

What other errors have been made in the
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inventory that have not been detected because
nobody has had that expertise from outside to go
and check this?
So these are some of the issues
and we wonder how this transfers to other errors
made in reports.
Now, specifically OPG has said
that DGR was developed, the case was developed
knowing the inventory was uncertain.

In a

newsletter -- a community newsletter from the
Western Waste Management Facility, it stated OPG
was aware that the waste inventory was an
estimate and the DGR case was developed knowing
the inventory was uncertain.

These statements

are not reassuring to the public.
In OPG's response, they also
minimize the impact of the underestimations by
saying, well, it doesn't reflect -- if you look
at the total inventory these were particularly
relatively small changes, but we again cannot
trust that because we don't know what other
errors are made.

They are large enough to

disturb any confidence that we may have had in
this.
Now, specific issues in the
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inventory beyond the numbers themselves.
Pressure tubes.

The nuclear

facilities at Pickering, Bruce and Darlington may
be operating well beyond the end of life of the
pressure tubes.

Has OPG considered what the

impact would be on the inventory, what the
concentration of radio nucleotides might be?
Would it be increased?
Neutron activation.

I am not

sure how well or what models are used and how
appropriate they are to result in the
concentration of activation products.
Then there is the matter of nonradioactive components in the waste streams.

The

list of these components is incomplete and OPG
noted that their list was not intended to include
all stable end products of all radionuclides,
only elements that are important for overall
chemical composition.
I question how OPG judges what
chemicals are important, especially in the case
of a DGR over a very long term.
Another issue that's come up is,
besides the list being incomplete, is metals in
the waste and that has been mentioned.

Some of
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these metals are pyrophoric, it could lead to
fires and there have been zirconium fires in
industrial settings, but there is no discussion
as to concern to the containment of these wastes.
Nitrate salts has come up for
discussion, but there is no mention of that in
their reports as to any concerns that this might
have.

We'd only hear it now at the hearing.
Now, has OPG reviewed this

component of the inventory, especially organic
waste, especially after the WIPP radiation
release incident?

And this is a question to OPG.

Now, turning to expansion plans.
OPG plans to double the capacity to accommodate
decommissioning wastes as well as the typical
wastes that were originally planned.

They deem

this to be feasible and will be seeking
regulatory approval much, much later, not now.
There are some serious concerns
about this.
appropriate?

Do we even know if that size is
We don't know the inventory for

decommissioning waste.

It will be higher in

activity than refurbishment, particularly
operational waste, but we don't know.

Will this

proposed expansion be going on while waste is
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being emplaced, which would be a very dangerous
situation.

We don't know, because this has been

pushed to the future and that is rather
disconcerting.
And then, does such an expansion
open the door for potentially storing high-level
waste spent fuel in this DGR?

What other things

might happen in the future that aren't on the
table right now?
Just a note about decommissioning
waste, because the activities of some of the key
radionuclides are significantly greater it could
lead to an increase of gas generation within the
repository, but OPG seems to be confident that
this increase would not significantly adversely
impact -- contribute to adverse dose impacts from
disruptive scenarios and they are always
considered unlikely.

Questioning, on what basis

are they considered unlikely?

Acts of terror are

unpredictable, you can't reliably estimate their
probabilities.

So here we have no inventory,

nothing presented, nothing can happen.
So I just conclude that OPG has
this extraordinary crystal ball that the rest of
us don't have that they can foresee in the future
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without having any facts to depend on.
Now, because we don't have an
inventory of decommissioning waste, any inventory
that is presented here are projected for 2062 is
incomplete.

You can't just say we are going to

add this and then have a projection to '62 that
doesn't include the potential, even if it doesn't
happen, of storing decommissioning waste.
One issue, too, as we move into
the future, we have heard a lot of talk about
waste acceptance criteria and how these change on
a regular basis, they are reviewed and they are
changed in a few years.

Again, from the public

perspective, I'm not sure what that can imply as
to what is allowed to be in the waste in this
DGR.

It's a very vague statement to make that,

yes, we do change these and in what way do the
definitions of the type of waste change because
they are not exactly clear either.

Do you

establish clearance levels more so, so you don't
have to look after this waste?

So these are

problems here.
Now, I would like to now turn to
WIPP.

And we heard a lot about WIPP yesterday,

of course, but because it was part of my
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presentation I will go ahead and move with it.
This is just a slide giving the
background to WIPP and I will go through slides
that repeat some of the same messages, so we
don't hear them twice or more.
The two incidents of concern, of
course, are the salt truck fire, the underground
fire and the radiological release event and, as
we know, WIPP has been closed pending further
investigation.
In terms of the underground fire,
we know that soot was released into the
underground and still lingers there.

We know 86

workers were there when the fire occurred, were
evacuated, but there was some confusion and some
of the workers were transported to the Carlsbad
Medical Center for treatment.
In terms of the radiological
release event, there are elevated levels of
americium and plutonium aboveground, a
radioactive cloud plume was observed over a
number of states shortly afterward.

The wastes

have spread through, over 900 m of underground
tunnels and through the exhaust shaft, 600-metre
exhaust shaft into the environment.
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Now, information hasn't been
exactly forthcoming to help us.

I understand

CNSC has made use of the WIPP website, as had
most of us in the public, but there is a lot that
isn't coming forward.
So this was a plume map done by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration shortly after the radioactive
release.

The issue here -- and the other one I

will also show you was the trajectory of the
waste done also shortly after the release.
Now, what these slides
demonstrate, the previous one here and this one,
is the extent of the spread of radioactivity.
Now, this is due potentially to one container and
there are thousands of containers.

It took just

one container to be breached to create an issue
of great public concern.
How would this situation
translate at the DGR at the Bruce site if there
was just one?

What areas might be affected?

would Lake Huron be affected?

How would

terrestrial aquatic habitat be affected?

How

would workers immediately at the site and
communities nearby and distant be affected and

How
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for how long?
Now, OPG has responded to these
incidents and we keep hearing about degraded
safety cultures; whereas OPG has a deep-rooted
safety culture.

And we can argue about that.
OPG is also confident that their

measures will prevent similar incidents and they
also indicate their wastes are different
characteristics, no design changes are required
and the potential impact on worker and public
safety were assessed to be below criteria.

This

is right out of their responses.
Now, here are comments concerning
OPG's response.

How does OPG safety culture, how

is it superior to WIPP's?

And I will say that

there is no such thing as a fool-proof safety
culture when we're dealing with this kind of
material.
The other issue is the difference
in wastes.

Now, if you look at the inventories,

which I have, I have looked at inventories at Los
Alamos, at the Argonne Labs and Sweden as well,
just comparing.

Quantities may differ, but the

waste at -- OPG's waste does include transuranic,
includes organic/inorganic material, so the
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nature of the material may be similar, the
concentrations could be different.
Sorry.

In terms of no effects on

workers, I have not come across any data that is
specific to workers or to public health.

There

has been released data from the Carlsbad Center,
but no independent testing has been carried out
on the workers.

You cannot conclude that these

events have had or will not have any effect on
human health in the future.
What we do have available, the
knowledge we do have is the number of workers
that have been contaminated, but internal
contamination with alphas.

DOE has concluded

there is no adverse health consequences.
conclusion is not warranted.

Their

You don't know, we

have to realize that the dangers of internal
contamination, the latency period for the
development of diseases, especially cancer.
These workers need to be independently assessed
and tracked over a long time.

You cannot dismiss

this within the short period.
Another issue is, there is work
going on right now in maintenance and repair,
entering areas where radioactive releases
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occurred.

These containers, some of them are

labelled "contact handled", which means you can
actually touch them as opposed to remote handled.
What efforts are being made to
track the health of these workers over time?

And

this is a question because I simply don't know.
I haven't been able to find out what tracking
will be done.
Another issue is the
monitoring data that is now available and now it
has gone down in the areas near and away from the
site, but does not translate to that these
releases are not having an impact on health.

The

radiation may have been dispersed, but the
radiation has not disappeared, not in the months
involved.
And one of the issues in terms of
the worker health, detectable amounts of
radioactivity are released when the filters,
contaminated filters are changed.
need to wear protective equipment.

The workers do
So this is

dangerous work and as yet the level of
radioactive contamination in the underground
tunnels through which the release has travelled
is not known, at least I'm not aware of it.

And
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again, I am a public person in this, there is
only so much information one gets from a public
perspective.
Now, the local communities
concerned, if you follow some of the meetings
that are going on there, the lack of transparency
and accountability, uncertainty as to the cause
of the explosion; are other containers at risk of
being breached and the risk of short and longterm to the public and workers.
There are other issues that
haven't been clarified and still need to be
worked on and that is the suspect barrels from
the Los Alamos National Labs.
What is the level of
radioactivity in that panel room where the
breached container, if it's -- maybe there's more
than one located.

And very importantly, what is

the future of WIPP?
Is it possible?
this?

Will it be decontaminated?

Do we know how to decontaminate

Does anybody know?

Will it reopen?

Will

it shut down or how?
This is a huge mess in the U.S.,
but it translates to an important mess that we
should all be avoiding.
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Everybody likes to talk about
lessons learned, so I thought I better say it
too.

Human error, mechanical failure are not

only possible, they are inevitable no matter what
precautions you take.

You cannot create a safety

case that will consider or prevent all accidents.
Unintended, unpredictable accidents can occur and
have occurred in DGRs and we know WIPP, Asse II
and Morsleben.
In fact, I was looking through
the risk assessments that were done on WIPP
before it opened up and I cannot find any
indication of an analysis of an accident such as
the one that occurred, even though we don't know.
Any further probabilities that they estimated for
fires and so on were in the order of 1:200,000
frequency.

So it shows you, we do not know how

to account for all possible accidents and we may
not necessarily be able to assess them.
Now, a study example that I
pulled out of VOCs in WIPP's waste concluded they
do not represent a credible threat of explosion,
but the explosion or, as they like to call it,
the breach has occurred and it might have been
due to VOCs.

That's not known.
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Okay.

In terms of conclusions, I

think it's really important to state even if you
have the most complete and accurate inventory,
which is an absolutely essential thing, these
inventories alone cannot determine the long-term
safety of the repository.

There are too many

unknowns, unpredictable factors can influence the
safety of repository in the short and long term.
Nevertheless, this does not excuse the
uncertainties, underestimations, omissions and
errors in OPG's waste inventory.
Another issue dealing with
inventory is the contents in each container, a
factor which might not have been appreciated at
WIPP.

We have heard of waste characterization,

we heard what -- different containers for
different kinds of waste, but how sure are we
with all these categories that something hasn't
been missed or overlooked?
Okay.

WIPP is not functional, it

may not be for quite some time and it clearly has
demonstrated the DGR technology as we presently
know it is not safe.
OPG has no sound scientific basis
for claiming that its DGR can be safely isolating
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these wastes for the hundreds of thousands of
years.

There is as yet no technology for

containing radioactive waste that is
scientifically proven to be safe.
And I will say that the plan to
double the size of the DGR is unwarranted level
of entitlement and arrogance on the part of OPG.
We are concerned what that might lead to.
And, in conclusion, our
recommendations are that the JRP reject OPG's
proposed project.

We further urge that JRP

recommend that further research and study be
conducted to develop the safest possible means of
isolating these wastes and to ensure that there
is public transparency and consultation in this
process.
In the interim, the best that can
be done is to store this waste aboveground so
that it can be inspected, monitored and retrieved
in case repairs are needed.
Thank you very much.
--- Applause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Tilman.
Panel Members, did you have any
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questions?
Yes, Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could we go back

to the two diagrams you had of maps showing the
WIPP plume.

I guess I'm addressing this to

Ms Tilman, as well as CNSC and OPG.
Are these -- particularly the
first one showing the plume, is this map based on
actual aerial measurements or is this a
hypothetical map which has been derived from
having a point source emitting and then using
atmospheric conditions to predict a plume?
MS TILMAN:

As I got the map from

NOA I am not 100 percent sure and I don't want to
commit to saying that they measured or how they
developed it.
premise.

So I can't honestly answer on what

If it was a model, I could conjecture

that it could have been a modelled situation
based on the amount that was found to be
released.

That's all I can say about that.
MEMBER MUECKE:
MS SWAMI:

OPG?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I understand Dr. Gierszewski
would like to respond to this.
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DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So I'm not certain, but my
understanding from trying to find the origin of
this on the Internet is that this isn't actually
a calculation by NOA, it's a calculation done
using their model, but that's my understanding, I
don't have evidence of that.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So it is based on

a concentration from a source point and then
using a dispersion model to get the
concentrations that are shown?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Since I don't actually -- haven't
seen it, I can't actually assert that with any
confidence, but that was my impression that that
is what happened here.
MEMBER MUECKE:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.
Dr. Muecke, may

I interject because I have a follow-up question
to this figure as well, unless you have -- since
it's already up on the screen.
MEMBER MUECKE:
like to hear CNSC.

Would you mind?
No.

I just would
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Oh, yes.

Certainly the methods by which this figure was
produced are of interest, but I also wanted the
CNSC in particular to comment, if you squint
really hard and look at the concentrations which
are in the minus many, 15, 16, 18.
For the benefit of the people in
the room who are seeing this, with very obvious
colours, putting those concentrations into
perspective with respect to background, for
example, because the Panel would be interested in
having some perspective on this.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I was going to say unfortunately
you are better at squinting than we are.
see the numbers.

I can't

So if you give us a few minutes

we will try to find a website, read the numbers,
we can put things in perspective.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel would

appreciate that; thank you.
MS TILMAN:

May I say something

on that?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Ms Tilman.

Yes, of course,
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MS TILMAN:

It's just very

difficult to try to capture this and get the
numbers right, but you are quite right, they go
to 10 to the minus 13 at the high, 10 to the
minus 14, minus 15, minus 16, okay, in mass per
metre cubed.

So if that helps the squinting,

which is including my own as well, it was
difficult to get this.
And if I can say something in
defence of having this, in terms of the public
information out on what's happening, there has
been so little in terms of being able to get
information on this for understanding the
effects, the dispersion and so on, so you end up
trying to find out something that helps visually
explain what might be there.
And the intention of using the
slide is to indicate a dispersion of
radioactivity.

The levels are below what is

traditionally background levels.

I will say this

uncategorically -- you know, categorically that's
the case.
Then, one goes further into the
reasoning, that doesn't mean that they are
necessarily safe, they add to already existing
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levels.

This is one container out of, what,

7-8,000 containers, and so one has to look at it
from what does it represent, and to me what it
represents is the dispersion from one container
that can be quite extensive.
If there were more containers, if
there was a bigger explosion, what could we
expect?
But I don't think there has been
any proper explanations or studies enough out of
DOE in the U.S. to help people understand what is
happening so far.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke...?
Yes.

Just in

terms of this puzzle, the second slide may
provide a hint as to how it's derived, because if
you look at the points along that graph they are
evenly spaced, which it would be rather curious
if they were measurements, yes.
Now, coming back to Ms Tilman's
concerns, there is one which I would like to
raise with OPG, and that is, how will the
proposed extension of the Pickering and
Darlington operations beyond the 10,000 hours
before pressure tubes are replaced affect the
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waste inventory and has this been factored into
the short-term worker safety considerations and
the long-term safety case?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the waste inventory which
would drive these is based on a projection and
the projection in 2010 was for the assumed end of
life at that time.

If it is changed in future,

then it would be updated as part of any update of
the system plans.
And it has changed in the sense
that at the time of 2010, for example, the
reference inventory was based on assuming
Pickering B would be refurbished.

That's not the

case, so now if I were to redo the calculations I
would take out the Pickering B retube inventory
because it's no longer in the plans.
So to the extent that these are
projections, until we have actually got to the
end of life there will always be that final
factor to include.
But just putting some kind of
scale on it, I'm not sure what the life extension
is on them, but if you are on the order of 20
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years and you extend them for another two years,
that's a 10 percent increase in inventory in that
waste stream and then the associated level waste
with it.
MS TILMAN:
Sorry.

Can I respond?

Or am I out of order?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman, if

it adds to the information that the Panel has,
but I am not interested in engaging in debates.
So if you could add some clarity, but not an
opinion, please, just some clarity.
MS TILMAN:

The issue is that

Pickering, a few of its units are known to be
granted a licence to operate another 35,000, you
know, hours or EP, whatever the initials are, and
Bruce now units -- two of the units will be
allowed to operate beyond their end of life, so
from 210 to 245 and also Darlington.
So I would ask that these are
factors because this is dealing with pressure
tubes.

I'm not sure.

I don't know what factors

this would have on affecting the inventory or
increasing that level of intermediate level waste
in the inventory and I would suggest that OPG do
a projection on that.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I may,

Ms Tilman, I would suggest that we are covering
the expansion plans at a later day in our
schedule where OPG did formally incorporate a reanalysis as per our Information Request of the
cumulative effects of an earlier than planned
placement of decommissioning waste.
They explain it quite a bit of
detail how they did that and they explain the
rationale for their results.
So I would suggest to you that if
you would like to come back with more questions,
review that, and perhaps it will either allay or
add to your questions.
Ms Swami...?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Perhaps I could just add a little
bit.

I think Dr. Gierszewski did discuss this,

but there are changes over time in the operating
strategies within the plants and beyond the
expansion that we are going to be talking about
later which is not part of this licence
application.
We do know now that Pickering
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will operate until the end of 2020.

We

understand that Bruce -- that decisions have been
made sort of more recently and so, obviously, as
we get new information we have to go back and
reconsider what the inventory would be and that
was what Dr. Gierszewski was referring to.
So Ms Tilman does raise a valid
concern and it is something that would be
factored in and had already been considered as we
go forward through the waste inventory process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, that was helpful.
Dr. Muecke, are you finished?
Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
Ms Tilman, in terms of waste
inventory characterization you have noted that
underestimations convey a degree of carelessness
and the question was posed by your organization
that OPG does not indicate whether it has
reviewed the concentrations of these
radionuclides in waste streams other than
pressure tubes.
So to OPG I would ask:

Have
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concentrations of similar elements been evaluated
in other inventory sources that may exist?

Are

other source streams considered to be
significant?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the nature of the -- as I said
earlier, these were estimates of the surface base
radionuclides on pressure tubes and the
particular nature of those estimates we have
considered whether they would apply to other
cases, but they are specific to pressure tubes.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I have a

question concerning your slide that dealt with
impact on worker health -- I forgot the slide
number, I couldn't read it there, but this is to
CNSC and OPG -- and describing the need to have
workers decontaminate at the WIPP site.

This is

a follow-up on the WIPP occurrence.
Would worker exposure and
permissible limits for occupational activity in
the WIPP remediation process be any different
than for regular nuclear workers such as uranium
miners?
Would the activity posed by Ms
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Tilman for cleanup at the WIPP site pose any
activity worker health hazard?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We would apply the normal
radiation protection program principles to any
activities where there was a potential exposure
of a worker.

We have, as we described yesterday,

a number of elements of our radiation protection
program where we monitor workers, we would offer
them protection, of course, which we would expect
them to use and they would use.

There could be,

for instance, breathing protection, there are
many different aspects of our program.

It could

involve shielding, it depends on what the
activity would be, but we would certainly
implement the normal process, we would protect
workers from exposures, we would monitor what
their exposure would be, all of the exposures
that an employee would receive would be reported
through the normal processes where it is tracked
by the regulatory agencies.
So there is a fairly fulsome
program on radiation protection that would apply
regardless of what that activity might include.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And to CNSC,

is this your understanding also based upon your
experience with supervising uranium mine
activity?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would suggest that comparing
the activities of going back into the WIPP
following a contamination incident is probably
not directly comparable to work in a uranium mine
where the hazards are known, the protective
measures are in place and routinely the workers
are trained, they have been tested, validated,
inspected and the hazards are assessed on an
ongoing basis but are fairly narrow in nature.
One of the things that we noticed
when we looked at the investigation reports, the
information available to date is that there were
several deficiencies in the radiation protection
program at the WIPP, including the measures that
were taken to handle the workers following the
event.
I will ask Ms Christina Dodkin to
speak to the CNSC requirements for dealing with
issues like the WIPP where workers are, you know,
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the work needs to be planned to deal with a
situation that's basically unknown from the
start.
MS DODKIN:

Christina Dodkin, for

the record, Radiation Protection Specialist.
In line with what Dr. Thompson
has mentioned, in a uranium mine and looking at
the WIPP event the hazards are unique and the
expectation would be that, say, if an event such
as the WIPP occurred the radiation protection
program would come into play to ensure that the
workers are protected and a key part of that
would be in the work planning before actually
executing decontamination activities so that
doses and hazards are adequately managed to
ensure that workers are safe, the appropriate
protective equipment is being used and, above
all, the workers are trained and qualified to do
the work.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

And just one last point.
all based upon your written submission.

This is
In your

description of the waste container breaching
event at WIPP -- and again, this was based a lot
on what we heard yesterday in the presentations,
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too, the terms "container breached", "drum of
waste overheated and burst", "an explosion of one
container of waste occurred", and then on your
slide 22 you had stated that "an explosion has
occurred" also.
My question to OPG is:

Is there

any evidence that an explosion did, in fact,
occur or that breaching event was caused by heatrelated defects within the waste container or
some other potential process?
But was an explosion, in fact,
the cause of this accident, to the best of your
knowledge?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I guess my answer is not going to
be complete then.

To the best of my knowledge,

we don't have the final root cause of what caused
the actual release underground at this point in
time.

I know there has been some speculation

around what that might be, but that's why we are
interested in seeing Phase 2 of the report which
will provide that level of detail to us.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
much.

Thank you very
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Further to

that, I also had a question about the specific
wording that was chosen in your written
submission and also in your oral presentation, Ms
Tilman.
Are you privy to information that
the Panel has not yet received regarding the root
cause?
MS TILMAN:

No, I am not privy to

it, but perhaps in my English translations of the
-- just I have seen pictures the same as anybody
else would have seen.

I don't see anything more

than is available.
The breaching, I have heard those
expressions myself, there is a breaching.

There

seems to be a reluctance to use the word
"explosion", because it's explosive in itself.
So I have used the word and it may not -- it
doesn't mean that I know that is exactly what
happened, because we don't know exactly what
caused this breach of the container.

If it were

an internal explosion, I cannot verify obviously.
I wouldn't know any more than anyone else here
would.
So I apologize if that created
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any confusion.

I guess it's my English

translation myself that put the breach, okay.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification, Ms Tilman.
I do have some questions for you.
You focus very much on the seriousness with which
you take the criticisms of the original waste
inventory and the need to update the waste
inventory, but you didn't explicitly comment on
OPG's reassessment using the revised waste
inventory and their assertion that the safety
case there did not materially change due to the
incorporation of the revised waste inventory, and
they explained this because of the levels of the
conservatism already in the analysis; so, in
other words, it was founded.
Would you concur and, if not, why
not?
MS TILMAN:

I can't concur

completely because I don't know what the
conservatism was.

I don't know.

And that was

part of my point, I don't know if -- I cannot reevaluate their inventory, I don't have that
ability.

I don't know if anybody else, an

independent person has gone in to look at that
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inventory to see if there are any problems.

I

can't tell.
The point is, one part of the
inventory, and some of that would be the higherlevel waste, was affected by certain emissions.
So I do not know.
trying to make.

And that's the point I was
Maybe I didn't make it as

clearly as that, I can't tell, but I understand
from the questions that I don't think these other
inventory issues were re-evaluated or looked at
to see if there were.
They have said there is that
safety, they are sure it's a small percentage.
When I looked at the tables a small percentage
with these corrections of the total waste, but
the point was there were still errors, are there
other errors that could be significant that have
gone unnoticed?

That is the point, I don't know.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Tilman.
I believe the Panel would
appreciate a clarification for the record today
regarding how the revised waste inventory was
indeed incorporated as per our Information
Request into re-calculations for post- and pre-
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closure, because the Panel remains concerned that
there seems to be a fundamental lack of
understanding of the answer to the question, so
what, in terms of the differences between the
original and the revised waste inventory.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And while

you're conferring, I would strongly encourage you
to be as clear as possible in your answer so that
the people in the room that are not modellers can
understand what you're talking about.
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So the information request asked
us to consider the effects of revised inventory
following on questions that had been raised by an
intervenor.

And there were some specific

requests in that as to what we should use for the
revised inventory.
We redid all of the post-closure
assessment level calculations with that increased
inventory.

We also increased -- redid the

relevant operational safety with those.
The results was that the
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differences were either very small or certainly,
in all cases, the results were well below
criteria with those revisions.
The larger point is that -- and
the reason why that is true is because these are
generally -- the consequences are generally
dominated by a small number of radionuclides that
are important for operational safety or are
important for post-closure safety, and those
nuclides we -- we've always tried to get as
accurate as we can, and those aren't affected by
any of the uncertainties that we've been
discussing in the course of today.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

As a follow-up to OPG, in your
communications recently with the public, have you
attempted to translate that information into
common plain language such that the information
you've just communicated to the Panel is more
readily understood?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Mr. Powers will come forward and
discuss the public communication that's been done
on this particular issue.
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MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
As you noted, it is a difficult
subject to simplify.

We have done what we can in

order to make our point understood.

We have done

that through our web site postings with Qs and
As, through our Neighbours newsletters and
through, recently, a number of interviews with
the media to help create a more general
understanding of the -- of our case for this.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman, is it your position
that, to be safe, in your terms, radionuclide
releases, no matter how small, must never happen
from a DGR?
MS TILMAN:

Yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

If so, then how

do you view existing surface storage facilities?
MS TILMAN:

Concern arises over

any method where you're storing dangerous
materials, be it radioactive, be it hazardous
compounds.

It's always a problem.
The difference when they're

stored above surface is they can be easily -much more readily repaired, monitored and
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checked.

They're not left alone if there is a

problem and we've heard that there's been
repackaging done, maybe, you know, for safety's
sake and so on.
So efforts are being made, or
easier made than if they were underground and not
being able to be reached or so.
Because we are -- have nuclear
power plants, we have -- and so on, and a nuclear
industry, we have these radiations, that doesn't
mean I like them or want them or -- no, that's
not the question you want.
But if you look at it in terms of
safe, it would be safer to leave things on
surface storage.

It may not be in the best

surface right now, but on -- where -- on top
where we can maintain them until if we find a
technology that may work in the long term to
safely encapsulate, incorporate this waste.
I'm not saying what that
technology is.

I'm saying we're not there yet in

our technology to find it, but we need the time.
In the meantime, are we better
off, as a society or if -- for this area, for
this neighbourhood, to maintain above storage
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waste till we find a better solution?
Like I said, we may have to be
not on a flood plane, whatever, as it currently
is.
We are getting -- there are
releases inevitably, with any of these
activities, but we can repair easier, access
easier because we're not there yet in putting
this away.

And this is what -- one of the

demonstrations of WIPP.
We can't just pretend that we
have that solution.

We don't have it.

And so to be safe and avoid any
dangers of a breach, an explosion or something
that is uncontrollable that we don't know what to
do with that we can't solve, if that same kind of
container were breached or exploded and if it
were above surface, would that have been easier
to track, maintain?
It's not healthy, it's not good,
but would that have been easier to contain?

And

I would contend most likely, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Tilman.
I have a question to OPG, and
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this arises out of Ms Tilman's written submission
on page 6 where Ms Tilman states that,
apparently, retubing Pickering A, the
refurbishment waste from that, according to Ms
Tilman, at least, is not intended to be shipped
to the DGR?
Could you confirm, or not, that
statement?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That material is currently stored
at the Pickering site and it's planned to be
stored there until the plant is actually into
decommissioning, and so we consider that part of
our decommissioning waste stream.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

That clarified that.
Back to Ms Tilman.

On page 9 of

your written submission, you state:
"To not even acknowledge that
unforeseen accidents can
happen and not even consider
them in their safety analysis
is tantamount to ignoring the
simple fact that human error
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is unavoidable."
The Panel would appreciate some
clarification here, Ms Tilman, because we are
puzzled that you're not aware of the accidents,
malfunctions and malevolent act analyses in the
EIS and in response to IR 13-514 where OPG
explicitly analyzes the consequences of the
changes in the inventory under accidents,
malfunctions and malevolent acts scenarios.
MS TILMAN:

In the presentation

from the year ago -- from a year ago, I did a
chapter on that, on that particular issue.

So I

wasn't going to -- I was trying to focus this one
specifically.
But I think I was working into
the waste -- into the accidents, for example, at
WIPP, where accidents can happen that are
unforeseeable.
I've said this before in my
previous submission in 2013, we cannot predict -they did, for example, did the accident, was that
accident, whatever it was, we don't know yet.
The cause, was that a predicted cause?

We don't

-- I don't know.
Can we always -- can we predict
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any possible, all possible ways in which there
could be human error?
It's a general statement I'm
making, and -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would you

clarify the context, though, on page 9 because
it's not under your heading of WIPP?
You're actually referring to OPG|
MS TILMAN:

Yes, it's OPG's.

Right.
The DGR safety case was developed
knowing the inventory was uncertain.

That was in

the previous paragraph.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

And on to

my quote of -MS TILMAN:

And that followed

that.
The role of uncertainty in the
waste inventory and the presence of organic
matter mixed with trans-uranics may have played.
This is -- this is critical in the radioactive
release at WIPP, so I refer to WIPP in terms of
an inventory.
That's the paragraph above the
quote that you had read.
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So in that sense, I was linking
that potential to say that's unforeseeable.

That

is an unforeseeable event.
So there's a linkage between WIPP
there.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

those clarifications, Ms Tilman.
MS TILMAN:

Sorry, but --

THE CHAIRPERSON:

It can be

somewhat difficult for the Panel always to follow
the reasoning, so you've helped very much.
MS TILMAN:

Likewise, it's

difficult sometimes for us to follow.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That would be

the end of the Panel questions for Ms Tilman,
unless my colleagues have any follow-up.
Therefore, we will be proceeding
with the -- no, we will be proceeding with a
break, is what we'll be proceeding with.
Fifteen (15) minutes,
approximately 20 minutes to 4:00.

--- Upon recessing at 3:23 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 23
--- Upon resuming at 3:40 p.m. /
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Reprise à 15 h 40

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back

from the break, everyone.
If everyone could please take
their seats.
Our final 30-minute oral
presentation today is from Stop the Great Lakes
Nuclear Dump, which is PMD 14-P1.43 and 43A.
Ms Fernandez, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
STOP THE GREAT LAKES NUCLEAR DUMP,
BEVERLY FERNANDEZ

MS FERNANDEZ:

Good afternoon,

Members of the Joint Review Panel.

My name is

Beverly Fernandez, and I am the spokesperson for
Stop the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump.
Thank you for granting our group
the opportunity to address the Panel on this
matter of national and international importance.
My comments today are directed
not just to Members of the Panel, but,
importantly, to members of the public and the
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media.
Today, I stand before you not as
the voice of one person, but with the voices and
support of almost 70,000 concerned citizens who
have signed Stop the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump
petition, more than every man, woman and child
living in Bruce County.
When our organization appeared
before this Panel in September 2013, we indicated
then, and we maintain today, that Ontario Power
Generation's selection of the proposed DGR site
one kilometre from the shore of Lake Huron is
ill-conceived, non-compliant and controversial.
During the course of the 2013
public hearings, it became obvious that OPG did
not consider any other sites, even though it was
required to do so under the EIS guidelines.
During the course of the 2013
public hearings and thereafter, many people and
organizations questioned why OPG had not, as part
of its due diligence, investigated a site in the
Canadian Shield.
OPG told the Panel they did not
consider an alternate site in the Canadian
Shield, or anywhere, because OPG already had a
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willing host with the community of Kincardine.
We said it during the 2013 public
hearings, and we will say it again today.
is not good enough.

This

One does not select a site

to bury lethal radioactive nuclear waste because
a town who is being paid large sums of money by
the proponent says okay.
At the conclusion of the 23(sic)
public hearings, this Panel asked OPG to provide
information about a hypothetical site in the
Canadian Shield.

The key word here is

"hypothetical".
What was obvious then and remains
obvious today is that OPG did not and cannot
present an analysis or any site characterization
work for an actual alternate site whether in the
Canadian Shield or anywhere.

The best they can

do is provide modeled information about a
hypothetical site.
This is not good enough.
Let's be clear.

The information

provided by OPG about a hypothetical site in the
Canadian Shield does not allow OPG to achieve
compliance with the EIS guidelines.
OPG's site selection is clearly
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and fatally deficient, and this deficiency can
never be remedied by assembling and submitting
information about a hypothetical site.
I will now continue -- now
outline some of the significant concerns with the
relative risk analysis report.
In information request EIS
12.513, the Panel states:
"Analysis of risks to socioeconomic factors is not
required because the
conceptual DGR in granite is
not located in a specific
geographic location."
This statement is very
problematic.

If OPG had identified an actual

granite site, OPG would have been able to conduct
an analysis of risks to socioeconomic factors for
such actual site.
Why did this Panel excuse OPG
from having to produce this critical piece of
analysis?
OPG's failure to provide an
analysis of socioeconomic factors for an actual
granite DGR site is evidence of another fatal
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deficiency in OPG's work and in the case before
you.
The most glaring deficiency in
the relative risk analysis report has to do with
the assumed location of the hypothetical granite
DGR site.

Let me explain.
This Panel has heard from many

citizens, environmental organizations and elected
officials who are very concerned that the
proximity of the proposed DGR to Lake Huron, one
of our Great Lakes, creates a risk of
contamination to these precious waters should the
DGR fail in any respect to perform as expected.
Think about this for a moment.
If one had a choice between two options, a DGR
situated right beside a Great Lake or a DGR
situated far from people and far from large
bodies of water, it is common sense that a DGR
situated far from people and far from large
bodies of water would be considered less risky
and, hence, more optimal.
Notwithstanding how many reports
from paid consultants are filed, no one can
escape the very basic common sense conclusion of
not burying and abandoning radioactive nuclear
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waste beside North America's largest supply of
fresh water.
We know that some of the waste
OPG plans to bury in the DGR remains radioactive
for over 100,000 years.

Locating a DGR in the

Great Lakes basin exposes the Great Lakes to risk
of radioactive contamination for 100,000 years.
A significant concern with the
IEG report is that it assumes the granite DGR
would be located right beside a Great Lake.

This

assumption is the foundation upon which the
relative risk analysis report has been built.
We all know what happens if you
build a home on a faulty foundation, the home or,
in this case, the relative risk analysis report,
collapses.
The Canadian Shield covers a vast
area in east and central Canada, and stretches
north from the Great Lakes to the Arctic Ocean,
covering over half of Canada, and also extends
south into the northern reaches of the United
States.
OPG and the IEG know this.

By

assuming the granite DGR site and the Bruce DGR
site would be located a similar distance to a
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Great Lake, both would, therefore, be equally
risky in terms of their potential to contaminate
the Great Lakes.
This is a convenient outcome if
one's goal is to provide evidence that would
support a decision to locate the DGR right beside
Lake Huron.
The written submission from the
Saugeen Objiway Nation describes it perfectly:
"By mischaracterizing or
misconstruing the information
request, the IEG creates a
paper tiger, a granite
repository with the same key
failings as the DGR project."
Nothing prevented the IEG from
assuming that the hypothetical granite DGR site
in the Canadian Shield would be located outside
of the Great Lakes basin.
If a granite DGR was located
somewhere in a remote area of the Canadian Shield
outside of the Great Lakes basin, this would
eliminate the risk of contamination of the Great
Lakes in the event of a DGR leakage.
OPG, the IEG and the CNSC knew or
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should have known this.
So why, then, did the IEG choose
this more risky and less optimal location?

Did

the Panel instruct the IEG to do so or did OPG
and the IEG simply decide this on their own?
If OPG's goal was to provide
evidence that would support its decision to
locate the DGR right beside Lake Huron, then it
is understandable why they would want to assume
the granite DGR would likewise be sited right
beside a Great Lake.

By assuming so, the Bruce

DGR option wouldn't look so bad.
The fact of the matter is that
the Panel's direction did not say that the
granite DGR site should have "similar
hydrological disposition to the real Bruce site".
These are the IEG's words, not
the JRP's words.
We assert that the IEG
incorrectly interpreted the JRP's direction, and
we are not alone in our thinking.
Our thinking agrees with
statements contained in the written submission of
the Saugeen Ojibway Nation when they state:
"The IEG either misunderstood
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the meaning of the request
and clarification or chose to
interpret the direction as
requiring the consideration
of a granite-based DGR that
had the same water surface
conditions as the DGR at the
Bruce site, including
proximity to a large body of
water or Great Lake."
We also fully agree with SON
statement:
"Siting the granite DGR near
a Great Lake is not a
reasonable or defensible
assumption."
Although it was the
responsibility of OPG and the IEG to seek
clarification on the intent of the JRP direction,
OPG and the IEG chose not to do so.

The IEG

based their entire report on an assumption which
is neither reasonable nor defensible, and by
misconstruing the JRP's direction, conveniently
avoids the questions asked.
As a result, the IEG report is
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not objective, nor is it responsive to the JRP
direction, and should be dismissed.
Again, we are in full agreement
with SON's submission where they state:
"The pre-Cambian Canadian
Shield is a very large
formation, certainly with
many locations suitable for
the placement of a repository
that are geographically
remote from large bodies of
water, agricultural lands or
large population centres.
Given the broad public
concern with locating the DGR
project adjacent to a Great
Lake, which the IEG itself
notes it is unjustifiable to
assume a granite DGR would be
similarly located."
Given the large outcry of concern
and opposition of a DGR right beside the Great
Lakes, it is unclear why the JRP did not direct
OPG to provide information about a hypothetical
granite site located far from people and far from
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large bodies of water outside of the Great Lakes
basin.
It is also very disturbing that
the CNSC failed to provide any comments on the
lack of appropriateness of this fundamental
assumption underpinning the IEG report.
I will now discuss the
comparative analysis of community acceptance of
each of the DGR options.
As you know, the Panel had
requested that the relative risk analysis include
a review of community acceptance in the local and
regional study area as well as outside the
regional study area.
I want to emphasize the words
"outside the regional study area" because this
area includes communities not situated in Bruce
County, including, for example, communities in
Ontario and elsewhere in Canada and the U.S. in
the Great Lakes region.
When faced with this requirement,
OPG informed the Panel that insufficient
information was available for the IEG to properly
perform a distinguishing risk assessment of
community acceptance of the four options.
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As a result, OPG asked the JRP to
clarify what would be an acceptable response to
this requirement.
The Panel clarified by asking for
a comparison of risk perception for the four
options.

The Panel noted it did not expect the

expert group to include social and ethical tradeoffs in its analysis.
The Panel also clarified that the
requirement that the analysis be defensible and
repeatable, should not be interpreted as a
requirement for evidence-based analysis.

The

Panel's intent was that the analysis be
transparent.
This Panel confirmed the
importance of comparing the relative degree of
community acceptance of the Bruce DGR option
versus the granite DGR option when it originally
included this as a requirement in information
request EIS-12-513.

Surely if unimportant, the

community acceptance element would not have been
requested in the first place.
Let's be clear, the fact that OPG
and the IEG purportedly don't have sufficient
information to perform the community acceptance
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analysis does not diminish or eliminate the
critical importance of this information.
The Panel required this
information to be provided so that it could
determine OPG's compliance with Section 7.3 of
the EIS guidelines, but OPG and the IEG have
failed to provide it.
We are very concerned with the
JRP's direction that the relative risk analysis
of community acceptance need not be evidence
based.

We assert that evidence-based analysis is

fundamentally required to produce defensible,
transparent and repeatable study results, and any
tribunal, howsoever constituted, makes decisions
based on evidence.
So let's look at the actual
evidence that OPG and the IEG have either ignored
or failed to identify and consider.
OPG's evidence presented during
these proceedings very clearly demonstrates that
OPG did not gather evidence from citizens living
outside of Bruce County concerning their
acceptance of a DGR in the proposed Kincardine
site location or any other location, including
potential locations in the granite of the
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Canadian Shield.
This represents an extremely
large gaping hole in OPG's information base
concerning the issue of community acceptance.
Claims by OPG or the IEG that
there is insufficient information directly
relevant to the issue of community acceptance for
the various options, at best, lacks substance.
It is very clear that information
is readily acceptable -- readily available that
does provide an indication of community
acceptance or non-acceptance outside of the
regional study area for both DGR options.
We would ask the Panel to view
the image that I would like to have put up on the
overhead screen, please.

As they say, a picture

is worth 1,000 words.
This image depicts current formal
resolutions that have been duly resolved, voted
on and passed by communities in Canada and the
U.S., all around the Great Lakes, in opposition
to the proposed DGR.
The total population of these
communities is almost 11 million people.
This resolution map, together
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with a list of all resolutions passed, has been
regularly updated and publicly posted on the Stop
the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump web site for all to
see, including OPG and the IEG, for over one
year.
This information was available
during the preparation of the IEG report.
The almost 70,000 signatures and
over 23,000 comments found on our public petition
are readily accessible for all to see, including
by OPG and the IEG.
Again, this petition information
was available during the preparation of the IEG
report.
Anyone can see that all claims by
OPG and the IEG that information concerning
community acceptance of the Bruce DGR option and
the granite DGR option was not available are
false, and must be rejected out of hand.
The IEG's failure to comment on
the petition signed by 70,000 people and the 125
resolutions passed by concerned cities and
communities is a blatant material omission in the
IEG report.

In addition, it was also missed a

second time, and was not addressed in the CNSC's
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review of the IEG report.
There are many other concerns
with the IEG report that were covered in our
written submission.

However, our limited time

today does not allow us to cover all of them now.
I would like to turn to the issue
of WIPP.
WIPP is the only operating DGR in
the world, although it is currently closed and
under investigation.
WIPP was constructed as a pilot
plant, meaning it was a test facility.

The goal

of the test was to determine that nuclear waste
could be safely buried and contained in a DGR for
not less than 10,000 years.
Well, we all know how that went.
WIPP leaked, is contaminated, 22 workers suffered
radiation contamination, and radioactivity was
released into the environment, all of which were
never supposed to happen.
As this Panel is aware, WIPP
featured prominently in the OPG's safety case a
shining example of a successful DGR with a solid
track record.
Today, OPG is downplaying the
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significance of the failure of WIPP because the
optics of this failed DGR are problematic for
OPG.
OPG has assured this Panel that
its measures and processes will prevent or
mitigate a similar event from happening at the
DGR.

OPG's message is basically, "We are smarter

than the folks at WIPP.

Don't worry; be happy.

We have it all figured out".
When this Panel visited WIPP in
2012, you heard presentations from expert Dr.
Abraham Van Luik.
Dr. Van Luik's presentation
included steadfast assurances that human
intrusion is the only credible disturbance
scenario that can lead to nuclear waste being
brought into the acceptable environment.
So much for Dr. Van Luik's
assurances.

On February 14, 2012, radiological

contaminants were brought into the accessible
environment not as a result of human intrusion
and not due to seismic or volcanic event but due
to reasons yet to be explained.

Fifteen years

into its operation Dr. Van Luik’s expert opinions
have been turned upside down.
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Members of the panel, your lives
would have changed forever if you had been in the
tunnels when the explosion and radiation release
at WIPP occurred.

In an instant, you would have

been exposed to high levels of radiation, and all
the expert assurances in the world that this
could never happen would be meaningless.
OPG is purporting they have a fully proven
concept that will safely contain its toxic
nuclear waste for 100,000 years.
the Kincardine DGR is a trial run.
experiment.

Let’s be clear,
It is an

OPG and the CNSC remain confident

that this experimental DGR will succeed despite
the international experience of failed DGRs at
Asse II, Morslebin and now WIPP.

We cannot

afford the Kincardine DGR to be added to the list
of failed DGRs when the Great Lakes and the lives
of 40 million people who drink their fresh waters
are involved.
We know today with certainty that no
geologists, scientists or multibillion dollar
corporation can provide a guarantee that the DGR
will not leak and contaminate the Great Lakes.
Meanwhile, opposition to OPG’s plan continues to
mount.

Given the enormity of what is at stake,
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the fresh water of the Great Lakes, the
acceptability of OPG’s plan must reach the
highest degree of social acceptability and broad
community acceptance.

OPG claims a high degree

of community acceptance because the small town of
Kincardine provided its consent on behalf of its
11,000 residents, but what about the 40 million
people residing in the provinces of Ontario and
Quebec and the states of Michigan, New York,
Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin
and Minnesota, whose drinking water will be
affected if this ill-conceived plan fails?
This panel is being asked to make a 100,000year decision without guarantees from the
proponent and with deficiencies in its case and
in its responses to requests from this panel.
OPG and this panel have a moral, ethical and
legal duty to ensure that the 40 million people
living in the Great Lakes region are consulted
and have provided informed consent as part of
demonstrating the social acceptability of OPG’s
plan.

The 40 million are the community and their

voices must be heard.

This decision must not be

allowed to proceed on the basis of the
municipality of Kincardine, our community
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receiving $21 million in exchange for their
support, saying okay.
This panel has a profound responsibility to
protect the interests of present and future
generations.

You have a responsibility to

protect the environment and the Great Lakes,
Canada’s most important natural resource, 21
percent of the world’s and 84 percent of North
America’s freshwater supply vital to human and
environmental health.
You have a responsibility to recognize that
the people and their elected leaders are speaking
out loudly and are saying that any risk of
contamination of the Great Lakes is too great a
risk to take and must not be taken.
Let there be no mistake.

This plan has not

passed the test of social acceptability.

This

plan has failed completely and utterly to gain
social acceptance.

This failure is evidenced by

statements of opposition from numerous
individuals, politicians and environmental
organizations who have appeared before this
panel.

It is evidenced by the voice of Dr. David

Suzuki, Canada’s most influential and famous
environmentalist, calling for a halt to this
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nuclear waste dump.

It is evidenced by almost

70,000 people from every Canadian province and
territory and from all 50 U.S. states who have
signed the Stop the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump
Petition.

It is evidenced by the 125 resolutions

of opposition passed thus far by communities in
Canada and the U.S., representing almost
11 million people.

This is a staggering number,

11 million people.

The vast majority of

resolutions urge that neither the Kincardine
nuclear repository nor any underground nuclear
waste repository be constructed in the Great
Lakes Basin.
It is evidenced by the Michigan Senate,
passing a legislative package on behalf of
Michigan’s 9.9 million citizens calling for
public hearings in Michigan and urging
intervention by President Barack Obama and
Secretary of State John Kerry.

It is evidenced

by U.S. Congressman Dan Kildee interceding this
past July with Canada’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs to express concern about the proposed
site because of its proximity to Lake Huron and
questioning if the Canadian government will seek
the express consent of the U.S. government before
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granting final approval to any permanent nuclear
waste sites within shared water basins.
Finally, it is evidenced by Congressman
Kildee, introducing this past Monday Resolution
716 in the U.S. House of Representatives
resolving that:

one, the Canadian government

should not allow a permanent nuclear waste
repository to be built within the Great Lakes
Basin; two, the President and the Secretary of
State should take appropriate action to work with
the Canadian government to prevent a permanent
nuclear waste repository from being built within
the Great Lakes Basin; and, three, the President
and the Secretary of State should work together
with their Canadian government counterparts on a
safe and responsible solution for the long-term
storage of nuclear waste.
Members of the Joint Review Panel, the
evidence before you clearly shows that OPG’s plan
is fatally flawed and that its significant
deficiencies can never be remedied.

The

overwhelming lack of social and community
acceptance of OPG’s plan is undeniable.

The

voices of opposition are speaking loudly and
clearly, saying no to OPG’s plan or any DGR in
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the Great Lakes Basin.
We call upon you to recommend that OPG’s plan
for the Kincardine nuclear waste repository or
any nuclear waste repository in the Great Lakes
Basin be rejected.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms Fernandez.

Panel members, did you have any questions for
Ms Fernandez?

Dr. Muecke.

MEMBER MUECKE:

Ms Fernandez, could you

provide the panel with additional information to
support your assertion that the panel’s
guidelines require OPG to evaluate an actual
alternative site?
MS FERNANDEZ:

What I would like to do is

take the time today and come back with an answer
for your tomorrow.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Fernandez, we’re the

panel that’s trying to avoid any delay in
responding to questions, but if you could get
back to us in the morning, that would be
appreciated.
MS FERNANDEZ:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke.
In the independent expert
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group’s analysis of risk the group uses the
assumption that upon closure of the DGR, of any
DGR, there are no longer the requirements for
active management.

Could you clarify whether you

consider this assumption to be conservative or
not?
MS FERNANDEZ:

We would view the burial and

abandonment of the waste as problematic because
there will be no way to tell if a leak occurs
after the abandonment until it’s too late.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Just to repeat my question,

in terms of risk analysis, is it a
conservative -MS FERNANDEZ:

Could you repeat the question,

then, please?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Is it a conservative

assumption in terms of a risk analysis, because
that’s what we’re talking about in terms of the
independent expert -MS FERNANDEZ:
question.

Sorry.

MEMBER MUECKE:

I’m not understanding the
Could you repeat that?
The independent expert group

made the assumption that upon closure of the DGR
there are no longer requirements for active
management.

In terms of a risk analysis, is this
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a conservative assumption or not?
MS FERNANDEZ:

As far as I understand the

question, I don’t consider that to be a
conservative analysis.

I know that from the

information contained on our petition and from
the information contained by the resolutions that
we believe that it is very risky to place this by
the Great Lakes and, therefore, it’s a risk that
need not be taken.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did you have

any more questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Just one final one.

How would you and do you factor familiarity
with the project, or lack thereof, into your
determination of community acceptance?
MS FERNANDEZ:

I do know that OPG has

provided quite a bit of information on this
issue.

I do know that OPG provided a

presentation to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
Cities Initiative.

Despite the fact that they

provided their experts and their presentation,
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities
Initiative has come out in opposition to the
Kincardine DGR.
I also know that when a resolution was being
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considered in Thunder Bay that OPG knew that the
resolution was being considered and sent experts
up to Thunder Bay to provide their side of the
plan.

Despite OPG having appeared there, Thunder

Bay still passed a resolution in opposition to
the DGR.
I know that Congressman Dan Kildee met with
OPG to get more full information about the
proposed DGR.

Despite meeting with OPG,

Congressman Dan Kildee is very concerned about
this proposal and has taken it forward to the
House of Representatives and has written a letter
to Canada’s Minister of Foreign Affairs.
I do not think that it is a matter of
information.

I think in fact when the public and

the politicians find out about OPG’s plan they
are opposed on the very commonsense level that a
deep geological repository to hold the most
lethal waste ever created by humans about a
kilometre from the Great Lakes defies common
sense, provides risk and danger to the drinking
water of the Great Lakes, to the drinking water
of 40 million citizens, to their agriculture, to
their transportation.
It is viewed, as you can see by looking at
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the resolution map, as a risky and dangerous
proposal.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would OPG like to comment on

the dispersion of the information in the area
shown on the map by Ms Fernandez?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the record.

Mr. Powers is coming forward to respond to
that information.

I think it’s important to note

that we reach out to many communities and there
are many communities on the map that have not
actually passed a resolution, but Mr. Powers will
discuss that.
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for the record.

As Ms Swami noted, we do have a very active
government relations program.

As part of that we

have followed the progress of the non-binding
resolutions that are illustrated there on the map
in front of us.
In part, we do that in order to assess the
level of political and true political engagement
on this issue.

We’re trying to determine whether

these are deep and abiding policy concerns or are
they part of the council process whereby a
template resolution is given by a constituent to
their councillor, who then submits it and it
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passes through council, which is often how
non-binding resolutions are passed.
We have been following these, as I said, and
not a single one of the 125 communities has come
to us when they’ve received the resolution to
find out any information about it, with the
exception of Thunder Bay.

I happened to be in

Thunder Bay, so I went to the council meeting.
We don’t know of any debate that has ever taken
place with any of these resolutions.

Not a

single one of the 125 communities there on that
map have come to us after the resolution to find
out more about the project.

No municipality has

responded to a request to find out more about the
project from OPG.

Not a single mayor, not a

single councillor and not a single clerk from any
of those communities has come to our website and
asked to be put on our list to find more
information about this.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Fernandez, unless it’s a

question or you’re adding more information -- as
I said in my opening statement, this is not for
making statements, it is for adding information
for the benefit of the panel.
MS FERNANDEZ:

Yes.

That is what I would
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like to do.

I would like to add information for

the benefit of the panel.
We can speak from personal experience because
Stop the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump itself
approached 32 communities in Ontario to have
these resolutions passed.

I can tell you that

the normal course is to approach a councillor.
The councillor brings it forward.

The resolution

then normally goes to an environmental committee,
which will research the issue.

Then the issue

will be brought forward to council.
I will point out that as OPG has stated
numerous times in the hearings in 2013, they have
a very extensive website that provides very
detailed and complex information.

The cities and

towns have accessed the website to find
information about OPG’s plan when the research
has been done in the environmental committees.
It is not a matter of a councillor bringing it
forward and a council ruling simply on a whim.
There has been research gone into these
resolutions.
I will note further that many of these
resolutions have been passed unanimously,
including the City of Toronto, which has, I
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believe, more than 35 councillors.

These are

councillors and mayors that are representing
their constituents and are thinking about the
risks and dangers that such a plan poses to their
communities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald, did you have

any questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes.

I have one.

Ms Fernandez, you mentioned during your
presentation that the OPG should have been
required to compare the characteristics of an
actual granite site several times and yet on page
12 of your written presentation there’s a
statement that appears:
“An appropriate comparison
requires that the Bruce site
be compared with an optimal
granite DGR site.”

(As read)

Could you please clarify why an
optimal site must be compared to the Bruce site
and how would this be an accurate reflection of
the terms of reference for this project?
MS FERNANDEZ:

I think because of

the very large amount of concern that has been
expressed about the location of this DGR being
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right beside the Great Lakes and, as we’ve
described in the presentation, an optimal site
could be a site in the granite DGR outside of the
Great Lakes Basin.

What we are saying is that

sites outside of the Great Lakes Basin are more
optimal than sites right beside the Great Lakes
because those outside of the basin eliminate the
risk of the contamination of the Great Lakes.
We’re also saying that a granite
site right beside the Great Lakes cannot be
optimal because it faces the risk of
contamination of the Great Lakes, and I gather
the Saugeen Ojibway Nations also agrees because
they arrived at the same conclusion.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
just one more question.
general.

Ms Fernandez,

This is a little more

I understand your group really is

focusing on the proposed DGR, but I’m just
curious, in terms of you and your membership,
have you had a chance to step back and review the
overall risks to the Great Lakes in terms of the
primary risk to the Great Lakes and provide the
panel with an understanding of your view with
respect to what those primary risks are,
including but not limited to the proposed DGR?
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If you feel that you can’t really
answer that, that’s just fine.

I’m just

wondering if your membership or in your
interactions with cities and towns you’ve had a
broader discussion of the broader concerns around
the health of the Great Lakes.
MS FERNANDEZ:

You mean the

broader concerns of the Great Lakes aside from a
deep geological repository on the shores?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, because

you probably have heard the panel ask for context
and perspective on a number of occasions both
last year and this year.

Certainly, for example,

last year on the record we heard from some of the
Ontario ministries concerns around the Great
Lakes.

It’s just a question to provide a little

bit of perspective for the panel, but we
understand if you’re not in a position to answer.
MS FERNANDEZ:

I think you have

to understand that OPG is a multibillion dollar
corporation.

Stop the Great Lakes Nuclear Dump

is a very small organization of volunteers.

It

has taken a tremendous amount of volunteer
commitment, a tremendous amount of work, a
tremendous amount of ability to reach out to that
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many communities with the small number of people
that we are.

No, we have not discussed broader

issues with respect to the Great Lakes.

We are

concerned with one thing only.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
sufficient.

Okay.

Thank you, Ms Fernandez.

That’s
You’ve

been very clear with your response.
Thank you again.

That concludes

the 30-minute presentations.
We will now move to our next two
presentations which are both 10 minutes.

We will

have both presentations before we entertain
questions from the panel.

Then, time permitting,

we’ll move on to questions proposed by registered
participants.
Our first 10-minute oral
presentation is from Peter Storck, which is based
upon PMD 14-P1.11.
Dr. Storck, as per usual, when
the little amber light comes on it means you have
one minute left.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
PETER STORCK

MR. STORCK:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
For the record, my name is
Peter Storck.

I’m speaking today, as I did last

fall, in opposition to the proposed DGR for low
and intermediate level nuclear waste.
I will be addressing responses by
OPG to questions from the Joint Review Panel
arising from the close of the first session of
the public hearing.
My remarks concern three of the
six topics identified by the Panel as needing
additional consideration and an extension of the
public hearing.
My first remarks concern a
potentially serious weakness in the geoscience
Verification Plan, which is the identification of
so-called triggers that would prompt changes in
the design of the DGR.
The weakness stems from the fact
that the Verification Plan is inherently
optimistic, as reflected by the use of the word
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verification and other words such as support and
reaffirm, and is based on the prediction that any
variance from what is already known will be minor
in nature and readily compensated for by changes
in design and other measures.
The danger in this overall
approach is that there is no clearly defined
go/no-go, decision point for the project as a
whole and beyond which it will not proceed.
This means that once
construction, even waste emplacement has begun,
OPG may feel compelled to continue with the
project despite indications it should instead be
abandoned.
The chief technical danger,
according to the geoscience update, and thus the
ultimate trigger, occurs during the excavation
process of the ventilation in main shafts.

The

danger is "greater than expected groundwater
inflows" from permeable units in the upper 400
metres of the geologic column above the
emplacement rooms.
The long-term risk is that
groundwater from those units would percolate
downward into the repository through the
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excavation-damaged zone that will remain around
the perimeter of the seals in the two shafts
after decommissioning.
In short, during constructing of
the DGR, and even emplacing waste, there is no
geotechnical trigger for abandoning the project.
My second set of remarks concern
the alternative means risk analysis requested by
the Joint Review Panel and which was conducted by
an independent expert group.
In their report the independent
expert group acknowledges important limitations
to their study.

Two of the four options enhance

surface storage and, secondly, a granite DGR are
poorly defined.

A facility for enhance surface

storage based on broad design criteria and the
granite DGR, hypothetical only, a transference of
the design and hydrologic setting of he Bruce DGR
to the Canadian Shield.
In short, there are no
preliminary engineering drawings for enhanced
surface storage at the Western Waste Management
Facility or for a granite DGR at a selected
location in the Canadian Shield.
Thus, for purposes of the
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alternative means risk analysis the DGR in
sedimentary rock is the only option for which
extensive geoscience studies are available.
Other limitations stem from the
fact that the risk analysis of the hypothetical
granite DGR did not incorporate data arising from
the European experience with crystal and rock,
nor did it include a detailed assessment of
Canadian work that has been conducted in that
bedrock type.
Aside from discussing in an
appendix to its report, OPG and Nuclear Waste
Management Organization case studies have a
hypothetical site in the Shield.
Because of these limitations, I
believe the comparative risk analysis of the four
options, however well it was done, is simply
another model.

And like all models, its utility

is defined by the precision of the data that
created it.
To me, this model seems very
generalized and, thus, would have low predictive
power, certainly not enough to select burial as
an option or to choose between sedimentary rock
and crystal and rock.
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Thus, the fallback option,
surface management over the short-term, less than
100 years, is clearly the safest.
The report of the independent
expert group intended to fill gaps in the EIS,
instead further highlights those gaps and makes
the case for a Bruce DGR appear to be an ex post
facto argument, in other words justified after
the fact.
My final set of remarks concern
the relevance to the DGR of incidents at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico.
Based on reports issued by the
U.S. Department of Energy OPG reported that the
incidents at WIPP involved a fire truck -- a fire
and truck engine fluids and a radiological
release.
OPG also concluded that the two
incidents had a common cause, "largely related to
a degraded safety culture, ineffective programs
and program implementation, as well as training."
OPG states further that they "are confident the
measures and processes we have established will
prevent or mitigate a similar event."
not reassuring.

This is
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In fact, there can be no
assurance because in crucial aspects the proposed
DGR would be as vulnerable as the WIPP facility.
Leaving the geology and design issues aside, the
vulnerability arises from human procedures.
In explanation, I would like to
point out two sources of danger and a lesson from
history.

The two dangers:

first, the services

area on the main level of the DGR would contain a
maintenance shop for vehicles as well as diesel
fuel, lubricants and batteries, two electrical
substations, a diesel fuel bay, and an
explosive's room.
The second danger is the fact
that low and intermediate-level waste would be
emplaced in the DGR during construction
activities, including blasting, to expand the
facility by doubling its size in the mid-2040s or
2060s as currently anticipated.
In addition to the dangers there
is an important lesson from history.

In the mid-

1990s the four Bruce A and four Pickering
reactors were shutdown because an independent
report indicated that maintenance and
modifications of the reactors were not
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appropriate to their design.
The problem was corrected, but
the lesson is that standards, regulations and
procedures are not infallible, they cannot be
relied upon to guarantee safety, they change in
response to human behaviour and improvements and
knowledge from experience and scientific
research.
The conundrum is that knowledge
becomes outdated.

And herein lies the inherent

flaw in attempting to apply experience and
science to a DGR, a tragedy arising from a failed
DGR, designed and operated on the basis of
knowledge that is later shown to be faulty or
limited cannot be erased.
This extension of the public
hearing in connection with a proposed DGR is yet
another attempt to understand what OPG intends to
do and what the risks are.

Over the course of

several years culminating in the environmental
impact statement and supporting documents and the
records of this hearing, thousands of pages of
evidence and testimony have been presented in
support of the project.
And yet, after the first session
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of this hearing in the fall of 2013, there were
still questions.

And no doubt, there will still

be questions after this extension of the hearing.
Indeed, this could continue
indefinitely with the scientific technical
component of the DGR because our knowledge will
always be incomplete and possibly flawed
introducing an element of uncertainty, risk into
our predictions.
An international nuclear
organization said this about risk:
"Accidents in any field of
technology provide valuable
knowledge enabling
incremental improvements in
safety beyond the original
engineering.

Cars and

airlines are the most obvious
examples of this.

But the

chemical and oil industries
can provide even stronger
evidence." (As Read)
The implication is that this same
approach to risk can be taken in a nuclear
industry, in this case the burial of nuclear
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waste.
I reject this.

I ask the Joint

Review Panel to reject this as well.

And on the

basis of ambiguously or unsatisfactorily answered
questions, knowing that our generation can be
blindsided, just as others have been by
overconfidence in presumed knowledge, to refuse
unconditionally OPG's application for a licence
to construct a DGR.
The anticipated burden to the
future of ongoing stewardship of nuclear waste
that is of such concern to critics of service
management would be far less of a burden than a
human and environmental catastrophe caused by a
failed DGR.
Our bequest may also, on the
positive side, stimulate the development of a
cleaner nuclear technology and more effective
recycling.
Furthermore, the stewardship of
nuclear waste is certainly no greater a burden,
ethically and morally, than the ongoing
responsibility of managing nuclear weapons and
preventing a nuclear war.

And only one of many

stewardships that we hope future generations will
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continue, the protection of human rights, species
at risk, and the global environment.
Let us not in our self-assurance
of our role in history make a historical mistake.
Thank you.
--- Applause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Storck.
We will now proceed directly to
the presentation from Gordon Albright, which is
PMD 14-P1.24
Dr. Albright?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
GORDON ALBRIGHT

DR. ALBRIGHT:

Thank you.

WIPP has now become the third DGR
in recent times, after Schacht Asse II and
Morsleben, to quickly lose containment of the
radioactive waste that it was supposed to keep
isolated for hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of years.
This is one of the facilities
cited by OPG as being most similar to the DGR
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facility they have proposed.
Even though the precise cause of
the breach of containment at WIPP is not known,
it was clearly the result of unforeseen reactions
between different kinds of wastes stored in the
same container.
OPG has claimed that a similar
breach of containment could never occur in the
DGR they have proposed, because they have a very
strong "safety culture."

But they did such a bad

job on their waste inventory that they have had
to make major revisions to it.
Their failure to provide a
complete and accurate overall waste inventory,
let alone an inventory of each container, means
that they cannot possibly guarantee that no
container will ever be breached by unforeseen
reactions among its contents.
This shows the very opposite of a
strong safety culture.

It shows a culture of

entitlement in which OPG expect all their
proposals to be routinely approved, whether or
not they have done everything necessary to
protect public safety.
So much is at stake here that it
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cannot be exaggerated.

Many radioactive atoms

remain deadly for hundreds of thousands and even
millions of years.

The DGR would contain vast

numbers of them, and each individual one could
cause a fatal cancer.
Any significant breach of
containment could cause death, disease, and
environmental harm for countless generations
affecting the lives, health and wellbeing of
countless people.
This is far too much
responsibility to place in the hands of a
corporation which has not done due diligence in
ensuring that no waste container could ever be
breached by interactions among its contents or
between its contents and the container itself.
The inadequacy of OPG's waste
inventory was only revealed by the intervention
of an independent expert, Dr. Frank Greening, who
had the specialized knowledge required to do
this.
Who knows how many other parts of
OPG's safety case have been equally badly
prepared?

But we can't tell, because they have

never been properly evaluated by an independent
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specialist with the necessary expertise.
OPG's failure to properly prepare
their waste inventory makes it impossible to
trust them on anything else, especially when any
error on their part could have devastating
consequences.
But even if OPG had prepared a
perfect waste inventory, over the hundreds of
thousands or even millions of years for which
containment must be maintained, the interactions
between all the waste components and between the
waste components and the container would still be
far too complex to predict.
Not only is it impossible to
guarantee that a breach of containment could
never occur, there is no logical reason why it
couldn't, as it did at WIPP in someway that
couldn't be foreseen.
Both this simple logic and or
past experience at three recent DGRs, including
WIPP, have rapidly lost containment, are
overwhelming scientific evidence that no safe DGR
technology yet exists.
Under these circumstances,
approving any DGR proposal, let alone one from a
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corporation like OPG that has lost credibility
though its lax preparation of vital safety
information, would open the doors for a
humanitarian disaster.
On the other hand, even highlevel nuclear waste has been safely stored aboveground for a long time.

OPG has stated that for

another 50 years they can continue to safely
store above ground all the waste that is intended
for their proposed DGR.
If OPG really had a safety
culture, they would acknowledge that the
technology to keep radioactive waste safely
contained in a DGR does not yet exist and would
withdraw their proposal until further research
developed a technology to keep radio active waste
securely isolated for an indefinite time.

This

might or might not involve a DGR.
This DGR proposal is nothing more
than an attempt by the nuclear industry to fool
the public into believing that it can safely
dispose of its radioactive waste when in fact
this is not yet possible.
Radioactivity cannot be disposed
of because it cannot be destroyed or neutralized,
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it can only be contained.

And it must be

contained permanently, because the worst of it
remains deadly for the lifetime of the earth.
So far we have no way to contain
it permanently, but we can keep it contained as
we have been for the foreseeable future until we
can find a way to contain it permanently.

Any

other course of action will expose us to
completely unnecessary risk of disaster.
What really lies behind this
proposal is an insidious cult of science that
arrogantly presumes that our scientific knowledge
gives us complete control over everything that
might ever happen.

But it is absolutely

impossible to predict, let alone prevent, every
possible failure of OPG's proposed DGR that could
cause serious harm to countless people over
countless generations.
This means that no safety
culture, however strong, no precautions, nor even
the very strictest regulations with the very
strictest enforcement can ever save us from
devastating harm if we allow this project to go
forward without absolute scientific certainty
that it is completely safe.
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Such scientific certainty must be
based on logic and experience, which are the sole
basis for sound science.

So far all logic and

experience show that DGR technology is completely
unsafe.

The wise saying of the French

physiologist Claude Bernard could not apply more
strongly, "True science teaches us to doubt and,
in ignorance, refrain."
Thank you.
--- Applause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Albright.
Panel members, did you have any
questions for either of the two presenters?
Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Albright, to

quote you from your presentation, you say, "When
we are trying to protect ourselves from
radioactive materials that are so toxic that a
single," that is a key word, single,
"radionuclide can cause a fatal cancer."
How do you reconcile this
statement with the medical radiation treatment
used for cancer?
DR. ALBRIGHT:

Well, surely
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treatment of cancer is not at all the same thing
as prevention of cancer.

Once the cancer has

been caused, then possibly it can be treated, and
possibly it can't.
You know, we are still fighting
very hard to find a cure for cancer or the many
many cures for cancer that are necessary for the
many many different kinds of cancer.
So I don't see -- as I say, the
connection between cause on the one hand and
treatment on the other, surely the best is not to
cause the cancer in the first place.

And not all

cancers can be treated.
MEMBER MUECKE:
argue points here.

I don't want to

But radiation treatment

involves many exposures to radionuclides.

And

one way of interpreting what you have been saying
is that it could actually cause more harm than
good, but I don't want to argue the point.
DR. ALBRIGHT:

This raises a very

common issue with radiation exposure that is
often ignored, and that is the difference between
external exposure and internal exposure.
An individual atom, or an
individual radionuclide can cause a cancer by
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getting into a cell giving off say an alpha
particle and causing damage to the cell's DNA
which then renders it cancerous.

That is

internal exposure.
Radiation treatment for cancer is
external exposure, and this is quite a different
thing.

This is not exposure to radionuclides

from within, this is actually radiation from
without.
And of course it is not alpha
radiation, which is the most devastating internal
radiation, it is in fact x-rays or gamma
radiation which are essentially the same thing.
And this is totally different from the internal
alpha radiation which is the mechanism by which a
single radionuclide causes cancer.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Dr.

Albright.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I believe that

would be it for the questions from the Panel for
the previous two presenters.
So the Panel will now entertain
questions from hearing participants.
Ms Martin?
MS MARTIN:

Thank you.

Good
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afternoon, Dr. Swanson and panellists, it has
been a very interesting day.
I had three quick questions.

The

first one is to do with the presentation that
CNSC gave this morning.

And in EIS 12-510 OPG

was asked to avoid phrases such as "may not be
significant" and, instead, to explain their level
of confidence.
So I expected percentages
attached to these types of phrases in order to
better judge the level or risk in an updated RWI.
So when I heard things like
"sufficient evidence" and "sampling unlikely to
have significant effects of workers, reasonable
confidence and as low as reasonably achievable,
ALARA," I was hoping that I could understand
better.
And I am wondering why CNSC
didn't actually put some percentages to those
things so we would know how good they thought
their recommendations were or what their phrases
were in explaining their level of confidence.
Why was that not done this morning?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, I am

trying to understand the part of this morning you
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are referring to.

I know that at one point I was

asking both OPG and CNSC questions about what I
referred to as the tolerable limit, upper limit.
I asked them to explain how sure
they needed to be about their sampling.

And in

that case it was specifically the 95 th percentile.
Is that what you are referring to?
MS MARTIN:

Well, I was very

pleased to hear you say the 95 th percentile.

But

I just -- I am sorry, I don't know the doctor's
name in the front who gave the presentation,
doctor...?

Beside Patsy.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Goulet.

MS MARTIN:

And he used a

Yes.

lot of these phrases, but he didn't quantify
them.
So I am wondering, you know, how
we are supposed to judge what was said was, you
know, adequate or accurate if they weren't
quantified.

Like, you know, fairly sure.

80 per cent sure, 65 per cent sure?

Like,

See what I

mean?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, I do now.

Thank you.
So Dr. Goulet, Dr. Thompson, I
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think what Ms Martin is asking for is on your
slides you repeated several times that the CNSC,
I am paraphrasing, were satisfied with their
analysis and it was reasonable, you accepted
their results, it did not change your
recommendations.
And so what Ms Martin is asking
is, so how sure are you about those?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will show how technologically
challenged I am, but I will try to do this
anyway.
So one example of the issues we
talked about this morning in terms of the
assessment results for the updated radioactive
waste inventory, the slide actually shows the
numbers, and in our speaker notes we expressed
what that meant in terms of the assessment
conclusions.
And so when we said, or Dr.
Goulet in his presentation mentioned that the
updated radioactive waste inventory did not
materially change the results of the closure
assessments.

Essentially it was on the basis
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that the updated radioactive waste inventory
changed the dose assessment, either reduced the
dose by 0.6 per cent or increased the dose by
about 7.5 or 8 per cent.
And so it is on that basis of
that tight range of changes relative to I believe
it is the -- in relation to the criteria we had
where in some cases there was 100,000 difference
between the calculated doses and the dose
criterion.
And in other cases where we
explained this morning that we still, through the
updated reference inventory, radioactive
inventory, we are still within the acceptability
criteria of an increase in health risk less than
1 in 100,000.
So it is on the basis of those
numbers.

But I would agree that, you know, the

slides were probably not as clear as they could
have been.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr.

Thompson, if I could paraphrase you for the
benefit of the Panel as well in understanding.
So because the estimated exposure was 100,000
times below the public dose limit, a change of
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that dose estimate of only between negative .6
and about 8 per cent really pales in comparison
to how low that dose already is?
DR. THOMPSON:

Couldn't have said

it better myself.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

All right.

So

then, logically though, the closer you would get
to the annual dose limit for the public the more
stringent you would become.

And perhaps if you

were much closer to the dose limit, those same
differences would have become more significant,
is that correct?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That is correct.

And in such a

situation we would have done a lot more detailed
assessment and would expect that the information
provided would have been tighter and probably
with less uncertainty in terms of the information
that is provided.
We explained last year and
somewhat today that the safety case is based on a
phased approach with bounding scenarios.

And at

this stage we felt that the information available
with the bounding assumptions were sufficient to
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draw conclusions in terms of the safety of the
project.
We also recognize that moving
forward, if the project is approved, the work by
OPG will continue both in terms of the inventory
verification in terms of the geoscientific
verification plans.

And that information is

expected to be used to update the safety case for
the next phase of the licence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, bear

with me, but I am on a bit of a logical string of
questions myself based on your question.
So, Dr. Thompson, given what we
have just discussed, which is the closer you get
to the public dose limit, the more stringent your
requirements will be.
Now if we switch over from normal
operations to the disruptive scenarios, in
particular the severe shaft failure and the human
intrusion, both before and after the revised
inventory, we are not just at the dose limit we
are above it.
Was that the trigger for your
original commissioned recommendation to the Panel
that we did indeed need a verification plan for
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inventory or are there other recommendations
arising out of that, how close we are or
exceeding the public dose limit?
I will rephrase that question.
Since the public annual dose limit approached or
exceeded, notwithstanding the fact that we are
still within the 10 to the minus 5 risk
acceptability, does this change the CNSC's view
of how tight the estimates need to be for the
disruptive scenarios?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
It is a combination of factors.
The review that was done of the radioactive waste
inventory was done in relation to the normal
operations post-closure assessment and some of
the disruptive scenarios.
The data available, the
assessments done for the disruptive scenarios
lead to fairly significant numbers in some cases.
And we recognized at that time that the
assumptions of, for example, failures of
containers, gas generation, flooding of the DGR
were all conservative assumptions that lead to
disruptive scenarios that were significant in
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terms of consequences.

And we balanced those

with the probability of occurrence.
That also lead us to require
additional verification information and lead, in
part, to the recommendation for the
recommendation number 2, to improve the inventory
information.
So the requirement, the
recommendation 2, was based on the results of the
disruptive scenarios, but also reviewing what is
being done in other countries and looking at the
ISO standard and the information we receive from
our expert consultant.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Sorry about that, Ms Martin, I
just wanted to get that question out before I
forgot it.
MS MARTIN:

I like that.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS MARTIN:

Please proceed.

Thank you.

So I just, again to talk to Dr.
Thompson on this and her cohorts, is it too much
to expect that when we hear things like
sufficient evidence sampling and unlikely to have
significant effects on workers, that there
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actually is a scientific or a numerical number
put -- like a number put to it?
In other words, it unlikely had
significant effects on workers, 75 per cent.
Like, how are we to judge if that is acceptable?
Because that is just words, that is not -- there
is no quantification.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Thompson?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The classification was done in
terms of the dose criterion used by OPG of 10
millisieverts per year, which is a fifth of the
public dose -- of the worker dose limit of the
CNSC.
And we know from epidemiological
studies and other work that that dose would not
lead to measurable health effects in workers.

We

have done assessments, there has been published
literature.
And so it is on the basis of the
criterion used by OPG that we accepted and the
fact that it is much lower than the worker dose
limit and the epidemiological evidence in the
literature.
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We did provide some of that
information this morning, the comparison with the
occupational dose limits.

And we had presented a

lot of information last year in our presentation
on health.

But of course it has been a year,

right?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr.

Thompson, I think what the Panel is understanding
is that the word "unlikely" in this specific
instance with respect to the workers relates to
the fact that, at least as much as we know about
their exposures, is that they are very much lower
-- we are talking about WIPP right now -- much
lower than the occupational threshold?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Our understanding from the WIPP
events is that the doses to workers were less
than the public dose limit, and in that case it
is very much lower than any evidence that we have
in terms of health effects of radiation exposure.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS MARTIN:

Ms Martin?

Thank you.

And then I also wanted to ask, I
noticed that there was -- we were talking this
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morning about a third-party independent review of
the waste characterization program.

And CNSC

said they contracted an independent third-party
review.
So I am just wondering what our
interpretation is of independent.

Because I know

the independent study done by Dr. Gleese was
considered an independent study, but it was paid
for by OPG I am assuming
So I am wondering how do we
assure ourselves that people are really
independent?

Because when you hire them they

really are wanting to please you.

So yow do we

know that we have independent studies that are
believable and someone is not just coming up with
what they think we want to hear because we have
hired them?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Martin.

Thank you, Ms

I am going to ask both OPG and CNSC to

comment, because this is a very common dilemma.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
It is a very interesting question
actually and I think an important question.
For the case where we hire the
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independent expert group, that was a very
specific case where while we hired the group,
they were to meet the requirements of the Joint
Review Panel. We provided them the direction that
the Joint Review Panel provided to OPG.
provided them information.

We

But in essence, they

worked independently from OPG.
While we did see their report
before it was filed, we certainly were not in a
position to revise it because it was to meet the
requirements of the Joint Review Panel.
When we hire independent groups,
which we do routinely as part of our normal
processes, we bring in experts to review our work
in various areas across our business.

We are

always looking for people that will give us very
honest feedback and keep that independence for us
because, in fact, it is an important part of
receiving information so that we can improve our
performance.
So it is a normal course of doing
business, but I can understand how the public,
when you hear someone funds something, would
imply that they are there to provide the answer
you are looking for, as Ms Martin has mentioned.
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That is not the intent of an
independent expert group, whether it is through
the Joint Review Panel direction, whether it is
through senior management direction, we are
always looking for that feedback because that is
an important part of any process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, would you

care to comment?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will speak to two processes the
CNSC has in place to review the work that we do.
In the case of the expert that we contracted to
help us review the waste inventory from OPG and
look at its suitability essentially for postclosure safety assessments, we looked to the
scientific literature to identify an expert in
this area to compliment CNSC staff's expertise.
We had reviewed the information,
had a sense that it was incomplete and probably
did not align with international best practices.
We wanted to make sure that this was indeed the
case before we submitted to the Panel an
information request.
So we sought to have an expert to
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compliment our expertise to make sure that, if we
were moving forward, we had a strong technical
basis for doing that.
So we have, and Dr. Nguyen is
also familiar with, his team is setting up a
group of experts to support CNSC staff in our
assessments, for example, of the APM project that
NWMO's putting forward.
And so those are some types of
experts that the CNSC seeks on the basis of they
are recognized experts to compliment our
expertise and give us advice.
The other process we have in
place is, for example, if we conduct studies that
could lead to regulatory actions or
recommendations for significant changes in the
way a licensee will handle situations, for
example.
We have used the U.S. EPA
recommendations and guidance in terms of seeking
peer review of reports and documents that could
lead to decision making.

And so we have done

that on a number of occasions where in this case
they are usually not people that we pay to do to
the peer review.
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But we identify through review of
the scientific literature experts in fields that
are relevant to give us advice on whether we
should be moving forward with regulatory actions
and certain issues.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Muecke, did you have a
follow-up question on this?
MEMBER MUECKE:
basically to OPG.

Yes.

It is

What role would OPG see a

community liaison committee playing in the choice
of third-party oversights?
MS SWAMI:
very interesting question.

I think that is also a
We have community

liaison committees where we seek advice on
various pieces of information.

This would be one

other area that we could seek that type of
advice.

I don't see an issue with doing that.
I think the difficulty you run

into is that a lot of the experts in these areas
are perhaps not known to the community anymore
than someone else is, but it certainly would be
something that we could take under consideration,
given the interest.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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MS MARTIN:

Thank you.

Because I did offer last year to
be on such a committee and I wasn't approached,
and I know that Uta was too, so we are ready, we
are available.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Did you have

any further questions, Ms Martin?
MS MARTIN:
much.

No.

Thank you so

Merci beaucoup.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My first question is around the
pre-closure safety implications.
514.

And my question is for OPG.

It is AIS 13And these were

questions that arose for me as I reviewed the
documents, and I had thought they might be
touched on today, but I didn't hear them being
addressed.
So in this I have a question
generally.

The context is an interest in how OPG

develops the scenarios or frames the scenarios
for their assessments.

And in particular, the

scenario for total dose to workers, assumed a
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cage fall, a total breach of containers, and an
exposure period of five minutes.
So my questions for OPG are how
do they select a five-minute timeframe for
exposure?

And how does that compare to sort of

average experience with cage failure?
that that also means entrapment.

I assume

How does that

compare to average periods of entrapment in other
underground experience?
And then what would the number
look like if you used that average period of
entrapment in cage failure and underground
operations and applied it -- substituted that for
the five-minute exposure?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG?

DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I think last fall we did have
some discussion around the basis for the times
that were assumed in the pre-closure assessment.
Obviously when you are talking about accidents
involving workers there is quite a variety of
locations where the workers could be relative to
where the accident is.

So it is somewhat of a

stylized approach that gives you a sense of the
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relative importance of the accident.
The five-minute timeframe was
generally related to the time that we felt would
be sufficient for workers to be notified of an
accident and to get to the portable refuge
stations, which in the DGR design would be near
the working face.
I just also want to point out
that the comment to you related to entrapment and
cage fall, no workers would be present in a cage
that was carrying waste packages.

So that would

be, if there was such an accident with a worker
in a cage, it would not be involving
radioactivity.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

My next question is around the
waste acceptance criteria.
short question.

And it is a very

I have looked through the

documents filed for this assessment and more
generally I have just done an online search, and
I haven't been able to locate the waste
acceptance criteria or the reference documents
which OPG referred to yesterday.
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And it does seem to be a pretty
central document to our discussions yesterday and
today.

So I am wondering where that could be

found or if it could be provided?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, can you

point us to where they can be found, please?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami.

We don't have the reference
readily available, so we will just have to get
back to you tomorrow morning, if that is
acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That is, yes,

thank you.
Is that all right, Ms Lloyd?
MS LLOYD:

Yes.

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My next question is for CNSC.
And Dr. Thompson discussed it sort of more
generally when she was talking about selection of
consultants.

But this morning they referred to

in talking about the waste inventory
verification.
On slide 30 there was a statement
or a reference to the independent third-party
review.

And Dr. Thompson, I believe it was Dr.
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Thompson making the presentation, perhaps not,
indicated that it was D.W. James Consulting they
had retained.
And I want to be sure I
understood correctly that they -- because there
is also a reference to D.W. James, a report by
D.W. James.

Did they retain D.W. James for an

additional review or was she meaning a reference?
And if D.W. James was retained specifically, what
kind of criteria was used?
We have reviewed their
credentials and they seem more to be an industry
service group than a regulatory agency support -service group.

So that is roughly put.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The consultant was chosen on the
basis that they had participated in the
development of the ISO standard that was of
interest to us and also had extensively published
in the literature.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr.

Thompson, that is indeed the D.W. James firm that
you are referring to?
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

Yes, it is.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd?

Yes, Dr. Swanson, I am

wondering if that report could be made available
to the Panel and the interveners?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel will

consider that and, if we feel that we need to, we
may.
MS LLOYD:

Okay.

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

Mr. Mann.

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
For the panel to suggest that it
may not allow Dr. Greening’s information about
extremely serious accusations and problems with
OPG’s safety case is alarming to the citizens of
our community, violates due process and the
charter.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, that

is not a question; that is a statement.

We made

it very clear that we are going to consider
Dr. Greening’s new information as soon as we can
later on.
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MR. MANN:

I’m asking that OPG

answer Dr. Greening’s submissions immediately and
not have time to prepare -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, that

is not your call; that is my call.

My call is,

as I expressed earlier this afternoon, because it
was brand new information, in the interests of
fairness and following the amended hearing
procedures the panel requires time to review the
new information and to give the CNSC and OPG time
to respond to any questions we have; and that’s
the end of that.
MR. MANN:

As a citizen of this

community, I want to know why were the
presentations by OPG and the CNSC this morning
not presented a year ago.

After all, OPG had

prepared for the Joint Review Panel hearings for
over 10 years now, over a decade.

Now, one year

later, after the five weeks of presentations
where they were unable to convince you to approve
their application, we are in a position where no
one, including this panel, can have a memory of
what the witnesses actually said a year ago.

You

can’t determine what demeanour they had at this
point, after a year.

It’s impossible for any
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human to judge the demeanour, which is an
important part on credibility that you have to
weigh and consider when you do your -- for your
findings and conclusions.

It makes the whole

hearing unfair because the proceedings have been
adjourned for over a year and you can’t figure
out what happened a year ago now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Is your

question why -- what is your question?
MR. MANN:

My question is since

OPG couldn’t convince you to approve it in the
regular hearings, what has changed in the year
and what are they presenting now that will
convince you to approve it, because in my
experience if you can’t convince it at the
original hearing you lose the case?

The safety

case -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, it is

not the function of the hearing to start getting
into the deliberations of the panel.

We are here

to provide new information to the panel and
examine that new information, so unless you have
a question that adds something materially to our
record I would ask you to take your seat.
MR. MANN:

The new information
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that you have is that the WIPP disaster has
ruined OPG’s safety case, Saugeen Shores has
unsafe geology for a DGR just a few kilometres
away, and there are countless questions that need
to be still answered by us and the community, and
we don’t have time for them by you obviously,
from the questions we’ve already seen from the
panel.
I want to know what the year has
accomplished here, what new information they’re
presenting to you that will now convince you
that, hey, this is a good idea, because
everything has been negative since the hearings
adjourned last year.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That is a

rhetorical question and, as I’ve just explained
to you, it is not the reason for this hearing.
Our deliberations will follow once we have all
the information sufficient to our duties.
MR. MANN:

According to OPG --

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, if

you don’t have another question your mic will not
come on, so please, it must be a brief question
and to the point of today’s proceedings.
MR. MANN:

All right.

OPG
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indicates that the decommissioning review will
take place in 30 years, in 2035, yet this panel
wants to hear about the decommissioning waste.

I

want to know why we also aren’t hearing about the
high-level spent fuel, because with the stroke of
a pen Kincardine can approve high level to go
into the DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
been through this.

Mr. Mann, we’ve

We’ve been through this last

fall and I’m going to say it again.

This hearing

is for low level and intermediate level waste.
That is the scope of this hearing.

I would ask

that you now take your seat since you don’t seem
to be capable of asking a question that adds to
the information.

Please take your seat.

Please

take your seat, Mr. Mann.
Dr. Greer.
DR. GREER:

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
Dr. Sandy Greer, for the record.
I have a question in regard to
the waste inventory verification plan in
reference to Slide No. 7 that was presented by
the OPG this morning.

I wanted to inquire about

more details in regard to the accredited
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laboratories that would be examining the waste
and the various radionuclides.
In terms of the waste
characterization, could you please identify
whether these accredited laboratories are
arm’s-length from the nuclear industry or when
you refer to inter-laboratory comparisons would
that include, for example, two laboratories,
perhaps one more closely aligned with the
industry and then other more independent
laboratories looking at the same data to
determine the characterizations?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG.

DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
These are accredited
laboratories.

They comply with the relevant

standards, and I don’t recall the particular
number offhand, the CSA standard or ISO standards
to do their work.

They’re reputable labs.

The

inter-comparison is to ensure that there’s no
experimental bias or uncertainty at one
laboratory, in their implementation of procedure,
compared to another one that provides that
verification, but they’re following -- these are
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recognized, respected laboratories following
accredited -- they’re accredited by the Canadian
Standards Association or equivalent
organizations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer.
DR. GREER:

I have a follow-up

question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. GREER:

Yes.

In regard to the data

that is made available by these laboratories that
would be published eventually, could you please
clarify how accessible this information would be
to the wider public for concerned individuals who
would like to know this information sooner than
later as such a project progresses?
The reason I ask is because of my
own research as a citizen, even as a graduate
from a university.

I had to make two trips down

to Toronto to gain access to very important
information that was only available through
academic journals that are not readily available
to the public because they’re hugely expensive
for people to purchase and basically not
accessible, so I want to know whether such
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information would be only limited to such
restricted journals or would there be websites
that perhaps these laboratories have themselves,
or what other sources could people go to to have
access to this information?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greer, I’m

assuming you’re referring to the analysis in
support of the referenced waste inventory.
DR. GREER:

Yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Thank you.
OPG.

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
If you could just hold on for one
moment?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
question.

Obviously, a good

It caused a lot of discussion.
The information would be provided

in the waste inventory report obviously when it
gets updated.

It would certainly be part of the

operating licence application, so it would be
available certainly to the public through that
forum.

We would also take information and

publish that in peer review journals, et cetera,
that would make it available.

I think it’s
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difficult to judge because of the amount of data,
et cetera.

We’d have to assess how that could be

even possibly released to the public at this
point in time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer.
DR. GREER:

Thank you for the

clarification, but it does point out, I think, a
dilemma for the wider public and even people
trying to do diligent research to keep up with
things.

You know, we’re really challenged.

It’s

not an equal playing ground.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Greer.
MS SWAMI:

Could I clarify?

Laurie Swami.
We did talk at the last set of
hearing days about the community liaison
committee, community advisory committee, however
you would phrase that, and that would be an
opportunity to have a good discussion of what
materials should be released and things of that
nature.

I think that, you know, could be one of

the topics that could help in this particular
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circumstance so that we get a better
understanding of what the public would be
interested in.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That ends the

question period based on the previous
presentations.
According to the panel’s public
hearing procedures persons not previously
registered might be granted an opportunity to
make a brief oral statement at the end of the
hearing day, time permitting.

This opportunity

is limited to individuals who did not previously
register to participate and have not filed a
written submission.
The secretariat staff have
informed me that we have Mr. Joseph Leung here
who has asked to make a brief statement.
have a bit of time.

We do

Thank you for waiting until

the very end of the day.

You have 10 minutes.

Please proceed.
M. LEUNG:

Madame Swanson, la

présidente, et members du panel, merci pour votre
opportunité.
My name is Joseph Leung and I
come from the Municipality of Meaford in Grey
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County, which is part of the Great Lakes.
This is for long-term thinking,
food for thought.

Since the conception of

nuclear experiments at Ralston, Chalk River,
Ottawa in the '40s we have not given serious
consideration to nuclear waste.

I trust this

panel will do just the opposite.
From a legal perspective:
Three agreements with the United
States, a boundary water treaty, 1909.
Second, a key environmental event
in Canada, the Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Waste and
Their Disposal, ratified by Canada August 28,
1992.

The conditions:

parties may not carry out

or authorize transboundary movements,
import/export transit of hazardous waste or
hazardous recyclable materials to states that are
not parties to the convention unless they have a
bilateral agreement under Article 11.

Such is

the case with the Canada and United States
agreement.
Third, a key obligation is the
North American Free Trade Agreement, NAFTA, and
its companion, the Commission for Environmental
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Cooperation, the CEC.

Their mandate is to

address regional environmental concerns and trade
conflicts.
Since OPG has mentioned expansion
plans for the DGR, a question for low and
intermediate level waste.
20 percent.

I heard it was

Since the U.S. Yucca Mountain DGR is

closed after nine years of construction, since
Gentilly-2 in Quebec was closed in December 2012,
and the Quebec government has put $1.2 billion
for decommissioning and they have not chosen a
site yet, since 2014, early this year, the U.S.
government has asked Japan to send all their
nuclear waste to the U.S.

After 3,000

communities were solicited to host a DGR, all
declined.

The reason the United States wanted to

have the waste in here, they didn’t want the
waste to get into the hands of not so good
people.
My question:

is it possible that

the U.S. -- in the future, nuclear waste might
end up in Canadian soil?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Leung, I do

have to interrupt you now.
MR. LEUNG:

Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

You apparently

informed the secretariat that your brief
statement would be with respect to at least one
of our six hearing subjects.
MR. LEUNG:

Yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would you

please explain to me which of the subjects this
is actually addressing?
MR. LEUNG:

Expansion.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Expansion.

Expansion for low and intermediate level waste?
MR. LEUNG:

Yes, because in

history I think Canada has been exporting our
waste to Michigan, so I’m talking about NAFTA so
that there’s a possibility that company-tocompany they might ask -- in the future, I said,
if we do have a DGR, they might ask the same
favour.

I don’t know.

I see it that way.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Very well.

If

I could ask you to, you’ve made your point, just
wrap up very quickly then, please?
MR. LEUNG:
much.

Yes.

Thank you very

I have five minutes it says in here.
I’m interested in the WIPP now.

The WIPP DGR is carved in a salt department.
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Southwestern Ontario has many salt caverns.

Is

our DGR subjected to salt deposits?
Carlsbad, New Mexico -- this is
from the web, I don’t know how good it is -- one
mile from the boundary of the WIPP fracking is
happening and there are companies testing
fracking or talking about fracking around
Collingwood and also in Kincardine.
In 1988, Ontario Hydro
recommended the stable granite of the Canadian
Shield, away from large populations and the Great
Lakes.

That’s why uranium, thorium, rare earth

uranium, Th-232, is found there, not here.
To close, I would like to inform
the panel that the Municipality of Meaford, after
having deliberated last month, seven to nothing
they decided to pass a resolution to join those
50 counties and municipalities around the Great
Lakes in Canada and the United States.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Leung.
We have one more item, a very
quick one, to deal with before we adjourn today.
Mr. Haddon.
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MR. HADDON:

I thought I could

just answer one of the earlier questions about
the waste acceptance criteria.

The question was

where in the documentation it could be found.
In the preliminary safety report,
section 5.5, page 268, you’ll find the waste
acceptance criteria.

There is also a summary

table, Table 4.5.1-3 in Volume 1 of the EIS.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Haddon.
We understand that there are also
further comebacks of information from both OPG
and CNSC, but given the time I would suggest we
deal with those right away in the morning.
Ms Swami, just one little one,
then.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Only because some of our experts
won’t be here tomorrow morning, if I could answer
one of the questions?

I will ask Dr. Brett and

Dr. Evans to provide the information.
There was a question about the
availability of oxygen with respect to zirconium.
I provided some of the information earlier, but I
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didn’t address that specific point.

If I could

ask them to address that very briefly I’d
appreciate it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, of course.

Please go ahead.
MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
This is in follow up to
Dr. Muecke’s question about the availability of
oxygen and the extent of consumption of zirconium
in the pressure tube waste containers.
The calculations show that the
amount of oxygen in the pressure tube waste
container could oxidize slightly less than
0.1 percent of the available zirconium in that
container.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

did you have any follow up to that?
Is that sufficient, Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think so.
We think so.
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Thank you very much.

We’ll

adjourn for today and we’ll see you all tomorrow
at 9:00 a.m.
--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 5:33 p.m.,
to resume on Thursday, September 11, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée
à 17 h 33 pour reprendre le jeudi
11 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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*OPENING REMARKS

MME McGEE : Bonjour, Mesdames et
Messieurs.
Good morning and welcome to the
public hearing of the Deep Geologic Repository
for Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste
Joint Review Panel.
Bienvenue à l'audience publique
de la Commission d'examen conjoint pour le projet
de stockage de déchets radioactifs à faible et
moyenne activité dans les formations géologiques
profondes.
My name is Kelly McGee, I am the
Co-Manager for the Joint Review Panel and I would
like to address certain matters relating to
today's proceedings before we begin the scheduled
presentations.
We have simultaneous translation.
Des appareils de traduction sont disponibles à la
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réception.

La version française est au poste 2.
The translation devices are

available at the reception desk and the English
version is on Channel 1.
Please keep the pace of your
speech relatively slow so that the translators
can keep up.
A written transcript is being
created for these proceedings and will reflect
the official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency website for this
project.

To make the transcripts as meaningful

as possible, we would ask everyone to identify
themselves before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices.
These proceedings are being
webcast live.

The webcast can be accessed from

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Website at
www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A detailed agenda for all eight
days of these proceedings was published on
August 26th and is available on the website for
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the project.

Daily agendas are also being posted

each day online and are available at the
reception desk to reflect any necessary lastminute scheduling changes.
The hearing will begin each day
at 9:00 a.m. and wrap up at approximately
5:00 p.m.
The Panel has asked a number of
federal departments and provincial ministries to
be available and we have representatives from the
Ontario Ministry of Transportation here in the
room today and we will have a number of other
departments and ministries available by phone.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and to my left behind the
screen and curtain.

In the event of a fire

alarm, you are asked to leave the building
immediately.
Washrooms are located in the
lobby of the main entrance and the wheelchair
access and ramp is located in the back parking
lot.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
with a member of the Panel Secretariat at the
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back of the room.

Each member of the Secretariat

staff is wearing a name tag to help you identify
them.
If you are a registered
intervener and want to seek the leave of the
Chair to propose a question for a presenter, you
are also asked to speak with a member of the
Secretariat staff.

A proposed question must

relate to one of today's presentations and access
to the microphone may not be used to make a
statement.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation during these hearings, but would
like to seek the leave of the Panel to make a
brief oral statement, please speak with a member
of the Secretariat staff and complete the
application form.

An opportunity to make a brief

statement is subject to the availability of time
at the end of the day and must be for the purpose
of addressing one or more of the six permitted
hearing subjects.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of today's session will be
provided, time permitting.
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In accordance with the Panel's
Rules of Procedure, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
one or more of the identified six subjects.
Again, neither presentations nor questions will
be permitted if they do not follow these Rules of
Procedure.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos during today's session should speak
with the Joint Review Panel's Communications
Advisor, Ms Lucille Jamault.

Lucille is at the

back of the room and is there to help you with
any of your questions.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning

and welcome everyone to today's proceedings.
First of all, let me, on behalf of the Joint
Review Panel, welcome everyone here in person or
joining us through the webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste Project.
I am going to introduce the other
Members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right
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is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from
Ms Kelly McGee, the Co-Manager of the Joint
Review Panel, and we also have Mr. Pierre Daniel
Bourgeau, counsel to the Panel, with us on the
podium today.
As noted in the published agenda,
the subject for today's session will be the risk
analysis of alternative means.
Before we begin, I would like to
explain the procedure for questions from
participants or presenters.

The Panel will ask

its questions after each presenter unless
otherwise stated, such as may be the case for
government and OPG presentations.
As we did yesterday, the Panel
will consider, time permitting, questions
submitted by registered participants at the end
of the day once the Panel has heard from all
presenters.
Participants are reminded that
questions must relate to today's presentations.
We will now proceed with
presentations by The Ontario Power Generation and
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the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission pertaining
to the subject of the relative risk analysis of
alternative means.

The Panel will hear both

presentations before proceeding with its
questions.
I would like now to call on the
Ontario Power Generation Independent Expert Group
to begin their presentation.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good morning,

Dr. Swanson and Members of the Panel.

My name is

Lori Swami, Senior Vice President of OPG's
Decommissioning and Waste Management
Organization.

Today OPG's presentation will

address EIS-12-513, Alternative Means Risk
Analysis.
In this Information Request, the
Joint Review Panel required OPG to have analysis
undertaken by independent risk assessment
experts.

In order to meet this requirement, OPG

hired an independent group chaired by Dr. William
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Leiss.

We provided them with the JRP direction

and information necessary to respond to the IR.
To maintain independence, the IEG
had complete control over the work.

When

completed, OPG received the report and submitted
it to the Joint Review Panel.
Today's presentation is on the
relative risk assessment of the four alternative
means identified by the Panel.

Tomorrow, the IEG

will present on the risk perceptions of the four
alternative means for managing the storage and
disposal of low and intermediate level waste.
Dr. Leiss, as the head for the
group, will now take over the presentation.
DR. LEISS:

Thank you.

I have

all my colleagues with me here and we intend to
make this presentation in four parts so that each
of the panellists have a chance to speak.
On my left Greg Paoli, and
further left Maurice Dusseault, and behind us
Mr. Tom Isaacs.

So I will call on my colleagues

at the appropriate time to continue the
presentation.
We will, in this presentation
dealing with the relative risk assessment,
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present an overview of the questions we were
asked, of the method with which we chose to
respond to the questions, and a brief description
of the type of responses we provided.
We started with the concept of
relative risk in order to define the parameters
of our work in the sense that the charge, as we
understood it from the Panel, explicitly required
us to employ the concept of risk in comparing
different options for the disposal of low and
intermediate level nuclear waste.
Risk is defined as a concept that
integrates two different aspects of a potentially
dangerous or hazardous activity.

These concepts

are probability, often referred to more casually
as a likelihood; and, second, consequences
associated with different events.

Both of these

concepts are considered jointly when thinking
about risk.
Characterizing options on the
basis of risk is distinct from characterizing
options on the basis of consequences alone.
While it may be appropriate in some context to
place greater or exclusive focus on consequences,
we have been asked specifically to consider risk
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in characterizing these options, which forces us
to consider the relative likelihood of various
types of consequences.
This is a key component to
understanding how our results may vary from other
characterizations of the disposal options which
have been and will be presented at these
hearings.
We will return to the specific
components of relative risk when discussing the
precise nature of our charge from the Joint
Review Panel.
We will now proceed to the next
slide.

We have two slides on the four options

that we considered and I would ask my colleague,
Maurice Dusseault, to present those two slides
and some additional comments.
MR. DUSSEAULT:

Thank you very

much, Dr. Leiss.
Madame la Présidente, ça me donne
un grand plaisir d'être ici pour vous parler
aujourd'hui.

Je vais parler en anglais, mais si

vous avez des questions en français, je peux
aussi répondre.
I will speak in English.

The
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options that were presented for us to assess in a
relative risk context were fourfold, two at the
surface and two that we call DGRs, deep
geological repositories.
Before we describe the new
methodology that was developed by us to evaluate
the relative risk of these four options, permit
me to describe the nature of these four options.
The two surface options comprise
options to place materials near or on the surface
at the Western Waste Management Facility at the
Bruce site.

The status quo is what it says, the

status quo, with the waste being repackaged on a
fifty-year cycle and stored in structures similar
to or perhaps slightly ameliorated compared to
the structures that currently are used for this
purpose.
The second surface option is the
enhanced option, which would be a somewhat
hardened surface option with perhaps more shallow
burial, I'm speaking of a few metres, berms, more
robust containment structures.

For this option

it is assumed that the waste containers are built
and rebuilt every hundred years.
And for both of the surface
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options we assume that storage will be required
for a very long time.

The term in perpetuity is

perhaps a bit much, but for the foreseeable
future and that means the foreseeable distant
future.
The two deep geological
repository -DR. LEISS:

Next slide, please.

MR. DUSSEAULT:

Thank you.

The two deep geological
repository options presented us with a little bit
of a conundrum because one is an actual physical
site that has been subjected to fairly rigorous
site investigation and the other is a
hypothetical site which forced us to make certain
assumptions as to what a hypothetical site would
be, what the constraints on a hypothetical site
would be.
Nevertheless, the two options are
a deep underground chamber in the un-deformed
sedimentary strata beneath the Bruce nuclear
power generation site close to us here at
approximately 700 metres depth in the Cobourg
formation, access through a shaft that would
later be sealed with appropriate engineered
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barriers.
With the granite site in an
unspecified location, we assume that the shafting
and the mining and the sealing would, for all
intents and purposes, be identical to that of the
Cobourg information site on the Bruce generation
site, but it would be located in the Canadian
Shield in an igneous rock mass of suitable
quality and with geographical and hydrological
features similar to that of the Bruce site so
that a reasonable comparison of relative risk
could be made.
Now, we have available to us, of
course, commentary that will be tabled later on
during these hearings and we felt that it was
appropriate, now that these four options are
defined, to address some of those comments in a
general manner at the present time.
Specifically, we have some
comments from CNRS that we took extremely
seriously, of course, and examine them in detail.
Our first observation is that, in
the comments, it becomes clear at the end of the
comments, that the CNRS agree with our report and
they said so explicitly.
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With respect to the charge that
certain phrases in our report are misleading, we
reread our report carefully, all of us, and we
have concluded that when taken in its entirety
that our report is not misleading in terms of its
comparison between a site that is well-defined at
the Bruce generating site and a hypothetical site
that exists in the Canadian Shield in Ontario
with geographical and hydrological conditions
similar to the Bruce site.
It is important to assess the
report in its entirety and avoid taking things
out of context, especially when we are discussing
complex and interrelated issues involving
comparisons with hypothetical cases.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Dr. Leiss...?
DR. LEISS:

Thank you.

Thank

you, Maurice.
Next slide, Greg.
MR. PAOLI:
now.

Greg Paoli speaking

So I am going to review the Joint Review

Panel charge to the independent expert group as
it pertains to understanding how we approach the
relative risk assessment method.
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So the Joint Review Panel
provided a detailed charge to the independent
expert group requesting a risk assessment with
the following qualities: the characterization of
risk among the options should be relative; the
characterization should be qualitative, which we
understood to intentionally exclude quantitative
expressions of risk; and, the process and results
should be transparent, defensible and repeatable.
And we'll return to the method
and the means by which we have tried to achieve
these objectives and charges.
As such, we defined the specific
method to allow us to meet these requirements,
the results of which are found in our two
relative risk assessment reports.
So more specifically, in addition
to these qualitative factors, the charge to the
IEG was specific in requesting consideration of a
variety of sources, pathways and receptors of
harm.

The specific category of socioeconomic

impacts was explicitly excluded from our charge.
A key aspect of the charge as
well was to limit the scope of our conclusions to
judge relative risk among the options on each of
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the individual criteria and not to provide a
summary conclusion across these criteria, nor to
provide an overall recommendation or
characterization of the options.
We have explicitly avoided
providing any kind of multi-criteria summary
score or risk estimate in keeping with this
aspect of the charge and respecting the distinct
roles of the IEG and a Joint Review Panel in this
matter.
Importantly, we have also not
characterized any of the options as preferable to
any other options, nor have we characterized any
of the options as either safe or unsafe.
I will now describe the four
steps.

So in order to address the charge to the

IEG by the Joint Review Panel and to meet the
timelines provided, we developed an approach
which consisted of four main steps.
Our first task was to review the
Joint Review Panel charge questions in detail and
to clarify our understanding of the four
alternative means, that is, the four disposal
options specified by the Joint Review Panel.
Next we organize the various
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criteria requested by the JRP into a set of
pathways of harm to ensure that we have captured
all of the considerations requested.

These

pathways are described on the slide following
this one.
We then prepared a relative and
absolute qualitative risk assessment for each
pathway of harm.

We then prepared a set of

observations to provide some context and analysis
of our findings.
As previously stated, there was
no step that included reaching a conclusion on
which of the four disposal options might be
deemed to be preferable, safe or acceptable.
In Step 2 of the approach just
described, we assembled these considerations into
12 different criteria which we refer to as
pathways of harm.

In using the word "pathways",

we mean causal pathways in the sense of
potentially complex chains of cause and effect as
opposed to specific physical pathways.
In using the word "transport", as
you will see on items three and four above, we
refer to the movement of radionuclides as opposed
to accidents that may occur during
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transportation.
Each of these pathways is
described over two timeframes with three
exceptions, being glaciation and loss of
institutional control, which are only considered
over the longer timeframe, and radiological
exposure during transportation accidents, which
is only considered in the earlier timeframe.
In characterizing risk for each
of the first 11 pathways, there is an assumption
that societal institutions are maintained intact.
For the last pathway, in which we consider the
long-term loss of institutional control of the
waste sites, all of the other pathways of harm
are reconsidered in that context with the
consequences being effectively summed across
these potential pathways under the loss of
institutional control scenario.
The relative risk assessment
exercise, as a result, was considered essentially
twice over two timeframes.
The first timeframe reflects 100
years of operation of any of the storage options.
The 100-year timeframe was selected to correspond
to the point at which it is assumed that the deep
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geological repositories are closed and sealed.
It also reflects one lifecycle for the enhanced
surface storage option and two lifecycles for the
status quo surface storage options in terms of
the replacement of buildings and waste
containment materials.
The second timeframe captures the
long-term and perpetual storage for each of the
four options.

In this long-term period, the DGR

options are assumed to be closed and sealed, with
no expectation for any human or mechanical access
to the waste.
For the surface options, the
facilities and containers are replaced and
maintained according to their respective
lifecycles as long as is necessary for each level
of waste.
I will now describe some sample
results.

In the interest of time we present only

a few sample results in order to provide the
opportunity to explain the method and the
results.

We will characterize the full set of

results for one of the 12 pathways of harm,
specifically, worker health and safety.
We will also provide an example
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of a summary view of the qualitative relative
risk assessment across multiple pathways of harm
as requested by the Joint Review Panel and the
primary purposes of the second of our two
relative risk assessment reports, that being the
multi-pathway view.
We ask that you take note that
there are no summary statements provided
regarding the preferability, acceptability or
safety of any of the disposal options.

We did

not include an overall judgment and have never
attempted to form a consensus in favour of any of
the options, contrary to some characterizations
of our findings which may be found in recent
media coverage.
Our process has been compared to
that of multi-criteria decision analysis as well.
In fact, while that's true to a large extent, in
our method we have not completed the final step
of a standard multi-criteria decision analysis
approach, which is to weigh various criteria in
order to render a preference ordering of the
various options.

That final step was not

conducted.
For each pathway of harm in this
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example of worker health and safety we delineated
what mechanisms of harm or exposure were
considered to fall within that category or
pathway of harm.

We also made note of exposure

types that were excluded from that pathway, and
the slide provides examples of that type of
delineation for this particular pathway of harm.
In addition to various textual
characterizations of likelihood, consequence and
risk, such as the previous slide and the
following tabular slide, the relative risk
assessment process was facilitated through the
use of a visualization technique.

In this

technique, the status quo option, here in the
slide a circle with the letter “s” inside, “s”
for status quo, is always at the centre of the
diagram, and all references to probability or
consequences are considered relative to this.

As

such, “much more likely” refers to an event that
is considered much more likely when compared to
the status quo option.
The display also represents
logarithmic variability in both consequences and
likelihood dimensions.

This is intended to

reflect the reality that the relative probability
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between events can span many orders of magnitude
or, to put it another way, they can represent
differences by factors of thousands and millions
in probability.

This is the basis for including

a logarithmic graph.
In addition to the main relative
risk assessment exercise, we included a
qualitative absolute risk assessment component in
order to allow the likelihood and consequence
dimensions across different pathways to be
compared and qualitatively communicated.
I should also mention that the
logarithmic variability applies to both the
likelihood and consequence dimensions in that the
significance of the consequences, if quantified,
could also represent many orders of magnitude in
their difference.
Once the expert group had reached
consensus on the relative and absolute location
of each option on the relative risk diagram, and
the inset absolute risk diagram, the overall
statement of the relative risk compared to the
status quo was described in a tabular format.
the slide you'll see in the second row things
like “equals risk”, “risk” with a single up

In
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arrow, and so on.

We provided indications of

essentially equivalent risk for indications of
elevated or decreased risk expressed with one or
more up or down arrows.
In addition, the key assumptions
that drove the assessment of relative likelihood
and consequence were noted in this tabular format
in the report.
This graphical result on the
screen now represents the same pathway of harm
but separately assessed under the assumption
appropriate to the longer term timeframe.

At the

top of the slide you see the indication of the
timeframe, greater than 100 years.

This view

illustrates one exception to the logarithmic
nature of the graphical representations.

In some

cases, the assessment of probability was that
something would simply not occur or for the
assessment of consequences that it would be
negligible for that receptor of interest.
As can be seen in the figure
above, given that the DGR options are assumed to
be closed and sealed, with no further access
after 100 years, the likelihood and consequence
components are denoted as, respectively, “does
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not occur” and “negligible or no consequence”.
In the absolute diagram view, and
that's the inset area at the top left in this
view, the icon is placed on the axis to represent
vanishingly small values or zero.
Once again, the tabular
assessment was also provided for both timeframes
with separate sets of assumptions and separate
assessments of relative risk once again compared
to the status quo option.
The graphics shown here serves as
a reminder that our charge was to express the
relative risk associated with each pathway of
harm.

This requires the separate and then joint

consideration of both likelihood and consequences
and their integration into a single qualitative
expression of risk.
In addition, in a follow-up
request we were asked by the Joint Review Panel
to summarize all of our findings in a single view
for each of the two timeframes considered.

Our

assessment resulted in considerable variability
in the risk associated with the different options
and for the different pathways.

We reiterate the

logarithmic nature of this diagram in which both
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likelihoods and consequences vary substantially
over many orders of magnitude.

While we have not

quantified the probabilities and consequences, it
is important to understand that if they were
quantified they would span several orders of
magnitude.

The range of risk is even more

magnified in the longer term timeframe period
shown next.
Due to the nature of the
assumptions underlying our perpetual storage
scenario, the likelihood of many naturally
recurring, accidental, mechanical or structural
failures becomes essentially certain or a
probability approaching 100 percent since when
considering a sufficient amount of time they
become essentially inevitable.

The key

differentiation for many of these events lies in
the level of consequences associated with these
events.

For surface mitigated events, like

severe weather, glaciations, there is assumed to
be either no consequence or minimal consequences
for waste stored in the deep repositories.

Some

activities are assumed to cease entirely after
100 years, such as worker activity associated
with the deep geological repositories and the
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transportation of waste between storage sites.
DR. LEISS:

The final set of

slides will be presented by Mr. Isaacs.
MR. ISAACS:

Thank you very much.

It's a pleasure.
My job is to provide you with a
summary of our activities to describe briefly the
characterization of the methods that we used in
this exercise to communicate our findings and
hopefully to show you how we met the requirements
and the charge from the Joint Review Panel.
We were given five criteria to
use to guide our analysis and that made a marked
distinction on how we decided to organize to
carry out this charge.
The first of those was that this
was to be a relative risk assessment and that was
to be the primary output of the exercise, so we
looked at each of the options compared to the
status quo, as you've seen, for each of the
12 pathways of harm and for the two timeframes.
That was the relative nature.

It was a

qualitative assessment, it was not a quantitative
assessment, based on the charge that we received.
It looked largely at the relative likelihood of
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likelihood and consequences, reasoning that more,
much more or much less were the kinds of
distinctions that we would be able to make and
therefore we used the log scale because, as Greg
said, this spans many, many timeframes.
We tried to be quite transparent.
In fact, we've received lots of comments, and
you've received lots of comments, about this
analysis, which kind of demonstrates that it was
transparent enough that people could follow the
analysis and the reasoning that we used.

Others

can legitimately and understandably come to
different views on those rankings but,
nonetheless, the fact that it was transparent
allowed people to do that within that timeframe.
As you've seen from the
presentation so far, we worked quite hard to
describe option by option and pathway by pathway
how we arrived at our conclusion for the scoring
in that qualitative sense, and with respect to
the likelihood and respect to the consequences.
The repeatable charge was a
little more difficult because in a scientific
fashion people expect to be able to conduct an
experiment and if you keep the same set of
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criteria you should be able to repeat the
experiment.

This is not an experiment in that

classical scientific sense.

What we did try to

do was to put this together in a way that people
could indeed repeat this by looking at our highly
transparent process and defensible process in a
way that they could see how we reached the
results that we reached while also allowing
people who might have different views on some of
these criteria to use this formulation and come
to their own set of judgments on it.

We believe

we met those five charges in that way.
The original charge asked us to
look at community acceptance in the local and
regional area.

On February 18, 2014, we

identified a list of documents we had received in
this regard and statements of local support in
the area here.

We're also aware of

countervailing statements by folks against the
Bruce DGR and other options.

We believe and

arrived at the conclusion that we would not be
able to conclude the relative community
acceptance of these various options in any kind
of defensible way.

In particular, when one looks

at a theoretical siting of a granite repository
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versus an actual siting of a Bruce repository,
when one looks at a surface facility versus a
deep geological repository we felt it was beyond
our capability and we wanted to make it clear
that we couldn't do that.
With regard to our final results
and observations, you've already heard that we
did not express a preference among the four
disposal options.

That was what we were asked to

do and that's what we did.

It would take,

indeed, some additional judgment and additional
work on a multi-attribute utility analysis
framework in order to do that, so we didn't.

I

think that reflects the criteria that we were
assigned by the Joint Review Panel.
We deliberately avoided the
concept of a summary measure of risk or summary
conclusion on these options or on the alternate
methods of disposal or on the overall safety of
these options.

This was clearly a relative

analysis.
We understand and respect the
fact that the level of consequences involved does
involve some amount of social valuation.
could not avoid that.

We

And it's also entirely
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reasonable and not just based on expertise to
understand that some might have entirely
different perspectives on the consequences and
the level of consequences that one might
associate with these various pathways.
The most understandable and
prominent one, of course, is the characterization
of the consequences from the site being
relatively close to Lake Huron.
Those are judgments that go
beyond our technical evaluation.

We provided a

technical analysis of our views of the safety -relative safety of the various options as they
were portrayed to us.

We did not include the

social valuation that other people are free to
choose.
The last comment I would make is
that when we look at these four options, the
greatest distinction appears when one looks at
the very, very long time frame and the
assumptions one makes about the ability or lack
of ability to maintain institutional control for
essentially geologic time periods.
In our evaluation, we, as most
organizations who have wrestled with this around
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the world, have concluded is you cannot count on
institutional control into the indefinite future
and, therefore, that definitely marks one views
about vulnerability and risk to certain options
if you believe that at some point in the longdistance future there is a loss of institutional
control.
With that, I'll stop.

Thank you

very much.
DR. LEISS:

Thank you.

That

concludes our presentation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We will now proceed directly to
the presentation by the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
Dr. Thompson, would you please
proceed?

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:

Merci.

Bonjour,

Madame la présidente, messieurs les commissaires.
Mon nom est Patsy Thompson.

I'm
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the Director-General of the Directorate of
Environmental Protection and Assessment at the
CNSC.
With me today are Ms Kiza
Francis, the environmental assessment specialist
on this project, Drs. Julie Brown and Son Nguyen,
geoscientists -- geoscience specialists in the
Environmental Risk Assessment Division, Ms K.
Klassen, the Senior Project Officer from the
Waste and Decommissioning Division.
CNSC staff have reviewed OPG's
submission of the Independent Expert Group report
on the relative analysis of alternative means.
Today's presentation summarizes CNSC staff's
review as presented in PMD 14-P1.2.
I would like to mention that the
CNSC staff reviewed the report for the purposes
both for which -- the purpose for which it was
intended as an assessment of alternative means
specifically for this environmental assessment
and we also looked at it from the point of view
of how the information could be perceived and
understood by the public to judge the suitability
of the geology for potential other sites.

And

that's, I think, the comment that -- the context
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for the comments that we've provided.
And so I will ask Ms Kiza Francis
to continue with our presentation.
MS FRANCIS:

Good morning, Madam

Chair, Members of the Joint Review Panel.
My name is Kiza Francis.

I am

environmental assessment specialist at the CNSC.
The purpose of this presentation
is to provide CNSC staff's review and assessment
of OPG's response to the information request as
prepared by the Independent Expert Group.

The

presentation will also discuss whether any new
information impacted our previous recommendations
and conclusions in Panel Member Documents
submitted by CNSC staff in 2013.
The information request required
OPG to provide a renewed and updated analysis of
the relative risks of siting alternatives under
alternative means requirements of the EIS
guidelines.

The analysis was to be qualitative,

transparent, defensible and repeatable.
Options to be analyzed included
the "as is" facility at the Western Waste
Management Facility, which is considered the
status quo, an enhanced surface storage at the
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Western Waste Management Facility, also referred
to as hardened on-site storage, the current
proposed DGR in the Cobourg formation at the
Bruce Power site, which is the current proposed
project, and a conceptual DGR in granitic bedrock
of the Precambrian Canadian Shield.
Furthermore, information required
for a qualitative analysis of a conceptual DGR in
granite bedrock was to be based primarily upon
the extensive data and analyses available within
the environmental assessment performed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, or AECL, for the
environmental assessment panel for nuclear fuel
waste management and disposal concept, also known
as the Seaborn Panel.
The relative risk analysis was
required to focus on 12 pathways of harm as
indicated by the Panel in the information
request.
The information request required
an assessment of community acceptance of the
alternative in the local and regional study area
as well as with outside the regional study area.
The analysis was to be undertaken by independent
risk assessment experts.
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The Independent Expert Group
sought clarification on the assessment of
community acceptance.

The response from the

Joint Review Panel indicated that a comparison of
risk perception and risk acceptability among the
four options should be provided.
CNSC staff reviewed the responses
provided by the IEG for this information request.
CNSC staff used guidance documents from the
International Atomic Energy Agency, including the
safety case and safety assessment for the
disposal of radioactive waste, which is Specific
Safety Guide SSG23, published by the IAEA in
2012, as well as the CNSC regulatory guide G320
assessing the long-term safety of radioactive
waste management published in December 2006.
CNSC staff also carry out
independent research on the safety of geological
disposal.

In recent years, this research has

focused on sedimentary rock building on previous
research from the 1970s to the 1990s that focused
on granite that could be proposed as a potential
repository host rock type in the Canadian Shield.
Furthermore, CNSC staff's
assessments benefited from knowledge and
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experience gained from participation in the
Seaborn Panel, which concluded in the late
nineties.
Generally, CNSC staff had no
major concerns with the baseline information
provided in the report.

The information was

adequate to complete the alternative means
assessment required by the IEG.

However, there

were some specific statements made by the IEG
that CNSC staff must clarify for the record.
Staff's observations presented in
the following slides aim to qualify or amend
statements made by the IEG in their report,
including the characteristics of granite when
comparing a hypothetical site in the Canadian
Shield to the Bruce DGR site, loss of
institutional control and how it was used by the
IEG in the assessment, the short-term risk of
tritium exposure, which was not explored, and
worker health and safety.
I will now pass the presentation
over to Dr. Julie Brown.
DR. BROWN:

Good morning.

the record, I am Julie Brown.

For

I'm a geologist in

the Environmental Risk Assessment Division.
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So these examples are important
to note because they reflect on the introductory
information about the geology that provides the
main barrier for any Deep Geological Repository.
Some statements in the report that make
comparisons between the proposed DGR site at the
Bruce Nuclear facility to a hypothetical site in
the Canadian Shield are misleading, such as the
one given in the example on the slide.
All granite bodies in the
Canadian Shield are known to be naturally
fractured, and the details of the disposition
extent, connectivity and aperture, opening size,
of these fractures are uncertain, and no amount
of investigation can reduce the uncertainty to
zero.

The same could be said for sedimentary

rocks, yet there is no corresponding statement in
the IEG's report.
Some of these statements imply
that limestones are not naturally fractured, yet
limestone is known to be highly fractured in
Ontario and elsewhere.

This points to the

importance of detailed geological investigations
and research to support the safety case for a
proposed DGR in any geological formation.
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OPG conducted detailed
characterization of the site currently proposed
for the low and intermediate level waste DGR.
The Lac du Bonnet Batholith in
the Canadian Shield was characterized as a
sparsely-fractured granite during previous
investigations into siting a DGR conducted by
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited a couple of
decades ago with no significant groundwater
flecks, similar to what the IEG cites on page 11
for limestone at the Bruce DGR repository
horizon.
AECL's underground research
laboratory, now closed, was excavated in the Lac
du Bonnet granite batholith.

Granite observed at

the underground research laboratory between a
depth of 185 metres to 443 metres was described
as essentially unjointed.
This example isn't to be taken as
a general characteristic of granite, but just
that, at a specific location, the host rock must
be carefully characterized.
The observation here is that out
of context statements about rock types in general
presented in an expert report may give misleading
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information about the suitability requirements
for this and other DGR projects that may be
proposed in the future.
The IEG report assumes that
active institutional control could be maintained
indefinitely for both surface options.

On its

own, the loss of institutional control is not a
pathway of harm even though it has a strong
likelihood of occurring in the future.
It could, in turn, lead to three
major pathways of harm:

enhanced transport of

radionuclides by water and by gas due to the
deterioration of containment structures, and
inadvertent human intrusion.
CNSC guide G320, on assessing the
long-term safety of radioactive waste management,
states that:
"As a result of uncertainties
associated with future human
activities and the evolution
and stability of societies,
current international
practice generally limits the
reliance on institutional
controls as a safety feature
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to a few hundred years.

This

is corroborated by IAEA
guidance in SSG 23."
Contrary to international
practice and CNSC requirements, when considering
the normal evolution scenario for the two surface
options, the IEG assumes that active
institutional control could be maintained
indefinitely.

However, in an IEG report

appendix, it is estimated that loss of
stewardship, presumably meaning the loss of
institutional control for surface options, would
result in a dose of 1,000 millisieverts per year
for someone growing crops on land.
So because of the high likelihood
of loss of institutional controls for the two
surface options, the risk assessment results for
transport of radionuclides by water and by gas
should, therefore, be portrayed as having a high
consequence for time frames in excess of 100
years and not as having the medium low
consequence, as estimated by the IEG.
Without active institutional
control, surface options for the management of
the OPG's low and intermediate level radioactive
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waste are not safe after a few hundred years.
Canadian and international consensus is that
institutional control cannot be guaranteed after
a few hundred years; consequently, those surface
management options are not considered to be safe
beyond that period of time and would, therefore,
not be considered best practice by the CNSC.
I will now pass the presentation
back to Ms Francis.
MS FRANCIS:

Thank you.

For the record, my name is Kiza
Francis.
Tritium gas is a potential
exposure pathway over the short term and could
have been considered by the IEG in its evaluation
of risks, although it was not required in the
information request.
There is minimal information on
actual releases of tritium gas as opposed to
tritiated water from wastes at the Western Waste
Management Facility and at similar facilities
around the world.
Risks from this data gap are,
nevertheless, low due to the very low dose
conversion coefficient for inhalation of tritium
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gas, hence the exclusion of these considerations
by the IEG does not affect the report's overall
conclusions.
The IEG report contains some
generalized comments regarding the relative risk
assessment of worker health and safety in the
short time period, indicating that the
underground alternatives would be both more
likely and more severe.
While the 2012 data from the U.S.
Bureau of Labour indicates that underground mines
have a higher work-related injury rate.

When

broken down further, some underground mines have
a lower injury rate than does the general
construction sector.
Further, the work-related injury
rate associated with underground mining is
generally associated with the actual mining
activity, i.e. the moving of rock materials,
which, for a DGR, would be a short period
relative to the overall operational period,
whereas the surface facility options,
constructions of new buildings and demolition of
old ones, will occur on an ongoing basis over the
entire operational period.
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CNSC staff conclude that the
overall likelihood and severity should have been
rated as similar for both aboveground and
underground options.
This completes CNSC's
presentation on the baseline information in the
IEG report.

The remaining few slides will focus

on the overall CNSC staff assessment of this
information request.
As indicated in PMD 14-P1.2, CNSC
staff found that the assessment was carried out
at a relatively high qualitative level.

The risk

assessment methodology used by the IEG was
determined to be sound and in line with multicriteria decision analysis, an approach that CNSC
staff considers to be adequate and have accepted
for options analysis in a number of other
projects.
What is important to note, and I
will reiterate this at the conclusion of the
presentation, is that the concerns that CNSC
staff have raised with respect to the response to
this information request do not affect the
current safety case that has been reviewed and
accepted by CNSC staff for the proposed DGR
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project.
I will now focus the presentation
on the portion of the information request
regarding the relative risk perception or risk
analysis of the four prescribed alternatives.
In PMD 14-P1.2, CNSC staff noted
that the response provided an accurate overview
of the concerns and positions expressed by both
the public and Aboriginal groups in the
submissions to the Joint Review Panel both before
and during the 2013 hearings.
However, CNSC staff note that the
response does not take into account CNSC staff
nor OPG responses and information provided during
the lead-up to and at the 2013 hearings.
We understand that this
information request is looking to describe how
the community views the different options.
However, the responses and information provided
by the proponent and the regulator as well as
other government organizations may have impacted
community views.
Risk acceptability is highly
dependent on community trust in the regulator and
the proponent.

It is CNSC staff's priority to
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ensure the protection of health, safety and
security of people and the environment.
Furthermore, a part of CNSC's
mandate is to provide objective, scientific
regulatory information.
Regardless of the alternative
that is being assessed, it is also important to
note that OPG is required to have a public
information program.

The Nuclear Energy Agency

2012 document titled "Geological Disposal of
Radioactive Waste, National Commitment, Local and
Regional Involvement" also outlines best
practices.
In CNSC staff's opinion, the
activities performed by both CNSC and OPG staff
within the communities both prior to and since
the licence application was submitted conform to
the following practices:

openness, clarity,

accountability, independence and competence.
These characteristics contribute
to trust in regulatory institutions.
At this time, CNSC staff must
stick to topics and criteria found in our
mandate.

In the previous two slides, we have

indicated how CNSC staff provide objective
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scientific information to the public and
Aboriginal groups.
As noted in a previous Record of
Decision published by the Commission, social
acceptability is not a criterion that appears in
the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
So this concludes the slides on
this topic, as there's no criterion that exists
in the safety-focused regulatory framework of the
CNSC to provide further review.
To conclude the presentation, the
final two slides will focus on whether the
information provided in the response to the
information request has impacted the previous
recommendations provided by CNSC staff to the
Joint Review Panel.
With respect to the conclusions
and recommendations submitted in PMD 13-P1.3
regarding the review of the environmental impact
statement, no new information has been submitted
that would impact the conclusions for the review
of alternative means under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act.

Furthermore, the

long-term safety case assessment and conclusions
remain the same.
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Turning to the conclusions and
recommendations presented in PMD 13-P1.2, the
review of the licence application to prepare a
site and construct, the information provided in
response to this information request also does
not change the conclusions presented in PMD 13P1.2, and CNSC staff remain satisfied that OPG is
qualified and will make adequate provisions to
protect persons and the environment.
That concludes CNSC staff's
presentation, and we are available to answer any
questions the Panel might have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
The Panel will now take a 15minute break.

We will reconvene at 10:15 and

begin with our questioning of both the
presenters.

--- Upon recessing at 9:57 a.m. /
Suspension à 9 h 57
--- Upon resuming at 10:17 a.m. /
Reprise à 10 h 17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now
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proceed with questions from the panel.

And I

would like to start with Dr. Muecke please.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

The Panel would appreciate some
clarification both by CNSC and the Expert Group
about how they perceived and dealt with the loss
of institutional control.
The Expert Group states that loss
of institutional control has a very high
probability.

And this is interpreted by CNSC --

and correct us if this is wrong -- as meaning
that the Expert Group proposes or factors in
institutional control into perpetuity.
Could maybe the Expert Group
first clarify how they perceive and then maybe
CNSC?
MR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli,

responding on behalf of the IEG.
I think page 32 of our follow-up
report has a graphic regarding the loss of
institutional control in which we indicate that
the likelihood of institutional control at some
point in the timeframe past 100 years that the
likelihood is very high.

And that we also

indicate that the consequences at the surface
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would also be very high.

So that is essentially

our findings.
Something else you would like us
to clarify?
MEMBER MUECKE:

On the long-time

period or the short-time period -- short-time
period or on the long-time period?
MR. PAOLI:

I am talking only of

the long-term time period.
In the short-term time period,
meaning the first 100 years, we don't consider
the loss of institutional control at all.

It is

not a pathway considered in that timeframe.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could we have

CNSC's perception, and why they disagree
basically with the Expert Group on this?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We did not disagree with the
Expert Group in terms of their assessment that
reliance in the long-term for institutional
control was not appropriate.

As has just been

mentioned, the Expert Group did consider that
loss of institutional control over the long-term
periods was high probability.
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We also agree, based on
international guidance and our own CNSC
requirements that relying on active institutional
controls for safety of facilities for disposal of
waste is not appropriate.
The difference we have with the
Expert Group is they did not look at the
consequences of the loss of institutional control
in the relative assessment that was presented.
So they identify loss of
institutional control as being likely, but they
did not look at the consequences in terms of the
impact on, for example, release of radioactive
material in its transport and water and gas.
And also, as we pointed, they do
identify that doses to someone farming on the
site could potentially be high.

But we didn't

think that this was reflected in the overall
relative risk assessment.
MEMBER MUECKE:

To what extent,

and this is to OPG, in the assessments of
consequences, a 300-year time period for
institutional control has been assumed?

How do

the findings of the Expert Group affect that
assumption?
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DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So in the analysis that we did
for the DGR site, the post-closure safety
assessment, we considered that institutional
controls would be available for at least a 300year period.
We would not rely on or it would
not be available beyond that.

And so we assumed

human intrusion occurred at 300 years and we used
that as a basis for estimating the consequences
of the human intrusion scenario.
We also, in response to some of
the information requested, looked at the case of
human intrusion on an earlier timescale, up to
100 years.

So we had evaluated those as

scenarios in the context of the DGR project and
came up with a magnitude of impacts that were
within criteria.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Muecke.
Perhaps, Dr. Archibald, did you
have any follow-up on institutional control?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
OPG.

This is to

In the matter of indefinite surface storage
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versus permanent underground disposal presenters
have made distinction quite often between storage
with potential for a treatability versus disposal
or abandonment.
Does OPG confirm that its concept
of retrievability can be achieved for underground
repository operations, but only up to
commencement of decommissioning?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The retrievability we have
discussed in previous days of the hearing, that
it was possible until decommissioning.

We also

noted at that time that as time went on it became
more difficult to achieve simply because of the
way the facility will be operated in future.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I would like to

continue following up on the loss of
institutional control, just because of the
requirement that the Panel be crystal clear on
how the IEG assessed this.
So to assist you, on page 48 I
believe of your report where you have the loss of
institutional control, both relative risk and,
the inset, absolute risk diagram.
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I think where we have the concern
from CNSC is not that the absolute risk isn't
distinguished here, because the consequences are
definitely portrayed as higher on the surface.
But in the relative risk diagram,
you don't see the enhanced surface storage
distinguished from the surface storage.

Because

the status quo is always at the origin for the
relative risk.

But we were wondering why the

other surface storage scenario was not
distinguished in this diagram?
MR. PAOLI:

So by convention in

the way we visualized, if there was no essential
distinction between two options at the surface or
two options underground, we chose the same icon
to represent both.

So that is why the circle at

the centre is marked neither S nor Enhanced.
In other words, we are saying
once there is a loss of institutional control the
distinction between the surface and the enhanced
surface become essentially equivalent, that
eventually over time they will become equivalent.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So just to be

very clear, notwithstanding the fact that the
enhanced surface storage would delay perhaps some
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of the release to the surface environment over
the longer term, they essentially become
equivalent

and, therefore, remain at the origin?
Is that correct?
MR. PAOLI:

Exactly that, yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay, thank you

very much.
MR. PAOLI:

And just on that same

page, if I can clarify something else which came
up.

If you look at the "includes" box on the top

right of that, it indicates that all pathways of
harm; natural, operational, accidental, and
malevolent, that rely on continuous presence of
institutional control are considered.
And that is why the consequences
at the surface are so significantly different,
because it is the sum of all of those pathways
that rely on institutional control.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:
Expert Group.

This is to the

In evaluating the granite option,

you appear to restrict yourself in terms of the
information that you used for the evaluation to a
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granite site in the Canadian Shield in Ontario.
Could you explain to the Panel
why you would not consider an extensive body of
work that exists from the Seaborn Panel and the
URL at the Whiteshell Research Laboratory?
MR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
It is my understanding that the
Whiteshell site, the Lac du Bonnet granite or Lac
du Bonnet pluton site was specifically prohibited
by law from becoming a repository site as a
condition of the use of that site as an
experimental facility.
That is my understanding, it may
be an error, I apologize if I am in error.
That site, therefore, does not
seem to be a representative site for us to take
into account in an assessment of a hypothetical
site.
It has been stated here earlier
that the Lac du Bonnet granite was very very
unfractured and very tight fractured.
Nevertheless, at that site there were features,
some people refer to them as faults, some people
refer to them as fractured zones, that were
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identified during the excavation and the creation
of that test facility that were not identified
from a surface evaluation, a priori using
geophysical techniques and trial boring.
We decided that in the context of
a hypothetical site in granite that the Ontario
Canadian Shield contained all sufficient
variations of potential sites as could be
conceived, but we did not intend to exclude the
possibility of a site that might be outside of
the province.
However, our mandate came from
OPG, so we tended to assume that that was an
Ontario situation, not a Canada-wide situation.
I hope we haven't erred in that assumption.
But you are quite correct, there
is granite, there is sedimentary rock, there are
many other geological sites across Canada.

So we

delimited in that sense.
For the record, I would also like
to say that our assessment of this hypothetical
site was that it was, from my notes here, the
granite -- pardon me.

We made the assumption

that the future granite site would be
substantially better with respect to the
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existence of natural fractures than average in
the Canadian Shield.

So it would already have

been a selected site of high quality.
But to assume an ideal site for a
comparison is not justified in a relative risk
assessment.
I hope that addresses the
question.

A little bit wordy response, but

sorry.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes.

I guess the

concern would be that by broadening the selection
criteria in terms of geographically is the
existence of datasets that would encompass a
variety of crystal and rock settings.
And that would have allowed the
analysis to consider both the worst case and the
best case and to, you know, demonstrate that.
And it should have demonstrated the range of
possibilities instead of limiting it to Ontario.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Muecke.
I would like a follow-up from Dr.
Archibald.
Dr. Leiss, you had a follow-up?
MR. LEISS:

I just wanted to add
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that one of the -- we did discuss the variability
in granite sites and we also were required to
consider four options.

And so if we had

considered multiple granite sites, as would be
the implications of your suggestion, we would
have been really considering five, six, seven,
eight options.
So there is a bit of a challenge,
in that we had to choose one representative site
to make it so that we were comparing four
options.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

before you as your question, that leads me to a
follow-up.
Notwithstanding those comments,
the information requested from the Panel actually
did explicitly site the dataset from AECL at
Pinawa, and there was a reason for that.

It was

because there were data.
And then so you didn't have to
rely so much on concept and you could have a
little more of a comparison of data to data in
terms of decades of characterization at Pinawa as
well.
We certainly didn't want to imply
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that we were searching for an ideal site, it is
just data to data.
So we would appreciate any
further clarification, and you will find that as
we go with our questioning.

But we are still

searching for why the existence of an extensive
dataset with its own pros and cons couldn't have
been used by the IEG to compare with another very
complete dataset with its pros and cons,
comparing granite with sedimentary.
So if you would care to further
comment on that, Dr. Dusseault, we would
appreciate it.
MR. DUSSEAULT:

Again, Madam

Chair, given our judgment that finding an ideal
site with community acceptance was an excessively
optimistic view.

We made it clear in our

analysis that we chose a high-quality site, a
site that had been so deemed by site
investigation.
Site investigation in the Lac du
Bonnet batholith and, for instance, in Chalk
River and some site in Sweden and Finland, we
are/I am aware of some of those results, although
that is not my specific domain of research, and
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we know of the variability.
For example, in the Scandinavian
sites, given perhaps more intense fractures or
more open fractures that they have identified
during their site investigations, they chose to
put into place more engineered barriers.
We assumed that to compare a
Bruce site and a Shield site, that it was not in
our remit to say, well, you could always make
this site better with more barriers.

We accept

that, but we felt that that was fairly obvious.
So we had to, we thought or we
felt that we had to choose a reasonable
comparison, and our reasonable comparison is not
an ideal site, but a much better than average
site as selected by a proponent of a repository
and one that has community acceptance.
And that is the justification for
our choice of a type site for a comparison with a
real site.

It is hard to compare a hypothetical

with a real, it really is.

And you may continue

to question our choice of the hypothetical, but
we had to choose something that we felt was most
appropriate.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Just to lead

on slightly from Dr. Swanson's question.

Another

assumption that has been made in comparing the
risk factors for the two DGR options was that
with few exceptions geomechanical factors such as
in-situ stress would be assumed to be uniformly
characterized or uniform in both.
From detailed measurements at the
Lac du Bonnet granite site, however, in Pinawa -and again, this is based upon hard data over two
decades -- very large variations in depth of high
magnitude stresses were identified and this
particular case would have jeopardized a site in
this absolutely ideal situation in the batholith
and based upon this variation in stability due to
geomechanical risk or structural risk would have
been inferred.
Would the IEG care to comment on
this?

I will also ask OPG and CNSC to comment on

this, using hard data at an ideal site would have
been unrealistic because it is also fraught with
problems geomechanically?
Would this have compromised your
assessment of the risk factors, the relative risk
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factors between the two?
MR. DUSSEAULT:
again.

Maurice Dusseault

I will pass it on to other people

immediately, but there was also at the time
discussion that the high horizontal stresses that
existed in the Lac du Bonnet batholith would lead
to a continued closure of the aperture of the
fractures in place and, therefore, actually
improve the safety factor.

That was one view.

Another view was that the high
horizontal stresses and the difference in the
high horizontal stresses from zone to zone would
lead to somewhat of a deterioration in the rock
behaviour during the excavation and the placement
of the waste during the active period in a
hypothetical case that Lac du Bonnet might be
used.

So it is not clear to us.
Had the expert group been asked

to compare the Bruce site to the Lac du Bonnet
site, we would have proceeded on that basis
without any doubt.

We did not feel that we had

been asked to do that.

We continue to assume

that we had a hypothetical site in the Canadian
Shield and, given that there are no sites being
assessed in Manitoba, that that site would not be
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on the table.

So we made our assumptions as to

what our remit was, to some degree, and we feel
it was the right assumption to make under the
circumstances and with a limited timeframe and
the limited resources.

So that's the reason.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Dusseault,

the Panel really requires even more clarification
then in how the IEG came to the conclusion that
the Panel had not explicitly required that the
granite case was to be based on the extensive
data from AECL because it's right in the
Information Request.
MR. DUSSEAULT:
Chair.

I'm sorry, Madam

I know that we discussed this in the

first meetings.

In the absence of detailed

minutes, which we did not take as the experts
were meeting without OPG personnel, I cannot tell
you the exact reason that we chose an above
average quality site that had been chosen, but a
generic and hypothetical as opposed to the Lac du
Bonnet, I'm sorry.
But I can say again that there is
a wide degree of variability that is evidenced
among sites that have been characterized very
detailed, for instance, in Atikokan or in Chalk
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River, in Stripa and other places and we are all,
as geomechanical people, aware of this wide
variety of fractures and orientations, apertures
and stresses, which means that any site would
have to be subjected to a very detailed and
careful site investigation of a geological,
geomechanical, environmental and fluid transport
nature.
I suggest that perhaps focusing
only on Lac du Bonnet might have prejudiced the
results.

That seems to me to come to mind.
I think we were a little bit

concerned that it was not representative.

The

question of representativeness of a hypothetical
site is a difficult thing to get our mind around,
it's tough.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Dr. Dusseault.

Thank you,

Thank you for attempting to

address that question, however, I think that
provides the background for why you will now
continue to hear questions from the Panel trying
to evaluate how your relative risk assessment may
actually have materially been changed had you
actually used the data from the AECL two decades'
worth of site characterization at Pinawa.
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We're just setting that up as the
context for further questions that we are now
going to have for your group.
Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Just to follow

up on that, on slide No. 4 where you are
discussing the components of the conceptual DGR
and the granite formation, you identified that
for the granite DGR and the Canadian Shield it
should have similar geographical and hydrologic
features to the status quo or, sorry, the current
DGR at the Bruce site.
By "geographically similar", do
you infer same location or same geologic or
geomechanical features?
ascribed.

This is not explicitly

What is meant by the term

"geographical similarity"?
MR. DUSSEAULT:

For the record,

Maurice Dusseault is my name.
We specifically discussed, for
example, topography.

Very large differences in

elevation give rise to large differences in
hydraulic head, which is a fundamental and actual
driving force for the transport of materials in
fractured rock media or in porous media.
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So we assumed that the
geographical disposition of the hypothetical
granite site did not have steep valleys or high
hills that would give a geo-hydrological
potential much, much larger than that which would
exist from the elevation difference here in the
Bruce Peninsula.
We assumed, therefore, a
relatively flat terrain.

We assumed no huge

differences in rainfall, for example.

Although

one might argue that given that the Bruce site is
a little bit closer to the track of severe storms
such as tornadoes in the Midwest of the United
States, a site in the Shield would have been a
little bit further away.

But since the site was

not specified in the Shield, we felt that that
would be geographically similar.
We, of course, recognize the
geomechanics differences explicitly and we
noted -- in our report we noted that given the
very high quality of intact granite and the very
high quality of the Cobourg formation, and given
the stresses that could be expected at those
depths, 700 m, that we did not feel that rock
instability would be an issue of substance -- of
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substantive difference between the two cases.
The rocks in both cases are
extremely strong, the stresses may be different,
but not so high as to give a large difference in
the behaviour of the structures.

That, in a

sense, explains partly the hydrological part as
well.
The second part has to do with
the remit where we felt that it was appropriate
to compare a site, and we use the term "near a
large body of water", to some extent similar to a
Great Lake.

Of course, this could be another

large lake in the Canadian Shield, such as that
lake north of Lake Superior that has just escaped
my mind.

Nipigon, that's it.

For example, you

know, in relative proximity to Nipigon.
It's not appropriate, if you are
doing a comparison of a real case and a
hypothetical case, to hypothesize that the
hypothetical case is in largely different
circumstances, then the comparison becomes
fraught and less valid, the relative risk
evaluation.

Remember that we always had to do a

relative risk evaluation.
So if someone chooses to use our
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tools, which we believe are relatively
transparent, to hypothesize a granite site that
is away from any big lakes and in much higher
quality or much lower quality rock, they would
come necessarily to somewhat different
conclusions than we came.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke...?
In reading the

instructions from the Panel, it specified
different scenarios in the presence of a Great
Lake, in the presence of wetlands, in the
presence of a stream system.

It specified them

as three possibilities.
In terms of your evaluation, it
seems to be that you took all three of these in
combination as being your instruction.
DR. LEISS:

Yes, exactly right,

otherwise there would be more than four
scenarios, or you would have to do the fourth
case in terms of multiple scenarios considered
independently.
So the question was to read it
"and" or "or" and we read it as "and".
MEMBER MUECKE:

Coming back to

the granite scenario, would the risk profile of a
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hypothetical granite DGR be changed significantly
if the 675 m depth assumption would be removed?
The reason for asking that is, in
case of the Bruce DGR, the depth is constrained
by the sedimentary geology.

In the case of

granite DGR there would be no such restraint.
Then the question becomes, why restrain the
granite DGR to that same depth?
MR. DUSSEAULT:
Maurice Dusseault.
scenarios.

For the record,

Again, it has to do with the

We could have postulated a deep DGR,

for example 1,500 m, and a shallow DGR, for
example 500 m in the Canadian Shield.
We felt that the remit we
received from you was to compare a known Bruce
DGR with a hypothetical granite DGR, but under
similar circumstances.
Personally, as the rock mechanics
person on the panel, I could speculate as to the
impact of going much deeper.

For example, it

would probably mean that the fissures add depth.
Those fissures that exist are more likely to be
closed or of extremely small aperture and,
therefore, providing less transmissive pathways
for the interaction of any fluids or gases
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generated with the biosphere.
On the other hand, we know that
the stress state in the Canadian Shield,
especially in some granite plutons, is such that
even at 1,500 metres depth we have very high
horizontal stresses and there is an increasing
chance of the impairment of the integrity of the
rock mass around the shaft, because when you
excavate a shaft you take away all the rock and
the radial stress becomes zero and the tangential
stress is still very high and you have a whole
bunch of microfissures that are generated.
This was investigated very
carefully at Lac du Bonnet of course, but Lac du
Bonnet was only 500 metres, 400 and something
metres deep, so I assure you that the behaviour
of rock is not linear enough that if you increase
it to 1,500 metres you're going to have to look
at that one really, really carefully because
you've created a new pathway.
With all of these permutations
and combinations associated with going to look at
a shallow option versus a deep option in the
Canadian Shield, this project would have, in my
view, spun somewhat out of control in the sense
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that we would have to evaluate a number of new
dimensions for these options.
We chose again to assume that the
hypothetical site was, for all intents and
purposes, at a similar depth, in a high quality
rock mass, not an ideal one but a reasonably high
quality rock mass, and near a fairly large body
of water, with some nearby wetlands and a nearby
stream, and that was again trying to make, as
much as we could, a reasonable analogue between a
real site and a hypothetical site.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald.
This is a

question for OPG.
Would the OPG be able to confirm
agreement with the IEG that the option for
enhanced or hardened surface storage of materials
must be assumed to be hypothetical and not based
upon a facility analogue?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I wonder if you could just repeat
the question again for us.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Essentially,
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do you stand in agreement with the IEG that the
surface hardened storage option must be a
hypothetical situation rather than a factual
analogue?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Thanks for the clarification.

I

probably would have answered the wrong question.
No, we're not aware of any
examples of hardened storage internationally or
here for low and intermediate level waste.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Okay.

I would

like some clarification also from the IEG.

This

is based upon page 38.
Thank you very much for your
presentation today of the worker health and
safety relative and absolute risk initiation.
I'm very interested in that.
Also, on page 38 of your report
you have the public health risk plot shown.

In

the less than 100-year timeframe the DGR granite
option and the DGR option are both indicated to
have apparent equivalent absolute risk whereas
the relative risk of the granite DGR is shown to
be higher than that on the DGR option.

For
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public health impact essentially due to dust and
noise the granite DGR should have a lower impact
seeing as this would be away from a major
community area, built probably somewhere remote
in the Canadian Shield.
My question is why would the
shorter term relative risk for both options be
not closer to equivalence than is indicated in
your plot?
MR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli responding

on behalf of the IEG.
There's a number of different
types of consequences being merged together in
that assessment of consequence, so dust and noise
would be one of them.
I suspect that our judgment at
the time was, in terms of putting the DGR granite
repository at a slightly higher level of
likelihood for consequences, primarily related to
the additional transportation requirements and
the public risks associated with transportation,
which may have pushed it slightly to the more
likely side.
Tom Isaacs would like to add a
bit more, I think.
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MR. ISAACS:

Thank you.

Tom

Isaacs.
I actually don't have much more
to add.

I think that was the distinguishing

feature in our mind for why we decided there was
a slight increase in risk for a facility that was
farther away.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

The

distinction would be the public risk for the
public along the transport route versus the risk
to the public living in the nearby community?
MR. ISAACS:

Correct.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Okay.

Thank

you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke.
In the IEG's

considerations you state that the shaft seal is
assumed to be similar in the case of granite and
at the Bruce site.

What led you to this

conclusion, considering that in the case of the
Bruce site the shaft will have transverse various
formations with very different properties, in a
granite body there would be much less
variability?

How was the similarity of -- can

the similarity in shaft seal be assumed?
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DR. DUSSEAULT:

We assumed that

the shaft seal would be purpose designed for the
site.

For example, if you have a granite site

that is intensely fractioned for the upper
200 metres, 300 metres, which is very common
because you have the stress relief cracks and the
low-lying quasi-horizontal cracks that are
associated with the erosion from a great depth,
we assumed implicitly that that network of
greater damage in the upper 200 metres or 300
metres of a batholith would be reasonably
equivalent to the presence in the upper 300
metres or 400 metres, 200 or 300 metres of the
Bruce site, to strata that are more permeable,
more fractured and, shall we say, more
challenging to seal than the deeper part of the
repository, which in both cases is in very -- we
assume in the case of granite very low fracture
density and more sealed fractures and in the case
of the Cobourg very low porosity apparently -and we say apparently -- unfractured, although I
don't think there is such a rock that exists that
is absolutely unfractured.

Even if there are

fractures in this slightly porous rock, they
appear to be very firmly closed.

So we said,
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technology being what it is in terms of putting
in engineered barriers in shafts, we assumed the
shaft would be appropriately designed for the
conditions encountered at the site.

Therefore,

we have no basis upon which we discriminated
between one or the other in terms of the
engineered barriers.

That was again our

hypothesis to establish a comparative process.
It is always possible, Dr.
Muecke, to postulate more engineered barriers in
one scenario than another scenario, but then the
comparison becomes flawed and it is not a
comparison any more.
MEMBER MUECKE:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
Dr. Dusseault,

if I may ask a supplementary on that as a
biologist and not an engineer.
Assuming the same degree of
rigour in the engineering design for the shaft
seal, did the IEG consider, though, a difference
in likelihood that shaft seal would fail given
the two distinct geologic settings and the
different challenges that may be associated with
those two settings?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice
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Dusseault, for the record.
I'm going to answer only half of
the question.

Dr. Leiss will handle, I hope, the

issue of biological processes, which were not
part of the remit.
We assumed that the rock types
and the ceiling technologies would achieve the
same level of performance in both of the cases
given the constraints that we had.
On the issue of biological
processes, Dr. Leiss, would you like to comment
on that?
DR. LEISS:

I basically can't

think of any reason why unspecified biological
processes would affect this engineered barrier
unless I had some -- because I don't really know
what you might be referring to.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Sorry.
Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

that clarification on the seal.
There is another assumption that
the IEG made and that is that in the presence of
approximately 200 metres of sedimentary rock in
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the case of the Bruce DGR there was considerable
groundwater flow that will not affect future
pathways or the shaft seal in terms of relative
risk.

Could you expand upon that?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Yes.

We assumed

that the engineered barriers for the sealing of
the shaft would be placed appropriately at depths
below the rapid groundwater flow regime both in
the granite case, when I spoke of the open
fractures near the surface, the horizontal stress
relief cracks that are inherent in any batholith
as we know, the same thing there. We assumed that
regime. We are not going to try to seal against
all groundwater flow but that the seal would be
effected in the hundreds of metres below that
zone, so we have the bottom 400 metres in both
cases.
Remember that we did assume
identical depth for the hypothetical granite
repositories, so that gave us, in both cases,
400 metres of very, very competent rock above the
horizon that was to be excavated for the
placement of the containers.

We didn't

discriminate any further between the two cases.
We assumed again in both cases that an effective
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engineered barrier would be in place of equal
quality in both cases, pending of course a
detailed site investigation.

We assumed that,

what we call, adaptive engineering is always part
of every process of construction and management
like this.

You adapt your engineering solutions

to the information that you find as you do the
site investigation and as you proceed down the
construction process.
There's always surprises.

We

believe that adaptive engineering can cope with
those surprises for all reasonable cases that we
considered both in the granite and the
sedimentary rock.

I think that we should, as an

IEG we did, keep in mind that any kind of a
repository construction process would be a highly
adaptive process of engineering:

you look, you

see, you assess, you evaluate, you mitigate,
repeat as necessary.
MEMBER MUECKE:

For the last two

points that I brought up, the basic assumption
made by the IEG was that the upper 200 metres of
the hypothetical granite would be highly
fractured.

The question arises of course then is

that a generalization which -- is that a valid
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generalization?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
We believe it to be.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question for CNSC.

Dr. Archibald.
I have a

This is based on page 10 of

the written report.
Based upon the international and
Canadian consensus, would CNSC have preferred to
see the timeframe for short-term risk, as posed
by the IEG, changed to less than 300 years or at
least several hundred years rather than the
100-year term that was posed, and this being
based upon timing, foresight, refurbishment for
the surface operations?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
In discussing with my colleagues
the fact that the choice of 100 years makes for a
more conservative safety case, it looks at loss
of institutional control sooner and therefore
would likely overestimate or overemphasize the
long-term risk, we thought was a conservative
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approach.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

On slide 11

also you mention that tritium gas in water
releases were not considered by the IEG for
release from surface storage sites, they were not
identified as pathways by the IEG, but you do
state that passive tritiated water releases are
high from the WWMF but it generates very low
doses, and OPG plans to ventilate and monitor
tritiated water in the air that will be able to
mitigate risks of exposure.
So the ventilation and monitoring
of tritiated water is stated to be mitigative
procedures for lowering the risk of exposure.
Could you explain how monitoring of surface
tritiated water releases will mitigate risks?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The point we were trying to make
is that the assessment of relative risk could
have considered tritium exposures from the waste
packages essentially, but in effect by monitoring
and controlling exposures the relative risk, the
end point, wouldn't have changed materially.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

You also note
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that the IEG injury rates are at a higher risk
for underground workers versus surface -- which
is a common feature in most modern societies, I
totally agree with that -- but that the
underground mining sequence will be only for a
short interval of the 100-year period over which
overall risk has been assessed for the short
term.

CNSC states that the likelihood for injury

should be equal because of the short duration of
mining.

I guess that is one of your conclusions

and that differs from that of the IEG.
In view of the fact, however,
that the proposed repository will be developed as
a low percent extraction, small excavation size,
limited heading operation, and very similar in
operational features to stone underground mines
or quarries, this is not the large scale mining
operation that we normally see in Canada or the
United States, would you not view the injury rate
potential as being lower or significantly lower
than that of the general construction industry
and well below that of very large scale metal
mining operations from which the higher injury
rate statistics that you have given in your slide
have been derived?

In this case, would the CNSC
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view the injury likelihood rating for a
repository as being less or much less than those
of above-ground and general underground mining
operations?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

If you'll give me a couple of minutes,
Dr. Archibald, I'll speak with my colleague
behind me.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Again, that's

from slide 11, the data that you've put in.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I will ask Ms Kay Klassen to

respond to your questions in the context of the
point we were trying to make on slide 11 -- slide
12, apparently.
--- Pause
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
When we looked at the mining and
came to the conclusion that perhaps the risks
were overstated given the nature of the
activities and the duration that was taking place
I was also aware that the kinds of buildings
being constructed or demolished at western were
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relatively simple.

They're not tremendously high

so the understanding of the construction might
also have been somewhat conservatively stated so
I felt it was probably more fair to say they were
similar in the context of the risks to workers
associated with the activities.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

In fact, it's

a more conservative case to estimate the higher
injury rate risk statistics for mining.
As a follow-up question, would
these rates have been Canadian rates or are these
United States' rates?
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
These were U.S. rates.

When I

took a look at what was readily available through
website access, I found that the Canadian readily
accessible ones tended to lump mining sort of all
in one.

Often some of the rates were represented

with oil and gas figures.

On the American site

it was possible -- they had presented the data,
and quite detailed data, by different segments so
that you could eliminate coal mining from the
general mining risks, coal mining tending to be
quite a hazardous form of industry, so that it
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was clearer, the differences in the injury rate
relative to the different kinds of mining
activities, so coal having riskier -- underground
having riskier and higher injury rates than some
of the other underground activities.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
that's true.

In general,

Definitely, we do know that coal is

a riskier venture for underground operations but
there are tremendously up-to-date statistics
generated and because mining will be done in the
province of Ontario or in Canada, where we have
general statistic rates, it would be more
appropriate to use them.
As has been identified for the
WIPP case, as an analogue, there do exist very
significant differences in oversight, worker
management, and health and safety guidance in
mining particularly, and published data may show
significant differences that would affect the
relative risk assessment.
In this particular case, as long
as these are relative statistics and band as
such, they would be appropriate but they may
cause a skewing of the risk, especially noting
that this will be a very high quality mining
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venture and not under rate stress as we have in
normal mining operations.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
They were chosen as more
representative of the general mining industry.
Certainly CNSC oversight and uranium mining is
lower in injury rate than general mining as well,
so it does depend on the -- on the regulatory
regime and attention paid to the activities.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I've been

informed that the Ministry of Labour is available
on the phone, and I would like to ask them to
comment on the statements and questions just
posed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Do we have the

Ministry of Labour representatives on the phone?
We will allow them some time to
call in, and the secretary can let us know when
we do have that connection.

And then Dr.

Archibald, perhaps you could repeat your full
question for the benefit of the Ministry when
they are on the phone.
Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I have a couple
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of non-geoscience queries.

One really concerns

the Panel as a whole.
You used consensus to produce the
risk diagrams that you have produced, and you
came to consensus where to place the factors that
you were considering in each case.
Could you recall for the Panel in
which cases it was most difficult to reach a
consensus?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
We struggled with -- a lot with
this idea of institutional control and the
implications of what it would mean on it, but I
don't think there was disagreement.

There was --

it was a kind of a discussion as to what our
basic assumptions were going to be in terms of
institutional control loss after some time.
Another thing we sometimes
struggled with, but again, it was -- we didn't
argue about it.

It's the idea that after, you

know, the highly improbable, given geological
time, becomes absolutely certain.

In other

words, there's going to be one big storm hit that
area some time in the future.
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In the next 100 years, it might
be one chance in 100.

For the 10,000 years, it's

going to be one chance in five.

For the next

100,000 years, it's going to be virtually
certain.
So we had to come to grips with
that.
So on many of our plots of
absolute probability and consequences, you see
the DGRs are way over on the right because it's
absolutely certain that there's going to be, in
the future, some level of storm, some level of
tornado.

But the consequences are zero.
So we actually did discuss these

things quite heatedly but, you know, as
colleagues saying, you know, is it right to give
it as zero probability because of the DGR is 700
metres deep, is there some small chance, et
cetera.
So yes, a consensual process,
active discussion, you bet.

And we're four

different disciplines here, you know, so we did
tend to defer to, you know, Tom when we were
discussing issues of nuclear safety and to Greg
in discussing issues of risk assessment and to
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Dr. Leiss with his very broad knowledge of these
issues.

But I think we had enough of a

collegiality and a broad technical basis to not
really have any bumps in the road of any
significance.
MEMBER MUECKE:

It wasn't that I

was implying that you had difficulty or that you
didn't reach consensus.

I was not questioning

that.
It was in which cases, what are
the most discussion, the difficulty in coming to
a single point that you have to put on a graph?
MR. ISAACS:

So Tom Isaacs.

So I thought we were surprisingly
effective and efficient, maybe because of the
time pressures, in reaching consensus on the
scoring.
There were places where people
had slightly differing points of view and we
would discuss it and we would decide on this
qualitative basis what we thought was the most
appropriate single place to place it.

In some

cases, we might discuss whether there would be a
distinction between the "as is" storage and the
enhanced storage or whether they were together on
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a particular criteria.
The thing that I think I recall
having a lot of discussion about was how do we
meet your charge to be repeatable.

That was a

very difficult thing for scientists to recognize
that this was a qualitative judgment against a
variety of options that had differing amounts of
definitiveness to them and what did it mean to be
repeatable when it was clear to us that, from a
scientific point of view, reasonable people -reasonably informed people could do the same kind
of analysis and come to somewhat different
conclusions.

And we recognized that.
And so we worked hard to try and

come up with our definition of repeatable, which
essentially means it's trackable, that you can
repeat the process and if you agree with our
judgments, you come out with a clear agreement
with our findings.
It doesn't mean you agree with
our judgments, but you can do that.

And we also

worked hard for it to be transparent so that if
you did have different judgments and different
rationales for it, the process allowed you to put
in your own as well.
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I would say that was the area,
for me, that was the one where we had the most
discussion.
Thank you.
DR. LEISS:

I would add, Dr.

Muecke, that some of the pathways of harm, risk
factors here ask you to speculate over very, very
broad time frames, glaciation, lack of
institutional control, even some of the others.
So there, you're -- you're at the
extreme end of your capacity to make informed
judgments in some things like that.
I expect in those cases that
there would be variation.
I mean, if one -- and you're -if you look at the basic diagram where you're
asking yourselves to place -- even the act of
placing on a logarithmic scale is, how shall I
put it, challenging, so you rely a lot on the
goodwill in a collaborative process.
And I think that just the
challenge of making placements on a logarithmic
scale would tend you to take the edges off
judgments.

Most -- it requires some capacity to

compromise and so on, so what I can say is I
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don't think there was significant difference
among the 12 pathways of harm.
There was an attempt to arrive at
a common view about the rough kind of area in
which one is talking about on a log scale and
avoiding any attempt to pretend that there's any
precision involved in that.
So I think they're all similar in
that respect in that the requirement for using
the log scale puts you in a kind of decision
framework where you know that you're working with
very large parameters of error.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald.

Dr. Muecke, did you have any
further questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

More geoscience?

Okay.
And this is speculative, okay, so
sorry to put you on the spot with this.
How or do you think that the
recent incidents at the WIPP site would have
influenced your decisions in evaluating risks,
particularly for the DGRs?
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MR. ISAACS:
prepare that.

I actually did

Tom Isaacs.
So we're well aware of the

incidents at the WIPP site, two of them in
particular.

There was a truck fire underground

and then there was definitely some kind of an
incident where there was release of radioactivity
and some exposure at fairly low levels, from what
I understand, to a number of workers.

And that's

still under investigation.
I think it would be premature to
make any particular judgments about what caused
it because I think it's going to be some time
before they're entirely sure of what caused it.
These are regrettable incidents,
for sure, and we may learn, over time, that they
were avoidable.

And I think they probably will

find that they were avoidable.
In terms of its impact on our
evaluation, we believed that there was probably a
slightly enhanced risk of incidents underground
as opposed to the surface.

If I could refer back

to Commissioner Archibald's comment, when you
look at worker rates of risk, you have to look at
two things, not just the rate of injury, but the
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number of workers.
those two things.

And you have to multiply
And I think that's why we came

out with a slightly higher risk for that
circumstance because we assumed if we were doing
both surface and underground work there might be
more workers on site and independent of the
relatively small diversion in rates, we were
going to be multiplying by a larger number.
I think the same thing holds true
here, that we -- we are not surprised, if you
will, that there were incidents underground.
We're surprised by these particular incidents.
They're not satisfactory to have occurred.

But

it is the nature of activity underground.
And so our findings that there
would be some small degree of risk underground is
confirmed, in a sense, if you will, by the fact
that these regrettable things happened, so it
wouldn't have changed our evaluation.
DR. LEISS:

I would just add that

in my work -- in my own work over many different
risk issues I've been influenced by a number of
particulars, one of them the famous book called
"Normal Accidents" so that, in other words -- and
I think a lot of my colleagues share that view,
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that you expect it will happen and you build in
provisions for that expectation, but the risk
approach drives you, always, to the same place,
to ask about likelihood and also consequences.
And so you look very carefully at
the level of risk, you compare those risks to
other situations.
And I think, in that sense, I,
and I think my colleagues, do build that kind of
expectation into the kind of judgments we make.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Deviating from the theme again,
there's a statement in your report indicating
that, eventually, the radionuclides from the
repository in the limestone in the proposed DGR
would reach Lake Huron and that dilution would
take care of any such incident.
Did you take into account the
degree of mixing that -- in deep waters,
bioaccumulation, the absorption onto sediments
and so on in case of such an incident?
DR. LEISS:

I'm going to ask Dr.

Dusseault to discuss that, but are you sure that
there's the expectation that it would, in fact,
reach the lake?

I did not think so, but ---
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MEMBER MUECKE:
have to check that for me.

Somebody would

I'm going by memory

here.
DR. LEISS:

I would be ---

DR. DUSSEAULT:

We can leave the

interpretation of our words somewhat to be parsed
carefully, but we did not feel that we -- we
stated there was an expectation that would occur.
In fact, in our document, we -in developing our assessment in our -- using the
relative risk tool that Greg has developed with
us, we know -- we noted or we were well aware
that OPG and NWMO, for that matter, do not -- do
not use dilution as a barrier.

That is

explicitly not used.
There are natural barriers, there
are engineered barriers, and dilution is not one
of them.
But in discussion of the
geoscience aspects of risk and relative risk, I
felt, and it was my decision -- my co-members
supported me.

I felt that it was appropriate to

point out that there were other physical
processes that might attenuate risk even further
to the levels of risk estimate that OPG, NWMO and
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other agencies around the world have promulgated
in the absence of one specific one.

That was

dilution.
Remember that our remit asked us
to examine DGR near a Great Lake, both
hypothetically and in reality.

At least that was

our interpretation of it.
So the issue is exposure to some
radiological agent significantly above the level
of background.
I remind you that water flowing
into the Great Lakes does contain, in solution,
small amounts of potassium-40, small amounts of
uranium, small amounts of thorium, especially
from black shales that are being eroded in the
antrum.

The antrum shale is a good example, and

from the Canadian Shield sources coming in, too.
And that gives a general background in the
aqueous system of the Great Lakes.
So we said fairly clearly that it
was extremely improbable that there would be the
flight or -- or the escape of fluids from the
deep repositories, but that in the eventuality
that such a highly improbable event might happen,
there was a further set of barriers.
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We did, remember, discuss clearly
the barriers that involved the low water
solubility of the molecules that contained the
radioactive species.

In general, these are

oxides and other molecules that are not soluble,
so any effluent coming from a DGR would, first of
all, be of relatively modest -- relatively low
concentration because these are highly, generally
speaking -- not always, but generally speaking,
highly insoluble materials.
And I say not always because
there are some chlorides and some others that
might be more soluble.
Given the stipulated geographical
disposition of the repository and given that the
pathway, any pathway possible for escape would be
passing in contact with large amounts of silicate
minerals, as you get closer to the surface and as
you get closer to bodies of water, more and more
clay can be found, and this leads to a process
that we call adsorption so that cations -- the
radioactive cations, generally, are divalent or
trivalent, and they tend to be adsorbed
preferentially by these mineral surfaces and
retarded, in fact, immobilized.
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There's also the issue in porous
media that these -- if the radioactive species
are in cationic state they have a hydration
sphere around them which causes them to be -- to
have difficulty in passing through very small
pores like the pores in the Cobourg formation.
So that's a further retardation
having to do with kind of what we call a -- it's
basically a retardation process because of the
size of ions.
Okay.

So we assumed or we

postulated that there might be a flight or an
escape of some small amount of fluid to the
hydrosphere.

At that point, and only at that

point, did we invoke the possibility of dilution.
We already understand that it's
undergone dispersion, diffusion, adsorption,
retardation and that the rates of flow must be -because of the low permeability of either
repository, must be extremely low, so probability
is very small.
But there's another safety
barrier, if you wish, or a security barrier for
the protection of the population, and that is
that if a litre of water enters into a large body
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of water and has, by advective mixing, generally
speaking -- there's mixing going on all the time,
there's water circulating.
diluted substantially.

It's going to be

Exactly how much, I don't

know.
But I did, maybe speciously,
calculate the amount of water in the Great Lake,
and it's -- I think it was 23 trillion cubic
metres, give or take a litre or two.
And I thought that that was a
fairly large number and we could rely on a very
small amount of that for dilution, so that was
the source of my statement.
It is a source -- the statement - pardon me.

The discussion was intended to

indicate that, given the relative risks and given
the barriers, both natural and engineered, that
have been suggested for a repository, there
exists additional security factors that protects
the population in general from exposure to high
levels or unacceptable levels of radioactive
species.
A long-winded answer, I'm sorry,
but -DR. LEISS:

Could I just
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reiterate the short answer?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Short answer,

yeah.
DR. LEISS:

I don't think that

we've said we expected this to occur.

I honestly

don't.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I may

interject, I found the quote, I think, where we - and I think we -- thank you for your longwinded answer, Dr. Dusseault, because it put a
relatively short quote on page 23 -- no, 21 of
your report into greater context, and so the
transcript will assist us as well.
But in there, the IEG states:
"Furthermore, even if slow
flow of water or gas
containing radionuclides did
reach the upper 200 metres of
the strata at the Bruce DGR,
groundwater flux, surface
dilution with rainfall and
stream flow and previously
mentioned effects such as
adsorption and dissolution of
the gas into the shallow
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flowing groundwater followed
by geochemical immobilization
or attenuation would take
place."
And I think, in a nutshell,
that's what you were just describing to us.
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Well said.

--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did

you have any further questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Well, I'd just

like to apologize if I phrased this wrong, a
senior moment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did

you have any further questions?
Dr. Archibald?
Okay.
Chair.

Now, it's my turn as the

I get to wait and make notes and add on

to the questions.
So I'm going to back up a little
bit to where we were at the beginning -- toward
the beginning of our questioning, which is back
to the assumptions and the characterization of
the conceptual granite site.
And this is actually directed to
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the CNSC because the Panel have had a lot of
explanation from the IEG regarding the basis for
their case.
So to the CNSC, the Panel's
question is, given the CNSC's comments regarding
the IEG assumptions around the extent of
fractures in granite rock and, in this case,
particularly the upper 200 metres, does the CNSC
still conclude and agree with the IEG that
groundwater flow flux is the major factor
affecting the comparative risk assessment and,
therefore, would you still agree with the overall
IEG conclusions?
I would give the representatives
of Natural Resources Canada on the phone a heads
up that I will also be asking you this question.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Son Nguyen will be respond to
the questions.
DR. NGUYEN:

In the IEG report

there is a more detailed description of the
alternative option No. 4 for the DGR in granite
and in this I believe the basis of comparison is
a hypothetical site which is based from the real
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side but a hypothetical which was used in the
third and fourth case study for the APM concept
for spent fuel.
So the characteristics of this
site, the topography and the hydrology were based
on this site which was investigated from the
surface.

It is hypothetical, but it's realistic.
Now, the properties of the rock,

especially the hydric properties, are based on a
composite of properties from both the Whiteshell
data and the Atikokan data as well.

So the 200

metres indeed fractured, if I look at this
composite picture of this hypothetical site.
And the answer is yes, we agree
that for this site, based on experience gained
from reviewing the APM for spent fuel, which we
can extrapolate for low-intermediate level waste,
the main pathway would still be groundwater
transport and gas transport to the surface.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

May

I now direct the same question to Natural
Resources Canada.

Are you on the phone?

MS CAVALLARO:

Yes.

This is Kate

Cavallaro with Natural Resources Canada.

You

were cutting out a little bit when you were
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asking your question and I was just wondering if
I could get you to repeat the question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Certainly.

And

also, may you please repeat your name, we didn't
quite get that either.
MS CAVALLARO:
Cavallaro.

Yes.

This is Kate

Last name is C-A-V-A-L-L-A-R-O.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
So, Ms Cavallaro, the Panel's
question was, given the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission comments regarding the IEG assumption
about the extent of fractures in granitic rock,
particularly the upper 200 m, does Natural
Resources Canada conclude, as the IEG did, that
groundwater flow flux is the major factor
affecting the comparative risk assessment between
the Bruce DGR and a granitic DGR?
MS CAVALLARO:

First of all, I

would like to point out that I am the Senior
Environmental Assessment Officer with this file
and not the expert with our Earth Sciences
Sector, so I can give you a summary of what we
included in our written submission to the Panel
and then, if you require additional information,
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I will have to get the expert onto the line.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

That would be helpful.
MS CAVALLARO:

Okay.

So first of

all, Natural Resources Canada did review from a
hydrogeological perspective the granite DGR
option with respect to radionuclide mass
transport flow path links and absorption and we
did have some comments with respect to the
statements made in the IEG report.
I think, first of all, what we
would say is that fractures at any potential DGR
site in the granite of the Canadian Shield are
likely to be relatively numerous at the surface,
but decrease in frequency with depth.
The vertical component of
fractures is likely to be greater than the
vertical component of any advective groundwater
pathway at the Bruce site, therefore, advective
flow path to the biosphere in the Canadian Shield
site would probably be shorter.
It is also important to note that
not all fractures in the granite are necessarily
conductive.

For example, some may contain clay

fault gouge that decreases permeability and
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provides significant absorptive capacity for
radionuclides.
Second, the average diffusion
porosity of the Cobourg formation is 1.3 percent
and the average diffusion coefficient is 3.7
times 10 to the minus 13 m squared per second.
In contrast, the effect of porosity in the
granite from the URL is in the range of
0.2 percent while the effective diffusion
coefficient is in the range of 2 times 10 to the
minus 12 m squared per second.
Thus, the porosity of the Cobourg
formation is higher than that of the potential
typical host granite while its diffusion
coefficient is lower.
The comments that I have just
said, notwithstanding Natural Resources Canada
would agree with IEG's overall assessment of the
relative and absolute risk of the advective
transport of radionuclides in groundwater and in
gas.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Ms Cavallaro.

Thank you,

I think that is probably

sufficient for now.

If we have any follow-up

questions as the questions proceed we will get
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back to you, but thanks very much.
MS CAVALLARO:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

This question

is to the IEG.
Notwithstanding whether the
granite repository, the conceptual granite
repository was modelled after the Pinawa example
or not, is it the IEG's opinion that granite in
general offers less absorption and less
retardation of radionuclide transport?
MR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
Yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that succinct answer.
--- Laughter
MR. DUSSEAULT:

It's a very rare

one for me as well.
--- Laughter
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The next

question is again back to the IEG, and again this
is perhaps a naïve question from a biologist.
Why would a granite fracture
system be any more difficult to characterize than
a sedimentary system?
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MR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
Sedimentary processes lay down
similar strata over fairly large horizontal
distances and in the case of a very definitely
non-tectonically affected regime, such as the
rock beneath our very feet, at least if you -well, beneath our very feet for the last few
hundred million years anyway, there is a lot of
lateral continuity.
If you drill a hole, at one point
you can assume that what you see in that hole has
lateral predictability of quite a remarkable
amount if it is in horizontally stratified
sediments.

So that does exist.
In granitic rocks it is less so,

it is less so.

For example, if you drill in a

granitic pluton and say, "Well, I am going to
extrapolate this two kilometres away," uh-huh,
you are not going to do that, because they change
-- the spatial variability of rocks in the
Shield, even though they are competent and old,
low permeability and all that kind of stuff, the
spatial variability latterly is actually much,
much larger than in the sedimentary basin.
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Now, in the case of Ontario,
where we are standing right now, the rocks have
not been affected, to the best of the knowledge
of the site investigation people that have done
the drilling and done very detailed seismics and
other work, has not been affected by faulting or
significant displacement of the rock masses in
any way, shape or form since the time of
deposition and what we call induration or making
a sediment into a good, strong, stiff rock.

So

that gives us more confidence in terms of our
predictability in terms of the lateral
predictability.
Even when it comes to the
postulation of fractures, in a sedimentary rock
mass like the Cobourg formation, if we do succeed
in identifying fractures -- and we may as the
time -- as the site investigation goes on, part
of the adaptive engineering process, then we
would probably even be able to say, "Well, look,
we are seeing closed or very minute natural
fractures at 5 m spacing".

Now, that again can

be projected out laterally quite a distance
because essentially all the rocks have had the
same geological history and stress history and
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tectonic history.
You can't say that for fractures
in a granitic rock mass, you are going to have to
use many more boreholes to intersect a large
number of fractures in a body that has lateral
inhomogeneity and it's going to be far, far more
difficult to characterize that fracture system to
the degree that we can characterize the Cobourg
formation in terms of lateral variability.

So

it's just inherently much more difficult.
Site investigation is absolutely,
completely, totally necessary for any project of
this kind, very detailed site investigation.

It

is likely to be much more challenging in a
pluton.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke...?
Could we have

CNSC's comments, I think they didn't come out
very well during the presentation, about the lack
of tectonic deformation in the stratigraphic
sequence beneath the proposed DGR?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Julie Brown will respond to
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the question.
DR. BROWN:

Julie Brown, for the

record.
That statement was made in the
IEG report on page 13 in the descriptive
background information for the geology and they
state that there are geological reasons for a
lack of fractures such as the absence of any
tectonic forces with reference to the rocks that
have been characterized at the Bruce site.
But it just ignores existing
information that OPG has actually previously
presented on the existence of new tectonic faults
in the broader geological region.
So particular examples would be
on the Ottawa Bonnechere graben system and also
there is the Clarendon-Linden fault which is an
active fault in Northern New York State that
extends into Ontario in the vicinity of Prince
Edward County.
So that information has been
presented by OPG in a Seismic Hazard Assessment
Report and it describes further the new tectonic
setting and the current contemporary stress field
for the region.
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Does that help?

Does that answer

your question?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, it does.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would the IEG

care to comment on whether or not what we have
just heard would materially affect any of your
conclusions?
MR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
I would not.

The distance of the

Clarendon features and any tectonic events that
have created significant displacement or
alteration of the rock properties are
sufficiently distant from the site or from a
hypothetical granite site as well that we would
not substantively change our conclusions on the
basis of large region neo-tectonism.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The next

question I have is around the general theme of
climate change and I'm also going to be
addressing this question to Environment Canada
and the Ontario Ministry of Environment and
Climate change.
On page 52 of the IEG report, the
IEG states that:
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"The major consideration is
that surface facilities will
be more vulnerable to climate
change and glaciation in the
very long term."
The Panel's question is, what
about the near to medium term, in less than 100
years?

Could you remind us again about your

deliberations regarding both the absolute risk
and the comparative relative risk, especially
among the two surface options regarding climate
change and the potential for increased frequency,
for example, of severe climate events?
MR. PAOLI:

For the record, Greg

Paoli.
I think when we referred on
page 52 to climate change and adaptation we are
primarily referring to extreme weather events.
And although there are other climate change
variables that we could consider, I think
probably the part that would be least possible to
predict with any confidence into the future, and
the primary vulnerability is for structures which
are intended to be strong, would be severe
weather.
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So I think that's the climate
change angle and I don't think we differentiated
between near and medium term in our
deliberations, it was really a long-term
consideration as we were thinking about climate
change and severe weather.

And I don't think it

would change the determination that severe
weather events at the surface would be inevitable
under any climate change scenario.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could you

elaborate a little more about why you did not
explicitly include this consideration in the less
than 100 years, because we are trying to
distinguish, if at all possible, between the
status quo scenario and enhanced storage, and
particularly if there is an increased frequency
of severe weather event; i.e. tornadoes, which
this local region has recently experienced, one
would assume you could discriminate between those
two options in the near term.

This is referring

to me -- and my experience is only as a
layperson, but certainly coming from Calgary, we
are very aware of the sudden one in 100 flood
that took place kind of frequently in the last 20
years.
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So we would simply like to know a
little bit more why that distinguishing feature
was not teased out a little bit more.
MR. PAOLI:

Okay.

Greg Paoli,

for the record.
To the extent that climate change
would be considered, and it was listed in the
"Includes" category on page 45 of our report
under "Severe Weather", we do indicate that the
enhanced surface scenario has a reduced -enhanced surface facility would have a reduced
risk, primarily due to the lower consequences for
any severe weather event and that would apply
to -- that would be the case, and all we would be
talking about under climate change is that those
same extreme weather events might be more common,
but that would not change the conclusion that the
risk would be reduced in the enhanced surface
storage scenario.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

May I have now a comment from
Environment Canada regarding the climate change
implications for the comparative risks in the
next 100 years?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

It is Sandro
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Leonardelli from Environment Canada.

Can you

hear me?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, we can.

MR. LEONARDELLI:

Great.

So in

terms of climate change, our original assessment
for the project was in relation to the storm
water management pond and the maximum flood
hazard risk assessment, so we did make comments
about that and various recommendations in regards
to that in our original departmental submission
from last year.
Now, I'm not sure if you are
asking me for some information in relation to
that or -- do you want me to revisit that at all?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Actually,

Mr. Leonardelli, if you could then extend that,
the recommendation of course is for the proposed
DGR base case, but would your recommendations
materially change in any way in the case, in
particular, of enhanced surface storage and, if
so, why?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So in

terms of enhanced surface storage, so we would
have the same considerations -- sorry, the same
comments and recommendations that we made in
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regards to the original base case DGR facility,
the one that's proposed.

Those would apply

equally to the enhanced storage.
The aspects that we looked at
were, you know, the sizing of the storm water
management pond, so definitely whether it's an
enhanced storage facility or the base case, our
comments for the storm water management pond
would apply just as equally and ditto for the -and the same thing would be the case for the
Maximum Flooding Hazard Assessment.
Now, just to remind people what
that was about, the Maximum Flooding Hazard
Assessment was to determine whether or not the
underground workings might be susceptible to
flooding from probable maximum precipitation
events, and so there was some risk of that that
was found and we had made a recommendation that
the facility be redefined in accordance with the
estimated flood level.
So what was being affected was
the height of the shaft collar and that the flood
modelling be redone based on the new design with
a higher shaft collar and also factoring in the
effects of climate change.
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So if you are looking at a
facility that -- a surface facility that is going
to be there for let's say potentially 100 years,
there is an expectation of incremental change to
climate and that should be factored into the
design of the surface facilities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Leonardelli.
I understand we now also have
Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate
Change on the phone.
MR. CHAPPELL:

Yes, you have Rick

Chappell from the Ministry of Environment Climate
Change.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So,

Mr. Chappell, can you also comment on this for
the Panel's benefit?
MR. CHAPPELL:

Yes.

With regards

to climate change, the types of provincial
environmental approvals that the proponent would
be required to obtain, we don't see those
changing as a result of climate change.
Those approvals that are given
are called environmental compliance approval and
set out in those are terms and conditions under
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which the proponent operates.

Those are living

documents, there is no specific end date to those
documents.

So based upon inspections that we may

conduct with a proponent or changes to the
environment, if those terms and conditions may
have to change and that may be a result of a
request that we make to the proponent for changes
to that or it may be the proponent that is making
changes to the facility that would come to us and
apply for changes to that environmental
compliance approval.
So that is a living, breathing
document that actually can change based upon
circumstances, and climate change might be one of
those circumstances that may require the change
of those terms and conditions as set out in the
approvals.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Chappell.
As a supplementary to you, do you
have any recent examples of where an approval
from your Ministry did require a change because
of an increased frequency, for example, of storm
events?
MR. CHAPPELL:

Not to my
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knowledge.

Yes, the events of recently have not

-- not specifically climate change am I aware of
anything that has to change.
Obviously if you look at
something, like for instance a sewage treatment
plant that might have combined sewers, as the
storm events increased you may have the potential
for, you know, overflows.

So that would be

something that we would certainly address.
So I don't think there has been
significant enough climate change at this point
in time that we have seen that in our approvals.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Chappell.
MR. CHAPPELL:

You're welcome.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

My next

questions are around transportation and I note
that the Ministry of Transportation has now come
to the table.
Thank you very much.

I have a

question that I will first direct to the
independent expert group and then to the
Ministry.
Since the potential for
radiological exposures from transportation and
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handling were judged by the IEG to be quite low,
does this reduce further the differences in
relative risk between the two DGR options?
So what I'm questioning is
actually discriminating between the two, given
that in both cases, given your relative -- log
relative scale, whether you could even
distinguish between the two from a transportation
point of view?
--- Pause
MR. REYNOLDS:

It's Warren

Reynolds with the Ministry of Transportation
here.

I'm with the Carrier Enforcement Program

Office and I'm not quite sure how to even respond
to that question.

Maybe my colleagues in the

back of the room could answer that, who are
present at -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, I will

direct to the Ministry in a minute.

We are

waiting for the independent expert group.
MR. PAOLI:

Okay.

For the

record, Greg Paoli.
We deal with transportation
accidents in two different pathways; one is the
consequences to workers -- well, actually three
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different pathways I should say; impacts to
workers, impacts to public, with a nonradiological component, just the sheer event of
an accident on the roadway; and then we have a
separate pathway for radiological exposure during
transportation accidents.
Just to clarify, were you
referring to any one of those three or all three
in your question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Let's go with

all three.
MR. PAOLI:

Okay.

That might

require me to flip a few pages.
We have already discussed the
differences associated with the increased risk
associated with worker exposure, associated with
transportation accidents previously in this
session and we do place some separation in
radiological exposure during transportation
accidents between the two granite sites,
primarily associated with additional
transportation miles.

That does require an

assumption of exactly where that facility is,
which is inescapable, but we assume it to be
hundreds --
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MR. MORTON:

Seven hundred

kilometres I thought.
MR. PAOLI:

Yes.

We made an

assumption and it's on page 44, requires
additional transportation, 200 to 2,000 km,
obviously that is a big range, from WWMF to a
distant repository site, increasing frequency of
traffic accidents.
We did place a relatively low
consequence on those due to the nature of the
secure transport, and so we essentially agree
that we are dealing with relatively low risks in
general in the transportation area.

There is

some separation, but they are on the left side of
our absolute graph and, therefore, are in the
ballpark of relatively small differences when
comparing across all pathways.
Does that answer your question,
Madam Chair?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I would like to now ask the
Ministry of Transport to comment on this,
especially vis-à-vis the relative risk of -- we
have two variables here, number one, the distance
travelled; and, number two, whether or not you
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are in proximity to large populations.
I would ask you to also think
about the information the Panel received in 2013
regarding the existing transportation of waste to
the WWMF where the incident rate is virtually
zero and that distance -- so that's actual data - and whether or not that would affect the
Ministry's evaluation of the importance of the
variables, distance and population.
MR. FAVELL:

Madam Chairperson,

Members of the Panel, Martin Favell, for the
record.
As you may know, we actually have
three representatives here from the Ministry of
Transportation, there is myself, beside me is
Michael Morton from our Provincial Emergency
Management Planning Office and on the line is
Warren Reynolds from our Road User Safety
Division.

I believe Michael is going to try to

speak to this question.
MR. MORTON:
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Thank you, Martin.

For the record, my name

is Michael Morton, I am Manager of the Emergency
Management and Planning Office with the Ministry
of Transportation.
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Just to build a little bit on our
presentation from October 10th, 2013, the
location of an incident on Ontario's roads would
be responded to in a very similar manner
regardless of where it were to occur, and these
accidents would be responded to in accordance
with not just our Ministry Emergency Response
Plan, but also the Provincial Emergency Response
Plan, Part 7 of that plan which is maintained by
the Office of the Fire Marshall and Emergency
Management, outlines response protocols for all
organizations in terms of a transportation
accident.
So MTO's response, again, would
be very similar.

Our mandate is primarily to

limit access to area of an accident while
specialized response resources mitigate the
incident and ultimately take measures to do any
remediation and then we would open the
transportation network.

If necessary, we would

do rerouting, we would liaise with our colleagues
responsible for other modes of transportation
like rail or marine.
But I think I would at this point
really defer to other specialists to speak about
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some of the specific consequences.

For example,

in our Provincial Plan, the Ministry of the
Environment would look at the environmental
impacts, our Ministry of Labour would look at the
worker safety issues and our Office of the Fire
Marshall Emergency Management really has that
overarching responsibility for nuclear incidents,
radiological incidents and could speak perhaps
more to the response that first responders would
do, if that is an area of interest to the Panel.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
follow up, Mr. Morton.

If I could

The Panel would

particularly be interested in, given the variable
of distance, the availability of first responders
in a timely manner if, for example, the proposed
granite DGR was at the extreme range of the IEG's
assumption, which is 2000 km, up somewhere in the
middle of nowhere?
MR. MORTON:

From the perspective

of MTO, again our role is primarily to control
access through rerouting traffic by assisting the
OPP in closing routes, if necessary, and liaising
with other modes of transportation if required,
and we maintain that capability across the
province, including in northern Ontario.
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You know, regardless of what the
hazard is, we regularly carry out rerouting and
traffic control related to even weather events.
With regard to the specific
assets to mitigate hazards, those really fall
more under the purview of, again, Office of the
Fire Marshall with respect to Fire Services and
to some extent under the MOE and the MOL
mandates.
MTO, again, is very much a
supportive role and we are prepared to play that
role wherever it may occur.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I therefore

would direct a question to Mr. Chappell from the
Ministry of Environment.
Mr. Chappell, in terms of
availability of resources in remote areas to
respond to a transportation incident, would you
say that there is a material difference in
availability and timeliness of response from the
aspect of your Ministry's responsibilities and a
remote site versus a site more similar to the
proposed Bruce DGR?
MR. CHAPPELL:

Rick Chappell,

Ministry of Environment and Climate Change, for
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the record.
We have our regional offices and
district offices throughout the Province of
Ontario.

We would respond to environmental

situations as opposed to anything from a
transportation perspective.

But in responding to

environmental situations, we have staff that are
available 24/7.

We have an after-hours program

that if a call does come in to the Spills Action
Centre after hours, we have staff that can go out
to specific sites.
Obviously from a more remote
area, you know, the officer -- provincial officer
goes to the office to gather the information and
then goes to the site.

So just from a distance

perspective, obviously, it would take more time
for the officer to get there.

But, as I said, we

are available 24/7 and do have officers that
would be dispatched to sites, if appropriate.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Chappell.
MR. CHAPPELL:

You're welcome.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I understand

also the Ministry of Labour, Mr. Doehler, is
available on the phone.

I have the same question
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for you regarding resources and timeliness of
response should a transportation incident occur
in a remote location.
MR. DOEHLER:

Lothar Doehler, for

the record, Ministry of Labour.
Depending on the exact location
of the incident, we have regional offices
stationed throughout Ontario.

In the northern

region we have offices in North Bay, Sudbury,
Thunder Bay.
We will be informed of any
incident involving a worker through the Spills
Action Centre after hours and we will endeavour
to send an inspector as soon as possible to
investigate.
I cannot give specific timelines
in more detail.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Doehler.
I am now going to shift focus a
little bit back over to the CNSC.

The CNSC

specifically mentioned that the -- on your
slide 12, if we could bring the slide 12 up,
please?
The comment was that the worker
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health and safety should have actually been
regarded as more similar.

Dr. Archibald has

already gone into this in a little bit of detail
with you, but the Panel just would appreciate
absolute confirmation, and notwithstanding this
comment, you really do feel that you would still
agree with the overall IEG, both absolute and
relative risk conclusions regarding worker health
and safety?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patty Thompson,

for the record.
Yes, we would agree.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Again to the CNSC -- and we may
get into this in quite a bit more detail tomorrow
-- but you raised the issue of trust and the
importance of -- in this, for the CNSC, trust and
public engagement and public consultation.
Does the CNSC track the
effectiveness of its public consultation
programs?

This comment was in response to the

CNSC's remark that the IEG had not taken into
account responses from OPG and CNSC to the
Information Requests and also questions at last
year's hearing that raised some of these issues
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of concern.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patty Thompson,

for the record.
I will respond in a general sense
and then perhaps, if you let me, I will check
with my colleagues at lunchtime and may come back
with more information, if we have some.
In terms of the variety of
activities that the CNSC undertakes, it goes from
putting material on our website to having public
information sessions in various communities and
there is a whole range in between, including
Commission proceedings.
We do quite actively track the
use of our website in terms of the number of
people who come to consult on various documents,
the time they spend, number of downloads and
things like that.
We also track, for example, over
the last year or so we have put out videos, for
example, to explain radiation through our YouTube
channel and we do track responses and how much
these videos have been talked about by various
groups.
So we do track effectiveness of
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our engagement and outreach for certain
activities.
We have gone in communities, for
example, to talk about quite controversial
projects and where we receive input essentially
in terms of that people may not always agree
with, you know, whatever the project is, but they
appreciate the quality of the information
provided by the CNSC.
So we do have that type of
information, but that is not being tracked in a
scientific manner, I would say.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
And as I alluded to, we will be
getting into these broader issues in more detail
tomorrow and the Panel would like to give CNSC a
bit of a heads up about that.

We know you don't

have a presentation ready for tomorrow, but if we
could ask that you be prepared for a somewhat
more detailed response.

Even if you don't track

formally now, perhaps you can consult with your
colleagues regarding whether you have any
intention to do so and, if so, what types of
tools you might be prepared to use.
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I will also suggest to the IEG
that that will be a topic for tomorrow.
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Swanson, then

perhaps rather than consulting with my colleagues
during lunch and coming back after lunch, I will
get the information for tomorrow.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That would be

appropriate, thank you.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke...?

Dr. Archibald, did you have any further
questions?
That means we're finished with
the Panel questions for this morning.

We will

adjourn for lunch and reconvene at 2:00 p.m.,
when we will be hearing from Dr. Greer.

--- Upon recessing at 12:16 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 16
--- Upon commencing at 2:00 p.m./
Reprise at 14 h 00

MS McGEE:

Good afternoon and

welcome back.
I just wanted to make a brief
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statement that in addition to registered
participants, both today and many of the other
days of this hearing, the Panel has asked certain
government departments and ministries to be on
standby for questions, as you would have probably
noticed this morning.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back

everyone.
The first presentation of the
afternoon is by Dr. Sandy Greer, which is PMD 14P1.18 and 18(a).
Dr. Greer, the floor is yours.
You do have 30 minutes.

The same rules as last

time, the amber light comes on, you have five
minutes.

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
SANDY GREER

DR. GREER:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

And I would like to thank the Panel for

giving me this opportunity to speak again and
participate at this public hearing.
The subject that I chose was the
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methodology of OPG and to provide a critique.
After submitting both parts of my presentation I
was scheduled to speak today and, therefore, took
responsibility to read the risk assessment on all
of the alternative means as well, even though my
entire presentation is really based on 510, the
EIS-510 in terms of the methodology provided by
the OPG.
So my presentation is going to
address the absence of an ecological literacy
approach to understanding the potential impacts
of consequences from any releases of
radionuclides into the environment at all levels.
So I now will proceed.

And what

I will do, because I made a very intensive
presentation with the intention of providing good
information to the Panel and to the wider public.
And I, therefore, have made quite a long
presentation just so it is on the public record.
So I am going to be speaking only
to certain passages in each of my slides to try
to fit everything into the half hour.
Thank you.
So first of all, I just want to
introduce the concept of ecology, which is the
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study of the earth household, regard to the
relationships between all members of the earth
household, including plants, animals and micro
organisms and their natural environment, living
and non-living.
In western culture these areas
are referred to as the abiotic environment, which
includes air, minerals, water and sunlight and
the biotic environment, which are plants and
animals and insects and all of the living
organisms that reside on the earth in the air,
water and on the ground.
And I want to point out that in
looking at ecosystems we need to deal not only
with ecology, but that awareness must be grounded
in other fields of knowledge such as biology,
geology, atmospheric chemistry, thermodynamics,
and other branches of science.
Now, ecological ethics is the
system of principles which indicate to humans how
they ought to comport themselves in their
interaction with a non-human world.
So here there are various ways
that are really progressive in trying to go from
a very linear to a more holistic understanding of
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how we exist on the earth and can conduct
ourselves in respect of the planetary life
support system that humans enjoy.
And therefore, we can first of
all look at the common English usage which
suggests the empirical mathematical examination
of physical reality to be no more than
observation and statistical systematization of
observed phenomena. It prides itself on
objectivity.

It seeks to be rigorously value-

free.
However, then one can proceed to
a deeper understanding of science and how we
approach our reality on this earth through human
ecology and ecological ethics in which we have to
look at the deeper and broader enquiry into the
value system of life and of human dwelling in the
community of all beings.
These are no longer questions
simply of the structure of life processes.

Their

purpose is not simply theoretical modelling, but
a reliable guidance for our acting; how we ought
to live it and in relationship to, as indigenous
people would say, all our relations, that we are
interrelated with everything alive on this planet
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and we need to honour and respect and protect
that.
So then in regard to ecosystem
principles, the International Commission on
Radiological Protection also has a perspective,
and they refer to it as an ecosystem approach
that is a more recent trend.

And again, it is

specifically for the protection of the
environment.
This requires that one looks at
the environment or a specific and identified part
of it as a whole and considers all of the factors
that might adversely affect it.
And therefore, I just wanted to
point out too that in my reading of several
publications by the ICRP I just got the sense
that they are making very credible steps towards
an understanding of an ecosystem approach.
But even their language sort of
gives them away that they are still I think more
engaged with the empirical mathematical approach
rather than a more holistic ecological approach
in its fullest sense.
But they are making great strides
in the last decade or more in really identifying
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the fact that we need to consider radioactive
implications and potential consequences on all
living organisms, not just humans.
Now, in regard to ecosystem
principles again, Dr. Peter Duinker last year was
invited by the Panel to be a presenter and to
contribute his expertise.

And one of the

requests in the undertaking following his
submission was to outline a holistic view of the
ecosystem.
So here again he basically
articulated what I quoted from another source.
And I have quoted a few different sources to
demonstrate that there is quite a wide awareness
about ecosystem principles and ecology.

Even if

it is not necessary fully implemented at this
historic moment, it is a journey that we are all
on as human beings on this earth.
So I also have two other quotes
here by Dr. Duinker.

And the point I would like

to emphasize is that at the bottom here he
pointed out that what is critically important is
the way an ecosystem analysis unfolds is always
dependant on the objectives of the analyst.
he really stressed that last year.

So
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And therefore, when an ecosystem
approach is used for a project, the proponent may
not invest as much energy into addressing the
ecological relationships than if somebody were
doing some type of other study for other purposes
than an industrial project.
So my concern here, and I am
going to be showing later the example of the Lake
Fringe Watershed, is the ecosystem perspective in
terms of watersheds, as an example, in relation
to the specific DGR project.
And I would like to quote just
the bottom paragraph that, "I Canada the Auditor
General's fourth review of SEA, Strategic
Environmental Assessment, practice in Canada
reported the SEA directive has yet to be
consistently applied across federal departments
and agencies, and that SEA has not been
undertaken for some proposals where significant
environmental effects could result."
And that was part of a number of
papers I read on impact assessment.
So in the different impact
assessment perspectives of course Duinker and his
working partner Greig, they recited a number of
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times.

But there are many other experts who have

worked in the field and are working impact
assessment and it is really a work in progress
that is continually evolving and developing and
improving on the various assessment procedures
and what gets evaluated.
And so again, in the middle here,
Greig and Duinker, they really emphasize the need
to look at impact prediction, significance,
determination, and an approach based upon systems
analysis.
And the significance
determination really is the core issue of my
concern.

Because, basically, the OPG's

methodology concluded that there were no adverse
effects of significance, which was the
rationalization they gave for not doing certain
kinds of investigations to date on potential
impacts of possibly leaking radionuclides.
So when I read that, that is why
I just wanted to find where else there might be
that awareness, both within the nuclear industry
internationally and independently from it.
So one of the issues is the huge
uncertainties that are well-known, as that is one
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of the reasons for the precautionary principle to
be of such importance.

Because one of the

reasons for that is a scientific uncertainty.
So referring specifically to
Canada, there is a whole history that I read
about in a book called Deliberative Democracy for
the Future:

The Case of Nuclear Waste Management

in Canada.
And again, similar to Greig and
Duinker and people in the impact assessment
field, the author Genevieve Fuji Johnson, she
wrote about the whole history of how the
partnerships and the responsibilities evolved in
Canada in regard to the nuclear industry and in
regard to the management of nuclear waste.
So she also points out that what
the Seaborn Panel many years ago had recommended
was actually not fully taken up by the federal
government, who decided instead that the
framework simultaneously gave the waste producers
and owners the responsibility of establishing,
organizing, managing, and funding radioactive
waste facilities.
And established a policy role for
the government and an operations financial role
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for the nuclear energy industry, rather than the
nuclear industry having more of an arms-length
relationship, which is what the Seaborn Panel had
recommended.
Now, in regard to her book, it is
very informative and she also cites a researcher,
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, who points to out that
there are various types of uncertainties.
And here in regard to the
modelling uncertainty, that is of key pertinence
here because of the mathematical modelling that
so extensively I believe has been used by the OPG
and the CNSC in terms of arriving at some of
their conclusions and suggestions.
And the modelling uncertainty
refers to questions of validating and verifying
models of complex systems that function over the
very long period.
Given the timeframes at play and
numerous areas of science, technology and
environment, there is often no possible way of
checking certain models against the reality they
represent or of verifying hypotheses based on
these models.
We cannot observe, for example,
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the behaviour of a nuclear waste management
system over its lifespan.

So that is a pretty

big area of uncertainty.
The other important point that is
made in the book, among many, but here I wanted
to identify the quantitative risk assessment as
among the commonly employed policy decisionmaking models since the 1980s, and its process is
embedded in risk, cost, benefit analysis.
And the basic presuppositions of
QRA are that risk is defined as the probability
of a harm multiplied by its magnitude.
Probabilities are objective, determined
empirically and expressed quantitatively.

Harms

can be identified, quantified, measured and
weighed.

And the acceptability of risks can be

rationally calculated according to a maximizing
standard.
Meanwhile, there are ecosystem
concerns, and the ICRP is aware of them.

And I

wanted to give credit to the IRCP that for a
number of years it is on a journey that continues
in regard to recognition of protection of the
environment.
And in this image I just wanted
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to point out to everyone that they created and
identified particular types of species which are
shown in the image there in the centre at the
bottom.
And what they have done is they
are developing, and it is still in development,
the referenced animals and plants in parallel
with the criteria used for humans for a
referenced man, and they show Leonard da Vinci's
image of a human being to show the parallel here.
And that they are on this journey
of investigation in terms of radiation doses,
looking at exposure pathways and dosimetric
models.
Now, I wasn't able to -- I just
ran out of time to read more of the literature.
But at this time they are focusing on the biotic
species and they are not addressing pathways at
this time.
But I happened to also look at
conference presentations that occurred last year
in the Middle East.

And looking ahead, that what

they want to do is also, in the future, develop
and test under various scenarios the maximum
concentrations of radionuclides in air, water and
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soil.
So that is in their plan.

So

they are recognizing the limitation of awareness
in regard to the actual effect on all species,
all organisms, that we are still in really early
days in really understanding the potential
radionuclide impacts.
And the huge question for me is
really, can we rely on the modelling and the
technological tools that are really in the
mainstream of practice today?
are not there yet.

And I would say we

And so I do appreciate that

the ICRP acknowledges that much more needs to be
done to improve the understanding of potential
impacts.
So they also point out that the
tools -- well, they themselves say that the tools
available today are still not developed enough to
really address the complexity of an ecosystem
approach to understanding potential consequences
of radionuclide releases.
And I just wanted to here focus
on the different pathways that the ICRP
identifies in terms of different types of
exposures, which include inhalation of re-
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suspended contaminated particles or gaseous
radionuclides, contamination of fur/feathers/kin
and vegetation, ingestion of lower trophic level
plants and animals, direct uptake from the water
column, ingestion of contaminated water.
External exposure, the
configuration of the source relative to the
target clearly depends on the organisms'
ecological characteristics and habitat.
A benthic dwelling fish will, for
example, be exposed to radiation from
radionuclides present in the water column and
deposited sediments, whereas a pelagic fish may
only be exposed to the former.

And I put that in

just as one little detail, one example about the
complexity of even different types of fish, of
how they will respond to radionuclides in
different ways.
So this is data that has begun to
be investigated and collected, and there is still
so much more to do.
And they also are trying to
improve on their modelling.

And I didn't have

time to -- I did bring, if you want to ask me a
question afterwards about voxel phantoms in terms
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of looking at doses in an improved way from even
currently what is being used to do these
measurements.
So now I want to look at the Lake
Fringe Watershed because now, if you look at the
picture on the left, if you look around the coast
and the colour green, you can see that just
around Kincardine, and unfortunately the nametag
covers over this one watershed area, and I just
want to point out that how few watersheds are on
this eastern side of the lake.

And so this

watershed is really important because it is
broken up and the wetlands have disappeared along
a lot of the coast.
And so the protection of the Lake
Fringe Watershed, which we see on the right, and
that extends south of Bruce Power and the
proposed site for the proposed DGR all the way up
to Southampton.
So that whole area is an
ecosystem, and it is a subwatershed area.

And of

course it is totally interconnected with the
larger watershed region and other watersheds.

So

you can keep kind of expanding, expanding,
expanding at different levels like how ecosystems
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are interrelated to each other geographically.
But I just wanted here to point
out that there are certain concerns here.

You

know, when I mentioned last year and other people
have mentioned and, Bev Fernandez yesterday, was
a reminder about the concern about the potential
impact on the Great Lakes Basin.
But even if we just focused on
watersheds instead of looking at just one tiny
little, you know, site where the proposed DGR
itself is proposed to be constructed, I mean to
me that is not good enough, that there are still
potential harms that can be caused
environmentally, like even in the region of this
area, along the coast for Bruce County and
continuing.
So wetlands are under stress and
under threat and there are various causes for
that, including wetland draining or filling,
contaminated runoff, artificial changes in water
levels and the spread of exotic and invasive
species.
Now in the next slide I want to
emphasize that Baie du Doré in the Municipality
of Kincardine is part of the coastal wetland
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system and it is related to the DGR project, it
is all interconnected.
And there are rare species in
this area, there are species at risk, including
turtles, and I haven't seen that mentioned
specifically in the OPG documents.
I remember reading once in a
technical report last year that they only found
one turtle.

So I got the impression the

conclusion was that turtles aren't that
important, because we only saw one.

But I mean

that is why it is important, because turtles are
disappearing, they are species at risk.

So we

need to be concerned about all species, not just
a few.
And also the Ministry of Natural
Resources has declared this region, like the
class 2 provincially significant wetland of which
DGR is interconnected ecologically.
And another point is that benthic
invertebrates are good indicators of water
quality, responding quickly to environmental
stressors such as pollutants.

However, a very

key benthic invertebrate includes the crayfish
and the habitat for the crayfish is identified as
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being disrupted by the proposed DGR.
Now, the OPG says it's only a
1 percent disruption for the crayfish, but how do
we know that, based on what models, what kind of
evidence?

How can we really verify and say

unequivocally that only 1 percent are being
affected, especially when they are very important
if they could be utilized to be indicators of
possible future contaminants, and should they not
be considered in creating the baseline now of how
the water system is and so on prior to any
potential future contaminants?
The other thing about more
disruption to this area, then, I also got the
sense in the OPG documents that because the area
is already disrupted it isn't of consequence to
do more disruption, I mean that was just what
went into my body, that there wasn't really much
concern, but more disruption also could cause
more invasion by these invasive grasses, which
are quite a major issue in Lake Huron and they're
being acknowledged by the environmental
organizations, so more disruption would cause
these common reeds to perhaps invade this local
area.

What they do is release poisons into the
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roots of native plants, so there's all these
ripple effects.
Again, last year, not in my
presentation last year but at the microphone one
day, I mentioned this wonderful study done by the
University of Michigan on Great Lakes' stressors.
Just look at that red dot right at this area
here.

What that refers to is cumulative stress.

The people doing the study told me that they did
not include radionuclides in the study but they
do include nuclear power plants.
The other cumulative stress
factor is agricultural runoff.

I feel it's very

important that when cumulative effects are being
evaluated that agricultural runoff needs to be
included, absolutely, and not just the nuclear
power plant.
In terms of significance
determination for residual adverse effects, here
is the methodology for anyone to read later who
is not already familiar with the aspects that
were asked by the JRP for the OPG to please give
evidence for and use the precautionary principle.
What really blew me away, which was why I did all
this other research, because I could have done a
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totally different presentation looking at every
page and analyzing every page of the OPG
document, but what really was upsetting was to
read that both the EIS and the enclosed recent
argument narratives reach the same conclusion,
that the DGR project will not result in any
significant adverse effects.

I just question

that collective conclusion for everything that I
just don't think is good enough because we don't
know enough yet. We don't have the tools to
properly evaluate potential impacts on living
organisms.
I'm just going to close off here.
I say there is no justification provided by the
methodology to give OPG a licence to proceed on
the construction of a deep geological repository.
The science is not available, as the ICRP
honestly declares in its continued pursuit to
improve methods.

Even if ecosystem principles

were applied, still very early in their
maturation, can we really afford the hubris, as a
human species, to proceed with burial of any
level of radioactive waste with so much still
unknown about the planetary life support system?
Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Greer.
Panel members, did you have any
questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Ms Greer, you

mentioned and elaborated upon uncertainties in
the process, so I would like to ask both the IEG
and OPG to perhaps clarify how uncertainties were
handled.
First of all, for the IEG, could
you elaborate how you have incorporated
uncertainty in your risk analysis?
MR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli,

responding on behalf of the IEG.
I guess the best way to summarize
how we considered uncertainty is to be open about
its existence and certainly admit to having a lot
of it with respect to certain aspects of it but
also reflecting to a certain extent that, in the
context of a relative risk assessment where
different options are being considered, we may
have more uncertainty in the absolute level of
risk but we may have more certainty in the
relative risk between two different options.
just wanted to make that distinction clear.

I
We
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didn't formally score it or assess the
uncertainty's relative magnitude but we did
indicate on more than one occasion in our report
that we're not able to provide precise estimates
of risk, and certainly we weren't asked to do so
quantitatively, but qualitatively, even with the
qualitative characterization of risk as we tried
to do visually and textually we still have to
admit to a lot of uncertainty.
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Maurice

Dusseault, for the record.
The management of risk in large
projects that are multidimensional, ranging from
ecosystem impact to subsurface porosity and
permeability to the atmospheric impacts, is
always fraught with uncertainty, and more and
more engineers and people that build these
facilities for society use the term “adaptive
engineering”.

The whole philosophy of adaptive

engineering is go carefully, keep your eyes open,
do the science, take measurements, take steps to
reduce uncertainty as much as you can, take steps
to mitigate the impact of what you're doing,
redesign, and so on, because we recognize that
uncertainty exists at all levels and that
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different levels of uncertainty are acceptable to
different jurisdictions, different persons,
different elements of society, so in trying to
square that difficult circle, the process of
adaptive engineering has become more and more
formalized as a process of moving forward on,
shall we say, multidimensional problems.
Thank you.
MR. ISAACS:

It's Tom Isaacs.

I would just add that, in
addition to what you just heard, we're dealing
with risks that are usually at a very low level
and discriminating amongst these very small
differences of very small risks is quite
difficult to do, so the fact that you're
imprecise doesn't mean that somehow you're in a
regime where there are significant risks.

There

could be, but it doesn't mean it is, and in this
case I don't think it is.
The second point is the way in
which engineering organizations deal with risk is
fairly straightforward in lots of cases.

The

first one is you use conservatism, so when we
design things in an era of residual risk we
design to be conservative so that we are
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confident that while we may not know what that
very low barrier is we are clearly protecting
against things that are much higher.
The second thing is people use
what some people would refer to as defence in
depth, which is that you use a series of
multiple, redundant, diverse barriers between you
and the environment, and the combination of that
provides a degree of comfort and confidence that
if one barrier of all of these conservative
barriers were to turn out to be different than
you thought it was you still have a number of
other types of barriers that are not prone to
common mode issues that will still provide the
kind of protection that one needs.
Those are some of the sort of
engineering principles that one would use in
guiding a project like this.
Thank you.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thanks very much

for the clarifications.
I would like to ask OPG next.
Could you restate, for the panel and for the
public, how conservative assumptions are used by
OPG in its modelling of the safety case,
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hopefully in words which everybody can
comprehend?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I'll ask Dr. Gierszewski to respond to

that and we'll work on making sure the words
are -MEMBER MUECKE:
that?

Could I add to

Could you provide perhaps some relevant

examples in terms of the safety case for the DGR?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
In developing the safety case we
considered a number of approaches to deal with
the uncertainties.

In particular, if you think

about the long term, which is really the unique
aspect of this project, and the post-closure
safety, you're invoking not only the concept of
the multiple barriers, as has already been -- was
recently alluded to in the selection of the
design or the site.
In the analysis itself, the
modelling, you're using conservative assumptions.
You're testing your assumptions by analyzing
different scenarios, things that could be likely,
things that you might think are unlikely but you
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analyze them to get a sense of the robustness of
the system.
Again, to give specific examples,
we looked at the case of somebody drilling a
borehole directly into the repository 300 years
from now and basically extracting material and
bringing it to the surface, which goes entirely
against the whole concept of a deep repository,
which is to isolate it, but we looked at that as
an example to see what the consequences would be.
Another example in the modelling
approach is looking at conservative assumptions
around what the receptor might be, so when you
think about what are the potential impacts we
assumed that somebody would be living on the
repository site in the distant future or 300
years from now and farming and carrying out their
activities in a way that maximized their exposure
to any radiation that may have leaked.
Therefore, we were using them as a proxy for the
model and we were coming up with a conservative
estimate of impacts.
I think those would be the key
elements that we have considered in terms of
developing the safety case.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Ms Greer, what you just heard
from the IEG and OPG, do you think it adequately
addresses uncertainties?
DR. GREER:

Dr. Sandy Greer, for

the record.
No.

I'm sorry, it does not.

Last year in my presentation I pointed out a
research I did in a book called “The Web of Life”
in which physicist Fritjof Capra interviewed
computer scientists who pointed out that humanconstructed computer programming simply cannot
mimic the natural world.

I could elaborate on

that if you like.
The nervous system of a living
organism works very differently and this is why
the ecosystem approach is so important to adapt,
to understand and to learn about for people who
are working in industrial projects.

My main

point here is the knowledge is not there yet.

We

still cannot rely on the types of mathematical
modelling that so often is used as one of the
major ways, aside from certain field studies and
so on, laboratory studies, but the mathematical
modelling is used quite extensively and is not
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able to -- it's like mixing apples and oranges.
It's just not the way that living organisms
function.

We're still all learning about how

complex that is and that's where, to me, the
primary huge uncertainty is at so many levels.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

did you have any questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I have one

question for OPG.
A question was posed by Dr. Greer
on page 16 of her written presentation and slide
17 concerning a study conducted by the University
of Michigan on environmental impacts on Lake
Huron in the area of the proposed DGR where
agricultural runoff into the lake is known to be
a principal stressor.

She stated that there

exists many uncertainties in environmental
assessments throughout her presentation, but in
this one case a field data is available for the
proposed site.
OPG, have you included
agricultural runoff as a factor in your
cumulative effects studies?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the
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record.

I'll ask Ms Barker to reply to that.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
OPG's assessment of cumulative
effects in considering the existing project -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Barker, can

you get a little closer to the microphone?

Thank

you.
MS BARKER:

Sorry.

Diane Barker,

for the record.
OPG's assessment of cumulative
effects, the existing projects that were
reflected in that project, while we didn't
specifically identify agricultural runoff as a
contributor to the existing conditions it would
have been included in the characterization of
existing conditions.

There were no specific,

significant agriculture industries in the near
vicinity that were included in the cumulative
effects assessment and none that were identified
as proposed to be implemented in the near
vicinity of the project, but because we undertook
water quality sampling in the vicinity of the
project any effects of the agricultural runoff
would be reflected in the characterization of the
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existing environment and would be included in the
cumulative effects assessment.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Barker, I

just want to ask for slightly more detailed
information.

The panel understands that your

water quality baseline would inherently include
current effects of the agricultural activities in
the watershed that might be reflected in the
water in your study areas.

Are you confident

that the water quality parameters that you
included included those that are good indicators
of agricultural impacts that your project might
in turn add to, for example, specific nutrients?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
I would have to go back and check
the list of contaminants that we did consider in
-- that were sampled.

I do believe, however,

that the majority of the contaminants would be
reflected.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

That would be sufficient.
I do have a question for the IEG
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arising out of Dr. Greer's presentation.
On a number of occasions Dr.
Greer referenced the use of the precautionary
principle when faced with uncertainty.

To what

extent did the IEG apply the precautionary
principle in its consideration of both likelihood
and consequences?
MR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli, for the

record.
The specific task of relative
risk assessment makes the application of the
precautionary principle more challenging than
usual to apply because even the concept of being
conservative is difficult to apply in a relative
risk assessment context because you would have to
choose to be equally conservative in all of your
scenarios.

While our instincts in this risk

assessment field were to be conservative, and we
certainly agree that the precautionary principle
would be an appropriate way of thinking about
some of these things, in a relative risk
assessment context it wasn't really applicable in
the usual way of being conservative.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

panel understands, for example, that the

The
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information provided by Dr. Dusseault this
morning would be an illustrative example of that,
where you actually incorporated some of the
absorbed and attenuative principle processes
rather than assuming they were absent in some of
your relative risk comparisons.

Would that be

correct?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

In a relative

risk, yes, but in terms of applying a
precautionary principle to the conclusions of the
IEG report, I'm not sure that that was a remit.
We did certainly apply an inherent precautionary
principle to the availability of quantitative
risk information so that when we evaluated the
relative risk we, in a precautionary manner,
bowed to the uncertainty in the various physical
processes.
For example, I do not have data
at hand that will tell you what percentage of
radionuclides will be absorbed per metre, per
litre per year, whatever the units are, so we
don't have that quantitative information.

We

know what reasonable numbers might be given the
surface area of these minerals, but these are
somewhat speculative and are all fraught with
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uncertainty themselves.
As part of the engineering
approach to a complex system like this, a
precautionary principle is inherent in our
approach although not explicitly stated.
A precautionary principle means
at least -- for example, I have served on some
rather recent panels like the shale gas panel for
the Council of Canadian Academies.

The

precautionary principle was discussed there and
it was interpreted as meaning go slow, go
carefully, listen to the science, collect the
data, not stop everything until we satisfy all
persons' comfort level with varying degrees of
uncertainty.
DR. LEISS:

My view of it is that

precaution is often used a lot and used normally
quite loosely and in that way doesn't really help
you very much.
I think it has a very significant
place, but normally that would be in a
quantitative risk assessment where you have some
numbers to work with.

The easiest example is

margin of safety.

The question is:

how much

margin of safety?

In part, it depends on the
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specific threat, so in some cases you want more
margin of safety.

One of those considerations is

how much uncertainty you have.

That is a

specific relationship there which ultimately can
refer to certain measurable aspects of the risk
you're facing, the amount of uncertainty, which
again can be and ought to be quantified in a
quantitative risk assessment, and the nature of
the threat, some threats are worse than others,
where you would want to be more precautionary,
but in the quantitative risk assessment you get
some magnitudes.

In a health risk assessment

you're trying to calculate a no effect level.
You take the level where you can identify effect
and add safety in terms of parts per minute and
so on, add a safety factor of 1,000, and that's
conventional in a health risk assessment.
I think it's most useful when you
have some numbers, when you can quantify
uncertainties and where you can specify specific
margins.

There you can argue about whether or

not one is being sufficiently precautionary.
Otherwise, it's just a more generic discussion
that doesn't give you very much guidance.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very
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much, Dr. Leiss.
I think that concludes the
questions the panel has for Dr. Greer.
Dr. Greer, did you -DR. GREER:

Thank you.

Dr. Sandy

Greer, for the record.
I would like to just make one
final quote from my presentation that I think is,
if I may, just adding information.

It is a

statement by R.J. Pentreach, who is an emeritus
member of the ICRP, and he has written that:
"Significance determination
has more than one process of
criteria.

It should be noted

that regulatory requirements
for protection of the
environment have often been
written in terms of 'no
significant adverse effect'
on the environment, but there
are also other ways in which
environmental protection has
been addressed which may be
usefully considered."
And given the conclusions by the
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OPG that they did not determine significant
impacts for anything, I mean, that is a huge
concern, and on what basis?
So is it an issue of the
limitation of the regulatory that need to be
looked at and challenge?
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Greer.
While we're changing seats to the
-- for the next presenter, the Panel would like
to again give a little bit of a heads up about
the proceedings for tomorrow.
We've -- the Panel has received a
number of comments and pieces of information from
various intervenors that speak to the ongoing
concerns over modelling, the most recent speaker,
Dr. Greer, being only the most recent speaker.
So the Panel would very much
appreciate OPG, the IEG and CNSC to come prepared
tomorrow to answer some questions from the Panel
regarding the layperson's view of modelling in
terms of mechanistic modelling that it purports
to try to explain the detailed natural processes
versus the type of modelling that is used for
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planning or decision purposes which does not
purport to be a detailed mechanistic model that
models the real world accurately.
I think that is a theme we've
been hearing a lot, and I think we are -- we
would like to explore the distinctions in the
various kinds of models because I think that is
fundamental to some of the discussions we're
going to continue to have.
Am I making myself clear with
respect to the distinction I'm asking for?
Thank you.
Welcome, Mayor Kramer.

Again, we

will have 30 minutes for your presentation, and
you may proceed.

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
MUNICIPALITY OF KINCARDINE, MAYOR LARRY KRAMER

MAYOR KRAMER:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

I hope to save you a few minutes this

time around.
I know it's kind of unusual for
the Mayor to welcome you on day three of your
hearings, but welcome back to Kincardine to you,
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the Panel, and all of the other participants in
the process.

We thank you for the depth that

you're taking to examine this issue for us
locally.
And I'd like to thank you for the
opportunity to provide some supplementary
comments from the perspective of the
Municipality, with specific reference to the
certain topics that are subject to this new round
of hearings.
In terms of methodology to
determine the conditions that would make a
residual effect -- a residual adverse effect
significant, the Municipality believes the
methodology approaches is reasonable and that the
outcomes are appropriate.
The anticipated effects are also
consistent with the Municipality's own experience
with large infrastructure projects that are
regarding noise and dust.

This is further

supported by the outcomes of our own independent
peer review that was undertaken by our
consultants to review potential project impacts
on our behalf, which concluded the methodology
used was sound enough to permit an objective
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review of issues, data and facts.
The consistency of the results of
the two approaches to significant effects
provides confidence that the DGR project will not
result in significant adverse effects on the
environment.
Our own peer review also reached
the same conclusions of the socioeconomic effects
presented and that they will not be significant.
Furthermore, when potential
impacts such as noise and dust are considered,
appropriate impact avoidance and mitigation will
be undertaken.
Kincardine agrees that the
follow-up monitoring actions in the DGR EA
follow-up monitoring program are appropriate and
adequate.
OPG further commits to follow
municipal noise by-laws, for example, to avoid
blasting on certain days and time if noise was
found to be clearly audible.
Localized nuisance effects of
noise and dust and the mitigation measures put in
place to limit impacts are typical of those which
have been effective in Kincardine with large
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scale aggregate extractive operations, example
pits and quarries.

While effects will be short-

lived, our experience indicates that commonlyused processes will be able to minimize impacts
through mitigation as well as through tracking of
any public complaints and addressing the
concerns.
The additional commitment by OPG
to place berms and vegetation along the perimeter
of the DGR project site to control dust and noise
are similarly effective measures we often ask of
proponents seeking building and construction
permits in the Municipality.
OPG also has a very effective
environmental issues management program, and it
is anticipated that should any environmental
effects in the local community arise during
construction, they would be identified and
resolved through this management system.
The Municipality, from our
experience, agrees with the detailed narrative
applied to explain the significant determination
and the significance of any changes, and are
consistent with our own experiences.
Relative risk analysis of
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alternative means.
The additional detail and
information provided on the four alternative
means analyzed are consistent with Kincardine's
similar research and study and personal
experience conducted over a decade ago.

It was

the Municipality of Kincardine that, in 2001,
first approached OPG about the long-term
management of low and intermediate level waste at
the Western Waste Management site.
Memorandum of Understanding was
signed between OPG and Kincardine in 2002 to
jointly study options and alternative means for
the long-term management of the waste.
A report was produced by Golder
Associates in February 2004 titled "An
Independent Assessment of Long-Term Management
Options for Low and Intermediate Level Waste at
OPG's Western Waste Management Facility".
The study, which has been
previously considered by the Joint Review Panel
during these hearings, examined the costs,
impacts and benefits of constructing and
operating long-term management concepts at WWMF,
sustained surface storage, which was the status
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quo, enhanced processing and storage, surface
concrete vaults and deep rock as well as shallow
vaults, actually.
Kincardine, in the assessment,
chose not to review a hypothetical site
elsewhere.

Rather, we looked at options

implementable at the Bruce.

I'd just like to add

some comments on this point.
Before making that, though, we
also studied other communities in the world and
we studied their siting experiences.

One of the

ones that we -- locally that we found
particularly interesting to us was Port Hope,
Ontario, who had been studying issues in their
community for over 20 years.
And after 20 years and polling
every municipality in Ontario, they only had one
expression of interest, and that was from a
nuclear host community, which is Chalk River.
Another one was -- that we
studied quite closely was the U.S. co-op system
to find sites for low and intermediate level
waste where they could form co-ops between
various states.
They were 25 years at the time of
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our decision they had been doing that with no
successful siting.
And also, the experience of the
creation of the NWMO, a federally-incorporated
entity with specific duty of finding a host site
somewhere in Canada.
So those did not give us a lot of
-- a lot of faith that other communities would
step forward.

And since 2001, when we began down

this road, no Ontario community or community
anywhere has expressed an interest in being the
host for this obligation, so we believe that, as
a community, that it's unlikely that others will
step forward.
This reflected our belief that we
have a responsibility -- this all grew into our
belief that we have a responsibility that, as a
community, we should work collaboratively with
our local industry to arrive at a solution in our
own home.
Information supplied in the EIS
12-513, relative risk analysis of alternative
means, confirms the conclusions that Kincardine
reached through our own study and continue to
support today the Deep Geologic Repository deep
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rock vault provides the best long-term safety for
the waste.
Kincardine has also found that
all options were technically feasible and may be
safely constructed and operated at the Bruce
site.
The Municipality's early work in
combination with the studies and assessment
performed by OPG and its most recent effort by
the independent expert group clearly sets out why
a Deep Geologic Repository is the best option for
disposal of the waste.
The Municipality's own review
conducted that while all options met the safety
and economic requirements, study trips and
research showed the deep rock vault option was
the most appropriate for the Kincardine region
and that this option would provide the highest
margin of safety.
As stated at the 2013 hearing, we
recognize that temporary storage forever was not
acceptable.

It was on this basis that Kincardine

passed Resolution 2004-232 to endorse the option
or the opinion of the nuclear waste steering
committee and select the deep rock vault as the
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preferred course of study.
Information presented by the
Independent Expert Group showed that when you
consider the four alternative means options, they
are all equal.

No one option provides for

greater likelihood of public acceptance, and that
acceptance by a host community is seen as the end
point of a participatory process that balances
both the benefits of the facility and the
concerns.
This confirms the understanding
of Kincardine respecting local acceptance of the
Deep Geologic Repository.
We understand that people may be
concerned, and so we made the best efforts we
could to be informed prior to reaching a
decision.
Our community and Council's
experience with nuclear operations, coupled with
personal travels to various international sites,
also helped inform our decision to support the
Deep Geologic Repository project.
As an existing nuclear community,
we are aware of the potential risks that come
with nuclear facilities, and this awareness
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continues to make the community receptive to
hosting waste management facilities.

This is in

large part due to the knowledge of operations by
residents based on their direct and indirect
involvement in the ongoing safe operation of
nuclear facilities.
In our own community, we know the
people who, day in and day out, ensure our
safety.

This understanding has also come through

many years of hard work by the nuclear industry
in our community to be open, honest and
transparent and to effectively communicate what
is going on at the facilities and what it means
to the residents of Kincardine.
This is a community that knows
and understands nuclear.

The nuclear industry

has been a part of our community for almost 50
years and will remain an important fixture for
many decades to come.
It is this understanding of
nuclear and those who are responsible for its
safe management that is the foundation for the
acceptance and trust that has been created which,
in turn, is the basis for our continued support
of the Deep Geologic Repository.
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This understanding is
continuously reinforced through our ability, on
behalf of our residents, to participate in
decisions and to continuously monitor progress in
annual results of operations.
The two incidents at WIPP as
described in the IR response are certainly of
concern to Kincardine.

I and many municipal and

county Councillors have visited the facilities
firsthand as an example of a similar operation
planned for our own community.
Knowing the industry and how they
value information and experience from other
facilities, I am confident OPG will fully explore
the events to capture any appropriate lessons
that could be applied to the DGR project.
It would appear that many of the
contributing factors are related to human factors
and do not undermine the safety case of the
repository currently or in its future end state.
Fire protection and mine rescue
were of specific interest to Kincardine and
reviewed as part of our peer review.

OPG is

committed to establishing a reciprocal mine
rescue agreement and training program for mine
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rescue workers.
The combined decades of
experience in operating nuclear power plants and
managing waste in our community gives us
confidence in OPG's ability to bring the same
careful, rigorous approach to the long-term
management of waste in the DGR.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mayor Kramer.
Panel Members, did we have
questions?
Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Mayor Kramer,

just for the record, are the views you just
expressed fully supported by Council?
MAYOR KRAMER:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, they are.
No dissenting

voices?
MAYOR KRAMER:
MEMBER MUECKE:

No.
Thank you.

Since you're here today, I would
like to pose one more question for the Panel
which is not related, actually, to what your
presentation was about.

It has to do with the
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expansion of the -- proposed expansion of the
DGR.
The proposed expansion of the DGR
to approximately double its size to accommodate
decommissioning waste is anticipated in the
hosting agreement, of course.
How does -- how did these surveys
that were conducted to judge acceptance of the
DGR by the community validate the acceptance of a
substantially larger facility?
MAYOR KRAMER:

Well, I believe

that the thoughts on the future expansion are
basically viewed in two different ways, one of
which is what would happen to decommissioning or
dismantling waste.

I'm not sure of the industry

term for it.
But down the road, we know that
there will be a day when these facilities will be
decommissioned and dismantled.

I, myself, have

visited a facility under that -- that was
undergoing that in Spain called Vandellòs I.
a DGR was -- or a DGR.

And

A repository or a storage

or the end -- the end placement of waste
generated from decommissioning was essential that
the plants themselves can be safely dismantled at
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some point in the future.
So we're quite aware of the issue
and we feel that, at some day, it will be an
issue here and that those wastes would probably
be anticipated in the streams that you're talking
about.
The other side of it is that it
would also be, as the law stands right now -- we
see no reason for it to change -- that it would
be the subject of another hearing and that it
would be a whole other generation of people that
would be sitting there to examine it on its
relative desirability.
And another point to it is that
should this project go forward, which I believe
that it should, that there will be an awful lot
less theory and an awful lot more practical
experience available to people that make that
decision at that time.
One of the issues, I think,
locally with all of this is that, as it stands
right now, a DGR is somewhat theoretical in
Canada where other places in the world like the
U.S. and Sweden, Finland, France, they have them
to see.

But your average person hasn't seen once
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or seen it in operation.
When we come to that state in the
future here should this project go forward, it
will be -- a breadth of experience will be
available to make the decisions from and not
theoretical, firsthand knowledge of operations
and firsthand knowledge of results.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald.
Mayor Kramer,

could you give us examples of avoidance
procedures and mitigation measures that have been
implemented by large-scale aggregate extraction
operations in Kincardine of the same size and
sale of the proposed DGR?
MAYOR KRAMER:

We don't have them

in Kincardine of the same size.

We have some

gravel pits and that, and they're -- they are -you know, the Bruce is a very large component of
our region.

There aren't -- there isn't a second

one of that significance.
And locally, it would be berms
around gravel pits and quarries, those types of
things.
You also see them sometimes with
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major road construction that -- on the county, at
that level, it's much greater.

There are much

larger extraction operations, much larger types
of -- types of things and mitigations that are
used, say, in the Wiarton area around the Wiarton
stone and the quarrying operations there where,
considering the depth and that, they have to take
into account the groundwater, the groundwater
intrusion.
They still go back to berms, dust
control, things like -- that are used like
controlling dust on the road, certain measures.
Calcium chloride would be one that would be
commonly used at the entrances to those types of
quarry operations should they be on gravel or
dirt roads.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

This is the

one stated principle, adverse impact, human
impact, the noise and the dust, I guess,
associated with it.
So Kincardine Council is fairly
confident that the measures that have been taken
in the nearby communities are adequate to
mitigate or at least provide good avoidance
procedures for some of the major problems that
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could be anticipated for our proposed project.
MAYOR KRAMER:

I believe so, yes.

I believe I hit the button wrong.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Mayor Kramer.

Thank you very

That's the end of our

questions.
We're going to proceed now
directly to the first of two 10-minute oral
presentations, and then we will be taking a 15minute break.
So our first 10-minute oral
presentation is from the Lake Huron Fishing Club,
which is PM 14-P1.31.

And our presenter is Mr.

Michael Hann.
Welcome, Mr. Hann.

The floor is

yours.

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
LAKE HURON FISHING CLUB, MICHAEL HANN

MR. HANN:

Thank you very much.

Good afternoon.
Michael Hann.

My name is

I'm the Vice-President of the Lake

Huron Fishing Club.
The Lake Huron Fishing Club is a
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registered non-profit organization of 450
members, most of which come from the Saugeen
Shores Kincardine District, but there are many of
us from southern Ontario, me being one of them.
The club is now in its 31 st year.
I am here to present the club's
position on the DGR regarding Item 1.4.4 of the
Amended Public Hearing Procedures.

Please allow

me to record the club's preferences to the
options listed there.
Our club's mandate is to
guarantee angling opportunities for current and
future generations.

Using strictly unpaid

volunteers, we rear brown trout, rainbow trout
and Chinook salmon at our two hatcheries.
We raise 120,000 Chinook in our
Port Elgin facility and we raise 120,000 rainbow
trout and 60,000 brown trout in our Kincardine
facility.

Both hatcheries were built and are

operated by our volunteer members.
We undertake stream enhancement,
habitat restoration, tree planting as well as
erecting livestock fencing as well as other
conservation projects.
We have built, through our own
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efforts, two public fish-cleaning stations, one
in Kincardine and one in Port Elgin.

Both

stations, upon their completion, were donated
back to their respective municipalities.
We mount a major two-week angling
derby each summer, the largest on Lake Huron,
called the Shantry Chinook Classic Derby.
We are always available for
educational tours of our hatcheries, and we
operate a classroom school hatchery program in 17
schools with the hopes of expanding that to 100
schools over the course of the next five or six
years.
As you can see, the Lake Huron
Fishing Club is deeply rooted in the community.
Everything is accomplished with unpaid volunteers
and the support of virtually every company and
small business in the community.
Bruce Power, the Power Workers'
Union and OPG are among those who support the
club.
We have also partnered with Bruce
Power on several conservation initiatives.
That's a fairly new partnership, probably less
than two years old, but a very successful one, at
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that.
Most of our members are local,
and whatever happens at the Bruce Nuclear site
impacts them directly and personally.

Many of

our club members either work at the Bruce or are
retired from the Bruce.

They have personally

driven by or worked in proximity to the material
under discussion here.
Those of us who don't work at the
plant are just as conscious of risks due to the
proximity.

Yes, the presence of radioactive

waste is a concern, perhaps less so here than in
other localities because our group is informed
and knowledgeable about these hazards and know
that these hazards are a matter of constant
consideration.

In our case, familiarity breeds

respect.
Whatever one's thoughts or
position on the DGR, the waste is a problem that
won't go away.

It must be dealt with.
These are our thoughts to the

options listed in Section 1.4.4.

I will deal as

one with the first two options, the existing
Western Waste Management Facility, or WWMF, and
the enhanced surface storage at the WWMF.
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Like other involved groups, we,
too, are very, very concerned about the risks of
contamination of the water and all the attendant
consequences.

It should be obvious that our

group is passionate about the health of Lake
Huron and its sport fishery as well.
Moreover, as most of the club
members are local residents, they would be the
first to suffer and would suffer the most in the
event of any incident.
Even though I reside just outside
of Kitchener-Waterloo, I do have a cottage less
than a kilometre and a half from the outflow of
Bruce A, so I am very concerned as well.
Now, these first two options
would leave low and intermediate level waste
aboveground -- or in aboveground storage
buildings a few metres above the lake level.

It

is obvious to the club that surface storage is a
far greater risk than sheltered storage 680
metres below the surface and, as well, 451 metres
below the lake's deepest point.

That would give

us 1,480 feet of separation to the water.
To this year, 2014, all levels of
government and the various parties of the site
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have given us 46 years of incident-free storage
through intelligence, diligence and expense.
However, the amount of waste will continue to
increase, and we understand that the typical
half-life for some of these intermediate level
materials is around 100,000 years.
So what will our situation be
1,000 years from now or 2,000 years from now, or
beyond?

So much will happen in the coming

millennia.

Will the materials still be sitting

on the surface?

Will it have slid into the lake

and contaminated the lake?

Will the site be

barren and deserted?
What will our society be like?
Will it be capable, either politically or
economically, of managing this waste or any other
hazardous site?
This is not fantasy.

In less

than 50 years, we have seen a major U.S. city
slip back to nature, we have seen the emergency
of Third World countries and we have seen the
impoverishment of industrialized nations.
We accept and share the
hesitation of downstream localities, but ask them
to reconsider.
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For certain, there are risks with
our preference, but it is our read that the first
two options pose more risk than underground
storage.

Containment inside a few metres of

concrete on or near the surface at roughly the
same distance from shore as the proposed DGR
makes no sense to the club.
Greater dangers are immediately
posed by nature and politics through this
accessibility of the on-ground or aboveground
storage.
The notion is advanced by some
opposing that we wait until some method is
developed to finally resolve this issue
completely.

It has taken us nearly 50 years to

get to this point, and the hazard is still onground, aboveground, and there is nothing on the
horizon, at least, that we can see that would
indicate there's some scientific advancement that
will make this go away.
If a better solution should
arise, it's important to remember that if we're
able to put the waste below the ground 600
metres, we can certainly bring it back to the
surface.
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That leaves me to cover the last
two options, the proposed DGR at the Bruce site
or a potential DGR north of us in the Canadian
Shield.
From a risk point of view, we
would accept that deep geologic disposal in rock
formation, which have the same attributes as
those characterized at the Bruce would be
acceptable.
However, and I might be echoing
Mayor Kramer a little bit here, to get to this
point has taken 12 years.

Our club supports a

resolution for the public good as quickly as
possible.

Restarting the process and stepping

back 12 years is not the way to proceed here.
Possible delay has, therefore,
directed our support to the third option listed
in Section 1.4.4 that the DGR be placed at the
nuclear site -- Bruce Nuclear site.
It also makes sense to manage the
waste and the DGR at the Bruce Nuclear site where
much of the waste is already located along with
experienced and a well-trained workforce.
We believe the proposed DGR at
the Bruce Nuclear site is consistent with the
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Lake Huron Fishing Club's mandate that I stated
earlier, which is to guarantee angling
opportunities for current and future generations.
As the club's Vice-President, I am anxious to see
this happen in my lifetime.
Thank you very much for your
attention and this opportunity to express Lake
Huron Fishing Club's position.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Hann.
Panel Members, did you have
questions?
Dr. Archibald.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Mr. Hann, in

your statement and in your written submission you
had made the statement, "The greater dangers are
immediately posed by nature and politics through
this surface accessibility."
Could you further explain what
you feel to be political dangerous in this
process?
MR. HANN:

Well, the political

dangers are the -- the ideological forces that
are against the western beliefs, western society,
terra being a big one, and just bipartisanship on
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-- not coming to a resolve and just hoping that
this temporary storage, you know, will -- is good
enough.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Hann.
We will now take a 15-minute
break.

We will reconvene at 25 minutes to 4:00.

--- Upon recessing at 3:20 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 20
--- Upon resuming at 3:37 p.m. /
Reprise à 13 h 37

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back,

everyone.
We are now going to proceed with
our next 10-minute presentation which is from the
Penetangore Regional Economic Development
Corporation, which is PMD 14-P1.35.
Mr. Coristine, please proceed.
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*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
PENETANGORE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, RON CORISTINE

MR. CORISTINE:

Thank you.

My

name is Ron Coristine.
First of all, the Penetangore
Regional Economic Development Corporation is an
economic development agency, a not-for-profit
organization incorporated in Ontario.

We are

governed by a Board of Directors and Board
Members bring a wealth of business and community
knowledge to the role and represent several key
business sectors such as banking, real estate,
manufacturing, energy and agriculture.
Our views about risk and the DGR.
We are aware that there are four options for
storage of low and intermediate level waste.
First, the existing Western Waste Management
Facility which was established as interim
storage; second, the enhanced surface storage at
the WWMF; third, the proposed DGR in the Cobourg
formation; and fourth, the proposed DGR in
granite bedrock.
Each of these has relative merits
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and risks.
The existing waste management
facility is an aboveground facility where waste
is housed on the Bruce power site.

The positive

aspects of this option are that it is already in
place and there are experienced people managing
it.
The risks with this site are that
it was not designed as a long-term solution, but
as a temporary one.

It does not allow for

mitigation of risk if our society was to change
in some way that institutions no longer had
authority.

In the face of climate change, there

is the risk of a catastrophic event from extreme
weather such as tornadoes.

We are aware that

tornadoes are increasing in magnitude and our
occurring more frequently at our latitude.
In addition, given the long
period of some radioactivity to decay, there
could be issues with glaciation that would
compromise or destroy any aboveground
infrastructure.

In our view, this is not a long-

term solution.
The enhanced surface storage
option at the WWMF also allows low and
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intermediate nuclear waste to remain aboveground.
The enhancements include compaction and more
robust storage buildings.

This will mitigate

against the large land area that would otherwise
be needed by current aboveground storage over
time and provides protection from radiation.
However, the risk from extreme weather,
glaciation and social collapse remain.

In our

view, this is not a viable long-term solution.
The proposed DGR in granite
bedrock appears to be a sound option.

The

Canadian Shield is stable and farther removed
from urban and rural areas where people live.
Experience around the world tells us that
sedimentary or granite rock are appropriate for a
DGR.
However, choosing the granite of
the Canadian Shield would mean that all low and
intermediate nuclear waste from all nuclear power
plants in Ontario would have to be transported
some distance along new routes and through
different communities.

This will require

planning and greater transportation costs.
These factors are not
insurmountable, but there is no efficiency in
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this option.

This option puts the waste out of

sight and out of mind for most of us who live
close to the 49th parallel, but adds time, cost
and additional risk.
Finally, granite is susceptible
to fracturing during the construction process
which poses a challenge to ensuring a proper seal
if such fracturing were to occur.

These factors

taken together indicate that this option is
questionable.
The proposed DGR in the Cobourg
formation makes sense and, in our view, offers
the safest option.

Low and intermediate level

waste is already on site and simply has to be
moved a relatively short distance to the proposed
DGR.

Transporting waste here from other parts of

Ontario is already a reality and the safety
record of that transportation is exemplary.
The community and those who work
at Bruce Power are accustomed to the presence of
low and intermediate level waste, we have been
doing it safely for more than 40 years.
A recent fire event at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico
raises questions about the efficacy of a DGR.
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I read the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Environmental Management
Accident Investigation Report on this incident to
learn that the fire was due to human error in the
form of inadequate fire protection, resources and
training, a lack of rigour in ensuring safety for
personnel and a perspective more aligned with
mining than with nuclear management, to name a
few of the direct and indirect causes.
Based on what I have witnessed
living in this municipality, the safety culture
within OPG would not stand for accumulation of
10 contributing causes as occurred in New Mexico.
A second incident at the New
Mexico site involved the release of radioactivity
into the air.

This is cause for concern.

The

accident report for this radiological release
event found, and I quote:
"The cumulative effect of
inadequacies in ventilation
system design and operability
compounded by degradation of
key safety management
programs and safety culture
resulted in the release of
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radioactive material from the
underground to the
environment, and the
delayed/ineffective
recognition and response to
the release."
Here again, it is clear that the
problem was not in the DGR itself, but resulted
from human error and mismanagement.
There are many more reasons why
the proposed DGR in the Cobourg formation is a
sound choice.

This is a community that has

hosted the nuclear industry since 1968.

That's

46 years.
We are comfortable with having a
nuclear power plant in our backyard.

Many

employees at the plant are our friends and
neighbours, they live in this community, raise
families, shop, volunteer and contribute in so
many ways to making this a great place to live.
The Kincardine community is well
educated about the nuclear industry and
associated risks thanks to the continuing work of
OPG and the WWMF to ensure open and transparent
communication.
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Our experience with nuclear
power, first when the plant was owned and
operated by AECL and now by Bruce Power, is that
the industry is well regulated and safety
conscious.

There was no question about the

efficacy of operating a nuclear power plant here
when it went from public to private operation.
We have the experienced workers
to develop and operate a DGR here.

Shifting the

solution to a new location will add risk, but an
equally experienced workforce may not be
assembled or maintained in a remote location.
Based on our observations of the
importance of safety to Bruce power, OPG and the
nuclear industry, we feel that this culture of
safety will be easily transferred to the new DGR.
The safety on site extends to the
transportation of waste.

Over the past decades

there have been very few incidents and none of
these have posed a risk to communities.
In 2010 there was a campaign to
petition the provincial government to build a
third nuclear reactor here, Bruce C.

While the

proposal did not go ahead, more than 10,000
people signed the petition.

This demonstrates
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the extent of support for and comfort with the
nuclear industry here.
The entire nuclear industry,
including the proposed DGR, is subject to
regulation by the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
Council members of the
Municipality of Kincardine visited DGRs in Sweden
and the United States to see first-hand what a
repository looks like and how it is managed.
After these visits Council did not waver in its
support.
The information about the DGR
over the past decade has been very forthcoming.
The opportunities to ask questions and obtain
more information have been constant.

There is no

question on my part that the process has been
transparent and the information almost
exhaustive.
Information about the safety and
public protection afforded by the Cobourg DGR
indicates it is isolated from drinking water and
surface water.

The rock formations have a

history of stability over a period of 450 million
years and provide a natural and effective
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barrier.
Because we have no concerns about
safety, we can speak about economic development
factors associated with the DGR at the proposed
site.

It is expected to create 200 jobs during

construction and 40 jobs during operation.

This

is a benefit to the community in many ways, more
decent-paying jobs on which families can live,
more economic activity as families purchase
homes, groceries, goods and services, and so on.
We are comfortable knowing that
the waste will be buried in a stable rock
formation, removed from people and weather,
managed by experienced workers and properly
monitored.
In summary, we support the DGR
being developed at the Cobourg site because it is
the safe site and the most sensible of the four
options.

The industry is well regulated for

safety and those working in it are safety
conscious.

The public and our local government

are supportive of it.

It will bring additional

jobs and economic spinoffs to our community.
finally, it is part of who we are.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

And
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Mr. Coristine.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?

Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Mr. Coristine,

I was interested in one of your statements
concerning the granite DGR proposal or the
aspect.

You had mentioned that granite is

subject to fracturing during the construction
process, this essentially being a negative
component of the process.
To OPG I would ask, would this be
similar to what would be experienced for Bruce
site development activity and, thus, no
different?

Would the rock not naturally be

fractured in limestone and in granite?

Would

there be any significant difference?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Using the controlled drill and
blast techniques that we plan to use for the DGR
project and looking at the experience that our
international colleagues have had in DGR
construction in crystalline sites, we would
expect them to be fairly similar, yes.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And a question
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to you, Mr. Coristine.
confirmation, please.

I would just ask a
Does your Corporation hold

the view that the technological design aspects of
a storage facility, of whichever type that you
are promoting, essentially DGRs, even the WIPP
one, are capable of reducing the risk of
contaminant release if they are well designed and
that the primary risk is due largely to human
error or inadequacy?
MR. CORISTINE:

The short answer

is yes.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
need.

That's all I

Thank you.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Archibald

pre-empted me.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:
you, Mr. Coristine.

Okay.

Thank

I believe that ends the

questions from the Panel on your presentation.
According to the Panel's public
hearing procedures, people not previously
registered might be granted an opportunity to
make a brief oral statement at the end of the
hearing day, time permitting.

This opportunity

is limited to individuals who did not previously
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register to participate and did not file a
written submission and/or the written submission
did not meet our criteria.
In this case we have time today
to hear from Senator Phil Pavlov of Michigan.
Welcome.

Senator Pavlov, you

will have 10 minutes to speak and at the end of
the period we may have some questions for you.
Please proceed.

*PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
MICHIGAN STATE SENATE SENATOR PHIL PAVLOV

SEN. PAVLOV:

Madam Chairwoman

and Members of the Panel, thank you for this
opportunity to speak before the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission Joint Review Panel regarding
the deep geological repository project.
My name is Phil Pavlov and I am a
State Senator from Michigan.

I am here

representing over 250,000 residents of Michigan's
25th Senate District, as well as the thousands of
other Michigan residents who hold grave concerns
about this proposal by Ontario Power Generation
to permanently bury radioactive wastes within a
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mile of Lake Huron.
The basis for these additional
public hearings and the OPG application is
restricted to six limited categories.

My remarks

focus on the issue of community acceptance within
the category of relative risk analysis of
alternative means of carrying out the project.
In a letter to OPG dated November
8, 2013, the Joint Review Panel requested a
renewed and updated analysis of the relative risk
of siting alternatives under the alternative
means requirements of the EIS Guidelines.
This Information Request
indicates that the relative risk analysis to the
OPG safety case must include a review of
community acceptance in the local and the
regional study area, as well as outside of the
regional study area.
As a publicly elected official in
Michigan, I have pledged to uphold both our
nation's and our state's Constitution.

Article

4, section 51 and 52 of the Michigan Constitution
charges me directly with protecting both public
health and the national resources of our State.
I am bound by that pledge and
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that is why I'm here today.

The people of

Michigan have entrusted me to represent their
will and there is no doubt where their will rests
on this issue.
Residents from my District and
all across our state overwhelmingly oppose the
proposed location of this facility.

In fact,

over 60 units of local government, 63 Michigan
counties, cities and townships have passed
resolutions officially opposing the plan.
The question I hear repeatedly
from my fellow Americans is: "Why here?

Why so

close to such a precious natural resource?"

I

have yet to find any evidence of community
acceptance for this proposal in the United
States.
Interestingly, Canada has
demonstrated a similar lack of community
acceptance for these projects in the past.

In

fact, the Canadian government itself formally
objected to the United States Department of
Energy plans for permanent underground nuclear
repository in 1986.

At that time the United

States Department of Energy was studying a number
of locations for a DGR, including sites near the
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Canadian border and within close proximity to the
Canadian Watershed.
In a statement dated January 16,
1986, the Honourable Joe Clark, Canada's then
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
expressed opposition to any development that
could present a trans-boundary threat to the
welfare of Canadians or the integrity of the
Canadian environment.

Specifically, the Foreign

Minister's statement opposed a potential site in
Maine, the Bottle Lake Complex, located within 25
miles of the border and possibly at least
partially in the St. Croix Watershed.
The statement also opposed the
potential sites in Minnesota and Wisconsin
because they were in drainage basins that
eventually flow into Canada, including the Red
River basin and the Great Lakes basin.

I have

copies of the statement available, if you would
like one.
In response to Canada's
opposition, the United States government reversed
course and sought an alternative site.

Canada

has set the precedent and I am requesting you
follow that precedent and find an alternative
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location for this DGR.
Let me relate just one more
example of Michigan's commitment to protecting
the Great Lakes from any environmental risk of
nuclear waste contamination and the absence of a
community acceptance for this OPG proposal.
Michigan studied this issue in
the 80s and found no suitable site within its
border for a permanent disposal of low-level
radioactive waste and, thus, imposed a ban on the
importation of low-level radioactive waste.
Recent legislation passed with
unanimous bipartisan support by the Michigan
State Senate, would extend our current ban to
include all sources of Class C, whether produced
in the State or out-of-state, the most dangerous
form of low-level radioactive waste.
Michigan residents are quite
clear in their opposition to, their lack of
community acceptance for any risk to one of our
most precious natural resources, the Great Lakes.
We agree with the Canadian
government of the 1980s that the permanent
storage of nuclear waste has no place in the
Great Lakes basin.

This proposal to site a deep
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geological repository within a mile of Lake Huron
is contrary to sound public policy and it
breaches the fiduciary responsibility we are all
obliged to carry out as policymakers within the
Great Lakes basin.
I thank you for hearing my
comments.

I urge you to make the right decision,

which is to reject the OPG's application.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Senator Pavlov.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
We had one question, Senator
Pavlov, and perhaps a follow-up.

If you held

public meetings regarding the issue of the
proposed DGR in your District, did you invite OPG
to present information at those public meetings?
SEN. PAVLOV:

I did not, but they

were publicly notified via the newspapers and
everybody was welcome to come, but I didn't send
a specific -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And just a part (b) to that
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question.

When you were holding your public

meetings, did you ask for attendance by any of
your State -- for example, Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality representatives?
SEN. PAVLOV:

Yes.

We cast a

pretty big net and we want to be able to have the
most information available for the people that
are going to take time out of their evening to
come and listen.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Did the DEQ

attend?
SEN. PAVLOV:

No.

The DEQ did

come and testify in support of the four
resolutions and the Senate Bill 948, they
supported all four of those and the Director
publicly stated his support.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Senator.
SEN. PAVLOV:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

That will bring

us to the time when we will invite questions from
registered participants.
I will begin with Mr. Monem.
MR. MONEM:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

Alex Monem, for the record.
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Madam Chair, I have a number of
questions.

I will endeavour to get through those

quickly and, for that reason, I will leave all my
questions respecting risk perception until
tomorrow.
My questions will be directed
primarily to the independent expert group.

I

don't know if I should ask those.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

Perhaps

if we can ask the IEG to once again move forward,
that would be greatly appreciated.

We will give

you a couple of minutes to do that.
MR. MONEM:

Madam Chair, my first

question is actually directed to OPG, so I could
begin.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So while

we are shuffling chairs, please go ahead.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

Ms Swami started in opening
stating that OPG provided the independent expert
group with information necessary to complete
their work.
Could we just have it confirmed
whether all of this information was information
previously available and on the record?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG...?

--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yes, it was publicly available.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

And in the record of

these proceedings?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
For the material, most of the
material was submitted as part of this
proceeding, however, there was some material that
was provided that is publicly available but was
not submitted as part of this hearing.
We could be very specific about
it, but I'm just going to get a list here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

While you are

doing that, Mr. Monem, was there particular items
in the IEG's information that you would request
to be on the record of this Panel?
MR. MONEM:

It would be primarily

the information relating to the granitic DGR, as
well as any information respecting the enhanced
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surface options.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Ms Swami...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yes, the information such as the
Seaborn Panel Report obviously was not filed as
part of our submissions for this work and other
material that was provided.

So we do have that

information and, if that's helpful for
submission, we can do that, but it is publicly
available.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel will

determine whether it is required to have it as
part of our record and we will get back to you,
Mr. Monem, very shortly.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

Madam Chair, my next question can
be directed to the expert group.
Did the expert group form an
opinion on whether the four options considered
constituted a complete or representative set of
reasonable alternatives for the long-term
management of low and intermediate level wastes?
DR. LEISS:

No, we were directed

to the four options to be considered.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, did

that answer your question?
MR. MONEM:

Did the Panel feel

that its terms of reference would allow an
exploration of alternatives other than the four?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:
terms would allow?

Dr. Leiss...?

Did we feel that the

No, I don't -- I think that's

the same answer as the first question, we were
directed to do that.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

Given the opening comments made
by the expert group that the differences in risk
between the options were most pronounced over
very long time periods, was it understood by the
expert group that they were comparing storage
options with disposal options and did they feel
that this was an appropriate comparison?
DR. LEISS:

I'm familiar with

some of the commentaries in which storage and
disposal is differentiated and in some cases some
things which are called temporary, such as the
existing facilities, seem to indicate very
clearly a distinction between storage and
disposal, but it's not a hard and fast
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distinction.
In the case of DGR, not only this
one but the existing material from MWMO on the
high-level DGR, the plan for that repository
indicates that over periods of time before final
closure retrievability is possible and could be
conceivably desirable, in which case that would
convert it into, in effect, a storage facility
rather than a disposal facility.
But I am assuming that it is very
clear to everyone that once you decommission and
seal a DGR, you have disposed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

This follows on a

question posed by Dr. Archibald.

Does the IEG

believes that the reference case it considered
for enhanced surface storage was sufficiently
developed to support a credible analysis of
relative risk?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss...?

DR. LEISS:

It seemed to me

Yes.

that doubling the effective life of facilities is
significant to differentiate clearly.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

Would the expert

group have considered, with a broader mandate, a
deeper consideration of various enhanced surface
storage options maybe that exist in other places
in the world?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

Could you give me at

least one example?
MR. MONEM:

A number of other

facilities in Europe segregate longer-lived
intermediate level wastes and store only the
short-lived intermediate level wastes and the low
level wastes in enhanced surface storage and
anticipate storing the longer lived ones
eventually in a disposal facility.
Did you consider this category of
solutions?
DR. LEISS:

You will know that,

in fact, we have referred to such facilities in
our report, facilities in I believe France and
Spain and with specific reference to that
distinction in intermediate level waste between
short-lived and long-lived.
So we did refer to that, but we
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had no basis for assuming that such a division of
intermediate level waste would take place in
Canada.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

Dr. Dusseault stated that if
someone considered a granitic DGR far away from a
large water body they would necessarily come to a
different conclusion.

I'm paraphrasing, I'm

sorry.
Can we assume what was meant was
that the conclusion you would arrive at would be
a lower risk and risk perception of such a DGR
relative to one that was located on a large water
body?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could you

rephrase that question, please, Mr. Monem?
DR. LEISS:

I'm confused about

MR. MONEM:

A comment was made,

the question.

and I'm paraphrasing, that if someone considered
a granitic DGR far away from a large water body
they would necessarily come to a different
conclusion, and this was in the context of
relative risk.
The question is:

Can we assume
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that the conclusion would be a lower relative
risk for such a DGR away from large water bodies?
DR. LEISS:

I would like to

actually state that I would prefer to have -certainly that remark is not in our report.

If

the reference is to oral exchanges that will
become part of the transcript in today's session,
I would prefer to have an exact wording to make
sure that we have an accurate reference to what
Dr. Dusseault said.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Noted.

So

perhaps, Mr. Monem, this is something we could
return to tomorrow, since the full IEG will be
back to answer questions again tomorrow and by
then we will have the exact wording.
I would also -- re: IEG that
questions come through me and then I decide
whether I will pass them on to you and sometimes
I actually ask for clarification, I may
paraphrase and I may pick which one of you I feel
I would like to have the answer from.
DR. LEISS:

Please do.

--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So just so you

know, that's the process that we are following
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here.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

I'm happy to proceed

in the way you have suggested, Madam Chair, or I
could phrase the question in a different way.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Let's try

phrasing the question a little differently.

I

think I know where you're going, so instead of
trying to paraphrase what the IEG said, maybe
just state from the SON's point of view what your
premise is and go from there.
MR. MONEM:

In the expert

judgment of the independent expert group, can
they -- could they offer their opinion on what
effect on the relative risk -- what the effect on
the relative risk would be by locating a granitic
DGR away from a large body of water like a Great
Lake?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think we now

have a more generic and fairly clear question.
So, Dr. Leiss, may I start with you and you can
defer to your other colleagues as you see fit?
DR. LEISS:

This would represent

a scenario that we did not consider because, as
explained earlier, we made a judgment about the
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case that was referred to us that we thought made
possible the four-way comparison and that some
other judgment would provide a different
comparison.
We did not interpret the
directives given to us in such a way that would
specifically direct us to consider such an
alternative scenario; i.e., a granitic body at
some considerable distance from a large body of
water.

Obviously we could have done so, but we

did not do so and I would be loath to speculate
on that off the top of my head, or to have any of
us take up that very different scenario in this
setting.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss,

would IEG be willing to consider this and return
to the topic tomorrow, since it is a topic we
have heard a couple of times, including from this
Panel.

It appears to arise from your

understanding of our Information Request, but
speaking on behalf of my colleagues up here, I
think we would appreciate it very much if you
would at least consider the question, and we
understand that you would need time to confer
among your colleagues, but get back to us
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tomorrow.
DR. LEISS:

Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
This question could be directed
to OPG.
Dr. Dusseault stated that the IEG
relied on an assumption of adaptive
engineering -- and again I apologize for the
paraphrasing, but stating that there are always
surprises and that he anticipates considerable or
significant adaptive engineering might be
required for development of any DGR and he stated
you see problems, you assess, you mitigate,
redesign and repeat.
My question is:

Could OPG

comment on whether this is a reasonable
assumption and whether this is a part of OPG's
project development philosophy?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG...?

--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

Mr. Wilson will provide a little bit
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more information here, but certainly from a
design perspective we have a well-designed
facility at this stage that we are in in this
particular project and there are still aspects to
go through that design process, but I will let
Mr. Wilson speak more specifically to the
comment.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think there are several aspects
of the engineering and the design that go into a
facility such as this, there is that which would
be -- I wouldn't consider standard engineering,
but there is surface construction which is
predictable, we have -- we have done site
investigations, we understand what's below us, we
understand the areas that we are working in and
we can have a high level of confidence that there
is not a lot of uncertainty in some of the design
aspects.
With respect to when we get to
the underground design and into the shafts and
into the lateral development, as we have
discussed previously, we have verification
programs planned that allow us to be able to
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understand as we are going through the
stratigraphy and as we are getting into the
lateral development how the rock is performing,
we have a good understanding of how it should
perform.
We will talk about this under the
GBP presentation, but an example would be the
underground layout.

As we've discussed, we don't

know exactly what the in-situ stress will be
underground, we have a range of possibilities, we
have a good idea of what it will be, but we have
also looked from a design perspective.
We have multiple designs pending
the in-situ stress that we actually measure.
Similarly, in other areas such as
ground support, we have multiple ground support
designs based on the type of ground that we are
going to encounter and this will come under the
observational approach as we talk about that as
well, I believe it's next Thursday.
So it's those types of examples
where, yes, we go in, we have an expected result,
we want to measure and verify that result.
We also have design
considerations already considered for different
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scenarios if we might encounter them and we would
apply it at that time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Monem, was that sufficient?
MR. MONEM:

It was, and perhaps I

will ask a follow-up question during the geoscientific verification plan presentation.
In this morning's presentation we
heard again from Dr. Dusseault what sounded to be
quite significant analysis and conclusions on the
characteristics of granitic formations and their
suitability to host DGRs.
Much of this felt like new
information in these proceedings.

Could we

please be directed to where we can find the data
and analysis which were the bases of the IEG's
conclusions on this matter?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss, I

believe Mr. Monem might be referring to your more
detailed information in support of the granitic
option.
DR. LEISS:

That was discussed

earlier today?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.
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DR. LEISS:

I will then ask

Dr. Dusseault to reply.
DR. DUSSEAULT:

I'm a little bit

uncertain as to what the question means.

It was

not the intent to ask us to generate new
information, we were using information that was
provided for us and given to us in its entirety
by OPG, including transcripts and including all
the information that has been made accessible to
people that follow this process.
So all of that was available to
us and we generated -- or charts were generated
for different pathways and with different
commentaries for the different cases and I
believe, Dr. Leiss, that that information is
available in our report.
DR. LEISS:

Let me just say,

obviously the section in the report that deals
with the comparison of the options is fairly
extensive.

I understood today's discussion to be

amplification of the basic ideas that were in
there, which are -- and references are indicated
for that material.

So I am, certainly for

myself, not clear in my own mind what is supposed
to be entirely new.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, can

you help the IEG understand what you might be
referring to?
MR. MONEM:

There was a

relatively lengthy discussion of the general
characteristics of granite formations and some of
the characteristics of those formations that
might have an impact on the suitability for DGR,
either here or in the future.
Much of this may be based on what
is in the record already, but we can't be
certain, so perhaps this is a case where we could
look at the transcripts and identify what may
turn out to be new information and, if that's the
case, I think it's important that the record be
preserved in such a way that anything made and
put into the record as information basis that we
can all look at an test.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, the

Panel would be interested in your definition of
"new information" as well.

Obviously when, for

example, the Panel asks questions, as we did this
morning, asking the IEG to discuss for example
criticisms from CNSC around the assumed
fracturing in granite, the response back from Dr.
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Dusseault is based on his experience and
professional judgment, he didn't necessarily
quote new information.
There is also a chapter in the
report, or a section in the IEG report that
explicitly outlines the IEG's understanding of
the granitic concept.
So beyond those two examples I
think that's what you -- I guess I would expect
that if you feel that there is anything beyond
those two examples you would bring it to our
attention.
MR. MONEM:

I will do so, and

perhaps with the benefit of having others
consider the information provided today in
testimony so we can offer some assistance to the
Panel.
--- Pause
MR. MONEM:

It was indicated by

the independent expert group today that its
consideration of granitic repositories was in
some way limited by -- or the sites for potential
granitic repositories was somehow limited by the
concept of community acceptance.
that explained?

Could we have
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As well, a related comment was
that no Manitoba site was currently being
considered.

Could we understand which siting

process was being referred to in that comment?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

The first question

related to the granitic option and community
acceptance.

Obviously, since there is no

specific site there can't be a specific
community, so I don't see any connection between
those two things.
And of course, we did attempt to
explain in our letter to you the exact basis of
our reaction to that request about community
acceptance, so I would really like to simply rest
on that detailed written explanation that we
gave.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

Perhaps it was new

today and not in the written submissions, but
Dr. Dusseault stated that one of the reasons for
not considering, for instance, the Lac du Bonnet
site was the difficulty in finding a hypothetical
site that would also have community acceptance.
So I would like to know if that
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was in any way a constraining factor on the IEG's
consideration of potential granitic sites and why
they felt that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, I

must confess now, I am losing -- maybe I am
losing track of your logic as well.
question is:

So your

Did the IEG's choice of their

conceptual granite case for their analysis, was
that influenced at all by community acceptance?
MR. MONEM:

By the possibility of

finding a site that also had community
acceptance.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Okay.

That was the

statement made this morning.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

Dr. Leiss...?
DR. LEISS:

There is no reference

to, I believe in our own discussion to the
Manitoba site.

I think Dr. Dusseault simply

referred to it as a case in which the province
had made its own choice about the possibility of
locating an actual site as opposed to a research
station in that province.
But that's the only connection
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that makes sense to me.

Since we have a

hypothetical granitic site, it could not possibly
in principle have anything to do with community
acceptance, so I just am at a loss to know what
really is being sought in the question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

I was perplexed by

the statement this morning, that is why I am
asking.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Perhaps, Dr.

Leiss and Dr. Dusseault, you could confirm with
us in the Panel that the origin of this concern
may be because of the original information
request stipulation that the granite option be
based in large part upon the AECL database, which
is from Manitoba.
And Dr. Dusseault was explaining
why the IEG had decided against that, which is
because the province had decided that they would
not be an official site for a repository.

And

that in fact, as I recall, is in your report, in
your preamble to your report.
Am I correct in surmising that
that might be basis for this exchange?
Dr. Leiss?
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DR. LEISS:

Honestly, I don't

believe so, but I may be just not as sharp as I
once was.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, does

that sound logical?
MR. MONEM:

I am happy to move

on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Okay.

I only have a few

more questions, and thank you for your patience.
This morning the Expert Group
explained its understanding of repeatability and
that it required a new conception in this context
than a standard, sort of the scientific
methodology concept or repeatability.
But could I clarify that the
Expert Group makes no claim to the
reproducibility of their results of their
analysis?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss, I

think Mr. Monem asking you to distinguish between
repeatability and reproducibility.
DR. LEISS:

As I would

understand it, if it was used in the normal
scientific terminology, which is based on
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quantitative parameters, then repeatable and
reproducible probably would be the same or at
least very similar.
But in the context that we did it
was qualitative parameters, as explained by us,
and repeatability becomes specifically a
reference to a process rather than results, and
so in that case not strictly reproducible.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

And this means that a

different group of experts could have placed
icons in different positions following the same
process, is that correct?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss?

DR. LEISS:

Yes.

MR. MONEM:

How common is it to

use a logarithmic scale for qualitative analyses
rather than a quantitative analysis?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss?

Mr.

Paoli?
MR. PAOLI:

Thank you.

I think it is a little bit
uncommon to -- very often in qualitative analysis
people resort to verbal scales to describe the
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variation and use words like remote possibility,
very unlikely, to describe the same phenomenon
that we are attempting to describe, which is a
very wide range of probabilities in a very wide
range of consequences.
We found and reported in our
second report that we did not find that process
reliable as a means of communicating.

However,

we did need to still communicate a considerable
amount of variability.
So we did employ a logarithmic
scale to identify that things which seemed to be
only separated by a little bit may be separated
by very large orders of magnitude, if they were
measured.

So that is the basis of our

determination.
We haven't done any particular
study of how commonly that particular method has
been applied.

But we found it not only

appropriate, but necessary in this case to
communicate the range.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

So we should

understand the use of the logarithmic scale here
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is not a way of implying a greater degree of
precision, but sort of a shorthand for avoiding
descriptive phrases like very very very unlikely.
Is that right?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. PAOLI:

Mr. Paoli?

I hadn't thought of

about that as a particular way, but I think that
would be a reasonable characterization of what we
were trying to communicate.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

One last

question which may require a longish answer.
I would like to follow-up with a
more general question than the one posed earlier
by Dr. Muecke.
The one thing that appears to be
missing from the description of your work is a
detailed description of the work that immediately
preceded the placement of the icons.

What I mean

by this is how was your professional judgment
exercised?

What were the inputs?

analyses or the analysis process?

What were the
How did that

translate into a precise placement of the icons,
and were adjustments made and on what basis?
Could we have a discussion of
that process?

And if it is described somewhere,
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if you could direct me to that?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss or

Mr. Paoli?
MR. PAOLI:

Right.

There is a

brief description of it in the report, but not an
extensive description that I can point you to.
The process that we went through
was to basically hold a series of workshops where
we were essentially in a room together with
another individual who was essentially helping to
record what we were doing.
And we were literally discussing
one pathway at a time, one timeframe at a time
and going through the process of filling in
exactly the exhibits that you see in the report,
including the includes and excludes slides, the
visualization diagrams, the crosshairs diagrams
if you like.
And we would be staring at a
screen all together and moving the icons around
until we could agree that that was an appropriate
representation.

And then immediately recording

what lead us to be in those locations in the
tabular format as well as the characterization of
risk in terms of how many arrows, you know,
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significant increase in risk, three arrows, two
arrows, one arrow, that sort of thing.
So we have had time before these
workshops to try to come to our own
understandings of things based on the materials
presented, each of us able to do some research on
our own.
But then we came together in a
workshop format and walked through this process
just as I stated.
And those exhibits that are in
the report were essentially captured in that
workshop format all at that same time.

There

were no real adjustments made after those
workshops because that was our consensus at the
time, and to change it we would have had to meet
again to go through the same process again.
So I am happy to elaborate if
more detail is required.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:
area.

Mr. Monem?

Maybe in just one

From the report it is quite clear what the

includes and excludes were.

But there is a step

missing, which is once you have made those
determinations on what basis did you give the
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one, two or three arrow scale to the various
risks?
Was there debate on that?
any of those risks in any way quantified?

Were
If you

could just let us into the workshop room a little
bit on that point?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. PAOLI:

Mr. Paoli?

So the

characterization of the risk as having one, two
or three up arrows or down arrows for that matter
shares that same logarithmic nature; in that
three arrows is not three times worse than two
arrows, it could be 10 or 1,000 times worse.
So to answer the question, were
any of the risks quantified either in likelihood
or consequence, the answer is no.

The

likelihoods were basically understood by us as
being on a continuum, that we were not able to
judge with precision, but we understood that
there was a very wide range of them.

And we are

only able to provide relative risks in the
beginning or relative likelihoods.
On the consequence scale, again
the consequences are rather different to
different receptors and their different nature.
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So even if they had been quantified I am not
really sure we would have been in a position to
put them on a single scale, even had they been
quantified.
So we really were forced by the
nature of the problem almost to give them a
qualitative position on a scale relative to other
pathways and relative other options.

And we

could not place them with precision for the
combination of the evidence that we had available
and the non-quantifiablity of some of the
consequences.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem?

Very last question.

Did the panel consider any other methodologies to
enhance the objectivity of that critical moment;
dividing the group in half, one group making a
decision and then testing it with an independent
marking by the second half of the group, having
this reviewed by a third party?

Were any other

methodologies considered?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

I think the short

answer is no, there are constraints of time.
With a group that small, dividing it would I
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think hardly improve the quality of the decision
making.
I can say, since I have had other
experience in these matters, when you have a
larger group you have, as in another work of my
experience, you have the possibility of providing
other techniques that enhance in some respects
the outcome, for example, if you have as many as
10 or 12 one methodological routine tells you to
drop the highest and the lowest score.
In this case you are actually
scoring and so that -- you know, you remove
outliers and so on -- but with a group of four
you simply cannot do that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Thank you very much,

Madam Chair.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now

proceed with the rest of the questions.

Mr.

Mann?
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
Through you, I would like to ask
the Energy Group a question, and I have a couple
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of other questions as well.
Dr. Dusseault testified earlier
about the lateral predictability about, for
instance, the Cobourg rock formation in Bruce
County.

If you dig a hole in Kincardine, it

should have the same qualities elsewhere in Bruce
County, and the lateral predictability principle
is what he uses.
My question is January 16, 2014,
this year, NWMO concluded that Saugeen Shores and
Arran-Elderslie, adjacent and in Bruce County,
the geology in Saugeen Shores and Arran-Elderslie
was unsafe for a DGR.
My question to Dr. Dusseault is
doesn't that make the geology a few kilometres
away in Kincardine unsafe for a DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I will ask Dr.

Dusseault to comment on I guess the general
principle of the predictability horizontally
regarding the extent of the Cobourg formation.
DR. LEISS:

Excuse me, Madam

Chair, could I ask if any part of the question
has to do with something that someone else
specifically said, could we have that on the
record?

In other words, a claim that OPG said
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something was unsuitable.

I am not aware of that

information.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, Mr. Mann,

if you could be a little more specific with
respect to what you were referring to around
Saugeen Shores?

Because the Independent Expert

Group of course is not familiar with the other
adaptive phase management process that you are
referring to.
MR. MANN:

That makes sense.

Thank you, Dr. Swanson.
On January 16, 2014 Saugeen
Shores was involved in a community liaison
committee consultation group regarding the highlevel spent fuel DGR, the APM DGR for high-level
spent fuel.
At that time, on January 16, 2014
NWMO had concluded that Saugeen Shores and ArranElderslie no longer were going to be considered
for the high-level spent fuel DGR because the
geology of Saugeen Shores and Arran-Elderslie was
unsafe for a DGR.
And basically, they said that
there was about 500 metres of Cobourg rock in
Kincardine and only about 400 in Saugeen Shores
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and Arran-Elderslie, and that 100-metre
difference apparently was the point where it was
unsafe to consider DGR in Saugeen Shores and
Arran-Elderslie.
So I am asking, would the
principle, lateral predictability principle,
doesn't that make the geology in Kincardine for a
DGR also unsafe?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So before I

direct the question to the IEG, I think for
further clarification, CNSC, do you recall
whether it was simply the geology or were there
other considerations that took Saugeen Shores off
the list from the APM process?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will ask Dr. Julie Brown to
provide some information.

She has been involved

in some of CNSC's working relations in this and
also attending community information sessions.
DR. BROWN:

Julie Brown, for the

record.
I believe the reason they
excluded that township is it is closer to the
edge of the Michigan basin, so the Cobourg
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formation is both narrower and at a shallower
level.

But it was also due to land use

restrictions on the surface.
So it wasn't to do with the
quality of the Cobourg, it was to do with the
location of the town, close to the edge of the
Michigan basin, and land use restrictions at the
surface.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So, Mr. Mann, with that
clarification, are you going to amend your
question in any way?
MR. MANN:

Well, Dr. Swanson, I

have been asking OPG, CNSC and NWMO, I have
communicated with them about that, that they
disappeared from our town because they said that
the geology was unsafe.

They do not respond to

any of my emails, none of them.
And so their silence, to me, has
me absolutely knowing that they are admitting
that it is the geology.

And I know, they had a

communiqué about it, that the geology was unsafe.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay, Mr. Mann,

I will just simply redirect to Dr. Brown.
So could you elaborate on your
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statement regarding being "on the edge of the
Michigan basin" and that that means geologically
speaking for the suitability of Saugeen Shores
just for the Panel's benefit please?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Just to qualify, the document was
an NWMO document, so Dr. Brown hasn't been
involved in drafting the document and she
certainly hasn't memorized it.
So the information she has
provided is on the basis of her understanding and
recollection of what is in the document and also
participation in some of the community liaison
group meetings to provide information on the
CNSC's regulatory role.
With that, I will ask her if she
can add anything else that would be useful for
members of the public.
DR. BROWN:

Julie Brown, for the

record.
Just based on my recollection of
reading the NWMO release, the reason that they
excluded the community.

So we are close to the

edge of the Michigan basin at the site for
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Bruce's proposed DGR.
So in the APM project my
understanding and recollection of that document
is just that as we go further away from the
centre of the basin all of the sedimentary units
become thinner, they also become closer to the
surface, and so on that basis they are looking to
characterize from what they can tell at the
surface if there is a suitable site at a nominal
level of about 500 metres.

So that is, you know,

what their characteristics are.
And one of the ones that they are
using to try to and evaluate whether a certain
community should proceed in that step-wise site
selection process.

And then I believe there was

the additional constraint of different land use
restrictions in that community.

So with those

two things together they didn't feel that they
could find a suitable footprint for a repository
to be hosted within the Cobourg formation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Brown.
Mr. Mann, was that clear enough
in terms of their role of the geology in the
decision for Saugeen Shores?
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MR. MANN:

Well, I am certain it

had something to do with unsafe geology.
in my record, Dr. Swanson.

It is

Tomorrow morning I

will be able to -- or tomorrow when I am asking
questions I will be able to refer you to the
pages of my record with regard to NWMO's reason
they gave Saugeen Shores why they left town.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

Okay.

But I wonder if that

is -- I think Ms Brown said that it had something
to do with unsafe geology as well.
So my question is, if it is
unsafe in Saugeen Shores and Arran-Elderslie,
doesn't that make it unsafe in Kincardine a few
Kilometres away for a DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If that has to

do with the extent of that particular formation,
I think I can ask Dr. Dusseault to comment on
that.
DR. LEISS:

Madam Chair, I hate

to exercise my authority as chair of this small
group, but I would much prefer to have a
discussion based on what NWMO actually said
rather than second-hand representations of it.
And then see whether or not we can usefully
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comment on that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Leiss.

Very well, Dr.

This is another issue then that would

wait until tomorrow.
And, Mr. Mann, you can provide us
with the precise quote from your record.
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My next question has to deal with
WIPP and the conservative principle and the
precautionary principle.
Since WIPP happened seven months
ago and they still don't know why or how WIPP
radiation leak happened and it is closed and
sealed -- this is for the Expert Group -- would
it be prudent and responsible to wait for a final
investigation report as to why and how WIPP
happened before proceeding with further
proceedings with regard to this DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, that

question is definitely not within the purview of
the scope of work for the Independent Expert
Group.
We did have considerable
discussion about that yesterday, and your views
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on that have been made very clear to the Panel
and we have noted them.
Thank you.
MR. MANN:

I wonder, Dr. Swanson,

if OPG and Kincardine could tell us if a WIPP
disaster leak should happen at the OPG DGR in
Kincardine what contingency plan is in place for
our community and our workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, it's

unfortunate that you did not ask that question
yesterday during the WIPP -- the day before
yesterday.

The contingency planning for

accidents and malfunctions is also part of the
record in the EIS.

I don't know that answering

your question any further would add any
information for the benefit of the panel at this
time.
MR. MANN:

I just have one more

question for Mayor Kramer.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

All right.

Thank you, Doctor.

The OPG DGR will consist of
80 percent to 95 percent clothes and rags worn by
the workers and used by the workers that don't
need a DGR.
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My question to Mayor Kramer is
why did Kincardine council want to have a DGR for
clothes and rags and at the same time prohibit a
DGR for high level spent fuel that has been
safely stored in Kincardine for over 40 years?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, you

did ask this question of Mayor Kramer last year.
Mayor Kramer's answer is clear and on the record
and in the transcripts from 2013, so I think we
don't need any further information on that.
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Doctor.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS MARTIN:

Ms Martin.

Joanne Martin, for

the record.
My question is what is the
weighted differential for the two DGRs for the
greater distance compared to the greater
population at risk for transport?

If greater

distance but little population scores a risk
factor of 50, does shorter distance but through a
much larger population at risk mean that scoring
is like 200 or say 500, and where would that put
those things on the continuum, or was it actually
weighted like that?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, I
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believe I asked a very similar question this
morning regarding the two variables, population
and distance.

I believe the transcript contains

a pretty clear answer from the IEG on that.
Was there anything about their
answer that continues to puzzle you?
MS MARTIN:

I think it was just

the fact that -- maybe it's because I was looking
for more quantitative rather than qualitative.
Maybe that was my issue.
I have another question.

If the

DGR variables were geological, like Cobourg
versus granite, and beside a significant source
of drinking water or not, and transportation
through a huge population at risk or a sparse
population, why were the status quo and the
enhanced surface storage variables not also
compared as if they were situated not just at the
WWMF but say 20 kilometres away from the source
of water?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
is part of the record.
request from the panel.

Ms Martin, that

That is the information
The information request

clearly asked that the status quo be the existing
WWMF.
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For the location of the enhanced
surface storage, I'll ask Dr. Leiss just to
reiterate why they made the assumption that it
would also be at the WWMF site.
MS MARTIN:

Thank you.

DR. LEISS:

I don't recall us

having any parameters to decide that it would be
anywhere except on the Bruce site.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss,

you're confirming that the expert group assumed
from the start of your assignment that the panel
had expected that the enhanced surface storage
would also be at the WWMF?
DR. LEISS:

Yes, I am.

Otherwise, we would have had parameters such as
distance and kilometres, or something like that,
which we clearly did not have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS MARTIN:

Ms Martin.

I guess it just

surprises me because we did have distance when we
talked about the granite versus the Cobourg, so
it would have been nice to have had that
variable, but we don't so that's what it is.
There was one other thing that
was brought up, and I think it was Dr. Archibald
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who said about the assessment of risk the aspect
would have to do with how the project is to be
tendered and constructed.

It was mentioned this

morning that the DGR project would be different
from the other mining projects because it would
not be subject to the kind of rate pressure in
construction that might cause contractors to cut
corners that would result in less safe
construction conditions or less safe design
implementation.
My question is will the DGR
project be tendered on a public market to
contractors familiar with this type of
construction or will the province do this?

This

may have been answered before by OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, Ms Martin,

I believe it was answered in some considerable
detail.

I would direct you to the transcripts

from last fall, it's mentioned in numerous
places, regarding OPG's contracting program.

The

panel asked numerous questions of OPG about that.
I would direct you to the socioeconomic day as
well as the final three days in October,
particularly the last day.
MS MARTIN:

Thank you very much.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Ms McClenaghan.
Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
The first question I have I think
I know the answer to, but I want to make sure I'm
thoroughly understanding it.
In terms of the comparative
description of the two DGR sites that were
compared by the IEG panel, who undertook and
carried out the comparative description?

Was

that the IEG panel itself or was that provided to
them by OPG?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss, can

you just give us a quick clarification?
DR. LEISS:

Yes.

If the

reference is to the material that's in our report
then it was written by us.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you.

Then, similarly, my understanding
is that it was the IEG not OPG who developed the
assessment tools that were used in the report.
Is that correct?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss.

Which principles?

MS McCLENAGHAN:

The assessment
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tools, the methodology for comparison.
DR. LEISS:

Yes, that is ours.

MS McCLENAGHAN:

You said this

morning that the IEG developed a new methodology
to consider the four options.

I'm wondering if

you can outline specifically what aspects of your
approach -- Madam Chair, if IEG could outline
what aspects of their approach are new?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. PAOLI:

Dr. Leiss.

Greg Paoli

responding, for the record.
The novelty with what we did I
think was partly in response to the charge that
we were given, which was in some ways not the
usual questions that a risk assessment group
might be asked.

The particular combination of

qualifiers that the panel asked for, particularly
that it be relative and qualitative, et cetera,
caused us to try to produce -- the only really
new part I would say is the visualization
approach, which was partly intended to help
ourselves get through the process in a relatively
short time and partly to rapidly turn it into
something we thought we could communicate well to
people trying to understand our conclusions.

I
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don't think we should overstate the novelty of
what we've done, but it was new in the sense that
it was designed custom for this particular
application.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

All right.

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Paoli.
Ms McClenaghan.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

The next

question I have, Madam Chair, is with respect to
the assumption that, at least as I heard it,
stated that both of the DGR options, once closed
and sealed, would have no opportunity for
intrusion in the long term.

I'm wondering why

that assumption was made.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss.

That the DGR would

have no opportunity for intrusion, was that -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could you

repeat the question, Ms McClenaghan?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

There was a

statement this morning that they assumed that
both DGR options would be closed and sealed and
there would be no opportunity for intrusion.

I
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didn't think that was consistent with the record
and with the scenarios that had been examined to
this point.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think we have

another one of those issues where we have to go
back to the transcript and understand to what you
may be referring.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Okay.

That's

fair, because I just don't want to leave it on
the record as a statement like that if that's not
what was actually intended and if it's not
accurate.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Exactly.

Yes.

Would you mind if we defer that to tomorrow?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

That's fine.

Thank you.
There was also, in the worker
health assessment, an assumption, as I heard it,
that there would not be any pathways or
consequences after the DGRs are closed.

I'm just

wanting to clarify, is that assuming that even if
there were problems they're not the type of
problems that would result in reopening or
attempts to retrieve packages from the DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss.
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DR. LEISS:

We considered no

scenario in which a DGR which had been
decommissioned and sealed would be reopened.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you.

I have a follow-up question,
Madam Chair, with respect to Dr. Leiss' statement
about the application of the precautionary
principle.
He observed that the thinks its
best applied to situations where there's
quantitative data available.

I wonder if he

could comment on the suggestion that generally
the principle represents the stance that the last
information available and the more uncertainty
there is, assuming serious consequences, the more
necessary it is for decision makers to apply the
precautionary principle.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McClenaghan,

the panel understood Dr. Leiss' comments to refer
not to the type of statement you just made but to
the application of the precautionary principle to
the particular qualitative relative risk approach
that the panel asked the IEG to follow, which are
two very distinct points.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

That's a valid
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point, Madam Chair, and I can accept the first
part of the answer given this morning that it
would be difficult in that kind of relative risk
scenario to apply, but then the commentary
continued on at some length about the usual
application in quantitative situations, which
again I'm concerned about not having incorrect
information on the transcript about the
precautionary principle.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
back to the transcript again.

Okay.

So we're

I think in terms

of fairness to the IEG a very accurate
understanding would be required in order that Dr.
Leiss can respond to that specific question.
Dr. Leiss, would you agree?
MR. LEISS:

Yes, that would be

preferable.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes.

Thank you,

Madam Chair.
The next question, Madam Chair,
is perhaps for OPG.

I'm wondering if OPG accepts

and endorses the findings of the IEG report or if
they take any position on it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG.

Laurie Swami, for the
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record.
The work that the IEG was asked
to do was done independent from OPG as requested
from the Joint Review Panel.

Generally, we agree

with the results of the work.

However, as the

IEG mentioned earlier, that is the charge of the
Joint Review Panel for decision making.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you.
My final

question, Madam Chair, is with respect to the
commentary made a few times today by the IEG
panel members that they had resource constraints
in terms of carrying out their work.

I'm

wondering what was the cause of those resource
constraints and whether they were asked before
they commenced the work to decide on the
resources necessary to carry out the charge, as
they call it, that they were provided.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McClenaghan,

I'm not sure I recall the IEG referring to
resource constraints.

I do recall them referring

to time constraints.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Right; and they

referred to resource constraints quite a few
times.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Are you

claiming there was also resource constraints
mentioned?
MS McCLENAGHAN:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, I am.
Okay.

We're

back to situation A again in terms of checking
the exact comments in the transcripts.

I get the

point of your question, but again, in fairness to
the IEG, let's be clear.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes.

Thank you.

Those are my questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That completes

the questions for today.
Just as a note, the secretariat
receives the draft transcript between 4:00 and
5:00 in the morning.

We can forward it after it

after it is received, but we may still have to be
trying to review and analyze the situation in
real time tomorrow and there may still be some
requirement for some holding over of some of the
requests depending on how well we do with the
review of the transcript.
Another clarification from the
panel itself with respect to Ms Martin's question
about why the IEG did not consider enhanced
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storage away from the WWMF.

I apologize.

The

panel itself should have remembered that it was
our charge that the IEG consider enhanced storage
at the WWMF.
Were there any other matters
remaining for today?

CNSC?

DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The only thing, Dr. Swanson, is
at the end of the day yesterday you had asked
that we come back to address the modelling and
the plume that was shown by one of the
interveners yesterday.

I don't know if you feel

it's appropriate now or it can be done later if
you prefer.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Given that

miraculously enough we're actually almost
finishing on time, if you could quickly deal with
that now that would be good.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The question as we understand it
was to find the source of information and the
explanations that went with the two figures that
showed a plume extending for a fairly large area
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as a result of the WIPP and the meaning of the
plume and the colours and its significance in lay
language.
What we did, we went back to find
the source of the information.

The model that is

used is a model that has been developed by the
agency that is quoted, the NOAA, so the National
Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration.

It is

a commonly used model for certain circumstances.
It is also freely accessible on the web with
certain parameters that can be inputted by the
user.
The source of the information we
traced back to a blog called Bobby1.

The

information appears to be a representation of
plutonium and units of mass per cubic metre.
What we did, we looked at this information in
relation to information that is officially
published and available and looked at some
dispersion modelling that had been done by
official sources and compared it with the
monitoring information that has been extensively
done on the site.
The work that has been done since
February looked at a number of air monitoring
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stations that are close to the site and further
away.

They also had with the air monitoring

stations soil monitoring stations that had been
monitored for a long period of time, so they
monitored air, soil and vegetation co-located.
There's surface water and sediment samples that
were also collected quite extensively.
The information as of I believe
it's the 24 th of July indicates that out of the
monitoring stations there was some contamination
identified early on in I believe four of the
seven monitoring stations at very low
concentrations of americium and plutonium and no
contamination of soil, vegetation, water and
sediment.
There was then a comparison of
the dispersion modelling done with some of the
air monitoring values and there was fairly good
agreement very close to the source and then there
was nothing detected further away, at the further
monitoring stations.

The model indicated that

the concentrations would be also very low.
Our assessment is that the plume
that's represented from the blog essentially
overstates and gives the impression essentially
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that part of the U.S. would be contaminated from
this event when the actual modelling and
validation with monitoring information shows that
away from the site there's nothing that was
detected at all and what was detected was for a
very short period of time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
With that I'd like to thank
everyone who participated today either by being
here in person or by watching the webcast.
We will resume tomorrow at
9:00 a.m.
Tomorrow's session is a
continuation of the subject of risk analysis of
alternative means.
Have a good evening.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 5:09 p.m.,
to resume on Friday, September 12, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée
à 17 h 09 pour reprendre le vendredi
12 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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OPENING REMARKS

MS MYLES:

Good morning everyone.

Welcome to the Joint Review Panel Public Hearing
for the Deep Geologic Repository for Low and
Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste Project.

My

name is Debra Myles and I am the Co-Manager for
the Review Panel.
Just the logistics before we get
started.

We have simultaneous translation,

English version is on Channel 1, French on
Channel 2.

Please keep the pace of your speech

relatively slow for the translators.
A written transcript is being
created for the proceedings and will reflect the
official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Registry website for the
project as quickly as possible.

To make the

transcripts as meaningful as possible, please
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identify yourself before speaking.
As a courtesy to everyone in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices.

The hearing is being webcast

live and the webcast can be accessed through the
homepage of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission at www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A schedule for the additional
hearing days was posted on the registry on August
26th and daily agendas that reflect the necessary
changes are available the afternoon before.

Each

day they are posted on the registry as well and
are available on the back table.
The hearing will begin each day
at nine o'clock and end at approximately 5:00
p.m.
The emergency exits are at the
back of the room and to my left behind the screen
and curtain.

Washrooms are in the lobby of the

main entrance and the wheelchair access and ramp
is located at the back parking lot.

In the event

of fire or fire alarm, you are asked to leave the
building immediately.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
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with a member of the Panel Secretariat.

Each

member of the Secretariat is wearing a name tag
to help you identify them.
If you are a registered
participant and want to seek the leave of the
Chair to propose a question for a presenter, you
are asked to speak with a member of the
Secretariat.

If you are not scheduled to make a

presentation during the hearings but would like
to seek leave of the Panel to make a brief oral
statement, please speak to a member of the
Secretariat and complete the request form.
An opportunity to make a brief
oral statement is subject to the availability of
time each day and must be for the purpose of
addressing one or more of the six subjects of
this hearing.

Opportunities for either a

proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of today's session may be
provided, time permitting, on a first-come firstserved basis.
In accordance with the Panel's
hearing procedures, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
the six subjects of the Information Requests
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issued by the Panel since November 2013.

Neither

presentations nor questions will be permitted if
they do not follow the hearing procedures.
Anyone who wishes to take video
or photos during today's session should speak
with the Joint Review Panel's Communications
Advisor Lucille Jamault.
Thank you very much.
Dr. Swanson...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning,

everyone.
On behalf of the Joint Review
Panel, welcome everyone here in person as well as
those of you who are joining us through the
webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste project.

I am going to

introduce the other members of the Joint Review
Panel.
On my right is Dr. Gunter Muecke
and on my left is Dr. Jamie Archibald.

We have

already heard from Ms Debra Myles, the Co-Manager
of the Joint Review Panel and we also have
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Mr. Pierre Daniel Bourgeau, counsel to the Panel
with us on the podium today.
As noted in the published agenda,
today will be a continuation of the subject of
the risk analysis of alternative means with a
focus on risk perception.
Before we proceed with the OPG
presentation on risk perception, the Panel will
return to the questions posed by Mr. Monem and
Ms McClenaghan that required a transcript check.
The Panel notes that an exact quote from the
transcript is not necessarily required as long as
the question and its context is clear.
Mr. Monem, Ms McClenaghan, are
you prepared to repose your questions?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

I don't have the

transcript up yet so (off microphone).
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McClenaghan

has just mentioned that she does not yet have the
transcript.
Ms McClenaghan, the Chair will
make a judgment as to whether the context is now
clear enough and if not, then we can persist with
attempting to find the exact quote, but the Panel
is concerned that we continue to work on the more
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technical aspects of the alternative means
analysis before we proceed with the risk
perception.
So with that in mind, we may have
to proceed with some iteration, but we would like
to try and take care of the remaining questions
on yesterday before we proceed with today's
subject.
Ms McClenaghan, you may want to
come to the table just because it would be more
convenient for you.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:
record.

Alex Monem, for the

Thank you, Madam Chair.
So I believe there were three

questions I asked yesterday that required
reference to more precise recall of what earlier
testimony was; one involved statements made about
community acceptance.
On page 59 of the transcript in
response to a question posed by you, Madam Chair,
wondering why a broader dataset respecting the
qualities of granite DGRs, including that of the
AECL data, was not considered.
stated, again at page 59:

Dr. Dusseault
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"Again, Madam Chair, given our
judgment that finding an ideal
site with community acceptance
was an excessively optimistic
view.

We made it clear in our

analysis that we chose a highquality site, a site that had
been so deemed by site
investigation."
And then on page 60, again:
"So we had to, we thought or
we felt that we had to choose
a reasonable comparison, and
our reasonable comparison is
not an ideal site, but a much
better than average site as
selected by a proponent of a
repository and one that has
community acceptance."
My question was simply an
elaboration.

I was asking for elaboration why

the expert group felt that they should constrain
their view with this criteria of community
acceptance.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,
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Mr. Monem.
Dr. Leiss...?
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss, for

the record.
I would like to basically put on
the record today a different reply to that with
reference to what actually the IEG did in its
proceedings.
As you well know, we considered
the issue of community acceptance in the original
charge from the Panel and, having considered it,
wrote you a rather elaborate letter which
explained what information base was available to
us for that and why in the end we concluded that
the information base was inadequate with respect
to our ability to discriminate among four options
based on the idea of community -- on the reality
of community acceptance.
That discussion in the letter and
our discussion had no specific reference to a
granite site or specific granite site or an ideal
or non-ideal granite site.

There was no

connection between those two concepts.
So I would like to reiterate at
this point that what we have to say on the matter
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of community acceptance is what is stated in our
letter and does not go beyond what is stated
there.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, was

that sufficient?
MR. MONEM:

And we can take from

that, I assume, that it was not in the expert
group's thinking when it considered the
hypothetical DGR site that its thought should be
limited to a site with community acceptance?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

William Leiss.

That is correct.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

A second question I asked had to
do with the comments made by Dr. Dusseault
respecting the hypothetical exercise of redoing
the analysis for a granite DGR that was located
far away from a large body of water.
The quote I was referring to is
on page 68.

It starts on 67 and I will read just

slightly more for context.
"DR DUSSEAULT: It's not
appropriate, if you are doing
a comparison of a real case
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and a hypothetical case, to
hypothesize that the
hypothetical case is in
largely different
circumstances, then the
comparison becomes fraught
and less valid, the relative
risk evaluation.

Remember

that we always had to do a
relative risk evaluation.
So if someone chooses to use
our tools, which we believe
are relatively transparent,
to hypothesize a granite site
that is away from any big
lakes and in much higher
quality or much lower quality
rock, they would come
necessarily to somewhat
different conclusions than we
came."
My question stemming from that
was whether we can assume that if somebody redid
the analysis for a DGR located far away from a
large body of water, if they would come to a
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conclusion that it would pose lower relative
risks and lower perception of risk.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

I want to try to be

precise about the question and see whether we
need to elaborate the view of the IEG on this
matter.
We cannot speculate, however,
with respect to the way the question was phrased
just now, speculate how someone else might -actually what conclusions they might come to,
except to say that they might be different.
So if the question is as posed
now, as I understood it and heard it, we would
not want to speculate on how someone else might
make a judgment on this or any other matter.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, with

your indulgence, I would like to expand upon the
question a bit.
So, Dr. Leiss, if one would
assume the IEG were to re-analyze this with a
granite repository away from a large lake, what
are your comments regarding the likelihood that
your conclusions would be materially different?
DR. LEISS:

Okay, that is a
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question I think that is appropriate for us.

I

will ask Dr. Dusseault to respond to it.
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Good morning.

Maurice Dusseault, for the record.
First of all, as I stated
yesterday during my testimony, the reliance on a
body of water at the surface for any engineering
barrier or for any security factor is not on the
table, it never has been, therefore, the natural
and engineered barriers that are proposed for a
Cobourg formation repository, or for a
hypothetical granite repository are elaborated in
the analyses in the site investigations that have
been done so far and I deem them to be sufficient
in both cases so as to give an extremely,
extremely low probability of anything escaping
from the repository in a reasonable amount of
time.
Therefore, the specific siting of
a repository near or distant from a body of water
would not lead me, and I believe would not lead
our expert group to a different relative risk
ranking than that which we published in our
report.
Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

Perhaps this is a

question that's best asked after the
presentation, but would the analysis be the same
for perception of risk?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, I

would like to wait until after for that one.

Did

you have any further questions?
MR. MONEM:

Madam Chair, I'm in

your hands on how we should proceed with the next
set of questions.
The last thing that we needed
reference to the transcripts for were comments
made by the expert group with respect to more
generic commentary on the features of granite,
information that I believe came to some quite
declarative and conclusory language, and I was
looking for reference to where we might find
supporting data.
I have a few references in the
transcript now, some are lengthy.

I'm in your

hands about how you wish to proceed.

I could

read those into the transcript, I could give page
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numbers, we could have commentary now or we could
have an undertaking.
So I look for your direction.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, if

perhaps you could provide us with the page
numbers for now and the Panel will consider
whether we require explicit return to those
themes once we have had a chance to review.
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

The first is at page 70 with
respect to the characteristics of the Lac du
Bonnet site.
The next is at page 109 and I
believe is most critical.

It begins at page 109

with the sentence:
"Sedimentary processes lay
down similar strata over
fairly large horizontal
distances..."
And then it comes to some quite
specific conclusions at the bottom of page 110
and 111 about the relative difficulty in
characterizing sedimentary and granite
formations.
Last is a conclusion on page 113
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in the paragraph:
"The distance of the
Clarendon features and any
tectonic events..."
Those are the passages I would
appreciate some consideration for.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Monem.
I would suggest that we will
consider those over our break this morning and be
prepared to come back to that and interrupt the
questioning around risk perception just to come
back to that right after the coffee break this
morning.
And that will be a heads-up to
CNSC as well, particularly Dr. Brown in terms of
those statements, because I believe that involved
also some exchange with the CNSC regarding
granitic versus sedimentary.
Did that conclude your questions,
Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McClenaghan,

are you ready?
MS MCCLENAGHAN:

Thank you, Madam
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Chair.
To return to the questions we
were discussing yesterday, the first one I
haven't yet found the transcript reference, but I
don't think I need to, I will just ask for
confirmation that it's not assumed that the DGR
would not ever have an intrusion in the long term
in terms of worker health and safety.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

William Leiss.

I will ask my colleague Mr. Paoli
to answer that.
DR. PAOLI:

Yes, Greg Paoli, for

the record.
We can confirm that the scenarios
and pathways considered by the IEG in the post100 year period; i.e., after closure and sealing
of the DGRs that there would be no intent or
activity of workers in the DGR site.
The only time at which the IEG
contemplated any intrusion of that repository is
in the scenarios of a malevolent act or
accidental or malevolent acts in the loss of
institutional control scenarios, but no
purposeful intent to go into the site other than
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those.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Paoli.
Ms McClenaghan...?
MS MCCLENAGHAN:

Thank you.

The next question we wanted to
see the transcript had to do with the application
of the precautionary principle and whether
quantitative data is needed or preferable, and so
that is found at page 169 and 170.
There is a longer discussion and
I won't read the whole thing, but it is summed up
at the end -- on page 170 at the end of Dr.
Leiss' commentary where he says:
"I think it's most useful
when you have some numbers,
when you can quantify
uncertainties and where you
can specify specific margins.
There you can argue about
whether or not one is being
sufficiently precautionary.
Otherwise, it's just a more
generic discussion that
doesn't give you very much
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guidance."
My question is simply to ask the
panel if they agree that the precautionary
principle is normally applicable even when you
don't have quantitative data?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

My answer would be

it's applicable in a generic sense to basically
everything that is done in risk management.
Our purpose in all kinds of risk
management, no matter whether we have a large
dataset or a small dataset, in other words where
there is a lot of uncertainty, is to be
precautionary in the sense of not waiting for bad
things to happen, but trying to anticipate them.
So my definition of risk
management is the attempt to anticipate and
mitigate harms that may be of voidable, because
not all harms are avoidable.

In that sense I

believe personally, this is my view on it, that
all of risk management is inherently an
application of the precautionary principle.
That said, when we do risk
management we have very different situations with
respect to what we know at the time we become
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concerned about something.
And the famous Rio formulation of
the precautionary principle takes up a particular
theme and it was taken up in the context of
climate change, that the existence of scientific
uncertainty should not necessarily limit the
actions, one might take in the absence of full
scientific certainty.

And I think that is a good

principle, it applies very well to climate
change, because if you wait until you are certain
actually it will be too late to do anything about
it and that's what is actually happening right
now.
So that to summarize, all risk
management is inherently precautionary, I think
it is always intended to be applied in the sense
I just described.
But, finally, I think it is best
applied when we do have enough information, not
necessarily complete, but enough information to
figure out what kind of margin of safety we need
in any particular activity and take those actions
before the worst adverse consequences occur.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Dr. Leiss.

Thank you,
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Ms McClenaghan.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you,

Madam Chair.
My last question had to do with
resources.

I didn’t search the whole transcript

but I found one reference on page 63.
The way I had phrased the
question yesterday was whether the team had
identified in advance the resources they would
need, but I think fundamentally the question is:
would the analysis have changed with greater
resources and were resources a constraint on the
exercise?

This was specifically in the context

of looking at the datasets from the previous
work.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss.

William Leiss, for

the record.
I believe the statements we
wanted to make yesterday were that quite
obviously in the requests we were given there
were general time constraints so that the
information we provided would be useful to the
panel.

We operated thus with respect to specific

time constraints.

Obviously, we would have
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constraints imposed simply by the fact that,
within those limited timeframes, those of us who
had been given this task have other things to do
and so we have just simply natural limits on our
ability, for example, simply to meet together as
opposed to have a teleconference, and so on.
Those are in the very nature of any project in
which there is some time limitation.
We had no other constraints.

We

had no inadequacy of other resources, information
or otherwise, or any other limitations -- because
we believe our expertise in this matter is well
established -- any other limitations that would
have prevented us from producing products for you
that we believe are at a high level of
professional standard.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
Ms McClenaghan.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you.

Those are my questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you so

much for rapidly going through the transcripts
and helping understand the context.
With that I believe we are now
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ready to proceed with the first presentation,
which will be by the IEG pertaining to the
subject of risk perception.
I would like to call on Ontario
Power Generation to introduce the subject.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION INDEPENDENT
EXPERT PANEL

MS SWAMI:

Good morning,

Dr. Swanson and members of the panel.

My name is

Laurie Swami and I’m the Senior Vice-President
for Decommissioning and Nuclear Waste Management.
Today’s presentation will address
alternative means risk analysis.
In this particular information
request the Joint Review Panel required OPG to
have analyses undertaken by independent risk
assessment experts.
As I stated yesterday, and I’ll
repeat for those that weren’t with us, in order
to meet this requirement OPG hired an independent
group chaired by Dr. William Leiss.

We provided
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them with the JRP direction and information
necessary to respond to the IR.
To maintain independence, the IEG
had complete control over their work.

When

completed, OPG received the report and submitted
it to the Joint Review Panel.
Today’s presentation is on the
risk perceptions of the four alternative means
for managing the storage and disposal of low and
intermediate level waste.
Dr. Leiss, as the head for this
group, will now take over this presentation.
DR. LEISS:

Thank you.

In this context, I would like to
introduce my colleague Anne Wiles to my right.
Anne is not formally a member of the IEG, but we
enlisted her services in order to prepare a
background study on risk perception because she
is known to us to have particular expertise in
this field and we were very happy with what we
got.

I intend to share this presentation with

her.
I want to read the text of the
charge we were given, because I think it is
helpful in terms of the questions we might be
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asked to indicate exactly what we were asked to
do and then the report and the presentation gives
a very specific response to what we were asked to
do.
In a letter from the Joint Review
Panel of March 6, 2014, these are the key
excerpts and they are, in fact, quotations:
“...[T]he Panel expects that
there be a comparison of risk
perception (and thus, risk
acceptability) among the four
options....[T]he Panel
suggests that the Expert
Group focus on uncertainty.
This is because the technical
risk analysis of the four
options will have a direct
link with the analysis of the
effects of the technical
uncertainty on risk
perception."
That is the first statement of
the charge.
Second:
“Many submissions [to the
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Joint Review Panel] presented
comparative risk perceptions
and risk acceptability among
status quo, enhanced surface
storage and deep geologic
repositories.

These

submissions, together with
information in the published
literature and the Expert
Group’s analysis and
professional judgement should
be used to produce a relative
risk perception/acceptability
score for the four options."
Third:
“...[T]he Panel would
encourage the Expert Group to
comment on how risk
perception among Aboriginal
peoples might better be
acknowledged and
incorporated."
Fourth:
“The Panel expects that the
analysis then go forward with
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further consideration of the
perception of each of the
four options, as influenced
by the relative degree of
technical uncertainty
associated with the primary
uncertainty issues listed
above.”
Fifth:
“The Panel maintains that use
of a combination of evidence
provided by submissions as
well as published literature
is sufficient to discriminate
among the options if the
Expert Group focusses(sic),
as is suggested above, on the
effects of relative
uncertainty on risk
perception and risk
acceptability."
That is our charge.
For the next section of the
presentation, which is largely focused around the
background study and the use of it in the report,
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I turn the floor over to Anne Wiles.
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles, for the

record.
First, I’ll just describe the
approach that was taken in this background study.
It summarizes research on risk perception
literature which started more or less in the
1970s.

It spans a number of fields, mostly

social science, starting with psychology and
sociology.

It focuses on risk perception in

general and then proceeds to looking at risk
perception of nuclear technologies and nuclear
waste disposal more particularly.

It includes

risk perceptions among the non-expert general
public and just some clarification of
terminology.

Usually, in this field, when the

public is referred to it means lay or non-expert,
so that’s a basic distinction that’s often made,
and aboriginals, as was specifically requested.
We also came to some conclusions
on the relation of uncertainty to perceived risk
from a proposed facility -- from the literature
review this was hypothetical or from other
research -- and unacceptability as a concept.
This is what I’ll talk about today.
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This is not exhaustive; it’s
representative.

It’s not a long study, so keep

that borne in mind.

It does describe findings of

research on patterns in the way that judgments
are made by members of the public on risks and as
such provides some sort of contextual
understanding of comments that are made on the
risks of various proposals from interveners.
The intent is not to suggest that
experts are right and members of the public are
wrong but simply to understand that judgments
differ and to understand maybe why they differ.
As I said, research began in the
1970s to investigate the observed gap between
experts and members of the public on risks.

This

early work was conducted by cognitive
psychologists who were interested in lay people’s
intuitive use of statistics.

It was made in the

assumption then that risk is essentially a matter
of statistical probabilities so that making risk
judgments becomes a matter of estimating those
probabilities.
Early conclusions from this
research were that the use of heuristics by
members of the public, which is sort of cognitive
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shortcuts to actually using formal statistical
methods, led people to make systematic errors in
estimating risks.

However, they also observed a

consistent set of qualitative factors that were
associated with the sources of risks that were
investigated and subsequently exploring these
found that people were not really failing to
estimate accurate probabilities, in fact, when
they were asked to do that they could do so
roughly accurately, but rather they were actually
interested in other contextual factors about the
risks that were not captured by statistical
approaches.
I’ll talk about some of those
but, first, subsequent research has proceeded
roughly on a couple of different fronts.
One of them is to look at the
psychological dynamics by which people frame
risks and make tradeoffs and understand benefits
and risks.

They also integrate these perceptions

into their broader value systems.
The second one is more of a
social and political context in which the risks
and the activities themselves are set in society.
That leads to discussions of political interest
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and democratic process and equity.

That’s where

the rest of this study proceeds.
First, to review some of the
cognitive factors that were found in the early
research, a very famous finding was a set of
qualitative factors associated with risk sources
which have been divided into two factors which
have been called “dread” and “unknown”.

There is

a summary of them here.
What I want to point out here is
that radiation and nuclear technologies line up
very strongly on the high end of both dread and
unknown risks.

Radiation is invisible.

It’s

associated with delayed impacts, with risks to
future generations, and it’s often unknown to
those who were exposed.
Nuclear power is associated with
all of the above, plus with other high-risk
characteristics such as catastrophic potential.
It is the sort of classic low-probability highconsequence kind of an issue.
Involuntary exposure, it is not
easily controlled and sometimes when spectacular
events happen we observe that stopping them is
not easy to do.

It is associated with stigma and
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lack of trust in the managing institutions.
So even though much of the
research has left behind that style of research
approach, some of those findings still remain
important to keep in mind when we are looking at
nuclear factors.
So sort of contextual factors in
the way that we process them psychologically,
there are a couple of things that I would like to
discuss.

One of them is risk benefit framing in

which we look at our overall approach to a
particular risk source or activity and generate
sort of a unified perspective on it.
When we experience the benefits
and we value them, the perception of benefit
prevails in our understanding of that activity
and the risks are perceived to be lower or
actually downgraded.
The risks dominate when we don't
perceive any benefits or we don't value them.
Then the risk prevail is the defining factor.

So

this framing process then can explain why a
technology or a substance or an activity can get
characterized as a risk with little consideration
of benefits or as a benefit with the risks
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downplayed.
So that polarized positions can
develop when different people frame activities
differently, according to whether they
overbalance on the risks or on the benefits, so
we end up with polarized positions.
Trust has more recently been
discussed as a contextual factor in risk
perception.

It is a complex concept that

encapsulates several aspects of other contextual
factors.
It essentially involves a
judgment to allow another person or institution
to perform a task on one's own behalf.

So we are

delegating that task to that other person.

It

thus involves an assessment of the likelihood
that that manager will encapsulate one's own
values in the management of that risk.
Trust has been seen to correlate
inversely with perceived risk, so that the higher
the trust the lower the risk.

That finding had

lead some people to think that if trust could be
increased in individuals who were managing risk
then the perceived risk would drop, but it
doesn't seem to work that way.
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Finally, uncertainty in the risk
perception literature is not much investigated,
particularly as it pertains to a characteristic
of the decision to be made or the issue itself.
To the extent that it has been
investigated in risk perception, it tends to be
interpreted as uncertainty in understanding of a
risk, which may therefore be better called
unfamiliarity or lack of understanding.

And that

refers more to the state of the knowledge of the
individual rather than of the issue itself.
So used in this sense, it has
been found that trust in the risk management
reduces uncertainty essentially by delegating the
management of a risk, which enables the
individual to rely on the competence of a trusted
risk manager.
Such trust in the risk manager
has been found to relate not to personal
qualities in the risk manager, but rather in the
individual's assessment that the manager shares
his or her values and priorities for managing the
risk.
So the next major theme in risk
perception research then is that perceived risks
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are shaped by personal and political values.
Individuals' world views, which would be sort of
a set of broad basic assumptions, so basic that
many of us don't think about them explicitly.
They shape our interpretation of information,
even the selection of information for attention.
Cognitions then, that is
knowledge of individual facts, do not form
attitudes, they are not built up by an
aggregation of beliefs of facts.

Rather,

attitudes in values filter our attention to
information and shape the development of further
cognitions.
These attitudes and values are
stable over time and they are not likely to
change with new information.

Which is not to say

they can't change, but they will change to the
extent that values evolve, and may change with
experience.
This means then the changing
attitudes and opinions by giving people the facts
or further information or education is rarely
successful.
In terms of attitudes and
perceptions of the risks of nuclear and radiation
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opposition to nuclear power has been a key
element in environmental values over several
decades.

Opposition to nuclear technologies has

a long history as a political and philosophical
issue starting with opposition to historical
military applications and proceeding through
concerns with accidents.
In addition, there has been a
concern about a lack of openness with industry in
government decisions in the past, and the
accumulation of wastes that remain hazardous for
thousands of years.
Risks that are amplified then can
become risk issues and become highly salient, and
that is through media attention, for example, or
just some congruence of issues that heighten
interest and concern about an issue, and can
result in strongly polarized positions.
And it can evolve with an issue
in a way that is disproportionate to the risk
level that is assessed professionally.

So then

it becomes a different kind of policy issue.

And

stigma, of course, is one of the important
outcomes of risk amplification.
So we included on consideration
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of aboriginal risk perception, because the JRP
was quite interested in hearing about this
specifically.

There is not a lot of research on

risk perception among aboriginals.
What little we were able to find,
however, shows that while the types of factors
that shape risk judgments are the same as those
observed in the non-expert public more generally,
that is qualitative contextual factors and values
and social assumptions, the specific values and
priorities that are brought to bear by many
aboriginals are more specific and distinct than
those of mainstream public, which tend to be more
diverse.
The values that shape aboriginal
judgments tend to be a coherent set of values and
priorities, which are often shared by the entire
community.

And they will centre on the

importance of the land as a spiritual entity that
supports cultural identity and community
viability and that in a more material way
supports traditional activities that also support
and continue the existence and the viability of
the community.
In addition, aboriginal risk
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perception in Canada is coloured by a different
social structure than we often find in mainstream
society, which would include, for example, more
inclusive and participatory decision making
practices.
Knowledge is often more
experiential than theoretical.

It may

incorporate traditional knowledge and knowledge
of elders and deep respect for knowledge of
elders.

And of course there may be historical

marginalization that leaves a backdrop of a lack
of trust in mainstream institutions.
Now, we do emphasize that these
observations are based on a small amount of
literature and from readings of interveners from
this hearing and from previous Seaborn Panel
hearing.

So aboriginal groups obviously will

differ in their own perceptions.
In conclusion then it is
important to note that the differences between
public and expert judgments of risk have been
better characterized than they were to begin
with.
Experts, it turns out, are also
prone to the same types of systematic biases in
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estimating risks that non-experts are.

Their

judgments are also influenced by their broader
attitudes and values with such things as, you
know, professional institutional affiliations and
just broader values as human beings.
It is also important to note that
when experts are conducting a risk assessment
they are typically addressing a relatively narrow
set of precise questions that they have been
given as part of a risk management or decision
making exercise.

And in doing so, they are

expected to respond according to the conventions
of their own discipline.
This intent can often reveal a
greater gap than maybe there is in more casual
conversation between experts and members of the
public.

Because members of the public are not

usually engaged in that sort of narrow-focused
assessment of a risk in the same way.
People, as I said, often will
quite explicitly bring to bear a set of
contextual associations that they consider may be
relevant, which the risk assessor would rule out
of the assessment.
Second, in terms of uncertainty
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it is clear that non-experts are not really
interested in quantified uncertainties or
themselves in quantifying uncertainties.

Non-

experts and members of the public tend to be more
interested in possible consequences and an
understanding and recognition that many important
factors are not knowable as a categorical
statement rather than a quantifiable statement.
The final conclusion was a
distinction between acceptability, which is a
question that the JRP had asked about, and a more
refined concept we think which is that of
tolerability.

Acceptability can imply more or

less general consent to delegate operations of
something to another party.
A tolerability describes a risk
that is actually managed to a level that is
deemed appropriate for the benefits that are
received and with ongoing attention to a risk
benefit balance and with evolving potential to
reduce risks.
The value of this concept is that
it keeps our attention directed to a conditional
acceptance in which there would be expectations
from the community that they will scrutinize the
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management activities and the institutional
performance of the managers.
And with that, I think I will
hand it back to Dr. Leiss.
DR. LEISS:

Thank you, Ann.

William Leiss, for the record.
We went on in our, to follow-up
later, elements in the charge from the Joint
Review Panel to do an analysis of public
interveners' perspectives on the OPG proposal.
Based on a very elaborate keyword
search of submissions and transcripts using a
whole range of keywords, but emphasizing the ones
most important to the JRP as stated, for example,
risk acceptability and risk perception.
Now, it's very important up front
to acknowledge that these views are not a
representative sample.

They do not anywhere

approach the kind of sample base that you would
normally ask in a scientific study, and they
could not do so.

And obviously, the information

base that has been sampled is unrepresentative in
the sense that it reflects the personal choices
of individuals who choose to intervene in
proceedings such as this.
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Nevertheless, there is an
extensive record, and so you have some basis for
making generalizations about that type of record
and remembering the limitations that would not
allow us to represent it as a scientific study.
It is obvious, probably, to you,
for having heard these views, that views vary
across a very wide range from support for the
specific DGR proposal now under consideration all
the way across the spectrum to a refusal to
entertain storing the -- or disposing the waste
anywhere on the planet.

That's a very large

range.
So again, given the fact that the
range is so wide, influences the statement that - to be careful in not reviewing these particular
statements as representative.
There is, indeed, in the record
expressions of support for all four of the
alternative means for low and intermediate level
nuclear waste management.

That is very clear,

doesn't really need documentation.
In general, the intervenors who
focus on the risks inherent in the project tend
to oppose either the Bruce DGR option or all four
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of the designated options on the grounds that the
risks, in effect, cannot be managed.
And finally, those who support
one of the designated options tend to focus on
benefit and regard the associated risks as
capable of being managed within acceptable
levels.
It is true that in making this
sample, and I largely did this part of the work,
and interpreting the sample, I did focus on those
opposed because it seemed to me that this is
where one could find the most insight into the
nature of the perception of risk.

That, I think,

is simply a characteristic of the submissions
and, again, the limitation is, in any case, it is
not a representative sample and cannot be
regarded as such.

But I think the type of thing

that's emphasized in the report, are those
statements that do reflect valuable insight into
the perception of risk.
Specifically for those opposed to
the project, risks and benefits generally are not
compared in terms of arriving at net benefit or
net harm.

And by way of contrast, in the normal

expert assessment of -- in a risk management
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context, that is precisely what you're looking
for, which is, namely, a sufficient degree of net
benefit or, as is usually stated, that benefits
exceed risks by a wide margin.
This is the normal expert
assessment, in part because there is never zero
risk, ever.

And so you will always be in the

presence of risk, and the risk management
question is the degree to which the risk can be
controlled within what is called acceptable
parameters, i.e. acceptable risk, and the fact
that benefits exceed risk.
And for example, in
pharmaceuticals, it is basically a statutory
requirement that you have net benefit.

So this

is a very well-established practice.
But in the general oppositional
statements of members of the public, you do not
get -- tend not to get risk/benefit comparisons.
Secondly, the risks that are
specifically associated with nuclear wastes or
with nuclear power in general are, for the most
part, not compared with risks associated with
other form of power generation.

There's a wide

expert discourse in society which would say,
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well, you have to pay attention to differences
such as between nuclear power generation or coalfired generation or, indeed, renewables
generation, which has its own set of risks.
That, again, would be part of an
expert discourse.

It's not generally part of a

public discourse.
And then you have some very
simple and very important set of insights
because, as you know from what -- your own
expertise and what you have heard, that the
expert assessment of risk is absolutely dependent
on the ability to size up, in quantitative terms,
probably consequences and uncertainties.
In the public discourse,
probability of harm is never, or rarely,
quantified.

Consequences of adverse effects are

never, or rarely, quantified.

Uncertainties are

never quantified and, in fact, uncertainty is
used as equivalent to unknown, which is very
different from the expert discourse.
In our -- in our findings here
which I think are quite significant, in part
because there risk perception usually takes a
different methodological tact and does not
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examine -- sets up experimental situations and
does not really examine actual source documents
the way we did, so I think there is some value
added as a result of your request to our
understanding of this phenomenon.
But, indeed, the public discourse
that we have in this case, in the case of this
proposal before you, does reflect many of the
findings of risk perception research, for
example, that perceptions are influenced by dread
or unknown characteristics of risk, that risks
from a facility are seen as a -- are seen as a
complex industrial risk imposed on society to
some extent and not -- and not chosen.

Perceived

risks and an overall attitude to a project such
as this are very heavily influenced, in many
cases, by levels of trust in the project
proponents and managers.

And that risk judgments

are influenced by broader sets of values.
We emphasize here because we were
asked to do this that this is obviously our
understanding of Aboriginal perspectives, and
such peoples, we recognize, prefer to speak for
themselves, but we were asked to look at this.
The comments in the record that
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we examined from Aboriginal intervenors on the
specific proposal in hand do, again, reflect
strong similarities with other similar
interventions that Anne has examined in her
background study, and so they are, indeed -- they
reflect this broader context.
They are consistent with it, as
you might expect, because the background study
shows that these are well-articulated positions
formulated over long periods of time, and they
tend not to change.
The comments in this case,
intervenors in this particular set of hearings
are placed in the context of an assertion of
First Nations identity and First Nations rights
as well as descriptions of community
responsibility -- the community's responsibility
and dependence on the land for their traditional
activities.
They are -- specifically indicate
an ongoing interest in the discussion of this
proposal.

Both SON and HSM have stated a wish to

be part of the shaping of the solutions for the
nuclear waste problem, and they have emphasized,
and emphasized repeatedly, the important
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conditions they have placed on their
participation in the decision-making process,
especially their expectations for meaningful and
ongoing consultations with them.
It is true that what this
discourse shares with the discourse of the
members of the general public that we have
analyzed and I have previously commented on,
there is a similarity there.
In both cases, this discourse,
the language and terminology used has very little
in common with the technical discourse, with
exceptions, so this is a generalization, but in
general, it is a very different type of
discourse, with very different types of emphases
on values and traditional activities that was -that does not found in the public discourse.
It is clear from the submissions
that the perceptions of risk of Aboriginal -stated by Aboriginal intervenors in this process
about this project are focused on potential
dangers to traditional uses of land and the
activities based on those uses.
For example, the concerns about
the proposed facility include the risks that
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there could be damage to traditional harvesting
activities on lands and cultural activity
practices associated with those harvesting
activities, specifically damage to fishery,
tourism and the local economy.
I now want to conclude by going
back to the specific elements of the charge from
the Joint Review Panel to us, and the way in
which we summed up our overall responses to that
charge.
With respect to the first of the
five elements that I read, we find no discernible
pattern in the submissions which we examined in
which preferences among the four management
options are directly, or even indirectly, related
to the perceptions of risk associated with
storage and disposal of nuclear waste.
In other words, there is no
evident basis for comparison or preferences based
on perceptions among the four management options
in the sense that, first, there is no discernible
pattern in intervenors' comments on
uncertainties, perceptions of risk and
acceptability and, second, very simply, there is
little comparison of alternatives by intervenors.
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Obviously, I say not no
comparison, but overall, little comparison.
We find in the record of the
public discourse few statements about what
constitutes acceptable risk in the storage of
nuclear waste and, because of that, there is no
basis on which discriminate among the four
options using the concept of acceptable risk.
Thus, it follows from that there
is no basis for deriving a score expressing
perceived risk or acceptability of the four
options.
And finally, we note in this
context that Aboriginal intervenors stress that
acceptance of a facility requires that
communities can continue to participate in
decisions and monitor progress of plans and
operation of a facility.
So in general conclusion, I want
to say that I believe that although there were
specific elements in the charge from the Panel
which we could not find a way of answering
specifically with respect to discrimination among
the four options because there is actually so
little, there is some, but so little, of that
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specifically, yet there is in the record that you
directed us to examine a great deal of material
that provides certainly, in our view, insight
into the perceptions of risk by intervenors in a
project such as this and that there is value in
understanding those and understanding, finally,
what is our general -- our own general
perspective on this that one does not find and
one could not expect to find a harmony between
the normal technical discourse on risk that is
required of --under regulatory practice in Canada
and imposed on project proponents by that
regulatory -- indeed, by legislation and
regulation, a requirement to assess risk in ways
that we call the technical assessment of risk and
where -- including, where possible, the
quantification of probabilities, consequences and
uncertainties.
No -- very little similarity
between that type of discourse, which, as I say,
is a requirement in Canada, and the public
discourse of risk which has those different
characteristics that I have summarized for you in
this presentation and that are elaborated more
fully in our report.
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Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Dr. Leiss and Dr. Wiles.
I suggest we take a break now
before the Panel proceeds with its questions.
Let's reconvene at 20 minutes past 10:00

--- Upon recessing at 10:03 a.m. /
Suspension à 10 h 03
--- Upon resuming at 10:21 a.m. /
Reprise à 10 h 21

MS MYLES:
take their seats?

Could everyone please

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
everyone.

Welcome back,

Before we proceed with the questions

regarding risk perception from the Panel, the
Panel has considered the transcript excerpts
provided this morning by Mr. Monem, and the Panel
is satisfied that it does not require further
information on these matters.
So with that, we will now proceed
with questions regarding the presentation by the
Independent Expert Group on risk perception.
Dr. Muecke.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Ms Wiles, have

there been studies on the change of risk
perception with time, and what factors result in
a reduction of risk perception or an enhancement
of risk perception with time?
DR. WILES:

I'm sorry -- Anne

Wiles.
I'm sorry; I didn't quite catch
your words.

This time?
With time, okay.
Some studies have looked at that.

In order to do that kind of a study, I think you
would need to follow a certain issue over time to
see the evolution.

There's been some work in

Sweden on attitudes to nuclear waste depositories
because they have several that have started and
they've had sort of a volunteer community
process.

And they do find that there are

differences with the way that the processes run
and the kind of contributions that can be made to
the community by the organizers or the
proponents.
And sometimes, social attitudes
simply change around an issue and then attitudes
to that risk will then change.

To the extent
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that risk is socially constructed, when attitudes
begin to change then sometimes risk attitudes
will change as well.
MEMBER MUECKE:
DR. LEISS:

So --

May I add?

Just one -- in this research,
there are often large-scale studies of public
attitudes ranking risks.

There are lists as long

as 30 risks to see which -- which ones people
priorize.

Those are sometimes done over time.
And the ones that have been, I

think, including Crewski(ph), so on, they're
fairly stable over time.

There will be some

changes if things have become highlighted or
amplified, but they seem to be quite stable over
time.
I believe that is the conclusion
of the research.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Have there been any studies on
how risk perception changes when project
parameters keep being altered?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

So you're asking about, then,
within a particular process if there are changes,
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what kind of responses are there by the
community.
There would be case studies.

I

would think, for example, the Port Hope case
study.

If you've got a long enough time period,

then you could begin to look at the difference
between the public response with a certain set of
conditions and then the public response as
conditions to become to evolve with discussions.
There has not been a lot of work,
I don't think, long term following a particular
process, but I could be corrected on that.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So essentially,

it remains somewhat of an unknown and the subject
of further studies?

Is that what you're saying?

DR. WILES:

Yeah.

I would think

it would be an interesting thesis for someone to
take up.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Ms Wiles, could

you comment how citizen participation in the
planning and execution of projects possibly
changes the perception of risk, both within the
participatory group and the community as a whole?
DR. WILES:
Anne Wiles.

In terms of -- sorry.
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Yes, there is an effect that
happens simply with the respectful engagement of
a community.

I think that, in itself, generates

trust.
It won't go the entire distance
towards making the project acceptable, but when
people are engaged honestly and when the degree
of control that they will have over the
discussion and the decision that is made is made
clear, then people understand the kind of
contribution they can make and the kind of
engagement they will have.
I think -- and then when findings
are reflected back over time and it's clear that
people have been heard and understood, that also
generates trust.

And that is important in terms

of consultation process.
There has certainly been no magic
bullet in terms of consultation as a process
changing people's view of risk, but it's
certainly the best way there really is to getting
a negotiated process that make people feel that
they are being heard and that their concerns then
can be taken into consideration honestly.
MEMBER MUECKE:

And could you
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comment how does that -- if you have that sort of
structure, how does it dissipate or how
effectively does it dissipate through the
community?
DR. WILE:

Anne Wiles.

Well, as Dr. Leiss mentioned, not
everybody participates to the same degree, so in
any community, you're going to have a certain
group of people who will be more interested and
who will participate.

And it's partly up to the

community and the way the community then would
respond as to who gets involved.
There are various mechanisms that
have been used from surveys to, you know, public
hearings to information management to going, you
know, door to door to going to schools, all kinds
of ways of giving information and then there
would be other ways of engaging the community and
getting their views.
And the way -- the extent to
which it would diffuse through the community
would be partly, I think, a function of how you
engage with the community leaders.

And perhaps

if it's a municipality, the way the municipality
gets involved and the way they would engage
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people or make that a political issue.
MEMBER MUECKE:

This is a

question for OPG.
During the last hearings, OPG
committed to a community advisory committee for
this project.
Could the Panel be informed on
the status of that?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'll ask Mr. Powers to explain a
little more fully.
The commitment was that we would
set up that committee once we were through the
approval process should this be approved.
However, Mr. Powers can speak more specifically
to that.
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
I don't have much more to add to
that, but we did commit to once we did have a
licence to -- a licence to construct that we
would then begin to put together a community
advisory committee in much the same way that we
have in our Pickering and Darlington stations and
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communities.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Coming back to

you, Ms Wiles, what would you advise be in terms
of the timing of setting up a community advisory
committee?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

Well, certainly the earlier, the
better because there's always the issue of why
didn't we hear about this earlier.
It's fraught with difficulty
because not everybody will hear about it and
there's always a trade-off between getting people
interested and having people be overly concerned.
But certainly it's advised generally to at least
provide information and be open and honest about
what you can provide and offer opportunities for
people to give their feedback and then have some
mechanism for receiving and integrating that kind
of feedback.
And often, a proponent will start
going to the community in a very, very
preparatory stage.

It doesn't always make people

favourable to the project if it's something they
simply aren't happy with, but at least the
process could be more congenial if it started
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early and people don't feel that something has
proceeded too far and they're almost at a
decision stage before they're asked for some sort
of nominal contribution.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald.

Oh, Ms Swami, did you have a
supplementary?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I appreciate the question, and I
think that while we haven't set up a community
advisory committee, it doesn't mean that we have
not continued to be in the community discussing
this project amongst other matters in this
community.

And if you'd like more information on

that, Mr. Powers can provide more details.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Panel.

Noted by the

Thank you, Ms Swami.
And no, I don't believe we

require any further information.
on the record.

There's a lot

Thank you.
Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

question for the IEG.

I have one
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On one of your slides, you
mentioned that public attitude to risk can lead
to amplification or escalation in response to
media coverage, lack of trust and other factors.
Could you provide the Panel with
examples of other general factors that could lead
to such effects?
DR. LEISS:

There is a specific

literature under the title "Social Amplification
of Risk".

It was a famous journal article from

the late 1980s.
And then there was a whole big
book on it.
in that book.

I'm pleased to have been an author
They're very insightful.
For the most -- for the most

part, it's a study of the processes whereby one
particular issue starts out in a relatively small
circle and the analogy that is used is ripples in
a pond from a stone thrown in and then subsequent
ripples extending much, much wider occur.
Usually, the key dynamic is a
certain type of widely-known publicity about an
event that puts a particular interpretation on it
and that the certain attitudes get established
very quickly and then become hard to change
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later.
And that results in the fact that
there becomes protracted controversy.
I've done studies, particular
case studies of my own in the process.

One of

them, just one example, there are lots of issues
in chemicals, so dioxins.
Dioxins started out as a very
particular issue.

I think, actually, it first

surfaced because dioxins were a contaminant in
herbicides and it got involved in the Vietnam War
veterans because of 245 and 245-D.

And then it

spread to a much -- a much more general concern
because of a statement by EPA officials that it
was the most toxic chemical known to mankind,
which wasn't actually true.
It was the most toxic chemical
known to guinea pigs.

Humans are actually quite

robust in response to dioxin poisoning.
But that caused enormous spread
of the controversy.

It was picked up by

Greenpeace, who are very good at what they do,
and industry -- chemical industry and some
governments were very late in responding, giving
carefully thought-out responses on those issues,
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so Greenpeace came to own it.

They earned it

because of their involvement in it and the
intelligence in which they addressed the issue.
So over time, from a very small
beginning, it became quite a substantial social
issue.

To this day, it inhibits the use of

incineration for municipal garbage.

Even though

there are now very efficient technologies to
reduce emissions to virtually zero, can't do it
because the first word out is dioxins.
So that's an example of how
something -- it basically spreads through certain
specific processes, usually because some agent in
the process comes to dominate the conversation
and it becomes actually very difficult to change
the direction of events after that.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Wiles, in

your written submission on page 3, which is the
summary portion of your written submission, it is
stated:
"People trust managers whose
values are similar to their
own and who can be trusted to
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act in their best interest."
So the question from the Panel
is, is the opinion that a person has different
values than you ever going to be influenced by an
engagement process, especially an engagement
process that perhaps encourages seeking common
values shared across different backgrounds,
cultures and interests; so in other words,
instead of emphasizing the differences in value,
seek commonality in values?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

It may do.

Some researchers

suggest there are two stages in the process of
establishing trust; one of them is to determine
what values are relevant, and then to understand
enough about the manager to get a sense of
whether or not those values are shared.
Of course, the more important
those values are, the more there seems to be at
stake, the more difficult that decision is going
to be.
I don't know if finding
congruence in values that are not relevant to the
issue at hand would make that great a difference,
but certainly I think any ability to allow people
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to understand what the values might be would
certainly help and that would involve, I suppose,
a discussion of the key issues and how the values
then are important to the decision that is to be
made.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So as a follow-up to that,
Dr. Wiles, the transcripts certainly reflect an
extremely strongly held common value which is a
value in the Great Lakes, specifically Lake
Huron.

This value is almost universal, it is

certainly shared by the proponent, the regulators
and virtually every intervener that we have heard
from.
The question from the Panel is,
given such a high value in the Great Lakes, and
given the fact that according to information
provided to the Panel the primary stressors on
those highly valued lakes are things such as
invasive species and excess nutrients and
declining water levels, what explains the
disconnect between these highly valued lakes and
the highest stressors and the human activities
that produce those stressors, for example,
agricultural use; while other activities attract
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widespread alarm and opposition, even though they
are not the primary stressors, so this lack of
congruence?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

First of all, just to back up a
little bit, certainly a lot of evidence that
risks that result from common everyday activities
that we all engage in, the framing effect would
have us downplay those, much as we do with
driving.
Another one is that nuclear and
radiation is highly stigmatized and there is the
sort of lack of attention to dose or
concentration and any categorical amount of
something that is that stigmatized is going to be
seen as being more dangerous perhaps than a risk
assessor would suggest.
The other thing is, I think it's
probably people -- I am hypothesizing here,
probably people are completely aware of the
stresses that the lake is under from those other
factors and this is just one more and it is
avoidable and we are doing it deliberately and so
why don't we not do it.

I think that would be my

interpretation from the literature of the way
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that would be perceived.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr. Wiles,

is the Panel correct in understanding that
perhaps it's that cumulative effect of one more
stress added, albeit that it is a small
increment, that becomes, in addition to the
source of the stress being in the category of
less acceptable, that magnifies the importance of
that stress in the public's eye?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

I would think with radiation it
may simply be a function of the stigmatization
and the concern and some of those things are not
-- they are not just sort of labels, but there
are the factors that it is invisible.

We can't

even measure it ourselves because we don't have
access to the instruments.
are not affected.

We don't know that we

We are not able to interpret

that we see a response in the lake, might be the
function.
So there are some factors
associated with radiation that do make it a
greater concern.

And I think the other issue is

that it's one more thing that we now have a
choice to do and that is often the sort of
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dividing line between a natural risk and a
technological risk, because a natural risk just
happens and we are not accountable.

We are

accountable for something that we do and that
tends to add to the sense of risk with the
technological function.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The Panel notes in your survey of
the interveners' statements in the transcripts -and I believe this will be directed to Dr. Leiss,
I understand that you were the one who did that
work -- and you had already explained that you
really did focus primarily on the people that
were opposed.
Can you give us a little more
understanding of why you focused on the people
who were opposed, because we certainly did, as
you acknowledge, hear a lot from people who are
supporters and would not that have provided some
interesting data for context and perspective in
your analysis?
DR. LEISS:

Yes, it would.

As I

explained, I thought that the commentary showed
that those strongly supportive of the proposed
project tended not to give very much detail on
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the risk side of things because among their
perceptions are a high degree of trust in the
proponent and in the regulatory system that those
risks are well-managed.
There are -- we heard even
yesterday the view that these are -- these are
institutions that are well-known to the local
community because they have been operating here
for a long time, and operating the waste facility
as well as a nuclear power station.
There is a high degree of
confidence that this is a competent workforce and
competent management, and so you don't -basically you don't get a lot of information on
the understanding of risk there because people
simply assume that it's -- on the basis of the
knowledge they have, that it has been well
managed over a long period of time and is
expected to continue to be.
I thought there was, myself
intellectually and so on, more of a challenge in
trying to understand the nature of the views of
those who perceive a high degree of risk and a
high degree of consequences without specifying a
level of risk and I thought there was more to be
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gained by trying to understand the way in which
that perspective was constructed.

So that is in

part maybe even a subconscious bias in the
approach I took to the material.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Wiles, I believe it was in
your presentation you did explain that -- or
perhaps it was Dr. Leiss, that people can either
focus on the benefits or they can focus on the
risks.

So I just want to pursue this a bit more

for the benefit of the Panel.
Had there been a more complete
survey of the positive as well as negative
comments, do you think you would have been able
to derive a description of what that phenomenon
of the emphasis on benefits in this particular
case versus risks, depending on the point of view
of the intervener?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

You are suggesting that if there
had been a more elaborate discussion publicly
about the risks, or if we had been able to look
at more of the -- sorry...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

No, I'm asking,

if the search through the transcripts had also
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been done using an equal number of search terms
for positive comments, do you think that would
have added to a more fulsome understanding of the
risk/benefit balancing and the differences
between those who are supportive and those who
are opposed in terms of where they strike that
balance?
DR. WILES:

It may have, assuming

there is some -- able to perhaps identify what
association people are coming from and an ability
to sort of track that back to their basic values.
I mean, we certainly have heard
some positive comments in the last day and it's
interesting what value background those
individuals may have that they are bringing to
bear.
I'm wondering, does Dr. Leiss
have more to add on this?
DR. LEISS:

To some extent it is

the case that no matter whose views are being
expressed; i.e., supportive or not, there is a
limited use of the key terminology, including the
key terminologies that the Panel asked about.
refer specifically to risk acceptability.
It is just not something that

I
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people do.

The selection -- using the keyword

search thing, the selection of entries are found
from the entire body of documentation.
like maybe three references.

There are

It's one of the

smallest of all the keyword search results there.
Whether proponents or opponents
simply don't -- they don't articulate the sense
of acceptable risk, it's just not part of the
discourse.
On the other hand, a more general
kind of benefit/risk trade-off, again, people
rarely use the trade-off language, they will
sometimes clearly articulate benefits among
supporters, virtually no mention of benefits
among those opposed and, because of that, you
will find virtually no articulation of a
benefit/risk trade-off perspective, it's just a
different discourse.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Wiles, given the importance
of shared values, what can be learned from your
analyses, both your background study and perhaps
the discourse among you and your colleagues, what
can be learned from your experience and analysis
regarding shared values across cultures,
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specifically across Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
cultures?
You alluded to this briefly in
your presentation, but the Panel would appreciate
a bit more detail.
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

There are a number of factors
that are different that could be bridged with
communication or learning and it would need to be
two-way I think.
Knowledge, for example, can be
different within traditional Aboriginal cultures,
more experiential, more traditional knowledge and
less interest in theoretical and calculated
knowledge.

And there is beginning to be more of

an interest in traditional ecological knowledge
where mainstream scientists are learning to
understand and to have a great respect for what
traditional knowledge can tell us about a
location and patterns over years and over seasons
and we collaborate with, you know, one set of
people producing monitoring and observations and
another set doing some calculations and then sort
of there is a very productive sort of feedback
there.
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I think it may be a matter of
understanding on the part of the mainstream
community going to an Aboriginal community, how
do they conduct their decision-making processes,
whom do they respect, whom do they include?

They

may not defer to an expert, but to an Elder.
They may prefer to include an entire community
and it's, you know, the responsibility of the
larger community to find out.
I think perhaps just an emphasis
on learning both directions so that both parties
know that they are being understood and
respected.
Did you have more to add on that,
sorry?
DR. LEISS:

No, that's good.

DR. WILES:

Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel would

appreciate the expert group commenting or
providing us with some greater understanding on
why people are not convinced by the results of
the more technical risk analyses that use
conservative assumptions for factors that are
uncertain.
Again, Dr. Leiss, you were
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pointing out that non-experts simply don't go
there with respect to quantifying the risks
itself let alone the uncertainties, but have you
had any experience where even in using common
language to describe quantitative information in
non-quantitative terms, if there has ever been a
case where these layers of safety added by
conservative assumptions and modelling has
resulted in some increase in the dialogue between
expert and non-expert in terms of the level of
understanding and coherence?
DR. LEISS:
questions.

Very difficult

I will give you an example that may

shed some light on this from other sources.
The arrival of wide availability
of high-speed Internet has had a huge impact on
information search for a whole wide range of
issues, including risk issues and, in particular,
health risk issues so that now we -- I think
there is actually evidence to show that well over
half of Canadians do some searching on the
Internet for their own health concerns -- it may
be quite a bit over half, and a fair amount of
searching.
So what they are searching for is
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actually explanations for concerns, perceived
risks, and so on that are given in fairly
straightforward and common language and there are
some good actually Internet resources run by
public health agencies and also private
foundations that provide quite good and accurate
health risk information, but the result of the
study of those searches show that now there is a
very large area of research under the term
"confirmation bias".
What they find is people look for
the information that confirms what they already
believe and they prioritize that information.
That is the way people are, they will form their
judgments and they do form their judgments and,
to some extent, they will not seek information
that challenges those judgments.
It's because of the wide use of
Internet now we have much more evidence about
this than we would otherwise have had because
information search was so much more difficult and
it was harder to track it, now we can do it
easily.

So we have a quite new insight in terms

of its generality with the result to a specific
area, a very large area of health risk
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information search.
And my view is, is that confirms
what I thought intuitively from other types of
things and a long study of risk controversies
where you are studying, and most of them in
chemicals, why there is such a protracted
controversy over what the experts regard as
fairly trivial risk issues.
So now we have much more
information.

And of course, these are

generalizations.

Obviously some people get

incremental good information from those searches,
but there is a strong confirmation bias and it is
simply the psychology that is common among us,
and I think we are all somewhat susceptible to
it, so that there is a limited ability for
technical information and provision of additional
technical information to make an impact on
changing of risk judgments.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
So I will now direct you to -DR. LEISS:

Dr. Paoli would like

to add something, if you don't mind.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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DR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli, for the

record.
I just wanted to share something
a little bit on the narrower topic I believe that
you were saying, the question ultimately of why
is there such an inability to understand
conservative scenarios, and particularly
compounded conservative scenarios where there are
many accumulating factors which make the scenario
sometimes very conservative.
This has been one of the most
challenging aspects of teaching risk analysis
methods, even to scientists.

So in a sense when

it comes to developing a very complex scenario,
and particularly one in which you are trying to
estimate probabilities, to a certain extent many
scientists start out down this road themselves as
laypeople with respect to estimating
probabilities.

They took a second year course in

statistics and that's it, for example, and then
they have to basically relearn how to estimate
probabilities.
So the public and experts share a
common failure mode with respect to being able to
mentally process probabilities.

It's very clear
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in the literature, it's very clear in trying to
train people to do this.
As just an example, if you say
that a series of things have to happen before
harm will happen, we often refer to it as "this
will happen and that will happen and that will
happen".

People use the word "and" and they

convert it to addition, right; whereas really
what we are talking about in the sequence of
events is multiplication of probabilities.
Something as basic as that, if I
go in to do a training course for people with
Ph.Ds. in sciences, they will all do that wrong
the first time.

So it's fundamental to all of

our brain's wiring that we do this poorly and so
we should expect everyone to have this very same
problem, and including experts on both sides of
the aisle.
DR. LEISS:

Could I ask you to

listen to one more comment from Mr. Isaacs on
that?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Certainly.

Mr. Isaacs...?
MR. ISAACS:
Tom Isaacs, for the record.

Thank you very much.
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I am more of a consumer of this
research than a researcher myself, and one of the
things I have learned in engaging with programs
in a variety of places, in a variety of countries
is trying to understand how to inform people
about things is important, but that's only part
of the solution.
It's not just what you say that's
important, it's how you behave and that's a key
challenge for folks who are involved in this and
there tend to be -- when I went to Finland for
the first time and watched their program, I came
back scratching my head, how are they so
successful, and the Swedes as well?

And it

wasn't so much what they were saying, it was how
they were engaging through the process.
So I want to encourage that line
of reasoning also.

And there are three factors

that seem to be common, in my view, as I have
seen this from a pragmatic application point of
view.

People will tend to trust this -- the

first thing is they believe the people who are
responsible are competent and have a track record
of competence, and if you want to do that, the
best thing to do is promise and deliver and then
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promise again and deliver.
If you are about to go in for an
operation at a hospital, the last thing you want
to hear from the doctor is, wow, I'm really
excited, I have never done this before, okay.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. ISAACS:

So the first thing

is you want them to be competent, but that's not
enough.
The second thing is, you want to
believe that when they make decisions they have
your best interests at heart.

They can be

competent, but if they don't have your best
interests at heart you are not going to trust
them.

We see this in life all the time.

So that

is also something from a track record of how
people behave.
And the third one, and in some
ways the most powerful thing is not to talk, it's
to listen.

It's to say, so tell me what's on

your mind, tell me what you are concerned about
and how can we work together to resolve this
issue.
And we find over and over again
in a variety of countries, in a variety of
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places, success over time, both in nuclear
activities but in broader activities, where
people take concerns that you wouldn't normally
think of as their concerns and take them to heart
because that's what they are concerned about.
I will just give you one small
example, if I might.

When we went to see the

Eurotunnel under construction and we went from
the U.S. point of view because we were going to
use the same tunnel boring machines at Yucca
Mountain that they were using for the Eurotunnel,
the single concern that seemed to be on the minds
of the people in Great Britain about the risk
from the Eurotunnel was animals going 29 miles
through the tunnel, coming into England and
bringing rabies.
Now, I don't think scientists
designing this facility would have thought that
was an issue, but it was.

And instead of saying,

"That's foolish, there are trains going 100 miles
an hour, it's not going to happen", they said,
"Let's work together to put together protection
so that animals can't inadvertently run through
the tunnel".
Those are my short version of
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another set of things to think about here as to
how a program like this has a chance of, over
time, engaging with the communities in dealing
with these issues, whether it's the Great Lakes
or something else in a more productive way.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
I'm now going to direct the same
discourse to CNSC.

Based on what we have been

hearing from the independent expert group, has
CNSC been engaging in any way in an evaluation of
your public engagement and public consultation
program such as that there is -- if whether you
are examining the emphasis on information out
versus perhaps some more overall engagement such
as Mr. Isaacs has just described to us, in
particular, around the importance of listening?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will go over some of the
information that we collected from our
communications, the information we put on our
website and how we use that feedback to re-adjust
the programs and then I will give two or three
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examples where we specifically addressed concerns
from community members for two or three different
projects.
So probably since the CNSC
mandate for disseminating objective scientific
information, as the jargon goes, came with the
Nuclear Safety and Control Act in 2000 and, as
others have pointed out, I know when I joined the
AECB at the time in '93 there wasn't the openness
in the public process for hearings, for example
for licence renewals and new projects, and over
time the process has become much more open and
transparent and much more conducive to
participation by stakeholders in general.
Probably since 2006-2008 we have
been a lot more active in terms of trying to
analyze the information needs from people and
putting products that are both scientifically
correct, but written in a language that you don't
need, you know, a Masters or a Ph.D. degree in
radiation science to understand.
And so over time our website has
been populated with documents that respond to
things we have heard in communities.
Essentially what has been done
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more specifically to look at the effectiveness of
that information is, we have started doing what
are called CNSC 101 sessions in various
communities before Commission proceedings and we
have had other outreach activities, for example
in Nunavut to support the review of the Kikavik
mining project.
So when we do outreach activities
we do seek feedback from participants with
feedback forms to make sure that the information
we are providing meets their needs, but also it
is in a way that is useful to them.
There is also tracking through
databases to look at the locations, audiences
that are reached through outreach activities to
identify gaps and ensure that stakeholders are
reached and get the information they need.
The CNSC online information tools
include feedback mechanisms where users can
respond to a quick survey and provide input and
this information is tracked in an Excel tracking
system and then we use it to identify if we need
to do other types of products or reach out to
different communities.
There is also the CNSC Infoline
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and we monitor questions and requests via the
general inquiries line, which we call the
Infoline, and this information again is tracked
in the database and we adjust and develop
information products to respond to those
requests, especially if they are of a recurring
nature, then we identify that there is a need.
There is also monitoring of
traditional and social media that is conducted so
that we can respond, if necessary, to information
that is being provided.
We have the traditional web
analysis tools also where we look at, you know,
number of visits on our websites, the pages that
are of most interest, most use.

We have also

looked at the -- for example, through tracking of
the social media we know that some of the videos
that we have produced and some of the information
documents have been referenced, people have
referred to them and have started using them in
training sessions, not just for specialists, but
also in schools, and we have had feedback from
other countries where they specifically come to
our website to get information for their public
information sessions.
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So it's through that variety of
tools that we track how effective we are in
identifying needs.
But what I would like to say is
that our purpose isn't to produce information to
convince people one way or the other on projects,
the purpose is really to provide information that
people can use to make up their own minds.
More specifically, in terms of
listening and engaging, we for a number of years
have been talking about ecological risk
assessments and how we use those tools to provide
information for decision-making and in Northern
Saskatchewan there are the community -- I'm
drawing a blank -- Environmental Quality
Committees, they are committees set up
representing different Aboriginal communities in
the North with a secretariat and they had been
receiving information from the CNSC and from
mining companies using, you know, those jargon
and the numbers and the risk quotients, and we
had a request to put together a training session
for essentially members of those advisory
committees who are essentially members of the
communities.

Many of them have not gone to
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school and have essentially no knowledge of the
land that they live on, and myself and others
essentially try to put together a course that
could be used to help them understand the
information that was being provided and also with
them identified what, if any, further monitoring
needed to be done that would be more useful for
their communities.
And that work has continued and
has been funded by different government
organizations.
We have also gone into
communities, for a number of years tritium has
been a topic of concern with many people and we
essentially had facilities that released tritium
to the environment and had a lot of members of
the public who were measuring tritium in their
vegetables and wanted to know what it meant.

And

so we work with the communities to monitor
different vegetables and we developed a tool that
they could use themselves to look at, what if I
eat this much and this much and what would be the
consequences in terms of those.

That's usually

the number that people use.
And so we have worked with
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community members and those types of efforts, but
it is not systematic in every community where the
CNSC has licensed facilities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
You mentioned the ecological risk
approach and interacting with the Environmental
Quality Committees in Northern Saskatchewan.
Did the CNSC also learn from the
Environmental Quality Committees in terms of how
to perhaps take another look at how you were
doing your ecological risk assessments?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We did and, as was mentioned
earlier, what we think is important to people not
often is, not always is.

We were doing risk

assessments and for us it was a really big deal
that, you know, we had molybdenum that could
potentially impact moose and muskrat and we
couldn't understand why nobody cared, even
Aboriginal groups who use extensively, you know,
those resources, and for them it wasn't the thing
that they really thought was important because
they kept seeing moose and, you know, there was
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no changes in terms of what they were perceiving.
And so we did adjust what we call
the valued ecosystem components to reflect, you
know, what they really cared about and what they
wanted to see assessed, but also then work with
them to do some monitoring so that they could not
just see the numbers on the page, but also see
what it might mean in reality.
My colleague just pointed out as
well that through some of the work that we have
done, for example for the DGR project, following
consultations with community members and
stakeholders, we did make changes to the EIS
guidelines to reflect our concerns.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Yesterday the Panel did provide
both the independent expert group and the CNSC a
bit of a heads-up that we were going to ask about
why there is this deeply rooted distrust in
modelling and we asked that we obtain some more
information on distinguishing between the
understanding of modelling meaning a mechanistic
model that somehow explains in detail how the
natural system might function and a model that is
more used for planning or decision purposes.
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So the Panel is looking forward
to some further insights on this because this is
definitely, if you look at the transcripts, a
recurrent theme in these proceedings.
So if I may start with the
Independent Expert Group, please.
MR. ISAACS:

Tom Isaacs, for the

record.
So I think we just had a nice
entry into that topic, so thank you for bringing
it up.
The first thing I would say is I
think it is a legitimate issue.

I mean, my

experience is as we learn more and more about
more and more things we develop more and more
sophisticated models, we gather more and more
data, there is a drive always to understand more
about these processes, the actual scientific work
becomes more and more removed from
understandability and the people who are doing it
inevitably develop their own language.

We all

have that in our areas of expertise, and so it
really becomes opaque, not just to the public,
but even to other people who are operating in
these programs and all you have to do is get two
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geologists together in a room and I promise you,
you won't understand what they are saying.

I

don't understand what he's saying most of the
time anyway.

Now, I'm...
It's definitely an issue that

drives people away from understanding.

I'm not

sure that, in my own view, that the best answer
is necessarily simpler models because if you do
simpler models you are, by definition, going to
be abstracting and simplifying and making
assumptions.

Sometimes those kind of aggregate

models can be very, very useful, but they are
also open to lots of criticism about not
necessarily reflecting reality, so you have to be
very, very careful.
What I do think is very
important, and I have seen done very well in a
number of cases, is the development of what
people often call a safety case, and the safety
case is something that ought to be assembled from
the insights and information that you gather and
then translated into language that people can
understand, it should be in English or French, in
a way that people can understand.
that you are relying on?

What is it

Why do you have
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confidence in what you are putting forward?
are the things that you have learned?
the barriers?

What

What are

Where have you made assumptions?

What conservatisms have you put in?

What does it

mean that you have a variety of barriers there
one after another to protect the public?
I think it's more the development
of that safety case and engagement in that safety
case.
And then I have already said what
I think is the case, is you don't simply put it
out there, you do what we just heard the CNSC
people describing very, very well, is you take it
out there and you say, "Do you understand this?
Does this make sense?

Is this compelling or do

we need to work further together in some kind of
an environment to shape this story so that you do
understand it well, and where do we probe because
you are still concerned about certain kinds of
things?"
So it's a process, in my view.

I

mean, that is my usual message here, is it is not
-- somehow there are some magic words and if I
can only find those magic words I can convince
people.

I don't think that tends to work very
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well.

It is a process of engagement and respect

of the other people who have a stake in the game
and they actually have things to say that are
valuable and I think it is that engagement
process that will lead to better and better
understanding of how to translate from the very,
very complex and detailed science to a story
which I believe can be told, and I am quite
convinced is told, about why it is that the
advocates and the regulators come to the kind of
conclusions they do about whether something is or
is not acceptable.
That is about the best I can do.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Isaacs.
As a follow-up, before we get to
Mr. Paoli, Mr. Isaacs, are you aware of
particularly good examples of translation of
safety cases into plain language?
MR. ISAACS:

Yes.

I think both

the Finnish and the Swedish cases -- and they are
also in English -- have been particularly good
examples of safety cases that I am aware of on
high-level waste repositories because that is
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where I have spent by far the majority of my
time, is not on low and intermediate level waste
facilities, but on high-level waste repositories.
So I think those are very good examples.
I have also seen information from
NWMO in Canada that I think is quite compelling.
And so I think there are a number of places where
one can look.
I think one place I wouldn't look
is in the U.S.

I don't think we particularly

have done a good job in the past on describing
some of those things.

It's not that it's been

terrible, it's just not in my mind as compelling
a story as we have told.
Another thing, in the U.S. case I
think it was Commissioner Muecke -THE CHAIRPERSON:

It's Muecke,

like Buick.
MR. ISAACS:

Muecke, oh that

helps a lot, thanks.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. ISAACS:

Like Commissioner

Muecke suggested, if over time things change and
what you were counting on you and what you told
people you were counting on changes, if that
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isn't done in a process that is very, very
effective, that is going to lead to an erosion of
trust.
We had that in the U.S. case
where we went back and found, for example, that
we needed to suggest putting multibillion-dollar
titanium drip shields into Yucca Mountain because
the water flow surprised us.

Had we handled that

differently it might have been something that
added the confidence; as it was, it was viewed
more as an erosion of confidence.
So I think those kinds of things,
there are good examples and bad examples of how
safety cases need to be shaped and need to be
evolved with time because as you learn more you
will adjust.

That is the nature of the game.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. PAOLI:

Mr. Paoli...?

Greg Paoli, for the

record.
I think there is a linkage
between the question you asked previously about
the understanding of complex models,
conservatism, and so on, and the question you
pose now and it does come back to the
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understanding why we need to resort to models
when others would prefer that models not be used
because they may not understand them and they
seem like a computer telling you what to do, for
example.
I think we need to reflect -- or
the process needs to communicate and everyone
needs to reflect on that there are certain things
that humans do very well and there are certain
things that humans do very poorly, there are
certain things that computers do very well and
there are certain things that computers would
never reasonably be asked to do, and we need to
sort out the roles and responsibilities and
explain why the computers are being relied on for
this task and the humans are being relied on for
this task.
And generally speaking, people
would prefer that when the computers are relied
on for a task it is reviewed and the outputs are
reviewed by humans.

And I know that this is done

and I'm not suggesting that it's otherwise, but
that there is an interface between the computer
output, the modelling output through some clearly
human reasoning on top of it that explains why we
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believe that this computer output to be true, the
modelling output to be true so that the conflict
between the joint input of humans and computers
into the exercise is understood to be the
appropriate balance between those things.
I have been involved in a number
of activities related to risk prioritization
which is similar in its complexity, in that you
are trying to push an awful lot of information
through to the public, for example, and it has
more or less come to be understood that this
should be done as to parallel activities, there
is the quantitative version of it where it is
very modelling oriented, then there is the sort
of deliberative process that goes on in parallel,
then you put the two processes together and you
say, why do the computers say this in the humans
say that and you work out in the end and then
it's sort of a joint product.
I think that's an important part
of this process so that people don't think that
computers are making decisions for us.
DR. LEISS:

Could I add a brief

comment?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Certainly.
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DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

I am one of those for whom
modelling needs to be explained, so I speak from
that perspective.

I also know that there are

indispensable parts of science and which are
vital for our own future and which modelling is
indispensable -- climate change is the best
example, you can't do it without huge models and
civilization depends on people believing the
results of that modelling.
So for me, I think there is an
under-utilized tool that could help people like
me and others understand the modelling process
and that is visualization with animated graphics.
I once saw a program on this that
showed how the process of protein folding was
modelled, it blew my mind because it was colour
animated graphics.
It is an incredible -- as you
know, you are a biologist -- an incredibly
complicated process, but seeing it I understood
it instantly.
Now, the problem -- I think that
could be used.

I also know that for anything

that happens underground geologists have to
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model.

I have just been part of a project with

Dr. Dusseault on carbon capture and storage, it
involves extensive modelling of expected
interactions underground when you inject a lot of
carbon dioxide into aquifers under high pressure.
You have to do it, really complicated.
I think that this is a way to go,
except it is nobody's responsibility to produce
those animated graphics, they are very expensive
to produce and so they don't get done, but I
would love to see that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

A good segue over to CNSC in
terms of your attempts and efforts regarding
particularly content on your website that
explain, for example, perhaps both with graphics
and in text very complex modelling results.
And that, I apologize, is a
supplementary to my governing question, which I
know you are more prepared to answer.
So, Dr. Thompson, if you could
start with the first question that I gave you a
heads-up on and then we understand if you would
have to scramble a bit in terms of some examples
on our second question, and that's fine, you can
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get back to us later if you have to.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Actually, your second question is
probably a better continuation of what Dr. Leiss
has just said.
One of the very -- the concerns
after the Fukushima accident were for Canadian
nuclear power plants and the risk of losing all
the cooling functions in the reactors due to
essentially water boiling off and the fuel being
exposed, and so we tried to explain through the
more technical explanations that you will hear
most of us use during Commission hearings in
terms of why this was impossible, and then
obviously with mitigated success people who were
engineers really understood what the engineers
were saying and the rest of us sort of said,
hmmm, yeah, maybe.
So the video that was produced
essentially represented a CANDU reactor and with
the different types of defence and the thermal
siphoning and other things that happen in CANDU
reactors that was different from the Fukushima
type of reactors, and video has been a lot more
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successful, through animation, in explaining what
would happen with different phases of an accident
and why it would not result in a Fukushima-like
type of accident.
That’s the second part to your
question.
In terms of the question you had
asked yesterday in terms of the mechanistic
models versus the assessment models, I thought I
would first, before asking Dr. Nguyen to talk
about the use of the models, the assessment
models for the DGR safety case, provide an
example from what Dr. Greer mentioned yesterday
where she talked about the ecosystem approach and
the fact that, in general, ecosystems are so
complicated that it’s impossible to predict what
would happen to ecosystems when we do risk
assessments, for example, for an industrial site.
The mechanistic models that are
developed to understand the interactions between
different components of an ecosystem, I think
we’ve all seen representations of ecosystems
essentially as a web with interactions and arrows
between different components.

There are a lot of

mechanistic models that have been developed to
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try to explain the relationships between one
component and the other, how energy flows from
the sun, you know, phytoplankton, herbivores, and
so on.

Those mechanistic models are developed

and validated through experiments to try to
better understand how ecosystems function.
Of course when we do a risk
assessment we are not able to predict how a
contaminant, for example, will interact with
every single little component, and we’re not
attempting to do that either, so rather than
using very complex mechanistic models we simplify
assessment models using simplified
representations of what we feel are important
components of the ecosystems at each trophic
level.

Through reference, you know,

representation of those animals and plants or
microbes, then using toxicity information on a
variety of species, a variety of life stages,
reproduction and other functions, we use that
information on the key parts or what we sometimes
call valued ecosystem components and end points
and we do an assessment of the potential impacts
on each of those elements.

Depending on the

quality of the information we have we can use
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uncertainty factors to represent, if we have a
lot of information, good information,
representative information.

The safety factors

may be smaller, like 10, if we don’t have a lot
of information, or if we have to make assumptions
going from a species of fish to another that has
different lifestyles, we can use bigger
uncertainty factors to make sure that the
assessment doesn’t exactly predict how the
ecosystems will behave but actually try to have a
reasonable understanding of what the impacts may
be on the overall environment.
Once we’ve done that we can say
that there’s an acceptable level of protection
based on that assessment, but then we also design
monitoring programs to go into the environment
and verify whether our assessment was reasonable.
Using that data, we go back and essentially input
this new information so that we get better at
doing assessments, but also if what we’re finding
in the environment is much more severe than we
had expected, then as regulators we go to
licensees and ask them to, or require, that they
put additional treatments in place.
The system of modelling is used
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to support decision making essentially through
assessments, but the purpose isn’t to predict how
ecosystems will function with different
stressors.

There’s work being done in this area,

for example, in fisheries in the Great Lakes.
There was a lot of work done in the ‘70s, for
example, to better understand phosphates and
impacts overall, but that’s not what we’re
attempting to do here.
I’ll ask Dr. Nguyen to talk about
some of the models, mechanistic and assessment
models, in support of safety cases.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Before we go to

Dr. Nguyen, I think, Dr. Thompson, the panel
would simply appreciate you confirming, for our
benefit, that based on your description of the
ecosystem portion at least of assessment models
an extremely critical step is the rigorous and
defensible selection of the valued ecosystem
components because they appear to be the critical
step in adequately representing risks to the
ecosystem.

Is the panel correct in this?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
You are correct, and I’ll give my
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professional opinion.
We have used the term “valued
ecosystem component” for a long time.

It is

intended to reflect both social values as well as
the species or what represents different parts of
the ecosystems that are important scientifically.
I think we’ve tried to make
people believe what we do to a point where
sometimes we’ll identify 10 species of fish
because people want to see their fish in the
list, so doing that is good, but then I think we
have to be clear and transparent that the
toxicity information we have is not necessarily
for all of those species, and so we have to be
transparent as well, that we’ve identified those
species as being important, the toxicity
information we have is perhaps for a smaller
number of species, and explain how this is being
used to do the overall assessment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Nguyen.
DR. NGUYEN:

Thank you,

Madam Chair.
For the record, my name is Son
Nguyen, geoscience specialist with the CNSC.
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Before I talk about models, I
have to put it in the context of the safety case.
Again, models are used in the
safety assessment, which is an important
component of the safety case, but it’s not the
only component on which you would rely in order
to make a decision about a case about the safety
of a deep geological repository or any type of
waste management system, so the safety assessment
has to be complemented by additional arguments,
such as the site characteristics, for example,
the favourable characteristics, like the
stability of the rock formation both from a
geochemical, hydrological and geological point of
view, for very long periods of time.

Those are

indicators which give additional arguments in the
confidence for long-term safety.
take those things into account.

You have to
The design of

the facility and the waste characteristics are
also important components that would support the
safety case.
The safety assessment in itself
is an important component of the safety case.
have to recognize that.
again.

I have to redefine it

The safety assessment is a systematic

We
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analysis of the impact of the facility on humans
and the environment.

Because it is systematic,

usually we use a quantitative analysis in order
to do so.

A quantitative analysis requires the

use of models.

That’s where models come into

play in the overall development of the safety
case.
The processes that govern the
migration of contaminants from the repository
back to the biosphere are very complex and
they’re numerous.

You cannot include all of the

processes in any type of model, so expert
judgment is required in order to identify the
main processes that would govern the movement of
contaminants from the repository back to the
biosphere, and also the processes that would
influence that movement; in other words, you need
professional judgment in order to conceptualize
the systems.

That’s what we call a conceptual

model.
The conceptual model of the most
important processes is translated into
mathematical equations which are called the
governing equations of the model.
mathematical model.

This is the

Those mathematical models
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are solved using, in general, computers.

You can

do things like a back-of-the-envelope calculation
and this kind of thing, but in most cases the
equations are solved numerically using computers.
This is what we call a computer model but, in
short, usually people just lump everything
together and they call it the mathematical model
of the waste management system.
In safety assessments, in
particular for the deep geological repository
here for the OPG DGR, there are two types of
assessment models which are being used.

The more

detailed mechanistic models that we are talking
about, those models try to include as many
processes as possible into the equations in order
to be as close to reality as possible, but they
are not used to determine the overall -- well,
the second type of models are the process models,
the system models where the processes are
simplified.

This type of models, the system

models, are the ones which are being used to
determine the bounds of the impacts on the
environment and on humans.

For example, OPG used

the code AMBER in order to solve this equation.
This is an example of a system model.
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For more detailed mechanistic
models, we can look at, for example, models that
determine the geomechanical system in three
dimensions, the hydrogeological system in three
dimensions and the contaminant transport
processes in three dimensions with close to exact
representation of the real geosphere and the
repository.
You have other models that look
at the migration of gas, process the generation
and migration of gas, so those are the detailed
models which are used in order to support the
assumptions and the simplification of the system
model, like AMBER.

Those things work together

and they combine together so sometimes the more
detailed models are also used in order to verify
the assumptions of different evolution scenarios
which are used in the system model calculations.
We have to say that models which
are used in safety assessments are not prediction
tools.

We’re not doing predictions.

I mean the

models tend to aim to provide a bound of the
impact, of the possible impact, using
conservative assumptions, so those are not
predictions.

Nobody can predict things, you
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know, the impact which is going to happen in one
million years.

This is something that has to be

recognized.
If the modelling tools are used
with confidence, if you develop confidence in the
modelling tools that you are using, you can say
with confidence that we have properly bound the
impact by using tools which have been verified,
calibrated and validated.

Those are different

jargons used in the modelling business as well.
Verification really is the way to
ensure that the codes used in the computer models
are functioning properly.
ways to do verification.

There are different
For example, if you

have an analytical solution to the same problem
you can compare the analytical solution to the
results of the computer codes.

You can do a

benchmark code-to-code comparison.

There are

different international projects, co-operative
projects, where people are given the same problem
and then they run codes, different codes
differently and they compare the results at the
end.

Those are benchmark problems used in

verification activities.
Calibration is when you have
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experimental data or monitoring data for a
certain period of time and you use the model in
order to match the experimental data to the
results of the computer model.

This is

calibration.
There is also validation.

This

is the only instance where you can claim to make
some predictions.

Validation is an exercise

where you have a short- or long-term experiment
which can last for 10 years and then you try to
predict the outcome, the results of the
experience, by running your code and then
comparing your predictions at the end.

Again,

those are based on short- or long-term
experiments which can last decades or maybe more,
if possible, but it is not possible to do a
prediction for one million years.

This is

something which is a given, which is accepted by
the modelling community.

In other words, models

are used to give bounds to estimates, you know,
bound estimates using conservative assumptions
for what the impact would be in the very long
term.
Despite the confidence-building
that I just explained, the conservativeness and
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all these other things you still have to
complement the results of the safety assessment
with additional arguments, such as
biohydrological information, geological ability,
a robust design of your facility, and other
things like the waste characteristics compared to
background material, background radioactivity or
radioactivity of other ores, other uranium ore
mines, or use natural analogues to provide
additional arguments in support of your
conclusions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Dr. Nguyen.

Thank you very

That portion of the transcript

I think will be bookmarked.
Now that we have heard from the
CNSC on this, I would like to return back to the
IEG.
There were some key phrases in
what we just heard.
the word “bound”.

One of them was the use of
You use the assessment model

to bound the environmental and health impacts.
In your experience, is there a broad
understanding of that word in the context of
assessment models?
DR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli.
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I think the process of producing
a conservative model and describing what that
model produces as a bound on the real number that
may not be known is a fairly well-understood and
well-known concept.

I’m not sure if there’s more

to the question than that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I meant among

the lay public.
DR. PAOLI:

Actually, I can say

that is again another aspect of that same process
that I referred to earlier, even among scientists
who are not modellers.

There is a challenge in

understanding what a conservative estimate is.
Often, even once the explanation is given that
the model has been deliberately made to be public
health protective, to use a simpler word than
conservative, it’s not understood to be a bound
any more because people might say, well, of
course you would have done that, that’s the right
thing to do, so the context that it’s
conservative is then lost.

It’s now stating that

this is the appropriate estimate to think about
because the right thing was done in being
protective and the context of it as being done
for the purpose of overestimating risk becomes
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lost, so there is that problem not only among the
public but among scientists who are not normally
working with modelling results and particularly
conservative modelling results.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The panel is going to switch
gears a little bit back to sort of more the
background information on risk perception.
Dr. Wiles, the panel would
appreciate it if you could comment on the
possibility that the proposed DGR is an example
of what has been called in the literature
systemic risk, which is characterized by
complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity and is
therefore not just probability and consequence.
It also includes geographic and temporal
dispersion of consequences, which we’ve heard a
lot about, the persistence and reversibility of
consequences, the potential for delayed effects,
which is inherent in radiation, as you pointed
out, the potential discrepancies between those
who enjoy the benefits and those who bear the
risks, and the violation of social or cultural
values, which you also refer to, and that,
therefore, decisions based on good science are
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not sufficient when dealing with the so-called
systemic risk.
We would very much appreciate
your comment on that.
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

I think it's absolutely true that
if this was simply a technical issue it would be
more straightforward to solve.

There are issues

involved with perceptions and there are issues
involved, as you say, in costs, long-term
implications and the fact that future generations
may be expected to deal with any event, and they
are not around to comment on whether or not
they’re prepared to accept this, we don’t know
what kind of resources they’ll have at hand to
solve them, so yes a scientific assessment and
scientific management measures will not address
all of those issues, that’s for certain.
Obviously, there’s got to be a wider social and
sort of discursive process around that to
identify what those issues are to respect the
fact that they may persist and they may not fall
within the scope of a scientific approach so they
need to be dealt with separately.
Yes.

That’s true.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Another question to the
Independent Expert Group.
In your collective opinion or
experience, can risks associated with nuclear
wastes ever become normal risks?
DR. LEISS:

Normal, meaning...?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Normal in the

term of the more familiar, lower dread.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

Certainly, in the risk perception
literature the classic distinction between
familiar and unfamiliar is well established and
it’s used to produce certain results such as
people, very broadly speaking, and this may cross
expert/non-expert, very broadly across the human
population, overestimate unfamiliar risks and
underestimate familiar risks.

That has been a

standard mantra for 40 years and that does cross
the expert/non-expert divide because some of the
earliest results show similar results when
experts were asked to estimate risks outside
their professional bounds of expertise.

You have

the standard distinction, very broad, between
familiar/unfamiliar and the result that there’s a
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tendency to overestimate unfamiliar risk and
underestimate familiar risk.
A typical example of familiar
risk is driving.

People, still today, tend to

underestimate those risks by quite substantial
margins.

Well, something that is that deep-

rooted and pervasive is unlikely to be easily
changed.
Now, over time in certain
specific areas, those things do change.

If you

think about alcohol consumption, drinking and
driving, there has been change in the public
acceptance of stronger measures.

Those fatality

rates have plummeted over the past generation
very substantially, and thanks to important
interventions by groups such as MADD.
So they tend to require concerted
sustained campaigns specifically directed to
certain objectives.
In the case of drinking and
driving, and perhaps maybe to a lesser but still
substantial extent, in fetal alcohol syndrome,
there have been major changes.
But new challenges keep cropping
up in the same dimension.

Vaccination is a
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current example that is very often discussed now.
Unreasonable, incorrect information through
internet searches, amplified by internet
searches, about vaccination risk has spread very
widely in the population.
Not only North America, the UK is
a classic case with a vaccine called MMR, which
was falsely accused of being implicated an autism
risk actually in a medical journal publication.
It took the journal 10 years to retract that.
In the meantime immense damage
had been done because that misinformation
circulated widely on the internet, still is even
after being retracted.
Vaccination rates, measles,
mumps, rubella plummeted by about 25 per cent in
the UK, childhood deaths resulted from that.
There is today, even in Canada,
huge risk of under-vaccination in the population.
And for seasonal influenza, among Quebec males
the vaccination rate is 20 per cent.

The desired

rate for vaccination is 80 per cent herd
immunity.
That issue goes on right now and
is still being substantially fought by public
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health officials.
These things are very difficult.
They can be solved, but they can only be solved
as some examples like alcohol show, by sustained
targeted campaigns over very long periods of time
in which you never lose sight of the objective,
otherwise, no, they can't be changed.
For a long time it's been known
that anything associated with radiation, which is
the dread and unfamiliar risk, it is hard to
visualize radiation risk.
It is also intellectually very
complicated because the electromagnetic spectrum
has so many different properties across the
spectrum and some radiation is really good for
us, like the sun's radiation, in the correct
doses.
So radiation is always a
challenge.

It is as much a challenge in the area

of radiofrequency fields, your cell phone risks,
it is an ongoing very complex scientific
investigation.
Radiation risk is inherently
conceptually very difficult.

It has always been

feared because of its invisibility and other
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properties, its initial association was atomic
bombs.
So you have to expect that this
is something which requires very great effort.
Any technology involving radiation risk, and that
includes cell phones, involves a huge sustained
effort.
Now, I think in society as a
whole you have to have a balanced perspective.
Whenever this becomes the focus of an issue.

And

that often with risk controversies it is focus.
Things go on all the time in the background.

All

of a sudden something focuses and you are in it.
As a matter of fact, the Canadian
population in Ontario has lived with the use of
nuclear radiation and nuclear power for
generations.
time.

Nobody thinks about most of the

When you get a focus, so discussion of

waste will be focused, it will all come back.
Now, to some extent you could
anticipate that.

And so in planning these types

of processes you want to know what to expect, and
that this will come up and it requires very
patient and sustained discussion in as accessible
a language as possible.
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You also know by experience that
once a certain solution has been put in lace it
will fade, you know it will fade, and people will
get on with their lives.
So this process of focusing, and
it came up before because in the accumulative
effects the idea that, with respect to the Great
Lakes, obviously not only experts, but many
people including the Lake Huron Fishing Club all
know about the range of stressors that water or
fish populations and so on are under.
It is just very well-know, very
widely known and accepted these days that there
are many things going on in bodies of water this
great.

There are long-range implications of

climate change, et cetera, et cetera
The discussion of a nuclear waste
repository close to the shores of Lake Huron
inevitably will put the focus on that issue.
I mean to my mind, and it is important for all
citizens to remember to balance their focus
concern with other concerns and not to ignore
those other concerns because that is actually
dangerous to them.
But it is focusing that will

And
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create the need to engage a discussion that later
on, one way or another because you have problems
that must be given some solution, will fade
again.

And then something else will come up.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I

have a couple of questions that hone back in on
the IEG's report and analyses.
The Panel notes that you could
not find discernable patterns when looking
through the transcripts discriminating among the
four options with respect to risk perception.
The Panel is wondering whether or
not there wasn't at least one discernable pattern
which the Panel has noted in the transcripts,
which is that the opposition to a deep geologic
repository is often combined with support for
leaving it, the waste, on the surface in the
status quo.
In other words, there definitely
was a discernable pattern with respect to the
preference for the status quo until knowledge and
understanding increased, for example.

That is

only one of the several reasons that were brought
forward for why that option would be preferable.
So I would like the IEG's
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comments on that.
DR. LEISS:

You will remember, of

course, that you asked us to seek, to try to
associate discrimination among the options with
patterns of risk perception.
And it is certainly true that
there is a pattern, one pattern -- there are
quite a number of patterns with respect to
discrimination among options per se, as in the
one that you just described, that some people
would share.

And then some have the opposite

view that only deep disposal will adequately deal
with the long-term risk.
But when you look at the
statements in support of leaving it where it is
or, more generally, in favour of maintaining it
on the surface rather than putting in a DGR where
you have out of sight, out of mind, allegedly, it
is still not clear that that is strongly related
to any perception of relative risk.
We try to be very careful in
this, and I know we can appear to be obstreperous
and avoiding the question, but we try to be very
careful in the specific answer that would relate
it to a pattern in the perception of risk.

That
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I do not think you will find.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
Back to Dr. Wiles was suggesting
in her presentation to the Panel that instead of
using the phrase "acceptable risk" it might be
more advisable to use the phrase "tolerable
risk."
In yours or other members of your
panel's experience, what would increased
tolerability of risk be?
DR. LEISS:

Let me start by

pointing out something that Anne had in her
notes, but didn't mention this in her oral
remarks.

That is that that comment is

specifically very strongly UK terminology.
They introduced the health and
safety executive, which is a risk regulator at
the national government in the UK.

It is fairly

well-known for introducing and strongly promoting
that terminology.
So that in some sense it is just
a terminological distinction, in one sense it is,
that they prefer that terminology because -well, for a variety of reasons, but it seems
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clear that they believe it is more acceptable in
a regulatory context where your object is not to
sort of push people to the point where they say,
okay okay, I accept that, but just I can live
with that.
To some extent it is not a
material distinction.

Anne has shows I think

that there are some potential advantages when you
are -- possibly, but this is context bound
probably when you are distinguishing between an
immediate local community and neighbouring
communities which will have very different
situations with respect to this type of project,
or many others, it has to do with location of
facilities much more generally.
Location of facilities around
which there are some set of general benefits and
often some cases in which people appear that
where it is located everybody is benefiting, but
we have excess risk because we are living next
door to it.
That sighting of hazardous waste
facilities, sighting of many types of
technological facilities would give you that type
of possible -- it is not inevitable, but it is
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possible.
So in that case you might want to
distinguish acceptability and tolerability to
say, in part because as a matter of fact on a day
to day basis people more remote from it are not
going to think about it that much and they are
not going to make such a big deal out of it.

But

it depends on the nature of the focal...
I wouldn't put too much stress on
that distinction.
comes from.

I would recognize where it

And had it come from a regulator

with a specific purpose in mind.

Intellectually

it is interesting, but I wouldn't put too much
weight on it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Dr. Wiles, you alluded in your
presentation as well as in your written materials
the importance of process in terms of risk
perception and the risk discourse.
Would you please elaborate on the
types of processes that have been shown in the
literature to be more successful in achieving
true engagement such as what Mr. Isaacs was
explaining?
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And perhaps, Mr. Isaacs, you
would like to weigh in on this as well?

Because

the Panel would be interested in some information
regarding truly effective processes.
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

Yes, well there is another whole
field of course in public engagement, which is
not my speciality.

But certainly in general,

being clear about the extent of participation
that people can have.

Making sure that they are

consulted on the issues that matter to them, and
that would be them telling the proponents what
the values are.
And continuing to reflect back
that these have been heard, adjustments have been
made, making sure that any other options that are
put forward are at least considered so that
things are not dismissed out of hand.

Making

sure that there is an explanation for, as we have
heard for the modelling, just sort of any kind of
supportive material that can be made available to
help people understand.
And the other way I would say as
well, materials in support of the public nontechnical perspective.

What is behind that?
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What makes it rational, what makes it logical,
what kinds of options do we see that there might
be incorporating that into a longer term
solution?
Probably taking time to make sure
that there is an ability to get to know each
other, understand what the different values are,
and collaborate I would think rather than have a
top down situation where one set of parties makes
a decision, another set of parties makes its
protestations, and then basically is resigned to
living with what happens.
So I think a sense of
collaboration is really important.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Isaacs?
MR. ISAACS:

Tom Isaacs, thank

you very much.
I will give you some examples.

I

think there are some things that are fairly
obvious about engagement and I won't bother to
talk about those.
But those kind of things that I
have seen that have been very successful is when
the public is actually able to engage with the
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people doing the work.

They are not engaging

with public information, people are not engaging
with broad documents and so forth, which are
crucial but not sufficient.
It is when they have an
opportunity to actually see that the people who
are working on these jobs, see they are real
people, they live in the communities, they are
dedicated, they are competent, they care about
their job.
One good example in the U.S.
case, one of the most effective things that we
were able to do for a period of time before it
was politically stopped was to offer people free
tours of the Yucca Mountain site.
They could get on a bus in Las
Vegas and travel to the site and there would be a
practicing scientist on the bus with them to
explain their work.

And as they drove by he

would explain the geology and the hydrology of
the area and the climate change and all that
stuff.
And over time they started to see
the commitment of the people who were actually
working on it, the kind of people that you see
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arrayed here around us makes a huge difference in
terms of people's feeling of comfort, if you
will, that they have got some mechanism to deal
with that is not simply abstract and they are not
simply being talked to.

So that is one.

The second is to be actually able
to touch the job, in a sense.
enough to see brochures.

So it is not

To the extent that

people can actually see a waste canister and the
incredible conservatism that goes into building
these and the vehicles that move them.
In Sweden their low and
intermediate level waste facility was
deliberately designed so that school busses can
go into the facility.

You can take a school bus

into -- now, you can't go where the waste is, but
through closed circuit TV you can actually see
the operation.
So think about the investment,
but the return over time if all the children get
a chance to see, when people talk about this
repository, what is it they are talking about.
It is not an abstract thing, it is a real thing.
They do the same, by the way,
with their ship.

They transport all their
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nuclear waste, again I am talking about highlevel waste from reactors, by a ship called The
Svan, which is swan in Swedish.
And when they are not using The
Segan to transport waste, it goes from port to
port and is made available so citizens can see
what is being done and touch, if you will, the
actual job.

So those are a few examples, I

think.
The other example is, and I was
just talking recently this week to some people
about this.

There are some scientists and

technologists, I would put Dr. Dusseault in this
category, who just know how to engage with
people.

A lot of them don't.

A lot of them

would rather do their bench science and write
their papers and engage with their colleagues.
But there are some who have the
magic to deal with the public, who can explain
things, who enjoy that kind of engagement.

Those

people are invaluable in terms of being given the
licence to spend part of their time engaging with
communities and letting them know what kind of
work is going on there.
So those are some examples.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Madam Chairman, I

would like to rebut his comments about me please.
--- Laughter / Rires
DR. DUSSEAULT:

Nevertheless, I

do offer on technical matters pro bono providing
that you pay for my hotel room, but pro bono
otherwise to engage with first nations groups on
any issue that I could help inform them on.

And

I think that is part of the process that Dr.
Isaacs is talking about.
Of course, if I am going to be
engaging with the government, my fees are quite
high.
--- Laughter / Rires
DR. DUSSEAULT:

But I am

certainly willing to engage with first nations
communities and other local communities that do
not have the financial resources to try to help
them understand these technical issues.
And I would like to encourage my
colleagues in science and in the industry to try
to do that as well.
Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Wiles, to what extent -- and
if this isn't exactly in your expertise, just let
me know -- but to what extent do different
understandings of justice influence risk
perception?
For example, justice can mean
different things to different people.

To some

people, justice is maximizing liberty, so freedom
for all.
There is justice as what is
beneficial to the most.
maximizing benefits.

So that is sort of

To others, justice is what

is beneficial to the weak.

So it is protecting

the disadvantaged.
So we have heard numerous
allusions though, and perhaps not using this
language, to those different understandings of
justice.

So does the literature help us

understand the role that would play in terms of
risk perception?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

Yes, it is true, this is
tangential to what I would be most familiar with.
We have done some work with this
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in respect to sort of understanding acceptability
and tolerability levels of risk in which you
could conceive of three different sets of
concepts that would have to be balanced.
One would be equity, and those
who bear the risks get some of the benefits, for
example.

Another one would be a utility

principal which you can only push so far.

Net

social benefit is sort of a cold and hard way to
evaluate whether a risk ought to be tolerated by
a certain group.
On the other hand, it is
recognized that all of us are expected to
tolerate some risk so that social society can
function.

So that is another principle that

would need to be observed.
Another one would be openness and
transparency.

We would be expected to be

informed about a risk that we are expected to
bear.

And that is not practical in a strict

contract sense, because we are not all going to
be, you know, looking at the waivers and signing
contracts.

But being informed about, fully

informed about a risk which we are expected to
take would be another expectation.
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And then I think another line of
argument to take would be to perhaps identify
specific vulnerabilities.

In this case we would

have future generations, and we would need to
lookout for them because they are not here to
speak for themselves.

So that is something that

we would want to set aside specifically.
Another is always the
environment, elements of the environment that we
need to identify and protect because they are not
speaking up for themselves, so that is our
responsibility.
So I think a systematic
conceptual approach like that, while it will not
-- I don't think it needs to engage specifically
and explicitly with different ideas of justice,
can look to certain to certain responsibilities
that we have to identify vulnerabilities and
address those.
If that is any help.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Dr. Muecke, Dr. Archibald, did
you have any further questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Maybe one more.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:
word.

Certainly.
Thank you, last

And this is to Dr. Wiles.
Partially I think this has been

answered, but just in a slightly different
context perhaps.
What are the relative impacts of
media coverage versus community discourse on
relative risk perception?
barrel.

This is a triple-

How can this equation be changed?

And

in terms of nuclear communities, how much can the
acceptance be attributed to benefits versus
discourse, social discourse?

Has there ever been

any studies done on that?
DR. WILES:

Anne Wiles.

There are a number of ways one
can approach this question as well.

First of

all, we know that in terms of information that
people receive media is at the top of the list.
Most people get most of their information from
the media.

However, we also know that people are

somewhat sceptical of the information that they
get from the media, so they don't entirely
believe all of it.
And we do tend to turn to our
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social networks for confirmation of what we
believe to discuss things, and we also evaluate
the channels from which we receive information.
This is part of the amplification of risk
framework as it's been developed.
There are a number of sources of
information and we have access to more of or less
of them or fewer of them, and we also have
greater and lesser trust in some of them.
So all of those factors will play
in, and we're always balancing.

We're always

balancing what we hear.
Now, as Dr. Leiss was saying,
more and more, we turn to sources of and channels
of information that we have pre-selected as
credible to us.

So I may not read a whole

newspaper any more.

I may go directly to the

source of information online that I already know
I agree with, so I'm pre-selecting the
confirmation balance.

Bias is confirmed, if we

can confirm a confirmation.
So I think that's very important.
And we're always looking to others to evaluate
what they think.
There has been some research
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talking about sort of peer effects of risk
perception and the more we spend time with
certain groups of people, the more we will tend
to share their opinions.

So there may be

developments in communities.
On the other hand, we also know
there are splits within communities with
polarization, so it's a dynamic that would need
to be investigated case by case and it would
probably be shifting.
Did you have more to answer?
DR. LEISS:

Just one additional

comment.
This does pertain often to the
field that's known as risk communication which I
and other people have worked in, the attempt to
promote effective dialogues across things such as
expert, non-expert divide and the attempt to make
sure that people have the resources they need to
understand and evaluate risks.
But it -- the social information
-- as Anne suggested, social information and
structure of society is changing rapidly with
respect to the young person's use of media,
basically turning away from all institutionalized
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media to social media networks.
You don't read the newspaper; you
ask your friends.
These are dramatic changes.

The

field, the academic field of risk communication
is struggling now with how to adapt itself to
these new realities.

I mean, I have the latest -

- a book which is the latest collection of
articles, and there are a couple of pieces in
there by researchers who are trying to push the
envelope and try to understand how one might be
able to penetrate the social media network type
of communication, but it's the early stages.
But the changes are dramatic,
very pervasive among young people, so it's
something that one has to be aware of.
MR. ISAACS:

Tom Isaacs, for the

record.
If I could, I'd just like to
address briefly the second question you asked,
this question about the value of acceptance of
benefits versus sort of social discourse and
which one's most effective.
And I would talk about the
acceptance of benefits based again on some
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personal experience more than academic tracks.
I've seen a wide variety of
attempts on benefits and a wide variety of types
that have worked and a wide variety that haven't
worked, and I don't see a particular pattern,
necessarily, that one size fits all.

But one

thing where it seems to have worked very, very
well, and I'll give you one example of it is when
the project is integrated with the community in a
way that they are working in true partnership and
they care about that community, asking that
community what they need or what they want rather
than offering them some large sum of money
because you think you're giving them something
undesirable in terms of a waste facility and this
is a way of paying them off or accepting it,
which goes to this environmental justice
question, is there's a distinction there.
And the example I want to give
you is in Finland.
In the town of Eurajoki, which is
the host community for the repository program,
Posiva, which is the implementing organization,
went to the local community and said, "So what's
of concern to you here about this project?"
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And what the community said is,
"We're not worried about safety or the
environment because" -- and this is a Finnish
cultural thing.

You can't necessarily translate

these things from place to place or country to
country -- "because we know that the people here
have worked on these nuclear activities".
They have nuclear power plants
there as well.

We know that they're raising

their families there.

We know the priority to

protecting public health and safety, environment
is an ingrained part of our culture.

We're not

concerned about that.
What we're concerned about is we
have a senior citizens' home here in our town
that's decrepit and falling down.
And what Posiva did I thought was
brilliant.

Instead of saying, "That's not our

problem", they said, "We have an idea".
And this they actually did.

You

can go see it today.
They said, "We want to rent that
old age home from you for 99 years and we want to
pay you the 99 years of rent up front and you can
go use that money and go build yourself a brand
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new, state of the art senior home.

And when

you're finished and all the seniors have moved
into this new facility, we will move in to the
old facility, renovate it and it'll become our
offices in the town".

And they did that.

Now, that's the kind of thinking
that is not model driven, technical driven.

It's

a commitment to engagement in a way that says
we're in this together for the long haul and
we're not going to do this unless everyone feels
like they're better off as a result.
So that's an example of this
question of how to think about providing
acceptance and benefits versus simply paying
people off.
Thank you.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think that's

the -- it for the Panel's questions.

It was

extremely interesting.
On behalf of the Panel, I would
like to thank the Independent Expert Group.
We will now break for lunch,
reconvening at 2:00 p.m., at which point, just
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for the information of all of you, we will be
going directly to questions from the Saugeen
Ojibway Nations before we proceed with the
remaining presentations.

--- Upon recessing at 12:18 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 18
--- Upon resuming at 2:02 p.m. /
Reprise à 14 h 02

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good afternoon,

everyone, and welcome back to this afternoon's
proceedings.
Before we get on with the first
presentation of the afternoon, we have two
things.
First of all, as I suggested -- I
had mentioned before lunch, we will entertain the
questions from the Saugeen Ojibway Nations.
But before we get to Mr. Monem
and his questions, yesterday, during the question
from registered participants, Mr. Mann referred
to material that is on the record that he
submitted in January relating to the NWMO
adaptive phase management process.
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Dr. Leiss asked, in response to
Mr. Mann's question, for the precise quote from
the NWMO with respect to the siting process in
the Saugeen Shores area.

And the precise quote

is as follows:
"The Municipality of ArranElderslie does not contain
sufficient land areas that
have the potential to meet
the geoscientific site
evaluation factors outlined
in the site selection process
document.

The Town of

Saugeen Shores has very
limited potential to contain
areas that would meet the
geoscientific site evaluation
factors outlined in the site
selection process document."
The context of Mr. Mann's
original question was that the findings of the
NWMO in the Saugeen Shores/Arran-Elderslie area,
therefore, would also indicate that the
geoscientific site at the -- characteristics at
the DGR site would also be unsuitable.
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Dr. Leiss, would you or your
colleagues care to comment on this?
DR. LEISS:

With respect, Madam

Chair, we do not have before us the evidence,
including the geological evidence, pertinent to
those matters, so I think it would be very
inappropriate for us to comment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Leiss.
We will now proceed with Mr.
Monem's questions.
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record, and thank you, Panel, for the indulgence.
I only have a few questions.
This morning, I raised a
hypothetical of an analysis of relative risk
perception of a DGR distant from a large lake.
I'm very reluctant to try to rephrase this
question for a ninth time, so I wonder if we
could ask the expert group, is it reasonable to
assume that the public would perceive a DGR
located far away from a large body of water as
less risky than one located on a large body of
water?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss.
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DR. LEISS:

Yes.

Our method,

which is consistent with the methods of risk
assessment, although qualitative in this case,
requires us to not focus on a single issue, but
to focus on all relevant pathways of harm or
what's sometimes called risk factors.
There are, as you know, a list of
12.
Judgments are made on the basis
of the total risk profile of -- in this case, of
the four options and not on a particular factor,
so it would be impossible for us to speculate on
how a perception of risk by some other person
might priorize that list in such a way that this
became something that could be considered
separately.
We would not, in fact, agree with
that methodologically, so in this case I don't
think any such speculation would be useful.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Leiss.
Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

How can that be

reconciled with the pages of public comments in
the report indicating the public comments about
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concerns of the proximity of this DGR to the
lake?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

I don't see the

issue.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I may, Mr.

Monem, I think Dr. Leiss is -- and correct me if
I'm wrong here, Dr. Leiss -- making the
distinction between acknowledging that there is
widespread concern about the proximity of the DGR
to Lake Huron expressed by many intervenors and
the methodology used by the Independent Expert
Group in their relative risk analysis, which
you've just heard Dr. Leiss explain very clearly
any weighting factor or whatever you might want
to put on it in terms of proximity to a lake in
the opinion of the IEG was not a valid
methodology.
Is that correct, Dr. Leiss?
DR. LEISS:

That is correct.

MR. MONEM:

If you'll allow me

one last attempt at this because it's difficult
to understand how the factor that, to a
layperson, is most connected to the risk
proposition here, and that is proximity to the
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lake, would not factor in to a consideration of
perceived risk.

And it's also difficult to

understand how the Expert Group, holding other
factors equal, couldn't exercise their
professional judgment to give us their
predictions of what this factor -- what influence
this fact would have on the overall perception of
risk.
So maybe if the Expert Group
could just talk a little bit more about that so I
can understand.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

Of course, as you well know, we
did two separate exercises, one on the
qualitative risk comparisons of four management
options and the second specifically requesting an
analysis of risk perceptions by others, by the
public and Aboriginal intervenors, which we also
then did quite separately.
The two aspects of our report are
quite separate.

There's no way to combine them

in which I can speculate on an answer to that
question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem?

I'll move on.
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I'd like to follow up on -- with
the second part of a question posed yesterday by
Dr. Muecke.
Could the IEG comment on the
relevance of the WIPP incident on potential
assessment of relative risk perception?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

William Leiss.

I'll direct that question to Mr.
Isaacs.
MR. ISAACS:

Yesterday, I -- this

is Tom Isaacs, for the record.
Yesterday, I made some comments
about the WIPP circumstance, the two incidents
that occurred, and I suggested at the time that I
thought, while regrettable and maybe avoidable
and have not been fully characterized, that our
assessment of the relative scoring, if you will,
remains unchanged as a result of the incident.
So within the purview of the work that we were
doing, I think it's -- the fact that those
accidents were there doesn't change our view of
the relative risk of the four options.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Isaacs, I
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think Mr. Monem was actually now talking about
perceived risk rather than the relative risk
analysis.
MR. ISAACS:

I would probably

refer back to Dr. Leiss to cover the perceived
risk part of this since he was the lead on that.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

It then appears to me to be
similar instruction -- in structure to the
previous questions.

And as I understand it, to

ask us if we think that others' perception of
what happened at WIPP would affect our evaluation
of these factors which would be included in the
general risk pathway of, what, structural,
mechanical impairment, or...?
I know, I know, but the way in
which we would have categorized accidents.
We can go -- we can go back over
this, but clearly, in our narrative accounts of
the 12 pathways, there are places for
considerations of various types of accidents.
So again, I have to say that our
evaluation of the relative importance of that
within the overall risk assessment framework
would not -- I can't see how it could be impacted
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by others' perceptions of the significance of the
WIPP episode.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Paoli, did

you have anything to add?
DR. PAOLI:

No, not specifically

on that question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem.

Maybe we're having a

miscommunication, but I'm not looking for how
public perception would impact the analysis that
the Expert Group conducted.

I'm asking what

impact the WIPP facility incident would have or
could have on people's perception of the risk of
DGRs.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

That is something that one could
ask.

And I believe in the -- trying to go by

memory now -- in the materials we examined that
would have been raised by intervenors, so that
would be part of the -- I'm just going by memory
now -- but what impact it could have is something
I simply -- I will not speculate on.

I have no

basis for speculating on that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem?

So we can leave this
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here, just the Expert Group is not prepared to
give us any insight on what impact either the
WIPP facility or proximity to water could have on
people's or the public's perception of risk.

Is

that where we leave this?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

William Leiss.

That is correct.
MR. MONEM:

Similar subject

matter, but different question.
It's at least conceivable that
the sorts of events that happened at the WIPP
could have the effect of eroding public trust or
confidence in DGRs.

In the opinion of the Expert

Group, what steps could OPG or CNSC take to
address that matter?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

William Leiss.

I think the question should be
directed to them, Madam Chair.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Ms Swami.

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
If I can maybe paraphrase the
question to ensure that I have it correctly in my
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mind, Mr. Monem is asking what steps OPG should
or would take to help the public with perhaps
heightened awareness or their perceived risk of
an accident in a DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And I think Mr.

Monem was specifically referring to measures and
actions OPG might take regarding potential for
trust issues associated with the DGR as related
to the WIPP incident.
Is that correct, Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Yes.

And I was

actually hoping for some guidance for all of us
from the Expert Group on this matter, too.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami.

Actually, I thought this
morning's discussion provided us some guidance
from the Expert Group on how to build trust,
whether it was as a result of an accident or an
unusual occurrence at another facility or not.
thought that they provided us guidance on how we
should communicate with the -- with the
communities, how we should listen to the
communities.
I know that my team here took a
number of notes.

We will obviously read the

I
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transcripts.

But we found the discussion this

morning was very helpful.
The other comment that I would
make on this is that many of the things that were
discussed are part of the programs that OPG
already has in place.

If we start from the very

beginning of this project, when we worked with
Kincardine, I would call it on a participatory
decision-making process to determine what
technology was appropriate for this site, where
the representative members of the community came,
looked at the various technologies and then
determined that a DGR was appropriate for them.
To me, that's an example of some
of the things that OPG does.
I know we've spent a lot of time
talking about all of the work that was done since
then with community outreach, and I don't think I
need to go back over all of those activities.
That will just take a significant amount of time.
However, if that was of interest to Mr. Monem, we
could certainly do that now or we could do that
off the record just directly with Mr. Monem.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

CNSC, did you have anything to
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add in terms of particularly specific reference
to WIPP and trust issues?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We did, in our submission to the
Panel and in the presentation earlier this week,
indicate the types of review that the CNSC does
of events looking at our regulatory framework and
regulatory requirements and, in the case
specifically of the DGR, looking at whether the
types of events that occurred at WIPP had been
included in the accidents, malfunctions and taken
into consideration in the safety case.
We also indicated that -- at the
request of members of the public and of the Panel
that when the Phase II report from the
Investigation Board becomes available that the
CNSC staff would post on our web site the results
of our assessment and any lessons learned.
And so that's the commitment.
I would also say that the CNSC,
on our web site, when events take place at
licensed facilities or at licensees, those events
are posted on our web site and the information is
provided that is -- make sure people are aware of
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what is happening and the significance of those
events.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss.

I am now prepared to

comment.
I think it is reasonable for
interested parties, including those here present,
to expect OPG to communicate either in person or
through other media their evaluation of the WIPP
situation, their response to it, their
interpretation of the relevance of that activity,
of that -- those occurrences to what they are
planning to do or are doing and what adjustments
they might make, if it appears to be needed, to
their current or future anticipated practices and
to engage in a conversation on those important
issues, as I said, either in person or both in
person and by other means with interested parties
who are concerned about those issues.
Further, I would expect that CNSC
would either participate in those conversations
or oversee them and judge them as to their
adequacy.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Leiss.

Thank you, Dr.
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Mr. Monem.
MR. MONEM:

The IEG was quite

clear that -- and they've been very clear both in
their report and their presentations today that
it did not have sufficient -- the IEG did not
have sufficient data to draw credible conclusions
on relative community acceptance of alternatives.
Could we hear the IEG's opinion
on how we could credibly answer the question of
community acceptance of alternatives, how one
could go about developing credible and reliable
evidence of community acceptance of alternatives?
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

It is, of course, as Mr. Monem is
certainly aware, not the case that we have no
evidence whatsoever.

We specified, I think, in

some detail in our letter to you what that
evidence was.
I believe there is strong aspects
on -- strong evidence on aspects of community
acceptance relevant to your purposes in that
letter and in the databases and reports listed in
that letter.
Our conclusion was narrow.

That

information, which is quite extensive but, in
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some cases, dated, going back a decade, had never
been framed in terms of surveys according to the
four options that we were dealing with, and so
the data did not align with the specific
questions we were asked, although that data in
other context stands on its own as a body of
evidence.
So I think it is not the case
that there's no relevant evidence.

It's that it

simply does not answer that specific question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss, I

believe Mr. Monem also asked, so if you were to
seek adequate information with which to judge
among the four options regarding community
acceptance, would you have some advice to offer
the Panel?
DR. LEISS:

Well, there is always

a possibility of some new and properly
constructed study which would have to be
appropriate with respect to a sample population,
a sample region or territory which could be, you
know, as small or as large as some judgment made
it to be of a relevant population.
Of course, one of the studies
referred to there did have some evidence on a
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different subset of options, not the whole range
of options that we have, and again, that is some
time ago.

So it would be easy, by analogy with

that older report, to construct the idea for a
new one.

It would not necessarily be any

different from that, although judgments have to
be made on scientific grounds about sample size
and methodology and so on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

In slide 16 of the

expert group's presentation there is a comment:
"There is little comparison
of alternatives by
interveners."

(As read)

Is it the opinion of the
Independent Expert Group that the interveners
have had sufficient information about possible
alternatives to make meaningful comparisons?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss...?

William Leiss.

I'm in no position to comment on
that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem...?
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MR. MONEM:

Can we explain then

why this statement is made in the slides?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, can

you point the Panel to the exact slide again,
please.
MR. MONEM:

I'm sorry, it's

slide 16 of today's presentation by the
Independent Expert Group.
says 16 on my copy.

I believe it's 16.

It

It's titled "IEG Responses

to the JRP Charge 1".

The last bullet point is:

"There is little comparison
of alternatives by
interveners."
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

(As read)
Dr. Leiss...?

And his question

was...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I believe, Mr.

Monem, your question was based on Dr. Leiss' most
recent response to you, upon what basis did the
IEG come to this conclusion.

Is that a correct

paraphrase of your question?
MR. MONEM:

Yes.

And,

subsequently, why would that be included if the
IEG has no opinion on the sufficiency of
alternatives information that was available to
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interveners.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

We know that there are some
submissions in which that comparison is done
across all four options.

This Panel heard two of

those yesterday from the Lake Huron Fishing Club
and from Penetangore.

So obviously the record of

submission shows that some people have done this.
My belief is, after a fairly
systematic review using our keyword such
mechanism, that this was relatively rare in the
submissions as a whole.

I believe that to be a

true statement, and so I would stand by that.
On the other hand, I have no
basis of judging, as a generalization, what
information base the set of interveners had.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Leiss.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
We had a very extensive and I
think helpful discussion this morning of how to
reconcile discrepancies between public
perceptions of risk and expert assessments of
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risk based on models.

Both Mr. Isaac and Dr.

Wiles talked about the value of an iterative
engagement process between both regulators and
proponents and the public.
I did not understand this process
as only one of explaining or convincing the
public of the reliability of the models, but also
a subsequent step of understanding and
accommodating the interests and concerns of the
public.
Would the IEG care to comment on
that?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Leiss, I

believe Mr. Monem is asking the IEG to confirm
his understanding of the tenor of some of the
discussions we had this morning.
DR. LEISS:
that is the case.

I certainly believe

I can ask my colleagues who

intervened at those point if they had additional
comments.
Greg, do you...?
DR. PAOLI:

I think I would

appreciate just a slightly shorter question that
I could respond to precisely, because I think I
understand the question, I think I would have a
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response, but if we could just bring it into a
slightly more concise format, please.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem...?

MR. MONEM:

I'll try.

MR. MONEM:

I'll try.

So this process of engagement
between regulators, proponents and the public in
relation to a project, I understood this was not
just explaining the data or explaining the models
and convincing, in the language of the CNSC, it's
not that, but there is a subsequent step which is
to really understand and accommodate the
interests and concerns of the public.
That was no shorter, I apologize.
DR. PAOLI:

Greg Paoli, for the

record.
I think that's a correct
characterization that certainly best practices is
to have a dialogue as opposed to a one-way
interaction.

I think that is fairly well

characterized, and I think that applies that any
number of levels, including at the technical
levels, whether you are sharing information about
values or sharing information about assumptions
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underlying a technical model and even discussing
what should be the valued ecological receptors,
et cetera.

I think all of those are intended to

be two-way discussions and that's my attempt to - if that's not sufficiently clear, I am happy to
go on if the question needs to be clarified
again.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Monem, is

that sufficient?
MR. MONEM:

It is.

And if others

in the expert group want to comment too.

We

heard some very good language from others and it
was just a very helpful thing that I would like
to hear more about.
MR. ISAACS:

Tom Isaacs, for the

record.
So just a few thoughts.

First of

all, I agree with everything that my IEG
colleagues have said so far.
There is a little bit of merging
of two ideas there in my mind; one was, we were
talking about the process of how one conducts a
program, how one engages in general models being
maybe one subset, but I was talking much more
broadly.
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When it came to the question of
modelling, if you recall, I suggested that there
is a continuing -- and we heard a very good
presentation from CNSC that kind of made the
point -- that it's pretty complicated and it's
pretty difficult for people to follow as you get
more and more into the expert realm and I was
suggesting that there are other obligations
beyond simply trying to explain these models to
the public, because I'm not sure they are
interested, frankly.
There are some people who might
be because that's where they go, but a lot of
people want to understand why people think this
is safe.

They want to understand it in a way

that they can relate at the dinner table or they
can relate to their friends or they can disagree
with because they understand what's being
proposed so they have a basis on which to
disagree.
So those are two different
factors and I would maintain both of them are
important; one is the process of engagement, and
one is to put a shorthand on it, you need a
safety case that you can talk to people in a way
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that they also understand why it is you think
what you are proposing makes sense.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Isaacs.
Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:
it at that.

I think I will leave

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

much.

Thank you very

We will now continue with the agenda.

Next on our schedule today are three 30-minute
oral interventions.
As previously explained, the
Panel will direct its questions to each presenter
following each presentation.

The Panel will

consider, time permitting, questions submitted by
registered participants at the end of the day.
I would ask each of the
individuals and groups making oral presentations
this afternoon to remain available until the end
of today's session, if possible, in the event
that we have time available to consider questions
from registered participants.
Our first presentation this
afternoon is on behalf of the Inverhuron
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Committee, Ms McFadzean.

I understand you are

also joined by Ms Palin?
MS McFADZEAN:

I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome, and

the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
INVERHURON COMMITTEE, MARTI MCFADZEAN

MS McFADZEAN:

Thank you.

you very much for hearing us again.

Thank

We probably

look like familiar faces from last year.
Thank you very much.
McFadzean.

I'm Marti

I am speaking to you today as the

Chair of the Inverhuron Committee.

We are an

incorporated group of citizens representing
Inverhuron, a long-established community that is
part of the larger municipality of Kincardine.
As you mentioned, Dr. Swanson, I
wanted to be sure that Dale Palin was introduced,
she is the Secretary Treasurer of our Board, so I
appreciate her helping me out today.
During the Panel hearing held in
September and October last year, the Inverhuron
Committee put forward, in a 30-minute oral and
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written presentation, a series of concerns that
we had regarding Ontario Power Generation's
proposal to construct a deep geologic repository
for low and intermediate level waste at the site
of the Bruce nuclear plant.
With this new opportunity to
speak to the Panel, we have felt the need to
express now our definite opposition to this
project in relation to three items which we hope
to address today.
The first is the applicability of
recent events at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
to the safety case for the DGR.
Also, the relative risk analysis
of alternative means of carrying out the project.
And the third one is the
implications of revisions to the reference waste
inventory.
Several of the concerns that we
expressed last fall included the lack of the
history of best practices in the construction and
the running of a repository, the issue of
containing radioactivity for over 100,000 years,
the possibility of a leak into the groundwater,
atmosphere and eventually the Great Lakes, the
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local politicians claims that the community is a
willing host and, finally, that the proponent had
the intention in the near future to double the
size of the original project to include
decommissioning waste from Ontario's reactors so
that the scope of the project has drastically
changed.
Over the past 12 months, as you
are aware, new information and events have
actually confirmed the concerns we put forward
last year.
We have very much appreciated to
date the effort of the Joint Review Panel to seek
more in-depth information from Ontario Power
Generation on alternate means to store the waste,
alternate sites and the risk assessment relative
the tolerance of the community.
In fact, the community includes
our local citizens as well as the population at
large.
We have found the proponent's
answers to the Information Requests rather
cursory in their approach and in their
conclusions.

Moreover, we have been surprised at

the overt leadership role that the Canadian
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Nuclear Safety Commission has taken relative to
the defence of the project.
We had expressed concern from the
very beginning about the neutrality of the
process and over the period of our interaction
with the Panel we have discerned that Panel
Members have a very good background to this
project and an obvious interest in the
information presented and great insight as to the
pitfalls of this project.
Recently, however, the regulatory
body has intervened directly to defend the
project with their letters to Dr. Frank Greening,
who merely drew attention to the faults in
calculation of the radioactivity in the material
to be included in the burial at the repository.
We have read the exchanges that
have taken place between the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission Staff and Dr. Greening.

It is

ongoing, at times very personal and attacked his
credentials and his position, while still
acknowledging that he was correct in many of his
calculations and that these would be taken into
account in future planning.
At this point the Inverhuron
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Committee would like to add its name to the list
of citizens who have already spoken to you, the
politicians, the environmental and legal groups
who share a concern about the safety of the
proposed repository based on that need for a
history of success with this type of nuclear
waste.
The fire and the radiation leak
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Project in Carlsbad,
New Mexico has confirmed that there is no history
to date of success.
With so many variables in this
repository, it is easy to imagine that many
sources of interaction may release contaminants
into the groundwater or to the atmosphere.

To

date, as you well know and has already been
discussed, there is no explanation for these
accidents.

We really didn't want to go into any

more detail about that because you have heard
from many other people, so we wanted to
concentrate more on our kind of local perception
of things.
When we consider that that
repository was 15 years in operation, we cannot
consider this to be reassuring.

In addition, as
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you know, there is no plan to reopen the
repository and this seems to make a huge
financial commitment by Ontario Power Generation
to a project that we don't have good follow-up.
Ontario Power Generation's
Independent Expert Group, authored by Dr. William
Leiss and his colleagues, was mandated to review
three alternate methods of containing the low and
intermediate level waste, as you are well aware,
that was status quo, two types of aboveground
storage and a deep geologic repository.
In our reading of the independent
expert report, we understand that the three
methods are fairly equally appropriate and
acceptable.

The first two methods appear to be

far less costly, but in reading that report we
felt there was a leaning preference over the long
term for a deep repository.
In fact, I wanted to add at this
time that it was the council in Kincardine, after
visiting some various repository sites that chose
the repository as the preferred method of
storage.
We also heard from many
interveners in September, 2013 that as a society
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we may want to consider future scientific
developments and choose a shorter-term solution
to nuclear waste storage until further
advancements can be made.
The repository may be a long-term
solution, but it also comes with the knowledge
that that waste can never be retrieved in the
future.
When we double the size of the
repository to include more intermediate
radioactive waste, the lack of retrieval becomes
a higher significant factor.
Dr. Peter Ottensmeyer and Dr.
Gordon Edwards made compelling presentations to
the Panel relative to future advancements and
approaches to this huge issue.
Further along we will touch on
the divisions of the responsibility for low,
intermediate and high-level waste relative to
opening up other solutions that may come forward
if this waste were to be regrouped.
We were particularly disappointed
with the information provided by the Independent
Expert Group relative to alternate sites.

Due to

the lack of a thorough analysis of a specific
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alternate site, the Independent Expert Report
left the impression on the reader that they were
in fact leading us back to the Bruce site.
Their analysis of granite rock
was contrary to information that we have received
from one of our Board members who is a highway
engineer and spent her career on highway projects
which gave her a familiarity with rock and
blasting.

Her assessment of the suitability of

the granite rock was, indeed, as the independent
expert report mentioned, it fractures clean, but
this can be an advantage when needing to blast to
such a depth underground.

The rock leaves clean

lines and, therefore, tends not to affect the
surrounding geology.

That caveat left with us

from the Independent Expert Group was that
perhaps if a specific site in granite rock were
to be selected with some care, it would be easier
to analyze the effect of the granite rock and
they indicated that there are some areas that are
more suitable than others.
We really were hoping to be able
to see some of that information.

It leads us to

a confusing conclusion since we had certainly
expected to see a specific site to be able to
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compare and judge.
In addition, if the Independent
Experts' report preference for the Bruce site and
its limestone geology is accepted, then the
nuclear waste management organizations' adaptive
phase management search for a site for the
storage of high-level waste should immediately
eliminate all sites in upper Ontario, along the
Canadian Shield, even though many countries in
fact have chosen a granite site for repositories.
That is very confusing to those
of us who are laypeople trying to grasp this.
Sweden, Finland, Japan, Korea and Switzerland
have all chosen granite sites.
We circle back to one of the
concerns that has been reiterated by several
interveners at the previous hearing, in fact, the
Bruce site may in the end be the location for all
levels of nuclear waste.
On a final note, a recent
geological study by Dr. Chris Smart from the
University of Western Ontario has pinpointed a
mystery escarpment previously unknown in the area
of Kincardine and Amberley under Lake Huron.
This escarpment has been named the Amberley-
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Alpena Escarpment and is known to be a collection
of fragmented fractured rock.
At the June 20, 2014 conference
of the Lake Huron Centre for Coastal
Conservation, Dr. Smart said that this escarpment
is unstable and could have the ability to create
a landslide under the lake with the potential
result of a tsunami at the shore.
He explained to me at the
conference, when I asked about the environmental
assessment for the repository, that he had in
fact written to Ontario Power Generation to share
his knowledge and he received a very noninterested response that this created no problem.
I guess with a little bit of tone
to my voice I would like to say: Is that no
problem, is that an unlikely problem or is it a
mitigated risk?
Our conclusion is that the search
for a repository for low and intermediate level
waste must be combined with the search for a
solution to the high-level waste in a concerted,
linked effort by both the provincial and the
federal governments.
The final report by the
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Independent Expert Group, also authored by Dr.
William Leiss and the three colleagues, on the
tolerance for risk relative to the deep geologic
repository as per public perception used,
unfortunately, the transcripts alone from the
2013 Joint Review Panel.
I have written here to say to you
today, but I need to take that back, no
literature attempt -- no literature search
attempt was made to retrieve other studies.
However, I am very happy to see that Dr. Anne
Wiles has come with the expert group because we
did read her papers on the quantitative analysis
of the perception of risk which gave us a
tremendous amount of data.
We have found other studies
besides Anne Wiles' work, for example, Leonard
Sjöberg and Britt-Marie Drotz Sjöberg wrote a
review of studies in 2009 entitled, "Public Risk
Perception of Nuclear Waste", wherein the purpose
was to investigate in a quantitative manner the
structural equations model of acceptance in their
paper on risk perception and the attitude to
nuclear waste.
The analyses and the conclusions
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in that paper mirror very clearly the same
attitude and process that seems to be evolving
relative to this repository at the Bruce site.
We were also a bit discouraged
that initially our community was left out of the
independent study done quite a few years ago and
was noted in the Hardy Stevenson Report, and
since we were vocal at the last hearing in 2013,
it would have seemed appropriate that the local
community at the very least would have been
engaged in some discussion as to risk perception
and tolerance level.
Since we were not part of that
first independent survey, nor a part of the
second attempt to get feedback, we would just
like to say that at this time we have no
tolerance for risk.
If schools can now do zero
tolerance for bullying, governments and employers
have a zero tolerance for drug use, then surely
we can work starting with a zero risk to our
community.
In a background study -- and I'm
going to quote Anne Wiles where she wrote on Risk
Perception of Nuclear Waste Disposal, she states:
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"An acceptable risk is one
that is deemed to be low
enough that no management is
required to reduce it."
(As read)
We want to try and separate risk
and safety in order that you can understand our
position on risk.

It is very difficult to try

and look at that as a unit, so what we did was we
looked at safety and then we looked at risk and
we tried to simplify safety and risk into
something that was very easy to understand, and
we have a lot of examples that we could have
used.
I reached back in time to the
Ford Pinto on this one, and that car was
produced, manufactured and given a safety record
for that model and make, repair, background
information was kept and the overall safety was
deemed appropriate by independent authorities.
So there is never a risk factor.
In the case, however, of the Ford
Pinto there became a risk factor due to faulty
equipment.

The Ford Pinto may explode when hit

from the back.

Knowing this information and the
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public's tolerance for risk, that product was
taken off the market.

The public does not

operate with a mindset for risk and I don't feel
that we should have to.
In the Independent Expert Report,
the opponents to the repository are maligned
because they gave me their suggestions nor
positive recommendations.

We believed that the

hearing in 2013 was not to hear suggestions, but
to comment on the comprehensiveness of the
environmental assessment.

In spite of that, many

interveners at the hearing made suggestions.
Dr. Rhodes talked about the need
for a higher ground; Dr. Edwards suggested
rolling stewardship; Dr. Ottensmeyer put forward
the latest technology and Dr. Peter Dunker
concluded in his examination of the environmental
assessment done by the proponent, Ontario Power
Generation, that:
"The work does not adhere to
what I consider to be a
robust approach to the
determination of the
significance of residual
adverse effects and the
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methods used include huge
elements of arbitrary and
indefensible professional
judgment."

(As read)

He had suggested that the
proponent look at other kinds of models and this
was not done.
As an aside, it was interesting
for us to note that had the Independent Expert
Group looked at the transcripts they would have
certainly found a community they could have gone
to to get feedback.

That was not done and it

feels to us as if it's a replica of the format
used by Ontario Power Generation.
When our group had the good
fortune to meet at one time with Ontario Power
Generation in June 2013, Mr. Scott Berry was in
attendance.

He asked directly:

"What would

allow you to be able to accept this proposal by
Ontario Power Generation?"

The reply was simple:

"Remove the intermediate level waste from your
plan and regroup it with the high-level waste in
a new study and that would at least bring us to
the table."

His response was quite dismissive,

he informed me that the low and intermediate
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level waste is a provincial jurisdiction and the
high-level waste is a federal jurisdiction and
'never the twain shall meet'.
It would be nice if people could
knock on some doors.
In our original submission at the
September and October 2013 hearing, we alerted
the Panel to the fact that we had concerns that
the Ontario Power Generation would be expanding
the repository in the near future to contain
decommissioning waste.

This issue hovered over

the hearing during the entire time it was in
session.

Questions were asked by interveners and

Panel members.

Finally Dr. Swanson and the Panel

made this an issue for an undertaking, and indeed
Ontario Power Generation has confirmed that the
repository will be expanded to hold an additional
200,000 cubic metres of waste.
This means we now have a new
project for a repository double the size of the
original plan that will require some reporting
and a ruling by the regulatory body.
For those of us who are in the
public venue, this appears to be a sort of baitand-switch model of the repository, certainly not
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something that we would expect from an
organization that is planning to house some of
the most dangerous material to mankind.
Would the residents of the
Municipality of Kincardine be accepting of this
new project?

Did they understand the evolution

of this project when 4,066 of them approved a
permanent solution for the waste management
facility?

And did they realize it would mean the

burial of 400,000 cubic metres of intermediate
and low level waste?
If Mayor Kramer, at the time of
his election, thought the original project
required a referendum, which was never held, then
what about an official voice for a project that
is now double the size?
In fact, we pose a fundamental
question to Ontario Power Generation, the Nuclear
Safety Commission and the Panel, should this
decommissioning waste and the change in the
project be considered part of this proposal?
We have no choice but to leave
the above questions to the ethical and
intellectual discretion of the Joint Review Panel
Members, but with the information that has been
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gleaned over the past few months, we are
surprised at the quantum deal creep that this
project is taking.

It appears at the moment to

have a life of its own.
We want to start our conclusion
with the fact that nuclear waste is a social,
ethical, political and legal issue.

We greatly

respect the work being done by the Joint Review
Panel.

However, in the eyes of regular citizens

such as us, the environmental assessment can only
be one piece of a very large puzzle.
As Dr. Swanson mentioned on day
one of the September 2013 hearings in Kincardine,
the willing host is an essential component of the
acceptance or rejection of Ontario Power
Generation's request to construct a repository.
The only statement that we can
make with certainty is that 4,066 residents from
the Municipality of Kincardine agreed with the
general telephone question on the need for a
permanent solution to the Western Waste
Management Facility.

As you know, that survey

was conducted in January and February, 2005.
Offsetting that poll, we read
from T.R. Lee who writes in, "How Risks are
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Perceived by Society", that short interviews
usually provide only a meagre database, while a
mail-in questionnaire could allow up to 250 more
or so questions of significance.

In fact, T.R.

Lee indicated that people who knew more tended to
be more opposed of the local siting based on the
siting process that has been going on in Sweden.
This position negates the
statements made by the Independent Expert report
panel that interveners who stand in opposition to
the plan for bearing low and intermediate level
waste are not technically astute or
knowledgeable.
There is also an ethical
component to this matter.

Nuclear waste is a

problem for generations from 100,000 years to
whenever.

We have an ethical obligation to

include our society as a whole in order to decide
on the manner with which we will deal with the
waste, its location, its management into the
future.
One small community should not be
willing to accept deciding on an issue in the
same way that it could not decide on other larger
ethical issues.
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We have found from our letterwriting campaign to various federal and
provincial elected officials that very, very few
of them know about this project, understand this
project or understand the timeline and the
decision-making process.
We wanted to give you a sample of
some of the responses that our citizens have had
from their elected representatives.
"It's a federal decision."
not in my portfolio."

They heard,

Then we heard, "It's

Then we heard, "No, it's a

provincial body under the jurisdiction of the
Ontario government."
One elected politician from the
Hamilton-Ancaster area wrote to us, "Well, at
least it's not nuclear waste."

Another one wrote

to us and said, "You are overreacting, it's only
mops and brooms."
That has been of great concern to
us because, as you know, you will be writing a
very comprehensive report which will go to
political people for them to make decisions.
Many of our residents have tried
to write to all of their political
representatives so that more information is known
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about this so that when the critical time comes
there will be some decision-making with
knowledge.
As far as, there has been
political intervention, as you well know, on both
sides of the border.

We had a long conversation

with Mr. Brian Masse, who is the federal member
from Windsor West and the Official Opposition for
the Great Lakes in Canada and he has actually
taken a stand on this and he held a news
conference on May 27, 2014 to prepare a motion to
go before the House.
He assigned his assistants to do
a lot of research on this.

We were not at all

involved in giving him information.

We certainly

appreciate the amount of knowledge that he has
gleaned and we appreciate the initiative that he
has taken.
We have just put up here on the
slide the motion M-515 that he has prepared to go
before the House and if anyone would like any
more information on that we would be happy to
help.
Where am I here?
MS PALIN:

Okay.

Thirty-two.
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MS McFADZEAN:

Okay.

Mr. Masse will present this
petition that we are showing on the slide now.
It is part of the process, you must place a
petition on the table to show there are people
who are concerned about an issue and then you
present a motion for the House to consider.
However, in the political sphere
we have had many jurisdictions that upon having
given the information, as you know from Stop the
Great Lakes Dump project, they have passed
resolutions to this project and have received
70,000 individual signatures on their petition.
Michigan elected politicians who
have taken the strongest stands and have besieged
the International Joint Commission to be
involved.

The Michigan Senate has created a new

entity, the Great Lakes Commission, to oversee
all issues relative to the joint use of the Great
Lakes waters.
The last piece of the puzzle is
the legal issue and we know from reading about
Justice Russell's ruling to halt the Darlington
new build was partially based on the fact that
there is no plan for the waste, as well as some
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criticism of the environmental assessment process
and its lack of clarity.
It has been our goal today to
share with you some of the study and information
gathering we have done on the three topics that
we chose to speak on.

We want to reiterate that

our presentation today expresses concerns only on
those issues, but we have others that are in the
wings of this presentation that are equally
concerning to us and unresolved.
I would just like to finish with
a quote from Genevieve Fuji Johnson,
"Deliberative Democracy for the Future:
of Nuclear Waste Management".

The Case

She talks about

this issue as:
"...one that gives such
potential impacts on the
moral freedom and equality
for existing and future
generations.

Policies should

reflect decision-making
standards beyond those of
economic efficiency and
technical safety; they should
reflect the imperatives of
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social justice and democratic
legitimacy, both now and in
the future."

(As read)

We are asking the Joint Review
Member Panels to do just that.
Thank you.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms McFadzean.
Panel Members, do we have any
questions?

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

My question is to

CNSC.
The Inverhuron Committee in its
written submission states that the repository
expansion will only require a report and ruling
by CNSC.

Could you elaborate upon the process

that would be involved?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The application in front of the
Commission is for the proposal as it is now.

Any

repository expansion that would go beyond the
application currently in front of the Panel would
require an application for an amendment and would
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trigger public hearings and likely an
environmental assessment either under the Nuclear
Safety and Control Act or under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, depending on the
project and the legislation at the time.
So it would not be simply by
writing a letter and the response back, so there
would be a full process to consider an
application for an expansion.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
Another thing just mentioned was
retrieval, and this is a question to CNSC for
clarification for the Panel.

Could you inform

the Panel about the apparently legislated policy
of planned retrieval for subsurface nuclear waste
which has been in place in France?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will ask Dr. Son Nguyen to
speak to the policies and the legislation in
France.

As we mentioned last year, Dr. Nguyen is

involved in several international research
projects, some of them are with the French
technical group looking at repository safety.
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DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record, Geoscience Specialist with the CNSC.
The situation in France is that
ANDRA is the organization responsible for the
future disposal of both high-level waste and
intermediate long-lived waste in the facility at
the Metz-Utmar Region in France near the German
border.

The waste would be co-disposed in the

same DGR, but they would be in different panels
of the DGR, so they are separated in the same
DGR.
The French law of 1991 with
respect to radioactive waste to be disposed there
requires that ANDRA look at reversibility, had to
take into account reversibility, so that the
waste would be accessible and retrievable for at
least 100 years, but it also requires the French
ANDRA to look at the other aspects of being
retrieval for too long that could influence on
long-term safety and also on the requirements for
safeguards.

So it shouldn't be too long past 300

years.
So ANDRA proposes 100 to 300
years' timeframe, so that retrievability is still
possible.

Beyond 300 years, if you leave the
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rooms, the galleries and the shaft open, it could
impact the long-term safety and safeguard
requirements, as I just mentioned before.
So they propose a progressive way
to close the facility starting from the rooms
where all the waste would have already finished
being in place, towards the galleries and the
commons area, and finally the shaft, so it is
more and more difficult when time goes by to
retrieve the material.

It would still be

possible, but it is much more difficult.
So in order to take into account
those requirements for retrievability in that
period of time for 100 to 300 years, ANDRA has to
do research and they have to make the design
compatible with those requirements.
For example, the containers have
to be strong enough so that you could take them
out of the room and there would be demonstration
projects as well in order to -- sometimes they
fill a gallery and then they actually show that
you can take materials out of the facility.
There are other things that you
have to take into account as well in order to
fulfil those retrievability requirements, for
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example, the way to emplace the waste, the
geometry of the galleries, many other factors
that have to be taken into account in order to
meet those requirements for retrievability.
You also need to have a
monitoring program in order to determine whether
retrieval is necessary or not.

So those are the

main points from the retrievability requirements
from the French law.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you very

much for that.
But just so I don't get it wrong
in my head here, this applies to intermediate and
high level?

Do the French differentiate between

short-lived and long-lived intermediate level
waste?
DR. NGUYEN:

I believe so.

It

applies for high-level waste and long-lived
intermediate level waste.

So the French consider

co-disposal, too, but in separate panels.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

did you have any questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
one for the presenter.

Yes, I have
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I was interested in your slide
number 10 presentation where you made the
statement:
"If you accept the IEG's
preference for the DGR..."
(As read)
What I would do is ask the IEG if
you would like to comment on this statement.
DR. LEISS:

As you know,

Dr. Archibald, we were not asked to do a
preference ranking and we did not do so.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

A second

question, this is based upon page 9 of your
written submission and I believe at least on one
of the slides that you had presented for the
revised waste inventory you state that:
"The expanded repository will
hold an additional 200,000
cubic metres of intermediate
level waste."

(As read)

Is this a correct statement?
MS McFADZEAN:

Actually, when I

started today I took out the intermediate because
I hadn't had a chance to ask a little more about
it, so on the slides today I just called it
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nuclear waste.

I wanted to get a little bit more

information, I didn't want to mislead you.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would you

stand by the intermediate level waste as 200,000
cubic metres though?
MS McFADZEAN:

Not until I've had

a chance to talk to OPG, but I will definitely
pose that question.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Okay.

Allow

me.
MS McFADZEAN:

Okay.

--- Laughter / Rires
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would OPG and

CNSC like to comment, please?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The expansion is for low and
intermediate level waste and we are going to be
talking about the proposed expansion if it was to
occur in the future.

We are going to be talking

about the decommissioning waste items next week
and we will get into a lot more detail of what
that means.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
reconfirmation from CNSC, please.

And a
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Ms Klassen will address that.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen

speaking, for the record.
The information provided on that
possible future expansion indicates 200,000
emplaced volume of low and intermediate level
waste from decommissioning activities.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Ms McFadzean.
MS McFADZEAN:

Thank you for your

time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now be

proceeding to our next 30-minute oral
presentation, which will be from Glen Sutton,
which is PMD 14-P1.44.
--- Pause

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
GLEN SUTTON

MR. SUTTON:

Good afternoon.

May
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I proceed now?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes you may,

Mr. Sutton.
MR. SUTTON:

Thank you.

And I

will stay here until the end of the afternoon.
What time will you be meeting until, 4:00 or 5:00
or what, to answer questions; roughly, best
estimate?
--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

You are hearing

amusement because that has turned out to be
rather difficult to predict, but it looks
reasonably likely that we will be able to adjourn
relatively close to the 5:00 p.m.
MR. SUTTON:

Very good.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I wouldn't

guarantee it.
MR. SUTTON:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Chair, Members of the
JRP for letting me appear again.

I appreciate

your inviting me back here again.
I timed my presentation, it takes
12 to 14 minutes to go through it, so after it's
over I will answer questions from yourself and/or
the public as appropriate.
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Please find below my written
submission and support of an oral intervention
for the proposed long-term underground storage of
LLW and ILW nuclear waste in an underground DRG
facility at OPG's Western Waste Management
Facility at the Bruce nuclear site in the
Municipality of Kincardine.
This submission is for the
additional public hearing days per the amended
public hearing procedure dated June 3 of this
year.
These are my comments for the
three subjects that the Joint Review Panel
requested additional comments on as follows:
No. 1, Response to Information
Request EIS-13-515.
This text covers the review by
CNSC staff of both the WIPP fire event and the
WIPP contaminant release event.

Based on my

reading of their text, the summary of both events
to date is consistent with my understanding of
these events.

The WIPP analysis was based on the

information posted on the Department of Energy
website devoted to those events.
www.wipp.energy.gov/pr/nr/htm.

The website is
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a) With respect to the WIPP fire
event, the conclusion for this fire event review
by CNSC Staff was:
"CNSC staff have presented
information on the results of
their overall assessment of
OPG's EIS and licence
application in PMDs 13-P1.3
and 13 P1.2 respectively....
CNSC staff remains satisfied
that OPG has adequately
assessed the impacts of fire
and other accidents and
malfunctions, and that
radiological releases would
not result in significant
impacts to workers, the
public and the environment.
CNSC staff also concludes
that the control measures and
mitigations identified are
appropriate to prevent or
reduce the likelihood of such
events.

The WIPP events do

not affect CNSC's assessment
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that the DGR is not likely to
cause significant adverse
effects to workers, the
public or the environment
with the proposed
mitigations. Nor do the
events affect staff's
assessment of the licence
application and the
conclusion that OPG is
qualified to carry on the
activity of site preparation
and construction requested by
the application, and that
adequate provisions will be
in place for the protection
of the environment, the
health and safety of persons
and the maintenance of
national security."
I agree with that conclusion.
One suggestion that I have is
that electric-powered vehicles be used instead of
diesel-fuelled vehicles underground as much as
possible.

This would reduce the fire combustible
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inventory underground.

Could this be evaluated?

I'll just depart from my prepared
text for a second.

The reason I put this in here

as a submission was that about 10 years ago eight
county councillors from Bruce County were invited
to a day's tour in the Town of Goderich.

In the

morning we went through the Volvo grader plant
and after lunch we spent about three hours
underground in the salt mine under Lake Huron.
Some of the vehicles that we were in were
electric-powered, but the big pieces of
construction equipment were powered by diesel and
a lot of the drilling equipment was powered by
compressed gas, so there may be, with advances in
battery technology -- to have more of the
equipment fuelled or powered by electrical
batteries than with diesel would reduce the
loading of the diesel fuel.
Moving on to the WIPP contaminant
release event, highlights of the CNSC staff
review on page 14 are, a):
"OPG's control measures and
mitigations closely reflect
the ones described for the
WIPP facility, with the
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exception of the availability
of HEPA filters on the air
exhaust system which are not
planned in the DGR."
b):
"CNSC staff has completed a
preliminary examination of
the causes identified in the
Phase 1 investigation report
and has made preliminary
comments on relevance to the
DGR project.

This

information is summarized in
Table 2 of this response.
Additional information is
expected in the Phase 2
report which will include
information addressing issues
like the mechanism for the
TRU waste container breach.
Should OPG be issued a
licence, CNSC staff will
verify the application of
OPEX, in particular OPG's
assessment and application of
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the various lessons learned
from the WIPP contaminant
release event to the DGR
project."
I concur with these conclusions.
As a retired nuclear engineer, the use of OPEX,
which is short for operating experience,
information is a very effective tool for
obtaining up-to-date information on national and
international nuclear experience.
As an aside from my prepared
text, it was part of our mandate as engineers
working on nuclear facilities that when we
started into a job or a project we always had to
go and check OPEX for information just to check
about lessons learned and best practices out
there in the world and try and take this
experience and weave it into whatever we were
working on at that time.
In brackets I also put, "the WIPP
Events were discussed at the Waste Management
Symposia 2014, see section 4 below."
No. 2, are the consolidated
responses to the JRP's information request
packages 12, 12a, 12b, 13, and clarifications to
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IRs EIS-12-513, EIS-12b-512 and EIS-12b-513 for
DGR project for low and intermediate level waste
Under 2.1 are OPG's responses to
JRP information request packages 12 through 13.
On page 30 of this section, the
following statement appears:
"The initial rooms of Panel 1
could remain available for
rail-based wastes and the
remainder of the repository
filled to minimize the time
emplacement rooms remain open
(i.e. starting in Panel 1)."
Please note for the information
of the Joint Review Panel that the local railway
or rail system to the Bruce site, including Port
Elgin and Kincardine, was closed and removed by a
CTC, Canadian Transport Commission, order in the
late 1980's approximately. That closure was not
well received by the local population and
business community.

I did attend the CTC

hearings in Hanover in my role as a Town of
Kincardine Councillor and a member of the
industrial committee.
One question I just have, since
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this mentions it's available "for rail-based
waste", is are there plans to reinstall the
railway tracks to the Bruce site to ship waste
via rail to the Bruce site?
2.2 Attachment A to OPG's
Response to IR-EIS-12-510.
In Table A-1: Summary of Residual
Adverse Effects and Their Significance, for all
nine residual adverse effects reanalyzed they
were all classified again as no significant
effects.
2.3 Enclosure to OPG's Response
to IR-EIS-12-511.
In the executive summary on page
34, the following text appears:
"In March 2011 NWMO issued a
Geoscience Verification Plan
that outlined a framework for
verification activities to be
performed during the
underground construction of
the DGR.

This report has

been revised to provide a
more detailed description of
various aspects of the 2011
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plan.

There will be two

inter-related sets of
verification activities:
1. Investigations and
monitoring activities that
will be performed to verify
assumptions and geotechnical
data used in the geotechnical
design of the two shafts and
the underground repository;
and
2. Investigations and
monitoring activities to
verify assumptions and
geoscience data used in
analyses to support the DGR
Safety Case.

In particular

data will be gathered to
confirm that the host Cobourg
Formation and the overlying
rock formations will act as a
long-term barrier to contain
and isolate the [low and
intermediate level waste].
Verification activities will
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generally be completed during
the construction phase.

The

results of these
investigations and monitoring
activities will be used to
support a future application
for an operating license.

In

certain circumstances long
term demonstration
experiments that are
initiated during construction
phase will continue into the
operation phase."
This approach appears reasonable
to verify any assumptions made on actual data
obtained during the construction phase.
Additionally, on page 153, the
following text appears:
"At the location of the two
shafts on the repository
level is the Services Area,
which includes a Refuge and
Lunchroom.

Geoscience Room,

Main Level Sump, Maintenance
Shop, Service Garage, Diesel
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Fuel Bay, Explosives Storage
and Cap Magazine (the latter
two facilities will only be
used during construction)."
The diesel fuel bay listed here
would be where diesel fuel would be stored to
refill diesel powered vehicles.

As I commented

before, if electric vehicles were used, could the
diesel fuel bay be converted to a battery
recharging station; or if the number of
diesel-powered vehicles used were reduced, the
volume of diesel fuel stored could be reduced.
This would reduce the diesel fuel inventory.
On page 145, the following text
appears:
"The widths of rock pillars
between emplacement rooms
have been established to be
twice the effective width of
the two adjacent emplacement
rooms.

It is expected that

vertical stresses in the
centre of these thick pillars
will be well below the
compressive strength of the
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Cobourg Formation limestone."
This design feature is one of
several items that will ensure that the DGR will
withstand underground stresses.
On pages 145 and 146, the
geotechnical design will be monitored and revised
as needed using the observational method, during
construction.

Rock behaviour is monitored during

construction by instrumentation.

The new data is

used to review the rock behaviour model
prediction.
required.

Design changes are then made as
I concur that the observational method

is an effective method to review the original
design during the construction phase of earth or
rock structures.
2.4 is Attachment A to OPG's
Response to IR-EIS-12-512.
This section reviews the plan to
expand the volume of waste from 200,000 cubic
meters to 400,000 cubic meters, either new
operational and refurbishment activities or
decommissioning activities.

This was always

anticipated and is included in the hosting
agreement with the Municipality of Kincardine.
In section 5, "Conclusions" it
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states, "The information shows that expansion of
the DGR to accommodate [low and intermediate
level waste] arising from decommissioning
activities could be achieved without major
changes to DGR facility infrastructure or safety
case", to which I concur.
A suggestion I have for use of
the rock excavated from the DGR -- this is only
during initial construction, not later when it's
in service and expanded -- is to use it, if
appropriate, for constructing harbour walls or
groins in Lake Huron.

This of course would

require negotiation with local municipalities and
higher levels of government, as required.
Harbours could be expanded and also shoreline
erosion reduced.
One of the problems we have on
the Great Lakes is shoreline erosion and the
levels of the lake.
2.5 Enclosures to OPG's Response
to IR-EIS-12-513.
This section is a detailed look
at four options to store LLW and ILW.

Two

surface storage options: the WWMF status quo
option and an enhanced and hardened surface
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storage option.

Then, two deep geological

repository options: the Bruce site DGR and a
hypothetical Canadian Shield DGR.
Of note is a statement on page
207:
"An Internet search carried
out on 4 March 2014 returned
no results for the search
phrase `hardened surface
storage for low- and
intermediate-level
radioactive waste,' but did
return some results for a
concept known as `hardened
on-site storage (HOSS)'."
It is clarified later that:
"And the supplementary
information in this document,
including the reference to
`irradiated fuel', further
supports the view that most
discussion of HOSS is related
to high-level waste...and is
part of a more general
argument advocating the
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retention of HLW at reactor
sites, rather than moving
them to a DGR in the near
term, in order to avoid
perceived risks associated
with the transport of HLW
over long distances."
In Reference No. 1, I provided to
the panel an attachment to my presentation,
mention is made of EC or the European Communities
Directive 2001/70/EURATOM.

In Reference No. 2, I

have listed a document or PowerPoint that gives
more details on this directive.
Appendix No. 1 contains actual
text of the European Communities Directive
2001/70/EURATOM that I found on the Internet.
Here is slide No. 12 from the
PowerPoint called "European Nuclear Energy Law in
a Process of Change, Institute for Energy and
Mining Law, Ruhr University, Bochum, Germany":
"Long-lived low and
intermediate level waste
(LILW-LL): This waste also
produces negligible thermal
power but has a concentration
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of long half-life
radionuclides above the limit
for classification as shortlived waste."
I have bolded this sentence,
"Disposal would normally not take place in
near-surface, but in deeper repositories."
"Disposal would normally not take
place in near-surface, but in deeper
repositories."

I'm just repeating that because I

think that's the key finding that I've covered in
my research.
On page 208, with respect to
"Enhanced Surface Storage", quote:
"In general the enhanced
option would seek to double
the operating life of both
the buildings and the waste
containers, from the >50 year
assumed lifespan in the
'Status Quo' option to a 100
year life, thereafter
replacing all of them during
each 100 year period. The LLW
(at half the volume after
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volume reduction) would be
transferred to more robust
containers, emplaced in more
robust buildings, for a total
period of 300 years, after
which it could be moved to
landfill.

The ILW would be

transferred to more robust in
ground and above ground
storage containers, which
would also have to be less
frequently extracted and reemplaced, on a 100 year
cycle, continued
indefinitely."
It appears that it may be very
expensive to keep extracting and re-emplacing ILW
every 100 years.

Also, there would be a cost to

reduce the volume of LLW and place it in new
containers.
costed.

This option should be carefully

My opinion is to deal once with both the

LLW and ILW and place it in the Bruce DGR.
On page 211, the issue of solid
phase transport is eliminated as, and this is a
key finding, I think:
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"There is no reason to
differentiate between the
Granite DGR and the Bruce DGR
in this access aspect -- the
transport of radionuclides in
the solid phase -- and
therefore solid phase
transport will not be
addressed further."
But with respect to aqueous phase
transport as opposed to solid phase transport the
quote here says:
"However, when it comes to
the potential for transport
to the surface in the aqueous
phase, there are differences
between the Granite DGR and
the Bruce DGR.

All granite

bodies in the Canadian Shield
are known to be naturally
fractured, and the details of
the disposition, extent,
connectivity, and aperture
(opening size) of these
fractures are uncertain and
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no amount of investigation
can reduce the uncertainty to
zero. The sediments around
and above the Bruce DGR have
been determined by the site
investigation carried out to
date to be not only of
exceedingly low permeability,
but largely unfractured, such
that there is no evidence of
significant groundwater flow
flux through the repository
horizon for millions of
years."
On the bottom of page 211,
gaseous phase transport is addressed. The
radionuclide of interest here is Carbon-14.
On page 213, we find:
"From a hydrogeological
standpoint, the Bruce DGR
site at the repository depth
has been characterized by the
geological and geotechnical
studies carried out over the
last decade as being
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stagnant, with the age of the
groundwater being in the tens
to hundreds of millions of
years; essentially, the water
at the repository level is
not moving."
That is a very significant
finding and a very significant statement.
Another quote goes on to state
here:
"However, the most important
difference between the Bruce
DGR and a hypothetical
Granite DGR in the Canadian
Shield is that there is a
certainty of the existence of
natural fractures in the
igneous (granite) rock mass,
whereas it seems almost
certain, based on the site
investigations to date, that
the strata around and above
the Bruce DGR are either
unfractured or extremely
lightly fractured, with the
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fractures likely to be closed
or of low aperture."
On page 216, with respect to
seismic risks for both alternatives:
"In both cases, the seismic
risks are exceedingly low,
and it is not possible to
differentiate between the
proposed Bruce DGR and any
suitable Granite DGR site
anywhere within the Canadian
Shield in Ontario."
Finally, on page 223:
"The long term risks of
escape of significant amounts
or high concentrations of
radionuclides at either a
properly designed Granite DGR
site or the Bruce DGR site
are extremely low; in both
cases there are many natural
barriers and processes that
attenuate, retard or dilute
dissolved or gaseous species
that might be available for
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transport to the biosphere."
My comments re section 3,
Qualitative Relative Risk Comparison of Four
Options, and section 4, Results and Observations
for the Qualitative Risk Comparison, are very
brief to allow me to keep within time allocation,
but I'm going to depart from my prepared
presentation for a few seconds.
In addition to being an engineer,
I also am a member of the Project Management
Institute and have my PMP, Project Management
Professional.

Part of that training is due to

risk analysis and risk assessment, and the best
book is a book called "Introduction to Risk
Analysis" by Rita Mulcahy, as a standard in the
industry.

Although it's for technical people, I

think some of those principles can be applied to
the cases that are being presented by OPG to the
Joint Review Panel.
Going back to my prepared
presentation, all graphs in section 3 should have
a numerical logarithmic scale on the X and Y
axes, e.g. 10 to the plus 2, 10 to the plus 3, et
cetera.
I will depart from my prepared
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text again.

They went from a set of label graphs

with the numbers on there to a set of graphs with
literally figures on there or whatever.

Maybe

they put them both on there, but I think we've
got to have the numbers on the X and Y axes.
Also, any tables should have the
actual numerical value included, and 10 to the
minus 10 and 10 to the minus 12 was almost
totally incredible, I mean just to put it into
perspective.
In Section 4, on page 251, we
find:
"...there are two fundamental
issues among the options that
were ascertained to be of the
greatest consequence in the
assessment: (a) the
implications of indefinite
surface storage versus
permanent disposal in a [DGR]
for the long term; and (b)
the implications of choosing
a granite repository site for
geologic disposal at some
distance away from the
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current waste management
storage location, rather than
in the sedimentary rock
Cobourg formation located
adjacent to the current
storage site, for the
wastes."
On page 252, based on reviewing
climate change and glaciation, inadvertent
intrusion, and malevolent acts, it's underlined
here, "repository options are preferred over both
surface storage options."
I will step away from my prepared
text.

I went to the Bruce Country Museum in

South Hampton and there's a display in there
about geology.

We had our recent ice age about

25,000 to 35,000 years ago.

There's another one

coming on in another 20,000, 30,000 years.
coming.

It's

We don't know when it's going to come,

but it's in a short time period.

In my opinion,

I think it's safer to locate this waste below the
surface of the earth so it is not going to be
scraped away than to leave it on the top and have
it damaged or pushed around.
Going back to my presentation,
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they do quote here:
"The additional step of
moving the wastes off of the
Bruce site, where the wastes
are presently processed and
stored, requires
substantially more handling
and more miles of waste
transportation.

Longer

distances will increase the
risk of more conventional
transportation accidents."
2.6 Enclosures to OPG's Response
to IR-EIS-12-513 Clarifications.
In Section 2, the IEG has
summarized the Background Study on the Risk
Perception of Nuclear Waste Disposal.
In Sections 3 and 4, the IEG has
documented how the responses from the other
interveners compare to the responses from the
Aboriginal communities.
I have to depart from my -- when
I was mayor, several from our council or nuclear
waste steering committee and OPG went up to visit
the Saugeen Nations.

I believe at the time it
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was Chief Ralph Akiwenzie, who I believe has
passed away, but we did give our presentation to
Ralph and his council at the time.
"The Independent Expert Group
finds that it cannot provide
the Panel with a score
reflecting public perception
or acceptance of the risk of
the four options."
Appendix A contains the actual
Risk Perception Background Study, which appears
to be quite comprehensive in its scope.

It was

very comprehensive.
2.7 Enclosures to OPG's Response
to IR-EIS-12b-513.
The plots have been modified to
"clarify that the likelihood and consequence
dimensions are of a logarithmic nature such that
the likelihood and consequences, if quantified,
would span many orders of magnitude".

That was

good.
2.8 Attachment A to OPG's
Response to IR-EIS-13-514.
This report analyzes the
post-closure safety implications based on revised
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pressure tube inventories.
In section 5, Conclusions, it
states that calculations demonstrate that the
revised inventory has very little effect on the
calculated effective dose.
2.9, attachment B to OPG response
to IR-EIS 13-514, the report analyzes the preclosure safety implications and states as
follows.
I am going to keep moving on
here.

2.10, the Waste Inventory Verification

Plan determines the radioactive activity to be
placed in the DGR, covers next several years
leading to application for an operating licence.
I am going to skip 2.8.
Number 3, proponent and
government participants.

An email to interested

parties July 14, the registry internet site
document was given for the list of proponents and
the documents from the government.
I have reviewed all the documents
and am in general agreement with them, but I have
one question.

The Environment Canada

recommendation 38 stated, "ES recommends any
waste rock not be used or disposed outside of the
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boundaries of the SWMP collection system."
With respect to my comments above
in section 2.4 about using excavated rock from
the DGR, could it be use in harbours or groins in
Lake Huron?
Waste Management Symposium.

I

want to go to the next page with reference to my
comments about enclosures to OPG response to 12513.
I would like to refer the GRP to
several sessions held at the 2011/2012 Waste
Management Symposium.

These symposium sessions

reference community acceptance and community
communication issues.
a) 2011, all these are on the
internet, Waste Management Symposium session 9,
communication of technical issues.

Session 24,

engaging citizens, lessons learned from around
the world.

Session 85, the citizen's voice

impacting the nuclear renaissance.
b) 2012, Waste Management
Symposium session 27, communicating waste
management issues using innovation strategies
today is changing landscapes.
And finally, 28, the stakeholder
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voice involvement on issues impacting nuclear
progress worldwide.
Summary and recommendation.

I,

as before in my previous letters and submissions,
again concur with the conclusion that the DGR is
not likely to result in any significant adverse
residual effects to human health and the
environment.
Six provincial or government
agencies, CNSC and so on, have submitted detailed
responses recommending approval, some with
conditions, of OPG's environmental assessment.
In summary, as before, for
additional reasons and new references presented
above I would again urge the GRP to accept and
approve OPG's environmental assessment for OPG's
application to prepare a site to construct a deep
geological repository for low and intermediatelevel waste.
Further, the GRP will the allow
the DGR project, as proposed, to proceed on to
the next steps in the process.
And finally, I would wish an
opportunity to make written closing remarks as
appropriate at a later date.
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Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Sutton.
Panel members, do we have
questions?
Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:

My question is to

CNSC arising out of Mr. Sutton's written
submission.

Mr. Sutton quotes Euratom

proceedings that show that all member countries
differentiate between short-lift low-level and
intermediate-level and long-lift low-level and
intermediate-level waste.
None of the members use DGRs for
short-lift low-level, intermediate-level waste.
Has CNSC considered the adoption
of a similar concept?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
My understanding would be
differences in national policies in relation to
nuclear waste.

In Canada the federal government

has taken responsibility for used fuel waste, and
the policy states that the waste owners, OPG and
others, are responsible for low and intermediate-
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level waste.
So with those policy framework in
place it would be not something that we would
consider in terms of adopting waste
characterization that would align with what is
being done in a lot of countries where the
national government takes responsibility for all
waste.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps I didn't

make myself completely understood, Dr. Thompson.
We are not talking about highlevel waste here.

This is the differentiation

between short-lift low-level and intermediate
level, and long-lift low-level, intermediate
level.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will hopefully better respond
to your question, and if that is insufficient, I
would ask that we can come back after
consultation with my colleagues back in the
office.
Last year during the hearings Mr.
Howard described the framework in place for
categorizing waste and talked about the Canadian
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Standards Association standard on radioactive
waste.

That standard has definitions of

different categories of radioactive waste that
has been adopted in Canada.

The way the

licensees manage their waste within those
categories

depends on the processes they

have in place.
Our responsibility is to make
sure that from a regulatory point of view that
their waste characterization, the way they handle
waste, is safe for workers and members of the
public and meets the standards of storage that
they have in place right now.
But the categorization of waste
is now embedded in the CSA standard.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Dr.

Thompson, I think what the Panel would appreciate
is absolute clarity that there is no CNSC
requirement regulation regarding how you would
categorize low-level waste any further than has
already been done by the CSA, and then similarly
what I have just said would apply to
intermediate-level waste.

Is that correct?

DR.. NGUYEN:
the record.

Patsy Thompson, for
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That is correct.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I have a somewhat

hypothetical question to OPG, if you allow me.
If such separation was possible
or mandated for all new waste, including
decommissioning waste, what would be the volume
reduction in waste currently designated for the
DGR and the expanded DGR?
I don't expect you to come up
with an immediate number, but if at some stage
during this hearing perhaps you could come up
with a back-of-the-envelope estimate?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Ms Swami?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
If this was a possibility, I am
not sure that we could actually calculate what
that would do to us even in the course of this
hearing on the back of an envelope.

It would

take sometime to sort of think through what the
characterization of all the waste would be, how
we would do that separation to come up with a
percentage reduction in volume.
I think our process right now
that we have in place is to look at ways of
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minimizing the waste, if you would, at the lowlevel short-lived waste so that it doesn't enter
the waste stream at all.

So we are looking more

at how can we prevent generation of waste or take
a stream of waste and divert it and make it a
clean source of waste.
So there is other processes that
we are looking at right now that will be intended
to reduce the total volume of waste to be stored.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald?
Based upon Mr.

Sutton's submission, I have two questions for
OPG.
He has stated a preference to
reduce the potential for diesel-fuelled fire
events.

This is based upon the WIPP even that

occurred in February.
My question to OPG is are
instances of underground fires with vehicles
predominantly related to diesel units or are they
also possible with electric or other power
sourced vehicle types?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Historically, there really isn't
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a large differentiation between that of diesel
equipment and that of electrical, specifically in
past use of electrical battery cells there has
been a history of those overheating and actually
creating fires.

Although the new technology

around with lithium batteries and so on has
improved that somewhat.
I would also like to point out
that the railcars that are proposed for transport
from surface at the waste package receiving
building down to the repository level and into
some of those rail access rooms are actually
electrical.

We are planning to have electric

rail carts for those for the construction.
And for the movement of waste
using forklifts and the large forklift, currently
they are being proposed as diesel.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
number 2 then.

Question

Has any consideration in

recognition of the underground vehicle fire event
at the WIPP been made for adopting alternate
transport technologies?
And by that I mean possible
battery, electric, trailing cable, even fuel cell
technologies, to deviate away from diesel?
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MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Again, we have considered
electric vehicles and we have actually moved away
from trailing cable rail cart considerations to
battery.

One, because of the concerns with

having the voltage and carrying high voltage
along the trailing cables.

So we have made that

change already.
We looked at the consideration
for diesel.

We have a very small fleet,

specifically during the operations phase, and at
this time we feel confident that the use of the
vehicles and the current practice that has been
demonstrated at Western over the last 40 years
using similar type equipment has a very strong
proven record, and we have all the confidence
that we would be able to maintain such a record
in the DGR.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Sutton, you

mentioned in your submission that you were
suggesting the use of waste rock from the DGR for
harbour groins was it?

And what was the other
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purpose?
MR. SUTTON:

Just building

harbours, you know, out in the lake where boats
could be stored.

It is just a thought we had a

number of years ago.
on it.

We didn't take much action

But we were creating a large pile of rock

on the waste site there.

If it is large enough,

you know, we can maybe use it to build harbour
walls on Lake Huron or groins to stop erosion,
that is all.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
So with that in mind, I would
like to ask first the CNSC, and then I understand
Environment Canada is on the telephone, with
respect to what sort of regulatory process would
be required in order to assess and licence
placement of waste rock from a DGR into Lake
Huron, for example, as Mr. Sutton is suggesting
as harbour enhancements?
Starting with the CNSC.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Last year one of the undertakings
was to speak about the waste rock
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characterization program to look at leachability
of contaminants -- or minerals in the in the
rock.

And so one of the requirements would be to

conduct those tests to make sure that if material
is taken out of the site we are not taking out
material that could leach contaminants in the
waste rock.
The other aspect is, depending on
the type of material, for example, there is a
soils on a nuclear facility that have some
radiological, for example, tritium.
And so we would look at the
material from a clearance point of view.

If it

is below clearance levels, then that material can
be taken off the site.

So those would be the

types of considerations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Leonardelli, are you on the
phone?
MR. SPEAKER:

Yes, I am.

So Alex

Leonardelli, for the record.
I would concur with the CNSC
statement regarding the need for a waste rock
characterization program.

We had spoken to that

in our departmental submission last year.
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Also in our 2013 departmental
submission, Environment Canada had made a
recommendation, No. 3.8, which stated, "EC
recommends that any waste rock not be used or
disposed outside of the boundaries of a storm
water management pond collection system.
Now just to clarify, this
recommendation was with respect to the on-site
disposal at the Bruce site, at the DGR site, to
ensure that there was proper collection and
treatment of the runoff.
However, in terms of other uses
for the waste rock, such as in-lake fill
material, it would have to meet provincial
requirements such as the fill quality guidelines
for lake filling in Ontario.

Environment Canada

is aware of those guidelines.
But any questions on those
guidelines and any approvals would have to be
referred to the Ontario Ministry of Environment.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Leonardelli.
Were there further questions from
the panel?
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Thank you, Mr. Sutton.
MR. SUTTON:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
take a 15-minute break.

We will now

We will be reconvening

at about 4:10, when we will hear from Dr. Rhodes.

--- Upon recessing at 3:52 p.m./
Suspension à 15 h 52
--- Upon resuming at 4:10 p.m. /
Reprise à 16 h 10

THE CHAIRPERSON:
everyone.

Welcome back,

We're now going to proceed with our

final 30-minute presentation for today, which is
by Xylene Power, which is PMD 14-P1.64.
Dr. Rhodes, the floor is yours.
Marie-Claude, can we get the
slides up, please?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
XYLENE POWER LTD., CHARLES RHODES

DR. RHODES:

Madam Chair, Panel

Members and audience, thank you for allowing me
30 minutes to present the case for a high, dry
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and accessible DGR in granite.
My name is Charles Rhodes.

I

have three degrees in physics and engineering,
six years' experience teaching at the University
of Toronto -- that's teaching engineering.

I've

been a Professional Engineer in the Province of
Ontario for 41 years, and I have about 53 years
of hands-on experience dealing with energy
matters.
With respect to the slides, this
presentation focuses on the reasons why a DGR
should be high, dry and accessible and formed in
granite instead of low, wet, inaccessible and
formed in limestone, as is currently advocated by
the NWMO and the OPG.
The atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration is rising.

When the atmospheric

carbon dioxide concentration reaches about 650
ppm to 800 ppm, there will be a life-threatening
rise in atmospheric temperature due to a rapid
fall in what's known as planetary albedo.

The

albedo is a fraction of sunlight that's reflected
off the earth.
This temperature increase will be
irreversible due to carbon dioxide release from
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the ocean via warming.
Prevention of this temperature
rise requires abandonment of fossil fuels.
Widespread application of nuclear power will be
required to provide replacement energy.
Only the isotope U-238 as a fuel
for fast neutron breeder reactors is able to
provide sufficient energy for sustainable total
replacement of fossil fuels at an acceptable
price.

There is no other energy source that's

satisfactory.
Fast neutron breeder reactors
require high, dry and long-term accessible
granite in DGRs for fuel and material recycling.
The essence of this presentation is to
demonstrate point 5, that there must be a high,
dry and long-term accessible DGR and, hence, the
present low, wet and inaccessible DGR will be
superfluous and seems to be a waste of money.
The work necessary to replace
fossil fuels with nuclear power is large, but is
manageable if started now.

The biggest single

obstacle is education.
Off-peak non-fossil electricity
generation capacity must be used for displacement
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of fossil fuels and synthesis of hydrocarbons
from water and biomass instead of being
constrained off as at present.
For those who are not familiar
with the Ontario electricity system, about $2
billion a year worth of electricity is simply
turned off.

It's available, but it's not sold.
Presently in Ontario, there is a

potential cash flow of about $22 billion per year
available to pay for this work.

That is the $2

billion of displacement I just referred to and
$20 billion for synthesis of hydrocarbons.
All of these things are
constrained by basic physical laws.

Physical

laws are reliably independent of position and
time.

Physical laws supersede government policy

and political directions.

They take no notice of

what our federal government says of our
provincial government says or what the guidelines
to this Panel are.

The physical laws are what

they are.
An important physical law is the
law of conservation of energy.

Many parties,

including politicians and existing OPG
executives, are confused by misleading media
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advertising that's funded by fossil fuel
producers.
In spite of being supposedly
qualified engineers, these people do not really
understand the energy balance that we are facing.
Responsibility.

It is the

responsibility of professional engineers employed
by OPG and the NWMO to advise their superiors in
writing when the directions that the engineers
receive are not consistent with physical laws
and/or public safety.
There is no excuse for lack of
relevant knowledge.

Just because the relevant

branch of physical was dropped from the
engineering curriculum -- this happened about
1970 -- does not relieve professional engineers
of responsibility for public safety.
The energy plans of both the
Canadian federal government and the Ontario
government are not consistent with CO 2 reductions
required for continuing human life on this
planet, but still, OPG and NWMO employees blindly
follow their respective political directions.
OPG and the NWMO should abandon
their irresponsible plans for dumping unprocessed
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and inadequately contained nuclear waste into
inaccessible holes that, over time, will become
waterlogged toxic messes.
The proposed DGR locations were
selected by the NWMO and OPG without proper
consideration of, one, the use -- this is
referring to fast neutron processing of high
level nuclear waste.

That's really redundant to

this Panel, but I'm simply saying it's out there.
This is use of fast neutrons to
reduce nuclear waste half-life 1,000 times and to
increase energy capture from uranium 100 times.
This type of FNR needs accessible
DGRs.

A key word here is "accessible".

Long-

term accessible.
The second issue is long-term
exclusion of water.

The practical problems that

occur if the DGR floods and water mixes with
radioactive material have been demonstrated at
Fukushima Daiichi.
Here I'm not referring to the
original tidal wave.

I'm referring to the

problems they've had since then where groundwater
has kept flowing in to the facility as fast as
they can pump it out, and it's radioactive and
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they've built tanks after tanks after tanks and
it's a never-ending sad story.
This could easily happen with the
proposed Bruce DGR.

Yes, they're taking all

kinds of reasonable measures to prevent it, but
that doesn’t guarantee that it won't happen.
So my position is, why take those
risks.

You don't need to.

You've got

alternatives.
There has been no input with
respect to atmospheric locally stable state and
the approach of the state transition point of
rapid temperature increase which occurs in
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration in the
range of 650 ppm to 800 ppm, and which is
normally 722 ppm.
This is something that many
people are unaware of.

It was theoretically

postulated way back in the 1970s, but in 1996, we
got spacecraft data that tightly tied down these
numbers.
The consequences of the resulting
rapid temperature increase include polar ice cap
melting and human extinction.
I'd now like to shift gears a bit
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and talk to you about a very complex mathematical
issue that's known as local stability.

And I'm

going to try and demonstrate it with a very
simple apparatus.
I have in front of me a rubber
ball, a teacup saucer and a dinner plate.
apparatus has two locally stable states.

This
That

means that the rubber ball, if you disturb it, it
rolls and rolls and it comes back to the centre
of the saucer.
If you disturb it quite a bit,
it's got a new locally stable state where it
keeps coming back to the edge of the saucer.
So this is a mechanical system
which, versus radius, has two stable states.
The mathematics of the atmosphere
are that it has two stable states.

It has a

normal state which we live in today, and it has a
higher temperature state which I would call the
warm state, which is typically 17 to 20 degrees
Celsius warmer than we are today, which is the
other state.
It has been in the warm state
before, and when it did, all large animal life
upon earth died.
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We don't want to go there.

This

is not a presentation about the mathematics of
the atmosphere.

What it is, is to force a

recognition that there is a transition point in
the region of 700 parts per million where, if we
exceed it, we will kill everybody so that what we
need to do right now is make long-term plans to
never go there.
Just give me a moment.
--- Pause
DR. RHODES:

So just I was

talking about locally stable states, and you can
see on the slide that the normal state we're
typically at carbon dioxide concentration of 280
parts per million and the temperature of 269 K.
Now, that temperature is the
temperature in the clouds.

That's the clouds --

the temperature that you see -- if you look at
the earth from outer space, you see the top of
the clouds.
In the warm state, the carbon
dioxide concentration is getting up towards being
10 times as much and the temperature at the top
of the clouds is nine or 10 degrees Celsius
higher.

But to get that state, we have -- we
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first have to warm up roughly four degrees from
the original, so we wind up being about 17
degrees C higher than normal.
I'm sorry; I didn't clarify
something.
This -- the 269 and 278 are
temperatures in the clouds.

On the surface of

the ground, the -- instead of going up nine
degrees Celsius, you go up about 1.7 times as
much so that what an animal experiences on dry
ground is approximately 17 degrees C higher than
they would experience on this reference frame in
1996.
So what is the cause of this
sudden transition in temperature?
The primary cause of this what we
call state splitting is a change in what's known
as planetary albedo at the freezing point of
water.
When you look up at the clouds,
you see white clouds most of the time.
turn dark, it rains.

When they

When they turn dark, they

are less reflective, and that is a decrease in
albedo.
When the whole sky does that, the
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temperature of the earth rises substantially.
If we keep adding carbon dioxide
to the atmosphere, what we essentially do is
increase the cloud temperature to the point that
these little ice crystals melt, the albedo drops
and the earth's temperature jumps up.
We do not want to go there.

I

keep repeating that.
The earth was in this warm state
approximately 55 million years ago.

We have very

good mass spectrometry of the -- what's known as
the PETM layer.
time.

It's a sedimentary layer of the

It shows that the earth got very hot for

20,000 years and then started to decay with a
time of about 200,000 years and took half a
million years to get back to where it started.
During this period, the polar ice
caps completely melted, all animals larger than a
mole became extinct and, at the beginning of the
period, all bio matter and fossil fuels on the
surface of the earth burned.
So the conclusion that I keep
repeating myself is that in order to keep the
atmosphere carbon dioxide concentration under 650
ppm and, hence, prevent a global extinction,
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humans must abandon fossil fuels.

And no matter

how many times the environmental movement has
said that, governments have ignored it.
Well, guess what?

We are facing

reality now.
Many people are in agreement, but
they have no comprehension as to the practical
steps that are necessary to achieve that goal.
So let me talk about a few
constraints on what we have to do to keep people
alive on earth.
We're presently at an atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentration of about 402 parts
per million.

The rate of increase right now is

about three parts per million per year.
When I was a child, it was one
part per million per year.
We got a problem with the
display.

Can somebody fix it for me, please?

--- Pause
DR. RHODES:

Thank you.

We are and have been experiencing
something called global warming which, roughly
speaking, when you double the carbon dioxide
concentration, it increases the atmospheric
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temperature three degrees Celsius.

That is only

the beginning of the story, but that has been
going on during my lifetime, and it will go on
for approximately 60 more years, by which time we
will have -- the atmospheric temperature in the
clouds will have reached the freezing point of
water.
At that point, the clouds go -we trigger a change of locally stable state,
sometimes known as thermal runaway, which causes
a change in albedo of the dominant clouds.
That's a change in reflectivity which causes a
sudden temperature increase on earth.
So what are the time constraints
on this?
Well, if we take the nominal
value of 722 ppm in the future where this happens
and we're currently at 402 ppm and increasing at
three parts per million per year, that's 106 or
107 years from now.

That seems a long way off.

But the real problem in the near
term is that that three parts per million is
increasing very fast.

We have a whole lot of

people in the rest of the world called the Third
World who want the same things we want -- we
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have.
And China has shown in the last
few years and there's lots of other nations
running behind them at a conservative projection
of the effect of all these people wanting what we
have is that that 106 years falls to about 64
years.
There aren't many people in this
room who will be alive 64 years from now, but a
lot of their children will be, so the decisions
that we make here today will determine whether or
not our children are driven into extinction by
this phenomenon.
I will refer to it as thermal
runaway.

It's -- to me, it's a good description.
The real problem that we're

facing right here today is, every single day, the
earth is burning about 80 million barrels of
petroleum.

Some might say I'm behind the time,

it's 85 million.

I'll just stay with 80 million.

It's a good round number that's easy to talk
about.
If we could somehow magically
throw a switch and replace that with nuclear
capacity using the most efficient available
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technology, we would require 20 times the present
installed nuclear capacity to achieve that
switchover.
In Ontario, we'd require three
times the present installed capacity.
However, it's not physically
possible for us to switch like that.
A scenario that is possible is to
look 60 years out, by which time the world will
likely need 40 times the present nuclear
capacity, and Ontario will need about seven times
the present nuclear capacity.
But think of what that means in
terms of DGRs.

The -- we're having quite a

problem today locating two DGRs, one for low and
intermediate waste and one for high level waste.
If we go seven times that, our children or
perhaps our grandchildren are looking to locate
14 DGRs, and their grandchildren are looking to
locate another 14, and so on and so on.
So that's one problem, that this
waste -- nuclear waste disposal methodology is
simply not practical in terms of sustainability.
The second real problem is that
if we look at the world using uranium-235 at 40
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times the present rate, we'll quickly run out of
uranium-235.

Currently, there is a known stock

of discovered ore of about 80 years' use.

I'm

sure that with a good deal of prospecting we
could find three, maybe four or five times that
much, but the reality is that if you're going
through it 40 times as fast, it will not last
very long.
I'm reminded of when I was a
child.

When I went to school, they told me that

there was standard oil in Alberta for hundreds of
years.
Well, it just happened that the
Americans and the Chinese and who knows how many
other people started sucking from that same oil
well, and now we are out of standard oil in
Alberta.
We have exactly the same issue
with U-235.

We got all kinds of U-235 the way

it's used right now, but if you start looking at
the world drawing on it 40 times or even Ontario
sucking on it at seven times, there isn't that
much.
So in order to provide energy for
the world, we need to have a different type of
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reactor that runs on U-238, which is 140 times
more plentiful than is U-235.

And the

alternative, which is suitable in some areas, is
the isotope thorium-232.
There are some complications with
thorium, so I'll concentrate on the U-238
version.
In order to go ahead with that
type of reactor, we need a whole new concept in
terms of reactor assembly.
Our reactors are currently built
using what I'll call 1960s technology.

What OPG

is doing today is not much different than what
was done in 1970.
We need a new concept where robot
-- where nuclear reactor cores are assembled much
the same way as cars are with robots so that you
can use recycled material.

Instead of throwing

it down a DGR when a nuclear reactor reaches the
end of its life, you literally recycle the
material.
Yes, you need a dedicated rolling
mill for producing half-inch steel tubing, you
need a few other things, but these are well
within industrial capability of doing.
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In the same concept -- and we can
explore this a bit -- in the DGR, there is really
no necessity for having men down there.
Our mining industry has evolved
enormously.

Most mining operations now today are

done -- in Canada are done by remote control.
Gone are the days when men sat at the base with
pneumatic hammers and sticking in powder.
That was still going on when -in the 1970s when I was in grad school, but those
days have gone.

Now -- now, at least in Canada,

mining is much safer.

It's done by remote

control.
Canadian technology is being used
to assemble the space station in outer space.
Surely we can assemble a very much simpler
reactor core a few yards away down here in the
ground with Canadian automation.
Another major change that we
require in reactors is to get rid of the
processes that generate low atomic weight longlived waste.

And I'm particularly referring to

calcium-41, chlorine-36 and, to some extent,
carbon-14.
By going to a pool-type liquid
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metal reactor, you can virtually totally
eliminate production of those, which greatly
reduces your DGR problems.
There are some real challenges to
be faced, and I do not underestimate or minimize
these challenges at all.

But if humans want to

stay alive on this earth with something like the
existing population, these challenges have to be
met.
These challenges are being faced
in other countries.

Canada is a way behind.

The first problem is in -- if
you're looking at a breeder reactor, and I've
done some practical reactor designs, we're
looking at around 11 tonnes of plutonium per
reactor.
There are all kinds of people who
will tell you you can't have plutonium, too much
probability of people making bombs with it.
Well, guess what, you have a choice of living
with that or dying.
The same is true with thorium232.

Yes, it can easily be bred into uranium

233, the Indians did it to make their bomb, but
that's a problem that has to be faced.
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Another problem that has to be
faced is that these liquid metal cold reactors
involve basically an Olympic swimming pool full
of liquid sodium from which you must exclude air
and water.

That brings on some engineering

challenges, but they are not impossible.
To my mind, the biggest problems
are public and specialist education and
procrastinating politicians.

With respect to

education, it takes a good 20 years postundergraduate to produce somebody who knows what
they are doing with advanced reactor technology
and that is a real problem that this country has
to face.
AECL has had a long history of
having a pay scale which is so, so small I would
never work there.

At one time I went to apply

and they wanted me to take a 50 percent cut in
pay and this is when I was quite a responsible
person.

So there is a public problem there.
I talked about specialist

training, I won't elaborate on it much more.
There are a number of real DGR
issues and these are important for this Panel.
This high, dry and accessible DGR has to
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categorize the various components in the DGR
roughly as shown here.

There has to be a

category for spent CANDU fuel, a category for
radioactive nickel steels, a category for
zirconium, another one for helium -- I'm sorry,
for tritium helium three, a category for
extracted uranium.

By that I mean that when you

process CANDU fuel the first step is to extract
about 90 percent uranium from it.

It will still

have about one part in 10,000 of the original
transuranium actinides which make it slightly -let's just say you have to keep it out of the
public's way.

You have low-level waste and you

have the long-lived low atomic waste isotopes.
And the times for accessing these
are all different, but you do require continuous
access.
The DGR itself needs to be secure
against malevolent attack.

In my view, an ideal

DGR has 400 metres of top rock and 300 metres
above the water table.

If you want to go in

Ontario there just isn't any geology like that,
you have to give up on one or both of those to
some extent.

Ideally you would land accessible

crack-free granite core mountain.

The only one
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that I'm aware of that meets that criteria is in
British Columbia and it may yet be that at the
end of the day OPG needs to go there.

There are

problems, I will talk about that perhaps if I
have time.
And you need agreement with the
host province.

That was actually attainable a

year ago, I would say it is a long shot now.
So I have mentioned the Jersey
Emerald in British Columbia, it has some 5,000
documented drill cores, it is extremely well
understood.

OPG failed to exercise a purchase

opportunity that it had and now it's controlled
by the Chinese, it is not going to be cheap to
get.
But here, this picture gives you
an idea of what you are looking for in Ontario,
you are looking for a mountain.

This particular

mountain 6,000 feet high, it's broad, it has 200
metres cover of limestone under which is near
perfect granite.

You have heard stories about

the top 200 metres of granite being cracked,
that's true.

When you have limestone over the

granite you can get almost perfect granite
underneath.
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The containers.

The object in a

high dry DGR is to have the waste in containers,
not sitting bare.

These containers are designed

for a very long life, approximately 5,000 to
10,000 years.
that.

We should easily be able to do

The Egyptians managed 5,000 years with

nowhere near our present technology.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Rhodes.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
Thank you very much for your
presentation.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We have a

change in order for the next four 10-minute oral
interventions.

We are going to hear from the

Canadian Nuclear Association next.
Thank you to the other presenters
for your cooperation in allowing the Association
to go next to accommodate their travel schedule.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:
may proceed.

Welcome and you
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR ASSOCIATION, PETER PORKUS

MR. PORUKS:

Good afternoon,

Panel Members and members of the public, and I
would also like to give my thanks to the other
speakers for allowing us to go at this time.
My name is Peter Poruks and I am
the Manager of Regulatory Affairs at the Canadian
Nuclear Association.

With me today is my

colleague, Malcolm Bernard, the Director of
Communications for the CNA.
We are here to speak with you on
behalf of the 60,000 Canadians who are directly
or indirectly in the nuclear industry.

These men

and women mine and mill uranium, manufacture
fuel, design and build nuclear reactors, generate
clean electricity and advance medicine through
lifesaving diagnostics and therapies.
We appeared before this Panel
last September to express our confidence in OPG's
proposal and the extensive safety case that has
been put forward.

This detailed document is the

outcome of many specialists from a wide variety
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of disciplines.

It was reviewed in detail by the

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission Staff and
experts from other independent regulatory bodies.
Today I wish to provide
clarifying information on two subjects that are
part of these focused additional hearings.
First, I will speak to the methodology used to
determine the significance of adverse
environmental effects.

Second, I will address

the analysis of the relative risks of alternative
means of carrying out the project.
I would like to begin by
considering the assessment for adverse
environmental effects.

The central issue with

this is, has OPG identified and assessed the
risks associated with this project?

As well, has

OPG sufficiently provided for their mitigation?
Clearly, if the DGR poses an
unacceptable risk, it should not proceed.

That

test applies not just to the DGR, but the entire
Canadian nuclear industry.

Our member

organizations, their employees, their suppliers,
we have all placed safety above any other aspect
of decision-making.

All of us understand an

unsafe opportunity must not be pursued.
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At the same time, if it can be
shown that all the risks have been properly
identified and assessed, that their probability
of occurrence is sufficiently low, then an
opportunity should not be denied.

And if it

offers benefits, then it should proceed.
In the case of the DGR, OPG used
what it considered to be the best analytical
approach, a decision tree model.

For each

criterion set out in the guidelines for the
environmental impact statement, OPG evaluated the
consequences of its decisions, as well as the
probability of occurrences.

It concluded that

the DGR was not likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects.
In order to underpin the safety
case with even more rigor, two other approaches
were used.

In both of these approaches

evaluators reached the same conclusion as OPG.
The Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission used the weight of evidence approach
to look at all criteria collectively.

This

rigorous scientific approach has been used in the
analysis of many major environmental issues over
the past decades.

It led the CNSC to the same
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conclusion as OPG, that this project is not
likely to cause significant adverse environmental
effects.
Madam Chair, these varied
approaches have reached the same conclusion,
which I will state one more time; that this is
not likely to cause adverse environmental
effects.
Moreover, objective parties have
gone over the analytical work in these
assessments.

Three federal departments, the

independent nuclear regulator have all reviewed
OPG's work and shared in the conclusion that this
project will not cause significant adverse
environmental effects.
To give it an analogy in simple
terms, if we were to do some math and count on
our fingers, we would reach a result, a number,
we might believe it to be accurate or we might
have some doubts.

If we repeat this calculation

a second time using a calculator and obtained the
same result, we will have an increased
confidence.

If we do it yet a third time and

plug all the numbers in a spreadsheet and still
reach the same result, your confidence will grow
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even further and anyone could take a look at our
work, audit it, verify that it has been done
properly.
And that is exactly what has been
happening here, different analytical approaches,
independently verifiable, all reaching the same
result.
OPG has more than satisfied the
need to properly assess the risks posed by the
DGR.
Now let me take up the other
matter that brings me here today, the relative
risk assessment of four waste management options.
Of these options, two require storage aboveground
and two below ground.

As the review by a panel

of independent experts has shown, all four
options can be carried out safely and securely.
They differ in the burden that our generation
would transfer to our children and their
descendents.
The options for aboveground
storage would rely on ongoing institutional
controls and intervention.

This includes

activities such as regular maintenance of the
buildings, environmental monitoring, regular
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testing of fire and safety, alarms.
In contrast, the options for
below ground storage do not include these ongoing
active management responsibilities.
As we see in the environmental
assessment, all four options result in safe and
secure storage.
management.

Any one of them would do for

That's assured on safety, we can

turn to the next question, which is whether
storage above ground is the better choice.
The answer finds its roots in our
sense of moral responsibility.

Our generation

benefited from the use of nuclear generated
electricity.

Nuclear energy gives us a safe,

reliable and affordable source of electricity,
the bedrock of a modern economy.

It provides

stable and durable employment for thousands of
Ontario residents and nuclear energy gives us
clean electricity that is entirely free of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
While we have enjoyed the
benefits of nuclear energy, we also bear
responsibility for the waste.

Whether we should

manage this responsibility ourselves or transfer
it to future generations is a central question.
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Responsibility rests with us, not
our grandchildren.

The deep geologic repository

provides a way to manage our responsibility
safely and securely.
Madam Chair, let me sum up by
saying that Ontario Power Generation has safely
managed these low and intermediate level waste
materials for years, we can all be confident that
it will continue to do so for as long as it is
required.

In seeking to construct and operate a

deep geologic repository, OPG, with the support
of the surrounding community has proposed a
permanent management solution for these
materials.

This speaks to the proactive and

responsible environmental management to which all
members of the Canadian Nuclear Association are
committed.

The careful consideration of the

environmental and alternative means assessment
methodologies reinforces our confidence.

The

application of such transparent, defensible and
repeatable methodologies should provide the
public with sufficient assurance to allow OPG to
proceed.
I thank you for considering our
submission and I would be pleased to take
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questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Poruks.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could I refer you

back to your written submission?

On what

evidence do you base your assertion that the DGR
would not be situated near any known mineral
deposit or other material that would conceivably
invite exploratory drilling in the vicinity?
Where does that -- what was the
evidence for that?
MR. PORUKS:

It's Peter Poruks,

for the record.
I base that statement among all
my data from the information that I have read on
the public record, the safety case, the
literature provided by OPG, they state this.

I

think I would like to give an opportunity to OPG
to speak to this, if I may.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Well, if I may.

--- Laughter / Rires
MEMBER MUECKE:

In our hearings a
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year ago, I would refer you to the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources and Natural
Resources Canada who -- and you can correct me,
who indicated that there was not sufficient
information to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential
of the site.
MR. PORUKS:

Peter Poruks, for

the record.
I apologize, I was not aware of
that information or that report.

The information

I read indicated that economically recoverable
deposits were not located in the vicinity.

If

that's in error, I apologize.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I think OPG

wanted to say something.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I will ask Mr. Jensen to come
forward and perhaps make a comment on that.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
I think the studies that have
been performed by OPG during 2006 to 2010
demonstrate quite convincingly that economically
extractable oil resources, hydrocarbon resources
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at the Bruce site were unavailable.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Do you concur

with the statement that Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources and NR Canada did not
completely agree with you?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
I would have to go back and look
at the transcripts to see if that was the case.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay, fine.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

did you have any questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Poruks.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Our next

presentation, also a 10-minute presentation, is
from Sheila Burr, who is making her way forward,
which is based upon PMD 14-P1.53.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome,

Ms Burr.
You do have 10 minutes.

When the

little amber light comes on it just means you
have one minute left.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
SHEILA BURR

MS BURR:

Thank you.

For the record, my name is Sheila
Burr and I am happy to be here again, thank you
for the opportunity.
A year ago I sat here wondering
whether mankind would survive long enough to
neutralize nuclear waste.

Today I realize this

has been possible for several decades and more
solutions are rapidly being found.
In 1978 when the decision was
made to pursue deep burial as the solution, it
did seem the best of a desperate range of
options.

The alternatives were dumping in the

sea, burying it under the seabed or shooting it
into space.
Today, almost 35 years later, new
discoveries for dealing with the waste have made
the concept of a DGR obsolete.

A DGR is also

dangerous, expensive, wasteful and futile.
In 1979, Dr. Radha Roy published
his paper on his process for "Transmuting
Radioactive Waste", a cost-effective option for
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all levels of waste.

Roy's process transforms

unstable isotopes into stable ones.

At that

time, locating research papers was a
painstakingly slow undertaking, there were no
personal computers.

It would take years before

this paper would be easily accessible to
scientists, let alone to the public.
Previous Canadian environmental
reviews concerning radioactive waste glanced at
the idea of transmutation, they did not seriously
consider advanced transmutation which has been
studied by many international scientists,
including Dr. Rabski of Ukraine who was
"convinced that radioactive waste can be
stabilized."
Decades ago Yull Brown
demonstrated how his process reduced the
radiation of cobalt 60 from 1,000 to 40 in less
than 10 minutes.

He also reduced americium or

americium, I'm not sure how to say it, from
16,000 to less than 100 in less than 5 minutes.
The units that produced these results are not
expensive, they are powered by low-energy
requirements and need only small volumes of
water.
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The Chinese have been producing
Brown's gas generators for years and have used
his method for decontaminating radioactive
materials since 1991.
It is understandable that
alternative methods of dealing with radioactive
waste were not widely known or shared even 20
years ago.

Today, thanks to the Internet, any of

us can locate government documents and research
papers and can correspond with their authors in
the convenience of our own homes almost
instantly.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has just decided that nuclear waste
from power plants can be stored above ground
indefinitely.

This is not a perfect solution,

but it does permit time for the much safer
methods of dealing with it or reusing the waste
to be implemented.

This decision echoes the

rolling stewardship approach to storing nuclear
waste advocated by Dr. Gordon Edwards.

I'm

sorry, this is the wrong ---- Pause
MS BURR:

Oh well, it's mixed up.

To me this appears the most
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ethical and responsible approach at the present
time.

Meanwhile, methods will be perfected to

neutralize the waste or reuse it into fuel power
plants as already developed by the new U.S.
company Transatomic Power and by 20-year-old
Taylor Wilson of Arkansas.

Both Transatomic

Power and Taylor Wilson reuse spent fuel to
produce electricity in a molten salt reactor,
thus waste can be its own solution, eliminating
the problem of what to do with it, while powering
plants for decades with a resource already
available.
The DGR concept is outdated.
Scientists continue to improve ways to neutralize
radioactive components found in all levels of
nuclear waste.
Okay.

So this is the one

concerning zirconium, sorry.
In document 2066, referring to
OPG's plan to store intermediate level
radioactive waste zirconium coupons inside sealed
robust 26 tonne steel and concrete containers.
Zirconium can be transmuted and
reclaimed.

A 2008 edition of the Journal of

Nuclear Science and Technology reports Japanese
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scientists describing the results of laser
isotope separation of zirconium based on
polarizing selection rules.
The 2012 International Conference
on Nuclear Chemistry for Sustainable Fuel Cycles
reports recent studies by scientists from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

They concluded that:

"The chlorination recovery
process could be used for
treatment of empty cladding
segment halls.

Recovery and

reuse of zirconium in used
nuclear fuel cladding
represents a savings of over
$40 million a year and about
50 percent savings on the
waste disposal space
required.

An acceptable

level of decontamination from
radionuclides can be
achieved." (As read)
So more methods have been found
to neutralize wastes.

Safe alternatives to a DGR

now exist, they are cost-effective and planet
friendly.

Today throughout the world more of
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humanity is aware of the toxic legacy which
burial would leave future generations.

To many

of us this option is now unacceptable.
Okay, there is one final one, it
doesn't want to show.
However brilliant and dedicated
our engineers, and I have a great deal of respect
for them, I am convinced that it is impossible to
design any DGR to be safe enough to contain
radioactive waste for thousands of years.

The

possibility of earthquakes is ever present.

The

hazards of leakage will always exist, not to
mention climate change, the danger that the site
will be forgotten and that future generations
will have no training to deal with leaks is real
and terrifying.

Sixty years ago the world was

sold the idea that nuclear power would be safe,
cheap and environmentally sustainable.
is now achievable.

This goal

Low and intermediate level

waste can be neutralized by any number of
methods.
Burying any level of radioactive
waste is a dangerous, futile and very costly
exercise.

Instead, OPG can invest our funds into

the new technology and convert four nuclear
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plants to use the waste we have accumulated.
Canada can become a leader in safe, efficient
power generation, creating jobs and electricity
and eliminating nuclear waste, all without
disturbing the bedrock of mother Earth.
I urge this Panel to decide for
safety, sanity, posterity and progress by denying
this proposal for a DGR.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Burr.
Panel Members, did we have
questions?
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

No.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

No?

Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

No, I'm fine.
I did have one

quick question to the CNSC in particular.
Although of course we had a long
discussion last fall on various options for
transforming and reducing particularly the
intermediate level waste, did you have any
further comments regarding the specific
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technologies that have just been brought to the
Panel's attention by Ms Burr, especially
regarding cost-effectiveness and practicality in
the present day?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We didn't look into the specific
details that the intervener brought forward, but
our understanding from the reference from the Oak
Ridge Conference is that this is experimental and
not something that would be implementable, but I
can't add anything further.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Ms Burr.
Our next presenter is Ms Gorin,
which is based upon PMD 14-P1.59.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
SUZANNE GORIN

MS GORIN:

Suzanne Gorin.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Please proceed,

Ms Gorin.
MS GORIN:

Thank you.

Panel, for considering my comments.

Thank you,
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The relevant facts about me for
today's presentation are, aside from having
studied geomorphology at the Universities of
Toronto and Waterloo, I have been a seasonal
resident of Inverhuron for 62 years, a family
continuum from the 1870s.

My father made his

living working for Ontario Hydro, both my
brothers had summer jobs in the 1970s at the
Bruce Nuclear Power Development site which helped
them go to university.
I have a long perceived history
with the BNPD site, my father took me to view the
original CANDU site there in 1961.
I want to tell you that I was
very, very impressed with your thoughtful,
meticulous, considered approach to the subject at
hand during the hearings last year, Panel.
means more to me than you might know.

This

My family,

my community, and I hope the citizens of this
great country understand what a difficult task
you have before you.

You have taken on this

challenge to make decisions that will greatly
affect and influence not only this immediate
issue, but similar issues and the effects of
these issues on the citizenry of this country and
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I believe of the world at large who have to
consider what to do with their nuclear waste.
It seems to me from my research
that deep geological repositories are in their
infancy and are relatively an untested facility
in the real world.

It also seems to me that OPG,

who is proposing this site, are very much
considering the financial bottom line, in other
words, getting it done at the most cost-effective
way for them.

This seems to have led to some

environmental and construction issues and
concerns at the hearings last year that could
affect the safety of the surrounding area.
I applaud the Board for insisting
that more in-depth research be done to try and
resolve any of the issues that were not addressed
or not addressed adequately.

A deep and

extensive knowledge is needed to consider these
issues more closely and to give you, the experts,
the best knowledge to make wise decisions.
I have read the OPG's
environmental statement impact summary of 2011
to:
"DGR technology has a proven track record
internationally in the safe management of low and
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intermediate nuclear waste.

The Forsmark

Facility in Sweden opened in 1988 and is located
at the Forsmark Nuclear Power Station site.

The

Swedish underground repository was excavated to a
depth of 60 metres in crystalline rock below the
Baltic Sea.
My research indicates that the
Forsmark Facility was opened in 1988 at a depth
of 60 metres in granite rock.

The term OPG used,

"crystalline rock", I think was misleading and
designed for the reader to think that it was
sedimentary rock.
This site is not, it is an
igneous granite rock.

The sedimentary rock at

the Bruce facility is much more porous and
permeable than igneous rock.
Also, a depth of 60 metres I
don't think should be considered as a deep
geological repository.
There is a second phase proposed
at the Forsmark Facility with the licence
application in 2011.

This has a depth of 450

metres in granite igneous rock as well.

I don't

believe it is yet operational, at least my
research doesn't indicate that.

This will be a
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deep geological repository if completed.
The report then states -- and
excuse my lack of knowledge of pronunciation:
"The Olkiluoto Facility in
Finland began operation in
1992 and was excavated to a
depth of 70 to 100 metres
underground in crystalline
rock.

It is located near the

Olkiluoto Nuclear Power
Station."

(As read)

My research indicates that the
Finnish facility has been in operation since 1992
for low and intermediate waste, is 60 to 100
metres underground in tonelite, an igneous rock
with a lot of quartz in it.

This is not a deep

geological repository either.
There is a facility under
construction at the same site to go to a depth of
400 metres for spent fuel in the same tonelite
igneous rock.

Why do they want a deeper one

there?
Both the Swedish and Finnish
facilities were undergoing the process of
undertaking deep geological repositories, not
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completed and not operational in 2011.
I think the OPG statements were
misleading.

The OPG report goes on to state:
"The Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant in Carlsbad, New Mexico
in the United States is
excavated to a depth of 600
metre in a bedded salt
formation.

The facility has

been operating since 1999."
(As read)
I researched and found a depth to
be 655 meters in a salt bed.
sedimentary rock.

This is not

It has been used by the United

States Government for plutonium contaminated
waste that comes from weapons production and
defence nuclear activities at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory.

I used the words "has been

used", as waste shipments have been halted and
the plant has not yet resumed operations after a
fire and radiation leaks from the venting system
of the deep geological repository starting on
February 14th of this year, closed after only 15
years of operations.

It was announced that there

was a fault in the design of the system.
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This blows a huge hole I think in
OPG's statement that DGR technology has a proven
track record internationally in the safe
management of low and intermediate nuclear waste.
The Atomic Energy of Canada
laboratory, underground research laboratory in
Pinawa, Manitoba was constructed in igneous
granite as well to study geological conditions
associated with the storage of spent nuclear
fuel.
Why is OPG considering limestone?
It seems obvious to me that for them the
convenience and cost of the site far outweighs
the important consideration of a geological site
of igneous rock that is far less porous and
permeable.

Why are we not looking at igneous

rock deep geological repositories?

The Canadian

Government laboratories studying nuclear waste
management decided to locate in igneous rock.
A very detailed OPG study talks
about limestone with dolomite harder caprock
above, flat strata, et cetera.

In reality, the

porosity, permeability and hardness of
sedimentary rock does not come close to igneous
rock.
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However, there is one proposed
deep geological repository in sedimentary rock,
it is located in the Schacht Konrad Mine,
Salzgitter Lower Saxony, Germany.
One of the reasons this site was
chosen is that it is an unusually dry iron ore
mine.

Extreme dryness is one of the criteria for

deep final repository for radioactive waste.
Storage was set to start in 2013.

The depth of

nine storage depots start at 800 metres and go
down to 1300 metres.

Each depot is to be filled

and then permanently closed.

This facility was a

mine that had already been excavated, the
elements were known.

This site, however, has

been fraught with legal opposition.
Is that the end of my 10 minutes?
Thanks.
It seems that deep geological
repositories are just in their beginning stage in
the real world.

I wonder why this site would be

considered when it seems much more sensible,
tried-and-true to be located in igneous rock.
It seems that OPG is trying to
make a point that this Bruce site in sedimentary
rock on the shore of Lake Huron is good enough.
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No one wants slip-up so close to the largest
source of freshwater in the world.
What are the implications from
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico?
As a local inhabitant I am not willing to accept
the possibility of a radiation leak.

We now know

that this can happen and the radiation leak in
New Mexico was airborne.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Gorin.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Panel Members,

did we have any questions?
Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

On page 2 you

had mentioned that the porosity, permeability and
hardness of sedimentary rock does not come close
to that of igneous rock.

My question is to OPG,

would you care to comment on the characteristics
of both igneous and sedimentary rocks for the
specific case of the proposed DGR versus the
general igneous rock character, in brief, please?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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I will ask Mr. Jensen to reply to
that; thank you.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
In radioactive waste management
there are six things that are really important.
What we would look at at a site is the lateral
extent of the formation, its properties, its
permeability, porosity, diffusion coefficients,
and those sorts of things.
We look at other issues like
predictability and explorability, which explains
the ease with which we can characterize the site
with confidence, and we also look at issues
surrounding stability and resilience to change.
How does the site respond to things like
glaciation and how does it maintain stable
conditions once the repository has been
constructed?
In the case of sedimentary rock,
particularly at the Bruce, it is a key example of
an exceptional site with exceptionally low
permeability, porosity and confinement properties
that would allow the site to remain stable for
hundreds of millions of years.

That's our
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evidence.
In a crystalline site it can be
influenced, as we have heard this morning, by the
degree of fracturing.

That is a site-specific

characteristic and that has to be assessed on
each particular site, but the degree of
fracturing of those sites can create situations
in where those sites perhaps do not have the same
permeabilities, the low permeabilities that we
have seen at the Bruce site.
factor of 100 greater.

They may be a

Certainly the porosities

are less and certainly the lateral continuity can
range from being extremely good like we saw at
the Lac de Bonnet example to something slightly
poorer where there is a lot of heterogeneity and
it makes it much more difficult to explore and
predict.
So in this particular case the
site at the Bruce, in comparison to international
sites as outlined in the geo-synthesis, I think
it's Table 7.1, is an extremely good site and
crystalline sites can be of the same nature, but
their variability can cause for increased
permeability and the like.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very
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much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Ms Gorin.
Our next presenter is Ms Laura
Haight, which is PMD 14-P1.40.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
LAURA HAIGHT

MS HAIGHT:
Happy nomination day.

Good afternoon.

All across the province

people have put their names in, the Fords have
switched, lots have gone on while you have been
hearing this hearing today.
--- Laughter / Rires
MS HAIGHT:

Good afternoon.

My

name is Laura Haight and I would like to thank
the Panel again for this opportunity to speak to
you regarding OPG's proposal for a deep geologic
repository for low and intermediate level nuclear
waste at the BNPD.
I trust the Panel is enjoying
their stay in Kincardine and a stress-free
commute that brought you to the Legion today.
Last fall when I addressed the
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Panel, my comments focused on the community
engagement undertaken by OPG and NWMO and the
elements of note taken by the Council of
Kincardine and surrounding municipalities that
garnered their support to the project.
I trust there is no need to
rehash all that was said last fall and today I
would like to center my comments around risk, and
specifically risk of this particular proposal
within the context of municipal governments.
A few weeks back I received an
amusing little Face post regarding how things had
changed.

It started with a picture of a little

faux wood-panelled station wagon travelling down
the road with a harried looking mother at the
wheel and six kids piled all over the place, some
crawling into the front seat, and the caption
read, "We didn't have seatbelts".
The next picture was of a teenage
boy with a girl sitting on top of the handlebars
of his coaster bike travelling down the road with
their hair blowing in the breeze and she's
drinking an icy cold Coca-Cola in what is no
doubt a glass bottle and the caption read, "We
didn't have bike helmets."
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The next was Victoria Day.
Probably it was the 4th of July, but for this
purpose I will keep it Canadian, and there was a
group of six-year-olds sparking off firecrackers
to great delight and the caption read, "Our
parents let us possess and light off explosives."
The fourth one was a classroom
full of kids eating peanut butter sandwiches and
the caption was, "We ate peanut butter at
school."
There were several more amusing
little vignettes and as someone now just over the
50 threshold, and I can assure you that each and
every one of them ring true as something that I
had done or experienced as a child, classic
nostalgia of the '50s and '60s.

The little show

ended with the comment, "It's a wonder any of us
survived."
Anyway, in preparation for my
little discussion of risk I was thinking about
that Facebook post, I was thinking about that
little show and wondering what lessons can be
learned from it.
Quite frankly, as a parent I was
glad to have my kids strapped down into their car
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seats and providing them with bike helmets when
they were little seemed the prudent course of
action.

I was gladder still at my sons couldn't

get their driver's licences within a few weeks of
turning 16 like I did, but the activity was the
same, the risk was the same; what has changed was
how we managed the risk: better equipment, better
training, better rules and processes.
A young child riding a bike today
can still wipe out, skin a knee or break a wrist
or perhaps even become involved in an accident
that will take his or her life, but the
incidences of traumatic head injury or fatality
have been greatly reduced since the wearing of
bike helmets has become mandatory.
The public over time accepted the
change to manage the risk inherent in the
activity of riding a bike. Even though there are
still fatal car accidents and fatal bicycle
accidents there is no call to eliminate cars or
prohibit the riding of bicycles.

Riding bikes

and driving cars involves risk and it is a risk
that is accepted.
You are probably saying to
yourselves:

while this is all tremendously
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amusing, and yes I remember blowing up frogs when
I was a kid, what does it have to do with the DGR
project?
As a resident of Kincardine, I
have accepted that there is risk associated with
having a nuclear plant in my proverbial backyard.
The province is the beneficiary of the power it
produces, and given the undeniable scientific
evidence of the human influence on climate
change, the world will have to embrace nuclear
power in order to reverse or stem the tide of
global warming if we are to keep up with the
demand for electrical power.

A one hundred fold

increase in the number of all the wind turbines
in all the world wouldn’t come close to replacing
the amount of power generated by a nuclear
facility.
Over the last year or so, a
recurring comment from those opposed to the DGR
for low and intermediate level nuclear waste has
been that it is too close to Lake Huron.

The

fact is, it must therefore already be too close
to Lake Huron, because that is where it is stored
now, in temporary above-ground facilities,
facilities that expand with each year that the
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nuclear plants in Ontario produce power at the
nuclear reactors, because with each gigawatt of
power produced there will be a corresponding
amount of waste generated.

That waste involves

some risk and that risk has to be managed.
Ever since Douglas Point was
established, the waste streams have been managed,
and yet the processes and policies to manage that
waste, low and intermediate level, since the
1960’s have changed significantly over the past
five decades.

The risk is the same: the release

of radionuclides.

How we manage that risk is a

matter for continuous improvement.

Will the

above-ground storage facility or, as has been
suggested, an enhanced above-ground facility with
more robust containers, be safer or less risky
than being stored underground?
For me it isn’t the proximity to
the lake that is the concern, it is which method
provides the best barriers to prevent the release
of radionuclides, or is transport of the low and
intermediate level waste, above ground, hundreds
of miles away to a Canadian Shield repository
safer than the establishment of a DGR on site at
the Bruce in the stable Cobourg formation.
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The vulnerabilities during the
current transport processes are already
recognized as a concern, and one would imagine
that an increase in the number of miles of
transport and an increase in the volumes of waste
transported would increase the risk, not lessen
it.

Not to be flippant, but the largest risk to

the employees onsite is not within their working
environment but on their daily commute to and
from the BNPD.
I believe, as a lay person, that
the Western Waste Management Facility operates
safely and in accordance with established best
practices of the nuclear industry.
risk?

Yes, there are risks.

eliminated completely?

Is there a

Can these risks be

No, they cannot.

Even a

complete shutdown of the reactors and therefore
elimination of the waste generation stream would
require management of the existing wastes
currently housed at the Western Waste Management
Facility.
Is there a better alternative to
manage the risks?
a decade ago.

This is what the question was

Could a deep geologic repository

better protect the people and the surrounding
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environment of Kincardine, the Bruce, Ontario and
beyond from the release of radionuclides?

This

is what the Kincardine council wanted OPG to
explore.
I am not an expert and so I am
pleased that a process such as this exists.

I am

equally pleased that many assumptions have been
tested during the past 10 years and during the
hearing itself.

I actually find it comforting

that the panel requested more information from
OPG on the siting of the facility and asked that
they explore other alternatives.

I also find it

oddly encouraging that Ontario Power Generation
is owned by the people of Ontario and therefore
not necessarily beholding to shareholder value as
a motivator for the project.
I found it interesting that some
presenters last fall felt it necessary to
question the independence of the panel,
insinuated bias and connections between the OPG
and CNSC and even the Joint Review Panel itself
in order to suggest that this process is flawed.
I just wanted to state for the
record that, after following this process for the
last 10 years and observing the hearings, I have
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tremendous respect for how thorough the panel has
been in their approach.

I trust that your

knowledge and experience will allow you to wade
through the volumes of information, data and
presentations in order to make an informed
recommendation, regarding the DGR.
Thankfully, it will not be
politicians or lay people such as myself, that
determine if the scientific evidence presented is
valid, it will be you, a panel of experts with
specific knowledge of the various elements and
issues surrounding the project that will make
that determination.
What will the future bring in
terms of improvement to the management of nuclear
waste?

I do not know.

I hold out hope that

future generations will find a process that can
make nuclear waste inert and that the risks of
radioactivity can be somehow eliminated, but
until that happens I have absolutely no doubt
that the nuclear industry will continue to
improve their processes over the next 50 years as
they have changed and adapted their processes
over these last 50 years.
Terrorist threats to our Canadian
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nuclear facilities just weren’t considered in
1968 and now security in a post-9/11 world sees
armed guards at the Bruce site.

A new risk

emerged and steps were taken to manage it.
One only has to look back a
century ago to see how far we have come.
Madame Curie, a pioneer in the field, died due to
radiation sickness and now radioisotopes are used
as a cure for cancer.

It almost seems

incongruent.
Is the assumption made a decade
ago that storage underground, if technically
feasible, is a better way of managing all of the
known risks inherent with the storage of low and
intermediate level nuclear wastes?

I can’t

answer that, but I do put great faith and trust
in your abilities to make the determination.
look forward to reading your report and
recommendations.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Haight.
Panel members, did we have
questions?
Thank you so much.

I
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We now have some limited time for
questions from registered participants.

Again,

if I could remind the registered participants to
keep your questions succinct and to the topic
that was covered in today’s hearing.
The first question will be from
Ms Martin.
MS MARTIN:

Good afternoon.

I

had a couple of questions.
I know that Dr. Muecke was
talking about France closing the DGRs there.

I’m

just wondering, last year I think we heard from
Frank King about actually -- we were going to
close our proposed DGR and if we did so then it
would be very hard to retrieve and very expensive
to retrieve the fuel down there.

Is this still

the plan, because we were talking about
retrievability earlier?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Ms Martin.

Thank you,

Actually, OPG has already provided us

with a couple of explanations of this but,
Ms Swami, just very briefly review what you had
provided the panel previously.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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I also heard Ms Martin mention
fuel.

I’m referring to the DGR for the low and

intermediate level waste, and we had talked about
that at considerable length the last time.

I

also mentioned the other day that the intent is
once the waste is placed, once the rooms are
closed, it becomes more difficult to retrieve,
and it is not our intention to retrieve the waste
once we enter into the decommissioning of the
facility when it is sealed and that would be the
end of the ability to retrieve it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, is

that clear?
MS MARTIN:

Yes, very clear.

Thank you.
The other question I had was
about the waste that we are proposing to put in
the proposed DGR.

I think it’s at 200 cubic --

or is it the 400?

I’m not quite sure which one

we’re talking about when we’re talking here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

This is the

proposed DGR for this hearing, which is the
original 200,000 cubic metres, yes.
MS MARTIN:

Okay.

Good.

I think

it was OPG who was talking about diverting more
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of the low level waste, so I’m just wondering how
this will affect the ratio of low level to
intermediate to decommissioning waste for this
proposed DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The panel

actually already asked this question, Ms Martin,
I believe a couple of days ago.

As I recall,

OPG’s response was that they could give us a sort
of verbal estimate but they didn’t have -- they
weren’t able to provide us with actual
percentages because of course their waste
reduction program is still in the very beginning
stages of a pilot program, so if you would -- the
complete words would be in the transcript.
MS MARTIN:

Fine.

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:
Swanson.

Mr. Mann.

Thank you, Dr.

I thank you for allowing me to get

those documents yesterday.
I thought I’d just clarify for
the record what I presented to you today just
briefly.
The Geofirma Engineering Ltd
report -- technical memorandum from Geofirma
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Engineering regarding the interim results of
geoscientific preliminary assessment, sedimentary
sites, southern Ontario to Mahrez Ben Belfadhel,
Nuclear Waste Management Organization, from
Kenneth Raven regarding the unsafe geology in
Saugeen Shores and here in Elderslie.
I also gave you copies of the
January 16, 2014, NWMO letter to Mayor Mike Smith
and Mayor Paul Eagleson, where Mike Smith is
Saugeen Shores and Paul Eagleson of here in
Elderslie, which also included -- that was
regarding the results.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Mann.

Thank you,

As I think you have already been

informed by the secretariat, the letter from NWMO
is already part of the record because that had
been submitted last winter.

The report from

Geofirma is not required by the panel to be part
of the record, therefore, the questions that you
had asked based on that were already dealt with
earlier today by the independent expert group.
We just want to clarify for the record that the
only piece of information on the registry will be
the letter from the NWMO.
MR. MANN:

All right.

And I gave
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copies of these four documents to IEG or through
the Secretariat for IEG, CNSC and OPG.
Thank you.
The question I have is related to
Dr. Isaac's points regarding trust and to
vigorously have consultation and engagement with
the community a lot and early.
My question is to IEG primarily.
The trust factor in Bruce County
is premised upon what has occurred during this
process.

And what we have found out is that

there were seven years of unlawful closed DGR
consultation meetings wherein citizen of Bruce
County were unaware of those meetings and could
not participate in them.
And included in those meetings
was a quote from the CNSC President saying, "See
you at the ribbon cutting ceremony," saying that
in 2009 to the Mayor of Bruce County.

So the

trust factor for the citizens of Bruce County
includes that.
Next, the citizens of Bruce
County also, over the past decade, have been told
that this DGR for OPG was going to consist of
clothes and rags, that don't need a DGR.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, did

you have a question for the IEG from this based
on the trust issue?
MR. MANN:

Yes.

Well, did the

IEG know about the seven years of unlawful closed
meetings?

And along with the fact that we were

told that it would be a clothes and rags DGR and
that the DGR would not have high-level spent
fuel.

And then we find out, well, high-level

spent fuel is coming to Bruce County.
And then we find out the WIPP DGR
fails and that is what they base their safety
case on.

And OPG and NWMO, I have a 3,000 page

record where they don't answer my questions and
concerns.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

Mr. Mann --

Well, this all has to

do with trust, Dr. Swanson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

So what

is the question though?
MR. MANN:
thing.

Well, and one more

Payments by OPG to five of our

municipalities to use their best efforts to
support the DGR, that is the only reason they
were given these millions of dollars of payments
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that will continue through to 2034.
My question is, did IEG consider
those five points?

And don't they agree with me

that the process has to start over so that we can
participate?
And that because of those five
things, and that is just a partial list, we have
absolutely no trust with the people that are
running this, the OPG DGR.

That because of

these, particularly five things -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

Mr.

Mann, you did ask one question there, which was
whether the IEG considered the five pieces of
information you just listed.
The second part was not a
question, it was a rhetorical question, which was
more a statement.
So I will simply ask the IEG to
clarify for the Panel whether or not they have
the information you alluded to as part of their
deliberations.
DR. LEISS:

We do not have this

information and are not prepared to comment on
these issues.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.
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Leiss.
Mr. Mann, please proceed to the
next question.
MR. MANN:

The only other

question I have is, why didn't IEG know about the
NWMO's findings and conclusions that Saugeen
Shores and Arran-Elderslie had unsafe geology for
a DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We have already

covered that this morning.
Thank you.
MR. MANN:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. STORCK:

Dr. Storck.

Sorry, it is hard

getting up fast after sitting.
I am sorry about the question I
am going to ask, it is not phrased the way I
would like to ask it.

But it is very difficult

to write a question back here while also trying
to listen to what is going on.
My question is to the Independent
Expert Group and it concerns trust and
confidence, which was the subject of most of the
afternoon's discussion.
Just a very short prelude to
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explain the question.

I expect OPG's work to be

science-centred and for the communications and
the public relations organizations, the elements
of the organization, to reflect this sciencecentred activity.
However, last year the OPG sought
endorsements from not-for-profit groups that it
has financially supported through an outreach
program.

These not-for-profit groups included

the Kincardine Hospital and the Women's Shelter.
There were 17 other that I
obtained under a freedom of information request.
I am not questioning the ability
of individuals who work at not-for-profit
organizations to become informed.

I do wonder

about the appropriateness of approaching not-forprofit groups for endorsements.
My question to the IEG is how do
you think OPG's actions may affect public trust
in the organization?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

William Leiss.

This was not part of our charge
from your panel and I have no comment on those
issues.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Leiss.
Dr. Storck, did you have any
follow-up?
DR. STORCK:

No, thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS GORIN:

Ms Gorin?

One of your Panel

members asked OPG about the formation of a
community advisory board.

And I believe OPG

replied this morning that they would set one up
when the project was approved, if approved.
Why is OPG waiting that long?
Why aren't they setting one up now?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Ms Swami?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Given the current status of this
particular project where we are still in the
hearing phase, the community advisory council, we
at this point have outreach to provide
information to members of the public, but we
haven't got to the point where we would be making
any further decisions.

In fact, the project is

really, at this point, waiting for the approvals.
So to setup an advisory committee
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would actually have no work to do, if you will,
it would be simply more information on where we
are in the current state of the hearing process,
because that is the current state of the project.
Once we get through this hearing
process, and should the project be approved, that
would be the time as we move forward on this
project where we will need significant
consultation with the community looking at how
that project would be implemented at the site.
And then we would have many
things that we would need to talk with the
community about and seek input from them.

So

that would be the appropriate time.
My experience with these types of
committees is it takes a lot of work for members
of the community who participate.

And what you

don't want to do is give a whole lot of work to
people and then -- you know, we are hopeful the
project would be approved, but if it is not
approved, that is a lot of time and effort for
members of the community who then, you know,
would just set aside the work that they had done.
When we come back and we ask the
community members to participate with us, they
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will do a lot of work.

My experience with this

is members of the community do like to
participate and they do like to take the time to
give us good input.

So we would look forward to

that after approval.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Swami.
Ms Gorin, did you have a followup?
MS GORIN:
yes.

I do have a follow-up,

Thank you for your concern about the amount

of work we may have to do as community members.
But I do believe there would be a
lot of community members now that perhaps would
help you with the trust issues that seem to be a
major problem that has been spoken about in this
room this afternoon.
So I am wondering if now would be
a good time to start?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Was there a

question in there, Ms Gorin?
MS GORIN:

Just the wondering

part, so we will leave it at that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TAYLOR:

Ms Taylor?

Thank you, Madam
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Chair.
I have three very short related
questions which I would like to address possibly
to IEG through you.
The first question is did the IEG
read the documents that they word-searched?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LEISS:

Dr. Leiss?

Sorry, which

documents?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think Ms

Taylor is asking whether you not only word
searched through the transcripts, but read the
transcripts that you were searching through.

Is

that correct, Ms Taylor?
MS TAYLOR:

In particular, I mean

the intervener transcripts that he was drawing
information from in order to draw his conclusions
on risk perception.
DR. LEISS:

William Leiss.

I read substantial portions of
many submissions, not all of them.

But you will

note in the report that I have extracts from a
fair number of those documents.

I would have

read those entire documents to select the
extracts.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TAYLOR:

Ms Taylor?

The next part of my

question is that Dr. Leiss critiques "the strong
confirmation bias of the public," and we assume
he means the interveners, "who oppose the DGR."
Later, "There is a strong
emphasis and quite a bit of discussion today
about individual and group opinions becoming
entrenched over time."
The question is if the IEG was
given opportunity to assess the proponent's work,
would they offer a similar critique of the
proponent?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Taylor, the

Panel received the information from the IEG, as
we had requested, as a review of the literature
of risk perception, and I don't recall that the
IEG framed the phrase "confirmation bias" in any
kind of pejorative way.

It was simply a

reporting of fact.
Dr. Leiss, if you could confirm
the Panel's impression of how that phrase was
framed please for our benefit?
DR. LEISS:

In the first place,

the example I used was not with reference to the
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current project, but a more generic example.
But more importantly, there is no
critique of intervener reviews in our report.
There is a study of them and an attempt to
explain certain aspects of them from the
standpoint of perception of risk, but there is no
critique in them.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
Ms Taylor?
MS TAYLOR:

Another related

question, although I am not satisfied with that
answer, through you to IEG, and this is on the
issue of public perception of the proponent's
work.
The Panel asked OPG to assess
"the consequence of being wrong."

I did not find

an answer to this question and I am wondering if
the IEG found an answer in the proponent's
material that discussed the consequences of being
wrong?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Taylor, that

was not part of the charge to the IEG.

I can

state that with a great deal of confidence.
So unless you want to redirect
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that question to OPG, I think we will have to
adjourn for the day.
MS TAYLOR:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
I would like you to possibly
address that to OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, this

pertains to the information that was presented
last fall, as I recall.
MS TAYLOR:

Excuse me, I thought

that it was in one of the charges to OPG in the
request for response in the summary documents,
which asked OPG to consider, among other things,
the consequence of being wrong.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would you

remind the Panel for our benefit and OPG's
exactly which information request you are
referring to?
MS TAYLOR:

This is in -- sorry,

from memory, it is the 497-page document that was
produced for our examination and was on the
public record.

And I believe I am not incorrect

in saying that I think the Panel asked OPG to
assess the consequences of being wrong.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Given the time
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of day and given the fact that it may take us a
while to recover the exact reference may I ask,
Ms Taylor, if we allow OPG the evening or unless
Ms Swami has miraculously found it?
Wow, I am impressed.
Ms Swami?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I have a very good team.
So that was a discussion about
EIS-510.

And so what I would recommend is that

we would deal with that next week when we come
back, to have that discussion.

If that is

acceptable?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So to clarify, that is the
information request regarding the significance of
adverse environmental impacts.
place on Monday.

And so that takes

So I would suggest that we can

return to that topic on Monday, Ms Taylor.
MS TAYLOR:

Thank you very much.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

That concludes

the proceedings for today.
Thank you to everyone who
participated today, either by being here in
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person or by watching the webcast.

We will

resume on Monday at 9:00 a.m.
As I said, the subject of
Monday's session will be the methodology used to
determine the significance of adverse
environmental effects.
I hope everyone has a restful and
enjoyable weekend.
Good night.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 5:52 p.m.,
to resume on Monday, September 15, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est adjournée
à 17 h 52 pour reprendre le lundi
15 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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Kincardine, Ontario / Kincardine (Ontario)
--- Upon commencing on Monday, September 15, 2013
at 9:01 a.m. / L'audience débute le lundi
15 septembre 2014 à 9 h 01

OPENING REMARKS

MME MCGEE : Bonjour, Mesdames et
Messieurs.

Good morning and welcome to the

Public Hearing of the Deep Geologic Repository
for Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste
Joint Review Panel.
Bienvenue à l'audience publique
de la Commission d'examen conjoint pour le projet
de stockage de déchets radioactifs à faible et
moyenne activité dans les formations géologiques
profondes.
My name is Kelly McGee, I am the
Co-Manager for the Joint Review Panel and I would
like to address certain matters relating to
today's proceedings before we begin with the
scheduled presentations.
We have simultaneous translation.
Des appareils de traduction sont disponibles à la
réception.

La version française est au poste 2.
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The translation devices are available at the back
of the room and the English version is on Channel
1.
Please keep the pace of your
speech relatively slow so that the translators
can keep up.

A written transcript is being

created for these proceedings and will reflect
the official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency website
for the project.

To make the transcripts as

meaningful as possible, we would ask everyone to
identify themselves before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices and, as a courtesy to our
hosts, please make sure you place all of your
beverage containers and other garbage in the
available recycling bins and garbage containers
at the back of the room.
These proceedings are being
webcast live.

The webcast can be accessed from

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission website at
www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.

A detailed agenda for

all eight days was published on August 26, 2014
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and is available on the website for the project.
Daily agendas are also posted for each day to
reflect any necessary last-minute scheduling
changes.
The hearing will begin each day
at 9:00 a.m. and will wrap up at approximately
5:00 p.m.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and to my left behind the
screen and curtain.

In the event of a fire, you

are asked to leave the building immediately.
Washrooms are located in the
lobby at the main entrance and the wheelchair
access and ramp is located in the back parking
lot.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
with the Member of the Panel Secretariat at the
back of the room.

Each member of the Secretariat

staff is wearing a name tag to help you identify
them.
If you are a registered
intervener and want to seek the leave of the
Chair to propose a question, you are also asked
to speak with a Member of the Secretariat staff.
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Your proposed question must be directly related
to the matters discussed during today's
proceedings.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation during these hearings but would
like to seek the leave of the Panel to make a
brief oral statement, please speak with a member
of the Secretariat staff and complete the
application form.

An opportunity to make a brief

statement is subject to the availability of time
at the end of the day and must be for the purpose
of addressing one or more of the six permitted
hearing subjects.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of the day's session may be
provided, time permitting.
In accordance with the Panel's
Rules of Procedure, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
one or more of the six identified hearing
subjects.

Neither presentations nor questions

will be permitted if they do not follow the Rules
of Procedure.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
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or videos during today's session should speak
with the Joint Review Panel's Communication
Advisor, Ms Lucille Jamault.

Lucille is at the

back on the side of the room here and is here to
help you.
Thank you very much.
Madam Chair...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning.

First of all, let me on behalf of
the Joint Review Panel welcome everyone here in
person or joining us through the webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste Project.
I'm going to introduce the other
members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right

is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from Ms
Kelly McGee, the Co-Manager of the Join Review
Panel, and we also have Mr. Denis Saumure,
counsel to the Panel, with us on the podium
today.
As noted in the published agenda,
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the subject for today's session will be
methodology used to determine the significance of
adverse environmental effects.
I would like to note that we have
a number of government departments on standby in
the event that the Panel has any questions for
them.
Before we proceed with this
morning's presentations, the Panel has an
announcement regarding the new information
presented by Dr. Greening last week.
The Panel has reviewed the
transcript of the new information that was
presented by Dr. Greening on September 10th and
will allow it as a late submission for the
record.
We have several questions to
direct to OPG and CNSC regarding this
information.

The Panel will address these issues

on the afternoon of Wednesday, September the 17th
and will have an expert from Natural Resources
Canada available at that time should the Panel
require that resource.
The Panel's questions regarding
Dr. Greening's new information will focus on the
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following:
the statement on page 117 of the
transcript regarding RWOS 1 releasing
radioactivity into the aquifer;
the statements on page 119
regarding the theoretical justification for
correlations between carbon-14, chlorine-36,
iodine-129, et cetera, and the cobalt-60 content
of a DGR waste container;
scaling factors;
the assertions on pages 123 to
125 that there are "major problems" with OPG's
chlorine-36 and iodine-129 inventories;
the statements regarding
iodine-131 on page 125 of the transcript;
the statements on page 131
regarding calandria tubes and zirconium;
and, finally, the statements in
the transcript regarding Dr. Greening's
characterization of the WIPP incidents.
We will now proceed with
presentations by Ontario Power Generation,
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission and
Environment Canada pertaining to the subject of
methodology used to determine the significance of
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adverse environmental effects.
The Panel will hear all three
presentations before proceeding with its
questions.
I would like now to call on OPG
to begin their presentation, which is PMD
14-P1.1D.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good morning, Dr.

Swanson and Members of the Panel.

My name is

Laurie Swami and I am the Senior Vice President
for Decommissioning and Nuclear Waste Management
at OPG.
For today's presentation Diane
Barker, the Manager for Environmental Assessment,
will provide an overview of the significance of
determination for residual adverse effects.
When Ms. Barker completes the
presentation this morning, OPG would like to
address two comments and questions that were
raised earlier.

Ms. Barker will address EC
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comments on surface water quality and Mr. Wilson
will respond to a question the Joint Review Panel
asked with respect to surface water quality and
storm events last week.
Ms Barker...?
MS BARKER:

Good morning.

For the record, I am Diane
Barker, Environmental Assessment Manager with the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization.
On the phone we have Mr. Danny da
Silva, Principal and Acoustic Noise and Vibration
Engineer, and Mr. Martin Rawlings, Senior Air
Quality and Environmental Assessment Specialist,
both with Golder Associates.
Today I will present information
on OPG's response to Information Request
EIS-12-510 relating to the significance
determination for residual adverse effects of the
deep geologic repository for low and intermediate
level waste.
In this presentation I will
provide context and a brief overview of the
Information Request; I will describe the reasoned
argument approach used to assess the significance
of the predicted adverse effects of the DGR; for
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each residual adverse effect identified in the
Environmental Impact Statement, I will provide an
overview of what would have been required to
result in a significant environmental effect; and
the results of OPG's assessment of significance.
As noted in OPG's written
response to this Information Request, the use of
the reasoned argument approach to significance
assessment confirmed the conclusion of the
Environmental Impact Statement, that the DGR is
not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects.
I will also discuss OPG's
confidence in the significance assessment.

In

general, it is not practical to provide numerical
levels of confidence in the significance.

Our

confidence is based on the conservative
assumptions as part of the precautionary approach
used in identifying adverse effects and the
experience and expertise of the people conducting
the assessment of significance.
OPG's Environmental Impact
Statement presented a technical approach to
significance assessment using decision trees.
This approach assessed the significance of
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potential residual adverse effects in a stepwise
manner relative to the set of criteria included
in the Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines
issued by the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency and the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
The Information Request required
OPG to present a detailed narrative to explain
how the significance of each residual adverse
effect on the biophysical environment and on
Aboriginal interests was determined.
The narrative was to use
context-based reasoning and use references, where
available, to provide defensibility.

Where it

was necessary to rely on experience, this was to
be plainly indicated.

Each residual adverse

effect was to be presented as a separate
narrative and in sufficient detail to allow a
third-party reviewer to understand how the
conclusion was reached.
OPG reviewed the Information
Request against published literature and recently
completed environmental assessments.

The

reasoned argument approach to significance
assessment is one of several methods described in
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literature.

It is consistent with the approach

suggested by Dr. Dunker and it meets the
requirements of the Information Request.
In developing the response to the
Information Request, an early draft of one
section of the reasoned argument narrative was
provided to Dr. Dunker for review.

Based on his

comments, further enhancements to the response
were made prior to submission to the Joint Review
Panel.
Consistent with the reasoned
argument approach, OPG first identified one or
more conditions that would result in an effect
being considered significant.

These conditions

formed the basis for hypothesis statements which
were developed for each residual adverse effect
on the biophysical environment and for Aboriginal
interests.
In developing each hypothesis,
the specialists reviewed relevant available
scientific literature and other sources of
technical information, including environmental
assessments for other projects with similar
effects.
In some cases there was little
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literature information and the experience and
knowledge of technical specialists contributed to
the development of the hypotheses.
Significance was determined by
comparing each residual adverse effect identified
in the assessment against the relevant hypothesis
statements.

The reasoned argument assessment of

significance relied on the assessment of effects,
including the identification of residual adverse
effects that was completed and documented in the
Environmental Impact Statement submitted to the
Joint Review Panel in April of 2011 and that was
the subject of discussion at previous hearing
days.
Having described the methodology,
I will provide a summary of the narrative
significance assessment for each residual adverse
effect, the conclusion reached and OPG's
confidence in the conclusion.
For hydrology, the residual
adverse effects identified were changes to flow
in existing engineered ditches on the Bruce
nuclear site.

There will be a decrease in flow

to the North Railway Ditch, which is shown in the
photo on slide 5.
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This decrease in flow will not
result in any adverse effects in Stream C, which
is cold water habitat and to which the North
Railway Ditch flows.
In the Interconnecting Road Ditch
which discharges to McPherson Bay and Lake Huron,
there will be an increase in flow.

OPG's

hypothesis of what is a significant change in
flow in an engineered channel are shown on slide
5.

A change in flow would be significant if it

resulted in flooding or erosion of the ditch, or
sedimentation that would block flow.
These hypotheses are based on
standard engineering principles for the design of
ditches.
The North Railway Ditch, in which
a decrease of approximately 30 per cent in flow
is predicted, is not considered aquatic habitat
and under current conditions is often dry.
The decrease in flow in the ditch
has the potential to result in an increase in
deposition of sediments in the ditch, however,
the change is small.

Increased sedimentation

will be managed to ensure that flooding is
avoided.

Therefore, OPG concluded that the
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decrease in the flow in the North Railway Ditch
is not significant.
In contrast, the average annual
flow in the Interconnecting Road Ditch was
predicted to double during site preparation and
construction and increase by about 1.5 times
during operations.
This increase has the potential
to exceed the existing capacity of the design
capacity of the ditch.

However, OPG has

committed during the engineering phase to
evaluate the design capacity of the ditch.

If

necessary, OPG will resize the ditch to
accommodate the flow and avoid flooding and
provide appropriate erosion control.

This

effectively addresses the potential adverse
effect and so OPG concluded that the increase in
flow in the Interconnecting Road Ditch is not
significant.
Our high degree of confidence in
the significance conclusion is founded on
well-established engineering design principles.
Terrestrial environment.

The

residual adverse effect identified for the
terrestrial environment was a loss of Eastern
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white cedar as a result of removal of mixed wood
forest.

In southern Ontario, including the

regional study area, Eastern white cedar is a
common and resilient species.

The 8.9 hectares

of mixed wood forest represents less than 1 per
cent of the mixed wood forest in the local study
area.
The DGR project site is in an
already industrialized site that has been subject
to intermittent clearing, disturbance and
regeneration over the last 60 years.

In

determining what would be significant, OPG
considered literature on forest ecosystem
sustainability, professional experience with
forest ecology in southern Ontario and guidelines
issued by the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources respecting natural heritage protection
in land-use practices.
This information indicated that,
in addition to direct loss, other factors such as
ecological function and connectivity were
important considerations in assessing
significance.
The literature generally
indicates that relatively large losses of
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contiguous forests with sensitive functions may
be considered significant.

OPG's hypotheses

statements are presented in slide 6.
Tested against these hypotheses,
the loss of Eastern white cedar was assessed to
be not significant.

The loss will not affect the

sustainability of Eastern white cedar as a tree
species as it is a relatively abundant local
species.
The mixed wood forest to be
removed comprises three small isolated stands
that have already been fragmented by other
activities on site that have limited use by
wildlife and are marginally connected with the
core natural heritage system.
For these reasons OPG has a high
degree of confidence in the conclusion that the
loss of Eastern white cedar is not significant.
Aquatic environment.

Two

residual adverse effects are predicted on the
aquatic environment.

Construction of a culvert

across the South Railway Ditch will alter aquatic
habitat of the redbelly dace, creek chub and
variable leaf pondweed, burrowing crayfish and
benthic invertebrates.
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Secondly, removal of habitat for
burrowing crayfish shown in the photograph in
other areas of the project site will result from
site preparation and construction duties.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
applies the risk management framework to
decision-making under the habitat protection
provisions of the Fisheries Act.

In assessing

sensitivity of fish habitat, Fisheries and Oceans
considers species sensitivity, dependence on
habitat and habitat resiliency.
OPG developed its hypotheses of
what would constitute a significant adverse
effect based on these ecological principles and
the judgment of our technical experts.

OPG's

criteria for significant effects are presented in
slide 7.
The South Railway Ditch is a
constructed intermittent drainage ditch though
some portions are continuously wet.

OPG will

construct the crossing such that it will not
disrupt flow in the ditch or affect watercourse
continuity or migration through the study area.
The area to be affected is a
small portion of similar habitat available
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elsewhere in the site study area.

It is

considered to be marginal habitat in comparison
with other habitat in the site and local study
areas and has been sustained through previous
manmade interferences.
The area to be affected does not
contain unique species, features or ecological
functions within the study areas.

The VECs that

would be affected are common and resilient
species.
The area of burrowing crayfish
habitat to be lost represents less than 1 percent
of the available habitat in the project area.
The habitat to be lost is in areas that had been
previously disturbed by construction activities
at the site.

OPG has a high degree of confidence

in the conclusion that the removal of a small
portion of aquatic habitat within the project
area is not significant.
Air quality:

During the site

preparation and construction phase,
concentrations for nine air quality indicators
are predicted to increase over existing ambient
concentrations.

During the operations phase

eight air quality indicators are predicted to
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increase over existing ambient concentrations.
These were identified as residual adverse
effects.

Effects of decommissioning are

considered to be similar to those of site
preparation and construction.
OPG's hypothesis is that for a
significant adverse effect to result from the DGR
project, ambient air concentrations outside the
site-study area would have to exceed the relevant
ambient air quality criteria more than 10 percent
of the time.
Ambient air quality criteria in
Canada are typically set such that occasionally
exceeding criteria is not likely to result in
significant adverse effects.

The Canada-wide

standards development process included acceptable
frequency for exceeding the criteria value while
still achieving the standard.
The maximum ambient
concentrations for suspended and fine particulate
matter may exceed ambient air quality criteria
periodically during the site preparation and
construction and decommissioning phases of the
project.

While the effects may occur throughout

the site preparation and construction phase they
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are predicted to occur less than 0.5 percent of
the time.

To provide some context this is less

than two days in any year.
The area where the exceedances
occur is just outside the fence line of the Bruce
nuclear site and while it is accessible to the
public, it is not in an area used for residential
purposes.

At human receptors none of the

indicators exceed relevant ambient air quality
criteria.
During the operations phase
predicted emissions do not exceed relevant
ambient air quality criteria.

For these reasons

OPG concluded that the increase in ambient
concentrations of particulate matter is not
significant.

Our high degree of confidence in

this conclusion is founded on the use of a
conservative approach to predicting effects,
site-specific meteorological data and an
established air dispersion model.
Noise:

During the site

preparation and construction and decommissioning
phases a noticeable increase in noise is
predicted near Baie du Doré.

Published

literature includes information on how changes in
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noise level affects people. Based on available
literature, OPG's hypothesis was that for changes
in noise levels to be significant they would have
to be disturbing.

That is, the noise level would

need to increase more than 10 decibels over the
quietest existing hourly noise level.
The increase in ambient noise
predicted to result from the DGR project is 5
decibels.

For this reason, OPG concluded that

the increase in noise resulting from the DGR
project is not significant.
Although not a part of OPG's
hypothesis for significance, OPG also considered
the reference materials that Health Canada
mentions in its sufficiency review.

As part of

the assessment of effects on human health, Health
Canada's 2010 reference was considered.

For the

DGR project this threshold is not exceeded.
The noise levels associated with
the DGR project will be less than the 30 dBA
noise level inside buildings recommended by the
World Health Organization to minimize sleep
disturbance.

The DGR project noise will also be

less than the more recent World Health
Organization's recommended night noise guideline
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of 40 dBA outside dwellings at all receptors
calculated over the period of a year.
For these reasons, OPG has a high
degree of confidence in the conclusion that the
increase in noise is not significant.
Turning now to Aboriginal
interests, the DGR project is predicted to have
an adverse effect on Aboriginal heritage
resources.

The effect is a diminished quality or

value of activities undertaken at the
Jiibegmegoong burial site which is located on the
Bruce nuclear site more than a kilometer to the
southwest of the DGR project.
There are no absolute effects
thresholds in literature to use when evaluating
the diminishment of quality or value of
ceremonies.

OPG's hypothesis was that for an

effect to be significant, the activities
associated with the DGR project would have to
prevent or interfere with access or activities at
the burial site.
OPG follows a draft protocol to
ensure that access is granted when members of the
Aboriginal community request access to the burial
site. No changes in access to the site will
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result from the DGR project.
Activities associated with site
preparation and construction may result in
increased noise and dust levels at the burial
site and may contribute to a diminished quality
or value of ceremonies undertaken there.

Adverse

noise and dust effects are associated only with
the site preparation and construction and
decommissioning phases and can be managed so that
they do not result in adverse effects during
ceremonies or observation of the burial site.
The visibility of structures
associated with the DGR project including the
waste rock pile may contribute to the
diminishment of value or quality of ceremonies.
However, the DGR project is not expected to
change the existing industrial nature of the
Bruce nuclear site and is therefore not expected
to prevent or interfere with ceremonial
activities.
For these reasons, OPG concluded
the effects of the DGR project on the
Jiibegmegoong burial site are not significant.
OPG is confident in this conclusion because the
project will not change existing access
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arrangements and indirect noise, dust, visual
effects can be managed and mitigated if
necessary.
For several components of the
biophysical environment no residual adverse
effects were identified and therefore an
assessment of significance was not required.

As

part of the response to the information request,
OPG developed significance hypotheses which would
have been used for these components of the
environment if a residual adverse effect had been
identified:
- For an effect arising from
radiation and radioactivity to be significant the
predicted doses to humans would need to be above
regulatory criteria.
- For non-human biota the effects
would have to have been predicted to be above
established screening criteria to be assessed as
significant.
- For an effect on near-surface
geology and hydrogeology to be significant, OPG
hypothesized that there would have to be
migration of contaminants of potential concern in
excess of relevant criteria on a frequent and/or
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continuous basis or alteration of the shallow
groundwater flow regime to an extent that's
sensitive or critical habitats would be altered
on a frequent or continuous basis.
- For an effect on surface water
quality to be significant, concentrations of
contaminants in releases would have to exceed
relevant discharge criteria or result in
alteration of the surface water quality regime
sufficient to result in adverse effects to
sensitive or critical habitat on a long term or
continuous basis.
In conclusion, OPG has now used
two different methodologies, each based on
accepted environmental assessment practice to
assess the significance of the residual adverse
effects of the DGR project.
third methodology.

The CNSC used a

Each of these assessments

reached the same conclusion, that the DGR project
is not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects.
The detailed narrative explains
how the significance of each residual adverse
effect was determined and provides a transparent
assessment of significance.

It is presented in a
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manner that allows a third party reviewer to
understand how the conclusion was reached.

OPG

has confidence that the DGR project is not likely
to result in any significant adverse effects to
the environment.

OPG's confidence is based on

the use of the precautionary approach in the
assessment.

In addition, a follow-up monitoring

program is proposed to verify the predicted
effects and the effectiveness of mitigation
measures.
This completes the presentation
on significance assessment.
As Ms Swami noted in her
introduction, I will now address the comment in
Environment Canada's submission PMD14-P1.4 on
page 8.

As noted by Environment Canada, OPG

incorrectly attributed to Environment Canada an
assessment in CNSC's response to undertaking
number 47, that compliance with the proposed
discharge criteria would result in compliance
with section 36(3) of the Fisheries Act and would
not be deleterious to aquatic communities in
MacPherson Bay.
With respect to surface water
quality, OPG reiterates that it is committed to
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compliance with applicable regulatory
requirements.

Results of surface water quality

modeling completed in 2012 indicated that with
appropriate mitigation discharge from the storm
water management pond could meet proposed
discharge criteria without the need for
additional treatment.

OPG is aware that through

the environmental compliance approvals process,
discharge limits may be established which may
differ from those proposed in the EIS.

If needed

to meet regulatory criteria, OPG will implement
treatment.
I will now turn to Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson for the

record.
Last week the Panel asked if OPG
could comment briefly on the consequences of
unplanned releases from the storm water
management pond.

The Panel would be particularly

interested in distinguishing among the various
constituents of concern that would be in a storm
water management pond versus in the repository
itself.
During construction there will be
approximately 27 litres per second going to the
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storm water management pond.

Contributions to

that storm water management pond from the
underground development activities is greater
than 80 percent.

The next largest contributor is

runoff from the surface facilities at 10 percent
and from the waste rock management pile at
approximately 6 percent, and then 2 percent from
direct precipitation.

During the operations

phase, however, the discharge from the
underground workings is limited to any water
inflows from the shafts, which is conservatively
estimated to be less than .5 litres per second,
and 7 litres per second in total going to the
storm water management pond from surface runoff
conditions.

This information was discussed in

detail as part of the July 18th, 2012 technical
information session, as well as the October 1st,
2013 hearing days.
The storm water management pond
following best practices is documented in the
Ministry of Environment's Storm Water Management
Planning and Design Manual.

It is designed to

contain the six hour 25 millimetre storm event
and safely pass the 100 storm year event.

As

discussed in 2013, the storm water management
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pond is subsequently sized to be able to contain
the 24 hour 10 year storm event as currently
proposed.
For both the construction and
operation phases, the prime constituent of
concern in the overflow discharge would be total
suspended solids associated with surface runoff.
We have modeled other constituents that could be
affected, such as un-ionized ammonia and total
dissolved solids at peak concentrations from the
waste rock management area.

And these would be

in concentrations consistent with the detailed
modeling provided in 2012 as part of the Bruce
County Peer Review.
Predicted concentrations are at
the point of the storm water management discharge
and do not take into consideration mixing with
waters from other sources contributing to the
drainage ditch to MacPherson Bay.

It's

conservative and does not take into consideration
mitigating measures or reductions in
concentrations from the waste rock management
area over time.

The storm water management pond

is designed to direct the overflow to the
interconnecting ditch and not back towards the
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project site or the north marsh.

As part of good

operating practice, in the event of such a storm,
discharge from the underground activities would
be suspended as to not contribute to the loading
of the storm water management system, as there is
sufficient capacity for storage in the
underground sump system.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

Thank you very

We will now continue with the presentation

by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, which
is PMD14-P1.2D.

Dr. Thompson, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:

Good morning,

Madam Chair and members of the Joint Review
Panel.

My name is Patsy Thompson.

Je suis la

directrice générale de la Direction de
l'évaluation et de la protection environnementale
et radiologique avec la Commission canadienne de
Sûreté nucléaire.
With me today are Dr. Hemendra
Mulye and Mr. Graham Smith, environmental risk
assessors with the CNSC's Environmental Risk
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Assessment Division.

In addition, other members

of the CNSC staff's technical review team are
available to answer questions.
CNSC staff have reviewed OPG's
submission of the methodology used to determine
the significance of adverse environmental effects
as requested by the Joint Review Panel and
information requests EIS-12-510.

CNSC staff also

submitted as part of last year's hearing
proceedings a lengthy response to undertaking
number 53 that outline CNSC's staff assessment of
significance of adverse environmental effects.
Today's presentation summarizes
CNSC staff's review presented in PMD14-P1.2.

I

will now ask Mr. Hemendra Mulye to continue with
the presentation.
MR. MULYE:
Thompson.

Thank you, Dr.

Good morning, Madam Chair, members of

the Joint Review Panel.
is Dr. Hemendra Mulye.

For the record my name
I am an environmental

risk assessment specialist at the CNSC.

This

presentation will cover the following topic
areas:

CNSC staff's previous assessment of the

significance of residual adverse effects on the
biophysical environment in undertaking number 53;
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the basis for CNSC staff's review of OPG's
response to the information requests, as well as
our methodology to assess significance as
presented in undertaking number 53; an example of
CNSC staff's analysis of the significance of
adverse effects of the DGR project on the
terrestrial environment; a discussion of OPG's
response to information request EIS-12-512, and,
finally, the impact of this assessment on
previous CNSC staff conclusions and
recommendations for the EIS and the licence to
prepare the site and construct the proposed DGR.
In PMD13-P1.3, CNSC's staff
summarized our assessment of OPG's submission on
the assessment of the significance of residual
adverse effects on the biophysical environment
and on Aboriginal interests as provided in the
2011 Environmental Impact Assessment.

Then

during the 2013 hearings the Panel requested, in
undertaking number 53 additional, information on
CNSC staff's evaluation of significance,
including the methodology and criteria used in
the assessment.

The environmental aspects

covered in CNSC staff's response to the
undertaking included hydrology and surface water,
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aquatic environment, terrestrial environment,
human health, and, finally, radiation dose to
non-human biota.
Prior to the assessment of
significance of residual adverse effects, CNSC
staff reviewed the information submitted by OPG
from the perspective of completeness, logical
reasoning, and that the information was
scientifically sound.

Where information was

lacking or needed further clarification,
information requests were issued.

OPG's

responses to these information requests were
reviewed by CNSC staff.
CNSC staff used a number of
methods to determine significance of residual
adverse effects depends on the biophysical
component of the environment being assessed.
Staff did not rely on OPG's methods for
determining significance.

Staff used criteria

outlined in the EIS guidelines issued in 2009.
These criteria are magnitude, geographic extent,
timing, duration, frequency, reversibility,
ecological and social cultural contexts, and
probability of occurrence.

A weight of evidence

approach was then used by CNSC staff to
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collectively consider the information provided
for each of the significance criteria.

In doing

so, staff took into account uncertainties and
used a precautionary approach.
Documents, standards, guidance
and objectives used by CNSC staff for
significance assessment are listed in the
reference section of a response to Undertaking
No. 53.

These include relevant regulatory

documents, environmental standards, guidance and
objectives published by federal, provincial or
international agencies to assess potential
effects of hazardous substances on human health.
Toxicity reference values were
used by regulatory agencies such as Health
Canada, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
World Health Organization or the Ontario Ministry
of the Environment were used in the assessment.
If applicable quantitative
standards for a biophysical environmental
component did not exist, then significance was
determined using factors derived from the
scientific literature such as ecological function
and the presence of unique features.
In the Environmental Impact
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Statement and through information requests, OPG
identified eight residual adverse effects for
site preparation and construction in operations
phases of the DGR project.

These are found under

hydrology, terrestrial environment, aquatic
environment, noise and vibration, atmospheric
environment and Aboriginal interests.
In the EIS, OPG assessed the
significance of these residual adverse effects
using a decision tree approach along with the
criteria outlined in the EIS guidelines.
CNSC staff found OPG's approach
to be acceptable.
I will now pass on this
presentation to Mr. Graham Smith to provide a
detailed example of how CNSC determine
significance.
MR. SMITH:
name is Graham Smith.

For the record, my

I'm an Environmental Risk

Assessment Officer with the CNSC.
This portion of the presentation
will discuss staff's determination of
significance using the terrestrial environment as
an example.

I will first provide a brief summary

of the residual adverse effect identified and
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will then present CNSC staff's use of the EIS
criteria for making a significance determination.
For the terrestrial environment,
the EIS identified an adverse effect to eastern
white cedar associated with the clearing of mixed
woods forest within the DGR project area during
site preparation and construction activities.
The mixed forest vegetation
community was represented by the eastern white
cedar as a Valued Ecosystem Component, or VEC, in
the EIS because it is an abundant species in the
local study area, indicating it is a good
representative for local forests.
It is slow growing and plays an
important role in providing habitat for wildlife,
particularly in winter when it is a preferred
food source of food and shelter by white-tailed
deer and other wildlife.

Also, as a conifer, it

was considered potentially more susceptible to
changes in air quality.
Mitigation measures proposed by
OPG included the retention of forest where
possible and constructing exclusionary fencing
around the project area to prevent further loss
of species from adjacent habitats.

However, the
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loss of 8.9 hectares of mixed wood forest could
not be mitigated and, therefore, this was
identified as a residual adverse effect of the
project.
To assess the significance of the
forest removal, staff evaluated the residual
effect using the significance criteria provided
in the EIS guidelines.

As mentioned in a

previous slide, these are magnitude, geographic
extent, timing, duration, frequency,
reversibility, ecological and social context and
the probability of occurrence.
Firstly, the magnitude of the
effect was evaluated.

The importance of a given

area of forest is highly site specific, requiring
consideration of a number of forest attributes.
For this reason, a generic quantitative benchmark
that would characterize the magnitude or amount
of forest removal which may be considered
significant was not available.
In the absence of a quantitative
benchmark regarding the magnitude of an effect,
CNSC staff employed a weight of evidence approach
using information provided by the proponent for
each of the remaining EIS significance criteria,
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which I will now outline.
Regarding the geographical extent
criterion, the removal of mixed forest will be
limited to within the DGR project area.

As

mentioned on a previous slide, an estimated 8.9
hectares will be cleared to make room for surface
infrastructure.
Within the site study area, or
SSA, additional forest exists to the northeast
and also to the south, which is where the largest
on-site woodlands are located and which are
contiguous with the forests of Inverhuron
Provincial Park.
Considering these additional
forests, 8.9 hectares amounts to approximately 11
percent of the mixed forest in the site study
area.
Also, primarily due to forests to
the north of the site, including McGregor Point
Provincial Park, the amount to be cleared
represents less than one percent of the woodland
in the local study area, or LSA.
The timing, duration and
frequency are relatively straightforward for this
effect.

The forest clearing will commence during
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site preparation activities and direct effects to
eastern white cedars would be continuous
throughout operations.
Regarding the probability of
occurrence criterion, although OPG has indicated
the vegetation removal will be avoided where
possible, the removal of 8.9 hectares will be
required should the project be approved.
For evaluating the reversibility
criterion, CNSC staff acknowledge that the
rehabilitation or site rehabilitation is planned
for the DGR site during the decommissioning phase
and which includes plans for mixed forest
regeneration.
It is recognized, though, that it
will take additional time before forests would be
re-established to their current state.
Therefore, for the purposes of significance
determination, this effect was treated as
non-reversible by CNSC staff.
As mentioned earlier, the value
of a given forest or forest subset is highly
dependent on site-specific attributes.

These are

considered primarily under the ecological context
criterion.
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The 8.9 hectares of forest to be
cleared do not contain features such as species
composition, age or habitats that would be
considered unique to the local study area.
The forest exists as three
smaller forest parcels comprised of common
regenerating species, and their ecological
function is limited by their small size,
fragmentation and the high level of disturbance
they are subjected to as a result of their
location amongst the infrastructure of the Bruce
nuclear power plant and other on-site
infrastructure.
Habitat connectivity was
considered under the ecological context
criterion.

The forest is used occasionally by

wide-ranging wildlife species such as
white-tailed deer and wild turkey.

However, the

ability of the forest in the DGR project area to
function as meaningful habitat connections for
bird and wildlife movement is severely limited by
the presence of the existing Bruce Power
facilities to the north, south and to the west.
Continuing with ecological
context, the sustainability of eastern white
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cedar in the local study area will not be
compromised.

The 8.9 hectares of forest

represents a very small proportion, less than one
percent, of the mixed wood forest in the local
study area.

Therefore, the loss of this forest

area was not considered critical to the
sustainability of this vegetation community in
the local area.
Regarding the sustainability of
bird and wildlife populations using the forests
which are targeted to be cleared for the DGR
project, the species which inhabit these forests
are generally those that are tolerant of
disturbance and fragment forest habitat.
Given the abundance of fragmented
forest in the region, these are generally common
species with healthy populations.
Furthermore, due to their small
size, these forest fragments do not provide the
interior forest habitat that is preferred by many
area-sensitive species.

Therefore, removal of

this low quality habitat is not expected to have
measurable impacts on local populations of bird
and wildlife species.
Considering the information
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provided by the proponent, the key points of
which I have just outlined in this presentation,
CNSC staff determined that the residual adverse
effect on the terrestrial environment, namely the
cleaning of 8.9 hectares of mixed forest for the
DGR project, is not likely to result in a
significant adverse effect on the terrestrial
environment taking into account the
implementation of mitigation measures.
We hope that by walking through
the specific example provided a clearer
understanding of the methodology used by CNSC
staff to determine the significance of adverse
effects.
I will now pass this presentation
back to Dr. Hemendra Mulye.
DR. MULYE:

Thank you.

Dr. Hemendra Mulye, for the
record.
During the fall 2013 hearings,
the Panel asked OPG how the significance of
adverse environmental effects was assessed for
the DGR project.
In response to the questions from
the JRP during the hearings, OPG outlined the
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approach used for determining the significance of
adverse effects in the EIS.
Subsequently, the JRP requested
as part of information request package number 12
that OPG provide a detailed explanation of how
the significance of each residual adverse effect
on the biophysical environment and on Aboriginal
interests was determined.
The proponent's response to this
information request was submitted to the JRP on
March 28 of this year.
CNSC staff completed and
submitted a detailed sufficiency review of OPG's
submission on June 6 of this year.

Our review is

available on the registry as entry number 1871.
OPG's response to information
request EIS-12-510 relied on a series of
hypotheses or conditions for each residual
effect.

In order for a residual effect to be

considered significant, any of -- any one of the
conditions would need to be evaluated as true.
OPG applied context-based
reasoning as requested by the Panel in the
information request to make a determination
regarding each hypothesis, and ultimately arrived
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at its final significance determination.
Each effect was also
characterized using the EIS significance criteria
discussed earlier.
OPG's initial approach used in
the 2011 EIS submission involved categorizing
each effect under the various significance
criteria and making a determination using a
decision tree.
OPG's conclusions using the
hypothesis approach outlined in their response to
EIS-12-510 were consistent with the significance
determination made in the EIS.
CNSC staff also reviewed OPG's
approach and found the hypothesis used as well as
the reasoning to be acceptable.

Much of the

reasoning used to assess each hypotheses was
similar to that used by CNSC staff in response to
undertaking 53.
CNSC staff have determined that
the additional information and analysis provided
by OPG in response to the information request
have no impact on previous assessments presented
in PMD 13-P1.3 for the environmental impact
statement and PMD 13-P1.2 for the licence
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application.
On the basis of our independent
assessment of all the information presented to
support the EIS CNSC staff continue to conclude
that the DGR project is not likely to result in
significant adverse effects on the environment
taking into account the implementation of
mitigation measures and OPG's commitments.
Staff also conclude that OPG is
qualified and will make adequate provisions to
protect persons and the environment as required
under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
This concludes CNSC staff's
presentation.

We are available to answer any

questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

We will now continue with the
presentation by Environment Canada, which is PMD
14-P1.4.
After Environment Canada's
presentation we will be taking a break, and then
after the break we will proceed with questions
for all three.
Ms Ali, please proceed.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ENVIRONMENT CANADA

MS ALI:

Good morning everyone,

my name is Nardia Ali and I am the Manager of
Compliance Promotion, Expert Support and Nuclear
Operations at Environment Canada.
With me to day is Sandro
Leonardelli, Senior Environmental Assessment
Coordinator for the DGR EA review at Environment
Canada.
We also have technical experts
available via phone, if needed.
Environment Canada received a
request from the Panel to be here today to
present our review of the OPG response to
EIS-12-510 on the methodology used to determine
significance.
For the presentation today I will
briefly describe Environment Canada's role in the
environmental assessment process, Environment
Canada's mandate and expertise related to the DGR
project review, and the focus of our review of
the project.
Then I will summarize EC's
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submission to the Joint Review Panel dated July
2, 2014 related to our review of OPG's responses
to information request EIS-12-510.
I will not explain EC's role in
the EA process.
Environment Canada participates
as a federal authority under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act to provide
specialist information and knowledge related to
our mandate as requested by the Joint Review
Panel.
Environment Canada has actively
participated in the review of the environmental
impact statement for the DGR.

EC provided a

written submission to the JRP on July 22, 2013 on
the findings of our review and actively
participated in the 2013 public hearings.
Following those hearings in
November 2013 the JRP issued additional
information request to OPG on several topics.
OPG provided its response to those information
requests over the subsequent months.
On June 9, 2014 the JRP requested
that Environment Canada provide a written review
of OPG's responses to three of the information
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requests and participate in these public
hearings.
Environment Canada provided a
written submission to the JRP on July 2, 2014
regarding the adequacy of the OPG responses.
On August 15 the JRP again wrote
to EC requesting a presentation on our submission
on two of the information requests; EIS-12-510
and EIS-12-512.

Today we look at EIS-12-510.
I will now describe EC's mandate,

expertise, and the focus of our review.
Environment Canada's mandate and
expertise in relation to the DGR project is with
regard to impacts on or related to water quality,
water quantity, air quality, accidents and
malfunctions, migratory birds, species at risk,
ecological risk assessment, and effects of the
environment on the project.
Environment Canada's review was
focused on potential effects of the project upon
the surface environment, primarily during the
construction, operations and abandonment phases.
The potential migration of
contaminants out of the repository during the
abandonment and long-term performance phase was
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outside the scope of Environment Canada's mandate
and expertise.
With respect to IR EIS-12-510
Environment Canada did not comment on OPG's
assessment methodology.

Instead, our review

focused on whether the predictions and
conclusions
in OPG's response were valid and consistent with
our own views and conclusions.
I will now provide the general
conclusions of EC's review of EIS-12-510.
In general, Environment Canada
concurs with OPG's conclusions about the
significance of residual effects for:

hydrology,

specifically the effects on surface water levels
and flows and the maximum flood hazard
assessment; the terrestrial environment,
specifically the effects on migratory birds and
species at risk; near surface geology and
hydrogeology, specifically the effects upon water
levels and flows in the northeast marsh, also
known as wetland 4, and water quality in the
northeast marsh.
Environment Canada also concurs
with OPG's conclusions about the significance of
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residual effects for air quality, radiation and
radioactivity, surface water quality.
I would like to note that
Environment Canada's assessment approach for
review of the original EIS was similar to the
context-based reasoned argument methodology
described by Dr. Duinker in his 2013 report to
the JRP.
It is worth noting that OPG's
response to EIS-12-510 did not contain any new
information as compared to the original EIS.

OPG

only used a different methodology to evaluate
that information.
OPG's revised methodology and
assessment does not alter Environment Canada's
independent conclusions about the significance of
these residual effects.
I will now go into more detail on
specific aspects of our review of this IR
response.
So first of all, the Environment
Canada conclusions regarding hydrology.

So

hydrology regarding effects and water levels and
flows.

Environment Canada's sufficiency review

was in relation to changes to flows in the North
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Railway Ditch and its downstream impact to flows
in Stream C.
The net flow reduction within the
North Railway Ditch predicted to be a 31 per cent
loss of flow means that stream flows are less
likely to cause erosion and therefore less likely
to carry elevated levels of total suspended
solids to Stream C.
Furthermore, OPG has committed to
installing silk curtains so that sediment from
site preparation activities will not enter the
North Railway Ditch and therefore will not affect
Stream C.
Environment Canada does not deem
the 0.8 per cent flow reduction to Stream C to be
significant.

In fact, it would be difficult to

detect considering the normal range of
variability and flows both seasonally and from
year to year.
Overall, Environment Canada
concurs with OPG's conclusions, that this is not
a significant residual effect.
The information presented in the
OPG response does not alter any of the
conclusions or recommendations outlined in
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Environment Canada's departmental submission or
in our testimony during the 2013 public hearings.
Hydrology regarding the maximum
flood hazard assessment.

OPG's IR response

includes an assessment of the project's effect on
flows and the drainage ditch at Interconnecting
Road.
Environment Canada concurs with
OPG's conclusions about the significance of
effects.

Any potential effects of increased flow

within the drainage ditch at Interconnecting Road
can be mitigated through redesign of the ditch.
The information presented in the
OPG response does not alter any of the
conclusions or recommendations outlined in
Environment Canada's departmental submission or
in our testimony during the 2013 public hearings.
Environment Canada's
recommendation 3.13 in our original written
submission recognized that OPG would need to
submit a final detailed engineering design of the
DGR surface facilities and infrastructure, and
that a revised flood hazard assessment should be
conducted based on that design.
Climate change is expected to
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increase the frequency and intensity of storm
events.

Environment Canada's recommendation 3.13

made note of the importance of incorporating the
potential effect of climate change on the size of
the probable maximum precipitation event,
particularly since the PMP vent and the resulting
flooding have implications for loss of human life
at the DGR site.
Next, I will summarize the EC
conclusions regarding the terrestrial
environment.
Regarding impacts to the
terrestrial environment, in our original review
of the EIS Environment Canada evaluated potential
effects to migratory birds and species at risk
arising from forest habitat loss, noise and
disturbance, loss or changes to nearby wetlands,
and wildlife mortality during land-clearing
activities.
Environment Canada concurs with
OPG that the 8.9 hectare habitat loss would not
result in significant adverse effect.

Although

the OPG response does not directly address the
other factors noted above, they were previously
addressed to Environment Canada's satisfaction
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and we concluded that they would not cause a
significant adverse effect.
Therefore, the information
presented in the OPG response does not alter any
of the conclusions or recommendations outlined in
Environment Canada's original departmental
submission or in our testimony during the 2013
public hearings.
Environment Canada's departmental
submission provided the rationale for our
conclusion that the 8.9 hectare habitat loss
would not result in a significant adverse effect.
The context-based reasoning that
led to this conclusion is as follows.

The

largest remaining forest within the site study
area exists to the south approximately one to two
kilometres from the DGR site.

These are the

least fragmented forests in the site study area
on are contiguous with forest and Inverhuron
Provincial Park.
Forests to the east of the site
study area, approximately 300 metres to two
kilometres from the DGR are much more fragmented
and are not as contiguous with adjacent forested
areas.
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At the DGR site a total of 8.9
hectares of mixed forest spread across tree
forest fragments will be lost as a result of the
project.

The 8.9 hectares is comprised mostly of

Eastern white cedar, which is common and abundant
within and surrounding the site study area.
These three small remnant forest
patches on the southern half of the DGR site do
not represent pristine habitat and are too small
and isolated to support viable populations of
area-sensitive breeding bird species.
Area-sensitive breeding bird species have a
preference for larger woodlots and in southern
Ontario are typically absent or found in low
numbers in forests that are less than 30 hectares
in size.
The tree forest on the DGR site,
which amounts to 11 percent of the mixed forest
within the site study area, are only 2.9 percent
of all forest within the site study area and are
not connected to the larger forests such as those
in nearby Inverhuron Provincial Park.
Based on the above information,
Environment Canada concludes that migratory bird
species of conservation concern are unlikely to
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be found in significant numbers in the DGR site
and those habitats closest to the existing
industrial development.
EC believes that the remaining
small fragmented blocks of natural habitat, which
are surrounded by existing infrastructure,
including buildings and roads, cannot support the
breeding requirements of notable populations of
breeding bird species of high conservation
concern, example species at risk on Bird
Conservation Region 13 priority species.
Furthermore, many of the
migratory bird species that utilize fragmented
forests are tolerant of disturbed habitats and
often occur in high abundance because there is an
ample supply of these habitats in southern
Ontario.
The 8.9 hectare loss of this
habitat type at the DGR site does not pose any
serious concerns.

Area-sensitive breeding bird

species do occupy fragmented habitats, but at a
much lower abundance and diversity than in
similar large habitats.
EC therefore believes that the
loss of a small quantity of low-quality forest
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habitat will not have a significant adverse
environmental effect on provincial or even
regional breeding bird populations.
Noise levels at the DGR site are
unlikely to have an adverse effect on breeding
bird populations, except at a very local scale,
given the fragmented condition of the forest
within the site study area.
Furthermore, many of the breeding
bird species that currently utilize these
fragmented habitats are already adapted to
disturbance, such as the activities and noise
associated with the existing facilities; for
example, the Western Waste Management Facility.
Noise effects from the DGR site
preparation and construction, such as from heavy
machinery and blasting, are temporary effects
that are intermittent and staged over
approximately six years.

Noise from ongoing DGR

operations from ventilation fans for the two
shafts in the air compressor plant will be
constant and more similar to noise from the
existing facilities.
So although the project may
result in adverse noise impacts on migratory
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birds, the site study area is already heavily
impacted by industrial disturbance; example,
habitat fragmentation, noise, lighting, traffic
and buildings.
The habitats closest to the DGR
will experience a notable increase in noise
impacts, but this will not affect significant
numbers of breeding birds that have been
identified as high priority species within Bird
Conservation Region No. 13.
Local bird populations already
seem acclimated to a high degree of human
disturbance.
I will next describe the EC
conclusions regarding air quality.
With respect to air quality,
Environment Canada evaluated potential effects to
air quality during the various phases of the
project.

Based on the original review,

Environment Canada had concluded that OPG's
modelling approach and emission estimates were
appropriate and that the air quality predictions
were credible and suitably conservative.
Environment Canada concurs with
OPG's conclusions about the significance of
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effects.

The predicted frequency of exceedances

of air quality criteria as a result of the
project is less than one percent and we would
conclude that this would not be a significant
effect, particularly when considering the
conservativeness of the modelling, which likely
overestimates the effects, the duration of
effects, exceedances during the Stage 1
construction phase only when concurrent
activities of site preparation, surface facility
construction and shaft excavation are occurring.
The magnitude of effects
exceedances are for some of the one-hour and
24-hour criteria only with only a small increase
reflected in our newer levels, which remain well
below the annual criteria and the geographic
extent of the exceedances primarily occur on site
and just beyond the OPG property fence line, with
no exceedances predicted at human receptor
locations.
One of Environment Canada's
recommendations on our original written
submission was that a follow-up monitoring
program for air emissions be implemented to
ensure the facts are consistent with predictions.
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In summary, the information
presented in the OPG response does not alter any
of the conclusions or recommendations outlined in
Environment Canada's original departmental
submission or in our testimony during the 2013
public hearings.
I will now move on to the EC
conclusions regarding radiation and
radioactivity.
With respect to radiation and
radioactivity, the scope of Environment Canada's
review was limited to impacts on migratory birds
and federal species at risk and was primarily
focused on ensuring that the general risk
assessment methodologies were appropriate and
that valued ecosystem components were
appropriately assessed since they act as
surrogates for all species found on site.
Environment Canada does not have
any outstanding concerns since the predicted dose
increases to wildlife are small and well below
established dose criteria.
The information presented in the
OPG response does not alter any of the
conclusions or recommendations outlined in
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Environment Canada's original written submission
or in our testimony during the 2013 public
hearings.
I will now provide the EC
conclusions regarding near surface geology and
hydrogeology.
With respect to near surface
geology and hydrogeology, Environment Canada's
review of the DGR EIS addressed the following:
the effect on surface water levels and flows,
most importantly the Northeast marsh and Stream C
and the effect on surface water quality in the
Northeast marsh.
Based on the original review,
Environment Canada had concurred with OPG's
determination that water levels in the marsh will
not likely be affected due to the very low
permeability of the glacial tills that underlie
the marsh and the remainder of the DGR site.
Environment Canada's
recommendation 3.12 from our written submission
seeks verification that the overburden
permeability is in fact low, consistent with
OPG's descriptions and assumptions.
In our original written
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submissions, EC had not specifically discussed
the potential for groundwater contamination to
enter the Northeast marsh.

Environment Canada

did not consider this to be a concern in light of
the low permeability overburden at the DGR site,
the ditching system that surrounds the waste
tract management area and the lower elevation of
the stormwater management pond in relation to the
marsh, which would prevent groundwater flow
towards the marsh.
In the conduct of our sufficiency
review, Environment Canada evaluated OPG's
response in relation to these same issues.

With

regard to evaluating the significance of effects,
OPG's overall response is sufficient.
Environment Canada concurs with
OPG's conclusions about the significance of
effects.

The information presented in the OPG

response does not alter any of the conclusions or
recommendations outlined in Environment Canada's
original written submission or in our testimony
during the 2013 public hearings.
Next I will provide the
Environment Canada conclusions regarding surface
water quality.
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Regarding surface water quality,
Environment Canada's original review of the DGR
EIS addressed the following: the potential effect
of the effluent discharged from the stormwater
management pond on downstream surface water
quality and aquatic biota and the potential
effects of spills.
Environment Canada's original
written submission included an extensive
discussion and evaluation of the effluent
discharged from the stormwater management pond.
Environment Canada's main
conclusion was that treatment will be required
for effluents from the DGR facility in order for
it to be in compliance with subsection 36.3 of
the Fisheries Act.
A number of related
recommendations were made.

In the conduct of our

sufficiency review of OPG's response to IR
EIS-12-510, Environment Canada's evaluation was
in relation to the same issues previously
mentioned.
With regard to evaluating the
significance of effects, OPG's overall response
is sufficient.
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Environment Canada concurs with
OPG's conclusions about the significance of
effects.

The information presented in OPG's

response does not alter any of the conclusions or
recommendations outlined in the EC's original
written submissions or in our testimony during
the 2013 public hearings.
Environment Canada's 2013 written
submission provided an extensive analysis of the
stormwater management pond, the issues that may
affect the final effluent quality and potential
downstream effects.
It is Environment Canada's
expectation that OPG will design and operate the
stormwater management pond and associated
treatment system in accordance with the
conclusions and recommendations outlined in our
written submission.
Environment Canada also stated at
the public hearings, specifically on October
30th, 2013, that it is our expectation that the
stormwater management pond will be designed to
minimize discharge of untreated effluent and pond
sediment in the case of a severe storm event.
In our Sufficiency Review
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Submission, Environment Canada did make several
comments regarding the OPG response wherein we
disagreed with some of the statements and
characterizations made by OPG.

These comments do

not alter the fact that we agree with OPG's
conclusion about the significance of effects on
this aspect of the project.
Finally, I will give a summary of
Environment Canada's position.

In summary,

Environment Canada is of the view that OPG's
response to EIS-12-510 was sufficient within the
context of our review.
For all of the potentially
adverse effects reviewed by Environment Canada,
the information contained in the OPG response
does not alter any of the conclusions or
recommendations previously outlined in our
written submission dated July 23rd, 2013 and
during our oral testimony and any undertakings
over the course of the public hearings held in
2013.
Thank you for your attention and
we will be pleased to address your questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Ms Ali.

Thank you very
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We are now going to take a
15-minute break.

We will return at 10:45.

--- Upon recessing at 10:27 a.m. / Suspension à
1027
--- Upon resuming at 10:46 a.m. / Reprise à 1046
MS MCGEE:

Good morning.

If I

could ask everyone to take their seats we will
resume.
Before the Panel begins their
questions, I would ask everyone to take this
opportunity to once again check your cell phones
and other electronic devices and ensure that they
are on silent mode.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel will

now proceed with its questions based on the
previous three presentations and I would like to
start with Dr. Muecke, please.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

The Panel's first questions go to
CNSC.

Could you outline for the Panel and the

public the main features of the weight of
evidence approach to determine significant
residual adverse effects versus the narrative
reasoned argument approach taken by OPG?
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As much as possible, could you
please put it into accessible language?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Perhaps first I will briefly
describe the reasoned argument approach that the
CNSC has used as well on certain occasions.
So the reasoned approach argument
implies that you set a hypothesis and set a
priori what would be considered significant.

Our

experience is that this works reasonably well
when you can put numerical values or look at, for
example, loss of function in a valued ecosystem
component.
For example, the CNSC has done it
for some environmental assessments where we
looked at, for example, the discharge of treated
effluent with concentrations of metals and
radionuclides that may accumulate in sediment and
we looked at predictions of impairment and
sediment quality and from that made assumptions
on what we would consider significant in terms of
impairment of benthic invertebrate communities,
for example, a decrease in 50 percent of the
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density number of organisms or loss of 30 percent
of species, that type of hypothesis, and then we
would look at predictions and when we do
monitoring programs we verify our predictions.
In terms of the weight of
evidence approach, what is typically done is to
take all of the information that has been
collected.

For example, we went through the

various factors looking at significance in terms
of geographic extent, magnitude, reversibility
and all of those factors together, and so the
important thing with the weight of evidence is
you take into consideration all of the factors to
have a more comprehensive picture of what the
impact may be and using all of that information
come to a conclusion.

So it's weighting the

different factors or different lines of evidence
that have been brought forward, using
professional judgment and scientific literature,
to make an overall conclusion.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
thank you.

Dr. Thompson,

The Panel has some follow-up,

therefore, on how you have distinguished between
a narrative and a weight of evidence approach.
How specifically does the CNSC
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weight of evidence approach differ from OPG's
narrative approach, and for this the Panel did
rely on your response to Undertaking No. 53.
The Panel notes that in
Undertaking 53 the CNSC essentially uses the same
list of significance criteria as was used in
OPG's narrative, only you have placed it in the
context of a weight of evidence.

However, the

Panel would like more clarity with respect to how
the CNSC's weight of evidence analysis of those
same criteria for significance differed in any
material way from the narrative provided by OPG.
We do know that the one time in
the Undertaking 53 where it was clear that it
differed was the CNSC's use of risk quotients for
water quality parameters, but the Panel were
unable to identify any other examples of material
difference between the CNSC's analysis, which it
calls a weight of evidence, and the OPG's
analysis which is a narrative.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
You are right, in terms of
material differences for this assessment there
isn't substantive differences between the two
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approaches and, as we mentioned in our
presentation and in the submissions to the Panel,
the conclusions using the approaches are
basically the same.

We also noted that the

information used by both approaches is
essentially the same.
So it's more in the way that the
information is assessed and evaluated and
presented that there is a difference.

But in

terms of the amount of information used, the data
that is in the EIS that we have used, it is
essentially the same information and the same
criteria.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Given how you

have just explained how CNSC approached the task
of reviewing the significance of adverse effects,
how does the CNSC justify its statement earlier
to this Panel that the same information was
evaluated two or three different ways because, as
the Panel had noted earlier, really in
Undertaking 53 response from CNSC the only
material difference that is evident is for the
risk quotients approach used in water quality?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,
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You are right in this case, the
different approaches were materially similar.

We

tend to refer to our method as the weight of
evidence approach because we have used guidance
from the U.S. EPA and other organizations where
the line for complex assessments, where the
different lines of evidence are weighted in terms
of quality of the information, the uncertainty
and other parameters, and so in this case where
the assessments for many of the parameters that
we presented this morning wasn't very complex,
then the difference between the approaches isn't
that evident.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, therefore,

finally, Dr. Thompson, the Panel would appreciate
some further clarifications regarding the
description of the CNSC approach.
The Panel's understanding from
what you have just told us is that in fact the
CNSC did not apply different weights to the
various lines of evidence according to some of
the criteria you have just mentioned to us from
the EPA guidance, such as quality or quantity of
information, therefore, would CNSC please comment
on the appropriateness of the use of the
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description of your approach as a true weight of
evidence approach?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Probably the only example where
we weighted the quality of the information and
assessed -- used the information in a different
way is for reversibility for the terrestrial
environment, otherwise the approaches are quite
similar.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

is that different method for evaluating
reversibility, remind the Panel, is it contained
within the Undertaking No. 53 or shall we have to
rely on the transcript and your most recent
written submission for that explanation?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
My understanding is it is
documented in Undertaking 53.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

If I may continue
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along similar lines, what confidence does CNSC
have that a rigorous application of the weight of
evidence approach would not reach the same
conclusions as you have reached using the
approach that you did use?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would not say that we did not
use a rigorous approach, I would say that we used
the approach to the extent that it was necessary
given the information we had and the complexity
of the assessment, particularly when we speak for
the assessment for the site preparation,
construction and operations where the types of
impacts, especially during the normal operations
and some of the accidents and malfunctions
considered are the type of impacts that we have
seen in many other projects and the science and
the information site characteristics for example,
the types of releases that can happen for those
types of activities are pretty well understood.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

This is a

question to OPG and specifically concerns a
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response in section 2.1 of your EIS item 510.
It stated there that:
"For changes in flow to be considered adverse,
the change would need to be sufficiently large to
be accurately detected using standard stream flow
measurement techniques and a change of plus or
minus 15 percent in stream flow was sufficient to
be accurately measured."

(As read)

Could you explain to me whether
accepted methodology for accuracy prediction
applies over all flow ranges or whether the
detection actually varies with flow?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
The flow detection accuracy does
vary with flow, you are correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And would this

have any bearing on your significance predictions
for the low or very high -- obviously not the
high flow ranges, but the low flow ranges?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
The flow on the North Railway
Ditch, which is one of the ditches that is
affected is an intermittent flow, so it's
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difficult to accurately assess flows in an
intermittent ditch with any degree of accuracy.
The Interconnecting Road Ditch,
the other engineered ditch that was affected, at
the time of the assessment was also an
intermittent -- intermittently flowing ditch, so
again it's difficult to get accurate flow
measurements.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
go further on then.

Well, let me

Several of the CNSC

recommendations were submitted in their PMD
13-P1.3 last year in which OPG was asked to
collect additional baseline information on
sediment quality data in the unnamed ditch at
McPherson Bay.
Can OPG provide information to
the Panel at this time concerning the status of
baseline sentiment and quality data collection
efforts that have been completed since the time
of the last hearings?
And sorry, and additional, if no
additional baseline sediment quality data has
been collected in the interval, when do you plan
to start?
--- Pause
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MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The baseline sampling has been
continuing.

If it's helpful, we would have to

ask someone to pull the data.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

No, we don't

need the data, we just need the timing and the
progression.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami.

The sampling has been taking
place on approximately a monthly basis for the
last eight months to a year, if you would.
Is that sufficient?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

On a similar

side, from this same CNSC submission information
is requested for conduction of proper assessment
of the migration of the tritium plume, which we
had a lot of discussion about last year, in order
to design an adequate groundwater monitoring well
network and provide early detection of the
potential migration.
Can OPG provide information to
the Panel concerning the status of the tritium
plume monitoring network design efforts that have
been completed since the end of the last
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hearings?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I will take an initial response
and then I will ask perhaps Lise Morton to speak
with respect to activities at the Western Waste
Management Facility.
In 2012 we did establish the
shallow groundwater monitoring network, a series
of wells at the site.

We have been monitoring

those wells now on a quarterly basis since the
fourth quarter of 2012 and are collecting a
database of that information.

At this time we

are not seeing any changes in the tritium
concentrations within that well network.

So at

this time we don't have any specific need for
additional monitoring based on the results that
we are seeing right now.
Perhaps Lise Morton has more to
offer with respect to Western's tritium
monitoring.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So in addition to what Mr. Wilson
has said, in preparation for becoming compliant
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with N288.4, there have also been additional
groundwater monitoring wells being installed this
summer around the Western Waste Management
Facility, and I apologize, the exact number of
wells escapes my mind right at this moment, but
it's upwards of 15 additional wells are being
installed, pretty much around a perimeter around
the facility to aid with respect to the tritium
monitoring that we are speaking of.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Therefore, at

this time it's not necessary to ask any
information about the detail of the monitoring
results, but I do have a question.
Have any contingency plans been
assessed in any way that might be considered for
reduction of plume advance towards the DGR shafts
should the proposed project go ahead if either
the modelled or measured Plenum advances can
potentially exceed the expected migration limits,
or migration limits or values expected?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We haven't developed any
contingency plans at this time given what the
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information is showing us.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you,

then.
I would like to address a
question to CNSC.

In your addendum response to

EIS-12-510 you state that:
"Given the longevity of the DGR project, CNSC
staff do not agree with the proponent that the
forest removal should be considered as a
reversible project."

(As read)

My question in this element is,
the key factors for sustainability that have been
expressed by OPG in its assessment focused
largely on the scale or area of effect rather
than on time or duration.
Could CNSC provide an explanation
of its assessment, basically that they do not
agree with the proponent that the forest removal
should be considered as a reversible project, on
timescale effects or for impact reversibility,
looking at both the short term versus the long
term, that would be pre-closure versus
post-closure?
--- Pause
MR. SMITH:

Graham Smith, for the
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record.
I actually alluded to that in the
presentation, that CNSC staff valued the
reversibility of the forest removal to be not
reversible, acknowledging that OPG does have
plans, a re-vegetation plan during
decommissioning.

But there is essentially two

components to that assessment for the terrestrial
environment; one is the impact, specifically the
direct impacts to Eastern white cedar, and then
also the additional considerations regarding
effects to species and wildlife.
So although it is reasonable to
expect that re-vegetation occurring after -during decommissioning could lead to the
regeneration of the forest, but with time to
their existing state, therefore, sorry, with
respect to Eastern white cedar specifically and
the mixed woods forest, that could be considered
reversible.
However, when we are considering
species we thought it would be sort of taking a
precautionary approach to that would be not to
assume that after 40 or 50 years or what have
you, that it would be safer not to assume that
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those species and the ecosystem would
automatically sort of regenerate to the current
state.
So we did make note of that in
our assessment, but we also noted that it didn't
have an impact on our overall conclusions and
that is sort of in line with the weight of
evidence approach and in this context for the
removal of Eastern white cedar it was -ecological context had a very large waiting, so
to speak, and since we weren't identifying
significant risk sort of looking at the severity,
the magnitude and ecological context, the
reversibility had less of a role in that
particular significance determination.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did

you have a follow-up?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, thank you.

This goes to OPG.

We were just

talking about the loss of the Eastern white cedar
removal, 8.9 hectares, and this is said to be
reversible with time upon closure.
Now, taking into account the
possible expansion of the DGR, we are talking
many decades now in terms of closure, why has OPG
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not considered or committed to planting an
equivalent area of forest near the site shortly
after the site preparation?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
OPG has a biodiversity program
which would enable us to do tree plantings, et
cetera.

It is a normal part of our doing our

business within any of our sites, and so I think
it's not that we didn't commit to it, it was just
something that we do as a company on a regular
and routine basis.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would you

consider making such a commitment at this time?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Those types of investments we
typically look for an appropriate site to do
that.

That would take some effort to look at

what that site would actually be and it would
certainly be part of our biodiversity program to
do that.
A specific commitment on that
without those specific details is very difficult
to just do on-the-fly, if you will.
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But yes, it would be part of our
biodiversity program.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I just have

one last question and this is for EC, Environment
Canada.
In your response you note that in
OPG's response to this portion of the IR, that
being hydrology, that:
"Changes in climate are expected to be gradual
and this provides time to modify the engineered
draining features and to include OPG's evaluation
of the significance of effects is sufficient."
(As read)
In stating that EC's
recommendation is not altered, does EC still
disagree with OPG's statement that time-based,
phased or adaptive management modifications
should be permitted for the engineered draining
system?

Or would you like a robust, firm series

of drainage features built prior to any activity?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So in our July 2nd, 2014
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sufficiency review we highlighted the fact about
climate change.

The reason we highlighted that

is because we wanted to point out that it was our
expectation that this would be something that
would be done up front, so that they should be
factoring climate change into the design.

So we

did point that out.
Overall in terms of the
sufficiency review, it doesn't change our
conclusions, but in terms of a recommendation
that we would make, our departmental submission
made recommendations on the sizing of the
stormwater management pond in regards to climate
change, that it should be done with climate
change factored into the design.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you,

then.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke...?
Again to OPG,

could you remind the Panel whether the air
modeling software, AERMOD, used by OPG is
designed to deal with shoreline atmospheric
phenomena?
And, secondly, is this
software -- does this software specifically
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address the presence or the possible presence of
thermal internal boundary layers?
I might as well go onto the third
part.

Does OPG have data on the frequency and

duration of this phenomena at the Bruce site?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'd like to ask one of the
experts on our phone to assist with this answer.
Mr. Rawlings would be able to answer that for
you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Rawlings,

are you there?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Yes, Martin

Rawlings for the record.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Please go ahead

and if you need Dr. Muecke to repeat any of the
question just let me know.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Thank you.

And,

again, Martin Rawlings, for the record.
The AERMOD dispersion model is
not specifically designed to deal with the
thermal internal boundary layer phenomena.

The

thermal internal boundary layer phenomena was
discussed in the Atmospheric Environment TSD,
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specifically in Appendix C, section C8.3.
The thermal internal boundary
layer is a phenomena that forms where shore and
water meet.
sunny day.

The shoreline area warms up on a
You get a vent over boundary layer

that can, where you have a tall stack such as you
usually get at, say, a coal-fired power plant,
present at the shoreline.

Under those conditions

plumes from the tall stack can be fumigated down
to the ground when it intersects with that
thermal internal boundary layer.
But understanding that at the DGR
project all of the emission sources are close to
the ground, fundamentally area sources associated
with construction activity, the need for a model
that specifically was designed to deal with a
thermal internal boundary layer was not
considered a necessary parameter.

The choice of

the AERMOD dispersion model was selected, as we
discussed in Technical Information Session 2,
based upon its use in the United States and
recommended use in Canada for modelling
situations such the DGR project, its extensive
verification studies and the fact that the model
has been shown to be conservative for situations
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such as this.
With respect to the second
component where I think Dr. Muecke and perhaps,
Dr. Muecke, you may clarify if I've got it wrong,
you talked about shoreline phenomena and
something referred to as lake or sea breezes.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, I was

referring to that.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Thank you.

Martin

Rawlings, for the record.
In the case of sea breeze or
shoreline phenomena, again it's described in
section C8.3 of the Atmospheric Environment TSD.
In those situations where a thermal internal
boundary layer may form, the warming air over the
land tends to draw water in off of the water and
the air in over from the lake landward.

That

would transport release emissions towards
receptors located, if you want, further away from
the shoreline.
That phenomena, that shore breeze
phenomena is most accurately captured if the
meteorological data used in the model comes from
a site located at effectively where the project
is, in relatively close proximity to the
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shoreline.
You'll recall again from
Technical Information Session 2 and also from the
presentation I gave at the hearings last
September, the meteorological data used in the
AERMOD dispersion model comes from a tall
meteorological tower located physically adjacent
to the DGR project site.

Any situations during

the five years of data used in the model where a
shore breeze or shoreline effects were occurring
would be evident in that meteorological dataset
and, thus, they would be included and the
modelling completed for the DGR project.
MEMBER MUECKE:

One final

component
here.

Since we are going to then discuss the

expanded DGR tomorrow onto atmospheric effects at
this time, in the modelling that was done how
would -- would it be affected by the increased
height of the waste rock management area?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Martin Rawlings,

for the record.
The transport of winds that
affect the emissions from the DGR site and how
they are transported downwind, in the event that
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you had a large structure such as the waste rock
pile, what tends to happen is winds flow up, over
and down and around the pile.

At even a short

distance downwind from that waste rock pile the
effect of the physical disruption of the waste
rock pile on the wind patterns would not be
noticed.
The type of disruption you would
get from the existence of a waste rock pile such
as the one proposed either for the DGR project or
potentially a taller pile in the event of an
expansion would be similar to the presence of
trees or perhaps even large structures such as
those already present on the Bruce nuclear site.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

One more question for OPG.
Again, it impinges on tomorrow's deliberations.
OPG believes that no liners will
be required for the stormwater management pond or
the waste rock management area and relies on the
properties of the till cover to protect the
near-surface groundwater.

The functionality of

both these structures may now have to extend
through the expansion phase and so we are talking
many decades.

What are the fallback strategies
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of OPG if the till cover turns out to be more
permeable than predicted and given the spatial
constraints of the site if expansion should
occur?
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
As we discussed last year with
respect to the waste rock management pile and as
you've commented, Dr. Muecke, the design of the
waste rock management pile, as you say, assumes
that there is the integrity of the existing
natural till on the site to act as that barrier
to the groundwater.

In the event that we

identify areas where that is not sufficient then
we have made a commitment to install appropriate
liners in order to be able to again protect the
groundwater flow.
In the case of an expanded waste
rock management area and, again, if you look at
the expansion where it has the two hectares
impact on the overall footprint, that same -that same philosophy would be maintained for that
portion of the waste rock management pile that
would be expanded.
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We also have the monitoring
program, as we've discussed, to be able to ensure
that the waste rock management area is performing
in the means that we expect it to and then again
as we go through we've also been very
conservative in the way that we've modelled these
to assume that we don't have a dissipation of
concentrations of contaminants of concern over
time.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could you explain

how you install a liner once the waste rock pile
has grown to reasonably big proportions?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The expectation is that we would
not be going in and installing a liner after the
waste rock management area has been constructed
because, again, we're going to verify through our
construction monitoring the effectiveness of the
natural tills.
And again, if we feel that that
is not sufficient we will go ahead and install a
liner.

So it's not the expectation that we would

be going in after the fact to install such a
liner.
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In the expansion we'll have the
evidence of the existing waste rock management
pile and, again, as we expand the area to
consider additional waste rock we would then
follow the same process but either validate the
natural tills or install the liner for those
additional portions as appropriate.
MEMBER MUECKE:

It didn't quite

cover the concern I expressed here, and that is a
concern that the till cover proves to be
insufficient after the fact.

In other words,

during the operation -- during the
construction -- well into the construction phase.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I think we would like to take a
little bit more time to consult on this and we'll
come back after lunch and provide a response if
that's acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That is

acceptable, Ms Swami.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could you do the

same conservation with respect to the stormwater
management pond?
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MS SWAMI:

Yes, we will.

MEMBER MUECKE:

Could OPG explain

the absence of any mention of the possible impact
on turtle habitat at the margins of the site in
the Analysis of Significant Adverse Environmental
Effects?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
In the environmental assessment
there were no adverse effects on habitat for
turtles identified and as there was no residual
adverse effect there was no significant
assessment or a need for a significant
assessment.
The effects to the aquatic
habitat that were identified were identified for
other species such as the redbelly dace, pond
marsh and burrowing -- chimney building crawfish.
So those were the valued ecosystem components
whose aquatic habitat was -- the project resulted
in a residual adverse effect on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If I could ask

a follow up of Environment Canada just in terms
of a reminder to the Panel, the Panel recalls
last fall there was some discussion regarding
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mitigation of effects on specifically turtles and
also snakes, as I recall.

And the OPG, as the

Panel recalls, are committing to fencing and
there was some discussion of the effectiveness of
said fencing to protect these species.
So if Environment Canada would
please remind the Panel regarding your evaluation
of the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation
via fencing for both the turtles and the snakes?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli with Environment Canada.
Yes, I recall the testimony on it
and we had also gotten back to the Panel
afterwards.
that.

I believe we did an undertaking on

So that was on the record.
I do have Madeline Austen of the

Canadian Wildlife Service from our department
available on the line if you wish.

But let me

just introduce her for a moment so that you have
an understanding of her duties.
So Madeline Austen is with
Environment Canada's Canadian Wildlife Service in
Ontario and she has been the head of the Species
at Risk Recovery Unit for the past 11 years and
has been working on wildlife and species at risk
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issues since 1989.
So I'll turn it over to Madeline.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Specifically,

Ms Austen, the Panel would be interested in your
comments regarding fencing as an appropriate and
effective mitigation measure and whether you've
had experience with this measure in other
recovery plans for snakes or turtles?
MS AUSTEN:

For the record,

Madeline Austen.
So to respond to your question,
first of all, our recommendation was that to help
mitigate for effects to three species; the
snapping turtle, milk snake and eastern ribbon
snake, which were the three species we identified
as potentially having adverse effects to them on
the DGR site, EC recommended and it is
Recommendation number 5.8 that mitigation be in
place to prevent turtles and snakes from entering
the DGR site prior to and during site preparation
and construction.
We specifically recommended that
exclusion fencing be in place along the southern
edge of the DGR site, north of the adjacent
abandoned rail bed, from the southeast corner of
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the DGR site to a point 50 metres east of the
waste package haul road rail bed crossing as well
as along the whole length of the eastern edge of
the Deep Geological Repository site.
And the reason for this was to
prevent turtles from entering the Deep Geological
Repository site and, in particular, Wetland 3,
prior to and during site preparation and
construction.
In regards to the second part of
your question about whether we have any
experience with the efficacy of the exclusion
fencing, we did provide a response to Undertaking
No. 37 on September 30th, 2013 and there we
outlined some of the information we had about the
effectiveness of the recommended fencing as a
mitigation measure for turtles and snakes.
Our response then was that
exclusion fencing has been shown to be very
effective for turtles and snakes in Ontario and
the United States provided that the fencing is
installed correctly, constructed out of a higher
quality silt fencing or galvanized mesh and
maintained regularly.

To come up with this

conclusion we relied on information from the
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Ministry of Natural Resources where they have
done specific conservation projects in Ontario
under their Ontario Endangered Species Act and
provided permits for various work on turtles and
snakes and exposures to mitigate effects to these
species.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Austen.
MS AUSTEN:

You're welcome.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke?
One last point,

and going to OPG, regarding Aboriginal interests,
clarification basically on -- a bit on the
wording.
In the case of the burial site if noise and dust
do prove to interfere with the ceremonies, you
state:
"OPG could adjust construction activities during
ceremonies."
Could that be translated into a
commitment that if noise and dust do interfere
OPG would adjust construction activities?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That seems like a reasonable
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rewording of the commitment.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I now have a

series of questions for OPG, and then I'll turn
back to CNSC. Occasionally, I'll ask both of you
the same questions.
My first question is for both the
terrestrial and aquatic environments one of OPG's
hypotheses associated with the significance of
adverse effects was that ecological function
would be affected.
In the case of the eastern white
cedar the functions had to be, quote "unique"
unquote in the local study area.

And in the case

of effects on aquatic valued ecosystem components
there had to be changes to the ecological
function of the aquatic community or habitat in
the site study area.
For eastern white cedar which,
quote/unquote, "unique" ecological functions were
considered is the Panel correct in assuming that
the listed attributes in the final paragraph of
page 17 as well as on page 18 of the IR response
is the list of unique features you were
assessing, for example, edge area ratio, stand
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size, role in habitat, connectivity, et cetera.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
The list that you mention on
pages 17 and 18 of OPG's response is a partial
list of the things that were considered in
relation to ecological function.

We also

considered such things as the ability of, for
example, the terrestrial habitat to sustain, for
example, sensitive or at risk species.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

For the aquatic valued ecosystem
components what specific changes in ecological
function were considered in the site study area,
specifically the ditches?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
The changes that were considered
were disruption of flow, disruption of movement;
for example, of the aquatic species using the
ditch to move through the aquatic system, the
watershed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Is the Panel

correct in assuming therefore that the functions
that OPG focused on for your significance
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determination were largely those associated with
habitat and not with other ecological functions
such as productivity?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
Those were the functions that
we're primarily focused on, recognizing that the
habitat is not prime habitat by any stretch of
the imagination.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I now have a question to CNSC
regarding those same two hypotheses.

And the

question the Panel has of the CNSC is did the
CNSC agree with the differences in the spatial
context for the hypotheses for Eastern white
cedar, which were the local area, versus the
smaller spatial context for the aquatic community
or habitat, which was the site study area?

And

if so, please provide your rationale for
agreement with the different spatial contexts.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

Graham Smith will explain the

why for the terrestrial environment, the
appropriate scale with the local study area, and
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then I'll speak to the aquatic and do some of the
comparisons.
MR. SMITH:

Graham Smith, CNSC

environmental risk assessment officer for the
record.
For the terrestrial environments,
the local study area was considered the
appropriate spatial scale for considering
effects, specifically for the effect that we're
discussing with the terrestrial environment.
When we want to look at the sustainability of the
cedar community within the larger -- from a
sustainability context, it's important to
consider more than just the site study area and
also for wildlife species where we're interested
in sort of population level responses.

So, it

was essentially -- it was required to look beyond
the site study area, which is essentially,
you know, limited to the Bruce Nuclear site.

So

to look at, as we mentioned, things like habitat
connectivity and the sustainability of
populations and movement corridors and such, it's
required to pull back a little bit and look at
the larger local study area.
Patsy.
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DR. THOMPSON:
the record.

Patsy Thompson for

In terms of the aquatic assessment,

when we looked at the impacts that were predicted
from the project in terms of the on-site ditches
and then potential impacts to MacPherson Bay and
Lake Huron, and more broadly in Lake Huron,
because of the nature of the impacts, the
potential impacts in MacPherson Bay were so low
as to not be an effect that would require a
detailed assessment of significance and most of
the impacts were on the site study area in terms
of the potential ditches that -- for example, we
just talked about crayfish but also some of the
streams that are cold water habitat for fish
reproduction, we believe it was appropriate to
focus the aquatic assessment on the site study
area relative to more broadly in Lake Huron.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I am now going to ask OPG a
question back to air quality.

Would OPG please

remind the Panel by how much the maximum 24 hour
ambient concentrations of PM2.5, PM10 and SPM
were predicted to exceed relevant criteria during
the 0.5 percent of the time that they did in fact
exceed criteria?

The Panel notes that Tables 5-2
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and 5-3 in your IR response on pages 35 to 36
refer to increases over existing concentrations
in a local study area but not increases over
criteria.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

Again I'll ask Mr. Rawlings to respond.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. RAWLINGS:

Mr. Rawlings.

Martin Rawlings,

for the record.
The predicted concentrations
during the site preparation and construction
phase are presented in Chapter 8 of the
Atmospheric TSD.

The -- specifically Table

8.2.3-6 on page 13 of the Atmospheric TSD.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So,

Mr. Rawlings, if you could simply, for the
benefit of the Panel, remind us of by how much on
that table did the maximum 24 hour ambience for
the particulate matter measurements exceed the
relevant criteria.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Certainly.

The

only criteria that exceeded, as pointed out -Martin Rawlings, for the record.
that exceeded were 24 hour SPM.

The only three
The maximum

predicted concentration including background was
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276.9.

The relevant criteria is 120.

For the 24

hour PM10, the maximum predicted value including
background was 75.3.

The criteria was 50.

And

in the case of the 24 hour PM2.5, the maximum
predicted value, the maximum predicted value was
45.7, and the relevant criteria was 30.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Rawlings.
On the same theme then regarding
ambient air quality criteria, would you please
remind the Panel, Mr. Rawlings, about the degree
of conservative in air quality criteria for
particulate matter, i.e. how many layers of
safety are built into these criteria?
MR. RAWLINGS:
for the record.

Martin Rawlings,

It is usual when establishing

criteria for use in protecting ambient air
quality that the effects levels are identified
and then the criteria established at some level
well below that effects threshold.

Often it's a

factor of two, many of times it's a factor of
four.

For some parameters, such as SPM, there

really isn't an affects threshold used to
establish that criteria.

That criteria of 120 is

a criteria established to avoid nuisance or
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aesthetic effects.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Rawlings.
I am now going to turn back to
OPG but now with respect to the near surface
groundwater, and this is turning to the theme
that Dr. Muecke originally raised but with a
little bit of a different twist to it.

Would OPG

explain to the Panel why the hypothesis
associated with significance of effects on near
surface groundwater included the statement that
migration of contaminants of potential concern
had to occur on a frequent and/or continual
basis?

Would one or more severe pulses also have

the potential to cause significant adverse
effects even if these might be rare?
--- Pause
MS BARKER:
record.

Diane Barker, for the

The hypotheses that were developed for

the response to information request EIS-12-510
were developed for normal operating situations.
They were not developed, for example, for
malfunction and accident events which might
result in shock loads.

If there is -- the

monitoring results would provide an early
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indication that there was trending increases in
concentrations of contaminants in groundwater and
thus there would be an opportunity to mitigate in
advance of effects occurring.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, was it

your understanding that the -- OPG's hypothesis
associated with significance on near surface
groundwater was appropriate for normal operating
procedures and that you were -- you concurred
with the fact that any sudden pulse would only be
under an accident or a malfunction scenario
rather than, for example, the simple extension of
the waste rock pile over an unexpected lens of
material that had a much higher hydraulic
conductivity?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Swanson, we

would need some time over lunch, if we could, to
come back with a proper answer.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I will now turn my attention to
surface hydrology and this question is to OPG.
On page 7 of your IR response you state, quote,
"While future climate conditions may result in
storm events that exceed the current design
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capacities, such changes in climate are expected
to be gradual.

This provides time to modify the

engineered drainage features such that they will
continue to serve their design purpose," unquote.
Would OPG provide the Panel with justification
for the statement that climate changes will be
gradual?

Are there new engineering design

principles and guidelines being developed in
light of climate change effects on frequency and
severity of extreme weather events,
notwithstanding the fact that the total drainage
area would remain the same?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I think we can answer one part of your

question quite easily, which is in engineering
practice there has been not -- there has not been
changes to take into consideration climate change
yet.

I would imagine that that will take place

over time.

The models that we use generally

predict a gradual change in climate.

However,

we'd like to go back and just look at that over
the break, if that's acceptable, just to confirm
that, but it's my understanding those models at
this time predict a gradual change in climate.
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With respect to the -- one of the
comments in Environment Canada's document on page
5, the -- Environment Canada states that OPG's
initial design engineering, particularly since
the maximum rain event could result in flooding
that would have implications of loss of human
life at the DGR site, I'd just like for the
record to state that we don't have any design -or any event prediction that we would end up with
a loss of life as a result of a storm event at
the DGR site.

There -- we have put in a collar

design to prevent flooding underground that we
think is sufficient given what the predicted rain
event would be with design margin at this point
in time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And, yes, we'll look forward to expanding on your
response after lunch.
Environment Canada.

It's an obvious segue to
We have, number one, the

Panel would like Environment Canada to inform us
whether or not you have or are developing
guidance for assessing climate change
implications for designs of mitigation measures
such as drainage ditch designs and other
mitigation measures that obviously rely upon
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confident assessment of hydrology.

So, that's a,

and b. would Environment Canada please comment on
the basis for your prediction that there may
actually be loss of life given a severe flooding
event.
MR. LEONARDELLI:
Leonardelli for the record.

Sandro

So, I am going to

address the second one first, since it's fresh in
my mind.
So, under the original maximum
flood hazard assessment, when they ran the model
they had assumed a certain collar -- shaft collar
height; okay?

And on the basis of the

hydrological modeling of that flooding event
under a PMP scenario, it was found that the
maximum flooding height could exceed the height
of that shaft collar.

Now, that's the shaft

collar as it was -- the height of the shaft
collar as it was in the model.

Now, I think my

understanding was that OPG afterwards said that
they would adjust the height of the collar in
response to that and in light of that modeling,
and they can confirm that.

In terms of loss of

life, the reason we say loss of life is because
potential flooding into the repository, if you
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have workers in the repository at the time, could
potentially be dangerous, so...

And the PMP

scenarios are run in situations where there is a
potential risk of loss of life and that's why the
PMP design event is chosen in those scenarios.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, OPG, can

you provide assurance that you have committed to
increasing the collar height according to updated
analysis of the PMP?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I am going to let Mr. Wilson answer that

design question.

But before moving off the loss

of life, I think that we would take -- I know we
would take appropriate steps to protect workers
underground should there be a risk of flooding
underground.

That would be something that we

would do immediately.

We wouldn't wait for the

flooding event to take place.

I just want to be

clear about that.
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for

Just a couple of points of

clarification, I think.

I will speak directly to

the issue of the collar height.
The PMP, which is the hazard
assessment, which is the maximum permissible
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precipitation event that we could look at, which
is, you know, close to a 1 in 10,000 year storm
event is what was used for the flood hazard
assessment, and it had an elevation of about
186.5 metres above sea level, which would be the
point at which that maximum flood would occur.
Our collar height right now is set at 188 metres
above sea level, so we have another metre and a
half or 5 feet or freeboard above that maximum
level for various reasons, including site grading
and so on.

One of the commitments that we did

take was to -- once we finalized the site grading
for 188 metre elevation, that we'd re-run the
flood hazard assessment just to confirm that the
collar heights are indeed well above the maximum
height.
The other issue is the PMP event
that keeps being referred to in terms of the
stormwater management design basis.

And it's not

realistic to assume that such a storm event, a 1
in a 10,000 year storm event, would be used as
your design basis for your Stormwater Management
Pond.

And we did take a commitment from the 2013

sessions after the October 1st sessions to go
back and look at what the design based storm
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event would be for the Stormwater Management Pond
in consultation with the CNSC, which would also
take into account the issues of climate change.
So, that would then become -- now, whether it be
a 1 in 50 year storm or whatever the return
period is that's agreed upon, which is more
practical for the site and the activities that we
expect to have, that is completely different than
the PMP event.

And I think it's very important

that we recognize that we cannot design a
Stormwater Management Pond to that PMP event.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Wilson.
So, therefore, back to
Environment Canada, are you in the process of or
have you already developed some guidance for
proponents with respect to Environment Canada's
expectation for design to climate change
parameters?
MR. LEONARDELLI:
Leonardelli, for the record.

Sandro

So, the guidance we

provide right now as we did for this process
is -- it's a general guidance.

It's to reflect

the fact that climate change studies are showing
an expected increase in the duration and
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intensity of storm events -- or sorry, the
frequency and duration of -- sorry, the frequency
and intensity of storm events.

So in recognition

of that and the science behind it, we -- in
situations where we feel that it might be an
important consideration, we make that as a
recommendation and it's reflected in our
departmental submission.
In terms of a broader exercise of
developing guidance on mitigation measures as
some sort of technical design specification, I
think that's what you're getting at -– yes -– I'd
have to look -- I'd have to ask internally to see
if there's anything like that that's going on.
But I do know that typically these types of
technical guidance scenarios or guidance that's
given is something that the -- for example, the
National Building Code would address.

So, I

don't know what the status of that is internally
within the government.

I'd have to make

inquiries.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr.

Leonardelli, if you could make some quick calls
and perhaps get back to us either today or
tomorrow with respect to confirmation of whether
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any such guidance is in preparation specifically
within your department, that would be most
appreciated.
As a follow-up, though, in terms
of this specific proposed project during site
preparation and construction, has Environment
Canada spent any time yet assessing the return
period that might be appropriate for this
specific stormwater management pond design given
the receiving environment?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So if my memory serves me
correctly, I did talk a little bit about this at
last year's hearings.

And there was a discussion

that was going on between yourselves, OPG and
CNSC as to whether a PMP event should be the
commitment for the stormwater management pond.
Let's be clear, we're talking about the
stormwater management pond here and not the shaft
collars.
The -- as I recall, it was put
out -- it was suggested by somebody that perhaps
a PMP event would be appropriate.
From what I recall, I said that
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we would agree to that, but that's not
necessarily something that we would have asked
for because, again, a PMP event is typically
something that is modeled in situations where
there's a potential risk to human life.
And so what would be the
appropriate size of the stormwater pond?
If you do the hydrological
modelling based on the proposed final design and
you have a good sense of what the state of
contaminated water would be in the stormwater
management pond, you'd -- you'd have to take a
look -- one of the factors you would take a look
at is the extent to which the storm event would
actually end up achieving the water quality
criteria of the discharge.
So in the analysis that OPG had
done last year, their first take on the water
quality modelling, and that's on the CEAA
registry.

It's document number 936.
If you take a look at the tables

in there, they have different scenarios of water
quality with and without mitigation for the size
of the -- under different storm event scenarios.
And so if you look at the table,
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you can see that with the increasing size of the
storm event, you have lower and lower levels of
contaminants concentrations in the effluent.
So as an initial thing, I had -I had suggested that that might be one of the
ways of looking at is to see just how big an
event do you need to design for to ensure that
you're not having effluent that's released at
a -- in exceedance.
So I mean, this would need to be
looked at in greater detail.

I think we need to

update the modelling, and I would suggest that if
you wanted a definitive answer, I guess there
would need to be a collective undertaking on
doing that type of modelling and looking at the
results.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr.

Leonardelli, I don't think the Panel will be
requiring an undertaking at this time.
I think our question was really
more focusing on whether or not your department
had any particular return period in mind at this
time.
The Panel understands your
response to mean no and that it would depend on
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further analyses.
Are we correct in assuming those
further analyses might be in support of the
licensing phase should we get into that phase?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

I can say,

first of all, yes, you're correct in your
summary.
As to whether that would be
during a licensing phase or not, I -- just
offhand, I'd have to think that through.
I could get back to you after
lunch.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Thompson.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Last year, we had a
recommendation to the Panel in terms of an
updated PMP for the analysis for stormwater
management.
We did take into consideration
Environment Canada's recommendation to consider
the effects of climate change on PMP, and our
experts have indicated that the use of PMP is
already a very conservative approach.
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Effects of climate change on PMP
are not well understood at this time, and there's
sufficient safety margins in the design of the
surface facilities to cover the PMP and other
unforeseen uncertainties.
So on that basis, from a
licensing point of view, we believe that an
adaptive management approach to this situation
with changes in climate is more appropriate.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

the -- thank you.
The Panel is actually quite clear
on the positions of the agencies with respect -both Environment Canada and CNSC with respect to
the PMP, but we are now on the topic of when you
don't use the PMP for the design of the
stormwater management pond.

And we've just heard

Mr. Wilson say it is not practical to size the
stormwater management pond to a PMP event.
And I'm assuming that CNSC will
have a chance to think about that and get back to
the Panel regarding that -- first of all, (a)
that statement, and (b) the Panel would be
interested in hearing from CNSC as we have just
questioned Environment Canada if not the PMP for
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the stormwater management pond, then what in
terms of the return period for a storm event
given (a) climate change and (b) the consequences
to the receiving environment.
Mr. Leonardelli also already
alluded to the consequences by referring to some
of the modelling results in one of OPG's
documents, but the Panel would appreciate CNSC's
response to that as well.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We'll go back to some of the
information we had prepared for last fall and we
have our expert at the CNSC in Ottawa which we'll
be working with to provide a response.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, if you

could please confirm for the Panel that we just
accurately paraphrased you with respect to the
use of the PMP and the design of the stormwater
management pond?
And perhaps expand in terms -- if
we were correct -- why it is impractical to use
PMP as your design basis for the stormwater
management pond.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for
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the record.
Yes, Dr. Swanson, you have
actually correctly paraphrased the concerns.
The current design basis for the
stormwater management pond is actually a six-hour
25 millimetre storm event which would be retained
and maintained without discharge.
The upper bound of the stormwater
management pond design is that it would safely
pass the one in 100 year storm without damage to
the structure and keeping the flows to the -- to
the preferred channel, which is interconnecting
road down to MacPherson Bay, and not coming back
in and affecting the marsh and so on.
So those are the current
criteria.
The -- again, the PMP event which
is in a one-hour period is almost 400 millimetres
of rainfall, in order to be able to set that as
the criteria for no discharge and be able to
ensure that, you know, the discharge meets
criteria would require a significant -- I think
we did size it at one point, but it would be a
significant holding capacity which then, in turn,
becomes a very difficult stormwater management
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design to actually implement for practical use
because you wouldn't be discharging anything
under a normal condition.
So it's a balance of how we
can -- how we can actually have a functioning
stormwater management pond to be able to deal
with our effluent as we go through the various
phases and still have it functioning in a way
that doesn't just become a holding area on the
site for water.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And as all of you are pondering
this over lunch, the Panel would appreciate if
you would remind the Panel regarding the existing
design basis for the stormwater management pond
and the safe passage of water in to that specific
storm event what the predicted total suspended
solids were flowing down the ditch and decanting
into MacPherson Bay because the Panel understands
that that may be the primary constituent of
potential concern.
And this would go against Mr.
Leonardelli, the trend in some of the other
potential contaminants of concern whereby you
would have a lower concentration simply because
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of the increased volume.
Is the Panel's expectation clear?
CNSC, Environment Canada, OPG?
Good.
Back to OPG, and we're still on
climate change.

Now we're going to switch back,

though, to trees.
Would you provide the specific
reasons why future environmental effects by
climate change will not influence the conclusions
of the assessment with respect to eastern white
cedar as stated on page 18 of your IR response?
And this is -- the Panel would be
interested in your specific comments with respect
to average precipitation and temperature regimes
within the usual tolerance range for eastern
white cedar.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
I think we're going to have to
refer back to our discussion on climate change a
few moments ago where the atmospheric TSD
predicted that changes in precipitation
associated with climate change would be moderate
and, therefore, there wouldn't be significant
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effects on the eastern white cedar.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Barker,

could you help us out, though, in terms of
defining "moderate" again, please, and also in
terms of whether "moderate" fits comfortably
within the eastern white cedar's growing
requirements?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
I'm referring now to the
atmospheric environment technical support
document, Appendix D, page 32, so it's page D-32.
The tables in the appendix
provide historic and future temperature trends
and precipitation trends for each decade from the
time period from 2011 till 2100, and the changes
per decade for temperature trends typically range
from averages in the range of .36 up to highs of
about .7.

I'm just picking representative

numbers off the table.
The future precipitation trends
again by decade range -- averages from about, in
some cases, a predicted decrease of about one and
a half percent; in other cases, increases up to,
it appears to be, about four percent per decade.
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In relation to that, we have said
previously that eastern white cedar is a hardy
and resilient species, and we would anticipate
that it would acclimate as these conditions
change gradually.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Again to OPG, why didn't OPG
provide more narrative detail in support of its
determination of the significance of adverse
effects using your sustainability criterion as
provided to the Panel in your response to EIS
03-44?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
For a number of the hypotheses
statements, we did use sustainability principles
in developing the hypotheses statements, and
although we didn't do a direct tieback to
sustainability, there are links between them.
You can see that -- if you went back, you could
see that preservation of aquatic habitat, for
example, and sustainability are incorporated to
some extent in the hypothesis statements.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And Ms Barker,

you are confirming for the Panel that there were
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no explicit linkages made back and forth between
your new narrative and your tables provided to
the Panel in your response 03-44 where, at least
for some of your significance criteria, you did
apply some sustainability narrative or
definition.

So that would be, in essence, then,

up to the Panel to kind of toggle back and forth
between the narrative and your response to 03-44?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for

ther record.
You're correct; we didn't do an
explicit link back.

Some of the narrative, as

you say, does make the connection, but it's not a
direct tie to the IR response.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So CNSC, when you did your
analysis or evaluation of the significance
assessment, did you attempt to assess the
sustainability criteria narrative against the
original sustainability criteria that OPG
incorporated into its response to EIS 03-44?
if not, why not?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

And
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My indication is that we have not
considered specifically the sustainability
criteria that OPG put forward in their
information request number 44.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Environment

Canada, did you have a chance to review and
provide any -- or could you provide any feedback
to the Panel with respect to those sustainability
criteria originally appearing in 03-44?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
I don't have the -- that IR in
front of me, so without that, it would be
difficult for me to comment on it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Can the Panel

ask that you refer to that response over the
lunch hour and -- or tomorrow would be fine as
well because the Panel is interested in the
extent to which this requirement within the terms
of reference to use sustainability has actually
been followed and reviewed by the appropriate
regulatory agencies?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

It would be --

Sandro Leonardelli, for the record.
It would be more appropriate for
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tomorrow.

We're going to have to look at that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Leonardelli.
The next question is for CNSC as
well.
Did the CNSC determine that all
of the adverse effects that -- all of the adverse
effects would have to occur frequently or
continuously in order to be significant for all
of the categories in the environmental
assessment, i.e. by categories, I mean the
various overall headings such as air quality,
surface water, terrestrial environment, et
cetera?
To paraphrase or reword this a
bit, the Panel would like to know whether, in
CNSC's opinion, in order to be significant the
frequency and duration need to be high or
continuous.
DR. THOMPSON:

So Dr. Swanson,

your question is, would an assessment of
significant be conditional an adverse effect
happening only frequently or continuously.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Not quite.

think what we're asking is not that it be

I
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conditional because, obviously, it is -- you have
to consider all of the criteria for significance.
But for the duration and frequency criteria to
fall in to a category of -- qualitative category
of high, for example, is it the CNSC's practice
to require that it be very frequent and/or
continuous under all circumstances for all of
those environmental categories or are there
specific aspects of the receiving environment for
which you would be more rigorous than even that?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would say it's -- I wouldn't
say rigorous.

I would say that it depends on the

type of valued ecosystem component or a
combination of VEC and stressor that we're
looking at.
There are some stressors, for
example, that would result in higher adverse
effects if they're intermittent than if they're
continuous, so we would look at it on a -- as per
the situation that we have in front of us.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Do you recall

if any if the stressors in consideration for this
proposed project were, indeed, of concern
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regarding higher effects due to intermittent
exposure rather than continuous?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
One of the -- one example where
we would have considered an intermittent exposure
as being something of -- that needed further
analysis would be, for example, if the total
dissolved solids would have been, you know, high
enough to cause osmotic effects on biota, for
example.
In this case, the discharges from
the stormwater management pond were not at that
level.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

would you remind the Panel whether or not you
also would consider intermittent total suspended
solids exposure vis à vis critical life stages?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Yes, we would.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Environment

Canada, can you also confirm whether or not your
analysis included intermittent exposure
specifically with emphasis on total suspended
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solids as well as salinity on critical life
stages of aquatic biota?
MS ALI:

Yes, when we look at

that in the context of the Federal Fisheries Act
requirements, we expect it to be met at all times
because the Act does not allow deviation, like it
is absolute.

So I mean, that would be how we

looked at it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So it really

almost becomes moot in terms of the frequency or
duration?

You just can't expose critical life

stages, period, to any exposure?

Is that how you

interpret the Act?
MS ALI:

Well, that is how the

Act has to be interpreted, like if you look at it
black and white.

But when we look at it from a

risk -- we are looking at it from point of risk.
I mean, we would look to see I mean how often it
would get to a level where the solidity would,
you know, affect the most sensitive life stage
that is in the receiving environment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Ms Ali, I

think what the Panel just heard is
notwithstanding perhaps the more absolute
interpretation of the Fisheries Act, Environment
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Canada also applies a risk-faced interpretation
of the Fisheries Act.
MS ALI:

Is that correct?
When we did the initial

review with Fisheries Act we applied the
absolute.

When we went through undertaking 47 we

talked about the levels of treatment that would
be required, that is when we looked at the
element of risk.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
Mr. Leonardelli?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Perhaps, I can

give an example that might provide some clarity.
So when we take a look at the
total suspended solids criteria that were
originally being proposed for the project our
concern was that it was an annual limit.

So an

annual limit, you can have wide variation; you
can have a storm event with really really high
levels, but the average over the year, when
conditions are generally calm overall, will give
you a much lower value.
So when we establish suitably
protective criteria, we wouldn't want to
establish just an annual limit, we might suggest
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a weekly limit and a daily limit.

And that would

be with the intention of preventing those
shorter-term pulse events as you have been
referring.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

This question is to Environment
Canada.
What is your department's
recommended best practice with respect to
protection of groundwater resources at mine
sites, specifically with respect to waste rock
management areas and stormwater management areas?
MS ALI:

Nardia Ali, Environment

Canada, for the record.
I would like to actually discuss
with our Minerals and Processing Division and get
back to you on that question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, we

appreciate that.
And I have a final question, and
I think this one will be going back and forth
again a bit between OPG and the regulators.
But the Panel would very much
appreciate absolute clarity with respect to OPG's
commitments to water treatment.
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Would OPG please confirm the
Panel's understanding of your commitments to
water treatment to, at present, include oil-water
separators as well as treatment for removal of
total suspended solids?

And do we recall also

that you had some commitment for treatment of
salinity?

Those three.

So let's get that

confirmation first.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So to try and be as clear as
possible, the oil-water separators is part of the
design for the underground.

That is a clear

commitment.
For the total suspended solids
and salinity, those would be on an as-required
basis. And I think we had a lot of discussion
last year about the ability to measure and
quickly implement clean-up systems, if you will,
for water treatment should we find that there is
a need that arises as a result of the design and
operation of the facility.
At this point we don't see that
need, but we would be monitoring and, if needed,
we would implement the appropriate design change.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
clarification.

And one last

We assume that statement reflects

the fact that there would be some "treatment for
total suspended solids" vis-à-vis settling in the
stormwater management pond.

So it would be over

and above that that you would reserve judgment in
terms of the requirement for treatment?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That is correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Okay.

Thank you.

Given that understanding,

CNSC, do you have any further suggested
recommendations to make to the Panel with respect
to the potential need or requirement for further
water treatment for other constituents of
potential concern such as ammonia, for example,
or other forms of nitrogen such as nitrates
and/or any other sources of whole water toxicity
that may arise that we have not as yet
anticipated?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
You will recall in undertaking 47
that we had done quite a detailed assessment
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based on compliance with some discharge limits,
discharge criteria.
So the regulatory expectation is
that those discharge limits or criteria would be
a regulatory requirement and that the normal
procedure for CNSC licensees is that with
discharge limits comes action levels and
administrative limits, that the licensee is
expected to take action so that you're not taking
action as a realization that discharge limits are
being exceeded.
So there is a structured process
for managing treated water in licences and in
licensing documents.

We had also identified, and

I believe OPG had made a commitment, to do some
toxicity testing for a period of time to verify
compliance with the Fisheries Act.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
Yes, the Panel is very clear on
the discharge criteria as a regulatory instrument
and we are not asking that question.
We are asking whether, as a
regulator, you are comfortable a priori that OPG
is saying they will not, at this time, commit to
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water treatment over and above you have just
heard them say, and that in fact it would be an
adaptive management measure pending additional
information?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The information that is available
to date indicates that the mitigation measures
that have been identified would be sufficient.
And the regulatory process is in place to make
sure that, should it not be, that waters would
not be discharged and appropriate treatment put
in place.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Environment

Canada, what is your position on the lack, so
far, of a definite commitment by OPG to treatment
beyond what you have just heard them describe?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
I can understand the Panel's
confusion on some of this.

But I will go back to

our departmental submission, which it does a very
clear analysis of what we saw to be the potential
problems associated with the effluent quality.
And so we would stand on our original position.
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But just to point out a couple
things that touch upon these issues.

In terms of

other parameters, you mentioned ammonia, et
cetera.

We had made a recommendation that a

broad spectrum of parameters; for example, other
metals, phosphate, total petroleum hydrocarbons,
et cetera, be monitored during the site
preparation and construction phase and later
during the operations phase to ensure that there
are no other additional parameters of concern.
So you are actually collecting
data as the operation's construction phase are
gong on and seeing what the stormwater pond
quality is prior to discharge.
So that would inform whether you
need any additional treatment or not.
We also had recommendations
regarding the waste rock -- sorry, that a
full-strength leachate monitoring program be
undertaken.

Again, that might be a very

important source of contaminants that would
affect the stormwater pond quality, water
quality.
And so having an understanding of
what might be coming as leachate would help
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inform your need for treatment.
So these are just a couple of
examples.

And we did point out that there was a

need for follow-up monitoring programs that were
associated with both the water quality
predictions from the various contaminated
sources, water quality at various points within
the stormwater management pond system; so whether
the water is being pumped up from underground or
from -- or the leachate quality, and then
ultimately the effluent discharge quality and
downstream effects, follow-up monitoring program.
So we comprehensively looked at
all those issues and I think we would stand on
our recommendations in there.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Forgive me, Mr.

Leonardelli, but standing on your original
recommendation, the Panel's recollection of that
is that Environment Canada recommended treatment.
What treatment?
Over and above what we have heard
in terms of oil-water separation and potential
settling out of total suspended solids in the
stormwater management pond, that is our question
right now.
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MS ALI:

Nardia Ali, Environment

Canada, for the record.
I will try to take a stab at this
because I think I know the answer that you are
looking for.
When we reviewed it and we
realized that there was a possibility that this
could be more than stormwater treatment or
typical stormwater effluent, we asked for
treatment.

When it came up and we worked with

the CNSC on undertaking 47, our big concern is
that OPG does monitoring of the effluent and the
stormwater treatment before anything that is
discharged to the lake.
So I mean our position is that
that effluent characterization be done, acute
toxicity testing, sub-lethal toxicity testing,
all the things we said was our expectation from
undertaking 47, we would like that to be done,
and then OPG do adequate treatment of that before
any discharge goes into the lake.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, that

helped.
All right, Dr. Muecke, Dr.
Archibald, did you have any further questions?
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Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question just to clear this up.

One last
Environment

Canada made statements of objection to OPG's
reference to effluent criteria attributed to -EC, this is on page 8 of your submission, where
criteria were discussed by EC in 2013, were
thought to have been agreed upon through
discussion with OPG, but do not appear in any
way, shape or form in OPG's current response.
Would OPG confirm that water
quality criteria for salinity and total suspended
solids, as listed by EC in their response, will
be established as potential contaminant
guidelines for the proposed project?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Just for clarity, I am looking at
page 9 of Environment Canada's submission which
talks to the TSS criteria of 40 ppm, and that
there will be a limit established at a later
date. "Salinity and TSS are the only effluent
criteria that Environment Canada..."
Is that the section that we are
discussing?
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe it

was on page 8, that is the notation I have in
mine.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So we have already discussed the
commitment on the total suspended solids, and
that we recognize that there will be other
potential limits established as part of the
ongoing regulatory program.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And this was

just confirmation of salinity and TSS then?

It

was a specific reference made by EC and I guess
it was in combination through a discussion made
last year?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That is correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
questions to a close for now.

That brings the

We will take a

lunch break and reconvene at 2:00 in the
afternoon, when we will proceed with the first
presentation for the afternoon by I believe it is
Ms Martin.
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--- Upon recessing at 12:40 p.m./
Suspension à 12 h 40
--- Upon resuming at 1:59 p.m. /
Reprise à 13 h 59

THE CHAIRPERSON:
everyone.

Good afternoon

Thank you for your attention.
If everyone could please take

your seats we will continue with the agenda.
Next on our schedule today are four 30-minute
oral interventions.
As previously explained, the
Panel will direct its questions to each presenter
following each presentation.

The Panel will

consider, time permitting, questions submitted by
registered participants at the end of the day.
I would ask each of the
individuals and groups making oral presentations
this afternoon to remain available until the end
of today's session, if possible, in the event
that we have time available to consider questions
from registered participants.
The first 30-minute presentation
is by Joanne Martin, which is PMD 14-P1.21.
Ms Martin, the floor is yours.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
JOANNE MARTIN

MS MARTIN:

Thank you and good

afternoon, Dr. Swanson, Dr. Muecke and
Dr. Archibald.

I am Joanne Martin, a homeowner

and third-generation resident in Inverhuron,
completely opposed to constructing a DGR on the
shore of Lake Huron or anywhere in the Great
Lakes basin on either side of the border.
Troy Patterson wrote that:
"The proposed DGR is only one of the most
scientifically complicated projects ever
conceived in the history of humanity...it is
complicated beyond belief..."
One of the most noteworthy
complications with the February, 2014 failure of
New Mexico's WIPP is that nowhere in the world is
there an example of a successful DGR, certainly
not one as large, deep or as expensive as OPG's
proposed DGR, nor blasted into fracture prone
limestone, nor with such an expanded level and
amount of radioactive waste to be stored, nor one
where it is virtually impossible and
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prohibitively expensive to retrieve the deadly
waste in case of an accident, nor one that is
supposed to last and safely store the nuclear
waste for 100,000 years, and certainly not one
crowded cheek-to-jowl beside 21 percent of the
entire world supply of fresh water which millions
of people rely on every day.
The Japanese PM wrote, Japanese:
"Government officials have been blinded by a
false belief in the country’s technology
infallibility and were too steeped in a safety
myth!"
What if we changed government
officials in this quote to read OPG and CNSC seem
to have been blinded by a false belief in OPG's
technology and fallibility and are too steeped in
OPG's safety myth?
Read their explanation of why
WIPP failed and how this could not happen at the
proposed DGR.

Are they 100 percent certain?

they 95 percent certain?

Are

How can they rule out

human error or equipment malfunction completely?
Apparently here in Bruce County
we are going to show everyone that we are smarter
than nuclear scientists anywhere in the entire
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world, no matter the consequences.

WIPP's

failure after only 15 years should be a big red
flag to us in Canada that warns us to choose
another site to bury nuclear waste.

WIPP no

longer supports OPG's safety case.
OPG showed an unprecedented lack
of due diligence when siting the proposed DGR on
their land for their own convenience beside Lake
Huron without investigating other sites.

Those

issues, in a nutshell, are the two most important
reasons for a lack of trust for this proposed
project on the part of millions of people.
One, no other sites were
carefully considered, investigated or sought and
the most cogent fact, the proposed site is too
close to our precious Great Lakes.
The Canadian Rockies and the
Great Lakes are at the core of our Canadian pride
and identity, our Maple leaf psyche, they are
sacrosanct and cannot be risked for any reason no
matter how many scientific safety claims are
made.
The JRP's subsequent direction to
the IEG vis-à-vis the relative risk analysis of
alternative means of carrying out the proposed
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project in order to properly expand and
conscientiously explore the siting exercise seem
vital to the integrity and safety of the 2014
process.

Unfortunately, given the limited time

available and incomplete choice of variables to
be researched, we are not further ahead.

It was

impossible for the IEG team to have thoroughly
explored other venues in granite rock, but, most
surprisingly, they chose to consider a conceptual
granite site as if it were beside a Great Lake.
To be consistent, they then
should have considered the distance of transport
to the granite site to have been the same as to
the Cobourg site.
The aboveground storage options
also needed to be considered with the additional
variable of being moved further away from the
Great Lakes rather than only at the WWMF in order
to elicit more complete and valuable information.
The IEG report may have been
expedient for the exercise, but given the
far-reaching and disastrous consequences of
choosing the wrong site for the wrong reasons, we
did not move towards a 100 per cent guarantee
that the site and method chosen provides the
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highest level of safety of any option.
A DGR beside Lake Huron adds an
unprecedented consequence to the risk of failure
already inherent in this project.

It would be

interesting to computer model the risk factor as
at the onset the proposed DGR only has a 50:50
chance of success at best.
Consider that there is no
empirical evidence, only opinions of the
proponents to support the hundred-thousand-year
timeline, because WIPP failed after only 15
years.
Couple this with incomplete
knowledge of the strata that will be encountered
in blasting and digging, how much fracturing will
occur, how long it will take for water to seep
into the cavern, the effects that events such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, climate, malevolent acts,
et cetera, will have and what damage human error
or incompetence will cause and the uncertainty of
success for 15 years of beyond becomes
significantly less, maybe five or 10 per cent, if
we were lucky.
As we are a nation with broad
mind experience, we should attempt this
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experiment in the Precambrian granite of the
Canadian Shield.

At least with this location

huge populations and the drinking water for 40
million Canadians and Americans would not be put
at irreparable risk.
The methodology used to determine
the significance of adverse environmental effects
is largely based on computer modelling,
simulations and assumptions and, therefore, any
conclusions have a variable and unconfirmed
degree of accuracy that cannot be relied on.
OPG and CNSC do recognize this,
which is evident in the way they couch their
opinions, with no quantifiable guarantees.

How

have these unlikely environmental effects,
mitigation measures and uncertainties in the
safety case been a 100 per cent resolved with
clarity and transparency within the context for
predicated changes in terms of magnitude,
geographic extent, timing and duration, frequency
and reversibility and with defensibility of each
significant determination?
As the initial OPG EIS and
subsequent revisions are largely based on
modelling, the most important issue is the
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validity of these models.

A model makes accurate

predictions when its assumptions are valid and
does not make accurate predictions when its
assumptions do not hold.

A model is evaluated

first and foremost by its consistency to
empirical data.

However, a fit to empirical data

alone is not sufficient for a model or models to
be accepted as valid.
Do we want to rely on
methodologies that only appear sound?

How does

anyone really know?
As for sign-offs by government
departments and agencies, we are really relying
on the best guesses of people writing reports in
their Ottawa and Toronto offices.

They are not

actually there to test calculations, but still
signed off on the EIS in 2013 by saying that the
methodology appears sound.

How does anyone or

any regulatory body really know that the models
employed, the calculations and the assumptions
made are valid, that the data has been entered
correctly or that simulations have been properly
carried out?
Consider the due diligence
concept.

What if 12 or 24 boreholes were tested
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instead of only six?

What additional

intelligence would have been gleaned with twice
or four times the resulting data?

Why are so few

boreholes investigated?
Again, that seems like too little
for such an expanded project.

Engineer friends

that I have consulted are astounded.

In this

case one would expect that more is better.
Why didn't OPG and CNSC and other
partners voluntarily recognize and act on what
millions of people are saying.

The proposed DG

repository site is too close to our freshwater
supply and given no definite assurance of success
without risk, the site must be moved.
set ourselves up for success.

We must

Imagine the public

acceptance and trust such an announcement would
have engendered.
Also, what about the human factor
and fallibility?

Dr. Greening, a former

long-time OPG scientist has made us all aware of
serious miscalculations published by OPG and NWMO
concerning refurbishment waste calculations as
well as other serious incidents at the Bruce site
of which the public was not made aware.
OPG actually agreed with Dr.
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Greening's comments.

He was an insider and,

therefore, has specific and vital knowledge.
do not.

We

This leads us to legitimately ask what

other mistakes, miscalculations, errors in
theory, testing, geographic hypotheses, radiation
effects, plant, fish, animals, snake and human
contamination have gone unnoticed, unreported,
discounted or actually hidden from us?
So although the methodology seems
to determine the significance of adverse
environmental effects may be sound, there is not
definitive empirical evidence to support this
assumption, nor any historical data.
In EIS-12-510, OPG has been asked
to avoid the "may not be significant"
determination and to instead explain their level
of confidence in each of the significant
conclusions.

These should be quantified with a

percentage by OPG and also CNSC in order to
improve understanding and evaluation, which is
what this hearing is all about.
How can the reader have
confidence in the significant conclusions that
OPG brings forward because the answers are based
on unproven hypothesis, assumptions and OPG's
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judgment.
Where is the definitive proof?
What is CNSC's percentage of confidence in their
estimations and processes?

Can this be

quantified as 70 per cent or 80 per cent and what
per cent is actually acceptable?
Let's talk about a case in point.
One example is in number six concerning noise.
No noise receptor was placed on the shore at
Inverhuron on Lake Street.

Taxpayers in homes

along the bay from Bruce Power and the proposed
site complained that they heard sound from the
plant like they were at the large end of a
megaphone.

The sound waves carry across the

water and are amplified significantly.
If you build windrows you will
see that Inverhuron is more affected by
prevailing winds than tiny Baie du Doré.
The effects of 24-hour
construction during site preparation,
construction and decommissioning phases cannot be
accurately assessed until those phases actually
happen with real, not modelled, noise levels
echoing across the bay.
With 24-hour construction noise,
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a relatively peaceful tourist and recreation
retreat will be turned into a battle zone with
blasting for years.

House values will plummet

and OPG will not be obliged to compensate those
homeowners for their dire financial losses
because it seems that the Kincardine Municipal
Council was too unaware to properly protect
homeowner interests and OPG perhaps took
advantage of the council's lack of business
acumen and sophistication.
So why or how did Port Hope get a
better protection agreement?

Inverhuron

homeowners were not asked to have input on the
property protection agreement, yet we would be
most affected.

That agreement should be

revisited.
And then we have the, what I'd
call maybe sneaky and slanted willing host
community survey, which also should be
re-addressed by a referendum.
Here is an interesting fact that
impacted on the willing host community survey.
The Western Waste Management Facility was
formerly called the Radioactive Waste Operating
Site 2, RWOS 2.

Now, RWOS 1 was beside
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Inverhuron Park and leaked radioactivity into the
groundwater and wetlands there, also poisoning
wells in the immediate vicinity, i.e. Mary
McKenzie's well.

The waste was transferred to

RWOS 2 and then problems started to show up
there.
Then the name of this facility
was changed to the very innocuous Western Waste
Management Facility with no mention of
radioactive waste or deep geological burial so
close to Lake Huron.
It's also interesting that
Kincardine refers to their landfill dumps such as
Armow as waste management centres, so is Armow
the northern, southern or eastern waste
management centre?
No wonder people were confused
and not concerned when they answered a phone
question in winter of 2005 that asked:

Do you

support the establishment of a facility for
long-term management of low level and
intermediate level waste in the Western Waste
Management facility?

Oh, they thought another

garbage dump, no problem, maybe it's closer.
What if the question had said:
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Establishment of a facility deep underground
beside your drinking water in the radioactive
waste operating site?
The willing host agreement is not
based on a representative survey especially given
the small number of people who got to answer and
the almost 2,000 seasonal and permanent taxpayers
and millions of stakeholders who did not.

It is

not based on informed consent, but on council's
promise of economic benefits and council's firm
recommendation.

The term "willing" should mean

with a free will, not bought for a million
dollars a year or because the respondents were
afraid to lose their jobs or pensions.
Further, the term "informed"
means having all the pertinent facts before
coming to a decision, not a quick and dirty
winter phone survey.

The willing and informed

house designation for this project is not robust,
but actually flawed.
OPG's noise pollution submissions
were based on a 2006 paper "Night Noise
Guidelines for Europe" and actually looked at how
wide people were able to open their windows in
order not to be bothered by destructive noise
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levels.
Health Canada has not actually
concluded noise health studies, however, they
feel that the noise that would be generated from
the proposed DGR phases would not cause health
issues.

So this supposition is not based on any

empirical evidence or exhaustive health studies
because none have ever been done.
Health Canada failed to study
medical data that shows an established link
between high blood pressure, heart disease,
depression and psychiatric illness.

Health

Canada and OPG did not research the literature
adequately because they buy into OPG's
misconception that adverse effects from
construction noise are not significant.
One cannot turn off construction
noise like one can turn off a radio.

Imagine the

stress and health implications inherent in
24-hour construction over many years, untenable.
Most people would move rather than put up with
that constant annoyance.
WHO says the evidence on low
frequency noise is sufficiently strong to warrant
immediate concern.

There should obviously be an
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ongoing debate and impact study about the level
of construction related C-weighted or infrasound
noise because OPG still does not recognize the
validity and harmful potential of this issue.
An extremely important issue is
that in all the years we have lived in
Inverhuron, we have never been provided with
iodine pills.

What about the increased

possibility of radiation poisoning and
contamination should the project be approved?
So if Bruce Power is thinking to
finally issue nearby homeowners iodine pills,
what will they be issued or actually not issued
if Bruce Power and the DGR are beside each other?
Is this actually covered in the
safety case?

How is it acceptable or believable

for OPG to say that we shouldn't worry if the
proposed DGR leaks because there is enough water
in Lake Huron to diffuse the radiation effect,
yet the United States, across the ocean from
Fukushima, reports contaminated fish being caught
close to American shores?
International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War, IPPNW, have just
issued a scathing critique of the UN report on
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Fukushima that says:
"No discernible changes in future cancer rates
and hereditary diseases are
expected due to exposure to
radiation as a result of the Fukushima
nuclear accident."
Really?

The UN report, the

physicians complain, draws mainly on data from
the nuclear industry's publications rather than
from independent sources and omits or
misinterprets crucial aspects of radiation
exposure and does not reveal the true extent of
the consequences of the disaster, which I
understand is ongoing and getting worse.
Dozens of independent experts
report that radiation attributable health effects
are highly likely, another problem with a trust
issue and risk perception.
The UN group also professionally
rejects the use of a threshold for radiation
effects, which -- this is interesting, they
reject the use of a threshold for radiation
effects of 100 mSv used by the International
Atomic Energy Agency in the past.
Like most health physicists, both
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groups agree that there is no radiation dose so
small that it can't cause negative health
effects.

There are exposures allowed by

governments, but none of them are safe.

Please

take note, Health Canada, et al.
Further, we live next to a
nuclear power plant and our Medical Officer of
Health has not established baseline cancer and
hereditary disease studies among the Bruce Power
employees, their families and the rest of the
population within the radiation nucleus.

Why?

My cousin Jim has worked on
contract part time at Bruce Power for four or
five years.

He had to be all suited up and give

urine samples daily, or routinely.

He went to

the Bruce Power doctor last January and in the
Kincardine Hospital complained of a sore throat.
He was treated for a cold.
His London doctor diagnosed him
with inoperable stage IV cancer of the throat
this June and he is taking chemo and radiation
therapy.

He has lost 30 pounds and the next step

is a feeding tube.

He is only 63 and was in good

health.
An increase in childhood
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leukaemia cases near Germany's operational
nuclear reactors was proven in 1997.

Chernobyl

and now Japan and not just near Fukushima are
showing alarming reports of cancer and
confirmation of contaminated food and water.
So it seems that really the
Saugeen Ojibway Nations should be worried about
the consequences of this forever project.
The proposed DGR project is only
one kilometre or less than two thirds of a mile
from the Lake Huron shoreline.

This is the most

compelling negative irresponsible and disturbing
fact in the whole project, the one that millions
of people worldwide, and particularly on both
sides of the border in the Great Lakes basin,
cannot understand or condone.
This is a tipping point.

This

experiment with a 50:50 chance or less of
succeeding safely for 100,000 years is being
planned within dangerous and arrogant proximity
to 21 percent of the world's available freshwater
supply.

That fact alone is the showstopper and

it should be.
In 2004 when Kincardine signed on
to host the project, we know that they actually
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agreed to half the size of the underground
nuclear dump, a smaller percentage of
intermediate level to low level waste, no
decommissioning waste, less emplaced volume and
half the containers compared to the current list.
Many interveners have described
the OPG project "creep", but I am more concerned
with project "gallop".

The current size of the

proposed DGR is twice the original size with
future plans to have a DGR four times the
original size.
Talking about the Independent
Expert Group, I was disappointed in their
submission and the lack of variables,
particularly concerning the aboveground options
that could have been meaningful and actually
providing alternate means and guidance.
The IEG outlines their
difficulties with the process in notes four and
five and reveals that there is significant
uncertainty about the correct icon locations in
both the likelihood and the consequent
dimensions.

Therefore, it would seem that many

of the icons were placed based on assumptions.
Now, one of the most concerning
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was siting the conceptual granite DGR in the
Canadian Shield beside a Great Lake.

This

completely skewed the validity of the results.
The discussion about public
tolerance was very limited and incomplete, using
subpar studies that completely ignored
Inverhuron, the second largest and closest
community to the proposed site.
There does not seem to be a
proper distinction also made between the two
issues, acceptance of nuclear power and a nuclear
power plant versus acceptance or non-acceptance
of the concept of burying nuclear waste beside
Lake Huron.

Those are very different.
The taxpayers and homeowners in

Inverhuron have zero tolerance for risk, nose
pollution, endangered health and property values
that have not been protected and it seems that we
are consistently overlooked, particularly by OPG,
who seem determined to do what they please
despite the risk.

They seem much more concerned

with Baie du Doré, which has four houses, instead
of Inverhuron which has four to 500 homes and
about 2,000 people.
500.

So four homes versus four or
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In contrast, in the limestone and
granite DGRs, the IEG seems to think that both
rock formations would work.

The granite DGR site

would be expected to have a higher overall fluid
transmission potential than the dense low
porosity and low permeability sedentary rocks at
the Bruce DGR site.

This low porosity and

permeability question concerning the Cobourg
limestone has been vigorously disputed by many
geologists, engineers and scientists at the
previous JRP hearing.
The available research, largely
based on six boreholes, does not give a
definitive answer concerning the geology, despite
OPG's claims, therefore, both sites being
relatively equal, the clear disadvantage of the
Bruce site compared to the conceptual Canadian
Shield site is its potentially dangerous and
risky proximity to Lake Huron and the freshwater
source of 40 million people.
The distance transportation issue
is actually a non-issue as a longer distance to
travel to the Canadian Shield should hold the
same relative to absolute risk ratio as the
Cobourg site given the much higher population
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along that route.
I agree with many Bruce Power
workers and with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission that is now saying that because of the
difficulty of constructing underground waste
storage facilities that waste cannot be stored
aboveground in dry concrete -- that waste can now
be stored aboveground in dry concrete casks
indefinitely.
Therefore, I would strongly
recommend enhanced surface storage.

My

preference would be to remove the aboveground
storage away from Bruce Power and Lake Huron for
the time being.
Further, I strongly suggest that
OPG should be directed to make a concerted effort
to find a real deep repository site in granite
bedrock in the Precambrian geology of the
Canadian Shield and to abandon the proposed site
near Kincardine.
Another trust issue.

Ontario

Power Generation has finally upped the ante and
come clean about its intentions concerning the
expanded proposed DGR.

OPG plans to expand the

repository to contain decommissioning waste, an
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additional 2,000 cubic metre of radioactive
waste.
This was not on the table in the
2013 hearing or when Kincardine signed on in
2004.

This was not made clear to the 4,057

people who agreed to be a willing host community.
Apparently this is for another
hearing, or not, depending on the whims of
government and whether nuclear waste is a
provincial or a federal responsibility.
If OPG can blatantly change
parameters and double or quadruple the size and
content of the repository, all the stakeholders
need a chance to approve or disapprove of the
entire project.

A referendum is required because

the project is no longer the same.
As well, the pathetically weak,
one-sided and useless home value protection plan
should also be revisited and rewritten.
Preliminary analysis of WIPP
events by CNSC and OPG point to lax inventory
control, cost-cutting measures, measures by
government departments, failure to uphold,
institute or follow best practices in safety
measures and procedures, employee error and
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perhaps lack of training and oversight.
CNSC and OPG attempts to protest
the Canadian standards are much more strict and
comprehensive, especially mining regulations,
safety training, et cetera, and therefore the
precipitating factors, human error and
consequence could and would not happen at the
Bruce site.
It is once arrogant and foolhardy
to suggest that the proposed OPG project would
never experience accidents, malfunctions and
other malevolent acts.
that.

No one can guarantee

Where there are employees there will be

incidents, that is life, and there is no way that
WIPP wasn't an accident waiting to happen.

We

are not infallible, our science is not
infallible, our modelling is not infallible and
the whole process is so complex that unknown
errors, some big/some small, will be present
throughout the process.
WIPP's failure is a timely
reminder of the serious and unbelievably
difficult task of trying to keep radioactive
waste safely contained and controlled.
There are no successful examples
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of non-leaking, intact and safe DGRs anywhere in
the world, despite the very best brainpower and
science available.

We must not disregard such a

clear warning as the WIPP failure by attempting
to convince ourselves that we are better, smarter
and more careful than anyone else.

We're really

not.
OPG's initial lack of due
diligence and ongoing insistence on siting this
proposed DGR right beside 21 percent of the
world's available freshwater supply proves that
point.
We can spend millions of hours
and dollars modelling results, testing variables,
writing opinions and revising the EIS, but our
chance of success is still 50:50 or less.
In closing, our distinct
obligation to Canada, the United States and the
world is to take that incredible risk out of the
equation and put trust back in by choosing a site
many hundreds of kilometres removed from Lake
Huron and the Great Lakes basin, or by continuing
to monitor the waste aboveground, but again,
removed from Lake Huron.
Thank you, merci beaucoup.
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--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Martin.
Panel Members, did we have
questions?
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:
make a statement:

Ms Martin, you

Along with many Bruce Power

employees I would strongly recommend enhanced
service storage.
What evidence can you provide to
the Panel that many Bruce Power employees would
support such a statement?
MS MARTIN:

Thank you, Dr.

Muecke.
If you live in a small town like
Kincardine, in the area, and many people are with
the company as it were and people talk, you hear
more and more when we talk to people in
Kincardine to say, what about this DGR and they
say, you know what, let's -- we have had no
problems, let's just leave it where it is or, you
know, in containers aboveground, let's not do
anything that would be a disaster if the thing
leaked.
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So I can't tell you that I have
talked to every last single employee but, you
know, when people talk and they start saying to
you, well, you know, why don't we leave it where
it is -- and some of the gals I play tennis with
say to me, "Well, you know, our husbands think
the DGR could work, but on the other hand, we
have looked after it safely for 40 years and if
we have better storage and maybe we moved away
from the site, then we will be fine."
So I think as this goes on and
more people are aware of the risks that siting a
DGR beside Lake Huron can pose, they are becoming
more and more convinced that they have been doing
something right already.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps, could

you comment on the apparent absence of Bruce
Power employees voicing this opinion to the
Panel?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

They are

afraid for their jobs.
--- Laughter / Rires
MS MARTIN:

No.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Excuse me.
I would ask

that audience members not interrupt the
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proceedings and I will ask Ms Martin to answer
that question, please.
MS MARTIN:

Thank you.

I have to say that when I first
got involved in this, a couple of years ago when
we found out what was happening with the DGR, I
can remember going to various places to get
services, like for instance getting printing
done, and I said to the gal who owns the printing
shop just over here, "So what do you think about
the DGR?"

And she said "I can't comment.

If I

am against anything to do with the Bruce Power, I
will not have any more business."
And she is not the only one.
have heard over and over again.

We

My son works for

Bruce Power, you know, it's just the fear that
they could lose their jobs or they won't get
their pension or -- really people in their family
will be against them because, you know, you could
have -- just like the Civil War, you could have a
divided family, somebody who does work for Bruce
Power, who doesn't work for Bruce Power.

It's

just a fear.
For instance, we were told that
before this survey in 2005 that all the employees
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of Bruce Power -- and Laurie can correct me if
I'm wrong, but we have been told that everybody
got a letter from the head of Bruce Power saying
it would be very nice if you would say yes and
support us in this survey.
Again, you know, there was the
incidence of sending messages to the fundraisers
and the not-for-profits that Bruce Power was
supporting and asking them to stand up and speak
for them.

So there is an influence.
Maybe it's not overt, but there

is certainly a thought that if I go against Bruce
Power it won't be good for me in this town.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would OPG care to

comment on that?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I think that it's important to
recognize that Bruce Power and Ontario Power
Generation are separate companies.

We don't send

letters to Bruce Power employees asking them to
support us.

How they deal within their internal

company I can't comment specifically, but I can
say within the nuclear industry -- and we had a
lot of discussion about safety culture earlier
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during this set of hearing days -- that through
safety culture we encourage our staff to raise
issues.
Bruce Power would have the same
traits of a healthy nuclear safety culture where
they would encourage their staff to raise safety
concerns or safety issues.
I would anticipate that Bruce
Power employees that felt strongly about the DGR
one way or the other would certainly feel free to
come forward and raise those issues, whether in
this forum or through their line organizations or
directly to Ontario Power Generation.
I'm not familiar with any letters
that were sent directly to employees, as Ms
Martin suggested, I am just not familiar with
that.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you,

Ms Martin and Ms Swami.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Ms Martin, you

give an example on slide 13 of your presentation
of noises and adverse environmental effects and
state that sound waves carry across the water and
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are amplified significantly.
I would like to address the
question to both Environment Canada and OPG.
Would you please comment upon the effects of
sound transmission over water and enhanced
adverse impact effects on nearby residents?
OPG first, please.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I would like to ask one of our
experts on the phone to respond to that.
Mr. da Silva I believe is with us.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. da Silva,

did you hear the question?
MR. da SILVA:

Yes, I did.

For the record, Danny da Silva.
Propagation of sound over water
is enhanced, it isn't necessarily amplified.
There is an input of energy from an external
source.
Under calm atmospheric conditions
where the water surface is still, the propagation
of sound over the surface will be enhanced due to
the reflection of the sound waves back into the
propagating wave.
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So we have accounted for that in
our modelling by including a parameter on the
water which basically makes it acoustically hard.
So that reflection is present all the time in our
predictions.

So we have in the modelling

accounted for reflection of sound over water to
enhance the propagation of sound in any
direction.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And would

there be any comments from Environment Canada?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Perhaps we

could have Environment Canada representatives
come to the third table, just because we are
going to be returning to our questions from
before lunch in a couple of minutes anyway.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Mr.

Leonardelli, I believe Dr. Archibald simply wants
Environment Canada's comments, if any, on the
relevance of the topic of sound propagation
across water.
In this case, of course, in your
jurisdiction it would be with respect to any
effects on the wildlife, for example birds, and
whether that would have affected in any way your
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evaluation?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So first of all, let me be clear
that if any of the questions have to do with
impacts on human receptors, we don't have the
mandate or the expertise for that, nor do we have
the expertise to evaluate the acoustic modelling
that you are speaking of.
In terms of migratory birds, we
did do an analysis of that and the largest -sorry, the loudest sounds would be experienced in
and around the DGR site itself.

So that's what

our review focused on, is potential sound effects
on migratory birds in and around the DGR site.
We would not have looked further
afield across the water, for example.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I have a couple of questions that
arise out of Ms Martin's presentation directed to
the Medical Officer of Health.
Dr. Lynn, are you on the phone?
DR. LYNN:

I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So my first question to you, Dr.
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Lynn, is how would you describe what a baseline
health study should look like in order to
encompass concerns regarding radiation-related
cancer and hereditary disease?
DR. LYNN:

I guess if you want a

cancer report then you would need to do the
levels of cancer and follow them over years,
which we do.

Every five years we put out a new

one for Grey and Bruce.

We do have it separated

into counties as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Then how about

hereditary disease?
DR. LYNN:
"disease"?

What do you mean by

I mean, we do know some of the

oncogenic genes which are passed from one family
to another, we can get them measured in London.
It's not something that is done frequently, it's
when there's clusters within families.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

My question

arises directly out of Ms Martin's presentation
where she refers to hereditary disease.

So with

the indulgence of Ms Martin I will try and add a
little bit more to the interpretation.
I believe Ms Martin is expressing
a concern regarding any role played by radiation
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in increasing the incidence of hereditable
genetic change.
DR. LYNN:
to talk to a geneticist.

I think you would need
Again, the only cells

that go from the parents to the children are the
reproductive cells and if it is a genetic fault
then you have a one in two chance, each of you,
passing those on.
I don't know if that's what she
wants to talk about.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
will leave it for now.

I believe I

Perhaps CNSC can help us

a little bit with the types of studies that might
be specific to radiation-related inherited
disease as per the definition of what a
sufficient and appropriate baseline might be.
So I will leave that for a minute
and I will move on to the next question for you,
Dr. Lynn, which is, would you remind the Panel -and I know you did refer to this last fall, but
just remind us again, what specific baseline
information does exist for the Grey Bruce Health
Region?
DR. LYNN:

We have anything that

Health Canada collects, Cancer Care Ontario
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collects.

So we have heart attack rates, we have

hypertension rates, we have all sorts of health
behaviours.
Is that the kind of information
you are looking for?

We have it from every -- we

do cancer here every five years because we don't
have enough to be able to publish the data
because you can't -- if you have only a few
numbers in each cell you can't publish it.

So

about every five years we redo it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Lynn, with

respect to the baseline data that are gathered
every five years, does the Grey Bruce Region have
any plans to ask for the resources to, for
example, increase either the frequency of
baseline data collection or increase the sample
size?
DR. LYNN:

Well, this is Cancer

Care Ontario stuff, so every cancer is reported
through that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. LYNN:

Okay.

So I can't increase it

any because we get them all already.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
you.

Okay.

Thank
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DR. LYNN:

But there is just -- I

mean, we don't have a huge population here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So by that,

again remind the Panel, the inference is because
of the low population the data simply will not
support a reliable analysis, or at least a
cause/effect analysis between radiation exposure
and incidence of any of the radiation-related
diseases; is that correct?
DR. LYNN:

Yes.

We do actually

monitor pretty carefully in comparison to other
areas, particularly rural areas which are similar
to ours in diet and so on, so that's the ones we
sort of match up to and I guess we are basically
under or at the same rates as our comparators.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that reminder, Dr. Lynn.
CNSC, did you have any further
information to add?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
When we talk about -- it's a hard
word to say for a Francophone, inheritable
disease, normally the type of baseline work that
is done is, for example, looking for Down's
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Syndrome, congenital malformations and
miscarriages.

That is the type of baseline

information that is collected in other regions,
for example, around Durham where the Pickering
and Darlington plants are.
The ICRP has identified risk
factors that when we calculate the potential for
health risk in relation to a radiation dose, we
do take into consideration incidence of lethal
and non-lethal cancer and there is a risk factor
for inheritable diseases even if they have never
been observed in humans.

It is based on animal

studies and to be conservative and prudent, the
risk factor for humans is used.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I believe that answers the
questions we had based on Ms Martin's
presentation.
Before we proceed to the next
presentation, the Panel understands that both
Environment Canada and CNSC require clarification
on a question.

So let's deal with that now.
Returning to some of the

questions from this morning, and apparently we do
have some answers ready, the Panel will hear
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those answers after the break this afternoon.
So if Environment Canada could
start, you required a clarification did you?
MS ALI:

Nardia Ali, Environment

Canada, for the record.
And it wasn't a clarification of
a question.

It was your other clarification on a

phrase that was in our presentation this morning.
So EC would like to clarify the
statement in the July 2nd '14 submission to the
JRP which was also included in our presentation
this morning related to implications of flooding
from a probable maximum precipitation event in
which we used the phrase, and I quote:
"...and the resulting flooding have implications
for loss of human life at the DGR site."
Unquote.

The use of this term by

Environment Canada was only meant to emphasize
the importance of ensuring the DGR facility is
appropriately designed to the highest standard to
eliminate the risk of flooding into the facility.
We did not intend to imply in any way that the
DGR facility would be a safety risk to humans who
work in the facility and we expect -- we fully
expect that OPG would follow appropriate measures
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to ensure safety of their workers in the
facility.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Ali.
CNSC...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

I do have a clarification.

So

this morning when you rephrased the question you
asked, "Is that clear?"

And I went like this.

And so my neck went like this and my brain must
have done like this because -- and my hand didn't
write it.
But the question was in relation
to total suspended solids and the risk in
relation to if there is an overtopping, I guess,
of the stormwater management.

Was that your

question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think the

context for it was that scenario that the Panel
were considering was, yes, in a storm event
beyond the current design, even though the ditch
might safely carry the flow the potential for
increased suspended solids in that flow to, in
turn, have adverse effects in MacPherson Bay.
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DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

So,

we'll be prepared to come back tomorrow with an
answer.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The next

presentation is by Siskinds LLP and Eugene
Bourgeois which are based on PMDs 14-P1.27 and
27A and 14-P1.48.
Mr. Bourgeois and Ms Lombardi,
please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
EUGENE BOURGEOIS AND PAULA LOMBARDI

MR. BOURGEOIS:

Thank you, Madam

Chair, Members of the Panel, First Nations and
members of the public.
Attachment A of EIS 12-512
discusses air quality effects when it asserts
that CO, SO2, NO2 will not exceed regulations
more than 10 percent of the time beyond the site
boundaries.

In addition, it asserts that hourly

averages for PM2.5, PM10 and SPM will not exceed
relevant guidelines more than 0.5 percent of the
time and then only just beyond the site study
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area that is immediately adjacent.
Pages 32 and following describes
these effects.

Unfortunately, much of what it

describes has little to do with the environment
and conditions found in Inverhuron, rendering its
analysis about effects, and particularly the
potential for health impacts on residents,
suspect.

On page 32, it states:

"OPG’s hypothesis was that, to have a significant
effect on the air quality VEC, the DGR Project
would need to result in ambient air
concentrations beyond the Site Study Area that
exceed relevant established ambient air quality
criteria more than 10% of the time."
It adds:
"The detailed assessment of the potential effects
presented in the Atmospheric Environment TSD
(Golder 2011) identified residual adverse effects
of the DGR Project on air quality during the site
preparation and construction phase, the
operations phase, and the decommissioning phase.
None of those effects were assessed to be
significant."
Thus, both the response and OPG’s
statement in the TSD are relevant determinants in
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assessing the human health impacts from airborne
emissions.
The TSD uses five-year average
meteorological data, ending in 2009.

Table C3-1

shows that our summer maximum temperature is
31.8C and that there were only two days during
the year with temperatures above 30C.

Times have

changed and it appears as well that our climate
has changed with it.

Already this year, we have

had more than five days of above 30C weather in
June alone.

However, there is no description in

the responses as to how these average
temperatures might affect the models OPG uses to
track pollution from the nuclear site to the
nearby community and overnight campers.
The air quality section of EIS
12-512 makes the following statement:
"When establishing ambient air quality criteria
in Canada, thresholds are set at levels that
inherently provide a level of protection.
Criteria are usually set below 'no-effects' or
'lowest-observed-adverse effects' levels."
In the absence of a detailed
cumulative effects analysis, considering all the
variables on-site, what might be a no effects
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threshold for one chemical alone can become a
significant effects threshold when it combines
with other freely available chemicals and/or
particulate matter.
In addition to these concerns,
there are other problems represented by the data
in the TSD. Our farm and property is identified
in Appendix J as a Human Health receptor, HH1,
and JA1-1 gives the air quality data for our
property.

Unfortunately, OPG never came to our

home here to install NO2 or SO2 monitors.

It is,

therefore, unclear how it has acquired this data
or what precisely this data represents.

It does

earlier, in Table J1.1.1-1, provide predictions
for NO2, SO2 and SPM, giving

averages of 499.5

micrograms per cubic meter for NO2, 133.9 for SO2
and 182.5 for SPM.
Unfortunately, these data also
come with the caveat that they do not include any
predictions for the Waste Rock Management Area.
Since this is one of the issues of grave concern
for area residents, and particularly for its
potential to impact on our health, this oversight
is both critical and significant.
The problem is even more acute
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because of the dynamic weather and meteorological
patterns that develop along shorelines and
particularly those below an escarpment.

It is

well known that a thermal internal boundary layer
(TIBL) will develop under many spring to fall
weather conditions. Measurements taken by Ontario
Hydro in 1984 confirmed that the TIBL was present
between the months of April and October, in some
cases with a maximum height that more or less
matches the height of the escarpment.
This circumstance isolates the
lower shoreline community from the atmosphere
above the TIBL where pollutants emitted by
industrial processes can achieve significant
mixing, dilution and uninterrupted transport
downwind.
A TIBL begins to grow where there
is a change in surface roughness from the smooth
lake to the rougher land at the shoreline.

Thus,

any industrial facilities at the shoreline, such
as a nuclear power plant, will emit pollution
above the boundary layer and these can become
entrained by the TIBL as it grows inland, instead
of being mixed in the stably stratified layer
above it.
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At the location of the Waste Rock
Management Area, the TIBL will on average have a
height of approximately 50 metres, almost the
same height as the rock pile is projected to be.
The rock pile itself will act as a new hill
making the TIBL grow faster closer to the shore.
The TIBL will grow inland above
the rock pile but there is no indication in the
air quality assessment as to just how great this
growth in height will be.

Depending on the

temperature gradient between land and lake, the
TIBL will grow more or less rapidly, yielding
widely variable growth patterns and changing the
possible locations for fumigation of entrained
pollutants within it.
Below the TIBL, depending on
cloud cover and ground moisture, thermals can
develop that will, in turn, capture pollutants
emitted at sources on the surface (such as the
rock pile or the incinerator) and move these
about in a looping pattern driven by thermals
caused by the sun heating the surface.
The paved surfaces at the Western
Waste Management Area beside the projected Waste
Rock Management Area will be an ideal source for
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the

development of thermals caused by the

surface heating. There is no discussion of how
these interactions might occur and no predictions
of the nature and values of pollutants such
thermals may contain, nor how these might mix
with the surrounding biosphere.
There is no description as to how
or in what manner these looping thermals will
develop.

Nor is there a description of the

extent of their reach in the shoreline community
of Inverhuron.

These pollutants vary broadly and

would include incinerator gasses, ventilation
gasses, construction and vehicular wastes,
particulate matter and more.

The Waste Rock

Management Area will grow to cover some 55 acres
in area and rise to a height of some 35 metres or
about 115 feet.

This mountain of tailings will

contain Cobourg limestone from cavern
extractions -- excavations.

These tailings will

have been blasted, drilled, crushed and mixed up
with one another before being brought to the
surface to be deposited as tailings here.

We

know from the EIS that this waste rock is
exceedingly dry and that this is one of the
compelling characteristics that recommends this
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site as a suitable one for a DGR.
When the rock is moved to the
surface, it will range in size from very fine
particulate matter to large rocks.

The EIS does

not describe the characteristics of the rock
itself.

The atmospheric moisture will be

absorbed by this clay-based bedrock, causing it
to swell and fracture further, creating more very
fine particles over time.

The mass of rock

itself coupled with the additional moisture will
make this rock pile conducive to being heated on
sunny days and this will help to create the
unstable atmospheric conditions above -- over the
rock pile.

These updrafts occurring from the

waste rock pile will carry pollutants until a
downdraft brings them back to the surface where
it will impact on any sensitive receptors.
The air quality cumulative
effects analysis is silent about any of these
possibilities, including a description of the
local meteorological conditions and the role
these will play in distributing toxic materials
from the nuclear site to the surrounding
biosphere, including locations in the hamlet of
Inverhuron.
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OPG, in this response, addresses
each studied chemical as though it alone and as a
singular element will be available for
distribution to the surrounding biosphere.

It

fails in its entirety even to mention the role
that the TIBL will play in distributing this
material unmixed to the community-at-large.
Without considering the impacts of combinations
of these materials or the role of the TIBL and
other meteorological conditions, OPG nonetheless
states:
"The emissions used in the modelling included the
mitigation incorporated into the design of the
project;
therefore, all predicted adverse effects were
also classified as residual adverse effects."
In addition, it states:
"Although predicted ambient acrolein
concentrations at the off-site human receptor
locations were less than ambient Ontario
criteria, the resulting
inhalation of acrolein by local residents during
the site preparation and construction phase was
identified as a residual adverse effect to human
health because the predicted concentrations were
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above health screening criteria.

However, based

on the results of a human health risk assessment,
the resulting health risks to local residents
were considered low."
By some mysterious logic, this
allows OPG to conclude:
"Therefore, no significant adverse effects were
predicted on human health as a result of changes
in air quality."
It continues by stating:
"Existing air quality conditions in the Local
Study Area were predicted using a combination of
dispersion modelling of the existing local
sources and background air quality derived from
air quality monitoring stations in the Regional
Study Area.

Existing

conditions were predicted in a conservative
manner."
It makes this statement without
identifying the methodologies it uses to consider
the validity of these air dispersion models.

It

fails to include an analysis of our local
meteorological conditions and the role these will
play in distributing site-available toxins to the
surrounding environment and community through
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shoreline fumigation scenarios.
During the Hearings last year,
the JRP will recall that I asked Ian Parrott of
the MOE whether model predictions could be
back-dated to test their assumptions against
known events.

When he confirmed this, the JRP

will also recall that I requested both from the
CNSC and OPG whether either would consider doing
so.

Each declined.
The EIS identified a significant

anomaly in the radionuclide concentrations of our
leafy garden vegetables in 2009 when it recorded
1137 Becquerels per litre of tritium,
approximately 50 times greater than the next
highest reading at an offsite property right next
to Bruce A, the source of the tritium.

Dr.

Thompson undertook to consider why this existed
and observed that CNSC now knows why this event
occurred but failed to identify meteorological
models that would have predicted this occurrence
nor whether this was caused by a single spike or
was the result of continuous exposure.
Dr. Swanson asked me to put in
writing and submit to Mr. Parrott modelling
conditions which I believe would better describe
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the existing conditions and more accurately
represent what happens here in Inverhuron.
responses never happened.

These

Instead, the Panel

Secretariat emailed me that the status is closed:
"Any additional information that the Panel
requires will be related to the prediction of
future emissions and to the consideration of
requirements for the DGR Environmental Compliance
Certificate."

(As read)
I now reinstate this request.
The JRP cannot know the basis on

which OPG has come to its conclusions about air
quality, other than the use of its self-serving
professional judgment when instead valid and
robust models could be used to make such
determinations. Moreover, the JRP has learned
during the first phase of these Hearings that
neither OPG nor the Grey Bruce Public Health Unit
has adequate health data to determine whether
existing operations have caused any health
impacts whatsoever in the community-at-large, in
spite of compelling data that suggests this to be
so.
The Grey Bruce unit data used in
this EIS shows that prostate cancer rates are
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higher here than the Ontario average and in the
past it has targeted prostate cancer, ovarian
cancer, colorectal cancer, childhood leukemia,
progeria, diabetes and heart disease, among other
morbidity as being higher than the Ontario
average, possibly significantly so.

Neither the

Grey Bruce unit nor OPG can comment on the
epidemiological significance of this data because
there are no baseline data with which to compare
it.

I will return to this theme later in my

presentation.
Instead, OPG relies on the
professional judgment of a Golder employee to
make these determinations on its behalf, as the
JRP heard during Phase 1.

It also makes the

claim that:
"The emissions were conservatively based on the
maximum permitted emissions from all of the
facilities at the Bruce nuclear site, as well as
the emissions for actual vehicle traffic activity
levels for the sources that do not require
permits.

The resulting predictions are

conservative because actual emission levels at
the Bruce site are considerably lower than the
permitted maximum values.

The resulting maximum
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predicted concentrations were combined with
background concentrations derived from the air
quality measurements taken in the Regional Study
Area.

The existing conditions modelled in this

manner are shown in the second column on Tables
5-2 and 5-3."
It's an empty claim.

There are

no such monitoring stations in Inverhuron, the
location where the TIBL will play a major role.
Above the escarpment, normal meteorological
mixing will take place while below the escarpment
the biosphere is prevented by the TIBL from
mixing with existing conditions in the stably
stratified layer above it.

Thus, any

measurements taken in Tiverton will often yield
quite different results from ones taken below the
escarpment, and especially so when we are
subjected to periods of inversion brought on by
the TIBL.
As this Panel heard during my
presentation, these concerns have been a
long-standing and unresolved issue.

OPG prefers

professional judgment and models that fail to
reflect actual circumstances to actual collection
of data.
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If you, the JRP, approve the DGR
without requiring that OPG adopt meteorological
models at least as rigorous as the ones I
described previously and without requiring OPG to
conduct a community health survey that will
provide baseline data for future epidemiological
analysis concerning the impacts on human health,
there will be no basis on which you will be able
to state that this project will be safe for
Inverhuron residents, flora and fauna.

Many of

us are elderly and with significant health
challenges.

We rely on you to fulfill the

mandate you have been given and to ensure that
OPG meets the claims it makes in its EIS

when it

states that there will be no significant adverse
effects.
These are important factors
relating to human health.

As a result of Bruce

Power’s fire training activity in 2008 when our
property was fumigated twice from a ground level
source, first in May and then in June, my wife
Ann has developed viral asthma.

There are no

genetic predispositions that would predict asthma
for Ann.

Nor are there lifestyle conditions that

would cause it.

As a result, only environmental
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conditions remain as a potential cause.

This is

true as well in respect of her multiple cancers
of ovarian and breast.

She has neither genetic

conditions nor lifestyle ones that would have
predisposed her to these cancers.
Even OPG admits that its results
are entirely arbitrary when it states:
"For an effect to be considered significant, the
frequency of exceeding the relevant ambient air
quality criteria was selected as 10%.

This

frequency is based on professional judgment and
past environmental assessments, and is an
incremental contribution comparable to the
current situation observed in the region."
Clearly, from OPG’s perspective,
our communal good health is not considered to be
either relevant or important:
"The conservative nature of the assessment in
combination with the short duration of the
periods during which the criteria could be
exceeded, and the point of impingement being
limited to the area immediately adjacent to, but
beyond the fence line of the Bruce nuclear
[power] site, is the basis for concluding that
the residual adverse effects during site
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preparation and construction are not
significant."
Instead, OPG relies on
unsupported and self-serving conclusions rather
than rigorous analysis.

OPG considers only

single toxic substances on a standalone basis
when, as Dr. Duinker observed, toxic pollutants
can have very different effects in combination
with one another than alone, especially when
dumped willy-nilly on an unsuspecting
neighbourhood of senior citizens and children.
CNSC has recently given OPG
permission, and Bruce Power is in the process of
requesting the same, to operate Pickering and
Darlington beyond the 210,000 hours of operations
before pressure tubes needed to be replaced.
This will have the effect both of increasing the
radioactivity of the intermediate level wastes
from re-tubing these reactors as well as add to
the low and intermediate level wastes from
operations beyond those described for the DGR by
OPG.
The addition of these wastes
could mean that the caverns will need to be even
larger than the descriptions given to date,
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including those added through information
requests by the JRP after the hearing is closed.
It entails that the rock pile might be even
higher than the 115 feet and/or cover a base
larger than the 55 acres identified.
With this extra construction
schedule as described, there will be more than 15
years of intermittent construction at this site
merely to excavate the caverns and manage the
tailing wastes. Since it is unknown at this time
how many reactors will seek to extend their
operating life, we cannot yet know how much more
construction and excavation will be required.

In

my presentation before the JRP I asked whether it
would be prudent to wait until we know fully and
decisively what wastes and what quantities of
wastes are being planned for the DGR.
It is inconceivable that this
extension was not a reasonably foreseeable event.
CEAA guidelines require OPG to have considered
this as part of the EIS.

Nonetheless, the Panel

has to date allowed OPG to modify, extend and
increase the size of this cavern, along with the
nature of the wastes, without requiring OPG to
modify its environmental assessment with respect
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to the additional impacts on either human health
or the socioeconomic values to our community.
Each addition adds to the health
risks we in the host community must face and will
face, by its own admission in this information
request.

OPG summarizes its opinion about air

quality in this way:
"OPG has a high degree of confidence in the
conclusion that the changes in air quality
resulting from the proposed activities associated
with the DGR...are not significant."
This opinion appears to be
founded on professional judgment since it has
assiduously avoided collecting relevant data that
would lend support to such a conclusion in the
same vein that it has refused to test the models
it uses in a meaningful way.

It almost appears

that OPG would rather invent models that bore
scant relation to our stakeholder community in
the past and will unfold to bring us a whole new
collection of radioactivity, chemical toxins and
particles ranging in size from the subatomic to
the micrometer.
The information request that led
to the above analysis stated this:
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"In Dr. Duinker’s hearing submission he expresses
concerns about the lack of transparency of the
decision trees and the apparent arbitrariness in
professional judgment used to determine
significance.

The determination of significance

of adverse impacts is fundamental to the
environmental assessment. Therefore, the
rationale for the determination of significance
must be credible, defensible, clear, reliable,
and

appropriate."
OPG has not given clear and

complete responses about its air quality
assessment and continues to rely on professional
judgment.

This in turn results in an inadequate

analysis of the key concerns this Inverhuron
community has expressed over the past 30 years
about the conditions leading to wide-spread
fumigation from site activities.
It continues to avoid discussion
about the TIBL along with shoreline fumigation
scenarios and fails deliberately to include the
role this will play, as it has in the past, in
distributing pollutants from the site to the
surrounding community. These pollutants have
arrived virtually unmixed.
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There is no discussion about how
the various chemicals might combine with one
another or how they might, in conjunction with
one another, affect human health and quality of
life in the stakeholder community.

The section

entirely lacks this type of thorough cumulative
effects analysis.

It fails to describe all the

constituent elements such as radium that will be
present in the waste rock that will be piled in
this area.
OPG recognizes that there will be
radium in the Cobourg limestone it brings to the
surface.

As it degrades into radon and other

radioactive and toxic daughter isotopes, these
will be available from the waste rock pile itself
to the local environment, descending on plants,
soil, vegetables and people.
Furthermore, radon from the
cavern that vents to the surface will become
immediately available to the biosphere.

I have

nonetheless been unable to find a thorough
description of the quantities of radon that will
be released from these sources.

There is no

account of how much radium the waste rock pile
will contain, nor how much radon it will release,
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nor how it will be distributed throughout the
waste rock pile itself.

Nor do we know how much

radium will be on the surface of the dust
particles that wind currents will pick up to
distribute invisibly throughout the shoreline
community.
Anna Tilman talked about these
issues during her presentation last year.

These

very fine clay-based dust particles of Cobourg
limestone that will be available to atmosphere on
the surface will contain radium and/or its
daughter elements.

Radium will be trapped in

larger pieces of rock as well.

As atmospheric

moisture and rain is absorbed by the limestone,
it will lead to fracturing that, in turn, will
release these elements to the atmosphere.

As

this list of 'daughters' demonstrates, these are
very nasty radioactive subatomic particles that
will be carried windward below the TIBL and
deposited helter-skelter throughout our local
community.

Since this rock pile will remain

permanently in this location, it is certain that
the Inverhuron committee and shoreline will be
fumigated for the very long term with these toxic
particles.
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EIS-12-512 discusses possible DGR
expansion plans.

OPG appears to say that this

expansion could be used either for
decommissioning waste or for further operational
and re-tubing waste, perhaps anticipating its
recent permission to operate its current reactor
fleet beyond the 210,000 operating hours
recommended by the manufacturer of the pressure
tubes.

On page 1 it states:
"The DGR project has also

assessed the feasibility of an expansion of the
GR from the current planned waste volume capacity
of 200,000 [cubic metres] to a capacity of
400,000 [cubic metres].

This additional capacity

could account for the potential of future [low
and intermediate level] waste volumes arising
from either new operational and refurbishment
activities or decommissioning activities."
On page 2, OPG refers to its
underground construction as mining activities:
"The equipment and general
approach to mining during repository expansion is
assumed to be similar to that used during initial
construction of an underground repository."
If best practices were observed,
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as OPG claims that it does in the introduction of
the EIS, the regulatory processes in respect of
building a mine that will produce limestone dust
tailings in the midst of a residential and
recreational shoreline community would be
followed.

In addition, inversion is present over

much of Inverhuron in the summer, a time when
residents are most likely to be outside.
Shoreline fumigation models exist that describe
these conditions and one would think that the JRP
overseeing this project would demand that
rigorous standards be applied that will safeguard
us here in Inverhuron.

We continue to hope that

you will act responsibly and support our right to
a safe and healthy biosphere as we will be forced
to live with the unaddressed consequences of
these mining tailings and operations.
Others have highlighted the
deficiencies in OPG's inventory of radioactivity
and radioactive materials that will be present in
the DGR, independent of its expansion.

I wish to

acknowledge these concerns and particularly the
potential for these to impact on the quality of
human health in the stakeholder community.
The EIS adopts the World Health
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Organization's standard of good health and says
so on page 6–269.
The JRP understands that the
value of our property can be a significant
determinant in the perception of good health by
community residents and have heard extensively
about our fears of stigma associated with the
DGR.

I have taken advantage of your offer to

interveners to comment on Dr. Leiss' analysis and
did submit a critical analysis of his
presentation, one which demonstrates the
likelihood that a stigma is present now.

As a

result of this submission, which remains
unchallenged, it must be stated that our
community currently suffers from the shadow of a
stigma whose damages are yet to be determined.
But our community suffers from
physical morbidity as well that could be caused
by our proximity to the nuclear power plant.

The

Grey Bruce Unit has identified in the past issues
in which regional morbidity differs, sometimes
significantly, from provincial averages.

Neither

it nor OPG have been able to pinpoint the source
of this morbidity because, as each stated during
the hearings, appropriate baseline data is
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nonexistent.
Anna Tilman and I have proposed,
in respect of Bruce Power's re-licensing
application, to create a protocol for just such a
community health service -- community health
survey that would assist in providing this
baseline data.

Because we have heard OPG's

concern that this data does not exist, we have
asked OPG to provide some of the funding required
to produce this plan and have included our
correspondence as part of the record of these
hearings.

The secretariat has published the

correspondence to date.
The authors of the RADICON study
have commented on the need for such a survey.
a response to the journal:

In

Chronic Diseases and

Injuries in Canada, they state:
It could be that public concern
may only be eased with comprehensive,
individual-level tritium dose measurements and 20
years of meticulous follow-up of a well-defined
cohort.

However, considering both the enormity

of such an endeavor as well as the weight of
existing evidence regarding hazards from normally
operating nuclear power plants, public health
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researchers must suggest feast feasible and
practical means to address community concerns.
Scott Berry, speaking on behalf
of OPG about our proposed health survey, has time
and again declined OPG's participation, without
even asking what a community health survey is
about or why it should be relevant to this
process.

The proposal that Anna Tilman and I are

developing is both a "feasible and practical
means to address community concerns" and the JRP
must be concerned that no such health survey has
been conducted in this community.

It is an

essential feature of an environmental assessment
because without one no assessment can be made
about the impact of site operations on human
health.

Such a survey provides the baseline data

against which future health impacts will be
measurable.

We urge the JRP to become directly

involved in this matter and insist that OPG
provide the funding needed to complete this plan.
Once a community health survey plan exists, the
costs of bringing it to fruition will be readily
determinable.
Our site-specific meteorology
prevents toxic pollutants from escaping our
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atmosphere for large parts of the year.

These

are precisely the times of the year when most
retirees and children are outdoors.

The site

will add:
- Construction noise, dust and
inconvenience for a minimum of seven years and up
to 18 years if all the decommissioning,
additional operations and additional re-tubing
wastes are added;
- A mountain of rock composed of
radioactive radium, small particulate matter, and
very fine clay particles;
- A topological feature that will
generate the formation of thermals;
- The possibility that
radioactivity and chemicals from the incinerator
site could be drawn to the thermals at the rock
pile;
- The possibility that radiation
from vents could be brought to the rock pile;
- The likelihood that these same
particles will be distributed throughout the
local community according to existing
meteorological conditions at the time;
- The uncertainty about the
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inventory and concentrations of radioactive
particles that will be present at the site that
might be distributed here;
- And these impacts on human
health.
This is not an exhaustive list,
but each item will add significant risk to human
health and well-being of our members of our
community.

We need to have baseline data now,

before this project begins, in order to determine
what health impacts we will have suffered as a
result of it.
Most of all, OPG needs to begin
to talk to our community in an open, trustworthy
and transparent manner.
Thank you for the opportunity of
hearing our views and I now turn this over to
Paula for some of her comments.
MS LOMBARDI:

Thank you.

The EIS and

EIS-12-513 includes an analysis of the
alternative means conducted by OPG and the
Independent Expert Group of two surface storage
options:

(1) the Status Quo and an Enhanced and

Hardened Surface Storage, and (2) two deep
geological repository options:

The Bruce Site
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and a Hypothetical Canadian Shield DGR.
The proposed DGR project is the
only alternative that was assessed in terms of
its impacts on the biophysical environment.

OPG

has failed to assess and compare the
environmental effects of all four of the proposed
alternative means.

OPG's analysis lacks the

detail required for the JRP to make a
determination on their preferred alternative
means to the project.

The alternative means

analysis is incomplete and, as a result, you have
no alternative to conclude but the EIS and the
information responses are deficient.
The EIS and OPG's responses to
the information request fails to identify
mitigation measures with any specifics, neglects
to make a determination of significance, and
fails to consider any follow-up.

The cumulative

effects analysis presented by OPG fails to meet
the requirements of CEAA, the Operational Policy
Statement and, as a result, they are deficient.
And those are our submissions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

We

are going to take a break before the Panel has
questions based on the most recent presentation,
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and we will reconvene at about 20 minutes to
4:00.

Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 3:21 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 21
--- Upon resuming at 3:41 p.m. /
Reprise à 15 h 41

MS McGEE:

Good afternoon.

If I

could ask everyone to please take their seats,
the hearing will resume.

Thank you.

--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel has

no questions based on the previous presentation,
so we are now going to go directly to OPG's
responses to the questions carried over from this
morning.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

OPG was -- suggested there were three

questions to be answered after the morning
session today.

One of the questions which we

could answer to some extent is on the predicted
total suspended solids during an overrun event,
and we propose that we hold that until the CNSC
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and Environment Canada have had an opportunity
also prepare their response so we could discuss
it in totality, if that's acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That's

acceptable.
MS SWAMI:

Thank you.

The two other questions, I'll
start with the discussion that we had with
Dr. Muecke with respect to the Surface Water
[sic] Management Pond and the waste rock
management area should we find that there was
leakage, if you will, to groundwater, and I think
it covers both of those components of the
facility.

And if I get that wrong, please

correct me, Dr. Muecke.
However, to start, we don't
predict any of -- any effects on groundwater as a
result of the waste rock pile or the Stormwater
Management Pond.

However, if we should find

something through our monitoring program that
would indicate there was an impact on
groundwater, we would use adaptive management
techniques to address the concerns that may
arise.
So, I'll speak first to the
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Surface Wa-- I'm sorry, Stormwater Management
Pond.

If we were to find a leak from that

component of the design, we would remediate it.
And I say this with confidence because we have
remediated a pond on one of our facilities
already.

And during that execution of the work,

we closed part of the pond, remediated
appropriately -- addressed the concerns with the
leakage, and returned it to surface.

We did that

in two stages, where we closed part, remediated,
put that part back in service and then moved to
the next part of the pond.

So that worked very

well, so we believe that that's easily achievable
for this particular situation.
For the waste rock management
area, again, we don't predict that there is going
to be an effect.

But if we did measure

contamination through the monitoring program, we
would again put in place some sort of mitigation.
And as an example, what we would suggest could
happen – I can't say precisely but could happen
is we would put in a system to collect the
groundwater, remediate that groundwater, and
return it either to ground or to surface.

And we

believe that that's a possible alternative as
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well.

That's just one example.

There may be

others that would be available as time moves on.
I believe you also asked what
would happen if we were to expand the facility.
In expansion, what we would do is we would have
to, of course, go through a licensing, likely an
environmental assessment process, and we would go
through a re-characterization of the site at that
time, as we do today when we do an environmental
assessment.

We would look at the experience that

we had with the operational DGR, what had
occurred, and we would obviously factor that in
to any proposal for that expansion program should
we proceed with that.

And we would, again, put

in appropriate measures if we needed to, whatever
that may be at the time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:
MS SWAMI:

Thank you.
Thank you.

The second question

that we had was to provide justification for the
gradual climate change effects that we were
looking at, and I'll ask Ms Barker to speak to
that.
MS BARKER:
record.

Diane Barker, for the

As described in Appendix D of the
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Atmospheric Environment Technical Support
Document, we reviewed historic climatic trends
and considered future climate models.

For the

DGR project assessment we used results from the
Canadian Climate Centre CGM3 model, which is one
of seven highly regarded models by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

It

was chosen for this assessment as it is designed
to model changing climate in the mid to upper
latitudes and in particular North America.
Three forecast periods were
considered:
to 2100.

2011 to 2040; 2041 to 2070, and 2071

As noted earlier, high and low ranges

of the outputs of these scenarios are presented
in Appendix D, Table D3-1 of the Atmospheric
Environment Technical Support Document.

The

range of increases are in the order of 0.15 to
approximately 1 degree per decade, and 0.3
percent to 3.6 percent increase in millimetres
per year of precipitation per decade.

This rate

of change is gradual enough such that OPG would
be able to adapt to their mitigation strategies,
for example, for the Stormwater Management Pond,
accordingly.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, I would
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appreciate, the Panel would appreciate a little
bit more information on that particular model you
cited with respect to whether it is capable not
only of predicting temperature changes and
precipitation changes with time or in those three
time periods but also whether it is at all able
to assist in the re-evaluation and return periods
of severe weather events, which was really the
main context for the Panel's questions
specifically around design changes for surface
drainage facilities.
MS SWAMI:
record.
that.

Laurie Swami, for the

We'll ask Mr. Rawlings to respond to
Hopefully he heard the question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Rawlings,

did you hear the question?
MR. RAWLINGS:
for the record.

Martin Rawlings,

Yes, I did.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Please go

ahead.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Certainly.

In

Appendix D, specifically section D2.3.4.4 on page
D-30, there is a discussion about extreme weather
events and the ability to forecast extreme
weather.

There is quite a bit of evidence
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suggesting that in the future there will be
changes to severe weather events both in the
frequency of those events and in the intensity.
However, to date the models available for
forecasting future climate, such as the CGCM3
model developed by Environment Canada, are not
reliable tools for predicting what those changes
are and, therefore, it's not really to date
practical to look at future return periods based
upon model forecasts.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Rawlings.

Thank you,

So I understand that that is the

completion of the questions for OPG for today.
So, I am now going to turn to CNSC.

Apparently

you have responses for three questions.
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,

I think it's three, but the

first one is on near-surface geology and
hydrology.

Your question had been in terms of

whether we agree or not with the hypothesis that
OPG has put forward in terms of migration of
contaminants of potential concern in excess of
established criteria and/or guidelines relevant
to human or ecological health under frequent
and/or continuous basis and whether that would
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capture, for example, pulses.

And so, I would

say that in general we agree with this hypothesis
for significance.

What we would have added is

the requirement for consideration as well that
the expected groundwater quality on an industrial
site is different from the requirements for
groundwater quality off site.

And so, we would

also have looked to add a -- essentially a
statement to say that any activities on site that
results in groundwater contamination should not
rely unduly on dilution to meet, for example,
drinking water standards off site.
would add that provision.

And so, we

And if a situation

would arise where you require extensive dilution
from groundwater to essentially meet drinking
water standards off site, we would expect
additional mitigation measures.
The other point as well is that
you spoke about whether we would consider pulse
events.

And so, in the modeling that was done,

because we looked at -- the assessment included,
for example, severe precipitation events that
would result potentially in, you know, large
infiltration rates that could result in a
positive contaminant to groundwater, the
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expectation of this would be captured - it was
captured through the modeling but also through a
monitoring network if the project goes ahead.
The other one was on the question
of PMP and sizing of the Stormwater Management
Pond and ditches.

I was reminded that on October

29 last year we essentially indicated to the
Panel that we wanted to change or revise
recommendation 20 and essentially this is
captured in the registry as well.

The revised

recommendation would state "that OPG shall
confirm the size of the Stormwater Management
Pond based on an updated 24 hour probable maximum
precipitation event before construction begins."
OPG should consider an alternate design that
would minimize while maintaining the structural
integrity of the pond, the potential for the
release of untreated water and pond sediment
during large storm events.

So, we had moved away

from the recommendation of using a PMP to this
revised recommendation.

And essentially this --

that was recommendation 13.
We have, as was just mentioned by
OPG consultant, also looked at what is being done
internationally in terms of climate change
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science, with the ability to predict return
periods for storm events and that was the basis
for not moving forward with a recommendation that
climate change be considered right now at the
design stage but rather through adaptive
management.
The last one was a question on
sustainability and how it was considered by CNSC
staff.

And so, Mr. Graham this morning spoke of

how CNSC assessed sustainability in relation to
the cedar -- white cedar forest.

We also looked

at more generally the concept of sustainable
development in -- overall in the project proposed
by OPG in terms of management of the waste, such
as the waste should be managed in this generation
rather than waiting -- delaying to future
generations, which would be implied by continuing
to manage the waste on surface.
We also looked at, for example,
the surface footprint would change continued
employment in the region and things like that.
We also looked at consumption of energy
resources, impacts on ecosystems, production or
waste, and impact on economy.

Those are the

types of factors that we looked for in the
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submissions from OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

We will now proceed with the next
30 minute presentation, which is by the Bluewater
Coalition and Ruth MacLean, which are PMDs
14-P1.54 and 14-P1.67.
Ms. Dailey and Reverend MacLean,
please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
BLUEWATER COALITION, ELLEN DAILEY AND
RUTH MACLEAN

MS DAILEY:

Good afternoon, Madam

Chair and fellow panel members.

Thank you for

allowing us to present our views at these
hearings.

My name is Dr. Ellen Dailey and with

me is Reverend Ruth MacLean.

We are here today

on behalf of the Bluewater Coalition and will
speak from our respective backgrounds.
The creation myths of diverse
cultures and religions invariably include the
fundamental element of water.

They remind us

water is inseparable from our physical and
spiritual identity.

We humans are a
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personification of creation in part because of
our water content.

Water ties us to the very

origins of the universe.
Astonishingly, the importance of
water to the public is not adequately addressed
in OPG's methodology used to determine the
significance of adverse environmental effects as
well as the relative risk analysis of alternative
means of carrying out the project.

In addition,

we believe OPG's response to the applicability of
recent incidents at WIPP to the safety case for
the proposed DGR does not reflect a culture of
safety.
We believe in the primacy of
water.

Water is both structure and function for

all atomic and molecular activity of life.

As we

evolved, we internalized primordial oceans in the
architecture of our cells and later our organs
and bodies.

Because of its electrically bipolar

nature, water is an ideal medium in which to
dissolve a large variety of substances, such as
salts, proteins and amino acids.

With these

elements water becomes the matrix for the
chemical reactions on which life depends.

It is

the medium for growth and communication of our
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cells.

Even reproduction, with the motility of

the sperm and egg, is based in a fluid medium.
The fetus grows in the internal ocean contained
in the amniotic sac.

Virtually every chemical

reaction in our bodies depends in some way on the
presence of water.
Dr. Neil Shubin writes in his
recent book, The Universe Within, quote:
"...

The spiritual dimension

of water can be appreciated when we realize our
ties to water are not limited to our present
existence. ... Our history has been shaped by
water, our existence made possible by it, and our
future likely defined by our relationship to it.
Events far and wide have conspired to define our
watery existence and with it, the fundamental
structure of our bodies."
Not only has water shaped our
physical being, it has shaped civilization
through its impact on human settlement and
innovation, which in turn have impacted water
resources.
"The Great Lakes are a global
environmental and economic wonder,"
-- containing 20 percent of the
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world's freshwater supply.

Spanning two

provinces and eight states, the Great Lakes
Basin/St. Lawrence region is one of the world's
most remarkable and diverse ecosystems, and part
of North America's physical and cultural
heritage.

The Basin is home to 40 million

people, who rely on the lakes as their source of
drinking water.

Millions of jobs are dependent

on Great Lakes Basin fisheries, forests,
farmlands, industry and recreation.
"The glacial history of the
Great Lakes basin and the tremendous influence of
the lakes themselves create unique conditions
that support a wealth of biological diversity,
including many species and communities of global
significance.

... 131 elements [of which] are

critically imperiled, ... or rare."
This great ecosystem is
interrelated and interdependent.

The open lakes

are connected to the more inland portions of the
watershed by the movement of surface water,
groundwater and living organisms.

Rivers and

streams supply lakes with water and nutrients,
and provide spawning and nursery areas for fish.
The tributaries, in turn, depend on upland
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vegetation to regulate the nutrients and solids
entering the waterways and for input of energy
and materials such as the autumn leaf fall.
Concern for the future of water
is based on growing awareness that the world's
fresh water reservoir, only 2.5 percent of the
earth's total water, is already under threat,
while the anticipated consumption is growing.
The United Nations has warned
that by the year 2025, two-thirds of the water
population could be subject to water stress.
Is there any doubt why water is
of such profound significance to mankind and
particularly to those of us living in the Great
Lakes basin?
The State of the Great Lakes 2011
Highlights Report prepared jointly by Environment
Canada and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency rates the Great Lakes ecosystem
overall as "fair".
The specific indicators state
that water quality is in fair condition, but
deteriorating. Aquatic dependent life is in fair
condition, but deteriorating. And physical
integrity, the landscape, is in fair condition
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and improving.
Fair means that the indicators
are exhibiting minimally acceptable conditions,
but not meeting established Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement goals or other ecosystem
objectives.
According to the International
Joint Commission's 1994 report, the most recent
comprehensive report available, hundreds of
chemicals have been identified in the Great Lakes
ecosystem. Many have been linked to toxic effects
on various life processes.
Some of these have been labelled
critical and priority contaminants based on
factors such as ambient concentration, degree of
toxicity, persistence in the environment, bio
availability and the potential to bio concentrate
and bio accumulate.
Several papers authored by the
Nuclear Task Force have reported on radionuclides
within the Great Lakes ecosystem. These reports
look at system-wide and not simply the point
source emissions reported by the power plants
that do not take into account the effects of bio
accumulation and the long retention times
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associated with the lakes ranging from 191 years
for Lake Superior to 22 years for Lake Huron, and
2.6 years for Lake Erie.
The Nuclear Task Force noted that
the bio accumulation, bio magnification and
transfer factors used to describe the cycling of
radionuclides and their transfer along exposure
pathways to biota, including humans, came from
the long history of work done in oceans,
estuarian and river environments.
Comparable studies for the Great
Lakes fresh water were virtually nonexistent
then, and still have not been completed.
A new category of pollutants,
called emerging contaminants of concern, has been
reported. These include such products as
pharmaceuticals, personal care products, nano
materials, pesticides and herbicides, among
others.
Large knowledge gaps exist in
understanding bio accumulation, specific
exposures, sub-lethal effects and outcomes and
information regarding impacts of these emerging
pollutants on a variety of organisms.
New evidence suggests that even
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if a single chemical has not been shown to cause
significant human or environmental health impact,
its effect as part of a mixture may, indeed, be
significant.
According to Peterson and
Tollefson:
"This may apply particularly to chemicals that
act on similar biochemical pathways in an
organism because multiple low dose exposures may
collectively cause an alteration, even while
individual exposures do not. This has been found
to extend to chemicals with different mechanisms
of action, but the same target."
All categories of contaminants
found in the Great Lakes have been associated
with health problems. These include reproductive
toxicity, neurologic toxicity, immunologic
effects, hormonal and endocrine disruption,
cancer, respiratory problems and bacterial and
viral infections.
The potential health effects of
exposure to radionuclides has been outlined in a
prior submission to this Panel.
We have recently seen for
ourselves the problems associated with Great
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Lakes contaminants. For the first time in our
memories, Saugeen Shores beaches were closed for
swimming this past August because of high
bacterial counts and e coli in the lake.
Over the recent Canadian civic
holiday weekend, Toledo, Ohio residents were
without potable water due to contamination of the
lake water from an algal bloom.
And Ontario regularly issues
advisories for fish consumption from the Great
Lakes due to contamination of the fish with such
chemicals as mercury and other heavy metals,
PCBs, pesticides and dioxins. Local favourites
such as whitefish, salmon and trout are on the
watch list.
As we have demonstrated, the
ecosystem of the Great Lakes is already under
tremendous pressure. Therefore, the horribly
dated, philosophically shallow and ecologically
unsound assertion espoused by OPG's IEG that
dilution is a solution to pollution is too
open-ended and permissive a strategy to earn
credibility from citizens who only recently and
reluctantly have acknowledged the limits of
natural resources and have adopted sustainability
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strategies.
Furthermore, it overlooks the
phenomena of yet unknown bio amplification
impacts, bio concentration, the unpredictable
amounts of water in the future and the
unpredictable synergistic effects of known and
yet unknown natural and industrial contaminants,
including emergent contaminants of concern.
An inadequate safety culture has
been cited as the reason for the Three Mile
Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima disasters in
addition to design and engineering flaws.
An inadequate safety culture has
also been proposed as one of the significant
reasons for the WIPP event.
In its response to the JRP, OPG
gives assurances that a WIPP disaster would not
happen in its DGR because of its safety culture.
In OPG's words:
"OPG is confident that the measures and processes
we have established will prevent or mitigate a
similar event at the proposed OPG DGR."
Detailed case studies of specific
high reliability organizations have identified
several salient features associated with
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excellent safety records. These include a
preoccupation with failure, a commitment to
resilience and compensatory action and respect
for the input of all workers and management.
None of these studies of HROs
have listed previous excellent safety performance
as a prerequisite for establishing or maintaining
a culture of safety.
In its response to the JRP's
request of the relevance of the recent WIPP
incidents to workers and public health and safety
at the proposed DGR under normal and accident
condition, OPG repeatedly cites its past safety
record.
However, OPG does not have a
flawless safety record.
In our view of reported events,
the S-99s, over the past five years from the
Pickering and Darlington nuclear power generating
stations, there are repeated patterns of fire
safety events and other safety incidents reported
that suggest the safety culture is flawed.
Events ranging from seemingly
minor to serious breaches such as malfunctioning
fire doors and inappropriate propane tank storage
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with other combustibles have repeatedly occurred.
These reports only list events
that are not shielded by confidentiality and
security concerns, so we don't really know the
full extent of the problem. Even more troubling
the regulator, CNSC, does not see these repeated
safety violations as a problem because it
continues to give these power plants passing
grades.
In addition to doubting OPG's
safety culture, one could question the scope and
depth of its social and spiritual vision.
OPG has never questioned itself
about the relevance of its explanation and
justifications to the public. Some of the most
relevant aspects of real or perceived hazards are
not quantifiable.
For example, what are the
conditions under which risk is taken? Is it
without consent, unquantifiable, an infringement
of civil liberties, or does it involve the rights
of those not party to the current debate?
Risk aversion can occur for other
reasons in addition to erroneous perception of
probabilities. For example, did it occur to OPG
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to ask the public if its primary resistance was
because of where the waste would be permanently
stored?
How does OPG's methodology for
assessing the public's risk perception account
for deeply held personal values such as the
reverence for water?
We believe the water of the Great
Lakes basin that has defined our world sustains
us and is the most tangible connection we have
with all things seen and unseen, is risked by the
proponent's proposal because of potential leakage
of the DGR and the adverse environmental impact
it may cause by its construction and maintenance.
The ramifications of this type of
decision for all peoples have not been addressed.
There is no evidence the public would be willing
to wager the safety of our water for OPG's
proposal, even if it assured the DGR is
leak-proof.
The public may not understand the
risk, but they do understand the importance of
water, and it is not willing to risk this in the
face of uncertainty.
Human activities, both historic
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and current, have altered and will continue to
impact the Great Lakes ecosystem and the
biological diversity it sustains. We believe the
casual dismissal of a few hectares here, a common
species there for the sake of this project
betrays an anthroprocentric posture that has
already threatened the globe in general and the
Great Lakes basin in particular.
This fragmented and reductionist
view overlooks the aggregate impact of multiple
seemingly unrelated small things.
We believe OPG's prevailing world
view is much too narrow to address an issue that
touches upon questions for future generations,
cultural values and spiritual significance.
We should take time to allow
innovation in nuclear waste management to occur,
to learn from existing DGR technology and to
provide an opportunity for what has so notably
been lacking in the proponent's efforts to date,
informed, collective introspection about the
bigger picture.
REV. MacLEAN: Members of the
Joint Review Panel, I am Revered Ruth MacLean
from Kincardine, and I appreciate this
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opportunity to speak today.
I comment as someone who holds
reverence for the sacredness of life and our
common responsibility to care for plants,
animals, earth and water and future generations.
I would like to share these words
of Dr. David Hawkins:
"All things radiate forth an intense aliveness.
The luminous quality of the radiance is
overwhelmingly divine in nature. It completely
includes everything in its total oneness so that
all things are interconnected and in
communication and harmony by means of awareness
and by sharing the basic quality of existence
itself. The holiness of all creation is the
reverence held by everything for everything else.
Every leaf knows how it is being experienced by
everything else and shares in the joy of the
divine presence."
Obstetricians like Dr. Daley tell
us that life begins in the watery womb of a woman
designed as a safe environment for a wondrous
creation, a baby.

Yet even this sacred space is

being increasingly violated by toxins.

Pregnant

women and foetuses are most vulnerable to
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radionuclides, resulting not in a perfect
miracle, but in a deformed human being.
Water is the substance of all
life, and the water of Lake Huron is vital for
our planet.
Since 2004, our community has
been bombarded with information about the DGR,
which has been deceptive.
From the original proposition, it
has doubled in size, become a mining excavation
of 25 years with increased radionuclide
inventory, increased gas generation and increased
risk of radiological release when malfunctions
occur.
Dr. Greening's report also
brought to our attention that levels of
radioactivity had been vastly understated in
OPG’s initial submission.

There seems to be a

lack of truth-telling by OPG.
OPG acknowledges that, with time,
canisters containing the waste will corrode.
According to the IEG report, radioactivity could
leak

out into

Lake

Huron, though the

quantifies are deemed insignificant because the
immense waters of Lake Huron would dilute it.
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I share these words of a health
practitioner:
"It is truly important to note that one drop of
poison or radioactive waste leakage in the water
can never become fully and completely diluted
without harmful effects that trickle throughout
the entire ecosystem of Lake Huron and all her
inhabitants.

Once a vibration source has been

added to a body of water, the added vibration
forever changes the original frequency of the
water, thus changing the molecular structure
indefinitely.

This power of entrainment can

forever alter a body of water, whether that water
be a human body or a Great Lake."
Gina Tome.
Dr. Theo Colborn focused on the
prenatal origins of cancer through endocrine
disruption.

Her 1988 research on the state of

the environment in the Great Lakes revealed that
persistent man-made chemicals transferred from
predator females, fish and birds, to their
offspring undermined the construction and
programming of their youngers' organs before they
were born.
Do we need to add more damage
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through radioactive leakage from a DGR?
Radioactive effluent is
intentionally released from Sellafield into the
Irish Sea.

Fukushima continues to contaminate

the Pacific.

Children in Japan and children in

Cumbria are sick with cancers.
Around Sellafield, beaches,
seaweed, fish, dolphins and seals are
contaminated with plutonium and other
radionuclides.

Instead of decreasing with

dilution, radioactivity spreads outward.
When I lived on the island if
Islay on the west coast of Scotland, people
wondered if their cancers were caused by
Sellafield carried on the ocean currents.
Dilution into Lake Huron or
anywhere is not morally responsible.
The incident at WIPP comes as a
wake-up call and warning to us, for only after 15
years, the unspeakable happened.

According to a

report by William Boardman, radiation releases
into the aboveground environment spiked again in
June, as detected by New Mexico environmental
department monitors.
Computer modelling cannot
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guarantee the safety case for a DGR.

There are

too many unknown, unpredictable and
uncontrollable factors before which we need
greater humility.
It is appalling that OPG intends
to close the DGR in 100 years or less and walk
away, washing their hands of any responsibility
such that:
"There will be no requirement for the maintenance
of a well-trained technical and professional
cadre to oversee the facility in post-closure
phase."
The nature of risk will certainly
be changed, for when malfunctions occur, there
will be no expertise available.
As nuclear power plants are shut
down over the next few decades, there will be a
shortage of nuclear professionals.

If, in

future, the DGR needs to be dug up, who will
help?
This community must live with the
reality of this risk long after Bruce Power and
OPG are gone.
As you have heard many times, all
waste should be stored aboveground far away from
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Lake Huron and monitored until better solutions
are found.

And I am confident that they will be.
If the DGR happens, a decision

has been made to do something potentially
something devastating to the environment.
Twenty (20) or 200 years from
now, we will have to deal with the consequences
of this decision.
OPG might walk away from
Kincardine satisfied with their success, but the
DGR is about everyone's children.
Artist Jane Evershed states:
"We must name the problems in order to find the
solutions.

We start by questioning and seeing

the truth, and not denying it.

We start by

knowing what we would like to see here on the
planet, on the earth and for the children."
The DGR would be an irreversible
mistake.
We request that the Panel deny
OPG a licence to construct a DGR beside Lake
Huron.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

Thank you very
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Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
Thank you so much for your
presentation.
We are now going to proceed with
the final 30-minute presentation, which will be
by the Canadian Environmental Law Association,
which is PMD 14-P1.16 and 16A.
Ms McClenaghan?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ASSOCIATION,
THERESA MCCLENAGHAN

MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson, and thank you for hearing from us today
with respect to our submissions to the Joint
Review Panel.
Most of the presentation is going
to be delivered by Ms Tanya Markvart, our expert
witness in this matter.
I don't think I need to belabour
the slide about our organization.

You heard from

us last year.
So we did retain Ms Markvart
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again to review the new information, and she'll
outline the scope of her review and the
information she has for you here today.
MS MARKVART:

Thank you, Theresa.

Good afternoon, Madam Chair and
Members of the Panel.

I am pleased to be here

today and happy to have the opportunity to give
this presentation and to answer any questions
that you and the public might have.
CELA's focus in this presentation
is on the report commissioned by CELA with the
assistance of the intervenor funding program.
The objective of the commissioned
report was to assess OPG's response to
information request EIS-12-513.
In this request, the JRP asked
OPG to undertake an alternative means risk
analysis, or AMRA.
Specifically, the commissioned
report analyzes the manner in which OPG and the
AMRA addresses, one, contribution to
sustainability, two, conceptual consideration of
alternative sites, and three, the precautionary
principle and its AMRA analysis.
The summary of the report goes as
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follows.

There are three key points.
Number one, serious questions

remain about the approach and methods used in the
risk analysis as they relate to and fulfil the
contribution to sustainability requirement.
Number two, the conceptual
consideration of a DGR in granite bedrock does
not meet international standards or reflect
international EA experience.

By not requiring an

investigation of alternative sites the JRP has
not addressed the OPG's insufficient level of
attention to the location issue.
This risks giving the public the
impression that the Panel considers OPG's
previous investments in the Bruce location a
valid basis for its selection.
Number 3, OPG must describe how
the three criteria; risk avoidance, adaptive
measurement capacity, and preparation for
surprise were applied and the public must have a
clear understanding of how each alternative would
perform in relation to these three criteria.
Now I will go through each point
in more detail.
With respect to contribution to
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sustainability, information request EIS 12-513
asked OPG to consider contribution to
sustainability in the risk-to-safety case section
of OPG's AMRA.
In a previous submission and
presentation to the JRP in 2013 CELA on a
commissioned report by Gaudreau et al that
explained the steps that OPG should have
undertaken to fulfill the contribution to
sustainability requirement.
I won't go over that here.

But

basically, the steps that OPG should have
undertaken include setting out a comprehensive
set of sustainability-based evaluation criteria,
identifying the potentially reasonable options,
including alternatives to and alternative means,
showing how the criteria have been applied in the
comparative evaluation of the options, and
showing with clear justification in light of the
criteria how the proposed project was selected as
the preferred alternative.
Throughout the EIS, however, the
OPG did not incorporate a comparative evaluation
of the relative contributions to sustainability
of the alternative means.

And I won't go over
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our points about the EIS, because we are focusing
on the AMRA today.
In the JRP's requested AMRA the
OPG had an opportunity to fulfill the EIS
requirement for sustainability considerations in
a transparent systemic and comprehensive way.
But unfortunately, the OPG analysis reduced
sustainability considerations to a simple table;
table 1 in OPG's response to information request
EIS 06-273.
Table 1 does not address critical
matters related to, for example, boom and bust
effects, human health and safety, short and
long-term economic costs and cumulative
environmental impacts.
Table 1 also fails to illustrate
how OPG's sustainability criteria were applied
throughout the AMRA.
Sustainability should have been
conceived as an overarching concept from the
outset of the AMRA and OPG should have
demonstrated how it used sustainability criteria
in a systematic way throughout the evaluations to
compare the options.
So what we would have liked to
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have seen ideally in other words is a risk
assessment that was lead by generic
sustainability criteria and then the pathways of
harm that were created would then be framed as
the context-specific concerns that surround the
selection among options of best management of
nuclear waste.
And so then those generic
criteria with the specified pathways of harm
would have provided the evaluative framework.
And then using the probability in consequences
approach that was applied, the results that come
out of that would have been related back to
sustainability criteria.
At the very least, we would like
to see some discussion of how the sustainability
matters that were present in the table could be
discussed in terms of the results of the
analysis.
With respect to OPG's AMRA,
serious questions still remain about how the
approach used in the relative risk analysis
relate to and fulfill the contribution to
sustainability requirement, how sustainability
criteria were incorporated into the risk
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analysis, how sustainability considerations
influence the risk analysis findings, and how the
results of the risk analysis bear on the extent
to which each option would contribute to
sustainability.
So in conclusion, as it stands,
we feel that the public has really no clear
understanding of how OPG's consideration of
sustainability influence the AMRA and design of
the project, but we feel that critical
uncertainties remain with respect to how a
preferred site is selected as the best option in
terms of net social, economic and ecological
benefits to society over a millennia.
With respect to point 2,
conceptual consideration of alternatives sites.
CELA previously emphasized that siting is
fundamental in the geological disposal of
long-lived radioactive waste.

A critical issue

in OPG's consideration of alternative means was
that a systematic comparative evaluation of
alternative sites was not undertaken.
In its request the JRP stipulated
the AMRA should include a conceptual DGR in
granite bedrock and OPG should use the extensive
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data and analysis available within the EA
performed by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. for the
Seaborn Panel.
A conceptual consideration of a
DGR and granite bedrock however is inadequate.
Authorities hold that the most important issue in
siting is the long-term safety of the site in
relation to the geosphere.
Moreover, international standards
recommend sites should be selected after the
investigation of a large region, the rejection of
unsuitable sites and the screening and comparison
of the remaining sites.

A selection should be

made from several sites identified at the start
of the siting process on the basis of the
geological setting and other factors.
A conceptual consideration of the
DGR in granite bedrock therefore does not meet
international standards.
To overcome this issue the JRP
asked OPG to use available ACL data and analyses.
However, the AMRA does not really clearly
indicate which ACL data was used as well as where
and how it was used, thus it remains unclear how
these sources influenced the comparative risk
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assessment.
Regardless of how the data were
used, failure to request an actual investigation
of alternative sites in our opinion represents an
unsupportable accommodation of OPG's initial
conceptual consideration of alternative
locations.

And it disregards OPG's unjustifiable

rationale for focusing its original alternative
means investigation on sites within the Bruce
location only.
OPG's rationale for not
evaluating other sites rests primarily on the
willing host criterion.
In conclusion then, by not
requiring an investigation of alternative sites
the JRP has not addressed OPG's insufficient
level of attention to the location issue in the
EIS process.
This risks giving the public the
impression that it considers OPG's previous
investments in the Bruce location a valid basis
for the selection of the Bruce site for the DGR.
Point 3 relates to the
precautionary principle.

In our opinion, OPG's

AMRA is replete with scientific uncertainties.
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The report, in general, describes and compares
the hypothetical granite DGR to the DRG in the
sedimentary rock of the Bruce site without
presenting sufficient data or sources of
information.
It admits that the details of a
DGR in granite rock are difficult to specify
because there has been little characterization of
a specific site in Canadian Shield in Ontario.
In an attempt to address this issue, the analysis
rests on assumptions that skew the results
towards favouring the Bruce location.
And here I am specifically
talking about assumptions related to fractures in
granite versus fractures in sedimentary rock.
The EIS guidelines reiterate the
importance of precaution as one of the guiding
principles for the assessment.

The guidelines

provide minimum expectations in how OPG
establishes it apply the precautionary principle
in the design of the DGR project.
The guidelines oblige OPG to
evaluate and compare the alternative means of
carrying out the project in light of three
generic criteria; risk avoidance, adaptive
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management capacity, and preparation for
surprise.
In requesting the AMRA OPG was
provided an opportunity to appropriately consider
these criteria.

Again, however, OPG reduced its

consideration to Table 1 in OPG's response to IR
EIS-06-278.

It appears that the information was

added to the table after the risk assessment was
completed.
There is no explanation of the
information in the table and it overlooks
important concerns related to risk avoidance,
adaptive management capacity, and preparation for
surprise.
We feel that, at a minimum, OPG
must describe how the three criteria were applied
as a framework for evaluating and comparing the
alternative means considering a range of
plausible scenarios, how each alternative
performs in relation to the three criteria.
Finally, any conclusion about the
most suitable option that emerges from the AMRA
must explain why it was selected as the preferred
option giving explicit attention to risk
avoidance, adaptive management capacity, and
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preparation for surprise.
Finally, because probability of
risks and the consequences of these risks relate
to how certain we are about potential impacts and
consequences, or uncertain we are, as well as the
knowledge that we have about our options, we
would ideally like to see an explicit discussion
of the uncertainties surrounding the four options
respectively and how these uncertainties then
relate to the pathways of harm and the risk
analysis.
So this would strengthen our
ability to better determine the best option,
especially then steer away from the option that
poses the greatest risks and uncertainties.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Markvart.
Panel Members, do we have
questions?
I had a couple of questions for
you, Ms Markvart.

In your analysis you criticize

the explicit lack of considering sustainability
criteria, as you explained, sort of as an overall
framework within which the IEG would have then
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analyzed the individual pathways of harm.
Would you help the Panel
understand a little more how the links would be
made between specific sustainability principles
or benchmarks and those pathways of harm?
MS MARKVART:
some thought.

I have given this

It is not completely clear to me

either, but the basics of a sustainability-based
analysis or analysis lead by sustainability
criteria are that you begin with a generic set of
criteria such as the ones set out in table 1.
Then you take the next step to
specify the criteria, and that specification
represents all of the different issues, impacts,
benefits associated with the task involved in
choosing the best option for nuclear waste
management.
So it is still kind of general,
but it is more specific than the generic
sustainability criteria.

And because this has to

be applied to the risk analysis, what I was
thinking is that the pathways of harm would
become those context-specific considerations
underneath the sustainability criteria.
So, for example, how would the
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pathways of harm relate to the generic criteria
of ecological integrity or, more importantly,
organizational or administrative capacity to
manage the DGR over a long term or to manage all
of the options over the long term?
And then using the probability
and consequences approach that has already been
set out in the risk assessment the evaluation
could proceed from there and then the results
then could automatically be related back to the
sustainability criteria.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Markvart, in

your experience, is there actually sufficient
experience in the literature and in practice to
be able to do what you have just described?
And you refer to international
practice.

The Panel would be interested in

whether or not there actually exists such a model
in practice.
MS MARKVART:
question.

That is a good

Applied to nuclear waste management

options, not to my knowledge.

But the process

that I have just described is well-known in the
academic and practitioner literature.

It is a

basic of sustainability-based decision making to
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move from generic criteria to specification and
then analysis of options.
When I was referring to
international standards, that was in relation to
siting, so it was a different...
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So to OPG,

given what we have just heard from Ms Markvart,
to what extent did OPG go from the general
corporate sustainability policy as well as OPG's
sustainability measures down to the specifics of
the OPG assessment within the EIS, even if it
isn't within the AMRA, even within the EIS?
And for that, I refer
specifically to your response to information
request 0-344 where you do provide some explicit
sustainability-based criteria for the various
measures of significance.
In other words I would like, OPG,
if you can, to try and connect the dots a little
bit more explicitly between your corporate
sustainability commitments and measures and what
the Panel saw in your response regarding
significance of adverse effects.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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During the lunch break we had
some discussion of this concept.

And while I

understand we are limiting the number of
undertakings during this, or you are, we would
suggest it might be helpful for us to take that
as an undertaking and provide you a written
response, given we think that might be a
difficult thing to do quickly, if that is
acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I am waiting

for Mr. Haddon to give me a number, because I
think this will have to be the exception.

I

appreciate your point, Ms Swami, and yes, I think
you are right, we will need a bit more
information than can be provided orally.
Mr. Haddon?
MR. HADDON:

Yes.

So continuing

on from the last hearing, the next undertaking
number would be No. 72.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So this will

become Undertaking No. 72, Ms Swami.
MS SWAMI:

Thank you.

We would

propose to complete that by Thursday of this
week.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That would be
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greatly appreciated.

Thank you so much.

My final question -- or, sorry,
Ms Markvart, you had a supplementary?
MS MARKVART:

No, I had a comment

related to your question put to me about this
approach that I have described from going to
generic to specified criteria.
I can provide to you examples
from other joint review panels that have applied
the contribution to sustainability test.
If you would be interested, I
could write something up and submit that as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I would

actually be interested in that.
MS MARKVART:

Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
73, undertaking 73.

So we are into

When could you provide that

to us, Ms Markvart?
MS MARKVART:

By end of week,

Friday.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
good.

That would be

Thank you so much.
Finally, Ms Markvart, on slide 15

you state that a conceptual consideration of a
DGR in granite bedrock does not meet
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international standards.
Which particular international
standards are referred to there?
MS MARKVART:
question.

That is a good

This is not specifically my area of

specialization.

However, in doing research into

this question I came across some references from
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development and the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

I have some quotes here that I could

provide if you are interested.
They basically just speak to the
importance of siting with respect to building the
safety case and the International Atomic Energy
Agency sets out the different steps that should
be taken to siting.
So they describe a step-wise
approach where you begin with a conceptual and
planning stage and then you move to an area
survey stage, which is to identify regions, and
then progressively target areas that may contain
suitable sites after the relevant siting factors
identified in the previous stage have been
considered.
And then from there, moving down
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to a more specific site investigation stage that
involves the detailed study of one or several of
the potential sites identified in the area survey
stage.
And then finally the fourth stage
is the detailed site characterization leading to
site confirmation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Markvart.
So to CNSC, to your knowledge
does that IAEA guideline actually explicitly
require all of those steps for alternative sites
or is...?

Just for clarification here, because

our understanding from the slide is that there is
an international guideline that would ask for a
more detailed than conceptual characterization of
alternatives.

And the Panel requires clarity in

this matter.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I believe the IAEA document that
the intervener refers to is one or the other of
the documents that CNSC staff included in our
presentations on the IAEA requirements for
conducting work in relation to siting of a
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repository for spent fuel.
The steps are generally in
relation to national programs where sites are -you know, there is a process to find willing host
communities, there is an inventory,
characteristics of potential sites, down to a
smaller number of sites similar to what is being
done by the NWMO for the APM program.
In the case of the specific
guidance, once a site has been chosen to conduct
the site characterization, build a safety case,
the safety assessment, the work that was done by
OPG meets both the NEA and IAEA guidance.
But if you wish, Dr. Son Nguyen
will be back here tomorrow and he could probably
address this issue better than I can.
But perhaps what would be useful
as well is to have Kiza Francis, which I should
have told her a couple of seconds ago, that the
alternatives assessment is done in consideration
with the requirements of the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, which are a bit
different from what the intervener has been
speaking to.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Francis?
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MS FRANCIS:

Kiza Francis, for

the record.
So during CNSC staff's review of
OPG's submission on alternative means we do use
the operational policy statement from the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, which
is addressing the purpose of and alternative
means under the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act.
And the policy statement includes
four steps when you are doing your alternatives.
And what is important to note I guess is step 3
talks about selecting your approach for your
analysis of alternative means.
And it provides two cases; one
where you identify your preferred means, and one
where you bring forward multiple alternative
means.
So in this case OPG had
identified a preferred means before going on to
step 4, which is where you assess the
environmental effects at a higher level for all
of the alternatives, but you do a detailed
assessment of the environmental effects for the
preferred means.
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So therefore, when we did our
assessment on the alternative means we concluded
that they had followed the operational policy
from the CEA agency.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Francis.
I believe that is all the
questions we have.
Ms Markvart?
MS MARKVART:

Thank you.

I would just like to reply that
my understanding is the reference, the IAEA
reference that I gave relates to long-lived
radioactive waste generally, not just spent fuel.
Secondly, our insistence on an
empirical investigation of alternative sites also
rests on the precautionary principle in the sense
that in the context of environmental assessment
one of the key aims of the precautionary
principle is that it compels us to steer away
from options that entrain the greatest amount of
uncertainty or the least amount of knowledge and
experience, and so if we are talking about where
to locate at DGR and there are high uncertainties
surrounding it, we need to have more than one
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site to compare it to in order to be certain that
we are choosing the best option or the one that
has the least amount of uncertainties associated
with it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Noted.

Thank

you, Ms Markvart.
Returning to your undertaking,
actually I have been reminded that we will need
the results of that undertaking by Thursday as it
is our last scheduled day, so if you could please
provide it to us by then.

Thank you.

We are now going to be proceeding
with three 10-minute oral presentations.

The

Panel will direct its questions to each presenter
following each presentation.
The first 10-minute presentation
is by the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy,
which is PMD 14-P1.42.
Ms Dwyer, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
LAWYERS’ COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR POLICY,
ANABEL DWYER

MS DWYER:

Good afternoon.

My
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name is Anabel Dwyer, I am a Member of the Board
of Directors of the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear
Policy and also a Member of the International Law
Section of the Michigan Bar.
I come here to thank you for
continuing these hearings and also bring some
perspective of the problems of nuclear waste in
the context of the entire nuclear fuel and
weapons cycle.
The Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear
Policy is concerned mainly with nuclear
disarmament and fulfilling the obligation for
nuclear disarmament in all its aspects.
So it seems to me that obviously
nuclear waste is one of the great issues of the
day, but it must be thought about not just in
terms of low and medium level waste in this
context, but in broader context.
So I would like to ask you to
reject the OPG's deep geological repository
proposal because the methodology used to
determine the significance of environmental
effects of radiation and radioactivity is
dangerously narrow in three areas.

And you have

heard a lot of this before, but I would like to
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reiterate, in terms of space, the area of concern
in terms of quantity, the amount of presumed safe
human and biota exposure, and three, the time,
the length of the danger of lethality.
Your minimum concern must take
into consideration at least the geological and
hydrological interconnections of the Great Lakes
watershed as a whole.

As your methodology is

very narrowly confined to this particular area of
the Great Lakes, and you have heard this
discussed before, but I would like to say that
once again, as I said last year before you, that
we would like to request that you and the
Canadian government -- aske the Canadian
government and the United States government to
pursue the assessment of the human and
environmental effects of nuclear sites identified
by the Nuclear Task Force of the International
Joint Commission on Great Lakes Water Quality in
its inventory of radionuclides for the Great
Lakes of December 1997 and the Report of
Bioaccumulation of Elements to accompany the
inventory of radionuclides in the Great Lakes
basin.
This requires, of course,
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continuing this very good effort that you have
begun.

And I don't mean to demean the details of

what you are doing and the way in which you are
going about it because I think it's most
important and it's a real model for those of us
in the United States, but we are considering a
whole ecosystem and we are considering a whole
nuclear system.
So the second point I would like
to make is that the quantity, the amount of
presumed safe and human biota exposure is
obviously a controversial subject.

You have

heard a lot about it today, but we need to take
the cumulative effects very seriously.
I think you have heard already
the International Institute of Concern for Public
Health, you have heard already this afternoon all
sorts of people within your purview who have a
lot of expertise in this, but I also would like
to reiterate what I said last year as well, which
is that you have an example very close to here
from the Serpent River Watershed where there were
12 uranium mines from the 1950s to the 1990s.
The nuclear waste in various
forms there was also simply abandoned in the
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mines.

So this was an example of not so deep

geological repository.

These wastes were dumped

right here, not far from here, and in lakes which
were called natural basins under licences by the
Atomic Energy Control Board.
And the results at the front end
of the nuclear power and weapons waste problems
we documented in a book called, "This Is My
Homeland: Stories of the Effects of Nuclear
Industries" by people of Serpent River First
Nation and the North Shore of Lake Huron.
I would like you to also consider
the effects that we know about and pursue the way
in which monitoring has gone on and mining
procedures have taken place in the past so that
you can look at what OPG and Bruce Power -- OPG
is proposing in the context of what has already
happened.
The kind of trust that you have
to have in this procedure doesn't have a great
history in the nuclear system, and by this I
don't mean just Canada by any means of course,
because those uranium mines up in the Serpent
River Watershed were initially for the U.S.
weapons program.
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So obviously this is not a
Canadian problem and I'm not trying to malign you
and your procedure in any way, but, you know, the
processes by which people stored waste, for
example that we documented in that book, when
thorium for example was being moved from a
storage site at the old Nordic Mines site to a
storage site in a waste management area up here,
that was stored in oil drums and the Atomic
Energy Control Board came to town to supervise
the move and the barrels were thrown into the
waste management area, these were, as I said,
lakes, and they wouldn't sink.
So one of the members of the
United Steelworkers Association said that the
AECB, the Atomic Energy Control Board worker shot
the barrels with a gun so that they would absorb
the water and eventually sink.

This was joked

about as AECB's nuclear -- new modern waste
technology.
So basically you have heard my
third point is the time and length and nature of
the lethality of these radionuclides.

You have

heard about a lot, you know something about
obviously, you have heard also a recommendation
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that rolling stewardship of nuclear wastes, yes,
aboveground is a good way to go until we have
some real understanding of what the situation
actually is.
We have worked to give you
support for recommendations not approving this
site in Michigan by getting various Michigan -the Michigan Legislature, as well as various
county commissions, including our own in
Cheboygan, right across again the water from
here.
These resolutions opposing the
development of underground nuclear waste
facilities here could give you support to pursue
these studies through the International Joint
Commission.
So what I would just like to say
in conclusion is that you are dealing, as you
well know of course, with not very well
understood grim realities and we trust you will
find the strength to reject the OPG proposal and
not be swayed too much by short-term political or
corporate pressure for a too narrowly conceived
solution to the long-lived nuclear waste problem.
And I ask you one thing further,
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that you recommend that production of these
wastes from any source must be halted because
both nuclear weapons and nuclear power are
unnecessary, unneeded and plainly unwise for
either our common security or for energy.
Thank you.
-- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Dwyer.
MS DWYER:

I assume you don't

have any questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Panel Members,

did we have any questions?
No, okay.

Thank you very much.

The next 10-minute presentation
is by Algonquin Eco Watch, which is PMD 14-P1.52
and 52A.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Wilton,

please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ALGONQUIN ECO WATCH, MIKE WILTON

MR. WILTON:

Thank you for this
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opportunity.
My name is Mike Wilton, and I am
with an environmental protection group known as
Algonquin Eco Watch.
(off microphone) the individuals
see what the slides say.

Slide No. 1: All living

matter requires water for survival.
comes to us from the atmosphere.

All water

Clean, pure,

surface water percolates into the Earth's surface
to become clean, pure groundwater.
Any impurities, whether or not
they are chemical, physical or nuclear will
remain in the groundwater for immeasurable time.
Because groundwater follows the nap of the Earth,
it has the ability to flow aboveground as
freshwater springs that support unique
ecosystems.
The addition or removal of
groundwater from any point will create a positive
or negative pressure respectively, causing the
water to flow toward or away from the changing
pressure since water will always seek to find its
own level.
The creation of a dry in-ground
chamber will create a negative groundwater
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pressure within that chamber, causing the outside
groundwater to seek access to the chamber.
Anyone who has ever had a leaky
basement realizes that leaks cannot be repaired
from the inside.
If the groundwater achieves
access through structural compromise, the
resulting equalized groundwater flow could lead
to the egress of groundwater containing
radioactivity.

If this groundwater is collected

and pumped to the surface, then that water must
be decontaminated or contained indefinitely,
creating a whole new problem.
The Bruce deep ground repository
will be situated in sedimentary rock, such as
this limestone, which will allow increased
groundwater flow through time as calcareous
sediment dissolves with the passage of
groundwater through enlarging cracks and seams.
Alternatively, owing to its
volcanic nature, the cracks and seams in granitic
rock, such as illustrated in this slide, are less
likely to enlarge allowing increased groundwater
flow since granitic rock is far less soluble than
sedimentary rock.
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While the term "solid rock" is
used somewhat loosely and may refer to large
chunks of solid rock, the occurrence of large
unfractured rock layers is most unlikely.
Groundwater will flow through and among fractures
in an effort to stabilize the water table.
As its sphere expands, cracks and
fissures will appear in its surface due to
stretching.

The Earth's surface is expanding.

As a result of glacial melting thousands of years
ago, the Earth's crust is rising in response to
all that weight of ice being removed.

This

phenomenon is known as post-glacial rebound,
crustal movement or crustal tilting.

As is

illustrated in this slide, this location is on
Highway 6 travelling north between the Manitoulin
Island and Espanola.
It is estimated that the Bruce
nuclear site is rising by as much as nine
centimetres per century.

This is from a paper by

Mainville and Craymer in 2005.
that reference.

I can supply you

Extrapolating this estimate over

the next 1,000 years indicates a rise of 90
centimetres, or approximately three feet or 30
feet over the next 10,000 years.
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While it is unrealistic to assume
that this will continue unabated, the
consequences of such subterranean activity are
not only difficult to visualize, but impossible
to predict.

They do, however, include an

apparent equal and opposite drop in the Lake
Huron water level in relation to the shorelines.
I would like to submit a
hypothesis to the Panel that supports this line
of thought.

I think it is quite important.
The OPG Deep Geologic Repository

Report implies that groundwater flow in the local
vicinity is extremely low at 650 metres depth.

I

feel that with the ongoing and possibly
increasing change within the Earth's crust, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to state
categorically that the DGR is safe from
breaching, but is more likely through time to be
accompanied by the opening of new and growing
seams in the adjacent substrate, with resulting
ingress and subsequent egress of radioactive
groundwater.
While I did not find reference to
it, I expect that the 2010 Ottawa earthquake
would have been recorded by devices located at
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Bruce nuclear.

It would be very interesting to

learn what readings on the Richter scale were
recorded at that time, especially since that
event was felt as far west from Ottawa as
Chicago.

While this earthquake only registered

5.0 on the Richter scale, seismologists felt that
it was experienced over such a large area because
of its extreme depth of occurrence.
Hydraulic fracturing or fracking
involves the liberating of petroleum-based
hydrocarbon fuels from sedimentary rock
formations such as this through the introduction
of high-pressure chemical compounds.

Aside from

the irreparable damage that the introduction of
toxic chemicals will cause to deep underground -to deep groundwater sources, fracking forces sand
particles between the rock layers utilizing
extreme hydraulic pressure, thus permanently
altering the interstitial spaces between rock
layers at depths well below the DGR.
Even though the OPG report
appears to dismiss the likelihood of fracking in
the Bruce nuclear area, no one can accurately
predict how desperate humankind will be to
reclaim petroleum products 10,000 or even 1,000
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years from now.
Averages are derived from
extremes and, as such, tend to dampen reality.
The estimated groundwater flow of between 10 to
the minus 11 and 10 to the minus 15 metres per
second at the 650 metre depth OPG report neglects
to take into account the fact that sedimentary
rock is soluble through time, which will lead to
enlarging flow paths with consequent higher
flows, which will in turn give rise to enlarged
flow paths, and so on.
Further, to predict 10,000 or
even 1,000 years ahead in view of crustal uplift,
earthquakes and fracking smacks of human
arrogance.

As long as these cumulative factors

remain in play stability cannot be assured.
I, therefore, respectfully submit
that the containment facility should be built
aboveground so that it can be properly monitored
and maintained for the next 10,000 years.

Our

groundwater is far too precious to risk
accidents.
I have three additional notes I
would like to add here.
Counting will not begin when the
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facility opens.

The counting will not begin

until the facility is closed and permanently
sealed.

I have "sealed" in red quotes there

because, frankly, I don't believe that it can be
sealed.
Note No. 2:

The proximity to

Lake Huron will always be worrisome.
Note No. 3:
setter.

This is a precedent

If this project proceeds the way will be

made easier for others to follow.
Thank you.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Wilton.
I understand Dr. Muecke has a
question.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes.

It's a

question to OPG.
Has OPG evaluated how future
fracking activity in the vicinity of the proposed
DGR may affect long-term safety considerations?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I will ask Dr. Gierszewski to
come forward.

He may need assistance from Mr.
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Jensen as well.
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So has been discussed at previous
days in these hearings, there are no hydrocarbon
resources at the site that would support fracking
at the site, and because of the nature of the
impermeability of the rock at far distances where
it might occur, it would not have an impact at
the site itself.
MEMBER MUECKE:

We had a similar

discussion or questions several days ago and one
of the questions arose as to the evaluation of
NRCan and the Department of Natural Resources
regarding the potential for hydrocarbons in the
vicinity of the proposed DGR.
I don't think we quite have
resolved that.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
Based on that discussion on
Friday I took a look at the transcripts and the
presentations and the written submissions from
those groups on September the 18th.
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I believe my interpretation of
that is that they would have agreed that at the
site the hydrocarbon potential is low, which is
consistent with all the site characterization
work that we have done.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
Thank you, Mr. Wilton.
MR. WILTON:

Madam Chair, if I

could just -- I'm not sure if I'm still on there
or not.

Now I am, thank you.
If you could go back to that

final slide.

As you can see from the

illustration there, when drilling for fracking it
doesn't go vertical as much as it goes
horizontal.

Even though there may not be

fracking potential at site, if it's possible to
drill and force liquids horizontally, is there
not a danger that fracking not on site but at a
nearby site where the potential hydrocarbons are
available, could that not affect this site as
well, being accessible through horizontal
pressures?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Wilton.

Thank you,
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I will redirect that question
back to OPG, please.

And we will keep the slide

up.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
Our assessment of shale gas and
shale oil suggests that conditions necessary for
those would not exist within many tens of
kilometres within the site.
If fracking operations were
conducted at distances of tens of kilometres from
the site, they would not affect the proposal.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Wilton.
The next 10-minute presentation
is by the Toronto Conference of the United Church
of Canada, which is PMD 14-P1.56.
Dr. Obedkoff, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
TORONTO CONFERENCE, UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA,
MARY LOU HARLEY

MS HARLEY:

For the record, I'm

Mary Lou Harley, we partnered in the
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presentation.
I am presenting on behalf of
Maritime Conference and Toronto Conference of the
United Church of Canada and we thank this Panel
for this opportunity.
The United Church has been active
in education advocacy on nuclear issues for four
decades.

My Ph.D. is in chemistry and since 1993

I have been involved in nuclear issues on behalf
of the United church, including presentation to
the Seaborn Panel hearings participating in the
study of nuclear fuel waste management options by
the Nuclear Waste Management Organization and
taking a study tour in the radioactive
contaminated area of Northeast Japan and
presenting the United Church policy on nuclear
issues on a conference there on the triple
disaster.
In this brief presentation a few
points will be highlighted with some
clarification.

They are taken from the written

submission by myself and Dr. Reverend Victoria
Obedkoff.
Specific to the topic of the
significance of adverse effects, the narrative
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form of the response by OPG to 12-510 does not
change the shortcomings in the determination of
the significance of adverse impacts.
A defence is given for each
significant determination, however many
determinations are not reliable because of high
levels of uncertainty, inadequate data, arbitrary
judgments and other considerations.
The methodology has judgment of
likelihood layered over determination for both
the impact and the potential for its mitigation.
When an adverse impact is indicated in the
assessments, mitigation options are applied to
give the residual adverse effect.

Judgment of

the effectiveness of proposed mitigation is
susceptible to bias toward safety influenced by
overconfidence in existing mitigation tools or
optimism in future capability.
Thereafter, the estimated
probability of occurrence of the effect is the
decisive criterion as to whether or not the
residual adverse effect is significant.
This is a cycle which could
remove adverse effects from assessment and it is
not appropriate in a conservative and
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precautionary methodology.
The safety case must not lose
sight of estimated low probability scenarios that
could have substantial adverse effects.

For the

long-term scenarios involving radionuclides, the
adverse effect is judged for a significance
determination using a formula provided in the
IAEA safety standard SSR-5.

This formula is

intended to express the probability of fatal
cancers and severe genetic damage for a healthy
male adult expressed in a form such as 1:1,000,
1:10,000, et cetera.
Since adverse effects could be
dismissed by applying a low probability factor,
the formula is only to be used when the
probability of occurrence figure is reasonably
known, which cannot be assessed from the OPG
narrative and is questionable for the long-term
scenarios.
Additionally, a conservative
methodology in the scenario assessment should
include fatal and serious non-fatal biological
harm.

And rather than the healthy male adult,

the method should recognize that harm per dose is
greater in other portions of the population,
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particularly the fetus and the child, by using
data for impacts on the most vulnerable portion
of the population.
Depending on the mode of
contamination, the body experiences the effects
of external ionizing radiation, internal ionizing
radiation from inhalation, breaks in the skin and
ingestion and also chemical toxicity from many of
the radionuclides.

There is no indication that

chemical toxicity, as well as radiological
toxicity of the radionuclides are included in
determining the significance of adverse
environmental effects from the radionuclide
releases.
Many radionuclides are dropped
from post-closure assessment because of their
shorter half-lives, however, it is not apparent
whether the chemistry and biological impact of
their end products were or should be considered
in the assessments.
For non-human biota, OPG
acknowledges that for certain scenarios some
radionuclides could exceed the screening
criteria, however, the risked non-human biota is
rated as low because the exceedances are local,
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the screening criteria are considered
conservative and the scenarios are judged to be
very unlikely.
This cyclical justification of
downgrading or dismissing significance of adverse
effects is common in OPG methodology and the
logic is flawed, especially for a method so
dependent on judgment.
Screening criteria are set to be
conservative and the range of scenarios are
selected to include the low probability
situations.

These preset factors cannot then be

used to dismiss the results, otherwise what is
the point of doing the work?
If when the result is not
insignificant it would be dismissed anyway based
on the preset conservatism and probability
judgments.
Overall, the methodology used to
determine the significance of adverse
environmental effects for radiological impacts
does not adequately address the context of timing
and duration, frequency or irreversibility.
In some scenarios radiation and
radioactivity is not clear what the predicted
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dose is in the primary affected area and what
dose is averaged over a larger area, larger
volume, or larger population.

It is not clear

whether the dose is a severe spike averaged
throughout a timeframe or it is a continuous
exposure.
Averaging out significant doses
through space and time would not properly
represent the biological harm experienced by
those in the zone of primary exposure.
Application of improved methods
and methodology would be useless until the
unknowns and uncertainties in the inputs are
addressed.
The waste inventory
characterization is central to determining
adverse effects.

The revision to the reference

waste inventory addressed in the response to IR
13-514 is indicative of ongoing revisions that
will be needed perhaps until the waste is no
longer being generated.
Fundamental inputs to the
determination of significant adverse impacts and
the safety case for the DGR will remain
unacceptably uncertain until at least
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statistically valid data is available.

The waste

inventory verification plan is not anticipated to
have statistically valid data before 2021.
The geo-science and
geo-technology is uncertain and some is
unknowable.

The geo-scientific verification

program outlined in the response to IR 12-511 and
associated study of gas-generating processes
signal the exceptionally experimental nature of
this DGR proposal.
There is significant reliance on
the process for granting an operating licence as
a means to assure safety should OPG proceed to
apply.

Implicit in this is an optimistic

anticipation of solutions to as yet unsolved
fundamental issues.
Altogether an excessive amount is
left for the EA follow-up program and the ongoing
environmental monitoring programs.
Further, the capacity of adaptive
engineering may be stretched beyond reasonable
limits.

Of course, there needs to be an EA

follow-up program monitoring things, but at what
point is it acknowledged that too much is being
assumed, too much left unknown that critical
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issues of inherent hazards are not addressed and
statements of safety are unsupported by a
demonstrated safety in the EIS?
The potential expansion for
decommissioning wastes adds more uncertainty to
the quantity of waste and the waste
characteristics of the inventory and more
inherent hazard.
The response to IR 12-512 shows
little evidence of additional conservatism in
response to the higher inherent hazard of the
waste stream into the expansion area.
In conclusion, for a reliable,
defensible determination an assessment of
significant adverse impacts and the establishment
of the safety case for the original proposal or
the expansion, too many of the necessary inputs
are not known or are not available with adequate
certainty.
Consistent with the United Church
submissions in other forums, we highlight the
necessity not to move from on-site storage to
another form of waste management until the safety
of that option is well-established.
Thank you.
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--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Harley.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions?

Thank you very much.
We now have time for a few

questions from registered participants.

I

understand from Secretariat staff that we have
eight people who have asked for leave to present
a proposed question.
I will now call upon Mr. Mann.
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
I'm asking leave to OPG, CNSC and
Environment Canada regarding their DGR adverse
effects analysis this morning.
What is the significance of the
WIPP radiation leak disaster to the DGR adverse
effects analysis and why does OPG not have a
contingency plan to protect our community when a
WIPP disaster occurs in Kincardine?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, I believe

the Panel would appreciate some comment on the
applicability of the WIPP incident, if any, to
the significant adverse effects assessment; and,
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(b), perhaps just very briefly remind the Panel
regarding the already presented information
around emergency response.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'm going to ask Ms Barker and
Mr. Wilson to address those two components,
Ms Barker on significance.
But before I do that, I would
like to just state that while the WIPP event is
an unfortunate event, it's not something that we
would accept as good practice obviously.

I find

that characterization of a disaster is perhaps
overstating what the result was.
I think that both OPG and CNSC
have described what the result of that event was
and continue to monitor that, but disaster seems
too strong a description of that particular
event.
With that, I will ask Ms Barker
first to describe the significance assessment.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
I would like to point out first
that the WIPP incident occurred well into the
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timeframe when we were preparing our response for
EIS-12-510.

However, the significance assessment

that was completed in that response was prepared
under the requirements of the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, and so the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act asks that we
identify residual adverse effects for the project
and assess the significance of those effects on
the project.
The Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act does not require the assessment of
effects of malfunctions and accidents and the
incident at WIPP would be considered a
malfunction and accident scenario.
Nonetheless, OPG did consider
malfunctions and accidents and the consequences
of malfunctions and accidents in its assessment,
but didn't undertake a significance assessment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr.

Thank you.

Wilson...?

MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
And again to be quite brief in
this area, we have had several discussions around
the emergency response preparedness that is being
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planned for the DGR, so in the event that even if
there were workers underground at the time of
such a release, the planning and the preparedness
to be able to get those isolated into controlled
areas and to be able to model the predicted
impact of a surface release, let's say of a
similar magnitude, has been assessed, the
criterion has been set such that it is moving
away from predominant areas of workers and the
on-site second emergency protocols would be
established and people would be removed from
harm's way until such a time as they were deemed
suitable to release again.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, the Panel

simply requires that you confirm Ms Barker's
statement just now that under CEAA 2012 the
significance of effects under malfunctions and
accidents and malevolent acts is not required to
be assessed?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act requires an assessment of a
proposed project under normal operating
conditions and then requires an assessment of
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accidents and malfunctions.
The expectation is that the
consequences of accidents and malfunctions can be
mitigated such that the project doesn't have
unacceptable consequences, taking into
consideration both the actual consequence of the
event and its likelihood once mitigation measures
and other factors are taken into account.
So I would say yes and no, but we
do look at the severity of the consequence of an
accident and malfunction in relation to its
likelihood.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And,

Environment Canada, have you had a chance to
evaluate the implications for non-human biota
from an incident such as that as occurred at
WIPP?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So we don't have any data from
the WIPP incident itself to be able to say we
understand what the dose implications for biota
would be.

I would defer to the CNSC as to what

information on that might exist at the moment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Mr. Mann...?
MR. MANN:

I guess I would like

to know what OPG did with regard to the WIPP
incident, though, insofar as the adverse effects.
What did they look at with regard to the WIPP
incident?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think we

already heard from Ms Barker that they were well
into preparation of the response to the IR
regarding significant adverse impacts and that,
notwithstanding that, the WIPP incident actually
fits within accidents, malfunctions and
malevolent acts and the Panel has already
received information on the first day of this
hearing last week regarding fitting it into that
perspective, Mr. Mann.

So I believe the Panel

has heard all it needs to on that matter.
MR. MANN:

Thank you.

This is for Joanne Martin, by
leave through you, Dr. Swanson.
Ms Martin noted that there were
only six boreholes done to prove safe geology and
why not 12 or 24.
With regard to NWMO's finding
that there is unsafe geology in Saugeen Shores
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and here in Elderslie for a DGR, I wonder if Ms
Martin could comment upon the lateral
predictability and the effect that six boreholes
doesn't seem to be sufficient for her to find
safe geology in Kincardine.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann,

commenting on a matter such as that, which is a
technical matter, I would suggest would be
directed towards OPG and/or CNSC and, in fact, we
have addressed those questions that you raised
the other day sufficiently for the Panel and we
don't require any more information.
Thank you.
MR. MANN:

I just have one more.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. MANN:

Just one more?

One more question for

Eugene Bourgeois.
Last year Mr. Bourgeois gave a
presentation, Dr. Swanson, about his ordeal
throughout the process and I just wondered if
Mr. Bourgeois could comment upon OPG's response
since the hearings adjourned last October, what
response OPG has given him, because they
committed to him that they would work with him
with regard to this.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, the

Panel is aware of the correspondence and has
noted Mr. Bourgeois' presentation this afternoon
and really that is all the information we need at
this time.
Dr. Greer...?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

did you have something you wanted to add?
DR. THOMPSON:

Yes.

Patsy

Thompson, for the record.
I wanted to correct -- I may have
given wrong information.

So under the Canadian

Environmental Assessment Act there is a
requirement to assess the significance of the
effects, it says referred to in paragraph (a),
and that is the environmental effects of the
designated project, including the environmental
effects of malfunctions and accidents that may
occur in connection with the designated project
and cumulative effects.
As I mentioned, we do assess in
terms of the consequence of the accident and the
likelihood of occurrence with mitigation
measures.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. GREER:

Dr. Greer...?

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
Dr. Sandy Greer, for the record.
I have two questions.
The first is, in browsing through
as much of the bibliography of OPG's submissions
as possible, I didn't see anything per se in
regard to the ICRP publications and I would just
like to give OPG the opportunity, if I was
mistaken, whether it informed itself about the
international standards by the ICRP in regard to
protection of the environment, given that the
reference animals and plants, information and
studies, as a substantial amount of studies had
been done and published by the year 2008 and, if
you did not refer to those; why not?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greer, are

you referring to their specific IR response of
issue today?
DR. GREER:

Yes, I'm sorry.

I'm

referring to the IR EIS-12-510.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

OPG, I understand from Dr. Greer
she is asking whether or not you would have also
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considered the ICRP information related to
non-human biota effects in your answer to the
Information Request.
I believe, Dr. Greer, you are
specifically referencing the statements by OPG
regarding the significance of, for example,
radiation effects on non-human biota which you
referred to very briefly in your presentation; is
that correct, Dr. Greer?
DR. GREER:

Dr. Greer, for the

record.
Yes, that is correct.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
In the original assessment the
identification of adverse effects and assessment
of the effects that is presented in the
environmental impact statement, we did consider
ICRP reference material.

ICRP reference material

is not included in the IR response 12-510.
As noted in OPG's response, there
were no adverse effects associated with radiation
or radioactivity on either humans or non-human
biota, so there was no significance assessment
completed.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

So to be clear,

Ms Barker, the entire reference list in support
of not carrying forward adverse effects on
non-human biota from radionuclides would appear
in the main body of the EIS plus the technical
supporting document?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker.

That's correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:

Yes, I have a related

question.
Referring again to IR -- EIS
12-510 on page 53, I just want to read one
sentence here:
"The existing ionizing radiation and
radioactivity conditions were established through
a compilation and review of existing information
for existing doses to humans and the results of
modelling for existing doses to non-human biota."
However, now in contrast, the
most recent publication from the ICRP 124, which
was published this year on page 38 it states:
"Unfortunately, there are very few data that
relate directly to the chronic low level
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irradiation conditions of relevance for animals
and plants in the wild, i.e. exposures at dose
rates over the lifespan of the organisms."

(As

read)
And it states elsewhere, with an
honesty I truly respect, that:
"There needs to be more scientific
information..."
That's on page 45, and that:
"...even the bands or the DCRLs that the ICRP has
identified as dose rate bands, these are not to
be considered or used as limits because still the
material that they have collected to date..."
And as I mentioned last week:
"...in regard to ecosystem principles it is not
scientifically defensible."

(As read)

Therefore, if the international
standards of the ICRP are declaring that the
state of the art in terms of identifying
consequences from radiation poisoning are still a
work in progress and are not scientifically
defensible, how can this DGR project go forward
at this time?

What is the rationale?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greer, the

Panel actually asked a very similar question of
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OPG during the Technical Information Session
around the modelling of doses to non-human biota
and the effects resulting from those doses and we
explicitly raised the question about uncertainty
around benchmarks for effects due to chronic
exposure of the population level and OPG answered
in quite a bit of detail regarding how they
addressed that issue.
And I would direct you to the
Technical Information Session of the fall of 2012
for a lot of information about that which came
directly from OPG's team that performed that
exercise.

I really don't -- the Panel really

does not require any further information in that
regard.
DR. GREER:

Okay, well, thank you

very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd...?

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My question is around the
inventory used for Significant Effect No. 8, the
radiation and radioactivity.

I'm taking from

both the OPG, the summary response, and from
their references in their narrative section of
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their report that they relied on the 2010
reference inventory.

And I wonder if they could

confirm that and I may have a supplementary based
on their response.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS BARKER:

OPG...?

Diane Barker.

Yes, we relied on the 2010
inventory.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd...?

Yes, thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
I guess my question is about the
reasonableness of doing that.

We have now the

reference inventory from 2010, the revised
inventory, revised based on the recalculations
related to the pressure tubes and we have an
expanded inventory from the decommissioning
waste.

And I wonder if OPG considered or how

they thought it -- you know, what their sort of
reasoning was for using an inventory that we know
now to be not only uncertain as we knew it last
year, but to be incomplete and inaccurate.
I appreciate that the chronology
was it was, you know IR 5-10 versus IR 13-514, I
think it was, but they could have done a redo.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'm going to ask Dr. Gierszewski
to respond to the details of the inventory.
However, I would point out that Ms Lloyd has
referenced the decommissioning waste.

The

decommissioning waste is not part of our request
for approval in this particular case and that is
going to be, as we've described a lot, subject to
a separate licence and environmental assessment
process.
But Dr. Gierszewski can respond
to the remaining questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Swami,

before I ask for Dr. Gierszewski to comment, I
would however, suggest that we could also discuss
the implications to the Cumulative Effects
Assessment for Decommissioning Waste tomorrow, Ms
Lloyd, if we wanted to return to some of the
details.
Dr. Gierszewski...?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So as was discussed last week on
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the waste inventory, we did look at the
implications of the revised inventory which is
within the scope of the current licence
application.

And the nature of the changes to

the radionuclides had very little effect on the
safety case conclusions.

And so -- well, that's

the point that we looked at the effect and it had
no effect.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Gierszewski, does that apply to both human and
non-human receptors in your safety case?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

I just would

want to go back and just check the calculations
just to make sure before I responded to that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. HAZELL:

Mr. Hazell...?

Thank you.

Thank

you, Madam Chair.
Two questions.
do with terminology.

The first has to

I would like to have some

clarification regarding the functional criteria
that were used in order to decide on the use of
the term "stormwater management pond".

And I
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mention this because there are many types of
ponds that are used in -- artificial ponds that
are used in mining and general site planning
purposes and they have very specific criteria
with regards to maintenance, function, et cetera.
The stormwater management pond
has been chosen in this case and I'd like to know
how that decision was made and whether there was
any consideration of, for example, settlement
pond or tailings pond.
Thank you.

That's the first

question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, and

specifically the Panel would appreciate absolute
clarity with respect to differentiating
stormwater management pond and tailings pond.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
As I mentioned this morning at
the end of Ms Barker's presentation, the
stormwater management pond as we referenced as
part of the design in the proposed DGR is a
stormwater management pond.

So it has to deal

with the collection of both processed water and
surface runoff from the DGR project.

And again,
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it's being designed according to the Ministry of
Environment's Stormwater Management, Planning and
Design Manual.

So again that has very -- it's

specific to do with stormwater and the collection
of water and then the ability to have that, some
treatment whether it be sedimentation, dropout
and so on before discharge.
Tailings ponds are typical of the
mining industry and are typically an end-product
of the processing of a facility and are
significantly different than a stormwater
management pond as being proposed for the DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Hazell...?
MR. HAZELL:

I do have a

supplementary to that, if I may.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. HAZELL:

Yes.

Stormwater

management ponds are designed to contain water
from those events and from hard surface
conditions and they were also designed to allow
for overflow.

Was it the intention of the OPG, I

suppose in this case, to allow for overflow
conditions to exist?

Was that an advantage?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Hazell, the
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Panel is pretty clear on the intent of the
stormwater management pond which includes a
discharge according to water quality criteria.
So the Panel is a bit puzzled by the context for
your question.
MR. HAZELL:

Madam Chair, the

stormwater management pond has been discussed in
terms of its capacity to handle stormwater
events.
The site has been identified as
being difficult, let's say, to accommodate some
of the capacity issues that have been discussed
earlier today.

The assumption is that when

capacity is reached that the edges will be
breached and the water will flow freely onto the
site and surrounding area.

That is a concern.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I will ask OPG

to clarify the scenario where we would have the
safe flow out of the stormwater management pond
and then in the event of a severe weather event.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Again, there is a component of
the stormwater management pond for retention in
storm events.

As we discussed again, the 10-year
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storm event could be maintained within the
stormwater management pond without discharge to
or over-boarding of the facility.
The design with respect to large
storm events or beyond design basis events is
such that the stormwater management pond design
is structurally able to be able to withstand the
overflow condition of that and direct that
overflow through the established discharge point
into an interconnecting ditch and then through to
MacPherson Bay as opposed to overtop of the edges
and retreating back into the site and so on.
So it's a design, an engineered
design for an overflow and, again, the discussion
around what the retention capacity of the
stormwater management pond should be or will
ultimately be is still to be decided.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Wilson.
Mr. Hazell?
MR. HAZELL:

Yes.

My second question has to do with
the discussion surrounding the white cedar and
decisions as to whether it can be removed in the
area of those three or four isolated forest
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conditions.
There was discussion in -- when
the discussion took place it had to do with the
context of a forest environment.

The forest

environment referred to was to the south, the
national park, MacGregor Park as well.

Cedar,

white cedar -- very important white cedar
conditions are a part of just to the north in the
Douglas Point Swamp.

The Douglas Point Swamp has

been referred to in a study as being one of the
most significant conditions in the local area and
it is identified as important because of its
extraordinary biodiversity with some of the
highest ratings.

It's also identified as being

important because it's next to the Bruce Nuclear
Power Plant site and it an important complex
biodiversity study area and worthy of research
and support.
The white cedar is identified in
that report as having special significance
because of its mixed relationship with other
species.

The report goes on to discuss that in a

bit of detail.
Given the significance of the
surrounding context which supports that unique
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and important environment next to the Bruce
nuclear site, would there be some recommendations
or would those commenting on the significance of
removal of supporting environments around that
condition, would they reconsider some of the
significance of factors that led to agreeing that
that could be removed with no effect on the
surrounding area?
In other words, I would like
consideration of this, the area at Baie du Doré
and this unique swamp condition to be included in
the assessment rather than an assessment simply
to be associated with better stands of cedar in
national parks, in parks nearby.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS BARKER:

OPG...?

Diane Barker, for the

record.
The eastern white cedar was
selected as a VEC because of its local
significance and importance to the community and
the plants and animal communities.

The three

stands that are -- that would be removed should
the project proceed are isolated stands.
are located within the Bruce nuclear site.

They
They

are not contiguous with the cedar swamps that Mr.
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Hazell is mentioning.

So that removal of these

three isolated swamps would not have any impact
on any plants or animals that were using the
forested areas and the surrounding outside of the
site study area.
I'd also like to point out that
the Environmental Assessment considered potential
effects, for example, atmospheric deposition on
trees and identified that there were no effects.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Hazell...?
MR. HAZELL:
supplementary.

Just a small

So just in terms of the report,

if it could include this area as opposed to not
having any comment on it regarding the decision
that there was no effect from removing of those
three isolated forest areas.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Noted, Mr.

Hazell.
Ms Taylor...?
MS TAYLOR:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
I have a couple of questions, the
first to do with the waste rock management area.
I understand from reading the OPG reports that
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there are two areas within the waste rock
management area, one for temporary and one for
permanent storage.
I'd like to ask the question,
what goes into the temporary waste management
area and where will it go after it leaves the
site and would there be barriers placed under
this temporary waste area?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
There are two key areas for the
waste rock management through the construction
phase, that being of temporary which would be
primarily housing the stone removed from the
excavation of the shafts.

This is the

dolostones, the shales and so on.
As discussed in previous hearing
days, the intent of those will either be to go
directly into the segregating plant as we have a
deficiency or an imbalance initially in terms of
segregating materials, and they would also go
into the formation of the berms, the acoustical
berms and visual berms around the project site.
So again, we've taken from a
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conservative perspective, we've assumed that
those remain in their -- available for our
concentration analysis specifically with respect
to total dissolved solids.

So we've assumed them

to be there but we don't anticipate it because we
intend to essentially place them in their final
resting place right from excavation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Taylor...?
MS TAYLOR:

I actually had

another impression from reading the material that
that temporary storage area might contain
materials such as the material that's coming from
below the Cobourg Formation or above it in the
oil rich areas above the Cobourg.

I was

wondering where that material was going to be.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
As was discussed already this
afternoon, there are no oil rich or carbon rich
areas within that.
We also had a discussion last
year around carbon and the presence of carbon in
the layers of the shaft.

We went through an
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analysis to determine what sort of carbon loading
would be from those areas and found that they
were well within expected limits, but they also
contributed to the assessment of concentrations
for those.

And again, taking into account that

they would be available to enter into the
stormwater management pond as part of our
assessment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And just for

completeness, Mr. Wilson, can you answer Ms
Taylor's question regarding any rock that would
come from below the Cobourg?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
There will be rock coming from
below the Cobourg.

The shafts actually extend

below the Cobourg Formation as well as the ramp
access from the Cobourg Formation or the
repository level at nominally 680 metres down to
a depth of 725 for the main shaft and 745 for
ventilation shafts.

So there will be excavation

blow into the curve field.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Taylor...?
MS TAYLOR:

I think my question
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was where is it going?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

Mr. Wilson.

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The excavation of the materials
from the Cobourg and below will go into the waste
rock management area because they are very
consistent with the materials of the Cobourg
Formation themselves.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Taylor...?
MS TAYLOR:

Thank you.

I have a question about the
stormwater management pond.

I was under the

impression from reading the material that perhaps
more than one pond would be required to
accommodate the water and its solids from
rainwater water -- isolating it from rainwater
water, from the runoff -- rainwater, sorry,
precipitation as well as the runoff from the
waste rock management area, the process water and
the sump pump water from the shaft and ramp as
well as from the emplacement panels.
I think I had that impression
because it was not going to be economical to
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store all that material in the same place in the
stormwater management area because you'd have to
treat it.

And what's the use of treating

rainwater?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The stormwater management pond as
proposed is a continuous pond.
on its own.

It's one entity

There is a forebay and a main bay.
What we did discuss in previous

sessions was should there be a need to mitigate,
should there be a need if we had a situation
where we couldn't put an inflow treatment system
in for, say, total suspended solids there would
be the option and available space if we had
perhaps an intermediary pond in the short term to
be able to address that issue.
planned activity.

But it's not a

It's a mitigative strategy so

maybe that's where the confusion is.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TAYLOR:

Ms Taylor...?

Thank you very much.

I'm just wondering where that would occur on the
site plan.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Wilson...?
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MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
There's significant space
available to us; first, once the temporary waste
rock management area is done in that area.

But

there is still existing if they were to be
existing and staying there for some time, between
that location towards the existing or the
proposed stormwater management pond.

There is

more than enough real estate and proper grading
to be able to establish a system in that area.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TAYLOR:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. STORCK:
Chair.

Thank you.

Dr. Storck...?

Thank you, Madam

Peter Storck, for the record.
I have a question, another one

about the storm management pond.

I don't ever

recall hearing a discussion about whether solids
going into the pond and settling out would be
dredged and if they are going to be dredged where
are the dredgings going to be placed?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:
the record.

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for
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We actually did discuss that at
the 2013 hearing days with respect to pond
maintenance and the ability to remove the fines
from the pond and where those fines would up.
And as we discussed then, as part of any
stormwater management maintenance program, those
would be monitored and should there be a need to
remove them, then they would be analyzed to see
whether or not they are available to just be
released within the project site itself or if
they would need to be moved to an offsite
location based on the analysis of that.
Our preliminary expectation is
that we would be able to just remove them from
the site and maintain them on the project site
either within the berm structure or something
similar.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Storck.
MR. STORCK:

So I gather the

sludge would be moved to another location and
just left?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel

understands that it would be removed to another
bermed location on the site, the DGR project
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site, yes -MR. STORCK:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

-- and managed.

Did you have another question,
Dr. Storck?
MR. STORCK:
question.

I did, one other

I think this is a question that may

come up, I hope it will come up during the
discussion of expansion and might relate to a
geotechnical trigger for terminating the project
during construction, and that is a question what
is the upward capacity of the sump reservoir and
the ability of the pumps to remove water?

I

heard a figure and I see a figure of 7 U.S.
gallons per minute.
correct.

I'm not sure whether that's

And I'm asking just about what is the

maximum in capacity, the holding capacity of the
sump reservoir and the ability to remove water
from the facility before there might be a danger?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:
the record.

OPG.

Derek Wilson, for

I am struggling to understand

exactly what pumping capacity is being referenced
here.

The Stormwater Management Pond doesn't

rely on pumping, it's a passive system.

And
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perhaps this -- is this from the repository level
itself in terms of the pumping capacity of the
repository?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
yes.

I believe so,

So, the -- it's the underground water

removal through the sump, is that correct,
Dr. Storck?
MR. STORCK:

Yes, that's right.

Derek Wilson himself earlier this afternoon or
was it this morning mentioned a pump reservoir,
which was the first time I've had any knowledge
of that.

And it is in Panel 1, it is in the main

shaft, I think, main shaft area.
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for

Yes, there is underground sumps at

the repository level which are used as part of
the mitigation strategy of water treatment of the
facility through the construction phase.

And

that is currently anticipated to be I believe
it's about 22 litres a second is the expected
loading from the construction phase activities.
And again, perhaps this is a better place for the
expansion, but that is conservatively sized based
on the amount of processed water being required
for the construction activities.
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Other than that, that has -we've had significant discussion on that pumping
capacity, redundancy of those systems and so on
to be able to keep the underground dewatered.
Perhaps I did mention that in the event that we
had a storm event on surface, that we could stop
that pumping so that we wouldn't contribute
additional loading to the Stormwater Management
Pond in a large storm event, which would be a
typical best practice not to add into that in the
event of a storm on surface.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman.
--- Pause
MS TILMAN:

Yes, good afternoon,

good evening.

I have a question that is

hypothetical.

I had submitted it through CEAA to

the Panel.

It was a question to Environment

Canada, and was told to ask them directly here,
so that's my first question.

In light of the

fact that there will be -- if this project is
approved there will be waste rock produced, will
OPG be required to report the constituents of
waste rock to Canada's National Pollutant Release
Inventory, as all mining operations in Canada
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have to do?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Environment

MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Canada.

Leonardelli, for the record.

We'd have to

consider that against the reporting criteria of
the NPRI.

I used to work on the NPRI, but it's

been a number of years since I have, so we would
have to take a look at that, but it's going to
depend on the specific loadings and that kind of
thing.

I would imagine that that would be part

of the evaluation because you have to meet a
certain threshold for substances in order to
trigger the reporting.

So, we'd have to

determine what the substances are and what the
amounts would be to see if they trigger.
Also, it depends on the type of
activities.

Not all activities at an industrial

facility are necessarily reportable.

So, we'd

have to check against those specific criteria to
determine its reportability under the NPRI.
MS TILMAN:

And, Mr. Leonardelli,

would that also be contingent upon the results of
OPG complying with one of Environment Canada's
recommendations around leachate testing for the
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waste rock?

The Panel would appreciate some

clarification on that.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

I --

again, I'd have to see what the most current NPRI
reporting requirements or criteria are.

However,

we did make a recommendation that the leachate
should be monitored because we need to understand
its contribution to contaminate loadings to the
Stormwater Management Pond, which then informs
the need for treatment.

So ...

And also in

terms of tracking its geochemical behaviour over
time, right?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TILMAN:
quickly.

Ms Tilman.

I'll just respond

Because I'm a member of the working

group of the National Pollutant Release
Inventory, so I'm very aware of the current
situation.

My question really, I understand

there's values that have to be considered,
whether there are reports, whether what chemicals
get reported or not.

That's not the issue.

The

issue to me is OPG -- is OPG going to be
considered as a mining company because it is
producing waste rock?

That's ...

And that's a

question I did want to ask prior to this and was
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told to come and ask it now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Leonardelli.
MR. LEONARDELLI:
Leonardelli for the record.

Sandor

The NPRI doesn't

just apply to mining facilities, so it applies to
a wide range of industrial activities.

So, the

categorization of whether it's a mine or not is
not really pertinent.

It's a question of whether

the manufacturing, processing, or otherwise use
activities of various substances would trigger
the reporting under the existing framework of the
NPRI.

So, that's the question.

I -- and quite

frankly, I would have to get an interpretation
from the NPRI people as to the applicability of
this type of a facility for reporting under the
NPRI.
posed.

It's a question that would have to be
I couldn't give you an answer right now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman.
MS TILMAN:

Yes, that's what I

was expecting and hopefully get an answer.
Now, my other question concerns
radon.

And Environment Canada did have a

recommendation 4.3 that radon be included for
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monitoring to verify, I'm quoting, "The low
levels of radon that have been predicted."

Have

there been any levels of radon that have been
estimated more than just predicted?

And this

assumes that the -- the statement assumes that
these are low levels.

I don't know what "low"

means in this case, so I'm looking for
clarification.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman, what

source of radon are you referring to?
MS TILMAN:

I'm referring to, I

would imagine this is radon that would be emitted
to the atmosphere for the ventilation exhaust
system, if I read this recommendation correctly
from Environment Canada, recommendation 4.3.

And

maybe I need clarification on that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So are you

asking whether there have been measurements to -MS TILMAN:

Yeah.

I mean, to --

this is to verify values that have been
predicted.

So, have there been any values?

And

this is verify low levels of radon that have been
predicted, so ...
THE CHAIRPERSON:
you.

Got it.

Thank
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OPG.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I believe Dr. Gierszewski can answer

this question, but while he's answering this
question we do have an answer now on the
consideration of non-human biota in our
assessment.

So, I think he could answer both of

those questions.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:
Gierszewski, for the record.
radon:

Paul

The question on

So, we did an assessment of radon and

there was a report produced on that as part of
the submissions.

So, a number of estimates in

there as to the nature of the radon levels and
that's a basis for the statement that they
would be expecting low levels.

At this point,

however, we haven't excavated underground, so we
haven't had the opportunity to go down and verify
whether those measurements are correct.

What we

do know is that at the core of those measurements
is the amount of uranium that's present in the
limestone.

That's the largest -- that's where

the repository is and what the largest amount of
the waste rock pile is, and that level of uranium
is based on actual measurements of core samples.
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With respect to the other point
on the non-human biota, the question was whether
we had, in our response to EIS-12-514 with the
revised inventory, whether we had also looked at
the effect of the revised inventories on
non-human biota.

And the answer is, yes, we had.

It does not change -- the revised inventory does
not change the conclusions.

And again, as I was

presenting last week, it comes down to in part
understanding what are the critical
radionucleotides, as explained then, and it's
true for non-human biota, carbon 14, niobium 94
were identified as important and they were not
affected by the revisions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman.

MS TILMAN:

Will there be,

Yes.

again hypothetically, monitoring of radon from
the rock pile?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:
the record.

OPG.

Derek Wilson, for

We've actually considered several

different types of radon measurements as part of
our monitoring program as we go through the
various phases.

Primary concern is at the rock

face or at the development phase for -- where the
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initial radon releases would occur, so we would
sample there.

We will have sampling to verify

within the ventilation stream itself, and then
we'll be doing surface sampling as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman.
MS TILMAN:

A final question, not

on radon, concerns air quality and the Canada -and PM, particulate matter, 2.5 microns.

The

Canada-wide standard is 30 micrograms per cubic
meter.

That standard is acknowledged as no-- as

being not fully protective of human health.
PM2.5 is also declared toxic under CEPA 99.

So,

I am concerned about references in air quality.
I'm going to -- for speed, I'm going to page 6 on
Environment Canada's section 5 on air quality and
the arbitrary 10 percent frequency threshold,
that if they're above that or within the 10
percent, OPG considered that that was not
significant.
wrong.

And please correct me if I am

And I think Environment Canada was

considering that that was a professional judgment
and a less than 1 percent exceedance would be all
right.
The problem is regardless of what
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percent you pick, it's acknowledged that that
level is not fully protective of human health in
the environment, that it is toxic under CEPA 99.
Therefore, having values that are considered
above that mean that there will be harm.

And I

just think that this section was not clearly
written, especially for the public, who are maybe
not aware of the different levels of PM.

There's

terminology that's used that's been quite
confusing, like SPM versus TPM, and then there is
inhalable less than .1 micrograms.

All these are

very confusing for the public to understand.

But

why one would consider allowing thresholds above
a value that's not protective is just a comment
that I think is not good judgment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman, I am

struggling to find a question in there.
MS TILMAN:
one.

I don't think I have

I think it's too late for me to formulate

one, I apologize.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Well,

notwithstanding that, since you have raised an
issue that was discussed earlier today but
received a somewhat different response from OPG
regarding the layers of safety associated with
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the PM2.5 Canada-wide standard, I would
appreciate a comment, first of all, from OPG
regarding Ms Tilman's assertion that that
specific standard does not incorporate -- or is
not fully protective, and I would also direct the
same question to CNSC, if you are equipped to
address that question, please.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And while OPG

and CNSC are conferring, Environment Canada, did
you have your specialists here that would be able
to comment on the level of protection of PM2.5?
MS ALI:

He actually just sent me

an e-mail saying he's headed home, so tomorrow?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That would be

very helpful, thank you, Ms Ali.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the

I'm going to ask Mr. Rawlings to respond

to this, but I just want for clarity to make sure
we're answering the right question.

This morning

when we had conversation, and I am referring to
page 33 of OPG's response to the information
request, where there is a table of the various
components, PM2.5, PM10, and there is a
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discussion of some of the criteria that are
there, and I believe Mr. Rawlings was referring
to that when he was speaking this morning, but I
would like to have him answer that question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Actually,

Ms Swami, it was -- the Panel noted that that
table actually didn't give the relative
exceedence over criteria.

Those tables are

actually exceedences over existing conditions.
So, the actual question for Mr. Rawlings is with
respect to whether or not the standard for PM2.5
is indeed protective and to what extent it is his
understanding that there are some layers of
safety incorporated into that standard.
MR. RAWLINGS:
for the record.

Martin Rawlings,

In effect the Canada-wide

standards process looked at the available data
and determined that a Canada-wide standard of 30
micrograms per cubic meter provided an adequate
level of protection for the public.

There was a

caveat with respect to that and it's based upon a
Canada-wide standard of 30 micrograms per cubic
meter were compliance with the standard is based
upon the 98 percentile, not the absolute maximum.
In establishing the Canada-wide [indiscernible]
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Excuse me,

Mr. Rawlings, sorry to interrupt, but you're
cutting in and out, so we are not hearing you
very clearly.

I'm not sure if you're on a

speaker phone or what you're on, but can you
maybe see what you can do to make sure you're
coming through very clearly, please?

And I'll

ask the sound staff over here to try as well.
So, I'm very sorry, but can you
sort of start from the beginning?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Because you --

[indiscernible]

THE CHAIRPERSON:

-- you started

making statements around the Canada-wide standard
providing, there was an adjective, level of
protection, but I didn't get the adjective.
MR. RAWLINGS:
for the record.

Martin Rawlings,

I am trying it with the handset

and I am still getting an echo.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, but with

the handset you're now much clearer.
MR. RAWLINGS:
try and proceed.

All right.

I will

Martin Rawlings, for the

record.
In the Canada-wide standards
setting process consideration was given to
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available scientific literature and the level of
30 micrograms per cubic meter was determined to
provide an adequate level of protection for the
public.

The caveat that went with that was that

achievement of the Canada-wide standard was based
upon the 98th percentile of the data.

Meaning

the Canada-wide standard is set at 30 micrograms
per cubic meter, with a recognition that going
above that criteria as much as 2 percent of the
time would not exceed what was considered
adequate protection.

And again as we heard in

the question, the predictions were less than
1 percent of the time that we were going to
exceed the PM2.5 Canada-wide standard value of
30, and those exceedences would only occur on a
small isolated area immediately adjacent to the
fence line.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Rawlings.

Thank you,

I think that's adequate in terms

of the Panel's understanding.
So, I think that brings us to the
end of questions from registered participants.
Thank you to everyone to participated today
either by being here in person or watching the
webcast.

We will resume tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.
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The subject of tomorrow's session will be
expansion plans for the DGR project.
Good evening.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 6:21 p.m.,
to resume on Tuesday, September 16, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée
à 18 h 21 pour reprendre le mardi
16 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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OPENING REMARKS

MS MYLES:

Good morning everyone

and welcome to the Joint Review Panel Public
Hearing for the Deep Geologic Repository for Low
and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste Project.
My name is Debra Myles and I'm
the Co-Manager to the Panel.
We have simultaneous translation,
the English is on Channel 1 and French is on
Channel 2, headsets are at the back of the room.
Please keep your speech relatively slow for the
translators.
A written transcript is being
created for all proceedings and will reflect the
official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts are posted on the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Registry
Internet site on the DGR Project page.

To make

the transcripts as meaningful as possible, please
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identify yourself before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices.
The hearing is being webcast live
and the webcast, as well as the archived webcasts
are available on the homepage -- through the
homepage actually, of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission at www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A schedule for the additional
hearing days was posted on the Registry on August
26th.

Daily agendas that reflect changes made

since the 26th are prepared and posted on the
Registry each day.
The hearing will begin at
approximately 9:00 a.m. and end at approximately
5:00 p.m. each day.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and behind the screen to my
left.

Washrooms are in the lobby of the main

entrance and the wheelchair ramp and access are
located in the back parking lot.
In the event of a fire alarm,
please leave the building immediately.
If you are scheduled to make a
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presentation at today's session, please check in
with a member of the Panel Secretariat.
If you are a registered
participant and want to seek leave of the Chair
to propose a question for a presenter, you are
asked to speak with a member of the Secretariat
as well.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation today but would like to seek leave
of the Chair to make a brief oral statement, the
opportunity may be provided subject to the
availability of time each day and it must be for
the purpose of addressing one or more of the six
subjects that are the focus of this hearing.
As I said, opportunities for
either a proposed question to a presenter or a
brief statement at the end of today's session may
be provided on a first-come first-served basis,
time permitting.
In accordance with the Panel's
hearing procedures, the resumption of this public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
the six subjects of the Information Requests by
the Panel since November, 2013.
Neither presentations nor
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questions will be permitted if they do not follow
the hearing procedures.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos of today's session should speak with
the Joint Review Panel's Communications Advisor,
Lucille Jamault.
Thank you very much.
Dr. Swanson...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning.

On behalf of the Joint Review Panel, welcome
everyone here in person or joining us through the
webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste Project.
I am going to introduce the other
members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right

is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from
Ms Debra Myles, the Co-Manager of the Joint
Review Panel, and we also have Mr. Denis Saumure,
counsel to the Panel, with us on the podium
today.
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As noted in the published agenda,
the subject for today's session will be expansion
plans for the DGR project.
I would like to note that we have
a number of government departments on standby in
the event that the Panel has any questions for
them.
We will now proceed with
presentations by OPG, CNSC and Environment Canada
pertaining to the subject of expansion plans for
the DGR project.

The Panel will hear all three

presentations before proceeding with its
questions.
I would now like to call on OPG
to begin their presentation, which is based upon
PMD 14-P1.1E.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good morning,

Dr. Swanson and Members of the Panel.
My name is Laurie Swami, I am the
Senior Vice President responsible for
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Decommissioning and Nuclear Waste Management for
OPG.
Today OPG's presentation is on
the potential future expansion for the DGR
facility.

Mr. Jerry Keto will provide our

presentation.
Mr. Keto is OPG's Vice President
of Nuclear Decommissioning.

In this capacity he

is accountable for managing OPG's decommissioning
liability for all of its nuclear assets,
including the upcoming shutdown of the Pickering
Nuclear Generating Station.
He is accountable for the
execution of the DGR project.
Mr. Keto...?
MR. KETO:

Good morning.

For the

record, my name is Jerry Keto, Vice President,
Nuclear Decommissioning for Ontario Power
Generation.
I'm joined this morning by
Dr. Paul Gierszewski, Director of Safety and
Licensing with the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization.
The purpose of the presentation
today is to discuss the potential future
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expansion of the low and intermediate level waste
deep geologic repository.

I will discuss the

considerations for an expanded facility that was
assessed as part of the design development for
the various components and phases of the project.
Dr. Gierszewski will provide an
overview of the assumed decommissioning waste
characteristics and the impacts of these
additional wastes on conventional safety, as well
as both the pre- and post-closure safety
assessments.
I will then discuss the relative
timelines for a business decision to expand the
DGR, bounding it by the earliest timelines to
accommodate decommissioning waste and the latest
being the end of the planned DGR operational
period.
As noted in the 2013 hearings,
OPG are not requesting a site preparation
construction licence for an expanded DGR to
accommodate decommissioning waste.

Any future

expansion of the facility would require a
separate and complete regulatory and
environmental approval process.
Consistent with the EIS
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Guidelines, an expanded DGR for decommissioning
waste was considered a foreseeable project and,
as such, was considered in the cumulative effects
assessment.
However, there are several
uncertainties that can influence a future
decision to expand the DGR facility.

These

include the volume of waste to be received, the
characterization of the waste and when the waste
will be received.

These will then influence the

design of the facility expansion and support the
preparation of the pre- and post-closure safety
assessments.
OPG received three Information
Requests related to the potential future
expansion of the DGR.

EIS 12-512 requested OPG

to provide a technical assessment and all
associated reports for a proposed DGR to dispose
of decommissioning waste from the Darlington,
Pickering and Bruce nuclear generating stations,
as well as the anticipated timing of these
expansion activities.
Although such a formal standalone technical assessment was not completed as
part of the environmental assessment, the
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considerations for expansion of the DGR
facilities and structures, assumptions of
decommissioning waste volumes and
characteristics, and planning timelines were
provided and will be discussed in this
presentation.
EIS 12A-512 requested further
clarification of the consideration for
conventional safety of occupied underground areas
for the extended timelines, short and long-term
safety implications and a graphical
representation of the relative timelines for the
conceptual expansion.
EIS 12B-512 requested the maximum
doses for each of the preliminary disruptive
scenarios provided in the response to EIS 12A512.
Slide 5 shows the relative
positioning of a conceptual DGR expansion layout
at the Bruce nuclear site.
of the slide.

North is to the right

The expansion, optimizing existing

infrastructure, repository access and positioning
within the Cobourg formation is south of the
proposed DGR.
While the surface installation is
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contained within the proposed DGR project site,
the expanded underground footprint is not close
to Lake Huron and is within the boundary of the
Bruce nuclear site.
Supported by the detailed
characterization activities for the current DGR
application, it is expected that the Cobourg
formation can accommodate the additional panels
to the south of the proposed DGR.
This will need to be verified
through future site characterization with
additional deep boreholes.

It will also

incorporate experience gained through the
construction and operation phases of the proposed
DGR.
As mentioned in the previous
slide, an expansion would utilize the existing
infrastructure at the site.

Consideration in the

sizing and configuration of underground services
and ventilation have accounted for the potential
of future expansion.
The underground openings have
been designed for nominal 100-year design life.
This was done to accommodate the potential for
extended monitoring periods beyond the operations
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phase, as well as to provide for repository
decommissioning activities.
Geomechanical modelling and
ground support have also been considered for
these extended periods.

A description of

proposed ground support methods, as well as
monitoring and replacement, were provided in
OPG's Information Request response.
The potential safety implications
of an expanded repository will be discussed later
in this presentation.

Ventilation requirements

and re-mobilizing for future construction have
also been considered in the design.

As these are

required for the initial construction, they would
need to be re-established for expansion
development.
After the initial DGR
construction, those systems and equipment not
required for operations will be dismantled and
removed so as to not require ongoing maintenance
and management.
Waste emplacement would cease
prior to expansion and the emplaced waste would
be isolated by closure walls.

As such,

environmental emissions from the future
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development would not be different from that of
initial construction.

It is assumed that similar

construction and development techniques, for
example conventional drill and blast, would be
employed for the expansion.

Therefore, there is

no impact on the conclusions of the cumulative
effects assessment with respect to underground
construction.
Future surface impacts are
limited to the OPG project site and planned
facilities and structures.

The only noticeable

change is the increased size of the waste rock
management pile.

As described in the IR

response, the waste rock pile would increase in
size from 9 to 11 hectares and the height of the
pile would increase from 15 to 35 metres.
The sizing of the stormwater
management pond will be further assessed by OPG
and the CNSC as agreed in the 2013 hearings.
However, the ultimate sizing of the pond is not
expected to be impacted by the expansion
development.
All other facilities and
structures as proposed can accommodate future
construction activities.

As mentioned in the
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previous slide, this will include re-establishing
equipment.

For example, re-installing hoisting

equipment at the ventilation shaft and associated
waste rock handling systems.
Emissions associated with surface
activities will be consistent with those of the
planned construction activities as it is assumed
that similar equipment would be used during the
expansion.

As most of the facilities will

already exist, there would be less surface
disturbance during expansion than initial
construction.

Therefore, there is no impact on

the conclusions of the cumulative effects
assessment with respect to construction of
service facilities.
There are very limited changes in
operational activities in an expanded repository.
Prior to the initiation of construction, the
Western Waste Management Facility would need to
have sufficient capacity to store waste during
expansion construction.

Also, the emplacement

rooms underground that are filled with waste
would need to be isolated through the
establishment of closure walls.

All waste

emplacement activities will cease.
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Following construction,
operations would resume with no material changes
in the pre-closure safety considerations from
that of the proposed DGR.
discussed in slide 11.

This is further

There is no impact on the

conclusions of the cumulative effects assessment
with respect to operations.
I would now ask Dr. Gierszewski
to discuss the nature of the decommissioning
waste and the considerations of an expanded DGR
on both the pre-closure and post-closure safety
case.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Dr. Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
We do not have detailed
information at this time on the volume and
characteristics of the low and intermediate level
waste from decommissioning.

This

characterization will be determined many years
from now, closer to the period when the waste
will be generated as part of decommissioning of
the stations.
However, we know the general
nature of the waste and have made preliminary
estimates to support planning.

The waste types
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are expected to be similar to waste currently
received from operations and refurbishment.

The

amounts of the various waste types will be
different and the total radionuclide inventory
will be higher.

It is estimated that there will

be approximately 135,000 cubic metres of aspackaged waste without consideration for volume
reduction.

About 10 to 20 percent of the total

packaged volume will be intermediate level
wastes.

These account for the bulk of the

radioactivity.
Assuming that all reactors
initiate decommissioning 30 years following
shutdown, the total radionuclide inventory is
estimated to be 390,000 terabecquerels.

This

information, although preliminary, has been used
to provide a safety assessment in response to
this Information Request.
The preliminary estimate for
decommissioning wastes assumed that most metal
wastes would be simply disposed as-is.

This

estimate results in a large amount of low level
waste metal.

This in turn would result in large

amounts of hydrogen gas generation within the
repository over long times.
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Since this is mostly surface
contaminated metal, there is opportunity to
reduce the metal content of the wastes.
Importantly, the net result would be the same for
radionuclide inventory, but a smaller amount of
metal to be accommodated within the repository.
This would be considered as part of future
updates to the estimates for waste from
decommissioning.
The conventional safety
considerations for an expanded DGR are very
similar to those of the planned DGR.

Although

the expansion would extend the operating life of
the facility, relevant underground structures
have been designed for a nominal 100-year life.
Furthermore, the repository design takes into
consideration the inherent requirements for longterm stability.
The DGR planned geotechnical
activities will monitor the effectiveness of
ground stability over time.

Where required,

ground support would be augmented or replaced.
We note that there are examples of facilities
operating over these periods of time in similar
geologic settings, such as the Norton Mine in
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Ohio, which has been open since the 1940s.

The

photo shows the Barberton Mine in the U.S. which
is at similar depth to the DGR and was operated
for over 40 years.
During operations the
radiological impact for the assumed
decommissioning inventory would be similar to
those for operation and refurbishment waste.
This is because the waste package off-gassing of
volatile radionuclides such as tritium and
carbon-14 would be similar.
For workers who could be exposed
to gamma radiation, such as from cobalt-60, the
OPG radiation protection requirements would
ensure that the worker doses would remain within
the OPG dose targets.

Therefore, there is no

impact on the conclusions of the cumulative
effects assessment.
As per the Information Request,
post-closure dose impacts for waste from
decommissioning were estimated, however, these
impacts are based on very preliminary
calculations and would require detailed waste
characterization and a revised safety case with
detailed analyses.
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This slide summarizes the
potential impacts of including decommissioning
waste within the DGR.

It shows the maximum

calculated dose rate for three normal evolution
scenario cases and for disruptive scenario cases.
These results generally show an increase in the
maximum dose due to the increased inventories of
key radionuclides in the expanded repository.
However, doses would remain
orders of magnitude below the dose criterion for
normal evolution scenarios and within the risk
criterion for disruptive scenarios.

Therefore,

there is no impact on the conclusions of the
cumulative effects assessment.
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
The following slides illustrate
two planning scenarios for a decision on
expanding the DGR to accommodate decommissioning
waste.

The early and late scenarios show the

range in timelines from which a decision could be
made.
In both scenarios it is assumed
that additional DGR site characterization would
be required to support a decision to proceed and
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an additional four years would be required to
prepare for and obtain regulatory approval for
expansion.
As much of the site
infrastructure to support development will be in
place, construction is assumed to be
approximately four years.

In both cases, a

decision to expand the DGR would be made in
several decades.
The early scenario aligns with
the earliest possible dates that low and
intermediate level waste from decommissioning
could be available.

This assumes that

decommissioning starts approximately 30 years
following the safe storage period.

As such, a

decision to expand the facility would be required
by approximately 2035, preceded by site
characterization activities to have the facility
available to receive waste by approximately 2044.
This timing also coincides with
the filling of panel 2 and allows for the initial
closure walls to be installed.

Following

construction of the expanded repository, the
operations would resume and continue for
approximately 50 years, extending the life of the
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DGR by approximately 30 years to 2095.
The start of decommissioning for
both Darlington and Bruce nuclear stations also
assume that decommissioning occurs 30 years
following shutdown.
The late scenario is driven by
the end of the planned DGR operations in the
early 2060s.

A decision would be required to

expand the DGR facility for decommissioning waste
or close and decommission.

Decommissioning waste

from Pickering would need to be placed in interim
storage pending a decision to expand.

Should the

decision be to expand the DGR, Darlington and
Bruce nuclear station decommissioning activities
would occur following the expansion and could be
received directly.
The operations phase to emplace
decommissioning waste is reduced in this scenario
and, as with the early scenario, emplacement
activities are complete in 2095.
In conclusion, OPG is not seeking
approval for the expansion of the DGR for
decommissioning waste.

The placement of

decommissioning waste in the DGR is a planning
assumption.

There are many uncertainties that
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would influence the scope and timing of such an
expansion.

However, the expansion has been

considered as part of the design in the EIS
through the cumulative effects assessment and its
considered to be both technically feasible and
not likely to result in significant adverse
environmental effects.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We will now continue by
proceeding directly to the presentation by the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission which is PMD
14-P1.2E.
Dr. Thompson, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:

Good morning,

Madam Chair and Members of the Panel.
My name is Patsy Thompson.
the Director General of the Directorate of
Environmental and Radiation Protection and
Assessment with the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.

I'm
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With me today are Ms Kay Klassen,
Senior Project Officer for Licensing of Waste
Management Facilities; Ms Kiza Francis, the
Environmental Assessments Specialist on this
project and Dr. Son Nguyen, Geoscience Technical
Specialist, who are available to answer
questions.
CNSC staff's presentation will
focus on the effects -- the information provided
by OPG had on the cumulative effects assessment.
CNSC staff did review the
information to determine the impact the
information had on the current licence
application.

Should OPG apply to expand the

facility sometime in the future, CNSC staff would
initiate the regulatory process at that time and
this would include an environmental assessment
and a review of the licence application.
I will now ask Ms Klassen to
continue with the presentation.
MS KLASSEN:

Good morning.

My

name is Kay Klassen.
EIS 12-512 concerns the possible
expansion of the DGR project for additional low
and intermediate level radioactive waste
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resulting from future decommissioning of OPGowned reactors in the context of cumulative
effects assessment from the EIS Guidelines.
The presentation will provide
related background information, a summary of the
JRP's information request to OPG, the main points
of OPG's response, the basis on which CNSC staff
assessed the response and the results of our
review.
CNSC staff's assessment of the
impact of this additional information on our 2013
EIS and licensing PMDs to the Panel will also be
discussed.
To provide some background
information, OPG's project description was
submitted to the CNSC in late 2005 to initiate
the environmental assessment process under the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.

The

project description was for a geologic repository
for the long term management of low and
intermediate level radioactive waste from OPGowned or operated nuclear power reactors in
Ontario.
The size of the repository was
identified as approximately 200,000 cubic metres
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emplaced volume of waste.

The description also

acknowledged that if the DGR was permitted to be
deconstructed and then allowed to operate that
sometime in the future OPG may want to develop a
project to expand the repository for about an
additional 200,000 cubic metres emplaced volume
of low and intermediate level waste from
decommissioning activities for OPG-owned and
nuclear power reactors.
In 2011 an EIS and licence
application to prepare a site and construct a DGR
project was submitted.

About half of the waste

already in storage at OPG's Western Waste
Management Facility at the Bruce site is at the
Bruce site and the remainder is expected to be
generated over the remaining period of planned
operation and refurbishment of OPG's own owned
reactors.
The expansion of the DGR is not
part of the current proposed DGR project and is
not included in the licence application being
considered to construct the DGR project.
Expansion of the DGR facility in approximately
2055 for additional waste has been assessed in
the EIS under cumulative effects as a reasonably
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foreseeable project, one identified in OPG's
agreement with the Municipality of Kincardine.
In OPG's 2012 business plan the
Pickering commercial operations were identified
as ending in approximately 2020 with the expected
transition to storage and surveillance phases
from 2001 to 2051 and then the decommissioning
phase from around 2051 to 2064.

The operational

plans for the shutdown and transition to storage
and surveillance at Pickering are still in
development.
Following the JRP hearings in the
fall of 2013 the Joint Review Panel issued a
series of related information requests, EIS 12512 plus part "a" and part "b" asking for further
information on the possible expansion of the DGR
and the information request included the layout
of the expanded facility and changes to the DGR
project surface and subsurface layout, the
facilities and structures, the decommissioning
waste description and the timeline for a possible
project; also, the implications to pre- and postclosure safety, sequencing and mitigation
measures and the identification of the
radionuclides important in the assessment of
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post-closure disruptive scenarios for an expanded
facility.
OPG's response was that the
expanded DGR project would include two more
underground panels located in parallel to the
currently planned ones for an additional 200,000
cubic metres or so of emplaced waste.
The surface area for the
expansion concept would remain within the
proposed DGR project fenceline and would use the
existing DGR project surface and underground
systems and facilities to construct -- for
construction of the expansion and then operation
of the expanded facility.

OPG also expects to

apply proven and applicable mitigations from the
DGR project to the expansion construction and
operational activities.
OPG also provided information
that described the low and intermediate level
radioactive waste that would be generated from
decommissioning activities.

The waste material

includes expected low-level gloves, Tyvec covers
and other materials associated with workers at
nuclear power plants, plus concrete pressure
tubes, calandria tubes and end-fittings.

That
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waste is similar in its general description from
waste from operation but with more concrete and
metal content.

It also does not include ion-

exchange resin waste as they are associated with
operations and are dealt with as operational
waste.
OPG described the different early
and late timelines for the receipt of waste
arising from decommissioning activities,
identifying construction could commence as early
as 2040 or as late as 2068 and last approximately
four years.
OPG also described the possible
sequencing of waste panel use, identifying that
if construction occurred early it was possible
that waste from both operational and
decommissioning activities could be stored
together in the early scenario.

The placement of

operational waste would be ceased during
construction of the extra panels.
OPG's response included the
information requested regarding the implications
of an expanded DGR on both pre- and post-closure
safety.

OPG discussed the effects of changes in

timeline, the characteristics in inventory of the
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waste from decommissioning activities, possible
mitigations such as decontamination and recycling
of low-level metal, additional decay time and
additional shielding.
The application of experience
from the DGR project, possible mitigations of
containers to meet the radiation protection
requirements and further sampling and testing of
bedrock as needed near the area of the expansion.
I will now pass the presentation
to Ms Kiza Francis to discuss CNSC's staff's
review of OPG's response.
MS FRANCIS:

Thank you.

For the record, my name is Kiza
Francis.

I'm the Environmental Assessment

Specialist on this file.
The information provided by OPG
in response to this information request was used
by CNSC staff to confirm the cumulative effects
assessment review.

As per the Canadian

Environmental Assessment Act, a cumulative
effects assessment is completed by first
considering the predictive residual effects of
the proposed project, then examining the overlap
in time, space and type of effect of past and
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existing projects, planned projects and
reasonably-foreseeable future projects with the
predicted residual effects of the currently
proposed project.
The assessment takes the
predicted residual effects and looks at the
overlap, then identifies if in areas of overlap
there are any cumulative adverse impacts.

If any

cumulative adverse impacts are identified a
determination of their significance is completed.
Using that approach, CNSC staff’s
review of OPG’s response considered whether the
responses identified material changes in the
reasonably foreseeable expansion from what was
originally described and assessed in the EIS.
The review also considered
whether the identified changes resulted in
differences in the overlap of time, space, and
type of effect with the predicted DGR project
residual effects.
Finally, if the differences
affected the cumulative effects assessment in the
EIS and CNSC staff’s assessment of it, as
presented in PMD 13-1.3.
CNSC staff's review of OPG's
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responses found that the response provided
further details and clarifications on the
possible DGR expansion relative to what was
described and assessed in the EIS.
Having said that, there were
no changes in the general physical description of
the explanation concept relative to what was
included in the cumulative effects assessment of
the EIS.

The use of existing surface and

underground facilities, the expanded waste rock
area would increase in surface area and would be
higher but remains within the existing fenceline
and there are no expected changes to the size of
the surface water management pond.
There are no changes in the
general construction activity of the expansion
concept from that already considered in the
cumulative effects assessment of the EIS,
including the controls and mitigations necessary
to address process water, worker safety and
environmental protection.

Environmental

protection should be much like those in use
during underground development of the proposed
DGR project.

The expansion will benefit from the

mitigations and monitor performance of the DGR
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project during its construction and implement
best practices.
No changes in the general
operational activities before the expansion
concept from that already considered in the
cumulative effects assessment of the EIS.
Waste received following
expansion will be required to meet the existing
waste acceptance criteria.

Radiation dose within

the facility and at the fenceline will be
required to conform to the existing radiation
protection requirements and operational releases
from the facility are not expected to change.
It is important to identify that
all projects are staged developments.

The level

of detail associated with a possible future
project would also be less and more
conceptualized at this time, the more distant the
future project is.
Other information reviewed by
CNSC staff related to the timeline of the
expansion and sequencing of panel use.

The

expansion could commence as early as 2040 or as
late as 2068.

Expansion activities remain

similarly overlapped with other planned and
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foreseeable projects in the cumulative effects
assessment regardless of the early or late
development of the expansion.
If the expansion occurred
earlier, the sequencing of the use of waste
panels could change and it is possible that waste
from operational activities and decommissioning
activities could be placed in waste panels
together.

The nature of the waste emplacement

activities is not expected to change, but it is
important to ensure that the length of time that
rooms remain open is minimized.

The effect of

opening the space for additional wastes early
means increased inspections during operation to
assess the ground support safety and implement
any associated maintenance.
Therefore, CNSC staff would
expect planning of the sequencing to take this
into consideration.

The waste panels would still

be closed once they are full to reduce the
possibility of any radioactive releases and to
protect workers.

The timing of the

decommissioning and closure of the DGR facility
will remain unchanged and would still occur in
approximately 2100.
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The timing and sequencing does
not result in real changes to what was considered
in the EIS.
The response by OPG provided
clarifications on possible effects of the
expansion on pre-closure safety.

The additional

information covered topics such as the waste
characteristics on inventory, radiation
protection requirements and packaged shielding.
OPG has identified that pre-closure safety would
need to include consideration of the reactor
history and the decay period that would affect
the level of radioactivity in the waste from
decommissioning activities.

It could impact

radiation protection requirements for worker
safety including the need for overpacking and
shielding to address waste acceptance criteria
for emplacement in the DGR.
With the required application of
the radiation protection requirements and waste
acceptance criteria, worker dose would remain
controlled and CNSC regulatory requirements would
continue to be met.

Operation of an expanded

facility would also have benefitted from the
operational experience or OPEX of the DGR.
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The responses by OPG also
provided clarification on possible effects on
post-closure safety of the expanded repository
concept.

As the waste that would be added to the

repository are expected to contain more metals,
more gas could be generated by anaerobic metal
corrosion and possibly impact the long term
safety case.

As a large quantity of metal is

surface contaminated low-level waste, metal may
be minimized by decontamination and recycling and
by a reduction in the use of metal containers in
favour of concrete ones.
Therefore, these concerns at the
time of a licence application for expansion
construction are expected to be managed by
control of the waste and by having additional
information on the geosphere from further testing
and research over the operation of the DGR
project.
Information from detailed
decommissioning planning for the reactors would
include radiological surveys to support
decommissioning activities.

This information

would be used to develop the radiological and
chemical inventory necessary to conduct the
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safety assessment for expanded repository
performance.
In the long term the expansion
would add to the total inventory in the
repository, resulting in an approximate doubling
of the calculated peak dose which remains 5
orders of magnitude, well below the dose
criterion of 0.3 milliSieverts.
The cumulative effects assessment
for the construction of a possible expansion
indicates no change to the proposed construction
activities.

Noise and dust effects will be

reduced by established mitigations.

Furthermore,

the activities on the Bruce site would be similar
at any of the proposed timings of the expansion.
Therefore, CNSC staff has
concluded that there has been no changes
associated with assessing construction of the
expansion with the DGR project in the cumulative
effects assessment.
Similarly with operations, there
are no appreciable changes projected as there
continues to be similar activities and similar
effects.

The mitigations to address waste and

sequencing differences are understood so that
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activities remain within regulatory requirements.
For post-closure safety the
safety case will be better defined by the
reduction of uncertainties over the operational
period of the DGR project and projected issues
with gas generation can be addressed by waste
management practices.
In the current safety case gas
generation was conservatively assessed.

An

expanded DGR is expected to remain within the
bounding safety margins.

With respect to closure

and post-closure, no change in concept
performance is expected.
Turning to the impact that the
new information has on CNSC staff's assessment of
cumulative effects in PMD 13.P1.3, OPG's response
clarified possible changes in timelines,
description of the waste; mitigation for pre- and
post-closure safety.
Having said that, the
clarifications did not change the impacts of the
DGR project relative to the conceptual expansion
that was described in the EIS.

The

expansion of

the DGR project remains a reasonably foreseeable
project, adequately described and assessed
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conceptually for the purposes of cumulative
effects assessment and the information in PMD 13P1.3 remains valid:

No likely adverse cumulative

effects on the environment from the DGR project.
The impact that the new
information has on CNSC staff's assessment of the
licence application confirmed that the expansion
is not part of OPG’s licence application for site
preparation and construction and that the
information in PMD 13-P1.2 remains valid.
CNSC staff remains satisfied that
OPG is qualified and will make adequate
provisions to protect persons and the
environment.

In the event that OPG would want to

move forward with an expansion an application for
a licence and and an environmental assessment
would need to be conducted.
That concludes CNSC staff's
presentation.

We are available to answer any

questions the Panel might have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

We

will now proceed directly to the presentation by
Environment Canada which is PMD 14-P1.4.
Ms Ali, please proceed.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRESENTATION PAR
ENVIRONMENT CANADA

MS ALI:
everyone.

Okay.

Good morning,

My name is Nardia Ali and I'm the

Manager of Compliance, Promotion Expert Support
in Nuclear Operations at Environment Canada.
With me today is Sandro
Leonardelli, Senior Environmental Assessment
Coordinator for the DGR EA review at Environment
Canada.
We also have experts available
via phone if needed.
Environment Canada was requested
to be here today to present our review of the OPG
response to EIS 12-512, EIS 12A-512 and EIS 12B512 regarding the effects arising from an
expanded DGR.

For brevity, I will hereafter

refer to this as Information Request EIS 12-512.
For the presentation today, first
I will briefly describe Environment Canada's role
in the environmental assessment process,
Environment Canada's mandate and expertise
related to the DGR project review and the focus
of the review of the project.

Then, I will
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summarize Environment Canada's submission to the
Joint Review Panel dated July 2nd, 2014 related
to our review of OPG's responses to Information
Request EIS 12-512.
I will now explain EC's role in
the EA process.
Environment Canada participates
as a federal authority under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act to provide
specialist information and knowledge related to
our mandate as requested by the Joint Review
Panel.
Environment Canada has actively
participated in review of the Environmental
Impact Statement, provided a written submission
to the JRP on July 23rd, 2013 on the findings of
our review and actively participated in the 2013
public hearings.
Following those hearings in
November 2013 the JRP issued additional
information requests to OPG on several topics.
OPG provided its responses to those information
requests over the subsequent months.
On June 9th, 2014 the JRP
requested that Environment Canada provide a
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written review of OPG's responses to three of the
information requests and to participate in these
public hearings.
Environment Canada provided a
written submission to the JRP on July 2nd
regarding the adequacy of the OPG responses.
On August 15th the JRP again
wrote to Environment Canada requesting a
presentation on our submission on two of the
topics.

We are here today to present our review

of Information Request EIS 12-512 which deals
with the potential expansion of the DGR.
I will now describe EC's mandate,
expertise and focus of review.
Environment Canada's mandate and
expertise in relation to the DGR project is with
regard to impacts on and related to water
quality, water quantity, air quality, accidents
and malfunctions, migratory birds, species at
risk, ecological risk assessment and effects of
the environment on the project.
Environment Canada's review was
focused on potential effects of the project upon
the surface environment primarily during the
construction, operations and abandonment phases.
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Specifically, Environment Canada
reviewed the environmental effects arising from
the surface facilities, particularly the
implications of a DGR expansion to the waste rock
management area and the stormwater management
system, and air quality mitigation measures for
ventilation shaft emissions given the nature of
the decommissioning wastes.
The potential migration of
contaminants out of the repository during the
abandonment and long-term performance phase was
outside the scope of Environment Canada's mandate
and expertise.
Environment Canada's review
focused on whether the predictions and
conclusions in OPG's response were valid and
consistent with our own views and conclusions.
I will now provide EC's general
conclusions on several different topics.
In light of the conceptual level
of detail available from the proposed expansion,
Environment Canada's comments and conclusions are
qualitative in nature.
However, our conclusions about
the DGR expansion are supported by the
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quantitative effects assessments conducted for
the original DGR project, that is, they act as a
proxy for the effects anticipated from an
expanded DGR both in terms of types of effects
and their significance.
The information available from
the original EIS does allow for a higher degree
of certainty in these qualitative evaluations
than if there had been no prior effects
assessments.
Environment Canada has commented
upon the same issues that were discussed in our
original submission to the JRP dated July 23 rd ,
2013.
So my first topic is water
quality.
Regarding water quality,
Environment Canada generally concurs that the
stormwater management pond, if designed in
accordance with Environment Canada's previous
recommendations, would be able to provide the
same functionality for the expansion phase.
Similar effluent quality and
quantity would be expected for an expanded DGR
considering that the same sources and levels of
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contamination to water will exist.

However,

consideration should be given to ensuring that
the overall stormwater management system will be
designed to handle an expanded facility or allow
for additional capacity to be implemented should
it be required.
Also, the expansion does not
create any new issues in terms of spill
scenarios.

The expanded DGR does not change the

type or location of spills that are possible.
One notable difference arising
from an expanded DGR would be the timing of the
cessation of effluent treatment.

Considering the

increased tonnage and volume of waste rock at
surface, contaminant levels in the leachate and
runoff from the waste rock management area may
take longer to decline as compared to the
original DGR.
In any case, a decision to stop
treatment should be based on the untreated
stormwater management pond water quality as
monitored over the course of the operations phase
and decommissioning phase as per Environment
Canada's previous recommendation 3.11.
Other than timing of the
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cessation of treatment, Environment Canada's
prior conclusions and recommendations are still
valid.
I will now move on to water
quantity.
Regarding water quantity issues,
the only difference that the expansion creates is
in relation to maximum flood hazard assessment
and the hydrological modelling that supports the
design of the stormwater management pond.
The revised flood hazard
assessment that was previously recommended by
Environment Canada in our original written
submission in recommendation 3.13 and the revised
hydrological modelling for the stormwater
management pond per Canada Environment
recommendation 3.3 should incorporate any
relevant changes arising from the DGR expansion.
The expansion will also mean a
longer operations phase.

The importance of

factoring the effects of climate change for both
the maximum flood hazard assessment and the
design of the stormwater management pond
increases when considering a longer operations
phase.
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The expansion as proposed will
not affect the northeast marsh, nor will it
increase the small effect to Stream C previously
identified, that being a 0.8 percent flow
reduction.
The next topic is air emissions
conventional parameters.
With respect to conventional air
emissions, Environment Canada generally concurs
that air emissions resulting from the
construction of an expanded DGR would be similar
to those occurring during the original DGR
construction.

The same can be concluded for the

operations phase.
Therefore, the effects on air
quality from the expansion are bounded by the air
quality scenarios developed for the original DGR
proposal.
Depending on the timing of the
expansion, which OPG indicated would occur
approximately in the 2040s, background air
quality may differ from existing conditions.
Updated air quality modelling may be required at
that time.
For air emissions, radiological.
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As per radiological air emissions, Environment
Canada has not evaluated the implications of the
increased radionuclide inventory, that is,
quantities and range of radionuclides since
Environment Canada does not have the expertise to
verify OPG's description and quantification of
these changes.
With respect to the effect of the
expansion upon the underground ventilation
exhaust, there may be a need to sample additional
radionuclides in the ventilation exhaust.

This

will depend on the nature of the decommissioning
wastes and the expected radionuclides.
The CNSC should be consulted for
advice on this based on changes in the
radionuclide inventory.
Next topic is the terrestrial
environment.
Regarding the terrestrial
environment, assuming the expansion remains
within the existing footprint of the DGR site, no
additional terrestrial impacts are anticipated.
Our last topic is ecological risk
assessment.
IR EIS 12-512 did not request an
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evaluation of how the expansion might affect
radiological dose to non-human biota.

Therefore,

there is no new information in this regard for
Environment Canada to comment on.
That brings me to the end of the
presentation.

Thank you for your attention, and

we will be pleased to address your questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel Members, may I perhaps
start with Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
This is to OPG.

And on slide 6,

the description of the expanded facility features
underground include, by description, Cobourg
formation excavations, underground services,
ground support, ventilation and remobilization
for construction.
My first question is, does the
underground drainage expansion fall under any of
these topics and would any sump expansion or new
sump construction be needed for development?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
With respect to the underground
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drainage system that would be expected for
construction, the movement of the panels in the
direction to the south actually enables to
maintain the same drainage configuration as we
have planned for the proposed DGR Panel 1 and 2.
As such, there may be some
consideration for intermediate sumps at the end
of the panels and then perhaps pumping to the
main sump, but the main sump located at the shaft
location is sized adequately because, again, it's
sized based on the type of water consumption that
was expected during construction.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

So just for

further clarification, the expansion will be
coplanar with the planned DGR as is now and then
drainage will be passive over gravity.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
As we have in the current
configuration, specifically at the end of Panel
2, for instance, we actually have consideration
for sump pumping to the main sump.

But again,

it's because of the long access corridor between
the panels.
That would be the plan for the
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expansion as well, but once it gets to the point
of the main sump, then it is passive in gravity.
That's correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Well, for the

features, the description of the expanded
facility features that I had mentioned and that
were in your slide, Cobourg excavations,
underground services and so on, which of the
underground facilities listed would be considered
by OPG to be most critical for maintaining an
effective pre-closure safety case under normal
operating conditions?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The -- all of the facilities that
are planned in the shaft services area are
planned to be maintained.

And again, similar to

the plans for, say, configurations for the
expansion.

Those would follow a similar path as

what we were planning for Panels 1 and 2.
But the ventilation system, the
dewater systems, the refuse stations are the
critical components that we maintain through the
duration of those.

The underground shop

facilities and so on are not as important, but
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are planned to be maintained in the long term as
well in the expansion scenario.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

For all waste

operations both prior to and post-expansion, the
emplacement rooms, one of the principal
strategies for safety management is the -- that
the emplacement rooms containing waste would be
isolated using both in-room walls and closure
walls between panels.
And in view of what we have heard
on the WIPP situation, for example, where
somewhat accidental -- accidents of a large
nature have occurred, what special measures might
be required to ensure that worker and excavation
safety could be maintained against accidental
releases of radiologic contaminants from closed
emplacement rooms during either operational
period?
Are there any features that could
be planned or would be planned to mitigate
accidental releases of radiologic materials
before, for example, panel closure walls are in
place but where room closure walls are in place?
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for
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Just perhaps I could paraphrase
just so I am clear on the question.

This is

related to the operational phase prior to the
start of construction?
In the expansion -- in the
expansion considerations, there would be no
operational activities under way prior to
construction.

And the establishment of the

closure walls, which are the large monolith
closure walls that would be there to withstand
potential gas pressures in behind it, would be
installed prior to the initiation of construction
activities, so there's no connectivity to the
radiological inventory in the repository to that
during construction.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Let me change

the question, then.
Prior to the emplacement of
closure walls either during the pre-expansion
phase of post -- in post-expansion when the waste
is going in, either early or late scenario, would
there be any updated design feature plan changes
to monitor and enhance the safety of operators
who are undergoing the work forum placement?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for
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the record.
As we discussed previously, the
intention is to close a series of emplacement
rooms or a panel in its entirety under the
current plan.

But again, each of the emplacement

rooms themselves have the ability to have closure
walls established.
There's an end wall for
management of ventilation control and monitoring
and inadvertent intrusion along the ventilation
exhaust drift.

But at the front of the rooms --

each of the front of the rooms, we've allowed for
eight metres in the event that we've had to go in
and install a closure wall on any given panel
for, let's say, in the case of there was release
from specific emplacement room itself.
So we have consideration in the
design currently, and that would be the plan
moving forward to be able to isolate any given
emplacement room should that need to be.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And would such

plans for safety measurement include, as we
talked about before, failure of equipment,
radiologic monitoring equipment, would these be
essentially established throughout the
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underground networks including in front of these
closure walls or in the ventilation exhaust
pathways to give you an indication of any
untoward incidents as radiologic releases?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
During the construction phase
and, again, if I understand the question, is
should there be a release during the construction
phase where it's supposed to be a clean facility,
we would be monitoring for that, yes.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Now to go to

conventional safety.
What features would be required
to be implemented at a conceptual DGR due to
expansion in both time and size in terms of
support monitoring and refurbishment and
assessment of excavation integrity as methods for
maintaining operational safety over the long
term?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
In our response, we pointed to
several of the ongoing monitoring activities that
are planned for the DGR facility as well as the
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long-term modelling requirements that we had for
opening excavation, stability, ground support,
design and so on.
It would be a combination of
those activities, ongoing monitoring, monitoring
of the ground support systems themselves,
monitoring of the displacement of the emplacement
rooms, the pillars and so on.
So perhaps the geoscientific
verification plan discussion on Thursday would
also provide additional information with respect
to the planned monitoring activities to be able
to monitor the stability because whether we have
an extension of operations or we have the planned
DGR proposal, this ongoing monitoring is required
because, again, we want to be able to ensure that
we have the integrity of the openings for safety
-- for both pre-closure safety as well as postclosure because there's an assumption of the
emplacement rooms remaining open for extended
periods of time.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And where I'm

leading with those questions basically is to look
at conventional support.
In your conceptualization, we are
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going to be placing the DGR repository within a
saline environment.

The water inflow will cause

a change in the atmosphere in the excavations.
Would corrosion of support media
over the long interval of repository expansion be
anticipated or could it be anticipated when it is
known that a steady inflow of the concentrated
saline solution will occur?

And remembering that

you have mentioned analogues, the Norton mine,
for example, is this under the same environmental
conditions as saline inflow?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We have considered the saline
nature of the groundwater in terms of the ground
support design.

We've looked at it both in terms

of how we would be able to mitigate it in the
proposed, looking at protection of the ground
support system as well as cathodic protection of
cable bolts -- you know, looking at cable bolts,
we'll have it grouted -- epoxy grouted and as
well as having cathodic protection on it.
But we do anticipate that there
is the potential for the degradation of the
ground support system over time because of the
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ceiling conditions, and the monitoring of the
ground support system is designed in order to be
able to identify the potential through NDE
examination of bolts and so on and the bolt
program to be able to address this so that we can
anticipate replacement requirements.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you for

mentioning the cathodic protection.

I was going

to ask you what kind of features you would be
looking at to characterize, and the nondestructive testing of the rock bolts.
The current or the standard
feature in most underground mining operations is
for destructive testing.

Its actual pull tests

where the supports are pulled from the walls.
Would you consider also doing
such testing, or would it all have to be nondestructive, knowing that should you do
destructive testing, you're damaging the rock
wall and you would have to replace either in
another hole or in that hole with enhanced
construction?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
No, we will also be doing pull
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testing of the ground support as well.

That is

already planned as part of the DVP.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you for

your examples, too, of support technology.
On slides 13 and 14 -- and this
is for the early scenario plan.

On slide 13,

assumed expansion activities have been outlined
and will include two years of additional site
characterization work.
On slide 14 on the early scenario
plan plot, can you confirm that this process will
take place concurrent with emplacement operations
for the existing waste and refurbishment waste?
This would be shown on slide 14
specifically, the two-year characterization phase
and emplacement.
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Yes, that investigation would be
concurrent with operating activities.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Is there any

consideration in the safety case for those
workers who would be doing the characterization
work which would be fairly long-term, no doubt,
at the same time that emplacement operations are
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under way?
They would be most likely exposed
to a larger dose effect because they would have
to work concurrent with emplacement operations.
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
For the most part, this would be
surface investigation.

Any investigation from

the underground would be by workers trained in
radiation protection.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

Then that's my next question.
What types of activities would
characterization include, and part of that was
would it be consideration of horizontal drilling
from site below ground or would it be drilling
vertically from sites above ground?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The level of detail of what the
characterization activities would be has not been
determined at this point.

There would be,

obviously, the consideration for horizontal
drilling to ensure the continuity of the Cobourg
formation from the DGR.

However, the current
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planning assumption right now is that we would
have a series of, again, vertical boreholes from
surface and the observations of the underground
response during the operations phase.

If there

would be a need or a benefit from horizontal
drilling, it would be considered.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

The reason I

raise that is you would already have access to
horizons at depth and normal mining procedure is
to drill from the site to minimize the amount of
drilling so -- that is, long as cost is no
concern.

It's -- okay.
Thank you.
My next question is based upon

EIS 12A-512 on page 9.
From either the early or the late
closure scenarios for Panels 1 and 2, the initial
rooms of Panel 1 are shown to be available for
rail-based waste emplacement.

These are special

wastes designed for short transport distance
heavy weight, and in the larger rooms.
The requirement to accommodate
additional decommissioning waste would also most
likely have rail-based waste types that will need
to be in place.

Is that correct?
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MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Yes, that's correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Where in the

early or late expansion sequencing layouts shown
in Figures 4 and 5 would such -- would additional
rooms be located for these materials, or do you
plan to have all of the special waste materials
from current and decommissioning processes be
capable of being placed in only the initial five
rooms of Panel No. 1?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
We would have that panel
available to us for the early scenario for railbased waste.

On the late-based, we'd have to,

obviously, explore some alternatives such as
different type of packaging or transport
underground.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

If you are

going to the late-based scenario there, that
means that the equivalent waste materials that
would have been placed in the first five or so
rooms of Panel 1 would need to be replaced in
equivalent rooms of such a size and with a railed
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transport delivery system built to it in -somewhere in Panels 3 and 4.
Is that correct?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Yes, that's correct.

Or

repackaged.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And that

would, therefore, require the inclusion or
installation of new rail-based transport systems,
new steel works and fairly heavy structural work
to accommodate the large waste.
The question here is, would all
of the rail infrastructure be left in place or
would that be withdrawn as the final closure
takes place?

Because this might be another

source of gas production because of the steels.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Our current assumption is that
the rail base -- the rail-based transport for the
proposed DGR remains in place and it's calculated
as part of the overall gas generation
calculation.

And again, if we look at the

expansion, should there be a need to add rail, it
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would be very much similar to what we did in the
first case, which is limit the amount of rail
that would be required and bring it to the
closest facilities available to do that.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
question for OPG.

And one last

Mr. Keto, in your initial

opening statement you made the statement that the
planned DGR and expanded underground repository
facilities will all lie within the boundaries of
the Bruce nuclear site.
MR. KETO:

Is that correct?
Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Yes, that is correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

From CNSC's

slide 6 the statement is made that expansion
concept is to remain within the DGR project fence
line, and we seem to have a discrepancy here.
Would anybody be able to tell me
which is the correct statement?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We indicated on slide 6 that that
would be the surface infrastructures would be
within the fence line.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

The basis of
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my question is are there any legal limits in
place that would restrict the repository and
expansion facility to have to lie within the
Bruce nuclear site or the DGR planned areas?
Are there any legal restrictions
for underground placement and boundaries?
Seeing as this is not considered
by Ministry of Natural Resources to be a mine and
does not have to be claim staked to gain
ownership.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Just for clarity, that the
planned expansion takes place far into the
future, and at that time OPG will receive all of
the lands back.

That is the current vision of

what would take place, so there is no legal
restriction in the future for that type of an
expansion.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much for that clarification.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

MEMBER MUECKE:
are directed to OPG.

Dr. Muecke?

Yes, my questions
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Plans for the expanded DGR use
the same access shafts as the proposed DGR.

This

positions them in the northern extremity of the
expanded DGR.
Haulage distances for waste and
personnel during the construction phase and
haulage of waste packages and personnel during
the operational phase will be increased as a
result.
Mining accidents most commonly
involve movement of equipment.
been mentioned before.

I think that has

How has this factored

into conventional safety assessments for the
expanded DGR and how does this conform with the
statement on slide 11 that conventional safety is
very similar to the original planned DGR?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
With respect to the vehicular
movement both during the expansion phase for the
construction equipment as well as that for the
operations phase, although there is an increase
in the length travelled versus the option of
perhaps putting an additional shaft closer to
those workings was considered, the amount of
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transport occurring during the operations phase
is somewhat limited.

The plan is for 24 low-

level bins or four intermediate-level packages in
a given day.
So the transportation of
equipment underground during the operations phase
is somewhat limited.

In construction it is a

little bit more aggressive, but again it is using
a similar infrastructure for waste rock handling
at the shaft services area, which has already
been considered as part of the conventional
safety assessment for the proposed DGR project.
One of our key considerations was
creating another pathway for the long-term
closure and post-closure scenario, which we felt
that the addition of an additional shaft requires
additional seals and there is the potential to
again position that closer to the existing panel.
So moving away from the shaft
area from a post-closure perspective is actually
more preferential because again you are removing
the waste further and further away from the
closest path.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So if the Panel

understands correctly, a third shaft, in your
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estimation, would potentially provide yet another
potential pathway to the surface and that
outweighs any safety concerns regarding
conventional mining methods which would involve
the longer distance?
And in addition of course, a
third shaft would provide escape in terms of
accidents and radiological malfunctions during
the working phase?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We have every confidence that we
have the ability to protect the workers in this
scenario.

Looking at existing experience within

mining operations within Canada where these types
of haulage distances are not out of the norm, the
use of refuge stations as we have proposed
enables for a quick retreat of individuals and
allows us then to again be able to have the
protection mechanisms for the workers.
And then, again, it is a balance
of looking at it more in terms of post-closure
analysis because, again, we have every confidence
that the safety of the workers is maintained
within the proposed expansion layout.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

On a completely

different vein, could you confirm what the plans
are regarding drilling additional vertical test
holes in the area of or around the area of the
expanded DGR?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I am going to give you an initial
response and then ask perhaps Mark Jensen to add
some additional information.
Again, the details of a site
characterization program for the expansion hasn't
been drafted in any great detail.

However, we

would want to be able to again confirm the extent
of the vertical stratigraphy within the site as
we move to the south to ensure, again, because we
have -- the shield cap rock is of importance to
us.
So we would want to verify again
the continuity of the lateral extent of that.
Again, we talked about the opportunity to look at
horizontal drilling at the Cobourg level horizon
itself, but again we would want to have
confidence in the lateral extent of the vertical
stratigraphy as well.
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I don't know if Mr. Jensen has
anything to add?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
The surface base site
characterization using vertical and inclined bore
holes would be very similar to what has happened
over the last -- the period between 2006 and
2010.

The bore holes would be drilled from

secure sites, measuring 50 x 50 metres.

They

would be vertical and they would be planned so
that they would not intersect the repository
footprint.

We would still have that 100 metre

respect distance.
But as Mr. Wilson mentioned, a
key will be looking at the integrity and
continuity of these units to ensure that they can
contain and isolate the waste.
MEMBER MUECKE:

And these would

be planned down to the Cobourg formation or
perhaps even deeper?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
These holes would be planned into
the top of the Cambrian and to ensure that we
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have the entire sequence above and below the
repository level.
MEMBER MUECKE:

When would you

plan to drill these holes?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The planning for drilling of the
holes would not -- we wouldn't plan that until
there was a business decision to proceed with an
expansion of the DGR facility, that that is a
decision that would take place in future as we
consider how to manage the decommissioning waste.
While I know we have said it is a
plan, it is a consideration for us, it is not yet
a business decision.

And so the drilling

operations would not take place until there was a
business decision to proceed.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Has OPG

considered the possibility of drilling these
holes prior to construction of the first DGR in
order to further evaluate the continuity of the
strata at the site and to expand the database on
the physical and chemical characteristics of the
strata of the repository and the cap strata?
Such activity could be considered
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part of the Geoscience Verification Plan.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
As I mentioned just now, we have
not made a business decision to proceed with the
expansion of the DGR so, no, we have not
considered doing that work at this point in time.
MEMBER MUECKE:

On slide 10 it

states that for decommissioning waste, low-level
waste, the contamination is largely surface-based
and the material could be decontaminated to
reduce the amount of metal placed into the
repository.
Could you provide the Panel with
more information on the fate of the radionuclides
connected during the decontamination process?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Any decontamination processes for
surface contaminated metals, whatever methodology
was used, whether it is, you know, physically
wiping or grinding or whatever the technique is
for removing any surface contamination, that
surface contaminant would become or continue to
be part of the inventory for the DGR.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Would some of

this material be in a liquid state?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
No.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now

take a break before the Panel resumes its
questions.
So let us reconvene at 10:40.

--- Upon recessing at 10:25 a.m./
Suspension à 10 h 25
--- Upon resuming at 10:42 a.m./
Reprise à 10 h 42

MS MYLES:

Could everyone take

their seats please?
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel will

now resume its questions based on the three
presentations of this morning.
This question is addressed to
both OPG and CNSC, and it pertains to the postclosure safety case under the expansion scenario.
Would you confirm that the
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conceptual models used for both normal operations
and disruptive scenarios for the possible
expansion case are at least as conservative in
their assumptions as the conceptual models used
for the proposed DGR, and that the individual
calculation cases adequately bound both normal
and disruptive scenarios for the expansion case?
OPG?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So with respect to the conceptual
models, the answer is yes, they are appropriate
for the expansion case.

And with respect to them

being bounding, again I just would want to
emphasize at this point the calculations are
preliminary, the estimates of inventory are
preliminary.
So in that context I can't say
that they are absolutely bounding until we have
more information on the inventory.

But within

the assumed inventory that we are asked to
assess, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC?

Patsy Thompson.

will ask Dr. Son Nguyen to respond.

I
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DR.. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
I agree with OPG's -- NWMO's
statement on this thing.

So the calculations --

actually, it is just double the inventory and the
rock characteristics, and the favourable
properties of the geosphere at the same in order
to do this extrapolation.

So CNSC concurs with

this assessment by OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So as a follow-

up question to both OPG and CNSC, what are the
primary differences in uncertainties between the
proposed DGR safety case and the safety case for
expansion?
And what are the primary
consequences of these differences in
uncertainties on the results of the two safety
cases?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I think, as was discussed in the
submission, that some of the differences are
related to the characteristics of the waste
material.

So there are some differences in the

nature of the radionuclides that we expect to be
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important.

We have done a preliminary assessment

of those, but we would want to get more
information on the quantities of those
radionuclides.
We have talked about the
difference in the metal content in the waste,
which will affect the gas generation store.

And

again, that would need more detailed assessment
if we were submitting this as an actual licence
application, to have confidence in that aspect of
it.
And it probably would be handled,
as we have already noted, through going back -taking this as planning information, going back
to the decommissioning folks and saying, okay,
metal is important here, so be more careful in
your next iteration about rather than just
assuming it is all going down.
So there is information that
maybe it is uncertain at this point, but it is
feedback to the design and an opportunity to
reduce that uncertainty going forward.
Otherwise, the wastes are of the
time that we have already addressed, the
repository is in the Cobourg formation.

And
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again, the site characterization needs to be done
to just affirm the lateral predictability that we
are expecting.

So that is another class that we

would want to affirm.
I think those are the three
points that occur to me.
So the consequences of the
uncertainties.

In terms of the radionuclides,

the decommissioning has -- sorry, the estimates
that we have done so far have indicated that the
key radionuclides, even with decommissioning, are
likely to be the same ones that we already have
considered in the current planning.
And again, those would be -- they
are kind of core radionuclides that are produced
in bulk and we have a reasonably good estimate
for those inventories.

So I think that

particular uncertainty can be addressed well.
I think the physical composition,
again, we don't have that information now, but I
believe that that can be addressed well as we go
through the actual planning and characterization
of them and that the site characterization, again
from a planning point of view, the current
information is that we do have that lateral
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predictability, but again, from the site
characterization program I think will help nail
down that as a certainty.
So I don't have a quantified
estimate off it, but I can see these kind of
uncertainties are all amenable to reduction as we
go forward into the more detailed planning stage.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And as a

supplemental, Dr. Gierszewski, could you provide
the Panel with a specific example of how the
uncertainty around the radionuclide -- the
specific radionuclides in the decommissioning
expansion case were accounted for in your
bounding calculations?
In other words, can you
succinctly state to the Panel again that you are
really -- that you are confident that,
notwithstanding the uncertainty you have just
described around the radionuclide characteristics
in inventory in the expansion case, you are
confident you are bounding that uncertainty in
your safety case?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So, again, I just want to be
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cautious.

We haven't submitted a licence class

safety assessment at this time, so I just want to
be cautious about expectations around bounding,
but within the information that we have available
we expect, for example, a much larger amount of
nickel radionuclides in the decommissioning waste
because that is a component of steels and there
will be more steel from the metal components, the
calandria and so on, so there is an example of
the nuclide that we would expect to see much more
of in decommissioning waste than we have in the
current operational waste.
But when you look at the results
of what the post-closure safety assessment tells
us, while nickel, short and long-lived
radionuclides are important, they are just not
the dominant dose contributors to the total dose.
So uncertainties in those, again, aren't critical
to the safety case, it is more driven by
radionuclides there would be more confidence in.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, would you

respond to the same question, please?
Do you need me to repeat it?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,
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We did mention in our
presentation that there is a difference in the
peak dose, but it still was quite a bit below the
assessment criteria and that difference was
attributed essentially to the difference in
inventory between the proposed project and the
expansion scenario.
Dr. Nguyen will go into more
detail in terms of your question.
DR. NGUYEN:

So I agree with

Dr. Gierszewski's comments about the uncertainty
on the waste inventory.
With respect to the
characteristics of the geosphere of the rock
mass, the host rock formation and the caprock
formation, at the present time, if we are
planning for the present, if we are looking at
uncertainties at the present day for the
expansion scenario, maybe there is a little bit
of additional uncertainty related to the
favourable characteristics, like the low
permeability, the lack of major fractures and all
this kind of thing because the footprint is
outside the area of the current proposed DGR.
this would be narrowed down.

So
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At the time when the expansion is
actually considered, the uncertainties would be
much more reduced because after 60 years of
operation with the GVP and additional borehole
characterization, I believe at that specific time
the uncertainties associated to both the current
DGR and the expanded DGR would be much more
reduced as compared to present time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Again, a

supplemental to the CNSC, we understand,
Dr. Nguyen, your explanation regarding reducing
uncertainties if the expanded proposal comes
forward to the CNSC; that is not the question.
The question is, in the current
cumulative effects assessment, is CNSC confident
that the acknowledged uncertainties with -particularly the three sources of uncertainties
we have just heard about from Dr. Gierszewski,
have been adequately addressed such that we can
be confident that the cumulative effects under
the expansion scenario have not been
underestimated?
DR. NGUYEN:
record.

Son Nguyen, for the

Thank you for that clarification.
I believe so, because with
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respect to the rock formation there are many
lines of evidence from the site characterization
program and the regional data that it is
relatively uniform and predictable, so I believe
the uncertainties do not affect the overall
conclusion.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

My next question is to both the
CNSC and the Ministry of Transportation.
So first to CNSC.

Are there any

specific regulatory requirements to staff's
knowledge to ensure safety when transporting
decommissioning wastes?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The Transport and Packaging
Regulations of the CNSC would essentially ensure
the safety of the transport of the
decommissioning waste or waste arising from
decommissioning and essentially the types of
radionuclides, the radiation fields and
characteristics of the wastes would essentially
fit within the currently approved packages and
practices that have been in place for
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transporting radioactive waste.
So there is not a category of
waste that would be -- the results of
decommissioning activities that would not already
have been transported and for which packages are
not actually currently approved.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
to CNSC.

A supplemental

Therefore, the Panel understands that -

- staff understands from CNSC that, for example,
very large decommissioning components are also
encompassed by your current guidelines and
regulations?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the the record.
There is a regulatory process in
place for what are called accepted packages, so
things that don't fit into sort of standard
packages that have been tested.

So there is a

protocol to have accepted packages approved for
transportation of certain things with the testing
requirements in place.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The Ministry of Transportation.
Does your Ministry have specific requirements or
regulations associated with decommissioning
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waste?
MR. FAVELL:

Martin Favell, for

the record.
My understanding is that with
respect to regulatory requirements we are likely
talking about the Transportation of Dangerous
Goods Act, so I am looking to Warren Reynolds who
is on the telephone on teleconference to
hopefully help me out with that question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Reynolds,

did you hear the question?
Mr. Reynolds, are you there?
Perhaps you are on mute.
Hmmm...

We will pause for a

minute and hopefully the Ministry of
Transportation individual will be able to patch
in through the telephone and we'll return to this
question, but I do have a supplemental while we
are waiting back to CNSC.
Does the CNSC, to staff's
knowledge, interact explicitly with the Ontario
Ministry of Transportation regarding the various
jurisdictions, provincial versus federal,
governing transport of dangerous goods?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,
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for the record.
The short answer is yes, but for
any more details I would have to get information
from our Transport Division staff at the CNSC.
I could come back in the
afternoon, if you like.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
necessary.

That won't be

We just needed to confirm there were

communication channels.
I will try one more time.
Ministry of Transportation, are you on the phone?
MR. REYNOLDS:

I am now.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Excellent.

--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So the question

was, under Transportation of Dangerous Goods, are
there specific requirements that would address
the nature of the decommissioning wastes,
particularly the sizing issues?
MR. REYNOLDS:

May I ask a few

questions?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. REYNOLDS:

Of course.

In regards to

decommissioning waste, what kind of waste would
we be talking about, first of all?

Like are we
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talking during the transportation, are we -- and
specifically when you talk about decommissioning,
are you talking about whether or not this would
be regulated at that point in time, given the
size or the weight of the product?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'm asking

whether there would be specific regulations that,
yes, would apply to the range of characteristics
of decommissioning waste, acknowledging that the
radiation related concerns are in the purview of
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, but in
terms of safety from the conventional safety
point of view in the transportation of the range
of types of materials, which the Panel
understands can include some rather large and
unwieldy components, but I would ask OPG to
clarify our understanding of that.
So perhaps, first of all,
Mr. Reynolds, we will ask OPG to clarify the
range of types of packages and then I will go
back to you.
MR. REYNOLDS:

That would be

good; thank you.
MR. KETO:
record.

Jerry Keto, for the
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At this time in the planning for
decommissioning we expect that any large
component segmentation would occur at the site
being decommissioned and waste would be shipped
via conventional road transportation, much like
it is today.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Mr. Keto,

the Panel understands from your response that the
larger components would be reduced in size by
whatever means so that they would fit into a
standard, for example, tractor trailer type
conveyance?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto.

Yes, that's correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr.

Reynolds...?
MR. REYNOLDS:

For the record,

the Transportation of Dangerous Goods
Regulations, there is specific exemptions for
quantities that are less than 150 kilograms.
They aren't regulated in that particular case.
However, though, when it comes to nuclear waste,
there probably is -- they would be regulated, no
question about it.
I haven't got the specifics in
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front of me exactly.

What I can do is as an

undertaking I can get back to the Panel, to the
Committee in that regard, and it should take me
less than an hour.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Reynolds.

Thank you,

We won't grace it with the

formality of an undertaking, we will just wait
for your response after lunch.

That would be

most appreciated.
MR. REYNOLDS:

Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So on the same

theme of transportation -- and this is directed
to OPG -- please confirm for the Panel our
understanding that the cumulative effects
assessment assumed no additional safety
considerations or incidents on the highways and
the roads with respect to transportation of the
decommissioning waste.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Generally, we didn't see an
increase in safety incidents as a result of this
proposed project.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And may the

Panel ask the basis for this assumption?
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MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We currently transport low and
intermediate level waste routinely, as we have
discussed through this hearing process, due to
our operations and will be for refurbishment
waste streams and when we move into the actual
decommissioning waste transportation, that type
of waste transport will have ended for that
particular facility and so there will be an
offsetting effect.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

This question is also to OPG.
Given the possible timing of the
expansion, anywhere from 30 to 40-plus years from
now, is the assumption that equipment and
construction methods will be the same for
expansion a conservative assumption?
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Yes, that would be a conservative
assumption.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I will now turn to the CNSC and I
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would draw your attention to the recommendation
of the CNSC No. 13, which we also discussed
yesterday.

So we are talking now about the

stormwater management pond and I will read out
the recommendation.
"CNSC staff recommend that
OPG confirm the size of the
stormwater management pond
based on an updated PMP
before construction begins."
"An alternate design that
would minimize while
maintaining the structural
integrity of the pond, the
potential for the release of
untreated water and pond
sediment during large storm
events would also be
considered."

(As read)

Given that recommendation, would
CNSC staff clarify for the Panel what the
definition of "minimize" means and would this
definition change in any way for the expansion
case?
--- Pause
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will provide some information
and then, if more information is required,
Dr. Shizhong Lei is back in the office and we can
confer with him at lunch time.
Essentially the expectation is
that if the project is approved that OPG, as part
of the detailed design, provides a demonstration
essentially that the pond could, with the
expected weather conditions that have been
modelled, hold the amount of water required to
take into consideration severe rain events.
In terms of what we would expect
in terms of minimization is to conduct an
assessment that would essentially go through
scenarios and those scenarios that would result
in the discharge of untreated pond water or pond
sediment would have to have a very low occurrence
and when they occurred that the impacts on the
environment would need to be within an acceptable
range, so would not lead to significant
environmental effects.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
question -- sorry.

Similar
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DR. THOMPSON:

Sorry, but I don't

think for the time being that we have set, you
know, minimize as a recurring period.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Directing a similar question to
Environment Canada.
So in your submission you note
that:
"A notable difference arising
from an expanded DGR would be
the timing of the cessation
of effluent treatment."
Given that statement, would
Environment Canada provide the Panel with more
rationale for why you feel the expansion case
would not in any way change your conclusions or
recommendations regarding the sizing of the
stormwater management pond, considering it is
going to have to operate for quite a bit longer
in time and over into -- well into the period of
predicted climate change?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So, again, we have emphasized
throughout the hearings process and in our
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submissions that we feel that the stormwater
management pond should be sized while taking into
account the potential effects of climate change.
So that would be to increase the capacity of the
pond in order to negate any potential future
increases in precipitation or, you know, in the
intensity and frequency of the events.

So we are

looking for additional capacity to accommodate
potential effects of climate change.

So we have

said that throughout, we have been consistent on
that.
I'm not sure why you understand
that we are different in this regard in terms of
the expanded facility, because we are not.

We

have stated somewhere in here that -- yeah, okay,
so Nardia has found the appropriate reference,
thank you.
We say here that:
"...consideration should be
given to ensuring that the
overall stormwater management
system will be designed to
handle an expanded facility,
or allow for additional
capacity to be implemented
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should it be required."
Now, that is still factoring in
our position in regards to additional capacity
reflecting potential effects of climate change.
So we are not different than -in anywhere else that we have stated that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Next question

is to both OPG and CNSC and we are shifting gears
again back to metals.
OPG noted that metal
decontamination can or will occur to reduce the
overall volume of metal potentially going into
the repository should expansion scenarios go
ahead.
So to OPG and to CNSC, are either
of your organizations sponsoring development of
decontamination and recycling methodology for
metal components?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
As Lise Morton stated a couple of
days ago, we are embarking on some pilot projects
looking at techniques such as decontamination of
large metal objects.

So this is something we are

in the very early stages of exploring.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

So just to

confirm, what Ms Morton was describing the other
day did in fact include these large metal
components and you already have some to work
with?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Yes, that's correct.

We have

some steam generators from Bruce Power that were
replaced during refurbishment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

CNSC...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We are not sponsoring work for
research related to decontamination methods.

We

have and are participating in international work,
for example, at the IEA to set regulatory
requirements for the contaminated material so
that -- in relation to clearance levels that they
can be safely taken out of regulatory -- out of
regulation, for example, for scrap metals and
things like that.
So we are doing that type of
work, but not actually sponsoring research or
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work in terms of engineering or technical methods
for decontamination.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr.

Thompson, to paraphrase, just to make sure the
Panel understands.

So the CNSC is participating

in international dialogue with respect to when a,
for example, metal object that has had the
surface radioactivity removed is low enough to no
longer qualify as radioactive waste; is that
correct?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That's right, and it's not just
dialogue there's actually IEA safety standards
and safety guides that have been developed
looking at various uses of the contaminated
material to ensure that they can be safely put
into outside of regulation, they are low enough
essentially to be removed from regulation, or
cleared from regulation, as the word says.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The next question is to OPG and I
have a couple of questions regarding the waste
rock management area.
So my first question is:

Is OPG
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considering modifications to the original waste
rock management area design for the licence
currently sought, so for the proposed DGR, to
help ensure that possible future increases in the
waste rock management area can be accomplished
sustainably with no or minimal disruption of
already reclaimed areas and continued protection
of the wetlands?
The Panel is referring, for
example in your submission to your use of the
term "holistic planning".

So that's the context

of this question.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Yes, we have considered -- now,
we are not considering changes to the proposed
areas or the methods in which we would establish
the waste rock management area for the proposed
DGR, but what we have considered is the ability
to be able to put the waste rock management for
potential expansion within the same footprint or
generalized within the same footprint of the
existing without the need to introduce new ditch
systems and to have changes to the overall
stormwater management system on the site so that
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the proposed stormwater management system is set
and the expansion of the waste rock pile would
fit within that.
So we have considered it such
that we wouldn't have to go in and, as you say,
disturb areas to perhaps move drainage ditches or
other activities.

The drainage system as

proposed would be sufficient.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

As a supplemental to that, the
Panel would be interested in OPG again reminding
us whether you were planning ongoing reclamation
of the waste rock management area in any way?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
As we had discussed previously,
the current reference for reclamation of the
waste rock management area is at the close of the
DGR project and this is one of the considerations
for that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The next

question regarding the waste rock management area
now brings in back to air quality issues.
So can we confirm that
Mr. Rawlings is on the phone?
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MR. RAWLINGS:
for the record.

Martin Rawlings,

Yes, I am on the phone and

available.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So the question is:

Is there any

reason to expect increased particulate emissions
or emissions of any other constituents of
potential concern from the expanded waste rock
management area?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Martin Rawlings,

for the record.
So I will limit my responses to
non-radiological releases, which is really what
the air quality assessment looked at.

The

potential releases of radiological compound
either from the project or the waste rock pile
were dealt with as part of the safety case and
the radiation and radioactivity TSD.
The expectation would be that the
waste rock pile would be constructed, in the
event of an expansion, with the same type of
materials, same size of materials and same
processes that were generally used for
constructing the waste rock pile.
The material has the potential to
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emit dust during its construction with the
activity of equipment, the placement of the
material and activities of equipment on the waste
rock pile positioning it, such as bulldozers and
things of that nature.
Those emissions were quantified
and included in the air quality assessment and
the assumption would be that in the event of an
expansion in the future there would be similar
sorts of activities, similar sorts of emissions.
Once the placement of the waste
rock pile had been completed, so at the end of
construction, the surface of the waste rock pile
is going to be made up largely of coarse
material.

The average size I think is 305 mm in

diameter.

So once the pile has been constructed

and construction is finished, there is not an
expectation there will be a lot of dust or sort
of air quality compounds of concern that were
considered in the air quality assessment emitted
from that waste rock pile.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Rawlings.
As a supplemental, so can OPG
please confirm that the increased height of the
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waste rock management area did not result in any
increased potential, in particular, for dust
production and deposition?
In this case the Panel would like
some clarity with respect to dust deposition at
the fence line or at the nearest human receptor.
Mr. Rawlings...?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Emissions from the

waste rock pile are going to be at the surface
and under the vast majority of all situations
those emissions would remain with the surface.
So the air would flow up and over the pile and
then down the back side of the pile carrying
emissions with them.

Therefore, the height of

the pile wouldn't really affect the transport,
the concentrations or the deposition of
particulate matter.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Back now to CNSC.

Thank you.
What was the

basis for CNSC staff's conclusion that there were
no changes in the general physical description
when the repository would double in size and the
waste rock management area would increase in area
and height and the expansion would take place
under potentially greater magnitude or frequency
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weather events due to the progression of climate
change?
DR. THOMPSON:

Pasty Thompson,

for the record.
I will respond and then ask my
colleagues if I missed anything.
The basis for this statement in
terms of no change in terms of the general
physical description is the fact that, as we have
heard, the drainage ditches, the surface, the
stormwater management pond would not be expanded.
The potential expansion project
would use the same surface infrastructures that
would exist for the proposed project and the
equipment underground in terms of the material
used for construction and potential operations
would be the same.
That's not to say that the
underground layout would be the same, but
essentially what would contribute to potential
environmental effects in terms of releases, those
are the aspects that we looked at in relation to
the infrastructure where potential emissions
would take place.
I'm looking at Ms Francis and
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Klassen to see if I missed anything.
MS FRANCIS:

Kiza Francis, for

the record.
I think the main message is that
the no change that we are really trying to focus
on is the no change from what was originally
assessed in the EIS.

So when we did our original

cumulative effects assessment we are saying that
the new information did not provide any further
information to change our cumulative effects
assessment.

That's really what we are focusing

on with the no change.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So leading on

from that response, CNSC, are staff convinced or
satisfied that all other reasonably foreseeable
human activities that were included in the
cumulative effects assessment would remain at the
same level and cause the same effects as assumed
in the cumulative effects assessment for the
proposed DGR, even when accompanied by
decommissioning waste related, induced or spinoff
activities?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:
Thompson.

So Patsy

I will start responding and then I
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will ask again my colleagues to complete.
Essentially what we looked at was
in terms of overall timing of the project and, as
Ms Francis explained earlier, the overlap in
time, space and types of effects.
And so in terms of the assessment
of potential cumulative effects, for example, if
we looked towards the end of the time period that
OPG has provided, if it was towards the later
period then the operations of the Bruce NPP for
example would have ceased.
So taking into consideration
essentially that this facility is essentially
similar to what was assessed for the EIS would
actually be conservative, as we are assuming
emissions from the NPP, when in fact it may have
been shutdown safe storage.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

This question is now to OPG.
Were there any reportable spill incidents during
site characterization for the proposed DGR,
especially with respect to drilling?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
No, there were no reportable
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spills associated with the details like
characterization or the site investigations that
were undertaken from 2010 through 2013
essentially.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
to that.

So supplemental

Therefore, the Panel -- confirm the

Panel's understanding that you assumed a similar
no reportable spills for the decommissioningbased characterization phase?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
That is correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Environment

Canada, was that also your understanding in terms
of the assumptions that went into the cumulative
effects assessment for the expansion?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So we did consider spills and
because none of the layout changes or the
facilities change, the underground operations are
essentially the same, they pump water from
underground, et cetera, there fundamentally is no
change in terms of the potential types of spills
or the locations of the spills because the
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surface facilities and the underground operations
are essentially the same as would be occurring
during the original DGR phase.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, would you

confirm for the Panel the Environment Canada's
understanding that none of the, for example,
additional boreholes created for the additional
site characterization would be any closer to Lake
Huron and, therefore, the consequences of any
spill would be similar to the proposed DGR
project?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Looking at the positioning of the
proposed two panels, they are no closer to Lake
Huron.

And if we observe the hundred-metre

offset, which is the current requirement for any
deep boreholes to the closest location of any of
the existing emplacement rooms, that themselves
would still be no closer than the closest
borehole that we have currently proposed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Swami...?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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I would just like to add that
during any activity on the site where there was
any potential for a spill, OPG would implement
best practices in terms of containment and
ensuring that there was no environmental harm as
a result of any equipment malfunction, et cetera.
So I think beyond just where the
location is there would be processes in place to
prevent and mitigate any spills should they
occur.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So on the theme

of spills, now we are into the Ministry of
Transportation.

You could probably expect we

were going to go there.
So with respect to the
regulations and procedures in response to a
hypothetical spill on a highway that involved
decommissioning waste, would there be any
material difference between the Ministry of
Transportation's response to that versus the
existing proposed DGR project?
MR. FAVELL:

Martin Favell, for

the record.
Again I'm going to refer to a
colleague on the phone, I am hoping Michael
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Morton is there to help me, since this
essentially refers to an emergency response and
whether or not there is any difference in the
Ministry's response protocol.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Favell,

what was the name of the individual?
MR. FAVELL:

Michael Morton.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Morton.

Mr. Morton, are you there?
MR. MORTON:

Hi.

Good morning.

Michael Morton, for the record.
And the answer is no, there would
be no difference in our response to that sort of
accident.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The next question is to
Environment Canada and to Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.
In your review of the cumulative
effects assessment in the IR responses, and in
the original cumulative effects assessment for
that matter, did you develop your own alternative
future scenarios to create the context for your
review; in other words, as a way of confirming
staff's confidence that the reasonably
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foreseeable scenario assessed by OPG sufficiently
bracketed the future scenario that would be of
concern to Environment Canada with respect to
your mandate and to CNSC with respect to yours?
May we first hear perhaps from
Environment Canada on this one?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So if I understand the question,
you would like to know if it in understanding
that the facility was being expanded -- and in
our case we would be looking at the surface
facilities -- is the OPG description of what
might change or what might not change, did we
develop our own independent evaluation of whether
that seems reasonable?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Not so much the

evaluation, but the conceptual future environment
that would include aspects of that environment
that pertain to your mandate.
So as an example, did you
consider that in addition to the -- or that as
part of the reasonably foreseeable scenarios
there may be human activities that would, for
example, create cumulative stress on the fishery
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or a cumulative stress on the Eastern white cedar
such that you are convinced that -- it's the same
bounding question I asked for the safety case as
I'm asking for cumulative effects, if your agency
is convinced that the bases were covered, if you
will, with respect to your responsibilities?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So that's not an easy question to
answer because it depends on the topic.

So for

example, in the situation of the terrestrial
environment, we would have no basis to assume
that the local study area or the site study area
or the regional study area would be different
from the base case.
So in looking at future
terrestrial effects we didn't really consider
that there would be a change to that, but then
it's also because of the effect that is occurring
on the site.

The terrestrial effect will have

occurred during the initial -- during the
original DGR development where they removed the
forest on the site.
OPG says that they have no need
for additional footprint, they can accommodate
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everything within the original site under an
expanded scenario, so there would be no
terrestrial effect in addition to the one that
occurs at the outset of the project.
So to look beyond into the local
study area and the regional study area would not
seem appropriate for that type of an effect
assessment because there is no additional effect
that is occurring as a result of the project.
But in the case of air quality we
did consider that the modelling that was done,
the air quality modelling that had been done for
the original DGR project might not be entirely
valid 40 years from now because an important
contributor to air quality is the background
regional air quality.

And so we did factor that

into our determination -- sorry, our sufficiency
review and we noted the fact that that's an
important consideration and would need to be
factored -- they might need to rerun the air
quality modelling in the future.
So I would have to go through
each and every example to give you a full answer,
but I think that characterizes the type of
considerations we had.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The process we used was to verify
the method that OPG used to identify known future
projects and to identify foreseeable projects.
So we essentially looked at the process they had
used to make sure they had used appropriate, for
example, land use planning and information that
is available on the public record in the region.
We also have on a regular basis
information from licensees on potential business
plans, for example, for activities that the CNSC
would regulate.

And so we have looked at that in

terms of making sure of the, I believe, 31
projects that had been identified by OPG and then
the 13 that were retained -- 19 that were
retained for the cumulative effects assessment,
that they represented what was reasonably known
at this time for the region.
Given that most of the residual
impacts of the project are small and often
limited to the site or very close to the site,
then the potential overlap in time and space
would essentially be related to activities on the
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site.

So in that context we did take into

consideration, for example, the future planning
of the Bruce Power for the Bruce NPP.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Did CNSC staff,

in your review, consider in any way the review by
Dr. Dunker of cumulative effects methodology
employed by OPG whereby they only carried forward
residual adverse effects and didn't go back and
take another look in terms of the cumulative
effects scenario, as he suggested in his review?
And (a), if you didn't; (b), more
generally is our staff at the CNSC reviewing
standard practice and guidance with respect to
how cumulative effects assessments are conducted?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We had taken a careful look at
Dr. Dunker's submission to the Panel, as well as
the presentation that was made I think it was
here last year on this topic.

At that time, and

I believe it was in one of our presentations, is
that the methodology that Dr. Dunker speaks about
in terms of cumulative impacts is related to what
should be or could be or should be done in terms
of regional planning and broader-based cumulative
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impacts assessment.
In terms of the types of
requirements of the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act that they are there for projectspecific environmental assessments that are
within the control of the proponent, those types
of cumulative impact assessments are not easy to
make and, certainly, for the CNSC as a federal
regulator, we have little control over regional
planning for example.
So in our assessment or review of
the proponent's assessments, we ensure that the
best information available from land use and
regional planning is used in the project-specific
assessments.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I have one

final question and this is to both OPG and CNSC.
Please confirm whether or not the
post-closure safety case for expansion did in
fact include consideration of and conclusions
related to radiation dose to non-human biota.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I believe we have Richard Little
on the line and I'd like to ask -- pass that
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question onto Richard Little.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. LITTLE:

Mr. Little?

Richard Little, for

the record.
There was no explicit
consideration in the calculations that we
undertook of non-human biota.

We could look at

the calculations we have undertaken and look at
the concentrations and do some quick calculations
to see what the consequences would be.

However,

given the fact that for the operational and
refurbishment waste we found that the
consequences for non-human biota were not
significant, I would expect that we'd find
exactly the same finding for the decommissioning
wastes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, may the

Panel please have a comment from staff regarding
the lack of any explicit modelling of non-human
biota radiation dose?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Swanson, could I confirm that
your question is related to the post-closure
assessment?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Yes.

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
In terms of the post-closure
assessment the normal evolution scenario
considered, you know, potential doses to members
of the public and there was a generic -- a
generalized assessment in terms of -- from our
part in terms of what that might mean for nonhuman biota.
In terms of the disruptive
scenarios the impacts on human biota were not
considered explicitly.

The scenario that would

likely result in exposures to non-human biota
would be the scenario where a farming family is
essentially established on the site and draws
water from the disposal level.

Those

calculations could be done but they haven't been
done.
But taking into consideration the
levels in the environment and the doses to the
critical group, the receptor, the farming family,
we would expect the doses to biota would be
equally small.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson, a
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supplemental and, perhaps, also to Mr. Little,
would that statement hold true even though
exposure pathways for non-human biota may
actually be materially different?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I believe so but we could very
quickly confirm that if you'd like.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Little,

could you also address my question?
MR. LITTLE:

Richard Little, for

the record.
Could I just clarify why you feel
that the exposure pathways would be different for
the decommissioning waste calculations as opposed
to the operation and refurbishment waste
calculations?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The exposure

pathway per se may not be different, Mr. Little,
but certainly the -- let us say the nature,
duration, extent of the exposure may in fact be
very different because, for example, the fish
lives in water rather than only occasionally
being sprayed with water as a human would be
taking a shower or drinking water.

So that's
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just a small example of what I was alluding to.
MR. LITTLE:

Well, in that case,

I would say that we do consider a wide range of
potential exposure pathways for the operational
and refurbishment waste calculations that we have
undertaken.

And it would be relatively

straightforward to look at the concentrations
that we've calculated in the various media and to
evaluate any impacts on non-human biota for the
decommissioning calculations that we have done.
I think it's important to stress,
as Paul Gierszewski has said, that these postclosure calculations we have done for the
decommissioning waste are highly preliminary and
they essentially have not been taken to the same
extent that we undertook the calculations for the
operational and refurbishment waste calculations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, given the

fact that the Panel actually had expected the
full recalculation for both human and non-human
biota, although we acknowledge we didn't
explicitly state that in our information request,
we would appreciate the results of a quick
calculation perhaps simplified for both normal
evolution and the two disruptive scenarios that
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resulted in the higher estimated doses, i.e.
severe shaft failure and human intrusion.
The rational for this is that the
Panel notes, especially for the disruptive
scenarios, that the doses are the protein -- the
human limit for exposure, albeit not an
exceedingly risk factor.

And so we would

appreciate confirmation that there is no concern
regarding on human biota.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We can certainly undertake to do
that.

We would estimate that it would be

Thursday when we could complete that assessment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Therefore, we are now in an undertaking.

I

believe we are in No. 74.
So by Thursday if OPG could
provide the Panel with calculations confirming
that dosages to non-human biota under both the
normal evolution and the two specific disruptive
scenarios; human intrusion and severe shaft
failure (a) have been calculated and (b) are well
below thresholds for effect?
Panel Members, did we have any
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other questions?
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Swanson

explored the effects of the enlarged waste rock
management area and its increased size to 35
metres in terms of air quality.

I don't believe

we have addressed the impact in terms of noise
levels and noise dispersion of waste rock dumping
on the enlarged waste rock management area.
Could OPG comment on that and
then CNSC and Environment Canada?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We could generally comment.
However, Mr. da Silva, we could have on the phone
this afternoon if that would be helpful.

He's

not on the phone right now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
appreciated.

That would be

Thank you.
Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I'd like to

make one comment based upon EC's presentation
this morning.
It was suggested that
conventional air emissions would be the same as
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for the existing case, but for radiological air
emissions Environment Canada suggests to OPG that
additional radiologic sampling of ventilation
exhaust be conducted due to potential inclusion
of additional radionuclides in decommissioning
wastes.
My question to CNSC and OPG is
are there potential -- is there a potential for
additional forms of radionuclide inventory
emissions either as gas or particulates that
might be released into the exhaust ventilation
air and which might pose significant adverse
impact to the environment?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Our assessment is that the
characteristics of the waste and the types of
radionuclides that it includes are very similar,
have similar physical chemical characteristics.
And so we would not expect to have a different
mixture of radionuclides released through the
ventilation system.
The expectation is that OPG if a
licence is granted and we get to a stage where
radioactive material would be handled underground
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that the monitoring program would take into
consideration those characteristics and a very
detailed monitoring program would be developed.
But for the purposes of the assessment we were
satisfied with the radionuclides that were
considered for the cumulative effects assessment.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And is that

also OPG's conclusion?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yes, we would agree with the
CNSC's conclusion that there would be no
significant change between the operational
refurbishment waste and decommissioning releases
through the ventilation system and, therefore,
the monitoring program would be adequate once
there is an operating licence in place that would
define precisely what the monitoring program
would be.

We would continue to implement that as

we went forward.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And as a

final, there would be no requirement for
mitigation procedures as is currently applied?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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That is correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

That completes

the Panel's questions based on the first three
presentations of this morning.
Before lunch we will continue
with the first intervention from registered
participants which is a 30-minute oral
intervention by Patrick and Paula Gibbons.
As previously explained, the
Panel will direct its questions to the presenters
following their presentation.

The Panel will

consider, time permitting, questions submitted by
registered participants at the end of the day.
I would ask each of the
individuals and groups making oral presentations
to remain available until the end of today's
session, if possible, in the event that we have
time available to consider questions from
registered participants.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The first 30-

minute presentation is by Patrick and Paula
Gibbons which is PMD 14-P1.15.
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Mr. and Mrs. Gibbons, you have 30
minutes.

When the amber light comes on it means

there is five minutes left.

Please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
PATRICK AND PAULA GIBBONS

MR. GIBBONS:

I want to thank the

Panel for allowing me to speak today.

During

this oral intervention we will summarize our
findings on all six subjects under consideration
by the Joint Review Panel at these hearings.
We have provided evidence from a
number of expert sources including Dr. Peter
Duinker, Dr. Charles Rhodes, Dr. Frank Greening,
researchers A.D. Lee and T.S. Nguyen, Supreme
Court Justice James Russell and a report from 21
experts from the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences.

Findings of these experts create

critical doubt in and concerned with OPG's DGR
proposal.
Prior to the Joint Review Panel
hearings in 2013, Dr. Peter Duinker was
commissioned by this Joint Review Panel to review
OPG's application of environmental assessment and
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cumulative effect assessment.

In his critique,

Dr. Duinker concluded that OPG's analysis
embodied in the Environmental Impact Statement
and consolidated responses was not credible, not
defensible, unclear, not reliable and
inappropriate.
Our belief is that there is
nothing in OPG that OPG has brought forward since
October 2013 that changes his assessment.

OPG

attempts to justify its poor analysis of adverse
environmental effects by using the following
definition, and I quote:
"An adverse effect may be
considered significant if it
is major or catastrophic,
widespread, long-term and/or
frequent, or irreversible."
Look at the contextual meanings
of three key words in this definition:
- Catastrophic; sudden and total
failure from which recovery is impossible,
momentous tragic event; large scale disaster.
-

The word widespread;

boundless, universal, worldwide.
- Irreversible; permanent,
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doomed, inevitable.
By grounding the significance of
adverse effects on the above definition, OPG has
clearly decided that there will be no significant
adverse effects.
OPG continues to rely on their
professional judgment in determining significance
of adverse effects and their significance.

In

far too many cases, OPG has predicted that no
adverse effects were likely to occur, thereby
eliminating the significance assessment.
On this point Dr. Duinker states
that OPG did not follow the step process of the
Environmental Assessment Reference Guide which
first was to determine whether the predicted
effects are adverse; second, determine whether
any adverse effects are significant and; third,
determine whether any significant adverse effects
are likely.

OPG has reversed the order of steps

two and three in their faulty methodology used.
In his intervention to the Joint
Review Panel in September 2013, Dr. Charles
Rhodes, mining engineer, predicted that a large
volume of water will continually drain into the
DGR shaft and finally the repository during
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construction, operation, decommissioning and
abandonment of the DGR.

The result will be

radionuclides being released, creating
pressurized radioactive gases creating pathways
to the surface.
Dr. Rhodes' conclusions are
supported by two recently released studies by Le
and Nguyen, 2014, which were funded by CNSC.

The

predictions of Rhodes as well as the research by
Le and Nguyen correctly impact the adverse
effects related to hydrology, radiation, near
surface geology, hydrogeology, surface water
quality, human health and the environment.
Dr. Duinker also completed
Undertaking 52 for the Joint Review Panel
determining that OPG required a more thorough and
complete method in determining the significant
adverse effects as well as the cumulative effects
for this DGR project.
Dr. Frank Greening has detailed
several shortcomings with methods used by OPG and
NWMO in determining the radioactive waste
inventory and levels of radioactivity in
intermediate level waste.

Some of these

radioactive wastes were not even considered by
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OPG in determining potential adverse effects.
Dr. Greening's revelations directly impact the
total radioactive inventory of operational
refurbishment and decommissioning waste proposed
for the DGR and creates adverse effects of
radiation, human health and the environment.
Did OPG misuse their professional
judgment and that of their consultants and
methods used to determine adverse effects and
their significance?
Did OPG fully consider effects of
climate change in the DGR over hundreds or even
thousands of years or more?
Did OPG complete a full review of
the research by Drs. Rhodes, Greening, Duinker as
well as Le and Nguyen and the resulting adverse
effects of siting a DGR on the proposed site?
Does OPG’s response to IR 12-510
and section 7 of the EIS illustrate
overconfidence in their safety case?
Moving onto GVP, the focus of
OPG's Geoscientific Verification Plan -- I think
they wish they were on vacation -- is with the
six deep bore holes and two shallow bore holes in
the proximity of their proposed DGR site.

NWMO
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used the same six bore holes to predict the
suitability of several towns in Bruce County for
a high level radioactive waste site.

In at least

two nearby Bruce County towns, NWMO used
information from these same six bore holes to
determine that the geology was not acceptable for
a DGR.

OPG does not plan to further investigate

or verify the geoscience until after the
construction licence has been approved.
Many assumptions made by OPG
about the geosphere and the safety case are not
certain and OPG states that these assumptions
must be tested throughout the construction and
into the operation stage of the proposed project.
It is OPG's hope that the plan will develop in
sufficient detail after the licence has been
received to allow for the development of
technical specifications.

Do we not expect this

level of detail to be in place and prior to
licensing?
OPG's plan on using the
observational method to develop the Geoscientific
Verification Plan -- this is what OPG says about
the observational method:
"Because prediction of
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geotechnical behaviour is
often difficult, it is
sometimes appropriate to
adopt the approach known as
'the Observational Method',
in which the design is
reviewed during
construction...
A plan of monitoring shall be
devised, which will reveal
whether the actual behaviour
lies within the acceptable
limits."
They go on to say that:
"In the event that actual
behaviour values fall outside
acceptable limits as
established by modeling, then
modeling will be redone with
new parameter values that
were obtained during field
verification activities, and
design and/or method of
construction will be adjusted
as required.

The limits and
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mitigation actions will be
defined at a later date..."
This plan remains without
adequate detail going forward and is relying on
experimentation throughout the construction and
operations stage of the proposed project.
While OPG is hoping for no
changes in the plans for the big blast and dig,
they must consider every possible outcome
including cave-ins, groundwater infiltration of
several degrees higher than anticipated,
excavation rock damage zone enlargement,

failure

of shaft seal or the shaft, microbiological
activity that could interfere interfere with
radioactive waste disposal; grout failure, to
name a few.
Two recent reports reveal
possible issues with argillaceous limestone as a
host rock for the DGR.

These two studies

indicate many uncertainties created by disturbing
the sedimentary layers.
Long-term safety assessment and
the design of geological repositories for nuclear
waste depend on a complete characterization of
the excavation damage zone and the evaluation of
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the extent of the damage.

Damage zones created

by excavation or by high gas pressure clearly
influence the gas flow rates and the direction
and impacts the design and the safety assessment
of the repository.
Gases generated inside a
repository could affect host rock performance.
The researchers say this requires further
investigation.

Gases like hydrogen, hydrocarbon,

carbon dioxide could be generated and released as
a result of corrosion of metal components of the
waste or containers and by thermal or microbial
degradation of organic compounds within the
waste, the backfill or the surrounding rock.
These gases pressurize sealed
areas, micro cracks and macro cracks form and the
resulting cracks provide transport of volatile
radionuclides.
At high gas pressure, significant
fractures occur within the rock and irreversible
damage occurs, resulting in high permeability of
the rock.
conclusive.

Mathematical modeling alone is not
In a repository context, other

preferential flow paths for both water and gas
also need further consideration, according to the
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researchers.
Some of these are interfaces
between sealed materials in the host rock and
discrete cracks.
The reaction of radionuclides
with heat and water results in the creation of
gases that create pressure within the rock.

Gas

pressure results in permanent cracks in the rock
that enlarge over time, allowing transport of
radionuclides to move more quickly, possibly to
the surface.
In June 2014, Canadian Federal
Court Justice James Russell ruled that the safety
plan and assessment of environmental effects are
to be carried out prior to the issuance of a
construction licence or operating licence of a
nuclear facility.
Perhaps the most important takeaway message from Justice Russell's ruling is
that, generally speaking, the Joint Review Panels
must do the work of actually assessing potential
environmental effects and their mitigation.
This is a necessary consequence
of CEAA's two-step decision-making process.
Democratic accountability is hindered where the
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evidence with respect to potential adverse
environmental effects is missing, inadequate or
postponed to some future regulatory proceeding.
OPG's plan that is seemingly
systematically approved by CNSC relies on the
verification of their safety plan after
construction begins and, in many cases, after the
DGR is in operation.
This goes against the
conservatism demanded by a project that brings
with it risks to people, other biota and the
environment into eternity.
OPG's geoscientific verification
plans continues to lack detail and confidence.
Many variables and potential challenges of the
geology result in a dubious safety plan.
Reliance on the observational
method to determine the construction process for
the shaft and repository area makes this proposal
a huge unproven experiment.
Deferral of consideration of
adverse effects to future regulatory stages is
contrary to the environmental assessment process
as OPG has shown an overconfidence in their
safety and have they created a safety culture not
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unlike what is seen as WIPP and Fukushima.
Much more research must be
carried out and other studies -- or other sites
must be considered before any licence is issued
to bury nuclear waste in Canada.
During the public hearings of the
Joint Review Panel in September 2013, OPG
announced their intention to double the capacity
of the proposed DGR to 400,000 cubic metres in
order to add massive amounts of decommissioning
waste of every description and level of
radiation.

The expansion of the DGR would

require an expansion of the waste rock pile, as
we have already heard.
During the expansion of the DGR,
water will again have to be pumped from the
shaft, from the new repository level as well as
the existing partially filled repository.
With workers expanding a
repository, there is a danger of radioactive
contamination from the sections of the repository
that will have been partially filled with
radioactive waste.
Peak radioactive -- radioactivity
doses when decommissioning waste is added will be
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over twice the dose of operational and
refurbishment waste -- of intermediate level
waste.
OPG states that it has only
assessed the DGR expansion at a conceptual level.
How will OPG consider a 100-plus year design life
for a repository when initially the construction
of the repository was for a 40-year design life?
As parts and equipment are
susceptible to corrosion, metal fatigue, wear and
tear, how will OPG guarantee that inspection and
replacement will occur prior to unforeseen
accidents of breakdowns?
Although OPG is aware of the
increased production of gases from
decommissioning waste that require additional
space in the emplacement rooms, they do not plan
to segregate this waste.

The volume of ponds

required for dewatering the enlarge repository as
well as stormwater could result in contamination
of sensitive wetlands that access Lake Huron.
OPG does not expect this to
result in the need for additional holding
capacity of the stormwater management pond.
Despite an expected 100 percent
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increase in contaminated emissions from -- for a
period of 100 years or more resulting from an
expanded DGR, OPG has determined that the
ventilating system will not require expansion or
filtering.

Despite the increase of up to 400

percent of the risk of disruptive scenarios as
the shafts -- such as shaft seal failure or human
intrusion, OPG states that the risk does not
require changes to their safety plan.
Many aspects of the expanding -expanding DGR to accommodate decommissioning
waste involves unknown and unpredictable
parameters.

We've heard some of them today.
No one will know for sure how the

blasting during the expansion could possibly
impact the waste that's already stored in the
repository or the safe operation of the Bruce
nuclear power plant.

The extended operation of

the DGR would create additional decades of known
and unknown adverse effects from the DGR
construction.
Is this expansion concept another
example of OPG's over-confident safety culture?
Much more research is required
and other potential sites must be looked at.
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OPG has not assessed any other
site for the low and intermediate level waste
DGR.

The Joint Review Panel requested a relative

risk analysis of the four options since OPG's
assessment is based on their professional
judgment and lacks reliability and defensibility.
The Independent Expert Group
selected by OPG experienced difficulty and made
several attempts to complete the Joint Review
Panel request.

In the March 25 th report from IEG,

they chose to place the hypothetical granite DGR
near a wetland, a stream and small lake region, a
Great Lake and a population of people.
The IEG also assumed that the
hypothetical granite site would be fraught with
undetermined fractures.
These assumptions result in the
IEG further assuming greater risk due to water
and gas transport within the rock for the granite
hypothetical DGR.
IEG states that there are no
detailed analysis available for a low and
intermediate level waste DGR in the Canadian
Shield granite.

Other studies, however, have

indicated that Deep Geological Repositories on
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appropriate Canadian Shield sites could provide
safe isolation and containment for used fuel.
Although the design is somewhat
different, the used fuel study has provided an
indication that the Canadian Shield would be an
acceptable host.
The May 8 th report of the IEG was
to compare the risk perception and risk
acceptability among the four options.

In part,

the IEG concluded that they were unable to
compare the acceptable risk of the four options
for waste disposal as requested by the Joint
Review Panel.
However, these are some of the
findings in a report contracted by IEG to Anne
Wiles, Risk Science International, that nuclear
waste is viewed worldwide as a higher risk than
nuclear power plants.

That the public perception

in Canada is that nuclear energy and nuclear
waste is extremely high risk and low benefit to
society.
The nuclear waste repository is
seen as highly stigmatizing, and this fact has
been ignored by OPG.
The public is more concerned with
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the significance of adverse consequences than the
likelihood of occurrence.

The public is

concerned with the possibility of an event
occurring rather than the calculated probability
of the event occurring.
The proponent does not have the
trust of the public.

Nuclear waste repository

holds the potential for serious harm to the
environment due to the toxicity of the waste
material and the long time period over which it
remains hazardous.
The risk controversies,
incomplete hazard characterization and
uncertainty over the range of adverse effects can
be compounded by the propensity of the proponent,
often seconded by the regulator, either to play
down or deny the scope of the hazard.

This is a

quote from her report.
Finally, the May 29 th report of
IEG did not provide categorical labels on the
likelihood or consequence scales, nor the
categorical indicators of levels of risk as
requested by the Joint Review Panel.
The IEG investigated risks that
were provided to them by OPG.

New risks that
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require further investigation by the Joint Review
Panel were not considered by the IEG.
Some of these were the doubling
the size, change in the waste inventory, recent
research by Lee Nguyen, to name a few.
OPG used mathematical modelling,
estimations and calculations rather than recorded
data that was available to determine the level of
radiation of the contaminated parts destined to
be buried.
OPG did not consider as part of
the inventory some of the radiated parts, such as
garter springs, that would contain high levels of
long-lasting radioactive elements.
Dr. Greening showed evidence that
OPG did not follow CNSC's requirements in
completing the radioactivity -- the radioactive
inventory.
OPG's DGR technical support
document also indicates that mandated items were
not followed by OPG, and OPG's EIS is in noncompliance with the requirements of CNSC
regulations and CEAA requirements and guidelines
for the environmental impact statement.
OPG and NWMO documents for
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radionuclide inventories associated with CANDU
pressure tube refurbishment waste is seriously
under-estimated, sometimes to a factor of 100.
Some of the empirical data used
varies greatly from one sample to the next,
causing problems when trying to scale factor
other radionuclides.
CNSC staff found revised data
from OPG resulting in package doses that are
greater than, in part, what is acceptable.
Over the past several months, Dr.
Frank Greening shared his excellent research and
expertise with OPG, NWMO, CNSC as well as this
Joint Review Panel.

Many of these communications

have become public record.
The response by CNSC officials
was alarming.
We have learned about WIPP and
all of its shortcomings.

We know about the

underground truck fire of February the 5 th that
burned out of control.
We know as much as we're being
told about the breach of at least one container
of plutonium waste that contaminated workers and
the environment on February the 14 th .
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We know that DOE cut back on some
of the critical safety aspects of the RAD waste
burial at WIPP.
OPG states that evidence about
WIPP incidents indicate a theme related to
degraded safety culture, ineffective programs and
program implementation as well as training.

CNSC

statement supports OPG's synopsis.
An unpublicized fact is that also
on February 14 th , 2014, the following
modifications to the WIPP licence were about to
be made.
First, the removal of the need to
have concrete block explosion-proof isolation
walls because they were considered no longer
needed.

Instead, walls of salt were being

proposed as barriers.
The expansion of the number of
emplacement panels from eight to 10, with each
panel being made up of seven emplacement rooms
the size of football fields were being added, and
a reduction in the monitoring of dangerous
substances and gases and radionuclide levels was
being proposed.
Quietly, on March 21 st , these
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licence changes were cancelled.
When the Joint Review Panel
visited WIPP in November 2012, you were told of
the safety plan, the safety confidence that all
parties had in WIPP.

The information that you

were given then looks very similar to what OPG
has brought forward at these hearings.
The geology seems excellent.
emplacement process seems solid.
process seems rigorous.

The

The safety

The people involved have

confidence in safely isolating the waste for a
very long time.
With the conclusions drawn by
WIPP scientists -- the conclusions drawn by WIPP
scientists were based on science and mathematics.
It is obvious that their confidence and safety
case were fundamentally incorrect.
Relying on statistical modelling,
scatter graphs, Monte Carlo method and
probability calculations to assure safety is
problematic and susceptible to many errors.
In September, WIPP was the
standard that all DGRs should be built by.

A few

short months later, CNSC and OPG are both critics
of the same aspects of WIPP.
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In conclusion, this Joint Review
Panel decision for OPG's DGR project is unlike
any other ever made in Canada.

The errors of

omission and poor judgment made by OPG have
damaged this project from the beginning with no
consideration given to another possible site.
Many uncertainties and unknowns
with regard to the environmental effects and the
geology.

Huge voids in the technical plan.
Throughout these hearings, we've

learned that OPG used an unscrupulous hosting
agreement which, among other things, attempted to
buy support from Bruce County elected officials.
OPG has attempted to deceive this Panel about the
quality of engagement that was carried out in
Bruce County, this country and the U.S.
We have learned that numerous
not-for-profit organizations receive funds from
OPG from our tax and utility dollars, actually.
These organizations were later asked by OPG to
write letters and give presentations in support
of this DGR project.
For 10 years, OPG, along with
NWMO, have been holding illegal, secret community
consultation advisory group meetings with our
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Bruce County elected officials and staff to
ensure their support for the DGR, stifle any
resistance against the DGR and call for written
and oral support that OPG staff offered to
compose for the Mayors.
The disaster at Fukushima and,
more recently, WIPP, call into question the
safety case and over-confident safety culture.
We read the report released last month by 21member community on lessons learned from
Fukushima nuclear accident for improving safety
culture -- or safety in the U.S. nuclear power
plants.
Three of these committee findings
are the nuclear industry and regulator must
consider beyond design basis events for -- and
deal with these unexpected risks and
complexities.

Some of them include multiple

human and equipment failure, violations of
operation protocol and extreme external event.
Second, human error has been
shown repeatedly to be a significant contributor
to the risks associated with nuclear facilities.
An Idaho National Laboratory study showed that 75
percent of the significant operating events that
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occurred were caused by human error.
And thirdly, the regulator must
maintain independence and not be a promoter or
seem to be a promoter of the industry.
Much more research is required
and other potential sites outside of the Great
Lakes Basin must be fully investigated before a
construction licence is considered for a DGR
anywhere in Canada.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel Members, did we have any
questions?
Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

This question is

directed at either OPG or CNSC, or both.
Mr. Gibbons cites two recent
research reports that reveal possible issues with
argillaceous limestone as host for nuclear waste
repositories.
Could you confirm or correct the
Panel's understanding that these papers address
argillaceous rocks such as shales and mud stones
rather than argillaceous limestone and, secondly,
how do these reports impact on the suitability of
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the Cobourg formation?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swam, for the

record.
I'll ask Mr. Jensen to respond to
that to start the conversation, and perhaps the
CNSC specialist would also like to comment on
this.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
The two new papers, the 2014
papers, are concerning work that was conducted in
the Mount Terry facility that looks at the
opalinus clay.

It is a high clay fraction, I

think 50 plus percent, and it is a less indurated
clay in which processes of creep might be
important.
Those processes don't apply to
the Cobourg limestone at all and have no effect
on the predictions that have been made in the
safety case that's been presented.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The papers by Lee Nguyen, who's - Dr. Nguyen is actually sitting behind me.

But
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more seriously, Dr. Nguyen had talked about the - this research last year during the hearings,
and we had made the two papers available and
they're on the public registry.
So I'll let Dr. Nguyen speak
about the implications of that research for the
DGR project.
DR. NGUYEN:
not impact the DGR projects.

Those research do
They are done in

the spirit of continual learning, so what we did
is -- was to study opalinus clay at the Monterey
project where a set of experimental data were
available from laboratory experiments and large
institute experiments.
The type of clay, the opalinus
clay, has much lower strength than the Cobourg.
It has a higher argillaceous content, clay
content, so creep might be a factor which
influences the behaviour of that clay.
The Cobourg limestone with the
experimental data which were available from OPG
and NWMO behaves more like hard rock.

It has

higher strength, so the time -- it affects the
time dependency.
less pronounced.

The behaviour might be much
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When we wrote those papers, in
the introduction we point out several potential
aspects that has to be looked at, for example,
the formation of the EDZ, how it could influence
preferential pathways, the fact that gas could be
generated and the pressure can increase to such
an extent that cracks could be formed.
So those are potential problems
which are identified in the introduction.
The conclusion is a different
story.

When we study those -- the experimental

data and with that research model in order to
look at those data, the potential problems might
or might not be present, depending on the
circumstances.
For example, the generation of
gas pressure can induce cracks already in the
case when the pressure exceeds the minimum
principal stress in the system.
So it's not always the case, and
particularly not the case for the OPG DGR in
Cobourg limestone.
DR. THOMPSON:

Perhaps, Dr.

Muecke, just to close off what Dr. Nguyen has
stated, a lot of the research that has been
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conducted by the CNSC by Dr. Nguyen and his
colleagues has been used to inform CNSC's staff
review of the proposed geoscientific verification
plan for the DGR project.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So just to

recapsulate, the studies involved rock types
which have a very high clay fraction as opposed
to the argillaceous limestones of the host
formation, which the clay fraction is much lower
and, therefore, changes the properties of the
rocks significantly.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
That's correct.

And in

particular, also, some of the test conditions are
very severe in order to induce the very traumatic
-- I wouldn't say traumatic -- the effects that
might be in the worst case scenario like the
generation of cracks or some of the tests
performed in the lab are in situ.

In that type

of opalinus clay, the pressure was on purpose
raised to such a level that the cracks would be
formed.
MEMBER MUECKE:
much.

Thank you very
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald.
Mr. or Mrs.

Gibbons, on page 11 of Section 4.2 of your
presentation concerning the expanded repository,
you have stated that there will be a need for
increased pumping from the repository.
I'd like to pose a question to
OPG, please.
Would OPG have any conceptual
estimate of a potential increase in combined
water pumping requirements that might occur and
would such increased outflow have any significant
impact on surface water management pond
operations?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
No, we don't -- we wouldn't
expect to see any increase in volume of pumping
water for the expansion case.

The current

proposed 22 litres per second which is the design
basis for the proposed DGR is already extremely
conservative, and again, we don't expect to have
water coming in from the excavations themselves,
so again, it's really the contribution of the
equipment, the processed water required to
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construct that is feeding the 21 litres -- or 22
litres per second.
So keeping the assumptions of the
same type of technology to expand the DGR, drill
and blast, and that type of activity, we see no
reason to increase the water pumping
requirements.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And it's my

impression, therefore, that the presence of
closure walls and so on would cease any water
flows from the panel rooms that had already been
encased.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
If there was any seepage into the
excavations themselves, that's correct, the
closure walls would isolate those.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

This is an

appropriate place to stop for a lunch break.

We

will resume today's hearing at 2:00 p.m. with a
presentation by North Watch and affiliates.

--- Upon recessing at 12:28 p.m. /
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Suspension à 12 h 28
--- Upon resuming at 2:02 p.m./
Reprise à 14 h 02

THE CHAIRPERSON:
everyone.

Good afternoon

The Panel understands that the

Ministry of Transportation does have a response
based on the question from this morning.
Please proceed.
--- Pause
Hello?

That little chime was not

a good sign.
Okay.

While we are waiting for

the Ministry of Transportation person to get back
on the line, perhaps Mr. da Silva is available to
answer Dr. Muecke's question.
MS SWAMI:

OPG?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That is correct.

Mr. da Silva is

on the phone now, but I think it might be helpful
if we had the question over again.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Okay, Mr. da

Silva?
MR. da SILVA:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, I am here.
Okay.

Could you,
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for the Panel, address the effects on noise and
nose propagation when the waste rock management
area is projected to increase in height up to 35
metres, how will this affect noise levels and
noise propagation in the area?
MR. da SILVA:

For the record,

Danny da Silva.
With respect to the waste rock
management area, that was one thing, as we
indicated previously I believe during the
technical information session and during the
hearing last year, that we did not use the
shielding that could be provided by the waste
rock to mitigate or reduce the predicted sound
levels off site.
So at the various receptor
locations we didn't recognize the benefit that
the shielding from the waste rock pile would
provide.

So with respect to that, increasing

waste rock stockpile from the equipment that
would be working behind it there would be an
improvement in terms of the level of reduction
provided.
For the trucks that would be on
top, they would be slightly further removed from
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the receptor, but the overall level -- there
wouldn't be a marked change from the trucks
alone. Because when we predicted the levels
associated with site preparation in construction
we account for all of the equipment.

The trucks

are one of those pieces of equipment that we have
included in our model.
Most of that other equipment, the
more significant sources would be lower to the
ground, so I wouldn't anticipate there being a
real change in the predicted levels.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Just locating a

sound source higher up from the ground is often
used as a means -- take a rock concert -- of
disbursing the sound more efficiently.

Would

that principle not apply in this case?
MR. da SILVA:

For the record,

Danny da Silva.
It would, and it would facilitate
I guess the propagation of the sound wave from
that source.

But again, I have just run a couple

of quick numbers here with the trucks, and the
levels are more than 10 dB below just for the
trucks alone.

You know, so they are like 28, 29

dBA, that is well below World Health, Ministry of
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the Environment limits.
And with all of the other
equipment down below, the contribution from that
equipment would be reduced as a result of the
increased height in the stockpile.
So overall, the contribution of
just the trucks is not sufficient to increase the
predicted levels beyond what we have already.
MEMBER MUECKE:
then.

One last question

In your opinion, the truck noise levels

would be in excess of the level of noise
resulting from the dumping of these trucks?
MR. da SILVA:

When they are

hauling the rock up into the waste rock
management pile or management area, yes, overall
the mechanical noise from the truck is
dominating.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you very

much, Mr. da Silva.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Do we now have

the Ministry of Transportation person on the
phone?
MR. REYNOLDS:

I am here, yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Great.

So I

understand you are getting back to the Panel
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regarding our question about specific TDG
regulations for the types of waste generated by
decommissioning?
MR. REYNOLDS:

Yes.

First off,

Madam Chair, I apologize for the delay on that.
If you would, would you please re-ask me the
question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

The

question from the Panel is are there specific
transport of danger goods regulations that would
apply to the types of waste generated by
decommissioning?
MR. REYNOLDS:

The answer to

that, for the record, is yes, there is specific
regulations that pertain to that and applies
under the radioactive material class 7
requirements, similar to all other deemed
regulated dangerous goods as well requiring
training of the driver, placarding of vehicles,
appropriate documentation and whatever small
means or large means of containment that the
material is in may also need additional safety
marks as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And may I ask you to identify
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yourself please, for the record?
MR. REYNOLDS:

For the record, my

name is Warren Reynolds.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Reynolds.
The Panel understands that CNSC,
OPG and Environment Canada all have some
information for us regarding getting back to us
from some of the items that came up this morning
or other items?
If I could start with OPG please?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I believe we are going to provide
you information on total suspended solids from
yesterday afternoon.
If that is what you were thinking
about, Mr. Wilson will provide our response.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Wilson?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
And just to recap our
understanding of the question, it was what would
be some of the predicted ranges of total
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suspended solids in a significant storm event
which could overtop the stormwater management
pond that is currently designed?
We had undertaken preliminary
modelling of various scenarios for the site
preparation construction and operations phases
for a series of storm events.
And in the site preparation
phase, with the largest disturbance of the site
due to the activities undertaken, we have a range
of 200 to 400 milligrams per litre in varying
flood arrangements, the highest being in the one
in a 100-year storm event.
During construction we have
conservatively assumed 500 milligrams per litre
of effluent from the underground discharge which
is, if you recall last year we talked about, you
know, basically the thickest sludge we could pump
from underground in terms of the total suspended
solids being introduced.
And those gave us ranges of about
500 milligrams per litre, which indicated that
there would be a need to have mitigation or
treatment of that either through sump
recirculation or even removal of total suspended
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solids.
During the operations phase,
however, and if you looked at it that if you were
to do discontinue the pumping under those
assumptions, in all the storm events the total
suspended solids is actually below our criteria
of 40 milligrams per litre, even included in the
100-year storm event.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Wilson.
CNSC?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So we asked Dr. Kevin Lee and
Dr. Shizhong Lei to review the information and
provide us the response.
The information we have from the
essentially baseline characterization that has
been done is that the total suspended solid
concentrations in the stormwater were measured
between 2007 and 2009 and the values range from
24 to 90 milligrams per litre.
There are some data dating back
to 1996 when there was a fairly significant event
where the values were as high as 775 milligrams
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per litre.

So that is in line with the higher

values that OPG has just mentioned.
In MacPherson Bay the baseline
characterization identified that the total
suspended solid concentrations varied between
less than 10 milligrams per litre to
approximately 35 milligrams per litre.
The Canadian water quality
guideline for the protection of aquatic life
specifies that the maximum increase of 25
milligrams per litre above background levels
should be the target.

And in the situation of

MacPherson Bay and taking into consideration some
of the numbers I have provided for the baseline
characterization, there are storm events where
there would be an increase above 25 milligrams
per litre in MacPherson Bay.
It is difficult to actually
assess the area that would be impacted in
MacPherson Bay because without knowing the types
of storm events that could happen, there is a lot
of wave action.

And, you know, the area that

would be affected would be a consideration.
But to answer your question from
yesterday, there are situations where, for
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various large storm events there would be a
potential for entrainment, that is why some of
the mitigation measures were identified
specifically to address this type of event.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Environment Canada?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
So I have been looking at two
different documents; one is on the CEA Registry
954, analysis of stormwater runoff, and CEA
Registry 936, water quality monitoring results
for the stormwater management pond.
So what I see in one of these
documents, and I was focusing on total suspended
solids, the modelling shows that TSS levels are
decreasing with larger storm events, which seems
to be counterintuitive.
But it makes sense when you
consider that they had assumed in the model that
the underground water had a TSS level of 5,000
milligrams per litre.

That was an assumption

that was made.
So essentially, the modelling is
showing dilution of the underground sump water
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when there is a larger storm event.
However, if you take this source
of total suspended solids out of the equation,
you would then expect to see the more traditional
expectation that TSS levels would increase and
that the model would show higher levels of TSS
with a larger storm event, but probably at a
lower level because you don't have this large
source of total suspended solids from the
underground.
So I can't answer with any
definitive clarity what the level would be in a
100-year storm event based on what I have been
looking at so far.
And I don't know if there is any
additional information.

The information that Mr.

Wilson was referring to, I'm not sure if I have
that in my hands or not.
So in any case, our original
submission said that we thought that these models
would need to be rerun at some point after
confirming the type of process flows and
groundwater inflow rates and, you know, the type
of contaminant levels from the various sources
that contribute overall to the stormwater pond.
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And so I can't answer with any
definitiveness as to what level it would be.

But

that is what I have seen so far in these two
papers that I have been talking about.

And if

there is anything else that is pertinent to this,
I would appreciate it being shared with me so
that I can continue the analysis.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

OPG, perhaps you could confirm
with the Panel Mr. Leonardelli's understanding
that one of the modelling exercises performed by
OPG assumed very high total suspended solids in
the underground water.

And if that is true,

remind the Panel what OPG were -- the main line
of mitigation that you were going to be using to
apply to that very high TSS.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Again, and as I just mentioned as
well, one of the conservative assumptions in that
initial modelling was that we had a very high TSS
coming from the underground at 5,000 milligrams
per litre, all below the 100 micron.

So again,

very fine silt at very high concentrations.
And again, it was to see how the
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stormwater management pond would actually perform
and how the overall site would show.
So as Mr. Leonardelli had pointed
out, we are actually seeing a decrease as a storm
event comes in because we are actually having a
larger influence from the surface runoff
counteracting that, and we are seeing a
reduction.
And I am just trying to pull the
record that Mr. Leonardelli referenced as being
954 and 936, and perhaps he does have this
information available through those sources.
And again, we looked at the
mitigation being the ability to settle that
effluent underground through the sump system and
pump a much smaller TSS concentration to the
surface.

And then we would take that forward.
But again, we wanted to look at

it unmitigated to see how the system performed.
Further to that, as we look at
the potential to resize the pond, that will also
have a significant impact on what the outflow
conditions would be.
So again, in the site preparation
and construction it is a very typical response.
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You are seeing that the TSS is increasing with
the flow.

As the site becomes more mature and

more vegetated, you see that reducing.

And then,

again, it becomes the main contribution from the
underground.
And then during the operations
phase where we really have negligible underground
pumping impacts, we are seeing that the revegetation or the more mature surface facilities
is reducing that level to below our criteria of
40 milligrams per litre.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Wilson.
Were there any other matters that
were going to be addressed before we proceed?
Environment Canada, yes?
MS ALI:

Nardia Ali, Environment

Canada, for the record.
Yesterday we had several
questions.

There are a few of them that we won't

be able to answer until tomorrow afternoon, but I
have the answer for one.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Please proceed,

yes.
MS ALI:

So the question that I
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wanted to answer is the one related to
recommendations for best practices for protection
of groundwater at mine sites.
So I spoke with our people in our
Minerals and Processing Division.
we talked about.

So two things

First of all, the metal mining,

effluent regulations developed under the
Fisheries Act.

It is the primary means of

protecting fishery waters from the impact of
releases of all effluents from metal mine sites.
As a result, they are not
principally aimed at groundwater protection,
because the Fisheries Act deals mainly with
surface water.
However, all mines that are
subject to the regulations, in accordance with
these regs, are required to control all effluent,
including the seepage that percolates through the
ground cover so that they meet the specified
standards in Schedule 4 of the metal mining
effluent regulation.

And this seepage must also

not be lethal to fish prior to being released
from the site.
This may require that the
proponent install impervious liners and tailings
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in waste rock disposal areas to prevent this
seepage from occurring.

But the method that is

used is the proponent's choice.
The key requirement is that the
seepage be collected and demonstrated to be in
compliance with the MMER through whatever
treatment may be necessary prior to final release
to fishery water.
And then we also have, it is not
a regulation, but there is an environmental code
of practice for mines that provides guidance on
best practices to protect surface and
groundwater.
The code of practice encourages
the design and implementation of measures to
manage seepages and protect surface water and
groundwater through things like drainage and
diversion ditches, monitoring of the seepage,
appropriate treatment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms.

Ali.
The Panel has one more matter to
deal with before we proceed finally with the
Northwatch presentation.
As per Ms Lloyd's question on
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September 10, OPG has provided the document
entitled OPG's Deep Geologic Repository for Low
and Intermediate-Level Waste/Preliminary Waste
Acceptance Criteria.
The Panel has determined that
this document is to be posted on the registry as
part of the record for the DGR project.
Thank you.
So now we are ready to proceed
with the presentation by Northwatch.
Ms Lloyd?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
NORTHWATCH, BRENNAIN LLOYD WITH PETE ROCHE,
NORTHWATCH AFFILIATE AND STUART HASZELDINE,
NORTHWATCH

MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr. Swanson

and thank you Panel members.
And I am now going to attempt
that which has never been done before, I am going
to try to double-click my way through the
presentation, so we will see how that goes.
I do thank you for the
presentation time and the opportunity to share
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our review findings.
My name is Brennain Lloyd and I
am Project Coordinator with Northwatch, and I am
going to be joined this afternoon in a panel
presentation by two of our experts:

Pete Roche

from the Edinburgh Energy and Environment
Consultancy who was jointly retained by
Northwatch and Zero Waste 4 Zero Burning; and Dr.
Stuart Haszeldine, who was retained jointly by
Northwatch and the Inverhuron Committee.

And we

do have members of both those partner
organizations here with us today.
So as you may recall from our
September presentation, September 2013
presentation, Northwatch is a regional coalition
of environmental and social organizations in
northeastern Ontario.

And our formation in 1988

was hastened by a proposal for a high-level
nuclear fuel waste burial in our region.
And this DGR is important both in
its own right as a repository beside Lake Huron,
but also as precedent.

And our region includes

Manitoulin Island and the north shore of Lake
Huron, the Canadian Shield section of the north
shore of Lake Huron.

And we are Shield dwellers.
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We have heard many references to
the Canadian Shield over the last few days as if
it is someplace far away from everywhere.
Well, I am here to say it is
absolutely somewhere and there is not a section
of the Shield that doesn't have some people have
a relationship to that land and that water.

And

I think that that is something that we all need
to keep in mind as we make these comparisons
between the Canadian Shield and sedimentary rock
formations.
A summary of our findings:

OPG's

group of independent experts have confirmed that
OPG's design will ultimately rely on dilution.
The uncertainties with respect to the waste
inventory appear to have increased rather than
decreased.
There are increased uncertainties
with the generally held expectation that the
addition of decommissioning waste will increase
the amount of gas generated which then in turn
has multiplying uncertainties for the long-term
performance of the repository.
Issues persist with respect to
the geoscience verification plan.

The function,
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the barriers, the shaft seal and OPG's claim of a
successful operation having been demonstrated
through the WIPP I think now is seen to be quite
unfounded.
So very briefly I'm going to
review OPG and CNSC PMDs.
For the most part OPG's PMD was a
restatement of their Information Request
responses and CNSC's was largely a restatement of
OPG's material, but there were a couple of
comments -- a couple of points in the CNSC PMD
which I would like to comment on.
One is -- and I think this is an
overarching comment -- the CNSC conclusion that
the DGR project is not likely to cause
significant effects, adverse environmental
effects taking into account implementation of
mitigation measures, OPG commitments, CNSC staff
recommendations, that's a pretty tall order and
as, you know, I will comment on later, CNSC -OPG operations have a track record of not being
in compliance with the licence conditions.
So given all those requirements,
given all those conditions, what happens when the
non-compliance with licence conditions become a
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regular occurrence?

Can staff hold a reasonable

expectation that the conditions will be met and
at what point does that likelihood of no adverse
effects shift when enough of those conditions and
qualifiers aren't met?
I would also like to just briefly
comment on our fascination with the CNSC's
apocalyptic world view.

This comes up again and

again not just in this proceeding, but CNSC holds
the view that loss of institutional control is
not only a possibility at some point down in the
future, but they state that it's a high
likelihood of occurring within a few hundred
years.

I don't find that anywhere in the

literature outside the nuclear sector.

Mostly

nuclear regulators, and there is a bit of a
circular discussion on that, but where is the
quantitative or qualitative risk assessment that
says social collapse is imminent, 100-200 years?
And how does that coincide with CNSC's licensing
decision which would include licensing new
building reactors which are at least a century
out before decommissioning could take place?
So there's just a really -- we
have real curiosity about this apocalyptic world
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view that we hear expressed again and again.
So we are going to review OPG
additional information and, given the time
constraints, we will do this in a pretty rapid
fashion, but I would suggest that the review
criteria for all the additional information is -has the additional information provided -- is it
credible, is a well referenced, is it seemingly
reliable, does it promote confidence in the
information product itself and does it provide
sufficient confidence in the proposal?
Does it build confidence in the
proposal, which I think last year we had a pretty
good sense that there was not cause for
confidence in that?
So first of all, the narrative:
Significance of adverse environmental effects.
In our written submission we noted to you that we
would be relying on the submissions of other
interveners, but I did want to make a comment,
and I think this was sparked by conversation
earlier this week in the discussion -- I guess
that was just yesterday, the discussion of valued
ecosystem components and particularly I'm
focusing the question on deck No. 8 on radiation
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and radioactivity.
If we look just at that response,
did it meet your direction or did it rely on an
already acknowledged to be inaccurate inventory?
The references were largely in-house reports.
I think you had directed them to
provide material references supported from the
literature, at least the grey literature.

They

were largely in-house industry literature.
It provided, from our assessment,
very little new information or assessment or
insights into their assessment methodology and it
allows for that silo approach.
And we have seen this in other
places where they argue for their application, a
silo approach, and in the case of the risk
assessment a silo approach is looking at a single
point in time, a single information product,
looking at it through a single lens, which is not
necessarily representative of the proposal or the
project as it is likely to play out.
So the geoscientific verification
plan, we will hear from Steve Frishman tomorrow
on this, one of our expert reviewers, but I did
want to comment briefly on CNSC PMD.
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Section 2.2 raises multiple
questions about the geoscience verification plan.
They write that if reaching a trigger -- so they
write that reaching a trigger -- reaching a value
would trigger a course of action, but the trigger
levels aren't identified, the values aren't
identified.
So again, there is a real
murkiness even in the revised or updated
geoscience verification plan about what triggers
failure, what signifies, how is that going to be
measured?

And CNSC staff are going to be doing

the measuring, we assume.

By what measure will

those decisions be made?
It appears to be -- if it's a
certain set of values, could a combination of two
or more values be deviant enough to result in a
combined pulling of the trigger?

And it's not --

you know, I think it raises as many questions as
it satisfies.
So expansion plans.
to see if that's where I'm at.

I'm trying

Yes, I am.

My

eyesight is not what it could be.
So moving on to expansion plans,
IR 12-512.

Again we will hear other comments
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from some of our other presenters today, but I am
particularly concerned about some of the comments
from both OPG and CNSC.
So OPG states in their PMD, they
acknowledge that there's difficulties in the
larger volume of problematic waste and with the
larger volume of those wastes, including metals
and the contribution of metals to gas generation
and so the chain goes, but OPG states in their
PMD that emerging decommissioning techniques are
showing good potential, and they go on.
So it suggests that OPG is going
to rely on some solution in the future.

I think

that's what the industry did in the 70s, they
relied on some solution in the future writ large,
for the management -- long-term management of
waste and OPG is encouraging us to do that again.
But CNSC this morning, and I
think OPG joined in to a certain extent, CNSC
talked about a different strategy and that is
releasing these metals into the marketplace.

So

working with international agencies to develop
regulations or standards which will allow metals
to be released -- it's a free-release standard -released into the marketplace and moved out of
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the waste category.
We have a high level of concern
of that and I think it's too late in the day to
provide additional comments, but our initial
concern was with the OPG comment that they would
solve it later, but our concerns have heightened
or doubled as we go through the conversations
this week and here maybe the solution is a
solution that is already under way, there is
already a strategy at play and it might not be a
solution which is protective of the public
interest.
So the independent expert group,
as noted by the CNSC, their report was flawed in
several respects.

The general themes of this

report are unsupported statements,
generalizations and assumptions.
Section 2 of the report relied
almost entirely on OPG's depiction, as we
understand it, of the management options.
The report contained a number of
statements that seem quite categorical beyond
reason.

For example, containers must be replaced

after 50 years.
The expert report was not aware
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of any information about enhanced or on-site -enhanced on-site storage, despite the
international discussions about extended on-site
storage.

When we did a search using a couple of

word combos just to test out their own
statements, we found there was ample information,
including information provided by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, other national
organizations.
The IEG -- I will say that one
aspect of the IEG report that we enjoyed was
breaking away from the anthem since 1977 in
support of burial in the Canadian Shield.

That

is a welcome shift, but would have maybe been
better if it had been supported by their actually
looking at any of the literature that is
available, of which there is ample, Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited and the Nuclear Waste
Management Organization.

We don't vouch for its

quality, but it's there.
If the paper is helpful in any
way it's in confirming that dilution is built
into the DGR design, at least by the independent
expert group's assessment.
And I must say, I will just add,
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the question of independence I think needs to be
raised.

At least two of the consultants are

repeat contractors to the Nuclear Waste
Management Organization.

I think at least two of

them have produced more papers for the Nuclear
Waste Management Organization than perhaps any
other of the many consultants NWMO hires.

So

independence, not so sure.
The revisions to the waste
inventory.

I think we will hear from others on

this from Northwatch's team today, but a couple
of things to note.

The CNSC -- and I didn't find

this in the OPG documents, but in the CNSC panel
member document they talk about with the
revisions to the waste inventory occupancy time
would be reduced from 210 to 53 hours.

I think

it was 53 hours, I have just lost my -- yes, to
53 hours per year.
We didn't find this in the OPG
material and we think it is a pretty large
statement and it raises all kinds of other
questions about things that we had heard about
last year about workforce and so on.
You know, there is the unstated
question about what happens when those
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exceedances, those limits are exceeded.
We also heard yesterday, I think
it was yesterday or maybe it was earlier, about
the five-minute exposure in the case of a severe
or high-energy breach and OPG said, well, that
was calculated on the basis of how long it would
take to get to the refuge station.
We went back through the
environmental impact statement, the preliminary
safety report and, once again, found very little
on the refuge statement.

Their location, they

are located in the island, services are islanded,
the only occupancy estimate we found was 24
workers in total, sometimes the refuge station is
described as being combined with the lunchroom,
sometimes not.
I don't think that's enough to
say, well, they can walk to the refuge station in
five minutes.

What then, particularly given the

island arrangements?

What then, if there's a

high-energy breach in the shaft?

What then, once

those workers have -- those 24 workers have taken
refuge in the lunchroom?
So applicability of recent
incidents at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
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You did hear from Mr. Hancock earlier in this
review about those events themselves, and I want
to speak just briefly about the applicability of
those events to OPG's proposal.
WIPP was the one.

OPG stated

their project was based -- the selection of
burial was based on international experience and
WIPP was the one.

Of the list they presented,

WIPP was the only one that was operating and was
at depth.
And it's interesting when you
look at OPG's response to your Information
Request, they don't mention that.

And their

defence I think is simply to say OPG's means of
distancing themselves from the WIPP events is
simply to say two things.

One is, we have

policy, plans and programs in place.

Two is --

that is in response to the fire incident, we have
policy, plans and programs in place.
And we have in our written
submission a review of both the CNSC safety
assessments and the S99 reports and I think that
it's pretty clear that that is not a defence.
The S99 reports, looking at them over three
years, 594 incidents reported, approximately half
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of them directly related to the causal effects at
WIPP for the truck fire -- for the fire.
The defence around the
radiological release is it is a safety culture.
Well, we have looked at their safety culture and,
in fact, OPG says decades of safety culture.

So

if it's decades of safety culture, we need to
look at decades of operation.
And when you look at what's in
the public realm, parliamentary committees,
independent reports commissioned by the
government in the 1990s and up through to 2004,
it's not consistent with the claim of safety
culture through the decades.
The 2001 Interim Report by the
Standing Senate Committee on Energy, Environment
and Natural Resources, they provide a summary of
Ontario Hydro safety culture in the 1980s and
1990s.

Utilities that planned and built nuclear

power stations three decades ago expected that
they would operate for 40 years -- safely for 40
years or more, however, in 1997 Ontario Hydro,
the forerunner to Ontario Power Generation, shut
down its seven oldest reactors at an estimated
cost of $5-$8 billion.
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And the report goes on in much
more detail and for the sake of time I won't
share those with you orally, but some are
provided in our written report.
In 2005 the Honourable John
Manley confirmed -- and this is at the request of
the Government of Ontario, conducted a review and
he confirmed that the culture of OPG is still at
odds with safety.
In sum:
"OPG looks to people on the
inside and outside like a
company that is neither wellrounded nor well-governed..."
(As read)
And he goes on.
So some additional issues, and
for the sake of time I will leave these now, they
are worth noting, the annotated chapter -version of Chapter 4 is incomplete, there are
additional registry postings which warrant
discussion, and there are questions about the
assessment standard that you apply.
In 2013 Laura Bowman presented to
you and provided an outline of international
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standards.

I think CNSC now is urging you to

apply with a different standard and that standard
would be, let somebody else decide the
outstanding issues at a later date.

And I would

encourage you to not go with that standard.
So in conclusion, Ontario Power
Generation has not provided the Joint Review
Panel with the basis for approving the
environmental assessment, the application to
license a site or the application to construct a
site and on the basis of what they have provided
you and have not provided you, I would restate
our request of 2013 and; that is, to reject the
application.
Thank you.

I believe we may be

joined on the phone now by Pete Roche and
Dr. Haszeldine.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Ms Lloyd.

Thank you,

I would just like to point out that my

timer here doesn't allow me to -- we didn't
program it for the 40 minutes rather than the
30 minutes, so don't be alarmed when the fiveminute light comes on.

That means you actually

have 15 minutes left for total.
And just so you know, you have
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about 18 minutes left for the two presenters.
Dr. Haszeldine, are you on the
line?
MS LLOYD:

Excuse me.

We were

going to actually ask to hear from Mr. Roche
first, if we could.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
first, okay.

Mr. Roche

Thank you.
Mr. Roche, please proceed.
MR. ROCHE:

afternoon.

Hello.

Good

I will be really quick.
We have learned from IR 12-512

that OPG wants the option to increase the waste
volume capacity of the DGR from 200,000 cubic
metres to 400,000 cubic metres and that waste
could come from new operational reactors,
refurbishment activities or decommissioning
activities, but we are not able to see what the
detailed waste volumes and characteristics of
that extra 200,000 metres will be.
Assuming, according to OPG, the
waste types arising from decommissioning
activities are fundamentally the same as those
arising from operations and refurbishment, if we
take a detailed look at Attachment "A" in OPG's
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response to IR 12-512, that reveals some quite
significant differences and my slide presentation
has a table of some of those differences.
The correspondence between
Dr. Frank Greening and NWMO has raised some
important questions about the accuracy of the
existing operation and the refurbishment waste
inventory, but these wastes have been subject to
a relatively thorough environmental impact
statement and yet the extra 200,000 cubic metres
has not.
We are expected to accept OPG's
back-of-the-envelope estimate that adding the
decommissioning waste will double the dose
calculated.
One particular concern is -- are
you still there?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. ROCHE:

Yes, we are.

Hello?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, we are.

Thank you.
MR. ROCHE:

Yes, all right.

I

had a bleep.
One particular area of concern is
the increased potential for gas generation from
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the decommissioned waste.

With a large

proportion of metals, this is likely to result in
more gas generated from anaerobic metal
corrosion.
The proposition that gas
generation will keep the repository dry depends
on an accurate and precise understanding of the
rates of gas generation and the rates of water
ingress.
So my view is that adding the
decommissioning wastes at this late stage throws
the development of the safety case into disarray.
I will leave it there and let
Stuart take over.

Thank you.

DR. HASZELDINE:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Hello.

Hello.

Hello,

Dr. Haszeldine, we hear you loud and clear.
Thank you.
DR. HASZELDINE:

Okay.

I only

just got online because we had a bit of problem
with the phone.

All right.
So, Brennain, are you going to --

do we have time to run through this presentation?
MS LLOYD:

Yes, we do.

And I

have slide No. 1 up, your opening slide.
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DR. HASZELDINE:

Okay.

So I have

about 16 slides and I would like to run through
those, if that is okay with the Chair.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. HASZELDINE:

Yes, go ahead.
So I will start?

Right.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. HASZELDINE:

Yes, go ahead.
Okay.

My name

is Professor Stuart Haszeldine, I am from the
University of Edinburgh in Scotland and I have
worked on radioactive waste in the U.K. for a
number of years, at the time an academic, not a
professional waste developer.
The second slide.

In this

presentation I would like to summarize some
evidence that is derived from that provided by
OPG and then CNSC, and really this is talking
about the long-term and short-term performance of
the repository because of the gas generation and
the pressure which is generated underground as a
consequence of that gas generation and the
interaction with other underground uses.
And what I am suggesting is we
have insufficient information about the
generation of faults and fractures because of
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that natural geological process.
Slide 3.

Just to focus in on

what we are talking about, these are block
diagrams of a rock.

Usually a rock is in

confining stress at the top, it is a net
compression and rock is very strong with that,
but if we are pulling a rock, if it is in
extension, then rock is very, very weak and if we
put pressure inside a rock and pump that up, we
can blow that rock apart by pushing and pushing
that rock into extension.

That's a general

principle.
Slide 4.

If we look at slide 4,

this is a diagram of the stress in the rock.

So

that is more compression to the right and the
amount of sheer which is slippage in the rock
vertically.

And you can see on the right there

is a circle, and if Brennain presses the button
we should see a red circle come there.
And then we will see, if we push
the button again, we have a yellow bar saying
that increased pore pressure can fracture the
rock.

And as the rock increases in pressure,

that changes, that moves that circle across the
left in the middle (audio cuts out) fracture on
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the (audio cuts out) in terms of engineering of
the rock and that's when the rock cracks.
So the general principle of this,
which is well understood in terms of rock
mechanics, is that by increasing the pressure in
a rock, in the pore spaces, in the tiny pores of
the rock you can induce the fracturing of the
rock, and that is a very similar principle to the
fracking or shale gas which you may be familiar
with.
If we move on to slide 5 we can
see the vertical layering of the rocks around
this repository site and, of course, what we are
interested in is the part with the white arrow on
the right.
The repository depth is about
650-670 metres and that is just a natural
pressure just now of a hydrostatic pressure, it
falls on the water pressure line which is
absolutely normal.

There are unusual features

above that, of course, in this area you will be
familiar with, they're under pressured, but the
bit we are interested in is below the repository
we fall on the normal hydrostatic, the water
pressure line going down to the aquifer 850
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metres on the scale on (audio cuts out) which is
the Cambrian aquifer, which is a very large
supply of water which could feed into this zone.
So at the moment the repository
itself is clearly not connected to any large
aquifer, but what I'm concerned with is what
happens after we have disturbed that, excavated a
vacant space and then what happens if we put in
waste which has the possibility of generating
gas, as I think Brennain Lloyd was talking around
in her evidence.
We will move to slide 6.

Here is

modelling which was presented in summary by Dr.
Bredehoeft last year for Northwatch and this
modelling was derived from reports, formal
reports submitted into the repository evidence
space and the bottom line on this is that the
numbers along the bottom, the 19, the 14.2, the
9, the 7.9, those are the net resultant pressure
from the different pieces shown vertically on the
vertical graph.
The general principle of that is
all of those pressures are extremely large
increases of pressure.

So those are all 7.9

megapascals increased up to maybe 19 megapascals
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increase.

Those are very, very large pressures

indeed, which are equivalent to the depth of the
hydrostatic pressure at the repository just now.
And so the potential there, if gas is generated
in the repository, is to increase pressure by an
absolutely enormous amount geologically.
So this gas generation of course
will be additional to the normal water pressure.
So you can imagine (indiscernible) the
repository, close that up, water gradually seeps
back in at some unknown rate, we are not clear on
that rate of recharge of water, and this water
pressure, this gas pressure is generated from the
materials in the repository in addition.
So I will show you a slide here.
It increases the pressure in the pore space and
can easily fracture the rock.
So I will move to slide 7.

What

we have been assured of is that the gas will leak
from the repository, but mysteriously at the same
generation -- at the rate the gases generated.
So the claim is that the gas is generated slowly
and leaks slowly out of the repository.
That seems rather difficult to
substantiate from my perspective at the moment
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because that depends on the gas which is
generated in the repository moving through the
clay, the bentonite backfill which is designed to
stop gas moving through it, and so that is very
hard to believe that the gas seeps out very
easily.
We also know that for this to
work the rate, the speed at which the gas
generation volume occurs has to be slower that
the rates of leakage, which is again hard to
believe because once water is buried with the
repository -- with the materials in the
repository, they are damp, once water starts to
seep in gas generation will occur and simulations
and experimental studies of that show that is
very, very rapid, that is over decades rather
than hundreds or thousands of years.
So we compare the times in the
box at the bottom there, the resaturation of the
bentonite clay is calculated frequently to about
100 years in repositories of this type, the waste
is still warm in this type of case, so that will
speed reaction rates to produce gas even faster
in the repository.

And we know that the

corrosion of the metals in the repository takes
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hundreds to thousands of years and there is
plenty of metal available in the repository to
provide lots and lots of gas.
We are interested to obtain a
secure and safe long-term disposal, we have to
know extremely precisely the balance of the rate,
the gas generation and the gas leaking, and I
don't see how that is very easy to obtain.
The next slide is slide 8 and
this is a schematic slide published in the open
literature reference at the bottom and what this
is showing is as the modelling of the repository
resaturates and produces gas, B, C, E and then
moving to D and fractures, that bubble of gas
inside the rock breaks up.

And if you remember

the slide with the red circle, gas breaks apart
and fractures in the repository.
And the critique -- so that's a
general point for the waste emplaced initially in
the repository and that is particularly important
if decommissioning waste is placed in the
repository because the extra iron content, the
iron metal content of that decommissioning waste
will produce even more gas and so we have a very
negative spiral and negative feedback which means
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the repository gas generation basically gets out
of control.
And I don't see any design
mechanism yet for monitoring the gas and for
mitigating the gas if that gas generates and we
need to be sure that that can happen for decades,
or maybe even hundreds of years into the future.
So in summary, on slide 8 at the
bottom, more iron equals more gas equals more
fractures.

That is the design floor I think we

can focus on.
Onto slide 9.
how rock fractures.

I now talk about

This is a general graph of

increase in pressure with depth, so pressure is
along the bottom.

And remember, we are talking

about gas pressures being generated at maybe 7 to
20 megapascals, so a significant amount of space
on that graph along the bottom and elevation into
vertical lines effectively with depth.
So we can see the general
principle in rock and fluids is that water
pressure, hydrostatic pressure increases
downwards, just like when you go down to the
bottom of the swimming pool, the hydrostatic
pressure increases and, of course, lithostatic
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pressure, the column of rock above it, increases
even faster because rock is more dense, the
column of rock weighs more above you at a certain
depth.

When you are 700 metres down the rock the

column has greater weight than the water column.
And rock fractures when you are
about 70 per cent of the (audio cuts out) being
hydrostatic and lithostatic.

And that is sort of

again a very well-established geological
principle.
I will come back to this type of
graph in a minute in order to focus on the
particular Bruce site.
If I press again I get a yellow
box, and what we are saying is here we have
hydrostatic pressure, we have an open connection
through fractures and that's what the repository
depth is just now, it is hydrostatic pressure.
If the column is completely closed, isolated from
all connections to the surface or to the aquifer
below in the Cambrian, then we have hydrostatic
pressure, which is not what we have in the
repository depth at the moment.
So I will move to slide 10, which
is a graphic I have constructed to try and
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understand this particular site and those are the
two lines again, hydrostatic pressure and
lithostatic pressure and I have put on the
fracture pressure line, which is again a general
principle about 70 per cent between hydrostatic
and lithostatic.
Today, before excavation the
repository is at the hydrostatic pressure I
showed you in that general stratigraphic (audio
cuts out).
During excavation the pressure
will be decreased, so the pressure will decrease
to atmospheric as we let people in there to
excavate and emplace the waste, and then after
the waste is emplaced, we backfill that with
waste and then with bentonite and the pressure
will gradually of course recover to hydrostatic
pressure and we need to know the rate of that
very precisely and we need to know how long
that's going to take, and it will undoubtedly of
course recover so water will get in and water is
emplaced with the waste, so gas generation will
start at a very, very early stage.
So the repository recovers to its
original hydrostatic pressure at circle one and
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then the gas generation on the table I talked
about earlier on is extra to that.

So the gas

generation extra to the hydrostatic pressure
moves from one across to three horizontally at
the same depth, increases the gas pressure and
goes well across, well through, well past the
fracture generation zone.
So it's very clear that if gas
generation occurs and it cannot be controlled
very, very accurately, then the rock can fracture
and gas will leak pervasively out of the
repository and water will also leak faster and
faster into the repository.
So press the key again, we have a
white box saying a fine balance of pressures is
what we are faced with here.

We have hydrostatic

pressure plus extra gas pressure and, as Dr.
Bredehoeft showed in his evidence last year,
there is also additional hydrocarbon generation
pressure in this region of Canada to match the
existing pressures (audio cuts out) potential to
break the clay seal emplaced around the waste and
to break the rock.

So we need to know.

Again, press the key.

We have a

yellow box asking the question: how does the
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developer intend to monitor the pressure through
hundreds of years of time and how does the
developer intend to control the pressure through
hundreds of years of time to prevent this rock
fracturing?
If I press the button again and I
have a yellow box saying that the containment,
therefore, of this waste depends on keeping
absolutely no water in the waste repository.

If

there is any water, we start gas generation and
we start the negative feedback, which will
inevitably result in greater and greater pressure
and inevitably result in fracturing rock.
I move to slide 11.
change the topic slightly.

I want to

This is a slide

showing the natural earthquakes around the
northeastern part of North America and many of
those earthquakes are natural, produced by stress
in the rock, natural crustal processes, but the
ones I have arrowed in red are earthquakes which
are reactivated by building dams for example,
dams of water to make reservoirs at the surface
and that dam of water puts behind it maybe 50 or
100 metres of water and it's clear that in all
those cases with the red arrows, those have
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generated earthquakes.
So that tells us that the extra
pressure with that column of water at the surface
of the earth, that small amount of extra
pressure, just .9 of a megapascal, 0.9 of a
megapascal, bottom left-hand box, can produce an
earthquake.
Then we go back to the fact here
that we have lots and lots of experience of
taking oil and gas out of the ground, but we have
very little experience of putting pressure back
into the ground.

And what we are doing here with

this geological disposal site is putting not 0.9
megapascals into the ground, but putting nine or
19 megapascals in the ground.

So it's

extraordinarily probable that extra earthquakes
will be generated as a consequence of the gas
generation in the repository.
Normally in these repository
sites some work is done to try and understand the
impact of natural earthquakes onto the
repository.

What I'm posing to you here is the

impact on the repository to cause additional
earthquakes which could cause obviously damage to
surrounding property, damages to other activities
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and also jeopardize the integrity of the
repository itself.
Press again, slide -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Haszeldine -DR. HASZELDINE:

Yes?

THE CHAIRPERSON:
reached the time limit.

-- we have now

If you could try and

wrap up within two minutes, please?
DR. HASZELDINE:

Certainly, okay.

I will go to slide 12 then.

This

shows the impact of injecting fluid into the
ground.

This is a simulation for injecting

carbon dioxide and this is the Illinois basin.
What I want you to look at there
is the extent that additional pressure generation
has an impact through a 200 or 300-kilometre
radius.
So I want to go then to slide 14,
Brennain.

(Audio cuts out) within the zone in

gas and salt resources looking at the intense
drilling activity of boreholes in this region.
When I press again there should
be a yellow box saying that there are also shale
gas resources in this region.

Press again there
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should be an overlay of the Collingwood shale
over that map showing us that we have shale gas
resources through the exact location of the Bruce
repositories.
If I press again, here is the
stratigraphy of the shale gas resources with the
Bruce Mountain and Collingwood and the box -- you
can see there is a red box there labelled.

I

show the repository stratigraphy at exactly the
same scale.

That shale gas is exactly above the

repository site.
So I press -- there is a red box
saying shale gas.

I press again, here is the

deep geology repository in purple.
So we have to ask ourselves how
are we going to ignore the exclusion of resource
extraction from this region?
And so press again, slides 15 and
16, we probably don't have time to talk about,
but if we linger, press the last time on slide
16, the yellow box summarizes what I have said.
The yellow box says that the
pressure increase is a major problem, likely to
fracture the bentonite clay and the rock
producing leaks.

How do we control that pressure
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buildup?

There will be more pressure buildup

with decommissioning metal waste.

The effects of

that extend for hundreds of kilometres causing
the impact to the repository to have a much, much
larger footprint and that can cause earthquakes.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So we will

proceed to questions from the Panel.
Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Haszeldine,

you state that gas pressure is needed to initiate
new fractures at the repository level would be in
the order of 70 to 80 percent lithostatic.

As a

result of excavation activities, these rocks
adjacent to the repository chambers and tunnels
would already be fractured.
How much gas pressure would be
needed to propagate these fractures?
DR. HASZELDINE:
for your question.

Okay, thank you

I think that's a good

question and I agree with your assessment that
there will already be fractures caused by the
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excavation process.
My answer to that is that there
are experiments at the Mont Terri site in
Switzerland where this type of effect has been
investigated experimentally and the articles are
published, I can send you some of those links, if
that's useful later.
And the answer to your question
is only one or two megapascals overpressure can
initiate extra fracturing and slippage.
So what I portrayed to you is a
case -- a conservative case and it's likely that
there will be slippage and fracturing in activity
at much, much lower pressures.
MEMBER MUECKE:

How much does the

pressure needed for fracture initiation vary with
rock type?

You give a figure of 70 to 80 per

cent lithostatic, does that -- what rock types
does this encompass?
DR. HASZELDINE:

I'm going to

avoid giving you a very precise answer because I
don't know that off the top of my head, but that
is a -- I will give you an analogue answer that
that is a general ratio which applies to all
sedimentary basins which I have worked in
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worldwide where we are designing injection for
carbon dioxide, that's our safe limit.

So that

applies to carbonate rock, that applies to
sandstone rock and any rock which is cemented to
be a hard, brittle rock.
So as far as I am aware that
extra -- the 70 per cent limit applies to all
types of sedimentary rock.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I believe we have

somebody from NRCan available.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Can we confirm

that the NRCan person is on the phone?
Hello?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Perhaps,

Dr. Muecke, we will wait to make sure that that
person is on the phone and maybe move on to other
questions while we wait.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps I can

move on to OPG and draw their attention to slide
No. 6 presented by Dr. Haszeldine.
Could OPG comment on the gas
generation scenarios one and two which produces
very high gas pressures which, according to slide
No. 10, would initiate fractures in the proposed
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repository?
So if I could have OPG comment
particularly on those two very high gas
scenarios?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So a couple of points.

So this

particular table is from the 2009 report, there
is an update of that in the final report.

The

numbers are lower than this, but they still are
high, so your point would still be fair.

I think

the peak number was 17 rather than 19.
But if you want to look at it,
please go to the latest report.
Again, what these were, were
simple calculations.

As you know, we did the

modelling of the gas, the water is actually done
with a more sophisticated tool that we have been
working to compare with a variety of experiments
in a variety of cases, but these were simple
calculations to try to understand the nature of
the gas and its contribution and the importance
of some assumptions.
In these particular cases we
assumed we had the void volume, we had the gas
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being generated, we had enough water to fully
generate to gas and, as in all these cases we
assume that the waste completely degrade into
gases and in this case there is no loss of gases
from the system.
So the case one here assumes
everything degrades into gas.

You get full

corrosion and full microbial activity that
degrades everything into the CO2, H2 methane
form.

No credit is taken for any other

reactions.
Case two, because you have iron
in the system you will get some formation of
siderite.

So this is just testing the importance

of that particular reaction.
Case 3 includes a methanogenic
reaction and I think it's important, the first
case 1 assumes that you have complete microbial
reactions occurring, but it doesn't allow the
methanogenic reaction to occur, which is
energetically favoured.
Case 3 puts that back in and you
can see its contribution.
Case 4 also goes back and it
includes the possibility of siderite.

So it just
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shows you the importance of the various
assumptions.
So then of course in the full
model we do those calculations with the actual
geometry with the allowance for gas to leave
through the shaft or into the rock based on the
permeability and the capillary pressures.

And we

also account for the fact the water can also come
in as well as gas can leave.
That gives us our predictions, as
you see, for a range of scenarios of 7 to 9 mpa
gas pressure.

And contrary to what's stated here

that is the absolute pressure.

That is the gas

pressure basically in balance with the
hydrostatic pressure.

It is not in addition to

the hydrostatic pressure.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

that clarification.
So do we have NRCan on?
MS CAVALLERO:

Yes, hello.

This

is Kate Cavallero with Natural Resources Canada.
Sorry for the last time.

We got

disconnected.
I have with me here today Dr.
John Adams who is a seismologist with Geological
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Surveys of Canada and Dr. Alec Desbarats who is a
hydrogeologist.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So this is a

seismic question.
Dr. Haszeldine has stated that
far-field effects of gas pressure extend hundreds
of kilometres causing minor earthquakes and
faults.

Could you comment on how this relates to

and what would be the context of this in terms of
the DGR?
DR. ADAMS:

Okay.

It is Dr. John

Adams, NRCan.
Specifically, if there are
pressure increases there are the chance of
earthquakes.

But the modelling in question, I

would like to pass to my colleague as to whether
the modelling is appropriate or not.
DR. DESBARATS:

Alexander

Desbarats, Natural Resources Canada, for the
record.
The modelling study referred to
in the presentation by Dr. Haszeldine in the
Illinois basin has been conducted for the Mount
Simon Aquifer unit and the distance at which
pressure propagates in an aquifer unit is a
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function of the diffusivity which is a ratio of
the permeability to the storativity, essentially.
And so you would expect a greater
pressure propagation in an aquifer than you would
in a low permeability unit such as the Cobourg.
So I'm not sure that the distance of pressure
propagation would be the same in the case of the
DGR.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

that clarification.
This is back to Dr. Haszeldine.
The way the statement reads is that:
"The far-field effects of gas
pressure can cause minor
earthquakes and faults."
Is that supposed to mean cause
new faulting or reactivation of faults?
DR. HASZELDINE:

Okay, thank you

for your question.
The increasing pressure will
cause reactivation of existing faults first
because in the crust of the earth there are a
huge number of legacy faults from the entire
geologic history of the brittle crust and those
faults are in different orientations, compass
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orientations, if you like, around the compass and
they also have a different friction on them
depending if the fault is lined with hard rock or
if it's lined with more lower friction material.
And so faults reactivate at
different times and different orientations, but
as you increase the pressure more and more faults
will become activated and eventually you'll
generate entirely new faults.
We can see this effect very
commonly at the moment in the United States with
the injection of wastewater from shale gas
fracking, but that is reactivated faults which
were not previously known to be active with
earthquakes of up to magnitude 4 or 5 from
injection of relatively small amounts of water
which increase the pressure in the subsurface.
So my contention is that the
pressure increase affecting a very large radius
is an effect which is extraordinarily difficult
to predict because we're only just discovering
this endeavor of geological science, as I have
noted in slide 11.

But it's very clear that that

will extend for many tens and hundreds of
kilometres.
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And we didn't have time in my
presentation to focus on slide 13, but that's a
very detailed modelling by one of the world's
best groups looking at faults slip, reactivating
faults in the St. Lawrence area of Canada by
injecting CO pressure which shows that faults can
be reactivated underground as well as breaking
the surface by that same type of effect of
increasing the underground pressure.
So I'm contending that this
pressure increase effect has not been
sufficiently understood and is very, very hard to
control.

We have no proposals from the developer

about how they intend to control and mitigate
that effect.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Dr.

Haszeldine.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

NRCan, I was

wondering if you would also comment on the slide
number 13 regarding what we've just heard from
Dr. Haszeldine, in particular with respect to the
relevance to the Cobourg Formation of the DGR
site.
MS CAVALLERO:

If you could just

give us one moment to discuss this?

Thanks.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Certainly.

In

the meantime while you're discussing it, I think
we'll proceed with some additional questions and
then we'll come back to you, NRCan.
Dr. Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I have two

questions, both to OPG.
On page 13 of Dr. Haszeldine's
written presentation the comment was made that:
"A conservative DGR mine
operation would consider
installation of monitoring
equipment and procedures to
detect and quantify the
pressure evolution caused by
gas generation with the DGR."
My question is will laboratory or
field scale experiments be or are being conducted
to assess gas generation effects under conditions
as have been postulated slide 6 of this
presentation.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So I understand the question is:
Are experiments being planned to look into the
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gas generation processes that will be relevant to
the repository?

And the answer is yes.

In

particular we are -- of course there are some
international work going on.

We monitor those

projects and we use that to help validate our
model.

We've also participated in some benchmark

modelling experiments.
We envisage as we get underground
in the repository in the geoscience niche that
there be some opportunity for tests there because
we'll be able to have the in-situ conditions and
also that the repository itself particularly we
will have to put up a closure wall.

I think

there was an IR on this that we would monitor the
behaviour behind the closure wall and so give us
again several decades of experimental evidence
before we get to a point of deciding on closure.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
I would like to also follow up on
a comment by Ms Lloyd.

She had commented on the

lack of information with respect to refuge
station requirements and the design for ensuring
worker safety in the event of accidents.
In the particular case of shaft
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transport and breaching, could OPG please provide
the Panel with a brief description of the
lunchroom refuge station scenario and its
capacity and features for maintaining worker
safety?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
With respect to the main refuge
station, that in the shaft station area, the
refuge station is being designed to accommodate
50 persons.

That's based on the construction

personnel requirements for the construction
phase.

The 24-persons that Ms Lloyd mentioned is

actually the operational phase.

We have a

reduced workforce and we also have consideration
for visitors at the site which we expect will be
frequent.

So there is a requirement that

actually drops down for the operational phase but
the refuge station for those 50 are being
accommodated.
With respect to a shaft -- a
shaft incident, again, we have the portable
refuge stations. We have the main refuge station.
And during all phases should there be a need the
refuge station is there.

It has sufficient
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capacity for compressed air as well as the -- it
has a week's worth of air on its own because of
the size of it and the consideration for 50
persons.
So it is set to be able to house
individuals in the case of an emergency for
extended periods of time until such a time as
when rescue comes and releases them from that
facility.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

NRCan, are you

ready to get back to the question?
MS CAVALLERO:

Yes, this is Kate

Cavallero with Natural Resources Canada.
We're ready.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. ADAMS:

Please proceed.

John Adams.

We looked at the slide 13 and it
does not represent the geological situation at
the DGR.

The gas is, in this case, the CO2 that

has been put into an aquifer rather than a lowpermeability unit which is the DGR.
And secondly, this particular
section is in the St. Lawrence lowlands which is
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heavily faulted.

You can see that there are

kilometers of faults in the section and we know
those do not exist within the DGR.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

One more question

to NRCan.
I'm jumping ahead slightly to
your upcoming presentation in which you recommend
new-field microseismic monitoring for the DGR
site.

Will information from that monitoring be

of assistance in predicting the amount of
seismicity upon closure of the site and as the
gas pressure increases?
DR. ADAMS:

Dr. John Adams, for

the record.
We are jumping ahead to the
presentation on Thursday.

The idea of the

microseismic monitoring would be only if there
were perceived issues due to cracking or other
stresses.

And so I don't think you consider that

as a permanent modelling tool to see how the gas
pressures would have evolved.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

I have one much

more general question to direct both to OPG and
CNSC.

It's a bit of a repetition from a question

I asked this morning but it now focuses on some
of the issues raised by Dr. Hazeldean.
So the question is would OPG and
CNSC confirm for the Panel whether the conceptual
model for the post-closure assessment bounds gas
generation scenarios and fault creation scenarios
such as those described by Dr. Hazeldean such
that the doses received by receptors at the
surface have not been underestimated?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Again, I'd like just to be clear
that the design basis for the repository and the
calculations that we have, have gas pressures in
the range of 7 to 9 megapascals.
order of the lithostatic.

They are on the

They are well below

the 70 to 80 percent value that's been commented
on in the presentation and we agree the
literature would support that.

So we're not so

well below the threshold at what you would expect
to get the crack propagation.
And our intent is that the design
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for the decommissioning case would also -- again,
whatever material you put in there, you have the
volume to match that such that if it's converted
into gas.

You again keep the overall system

pressure.

It's not additive.

You have added

volume such that the total pressure remains on
the order of the 7 to 9 mpa so that you remain
essentially around the lithostatic -- sorry -the hydrostatic-type pressures.
That's the basis for the design
and that's the basis by which we think that the
models that we have appropriately bound the
scenarios.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

CNSC...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Nguyen will speak to the
assessment and the consideration of gas and
uncertainties.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
The answer to the question of gas
is that staff assessed the situation and have
found that the assessment by OPG has bound the
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scenario of gas transport.

The question of

hydraulic fracturing due to gas pressure, it is
already possible as Dr. Haszeldine has said, when
the gas pressure has obtained a degree which
would exceed the minimum principal stress.

In

this particular case the minimum principal stress
would be the overburden stress which has also
caused lithostatic pressure which is in the order
of 16 to 18 megapascals for the depth of 680-700
metres of the repository.
The maximum gas pressure that
could be generated in the repository according to
OPG's calculation, and verified by CNSC staff as
well. would be in the range of 7 to 9
megapascals.

So it's very low, very much lower

than the lithostatic pressure of 18 megapascals.
Now, staff also concur with the
statement from OPG that the two pressures; the
hydrostatic pressure from the water and the
pressure from the gas, they don't add up to
contribute to hydrofracturing of the rock.

The

gas in order to penetrate the pores of the host
rock has to be higher than the existing water
pressure and when it penetrates there it's an
instant average.

It's a weighted average between
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the two pressures which would be the equivalent
for pressure which would determine the fracking
or not fracking of the rock -- the fracturing or
not fracturing of the rock.
The other thing too is that there
would be an excavation damage zone around the
openings and Dr. Haszeldine said that -- citing
the open space situation that an additional 1 to
3 megapascals, 2 megapascals would increase that
fracturing.

This is not completely exact because

the staff has been involved with this particular
experiment that Dr. Haszeldine has been referring
to, and the 1 and 2 megapascal pressure that
fractured the rock in this particular situation
is due to the fact that the minor principle
stress -- the lowest of the compressor stress in
that situation is of the order of 1 and 2
megapascals.

So it's related to the magnitude of

the minimum principal stress that prevailed
during that particular situation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Archibald, Dr. Muecke, did
you have any further questions?

Good.

Thank you very much, Ms Lloyd and
Dr. Haszeldine and Mr. Roche.
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We will now be taking a break and
reconvening at quarter to four with the first of
the 10-minute presentations.

Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 3:30 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 30
--- Upon resuming at 3:49 p.m. /
Reprise à 15 h 49

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back.

Next on our schedule today are
five 10-minute oral presentations.

The Panel

will direct its questions to each presenter
following groups of two or three presenters.
The first presentation is by the
Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes who are
with us by telephone.

Their presentation is

based on PMD 14-P1.57.
Mr. Keegan, are you on the line?
MR. KEEGAN:

Yes, I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Please proceed.

Thank you.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRESENTATION PAR
COALITION FOR A NUCLEAR FREE GREAT LAKES,
MICHAEL KEEGAN

MR. KEEGAN:

Thank you, Madam

Chair and Joint Panel Review Members and staff in
all places. Thank you to Marie-Claude Blais once
again.

And I would like to say that my

experience with the staff over the years has been
quite pleasant.
Could I please confirm that you
can hear me?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We can hear you

although we would ask that you speak fairly
slowly.
MR. KEEGAN:

Okay, very good.

I do not anticipate my
presentation will approach the 10 minutes.

I

will attempt not to be too repetitive,
acknowledging that there are several others
waiting to present.
Previously I presented in
September 2013 on the cumulative impacts of the
proposed Deep Geologic Repository project on the
social fabric of communities immediate, adjacent
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and surrounding the Great Lakes Basin.

That was

based on a literature review.
My background is in sociology but
I also have been for 34 years tracking nuclear
power in the Great Lakes Basin and since
Chernobyl, in the wake of Chernobyl, the
Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes came
together, and I serve as that Chair.
Previously, the Coalition for a
Nuclear Free Great Lakes provided testimony
October 2013 -- I'm sorry -- on the "crisis of
legitimacy" that permeates the proposed Deep
Geologic Repository.

The concept of legitimacy

is most often challenged when transparency is
lacking in the process.

Transparency provides

the daylight which allows for factually- based
social and scientific inquiry, which will
ultimately lead towards decision making.

Without

transparency the trust in the process is tainted,
resulting in distrust.
Currently there is mistrust and
distrust of the existing Bruce nuclear complex
after decades of real life experiences.

This

mistrust is cumulative and the mere announcement
of a proposed Deep Geologic Repository put forth
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by Ontario Power Generation compounds this
mistrust.

All discourse and processes going

forward have a potential of cumulative mistrust.
In the United States the shore of
Lake Huron and Lake Erie, we are seeing
municipalities and governing bodies pass
resolution after resolution in opposition to this
proposal.
The divisive impact potential on
all communities at all levels has not been
fleshed out.

The literature review suggests that

the DGR proposal has the potential of ripping
communities apart family by family, friendship by
friendship and doing so for generations.
I have presented on the crisis of
legitimacy which results from lack of
transparency in this proposed deep geologic
burial.

Poor research design based on false and

partial disclosures establishes methodologies
which lack quality assurance.

This same quality

assurance or lack of quality assurance, I believe
to be at the root cause of the WIPP failure.
Proceeding without full
transparency from the project conception has
resulted in compromises that have potential of
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great harm to the Great Lakes basin.

Since my

testimony in October of 2013 revelations have
come forward that the proposed Deep Geologic
Repository is to now be modified to include
decommissioning waste, essentially doubling the
project volume.

This was not presented upfront

at the onset of the proposal and should have
been.
The post-hearing revelations made
public by Dr. Frank Greening implicate that the
level of radioactivity to be placed in the DGR is
far greater than what was being acknowledged.

In

short, this has been a classic "bait and switch";
a falsehood.

The volume and elevated radiation

levels were all known from the onset by the
proponent but this was not disclosed until that
disclosure was forced into view.
While the Coalition for a Nuclear
Free Great Lakes appreciates the fact that the
Joint Panel Review members have held additional
hearings in part because of these revelations,
the sincerity of the Panel Review will be suspect
if the proposed DGR is allowed to proceed in
phases to dig first and ask questions later.
In the United States the National
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Environmental Policy Act Regulations prevent a
project from going forward and breaking ground
until the unresolved questions are addressed
and/or mitigated.

To begin this project with so

many unknowns of volume and toxicity is to bias
what would be a final approval and certainly
taints this process beyond reconciliation.
I was upset to learn this morning
about the steam generators going into the Deep
Geologic Repository.
metal objects.

It was alluded to large

These steam generators weigh 100

tonnes each and there are 64 of them across the
system.

These are laced with transuranics.

Cutting into these is a very messy proposition.
At the Bruce and, I believe, it's the Pickering
plant, hundreds of workers were contaminated with
alpha radiation because of work that they did
around these steam generators.
Moving forward with unresolved
questions suggests that what is more important to
the project proponents is that there is the
illusion of a solution" rather than a sound
scientific basis supporting this now morphing
Deep Geologic Repository.
The hole that is being proposed is far greater
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than meets the eye.

Transparency is lacking from

the onset and what is becoming increasingly clear
is that this is a confidence game just as it is
throughout the world.
his promise of a solution
provides the green light to generate more of
which no one knows what to do with.
illusion and it is a falsehood.
proverbial hole.
considered.

This is an

Stop digging the

The alternative must be

Please employ a mechanism of full

cost accounting so that the true cost of going
forward will be known. This con game should not
be allowed to go forward.
When I say "full cost accounting"
it comes to my knowledge that Bruce Power is
dumping power at night.

It's an economic

boondoggle being subsidized in so many different
ways.

The power is not needed.

To give them the

green light on the DGR is to give them the
opportunity to generate more nuclear waste with
which no one knows what to do with.
In the wings is quite a -- HydroQuébec which has a tremendous amount of hydro
power to be sold to Ontario at a very reasonable
rate.

These projects need to be taken offline.
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This reminds me of a song from
Blue Oyster Cult, the song Godzilla.

The refrain

is "History shows again and again how nature
points out the folly of men".

So whatever is the

ultimate solution is going to be a lesser of
evils.
spigot.

Limit the problem now.

Turn off the

Stop the production and then we can put

our heads together to figure out what is the
lesser of the evils.
forward?

What is the solution going

But to generate more of this waste is

foolhardy.
And that is my presentation.
will stay on the line.

I

Thank you.

I'm Michael J. Keegan with the
Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Keegan.
--- Applause / Applaudisements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will proceed

directly to the next 10-minute presentation which
is by Beyond Nuclear which is PMD 14-P1.19 and
19A.
Mr. Kamps, please proceed.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRESENTATION PAR
BEYOND NUCLEAR, KEVIN KAMPS

MR. KAMPS:

Thank you, Chair

Swanson and Panel Members, for this opportunity.
And I'd like to apologize for the
incorrect date on my presentation.

It is

September 16th today.
So most of my presentation, as
you'll see, is focused on the WIPP incident from
earlier this year and, as you'll see also, I am
greatly indebted to Don Hancock of Southwest
Research and Information Centre who has been the
decades-long watchdog and public advocate on the
WIPP project.
This first slide just points out
how remarkably long the radioactivity release
last Valentine's Day, February 14th, 2014 went on
for.

It went on for 15 and a half hours and an

important aspect of the timing was that the peak
time of the release was from 10 to 15 hours after
it started.

So not on the 14th, but on the 15th

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

And a part of this I'll

talk more about later is the significance of an
entirely different shift of workers coming onsite
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during the latter and worse part of the release
and the number of those individuals receiving
internal alpha radioactive contamination.
Another important aspect of the
release is the great distance that the
radioactivity travelled.

Three thousand (3,000)

feet of tunnels were passed, 2,150 feet of the
exhaust shaft vertically, and then another 3,000
feet across the surface of the land, so the
released travelled around two and a half
kilometres all together.
And an important point is that,
through sheer luck, the ventilation filtration
systems had been reactivated but a few days
earlier before this radioactivity release took
place.

They were dysfunctional for a time after

the truck fire that I'll talk more about, and so
that was very fortunate for surface contamination
levels.
The next slide has a photograph
from the Department of Energy of the suspect's
guilty barrel in this radioactivity release.
And I just wanted to point out,
as you'll see in future slides, that the media
coverage has been not just local or state-wide,
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but, in fact, national and international in
scope.
And so a major article appearing
in "The Los Angeles Times" last month quoted Bob
Alveres, a former senior adviser to the Energy
Secretary of the United States, who pointed out
that the rest of a radioactivity release at WIPP
was supposed to be one event every 200,000 years,
not one in 15 years.
This was a cardinal violation,
Mr. Alveres said.
So we're now seven months beyond
the radioactivity release at WIPP.

Many

questions, most questions, remain unanswered.
And of course, the hazardous persistence of
plutonium-239 is a 240,000 year period into the
future.
And I found this quote also quite
revealing.

It's from James Kanka, who has long

been associated with the WIPP project in a
leadership capacity, former Director of the New
Mexico State University at Carlsbad Environmental
Monitoring and Research Center.
And he said that the accident was
a horrific comedy of errors.

This was the
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flagship of the energy department, the most
successful program it had.

The ramifications of

this are going to be huge.

Heads will roll.

The Department of Energy, of
course, is a tens of billions of dollar per year
federal agency.
The next slide puts together an
estimate of the price tag on this accident, and
"The Los Angeles Times" put that figure at a
billion dollars based on the project's annual
budget, the need to now decontaminate the
underground, needed upgrades to safety that have
already been identified, and more will likely be
identified, and delays in the coming decade to
the nuclear weapons program cleanup.
And of significance in a future
slide as well, the Los Alamos National Lab from
which this guilty barrel came felt compelled in
the early days after the radioactivity release to
rush shipments of also suspect barrels to another
site.

Not only at Los Alamos do they have those

barrels, not only in the underground of WIPP do
they have these suspect barrels but, in fact,
they rushed shipments to the West Texas Waste
Control Specialists location, which is an
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aboveground surface storage facility,
exacerbating the problem.
And I just mention that because
it shows the importance of the schedule for
clean-up.

There are agreements between the

federal government and the state governments, the
potential for fines of large magnitude and you
could see from their very behaviour the
importance of those clean-up schedules.
So the next slide focuses on a
town hall meeting that was conducted with the
Energy Secretary, Ernest Moniz, last month.

And

Don Hancock from Southwest Research asked two
very significant questions to the Energy
Secretary, and didn't get a very clear answer.
Don asked, "To what level are you
going to decontaminate the underground?" and
also, "To what level of exposure to workers will
you allow?"
And it's important to point out
that this year's annual budget for fiscal year
2015, the request from the Obama administration
DOE was for $129 million.
give them that much.
get.

And Congress will not

We'll see how much they
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But either way, this amount of
money is woefully inadequate to the DOE's stated
goals of recovery.
So the next slide is about
institutional control, and a few quotes from
recent media coverage.
The Federal Mine Safety and
Health Administration issued 52 citations at
WIPP.

And referring to the fire, this truck that

caught on fire was 29 years old.
Another important point to make
is it's not just the federal agencies to blame
for these management failures, but the state
government also, so air testing lapse at the WIPP
site blamed on a staff vacancy at the state
agency of New Mexico.
And again, another quote from the
"LA Times":
"30 safety lapses at WIPP,
technical shortcomings,
failures in the overall
approach to safety."
And I just wanted to point out
that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman,
Alison McFarlane, who is a geologist, she's
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author of the book, "Uncertainty Undergrounds, A
Technical Review of the Yucca Mountain Proposal".
And she was also a member of the Blue Ribbon
Commission on America's Nuclear Future.
Just recently, on August 26 th ,
warned of the loss of institutional control over
time in her vote on the nuclear waste confidence
proceeding at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
So this is a very significant
issue over time, but I point out that WIPP,
institutional control was lost in the present, in
real time.
The next slide is about inhaled
alpha emitters, the accident that took place at
the Bruce nuclear generating station in late
2009, and now this incident at WIPP.
This is a photograph by Robert
Del Tredici of a particle of plutonium, alpha
radioactivity in the lung tissue of an ape, and
it makes the damage visible.

What can't be shown

is the initiation of a cancer, and that's the
real concern with inhaling alpha radioactivity,
is lung cancer over years or perhaps decades.
So injuries at WIPP.

There were

smoke inhalation injuries from the fire; 13
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workers were sent to the hospital.

One of them

has now sued the operator, and I'll read his
quote.

His name is William Udder:
"I get tired.

I start

coughing real hard, I start
vomiting.

It's like this all

the time."
So there have been injuries.
The CNSC in document number 1915
stated that:
"Several workers, six in
total, were treated for smoke
inhalation during the event,
but no injuries occurred."
So I'll point out that it was
actually 13 workers, and there were injuries.
Regarding radiological injuries,
I should have written the number 22.

That's

being reported now for the total of WIPP workers
who tested positive for internal alpha particle
contamination, including a number of workers who
came on shift many hours after the beginning of
the 15.5 hour long radioactivity release.
Again, this was sheer luck that
there were no workers underground.

The only
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reason for that was a suspension of operations
due to the truck fire just days earlier.
And I do want to point out the
environmental and public health impacts.
The radioactive contamination
won't simply go away or disappear.

It's still

there.
I mentioned before that drums are
not only in WIPP's underground; they've been put
on the surface in the state of Texas and they're
still on the surface in the state of New Mexico
at Los Alamos.
Great concern about the
combustibility, the ignitability of zirconium,
not just from attacks, as Dr. Greening points out
in this quote, but also from accidents.
Here's an image of a zirconium
fire.
So what are the options at WIPP?
A partial clean-up, declared safe enough, expose
workers to worse radioactivity, lock off sections
not to be used again, or permanently shut it
down.
And I will just close by saying
that the ever-moving target of how much
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radioactive waste will be buried at the DGR
represents a shell game and, as Mr. Keegan said,
the transparency, the accountability in that
regard is objectionable.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Kamps.
We are now going to proceed
directly to the next 10-minute presentation,
which will be by James and Brenda Preston, which
is PMD 14-P1.39.
And for the previous two
presenters, we may have questions for you as
well.
--- Pause

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
JAMES AND BRENDA PRESTON

MR. PRESTON:

First of all, for

the record, my name is Jim Preston, and I'm
accompanied by my wife, Brenda.
Dr. Swanson, Dr. Archibald, Dr.
Muecke, Madam Chair, thank you for the
opportunity to again present our thoughts.

We
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would like to address the relative uncertainty of
risk and risk accessibility from a non-expert
perspective, including trust and consequences.
Risk is associated with
uncertainty, danger and detrimental occurrences
often beyond one's personal control.

It is also

subjective and often based on personal
experience.
We understand that risk involves
probabilities or likelihood and consequences or
outcomes.
The IEG points out that experts
focus more on probabilities and attempts to
quantify the likelihood of the probability, while
non-experts focus on actual consequences without
considering the probability of the consequence
occurring, a qualitative view.
Our opinion is that the review
process should offer a balance of the
quantitative and qualitative input by experts and
non-experts.

We do not believe the IEG report

and analysis has been balanced.
There was no attempt by the IEG
to reach out to the non-expert participants
beyond a simple word search of their
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interventions to more fully understand their
thoughts and perspectives.
Risk will also vary based on the
alternatives offered by the proponent.

We

believe that OPG offered no alternatives to the
public, and CNSC did not challenge them.
In our past intervention, we
stated:
"No huge corporation would
approve a multi-billion
dollar project without
looking at all of the
alternatives."
It took a JRP request to the IEG
for a risk analysis comparison of four
alternative methods for nuclear waste management
and storage to be reviewed.
The IEG report clearly favoured
the Bruce site in declining to undertake a
rigorous analysis of the other options.
We submit that the JRP's work is
not complete until a thorough quantitative and
qualitative analysis and public discussion is
held to review all alternatives.
Solutions for separating low-
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level waste and intermediate-level waste must
also be included in that discussion.
The IEG noted in their final
report that tolerance of nuclear waste facility
will require that management facilitate public
scrutiny of the facility and its management
through being open with stakeholder
participation, provision of relevant information
and reliable notification of any problems that
occur.
Entering the DGR process with the
JRP we believe the government body that protected
the interest of the public was the CNSC.

We have

been deeply disturbed by their apparent lack of
independence and critical oversight of the
project.
As stated previously, they did
not force the critical review of storage
alternatives.

Secondly, their response to Dr.

Greening's first letter stated the inaccuracies
in much of the classification, volumes and
radioactive life of the waste inventory was
dismissive and unprofessional.
The CNSC should be receptive to
outside professional quantitative input.
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Thirdly, the analysis of the fire
incident and storage container leakage at WIPP
was similarly dismissive, that it could never
happen under OPG management.
They had reviewed the policies
and procedures of OPG and deemed them
appropriate.

The words "safety culture" have

been attached to OPG.

Yet, we would contend that

both organizations suffer from a defensive
culture rather than a positive culture due to the
lack of openness, willingness to share
information about alternatives and receptivity to
being critically challenged by others.
From the perspective of the
public that is looking to the nuclear watchdog
regulator to perform a critical review of the
information and facts, these examples illustrate
how trust in the CNSC continues to be eroded.
Our current local municipal
council seems to be ill-informed with little
interest in updates or understanding public
concerns regarding the proposed DGR project.
OPG and the mayors met illegally
in secret meetings.

A member of the council

stated, "The DGR is a done deal."

Kincardine
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cannot change its decision even if they decided,
they no longer wanted to be the host.
The project today bears little
resemblance to the one discussed in the Golder
report.

Again, our trust has been lost and our

perception of risk has been elevated
exponentially.
We live at ground zero, our
community will be the first affected by nuclear
consequence.

The risks are 100 per cent that we

will suffer from noise pollution, airborne
particulate pollution, health and financial risk.
Our municipality has no expertise
in monitoring and mitigating these areas.

Burms,

calcium chloride and surface vegetation will not
work on a rock pile that is going to be 35 metres
high.
The real estate expert who
intervened at the last session failed to provide
the JRP with an analysis of the proposed property
protection plan and that provided in other
locations.
Financial risk has not been
adequately addressed and is ignored by the IEG.
In summary, the IEG report didn't
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undertake a competent analysis of alternatives or
consider qualitative factors when discussing
risk. CNSC discarded input from an expert that
placed the accuracy of the safety model in
question and negated the incidents at WIPP as
non-repeatable.
Mayors and councillors aggregated
their responsibility to protect their
constituents.

In the past 12 months risks have

increased and trust decreased.
Our question is simple, who will
advocate for us going forward?

That is risk.

We request that the Joint Review
Panel reject the application of OPG to construct
a DGR on Lake Huron or anywhere within the Great
Lakes basin.
We thank the Joint Review Panel
for the opportunity to offer our opinions.
--- Applause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel members, did we have any
questions based on the previous three
presentations?
Dr. Muecke?

No?

Dr. Archibald?

No?
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We had one question for
clarification or comment from OPG, which is with
respect to I believe it was Mr. Keegan's
reference to steam generator waste and
decommissioning.
So would OPG comment on the
inclusion of steam generator waste within
decommissioning waste with respect to health and
safety of nuclear workers as well as the general
public?
MR. KETO:

Jerry Keto, for the

record.
Steam generators don't
particularly present any particularly unique or
unusual hazard that we can't deal with, you know,
with normal radiation protection processes.

They

are not unlike other components that we may deal
with at the station, they just happen to be
particularly large.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Keto.
I have one question for Mr.
Kamps.
You mentioned that WIPP was an
example of loss of institutional control at the
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present time.

Would you please expand upon that

comment for the Panel in terms of are you
referring to the control by the Department of
Energy specifically?
MR. KAMPS:

Yes, I am.

I think I

gave some examples in the presentation, there is
others that could be given.
The truck being 29 years old and
not maintained to the point where it caught on
fire and caused a serious incident that was then
eclipsed by a much more serious incident just
nine days later.

That is one example.

Another would be lack of defence
and depth on the ventilation filtration system.
I mentioned that close call where it was
reactivated just some days before the
radioactivity release.

The surface releases

would have been significantly worse if that
reactivation had not taken place in time, which
was really a chance of sheer luck that this burst
of the barrel happened when it did and not some
days earlier.
So those are some examples.
There are others that could be given.

It is not

only the Federal Department of Energy, it is also
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the state which left a critical monitoring
position unstaffed.

So there is less data to

work with because the state didn't fill this
role.
So these are breakdowns in
institutional control in the current, present
day.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I believe that concludes our
questions based on the presentations.

Thank you

very much.
We will be proceeding to the next
10-minute presentation, which will be by
ZeroWaste4ZeroBurning, which is PMD 14-P1.9.
Mr. Bertrand, Ms Gasser, please
proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ZEROWASTE4ZEROBURNING, LOUIS BERTRAND

MR. BERTRAND:
Chair.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Madam
And Members of the

Panel, good afternoon.
First, we would like to
acknowledge that we are on Saugeen Ojibway
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traditional lands, and we give thanks for the
opportunity to share knowledge and understanding.
This afternoon we are addressing
the implications of the proposed expansion of the
DGR.

We will focus on, firstly, the practice of

waste reduction by incineration in light of the
response we got to undertaking 25, and on the
impacts of the expansion on the host community.
In light of the prospect of a
doubling of the waste quantity and a 40-year
period of operation, we feel that our review of
the response to undertaking 25, which is
information that was not available last year on
the operation of the incinerator at the Western
Waste Management Facility, is important to longterm impacts.
Quickly, the Western Waste
Management Facility incinerator is a batch
incinerator.

In other words start-up and

shutdown transient conditions which can produce
spikes in emissions much higher than in normal
operation, let's say the incinerator operates 24
x 7.
The incinerator has a bypass vent
which allows -- you know, obviously an emergency
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bypass vent -- which allows combustion gasses to
bypass the air pollution control equipment
completely.
Now, undertaking 25 doesn't say
how often it is used or even if it is used, but
that would be important information to have.
And finally, this incinerator is
tested yearly, only three days per year, and even
then the results are reported as averages.

In

other words, there is no way of monitoring any
emission spikes for the rest of the year.
As undertaking 25 states, the
incineration is done according to the certificate
of approval obtained from the Ontario Ministry of
the Environment.

However, we need to examine the

basis for a regulation, the paradigm of the dose
makes the poison which we get from a guy by the
name of Paracelsus in the 1500s.
The assumption is that below a
certain threshold there are no significant
harmful effects.
The other basis for air quality
approvals is a low enough concentration at the
point of impingement, in other words the person
breathing the contamination.

And this is the
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principle of pollution dilution.
The first assumption is currently
in doubt as new findings show pathways and
harmful health and effects at low doses; body
burdens of picograms per kilogram or parts per
billion.

These are doses that are realistically

encountered in the environment, but ignored by
regulations.
The pollution dilution approach
assumes that contaminants disperse rapidly and
cause no long-term effects.
However, the International Agency
for Research on Cancer, part of the World Health
Organization, has indicated in 2013 that air
pollution is exposing us to carcinogens and is
becoming a global worrisome health hazard.
With persistent organic
pollutants having long lifetime in the
environment and likely to bioaccumulate in the
food chain, we can no longer support the argument
that because it complies with the regulations it
must be safe.
Rather than looking at the
concentration, the better way of looking at
emissions is to look at the total quantity of
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contaminants produced.

The doubling of

quantities to be sent to the DGR and the doubling
of the time of operation would necessarily double
the burden on the environment.
Obviously, our first
recommendation is to discontinue incineration at
the Western Waste Management Facility.
But beyond that recommendation we
have to observe that this project is unusual in
its nature.

And this Panel has a potential and

opportunity to make precedent-setting
recommendations.
In other words, to go beyond the
current regulatory scheme and go towards instead
requirements that are based on realistic
assessment of health and environmental effects.
In other words, please consider cumulative
effects as well as low-dose effects.
I will now pass it on to Linda
Gasser for comments on the impacts on the
community.
MS GASSER:

Good afternoon, Madam

Chair, ladies and gentlemen.
I am just going to make some very
brief points about the impact of the expansion of
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change in scope of the DGR project on this whole
host community process and the host community
agreement.
When I was here last year I
raised some concerns. I provided the example of
what occurred in the Municipality of Clarington
with the host community agreement that that
municipality sign with the proponent and some of
the shortcomings around that process.
So as was mentioned by some of
the other proponents, what has occurred is a
classic bait and switch.

The HCA was signed

between Kincardine and OPG in October 2004.

So

here we are almost 10 years later and there has
been a substantial change in scope of the
project.
From this, one could assume that
there is also a substantial potential for
increase of adverse effects.

And from that you

could also say that there is now a greater
likelihood that there would be, in addition to
all the other adverse effects, there would likely
be greater impacts to property.
And when I look at the property
value protection plan that is in the host
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community agreement, it seems to me that it would
be almost impossible for somebody to seek any
kind of relief given the stringent conditions.
Meaning, you could only seek relief if the impact
is identified after the DGR gets -- the projects
get approved and prior to the closing of the
project.
Stigma is often dismissed.

I

have to say in the Clarington, Durham Region case
the consultants outright dismissed the concept of
stigma and decreased property values.
But I quote from Kiel & McClain
Study from 1994.

It is specific to incineration,

but I think it provides a helpful sentence to
help people understand as to when impacts occur.
So I quote from page 322 of that
study, I can provide the reference:
"Individual housing
appreciation rates are
affected by the presence of
an incinerator.

These

findings suggest that when
the full cost of the siting
and operation of a locally
undesirable facility is
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estimated both the short-run
and the long-run impacts need
to be considered.

A drop in

house values may take place
as early as the first rumours
of the facility and levels
may again be affected as more
information on the facility
becomes available.

The

observed differences in
appreciation rates
experienced by houses close
to the incinerator..." (As
Read)
I am quoting from the study on incineration -"...and those further way
which continue to differ
after the facility has gone
online indicate that the
local housing market has not
fully adjusted to the
facility even after seven
years of operation." (As
read)
And here is the key sentence in
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my opinion.
"If the designers of
compensation programs want to
correctly measure the decline
in property values
experienced by those located
close to such a facility,
measurement of the changes in
levels must be taken at each
of the stages as well as
after the facility has gone
into operation." (As Read)
So the current host community
agreement, in my opinion, should just be ripped
up by Kincardine.

It is all to the benefit of

OPG, very little benefit to Kincardine.
The property value protection
plan, which Dr. Leise touts as a possible remedy,
I am not sure it is going to be a remedy to many
of the people that would be affected.
This project has gone on for
what, 10, 12 years?
years.

It might take a few more

There are people in limbo for an awful

long period of time.
And when I was here the last time
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I urged the Panel not to place too much
importance on this whole host community process
and these agreements.
Proponents often pressure the
municipalities involved to sign early, way too
early, before they have sufficient project
information, before they have information on the
potential adverse impacts, before mitigation
measures are known, long before any kind of
conditions of approval associated with any kind
of approval are known.
And very often, in the case of
Clarington, they asked for relief that was far
less than was actually provided in the conditions
of approval with many other issues unaddressed.
So I urge this Panel not to place
too much importance on the whole host community
process.

Because as it has played out here,

appears to be very different from what Dr. Leise
contemplated.
Thank you.
--- Applause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We will now proceed directly to
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the final 10-minute presentation, which is by the
Provincial Council of Women of Ontario who are
with us by telephone.
Ms Janes, are you on the line?
MS JANES:

I think I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, we can

hear you loud and clear.
You have 10 minutes, so you now
may proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
THE PROVINCIAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF ONTARIO,
GRACIA JANES

MS JANES:

Thank you.

Good

afternoon, Dr. Swanson and Panel Members, Dr.
Muecke and Dr. Archibald.
Thank you for the opportunity on
behalf of Provincial Council Women of Ontario to
deal with this very important issue.
I have truncated my brief,
because it was pretty lengthy with lots of
references, so I hope I get a little bit of
leeway at the end if I am not rushed too much.
At any rate, I think the overview
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of our position is that we are really shocked by
the method that is being used by the Ontario
Power Generation, and that is the verification as
you go along in building, using the observational
method.
And all the other issues are
contingent on the safety and the certainty of
this long-term geologic stability, and so they
all connect with the method that is being used
and with the geology particularly.
We remain of the opinion, despite
the voluminous amount of information before this
panel, that OPG has not proven its case.

There

are still far too many unknowns, flaws,
contradictions, and assumptions all based on the
poor methodology.
And as we say, the most damaging
flaw in OPG's plan is its use of the
observational method whereby OPG expects that a
great deal of key information will be found and
the steps that must be taken to counteract
potentially significant problems as identified by
its own research and that of others what will
happen after the Panel recommends and the
government approves, if they do.
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Only then will OPG proceed to
follow their geoscientific verification safety
plan as they construct the repository.
And as Mr. Gibbons noted this
morning, any warning signals will be heeded and
studied, plans for change made and perhaps
changed again if they don't work as they go
along.
There is no mention of the
possibility of halting the project for any
reason, as all potential problems are considered
solvable using this method.
It is puzzling that there are
very few details about the method or of any
discussion as to the appropriateness of using it.
Rather, there is just a short general descriptive
statement, and it just leaps out of this
statement that the objective is to optimize
designs without compromising safety.
And so they also say that they
use this because the geotechnical behaviour is
often difficult and it is sometimes appropriate
to adopt this approach.

But they don't give us a

real argument about why they really should use it
or how it is used otherwise.
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So throughout this thorough and
lengthy documentation the proponents acknowledge
that important facts and geological requirements
to ensure a safe repository, verification plans
and other cautionary information are essential
for OPG's plans to succeed.
For example, they talk about the
detailed geological mapping that is required to
verify the bedrock stratigraphy, stratigraphic
continuity and predictability, methodology,
discontinuities and structure to refine the
knowledge on rock characteristics, including
jointing, bedding, claim thickness, spacing and
presence of weak seams and verify the -THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS JANES:

Ms Janes?

Yes?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

May I interrupt

you a bit?
MS JANES:

Yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I am having

great sympathy for the translators at this point.
MS JANES:

Sorry.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I know that you

are anxious to stay within the 10-minute limit,
but please try to slow down just a tad.
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MS JANES:

I shall, I shall.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS JANES:

Thank.

I will try.

-- verify the assumed rock mass
classification reading used in the design.
The mapping will be conducted
following each excavation or cycle.
PCWO therefore believes that a
Panel recommendation to the government for
approval of the licensing of this first-of-a-kind
deep geological nuclear barrel repository in
Canada, based on the use of the observational
method, is asking the public to take a
potentially very dangerous leap of faith.
Further to the above basic most
serious underlying methodology problem,
information in the Panel EIS's and several of the
OPG and RFI responses bolster arguments raised
against the project and have verified the many
uncertainties and flaws pointed out by PCWO and
others.
For instance, in response to
Information No. 22, OPG has stated that:
"Based on Dr. Sykes'
modelling analyses in support
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of the DGR project, there
will be no changes in the
moisture content of the
Ordovician shales.

The

shales have exceptionally low
permeability, they are under
pressured and moisture
movement through them is
negligible.

The Ordovician

shales of the Bruce site have
undergone considerable stress
due to glaciation, and yet
they have maintained their
permeability as measured by
the DGR borehole test.
Examination of the shale
cores confirms that changes
in the stress in the nine
cycles over the last million
years have not had an impact
on the shale."

(As read)

However, this has been countered
by the EIS No. 12 where -- the Panel EIS, where
they say:
"Site characterization
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studies to date have relied
on examination of only a
limited number of core sample
tests from a few boreholes,
only one of which has been
sited within the special
boundary and depth of the
proposed repository.
Geomechanical
characterization of the
actual repository site
conditions is thus extremely
limited."
"Further...", they say,
"faults are known throughout
the RSA at the level of the
proposed DGR excavation.

The

pervasive dolomitization of
Cambrian and Silurian rock
throughout the RSA implies
that Upper Ordovician sealrock facies had been breached
in the past and that hot
fluids have moved through
parts of the stratigraphic
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section within the RSA in the
past, possibly along as yet
unmapped deep-rooted faults
and fractures which cut
across the Ordovician
section." (As read)
And we have further evidence from
Wilf Ruland, who testified in the last hearing,
where they say:
"But what surprised Dr. Smart
and myself was down below the
DGR host horizon in the
Cambridge sandstone we do
find hydraulic potential and
it is a rather dramatic one.
The overpressures are such
that the hydraulic heads of
165 metres above the ground
surface are present down
there and that means if you
were to drill a well into
these units below the DGR
host horizon they would be
artesian wells."

(As read)

From there, these references
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challenge OPG's undertaking 22 information re:
the possibility of moisture and irreversible
changes to the sedimentary formations, as well as
pointing to the faults and fractures, all of
which OPG states will be investigated as the
project proceeds.
Furthermore, in a letter to the
Joint Panel of June the 6th, OPG was providing
further clarification that it would provide
greater detail of the proposed sub-surface
activities which will be included in individual
test plans associated with each activity.

These

test plans acknowledge that the issues of rock
core strength, on-site humidity, excavation
deformation and critical fractures are extremely
important.
We really feel that a lot of the
language within the evidence, all through it
actually, are a lot of suppositions and "may" and
"could".

I'm not sure if they took some out, I

think they were sort of instructed to keep it
down to a minimum at least.
But they do state, for instance,
that:
"The uncertainties relating
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to the causes and future
evolution of anomalous
pressures have been
conservatively bound in the
safety assessment provided by
OPG."

(As read)

And in other places "it might be
possible", "it could be", and there are
uncertainties.
So to conclude, we ask the Panel
to consider the following questions.

Given the

many thousands of years some of this nuclear
waste must be kept isolated and the possible
dangers if it is not and the uncertainties raised
by the presenters at these hearings and in some
of the materials of OPG, NWMO and CNSC, is the
observational method the appropriate one?
Two: What kind of effective
changes can OPG or others possibly make should
problems arise after the proposal is approved and
the construction has begun, after it is sealed
off?
What remedial help can be advised
immediately, a few years on, thousands of years
in future should OPG's plans fail?
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Is there a chance that once OPG
gets the licences and begins to construct a
repository, OPG would cease work and decide to
abandon the plant for the repository if major
flaws are discovered in the execution of the
observational process?
So you can see that that is the
main thing.

For the sake of the person who is

transcribing, they could hopefully look at our
brief and if there are some of the things that
could be filled in that I did use, they have a
clue to, with some of the wording they might get
the clue.
So that's our presentation and we
thank you for letting us present it.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Janes.
Panel Members, did we have any
questions for the previous two presentations?
No?
Okay, thank you very much.
We now have time for questions
from registered participants.

I understand from

Secretariat staff that we have eight people who
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have asked for leave to present a proposed
question.
Participants are reminded that
questions must be brief, directly related to
today's presentations and that the microphone may
not be used to make a statement.
Let's begin with Mr. Monem.
MR. MONEM:
record.

Alex Monem, for the

Thank you, Madam Chair.
I would like to return to a

question posed by Dr. Muecke regarding the
potential for a liner under the waste rock pile
and how this would be addressed in the case of an
expanded waste rock pile made necessary by DGR
expansion?
I thought I understood the
response provided yesterday, but I don't think I
do.

Mr. Wilson stated that an assessment of the

performance of the till will be performed ahead
of rock placement and consequently the need for
any liner.
Could we just haven't explained
how this is going to be done and whether this is
going to be done on the assumption of a 15 metre
rock pile or a 35 metre rock pile and whether or
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not there is experience we can rely on to do this
with confidence?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
There has already been extensive
investigation of the surface geotechnical
capability at the site as we discussed in last
year's, I believe it was October 1 session around
the stormwater management pond and waste rock
management pile.
So again, we have confidence
through that investigation that there is
continuity of the till through the areas that
we're planning for both the stormwater management
pond in terms of its extent as well as its depth
and the waste rock management area.
During construction as we
finalize our grading plans and go in and begin
grading for construction, we would use standard
construction techniques to verify that the
conditions of the sub-surface are as we expect
them to be and then we would build the waste rock
management pile accordingly.
If through that verification as
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we are in the field suggests that there is -- we
don't have the continuity in the till that we
expected in certain areas, we would then apply a
liner, as we discussed previously.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Mr. Wilson,

can you give the Panel a more specific and
explicit description of what you refer to as
"standard construction procedures" to identify
whether or not the till is as you expected?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We would be looking for the -- we
could use either x-ray type technology to ensure
that the sub-surfaces of a condition that we
expected to be in terms of its permeability and
that would be done.
We would also look at doing test
pitting in certain areas again as we are going
through to verify that we have the continuity of
the till in those areas, supplementing the
information that we already have without to the
extent of the potential to damage and get too far
below.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Another

supplementary, with your indulgence, Mr. Monem.
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Would the test pitting and other
techniques such as the x-ray examination be part
of your standard environmental management system
as you proceed?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The environmental monitoring
system is not what I'm considering here, I'm just
talking about the integrity of the ground
underneath for the constructability purposes.
The monitoring system is over and
above that in our well system to be able to
monitor the groundwater conditions around those
areas in order to be able to ensure that we are
not -- and that would be a longer-term issue.
I can come back to the Panel with
the typical test methods and standards that would
be applied for a certain activity like that, I
just don't have it at hand.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
appreciate that, Mr. Wilson.

We would

Perhaps tomorrow

morning.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:
a clarification.

Mr. Monem...?

Just as a follow-up,

Could we also maybe tomorrow
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hear if the assumption is correct that the
testing will be done on the basis of a 35 metre
rock pile and whether or not there are different
expectations of the characteristics of the till
that we would look for, for a 15 versus 35 metre
rock pile?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG...?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We can, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem...?
MR. MONEM:

Thank you.

In slides 14 and 15 of OPG's
presentation today, it's very small, but there is
an assumption made that Darlington and Bruce will
be decommissioned in 2082 and the assumption -again, the assumption is that means an out-ofservice date of those reactors in 2050.
My question is for OPG.

Is this

a reasonable assumption that these reactors will
be out of commission in 2050?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:
record.

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the
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I would say that is a reasonable
assumption.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

Could we expect sort

of an ongoing need for nuclear power generation
past the 2050 mark?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie's Swami, for

the record.
If Mr. Monem's question is about
nuclear power in the province, the design of the
existing fleet of reactors requires a mid-term
refurbishment to continue to operate the reactors
for approximately 25 to 30 years postrefurbishment.

That program would then reach the

end of life for those facilities as we understand
them today.

So the existing fleet of nuclear

plants would come out-of-service after their -what I guess I would call second phase of their
operation post-refurbishment.
If there was a need for
additional generation from nuclear power as we go
through the planning phase that the government
has underway, that would be determined by the
government and there may be new nuclear plants in
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future in the province, but that would be
speculation on my part.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr.

Thank you.

Monem...?

MR. MONEM:

And I didn't mean to

say there's energy planners in the room or didn't
make any of those kinds of questions, but has OPG
done any calculation of total volumes of low and
intermediate level nuclear waste, both from
operations, refurbishment and decommissioning in
the event that there are nuclear powered
generators past the 2050 mark?

Has there been

any calculation like that done at all?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG...?

--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The project that we proposed is
for the existing fleet of reactors.

We have done

preliminary review for the proposed new nuclear
plant at the Darlington facility a number of
years ago now.
That project, as I'm sure most
here would understand, is awaiting a decision
from the province should we need to proceed with
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it, so it's not a consideration at this point in
time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

Just one more

question along this line.
We know that the project being
applied for now is for 200,000 cubic metres, the
expansion 200,000 cubic metres is not an
application and I'm just trying to see if that's
a reasonable assumption that it's only 200,000
additional cubic metres.
So again, I wonder if OPG has
done any calculation to determine whether or not
the combined 400,000 cubic metres would be
sufficient to manage all of the low and
intermediate waste generated even if a new build
at Darlington, for instance, were to come online.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, OPG, I

believe Mr. Monem's question relates not only to
the current fleet, but should there be a new
build at Darlington and whether you had done
those calculations.
Is that correct, Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:
--- Pause

Yes, Madam Chair.
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MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
This is really forcing me to
speculate on volumes that have or have not been
the current proposed DGR, which is what we are
seeking the licence for is for the existing fleet
of operating or owned or operated by OPG.
Starting to discuss whether new build, which may
or may not go forward, is included, it becomes a
very difficult conversation because we haven't
got that as our planning assumption.

Our

planning assumption is for the current fleet of
operating units.
So I think that what we have said
is we are applying for the existing inventory,
that is what this application is for.

We have

considered foreseeable projects, which is what
the expansion that we have talked about and the
cumulative effects is the basis of a lot of
discussion today obviously and that's the
analysis that we have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So to clarify

for the benefit of the Panel, Ms Swami, what we
have is a cumulative effect assessment for the
foreseeable future for your existing fleet for
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decommissioning waste, but you cannot provide us
with an upper bound that may include the possible
Darlington new build?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That is correct.

The new nuclear

project at this present time is not proceeding,
as we understand it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem...?

Last question.

Has OPG done any study or
analysis or even thinking about the potential for
further expansion at the Bruce site beyond the
400,000 cubic metre size?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
No, we have not.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Is that all your questions, Mr.
Monem?
MR. MONEM:

I think I will leave

it there; thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
--- Pause

Mr. Mann...?
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MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
If I could seek leave to ask OPG
and CNSC the following: Could OPG and CNSC please
explain to the citizens and taxpayers of Ontario
why we in Ontario -- because Québec and New
Brunswick are not going to do this -- why we in
Ontario are pursuing a DGR consisting of 80 to 95
per cent clothes and rags that everyone agrees do
not need a DGR and will never cause a problem and
where the decommissioning waste could be
substituted and be placed in the DGR instead of
the rags and clothes without having to expand the
DGR at all and when, within the next 30 years,
while maintaining the safe and certain status quo
storage aboveground, OPG could figure out what to
do with all nuclear waste, including
decommissioning nuclear waste and high-level
spent fuel nuclear waste instead of pursuing this
absolutely piecemeal and speculative and wasteful
DGR -- number of DGR processes and applications,
especially since high-level spent fuel will
ultimately be included in the OPG DGR in
Kincardine when Kincardine Council merrily
changes its position and allows high-level spent
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fuel in the OPG DGR for low and intermediate
waste in Kincardine?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, I

will reword your question a little bit to
encompass the information that would be new to
the Panel and I will direct the question
primarily to CNSC, which is: Is it in staff's
view that given the state of our knowledge with
respect to particularly the low-level waste, and
the current technology available to reduce the
volume of that waste and/or store that waste for
a long enough period that the activity declines,
is it staff's opinion that it is an appropriate
period in time to proceed with a DGR that indeed
includes low-level waste?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would like to provide perhaps
two aspects in response to the question you have
asked.
First, the mandate of the CNSC is
to ensure that applications for licences, in this
case to manage low and intermediate level
radioactive waste, meet the requirements of the
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Nuclear Safety and Control Act and Regulations.
So the review of the licence
application, the environmental assessment, all of
the information for both of those processes are
intended to provide the information necessary to
determine whether the proponent's project would
meet the requirements of both legislation.
That's a requirement and I believe legally we
would not be able to not review an application
from a proponent that meets all the legal
requirements.

So that's sort of a legalistic

answer to your question.
The second aspect is, my
understanding from the information that we have
reviewed over the last year or so in terms of
recommendations, suggestions that had been made
by various interveners in terms of finding ways
of reducing, separating the existing waste
streams that OPG has in the Western Waste
Management Facility, for example, that the
technology does not exist to separate some of the
long-lived radioactive nuclides from the existing
waste.

So that would put a constraint in itself.
The other aspect is, moving

forward OPG has recognized the need to minimize
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waste.
CNSC.

It's certainly an expectation of the
We have, in one of our safety and control

areas, the requirement to essentially reduce,
minimize and recycle to the extent that it's
practical, so that as a good practice, good
environmental protection and sustainable
development that we minimize the amount of waste
generated.

So that is the perspective we can

provide.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

just for complete clarity for the benefit of the
Panel, if we were to look at the short-lived lowlevel waste versus longer-lived low-level waste,
is the Panel to understand that notwithstanding
how small a proportion a longer-lived low-level
waste may be, under regulation it would still be
required to be properly stored and/or disposed
of?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That's correct.

The CNSC

requirements would be for the long-term safety of
that waste.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Mann...?

Thank you.
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MR. MANN:

Well, does the clothes

and rags that the workers wore, does that require
a DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
got the answer.

I think we just

Do you have another question,

Mr. Mann?
MR. MANN:

Okay.

In light of

Kevin Kamp's brief presentation about the WIPP
catastrophe, I wonder if OPG and CNSC, they have
described the WIPP catastrophe as not a disaster,
both OPG and CNSC are of the opinion that it is
not a disaster.
In light of Kevin Kamp's
presentation, how can they come to that
conclusion and, if they do still hold to that
conclusion, would they believe that a WIPP
disaster in our community, in an OPG DGR, if a
WIPP disaster happened here, would they still
consider that not to be a disaster, because I can
guarantee every citizen in our community would
consider that to be more than a disaster.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yesterday I did suggest disaster
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was the wrong word, I would also agree
catastrophe is the wrong word when describing the
WIPP event.
I also mentioned yesterday that
it was a serious event, that it needed to be
considered obviously and that we would look to
that for the operating experience that that would
generate.
I also believe that we have
talked a great deal during the hearing, both this
time and last year, about the accidents and
malfunctions and the consideration of what that
would look like, and so that is part of the
environmental assessment discussion and I think
that's clear that when we do that analysis the
results are presented and there is a conclusion
that it is not likely to result in a significant
environmental effect.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The pre-closure safety
assessment.

So for the environmental assessment

for OPG's proposed DGR looked at both pre-closure
and post-closure assessment.
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The WIPP incident would be
considered within the proposed -- OPG's proposed
project as being within the pre-closure, so the
operational period.
The environmental assessment
looked at accidents and malfunctions, including
the fires and the breach of a waste container.
The environmental assessment demonstrated that
during the operational period for that type of
accident that the consequences on members of the
public and workers would be essentially
acceptable providing the likelihood in the
mitigation measures.
So there are two ways to look at
the WIPP incident.

One consideration is that the

WIPP -- the two incidents at WIPP essentially
correspond to both types of accidents and
malfunctions that were considered in DGR and in
the WIPP event, both the workers and the members
of the public were exposed to very low levels.
Some members of the public, the doses are
estimated to be 0.001 and doses to the exposed
workers have been calculated to be 0.1 mSv per
year.
So from that point of view
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essentially it indicates that the DGR pre-closure
assessment appropriately considered the types of
events that have happened at WIPP.
Also, that if the project -OPG's proposed DGR receives a licence and this
type of event would occur, the expectation is
that we would certainly take regulatory action,
there would certainly be a need to report,
investigate, find the root causes and correct the
situation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Very quickly, Mr. Mann, please.
MR. MANN:

Just one more

question.
Today we heard things, it will
happen 30 years from now this decommissioning
waste, and so on, and it just sounds like there
is no rush to judgment in my opinion.
And I'm just wondering, why not
make Bruce County the center of energy, a
university where you find out how to promote
energy and get energy for the world forever and
how to figure out how to deal with and recycle
nuclear waste in the next 30 years, and do that
and keep the status quo as is, because there is
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nowhere on the planet that buries clothes and
rags.
And I'm just asking OPG and then
CNSC, why not -- why can't our Bruce County be
the universe and the university of how to figure
out how to deal with this?

We got to the moon,

we can certainly figure out how to recycle
nuclear waste.

It might take a while, but since

the nuclear industry is evaporating in 100 to 150
years all over, we are going to be a ghost town
and the university to seek out how to recycle
this stuff and make it beneficial to all instead
of burying it would be a very great benefit to
our community.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Mann.
I think OPG has already explained
to us some of their initiatives with respect to
reducing and recycling.
We also heard last fall regarding
OPG's commitment to support higher education with
respect to the nuclear industry.

Your remarks

are noted by the Panel.
MR. MANN:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Lloyd...?
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--- Pause
MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
I have three questions.

The

first is for CNSC and also perhaps some comment
from OPG on this and it relates to slide 13 from
CNSC's presentation.
It's not on the slide, but this
morning during the presentation it's talking
about possible effects of post-closure safety,
increased gas generation, and one of the
alternatives that was identified this morning by
CNSC was the use of concrete instead of metal
containers.
I'm wondering what CNSC has done
in terms of looking at the changed chemistry as a
result of this substitution.

That's my first

part.
My second question I guess is to
OPG as to whether they have a similar interest or
expectation with respect to this kind of
substitution?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think the

first thing we need is the slide up on the
screen, if we could, please.

Thank you.
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The Panel would ask CNSC to
perhaps clarify the context for the statement
that Ms Lloyd is referring to.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will ask Ms Kay Klassen to
respond to the question in the context for the
information on the slide.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for

the record.
The context was in relation to
the information provided by OPG in our review.
OPG identified that should there be some issues
in the longer haul with respect to the quantities
of metal in a future assessment of the detailed
information that would come forward on actual
decommissioning waste, that they expected that
some of the management practice that they could
employ at the time, if required, would be
reduction of metal by decontaminating some of the
lower-level contaminated metals and the other one
was the possibility of reducing metal in some of
the waste containers and using the possibility of
concrete.
Those were management structures
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that were being put forward as a possible way if
it was required in the future.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that context.
So, Ms Lloyd, what was your
question again?
MS LLOYD:

I had understood the

remarks by CNSC this morning to be a putting
forward this, that this was CNSC's view.

I

hadn't seen the option of -- but there are many
pages, I missed many I'm sure -- I didn't recall
the substitution to concrete containers in the
OPG materials.

Perhaps that's why I took this to

be an idea that CNSC was endorsing.
So my question to CNSC was:
Given my understanding they were endorsing the
substitution, had they looked at the chemistry
that I expect would change as a result of this
substitution.

That was my question.
And I also had a question for

OPG, whether they also considered this to be a
viable alternative, or substitution rather?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So let's

start with CNSC.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,
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for the record.
At this time, given the state of
the project, we did not do that analysis, but
there is a process in place for -- it's a safety
assessment that is done to validate the
robustness of waste containers so that we find
them appropriate for their intended purpose.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am looking at page 7 of EIS 12512 and there is a discussion in the middle of
the page that, for example, there could be a
change in reduction of metal content by changing
the containers to concrete containers.

This is a

"for example" and is an early explanation of
things that could be done to reduce the metal
content being placed in a potential expansion of
the DGR.
So as we would expect to do
additional analysis, et cetera, when we -- or if
we came forward with that project, that would be
the time that we would do that type of an
analysis.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Lloyd...?
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MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

My second question is -- and I
don't recall what slide, I think it was in
response to questions from Panel Members.
Derek Wilson made a statement
that there was the option of adding in a wall, I
think he was talking about in the emplacement
room, in the room itself, and I think he said in
case of a release.
So this might be a situation
where without the transcript we are left guessing
what exactly was said, but if my understanding is
correct and Mr. Wilson said that an end wall
could be added in the case of release, I'm
wondering if he could discuss with you what that
would mean in terms of worker exposure, worker
protection, and so on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, I believe

this was in response to a question by Dr.
Archibald, so I believe Ms Lloyd is now expanding
the question in terms of protection of worker
health and safety if they were to have to go in
and put in that wall in a particular room.
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for
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If I recall correctly, the
context was in relation to the WIPP incident and
a release of such, how would that be handled
similar to that of Room 7 or Panel 7.
In that regard, again, we had
indicated that there is the potential to isolate
any given emplacement room with the closure wall.
We have done that for two reasons.

One is, that

for whatever reason, if there was a need to
shield or to provide additional shielding to
workers because of the arrangement of packaging
of waste, and so on, we could erect a shielding
wall, but in this particular instance, again if
it was in relation to a release within the room,
you would follow standard radiation protection
measures and establish a working condition, a
safe work plan and a mitigation strategy to be
able to go in and construct such a wall.
And again, it is at the front of
the room so there is always potential to have
some initial shielding put in place to do that.
So again, there are many
different radiation protection measures that OPG
is well-versed in and perhaps somebody from OPG
would be willing to add additional information.
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MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I believe that Mr. Wilson has
covered that quite well, but we could use things
like temporary shielding walls, other equipment
that we would put in place to essentially shield
workers from receiving a dose.
Of course there would be the
ability for monitoring individual dose, if there
was any, whether through personal alarming,
dosimeters, whether through thermal luminescent
devices, whether through urinalysis afterwards,
et cetera.
So we have a very comprehensive
radiation protection program that looks at
shielding workers, ensuring they are protected
during their work execution and then ensuring
that we are monitoring very carefully to make
sure they don't exceed any dose targets within
OPG, and particularly dose limits.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd...?

Thank you.

It's a bit abstract for me, but
if I can just test if I understand it.

So one of

the strategies they might use is something like a
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rotating workforce, so when a worker hit dose
they would pull out, another go in.

Is that that

kind of -- is that what the safe work plan is?
I'm not quite clear on what both
Mr. Wilson and Ms Swami are meaning.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I believe Mr. Wilson and I both
referred to shielding walls.

These are walls

which could be bags of material that would shield
from source of radiation.

We use those

throughout our plants today, so this is not
unknown to us and is certainly something we would
implement, should that be required.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

I will leave that for

now.
My third question, I thought it
was a simple question until I heard Mr. Monem
asking a similar question and it became less
simple.

So my question for OPG was: Looking at

the early and late scenarios, slides 14 and 15 of
their presentation, where does new build fit into
that?
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And then we heard a lot about
provincial decisions and so on, but I am assuming
a certain level of intentionality on the part of
OPG given their appeal of the court case which
quashed the approval.
So I'm wondering if I could just
ask my question, knowing that Mr. Monem had an
attempt.

Where does new build fit into the early

and late scenario timing wise?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Lloyd, I

believe the Panel has heard everything that OPG
was able to provide us with respect to that
question.

I'm not sure we are going to gain

anything unless, Ms Swami, you have anything
specific to add regarding the early and late
scenarios and where new build may fit in within
that?
I'm seeing flipping of pages so
we will see if we can get a little bit more
information there.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

If you don't mind, I

will take a minute to find it because I certainly
can't read it on the screen.
--- Laughter / Rires
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

I totally

sympathize and certainly you can take a bit of
time.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So as Ms Lloyd is very familiar
that the current site preparation licence has
been suspended pending a review of the judicial
review that is underway through the courts, so I
don't want to comment on that, but should a
decision come back that that proceeds in whatever
manner that would proceed in, the expectation
would be that the licence could last -- the site
preparation licence could last perhaps 10 years
based on what we know today.
So I am really speculating here.
That would take us to 2024 as a potential when we
could start the site preparation.

The estimate

is that is a 10-year period -- and I'm going
ballpark -- for site preparation and construction
of new nuclear facility.
Then they would begin operations.
So now we're looking at 2035 if they were to
actually proceed.

And I don't know when that
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would be, I am merely speculating.
So in 2035, let's say, you could
begin operation of a unit at Darlington for a new
build which would potentially generate low and
intermediate level waste as we would expect today
and, therefore, would operate at the current
understanding of the technology for 60 years,
give or take.
So on this timeline it would be
many years of operation compared to what we see
in today's plants with the mid-cycle
refurbishment, they have a longer life than the
current plants.
That would go somewhere into the
2080s and then we would proceed with potentially
some type of refurbishment and some type of
continued operation.
So now I am really speculating,
in 100 years from now we would have some sort of
understanding.
So that's why it's very
speculative for me to say, oh yes, that is going
to go here and it's going to be this volume,
because, one, we don't have a technology; two, we
don't understand the new methods that we would be
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able to employ in 20 or 30 years to minimize the
low and intermediate level waste that could be
generated from a new type of design because we
wouldn't obviously be building today's
technology, we would be building an advanced
technology from today.
So there are many, many things
that would just be speculation on our part to
start to quantify what the numbers would be, what
the radioactive content would be, and that's why
when I say we don't have that information, we
really couldn't even begin to speculate, except
to say it could be similar to today, but that we
know would be again speculation.
So that's why I hesitate to say
it's going to be here and it's going to be now.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Storck...?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Apparently

--- Pause

Dr. Storck has left the building.
Ms McClenaghan...?
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MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
My first question leaves off from
the slide we just had, if we want to get it back
up, that's the early -- slide 14 in the OPG
presentation, early scenario.
The question is with respect to
the statement on that slide that the earliest
start of Pickering decommissioning would be 2044.
My question, Madam Chair, would
be for OPG whether if there were a policy
decision to approve decommissioning earlier such
as prompt decommissioning following closure, what
would be the implications for the scenario and
what would be the implications for operations at
the DGR?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Our current planning assumptions
are based on a delayed decommissioning and that
is what all of our planning basis is currently.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms. McClenaghan...?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes, Dr.
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Swanson, I do understand that's the current
planning basis but I'm aware that at Gentilly-2
there is a discussion about decommissioning early
and I expect that to be a discussion in the
public domain at Pickering as well given that
we're looking at 2018 to 2022 for that closure so
it's quite imminent.
And I think unlike the previous
question where Ms Swami talked about how far away
it was this one is quite near and I think we have
to think about the implications of that.
There are reasons for OPG to use
delayed decommissioning, obviously, to allow
cooling of the material, but there are reasons
for the public and workforce to want prompt
decommissioning for employment reasons as well.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Ms

McClenaghan, for the benefit of the Panel, are
you suggesting that the Panel requires
information regarding a possible policy change
and on what basis?

What's the strength of the

information that would indicate a policy change
in Ontario?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Well, we have

one -- one similar facility closed last year
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where this is a current discussion in the public
domain.

So it's not speculative.

I've already

heard discussion at the hearings at Pickering,
for example, about the date of decommissioning.
And so if the Panel is
contemplating approving a DGR and we could have
such a significant policy change quite soon, I
think we need to think about what the
implications for the placement scenario and all
of the other implications for operations that
might arise.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, has this

been part of your planning process up to now?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
No, our current planning
assumptions as I stated, is for a delayed
decommissioning.

A policy change of that nature

is not something that I could even begin to
speculate on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, are you

aware of any looming policy change with respect
to delayed decommissioning?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,
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I will provide some information
and should you require more information, I would
have to get information from other than Ms
Klassen from back in the office from the Waste
Decommissioning Division.
The current plans are supported
by a decommissioning plan and a financial
guarantee that outlines essentially the plan that
Ms Swami has just referred to.

We're aware that

in the province of Quebec in relation to
Gentilly-2, aware of the preliminary
decommissioning plan called for decommissioning
at a later date of a period of -- sorry, I'm
losing my English -- after a period of safe
storage that we've also heard in front of the
Commission on a report from Hydro Quebec that
they have had some work done by consultants on
the options for earlier decommissioning.

But I

believe that information has not come back and
their regulatory requirements in terms of
preliminary decommissioning plan and financial
guarantee has not reflected that information.
There is some work done, being
done internationally in terms of decommissioning
practices with consideration of essentially
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having a knowledgeable workforce onsite that
would facilitate decommissioning -- for early
decommissioning.

There's other considerations in

terms of worker exposures in favour of, you know,
later decommissioning.
So that is work that is being
conducted internationally, but that's as much as
I can say unless Ms Klassen has more information.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Dr.

Thompson, given what you have just told the
Panel, would you please confirm for the Panel's
benefit that it is staff's judgment at this point
that the status of decommissioning and their
timing, the decommissioning in the context of
reasonably foreseeable as it is now before us, is
still the valid one with respect to the
cumulative effects assessment for this project?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
My understanding is it is a
reasonably foreseeable project in the sense that
it's the most probable scenario given the work
that has been done to date and the planning
assumptions and the -- essentially the
preliminary decommissioning plans and all the
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work that has been done to support the licensees'
operational plans and decommissioning.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms McClenaghan...?
Oops, I'm getting the high sign
here.

OPG...?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I thought it might be helpful to
add that a quick check on the Hydro Quebec
website indicates that they will begin the 40year dormancy period, as they refer to it, in
2015 as they prepare for decommissioning.

So it

would appear to me that they also have a policy
of deferred decommissioning.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

Perhaps, Dr.

Swanson, if I could add just there is an
application from Hydro Quebec that speaks to 2015
as the date for the start of safe storage.

And

so any discussions in the Province of Quebec in
terms of changing the plans for decommissioning
has not been reflected in an application to the
CNSC.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Ms McClenaghan...?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My next question has to do with
the discussion that CNSC had earlier in response
to a question of yours about the cumulative
effects assessment and the disruptive scenario.
And I believe I heard Dr. Thompson indicate that
the consideration of a farming family established
onsite and drawing water from a deep well was one
disruptive scenario that had been contemplated
but that the doses and the implications for that
scenario had not been calculated in the
cumulative effects assessment.
And I'm wondering if Dr. Thompson
was offering to do that for the Panel because I
was a bit unclear at that point in the transcript
as to whether or not that was being offered.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, Ms

McClenaghan, that actually had specific reference
to non-human biota and, yes, we will be hearing
back, I believe tomorrow, from the CNSC as well
as OPG on that matter.
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Swanson, just

for my understanding is your request went to OPG
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and you did not request for us to -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Sorry, too many

of these carryovers.
So it'll be OPG.

So Ms

McClenaghan, there will be some information, I
believe, tomorrow.
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes, I did

understand that on non-human biota.

My question

arose because Dr. Thompson was specifically
saying that there had been consideration, I
believe, in terms of human health from a farm
family in the previous assessment, the regular
project assessment, but that it hadn't been
assessed in the cumulative assessment.
And I was wondering if they were
offering to provide that to the Panel.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
it is apparently for Thursday.

No, the -- and
It is for non-

human biota.
Ms McClenaghan, I think if you
went back and checked the information response
it's pretty clear.

It certainly is to the Panel

that there was a dose calculated for human
receptors.

So I don't think we need any further

information in that regard.
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MS McCLENAGHAN:

All right.

Thank you.
And the last question has to do
with the discussion we heard earlier with respect
to recycling and reduction of waste.

And my

question is whether or not the plan to reduce the
amount of waste coming to the DGR from the
current facilities relies on quantities of the
concrete, wood and steel going into the general
recycling stream and whether or not the
quantities of that reduction have been
calculated.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McClenaghan,

I'll ask the first part of your question.

The

second one we already have an answer to the other
day with respect to early days for the recycling
initiatives and so there are no numbers as yet
available.
But the first question I will ask
OPG to answer.

And so can you repeat the first

part of your question, Ms McClenaghan?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes.

It's

whether the plan to reduce the amount of material
coming to the DGR from the current fleet for
concrete, wood and steel requires the material to
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be going into the general recycling stream.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

OPG...?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
There are many aspects of the
plans to look at how to reduce the amount of
waste.

So the first part is to look at what is

being brought into the station as part of the
program.

So if we were bringing in parts they

typically could have been wrapped in plastic,
cardboard, wood, depending on what they are.
And what we would do is we look
at ways and means of preventing that material
from getting into the nuclear site itself.

And

therefore, it would not be diverted from the site
to a recycling program although it might be a
recycling program before it gets to the site.
When it comes to the material
that we talked about earlier with a potential to
divert waste to -- after being decontaminated or
confirmed not to contain contamination above
regulatory guidelines, that material could be
released because it would be considered nonradioactive waste at that time.
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So that's part of the pilot
program where we need to see what that looks like
and how to do that effectively.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So if the Panel

understands correctly, Ms Swami, is your part (a)
is to reduce right at the -- before it even gets
into any contact with radionuclides of any kind
and then part (b) is if it does come into contact
with radionuclides take measures to reduce the
radioactivity such that it is cleared by the
regulatory agency to then become part of a
regular waste stream.

Is that correct?

MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That's correct.
parts.

That's just two

There are many other parts but I think

that's enough detail.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms McClenaghan...?
MS McCLENAGHAN:

Yes, thank you.

That was my question.
Thank you.

Those are all my

questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. GREER:

Dr. Greer...?

Thank you, Madam
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Chair.

Dr. Sandy Greer, for the record.
I have two lines of questioning.

The first relates to mathematical modelling.

I

would appreciate a better understanding about how
mathematical modelling is used.

For example, two

examples today were stated in, first of all, by
Derek Wilson regarding predicting ranges of total
suspended solids and later in the day
calculations in regard to gas generation
following Stuart Haszeldine's presentation.
And just for clarification for us
to understand how modelling actually is
practiced, my first question is:

Are there a

number of choices of different types of modelling
that the OPG or CNSC would be using or is there
just really a very limited number and types of
models that the nuclear industry can choose in
terms of determining predictions and estimations?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Greer, the

purpose of questions is for the Panel to obtain
information that we feel we don't already have.
DR. GREER:

I apologize.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

We're quite

confident regarding the information around model
choices at this point.

Did you have another
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question?
DR. GREER:

Well, yes.

I just --

okay, I really just wanted clarification for
people who would want to do research how they
would look up these types of models to understand
them better and would they be identified in any
of the documents?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So, OPG,

in terms of your public information, to what
extent do your, for example, instruments such as
your frequently asked questions, provide
information that would help people like Dr. Greer
understand your choice of models and the reasons
for why you have made those choices?

And also,

an overall description of what the models do.
Is that adequate covering of your
question, Dr. Greer?
DR. GREER:
MS SWAMI:

Oh.

Yes, thank you.

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'll ask Mr. Powers to answer
that question.
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
I'd have to look back on our Qs
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and As, but I do not believe we have any answers
to questions on modelling.

However, if Dr. Greer

would like further information on that we can
deal with that through correspondence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Powers.
Dr. Greer?
DR. GREER:
the record.

Dr. Sandy Greer, for

Thank you.
And for my second type of

question, it's in regard to the decontamination
of materials that would be made safe to go out
into the marketplace.

Does the CNSC require a

licence to do that type of decontamination?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Material needing to be
decontaminated would normally have levels of
radioactivity above the level, the level that
requires a CNSC licence.

So yes, CNSC licence is

required to handle that material.

We would also

look at practices to make sure that the workers
are appropriately protected.
There's also a program when
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material is cleared from regulation, when it
meets clearance levels.

We have worked with

landfill operators, for example, where they have
archways with detection systems so that if
material is to be -- before it enters the
recycling or recycling facility or the landfill,
if the alarm is triggered then there is a
procedure in place for the shipment to be
returned to where it came from and the CNSC is
notified.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:

Yes.

Dr. Sandy

Greer, for the record.
So there are companies in Canada
who already know how to go through these
processes and who have the appropriate licenses?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
There are some licensees who do
this type of work.

There's also licensees like

Hydro Quebec and others who have had practice in
terms of, for example, with waste oils and other
material where they have a screening process
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where, for example, for bulky material with
screening tools they can sort of identify the
contaminated parts, take those and then release
the parts of the material that isn't
contaminated.
So some of those programs have
been in place and have been quite successful in
reducing the volumes of waste.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:

Yes, thank you.

Dr.

Greer, for the record.
My final question is, could you
please provide just a couple of examples of these
decontaminated materials, like where would they
be used?

Would they be used in, say, kitchen

cutlery or cars or belt buckles?

I mean, where

would they then be used in the marketplace; what
types of items?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, just

perhaps a very quick answer.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I must clarify that what I was
describing is not just decontamination but it's
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also segregation of waste.
In terms of the information as to
where that material is used, what I'm familiar
with is more the material that is sent to general
recycling or landfill.

I know that there are

procedures in place for using that material but I
wouldn't be able to speak to it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. GREER:

Thank you.

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms

McFadzean...?
MS McFADZEAN:
keeping you at this late hour.

My apologies for
I have two very

quick and, I hope, easy questions that are really
clarification.
The first one is that over the
last hearing and during the last seven days of
this hearing there have been many intervenors and
organizations who have come in speaking
positively about the DGR placement.

Because they

have mentioned that transportation is always
dangerous and the more you have to transport the
waste the more complicated and the more risk
there is for accidents, but OPG has spoken with
great confidence about the track record they have
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for transportation, which I'm mulling over in my
head and I really want to just ask if that is
correct, that there is really not an issue with
transportation and there is a confidence on OPG's
part.
Does that mean that
transportation is not really an aspect that needs
to be considered in the siting of a DGR, in
particular the one here?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McFadzean,

I'll actually direct that question to CNSC
because it's really more of sort of
discriminating between the alternatives-type
question.
CNSC, would you care to comment
on this, please?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We have not looked at that aspect
in the alternative means assessment.

What I

could say is that with the experience, the
history of transportation of radioactive packages
in Canada and internationally, there has never
been an event where there has been a significant
breach of package and a release of material that
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has contaminated members of the public or
significantly contaminated the environment.
There is presentations on the
CNSC website that speaks to the transportation
records, the testing of packages.
videos.

There is also

So that information is readily available

on the CNSC website.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms McFadzean...?
MS McFADZEAN:
helpful.

That's very

Thank you.
My one other question is about

the decommissioning project, the additional
decommissioning waste.

Last year that began to

hover over the hearing and there was a gentleman
who was with CNSC who sat to the left of Dr.
Thompson.

I believe his name was, first name was

either Don or the last name was Hanford, or I'm
in the right ballpark?
Okay, when the decommissioning
waste issue was brought up last year this
gentleman said that there would not be a need for
a further environmental assessment because once
the licence is granted for OPG to operate this
project it would be a question of them coming
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back and indicating their need for an expanded
site and that they have done the required
investigation and then it would just be an
extension of the licence.
This time around, in fact after I
spoke on Friday and mentioned that, Dr. Muecke
kindly asked Dr. Thompson who said, "No, that was
not the case.

If the decommissioning waste does

become part of this project it takes in another
environmental assessment.

So I need some

clarification on what direction is this going
with that waste.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So CNSC, I

think actually this is more of a clarification
from the transcript from last fall.
Ms McFadzean, that actually was
not the Panel's recollection of Mr. Don Howard's
answer to that particular question.

However, I

would ask perhaps CNSC to just doubly confirm
that we would definitely be, as the Panel
understands, going into another full process with
respect to the decommissioning waste.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That is correct.

It was actually
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Mr. Don Howard who was here.

But due to illness,

he wasn't able to be here last week and this
week.
And so the requirement would be
for OPG to come forward with an application that
would trigger the regulatory process for the
licence review as well as an environmental
assessment either under the Nuclear Safety and
Control Act or the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, whatever the regulatory
requirements would be at the time.
This would also require a
complete safety case, safety analysis to support
that licence application.
And I would add that this is a
public process with the opportunity for members
of the public to be involved.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS MCFADZEAN:

Thank you.

Thank you.

That

is very clear.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay, thank you

very much.
Mr. Bourgeois?
MR. BOURGEOIS:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam
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Can you hear me?

Yes.

In northern Alberta the
population, as here in Inverhuron and in Bruce
Township and County, are too small to be able to
make use of epidemiological studies that would
identify disease and morbidity associated with
the tar sands in that region.
A community health survey was
able to do so.

Does the Panel believe that a

similar survey would be helpful here to identify
whether existing operations at the nuclear power
plant and this proposed operation are a factor
for disease and morbidity in our community since
our population base here is also too small to
support an epidemiological approach, a standard
epidemiological approach?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Bourgeois.
You are actually asking the Panel
a direct question.
I will just point out that the
Panel will deliberate in due course based on the
information we have received from the
interveners, from the proponent, from the
regulatory agencies, and including from the
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medical officer of health.
And really, unless we feel we
needed anymore information to help us with that
really I am not quite sure where you are going.
Did you have a specific question
for -MR. BOURGEOIS:

Well, actually I

was thinking not so much for you, but for you to
direct to CNSC or Ontario Power Generation,
whether they believe these would be approaches
that would help them clarify and help all of us
clarify how to identify whether or not there are
impacts and will be impacts from operations
proposed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Bourgeois.
With that clarification, I would
like to direct the question to CNSC with respect
to the utility of a community health study such
as has been conducted in the oil sands region of
Alberta.
I believe, Mr. Bourgeois, that
might be what -- you are referring to, for
example, the Fort Chipewyan study?
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Fort Chipewyan,
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yes, that would be...
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I can't comment on the study you
have just referred to in northern Alberta, I am
not familiar with it.
What I would say is that the CNSC
has conducted an epidemiological study for the
Bruce area, it was part of the RADICON study that
we spoke about last fall, and that work has been
published in a peer review journal.

It includes

the study of the population around the Bruce,
Pickering, and Darlington sites.
And what we had mentioned last
year is that that study covers the period up to
2008 where we have looked at cancer incidence in
different slices of age groups in the population,
including children and adults, and looked at
various types of cancer and their incidence and
compared them to the provincial and different
regions in the province.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Mr. Bourgeois?
Yes, thank you.

But the studies, the community health surveys,
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don't specifically refer to and isolate cancer
studies.

There is general population health and

impacts that can happen, say heart disease, say
diabetes.
There are any number of disorders
and a study such as the RADICON study doesn't
address because it is broadly based, it is
differently based and it is not community-based.
And these projects are in
communities and it is the communities that host
the projects that fear and suffer the effects.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Bourgeois.

Noted, Mr.

And the panel is aware of the types

of studies you are suggesting.
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Thank you.

My second question refers to Dr.
Rawlings, and he spoke yesterday as well on
behalf of OPG when he talked about the inadequacy
of the AERMOD models used by OPG to identify
typical conditions.

And also talked about the

sea breeze effects.

But he said nothing about

the role that thermals might play in distributing
site available toxins into the Inverhuron
community nor about the role the rock pile will
play in creating an unstable atmosphere about it
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that will propel these thermals further afield.
Does the CNSC or...?

I am sorry,

would the Panel consider who to direct the
question to?

But does the -- believe that models

which would identify these conditions would be
useful in assessing the potential impacts on
sensitive receptors offsite?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, do you

know if Mr. Rawlings is still on telephone.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I believe he still on the
telephone and could perhaps answer any question
you direct.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Rawlings,

are you there?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Martin Rawlings

for the record.
Yes, I am.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Did you hear

the question?
MR. RAWLINGS:

Yes, I did.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
please respond?

So would you

Thank you.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Madam Chair,
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before responding, I hear a bit of an echo.

Are

you getting an echo as well today?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
this side.

Not too bad on

So hopefully, you can put up with it.
MR. RAWLINGS:

All right, fair

enough.
There were a couple of points
that were raised by Mr. Bourgeois in his
question.

I will try and step through them.
The atmosphere has -- we often

describe the atmosphere in terms of stability.
It is really the ability for the atmosphere to
mix. When mixing is restricted, for example at
night, we refer to those as stable conditions.
Unstable conditions typically
occur when there is a lot of energy and sunlight
and they are well-mixed.

And then through

overcast days or days where there is some cloud
cover and periods of time there are neutral
conditions.
So neutral is in the middle,
unstable condition, good mixing, and stable
condition very core mixing.
The AERMOD dispersion model that
we used in assessing this project does assess
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predictions during stable, neutral, and unstable
conditions.
Unstable atmospheric conditions
usually result in lower concentrations,
especially when releases occur at the ground,
because they create greater mixing if you want
greater dispersion and spread of contaminants.
The term thermals are usually
referring to situations that occur when you have
very strongly unstable conditions and you can
get, if you want, little updrafts occurring.
Thermals are really just part of an unstable
atmosphere enhancing the mixing and enhancing the
transport.
So situations such as thermals
and unstable conditions were incorporated as part
of the modelling we did using AERMOD and
meteorological data taken from the tower
immediately adjacent to the DGR site.
We did talk a little bit earlier
today in response to a question from Dr. Muecke
about the waste rock pile with respect to its
effect on dispersion.

I pointed out that the

waste rock pile, whether it is the 15-metre high
pile likely as a result of the project or taller
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pile in the event there is an expansion would
result in some deflection of the winds, but
should not result in a significant effect on
local meteorology.
Depending on the colour of that
waste rock pile, it could result in enhanced
heating of the surface or retarded heating of the
surface.

In both cases, it would relatively be a

small effect compared to large bodies such as
Lake Huron, which would have an overwhelming
effect on the local dispersion.
It is unlikely that the waste
rock pile would have a significant effect on
large scale atmospheric stability conditions
around the site resulting in transport.

If it

did result in enhanced unstable conditions, it
would likely result in greater dispersion of the
emissions from the site and therefore a slightly
lower concentration.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Rawlings.
Mr. Bourgeois?
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Yes, Madam Chair.

But if I understand what he was
saying, they may be lower concentrations, but
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further afield.
And if we are dealing with
radionuclides such as radium and gasses,
radioactive gasses coming from the vent, vented
out, and from the incinerator, these products
could then reside in the soil and plants and
vegetation around the Inverhuron community and be
transported further afield and affect us even
more over the long-term than would be the case
without the waste rock pile.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Was there a

question in there?
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Yes.

I was

asking, is that true?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Oh, okay.

I

will ask, first of all, Mr. Rawlings to comment
on although it would be transported farther,
there would still remain a concern regarding
processes such as food chain transfer.
And I would also ask CNSC to
comment on that.
So let's start with Mr. Rawlings.
MR. RAWLINGS:

Martin Rawlings,

for the record.
Unstable conditions -- the
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comment was transport further during unstable
conditions that results in greater mixing on
lower concentrations.
So at a distance concentrations
would be lower during unstable conditions than
they would during more stable conditions.

So in

fact, the greater amount of unstable conditions
the less offsite transport.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
In relation to Mr. Bourgeois'
questions or concerns about the waste rock piles
and the entrainment of potentially radon or radon
decay products from underground, I could use the
experience of the CNSC regulating uranium mines
where there are waste rock piles, including
mineralized waste rock piles, tailings
facilities, as well as underground mine
ventilation systems.
We have essentially years of
environmental monitoring data for radon, radon
decay products, and radioactive dust.

The

monitoring information shows that very close to
the source you do get an increase in radon
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concentrations, but the data shows that when you
are one or two kilometres away from the site the
levels are down to background levels, so
essentially within the range of background.
And even on the site, if you are
not close to the source it is very difficult to - you know, there is quite a bit of variability,
but it is not elevated.
We are essentially in the process
of finalizing a document where we have
accumulated, you know, the data from 2000 to 2012
where we have all the monitoring information, all
the high-volume data as well, and we have done
some assessments.
And that report should be
available soon and it will be put on our website,
so it would be an additional source of
information, at least looking at uranium mines
and the impact in terms of radioactive dust and
radon.
The review that we have done of
atmospheric modelling done by OPG for this
project was reviewed by two of our experts, Dr.
Nana Kwamena and Mr. Avijit Ray.

Dr. Kwamena has

a PhD and post-doctoral research experience in
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terms of atmospheric chemistry and atmospheric
processes, including atmospheric dispersion.

And

Mr. Avijit Ray has essentially decades of
experience using AERMOD and other models for
permitting of industrial sources.
Their review indicates that that
model was appropriate for use in this case.

And

they have done a detailed review of the concerns
identified by Mr. Bourgeois in terms of the
table, and their assessment indicates that this
is not a phenomena that would have an impact with
the surface sources of, you know, the waste rock
even at the higher level.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Bourgeois?
MR. BOURGEOIS:

Thank you.

My

last question deals with the incinerator.
How many days and hours did it
operate in 2013 and 2014?

Each of the times we

went on tour it wasn't operating.

And OPG has

been shipping waste to be incinerated elsewhere,
including liquid waste.
And I just wonder how is it
operating and is it operating, and how frequently
does it operate?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The incinerator is currently in
an outage, but I will ask Ms Morton to come
forward and be more specific on the operating
through the last number of years.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
I will try to capture all the
questions I think I heard there.

And I am going

by memory, I would have to pull out the actual
records.
I believe last year the operating
for solid waste incineration was about 38 per
cent.

We had several outages while we were

making significant modifications and reliability
issues with some of the equipment, that happens
sometimes.
So we did not operate full
production last year.

I believe there was

another question there about shipping liquid
waste.

We have not shipped liquid waste off

site.
I don't know if there was another
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question, I apologize.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Bourgeois,

did that address your questions?
MR. BOURGEOIS:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, thank you.
Thank you very

much.
MR. BOURGEOIS:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
I believe that

brings us to a close for today.
Thank you to everyone who
participated today either by being here in person
or by watching the webcast.
We will resume tomorrow at 9:00
a.m.

We will be hearing presentations from the

Saugeen Ojibway Nations and the Historic Saugeen
Métis.
We will also be discussing the
Panel's questions arising from the new
information presented by Dr. Greening on
September 10.
We will start the session on the
new information with some statements from Ontario
Power Generation and the CNSC.
OPG and CNSC only, if you wish to
use any presentation materials in support of your
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statements, please send it to the Secretariat
electronically so that it can be made available
on the registry and here in hardcopy first thing
tomorrow morning.
Thank you everyone and good
night.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 6:05 p.m.,
to resume on Wednesday, September 17, 2014
at 9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée
à 18 h 05 pour reprendre le mercredi
17 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00
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Kincardine, Ontario / Kincardine (Ontario)
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mercredi 17 septembre 2014 à 9 h 00

OPENING REMARKS

MME McGEE : Bonjour, Mesdames et
Messieurs.

Good morning and welcome to the

Public Hearing of the Deep Geologic Repository
for Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste
Joint Review Panel.
Bienvenue à l'audience publique
de la Commission d'examen conjoint pour le projet
de stockage de déchets radioactifs à faible et
moyenne activité dans les formations géologiques
profondes.
My name is Kelly McGee, I am the
Co-Manager for the Joint Review Panel and I would
like to address certain matters relating to
today's proceedings before we begin the scheduled
presentations.
We have simultaneous translation.
Des appareils de traduction sont disponibles à la
réception.

La version française est au poste 2.
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The translation devices are available at the
reception desk.
channel 1.

The English version is on

Please keep the pace of your speech

relatively slow so that the translators can keep
up.
A written transcript is being
created for these proceedings and will reflect
the official language used by each presenter.
Transcripts will be posted on the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency website for the
project.
To make the transcripts as
meaningful as possible, we would ask everyone to
identify themselves before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please take this opportunity to silence
your cell phones and any other electronic devices
you have with you.
As a courtesy to our hosts,
please make sure you place all of your beverage
containers and other garbage in the available
recycle bins and garbage containers.
These proceedings are being
webcast live.

The webcast can be accessed from

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission homepage
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at www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A detailed agenda for all eight
days was published on August 26th, 2014 on the
website for the project.

Daily agendas are also

posted for each day on the project website and
are available at the reception desk.

The daily

agendas reflect any necessary last-minute
scheduling changes.
The hearing will begin each day
at 9:00 a.m. and wrap up at approximately 5:00
p.m.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and to my left behind the
screen and curtain.

In the event of a fire

alarm, you are asked to leave the building
immediately.
Washrooms are located in the
lobby of the main entrance.

The wheelchair

access and ramp is located in the back parking
lot.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
with a Member of the Secretariat at the back of
the room.

Each member of the Secretariat staff

is wearing a name tag to help you identify them.
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If you are a registered
intervener and want to seek the leave of the
Chair to propose a question, you are also asked
to speak with a member of the Secretariat staff.
Your proposed question must be directly related
to the matters discussed during today's
proceedings.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation during these hearings, but would
like to seek the leave of the Panel to make a
brief oral statement, please speak with a member
of the Secretariat staff and complete the
application form.
An opportunity to make a brief
statement is subject to the availability of time
at the end of the day and must be for the purpose
of addressing one or more of the six permitted
hearing subjects.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of today's session may be
permitted, time permitting and on a first-come
first-served basis.
In accordance with the Panel's
Rules of Procedure, the resumption of this public
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hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
one or more of the six identified hearing
subjects.

Neither presentations nor questions

will be permitted if they do not follow these
Rules of Procedure.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos during today's session should speak
with the Joint Review Panel's Communication
Advisor, Ms Lucille Jamault.

Lucille is also at

the back of the room.
Thank you very much.

Madam

Chair...?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning.

On behalf of the Joint Review
Panel, welcome everyone here in person or those
of you who are joining us through the webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste Project.
I am going to introduce the other
Members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right

is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from Ms
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Kelly McGee, the Co-Manager of the Joint Review
Panel, and we also have Mr. Denis Saumure,
counsel to the Panel with us on the podium today.
As noted in the published agenda,
today we will be hearing presentations from the
Saugeen Ojibway Nations and the Historic Saugeen
Métis.
I would like to acknowledge that
we also have members of the Métis Nation of
Ontario with us in the hearing room.

Welcome.

We will also be discussing the
Panel's questions arising from the new
information presented on September 10th, 2014.
The first presentation of this
morning is by the Saugeen Ojibway Nations, which
is PMD 14-P1.22.
Chief Roote, welcome.

Mr. Monem,

Mr. Kahgee, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
SAUGEEN OJIBWAY NATIONS

MR. MONEM:

Thank you and good

morning, Madam Chair and Members of the Panel.
My name is Alex Monem, I am legal
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counsel for the Saugeen Ojibway Nations, known as
S-O-N or SON.

I am joined today by Mr. Randall

Kahgee, as you know former Chief of the Saugeen
First Nation, as well as current Chief, Chief
Roote.
I would like to also acknowledge
the members of both communities in the audience
today, as well as leadership.
Mr. Kahgee is now representing
SON as counsel and as the lead for the SON OPG
process to determine SON community support for
the project and to address legacy issues.

He is

here to answer questions you may have on that
process or questions more broadly on SON's
understanding of its rights and interests in the
territory.
We also have on the phone this
morning Messrs John Greeves, Dan Mussatti and
Stewart Bland.

These are technical experts who

have been assisting SON in its review of the
application and who have contributed to our
analyses of the IEG report, as well as other
sections of our July 21 submissions.
I will not read out their
qualifications, but their bios are contained in
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an appendix to our August, 2013 submissions.
Also on the phone is Dr. Steve
Crawford, who we met last year, and Dr. Niel
Rooney, both of whom are professors at the
University of Guelph and have a long-standing -are long-standing technical advisers to SON and
can answer questions you may have respecting
aquatics or environmental assessment matters.
Dr. Crawford is actually in Baie
du Doré right now collecting samples as part of
an SON-sponsored research program, so he will be
calling from the water.
I intend to make relatively brief
submissions on OPG's revised residual adverse
effects analysis, the WIPP, its incidents, the
updated geo-scientific verification plan and the
plan for DGR expansion to accommodate
decommissioning wastes.
I will discuss the alternative
means risk assessment and the IEG report in more
detail and explain the position of SON, that the
decisions made here in respect of this project
will inevitably influence the development and
review of subsequent projects within SON
territory, including possibly a future DGR for
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spent fuel.
And for this reason, we must be
very cautious about how we characterize and
understand some of the issues that have been
raised in these proceedings.
I will begin with the
significance of the residual adverse effects.
In our written submissions of
July 21, we indicate our concern that the renewed
analysis provided by OPG in response to
Information Request EIS 12-510 fails to
adequately address the key concerns identified by
Dr. Dunker in his analysis of the original work.
In particular, the renewed
analysis still relies too heavily on expert
judgment and fails to present data or discussion
in support of its conclusions.
Further, we note that OPG's
analysis relies too heavily on generalized
assumptions and provides insufficient
consideration and study of actual local
conditions.

An example of this is its

determination of the 20 to 30 percent threshold
for significance of effects on woodlands.
There appears to be little
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account taken of local factors that could
indicate how a particular patch of mixed wood in
this area could contribute to the plant
population sustainability and productivity.
There remains a persistent and
erroneous assumption about the quality of
McPherson Bay and that is, that it is a site of
poor quality habitat.

To the contrary, there is

evidence that it is actually quite good habitat
for lake whitefish, a species of central,
cultural and economic importance to SON.
We have made submissions on this
in the past and Drs. Crawford and Rooney can
address this issue further if necessary.
The potential significance of
interaction between the DGR project and McPherson
Bay is further muddied by uncertainty respecting
the ultimate design and performance of the
stormwater management pond.
We heard clarified on Monday, and
again yesterday, that CNSC has asked OPG to
provide an assessment on the necessity of
resizing the pond to account for a revised PMP
event and to prevent untreated releases into the
lake.

We will wait for more clarity on this
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matter.
The last point to make here is on
the assessment of significance in respect to
adverse effects on Aboriginal interests.

As we

say in our July 21 submissions, OPG's analysis
has a central problem, it does not take into
account the Aboriginal perspective in its
analysis.
In its response, OPG acknowledges
that:
"...[t]here are no absolute
effects thresholds to use
when evaluating effects that
diminish the quality or value
of activities undertaken by
Aboriginal peoples at
Aboriginal heritage
resources."
OPG then relies on professional
judgment of the experts who performed the
assessment.
The significance of impacts here
can only be determined by the Aboriginal people
themselves.

To understand this any other way,

for example, to consider a significance effect to
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the resource that Aboriginal people have an
interest in rather than consider the significance
to the Aboriginal people of the diminished
resource is to do nothing more than to repeat the
standard analysis without any regard to the
Aboriginal interests or concerns.
As Mr. Kahgee stated a year ago,
and I quote:
"If our people come to
believe that it is no longer
right to consume plants, fish
or animals for deep or
spiritual reasons, this
cannot be mitigated by
demonstrating that there are
no new radiological effects."
(As read)
He went on to give one example,
and I quote again:
"Say for example...we have
four medicines that we
utilize; sweet grass, for
example. We use that; it’s
one of our sacred medicines.
We use that for many
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different things, in our
prayers, in our ceremonies.
What does it mean if somehow
there’s an apprehension or a
concern that sweet grass is
somehow less pure?

And what

does that mean in the context
of utilizing it for those
purposes – for those
spiritual purposes? I don’t
know."
Significance of impacts on
Aboriginal interests is not an analysis or an
assessment that OPG can be expected to carry out
on its own and it is not something easily
amenable simply to further and better study.
Rather, these kinds of adverse effects are real
and can only be addressed through a full
engagement with those who are affected.
It is the users of the land,
animals and plants, and those whose spiritual and
cultural identity is bound up with that land that
will have to come to terms with the changes the
project could bring and ultimately they will have
to be the ones who will choose to accept or
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tolerate those changes.
I will turn now to EIS 13-515 and
the analysis of the WIPP incident.
The incidents at the WIPP
facility are serious and troubling and have the
potential to undermine public confidence in the
DGR concept generally.

We should not try to

diminish the significance of this event or these
events.
Nobody saw this coming a year
ago, nobody came forward to explain the various
problems of diminished safety culture at the DOE
or problems with contracting out packaging of
nuclear wastes, and nobody predicted that these
were all accidents waiting to happen.
The fact is, everyone understood
WIPP as a well-designed project being carried out
by a responsible proponent and overseen by a
strong regulator.
Of course, we must all treat this
as a learning opportunity, but we submit that the
real lessons from WIPP are not yet known and this
creates a real timing challenge for us all.
The Phase 2 Report is to identify
the root cause of the radiological release event.
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From what we have understood so far this may have
something to do with problems related to the
packaging of waste.

If this is so, this should

cause us to re-examine and re-focus on the
importance of the waste acceptance criteria and
the waste inventory verification plan.

It will

also force us to consider the management chain of
packaging wastes, but this is all speculation,
because we do not yet have the Phase 2 Report in
hand.
We need to understand clearly
what the process will be for OPG and CNSC to
review and analyze that report and review and
revise, as necessary, the relevant aspects of the
DGR project proposal.

We also need to understand

what the opportunities for public input into that
process will be and how it will be reviewed.
The other lesson from the WIPP
events relates to the degraded safety culture.
With respect, this is not a cause, this is a
symptom.

For our purposes it is necessary to

understand what conditions will give rise to a
deterioration of the safety culture.
We have no reason to doubt that
OPG has a good and reliable safety culture, but
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over time companies evolve.

In the future OPG

could have new shareholders, it could
fundamentally restructure its business, it could
divest some of its assets, including the DGR.
CNSC, too, can evolve.
The DGR project must continue to
operate safely for many decades and will need to
be carefully decommissioned if the assumptions of
the safety case are to remain valid.

We now

understand that a key component of this will be
an intact safety culture, one that must continue
to be in place regardless of the underlying
changes in the Corporation or the regulation
scheme.
It is still not clear to us which
of the key aspects of safety culture are required
under regulation and which are voluntary.

I

understood CNSC as stating that it had not yet
conducted an analysis to determine whether the
incidents at WIPP were due to a failure to comply
with applicable legislation, regulation and
guidance, whether there was a gap in that
regulation or there was a failure to enforce that
regulation.
exercise.

We believe this is a necessary
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There seems to be significant
overlap in the guidance documents that DOE and
the CNSC rely on and we suspect that, more
broadly, there is also significant commonality
between the regulation that governs the nuclear
industries in both the U.S. and Canada.
If the WIPP incident is any way
connected to a failure of regulatory oversight,
this is a more serious and fundamental problem.
For this reason it is critical that we understand
exactly what was the cause of the degraded safety
culture at the WIPP facility and what steps are
required so that we can prevent that from
occurring here.
I turn now to the geo-scientific
verification plan.
You have our more detailed
comments on the revised plan in our July 21
submissions.

We do not have our geologists on

the phone today, but if -- as we are going to
address this subject tomorrow, if it will be
helpful we can have them available.

But overall,

we understand the revised plan to be an improved
form of the 2011 version, but still in need of
detail and specificity.
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In particular, SON would benefit
from a clearer discussion and articulation of
hold points and triggers for further study and
review of modelling and safety case assumptions.
We presume this will be addressed in greater
detail tomorrow and we will hold off with our
more specific questions until then.
A related matter was raised by
Dr. Dusseault in his testimony last week, the
concept of adaptive engineering.

In the worst

case to SON this sounds like a euphemism for
engineering around problems.
When I asked OPG whether adaptive
engineering was part of their development
philosophy, Ms Swami thankfully confirmed that
they are relying on their existing design.
However, we did start to get into a discussion of
what was referred to as scenarios.

Mr. Derek

Wilson started to discuss that OPG had
anticipated a number of scenarios that might be
encountered during construction and their
strategies for dealing with those scenarios.
We hope that this subject will be
addressed in more detail tomorrow.

It is

important for us to have a better understanding
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of these scenarios, how they align with the
geo-scientific verification plan, whether any of
those correspond to the fine holding points and
how such situations will be identified, studied
and actioned, including how that plan will be
reviewed.
On the decommissioning waste
expansion plan, as we have said in our written
submissions, SON now believes that this project
is better described as a phased-in repository for
400,000 cubic meters of operational,
refurbishment and decommissioning low and
intermediate level
nuclear waste.
How this repository will
ultimately be used and developed, however, is
still an open question.

The exact size of the

repository and the exact waste streams that it
will house will be determined at a later date in
a response to future OPG business decisions.
We do understand the material
changes to what is proposed in this application
will be subject to further regulatory review.
However, as we have said before, we remain
unclear on which changes will trigger what
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regulatory review.

We have asked before for an

analysis that will clearly set out which future
project evolution scenarios would trigger
regulatory processes and the precise nature of
those processes, including the scope and mandate
of the review and the opportunities for public
participation.
By future evolutionary
scenarios --evolution scenarios -- we mean, for
instance, proposed changes to the waste
acceptance criteria including changes to the
ratio of low and intermediate level wastes or
inclusion of the new waste streams.

It would

also include changes to the physical design of
the repository including incremental expansions
as well as expansion that amounts to a doubling
of capacity.
Our concern is to ensure that we
and the Panel are not being asked to sign a blank
cheque to give OPG or a successor corporation and
the CNSC the authority to develop and review the
DGR without environmental review and oversight
and public input.
sufficient.

But this alone is not

SON has an abiding concern,

expressed many times in these proceedings, that
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we do not yet know the full potential for this
site as a nuclear waste management site.
From yesterday's discussion we
are not satisfied that we have enough information
to draw hard limits for potential expansion of
the site for increased and diverse nuclear waste
disposal or that we fully understand what the
drivers for such expansion will be.
This review is our last
opportunity to consider the big picture view of
the future of this site as a site for permanent
nuclear waste disposal.

This is the only

opportunity we will have to perform a strategic
level planning analysis on this question which is
the core function of an environmental assessment.
As we've said in the past, future
regulatory processes including a full
environmental assessment will ask a narrower set
of questions or may have more limited opportunity
for public engagement and we carried out in the
context of an existing and operating DGR onsite
or, at a minimum, in the context of a
partially-constructed DGR that represents a
billion dollar investment on an already disturbed
site.
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SON submits that we should have a
much clearer understanding of what the future
evolution scenarios for the DGR project are now
before we can make a good and informed decision
whether to go down this road.
I will now turn to the
alternative means risk assessment and the
question of community acceptance.

SON has

already addressed these two issues in some detail
both orally and in written submissions throughout
these proceedings.

For SON these represent very

important aspects of the current application.
First, the SON leadership and its
communities care enormously that this project
should represent the best and safest way for
dealing with what they perceive to be a nuclear
waste problem in their territory.

And to come to

this conclusion, they need assurance that all
options have been credibly explored.
But also, this project represents
a significant new nuclear project developed in
the SON territory and will be viewed as a
precedent for the development of future nuclear
projects in the territory, including either an
expanded DGR for decommissioning wastes which
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appears inevitable and potentially a future
expansion or new DGR for spent nuclear fuel.
Finally, this project has been
developed on the basis of community acceptance
and, more specifically, a concept of a willing
host community.

And the community acceptance

language has persisted throughout these
proceedings including, in the Panel's most recent
request, asking OPG to produce an alternative
means risk analysis which includes analysis of
community acceptance.
Again, this has potential to
become precedent-setting.

To my knowledge, this

will be the first time a Canadian review panel
will consider the concept of "willing host
community" and community acceptance more broadly
in the context of a proposed new nuclear project.
And as the Panel is aware, this is a central
concept within the adaptive phase management
approach that will lead to Canada's spent nuclear
fuel DGR.
It's for these reasons that I
will address the issue of alternative means and
community acceptance in more detail.
With respect to alternatives it
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has been SON's position that there has not been
sufficient material available to the public and
SON with respect to viable alternatives to this
project for the management of low and
intermediate-level radioactive wastes.
The Panel in EIS 12-513 required
a renewed and updated analysis of the relative
risks of siting alternatives and it set out four
options to be enhanced surface storage at the
Western Waste Management Facility and a granitic
DGR in the Canadian Shield.

This analysis was to

be carried out by independent risk assessment
experts.
SON's original position on this
matter is unchanged.

We do not believe the

report of the Independent Expert Group has added
any new substantive data or analysis to the
alternative means assessment for this project.
In our view, the IEG report provides primarily a
new way of visualizing the data and analysis that
was already on the record in these proceedings.
The report of the IEG does offer
a new qualitative determination of relative risk.
However, while aspects of its methodology were
clearly described, crucially others were missing.
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For instance, we have no good
understanding of how the expert group assessed
each of the risk pathways for the four options,
how those were synthesized and how that was
translated into the very precise placement of
icons.
Members of the IEG described a
process of workshopping and coming to a consensus
on placement but very little detail was given
that would allow a third party to assess the
precise methodology or process used in the
workshop.

We have no ability to judge the

methodology employed more generally because it
appears to have been developed specifically for
this process and there is no literature we can
refer back to, to assess its validity, accuracy
or for utility.
The IEG acknowledges that given
the time constraints and size of the group, it
did not consider other methodologies or
approaches that might have led to more objective
results.
The IEG acknowledges that its
results are not reproducible in the sense that
another group of experts applying the same
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process described by the IEG with the same inputs
could come to a different result or different
results.
Given all of this, we find it
difficult to understand how this new qualitative
analysis of relative risk of alternatives
contributes materially to our understanding of
the actual relative risk of even the four options
they considered.
A more fundamental deficiency in
the IEG's work is that it did not consider what
SON believes to be a representative set of the
full range of options for the long term
management of low and intermediate-level nuclear
waste.
First, the IEG did not consider
under the case of enhanced surface storage the
possibility of segregation of the longest living
ILW for eventual disposal with used fuel.

They

did not believe it was within their remit to do
so.

In testimony, Dr. Leiss did clarify that his

group does acknowledge this approach being
employed in both Spain and France but did not
feel it was an option within the Canadian
context.
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For reasons we have previously
explained, SON does not agree with this.

We have

a siting process for a used fuel repository well
underway in Canada and OPG, we understand, is
already considering or planning to segregate some
long-lived intermediate-level wastes for disposal
in that repository.
We believe that the failure to
consider a more refined treatment of the longest
level -- longest lived intermediate-level wastes
constitutes a significant omission from our
considerations here.
Another significant omission in
the IEG's work is its failure to consider a
credible granitic DGR.

We have had ample

discussion of this already and we set out our
position fully in our July 21 submissions.

Our

position has not changed based on any of the
testimony of the IEG that we've heard during
these most recent hearings.
However, we do wish to emphasize
that not only has the IEG report, to our minds,
failed to consider a credible granitic DGR, it
also provides a questionable analysis and
commentary which could be understood as having
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applicability to future DGR projects including a
spent fuel DGR.
This is a concern that
was also expressed by the CNSC in its review and
presentation.

It identified in the IEG report

misleading statements about the characteristics
of granite of the Canadian Shield and their
implications for comparison of a Canadian Shield
site with the Bruce DGR site.

CNSC concludes

that -- and I'll quote here from the
presentation:
"Out of context statements
about rock types could lead
to misconceptions about the
suitability of requirements
for this or other deep
geological repository
projects."

(As read)

We believe the testimony of the
IEG in these proceedings has exacerbated this
problem.

In testimony Dr. Dusseault reiterated

and expanded on a number of conclusions about the
general characteristics of granitic formations
that could influence their perceived suitability
for DGRs, including their fracturing tendencies,
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unpredictability of such fracturing and the
increased difficulty of characterizing such sites
relative to those in sedimentary rock formations.
We are not experts in these
matters and Dr. Dusseault's comments may or may
not be accurate.

The problem is that his

conclusions have not been explained or justified
and they have not been tested and they have not
been presented in the context of a full, fair and
balanced exploration of these matters.
Still, the work of the IEG
including the statements of Dr. Dusseault and
their overall assessments of relative risks of
granitic and sedimentary DGRs is now on the
record as the conclusions of an Independent
Expert Group.

It is obvious that this has the

potential to influence or support future
decisions with respect to preferred rock types
for DGRs.

And, of course, it has been one of

SON's consistent concerns that these proceedings
and its outcomes could influence the ongoing
process for identifying a site for a spent fuel
DGR.
I'd like to move on now to the
question of community acceptance.

As is clear
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from the record, OPG has moved forward with its
application on the basis of having community
support.

In part, this support is evidenced by

an agreement with the Municipality of Kincardine.
OPG subsequently made a commitment to SON not to
proceed with construction until the SON
communities are supportive of the project.
OPG and SON are now developing a
process whereby there can be a determination of
SON community support as well as an understanding
and building of conditions that could lead to
community support, including the resolution of
broader legacy issues.
SON and OPG are now finalizing a
framework agreement that will structure their
engagement and implement that commitment.

And

SON has already done significant internal work to
build a process for full culturally-based
engagement of its communities and the realization
of a true community-driven process.
With respect to this project, it
is the position of SON that OPG has taken
positive and appropriate steps in regard to
seeking and determining SON community support for
the DGR project.

By its commitment to SON and
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through the full implementation of that
commitment, OPG is proceeding with SON in a way
that fully satisfies our understanding of the
requirements of community acceptance with respect
to projects like the DGR and those articulated in
the adaptive phase management process.
In our submissions we have
indicated that the SON/OPG commitment ought to be
recognized and reflected within this
environmental assessment and subsequent
regulatory processes.

In keeping with our mutual

commitments we have been working with OPG in
order to provide the Panel with a common position
on how this could be accomplished and we'll make
sure that this is done in final submissions.

We

will also endeavor to remain in contact with CNSC
to ensure that what we propose is sound.
I wish now to turn to my final
point, and that is to address the process for
determining community acceptance not for this
project but rather more generally.

As I stated

earlier, this will have ramifications for the
development of other major projects within the
SON territory including future DGRs or other
significant nuclear developments.
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First, as we stated in our August
2013 submissions, SON does not accept that a
municipality or municipalities could be host
communities for major nuclear projects at the
Bruce Nuclear site or otherwise within SON
territory while SON is excluded.

It is

unthinkable to SON and its leadership and, I
would submit, inconsistent with law, for a
municipal corporation to make decisions on behalf
of, or in place of SON, that could materially
impact SON's rights and interests.

It is SON's

fundamental position that it must be considered a
host for any major nuclear project within its
territory.
Second, community acceptance is
not a determination that can be made unilaterally
by a proponent, regulator, government or
reviewing body. Further, it cannot be determined
based on an assessment of risk perception, risk
acceptability or any other proxy.
In our written submissions of
July 21 we set out in some detail our objection
to the use of risk perception as a proxy for
community acceptance, and I will not repeat that
now.
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We agree to an extent with the
conclusions of the IEG respecting community
acceptance; namely, it's conclusion that it did
not have sufficient data to answer any question
of community acceptance of the various options it
considered and it did not have enough data to
draw credible conclusions about the more limited
questions of relative risk acceptability or
perception relating to the four options.
However, from SON's perspective,
it will never be possible to draw conclusions
about its community acceptance based on
assessments of risk perception or risk
acceptability.
As we note in our July 21
submissions the IEG report echoes many of the
same ideas that SON has communicated to you,
especially in last year's hearings, about how its
communities might perceive risk from this or
similar projects and how that might impact SON
community members' perceptions about their
harvesting, spirituality and their cultural
identity on the land.

And I have repeated some

of that here again today.
These perceptions of risk cannot
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be dismissed and they are not easily addressed.
We heard good suggestions from the IEG on how
risk can be better understood, what steps can be
taken to increase trust and confidence which
might act to mitigate high perceived risks, but
we have also heard and we have seen from recent
events that risk cannot be reduced to zero and,
at the end of the day, those subject or subjected
to the risks however small or large they might
be, must be willing to accept those risks or at
least willing to tolerate those risks.
It does present a real problem if
the evidence before this Panel, or its decision,
is capable of being understood as supporting the
notion that SON community acceptance for a future
DGR project can be ascertained solely through a
contractual agreement with a municipality or
through mere predictions of community acceptance
based on risk or perceived risk.
SON states that its acceptance
can only be determined through a clear expression
of acceptance or support from the SON communities
themselves and after a deep engagement process
between SON, the proponent and the Crown.
SON believes that a process like
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the one committed to by OPG with respect to this
DGR project is a full expression of this approach
and what is envisioned and required by concepts
like willing host community and volunteerism
under the adaptive phase management process, as
well as what is required under the common law of
Aboriginal and treaty rights and international
law and declaration.
Those are my submissions.

Thank

you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Monem.
We will proceed with questions
from the Panel for the Saugueen Ojibway Nations
beginning with Dr. Muecke.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Mr. Monem, did

OPG seek input form the SON into the revised
assessment of the significance of adverse
environmental effects?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
I do not believe so.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would OPG care to

comment on that?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the
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record.
Ms Barker will respond to that.
Thank you.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
OPG's environmental impact
statement states that the EIS was conducted based
on the traditional knowledge that it had
available to it at the time.

That was largely

based on published information.
OPG's understanding of the
request for a significance assessment based on
context-based reasoning was that it was to
provide the rationale -- the textual narrative
rationale for the assessment that was included in
the EIS.
We didn't seek additional data or
information for that.
The IR response acknowledges that
the assessment of significance was based on the
professional judgment of the experts that
conducted the assessment.
MEMBER MUECKE:

In terms of the

instructions by the Panel of a reassessment using
different methodology, do you believe that this
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excluded the ability to draw in new data and to
enhance the data that goes into -- that went into
that decision?
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
It was our understanding that the
assessment was a reassessment of the data that
had already been provided in the environmental
impact statement, that it was not to go back and
redo the full assessment.
MEMBER MUECKE:

The question was

not go back and redo the whole assessment, but to
draw in new data, if necessary and desirable.
MS BARKER:

Diane Barker, for the

record.
It was our feeling that to draw
in additional data would have required going back
and reassessing effects, and it would have been
much more than an assessment -- a narrative
assessment of the significance assessment that
was done in the original EIS.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Coming back to

the SON submission, in response to one of
yesterday's questions about the impact of
possible new builds of reactors by DGR on -- and
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the impact on the expansion plans of DGR, it was
stated by OPG that the 200,000 cubic metres of
expansion applied for the foreseeable future.
What is the SON's reaction to
this statement?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
I have to preface this by saying
that I'm fully outside my area of expertise, but
my understanding of current demand predictions,
most recent ones I'm aware of are those conducted
by the Ontario Power Authority in its 2007 IS -IPSP, did not predict a reduced need or reducing
trend in base load requirements out until 2027
or -- I think that's -- sorry.
that number wrong.

I may have gotten

It was 2027, actually.

And it predicts, until that
point, a continuing need for base load generation
in the form of nuclear generation.
There, to my knowledge, is no
plans for something that could replace nuclear
generation for that kind of base load.
So our position is that the
reasonably foreseeable future most certainly
includes, or at least reasonably includes, a
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continuation of nuclear generation far past the
2050 timeframe that OPG has used in its
predictions about the volume that is required for
the storage of low and intermediate level wastes.
We raised that to test the
assumption of the 200,000 cubic metre volume
requirements.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps I could

slightly jump ahead to tomorrow.
What level of detail do the SON
consider necessary in the geoscience verification
plan prior to commencement of construction of the
proposed repository?
And secondly, should it -- should
the geoscience verification plan remain a
document open to the public and for public
examination?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Again, I'm out of my area of
expertise.

I can give an answer based on what I

believe to be the functional level of detail that
would be required in the geoscientific
verification plan, and that is for lay people,
the public and SON to be able to understand what
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kind of conditions might be encountered in the
construction of the facility and where the red
flags are and the course of action about how
those will be identified and addressed, and that
this be reviewed or reviewable by SON and,
obviously, regulatory authorities.
If I can borrow a concept that
Mr. Tom Isaacs raised, was the creation of a
safety case, which I think is different in the
way we've been using the safety case, but this is
a -- for lack of a better term, a plain language
description of some of the technical requirements
of a facility and also, in this case, of the
geoscientific verification plan.
I believe that would be necessary
as well if there was going to be any utility in
keeping that open to the public for review.
I don't for a minute mean to
suggest that there are not also technical details
that we should see in a verification plan, but I
just cannot answer that.

But if you care to have

our perspective on that kind of detail and level
of detail, we're happy to provide it, possibly
tomorrow.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Mr.
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Monem.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald.
I have just

one question relating to part of the submission
on the SON review of the alternative means
document, and this is based upon a statement made
on page 28 of the SON submission that no basis
exists for the assumption that all wastes would
first be shipped to the WWMF prior to eventual
transport to the granite DGR.
And this is a question to both
CNSC and OPG.

Is there a regulatory requirement

to have waste shipped to the WWMF or would
regulatory approval be sought to ship nuclear
station waste of whatever source type directly to
a potentially approved DGR facility located
elsewhere?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I believe that

question actually primarily would be directed at
CNSC.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'll provide a level of response
and then, if you'd allow us, Ms Kay Klassen can
be here after the break and further respond, if
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necessary.
Our understanding is that the -much of the processing facilities required to
prepare the waste for disposal exists at the
Western Waste Management Facility and that if the
waste was to be sent elsewhere, those types of
facilities would need to be available at that
other location.
But I'm really out of my depth,
so if you'd allow us, Key is upstairs and she
could be here after the break.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Thompson.

Thank you, Dr.

Yes, I believe we will need some more

elaboration on that response.
I'm going to call a break.
will reconvene at 20 minutes past 10:00.

We
Thank

you.

--- Recessed at 0958 / Suspendue à 0958
--- Resumed at 1021 / Reprise à 1021

MS McGEE:

If I could ask

everyone to take their seats, please, the Panel's
questions will resume.
Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will begin

by returning to the question that was posed
immediately prior to the break.
Dr. Thompson?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So Ms Klassen, the project
officer for licensing of waste facilities, is
here to help respond to the question.
And so the question was whether
the IEG assumptions that waste first had to be
shipped to the Western Waste Management Facility
prior to transport to a granite DGR was a
reasonable assumption.
And so after discussions, the
assessment we've made is that there is no legal
requirement for if the DGR were to be off the
Bruce site for waste to be shipped to Western
before being shipped to a granitic site.
The processing that OPG is
currently doing with incineration, compaction and
other things is part of the process that is in
place that's being conducted at the Western Waste
Management Facility, but if these activities were
to take place elsewhere, for example, in
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conjunction with a DGR, that would become part of
the project that would be assessed through an
environmental assessment and a regulatory
process.
And I will ask if Ms Klassen has
anything to add to this.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
As Patsy has described, that's
the general regulatory process.

We review the

applications into -- in relation to what is
proposed.

It's assessed to ensure that the

workers, the public and the environment are safe
and so, in that context, there's nothing to
preclude an applicant to propose other activities
in relation to a DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel Members, I believe we do
have a question now to direct to Dr. Dusseault,
if he is available by phone.
Dr. Dusseault?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

I am here.

you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Dr. Muecke.

Thank you.

Thank
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Good morning.

Dr. Dusseault, could you provide the Panel with
the sources used by the IEG to determine what
constitutes a, and I quote here, "better than
average" or "high quality granite" in the
Precambrian Shield with respect to fracture
density, regulatory and predictability?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

The -- that is a

statement of -- rather than saying that it can be
attributed to a particular source, that is a
statement of professional opinion of mine saying
that the hypothetical granite DGR would be
located in a better than average granitic pluton
based upon widely understood geomechanical
knowledge that different igneous rock masses have
different degrees of fracture densities, facing
aperture, et cetera, and that the preferred type
of rock in the range of igneous rocks is granite
emplaced as a kind of pluton -- plutonic
granite -- because that type of rock, cooled very
slowly, and fewer fractures are present in that
kind of rock and less heterogenated than, for
example, granite shifts or green stones or other
types of rocks.
This opinion is substantiated by
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studies done in the Atikokan region of Ontario,
Pinowa, the Lac du Bonnet granite, Chalk River
and, of course, in Finland and Sweden for granite
repositories.
But to quote a particular study
for that statement, I cannot do that.

It is a

measured opinion that comes from reading and
general sources, and also nuclear waste
repository studies in those places.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So is the Panel's

interpretation correct to say that this opinion
is based largely on literature review and not so
much on personal experience?
DR. DUSSEAULT:

That is correct.

I have done a lot of granite mapping in my youth,
have walked over a lot of granite in northern
Alberta, but -- and I've seen everything from
intense fractures to, you know, very intact rock.
I've even done the survey of a
quarry, a red granite quarry, for potential high
quality building stone because it was so
unfractured.
So it is the literature plus
personal experience in doing hard rock mapping
for four years in Alberta.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Dr.

Dusseault.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Dusseault.
The Panel would appreciate a
response also in reaction to what you've just
heard from Dr. Dusseault regarding the
characterization of "better than average" or
"high quality" granite rock with specific
reference -- we've now heard Dr. Dusseault expand
a little bit on the characteristics of a "better
than average" or "high quality" pluton.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'll provide a first response and
then ask Dr. Nguyen if he has anything to add.
When we reviewed the IEG reports,
we essentially provided to the Panel our
assessment that some of the statements could be
misleading, giving the impression that all
Cobourg formation or limestones were suitable for
a DGR and that all granite formations may not be.
And so the -- our assessment is
that for any project that would be considered
licensable, I would say, and would be able to
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meet the requirements for a safety case with
sufficient safety margins, that extensive site
characterization would need to be done so that
the granitic formation would have to be shown to
meet the safety requirements.
And I'll ask if Dr. Nguyen has
anything to add.
--- Pause
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
The -- in general, the granitic
rock from our experience with the IT coke and our
involvement with the Seaborne panel for high
level waste in the past with the Lac du Bonnet
granite and the IT coke inside and also with our
involvement international collaboration with
different partners like in Sweden and Finland, in
general, we can say that compared to this -- the
DGR site for OPG, most granitic rock formation
would have a higher frequency of fracturing.
So in general, in Canada, like as
evidence from the research and the investigation
performed by AECL in the -- in the past, there
are exceptions.
For example, the Lac du Bonnet
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granite that was investigated at the Whiteshell
area is very sparsely fractured.

There would be

some major fracture zones that would intersect
the mass of relatively sparsely fractured rock,
but there are exceptions to everything, so in
each site which has to be -- which is considered
for future geological disposal has to be
investigated to the level of detail which
provides enough information to develop a safety
case.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Nguyen,

given your extensive knowledge of the Whiteshell
data set as well as similar data sets with
respect to characterization of granite, in the
context of considering granite as the host rock
for a DGR, in your opinion, would a valid
comparison -- what would the most valid
comparison, like to like, be with respect to
"better than average" or "high quality" with
respect to compare and contrast the Bruce geology
with a granite geology?
In other words, the Panel would
appreciate as clear as possible an understanding
of the CNSC's evaluation of whether or not the
IEG's characterization of the granitic host site
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for a DGR was, in fact, adequately like to like
in its comparison in terms of the characteristics
of the rock.
DR. NGUYEN:

My understanding

based on the review of the IEG's report, in
particular in the appendix of that report where
site was described as an example, that -- the
site that was used is, in fact, the hypothetical
site which was investigated from the surface, so
this site contained many fracture zones.
The properties of that site is a
composite picture of data that comes from the
Whiteshell area, also from the IT coke
investigation.
So I would say that this site is
not really a better than average site, but that
would be a site where you can expect to encounter
in the rock formation from Ontario.
I think the Whiteshell area is
very exceptional, and it's much, much better than
the average situation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And Dr. Nguyen,

would you also characterize the proposed Bruce
DGR site as much better than average?
DR. NGUYEN:

I would say so.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Muecke, did you have any
further questions regarding the geology?
Dr. Archibald.
Okay.

So we are now going to

switch gears a bit back to significance of
adverse effects.
And Mr. Monem, you may want to
call on your aquatic biology experts.

Just

giving you a warning on this one.
So can we make sure that either
Dr. Crawford or Dr. Rooney are on the phone?
Hello?
MR. MONEM:

Madam Chair, there

was some confusion about what was going to happen
after the break, and Dr. Rooney is not on the
line, but we do have Dr. Crawford here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Excellent.

All

right.
So Dr. Crawford, you may want to
move forward to the microphone.
Would the Saugeen Ojibway Nations
provide specific examples of what was referred to
in your written submission as "indefensible
professional judgments" related to the aquatic
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environment, particularly with respect to either
small-bodied or large-bodied fish.
Please include specific comments
regarding OPG's significance hypotheses around
the aquatic environment, which had a spatial
scope of the site study area and not the local
study area.
DR. CRAWFORD:

I believe you are

asking two different questions qualitatively.
Summarize them please for me?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

So the first part of the question
is, would you provide some specific examples
based on your expertise of what was referred to
as indefensible professional judgements related
to the analysis of the significance of the
adverse effects to the aquatic environment,
particularly with respect to either small-bodied
or large-bodied fish?
DR. CRAWFORD:

The central issue

here, I believe, relates to interpretation from
an ecological perspective of the term
significance.
And when you put the string of
those four commonly strung terms together,
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"significance of adverse residual effects."

In

order to understand significance of effects from
an ecological perspective, you have to have an
understanding of the structure and function of
the ecosystem.
You have to understand the
physical biophysical properties of it.

So in an

aquatic sense, like substrate in the water
currents.
You have to understand the role
of the different components of the system.

So in

terms of populations of species, whether they are
primary producers, secondary producers, tertiary
animals, so the structure and function of the
system.

You have to understand the linkages

between those components of the system.
So it is reasonable to say that
in order to assess ecological significance of
effect, you have to understand first the
structure and function of the ecosystem.

Then

you have to be able, with some degree of
confidence, predict the consequences of the
management action that is being proposed.
In this case, for instance, the
construction and/or operation of the deep
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geological repository.
The position of the SON technical
people, so Dr. Rooney and myself, is that we do
not have as a matter of fact not we, I mean we in
the capital W sense, we do not have a very good
understanding of the structure and function to
the ecosystem in the aquatic environment
surrounding Douglas Point.
Much of the information that was
used in the previous assessments was, well
sometimes very good in terms of the data that
were collected, it was often dated.

Goes back

to, in some cases, the most recent information of
some kinds goes back to the 1970s and there have
been dramatic changes in that ecosystem, as we
talked about last time I was here.
In terms of the scope of the
information that is available with regards to
fish, it is also very incomplete.

And I believe

that one of the principal issues that we have
with the assessment had to do, in two cases, one
with MacPherson Bay and one with Baie du Dore.
The MacPherson Bay issue had to
do with characterization of the fish fauna in
that bay as being relatively poor.

And yet when
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I reviewed, and I would want to check with Dr.
Rooney for his interpretation, when I reviewed
the available evidence I saw that, despite a
relatively -- I mean, there was a fair degree of
diversity in terms of sampling effort that was
used over a fairly limited period of time, both
seasonally and between years -- and if members
serves me well, I think we were up to 13 species
in that bay.
And I can tell you from firsthand
experience in Inverhuron and Baie du Dore that is
pretty good.

For an exposed area, rocky

substrate, where you have very dramatic dynamic
water currents at play.

And I don't know if you

have been to MacPherson Bay, but it is not that
big, and to yield 13 species in that environment
is exceptional.
And I think that what Dr. Rooney
and I were probably trying to advise SON is that
when you go from Sarnia to Chief's Point along
the Lake Huron shoreline, Douglas Point stands
out as an incredibly different feature.

It is,

in many regards, we think was and still is an
oasis.

It is very atypical.
The closest similarities that you
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will find are down at Kettle and Stony Point, and
Point Clark.
kinds of fish.

And there again, you find different
If

you talk to fishermen, it is

all about structure.

And there is an incredible

amount of structure and habitat diversity.
To answer your question
specifically with regards to small-bodied fish,
there is very little known about what is often
referred as fish community structure by those
little fish.

They get kind of clumped in as bait

fish or minnows or whatever.
And one example is that we ran
for the first time fike nets in nearshore waters
in Inverhuron and Baie du Dore -- or not Baie du
Dore, but Inverhuron and Holmes this year.

We

were finding species not on the record at all.
And when you compare back by
things like round gobies, which are a relatively
recent invader to these waters.
simply were not here.

Well, they

And yet, we would fully

expect them to have a dominant signature on the
structure and function of the ecosystem, given
the fact that they dominated the catch in our
nearshore.
The other surprise in our
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nearshore -- this is just one year, so this is
the limited kind of preliminary sample -- is that
from interviews with local knowledge holders in
Inverhuron, in particular there was this one
older fellow named Dougal MacKenzie, he fished
those bays as a young boy.
something.
perch holes.

He is now 70

And he was telling us about these
And there was no record of anybody

catching any perch in Inverhuron or Holmes Bay.
And yet, he told us he would even
in the old days go up to Baie du Dore.
a 3.5 pound perch up there.

He caught

He showed me the

picture of the stringers of yellow perch.

And he

said, "You only catch them in Inverhuron near the
weed beds."

We found no weed beds in Inverhuron

at all.
So any attempt to kind of
characterize the structure and function of the
ecosystem would have to take those kinds of
things into account.
So large-bodied fish, I suppose I
would go back to a comment that I heard just this
morning from Bill Thorne, he is the Assistant
Superintendent for Inverhuron Provincial Park.
And he came across a news article from 1870 or
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something, and it described the capture of a 70
pound lake trout.

Those fish do not exist

anymore.
Now, I am not saying that we
necessarily incorporate massive numbers of
70-pound lake trout into a pre and
post-assessment. But you definitely have to
consider that the structure and function of the
ecosystem, and I think Dr. Rooney would support
me on this, it is a moving target.

It is, in

many regards, degraded now and it continues to be
degraded.
And it is death by a thousand
cuts in many regards, because the cumulative
effects over a period of time, even from the
construction of the facility until now, it is
only people who really -- I mean, the technical
reports are very helpful, that is one source of
knowledge.
But without accessing the kind of
local knowledge, the Dougal MacKenzies and the
traditional people that have experience with this
area that date back perhaps a little bit further,
it is incomplete.
So I think the fairest answer in
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that regard is it is not even possible to
reasonably assign significance of ecological
effect if you do not understand the structure and
function of the system.

And if you don't do your

best, and that includes the very valuable
non-written oral tradition of the aboriginal
local people in this region.
Because the Dougal MacKenzies and
the people in the first nations can tell us
something about structure and function that
doesn't show up in our technical reports.

And we

didn't see any evidence of that in the
evaluation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Part B of my question was your
comment, please, on OPG's significance hypothesis
with respect to the aquatic biota where they
limited the spatial extent to the site study
area.
DR. CRAWFORD:

Specifically with

regards to siting, and this is a topic that came
up last year as well, we believe that it is
inappropriate to focus on MacPherson Bay as being
the location, the bounded location of the effects
and/or a portion of Baie du Dore.
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And when you take a look at the
maps that were generated, there is the two
different levels; there is the site and then the
kind of study region.
And we believe that without
incorporating something along the lines of an
ecosystem structured model that takes into
account, especially from my perspective, things
like water current.

If you have even a rare

discharge event and if you take into account the
definition of risk as being the probability of
currents and the significance of effect, those
two things combined, if you have a discharge in
MacPherson Bay it doesn't stay there, those water
currents are extremely dynamic, as we mentioned
before.
And even something as simple,
like when you go through the technical
literature, especially some of the good stuff
from the 1960s and 1970s, you find out that this
prevailing south-to-north water current flow in
this part of the lake only occurs for 80 per cent
of the time.

Twenty per cent of the time, for

reasons that nobody can explain, it reverses and
it goes north-to-south.
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So our fundamental understanding
of the kind of dynamics in the aquatic ecosystem,
and therefore its effect on what would happen
would there be a discharge, for example.
So in terms of the site
specificity, we believe that the appropriate
scale of analysis needs to be determined by the
ecosystem rather than by perhaps what was
logistically feasible for the sampling program.
Did I answer that question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, you did.

Thank you.
So on the same topic, Dr.
Crawford, to your knowledge what is the extent of
published literature on either the crayfish or
the small-bodied fish valued ecosystem component
species, such as the redbelly dace, as it
pertains to evaluating the significance of
adverse effects on these VEC in the aquatic
habitats in the study area?
In other words, how much do we
know.

And in your review of the OPG response,

however much we know, was that reflected in the
response in terms of citations?
DR. CRAWFORD:

I can't speak with
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a great deal of familiarity with the assessment
of the crayfish in particular or even really in
terms of the surface water.

Because my area of

focus is on the nearshore and offshore aquatic
environment around Lake Huron.
So I could guess based on my kind
of general scan of those sections, but that is
not really me.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
available now?

Is Dr. Rooney

I know we were trying to get a

hold of him.
MR. MONEM:
is.

I do not believe he

But I can contact him at the break and see

if he can either return with an answer or maybe
try to crib down his answer for you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, we would appreciate that.

Thank you very
So after lunch

today, that would be great if you can.
The next question arising from
the discussion around significance of adverse
effects is directed to OPG.
Why was there no revision of the
narrative for significance of adverse effects to
aboriginal interests given the information
provided by the Saugeen Ojibway Nations during
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last year's hearing and documented in the
transcript?
MR. HEIL:

Joe Heil, for the

record.
I think it is probably best to
explain this sort of from maybe what I would say
is a practical engagement with respect to the
topic of issue, which was really the burial site,
and maybe giving a brief overview of the history
of Ontario Hydro's engagement/OPG's engagement of
the burial site.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Heil, we

are very clear on the burial site.
MR. HEIL:

Right.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

The question

was why weren't other aboriginal interests
included once we had that information readily
available to us via the transcripts from last
fall?
In other words the SON, both last
fall and reiterated here today just a couple of
examples of SON's understanding of what their
interests are.
And the Panel's understanding is
that that extended well beyond the burial site.
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So we are asking why you didn't
go beyond the burial site when you revisited your
narrative for the aboriginal interests?
--- Pause
Just as OPG is conferring, I
think, CNSC, you have already anticipated the
same question will be asked of you with respect
to your sufficiency review.
OPG?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So when we received the
information request we interpreted this to be a
re-evaluation of the significance of each of the
residual adverse effects, as already described in
our environmental impact statement.
And so that is the narrow focus
that we took to our significance determination
that was presented in our response to EIS 12-510.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, again,

the question to you from the Panel is why did
your sufficiency review not extend to a broader
understanding of aboriginal interests as
reflected in the transcripts from last fall?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,
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for the record.
We considered the information
that was brought forward by the SON in their
submissions leading to the hearings last year as
well as the discussions during the hearings that
related to stigma, essentially tourism and
commercial fishery.
In addition to, we didn't really
pay specific attention to the burial site because
it has been a topic of discussion and there has
been arrangements with the SON for quite some
time.
We also, in a recent meeting with
the SON on August 26, discussed their statements
in their current submission that aboriginal
interests were not considered appropriately in
the assessment.
At that time we requested
specific examples.

And the SON response that it

was important to continue to work on this, and
when they had information they would provide it
to us.
But essentially, looking at the
stigma, tourism and commercial fishery issues
that were discussed extensively last fall, and
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there was a specific day where our fish expert
was present as well, and the two undertakings
that were submitted to the Panel, our assessment
is that when the proposed project of the DGR with
the stormwater management and discharges to
MacPherson Bay is that we would not see the types
of impacts that could adversely affect
populations or communities of aquatic species.
And so our assessment, stemming
from the review of the different aspects of the
EA, was that we did not identify impacts on
aboriginal interests.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Follow-up then

to the SON.
Given what we have just heard
from Dr. Thompson which, correct me if I am
wrong, I think what the Panel heard you say, Dr.
Thompson, was the statement from the SON was that
the subject of aboriginal interests should be
continued, it is a subject that has to be worked
on.
Can the SON please help us
understand what that means in the context of this
process?
MR. KAHGEE:

Randall Kahgee, for
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the record.
Thank you for the question, Madam
Chair.

I know we talked at length last year on

some of these very issues, and I don't intend to
repeat those.

But I think to answer your

question it is important to have a little bit of
context.
As you heard from us last year in
the proceedings, both in our oral interventions
as well as in our submissions, there is a long
long history of exclusion and our people being
left on the outside looking in with these
particular types of developments, and that weighs
heavily on our people.
The first priority for SON
leadership in the communities, based on what we
had heard over the years from our people, was to
empower that voice.

Not only to be heard, but to

be respected.
And that for a lot of these
things the power of those things, the importance
of those things, comes from the people
themselves.

They are the rightholders.

I could

articulate what I think may be the particular
rights and interests, but that may not be
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particularly helpful.
So the first priority for SON was
to empower that voice.

We were able to achieve

that through the commitment we have attained
through OPG, that this particular project would
not move forward without SON support.
The first priority for us now is
to develop that integral process within the
community.

And in many ways the community will

be the owners of that process and drive that
process, understanding that there are two aspects
of this discussion; one is the DGR itself, and
the other is that long legacy, those legacy of
issues that we have talked to some extent in
these proceedings, and also what OPG is committed
to resolve.

That is going to be a very lengthy

process.
Determining the scope of those
rights and those interests, understanding the
cautions I gave last year, that this is just not
a snapshot or a checkbox of whether or not our
people can hunt, trap or fish.

It is much

broader than that.
We spoke to the spiritual
connection, the cultural importance of that
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relationship, and that understanding in our
treaties that our relationship with the territory
would be allowed to evolve over the course of
time.

And the natural expression of that

relationship would play out as our people
understood it.
In essence, as I said last year,
we are not museum pieces.
So understanding what those
rights and, more importantly, the expression,
that relationship, the lands and the waters, what
that will be and what it needs to be now and into
the future requires that direction, that
understanding from our people.
So over the course of the last
several months we had been working hard to figure
out how we can do that work.

And we have come up

with a structure that will be community-drive.
And one of the critical
components to that process will be the
establishment of an Anishinaabe working group,
which the primary responsibility will be to do
that type of work. And really will be the
foundation on which all of this work now and into
the future will be built on.
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And it will draw on our elders,
it will draw on our youth, it will draw on our
scholars.

We have some very intelligent people.

And we are reminded that in processes like this
and in this conversation there is also
Anishinaabe law.

And we talked about that last

year, Anishinaabe Chi-Naaknigewin, our way, and
that has its place in this process.
So we are hopeful that through
that community process we will be better to
articulate these things.

And I believe I gave

that caution last year, it's not for me to
clearly articulate all of those things.
And I'm reminded of what the
Elders said last year, the first concept is
permission.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

As a follow-up to that, would the
SON confirm the Panel's understanding that your
closing comments will address the topic of
inclusion of the OPG/SON commitments and things
like we have just heard from Mr. Kahgee vis-à-vis
licensing and approvals, and perhaps even more
broadly, your ongoing relationship?
Are we clear in that
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understanding?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem.

Yes, Madam Chair, you are.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I would like to return back to
aquatic biology again for a minute.
Dr. Crawford, you had discussed
earlier why you felt a broader understanding of
the ecosystem in the area of the McPherson Bay,
Baie du Doré, Douglas Point in particular, was
very important in order to set the appropriate
basis for understanding significance of adverse
effects.
In your experience, have aquatic
biologists ever achieved sufficient understanding
to be particularly confident in that at this
spatial scale and temporal scale?
DR. CRAWFORD:

That's a great

question.
--- Laughter / Rires
DR. CRAWFORD:

The simple answer

is yes, we are better than this file reflects.
We have years and years and years of outstanding
technical and conceptual people that have
contributed to ecosystem level assessments.
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I mean you go back to the 40s,
there was a guy named Bill Ricker, he's a giant
in fishery science, he was over at the Mad River
on the Nottawasaga Valley.

He was doing

ecosystem science before there was even a name
for it, but he was asking and answering the right
kinds of questions.
I think perhaps in this specific
case you don't have to go any further than the
ruins of the University of Toronto Institute up
at Baie du Doré.

I mean that dock was built by a

visionary in Fred Fry.
You had people who understood the
need back in the 70s to do very good work to
provide, in this case the Province of Ontario,
with good decisions about the engineering and the
physics and the water chemistry and biology.

But

I think what happened was somewhere along the way
the practices, best practices maybe gave way a
little bit to, I wouldn't say so much the
politics, just the money in the -- it's hard work
and the lake doesn't let you go out all the time,
right.
And I think perhaps most
importantly is, we have very good conceptual
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tools to support the interface between science,
management and knowledge systems -- knowledge
systems plural.

We have what I would consider to

be some classic thinking in terms of adaptive
management in the original sense, things by
Holling and Walters.
We know how to make good
management decisions in the face of uncertainty
and we know, more importantly, how to reduce
uncertainty through management.

There is always

going to be uncertainty, this idea has been
around for 34 years in that kind of formulation.
In its modern context we call it --something in
our discipline called structured decision-making,
and basically what that says to us is it's all
about transparency and accountability.
And not everybody is going to
agree with your decision-making, but everybody
should agree with you in terms of the evaluation
of, do we know enough and/or do we know enough to
make the decision now.
There are very reasonable
guidelines that already exist and I think perhaps
SON's position, at least with the technical
people who are advising the political and our
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discussions with the traditional people that are
as indicated, that is going to explode on us.

I

would argue that the local knowledge system is
equally important in that regard, as I stated.
So structured decision-making
dealing responsibly with uncertainty and doing
good science like we know we can.
To answer your very specific
question, yes, there are examples where people
have invested in appropriate ecological baseline
assessments and we do understand something about
structure and function of ecosystems and we can
understand to a level where I think OPG and CNSC
and First Nations can make reasonable good
decisions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

We are going to switch to the
topic of the WIPP incidents and there was a
question to CNSC arising out of the SON'S
submission and presentation.
To the CNSC, which key aspects of
safety culture are in fact required by
regulation, if any?
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

Patsy Thompson,
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We mentioned I guess last week or
earlier -- last week I think, that there is a CSA
standard on management systems that identifies
safety culture requirements and we are conducting
our assessments on the basis of a regulatory
document that is currently being developed.
That regulatory document is based
on research and assessments of licensees of
safety culture that have been done at the CNSC
since probably around '94-'95 and more recently
with the requirement for self-assessments for
licensees.
There is also a lot of
international work that is going on in these
aspects, particularly following the Fukushima
incident, and the CNSC has been at the forefront
of a lot of that work.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

can you remind me -- I'm sorry...?
DR. THOMPSON:

In terms of the

specific aspects, I would need to go back to our
notes and if needed, Dr. Harrison is watching the
webcast and we could talk to her at lunch and
perhaps ask her to be here after lunch.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Let me think
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about that for a minute.
DR. THOMPSON:

But I interrupted

you, sorry.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

But a couple of

clarifications, if you will, before we proceed.
Can you remind the Panel, I know
you have told us this, but for ease of access in
this transcript, can you remind the Panel the CSA
standard number you are referring to?
DR. THOMPSON:

CSA N286.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

N286?

"N" for "nuclear",

yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And you alluded to the fact that
CNSC are developing your own regulations.

When

might we expect those?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So it's a regulatory guidance
document to set how the requirement in the CSA
N286 standard should be implemented in the
compliance verification criteria that the CNSC
would use and I can provide you with the proposed
schedule after lunch.

It's in our regulatory
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framework plan, but I can't remember.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So yes, I think after lunch if we
had access to your specialist, and I think the
specific request to her is to clearly list what
you anticipate would be some of the key aspects
of safety culture that would appear in your
upcoming guidance document.
Thank you.
So over to OPG.

Given the strong

emphasis on the safety culture issues around the
WIPP incidents, and the SON's submission this
morning which pointed out that safety culture in
this case is going to have to last for a long
time, how does OPG build in processes or
mechanisms to ensure the maintenance and
enhancement of its safety culture over extended
periods of time, up to many decades?
Please provide specific examples.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Safety culture is a paramount
consideration for OPG.

We have an overriding

priority on nuclear safety and that's part of our
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culture and that goes from the top of our
organization right down to every worker with a
high regard for nuclear safety.
In order to emphasize that, that
is embedded in our governance structure, it is
embedded in our nuclear safety policy, which is
at the Board level in terms of approval, and
reflects the need for all employees, whether
management, leadership or workers, to adhere to
that policy.

So that's one aspect of it.
The second aspect of it is taking

the policy considerations, including the traits
of a healthy safety culture, nuclear safety
culture, we embed that into our various programs,
but in particular we have a human performance
program for all of our nuclear operations which
includes a consideration of a number of those
factors documented on how we would implement
those within our facilities.

So there is the

documentation side of it.
On the enforcement or
reinforcement side of it, we discuss nuclear
safety routinely and regularly to re-emphasize
what the traits are, events where good practices
are demonstrated or where we need to learn.
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If you recall, Ms Morton on the
beginning of this session, this series of hearing
days, described how we're using the WIPP event as
a learning in our nuclear safety program for our
waste management staff to review what that looks
like and what it means to us in order to ensure
that it doesn't happen.

So those are embedded

practices that we have within OPG.
I think a fundamental and
important part of nuclear safety culture is
ensuring that all employees have the right to
raise issues without fear of retribution.

We

have heard a lot of discussion over the last
number of days about this particular concern and
it is something that we always look to ensure
that we reinforce the expectation that employees
can raise concerns, we take them seriously, we
review them and we act on those concerns that are
raised; very, very critical to ensuring that the
safety culture continues and permeates throughout
the organization.
So we reinforce those behaviours
regularly.

We anticipate that is going to

continue.
We have been in existence for
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many, many years as Ontario Hydro and then
Ontario Power Generation.

We have facilities all

over Ontario where we are very proud of the
safety record, whether nuclear or at our other
facilities; it is critical to us, it is part of
our very core, if you will, and reinforced on a
regular basis.
In OPG's opinion, it would be
hard to continue to exist as an entity without a
good and a clear safety culture in our business.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Ms Swami.
As a follow-up, the Panel would
like to know which health and safety
certifications does OPG currently possess?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If it helps, by

this the Panel means -- the Panel is familiar in
various industries with different health and
safety certification bodies and in many cases
those certifications are sought by industry as an
explicit demonstration of your compliance with
industry standards, either within your specific
industry, in this case nuclear, or across
industries.

So that's what I'm referring to.
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MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'm going to have to get the
specifics, however, we participate in the
Canadian Electrical Association from a health and
safety perspective and we would go through the
certification programs with respect to the
results of our programs.
We are ISO 14001 for the
environmental management system programs and we
participate in the World Association of Nuclear
Operators.
I'm not sure I have described
this before, but that is a body that looks at all
of the nuclear operators, it is across the world,
formed from the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operators in the U.S.

We belong to the Atlanta

Center of that organization and are very
affiliated with INPO.
And as part of that program,
that's where the traits of a healthy nuclear
safety culture come from which we have adopted
prior to them being part of the WANO
organization.
We participate on peer reviews
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and we are peer-reviewed and this is
professionals from other utilities and those that
are structured within the WANO organization come
and evaluate us on a number of components,
including nuclear safety, including engineering,
there is a broad review.
It is a very detailed review and
OPG is proud of the results that we have been
receiving from our WANO reviews.

Those reviews

have demonstrated that OPG has maintained very
good performance at our facilities.
So we have had the best
recognition at Darlington for two consecutive
reviews and Pickering has had the best ever
result that we have achieved at Pickering in the
last review.

So we are very proud of those

results.
So that gives us very high
standards that we have to maintain because they
take the best standards in the U.S. in
particular, but worldwide, and they measure us
against those standards.

They don't measure us

against the regulatory requirements, which are
different than best standards.
So that is the measurement tool
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that they use during their peer reviews and, as I
say, we are very proud of the results that we
have achieved at our facilities.
I now have the -- I don't have.
I thought I had the CEAA result, I'm sorry, I
have to get that at the break, of what our
classification is within that organization.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

This is to CNSC.

Again,

Mr. Monem made the point this morning in his
presentation that it isn't particularly clear, at
least to the Saugeen Ojibway Nations, what
triggers what regulatory process and under what
circumstances.
Would you please help the Panel
understand where that information may be readily
available?

Does that appear on your website?
And notwithstanding where it

appears, can you please provide the Panel briefly
a description of what triggers (1) a full
environmental assessment with public hearings,
such as the one we are having now; (2) Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission review and potentially
a Commission hearing; and (3) licence amendments
which may also, we understand, of course involve
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the Commission.
There seems to be some fuzziness
with respect to the understanding of what
triggers what.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will talk generally in terms of
what constitutes the licence and the licensed
activities and what would then be the regulatory
process for changes to that framework
essentially.
The licences issued by the CNSC
make reference to the activities that are
identified in the licensee's or a proponent's
application.

In this case, the licence to

prepare the site for example and construct would
specify activities that are within the
licensed -- there are licence conditions to
control those activities and there is a licence
condition handbook that would specify the
compliance expectations of the CNSC and what our
inspectors and our assessments are done against.
That documentation essentially,
including the risk assessments that are
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performed, the safety assessments that are
performed constitute what is referred to as the
licensing basis.
There is a document on our
website that describes the licensing basis, I
can't for the life of me remember what that
document is, but we can come back and provide a
reference, but it is on our website and it is
documented and that is the basis for the licence,
the framework of the licence.
The expectation through our
reviews is that if, through our compliance and
assessment activities and the licensee's own
review and oversight, that the activities are
going beyond or would go outside of the licensing
basis, that there is a requirement to go back to
the Commission, that there is no approval within
an existing licence to go outside the licensing
basis.
So that is the box that the
licensees expect to function within.
If the activities would bring, or
if there is, for example, an environmental
performance that is worse than what we had
anticipated and assessed, that would bring the
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facility outside of the licensing basis and would
require careful consideration by staff and by the
Commission and a Commission decision on whether
that is acceptable or not.

It's not something

that is done by staff.
So if we go back to the DGR
project, the DGR project -- and assume there has
been the movement from site preparation,
construction to operation, the project that has
been assessed and reviewed is for the emplacement
of 200,000 cubic metres of waste and the facility
is described as two panels and, you know, all the
description that we have and there is a safety
case that accompanies that for the different
phases.
So there is a safety assessment
that is done for site preparation, construction.
The expectation is the licensee will stay within
that licensing basis.

If we were to move to

operation and the next stages, the expectation is
that the activities would be conducted within
that licensing basis.
We have talked about the
long-term safety case that would constitute at
one point the box, the licensing basis for.
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So any desire by OPG to go
outside of that licensing basis, that includes
the volume of waste, the number of panels that
are planned, would be outside of the licensing
basis and would require regulatory action.

That

type of change would be significant enough that
we would need to have a licence application and
it would trigger a regulatory process with full
public involvement.
I have just been told that the
document that describes the licensing basis is
Info 0795 and is on our CNSC.

It's a document

dated January, 2010.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson, I

think the key concern the Panel has heard is in
the case of an application for a decommissioning,
and you referred to, then you would go back into
a formal regulatory process.
I think the question in most
people's minds is, what does that look like,
because I think what I heard -- Mr. Monem,
correct me if I'm wrong -- is a concern that it
still may be a CNSC process per se rather than,
for example, a joint process like we are
experiencing right now.
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I understand that the CNSC may
not be able to completely comment on this, but
Mr. Monem, am I reflecting your questions
accurately?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Madam Chair, you have accurately
characterized one part of my concern, which is
what does a CNSC regulatory process look like.
However, within the licensing
basis it would also be helpful to understand
which threshold -- if there are ranges in which
changes can be made that would be within the
licensing basis and those that are outside.
For instance, we know that it's
two panels and 200,000 cubic metres of volume,
but if there is a change for instance in the
relative ratios of wastes, does that trigger
anything and what does it trigger?
Also, I recall, unfortunately
from memory last year there was a discussion
about certain trigger limits for expansion that
would get us into an environmental assessment and
those that would not.

So there are a range of

these kinds of issues that it would be helpful to
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have clarity on.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Monem.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will provide a bit more, and my
assumption is when you referred to
decommissioning of the facility, it's not
decommissioning of the repository, but
decommissioning waste going into the facility?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

We are

talking about the potential expansion with
decommissioning waste.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, that's

what I thought.
So I will ask Ms Kiza Francis to
speak to the potential EA process as it is now in
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
But before I do that, with the
licence application, the licensing documents and
the safety case are based on the waste acceptance
criteria, the assessment of the inventory of
radionuclides, the volumes of -- so the volumes
of waste, the inventory of radionuclides and the
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waste acceptance criteria.
I'm not going to talk about the
geological aspects of the safety case, but that
information feeds into all the safety assessments
that have been done, including the amount of
radionuclides that are available that would be
potentially put into solution and available to go
to the biosphere.
That constitutes the licensing
basis and so any change in the ratio, the mix of
low and intermediate level waste would have an
impact on the amount of radionuclides, their
physical/chemical characteristics or new
radionuclides that through a safety assessment
would change the margin of safety and the safety
case would be a change to the licensing basis and
would require a process by the Commission.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Let me pause

there for a minute, Dr. Thompson, because this is
something that came up last fall and the Panel
needs to be crystal clear on this.
So what we understand you are now
saying is, it is not just that the ratio may
change, but that if that changed ratio of low to
intermediate level waste changes the safety
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margin and safety case, so those two conditions
are required; is that correct?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That's my understanding, yes.
So it would be outside the
licensing basis, so outside the bounds of safety.
Ms Francis will speak to -- I
don't think that adds a clarity, so let's keep to
the licensing basis or safety case I think are
the terms we have used over the last year or so.
Ms Francis will explain the EA
process for expansion as it exists now under the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012.
MS FRANCIS:

Thank you.

Kiza

Francis, for the record.
So under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act 2012, when you say
"a full EA", what we look at is why they are
not -- the proposed project is on the designated
project list and so right now, as it is today, it
does say that:
"...an expansion of existing
facility for the long-term
management or disposal of the
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radiated fuel or nuclear
waste that would result in an
increase in the area at
ground level of the facility
at 50 percent or more."

(As

read)
So what is important to note,
though, is that, one, CNSC is delegated as a
responsible authority for all nuclear projects,
so CNSC would be the one to complete -- to do the
decisions on the EA, the Commission itself, but
if a project is not on the designated project
list CNSC still completes a full assessment on
the protection of the environment as it is under
our mandate.

In fact, we have recently put out a

regulatory document for public review and it is
going through the final stages called REGDOC
2.9.1 and we talk about the EA under the NSCA or
the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
So we are still -- for all
decisions that the Commission makes, they are
still looking at the protection of the
environment and that would be through the
licensing process.

So when it goes to a

Commission hearing there would be the review of
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the environment through that at a public
Commission hearing, you know, depending on the
size of the project.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Francis,

again to make sure we are really clear about
this, that's interesting that the trigger is for
surface expansion and not subsurface.
So the Panel understands that, in
fact, because what we have heard from the OPG is
the surface facilities are not really expanding
to pass that trigger it would not qualify under
CEAA 2012 and it would be back to the CNSC's own
process which, as you pointed out, still includes
environmental assessment but it wouldn't be a
CEAA process, it would be a CNSC process; is that
correct?
MS FRANCIS:

Kiza Francis, for

the record.
That is correct, keeping in mind
that even under the CEAA process, moving forward,
CNSC has been delegated the full authority to be
the responsible authority.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Got it, thank

you.
Now I'm going to switch gears, we
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will let the brains kind of grind into a
different gear for a minute.

We are going to get

back now to the alternative means relative risk
analysis and the first question is to the SON.
Do you accept the role of expert
professional judgment in a relative risk analysis
and, if so, how would you suggest the
deliberations in a workshop setting such as the
IEG used be documented such that you would be
more comfortable with the use of expert
professional judgment?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Perhaps I can ask if either
Messrs Dan Mussatti or John Greeves are on the
line?
MR. MUSSATTI:

This is Dan

Mussatti.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Mussatti.

Thank you,

Did you hear the question?
MR. MUSSATTI:

Could you repeat

it, please, so I make sure I have it down
correctly?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

Do you

accept the role of expert professional judgment
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in relative risk analysis (a); and if so, how
would you suggest the deliberations in a
workshop-like setting as was used by the
independent expert group be documented such that
you would be more satisfied with the role of the
expert professional judgment in this particular
case?
MR. MUSSATTI:

I do believe that

there is an expert opinion that can be related to
the risk assessment process and that if we were
to have a public meeting where folks were allowed
to provide input into it, the documentation of
that needs to be much more accurate and much more
comprehensive than what has been done in the past
such that when the reports have been -- or the
responses have been written down they can be
assessed, not just from the aspect of looking at
the keywords such as what were done in the word
search here where you are looking for specific
technical words, but also looking at the context
of what was said.
A lot of times you can elicit a
lot richer information about what people are
concerned about, are interested in by how they
say things, not exactly just what they say.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MUSSATTI:

Thank you.

Does that answer

your question?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Partially.

Well, Mr. Musatti, in your
experience -- well, have you seen adequately
documented workshop-like proceedings involving
expert judgment and what are the salient features
of adequate documentation?
MR. MUSSATTI:

I have been

involved in numerous public processes involving
the general community surrounding a nuclear site,
asking their opinion and what their concerns are.
We use a café process which I'm familiar with,
which is basically to break the group into a
series of smaller groups, each one addressing a
similar problem, and then in sort of like moving
from station to station people have an
opportunity to sit down and to voice their
concerns on a handful of different issues, and as
people move around the room you find that
generally what happens is that people begin to
become more comfortable with voicing their
opinions in public and that they actually start
providing a lot more eloquent answer as to what
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it is that's bothering them or what it is that
they are concerned with than, you know, if you
just ask them cold to answer a question in front
of the room.

It becomes more of a collegial

atmosphere in what has been going on.
And there is one person that
constantly stays at the same table and they are
charged with taking very extensive notes as to
what people are saying and then confirming the
notes with the person that is actually providing
the comments to make sure that they have it
correct and then reporting back to the group at
the end.
It's a very rich process, you get
a great deal of information out of it and
everyone feels that they have been a part of the
process, that they haven't been excluded and that
their opinions have been heard.
I would employ some process like
that, even in a situation like what's going on up
here in the Bruce Peninsula.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Mr.

Mussatti, what the Panel understands you just
described was actually well beyond an expert
workshop to involve members of the community.
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Our question was, if it were just
a group of experts, which it was in this case,
which is what the Panel asked for, we asked for a
group of experts to meet and develop a relative
risk analysis using the four alternatives; what
the Panel understands is that the criticism is
that the reasoning behind the expert judgment
reflected in the IEG's report was not adequately
documented.
So our question is, so what would
be an adequate documentation of the experts'
deliberations?
MR. MUSSATTI:

Please excuse me

for having misunderstood the intent of the
question at first.
I believe that the Panel provided
sufficient guidance for the original -- in their
original request to get the information that you
are trying to elicit.
There is a rich source of
documentation out there beyond just what was done
for the DGR that could have been accessed, and
instead of just a cursory search of it, as I had
indicated before, reading it for the context and
the sub-text messages to be able to understand
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what people were concerned about, I think
expanding it to various other nuclear projects in
Canada would have been a very rich source for
being able to come up with an estimation of the
public perceptions in the area where the DGR is
proposed.
There is -- Saskatchewan I
believe it is, where there was a similar project
that was proposed, very similar characteristics
to what we have here, except I think it was just
a -- it was a nuclear site, I don't remember off
the top of my head if it was a nuclear waste
disposal site or what, but the public was heavily
involved in that and there is a great record on
that and there are a handful of others that were
recommended by the Panel that should have been
accessed as well.

Documenting what --

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mussatti, I

think we are still not quite on the same
wavelength.
MR. MUSSATTI:

Pardon?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I understand

that you are expressing an opinion that a wider
review of the available literature and experience
should have formed part of the basis of the IEG,
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but what the Panel would be interested in is, we
understood, at least from the written submission
from the Saugeen Ojibway Nations, that issue was
taken with the extent to which the internal
deliberations of the experts themselves as they
evaluated each of the pathways of harm and placed
the four alternatives in relative risk space on
their relative risk diagrams, that process was
not adequately documented.
So the Panel would appreciate, if
at all possible, an example of where such
documentation would be judged to be adequate.
Mr. Monem, perhaps I can turn to
you for some assistance here as well.
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Mr. John

Greeves, who also participated in the review of
this, again, has left the building and I wonder
if I can ask that question of Mr. Greeves as
well, if he has some insight into this.
I could give you my opinions, but
I don't think they would be very helpful.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

That would be very much appreciated.
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So we are still in the analysis
of alternative means, and this is again directed
to the SON.
We had a discussion earlier this
morning regarding whether or not a Western Waste
Management Facility-like facility would
actually -- could also be located right at a
granite DGR location.

So let's imagine that it

would.
In the opinion of the SON and
your experts, would that have had a substantial
effect on the evaluation of the pathways of harm
and the relative risk of the DGR relative to the
other alternatives?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Insofar as there are any risks
associated with the transportation of wastes,
locating a processing facility at a remote DGR
outside of the territory would certainly reduce
the risks, those transportation risks within SON
territory.

It may not reduce the overall

transportation risks, but it would reduce the
risks to the territory.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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That was helpful.
So the Panel will now return to a
recurring theme and question with respect to the
alternative means analysis, which is the
placement of a granite DGR away from a large body
of water such as a Great Lake.
We got a pretty clear response
from the IEG themselves in terms of why they
chose to evaluate it as being close to a large
lake, but the Panel is wondering if the SON has
had a chance to think that through with your
experts and have any further evaluations
available for the Panel's consideration?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem.

To clarify, is the question
whether we have had a chance to regroup on the
testimony of the expert group with respect to
their decision?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

It would be the

same question as I just asked you actually, so I
will rephrase it.
Would the location of a granite
DGR away from a large lake, in the opinion of the
SON or your experts, have had a substantial
effect on the evaluation of the relative risk of
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the four alternatives?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
If I can give you a preliminary
response and then circle back with the experts.
Again, insofar as there are risks
from the DGR, removing that away from a large
body of water would reduce those risks.

However,

it would have a relatively, let's say, dramatic
impact on the relative perception of risks among
the four options as I believe is demonstrated by
the record here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Monem.
Now, I'm switching topics again
and this is to CNSC.
Mr. Monem returned to his theme
from last fall in his oral submission and it is
also in the written submission with respect to
segregation of long-lived intermediate level
waste from the waste stream for a low and
intermediate level waste repository.
Is the CNSC considering any
initiatives to consider this idea in the Canadian
context?
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The answer is no.

Essentially

it's not the purview of the CNSC to make those
policy decisions.

My understanding is that the

policy in Canada is that the federal government
is responsible for used fuel and that is under
the NWMO APM project and that licensees are
responsible for a low and intermediate level
waste.
Our requirements is that best
practices be used to minimize the amount of waste
that is generated.
My understanding as well, we
checked because of the statement that was made by
Mr. Monem before the break, that OPG is already
considering segregation to put certain
intermediate level waste in the NWMO's used fuel
repository.
Our understanding is that this is
not waste segregation but it is a statement that
was made by OPG I believe last year that in
relation to cobalt fuel rods where it is a fuel
rod, it is heat generating and is within the
category of high-level waste that can go into the
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NWMO DGR if it is ever built.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
Panel Members, did we have any
further questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:
CNSC.

Perhaps one to

This is I think an extension of the

previous question by Dr. Swanson.
What trigger points would
initiate a re-examination of the safety case and
will CNSC set these trigger points, and what
would be the public input into the decision as
what are considered trigger points in terms of
re-examination of the safety case?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We had some discussion with the
SON on August 26 when we met where they indicated
that it would be useful if there was more
information in our presentation on the
geo-scientific verification plan speaking to
those issues, and so we have included some
discussion in our presentation for tomorrow.
There was also a discussion
earlier this morning in terms of the potential
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public input and public consultation on the GVP,
and so what we had indicated last fall -- and I
think it's still something that can be
considered -- is having workshops to essentially
lay out the safety case in a way that members of
the public can see what the different lines of
safety are, how the GVP addresses some of those
lines and then have a discussion on triggers on
developing essentially the GVP.
And so we've had, you know, those
types of workshops for follow-up programs, for
example, for certain elements and so it's
something that can be considered.

But at least

for tomorrow we can sort of provide high level
thinking in terms of how the technical details of
the GDP would be developed and potential
triggers.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson, I

just have a supplementary to that and this is
over and above the GVP for tomorrow.
As we have already discussed last
fall and during the resumption of the hearings,
for two of the disruptive scenarios the safety
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case yields doses to the general public that are
somewhat in exceedance and sometimes somewhat
rather remarkably in exceedance of the 1
milliSievert per year.

And it meets the risk

criterion when you apply the likelihood. That
distinction isn't necessarily particularly
transparent to most members of the general public
and, in fact, it took the Panel a bit of time to
think through that one.
So our question to you is:

To

what extent would you have to be -- to what
extent would the likelihood come into the
evaluation of a safety case no longer meeting the
CNSC's requirement for the safety case?
In other words, as you know, the
likelihood for those two scenarios is a matter of
some uncertainty and debate among professional
judgment experts.

So the Panel would appreciate

how close do you have to be to the line with
respect to 10 to the -5 to trigger a reevaluation
of the safety case?
DR. THOMPSON:

If we could, Dr.

Swanson, perhaps come back or link this to our
presentation tomorrow?

It's not something that I

can sort of think out loud on.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
perfectly fine.

That would be

Thank you.
Any more questions, Panel

Members?
Okay, thank you very much.

So

we'll be shifting now to the next presentation
which will be by the Historic Saugeen Métis.

So

I'll allow a little bit of time for the shifting
of chairs.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms McArthur,

are you ready to proceed?
MS McARTHUR:

Yes, I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

PRESENTATION BY /PRÉSENTATION PAR
HISTORIC SAUGEEN MÉTIS

MS McARTHUR:

Ms Swanson and

Members of the Board.
President Archie Indoe sends his
regrets for being unable to come today.
My name is Patsy McArthur and I'm
the Secretary-Treasurer of the Historic Saugeen
Métis.

Our local Métis community asserts
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credible section 35 rights in the Métis Saugeen
traditional territory and appreciates this
opportunity to respond to Information Request
12-510 with respect to the direction provided by
the Joint Review Panel.
Here on behalf of HSM, our senior
Ecologist, Dr. Gordon Wichert, SLR Consulting
(Canada) Ltd. and HSM Coordinator of Lands,
Resources and Consultation, Mr. George Govier.
Mr. Govier's previous experience with the
environmental assessment process includes 13
years as Executive Director of the Northwest
Territory, Mackenzie Valley, Sahtu Land and Water
Board.
Now, I will turn it over to Dr.
Wichert.
DR. WICHERT:

Gordon Wichert, for

the record.
We appreciate the opportunity for
Saugeen Métis to present our review of OPG's
response to Information Request 12-510.
A colleague and I prepared the
review and this presentation's comments in
consultation with the Historic Saugeen Métis.
We will address four subject
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matters from the information response.

These

include the terrestrial environment, hydrology,
water quality and the aquatic environment.
The presentation will include or
comprise two parts.

The first part will be the

basis of our review and then the second part will
be the summary of our findings.
So the basis of our review:

This

is found in the main direction that's given in
the information request from the Joint Panel to
Ontario Power Generation.
focus on two issues.

And to us it seemed to

One was to provide a

narrative of how residual effects on the
environment were determined and the second was to
provide and characterize implications of the
effects determination.
We focused on three points in our
evaluation of the narrative review.

The first

one the point -- the focus was to provide a
narrative to avoid arbitrary categories for
classification of effects.

Here, we were

examining the use of contact-sensitive
information.

In other words, the information

presented, could it be understood in relative
terms and terms of magnitude, extent, duration,
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frequency or irreversibility of effects, et
cetera.
And then the second point under
this main point was:

Are these findings

consistent with what would be found in the
literature?

So are the inclusions supported in

the literature?
The second point refers to
precision and accuracy.

Here, we were looking at

a characterization of pre and post
impacts --effects.

We were looking for an

account of measurement error and also looking -addressing the question:

Are changes detectable

using standard monitoring methods?
The third focus of our review is
with respect to the level of confidence with
respect to the precautionary principle.

And so

here we were looking for potential examples of
the use of a planning hierarchy such as efforts
to avoid, mitigate and offset effects and then
monitoring and adaptive management,
characterization of predictions, the consequences
if the anticipated effects are wrong and how
would contingencies be managed?
Just to summarize the basis of
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our review, we feel that the intent of the
direction was to increase the defensibility or
repeatability of the evaluation process and, for
example, to allow the following question to be
answered:

Given the same information would an

independent investigator arrive at similar
conclusions?
Now, part two of our presentation
is a summary of the findings from the Historic
Saugeen Métis review of the OPG response to the
information request.
So regarding the terrestrial
environment, OPG has justified the independent
loss of the eastern white cedar forest on the
basis that it is not large enough to compromise
the sustainability of the local population, that
the attributes are not unique nor are other
species dependent upon it and that connectivity
will not be disrupted.

What is of concern to the

interests of the Historic Métis is the issue of
cumulative effects to landscape connectivity and
incremental habitat loss.
It would be in the interests of
the Historic Saugeen Métis to ensure that fencing
is installed to prevent accidental intrusions
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into the forest to be conserved; to identify
opportunities to retain tree cover or
rehabilitate suitable habitat prior to or in
conjunction with the proposed removals.
Recommended precautionary
approaches to minimize the effects of the removal
of forest cover include increasing the patch size
of key woodlands and invasive plant species
controlled to improve biodiversity that would
enhance the Huron Fringe Deer yard.

Historic

Saugeen Métis is interested in participating in
the design and implementation of habitat
enhancements.
Regarding hydrology, OPG
justified the alteration of flow because the
anticipated change is within measurement error
using standard techniques to estimate flow.

In

other words, the anticipated alteration would be
low.
In support of a precautionary
approach, OPG commits to follow-up monitoring to
confirm predictions and to redesign drainage
features if adverse effects are identified.

Here

again, the Historic Saugeen Métis is interested
in receiving monitoring reports.
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Regarding water quality, OPG
identified no residual effects, adverse effects,
to surface water quality.

This determination of

significance is based on two concepts.

One is a

standards-based approach based on guidelines and
the other is more ecological and is
habitat-protection related, so things such as
toxicity testing.
Precautionary principle is
supported through the design of the surface water
management system that provides the opportunity
to hold and test water prior to discharge.

So

this allows the implementation of tests to
standards as well as toxicity testing for the
protection of habitat.

Here also, the Historic

Saugeen Métis are interested in receiving
monitoring reports.
Finally regarding the aquatic
environment, rationale for the determination of
significant adverse effects relate to the long
term sustainability of species and populations
and to habitat functions that support species of
interest.

Ontario Power Generation justified the

removal of habitat based on its small amount,
marginal quality and that available habitat is
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found elsewhere in the study area.
In support of the precautionary
principle, the OPG response to the information
request states that:
"Rehabilitation of the DGR
may include both active and
passive naturalization of the
project area to provide
additional suitable habitat
similar to that currently
provided on the site."

(As

read)
The Historic Saugeen Métis are
interested in sustainable aquatic habitat and
maintaining connectivity among habitat
components. Here also the Historic Saugeen Métis
looks forward to participation in future habitat
rehabilitation plans and receiving monitoring
reports.
Our overall conclusions based on
our review are as follows:
The Historic Saugeen Métis
acknowledges that Ontario Power Hydro
Generation's response to the information request
provides reasoned arguments in the narrative to
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explain the significance of the residual effects
for the project components discussed above.
The Historic Saugeen Métis
acknowledges that Ontario Power Generation's
response improves the defensibility and
repeatability of the findings.
And finally, Historic Saugeen
Métis looks forward to ongoing communication with
Ontario Power Generation on monitoring results
and participation in discussions on habitat
sustainability and rehabilitation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel Members, did we have
questions?

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yeah, just one

short one I guess to OPG and Historic Saugeen
Métis.
Is there an active dialogue
between OPG and the Historic Saugeen Métis
concerning the issues that you have raised?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'll ask Mr. Berry to come
forward and respond more directly, but we do have
an ongoing dialogue with the Historic Saugeen
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Métis. But he'll explain in more detail.
MR. BERRY:

Scott Berry, for the

record.
We do have -- in fact have a very
active dialogue through the course of the past
number of years.

As we've gone through this

project we've begun to understand from the Métis
cultural perspective this project.

There has

been a number of issues brought forward and those
are within the framework of our participation
agreement that permits and allows for that
ongoing dialogue to continue.
HSM has expressed a desire and
interest to remain an active participant in this
process as we go forward, particularly as you
heard today with respect to future monitoring and
follow up.

And our participation agreement

provides that kind of a framework for those
conversations and for that dialogue to
cooperatively continue into the future.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. GOVIER:

Ms McArthur...?

To Madam Chair and

the Panel Members, it was mentioned by OPG that
there is a participation agreement between OPG
and the Historic Saugeen Métis.

It does provide
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for regular meetings and it's part of the terms
and conditions of that agreement.
The objectives of that agreement
are discussed at these regular meetings and there
is provision in the participation agreement that
carries forward for monitoring and to be advised
about the site preparation and construction
should the project move to that level.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I note that in

the presentation by the HSM that recommendations
are given that you do definitely wish to
participate in the design and implementation of
enhancements, for example, of the deer yard, and
that there is a notation that you wish to also
receive regular monitoring reports.
In light of what I have just
heard is there concrete -- a concrete wish by the
HSM to actively participate in monitoring efforts
of the project, not just to receive reports in a
regular fashion through meetings, but does the
HSM wish to follow through with active monitoring
and are there procedures established in your
meeting structure for setting up participation in
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a formulated process such as this?
MR. GOVIER:

For the record,

George Govier speaking.
Yes, that has been discussed in
some of the previous meetings with OPG and I
believe it is well understood that the offer has
been made for site visits.
Also, to answer your question
specifically, our primary concern would be to
receive the monitoring reports rather than to be
involved in the fieldwork by which the monitoring
reports could be constructed.

But I anticipate

there will be occasions when our people, our
staff would be invited to attend onsite in the
preparation of these monitoring reports.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Could I just

finish that with a small follow up?
In order that your organization
and all of the experts participate in the
decision-making process, will there be any
efforts made for training of your groups or your
people?
MR. GOVIER:

For the record,

George Govier.
There is provision in our
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participation agreement for training and, as a
matter of interest to the Panel, there has been
some training by our environmental monitor
already established to date and we would be
hopeful to see that carry on, particularly on
this DGR project.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And just one

last portion of that, would this be internal
training or would this be provided through OPG?
MR. GOVIER:

In the past, as part

of our agreement, the training has been provided
by external sources.

It's also been provided to

some extent through the meetings held with OPG
and their staff; both.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
I have a

question following up on the theme of monitoring
as well as rehabilitation which is the term the
Historic Saugeen Métis have applied in their
presentation.
To what extent has OPG considered
and/or committed to rehabilitation prior to or
during site preparation and construction such as
habitat enhancements?

And we heard from the HSM

specific reference to the tree communities or
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crayfish habitat.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
It was not part of the formal
Environmental Impact Statement as described, but
it's certainly something that OPG would consider
going forward.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

This question is for Dr. Wichert
and it's related to some comments made by Dr.
Crawford this morning on behalf of the Saugeen
Ojibway Nations where Dr. Crawford provided us
with some information regarding his opinion of
the need for a broader understanding of the
aquatic ecosystem around particularly MacPherson
Bay, Baie du Doré and Douglas Point.

The Panel

would appreciate your comments and opinions
regarding that vis-à-vis the defensibility of the
narrative for the aquatic environment.
DR. WICHERT:

Gordon Wichert, for

the record.
Yes, I appreciated Dr. Crawford's
narrative about the conditions along Lake Erie
and so on -- or, sorry, Lake Huron.
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I also followed in the footsteps
of some of the giants that he mentioned and so
Bill Ricker; Fred Fry.
Regier to that list.

I'd also add Dr. Henry
As a matter of fact I did

my grad studies in the same office that had been
formerly occupied by Fred Fry, so possibly some
of his ideas permeated my mind also.
Defining boundaries for studies
of a scientific nature are notoriously difficult.
It's probably where some of the most judgment is
applied in the exercise.

One of the things that

helped me, and I learned this through Drs. Fry
and Regier was the application of a stress
response approach.

And so this was what we

applied to this project.

And thinking of the

specific potential stresses or effects of this
project and then transferring them to the
ecosystem context, we focused primarily on some
of the local effects.

These include things like

project footprint and associated potential
habitat losses as well as things such as
groundwater-surface water interactions.

And this

is where a sensitive species like a crayfish
comes to play.
They're highly sensitive to even
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small fluctuations in surface water or
groundwater levels, fluctuations of the water
table.
This leads to the concept of
uncertainty that Dr. Crawford also mentioned.
And one of the ways we think this can be dealt
with through the precautionary principle is
through monitoring and then adaptive management
as required.
OPG has committed to monitoring
water table levels during the construction and
parts of the operation of this project.

If those

results reveal potential effects that weren't
anticipated to species such as the crayfish, we
would anticipate that appropriate management
would occur.
So it's the basis on that sort of
thinking and approach that our opinion might
differ somewhat from that of the other group.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Wichert.
Following on on that, then, is
the Panel correct in its understanding that in
your analysis because you focus on this stress
response that the stressors that may reach as far
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as McPherson Bay, for example, and we have been
discussing some particularly upset scenarios
because of high rainfall events where you get a
release from the stormwater management pond that
may have elevated total suspended solids, is it
your opinion that the nature and extent of that
stress as it reaches McPherson Bay is still
insufficient to change your judgment on the
significance of a potential adverse effect in
McPherson Bay?
DR. WICHERT:

Gordon Wichert, for

the record.
My first response is it's really
difficult to plan for infrequent events.

Having

said that, stormwater management is not a new
concept.

And the other issue that I would raise

is performance objectives, and so OPG has already
stated performance objectives.

And from the

protection of the environment perspective, issues
of water quality might come to mind.
And so there's provisions in the
design to test and only release water when it
meets appropriate standards.
In terms of an unexpected large
event, stormwater management facilities can be
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sized appropriately.

In our experience, that

usually happens in a detailed design process, not
at this level.
Should an event occur, I'm trying
to imagine one that that would extend beyond,
say, the effects of a very large storm or
something like that.
Here again, I -- if such an event
would occur, I would anticipate that there would
be monitoring and a follow-up management and if
mitigation and offset is required, that that
would be in place as part of the commitments.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Wichert.
And further to that, you heard
Dr. Crawford mention the very strong currents,
south to north or occasionally north to south,
depending on.

And we heard a fair bit about this

last fall as well.
The Panel would be interested in
your opinion regarding the relevance of an
understanding around currents vis à vis any
release to McPherson Bay from the stormwater
management discharge.
DR. WICHERT:

Gordon Wichert, for
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the record.
I'm not an expert in the
longshore currents of Lake Huron, so I would
reserve comment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Perhaps if I

rephrase it in the context of the stress response
context that you had explained to us earlier.
So the Panel would be interested
in whether or not you felt the particular
stressor in this case we really have been
focusing on total suspended solids should be or
could be evaluated more thoroughly in the context
of strong currents, and I -- the Panel understood
from Dr. Crawford's information is that he was
talking about that in the context of farther
field transport of said suspended solids.
DR. WICHERT:

So Gordon Wichert,

for the record.
If such studies were undertaken,
I think maybe the first screening would be to
look at a potential discharge based on drainage
area and so on in the context of the disturbance
called by storm events of particular magnitudes.
And if it looks like the sediment release from
the catchment or the drainage area would be
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outside the natural variation of a storm event,
then further investigations would be warranted.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Panel Members, did we have any
further questions?

No?

Thank you very much to the
Historic Saugeen Métis.
MS McARTHUR:

Excuse me.

I do

have a closing.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS McARTHUR:

Oh, certainly.

It's Patsy

McArthur, for the record.
In closing, Historic Saugeen
Métis thank the panel, Dr. Wichert, George Govier
and others, for the contributions over the past
year on behalf of the Historic Saugeen Métis
community.
Previously, HSM has expressed
conditional support for the DGR project as we
recognize and accept that there is a nuclear
waste issue that must be addressed.

We

acknowledge the collective responsibility to
develop a safe storage option for nuclear waste
created in the territory.
The HSM expect to be involved in
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monitoring the DGR as the project goes forward,
and given the significance of unknown impact on
our Constitutionally protected Section 35
Aboriginal rights, we require a high degree of
consultation.

Thus, a clear and formalized

understanding of the way that HSM's concerns will
be considered and integrated into long-term
decision-making processes will need to be
developed.
Local Aboriginal involvement in
the DGR going forward must not be a piecemeal
technical or administration process in isolation
from historical or community context.

Métis find

scientific assessments without the most important
elements that deal with cultural and societal
connections to the land and resources would be
most problematic, particularly when it comes to
the possibility of community partnerships in the
project and protection of the community's
Aboriginal rights and distinctive identity.
Thank you, Madam Chair, for this
opportunity to contribute.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

McArthur.
This is an appropriate place to
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stop for lunch break.

We'll resume today's

hearing at 2:00 p.m. where we will, first of all,
hear back regarding a couple of the questions
that arose this morning, and then we will proceed
with the -- dealing with the new information
presented on September 10 th .

--- Upon recessing at 12:20 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 20
--- Upon resuming at 2:02 p.m. /
Reprise à 14 h 02

MS McGEE:

Good afternoon.

could ask everyone to take their seats.
you very much.

If I

Thank

We will resume.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel

understands that the CNSC staff have some
information for us arising from questions this
morning.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Swanson, the Panel had
questions about certain aspects of safety
culture.
One of the questions was on the
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timing for the CNSC Regulatory Document.

And so

what we mentioned this morning, the Canadian
Standards Association Document N286 makes
reference to safety culture, and the CNSC is
developing a Regulatory Document to take that
aspect of the CSA standard and clarify our
expectations.
And so the document is under
development, and the expectation is that it will
be issued for public review in 2015.
We have on the phone Dr. Felicity
Harrison, who was here last week, to deal with
questions you ask about key aspects of safety
culture.
And so Dr. Swanson had
mentioned -- Dr. Harrison had mentioned some of
the key aspects of safety culture that CNSC staff
look for in assessments, and she's prepared to
speak to some of those issues.
And she also has one of her
colleagues, Mr. Victor Goebel, who's also there
to supplement what Dr. Harrison may have to -information to respond to your question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Harrison, are you there?
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DR. HARRISON:

Yes, hello.

Felicity Harrison here, for the record.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Please proceed

with the -- some of the key safety culture
aspects?
DR. HARRISON:

Yes, thank you.

In general, the CNSC views safety
culture as a continual responsibility for
improvement in learning across the whole of a
licensee's organization as well as for its
workers.

Therefore, we have a general

expectation for licensees to conduct
self-assessments of safety culture and, having
done that, to identify corrective actions and
also to implement the corrective actions.
This, then, is a key aspect of
continual improvement and the building of a
learning organization.
So we will be considering this
expectation for inclusion in the upcoming Reg Doc
that was just mentioned.
Now, in terms of the compliance
measures that we would look at, I mentioned last
week that Ontario Power Generation uses the INPO
trait for helping nuclear safety officers as the
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framework for -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Harrison,

may I interrupt, please?
There was a tremendous amount of
static just then when you started talking about
compliance, so could you start over again
beginning with compliance, please?
DR. HARRISON:

Yes.

In terms of compliance, given
that Ontario Power Generation is using the INPO
framework, the framework from the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations, they have a framework
that identifies the traits for a healthy nuclear
safety culture.

And there are 10 traits, and

I'll just list them quickly.
Personal accountability,
questioning attitude, effective safety
communications, leadership safety values and
actions, decision-making, respectful work
environment, continuous learning, problem
identification resolution, an environment for
raising concerns and having in place appropriate
work processes.
Now, what we would do when they
do their self-assessments is we would look at the
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results of their self-assessments and look at
some of the attributes as identified through the
INPO method to see that the traits that are
identified in this method are being met.
So some examples of the actual
behavioural attributes could be things, for
example, in the area of personal accountability,
that individuals understand their personal
responsibility to raise nuclear safety issues,
including those identified by others.
In terms of questioning attitude,
that executives and senior managers challenge
other managers to ensure that the degraded
conditions are fully understood and appropriately
resolved, especially those involving equipment
important to nuclear safety.
And there are others in various
areas.

For each of these traits, there are a

number of sub-categories, and within those, there
are behavioural attributes.
So those are the kinds of things
that we would look at in terms of determining
compliance of licensees to our expectations for
safety culture.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Panel Members, did you have any
supplemental questions you had for Dr. Harrison?
Thank you very much.
I believe, CNSC, the answer to
the question on the likelihood question we asked
this morning will be at a -- will be tomorrow?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We suggested and you agreed this
morning that we would link and build it into our
presentation on the -- with the geologic
verification program -- the geoscientific
verification program; sorry.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Yes.
OPG, I understand you'll be ready
after the break on one of the questions.
Did you have other answers to
provide to us at this time?
By break, I mean this afternoon's
coffee break.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We'll have the answer with
respect to worker health and safety programs that
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you asked this morning.

We do have another

question that you asked yesterday, but I would
recommend we wait until after the presentations,
if that's acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, that would

be fine.
And also, there is a leftover
question from September 9 th .

I understand you did

have an answer ready for us, and perhaps we can
do that after the coffee break as well, which is
the frequency of fire drills at WIPP.
So the next carry-over from this
morning is -- was a question we directed to the
Saugeen Ojibway Nations regarding a question
around the extent of information on crayfish, and
also, if possible, on the small-bodied fish.
Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

I

believe we do now have Dr. Neil Rooney on the
phone.
DR. ROONEY:

Hi, I'm here.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Rooney.

Hello, Dr.

So I will repeat the question from this
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morning.
So the question was, what is the
extent of published literature on crayfish and
the small-bodied fish species that were
identified as valued ecosystem components such as
the red-bellied bass as it pertains to evaluating
the significance of adverse effects on these VEC
in the aquatic habitats in the site and local
study area?
DR. ROONEY:

Okay.

So Neil

Rooney, for the record, here.
The peer-reviewed scientific
literature pertaining to crayfish and
small-bodied fish tends to be very general in
nature.

There's very little peer-reviewed

literature about the populations the vicinity of
the site.
The peer-reviewed literature
would generally speak to general ecological
characteristics of the species and what types of
physical, chemical and biological habitat that
the species are -- tend to live in and thrive in.
So in terms of any specific
peer-reviewed literature that pertains directly
to this site, there's very little.

But general
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ecological papers that have been peer reviewed
could be cited as supporting information in such
a document.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Rooney.
And as a follow-up to some
information provided to the Panel by Dr. Wichert
this morning, specifically with respect to the
burrowing crayfish, Dr. Wichert pointed out that
this species is actually quite sensitive to
changes in the near surface groundwater to
surface water regime.
Would you concur?
DR. ROONEY:

Yes, I would concur.

It's a sensitive species.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Monem.
Thank you, Dr. Rooney.
I believe that brings to an end
the questions carried over from this morning and
previous days for now.

As I said, we will return

to some of them again after the coffee break this
afternoon.
We will now proceed with
consideration of the new information arising on
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September 10 with respect to the waste inventory.
We will begin with a brief
presentation by both the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission and OPG.

And then the Panel will

begin its questions following both presentations.
Ms Swami, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Good afternoon, my

name is Laurie Swami, and I am the Senior
Vice-President of Decommissioning and Nuclear
Waste Management.
On September 10 Dr. Frank
Greening introduced new information to the Panel
that questioned some of the assumptions and
calculations in OPG's safety assessment for the
DGR for low and intermediate-level radioactive
waste.
The Panel reviewed the new
information and allowed it as a late submission
for the record.
This presentation will address
seven topics where the Panel requested further
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information to and upon Dr. Greening's September
10 presentation.
In our responses we have
indicated the page in the transcripts from
September 10 for context.
We will now discuss our responses
on:

RWOS 1 Operations; the justifications for

correlations and scaling factors; chlorine-36
inventory values; chlorine-36 from resins;
iodine-131 emissions from the Western Waste
Management Facility; the possible ignition of
calandria tubes; and the characterization of the
WIPP incident, specifically the implication of
nitrates in OPG's waste stream.
After careful study and review of
these topics, we conclude that our assessment is
appropriate and there is no impact on the DGR
safety case.
The Radioactive Waste Operations
Site, or RWOS 1, was the original radioactive
waste site at the Bruce Nuclear Power Development
and received waste mostly from the Douglas Point
Nuclear Generating Station.
Of note, RWOS 1 still has a CNSC
licence and remains under regulatory oversight.
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With respect to groundwater, OPG
installed a groundwater monitoring network around
RWOS 1 in 1989 in order to monitor for any impact
from the stored wastes.
Elevated tritium levels were
detected at one of the groundwater wells in the
late 1990s.

OPG investigated the potential

source of the tritium and concluded it was the
wastes in the tile hole structures.
These wastes were removed between
2001 and 2002, over packed and relocated to the
Western Waste Management Facility.
Since then tritium levels at RWOS
1 have been steadily decreasing and are currently
stabilized around 150 to 200 becquerels per
litre.
The justification for scaling
factors was questioned.

Scaling factors are

correlations between the amounts of
easy-to-measure and hard-to-measure
radionuclides.

For example, for every 2

becquerels of an easy-to-measure radionuclide,
like cobalt-60 in a waste package, we might
expect 1 becquerel of another radionuclide like
nickel-63 to also be present.
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In general, these correlations
simply reflect mass balances in a steady state
system.

If there is a steady production rate of

radionuclides within a reactor and a steady
production of wastes, then the amounts of
radionuclides in the wastes may be correlated.
In cases where the radionuclides
have similar sources and move in similar ways
within the reactor, the correlation is very
direct and can be calculated.
In some cases the correlation may
simply be observed empirically to hold true.

In

other cases, there is no useful correlation.

In

all cases, the use of scaling factors must be
verified through experimental evidence, i.e. that
a useful correlation exists.
We note that the use of scaling
factors is consistent with international
practice.

There are IAEA and ISO references that

describe the use of scaling factors.
In developing our reference waste
inventory, we use a number of approaches, from
direct measurement to scaling factors based on
measurements to calculations.
We have been asked about the
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justification for some specific scaling factors.
The justification is specific to each scaling
factor in each waste type.

Several important

scaling factors were discussed in the OPG
response to IR EIS-01-06, including carbon-14,
chlorine-36 and iodine-129.
With respect to the tritium
inventory in ion-exchange resins, we note that
the reference inventory value derived from
scaling factors is consistent with our measured
data for tritium on ion-exchange resins.
The accuracy of chlorine-36
inventory on the primary heat transport resins
was questioned.

First, the most important source

of chlorine-36 in the whole inventory is in the
pressure tubes.

Other retube components, such as

calandria tubes, are also important.
The amount of chlorine-36 in
resins is orders of magnitude lower.

The

chlorine-36 inventory on moderator resins is
based on measured data.

OPG also has several

measurements of chlorine-36 on heat transport
resins.

In all cases, the amount of chlorine-36

was so low that it was below the detection limit.
Consequently, rather than using
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zero, the value we used was based on a calculated
value.

Until we get a more precise measurement,

it will be uncertain.
Even if a value of 1,000 times
higher than our reference value on heat transport
resins were correct, it would be a low inventory.
In particular, the chlorine-36
inventory would change from 0.004 to 4
gigabecquerels in heat transport resins, and not
change the 1,400 gigabecquerel projected total
DGR inventory.

Based on this, we have a good

estimate of chlorine-36 inventory values for the
DGR safety case.
Next, the rate of release of
chlorine-36 from resin degradation was
questioned. The DGR safety assessment includes
degradation of the resins.

The rate is dependant

on conditions, aerobic or anaerobic, and whether
it is wet or dry.
Dr. Greening has claimed that our
release rate of chlorine-36 in the DGR does not
exceed 50 becquerels per year.

In fact, in our

assessment, early release rates of chlorine-36
within the DGR are typically estimated to be at
least one order of magnitude more than this.
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Therefore, the DGR safety
assessment includes chlorine-36 release from both
resins and other waste streams as well as from
pressure tube corrosion.
The iodine-131 and 129 inventory
on resins was questioned.

Iodine-131 is a

short-lived radioisotope.

The claims for

iodine-131 inventory on resins are not correct,
because resins are stored at stations for long
periods of time, sometimes years, before being
transferred to the Western Waste Management
Facility.
Therefore, the iodine-131
inventory in stored resins at the Western Waste
Management Facility is negligible.

In addition,

OPG reports all of its emissions to the CNSC,
including iodine-131 emissions.
OPG committed at last year's
hearings to publish the emission information from
the Western Waste Management Facility on our
website.

All information was published on the

OPG website July 1, 2014.
These iodine-131 emissions are
measured at the incinerator stack and the waste
volume reduction building ventilation stack.
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These are from low-level waste that has freshly
arrived at the Western Waste Management Facility.
For Q1 of 2014 the Western Waste
Management Facility iodine-131 releases were
approximately 3.0 x 10 4 becquerels.

If that

quarterly result is extrapolated for the entire
year, that would equate to approximately 1.2 x 10 5
becquerels per year.

Typical annual release

rates are in the order of 10 4 to 10 5 becquerels
per year.

Therefore, emissions of iodine-131 are

typically 7 orders of magnitude below the
approved release limit of 1.9 x 10 12 becquerels
per year.
As part of the radiological
environmental monitoring program impacts of any
releases are incorporated into the public dose
calculations.
With respect to iodine-129
releases from resins at the DGR and similar to
our previous comments on chlorine-36, iodine-129
releases from resin is included in our analysis,
and the inventory is reported in the reference
inventory report.
Next, the combustibility of
calandria tubes was questioned.

Calandria tubes
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are a similar material as pressure tubes, only
thinner.

Pressure tubes are about 4 millimetres

thick and calandria tubes are about 1.4
millimetres thick.
The reference, Cooper 1984,
Review of Zirconium Zircaloy Pyrophoricity quoted
by Dr. Greening with respect to combustibility of
zirconium has information on the ignition
temperature as a function of sample size.

It is

a simple exercise to calculate that a pressure
tube coupon has to be heated beyond 1,100°C
consistent with our simple test as shown in the
video presented on September 10.
The same reference indicates a
calandria tube coupon would need at least 900°C.
We also note that this reference
reports on tests, where thin zirconium tubing did
not ignite even with 8 times more zirconium
powder than metal.

Recall OPG stored waste has

about 0.1 per cent weight of zirconium powder.
Consistent with the discussion on
September 10 regarding the ignition of pressure
tube coupons in retube containers, calandria tube
coupons will not spontaneously ignite.
With respect to WIPP, the
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relevance of nitrate salts in OPG's resins was
questioned.

The topic of gadolinium nitrate

absorbed on OPG resins was addressed last week by
Dr. Evans.
Gadolinium nitrate is used in
CANDU reactors in low concentrations.

This

results in very low nitrate content in resins at
about 2 per cent.

Chemical reaction from

gadolinium nitrate is not a risk.
We also discussed on September 9
more generally the content of our waste packages
with respect to chemical hazards and concluded
that strong chemical reactions are not likely to
occur because of their chemical content, and as
confirmed through 40 years of waste management at
OPG.

Therefore, there is no impact on the safety

case.
In summary, we have reviewed and
responded to the questions accepted by the Panel.
Based on our analysis, our conclusions remain
valid.

The DGR safety case is not affected.

Our

experts are available here and on the phone to
answer any questions you may have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Swami.

Thank you, Ms
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We will now proceed directly to
the presentation by CNSC.

PRESENTATION BY PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, Madam

Chair, Members of the Joint Review Panel.

My

name is Patsy Thompson, I am the Director General
of the Directorate of Environmental and Radiation
Protection and Assessment with the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission.
With me this afternoon are Ms Kay
Klassen, Senior Project Officer for Licensing of
Waste Management Facilities, and Ms Kiza Francis,
an Environmental Assessment Specialist on the DGR
project, and Dr. Son Nguyen, Geoscience
Specialist who was involved in reviewing the
safety case.
CNSC staff would like to present
information relating to several issues raised in
presentations of PMD 14-P1.10A by Dr. Greening at
last Wednesday's hearing on September 10.
CNSC staff would like to respond
to comments on:

releases of radioactivity from
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the Radioactive Waste management Operations Site
1, RWOS 1, to the aquifer; the theoretical
justification for the correlation between C-14,
carbon-14, chlorine-36, and iodine-129 and the
cobalt-60 content of the DGR containers; the use
of scaling factors; the reference to a major
problem with the chlorine-36 inventory; emissions
of iodine-131 from the Western Waste Management
Facility; issues related to calandria and
zirconium; and comments regarding the incidents
at the WIPP.
With respect to statements at the
Radioactive Waste Operation Site 1, we have the
following to provide.
RWOS 1 was originally developed
by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited in 1968 to
receive waste from the Douglas Point Nuclear
Generating Station.
The facility included in-ground
concrete trench and tile hole structures.

It

received some of the waste from the very early
operations of Bruce A and was closed in November
1976.
At that time the Radioactive
Waste Operation Site 2, known was Western Waste
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Management Facility, began operations by Ontario
Hydro.

This site has never been abandoned

following Atomic Energy of Canada's operations.
Ontario Hydro and currently Ontario Power
Generation has been responsible under licences
issued by the Atomic Energy Control Board, and
now by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.
In the early 1990s groundwater
monitoring indicated possible problems with
concrete structures.

Investigations began and

remedial actions were taken by Ontario Power
Generation, then Ontario Hydro.
Beginning in the mid-1990s wastes
were removed from a number of the concrete vaults
and the tile hole removal was completed in the
early-2000s.
From 2000 onwards OPG's
groundwater monitoring has demonstrated a general
downward trend in tritium.

Over the five-year

period, 2008 to 2013, tritium concentration
measurements have not exceeded 2,500 becquerels
per litre, and that is at one monitoring well.
And gross beta/gamma -- gross beta concentrations
were less than 1.2 becquerels per litre.
The tritium concentration
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measurements have stabilized generally at around
200 becquerels per litre.
For context, the tritium
concentrate measurements are less than the
drinking water guideline for tritium, which is
7,000 becquerels per litre.

It should be noted

though that the groundwater on the Bruce site
around this facility is not a source of potable
water.

So we are providing this for context.
The groundwater discharges to a

small low-land area on-site and reports to the
bay beside Bruce A.

There is no off-site release

of this groundwater to Inverhuron Provincial Park
or to the Inverhuron community beyond the park.
In terms of waste
characterization, which was one of the issues
raised by Dr. Greening ---- Technical difficulties
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will wait

until the sound problems are addressed.
MS MCGEE:

We just want to advise

that there has been a significant loss of power,
so the Panel is going to take a break.

And once

the matter is resolve, we will resume.
So I would ask that you not go
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too far.

We don't know how long it will take,

5-10 minutes apparently to fix the problem.
Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 2:33 p.m. /
Suspendue à 14 h 33
--- Upon resuming at 2:47 p.m. /
Reprise à 14 h 47

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

Thank

you to staff for rapidly responding to that.
So CNSC, we can continue.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
If I could go back to the slide
that I had finished before the system went down.
I had mentioned that the groundwater on the Bruce
site around the RWOS 1 was discharging to a small
low land area on site and reports to the bay
beside Bruce A and I should have said Bruce B.
So it is a bay beside Bruce B and
there is no off-site release of this groundwater
to Inverhuron Provincial Park or to the
Inverhuron community beyond the park.
Moving to the next subject, which
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was the subject of waste characterization where
there were issues raised in relation to the
theoretical justification for the correlation
between difficult to measure radionuclides, the
use of scaling factors and the use of possible
major problems with chlorine-36 inventory.
CNSC staff want to note that
staff's review and assessment of the inventory
and use of scaling factors is based on the needs
for long-term safety assessment.

The guidance on

how safety assessment can be conducted is
described in CNSC's Regulatory Guidance Document
G320.
Contrary to statements made by
Dr. Greening last week, the Guide G320 does not
stipulate the use of measured values of
radionuclide inventories in safety assessments.
The guide does, however, discuss the use of data
and how data variability and data uncertainties
can be approached in the bounding of a safety
assessment.
With respect to concerns with
correlations between carbon-14 and cobalt-60,
chlorine-36 and cobalt-60 and iodine-129 and
cesium-137 and developing inventories in waste
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containers, these scaling factors are applied
worldwide.

It is convenient to use scaling

factors with gamma measurements for cobalt-16 and
cesium 137 to estimate other radionuclide
activities in the waste rather than measure all
radionuclides in all past, present and future
wastes which would increase the doses to workers
handling those wastes.
In addition, after a certain
number of samples are taken, additional
measurements are no longer required because the
average in the 95th percentile of the
measurements will remain essentially unchanged,
hence, scaling factors are used to estimate
difficult to measure radionuclides to allow for
proper labelling of containers entering the waste
management facility and to provide the data
needed to refine the safety assessments.
The ISO Standard 21238 indicates
that when using scaling factors it is important
to understand the nucleotide production
mechanisms, the physical/chemical behaviour of
nucleotides and observe radio chemical analysis
data.
Statistical calculations of
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correlation coefficients is a supplemental
technique to group radiological data and provide
relative accuracy of the correlation between
cobalt-60 or cesium-137 and the difficult to
measure radionuclides of interest in the safety
case.
A general rule of thumb is that
if correlation coefficients are above the value
of 0.6, then they may be used to determine levels
of the activity of radionuclides in waste
containers.

However, the lower the correlation

coefficient, the more samples to accurately
determine statistical measures such as the 95th
percentile will be required.
OPG has described the use of
scaling factors, the data and the validation of
scaling factors in responses to several
Information Requests made by the Panel.

These

include EIS 01-5, 6, 8, 20 and 33 and EIS 06-262
and 264.
CNSC staff reviewed this
information and assessed it in relation to the
ISO Standard as well as considered the use of the
associated data, its variability and the
associated uncertainties for its use in the
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safety assessment.
Though CNSC staff were satisfied
with how the inventory data were used and the
variabilities and uncertainties addressed in the
safety assessment, and with the conservatism
built into the safety case, CNSC staff expected
that the development of an updated inventory to
support the licence application for an operations
licence would be fully addressed using the
international best practices such as the ISO
Standard.
Of note, OPG has committed to
updating -- they have sent a revised proposal for
the radioactive inventory accounting for the
requirements of the ISO Standard.
With respect to the chlorine-36
inventory in the ion exchange resins -- or in the
resins, Dr. Greening noted a possible 1,000 time
increase in chlorine-36 in the inventory and that
this would create problems.
CNSC staff were not able to
verify the COG documents referenced by Dr.
Greening.

However, on the assumption that the

statement made by Dr. Greening is true, then we
looked at what its impact on the safety case
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would be.
For the projected waste volume in
2062, the increase, using Dr. Greening's
assertions, would be 7.4 -- it would increase to
7.4 times 10 to 11 becquerels instead of the
current 7.4 times 10 to the 8 becquerels of
chlorine-36.
The effect of this increase on
the total inventory of chlorine-36 in all the
wastes, which is 1.4 times 10 to the 12
becquerels remains small.
The effect of this small change
was assessed within the variance included in the
normal evolution scenario and the peak dose
calculated would continue to be several orders of
magnitude below the criterion of 0.3 mSv.
So there may be continued issues
identified by Dr. Greening with the inventory
report, but it remains CNSC staff's conclusion
that we were not satisfied with the 2010
reference waste inventory and that is the reason
why CNSC staff made recommendation No. 2 to the
Joint Review Panel.
CNSC staff recommended to the
Panel at that time that OPG update their
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inventory verification plan using the IEA and the
ISO Standard which we have been discussing and
that would lead to a derivation of the 95th
percentile value for all important radionuclides
for the safety case.
In response to this request from
the JRP, OPG provided an inventory verification
program to address that recommendation, reduce
uncertainties and provide representative values
for different waste streams from the different
CANDU power reactors and over extended periods of
time.
With this program in place, an
accurate inventory will be available for use in
an updated safety case to support future
licensing.
In relation to emissions of
iodine-131, I would like to say that airborne
nuclear substances released from the Western
Waste Management Facility are monitored as per
regulatory requirement.

They are measured for

the various facility stacks, including the
incinerator.

Radionuclides that are monitored

include tritium, carbon-14, particulates and
radioactive iodine-131.
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CNSC staff would point out that
the annual iodine-131 releases from the stacks
have ranged from 6.38 times 10 to the 4 to 9.7
times 10 to the 4 becquerels over the last four
years.

This is a small fraction, less than

0.0 percent of the annual derived release limit
for iodine-131, which is 1.9 times 10 to the 12.
Dr. Greening pointed that the
actual emissions of 1.9 were in the range of 10
times 10 to the 12.

This is actually the release

limit, the actual releases are much less.
Dr. Greening's presentation made
statements about calandria tubes, zirconium and
the risks of zirconium in accidents and
malfunctions.

In particular, there was concern

with the thinner calandria tubes and small
coupons and cutting debris igniting and causing
fires.
To put the use of zirconium alloy
into perspective, zirconium alloys of varying
thickness are used in CANDU reactors for
different purposes.

The thickest of them is the

pressure tube which has a wall thickness of
approximately 4 mm.

The calandria tube wall

thickness is approximately 1.4 mm and then comes
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the fuel cladding, which is approximately 0.4 mm
thick.
CNSC staff would like to point
out that the reference to fuel cladding is
misleading, as OPG's DGR is for low and
intermediate level radioactive wastes and not for
fuel waste.
As OPG has clarified, on
September 10th hearing, the volume reduction
process for the re-tube waste does not generate
more than 0.05 per cent of the total mass as
dust.

OPG also calculated the dust expected to

be present in re-tube waste containers to be
approximately 500 grams.

OPG also assumed the

dust particles to be in the size range of 3
microns.
Even under this worst-case
scenario there is not enough material or enough
critical mass to sustain combustion.

OPG

provided evidence demonstrating the difficulty of
igniting a pressure tube coupon.
CNSC staff agrees with OPG's
statements.

The external experts that we have

consulted are also in agreement with CNSC staff.
These experts are Mr. Richard Bowes and Patrick
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Brousseau respectively from Natural Resources
Canada and Defence Research Centre of Canada who
were here last week and are available today on
the phone.
For thinner zirconium materials,
a demonstration by scientists from the University
of California at Berkeley applying a blowtorch to
zirconium fuel cladding, which is much thinner,
showed that even after heating to 2,000 degrees
centigrade it did not catch fire.

This can be

viewed on a YouTube video.
In relation to the recent
incidents at the WIPP, and in particular to the
statements made about the possible timing for
re-opening, CNSC staff have reviewed the
information available on the WIPP website and
have confirmed that, regardless of speculative
statements, the U.S. DOE plans are to, until the
source of the February 14 event is isolated and
mitigated, it is premature to say when the
shipments can resume.

The WIPP will open only

when it is safe to do so.
The U.S. DOE has also indicated
that it is committed to planning and implementing
recovery and corrective actions in order that
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operations resume as quickly when it is safe to
do so.
CNSC staff will continue to
monitor the results of the investigations for
regulatory lessons learned.
This ends our presentation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
Dr. Muecke, did you have some
questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Our first

question we would like to address to OPG and
CNSC.
Dr. Greening has stated that the
tritium to cobalt-60 ratios in ion exchange
resins can vary from .00017 to larger than 135,
roughly speaking a 10th of a million.
Can CNSC and OPG confirm that
such variations exist?
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszweski, for the record.
I was just bringing up the data.
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

So within the
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range of data it is possible that that would be
the extreme range, but in fact most of our data
is in a much narrower range.
I just want to again comment that
the mean of the data that we have is consistent
with the value that we have used in the reference
inventory report.
MEMBER MUECKE:

The follow-up to

that question would be: how can such variability
be incorporated into a scaling factor and what
are the confidence levels that you would assign
to the scaling factor, considering that such
large variability does exist?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszweski, for the record.
I just again want to emphasize
that the tritium values that we are working from
are measured, they are not -- they are used to
help derive the scaling factors, but ultimately
they are measured and the values that we use in
the reference inventory at this point are
consistent with the measurements.
More generally, if you have a
large range in data, then the processes that were
mentioned in the CNSC presentation about looking
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to test the correlation coefficient with the data
would be appropriate.

But again, I am just

affirming that we have data on tritium, on the
resins and the values that we are using in the
reference inventory report are consistent with
the data.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could we have

CNSC respond to the same two questions, please?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
As we mentioned last week when we
addressed this issue in more detail, CNSC's
initial review identified gaps and that was the
basis for the recommendation as well as the
assessment we requested from our independent
expert.
We also reviewed the information
provided by OPG in subsequent Information
Requests and we would agree that the measurements
of tritium that are available align with the
information that was used in the inventory for
the safety assessment.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Another question

to OPG regarding ion exchange resins.
Could you comment on the
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homogeneity of ion exchange resins as stored in
their containers, particularly with respect to
gadolinium nitrate?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I would ask that Dr. Brett or Dr.
Evans, who should be on the phone, could respond
to that question.

I know there was some

technical difficulty at their end, so if they are
not there we will send them an e-mail.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Brett or

Dr. Evans, are you there?
MR. BRETT:

Michael Brett from

OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

If you could

speak up a little bit, otherwise I think we can
hear you relatively well.
MR. BRETT:

Sure.

Michael Brett,

MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, OPG.

OPG.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good, we have

you both.
Did you need Dr. Muecke to repeat
his question?
MR. BRETT:

Yes, please.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Could you comment

or inform the Panel about the homogeneity of ion
exchange resins in their storage containers,
particularly with respect to gadolinium nitrate?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. EVANS:

Dr. Evans?

Dave Evans, for the

record.
Ion exchange resins are actually
a physical mixture of a cation and an anion
component, so there is some inherent
inhomogeneity in the mixed bed resins to start
with, so I would not -- and because of the way
the resins are generated and stored, I would not
expect it to be a perfectly homogeneous material.
We can know from process
knowledge, though, based on the use that we put
the gadolinium nitrate removal resins to what the
maximum theoretical loading can be because we
have a finite amount of gadolinium nitrate in the
moderator and it is removed typically on to ion
exchange columns.
So we know the total loading or
average loading on those columns with some
accuracy.

Those resins are also mixed in the
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course of -- in the spent resin storage tanks
with resins used for normal purification of the
moderator system, so they are further diluted, if
that's the correct word.
So ion exchange resin is not a
perfectly homogeneous material, but with respect
to the gadolinium nitrate inventory on it, we can
estimate that and set an upper limit with some
accuracy.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

that.
What is the density of gadolinium
nitrate relative to the other components of the
ion exchange resins?
MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
The gadolinium nitrate that is
present is in an ionic form.

It has little

effect on the bulk density of the resin or the
true density of the resin.
By way of putting this in
perspective, the total gadolinium nitrate
inventory in the over poison moderator is on the
order of a few kilograms and that's removed
typically on 200-litre ion exchange resin
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vessels, so it has little effect on the density,
final density of the material.
MEMBER MUECKE:

It wasn't so much

the final density of the material we were
interested in as the density difference between
the gadolinium nitrate and the rest of the
components of the ion exchange resins leading to
a question about the possibility of the material
settling with time in the containers.
MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
In my experience, ion exchange
resins under certain conditions can stratify, but
that is typically in hydraulic backwash
situations.
There is an inherent density
difference between the cation and anion
components, too, so if they were subjected to
conditions designed to separate them, which
occurs in normal water treatment plants, they can
be separated.
We actually strive in our case
for less separable resins for chemical reasons
that we don't want gadolinium to precipitate in
the ion exchange column during service, but in
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terms of once the resins are in the storage tank,
there is virtually no driver for stratification
or when the resins are in the resin storage
liners, there is no driver for further
stratification of those resins.
MEMBER MUECKE:

If these

containers are transferred and sit in an
environment where you have low-frequency
vibrations, would that be a possible mechanism
for separation?
MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
It is a possible mechanism for
separation under some circumstances.

In this

case, though, the resins are de-watered, they
tend not to separate in that condition.

You need

to do something quite active to them such as
hydraulic backwash.
New resins in transport, there is
some potential for separation by vibration
occurring during transport, but we have never
observed that in resins we have received.
I would also add that samples
have been taken from the ion exchange resin
liners at the Bruce site and there is not strong
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evidence for stratification of the resins.

These

are core samples taken through the vertical
height of the resin bed in the storage liners.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would there be

any experimental evidence of somebody using a
vibration as a separator in the literature?
MR. EVAS:

Dave Evans.

I would be surprised if it hasn't
been tested in the context of shipping resins
where people want a mixed bed to stay in the
mixed bed condition.

I am not directly aware of

such tests.
DR. MUECKE:

Thank you very much.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

did you have some questions?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes, I do.

Thank you.
This is based upon Dr. Greening's
testimony from the transcript on pages 117 and
118 where:
"Radiation leaking from RWOS
1 into the ground has
accumulated and OPG, with
this mountain of radioactive
waste, wants to bury it in a
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deep hole, this meaning the
DGR."

(As read)

I would pose my question to OPG.
Would OPG confirm that this waste consists of
contaminated earth or tile waste material
separate from the low and intermediate level
waste inventory or will it be part of the actual
inventory described in the EIS and which is
required to be placed in the proposed repository?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
You know, I have two different
answers to that question, so I think we don't
have the question right.

Could you repeat it,

please?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

There is some

ambiguity about the mountain of radioactive waste
existing at RWOS 1 and we had heard of a tritium
leak into the ground, tile bed, concrete
structures.
The question here is:

Does the

form of this waste actually comprise radioactive
ground or tailings or earth materials, is it
simply tile material or some other product and
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will it, in fact, be planned to be stored in the
proposed DGR?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
The waste is the waste material
that is described in the inventory report and
does include the material from the RWOS facility
as part of the DGR inventory going forward.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Archibald,

if I could ask a clarification, because I think
there is still a bit of confusion regarding what
you are getting at.
I think the Panel heard "mountain
of waste material", so we simply need some
clarification regarding that phrase.
So in addition to the tiles that
you referred to, which we understand were
re-packaged or overpacked and sent to the Western
Waste Management Facility and we understand that
definitely would go into the proposed DGR; was
there anything else, soil, or any other materials
that had to be removed?
Is that correct, Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes.

Just to

be clear, the statement was that radiation
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leaking into the ground has accumulated and so
that led to the suspicion that possibly it was
tailings or earth or other materials.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Ms Morton is going to respond to
this question.

Thank you.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Once again I apologize, I feel
like every time I answer I wonder if I'm
answering enough questions, so I will try to
address everything I think I heard.
With respect to a "mountain of
waste", so to be clear, there were two
significant campaigns at RWOS 1 where waste was
removed.
In approximately 1997-'98 the
majority of wastes from the trench structures was
removed, overpacked and relocated to the WWMF.
Then in 2002, the tile hole
structures were again removed and that was done
by an extraction method where they were concrete
tile holes, if you will, and so they were
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overpacked.

I believe that methodology involved

taking a bit of very local soil out with the
extraction, but other than that there was no soil
extracted.

That waste was also relocated to the

WWMF.
There remains a small volume of
waste at RWOS 1 in one -- I believe one more
trench section and in the lined tile holes,
approximately 600 cubic metres of waste remains
at RWOS 1.
The remaining part of the
question with respect to what's captured in the
inventory, the waste that was relocated to the
WWMF is captured in the reference waste
inventory.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
much.

Thank you very

That's exactly what I was looking for.
On pages 127 and 128, Dr.

Greening has made the statement that:
"OPG has an unfounded
assumption that ion exchange
resin waste is chemically
equivalent to municipal
waste."
And further states that:

(As read)
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"These wastes should be
classified as hazardous
wastes due to their
ignitability, reactivity and
toxicity."

(As read)

My question is to OPG:

Can you

confirm that -- and ignoring the nitrate
concentration levels that was very well explained
last week, can OPG confirm that the chemical
equivalents in terms of ignitability, reactivity
and toxicity would be equivalent to that of
municipal waste?
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
I would just like to go back
again to some of the original comments by Dr.
Greening that may set some context for this and
the response I provided last week, just to be
clear.
In 2009 we did a general
assessment on the chemical hazards in smoke.

It

was not specific to resins, we considered -- it
was a general consideration, we said what could
burn could be resins, it could be low-level
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waste, it could be vehicles and tires; we did a
general assessment on the hazard of smoke and we
looked at two particular compounds that are
commonly present in smoke, carbon monoxide and
benzene.

It was not a detailed analysis.
And in coming up with those

carbon monoxide and benzene numbers, we did use
numbers from an EPA reference for municipal
waste.

It was not intended to say that resins,

in particular, were the same as municipal waste.
So I wonder whether in part we
are getting down that line from sort of a
misunderstanding of what was done in that
particular assessment.

The point of that was to

just understand the chemical hazards of smoke
more generally and the results did say that smoke
is chemically hazardous and the appropriate way
to respond from the design point of view was to
prevent or mitigate fires in the first place and
we have already had discussion on that topic.
I may just ask whether Dave Evans
on the phone has any further comments, though, on
the general nature of the hazard that resins
might represent.
points to comment.

I don't know if he has any
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MR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
Just going from past experience,
the usual practice with ion exchange resins in
water treatment plant applications and so on, was
that they were treated as regular "garbage",
recognizing, though, that the sulfur content is
relatively high, especially with the cation
resins.
I don't believe that is still
practised, a lot of them are taken back by the
vendors and reprocessed now, but certainly in the
past the practice had been to handle them as
"garbage" barring the presence of a specific
toxic heavy metals like lead or mercury on the
resins.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

That's good.

Thank you very much.
Could I continue on to page 134,
please, and again a question to OPG.

This is

just a matter for clarification.
Dr. Greening has mentioned that
airborne release -- this is in the malevolent act
Scenario D that was referenced in his
presentation:
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"The airborne release and
respirable fractions
associated with the
detonation described in this
scenario would be closer to
unity."

(As read)

I'm asking OPG for clarification,
please.

Does this factor value of unity only

apply if 100 percent of the contains zirconium
metal, scrap essentially, were reduced to
restorable size under this scenario activity?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
That's correct.

That's the

implication.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
leave all the zirconium aside.
one little question.

Then we will

Oh yes, I have

There seemed to be an

incongruency between the two presentations made.
Ms Swami, on your slide No. 8,
the statement was made that at 900 degrees
Celsius the calandria tubes would ignite.

This

is from testing.
And Dr. Thompson, in her
presentation on slide 15, mentioned that there
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was a university of California video showing fuel
cladding, I believe it was, ignition at 2,000
degrees Celsius.
There seems to be a large
discrepancy in temperature values here between
thinner substrates.
Dr. Thompson, this was when you
were mentioning the three different sizes or
thicknesses of cladding and you verbally
mentioned an ignition temperature of 2,000
degrees Celsius.

Would there seem to be a large

discrepancy in ignition temperature?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Perhaps, Dr. Archibald, we could
come back after the break.

Our expert, Ram

Kameswaran, could provide us the information
source.

He has prepared these slides.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Yes, that

would be advisable, thank you.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
It might be helpful if
Dr. Gierszewski responded to this issue because I
believe he has the information you are looking
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for.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Please.
Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
Maybe a little bit further
information.

So the reference on the ignition

temperature as a function of material size is the
Cooper 94 reference and you can do it.

There is

a graph in there and you can use it to estimate
the ignition temperature.

When you apply it to

the pressure tube coupons you come up with a
number like 1,100 degrees C, when you apply it to
the calandria tube coupons you come up with a
number of approximately 900 degrees C.

So that's

a theoretical or semi-empirical based support for
it.
In the actual field, as I think I
observed last week. when we did try to heat the
pressure tube coupons at 1,100 degrees C they did
not ignite, it was somewhere well above that that
we were able to get -- see some burn, but it was
not a sustained burn, something in the range of
1,500 to 1,700 degrees C.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And would

these be 100 percent zirconium coupons, say, or
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would they be combined with some other metal
structure such as the cladding on top of the
inner wall?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
These estimates I believe are for
straight zirconium alloy and as we would have the
waste in our containers, there is just the
zirconium components.

Whether they are the

pressure tube or the calandria tubes, they are
not pure zirconium, they are slight alloying
elements depending on the particular source, but
I don't believe that the amount of alloying is
significant on this particular point.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

To my next question on page 134,
the statement was made by Dr. Greening that:
"...nor does OPG intend to
precondition or stabilize any
of its intermediate level
wastes as is practised in
most countries worldwide."
(As read)
The question to OPG is:

What

methods of preconditioning or stabilization by
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example, by short example, if you know of any,
are practised internationally and are such
methods applied to waste materials in Canada?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I would ask Dr. Evans to respond
to your question, please.
MR. EVANS:

It's Dave Evans, for

the record.
I had taken a look at this some
years ago when I was wearing a somewhat different
hat, when I was involved in the space management
of resins.

The practices around the world vary

widely from hot isostatic pressing of resins,
burning of resins, vitrification of resin.

The

driver in most cases is minimization of waste
volume.
The resins from the CANDU program
present some special challenges because of the
carbon-14 component, so a lot of the waste volume
reduction processes that are practised elsewhere
are not suitable for resins with high C-14
content.
To capture that C-14, say in an
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incineration process, would generate more
secondary waste than the resins it comprised to
start with.
So we had taken a good look at a
number of waste volume reduction technologies for
resin, including visiting a vitrification plant
at Oak Ridge and realized that the stumbling
block to adopting a lot of those was the
carbon-14 content of the resins from the CANDU
program.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I believe,

therefore, that there are no such practices in
place in Canada in any way, shape or form then?
MR. EVANS:

To the best of my

knowledge, no.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
On page 135, and this is the
comment, and I realize that the Phase 2 DOE
report is not yet available, Dr. Greening, in his
presentation stated that:
"At the WIPP one of the drums
spontaneously ignited and
ruptured, sending clouds of
radioactive material to the
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surface."

(As read)

To both OPG and CNSC: does any
evidence exist to validate ignition as a source
and that clouds or large volumes of emissions
were created, in your opinion?

And it is only an

opinion because the report is not yet available.
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would say at this stage we
don't have an opinion, we haven't looked at those
sources of information.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Based on the evidence, the
pictures from the site, we can see that as well
as anyone else, but in terms of the final root
cause we are awaiting that report to fully
understand the event.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

Then to continue, on page 136
Dr. Greening had mentioned that:
"The Department of Energy's
unusual occurrence reporting
system indicates that events
such as" ... and by way of
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example ... "spontaneous
ignition of pyrophoric
material such as zirconium
scrap and reactions involving
nitrate rich materials have
occurred."

(As read)

To CNSC and OPG separately:

To

your knowledge, have events such as those stated,
and these specifically being spontaneous ignition
in the nitrate rich material reactions, occurred
at the WIPP itself or are these reportable
incidents based on stored waste at various source
sites before being packaged for shipment and
storage at the WIPP?
I would take an answer from CNSC
first, please.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We haven't investigated the event
reports, either at the WIPP or from the
facilities from which they receive the waste.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Would OPG be

able to respond?
MS SWAMI:
record.

Laurie Swami, for the
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We are not aware of these
additional events that Dr. Greening has pointed
out from our review of the material so far.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

None of these

events would have been reported through OpX
ventures at all?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie swami, for the

record.
We are not aware of these
reports.

It's a different system for Department

of Energy than it would be through the Nuclear
Power Plant program, although we have taken an
approach in this case of searching for this
information to the extent it is available to us.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Then I will

just lead on to one last question on page 141
where Dr. Greening said that:
"I do know that in the U.S.
there are recommendations for
storing that kind of waste,
zirconium.

The subject has

been brought up."

(As read)

Do OPG or CNSC have any knowledge
of special reactive waste storage criteria for
zirconium, for example, in Canada and/or the
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United States?
The follow-up question, and I
believe you answered this last week:

Are these

criteria used for current storage of such
materials at the Western Waste Management
Facility?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We are not aware of any
particular special storage arrangements for
zirconium powder because the form of our waste
storage is not in the powder form.
We do go through an assessment of
appropriateness of our packages for a number of
safety considerations, but that is not included
in it.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Therefore, the

indication is that for your zirconium scrap there
is no special regulatory storage requirement for
that material other than what you have chosen to
use?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Not quite, because the storage
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packages and the transportation of the material
would require regulatory oversight, of course.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

That would be

for radiologic concerns then?
MS SWAMI:

That's correct.

MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
DR. THOMPSON:

To CNSC then?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We were trying to think of where
this -- for what facilities and licensees the use
of zirconium would generate waste that would need
to be managed.

The only licensees we could think

about are the licensees that fabricate fuel
bundles where they do use zirconium.
We are not aware of any special
requirements for storage of zirconium waste
products or chippings or things like that.
We could follow up with the
division responsible for licensing those
facilities, if you would like.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

No, that would

be fine, but I would like to see if CNSC could
provide to the Panel any unusual occurrence
reporting incidents for zirconium metal and/or
possibly fires relating to nitrate rich materials
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at the WIPP, either prior to or stored at the
WIPP.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I don't think we are able to get
information in relation to the WIPP.

What we

could look at is from the CNSC licensees, if
there are any events reported in relation to
zirconium.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
fine.

That would be

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Muecke,

did you have any additional questions?
Okay, that I think brings the
Panel questions to a close on the new information
raised by Dr. Greening.
Prior to the actual scheduled
break, I would like to return to some of the
questions that have been carried forward to
today.
So starting with OPG and then
moving on to Environment Canada.
So OPG, what I have noted here is
you will address frequency of fire drills at WIPP
as well as the techniques used to determine the
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suitability of till.
Or no, wait a minute, I think I
have just made a mistake.

You wanted me to wait

until after the break for the health and safety
certification.

So just let me know what the

status of that is and I will cancel that.

We

will take a break and we will come back.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So we have those three questions
that we can answer.
WIPP fire drills.

So I will do the two on the
I will do the health and

safety and Mr. Wilson will answer the question
with respect to the Waste Rock Management Area
and the till.
We would also like to just give a
little bit more information on the stormwater
management pond, if that's acceptable as well?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

Yes.

So Mr. Wilson will do

that when I'm finished these very short
questions.
So the question, as I understand
it from September 9th, was to identify what the
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drill program was at the WIPP facility.
We looked at the WIPP website, so
this is just what's publicly available.

And when

we look at that it's Rev. 30 which we believe is
a 2012, I believe, document but it may be earlier
than that.

There is:
"A full-participation
exercise is conducted
annually to demonstrate an
integrated emergency response
capability. These annual
exercises are designed to
validate all elements of the
Emergency Management Program
over a five-year period."
So that's their words.

My

interpretation of that is that that would be a 20
percent test of their emergency plan held once a
year.

That's just my interpretation of it.

--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Sorry.

Passwords are

always a good thing.
So we talked earlier about any
certifications to our health and safety program
and from 2005 to 2010, OPG was the recipient of
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the Infrastructure, Health and Safety
Association's Platinum Award for sustaining a
high standard in health and safety management
system and health and safety culture.
was the participation that we had.

So this

We were the

first to receive that recognition in 2005 and
then for a five-year period we participated and
that did include audits of our system.
In 2010 the organization that
provided that standard changed their processes
and they no longer have that available for OPG to
participate in.

So that's one aspect of it.
The second thing, we have a

management system for health and safety that's
aligned with the British Standard Institute 18001
Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series.
We have not registered to that because we were
following this other program of the
Infrastructure Health and Safety Association.
We are now waiting to see which
one would be more appropriate, but what's
important here is that we follow the elements of
the 18001 program.
What I mentioned this morning was
the Canadian Electrical Association program that
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we participate as a member of that.

We have

achieved top quartile in accident severity rate
and all injury rate for similar-sized
organizations to us.

So our performance is

recognized as very good in this forum.
With that I'll ask Mr. Wilson to
answer the other two parts.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
And before I start with the Waste
Rock Management Area I have to apologize for my
confusion yesterday when I confused resistivity
lines with nuclear densometers and came up with
x-ray techniques.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. WILSON:

So let me start

over.
The investigations conducted to
date on the site supporting our till liner
consists of in excess of 600 boreholes in test
pits in the OPG-retained lands area which
identified the DGR project site was underlain by
a dense till layer.
And we discussed in the July
session as well as in last year's hearings the
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field investigation program that we really
focused to confirm the results of that previous
characterization, consisting of continuous cord
wells, monitoring wells, test pits and
resistivity lines.

The resistivity lines

themselves and some of the wells were located in
the vicinity of the waste rock management area
and the stormwater management pond to confirm
thickness and homogeneity in the 10 to 15-metre
thick range.
The monitoring well network was
installed, downgrading the waste rock management
areas so that we could get some baseline data on
the existing conditions as well as the
installation of piezometers to understand the
flow.
Modelling underground water
velocity that's also within the till layer have
demonstrated in the order of centimetres a year
of movement within the till lens.
During the site preparation the
waste rock management area will be prepared and
graded and the grading will require the removal
of portions of the upper weather till as well as
the potential for placement of compacted till in
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other areas to establish appropriate grades to
ensure that the water does not pond underneath
the pile.
It is not anticipated that any
permeable lenses occur within the till sheet.

As

part of the waste rock management preparation,
field monitoring will also be undertaken to
verify the expected conditions.
Ms Swami discussed at a very high
level potential mitigation options should there
be connection of the waste rock management area
to the groundwater system.

But the verification

methods that I'm going to speak to now are during
the site preparation and are required as part of
the project construction quality plan and the
field inspection and testing requirements.

And

these would include confirmation of shallow
densities in the -- upwards of 300 millimetres
using nuclear densometers according to ASTM
standard D6938 which is the standard used both in
Canada and in the U.S.
In areas of observed weathered
till, we would conduct mapping of weathered and
weathered horizons and desiccation fractures
through continuous cord shallow boreholes to a
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depth of approximately 5 metres so as to not -so as to not provide connectivity to the
groundwater system but to go deep enough to
confirm the lack of permeable intervening glacial
sediments in the till as well as conducting, as
required, permeability testing in grain size
analysis of the core samples as required.
And the timing, if we recall,
about the installation of the waste rock
management area is such that it is prepared as
part of site preparation.

The actual placement

of materials into the main waste rock management
area would be some 18 months to 24 months beyond
that period because we have to get through the
shafts and that will be in the temporary
stockpiles.

And so again, if we have -- if we

have time to do proper investigations of the site
as we are constructing it and to provide
confidence that we have those.
Similar activities will be
undertaken in the stormwater management pond as
well, but a bit of a different situation in that
particular case because we're actually extracting
into the tills.

So we'll have a good

demonstration of the homogeneity as we are going
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through and extracting for the construction of
the stormwater management pond.
As Ms Swami mentioned, we thought
it might be helpful to try to tie some of the
basis between evidence that has been provided
from July at a technical information session at
last year's hearings and some of the discussions
that we've had in the last few days with respect
to the stormwater management pond.
Just to recap on the design
basis, again, the pond will provide a minimum
retention period of 24 hours for the six-hour, 25
millimetres storm event.

Under normal operating

conditions the total suspended solid effluent
discharge will not exceed 40 milligrams per
litre.
The design of the pond is
consistent with MOE's Stormwater Management and
Design Manual and the modelling of effluent
discharge that we've used to date is according to
the USEPA stormwater management model.
The capacity of the stormwater
management pond is approximately 15,800 cubic
metres at the overflow structure.

The pond will

be designed with a sediment forebay to address
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total suspended solid sediment.

And under normal

operating conditions the pond discharge will be
passive with the ability to stop the discharge
flow as required.

The pond will be designed to

safely pass the one in 100 year storm event and
direct the discharge to the ditch system and
interconnecting road.
So some of the impacts of the DGR
phases on the stormwater management pond were
also discussed.

So the stormwater management

pond and the associated site drainage network
will be established during the site preparation
phase.
The effluent modelling of the
site preparation, construction and operations
phases were undertaken and a technical memorandum
of these concentrations were provided in CEAA 954
for a variety of storm events.

The highest total

suspended solid concentrations in a storm event
occurred during the site preparation phase which
is expected to be limited to a six to nine-month
period, of which a portion of this time is for
the development of the stormwater management pond
and associated drainage network.
The construction phase discharge
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assumed an extremely conservative unmitigated
underground discharge concentration of 5,000
milligrams per litre with a particle size of less
than 100 microns.

However, should the total

suspended solid concentrations from the
underground discharge be limited to 300
milligrams per litre, the discharge target of 40
milligrams per litre would be met and, therefore,
we would require mitigation.
During the operations phase,
given the insignificant contribution from the
repository, the modelling shows that the
discharge criteria would be met for all modelled
storm events including the one in 100 year event.
As discussed in these hearing
days there is no specific guidance on the
potential for climate change and the influence of
that on the stormwater management pond related to
future storm event frequency and severity and
such that we would be undertaking that with the
CNSC.
I also wanted to just comment a
bit on some of the OPG commitments already
specific to total suspended solid management.
Again, under normal operating conditions TSS
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effluent discharge will not exceed 40 milligrams
per litre.
And commitments specific to
stormwater management and related systems are
located in Sections 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3 of Table
1 of the Commitments List, Revision Number 2.
And I'll just point out a couple or some of the
specific examples of the many that are in that
commitments report:
Modifications to the
interconnecting ditch to accommodate increased
flows so as to not overtop or create obstruction
of flow.
During construction the temporary
settling pond will be used to settle out any
excess solids in water pumped from underground
before discharge into the ditch system leading to
the stormwater management pond.

And this could

be either at surface for different phases and
then also reflects the use of the underground
sump system during the lateral development and
operations phases.
OPG will review the design basis
of the stormwater management pond, recognizing
the likelihood of large storm events and
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potential consequences and will submit the
results of this review to the CNSC and will
increase the size of the stormwater management
pond, if appropriate, as part of finalizing the
DGR design.
A temporary water treatment plan
provided by a selected contractor will be located
in the vicinity of the shafts to receive water
pumped from underground in the event there are
abnormally high concentrations of oil, grease
and/or grit in the water.

It, however, will not

be used to treat water in the stormwater
management pond in the unlikely event of
contaminated concentrations in the water exceed
the discharge limits established through
permitting processes.
This pre-treatment of total
suspended solids during construction, if needed,
is one of the items that we will have as part of
the contracting strategy going into the selection
of the shaft-seeking contractor and the lateral
development contractor to have these contingency
options identified.
And, lastly, in the event that
they do not have one, i.e. a readily available
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system to pre-treat the total suspended solids,
then the accommodations will be for a contingency
option to have one sourced and available.
So I hope this provides a bit of
continuity between the various activities that
we've undertaken with respect to the stormwater
management pond.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much, Mr. Wilson.

Thank you very

You've saved the Panel some

work in cobbling all of that together so that was
very helpful.
I now know that, or I hope, that
Environment Canada is available.
Oh, Dr. Muecke, did you have a
follow-up question based on that?
MEMBER MUECKE:

If I could

follow-up on part of your presentation, the Panel
has a question.
In your characterization of the
till cover, which of the methods that you are
using are suitable and sensitive to the detection
of fracturing in the tills?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I'll provide a preliminary
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statement and then perhaps I'll ask Mark Jensen
if he has anything to add.
What we had considered is with
respect to the fracturing.

We were looking at

the continuous cord shell of bedrock or, sorry,
boreholes in close proximity to be able to
identify the potential for the connectivity of
lateral features but also to be able to
characterize the various weathered and
un-weathered connections within the depth of the
drilling.
But perhaps I'll put it over to
Mr. Jensen to see if there is anything else he'd
like to add.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
The continuous coring and test
pitting would provide us information on the depth
of any fractures, desiccation fractures or other
in the till sheet beneath the rock waste
management area.
MEMBER MUECKE:
involves a drill.

Coring of tills

These tills are clay rich.

Does that -- is that suitable for the detection
of any fractures and, in terms of conductivity,
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how would the conductivity be affected with a
smearing of the clays on the walls of the
boreholes seals up the fractures?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
In the site investigation
programs, in the history that we've had on the
Bruce site with respect to these tills, coring of
the tills has actually been quite successful for
us.

It's such a dense and competent till that

we've actually had very good core results out of
the work that we did in 2011.
And again, perhaps Mr. Jensen can
provide some comments with respect to his
experience prior to that with the more extensive
borehole testing program that was done on the
entire Bruce site and specifically the 600
boreholes in test pits that were done in the area
of the OPG-retained lands.
But again we had very good
results both -- the test pitting we had some
difficulty specifically in the areas where the
waste rock management area and the stormwater
management pond would be because we just didn't
have the equipment to get through the tills.

It
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was that intact and that homogeneous.
But perhaps Mr. Jensen can also
add.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
Yes, our experience with coring
and the test pitting has been successful.

But I

think it's also helpful to remind ourselves of
the historic work that has been done primarily at
the Western Waste Management Facility in the late
seventies and early eighties when the University
of Waterloo did extensive hydrogeologic studies
in this area and defined these weathered and
unweathered units and provided estimates of
hydraulic conductivity for each.
The continuous coring and test
pitting will allow us to define these horizons
and better understand the distribution of
hydraulic conductivities within the till sheet.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Do you have any

expert opinions on the detection, the message
necessary for the detection of fractures in
tills?
MR. JENSEN:
record.

Mark Jensen, for the
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Dr. John Sykes was here in
September last year and commented on this.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So I think we are now ready to
turn to Environment Canada.

By my count we have

four questions carried over from previous days
for Environment Canada to address.
Ms Ali and Mr. Leonardelli, are
you there?
MS ALI:

Yes, we are here.

Nardia Ali, Environment Canada, for the record.
So we actually had five different
items.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS ALI:

Okay.

I'm going to address the

first one and then I will pass to Sandro
Leonardelli to address the other four.
The first one was on Monday where
you had asked Mr. Leonardelli if the further
analysis required with regard to the design of
the stormwater management pond, if Environment
Canada meant that that could happen at the
licensing phase should we get into that phase.
So the answer to that is, yes, Environment Canada
would be comfortable with the further analysis
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occurring at the licensing phase.
Environment Canada has a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission which commits both
agencies to cooperate to achieve non-duplicative
regulation on environmental protection for the
nuclear industry.

Through this arrangement, CNSC

consults with Environment Canada for relevant
expertise when reviewing analysis and reports
associated with the licensing phase.
So we would be comfortable with
further analysis happening at licensing phase
because we would have opportunity to review and
input.

Thank you.
I will now pass to Sandro.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Actually, we'll

just take a pause here if you have any questions?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
thank you.

No, we don't,

So you can proceed.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So,

Sandro Leonardelli, for the record.
I have four of the follow-up
items here to address.

Now, I've paraphrased the

questions that we were asked to try to make them
easier to understand.
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So the first one had to do with
climate change.

And the question was does EC

have or is developing guidance on designing
mitigation for climate change?
So Environment Canada has no
responsibility or mandate for development of
infrastructure codes and standards.

However, we

do provide expert advice and data to the groups
such as the Canadian Commission on Building and
Fire Codes who do develop these codes and
standards.
In regards to stormwater
facilities, provincial ministries develop design
standards and guidance.

Environment Canada does

develop federal policy on adaptation to climate
change, but not on a site-specific or
situation-specific basis.
Environment Canada also publishes
rainfall intensity; duration; frequency analyses
which are based on historical climate information
which are used to inform local stormwater and
other infrastructure design.

However, we are not

involved in any initiatives to alter these
intensity/duration/frequency curves to reflect
the influence of climate change.
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And in the context of our advice
and environmental assessments, Environment Canada
does recommend that project proponents factor
additional stormwater capacity to account for
climate change when they design their facilities,
particularly in situations where there is a long
term operational period and where the release of
effluent may be deleterious to fish.
So I'll just pause now for any
questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Mr.

Leonardelli, if the Panel has understood
correctly, Environment Canada provides guidance
but you do not get involved in such as you have
just stated, general guidance advising proponents
that they need to plan for climate change.

But

you don't get into the specifics of individual
projects.
So supplementary to that, would
that then be the -- for example, agencies such as
the Ontario Ministry of Environment and climate
change?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

What I can

answer to that is that they do have the standards
and guidance for stormwater facilities.
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But I would emphasize again that
the stormwater management pond that's the name
for this effluent holding pond but because of the
process effluents that are going into it.

It's

not strictly speaking a stormwater management
pond.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, thank you,

Mr. Leonardelli, and your written submissions
have been very clear on that point.

Thank you

for that.
Okay.

Dr. Archibald, Dr. Muecke,

did you have any other questions on that topic?
All right.

So let's proceed to

the next question, please.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So

Sandro Leonardelli, for the record.
The other had to do with
sustainability criteria, and the question was:
"Could you provide any
feedback to the Panel with
respect to those
sustainability criteria
originally appearing in IR
EIS-03.44.

The Panel is

interested in the extent to
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which this requirement within
the terms of reference to use
sustainability has actually
been followed and reviewed by
the appropriate regulatory
agencies."
So our answer to that is that the
EIS guidelines requirements regarding
sustainability included a focus on two topics,
biodiversity and the capacity of renewable
resources.
Environment Canada did not
specifically use those sustainability criteria as
guiding principles to our review.

However, we

feel that EC's -- that Environment Canada's
review of the project and its effects did
encompass those criteria to a certain degree.
Looking at the criteria now in
the context of our prior review, we can say that
our review did address bio diversity in that we
addressed impacts on migratory birds and several
species at risk.
We also reviewed the ecological
risk assessment and context of -- sorry, in
context of impacts on those species.
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As for capacity of renewable
resources, during the course of our technical
review, we did consider the importance of
commercial, subsistence and recreational
facilities in the local and regional study areas.
Sorry.

The importance of

commercial, subsistence and recreational
fisheries in the local and regional study areas.
Our review of water quality
impacts was with respect to the federal Fisheries
Act, which targets protection of Canadian
fisheries waters, and this is demonstrated by the
in-depth analysis and recommendations regarding
water quality that are contained in Environment
Canada's departmental submission dated July 23,
2013.
That's the end of that answer,
and I'll pause for questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

It does not

appear that we have any questions, Mr.
Leonardelli, so you can proceed to the next one.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

Thank

you.
Sandro Leonardelli, for the
record.
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There was a question about the
Canada-wide standard for PM-2.5.

That's

particular matter.
The question was:
"What level of protection to
human health is afforded by
the Canada-wide standard for
PM-2.5?"
PM-2.5 -- sorry, our answer.
I'll start on the answer here.
PM-2.5 is regarded as a
population level non-threshold pollutant, which
means that there are no safe levels for the
population as a whole.

The lower the

concentration, the less impact on health and
environment.
The Canada-wide standard for
PM-2.5 was set to provide protection for human
health, but also to recognize economic and
technical feasibility of achieving it.
Canada now has more stringent and
more comprehensive Canadian ambient air quality
standards for PM-2.5 that replaces the
Canada-wide standard for PM-2.5.
Health Canada can be contacted
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for any additional information about the level of
protection afforded by the Canada-wide standard
or the Canadian ambient air quality standards for
PM-2.5.
And that's -- that ends that
answer.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
I think we can now proceed to the
final question.

Thank you.
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So the

last question that we had on our list was in
regards to the NPRI.

The question was:
"Would the DGR have to report
to the NPRI?"

So just a little bit of
background.
The NPRI is an inventory of
pollution releases, disposals and recycling from
various industries.

If a facility meets the

reporting criteria, they are legally obligated to
report.
The determination on whether
reporting is required considers many different
types of information against the reporting
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criteria.

In very simple terms, we would need to

consider the number of employee hours worked at
the facility in a given year, what substances are
on site and what is occurring with them and/or
what amounts are being released, disposed or
recycled.
So for example, the substances
manufactured, processed or otherwise used or
released must be compared to quantity thresholds.
Different categories of
substances have different thresholds, so it's not
a simple exercise.
At this point, we do not have
enough information to be able to determine if OPG
would be required to report for the DGR.

OPF

would need to identify the NPRI substances at the
DGR site, calculate quantities of the substances,
then compare these to the quantity thresholds to
determine if they trigger reporting.
How they use these substances is
an important factor in that determination.
Once the information -- once the
necessary information is prepared, OPG can
contact Environment Canada's NPRI program staff
for further assistance in determining whether
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they are required to report.
And that ends our answer on that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Leonardelli.
Based on that response, the Panel
does have a question to OPG.
So for the current Western Waste
Management Facility, have you actually gone
through the exercise just described by Mr.
Leonardelli and, if so, what were the results?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So the process that Mr.
Leonardelli describes is exactly what we do with
respect to NPRI, so on an annual basis, we do
exactly that assessment.

We do report under NPRI

and, for example -- I always seem to be going by
memory here, but last year, I know, for example,
dioxins and furans get reported out through that
emissions report.
We could certainly obtain the
NPRI, our latest NPRI report, if that's of use to
the Panel.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, please.

That would be of use to the Panel, just the
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latest one to give us an idea.
Panel Members, did we have any
further questions?
Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Other than that

in terms of the DGR and the same exercise would
be followed?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Of course, we would follow the
same exercise so that we would meet regulatory
requirements.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much, Mr. Leonardelli and Ms Ali.
I believe we've come to the end
of questions from the Panel regarding your
additional information.
We are now going to take a break.
When we come back from the break, the -- I will
entertain proposed questions from registered
participants.

And finally, the Panel will deal

with written submissions.
So we will reconvene at 25
minutes past 4:00.
--- Recessed at 1608 / Suspendue à 1608
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--- Resumed at 1625 / Reprise à 1625
MS McGEE:

Good afternoon.

If I

could ask everyone to take their seats so that we
can resume.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Before we

proceed with questions from registered
participants, the Panel has one more question as
a follow-up from Dr. Muecke regarding the issue
of the nitrates, I believe it is.
MEMBER MUECKE:

This Panel

question is directed at both CNSC and OPG.
Could you provide the Panel with
information on the possible interaction between
nitrates and the ion exchange resin containers
that they'll be placed into the DGR?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I'm going to ask Dr. Evans to
reply to that, and perhaps he will need a little
bit more time, so if he's -- just to give him a
hint, if he needs more time, we'll come back
tomorrow, but hopefully, he'll be able to address
that right away.
DR. EVANS:

Dr. Evans, for the
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record here.
The -- we've recognized for some
time that the resins themselves, the hydrogen
formed cation resin, is inherently acidic
regardless of the -- of whether nitrates are
involved or not.
In the case of gadolinium
nitrate, we're pulling what is effectively a
slightly acidic salt that largely -- so cation
loading on the gadolinium on the cation resin,
nitrate loading on the anion portion of the
resin.
But as I say, cation resin in its
unexhausted form, in the hydrogen form, which is
the starting form, is inherently acidic, so
problems were identified with some of the first
generation spent resin liners.

And Dr.

Gierszewski could probably speak to that better
than myself, or Ms Morton.
But as a result of that, we
realized that there were some defects in the
internal coding of some of these carbon steel
epoxy-coated resin liners that had led to
internal corrosion of those, mostly because of
contact with the unexhausted hydrogen formed
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cation resin rather than any specific issue with
respect to nitrate forms.
As a result, any of those
containers which were found to have wall thinning
were over-packed, to the best of my knowledge,
and we have also switched the design to a
stainless steel resin liner to avoid similar
problems developing in the future.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Is there any -- or could there be
reactions which are biogenic in nature if the
material is not properly [technical
difficulties]?
DR. EVANS:

Dave Evans, for the

record.
The resins we recognize are not
held under sterile conditions.

There is some low

level of microbial activity present in the
resins, probably starting from their discharge to
the spent resin storage tanks in the station.
We haven't seen evidence of high
levels of biological activity.

There have

been -- has been some minor evidence of gases
which may be of biological origin.

It is

certainly not unknown in spent media containers
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that biological activity can exist.
The resins themselves are not a
particularly fertile medium for proliferation of
microbial activity where waste media problems
have developed in the nuclear sector.

They've

largely been traced to the use of cellulosic
materials rather than the ionic exchange resins
themselves.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Taking the resins

in combination with a nitrate, would that produce
a more fertile environment for microbes?
DR. EVANS:

Not being a

microbiologist, I would hesitate to pronounce on
that, so I would -- I would defer to a
microbiology expert on that score.
I don't know if that is an
assumable form for microbial activity.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, did

you want CNSC to respond to any part of those
questions?
MEMBER MUECKE:
DR. THOMPSON:

Yes, please.
Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
In terms of the explanations that
OPG have given in terms of the over-packing of
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the original carbon steel containers and
switching to stainless steel containers, that's
the information we have as well, so we can
confirm that that is, indeed, how it was done.
In terms of the potential level
of microbial activity in gas production, the CNSC
looked at it in two ways.
In terms of the assessment that
was conducted for the safety assessment and the
safety case, the safety case doesn't rely on the
integrity of the containers, so the assumption is
that the containers fail and that all the
material that is available for gas production
produces gas, and that was the -- essentially the
conservative assumptions done for the bounding
safety case.
The CNSC had a workshop, I
believe, in January 2012 with experts in
microbial activity in Deep Geologic environments
and looking at, essentially, the information that
was available for the proposed site, some of the
characteristics of the waste.

And the judgment

of the experts was that the assessment was
conservative and bounding, and recommended some
additional research moving forward, which we've
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incorporated in some of the other recommendations
we've made and the way we will be reviewing the
geoscientific verification plan.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

as a quick follow-up, the Panel would be
interested in CNSC's assessment of the
pre-closure safety case in this regard.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I would hate to say that if -but I still have to say it.

Could we come back

tomorrow morning with this?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Yeah, you can.

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

All right.

We

now have time for questions from registered
participants.
Participants are reminded that
questions must relate to today's presentations,
and access to the microphone is not to be used to
make a statement.
I understand from secretariat
staff that we have eight people who have asked
for leave to present a proposed question.
Dr. Greening, please proceed with
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your question.
DR. GREENING:
afternoon.

Thank you.

Good

For the record, I'm Frank Greening.
And my question is really

directed to OPG, but maybe CNSC could also
comment.
In OPG's presentation on the RWOS
operations, on slide number 3, they have a bullet
that says "tritium levels are currently stable at
150 to 200 Becquerels a litre".
Now, I have in my mind here a
graph from the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization DGR TR-2011-06 entitled "Radiation
and Radioactivity Technical Support Document".
And it shows on -- in Figure 5.9.2 measurements
of tritium in a well, Well 231, which is adjacent
to the RWOS site, which shows levels of
surpassing 40,000 Becquerels per litre in 2007,
continuing to rise ever since, hitting 75,000
Becquerels per litre in 2010 when the graph ends.
But I do believe I've seen data to show that the
upward trend is continuing.
So I'd like to ask OPG to explain
why they say tritium levels are currently stable
at 150 to 200 Becquerels a litre.

Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I am going to ask Ms Morton to
provide more detail on this.

But if you recall,

last year we had a lot of discussion about the
results that Dr. Greening is referring to.

And

in this morning's presentation we were referring
to the results that he presented earlier, and
that was the response.
However, I know Ms Morton has
much more detail on this, if that is helpful.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
The slides in the discussion that
both ourselves and the CNSC presented about an
hour ago related to comments that had been made
with respect to Rad Waste Operations Site 1.

And

the tritium levels at Rad Waste Operations Site 1
have stabilized at about 150 to 200 becquerels
per litre.
Water Sample Hole 231 is located
at what used to be called Rad Waste Operations
Site 2, not the WWMF.
These two sites are quite
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distinct from each other geographically.
So Water Sample Hole 231 -again, and I believe we discussed this last year,
it is certainly public record -- Water Sample
Hole 231 adjacent to the WWMF has exhibited some
high tritium levels.
We mentioned earlier as well that
we committed to putting the emissions data on our
website.

That emissions data is there and the

Water Sample Hole 231 information is included in
that emissions data on the website.
With respect to where Water
Sample Hole 231 is currently at and, sorry, I
didn't catch the data that Dr. Greening referred
to in 2011, but there have certainly been
fluctuations that go as high as, and I believe we
reported this last year as well, the peak was
80,000 becquerels per litre in approximately
2009.
And it fluctuates quite a bit,
and for the last several years has been
stabilizing at approximately 40,000 becquerels
per litre.
I also want to point out that
Water Sample Hole 231, as a result of this, is
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sampled on a higher frequency than our other
water sample holes.

So we actually sample it

monthly and report those results on that basis as
well to the CNSC.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Morton.

Thank you, Ms

And, as you correctly point out, we had

a considerable discussion about this last fall.
And so the Panel doesn't require any further
detail at this time.
Dr. Greening?
DR. GREENING:

Thank you.

My

second question is directed to both OPG and the
CNSC, because both of these organizations have
insisted that an accident such as the one at the
WIPP facility in the U.S. could not happen in a
Canadian nuclear facility because we have a
superior safety culture here in Canada.
Now, I would like to point out
that I was part of the alpha recovery team that
investigated the root cause of the 2009 Bruce
alpha contamination event.
And in the course of that work,
which went -- I was there for over a year, I
spoke to many health physicists about the causes
of the alpha contamination event and they
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admitted that they knew there was a serious
airborne alpha contamination problem by
mid-December 2009, but allowed work to continue
because of production pressures.
And I have a quote from a senior
health physicist who said to me, "I guess I could
have shown more resistance to production
pressures, but that would have made me very
unpopular with the restart engineers I work
with."
So I would like to ask the CNSC
that does this situation not represent credible
evidence of a serious degraded safety culture in
a Canadian nuclear facility?

And I should add

that that facility had nine CNSC inspectors on
site throughout the alpha event.
And I would add that if a
degraded safety culture could develop at Bruce
Power, one of this magnitude where 550 workers
were contaminated, why could this not develop in
the proposed DGR?
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, you did

provide the Panel with a statement regarding the
response to the "alpha" incident the other day.
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Is there anything else you would
like to add, particularly with respect to DR.
Greening's assertion around safety culture?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will try to provide perhaps a
little bit more background information.

I am not

able to comment on the statements Dr. Greening
has just made in terms of conversations he has
had with health physicists from Bruce Power.

I

am not privy to that information and I haven't
seen it.
CNSC, through our work with the
Nuclear Energy Agency and there is a working
group called the -- it essentially looks at
exposures from workers in the nuclear industry
and trends doses in the industry looking at best
practices for -- ALARA practices to manage and
reduce exposures to workers.
From that work and the work of
WANO had identified potential issues with the way
that the alpha risk had been managed at CANDU
reactors.
And so last week I spoke to a
ratio that had been used for protection of
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workers.

And so historically, the ratio of beta

radiation to alpha radiation had been studied and
was used as a basis that if workers were
protected for beta radiation the level of alpha
exposure were lower and, therefore, workers were
protected for alpha.
And so that manner of doing
things had been through self-assessments
conducted under WANO, had been questioned, and
there was some work that had been initiated by
Canada Nuclear Power Plant licensees to review
that basis for their radiation protection
programs.
While that work had been
initiated by CNSC licensees, the alpha event at
Bruce Power occurred during the refurbishment of
Unit 1.
Retrospective assessment
indicated that essentially the shutdown units
undergoing refurbishment had also indicated some
historical uptakes of alpha which had occurred in
certain areas.

So it confirmed essentially the

assumption that if workers were protected for
beta contamination, they were also protected for
alpha.

And we essentially determined that that
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assumption wasn't valid in certain cases.
When the event happened at Bruce
Power they immediately notified the CNSC, work
was stopped in the affected area until cleanup of
alpha contamination was completed.

Workers

potentially affected by the incident were removed
from other radioactive work until bioassay
results were obtained, assessed, and their doses
confirmed.
CNSC staff, on January 22, 2010,
conducted a reactive inspection, so an unplanned
inspection to confirm that the licensee had taken
all the required actions under their Radiation
Protection Program and verified that, moving
forward, this issue would be addressed.
There was also, following the
inspections and additional work, there was no
indication that alpha contamination had spread
outside of the Unit 1 vault and there was no
indication of risk to the public and the
environment.
This event was initially reported
to the CNSC during a public meeting on February
18, 2010 and there were a number of other reports
to the Commission, and the follow-up inspections
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by the CNSC in May 2010.
There was a lot of work done in
relation to this.

We reviewed essentially Bruce

Power's reaction in terms of modifications to
their Radiation Protection Program, the measures
they were putting in place for moving forward to
make sure this even didn't happen.
The CNSC looked at best practices
that were in place in other places and developed
a series of requirements that were sent as
precautionary measures to all the CNSC NPP
licensees as well as to Chalk River who also
handled this kind of material.
The licensees, this was done
through a 12(2) request.

All licensees

responded, did retrospective assessments to
ensure that if workers had potentially been
impacted by previous work, that they had been
identified and bioassays were being conducted.
The work of Bruce Power was also
geared towards the workers, informing them of the
risk, what was being done through the bioassays
measurements.
families.

There was information provided to

This was essentially a very serious

even that caused essentially reactions and review
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by licensees and by the CNSC in terms of our
regulatory requirements.
Through that event we found that
Bruce Power had acted responsibly towards the
workers.

The measures that are currently in

place, have addressed the root causes of the
problem and other factors.

There was also work

done by the Radiation Safety Institute of Canada
to review for Bruce Power the events.
They also had several meetings
with workers to make sure they understood what
the concerns were from the workers and addressing
them.
That is all I can say.

We found,

through that event, that the reactions of the
licensees, reporting to the CNSC, addressing
concerns and issues with workers, removing them
from additional work until we had a good idea of
what their exposures were was appropriate.
The CNSC did a lot of work to
make sure that the bioassays that were being
done, because they are not routine bioassays, we
reviewed all the technical requirements for
bioassays.
There was a limited number of
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laboratories in Canada that could do the
bioassays.

So we also worked to make sure that

the samples that were being sent to the States,
for example, responded to the CNSC quality
assurance requirements.
And when I was struggling with
the NEA committees, the International Systems on
Occupational Exposure that the CNSC participates
in.
And I am being corrected, that
when I said WANO, I should have said the World
Association of Nuclear Operators.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

because I was going to ask you about that.
A quick confirmation from OPG in
terms of your corporate response to this
particular incident.

We understand you did

receive notification from CNSC.

And just confirm

your response in terms of in the principle to
OPEX and as well as within the regulatory
requirement to have a look at the situation and
changes that it would trigger.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Our corporate response was I
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would call it significant.

We also, as described

by Dr. Thompson, we went through a thorough
review of all of our facilities to assess if this
hazard existed at our facilities.

We did that

both at our operating plants and at the Western
Waste Management Facility.
And I understand we did identify
a few areas, so we took precautions around those
areas at the Western Waste Management Facility.
We also entered into
retrospective dose assessments for the potential
that someone may have been exposed.

That work

was completed and we reported, of course, to the
CNSC on that aspect of it.
So we did the identical work that
all of the other facilities were doing at the
time.

As Dr. Thompson referred to it, there was

a limited capacity for doing the analysis, and so
it was done on a priority basis.

And we did some

screening of the potential for the effects within
OPG.
And there are international
standards, as referenced, but we also followed
EPRI guidelines for implementation of the
program, and that had been underway for about --
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since 2009 we had initiated the program.
But with the event, it sped up
our implementation and really, you know, we
looked at that very seriously and took the
appropriate action, whether through the
regulatory response or through our own OPEX
program, through the World Association of Nuclear
Operators as well as through contacts directly
with Bruce Power.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greening?
DR. GREENING:
question.

Just one more

This one is on iodine-131, which was

mentioned both by the CNSC and OPG.

And I think

it was the CNSC that asserted that iodine-131 is
released from the incinerator.
And, by the way, the figures they
give of around 10-4 to 10-5 becquerels per year
are correct.

But I would like to point out that

in 2001 there was more than 10-7 becquerels of
iodine-131 released that year.
So my question is basically why
are there any iodine-131 emissions from an
incinerator that is supposed to be burning
low-level waste?

I am baffled why there should
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be iodine-131 in low-level waste, because it is
supposed to be wipes, cloths, rags.
Iodine-131 comes from the heat
transport system and is collected by the
ion-exchange resin and it should remain on that
ion-exchange resin.
So could the CNSC and OPG explain
why there is any iodine-131 coming out of the
incinerator stack?
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I will start

with CNSC?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The data we provided is for the
period that will -- the five-year review period
essentially.
We haven't gone back to earlier
periods.

We just -- the key message was that,

you know, this is being monitored, we are aware
that it is being released, and the higher value
provided by Dr. Greening is still below the
derived release limit.

And so it is a fraction

of the public dose limit of 1 millisievert per
year.
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In terms of why it is being
released, it is beyond my capacity to respond to
that question.
I don't know if Ms Klassen
can...?
--- Pause
So perhaps OPG would be better
positioned to explain the origin of iodine-131.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
At our facilities the heat
transport system can be opened up for maintenance
from time to time, and during that maintenance we
would use materials to clean up and ensure that
there was no spills of material as an example.
So that would be cleaned up and
would enter the waste stream as a low-level waste
and would enter into the incinerator stream.
That is one way that iodine-131 could get to
Western Waste Management Facility.
These are small quantities, it is
not -- compared to what you would see at the
reactor sites, it is fairly low-level.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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Ms Lloyd?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson. Brennain Lloyd.
My first question is for CNSC and
it is in follow-up to the discussion about the
CSA document that embodies the requirements for
safety culture.

And I think it was Dr. Thompson

this morning identified that as CSA N286.
I did a search and there are
numerous documents as N286.

And I just want to

confirm that I am looking at the right document,
it is CSA N286-12 and it is titled Management
System Requirements for Nuclear Facilities.

The

first several appear to apply only to nuclear
power plants.

And it is available on the CAS

website for $490.
Now, my first question is whether
Dr. Thompson can confirm that that is the report
she has identified to us?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Thompson?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
It is CSA N286-12, which means it
is the 2012 version.
aware of the cost.

And as for the cost, we are
The CNSC has tried to address
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this with the Canadian Standards Association, and
obviously with not much success.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd?

So, predictably, my

next question is where is the document available
by some means other than paying $490?

Is it, for

example, available in the CNSC library or through
inter library loan or by some means?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Thompson.

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I believe it is available from
the CNSC library, but I can confirm that and I
will let Ms Lloyd know.
MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

My second question is around the
licensing handbook which was filed as part of
CNSC PMD 13-P1.2 last July.
again is for CNSC.

And my question

I am wondering if CNSC

intends to file a revised draft licensing
handbook based on changes to project definition
and so on in the course of the last 13 months?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Apparently we

are waiting for the CNSC to respond?
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MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

record.
The intent is to review the LCH
to reflect changes that might have occurred over
the period of the review, the decision of the
Minister of the Environment, and to reflect the
decision of the Commission should a licence be
issued.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Klassen.
Ms Lloyd?
MS LLOYD:

And I think that is

helpful in terms of the next part of my question,
which is around -- and this may be actually a
question for CNSC counsel.
I am not clear on the Panel's
role in approving the licensing condition
handbook prior to the close of this hearing.
You are charged with issuing the
first two licenses, so how does that -- you know,
what is the sequencing and what is your role in
that final license approval, particularly given
that there will be revisions both to the
supporting documents, I assume, and to the draft
licensing condition handbook?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
will start with a response.

Ms Lloyd, I

And if counsel

decides that I need a bit more detail, I am sure
he will pass me a note.
But, as you know, step 1 is that
the Panel will release our report to the Ministry
of the Environment.

And it is only after the

report is released the Minister conducts her
review and gives a recommendation that we even
know whether we are going to the licensing phase.
At that point, the Panel is
provided with the updated licensing document, as
Ms Klassen has just explained.
And at that point, the Panel, as
now temporary commissioners under the CNSC, would
interact with staff, as I am sure you have seen
in other licensing processes, and go back and
forth with questions to staff in terms of the
licensing conditions until we settle
satisfactorily on the final form of those licence
conditions -- unless I am incorrect, and I am
sure Mr. Saumure will let me know if I have left
anything salient out or have erred.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Sure enough, I
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wasn't quite right.
So the Licensing Handbook is to
align with the licence conditions and it
enunciates the expected compliance verification
conditions of the licensee.
So the Panel would approve the
licence and the licence conditions and then the
Licensing Handbook is for compliance
verification.
Uh-oh, it looks like I'm still
not -- Dr. Thompson...?
--- Laughter / Rires
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Essentially the proposed licence
that accompanied the CMD last year had generic
conditions that spoke to, you know, the
Minister's decision.

There were requirements for

a follow-up program if there are hold points, and
then the Licensing Condition Handbook would need
to be updated to reflect the commitments and the
criteria that CNSC staff would propose to use to
verify compliance.
This is in the CNSC management
system, a control document, and so there is very
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tight control of the Licensing Condition Handbook
and any updates to the Licence Condition Handbook
as a result of work being done, for example, is
provided to the Commission on a regular basis so
that they can track how the control changes to
the LCH have been done to reflect work that has
already happened, for example.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

This is the final part to this
question.

My understanding based on limited

experience, experience of the Darlington new
build, which was also a Joint Panel and both EA
and licence, is that after the Panel adjourned
the EA hearing that was the end of opportunity
for public engagement or input.
So I'm wondering if this process
is going to be the same or if, in fact, we will
have an opportunity to review and comment on that
revised draft Licence Condition Handbook.
As I understand it from looking
at the draft Licence Condition Handbook, it
relies on a whole list of documents that
described the project as filed 2011, 2012, 2013,
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I expect many of those will have to be revised
and updated.
So I'm wondering, it seems to me,
you know, there is a big job lies ahead in the
licensing stage if you should ever issue when EA
approval.
So what is the public role in
that?

What are the opportunities for further

comment, or is the 2013 draft Handbook it in
terms of our opportunity to review?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson, I

believe you indicated you could answer that
question.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

In the

meantime, Mr. Saumure has pointed out that if the
Panel needs further information or deems that
further public input is required, the Panel could
ask for additional days.
MS LLOYD:

Please do.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Thompson...?
DR. THOMPSON:

The fact that this

is a Join Review Panel and a joint review process
the opportunity to comment on the licence, the
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licence conditions and License Condition Handbook
was during this hearing.
I would have one more information
in terms of the CSA standard.

The CSA standards,

as a result of discussions between the CNSC and
the Standards Association, is accessible to the
public as read-only access.

So it's not

downloadable, but the public has access in terms
of read-only to all the documents.

This was

announced on the CNSC website about a year ago.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Okay.

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin...?

--- Pause
MS MARTIN:

Joanne Martin, for

the record.
My first question is, what
follow-up was done for the health of the 550
affected alpha event workers?

What follow-up has

been done looking at their health since that
incident?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
this question to CNSC, please.

I will direct
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--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So as luck would have it, I had
all those numbers a minute ago.

Okay.

So as a result of the monitoring
of workers, the results indicated that 410
workers had doses less than 1.0 mSv per year; 104
workers had doses between one and 2 mSv, 40
workers were assigned doses between two and 5
mSv; three workers were assigned doses between
five and 10 mSv and there were no workers who had
doses above 10 mSv.
To put that in context, the CNSC
dose limit for workers is 50 mSv per year and 100
mSv over the five-year period.

No workers

exposed during the alpha event exceeded any of
the dose limits, the regulatory dose limits.
At those types of levels of
exposure, no health effects are expected on
workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So to sum up,

Dr. Thompson, the Panel understands that because
of those doses there was no formal follow-up of
any of the workers?
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
All the workers that work at CNSC
licensed facilities that are nuclear energy
workers and for whom doses are measured by a
licensed dosimetry service, so like Bruce Power,
OPG and other licensees have licensed dosimetry
service, so it is a separate licence that is
issued by the CNSC for dosimetry.
All their dose information is
sent to Health Canada's National Dose Registry.
So there is a tracking -- so all their past doses
and their future doses, including those from
those events -- from that event are sent to the
National Dose Registry and statistics are kept
and there is essentially follow-up of those
workers.
That information is used
periodically by the CNSC and others to do
epidemiological studies of those workers.

For

example, last year we reported on a large
epidemiological study that the CNSC had completed
that was published in the British Medical Journal
of Cancer that essentially looked at Canadian and
NPP workers for an extremely long period and
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looked at -- it was a cohort study, it looked at
cancer incidence in those workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Martin...?
MS MARTIN:

So my health

background makes me ask, and we know the names of
all those workers, and has there been any looking
at if any of them have ended up having cancers,
and also what were the psychological consequences
of this accident?
Were there some workers that
actually were too upset to continue at work and
what happened to those people?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
There were I guess services in
place, so all workers were met individually, were
explained the situation, they were explained why
they needed to provide bioassays, samples.

They

were provided through individual meetings their
bioassay results, their dose information with
explanations of their significance.
When families needed information,
there were meetings with those families as well.
The elapsed time between the
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incident would not be long enough, taking into
consideration the latency period of cancer
development, to expect any cancers at this time
in that group of workers, but they will continue
to have their doses reported to the NDR and would
be captured in a future epidemiological study.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Martin...?
MS MARTIN:
to risk assessment.

Now if I could turn

Many interveners have

expressed the opinion that the risk assessment
exercise was not carried out in a complete and
repeatable way and, therefore, was not adequate
in considering alternative siting options.
Will the JRP ask that OPG
thoroughly investigate an alternative DGR site
away from the Great Lakes basin, rather than a
conceptual one, as well as an enhanced surface
storage option away from the Great Lakes?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin,

direct questions to the JRP is not part of this
process.
We have the information in front
of us and we will determine whether there is
sufficient information.

Thank you.
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MS MARTIN:

Thank you.

The next question is financial.
What I'm wondering is, what would be the
financial consequence of OPG deciding to move on
from this proposed site and look for another
site?

Is that a financial possibility; is it

just too expensive for what are the ramifications
of that, and what are the ramifications as well
to places like Kincardine that is expecting to
get money every year and maybe some other people
who were hoping to make money or who would expect
that maybe they would have some considerations?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, we

are now getting into an incredibly highly
speculative area and I'm really not inclined to
forward that question on to OPG.
MS MARTIN:

Okay.

Thank you.

What assurance can the -- and
then again, this is risk assessment, what
assurance can the near public have that we are
protected from any malevolent acts at the Bruce,
the proposed DGR site or even at Bruce Power,
given the increasing violence around the world
and, as our American neighbours are prime
targets, and how are we protected?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Martin, as

you know, last fall there was an in-camera
session between the Joint Review Panel and OPG
regarding security issues.

For very obvious

reasons that information cannot be shared in an
open forum.

I think that question is applicable

to anything going on in society these days and I
really don't know what else we can ask OPG at
this point in time, or CNSC.
Well, if Dr. Thompson wants to
volunteer, you can try.
--- Laughter / Rires
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I wasn't going to volunteer
protected information, what I was going to say is
that the compliance of licensees with security
requirements is assessed on an ongoing basis.
There are regulatory requirements, there are
inspections and this is reported regularly to the
Commission and is a subject of consideration.

It

is one of the safety and control areas that is
considered by the Commission in license renewals.
And so Bruce Power -- the facilities on the Bruce
site comply fully with security requirements.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
reminding the Panel.

Thank you for

This information was, I can

assure you, Ms Martin, given to the Panel last
fall.
MS MARTIN:

Thank you very much.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

Next, Mr. Mann.

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
I'm asking leave to ask OPG and
CNSC the following:

On Friday, February 28,

2014, just two weeks after the WIPP disaster
exploded, the Toronto Star reported:
"Bruce waste site radiation
understated says former OPG
scientist, Dr. Frank R.
Greening, and Ontario Power
Generation has severely and
consistently underestimated
the level of radioactivity of
material destined for a waste
storage site near Kincardine,
sometimes by factors of more
than 100, sometimes as high
as 600."

(As read)

And the Star reported that OPG
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confirmed some of his valid points.

As a result

of that Star article, I wrote an e-mail two days
later on March -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, I'm

going to stop you right there.
MR. MANN:

Yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
with that issue.

We have dealt

The Panel explained that that

particular information about the WIPP incident
was not required by the Panel.

We have devoted

now a considerable amount of time learning a lot
more about the WIPP incident.
If you have a specific question
regarding the information in front of the Panel
that would add new information, please go ahead,
but I have no patience with going back over that
well-ploughed ground.
MR. MANN:

But, Doctor, OPG and

CNSC didn't respond at any time, just like they
haven't responded to any of my other 3,000 pages.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, they

have been responding since last week -MR. MANN:

No, to my --

THE CHAIRPERSON:
questions.

-- for lots of
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MR. MANN:

To my e-mails.

They

have not responded over my 3,000 e-mailed
questions and, in our local paper, Dr. Swanson,
they have an "Ask us" campaign going on.

It

says:
"Our team of experts is ready
to answer your questions and
hear your views."

(As read)

And this has been in my local
newspaper for the past four weeks.

Well, I have

been communicating with them for two to three
years now and over 3,000 pages to my record, they
haven't responded to my questions and answers
yet -- to my questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Well, Mr. Mann,

the Panel has looked at your 3,000 pages and this
is the reason why we devoted a full day, plus
additional follow-up days to questions and
answers regarding WIPP, and I am rather confident
that we have covered the points raised by Dr.
Greening and explored them.
So unless you have a question
that would add to our information, please move
on.
MR. MANN:

Thank you.
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On page 122 of Dr. Greening's
testimony he notes a question regarding the
frequently asked question.

The question is:

"How does OPG account for the
discrepancy between Dr.
Greening statements and OPG's
submitted inventory report to
the Joint Review Panel?"
OPG's answer:
"The estimates used in the
pressure tube waste inventory
for the 2010 inventory report
were based on available
information at that time."
Dr. Greening then goes on to say
in his testimony before this Panel the other day:
"Now, this is simply not
true.

OPG did not use

available data, but used
fabricated data instead.
Worst yet, the discrepancies
in question are not due to
unavailable data, but are due
to mistakes in OPG's
calculations.

So OPG needs
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to explain why it ignored
real data available from no
less than seven studies
carried out between 1990 and
2006, studies that provide a
plethora of measured values
of radionuclide activities in
pressure tubes.

And OPG also

needs to explain its
computational errors."
So I'm asking OPG and CNSC to
answer with Dr. Greening noted, because to me
this is alarming to indicate that OPG might have
fabricated evidence.

That borders on criminal

activity in my -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, okay,

this is the reason why the Panel returned to the
subject today and we endeavoured to cover the
points raised by Dr. Greening, first of all last
week based on his original written submissions,
and then today based on the new information
presented to us in his oral submissions.
We have methodically gone through
the concerns and issues raised by Dr. Greening
point by point by point and the Panel at this
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point, I can say to you, have no more remaining
questions to ask related to Dr. Greening's
submission, both his original written submission
and the new information presented to us.
Unless you can identify something
by simply reading out to us from the transcript,
it has not identified to me anything new that we
might want to ask.
MR. MANN:

Dr. Swanson, as a

citizen -- it says, "OPG used fabricated data".
I'm concerned and they haven't responded to that
so they must concede that they did.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG -- OPG

explained the basis for the dispute was around
the use of measured versus estimated data.
had a lot of conversation about this today.

We
The

Panel is quite satisfied that that information is
sufficient.
The adjective used in the
transcript to describe the situation regarding
estimated versus measured data is arguable and we
heard additional information today that helped us
understand how the Panel will evaluate that
adjective and that's all we need right now.
Thank you.
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--- Pause
MR. MANN:

Just one other

question.
IEG had indicated that you should
consult early and often and meaningfully, and I'm
wondering if OPG and CNSC could comment on that
in regard to their answers to the community with
regard to Dr. Greening.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So this

one, with respect to the response that OPG has
responded to the general public with respect to
the WIPP incident, can you quickly review how you
have responded to that and provided information
to the public, and the same question will again
be redirected to CNSC.
The Panel understands we have
already received some information about this, but
just confirm whether there is, from OPG's side,
over and above the FAQs, the frequently asked
questions, and the media releases which we are
aware of, was there anything else you wanted to
add, in particular, with respect to perhaps open
fora, community meetings and so on, that either
have already taken place or that you are
planning.
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Ditto over to CNSC on that one.
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
When asked a similar question
last week I spoke about the e-mail blast that was
done very soon afterwards, as well as the ads,
the supplements in the newsletter and other
activities.

Beyond that, though, we have not

done any other activities.

I think I gave a

fairly full explanation of what those activities
have been.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Powers, do

you have plans for any further interaction with
the community on this matter?
MR. POWERS:

Kevin Powers, for

the record.
Mr. Mann did show one of the ads
that we have up in the community which encourages
the community to come to us with any questions
they may have, whether it's about the DGR or the
WIPP incident.
In addition, we have added Q&As
to our website, we have -- our website is always
open for questions, as well as our telephone
line.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
We have put our initial
assessment on the public record essentially by
submitting it to the Panel.

I understand there

is also information on the CNSC website about the
WIPP event and some time last week I believe we
made the commitment that our assessment of the
Phase 2 Report we would make available to the
public through our website.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I would like to move on now to
Ms Tilman.
--- Pause
MS TILMAN:

Anna Tilman, for the

record.
I have some specific questions to
ask from OPG's presentation and CNSC's
presentation -- left-hand/right-hand juggling
here.
I would like to go to OPG's slide
No. 4, Justification for Correlations, where the
last bullet says:
"For tritium and carbon-14 on
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resins, for example, our
reference inventory based on
scaling factors agrees with
our data."

(As read)

My question is, what data, how
much data, how robust was it and what were the
confidence limits in comparing that data?
Do you want me to continue with
my questions?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
them one at a time.

No, let's take

It's a little bit easier to

keep track.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG...?

DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So there are several aspects to
the question.

So the case of -- this was a

question on resins, carbon-14, that was presented
in the Information Request IR EIS 01-06.

In that

case, if I recall, the number of data points was
on the order of 20 to 25.

In the case of

tritium, the number data points varies 10 to 20 I
believe.
They all are actually relatively
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closely spaced, there is not a large distribution
of the tritium numbers, which the carbon-14
numbers were already on the record before.

I

don't have them in terms of a 95 percentile band
at this point.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, given

Dr. Thompson which you explained to us earlier
regarding whether or not the data starts
stabilizing around statistical measures such as
the 95th percentile, can you help the Panel
understand whether it was indeed the case with
respect to this particular bullet?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Our assessment at the time was
that there was insufficient work done to validate
the scaling factors, but we had also stated that
the conservatism and the inventory with, in some
cases, multiplying by a factor of 10 to bound the
assessment was appropriate and the gaps in the
process used was the reason why we made the
recommendation to the Panel for the ISO and IEA
Standards.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Ms Tilman...?

Thank you.
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MS TILMAN:

I'm not sure that

both answers really addressed the concern
about -- like I'm not sure that there was a
95 percent confidence interval or limits for this
data.

I'm not sure if the samples -- I hear they

were close, I'm not sure how close they were, so
I'm still left with uncertainty on it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman, I

think actually the response was pretty clear
which is, from Dr. Thompson, which is no, there
were insufficient data for a 95th at this time,
therefore, they relied back on the conservatism
built into the original inventory and that led to
CNSC's recommendation to the Panel regarding
further verification that is required.
All right?
MS TILMAN:

Okay.

I will leave

that one then and I want to move to chlorine-36.
Between the two, again both OPG
and CNSC, I find some confusion there.

In OPG's

Slide No. 5 and 6 they talk about the amount of
chlorine-36 on resins, heat transport resins is
below detection limits.
On CNSC slide, chlorine activity
on resins, Slide 10, their second bullet says,
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assuming Dr. Greening is correct, in 2062, they
give a value 7.4 times 10 to the 11 becquerels
instead of 7.4 times 10 to the 8 becquerels; in
other words, a thousand factor there.
And the next point says that that
activity is still that much lower at closure.
The point I want to ask is, I
wasn't sure if OPG, when they made that comment
on their slide, looked at Dr. Greening's value as
well when they said it was below detection limit.
That's one part.

So I wasn't sure if that

referred to looking at the new levels that Dr.
Greening brought forward, if they could say it
was below detection limits.
My second part, if I can get that
in, regarding CNSC's slide, chlorine-36 has a
half-life of approximately 300,000 years, so even
if the activity at closure at 2062 may be a
fraction of the total activity, what happens
1,000 years later or that much later because of
that significant difference in activity in
chlorine-36?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I would like to

start with CNSC on this one.
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,
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for the record.
We are not disagreeing with the
statements made by OPG in terms of levels that
were -- measurements that were non-detectable.
What we said was -- what I said was that when we
reviewed the transcripts, Dr. Greening made
reference to some COG documents essentially to
support the -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

what was that acronym, please?
DR. THOMPSON:

So Dr. Greening,

in the transcript portion that talks of
chlorine-36, supports his statement in terms of
that OPG had underestimated on the basis of some
CANDU Owners Group technical reports.
So during the presentation what
we mentioned was with the time that we had
available we were not able to go back to review
the COG reports to determine whether Dr.
Greening's statements were valid or not.

So we

assumed that Dr. Greening's statements, that the
inventory had been underestimated to be correct
and then we looked at what the consequences on
the overall dose assessment in relation to the
benchmark, the criteria of 0.3 mSv.
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And given the time for the peak
dose, the assessment was that this increase in
inventory is still quite a bit lower than the
total inventory for chlorine and doesn't
materially change the peak dose that is assessed
in a long-term safety case.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman, was that sufficient,
or do you want to hear from OPG?
MS TILMAN:

Not really.

I mean

if this deep geological repository is to safely
isolate waste 100,000 years, then one has to take
into effect the half-life of this particular
radioisotope.
So it's not just the quantity in
2062, but you have to consider in terms of the
safety case much, much later and -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So I

will redirect back to Dr. Thompson, please.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So the example we gave was
because we had discrete numbers to do the
comparison, but when we look at the radioactive
inventory and the projections for the long-term
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safety case, the peak dose is mainly related to
iodine-129 and there are other components, and so
the increase -- the potential increase in
inventory of chlorine-36 would not materially
change the maximum dose at the maximum time.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that reminder.
OPG, did you have anything to
add?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Yes, we would like to respond to
some of the comments, if that's acceptable.
Dr. Gierszewski will answer those.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
As was said in the presentation,
the dominant source of the chlorine-36 in the
repository is in the pressure tube, in the
calandria tubes, they are by far the dominant
source.
We do have numbers for resins and
we do include those as a source and it's not just
at 2062, that amount is in the repository and we
do model the potential transport of chlorine-36
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over long periods of time and we are very
interested in that because chlorine does have a
long half-life, so it is an important
radionuclide.
But, as I said, we are
operating -- as far as the resins go, we know
that they are a much less important contributor
because we do have measurements on the moderator
and the PHT.

In the case of the PHT the

measurements that we have are all below detection
limits.
We did -- in response to Dr.
Greening's comments, we actually had gone back
and increased all the chlorine-36 on heat
transport resins by a factor of 1,000 and it made
no difference to the results, as you would
expect, because the inventory is dominated by
that in the pressure tubes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Tilman...?
MS TILMAN:

I don't think there

is more I can respond to that because I just feel
that I'm addressing an issue that -THE CHAIRPERSON:
question please?

Ms Tilman,
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MS TILMAN:

Yes, okay.

I will

leave the chlorine and I will move to the
de-nitration.
From what I understand, and I'm
seeking clarification from OPG on this, the
nitrates, that it is very difficult to do
de-nitration, that from what I understand you
would have to let things settle for quite a
number of years before you attempt a
de-nitration.
From what I thought the
discussion was, is the problem with de-nitration,
it has to do with carbon-14.

I just want some

clarification about the de-nitration from OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Tilman, I

have never heard that term.
MS TILMAN:

De-nitration?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

What does that

refer to exactly?
MS TILMAN:

Removing the nitrates

from the waste.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record, if I might.
Was -- perhaps Ms Tilman was
referring to the conversation with Dr. Evans
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describing different ways and means of managing
resin and that he referred to carbon-14 as one of
the reasons that in the CANDU fleet we don't have
some of the same options that other resins could
use.

I think he was referring to vitrification.
MS TILMAN:

M'hmm.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Could that be it, Ms Tilman?
MS TILMAN:

Yes.

Although

de-nitration is used in some literature as well,
so that's fine.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So I

think we have the answers from Ms Swami regarding
why that was not mentioned.
MS TILMAN:

And I just remain --

the concern remains, that's what I was -- about
nitrates in the waste, in the waste containers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel, as

I'm -MS TILMAN:

Yes, I have heard

that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We have been

asking quite a few questions about that.

So if

we feel we need any more follow-up on that, we
will continue on on that topic, Ms Tilman.
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MS TILMAN:

If I may, I have a

question of clarification for CNSC and that
concerns the previous public question regarding
the alpha incident at Bruce.
I just wanted clarification.

I'm

not sure how many of those workers were nuclear
energy workers or contract workers and my
question is, are contract workers subject to the
same dose as nuclear energy workers or are they
subject to the public dose limit?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So any worker that has a
potential to exceed 5 mSvs -- 1 mSv per year is a
nuclear energy worker and so whether they are
contractors, they are employees of licensees,
it's not who you work for, but it's the potential
exposure you have that puts you in a category of
a nuclear energy worker.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

That

essentially -- my apologies, but just to address,
so it's not just a title, there are also
requirements when an employer, whether it is the
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employer of the contractors or licensee, the
requirement when someone is a nuclear energy
worker is to provide training to that worker so
that the person understands the risks and the
measures that have to be taken to protect
themselves.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TILMAN:

Ms Tilman...?

I understood the

annual dose for nuclear energy workers was 10 mSv
per year, but the public is one, so that's why
I'm wondering when Dr. Thompson mentioned the 1
mSv per year now.

I just want a clarification on

it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Thompson...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record
So the annual dose limits for
workers is 50 mSv per year and with five -- 100
mSvs over a five-year period.

So they are both

conditions.
But there are workers, for
example on nuclear facilities, that are employed
in different areas where they will not be getting
a radiation dose above 1 mSv, so there is no
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requirement to make those individuals nuclear
energy workers.

So those people are subjected to

the public dose limit, but if the work
requires -- would lead to a potential exposure
greater than 1 mSv per year, there is a
requirement to make these individuals nuclear
energy workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS TILMAN:

Ms Tilman...?

So just to answer the

question regarding the alpha incident then, that
was the explanation when Dr. Thompson was reading
off the results of the various doses exposed,
that because they were above one those workers
would be tracked.
Have I misunderstood you, Dr.
Thompson?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, you have.

Dr. Thompson, can you clarify
again, please?
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
All the workers that were
involved in work in Unit 1 of Bruce A, the work
that was going on that led to the alpha
exposures, they were all nuclear energy workers.
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What I mentioned was, through the
bioassay program the exposures from the alpha
emissions, the number of workers who were
originally identified, a number of them through
bioassay measurements we found that they had not
been exposed.
So a number of workers had zero
exposures and then there were categories of
workers with different categories.

So some

workers had less than 1 mSv, some between one and
two.

Those are categories I mentioned.
That's the number of workers

where, through bioassay measurements, we
confirmed their doses, but they were all nuclear
energy workers.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
Reverend MacLean...?
REV. MacLEAN:

Reverend Ruth

MacLean, for the record.
During these hearings it seems
that OPG's safety case is based on very
short-term analysis.

For example, only 30

seconds' exposure of zirconium to high
temperatures, 15 to 30 years' global experience
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with DGRs, health exposures and risks only for
workers during construction and operational
phases, beyond this we have heard only reference
to a farmer on the land above the DGR and
possible radionuclide exposure.
My serious question is:

Given

the extreme length of time, ten thousands of
years that this DGR must function, what if the
contents do not rest in peace deep in the earth?
For example, Dr. Haszeldine
referred to the possibility of chemical and
radioactive interactions that could produce
earthquakes, fatally damaging a DGR.

What

mitigation would even be possible in post-closure
phase, say five generations from now, if powerful
natural Earth events or acts of God occurred
resulting in substantial radioactive or chemical
leakage into Lake Huron or atmosphere or
terrestrial environment?
How can OPG's safety case purport
to cover this long-term post-closure uncertainty
when they are not present and CNSC no longer
exists?
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Reverend
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MacLean, the Panel actually has a lot of
information addressing that question and its part
in the EIS I would direct you to, it's called "In
the Long Term: Disruptive Events", where OPG
assumed really bad things would actually happen
and worked their way through what would happen,
for example, under a sudden failure of the seal,
for example.
So the Panel are quite satisfied
that we have lots of information regarding your
question that will allow us to evaluate the
strength of the safety case and we will, of
course, be pondering that very carefully once we
get to the stage of preparing our report.
So I really don't know that we
need to redirect your question at this time.
Thank you.
Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

Dr. Sandy Greer, for the record.
I would like to refer to the OPG

presentation today and begin with citing Dr.
Greening's paper that he presented earlier last
week.
I would like to just re-cite here
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that:
"The radioactive waste
operations site No. 1..." -now that was terminated in
the year 2000 -- "...because
it was releasing
radioactivity into the
underlying aquifer and the
site was abandoned."

(As

read)
And then Ms Swami mentioned that
the RWOS 1 still has the CNSC licence and that in
2001 OPG installed the monitoring system in the
groundwater.
But similar to Dr. Archibald's
question earlier about radiation leaking into the
groundwater and the flow, I would like to know if
studies were done in the field and the
radioactivity analyzed in the aquifer immediately
after the release was discovered and if ongoing
studies have been conducted through the years?
I would think this would be a
very important opportunity to create baseline
studies using real life experience.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.
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Greer.
I would just ask OPG to quickly
reconfirm for the Panel what was done in terms of
monitoring in the aftermath of the RWOS 1 release
to groundwater, and I will ask CNSC to further
comment in terms of monitoring up to and
including current status.
MS SWAMI:
record.

Lauri Swami, for the

I'm going to make a few short comments

and then Ms Morton will provide more detail on
this.
But just with respect to the
question asked, in my comments earlier today I
talked about OPG installing groundwater
monitoring network in 1989, just to clarify that,
and I also discussed the groundwater monitoring
was going on and that we identified elevated
tritium levels in the late '90s and that we
removed the waste between 2001 and 2002,
repackaged and moved it to the Western Waste
Management Facility.
That was through a series of
groundwater sample results, it wasn't based on -I don't know how else we would have known, but
nonetheless, it was based on actual results.
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I would also note that the word
"abandoned" can mean something very specific from
a regulatory perspective and, in this particular
case, we still have a licence and if it was an
abandoned site it would no longer have a licence.
So this is still under regulatory oversight.
I think Ms Morton can describe
some of the work, she can also describe the
reporting methods used for this site.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So again just to clarify and
follow up on what Ms Swami is saying, correct,
the site is not abandoned, it is currently under
a licence with the CNSC.

By virtue of having

that licence that means the CNSC also performs
inspections in the field of that site.
So there were -- there currently
remains seven monitoring wells around the RWOS1
site, plus we monitor the RWOS1 south and north
discharge ditches.

Those samples are taken on a

quarterly basis and that has been the case since
1989.
That information is reported to
the CNSC and those samples are analyzed for
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tritium and gross beta.

So I would submit that

there is quite a long baseline of information on
that site.

And again, that information is

reported to the CNSC as part of all of our
licensing emissions reporting on a quarterly
basis.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Ms

Morton.
CNSC, did you have anything to
add?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

Just to confirm that monitoring
actually started in 1989.

It's from those

results that remedial action was taken.

The site

is under CNSC licence and continues to be
reported.
I was also going to add that the
CNSC has in place quite extensive requirements
for environmental monitoring that includes
groundwater monitoring.
And I believe Ms Morton, a couple
of days ago, mentioned that they were in the
process of installing more groundwater monitoring
wells to respond to the requirements of the CSA
and 280.8 Standard.

This is a new standard that
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the CNSC expects licensees to implement on
environmental monitoring requirements and it's a
more structured approach to developing programs.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:

Yes, thank you.

Dr.

Sandy Greer, for the record.
I appreciate that information and
a final question is:

Is any of that description

in the documents submitted for the public hearing
or otherwise available for people to look at?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The information on environmental
monitoring requirements and monitoring results is
presented to the Commission on performance
reports of the industry.

It's also compiled and

analyzed by staff to support our submissions to
the Commission for licence renewals, for example.
The information is publicly
available.

There is also a requirement for

licensees to make -- have their public
information program and OPG under that program
has put in place an initiative where their long
term results are made public.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

OPG, did you have anything to add
in terms of public availability of this
information?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
I just need to read carefully.
This is actually posted on our website:
"The environmental emissions
data for the nuclear waste
management at the Bruce site
and the information is
provided for the radioactive
waste operations Site 1
groundwater monitoring and
results for tritium and gross
beta."

(As read)

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Kamps...?
MR. KAMPS:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My first question is a follow up
on the Bruce alpha radiation exposure to workers
question.
My question to CNSC is:

Isn't it
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true that even a microscopic amount of alpha
radiation in the human lung can initiate lung
cancer with a latency period sometimes measured
in decades?

So what is the follow-up to make

sure that doesn't happen in the future?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Kamps, I

believe Dr. Thompson actually already answered
that question a few minutes ago where she
described the general follow up which is via the
Health Canada database.
Dr. Thompson also described the
periodic studies such as the most recent study
which was published in the British Medical
Journal.

I'm not quite sure what else you're

suggesting we need to know.
MR. KAMPS:

It sounded to me like

the follow up had ended, that it was assumed that
the damage was not done -THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. KAMPS:

No.

-- because of the low

dose.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel is

quite clear that Dr. Thompson did describe follow
up through Health Canada and then back, looping
back to CNSC.
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MR. KAMPS:

My next question is

on safety culture but it also touches on
institutional control and quality assurance, and
it gets back to the WIPP accident.
So the question is the lead
theory at this point -- and there was some
testimony provided by the Department of Energy to
the State of New Mexico after my presentation
yesterday and there's news reports today -- it
looks like the mixture of a lead glove from a
glove box plus nitrates plus organic absorbent,
which happened to be kitty litter with no change
order recorded.

So a decision made by an

individual or a small number of individuals in
the Department of Energy complex led to this
change.

So when the barrel was received at the

WIPP facility there was no indication that it was
any different from thousands of other barrels
that already arrived.
So how can such a change happen
without quality assurance, without institutional
control, without a safety culture running that up
the flagpole for approval?
The acceptance criteria at the
WIPP site could not detect this change so there
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has to be a trust in place that the waste
generators, the waste packagers are following the
rules and that appears to not be the case in this
accident.
And just briefly, the news
reports also reported a second barrel having been
identified by Los Alamos National Lab in the
underground at WIPP that likely shares the same
constituents as the guilty barrel.

So another

question perhaps to CNSC, would be that that
confidence of a reopening and resumption of
activities when they don't know what caused the
first barrel to rupture and what might cause the
second barrel to rupture.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Kamps, I’m

not going to ask the CNSC to comment as a
Canadian regulator -- regulatory agency on any
regulatory decisions that might or might not be
made in the U.S.
However, there is a relevant
question that has occurred to the Panel regarding
what you have just told us which is related to
waste acceptance criteria and the rigour with
which that is applied and the quality assurance
that is applied to that in the Canadian context
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and in the proposed DGR context.
So I would ask both OPG and CNSC
to reiterate how a circumstance such as has just
been described by Mr. Kamps would be addressed
through your QA around your waste acceptance
criteria.
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Ms Morton is going to provide a
detailed response, but just, we did describe in
detail when we were speaking about the WIPP
incident earlier this hearing time and so there
is a lot of information.
But at a high level, I'll ask Ms
Morton to respond to your question.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
I'll give my response actually,
first, maybe more to the specifics.

But it

speaks to the QA, I think, behind the program.
As we described, we have a waste
acceptance criteria that serves as a document
between ourselves and the waste generators in
terms of what is acceptable to be received at the
WWMF.
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There is a whole category of
wastes that we call quote/unquote "non-routine
wastes".

And I want to be clear that this does

not mean that they don’t occur.

They do.

But what that means in our
context is that every time, every time a waste
generator is going to send us that non-routine
waste they have to provide us with what's called
a radwaste notification which then goes through
an individual case-by-case assessment of its
acceptability and we give guidance in terms of
packaging, et cetera.
So for example, in the case of
solidified liquids that is considered a
non-routine waste.

So the waste generator every

time they send us a solidified liquid would have
to first send us a radwaste notification that
would clearly indicate the solidification agent
they have used for that particular waste and
there is a companion document that provides a
list of which are the acceptable solidification
agents.
So it serves as a form of QA in
the sense that for these wastes -- and I think I
mentioned these in my presentation or in one of
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the questions -- you know, there's quite a long
list of these non-routine wastes.

We verify them

case by case every time they are sent because we
want to ensure that there's no ability to change
over time the way that those wastes are packaged,
labelled, shipped, et cetera.
So I think that kind of gives a
bit of an overview in terms of that level of QA
that we apply to the process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Further to

that, Ms Morton, I think Mr. Kamps is referring
to something he called a quote/unquote "change
order".

What would be the analogous situation

for you when you're dealing with the people that
are the sources of the waste?
MS MORTON:

I'll answer that

twofold.
So further to what I describe
with respect to what we call a radwaste
notification process for non-routine wastes, if a
waste generator identifies any, what we call new
waste form, any waste form that is not currently
covered by the waste acceptance criteria there is
a separate process called a new waste form review
that then kicks in.
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The new waste form review process
requires an extensive review by many experts
including the experts at the NWMO who are
responsible for ultimately, you know, looking at
the waste characterization and disposal in the
DGR.

They are part of the review process as well

for a new waste form review.

So any potential

new waste form that could be generated has to go
through that process.
The other part that I would say
in terms -- I guess the equivalent of a change
order, is that any revision of the waste
acceptance criteria similarly goes through quite
an extensive review.

Because it has such an

impact on the ultimate waste inventory, it has
implications with respect to all of our waste
generators, both Bruce Power and OPG's.

So there

is quite a revision process just to be able to
revise the waste acceptance criteria.
I hope that addresses the
question.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Not completely

because and, again, I'm reacting in real time to
the information Mr. Kamps has just given the
Panel.
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My understanding, Mr. Kamps, is
that the originator of the waste changed its
nature without telling the WIPP people.

Is that

correct?
MR. KAMPS:

I believe so.

I

think the repackaging of Rocky Flats, Colorado
waste from decades ago at -- which took place at
Los Alamos National Laboratory introduced, for
one thing, this organic kitty litter which could
have been a fuel for a fire that somehow sparked.
And the origin of the fire, the chemical reaction
is still a mystery but some of the lead
candidates are a lead glove, so the lead and
nitrates reacting.
So the unexplained question still
even from the Department of Energy in New Mexico
yesterday, is how did the high temperature
happen, a very high temperature of 600 or 800
degrees Fahrenheit to spark that fire in the
first place?
So yeah, the introduction of the
fuel for one thing was a major change and the
lack of appreciation for the possibility of a
chemical reaction between the lead and the
nitrates was also a mistakes.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

So I guess my

question back to OPG, and I'll also direct this
to CNSC, is in terms of how often you check the
accuracy and completeness of the records
regarding the true nature of the waste as it is
appearing at the Western Waste Management
Facility; in other words, the spot checks,
audits, random checks both by OPG at the Western
Waste Management Facility and any requirements
you have for the generating stations to do the
same thing at their end and report to you how
well they are doing with the proper description
of each waste container?
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
Again, I'll try to address this.
So a couple of things, maybe to address your last
point first just because it's top of mind right
now.
So our waste acceptance criteria
also has a clause, if you will, indicating that
nuclear waste management division shall conduct
periodic assessments of the waste generators'
compliance with the waste acceptance criteria at
a frequency no less than every three years.
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So we did conduct those
assessments in 2012 and did not find any
non-compliances with the waste acceptance
criteria.
I think I mentioned earlier as
well that -- so we have a fairly close working
relationship with the waste generators.

So above

and beyond these compliance assessments we work
very closely with the waste generators.

We have

quarterly stakeholder meetings at the working
level and above to identify any concerns, any
issues that they may have with respect to the
waste acceptance criteria and how they are having
to adhere to it in the station.
The only thing I think I should
reiterate that I believe is germane and that was
mentioned previously is that with respect to how
waste is collected at the stations there are
approved procedures for collection, handling,
storage, transfer, shipment of all of those
wastes.
And with respect to intermediate
level waste, which I believe we indicated would
be the most likely to be subject or a concern for
the type of event that we're seeing at WIPP,
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those wastes are transferred from closed loop
station systems, again following approved
procedures, into the engineered containers.
I guess if -- yeah, we have very,
you know, relatively routine, uncomplicated waste
streams that are quite well known.
I don’t know if you have any
further follow-up questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So just would

the Panel be correct in assuming that an
additional phrase that might be added to your
question is that the well-known waste
characteristics in contrast to, or as compared
to, the kinds of waste that might be dealt with
by WIPP?
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
That's correct.

I think that the

waste at the WIPP facility is from various
sources whereas our waste is from Bruce and from
OPG-operated facilities.

So it's a known

quantity.
The only other thing I would add
is that the employees at both locations
understand the implications of the wrong material
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getting into these facilities and so would be
careful to ensure that they are thinking of
others' safety at the same time as their own.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Perhaps to add information to
what OPG has provided, but from the regulatory
point of view, the management system requirements
are in place for both the nuclear power plant
operators, licence holders as well as OPG as a
waste management organization.
I will ask Kay Klassen to speak
to essentially the technical review that is done
of OPG's procedures, but also the inspections and
verification of records that is done by Ms
Klassen's group through inspections and other
procedures.
I would also add that waste
management is a safety and control area that, for
example, a nuclear power plant licences and we do
look at their waste management practices
including conducting inspections to ensure that
the procedures that are in place are being
complied with and that the many wastes
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segregation; separation of hazardous waste -radioactive waste, for example, is done
appropriately.

Those types of inspections are

done by staff in my directorate in collaboration
with the nuclear power plant inspectors, CNSC
inspectors.
But I'll ask Ms Klassen to speak
more to the process that's in place at Western
Waste Management Facility and that would be
transferred to -- you know, if OPP receives a
licence for the DGR operation.
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen

speaking, for the record.
CNSC staff over the period that
we're managing and doing compliance verification,
certainly have audits done of the management
system that is applied to the waste management
activities at Western or Darlington used fuel dry
storage or Pickering used fuel dry storage.

That

management system review would look specifically
at waste practices or the management of the waste
practices at those facilities.

But management

system reviews also occur at the nuclear power
stations in the context that they too have the
similar appropriate systems for conducting
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self-audits, implementing their processes and
their procedures.
With respect to onsite
inspections, our inspections will look at the
records.

Our audits of the management system

will include discussion with staff, checking on
their knowledge of their systems and processes.
We'll inspect and review documents.

We'll watch

work taking place on the various sites and,
certainly, inspectors at the nuclear power plants
conduct the same kinds of activities.
So through those processes,
through our review of the reporting on OPG
internal self-assessments we get a good idea and
understanding of how OPG remains compliant with
the requirements and safety at their facilities.
I would also like to state that
our understanding, again through our reviews of
what has happened at WIPP, is in the context of
the materials that are being received at WIPP.
They again don't have the benefit of very narrow
waste stream processes for generating those
wastes.

WIPP is receiving wastes from 60 to 70

years' worth of defence wastes and research.
So in the context of managing a
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wide variety of waste materials, understanding
where those wastes originally came from because
this also includes remediation of various old
sites of these activities, that is expected to be
a very daunting task.

And in the context of

controls of wastes through relatively limited
processes as occur at nuclear generating stations
that does -- and the history of the train of
control between the power reactors, OPG and on to
the sites of management, it does add an element
of increased difficulty for the WIPP, relative to
that more limited streams that would be handled
by OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

A supplemental to that, when you
are conducting your review, are these based on
records only or do they include actual physical
checks, physical sampling of waste containers?
MS KLASSEN:

Kay Klassen, for the

records.
Typically, we are not sampling
the waste.

We will observe.

We will make --

take note particularly with the low level
materials that may be arriving onsite through the
plastic bags, through the material as it's
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approaching the incinerator, through our
observations of what's in there.
Are we taking samples at this
time?

No.
Do we take environmental samples?

Yes, we do.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Same question

over to OPG.
MS MORTON:

Lise Morton, for the

record.
So one of the things I'll point
out is that with respect to both waste heading
for the incinerator or the compactor, I guess
another form of QA or a level of QA is that every
one of those bags is visually inspected prior to
going into either of those processing streams for
exactly that purpose, to make sure that there
hasn’t been a lack of segregation at the stations
that would cause incinerator problems as an
example.
I should point out as well,
supplemental to what Ms Klassen has said, is that
typically on every CNSC inspection and, again,
they perform inspections three times a year, as
they are walking through our facilities they will
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very typically randomly choose one or several
bins.

Every bin is barcoded, and it could be

from any one of our buildings of our storage
structures.

And they will ask for the history

docket of that particular bin.
So that just gives a bit more
information in terms of how it's done in terms of
a form review.
With respect to sampling, again,
I think I gave some information previously.

It

may not really fall in the category of sampling,
though, as you're requesting.
But we've had several campaigns,
as I've mentioned, where we've accessed waste as
recently as last year.

We did open a random

selection of 80 non-processable bins of low level
waste and inspected every one of those contents.
And we were looking at it more from a -- you
know, is there an ability to further process that
waste.
But in having inspected those
bins, we certainly also were looking for any
non-compliances with the waste acceptance
criteria, and we didn't find any evidence of
that.
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And we selected those bins based
on all of our waste generators, so we ensured
that we had samples from Bruce Power and the OPG
stations, and we also tried to go back in time
over a relatively good period of time back to
2006.
Does that address it?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, thank you.

Mr. Kamps.
MR. KAMPS:

Yes.

My next

question has to do with zirconium ignition.
And essentially, it's a question
of accident versus attack.
So Dr. Greening asked about the
potential for an intentional ignition of
zirconium by an attacker, but is it not possible
that an accident can lead to this kind of a fire?
And I point to an incident in
Oregon in 2012 where a facility that manufactures
road de-icing chemicals called Envirotech in
Prineville, Oregon experienced not one, but two,
zirconium fires that were caused by a simple
spark from a mechanical scoop shovel in one
instance and, in another, a fire was sparked by
an excavator.
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And the fire was 4,000 degrees
Fahrenheit, which translates to 2,200 degrees
Celsius, and was put out by pouring cement on it
as opposed to pouring water, which would have
made the situation worse, apparently.
So the question is, how can CNSC
claim that intentionally trying to start a
zirconium fire with a 2,000 degree Celsius blow
torch proved difficult but, in this case, a
simple spark at -- caused a zirconium fire
burning at 2,200 degrees Celsius?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Kamps, the

trouble is we don't have all the information, and
you may recall the other day we were -- we got
into a lot of detail about how much zirconium
dust would be actually present because it turned
out that it was the dust that was important.
Also, the size of that dust and sort of the
combination of factors that would be required.
And what we understood from the
CNSC experts is that there is a certain critical
mass.
So I'll defer to CNSC here, but
the Panel's impression is, without more
information about that particular example you
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gave us with the road slating company -MR. KAMPS:

In my PowerPoint

yesterday, I -- because of the time limits, I
passed over very quickly.

The image of the

zirconium fire that was included was this
incident in Oregon, so that's the -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

Was

there information in your slides around things
like the -- whether that was caused by a
particular mass of zirconium dust?
MR. KAMPS:

I believe there was

more information in my written submissions from
July 21 st .

I wouldn't have included it in the

PowerPoint otherwise.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

All

right.
CNSC, would you care to comment
on Mr. Kamps' question around whether or not,
quite apart from a deliberate attack, some sort
of spontaneous event might happen?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Without more context, as you
mentioned, I don't think we could say anything of
value to speak to this issue.
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The information we've tried to
respond to from last week and this week is in
terms of the types of zirconium material that
would be expected to be in the waste that would
emplaced in the DGR, so I don't think I could add
anything else.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

the Panel would request that you have a look at
Mr. Kamps' written submission and get back to us
tomorrow morning if you find anything -- more
details in the written submission that would help
you respond to his question.
Mr. Kamps?
MR. KAMPS:

Sure.

I'd be happy

to take it as a carry-over as well to try to -THE CHAIRPERSON:
fine.

No, that's

CNSC can, I think -- you're -- correct me

if I'm wrong.

You're saying that there are more

details in your written submission that would be
helpful in terms of understanding the context for
the incident in Oregon?
MR. KAMPS:

Well, I do have the

name of the company, the date of the incident,
the news report, for example, so I believe that,
you know, more information could be attained as
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to how much zirconium was present, in what form,
how this fire happened.
It's certainly obtainable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

Dr. Thompson.

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
At this time, I would propose
that we look at Mr. Kamps' written submission to
see if there's any information that we could
provide to our experts.

Beyond that, I think it

would be very difficult to have any linkages to
the information that is on the record in terms of
the pyrophoric nature of the zirconium that would
actually be handled in the DGR.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Dr.

Thompson.
Mr. Kamps?
MR. KAMPS:

Yeah, my final

question is in regards to a statement made by
CNSC about the resumption of operations at WIPP.
And I guess what was stated was
that the Department of Energy is confident that
within a couple years or so that operations can
be resumed.

But I find that difficult to

understand given that the recovery plan has not
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been published, certainly funding levels that
would be required to accomplish that recovery
plan and even such basic questions as what caused
this accident and the risks of the second barrel
I mentioned also rupturing and releasing
materials.
And what I'm getting at is if a
billion dollar clean-up is undertaken in the
underground at WIPP and a second barrel or two
release materials and cause another billion
dollar mess in the underground, how much will the
State of New Mexico put up with, how much will
American taxpayers put up with?
As I mentioned in my PowerPoint,
a very real possibility is that an entire section
of the underground, if not the entire facility,
could be decommissioned because of this incident,
let alone another one.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Mr. Kamps, I

will ask that CNSC slide number 18 be brought up
on the screen.
And what the Panel would
appreciate is if CNSC could again clarify their
interpretation of the situation with respect to
the reopening of WIPP.
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DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So we have no specific
interpretation as to when the WIPP would be
reopened.

We simply -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Sorry to

interrupt, Dr. Thompson, but can you explain the
quotation marks because I think that may be part
of the source of confusion here.
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So the quote that is the first
bullet on the slide is a quote from the U.S.
Department of Energy.
Oh, that's the quote from Dr.
Greening:
"The U.S. Department of
Energy has announced that the
WIPP facility may not open
for up to three years."
That was Dr. Greening's quote.
Our statement was that until
the -- on the U.S. DOE web site is until the
source -- so the quote on our slide is Dr.
Greening's.

The quote in my speaker notes was,
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"Until the source" -- and that's from the U.S.
DOE:
"Until the source of the
February 14 event is isolated
and mitigated, it is
premature to say when the
shipments can resume.

The

WIPP will reopen only when it
is safe to do so."
That's the quote from the U.S.
Department of Energy.
The quote on our slide is Dr.
Greening's quote.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you for

that clarification.
Mr. Kamps?
MR. KAMPS:

Yeah.

I guess my

question is, how can DOE's assurances of safety
be taken at face value given that all previous
assurances for years and decades were this is a
safe facility and will remain so for hundreds of
thousands of years?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Noted.

Thank you.
MR. KAMPS:

Thank you.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

I know it's

already gone 20 after 6:00, but there are -there's a couple -- one matter that I would like
to deal with before we adjourn today.
Ms McGee?
MS McGEE:

Thank you very much,

Dr. Swanson.
The Panel received the following
written only hearing submissions.

I will read

the name of each intervenor and the PMD number.
And at the conclusion of that list, I will ask
the Panel if they have any questions pertaining
to these submissions.
The first written submission is
from the Bruce Peninsula Environment Group, PMD
14-P1.29.
Next submission from Terry Gill,
PMD 14-P1.32.
Next, a submission from Corinna
Psarrou-Rae, PMD 14-P1.37.
The next, a submission from Terry
Brown, Michigan State Representative, PMD
14-P1.61.
Next, a submission from Iris
Drew, PMD 14-P1.62.
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And final written submission is
from Nukewatch, PMD 14-P1.66
Do the Panel Members have any
questions?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel has

no questions based on these written submissions.
With regard to the request for a
ruling on the scientific or engineering design
basis supporting OPG's assertion regarding
potential radioactive contamination of Lake
Huron, which appears in the Nukewatch PMD
14-P1.66, the Panel is of the view that this is a
matter under consideration as part of the overall
Joint Review Panel process and, therefore, the
Panel will not rule on this issue at this time.
I have one more quick matter with
respect to items that were carried over from
previous days.
On September 10 th , the Panel noted
that it would determine if we needed the D.W.
James Consulting report for waste inventory
verification.
The Panel has determined that
this document is not required.
Thank you to everyone who
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participated today, either by being here in
person or by watching the webcast.

We'll resume

tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.
The subject of tomorrow's session
will be the geoscientific verification plan.
Thank you, and good night.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 6:24 p.m.,
to resume on Thursday, September 18, 2014 at
9:00 a.m. / L'audience est ajournée à 18 h 24
pour reprendre le jeudi 18 septembre 2014
à 9 h 00
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OPENING REMARKS

MS MYLES:

Good morning.

Could

everyone take their seats so we can start,
please.
Good morning everyone and welcome
to the last scheduled day of the Joint Review
Panel Public Hearing for the Deep Geologic
Repository for Low and Intermediate Level
Radioactive Waste Project.
My name is Debra Myles and I am
the Panel Co-Manager.
We have simultaneous translation,
the English is on Channel 1 and the French is on
Channel 2.

Headsets are available at the back of

the room.
Please keep the pace of your
speech relatively slow for the translators.
A written transcript is being
created for the proceedings and will reflect the
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official language used by each speaker.
Transcripts will be posted on the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Registry website for the
project.

To make the transcripts as meaningful

as possible, please identify yourself before
speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the
room, please silence your cell phones and other
electronic devices.
The hearing is being webcast
live.

The webcast and the archived webcasts can

be accessed from the home page of the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission at
www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca.
A schedule for the additional
hearing days was posted on the Registry on August
26th, 2014.

Daily agendas that reflect the

changes made since the 26th are prepared and
posted on the Registry each day.
Emergency exits are located at
the back of the room and to my left behind the
screen and curtain.

Washrooms are in the lobby

of the main entrance and the wheelchair access
and ramp is located in the back parking lot.
the event of a fire alarm, please leave the

In
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building immediately.
If you are scheduled to make a
presentation at today's session, please check in
with a member of the Secretariat.
If you are a registered
participant and want to seek leave of the Chair
to propose a question on a presentation, you are
also asked to speak with a member of the
Secretariat.
If you are not scheduled to make
a presentation during the hearings, but would
like to seek leave of the Panel to make a brief
oral statement, please speak to a member of the
Secretariat and complete a request form.
The opportunity to make a brief
oral statement is subject to the availability of
time and must be for the purpose of addressing
one or more of the six subjects that are the
focus of these additional hearing days.
Opportunities for either a
proposed question to a presenter or a brief
statement at the end of today's session may be
provided, time permitting, on a first-come firstserved basis.
In accordance with the Panel's
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hearing procedures, the resumption of the public
hearing is solely for the purpose of addressing
the six subjects of the Information Requests
issued by the Panel since November, 2013.
Neither presentations nor questions will be
permitted if they do not follow the hearing
procedures.
Anyone who wishes to take photos
or videos today should speak with the Panel's
Communications Advisor, Lucille Jamault.
Thank you very much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning.

On behalf of the Joint Review
Panel welcome everyone here in person or joining
us through the webcast.
My name is Stella Swanson, I am
the Chair of the Joint Review Panel for the Deep
Geologic Repository for Low and Intermediate
Level Radioactive Waste Project.
I am going to introduce the other
members of the Joint Review Panel.

On my right

is Dr. Gunter Muecke and on my left is Dr. Jamie
Archibald.
We have already heard from Debra
Myles, the Co-Manager of the Joint Review Panel
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and we also have Denis Saumure, counsel to the
Panel with us on the podium today.
As noted in the published agenda,
the subject for today's session will be the
updates to the geo-scientific verification plan.
I would like to note that we will
have certain government departments on standby on
the phone in the event that the Panel has any
questions for them.
I remind everyone that dials into
the hearing to send an e-mail to the Secretariat
when they join and also when they leave the call.
This is the only way the Secretariat can confirm
who is standing by.
Before we proceed with this
morning's presentations we will address some
outstanding responses to questions from the
Panel.
I understand we do have the
experts for the Saugeen Ojibway Nations,
Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

I

sincerely hope we have the experts for SON on the
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line.

I believe Mr. John Greeves and Mr. Daniel

Mussatti are on the line.
MR. GREEVES:

Yes, John Greeves

is here.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Hello.

Mr. Mussatti, are you on the
line?
MR. MUSSATTI:

Yes, I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good.

Thank

you.
MR. MUSSATTI:

And Robert Jackson

is on the line also for SON.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would you

please repeat that name?
MR.

MUSSATTI:

Dr. Robert

Jackson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So we will return to the question
posed by the Panel regarding the SON's review of
the methodology for documenting the deliberations
of the Independent Expert Group.
So please proceed with your
response.
MR. GREEVES:

This is -- Alex, do

you want me to respond at this point?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
are very unclear.

Excuse me, you

Perhaps just use your handset

and take it off speakerphone.

There is a very

bad echo.
MR. GREEVES:
this better?

Is this better?

Okay.

GREEVES:

Is

Can you hear me?

THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR.

Hang on.

Yes, we can.

Hello?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

We can hear you

now.
MR. GREEVES:

Can you hear me?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

Please

proceed.
MR. GREEVES:

Can you hear me

now?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
thank you.

Yes we can,

Please proceed.
MR. GREEVES:

Okay.

All right.

For the record, my name is John
Greeves and I have read the transcript.

I think

I understand the nature of the question.
I am an advisor to the Saugeen
Ojibway Nation and in advising them I identified
what I thought were significant weaknesses of the
Independent Expert Group process and those that
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run to the question you raised was about the
transparency, defensibility and repeatability of
the study that they did.
I would observe that the
logarithmic graphical representation method that
the IEG used for comparison of alternative sites
and risks is an uncommon approach.

I can't find

where this has been applied anywhere else.
I believe Dr. Paoli acknowledged
that it was an uncommon approach.

I can't find

any references in the report to methodology, data
or analysis that explain the use of the
logarithmic scales to support positioning of
icons.
I understand the question is,
well what could they have done, and I have
provided four references to Alex Monem, he can
provide for the reference.

The literature is

rich with ways to do subjective assessment.

You

can find U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
documents, the American Society of Civil
Engineers produces documents along these lines
and Sandia National Laboratories, to name a few.
These types of approaches, which
I have worked on quite a bit over the last 10
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years, normally involve a disciplined expert
judgment process and a series of steps and the
key is to involve a trained expert elicitator and
I have had two experiences doing this in the last
six or seven years.
And to me this process needs to
be documented, you need to select an expert
elicitator who puts some objectivity into the
process and there needs to be a statement of what
the issues are and how you qualify to be an
expert in that process, then select experts that
meet this qualification.
Once that group is formed, there
is a step in terms of training, the expert
elicitator would train the group on how the
subjective opinions would be documented.

This

helps remove any biases or false assumptions like
siting a deep geologic repository near a fresh
body of water.

That would be teased out by the

expert elicitator at the beginning.
Then there would be presentation
of issues to the experts and they would analyze
those issues and discuss them, and then there
would be an additional session where their
judgments would be documented and portrayed to an
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expert elicitator and then the expert elicitator
would document all of those proceedings and
include those in a summary report.
The advantage of these
approaches, which have been done elsewhere, is
that it is a much more scrutable process; it
would enhance the quality of the judgments
expressed by the experts, it would be easily
evaluated elsewhere by people like us who were
remote to the process, and it would end up with a
scrutable process with any biases -- frankly, we
all have some biases, those would be removed
through an expert elicitation process and it
would make the process much more scrutable.
So in a short fashion I have
tried to answer I think what your question was
that you raised yesterday, Madam Chairman.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Greeves.
It's unfortunate we were not able
to engage in a bit more of a dialogue with you
yesterday, but I think at this point what the
Panel simply wants to do is confirm the salient
points that you have just made for us.
So would you confirm that the
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most salient points in your description of the
processes you have been part of is that it
involves a disciplined expert judgment process
with expert trained facilitation and accompanying
quite thorough documentation.
Is that a fair summary of what
you have just explained to us?
MR. GREEVES:

In a few sentences

you have absolutely captured it.

I have done

this two times recently and I think the experts
in the group are very familiar with this process.
I have worked with at least one of them for
decades on these types of issues.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Greeves.
We understand in terms of the
second issue from yesterday that OPG has sent in
the latest NPRI report for the Western Waste
Management Facility and that will be posted on
the registry.
Thank you to OPG.
We will now proceed with
presentations by Ontario Power Generation and the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission pertaining to
the subject of updates to the Geo-Scientific
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Verification Plan.
The Panel will hear both
presentations before proceeding with its
questions.

We will wait to hear from Natural

Resources Canada until after the Panel has asked
its questions of OPG and CNSC because Natural
Resources Canada's presentation covers a more
broad range of topics.
I would now like to call on
Ontario Power Generation to begin their
presentation, which is PMD 14-P1.1F.
Ms Swami, the floor is yours.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
ONTARIO POWER GENERATION

MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
Good morning, Dr. Swanson and
Members of the Panel.

This morning Mr. Mark

Jensen will provide the presentation on the GeoScientific Verification Plan.

Mr. Jensen is the

Director of the DGR Geo-Science and Research
Program at the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization.
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Mr. Jensen...?
MR. JENSEN:

Thank you, and good

morning.
For the record, my name is Mark
Jensen.

I am joined this morning by Dr. Joe

Carvalho, Principal from Golder Associates who
was involved in the development of the
geotechnical component of the revised GeoScientific Verification Plan.
The purpose of the presentation
this morning is to describe a revised GeoScientific Verification Plan that addresses
Information Request EIS 12-511.

In particular,

it describes material changes to the GeoScientific Verification Plan that involved the
addition of planned geotechnical activities
related to safe construction practice and
engineering design verification.
The main elements of the
presentation include, the nature of the
Information Request EIS 12-511; the GeoScientific Verification Plan approach; enhanced
geotechnical verification activities; the
subsurface excavation design and construction
approach, including trigger values; and a
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summary.
Following the October, 2013
presentation of the Geo-Scientific Verification
Plan at the Joint Review Panel hearing and
discussion of additional geotechnical information
to support DGR construction and design
verification activities, Information Request EIS
12-511 was received.
The Information Request asked OPG
to provide an updated Geo-Scientific Verification
Plan that included more details concerning
specific methods, timing and sequencing of the
sampling, as well as how OPG will develop
triggers for changes to engineering design and
benchmarks for verification of the safety case.
The revised 2014 Geo-Scientific
Verification Plan now incorporates both geoscience safety case and geotechnical construction
activities.
The original geo-science related activities
remain materially unchanged.

The increased scope

in the Geo-Scientific Verification Plan describes
best international rock engineering practice as
relevant to safe construction practice and design
verification during construction.
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The geotechnical monitoring and
investigations proposed significantly extend
activities associated with geomechanics, in
particular excavated rock mass response during
construction.

Proposed rock mass response

monitoring activities will be conducted real-time
in both the ventilation and main shafts during
construction.
Recent geotechnical trigger
values have been established to gauge whether the
rock mass response observed during construction
is within expected ranges and engineering design
tolerances.

These geotechnical trigger values

were included in the OPG response to Information
Request EIS 12-511.
As was demonstrated and found
best practice in the surface-based
investigations, detailed test plans will be
developed prior to initiation of any activities.
This approach assures, first, that the methods
and techniques applied are consistent with best
demonstrated experience at the time of
construction; second, that the test plans are
available in a timely manner to provide technical
specification of services and monitoring
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instrumentation for implementation; third, that
relevant geotechnical trigger values for
excavation safety and design verification are
established; and, fourth, that there is
compliance with the DGR Project Quality Plan.
The planning and timing of all
activities is directly linked to specific
information requirements whether they be realtime assessment of excavation safety or
geotechnical design verification or the
verification of site-specific characteristics to
verify the DGR safety case in support of a future
operating licence application.

In other words,

the timing and scheduling of activities is
established to coincide with the need for the
information.
It is important to recognize that
the Geo-Scientific Verification Plan may evolve
as the final engineering design is developed to
ensure consistency with improved Canadian or
international underground construction experience
and to respond to future regulatory comments
and/or guidance.
In a sense, the plan is a living
document, the revision of which would be subject
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to regulatory oversight.
Slide 5 and the accompanying
table provide an overview of the revised GeoScientific Verification Plan.

The parameters and

site attributes that the Geo-Scientific
Verification Plan is designed to address are
listed on the left-hand side of the table.

The

centre and right-hand columns denote activities
for the geo-science or safety case, and the new
geotechnical or construction components of the
plan within the shafts and lateral development.
The original safety case related
activities were broad in scope and specifically
proposed to support verification of the DGR
safety case.

These activities focused, for

example, on the verification of parameters most
influencing DGR safety, assessment -- safety
assessment, obtaining site-specific geo-science
evidence to test and re-assess the understanding
of GS for stability and confirming geomechanical
conditions governing the assessment of long-term
DGR opening stability.
The safety case related
activities are shown by the open green diamonds
and the blue triangles in the centre column.
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Within the revised 2014 GeoScientific Verification Plan, the planned
geotechnical related activities associated with
construction are now described.

This is shown in

the right-hand construction column of the table
with the small blue circles representing new
activities and the large circles increased
activity over the original plan.
These activities specifically
address the requirement to confirm rock mass
properties and response during construction.

The

increased scope within the Geo-Scientific
Verification Plan includes, in-situ stress
measurements using the United States Bureau of
Mines over-coring technique within the vertical
and lateral development; an under-excavation test
which has been repositioned to the DGR geoscience room within the Cobourg formation to
obtain improved estimates of in-situ stress,
orientation and magnitude; geo-technical
instrumentation, installation -- there is
extensive installation of multi-point borehole
extensometers and stress cell arrays to monitor
rock mass displacement and opening stability --;
parameter upscaling tests, the use of excavation
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response, and large diameter samples to verify
expected rock mass properties; pillar stability
integrity, including the instrumentation of
emplacement room pillars to monitor and
demonstrate pillar structural integrity and
groundwater inflow as relevant to safe
construction practice.
It should be noted that where
properties and attributes are of interest to both
geo-science and geotechnical work programs, the
proposed methods and techniques for
characterization are now described in the
geotechnical section of the Geo-Scientific
Verification Plan.
The location of planned
geotechnical or construction-related activities
within the main and ventilation shafts are shown
in slide 6.

Geologic mapping will be performed

to gather information with regard to lithology
and geologic structure.

The mapping would

include both LIDAR and photogrammetric imagery of
the excavated walls.

Geomechanical properties,

in particular upscaling and isotropy, will be
assessed through the observation of rock mass
displacements and stress change within the
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extensometer instrumental rays at seven
locations, as shown in the figure.
Groundwater ingress in the upper
200 metres of the excavated shaft will be
monitored to assess grout curtain effectiveness
and to ensure manageable construction conditions
are achieved, inflow rates of less than three
litres per second.
Groundwater inflow is not
anticipated below 200 metres with the exception
of the confined saline aquifers at the top of the
Salina A1 member and the Guelph formation, each
horizon approximate four metres thick.
Finally, in-situ stress
measurements will be obtained in vertical
boreholes extended beyond the working phase in
the main shaft using the over-coring technique,
the selection and justification of which is
described in the Geoscientific Verification Plan.
Slide 7 illustrates the location
of the new geotechnical or construction-related
activities within the lateral repository
development.

All excavated openings will be

geologically mapped which will include the
collection of LIDAR and photogrammetric imagery.
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The LIDAR profiling will be kept capable of
detecting rock mass displacements of millimetre
scale through the comparison of subsequent
surveys using benchmark monuments.
Geomechanical properties will be
confirmed through characterization of rock mass
response such that upscaled values are obtained
for confirmation of design properties.

In

addition, laboratory strength testing will be
performed on large diameter samples to
characterize anisotropy.
Excavation response will be
monitored through the installation of multipoint
boreholes extensometers and stress cell arrays
within the ground and the floor of each
emplacement room.
Although hydrogeologic conditions
make it extremely unlikely, evidence of
groundwater seepage will be recorded during
mapping and, if possible, samples gathered for
analysis.
Studies to monitor pillar
response to excavation will be performed at three
locations, as shown in the figure.

The intent is

to confirm pillar integrity given they have been
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purposefully designed to be unconditionally
stable.
Finally, in-situ stress
measurements will be made within the Sherman Fall
formation on the down ramps to the shaft bottoms
by USBM over-coring, in addition to the
performance of a large scale under-excavation
test, now repositioned from the base of the main
shaft to the geoscience room.
The observation method is a
practical and internationally-accepted approach
for subsurface rock engineering design and
construction.

The approach is designed to reduce

the risk of engineering decisions given possible
uncertainties in subsurface conditions.

This

approach, as described within Eurocode 7, has
been applied by other international radioactive
waste management organizations.
Application requires
consideration and adaptation of an engineered
design to site-specific geotechnical conditions.
Implementation of the observation method within
the DGR project requires that acceptable limits
of rock mass behaviour for site-specific
engineering designs be established.
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A plan for monitoring is devised
to yield reliable information on parameters able
to reveal whether behaviour lies within accepted
design limits.
The monitoring plan requires
response time sufficiently rapid to allow for
analysis and confirmation of acceptable design
conditions during the construction cycle.

To

achieve this trigger values are developed to
allow an objective reassessment of rock mass
response parameters most influencing excavated
opening safety and shaft lateral engineering
design.
This approach allows for design
verification during construction with the
possibility for design revision or adaptation in
the event that conservatively estimated rock mass
response assumed in the design is observed to be
materially different than expected.
The purpose of trigger values is
to provide an indication of a deviation in
expected rock mass response from that considered
in the DGR design basis.

The trigger values are

purposefully selected and set for rock mass
parameters and conditions that govern opening
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stability and safety and information needs
required to verify the DGR engineered design.
As described in Table 4 of
information -- sorry -- of the response to
Information Request EIS 12-511, an example of a
geotechnical trigger value during shaft
excavation would be that rock mass deformation
measurements should not exceed 5 percent of
predicted before casting of the concrete liner.
Another is in-situ stress in the
lateral development such that the maximum
principle stress not exceed 35 megapascals in and
orientation be within 30 degrees of expected.
This is in contrast to the
geoscience or safety case program in which
assessment of collected data is -- sorry -- in
which assessment of collected data requires it to
be considered as a whole or system.

This said,

if a fault with 0.5 metres displacement in high
groundwater inflows were unexpectedly intersected
at the repository horizon, this would represent a
reportable event to the CNSC and would require
reassessment of the safety case.
As noted, the geotechnical
trigger values are established on a conservative
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design basis.

For example, the rock mass

strength is lower than actually expected and,
thus, are unlikely to be exceeded.
It is important to recognize that
each trigger parameter represents only one
indication of rock mass behaviour.

Proper

interpretation and assessment of geotechnical
trigger value trending and possible exceedance
requires a holistic approach in which coincidence
between multiple parameters in evidence are
considered to assess impact on shaft or
repository design and, if required, any
mitigating activities.
As discussed, trigger values may
require further refinement at the final stage of
DGR design, in part, to ensure consistency with
contractor equipment and construction methods.
This would be documented within the detailed test
plans that would be subject to regulatory
oversight.
In summary, the Geoscientific
Verification Plan has been revised to include
planned geotechnical activities associated with
the assessment and monitoring of excavated
opening stability, construction safety and design
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verification.
The geoscience or safety case
component of the Geoscientific Verification Plan
originally presented remains materially
unchanged. The plan represents a framework for
subsurface geoscience and geotechnical activities
to be conducted during DGR construction.

The

timing and scheduling of activities coincides
with requirements for the data need, whether this
be real-time monitoring to assess opening
stability and design verification or confirmation
of site attributes underpinning the DGR safety
case.
As has been practiced in the
past, detailed test plans will be developed for
individual activities prior to their initiation.
Such test plans will establish and document
trigger values to be observed during excavation
monitoring and design verification.
Information and data gathered
during geoscientific verification activities will
be included in a future safety assessment to
reveal impacts, if any, on DGR performance.
information would be included in an operating
licence application.

This
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The Geoscientific Verification
Plan is subject to change in terms of addressing
the final detailed repository design and/or
regulatory comments and guidance.

Any

modification or revision of the plan would occur
within regulatory oversight.
This completes the presentation
of the Geoscientific Verification Plan.
be glad to answer any questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We would

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr.

Jensen.
We'll proceed directly with the
CNSC's presentation.
But before we do, apparently
NRCan has contacted us to note that their
presentation actually addresses only the
Geoscientific Verification Plan as was originally
requested by the Panel for today.

So a quick

change back to plan A which is we will hear from
Natural Resources Canada immediately after CNSC
and then we will go to the Panel's questions.
With that, I'll ask Dr. Thompson
to proceed.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
CANADIAN NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMISSION

Dr THOMPSON : Merci, Madame la
Présidente.

Bonjour, et bonjour, Membres de la

Commission.

Mon nom est Patsy Thompson.

Je suis

la directrice générale de la Direction de
l'évaluation et de la protection environnementale
et radiologique à la Commission canadienne de
sûreté nucléaire.
With me today are Ms Kay Klassen,
Senior Project Officer for Licensing the Waste
Facilities; Dr. Son Nguyen, Geoscience Technical
Specialist and Ms Kiza Francis, the Environmental
Assessment Specialist on this project.
CNSC staff have reviewed OPG's
submission of the updated Geoscientific
Verification Plan.

This was requested in

Information Request EIS 12-511.

Staff's

sufficiency review of this information request
can be found on the registry as entry 1867.
Today's presentation summarizes
CNSC's staff review as presented in PMD 14-P1.2.
This presentation covers the
following points:
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- The purpose of the
Geoscientific Verification Plan, or GVP;
- The main points of Information
Request EIS 12-511;
- The main point of OPG's
response to that information request;
- CNSC staff assessment
methodology;
- The results of CNSC staff's
review with respect to the following GVP
activities proposed by OPG:

Geological

characterization, geomechanics and excavation
damage, shaft seal performance; other studies in
support of the safety case and trigger criteria.
The presentation will also cover
the handling of the uncertainties associated with
the safety case, CNSC staff's conclusions and
CNSC's compliance monitoring program to ensure
that the GVP would provide the necessary data and
information to verify that the DGR system falls
within the safety envelope for both pre and postclosure safety which forms the licensing basis.
To start the presentation it is
useful to review the purpose of OPG's GVP in
order to understand its important role in the
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licensing process.
OPG has completed a Geoscientific
Site Characterization Plan initiated in 2006 to
obtain site data on relevant aspects of geology,
hydrogeology, geochemistry, geomechanics and
seismicity.
Eight boreholes were drilled at
the site to characterize the subsurface
conditions.

The Geoscientific Site

Characterization Plan provided reasonable
evidence that the rock formations being proposed
to host and enclose the DGR would provide
multiple barriers to safely contain and isolate
the low and intermediate level radioactive waste.
However, subsurface characterization was
performed from the ground surface and has not
been done underground. There remains some
uncertainties in relation to the subsurface site
conditions and data obtained.
In order to reduce the
uncertainties, OPG has developed in accordance
with CNSC requirements a Geoscientific
Verification Plan to gather additional
information to confirm that the subsurface
conditions fall within the safety envelope
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defined in the safety case.
In addition, the activities of
the GVP also aim to collect geoscientific data to
optimize the DGR design and reduce construction
and operational risks.
The information from the GVP
would also be used to update the safety case in
support of future licence applications should the
project proceed.
OPG submitted a GVP in 2011 in
support of the environmental assessment and
licence application to prepare a site and
construct the proposed DGR.

Information Request

12 -- EIS 12-511 required that the GVP be updated
in order to include more details on specific
methods, locations, timing and sequencing of
sampling and triggers for changes to the design
of the proposed DGR and benchmarks for
verification of the safety case.
OPG's response to Information
Request EIS 12-511 contains a GVP that has been
updated with respect to the one submitted in
2011. The following main points are provided in
the response:
A more detailed description of
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the various verification activities and
definition of trigger criteria as requested in
the information request.
The updated Geoscientific
Verification Plan divides the proposed activities
into two categories.

One, those activities that

support the geotechnical design and reduce
construction and operational risk and, secondly,
those activities that support the long-term
safety case.
The response and updated
Geoscientific Verification Plan address CNSC
staff's Recommendation number 20 which was found
in PMD 13-P1.3 and the Revised Recommendation 19
which was provided to the Panel as Undertaking
No. 15.
Recommendation number 20
requested that OPG review and, if necessary,
revise the long term geomechanical models and the
safety assessment at the end of the shaft
construction before lateral development is
started.
Revised Recommendation 19 related
to the need for OPG to develop and conduct a
research and development program on the longevity
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of shaft seals.

The program should include

demonstrations that the long-term seal
performance and their interaction with the host
and cap rock formations as well as other
formations that influence the long-term safety
case.
I will now pass the presentation
to Dr. Nguyen.
Dr NGUYEN : Merci, Madame
Thompson.
Bonjour, Madame la Présidente et
Messieurs les Commissaires.

Mon nom est Son

Nguyen.
CNSC staff reviewed OPG's
response to EIS 12-511 by verifying whether the
response is in line with the guidance and
requirements set out in IAEA and CNSC safety
standards SSR-5, SSG-23 and G-320; respectively.
Staff also used technical
knowledge and experience to evaluate the
rationale and methodologies proposed for
geoscientific monitoring activities.
This knowledge and experience
were gained through staff involvement in projects
that have been carried out at underground
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research laboratories, or URLs, around the world
by conducting independent research and by keeping
up to date with technical information through
international and Canadian conferences and
workshops.
CNSC staff also sought
clarification on particular aspects of the
updated GVP in a teleconference with OPG.

The

outcomes of that meeting are documented in
staff's Sufficiency Review found on the registry
at number 1867.
The geoscientific verification
activities proposed by OPG are summarized on this
slide.

They would be initiated during sinking of

the shaft at different elevations to characterize
a range of rock types.

During lateral

development the verification activities would
focus on the host Cobourg formation.
All of the planned activities
would provide data to verify the long-term safety
case.

The activities shown in the box at the

left in addition to allowing the long-term safety
case to be verified will also provide the data to
optimize the DGR design and to ensure safety
during construction and operation.

The data from
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the verification activities shown in the left box
would be compared to the triggered criteria
defined in OPG's response.
In the following slides CNSC
staff will summarize OPG's verification
activities in more detail and provide CNSC
staff's assessment of each of those activities.
Geological characterization
activities will provide information for both pre
and post-closure safety.

During construction of

the shaft and lateral developments, OPG proposes
to perform geological mapping by direct visual
inspection and by analysis of high resolution
digital images and LIDAR images.

A seismic

reflection survey will be carried out along all
emplacement rooms to characterize the
configuration of the surface of the pre-Cambrian
basement below the DGR and to identify any
structural discontinuities that may be present.
CNSC staff conclude that the
proposed activities will provide a permanent
record of rock structure and quality for future
safety case updates and also allow for the
optimization of the ground support.
CNSC staff recommended and OPG
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have agreed to consider the use of geophysical
methods to verify the presence or absence of
major fracturing outside of the DGR footprint.
This is reported in staff's Sufficiency Review.
In-situ stress and upscaling
tests will provide information for both pre and
post-closure safety.

During construction OPG

proposes to perform lab compression tests on
large 160 mm diameter samples of the Salina A1,
Queenston, Georgian Bay and Cobourg formations.
The results will be compared to similar tests
that were already performed on 76 mm diameter
samples in order to assess the effect of scale on
mechanical properties.
OPG also proposes to measure insitu stress in the Salina A1, Queenston, Georgian
Bay, Cobourg and Sherman Fall formations using
the USBM method from the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
CNSC staff recommended that OPG
assess anisotropic and creep properties of the
same rock formations where in-situ stress will be
measured.

OPG agreed to carry out this

recommendation in the teleconference as reported
in staff's Sufficiency Review.
It should also be noted that in
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the updated GVP OPG proposed to perform periodic
laser profiling in rooms and tunnels.

This will

provide additional information on any timedependent movement.
Additional geomechanical tests
performed underground will further confirm the
geomechanical properties and in-situ stresses.
These tests will be reviewed in the following
three slides.
Excavation response test will
provide information for pre and post-closure
safety.

During construction and operation the

rock mass response to the excavation of the
shafts and lateral openings will be monitored.
LIDAR survey is planned to provide a detailed
profile of excavation openings to monitor rock
response and provide data for numerical
modelling.
As an example, the illustration
on the slide shows the proposed instrumentation
to measure stress and displacement around the
shafts at the dolostone/limestone horizons.

The

monitoring results would be used to calibrate
geomechanical models in order to verify the
geomechanical properties determined in the lab

A
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for both small and large samples.
Monitoring results would also be
used to verify the in-situ stress magnitude and
orientations measured using the USBM methods
previously discussed.

Similar types of

monitoring are proposed for rooms and access
tunnels.
CNSC staff conclude that the
proposed plan is adequate to provide confirmation
of design of excavation and shaft liner,
optimization of ground support, verification of
geomechanical properties and in-situ stress and
calibration of the geomechanical model.
Under-excavation tests will
provide information for both pre and post-closure
safety.

In this test the rock mass response

during excavation of a room will be monitored.
It is likely that the geoscience room will be
used for the test.

Instrumentation will be pre-

installed in boreholes excavated from the
adjacent main level sump.
This instrumentation would allow
the measurement of the change in deformation and
stress in the rock mass during the excavation of
the geoscience room.
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The data recorded during the
excavation of the geoscience room could be back
calculated using a geomechanical model in order
to verify the geomechanical properties and in
situ stress determined previously from lab tests
and USBM measurements.
During the teleconference
reported in CNSC staff's deficiency review, staff
recommended that pour pressure be monitored in
order to verify the effects of pour fluid on
mechanical behaviour and also to verify the
hydraulic response of the host rock.
OPG has concurred with this
recommendation.
Pillar response tests will
provide information for both pre and post-closure
safety.

These tests are proposed for three

pillars, two located in Panel No. 1 and one in
Panel No. 2.
Instrumentation would be
installed from a fully-excavated room in order to
measure the change, deformation and the micro
seismic events during the excavation of an
adjacent room.
An inspection borehole would also
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be excavated to obtain cores for lab strength
testing and to allow for the visual observation
of damage with a tele viewer.
CNSC staff are satisfied that the
proposed pillar response tests at three locations
will provide both a large scale verification of
pillar integrity and a confirmation of
geomechanical properties and in situ stress.
Excavation Damage Zones, or EDZ,
are important factors that influence the postclosure safety case.

The EDZ will be

characterized at eight levels along the main
shaft, in the Salina F, Salina C, Salina A2,
Salina A1, Cabot Head, Queenston, Georgian Bay
and Blue Mountain and Cobourg formations and also
during the lateral development in the Cobourg
formation.
The EDZ characterization will be
initiated during construction and will be
extended to the operation and decommissioning
phases.
A series of radial boreholes will
be established as illustrated, and will be
geologically characterized prior to testing and
instrumentation using a tele viewer.

Ultrasonic
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velocity locking techniques will be used in the
geophysical boreholes.
Permeability and fluid pressure
will be measured, and cores will be retrieved
from other boreholes.
The data from the three different
sets of boreholes will be correlated in order to
characterize the extent and hydromechanical
characteristics of the EDZ and its evolution.
CNSC staff conclude that the
proposed activities will, number one, provide
data on the extent of the EDZ, the mechanical
hydraulic characteristics of the EDZ and its
evolution.

Number two, provide for the

calibration of geomechanical and hydraulic
models.

And lastly, verify assumptions of the

safety case.
The long-term performance of seal
materials is another important component of the
post-closure safety case.

In situ borehole

testing of proposed DGR seals will be conducted
with a geoscience room in the Cobourg formation.
The purpose of this study is to
support the DGR safety case.
The tests might be similar to the
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ones performed at the Mont Terri Underground
Research Laboratory, or URL, in Switzerland as
Illustrated on the slide.
Saturation, hydraulic
conductivity and long-term chemical compatibility
with the saline pour fluid will be monitored.
The interface between the materials and between
materials and host rock would also be examined.
Similar types of studies are
currently being performed at different URLs
around the world.

CNSC staff are currently

involved in those studies through international
collaborations.
CNSC staff will use that
experience in order to review the detailed design
of the seal performance study to be developed by
OPG should the project be approved.
These studies would be initiated
during construction and would be extended to the
operation phase of the DGR and beyond, if
necessary.

It is likely that more than one

vertical borehole test would be installed in
order to allow sampling at various times.
Similar types of demonstrations
are also proposed for the Queenston and Georgian
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Bay formation by installing horizontal boreholes
from the shaft or vertical boreholes in large
blocks or vertical boreholes at other surface
sites.
CNSC staff are satisfied that the
proposed studies will provide additional
confidence in the longevity of shaft seals.
These studies also fulfil CNSC staff revised
recommendation number 19 in Undertaking 15 which
was submitted during the hearings in the fall of
2013.
As part of the GVP, OPG proposed
to conduct during construction and operation
additional studies in support of the post-closure
safety case.
The first study relates to
fracture infill materials, minerals.

Fracture

infill minerals would be collected in the
Cobourg, Sherman Falls and Kirkfield formations
in order to verify the geochemical
characteristics and ages of mineral infill.
Geochemical information on
mineral infill is required to confirm the pour
water profiles that support the conclusion in
OPG's EIS that, at the depth of the proposed
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repository, the surrounding rock formations have
remained isolated for geologically long times of
the orders of millions of years.
The age of minerals that fill
fractures would provide important information on
timing of any fluid flow that could impact the
integrity of the repository.
In the second study, long-term in
situ diffusion tests would be conducted in the
Cobourg formation to verify estimated rock matrix
diffusion coefficients.
A third study looks at multiphase flow processes.

Water and gas injection

testing in 20 metre-long boreholes is planned for
the Cobourg formation to verify multi-phase flow
and transport properties and mechanisms.
A fourth study would be
undertaken to characterize microbial activity in
the Cobourg formation and its influence on DGR
performance and to evaluate the occurrence and
post-closure effects that micro-organisms would
have on geochemistry and gas generation within
the DGR.
In the fifth study, seepage water
will be collected, where possible, from the
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Cobourg, Sherman Falls and Kirkfield formations
to provide information on the groundwater
geochemistry.
CNSC staff are satisfied that the
above studies would provide multiple lines of
evidence in support of the ability of the
geosphere to provide long-term containment and
isolation of the wastes.
Preliminary trigger criteria for
design updates for pre-closure safety and
benchmarks for the post-closure safety case are
defined as well as the ensuing cause of actions
should those be exceeded.
Trigger criteria and contingency
measures should those criteria be exceeded are
given in detail in OPG response to Information
Request EIS 12-511.
It should be noted that the
purpose of those criteria and contingency
measures is to ensure pre-closure safety.
As an example, there are
uncertainties related to the magnitude and
orientation of the in situ stress since those
parameters are difficult to measure from the
surface.

In order to handle the above
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uncertainties, OPG has provided a design based on
two conservative assumptions.
Number one, the long-term
strength of the host rock is equal to the crack
initiation stress, which is approximately equal
to 40 percent of the lab peak strength.
Number two, the maximum
horizontal stress is assumed to be equal to two
times the overburden stress.

This value

corresponds to upper bound values based on
regional data.
In addition, OPG assumed that the
maximum horizontal stress acts in all directions
around the lateral openings.
In addition to the above
conservative assumptions, for increased
confidence in the stability of the underground
openings, OPG has proposed trigger criteria for
the magnitude and orientation of the in situ
stress.

Should the magnitude of the measured

maximum horizontal stress exceed 35 mega Pascal,
which is equal to the above upper bound value of
the maximum horizontal stress or the direction of
the stress deviates from plus or minus 40 degrees
from the estimated northeast direction.

The
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orientation rooms and the measures for ground
control would be modified if necessary after a
re-evaluation of the room's stability.
From CNSC's staff experience,
similar adaptive management methods have been
used with success at underground uranium mining
facilities in Saskatchewan under much more
challenging conditions than the ones expected at
the proposed DGR.
If safety is not maintained, CNSC
staff can issue an Order to stop unsafe
activities.

The Order would then be reviewed by

the Commission.
Benchmarks for long-term postclosure safety are more difficult to define using
quantitative criteria.

Post-closure safety

relies on multiple barriers and characteristics,
and it is difficult to define criteria for each
individual component of the system.
However, for the proposed DGR,
important characteristics could be identified as
follows.
The low permeability of the host
and cap rocks that would ensure that diffusion
would dominate transport of contaminants, which
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will be at very slow rates.
Number two, the absence of major
fractures that ensure there will be no
preferential transport pathways.
Number three, the absence of
economically viable resources that would minimize
the likelihood

of future inadvertent human

instructions.
If the GVP shows deviations from
one of the above characteristics, this deviation
would be reported to the Commission in an initial
event report.
CNSC staff would review that
assessment.

If staff finds that, number one,

long-term safety could not be ensure even with
mitigative measures or, number two, a major
change in the design of the DGR is needed, staff
will bring the matter to the Commission with a
recommendation to either abort the project in the
first situation or amend the licence in the
second.
As a result of staff evaluation,
CNSC staff are satisfied with the identification
and definition of the trigger criteria and
benchmarks and ensuing courses of action.
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As previously discussed, an
important objective of a GVP is to reduce
uncertainties associated with the post-closure
safety case, and it is useful to review the way
uncertainties are handled by OPG.
Uncertainties related to the
natural and engineered barriers always exist due
to the long timeframe, the complexity of the
processes and the variability in characteristics
of the DGR system.
Uncertainties do not necessarily
mean that a project should be aborted unless
those uncertainties compromise the licensing
basis or safety of the project.
A DGR project usually proceeds by
stages:

construction, operation, decommissioning

and post-closure.

In Canada, the regulatory

licensing process coincides with the stages of
DGR development and involves a full review in the
public process.
To justify the decision to
proceed with the next stage of development,
international and Canadian guidance requires the
proponent to submit a post-closure safety case
that first identifies the uncertainties and,
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second, show that they do not influence safety.
OPG has applied for a site
preparation and construction licence that would
not allow any waste to emplaced.

The

uncertainties associated with construction and
operational risks have been adequately identified
and handled with a definition of trigger criteria
based on the geotechnical verification
activities.
CNSC staff have also found that
with respect to the long-term post-closure
safety, OPG has adequately identified the
uncertainties.

OPG has bounded the uncertainties

with a large degree of conservatism and/or shown
that they are irrelevant to safety and OPG has
adequately shown that the uncertainties do not
impact long-term safety.
At this time, OPG's updated GVP
conforms to international best practices and will
provide the basis for any design modification to
ensure safety during construction, operation and
reduce the uncertainties related to long-term
safety.
CNSC staff have assessed OPG's
response to information request EIS 12-511 and
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the updated GVP attached to that response.

CNSC

staff conclude that OPG has adequately planned
the verification activities that are needed to
achieve the objective of the GVP.
The verification activities would
address or reduce uncertainties associated with
geoscientific aspects of the DGR and the DGR
safety case.
The information provided in OPG
response and the updated GVP also allowed CNSC
staff to conclude that the response to
recommendation number 19 in PMD 13-P1.3 and the
revised response to recommendation number 20 in
Undertaking 15 have been adequately captured in
the updated GVP, and those recommendations are no
longer needed.
If the DGR is licensed to
proceed, CNSC staff will, as part of the
compliance verification program, verify the
acceptability of the detailed test plan for each
verification activity of the updated GVP, monitor
the licensee's implementation of the GVP
throughout the construction phase and verify that
the repository design adequately takes into
account the results of the GVP activities to
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ensure pre-closure safety.
The GVP will provide data that
CNSC staff can use to verify against the bounds
of the post-closure safety case.

Through

independent research, CNSC staff have developed a
set of modelling tools that can be used to
interpret the GVP data and to verify that the
observed properties and performance of the DGR
system fall within the safety envelope, also
called the licensing basis.
Merci, Madame la présidente et
messieurs les commissaires pour votre attention.
Je passe maintenant la parole à Mme Thompson.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you.

And Madam Chair, this completes
CNSC staff's presentation.

We're available to

answer questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We will now continue directly
with the presentation by Natural Resources
Canada, which is PMD 14-P1.6.
Mr. Clarke, are you there?
MR. CLARKE:

I am on the line.

Can you hear me, Madam Chair?
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
NATURAL RESOURCES CANADA

MR. CLARKE:
Members.

Good morning, Panel

For the record, my name is John Clarke,

C-l-a-r-k-e.

I am the Director of the

Environmental Assessment Division at Natural
Resources Canada in Ottawa.
The Joint Review Panel requested
on August 15 that Natural Resources Canada
representatives make an oral presentation
summarizing our July 7 th written submissions,
review and conclusions relating to OPG's update
to the geoscientific verification plan.
I will provide that brief
presentation this morning, following the slides
available on the CEAA registry as PMD 14-P1.6A.
With me today to answer the
Panel's questions are two of the research
scientists at Natural Resources Canada who
contributed to the written submission and the
presentation material.
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First is Dr. Alexander Desbarats,
a research scientist with the Geological Survey
of Canada specializing in hydrogeology.

And

second is Dr. John Adams, a seismologist with the
Geological Survey of Canada.
Both Dr. De Barras and Dr. Adams
have presented to this Joint Review Panel in
person, in fact, September 17 th and 18 th of last
year, and have responded to questions from the
Joint Review Panel via telephone since then as
recently as Tuesday.
I will now ask to turn to slide
number 2, which is NRCan's role in the
environmental assessment.
For context, Natural Resources
Canada is a federal department that works to
improve and enhance the competitiveness of the
natural resource sectors and increase their
contribution to Canada's economy.

We do this

through supporting the sustainable development of
Canada's resources and by applying our knowledge
and expertise of Canada's land mass to support
the safety and security of citizens.
NRCan has been involved in this
environmental assessment process since at least -
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- or since 2007.

Documents on the CEAA registry

reflect both our early involvement, providing
advice to Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
staff, and the review of technical documents and
our more recent testimony before the Joint Review
Panel.
Within the scope of expertise
available at Natural Resources Canada, three are
relevant to the review of the geoscientific
verification plan:

geology, hydrogeology and

seismic hazards.
I will now turn to slide 3 and go
through the first of those three subjects.
As the Joint Review Panel has
already heard this morning, the revised GVP's
proposed future data acquisition activities are
classified according to two objectives,
verification of the geotechnical design
parameters and verification of the geoscientific
parameters for the safety cases.
From the perspective of NRCan's
geology [technical issues] that is, the
stratigraphy and sedimentology of the sandstone
and shale bedrock, NRCan is satisfied that the
activities proposed and the information -- and
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we're satisfied with the information provided by
OPG.
This information does not affect
any of the conclusions that NRCan has drawn in
relation to the DGR project, and we do not have
any additional recommendations related to
geology.
I will now turn to slide 4, which
addresses hydrogeology.
With respect to hydrogeology, the
updated GVP provides significantly more details
on planned hydrogeological verification
activities.

In particular, our written

submission notes that, for the verification of
geotechnical design parameters, activities
include probe hole drilling and observation of
groundwater seepage during shaft sinking and
seepage water collection during lateral
development.
With respect to the verification
of the geoscience parameters, proposed activities
include characterizations of hydraulically active
faults and permeability measurements in the
excavation damage zone during shaft sinking and
long-term solute diffusion tests in the Cobourg
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formation.
These activities should
contribute to OPG's finalizing of the design of
the DGR, the identification of additional
mitigation measures, if necessary, and improved
data for the updated performance safety case
analyses.
NRCan is satisfied with the
information presented.

It does not affect any of

the conclusions that NRCan has drawn with respect
to the DGR project, and we do not have any
additional recommendations related to
hydrogeology.
I'll turn now to slide 5, which
addresses seismic hazards.
From a seismic hazard
perspective, NRCan's written submission provides
the conclusion that the modifications to the
geoscience verification plan are appropriate.
The planned activities will improve the
monitoring of rock stress and resulting
deformation of the rocks, which should serve to
increase confidence that the geological integrity
is as required.
Our written submission reflects
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that NRCan is satisfied with the information
presented, and this information does not affect
any of the conclusions that NRCan has drawn in
relation to the DGR project.
Our written submission does offer
one recommendation for Ontario Power Generation,
that they consider including near field microseismic monitoring as part of the geoscience
verification plan.
Near field micro-seismic
monitoring may provide timely information for the
assessment of deformation and rock -- sorry, the
assessment of deformation and stress changes
should such changes exceed defined triggers.
I will now turn to slide 6 for a
brief summary of what near field micro-seismic
monitoring implies.
Slide 6, micro-seismic events are
earthquakes with a magnitude of less than zero.
The magnitude of these events would be far too
small to be felt on the surface, but they may be
heard underground.
Micro-seismic events can occur as
a result of human-induced changes to the stress
distributions in the rock mass.

The result of
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these increased stresses can be tiny slips or
shears which release energy.
Micro-seismic monitoring tracks
where and how frequently the micro-seismic events
occurred, and their size.
Current technology allows these
events to be localized to within a few metres.
In comparison, the current regional seismograph
monitoring of the DGR vicinity can locate events
down to about magnitude 1 and give locations to
within a few kilometres.

Micro-seismic

monitoring would provide, however, additional
timely data relevant to the contemporary changes
in rock stress.
I'll now turn to slide 7.
In reviewing our written
submission for this presentation, we wanted to
provide clarification for the Joint Review Panel.
Our recommendation was not intended to suggest
that a micro-seismic system is needed at the DGR
at the start of the construction phase.
Rather, we were recommending to
Ontario Power Generation that, should rock
deformation issues arise, for example, changes
that exceed a pre-defined trigger, micro-seismic
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monitoring system provides timely information
about the redistribution of rock stresses which
could guide further excavation.
Now, turning to the final slide,
I'd like to thank the Panel for the opportunity
to provide this submission, and we would be
pleased to answer any of the Joint Review Panel's
questions.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Clarke.
We will be taking a 15-minute
break, and after we reconvene at 10:30 we'll
proceed with questions from the Panel.

--- Upon recessing at 10:14 a.m. /
Suspension à 10 h 14
--- Upon resuming at 10:32 a.m. /
Reprise à 10 h 32

MS MYLES:

We would like to

resume, so if everyone could take their seats
please?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

We will now

proceed with the Panel questions, and we are
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going to begin with Dr. Muecke's questions from
yesterday addressed to the Saugeen Ojibway
Nations regarding your expectations around the
Geoscience Verification Plan.
Dr. Muecke?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would you like me

to repeat the question?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Can I confirm that Dr. Bob
Jackson is still on the phone?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Excellent.

So

the question was -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Just wait.

They want to confirm if the experts are on the
phone.
MR. MONEM:

Dr. Jackson, are you

still on the phone?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

It doesn't

sound like he is on the phone.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Okay.

We will

wait with that one?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:
question for OPG and CNSC.

Yes, okay.
So I have a
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Will there be a third-party
review of the Geoscience Verification Plan
similar to that proposed for the Waste Inventory
Verification Plan?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
I am sorry, Dr. Muecke, could you
repeat your question please?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, I will.

Will there be a third-party
review of the Geoscience Verification Plan
similar to that proposed to the Waste Inventory
Verification Plan?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
The Geoscientific Verification
Plan that is in front of the Panel now has been
peer reviewed.

That document was peer reviewed

prior to submitting it to the Joint Review Panel.
Dr. Derek Martin performed the peer review of the
Geoscientific Verification Plan as it sits now.
Our intent is to continue to have
that peer review through iterations of the
Geoscientific Verification Plan as we move
forward.
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MEMBER MUECKE:
wasn't listening.

Sorry, maybe I

Who is the third party

involved?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Dr. Derek Martin performed the
peer review of the GVP that is in front.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, could you

also respond to that question please?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
At this time we are not planning
third-party review of the GVP, essentially
because Dr. Son Nguyen and Dr. Grant Su, who are
the CNSC lead on the verification of the GVP are
internationally recognized experts and their
experience from participation in international
activities gives them the expertise to review and
make informed judgement on the proposed GVP.
We would work with, for example,
the experts at NRCan who have been involved in
the review of the proposed GVP moving forward to
make sure that their interests and concerns are
being addressed.
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MEMBER MUECKE:
question to OPG.

This is another

During shaft sinking there will

be a strong incentive to progress because of
equipment and labour costs.

Scientific and

geotechnical procedures may take longer than
expected.
Who would decide priorities and
how would these priorities be agreed upon?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think we had a bit of
discussion around this when we discussed the GVP
at the last hearing days.
The Geoscientific Verification
Plan and the activities associated with those
will be part of the bid package that goes out for
the construction of the shafts in the lateral
development.

As such, that it is a clear

expectation as to what those geoscientific
verification activities are, as well as to see
how we can incorporate the existing equipment and
resources of the contracting company in
supporting us in executing those.
So the geoscientific verification
activities will be actually embedded in the
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schedule, they are going to take priority, safety
takes priority.

We have had a lot of discussion

around the safety culture.
And so whether it is the
geotechnical activities with respect to design
verification or construction safety such as the
requirements for ground support or shaft liner
installation, those are paramount.

And, as such,

the safety of the facility and the safety of the
objectives around the GVP will override
production efficiencies.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you, Mr.

Wilson.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Dr. Archibald.
Thank you very

much.
I would like to deal a little bit
with the geotechnical field verification
activities.

In table 4 on page 13 to the EIS 12-

511 response mention is made of preliminary
values and states trigger value based on rock
strength as one standard deviation lower than the
strengths determined from core testing in DGR-8
is borehole is given.
It is known that there can be
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large variations in strength on the order of one
standard deviation or greater between specimens,
even in close proximity to each other.
Could OPG justify the application
of the arbitrary trigger level of one standard
deviation strength difference below that of the
previous core strength measurements?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
One standard deviation represents
about 80 per cent reliability.

That is a

reasonable measure in terms of assessment of the
rock mass response.

If we get below that value,

that will trigger a re-evaluation of the support
and the impact that it has on the coming loads on
the liner.
The initial impact of such
deviation is probably a readjustment of the
primary support and the focus is basically on the
remnant load that remains that will impact the
final concrete shaft liner support.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

That also

presupposes a large sample population for testing
I presume?
DR. CARVALHO:

Depending on the
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horizon, there are some horizons that are only
two metres thick, and probably won't traversed in
one single blast.

The horizons that are of more

significant thickness have a larger population of
testing.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

It is also

known that larger diameter core samples of
similar rock materials will often display lower
unconfined strength relative to smaller diameter
core specimens.

Is that true?
DR. CARVALHO:

current understanding.

That is the

Typically, larger samples

have more probability of more defects and, as
such, usually result in slightly lower strengths
and, of course, up to a certain size, beyond that
size it basically stabilizes.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

With that in

mind then, will the unconfined compressive
strength that is determined for previous DGR-8
borehole samples or the proposed upscale sample
strengths be size scaled to reflect he size
effects of testing in order to yield more
comparable strength values?
DR. CARVALHO:
the record.

Joe Carvalho, for
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Yes.

We intend to test the

larger samples basically to verify the reduction
in strengths that occur from the large samples.
But more importantly, the
ultimate test is in the actual excavation itself.
So the response of the excavation could be
considered as the ultimate large-scale test that
will provide the information to calibrate models.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

In that

instance then, on page 10 of the revised GSV
document dating January 2014, it is stated that
the size of retrieved core materials that are to
be used for upscale tests are stated to be 305
millimetres.
In a previous response section to
EIS 12-511 samples at a size of 160 millimetres
diameter were mentioned.

This is on table 4,

page 15.
And on page 13 of the revised GSV
it is further noted that the previous DGR-8 core
samples drilled vertically were sized at 76
millimetres diameter.
So now we have the mention of
three different sizes of core.

My first question

in this series is is it feasible, using current
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drilling technology, to acquire sufficient
lengths of intact very large diameter core
materials for testing, that being the core
samples at the 305 millimetre diameter?
What planned hole depths and
sample numbers would be anticipated for each site
of measurement?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
Yes, there is technology to drill
large diameter samples up to six inches using
thin wall tubing.

I have done that myself.

And

you can get long enough samples to test.
With that said, the samples that
are 305 millimetres in size are meant to be subcored and different orientations to establish an
anisotropy.

Samples of that size and of

significant strength would require quite a large
loading frame, and I don't know if those exist.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Not to get

into the science of the testing, but there are
some very significant problems associated.
Would the upscale test samples be
drilled in shaft construction as well as the
horizontal construction or only during the
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horizontal development?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
They would be drilled in both
instances.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And therefore,

anisotropic features could be inferred between
the strength values, vertical, horizontal and
such, using the associated horizontal and
vertical drilling?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
Yes, that is correct.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And, in fact,

will the 305 millimetre diameter cores be used to
derive the strength scaling?

Will actual test

samples be created to that size or will sub-cores
at 160 millimetres only be used for the size
scaling?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
At this point the 160 millimetres
are the targeted samples for the upscaling simply
because of the demands on the loading frames.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Muecke, I
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believe the SON expert is now on the telephone.
So we will return back to Dr. Muecke's question.
May we please confirm, however,
that the expert is indeed now on the telephone?
DR. JACKSON:

Yes, I am here.

I

apologize, I had a battery problem.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I am very

familiar with that issue, thank you.

So we will

proceed with Dr. Muecke's question.
MEMBER MUECKE:

I shall restate

my question.
What level of detail do the SON
consider necessary in the Geoscience Verification
Plan prior to commencement of construction of the
proposed DGR?

DR. JACKSON:

For the record, my

name is Dr. Robert E. Jackson, I am a
geoscientist and advise at the SON.

I have had

many many years of nuclear facility construction
and regulation in my background.
I think your question is
difficult to answer in some ways without knowing
all of the technical detailed assumptions made in
the model by the proponent, or at least not
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having immediate access to them.
It would be difficult for us to
create an independent construction of a matrix of
the assumptions made versus any adverse
parameters which would be detected during shaft
construction.
Now, my comments will focus more
on the post-closure issues, not on the preclosure safety trigger points that have been
mentioned in the conversations this morning.
Now, OPG has indicated a few of
these trigger points in a positive effort in the
latest documents.

But it still appears that they

would be capable of constructing a much more
detailed matrix that would be in place and easily
reviewable during what I call the heat of
construction schedule pressure.
As an example, one of my
colleagues has mentioned earlier that if there
were mobile water discovered at any stage at the
depth, then this would be a major conflict with
the model assumptions made and should trigger a
significant reconsideration of the model and
probably an indefinite pause in construction.
Other similar concepts such as
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geologic mapping guide which defines what should
be examined as the shaft construction proceeds
and describes the types of items or issues that
should require a hold in construction for further
examination should be provided.
As an aside, Dr. Jensen mentioned
this morning a geoscience trigger of .5 metres of
differential offset, which would convert to 18
inches, as a reportable event.

But that would be

addressed and reported on in the operating
licence application, which would be well after
any immediate activities could take place.
I think the proponent plans to do
much of this in terms of the test plans and
obviously test plan involvement by interested
parties such as SON would be very helpful.
I think that although the
proponent plans to do this, my experience has
shown that once construction is underway there is
huge financial momentum to maintain advancing the
shaft at the expense of follow-up studies needed
unless an outside regulator comes in, issues a
stop-work order to allow for further analysis.
That is why it is important to
know what these trigger points are ahead of time
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so that the scientists involved can make quick
decisions on a pause in construction activities.
This latter point supports the
need of your question yesterday about having an
open process to review and observe the progress
against any such matrix in real time.

Because of

the construction momentum to push on through can
be overwhelming to the data gathering and
analysis elements by the scientists.
So I think that is my general
comments.

Again, they are focused on being able

to do as much ahead of time as possible.

And

obviously, something has to be done later on.
You know, there is a lot of unpredictability in
the geosciences parameters.

And so test plans

have to be constantly updated.
But it seems like a very thorough
analysis of trigger points versus assumption made
would be very beneficial.
Thank you.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Perhaps, as a bit

of a follow-up and maybe it is somewhat
repetitive, the Panel would be interested to know
what is SON's evaluation of the appropriateness
of the observational method, particularly with
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respect to possible input by the SON?
DR. JACKSON:

I think the

observational method is very important in terms
of if there is an allowance of time to be able to
observe these parameters during an accelerated
construction process.

To be able to review this

at a later date, let's say at an operating
licence phase, I don't think would be beneficial.
I don't know if that responds to
your question or not.
MEMBER MUECKE:

In part.

Obviously we are interested in the timing of the
information passing to the SON and in terms of
the SON being able to respond to that.
DR. JACKSON:

Alex, would you

like to comment on that?
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
To make the SON's participation
in this process effective I think builds into the
Geoscientific Verification Plan and its
implementation would need to be necessarily preestablished mechanisms where results that come
through something like the observational method
would be made quickly available to SON and we
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would have to have sort of standby technical
assistance so as not to hang up the process.
But I think the question is,
would there have to be a process in place to
allow for a quick deployment of this kind of
result to SON or presumably others?

And the

answer is, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Archibald?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

If I may

resume with OPG please?
On page 14 of the revised GVP it
states that strain gauges will be embedded in the
concrete, that would be the concrete liner in the
shaft construction, and the strain gauges will be
oriented circumferentially.
My question is could OPG explain
what will be the purpose of installing strain
gauges within the concrete liner and how will
information determined from these gauges be used
in conjunction with other information obtained
from embedded pressure cells to assess
geotechnical parameters?
DR. CARVALHO:
the record.

Joe Carvalho, for
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The intent of the strain gauges
in the concrete liner is primarily for those
formations that we have considered have the
potential to impart loads, long-term loads on the
liner and, as such, we need to have a measurement
of those.
The liner has been designed such
that the delay of its installation will require
that it won't carry the initial load in the rock,
that has been the design.

But in the shell

formations, due to the time dependency behaviour
of that rock, we need to monitor the build-up of
stresses on the liner.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

So this

installation will give confirmation of pressure
cell data that will also be included at the same
sites?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
That is correct.

so the pressure

that is imparted onto the liner radially from the
contact with the rock will have to be
corroborated by the increasing pressures or
stresses in the circumferential direction in the
liner.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

And on page 18 it is stated that stress
measurements will be performed in the main shaft
excavation by the overcoring method that you have
described and that CNSC has described.
And it is stated also that there
will be no stress measurement in the ventilation
shaft because it is located about 80 metres from
the main shaft and, therefore, stress conditions
are not expected to be different.
Could OPG justify why it is a
reasonable assumption to make that in-situ stress
will not vary in any significant fashion between
sites?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
The nature of the site that has
been chosen, that being a sedimentary site, and
the continuity on the rock formations and strata,
gives us the confidence that the behaviour of the
strata is fairly uniform across a great lateral
extent.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

In a secondary

section, on page 28, there is a description of
lateral development in-situ stress determination
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testing where such testing is made.
A statement is made that it is
expected that a test conducted at a repository
horizon will have a greater chance of
successfully yielding representative results than
an equivalent test in a shaft excavation and the
preferred location for such a test would be in
the geoscience room.
Could OPG explain why an in-situ
overcore or other stress test conducted at the
repository horizon would have a greater chance of
being successful than in the shaft and,
therefore, why are shaft tests being conducted?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
There is better opportunity for
orientation of the boreholes in which the tests
are going to be conducted and, therefore, to have
corroboration from measurements taken in
different orientations.

The USBM method is a

method that only measures stresses perpendicular
to the orientation of the borehole.
So in the shaft, basically, we
are testing as we sink the shaft vertically down.
And the spatial flexibility is much larger in the
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latter development.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I will just

ask one other question at this point.
On page 25 in geomechanical
testing it is stated that strength and stiffness
of rock at the repository horizon may also be
determined using noncored samples.

And this is

"alternatively, block samples of the limestone
may also be obtained for laboratory testing."
My question to OPG is, is this a
standard test?

And how will undisturbed block

samples of rock be acquired, transported, and
tested for characterization in order to compare
previous DGR-8 drill hole core test results?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
During construction there is the
opportunity of collection of large samples that
are a result of the excavation technique, and
those samples would be transported and tested
either by sub-coring or larger samples, larger
sizes.
There is no standard method for
larger samples, but the opportunity to grab
larger samples is greater at the horizon.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Therefore,

such samples would be excavated in very careful
fashion using drilling and blasting techniques or
mechanical excavation.
Is there any explanation as to
the obtainability of such a viable rock sample by
such methods?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
These samples would be collected
as a result of the excavation techniques and the
careful blasting techniques.

There is no plan to

actually do mechanical excavation to obtain such
samples.
MR. WILSON:
the record.

Derek Wilson, for

If I might as well.
As we discussed previously, the

requirements of the geotechnical and the
Geoscientific Verification Plan is again embedded
in the contracting strategy and we would be
working with the contractors.
For these specific types of
examples of large block sizes we may actually
have to alter the excavation for a round or two
rounds in order to be able to get these types of
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samples available to us.
And that is how we would work
that in with the contractors in the scheduling of
these events to be able to satisfy our needs
around the geotechnical aspects as well as, you
know, maintaining the control that we expect on
the openings.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MEMBER MUECKE:

Dr. Muecke?
Question is for

CNSC.
Today's verbal presentation, the
Panel understood that there were telephone
conversations between CNSC and OPG that resulted
in enhancements to the Geoscience Verification
Plan.

Is this perception correct?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
It is not just a perception, the
teleconference was conducted after an initial
review of the updated GVP.

The results of the

teleconference, the topics of discussion, have
all been documented in the CNSC sufficiency
review.

And it is document on the registry as

entry 1867.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So are these
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changes which are reflected in the Geoscience
Verification Plan that is before the Panel or are
they embedded in commitments?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
They are embedded in commitments
and so, therefore, in the next iteration of the
geo-scientific verification plan they will be
incorporated.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you.

Back to CNSC, particularly to
slide 8 in which CNSC staff requests that OPG
consider the use of geophysical methods to verify
the presence or absence of major fracturing
outside the DGR footprint.
The Panel's questions are, what
geophysical methods are envisioned for this, from
CNSC?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Dr. Nguyen will respond to the
question.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
When we were suggesting and
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recommending that -- giving that recommendation
to OPG, I was involved in some collaboration with
the IRSN, the French research organization for
the regulatory agency in France and they actually
use some geophysical methods.

I don't exactly

remember the details of the methods at the
present time, but I can get this information for
you, where those methods are used underground in
order to detect fractures outside the footprints
of the opening.
So that was what we recommended
OPG to look at in order to verify the absence or
presence of major fractures that might occur,
that might exist outside of the footprint of the
proposed repository.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Would it be

possible to have more information on this by late
this afternoon -- by the afternoon?
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
I would get that information.
There are a few papers from the IRSN on that
particular subject and that proposed not only a
method, but the method to interpret the resource
from the geophysical interpretation.
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MEMBER MUECKE:

Could you provide

the Panel with some indication of how far outside
the DGR footprint the studies are to be extended?
DR. NGUYEN:

From the results of

the safety assessment for the disruptive scenario
where a fault -- a major structure is assumed to
be located at different distances from the
repository, so I think the critical distance is
in the order of 100 metres, so if it is further
away than the 100 meters from the edge -- the
footprint of the repository, there is not much
inference on the results of the safety
assessment.
So fractures which are like major
fractures which are within tens of metres from
the footprint would be one that would cause
concern and maybe an update in the safety case.
MEMBER MUECKE:

So we are talking

tens of metres, okay.
And what degree of fracturing
would CNSC consider as major?
DR. NGUYEN:

Major fracture zones

has to be hydraulically conductive, so in case
some features are detected, it has to be
hydraulically characterized in order to see what
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inference it has on the safety case.
Having said all that, there are
strong indications from geochemical and
hydrogeologic data that would not be major
fracture zones within at least hundreds of metres
from the planned repository.
There was some modelling
performed by our contractor, our research
collaborator from Queens University that shows
that if a major fracture zone with hydraulic
conductivity, which are like three or four orders
of magnitude higher than the host rock, this
would be detected by the hydrogeological
information, like the pore pressure distribution
would be affected and from the site investigation
from the eight boreholes we haven't seen this
phenomenon.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
Question to OPG.

In the GVP it

is stated that:
"One over-core test is
planned within the Cobourg
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formation as shaft
development progresses into
that formation and during
repository level development
and in a lower site within
the Sherman Fall formation
decline a second over-core
test would be planned."
(As read)
Could OPG explain why
consideration for over-core stress testing has
only been given to siting at or near the shaft
island zone and not to the broader repository
horizon limits?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
The reason that the tests were
chosen to be conducted at those locations is
simply because we need the information as early
as possible before we start actually excavating
the lateral development.

So if there is a need

for some readjustment of orientation, it can be
addressed timely.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

And I realize

also that there would be interference from
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lateral excavation, structures and so on, on the
measurement, but would it also be in the future
plans during repository development to get
additional assessment of in-situ stress by taking
further afield tests?
DR. CARVALHO:

Joe Carvalho, for

the record.
Not currently.

There are other

instrumentation that would indicate the level of
stresses based on the response of the
excavations.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

In section 4.2.3 where you talk
about geological characterization, this being
specifically on page 35, it is stated that:
"Detailed mapping of
excavation surfaces will
provide information that can
be used to study the extent
and geometry of the EDZ
around the shaft excavation."
(As read)
My question is to OPG, if this
mapping is only of the geologic surface features
and not through use of ground-penetrating radar
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or tele-viewers and boreholes, et cetera, could
you explain how mapping of shaft surface features
can be used to assess the extent of the EDZ and
its geometry?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
The EDZ is part of a
characterization program where we will be using
ground-penetrating radar and geophysics and other
means to understand the EDZ at eight locations as
we go into the shaft.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

My confusion,

then, was that I read this as surface mapping
would be used to do this.

Would you confirm that

that is not true?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
I can confirm that's not true.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
I do have a question to Dr.
Nguyen and this is based upon a statement made by
Mr. Monem from the SON yesterday.
Based upon the submission, a
statement was made that the GVP needs to have a
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clear go/no-go decision-making function and not
just to facilitate engineering fixes.

This is a

paraphrase for the last part.
To Dr. Nguyen, this morning on
slide 16 you had mentioned some recommendations
that CNSC would be making concerning a no-go
situation -- various no-go situations for the
planned repository, one of which would be if
natural resources were found to exist that could
potentially harm the future development of this.
Could you restate the three
conditions that you had mentioned on your slide
number 16, please?
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
Those are the three conditions
that we have identified as which could have a
major impact on the safety case.

So the number

one is the low permeability of the host and
caprocks; number two is the absence of major
fractures, and we discussed about that; and
number three is the absence of economically
viable resources.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
much, sir.

Thank you very
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And now to OPG, are there or will
there be any clear go/no-go decisions built into
the GVP based upon these conditions or other
conditions that OPG is formulating and for
operating design cases that could initiate if
significant trigger indicators develop.
And could you potentially give me
any examples above and beyond what CNSC has
stated?
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think in Mr. Jensen's delivery
of the presentation this morning we used an
example of, you know, a fault of .5 metres and
significant groundwater inflows.

Those were just

for examples, those are not hard said trigger
values at this point.
As Mr. Jensen mentioned that
there is -- it is more of a mechanistic modelling
approach around the safety case that has a lot of
the features that we will be monitoring and
measuring that would go into the assessment.
But the intent of that discussion
was to indicate the types of activities that
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would trigger a pause and a re-evaluation of the
safety case to see whether or not there is an
impact and if there was an impact what that
impact would be and whether or not there were
mitigation activities that could be in place to
offset those findings.
Again, those we see as being ones
that we would inform the CNSC of and then again
re-evaluate the situation.

But we haven't set a

trigger to say that if the inflow of -- if we saw
an inflow of 18 litres a second versus 25 that
that would be acceptable, we haven't gone to that
level of detail.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

On the same

topic of triggers and go/no-go decisions, I would
direct this question to CNSC staff.
Has staff discussed or prepared
an understanding of your recommended tolerable
decision error around the triggers for both
during construction in terms of safety -- worker
safety, and also in the longer-term case
regarding the safety case?
In other words, by how much do
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triggers, whatever they are, have to be exceeded
to trigger regulatory action and would you please
provide the Panel with specific examples of by
how much triggers would have to be exceeded?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:
OPG.

Heads up to

I will be asking you similar questions

embedded within your management plans and what
corporately you would normally use for
triggering, especially in the near-term worker
safety case.
I understand in the longer term
it's a little bit more involved, but if you could
be prepared to answer, that would be great.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson.

Dr. Swanson, if it would be okay
to -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, please

proceed.
DR. THOMPSON:

Okay.

So the proposed updated GVP
identifies triggers that are related to the preclosure safety which, in some of the triggers,
relate to safety of workers during the
construction operations.

The benchmarks are
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related to post- closure safety.
So in terms of the triggers that
are related to pre-closure safety, some of the
examples that we have provided in our
presentation, for example, the 40 degree stress
deviates from plus or minus 40 degrees from the
estimated northeast direction, the measured
maximum horizontal stress exceeds 34 megapascals.
Those are firm numbers that the CNSC would use to
trigger enhanced regulatory compliance
activities, because to us those would be
indications of the values that, if exceeded,
would likely -- or not likely, would potentially
put worker health and safety risk.
So those would be triggers for us
for enhanced compliance verification activities
either by inspectors in our Waste Decommissioning
Division or we also have on-site inspectors on
the Bruce site.

So the compliance verification

activities are built around the activities of the
licensee so that we are there when we need to be.
In terms of the benchmarks for
the post-closure assessment and the -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Thompson,

if I could interrupt you, because I think you
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kind of missed the main point of my question,
which is -- and so to make my point I will use
the example you just gave us for a trigger.
So the trigger you gave us was 34
megapascals.

My question is, how much over 34 do

you have to be; 34.1, 35?

This is what I mean in

my discipline by tolerable decision error.
And, staff, when you are advising
licensees or your own management in terms of
exceeding triggers, the Panel would appreciate
knowing the decision precision that is required
(a) for worker safety, and then later on we can
discuss the safety case.
Do you understand now my
question?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
My understanding, and these are
absolute values that would trigger regulatory
action.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I assume, just

to redirect, plus or minus measurement error in
an instrument; is that correct?
Where I'm getting at is -- again,
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this is not my discipline so the Panel is
struggling to understand this, but in my
discipline if you exceed a trigger value the
tolerance is directly proportional to the hazard
or the risk, but you always still have to account
for precision of an instrument, for example.
So could you just please explain
to me to what extent that applies, first of all
in the worker safety case, and then later on when
we come to major decisions around whether or not
the safety case itself is jeopardized?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson for

the record.
As you know, this is not my area
of expertise either, so the measurement of error
around, for example the pressure measurements, so
I will ask Dr. Nguyen to explain what the process
would be to consider the triggers.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
I believe the process is when you
find a value which exceeds that trigger which is,
let's say 34 megapascals, then you have to verify
the validity, the reliability of those measures
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by maybe performing some additional measurements,
some near the same point where you get this value
and you have to test, you have to verify the
accuracy of the measurements before you get into
the decision of going into the contingency
measures which were defined previously.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I'm going to

press the pause button because I think it would
be helpful to switch over to OPG for part (a)
which is the safety during construction case.
And if OPG could help the Panel
understand what your sequence of events is,
including with your contractors if for -- let's
take the hypothetical, that you get a pressure
measurement above 34 megapascals and how quickly
you run through that sequence such that you
maintain your safety requirements.
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think maybe just a couple of
statements before we get to that specific
example.

The triggers that we have identified

are set on a database of information that has
been evaluated based on -- and I think Dr.
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Carvalho mentioned some of the aspects that went
into the database and the trigger setting.
The safety level is above that of
the trigger value; the trigger value is not set
at safety.
So that this is an opportunity
based on -- these are observed, or these are
predicted values that we don't expect to be
observed, they are conservative and they are
greater than that of what we expect to actually
measure in the field.
piece.

So that is the first

We have -THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could I ask you

to just forgive me, but tell me what layer of
safety is added?

What's the difference between

your trigger and the actual threshold for safety,
again just for example, with the 34 megapascals?
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
Again, each of the parameters has
a different impact, but just in discussions with
my colleagues, you know, if you look at the rock
at the Cobourg formation it's 120 megapascals.
We have set an expected stress at 34 based on all
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the evidence that we have.
There is a huge margin of safety
there in this particular case with respect to the
34 megapascals.
acceptable.

However, 34.5 would not be

If it hits 34 it has to be evaluated

and reconsidered in the context of the use in its
modelling and the use that we have.
So I don't know if that helps,
but for us the trigger -- and I think you have
already spoken about the sample.

An individual

value doesn't determine and over-exceedance, as
you say, it could be the test method, it could be
the equipment used.

We would validate that

either through one or more measurements to
confirm that that is the actual measurement.
But in the event that it was and
it was determined to be above the trigger, then a
course of action would take place and that course
of action would be embedded in our quality
construction assurance and our field testing
inspection processes, as well as the detailed
field investigation plans that Mr. Jensen
mentioned earlier.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So to paraphrase and maybe extend
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it a little further, and please confirm whether I
have this right, that margin of safety between
your trigger and the actual safety threshold
gives you the time to do the extra sampling and
confirm?
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
That is correct.

And I think we

went back and said that safety is the key
priority, and so if there was need to validate
that information we wouldn't progress with -- you
know, we wouldn't progress forward without having
that validation in that particular instance.
And this one feeds into larger,
but if you think more about the triggers that we
have set with respect to ground control, for
instance, those triggers are set in such a way
that we have time to evaluate and use the
appropriate ground control going forward, it's
the observation, we have our mapping, we have our
physical, we can then look and see what is the
most appropriate ground support system to the
rock conditions that we are in and what we expect
to see moving forward.
So there are various elements and
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each one of them has a very specific application
to the type of testing that we are going to be
undertaking or, again as Mr. Carvalho mentioned
with respect to shaft liner design.

So again, if

the deformation is something that we have a need
to consider, we have time to do that.

We are not

going to put the liner in jeopardy, we have time
to consider.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So back to CNSC, and now we are
switching over to part (b) of my question, which
has to do with triggers that pertain to the
safety case and the validity of the safety case.
So again I repeat my question:
How sure does CNSC need to be?
Now we are at your three topics
which are the low permeability of the caprock, so
your trigger would be it's not as permeable as we
expected; (b) the absence of major fractures, so
the trigger would be there is one; and (c) the
presence of economically viable resources being
confirmed.
So the Panel's question is:

How

much permeability in the caprock would trigger?
How major is major, to echo Dr. Muecke's
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question?

How much hydrocarbon resource, et

cetera, and where with respect to the DGR?

Is

this kind of thinking already underway and we
have heard a reference very briefly to
remodelling.
So can you please step the Panel
through the process so we can understand how sure
you need to be before you determine that this
safety case is no longer valid?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So we have identified the three
major factors that have a major influence on the
safety case and so deviation from the expected
measurements based on the site characterization
information that has gone into the safety case to
date, so the process is through the GeoScientific Verification Plan and other
activities, one of these three factors are not
validated.
The expectation is that this is a
reportable event that the licensee has to report
to the Commission.

CNSC staff would, through an

initial event report, bring this forward to the
Commission for their information.

A reportable
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event requires a detailed assessment from the
licensee, and so the expectation is that the new
evidence discovered by OPG would be remodelled in
their safety case, would be remodelled, an
updated safety case would be submitted to CNSC
staff for review and all the accompanying
validation, there would be a technical review of
this report to the CNSC, we would present it to
the Commission.
Depending on the findings of this
assessment we have given essentially two
outcomes.

One outcome is that with the

information that has been provided the new
findings from the geo-verification program, the
licensee has been able to put mitigation measures
in place that will ensure long-term safety.
The other option -- yes, the
other option is that it would require a major
change to the design to move forward with a
safety case.
So in the case that the long-term
safety could not be insured with mitigation
measures, we would go to the Commission with a
recommendation that this project cannot continue
forward.

If the findings with design changes,
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for example, would be able to maintain the safety
case, then there would likely be a requirement
for an amendment to the licence or changes to the
design that would trigger a regulatory process.
That process of going to the
Commission with this type of information is
fairly significant.

The licensee would also

bring forward their case and this would be
discussed in a public forum.
If the outcome is that an
amendment to the licence or a major change in the
design, this would likely trigger a fairly
significant process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
So one final follow-up question,
and I have asked this question different ways at
different times, so I will ask it again.

How

much of a change in the safety case?
So for example, right now under
normal evolution we are many orders of magnitude
below the 1 mSv per year dose limit for the
general public.

So let's for argument sake say

we are 100,000 times below, what if it changes to
10,000 times below versus 1,000 times below?
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What constitutes a significant enough change to
trigger that very significant process that you
have just described to the Panel and on what
basis does staff make those judgment calls?
This comes back to what I keep
calling in my discipline tolerable decision
error, and of course it is directly proportional
to uncertainty.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
So we have been talking about the
safety assessment.

There are also the elements

of the safety case with the other arguments and
the lines of reasoning that build the confidence
in the safety case.
So for example, we have
identified 0.3 mSv for the normal evolution
scenario as being the safety criteria.

And, as

you mentioned, with the current safety case and
lines of evidence, there is about 100,000 safety
margin around that number.
Given the long time frames there
would still need to be a fairly significant
margin of safety, but what Dr. Nguyen was telling
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me is that just looking at the number may be
misleading because you may have the same number
but your other lines of evidence reduce the
confidence in that number that you have.
So it's the number, but there
also has to be a margin of safety around that
number that is supported by the other lines of
evidence.
You had asked, Dr. Swanson, and I
think we had committed to come back after lunch
to look at the risk criterion and the process,
but perhaps that would help as well.

But

essentially the key message is that 0.3 mSv is
the safety criteria that has been recommended for
example by the ICRP, 1 mSv with a dose constraint
of 0.3, but given the very long time frames and
the uncertainty that will not be reduced
significantly unless we have lots and lots of
data.
They would still need a margin of
safety around that 3 mSv -- that 0.3 mSv.

It may

not need to be hundreds of thousands, but it
would need to be significant.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I believe Dr. Muecke now has a
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question for NRCan.
MEMBER MUECKE:
NRCan.

This is for

Stepping back from the geo-science

verification plan to the relative risk analysis
by the Independent Expert Group, and the Panel is
directing this question to Dr. Desbarats.
Dr. Desbarats, could the Panel
ask you for your assessment of the conclusion by
the Independent Expert Group regarding the
suitability of a granite body in the Precambrian
Shield versus the Cobourg formation?
The Independent Expert Group
based its analysis on a better than average
granite in terms of fracture density, apertures,
predictability, et cetera, and concluded that for
these parameters the Cobourg formation would be
more favourable.
Could you comment on that?
MR. DESBARATS:

Alexandre

Desbarats, Natural Resources Canada, for the
record.
I wasn't under the impression
that the Independent Expert Group had actually
made a recommendation of the Cobourg formation
over the granite disposal concept.

My
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understanding is that from the geo-science
perspective and from a hydrogeological
perspective the IEG's main conclusion was that a
granite DGR would have fractures surrounding it,
whereas the Cobourg Bruce DGR appears to have far
fewer fractures, if any.
So there is no doubt that based
on experience at the URL and at other sites that
the presence of fractures is an issue.
And more to the point, the
problem with a granite site is one of
characterization of certainty with respect to the
hydraulic properties.
The sedimentary sites, like the
Bruce site are inherently easier to characterize,
so in that respect perhaps I can understand that
the IEG might lean towards the Bruce site simply
on the basis of our ability to characterize such
a site which is easier compared to a site in
granite.
I don't know if that answers your
question or provides some understanding.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Yes, thank you,

it does.
Perhaps I can ask you one more
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rather specific question.

You note, and so does

the Independent Expert Group, that porosity of
granite is lower than that found -- generally
lower than that found in the Cobourg formation,
but that effective diffusion coefficients are
lower, and you mentioned that in your written
submission.
Do these values apply for the
"better than average granite"?
MR. DESBARATS:
it's generalized.

I don't think

I think it would be essential

to measure the porosity and diffusion coefficient
at any site.

There are variabilities at any

given site.
For example, at the URL they may
have measured porosities that range, maybe not
over an order of magnitude, but over a certain
range and diffusion coefficients similarly will
exhibit a certain variability depending on where
the sample is taken.
So I don't think you can make any
generalization with that with respect to those
properties.

Essentially you have to go into a

site and take the measurements.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you,
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Dr. Desbarats.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

I would like

now to return back to the theme that I was
pursuing with CNSC, but now I am going to
redirect along the same theme to OPG, but of
course the context for OPG is as the proponent
these tolerable decision errors would be
corporate decision errors in terms of when your
Geo-Science Verification Plan would yield data
that trigger returning to your post-closure
safety case and recalculating (a); and (b) how
much your safety case would change to trigger a
notification to CNSC and also your own
management.
So can you help the Panel
understand your normal corporate procedures in
this regard?
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
In the normal course of doing
work, any changes that would be triggers would
require notification internally as well as
externally.
The way our system works, and I
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described this earlier, when we have low level
events or large events we report these routinely.
Sometimes we would look for trends in that
result, or sometimes they would trigger an
immediate reaction.
And the way that works is, they
would be reported the day that it was found.

The

example that we used earlier was the 34
megapascals.

If there was a measurement that

would be reported immediately, it would go into
our system, we would then take the steps to look
at if that was the right result, et cetera, as
Mr. Wilson explained.
So that part of the reporting
process automatically would notify our management
that there had been a change in some parameter.
The parameter in and of itself would not be
sufficient to say there is a change to the safety
case without doing the appropriate analysis.
So when something like that
happens part of the action coming out of the
event, if you will, would be to assess what the
impact would be on the safety case and as we went
into that process we would look at what would the
effect be, how significant was that and if it was
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significant, of course, we would be reporting to
the CNSC, but before we got into reporting to the
CNSC, OPG and NWMO through contracts would look
at what are the options to mitigate that.
So the intent would not be to
just simply say that affected the safety case
and, therefore, let's continue, it would be to
look at how can we mitigate whatever that result
was so that the safety case would remain intact.
That would be our first response, if you will.
If that was not possible, and as
Dr. Thompson talked about, if it required a
significant design change that would need to go
back in front of the Commission in this case,
then we would begin to notify the CNSC of what
that would be, we would go through the design
evaluation process, determine if it was in fact
possible to make a design change that would
change or reduce the change, we would propose
that to the CNSC staff for their review and then
we would obviously determine our own internal
review of that, CNSC would have their review and
then, as Dr. Thompson described, it would be
presented to the Commission for decision-making.
So there is sort of a continuum
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of results that we would look at.

So it's not

just one trigger or one event that would cause
this type of a review, it would have to be done
on -- and I wouldn't say a continuous basis,
because obviously we are not going to go re-run
safety analysis every time we see something, but
we would consider that, test whether it was a
significant change to the safety case and then
perform that analysis with appropriate reporting
to the regulator.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So I'm going to

make one more attempt to get a little better
understanding of what you mean my "significant".
So I always like to think in
terms of concrete examples.
if'.

So let's say 'what

What if your measurements of the

characteristics of the caprock indicated that
there was a substantial change in your
understanding of the degree to which diffusion
dominates -- now, I am not a specialist here, so
I'm not going to say more than that or I will get
myself into trouble, but essentially that
something has substantially changed in terms of
your understanding the caprock.
You run that through your model
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and instead of getting results that show 100,000
times below 1 mSv per year, you are now 10,000
times below 1 mSv per year.

Has OPG gone through

the thought process of whether that is
"significant" enough to go through the process
just described by Ms Swami?
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:
interject.

If I could

It's okay to say no, you haven't gone

through the thought process yet.
--- Laughter / Rires
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So I think that my 'no answer'
might be a little longer than 'no'.
The no answer is, because what
the result is at that time will determine the
reaction, so it's very hard for us to say 10,000
versus 100,000 because we will have different
information at that time, so you may change the
uncertainty evaluation around that number and be
more certain, so that might make a difference on
whether that was the appropriate number or not.
And so I think that the point
that we would like to stress is these things
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would bubble to management and it would be
through open dialogue with the regulator that we
would ensure they knew also when these changes,
you know, were taking place.

So it's not a

matter of us, you know, we're squirreling away,
doing engineering calculations in the back room
and saying, "Oh, yeah, everything is good".

I

don't want to leave that impression.
I want to leave the impression
that we're going to do these tests.

There are

certain triggers but there are also certain
amount of dialogue with the regulator on an
ongoing basis so that they have the opportunity
to, say, go through that same process of
assessing, "Well, that sounds a little more
significant and we'd like more details on that".
So we would continue to have that dialogue.
It is part of our regulatory
process with the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission that on a regular and routine basis we
share information on our operations, on our
Western Waste Management Facility operations so
that they can assess themselves the performance
for our licensed activities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
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I have one last question and then
I'll turn it back to Dr. Archibald.
And again, this is to both OPG
and CNSC.

Did you consider whether microbial

studies should extend to the cap rock sequence
and even perhaps other formations along the shaft
in order to complement the shaft seal performance
studies?
First, OPG, please.
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
That was part of the
understanding of the shaft seal behaviour.

We do

plan to have tests that would be in the shale
materials.

We haven't defined them as specific

microbial- oriented tests but they would -- we
try to be in the actual conditions so that we
would have appropriate influence of microbes on
those to the extent that they were relevant to
the overall performance.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

So, just

to confirm, the natural bugs will be there anyway
and they'll be doing their thing during your
testing.

Are you going to actually have some

hypotheses in attempting to distinguish among the
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various causative factors for some of the
responses in the rock?

I'm thinking especially

geochemistry.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
We have conducted some
microbiological studies certainly within the cap
rocks and in the Cobourg as part of the drilling
of DGR-8 and have essentially found nothing.
It's due, in part, to the low activity of the
water, 0.75 and so there doesn't appear to be a
lot of microbiological activity.

But these tests

that we're doing now would be used to develop the
methods for any future tests in the geoscience
room or during the shaft excavation.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And Dr. Jensen,

does that include when it becomes wetter because
you're going to be using water and producing
water during construction?
MR. JENSEN:

At present, the work

is on characterizing the microbiological
communities in the rock at present.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:
for the record.

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,
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Dr. Goulet who was here last week
is a biogeochemist and he's been essentially
leading the review in terms of microbial process.
When you asked an earlier
question on external review of the GVP, the
updated GVP from OPG, it's actually one of the
areas where we have relied on external third
party support for CNSC staff and is likely
something that we would also do in the future to
make sure that we are covering the aspects that
need to be covered.
But I don't have an answer to
that question as we didn't anticipate it and Dr.
Goulet isn't here.

But the sense we had was with

the recommendation that was made to OPG in terms
of consideration of microbial processes and their
GVP and their acceptance of that work that they
would cover the aspects that the CNSC experts
found important.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
This is to OPG.

In section 4.2.6

of your description of sealing material tests to
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be conducted within the Queenston or Blue
Mountain formations during shaft sinking, I
believe the proposal is to drill boreholes into
large block samples and do sealing tests in those
blocked materials.

Is that true?

MR. JENSEN:

It is correct that

we will do seal tests within the Queenston and
the Georgian Bay.

The precise nature of those

studies is yet to be determined.

Quarry blocks

is one option.
Another option perhaps may be to
actually drill boreholes horizontally into those
formations from the shaft.

And another option

may be to conduct experiments in a very similar
underground research laboratory elsewhere.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
much.

Thank you very

That was exactly what I was leading to,

because I was going to ask whether there had been
test trials done elsewhere in Europe, for
example, using similar technologies.
Because for the Cobourg formation
you'll be doing large in-room tests and therefore
the difference may be substantial in the kind of
results that you get.

But as the testing is not

underway yet, that's fine.
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I do have a question then, and
this is to drill down to the subject.

I've been

waiting to use that phrase all day.
--- Laughter / Rires
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

This is based

upon CNSC's submission PMD 14-1.2 page 16 where
proposed trigger levels for various geomechanical
properties determined shaft sinking and
horizontal formation work are laid out.
For example, on page 16 during
shaft sinking the trigger level, based upon
unconfined compression strength and elastic
modulus of the rock is stated to be one standard
deviation lower than the mean value determined
from DGR-8 boreholes sample testing.

That is,

there will be a variation based upon historic
data that had been achieved from strength and
Young's modulus testing in previous work.

This

is the CNSC document PMD 14-1.2 page 16.
For lateral development the
geomechanical property trigger level criteria for
these same parameters are stated to be when the
UCS and the modulus values are less than 80
megapascals and 30 gigapascals respectively.
the trigger level criteria are different for

So
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shaft and for horizontal repository developments.
When you go to the appropriate
section on the trigger levels for opening
convergence, for shaft convergence, trigger level
is set when incremental shaft while deformation
greater than 5 percent of the total predicted
deformation by modelling occurs.

For lateral

development this occurs when convergence of the
opening exceeds 10 millimetres or the change in
site stress is greater than 5 megapascals.

So

you can see there is a difference here.
When you come to in-situ stress
conditions for shaft construction trigger level
is such that stresses are greater than 20 percent
of the current predicted values; for lateral
development when the horizontal stress exceeds 24
megapascals.
So my question to OPG is:

Why

are the trigger level criteria for the same
parameters either different in magnitude or
defined differently for each stage of
construction?

Is there a rationale for the

variation?
DR. CARVALHO:
the record.

Joe Carvalho, for
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I believe it's just the choice of
how the trigger values were presented.

For

instance, 80 megapascals in the Cobourg versus
the average value of all the samples in the
Cobourg does translate to one standard deviation
lower than the mean.
So I think what has happened is
that the definition of the trigger values was
expressed in absolutes instead of percentages.
So in that sense I don't think we have changed
the criteria but just other criteria was
presented.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

There is a

great sense of confusion when one reads this and
one would expect that at this level of
presentation they would be better represented.
Thank you.
The last question is based upon
the presentation by Natural Resources Canada this
morning, and on their written submission, PMD 14P1.6.

And this is based upon the recommendation

that Dr. Muecke had mentioned before by NRCan
that the proponent should consider including
near-field microseismic monitoring as part of the
GVP as this may provide timely information for
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the assessment of deformation and stress changes
should such changes exceed triggers.
My question to OPG and based upon
the fact that a microseismic monitoring system
has not been considered as part of the GVP, and
this is not in your presentations at this point,
would you have knowledge of the types of triggers
or inferences that could be anticipated to result
from the implementation of such monitoring
devices?
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
My understanding of the
microseismic system is that it would provide
spatial evidence of where microseismicity is
occurring where things are critically stressed
and are potentially in a fail position.

I think

we would agree with NRCan that if trigger values
or other values and waste understands the
stability of these openings and, of course, this
DGR has been designed for stability -- it has
been designed with large pillars and the like -that implementing a microseismic system would be
a sensible idea.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

To your
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knowledge, is there any basis from mining
practice or previous repository research to
validate this is a useful method of supporting
the geotechnical design and safety case features
of the GVP?

By this I would refer you back to

the Pinawa example.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
We're not aware of any
application.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you.

And I would turn the same question to CNSC for
response.
Would this be anticipated to be a
useful mechanism or feature for analysis of the
safety case and long-term geotechnical features
of the repository?
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
It would be useful.

It would be

-- from staff's assessment it would be nice to
have, but we believe that the stability of the
underground opening has a very high factor of
safety so it's not absolutely a necessity to
have.
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MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

Thank you very

much.
The reason why I made reference
to mining practice is that practically every
underground mine in this province must have a
rockburst monitoring system which is equivalent
to a microseismic system such as this.
MR. WILSON:

Dr. Archibald, if I

could?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
MR. WILSON:

Yes.

Just for clarity,

our understanding of the Natural Resources Canada
recommendation is in the event that we observe -I believe we have provided an IR response with
respect to the potential for rockbursts at the
DGR facility and given, again, the low stress and
the high strength of the rock, we don't
anticipate that we're going to have such events
at the DGR facility.
So when Mr. Jensen suggested that
it was a reasonable approach that was under the
assumption that we had observed some conditions
that would suggest such a system would be
employed.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:

I apologize.
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The inference was that rockbursts and damage
would not be occurring, but the Natural Resources
Canada's original statement in their written
document was that it would be nice to have to
build up on their regional seismicity network.
So it would be a "nice to have", not a necessary
requirement.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

Thank you very

This concludes the Panel's questions based

on the previous three presentations.
We will continue with the agenda.
Next on our schedule today are
two 30-minute oral presentations.

We will

proceed with the first presentation before lunch
and then the second presentation after lunch.
As previously explained, the
Panel will direct its questions to presenters
following each presentation.

The Panel will

consider, time permitting, questions submitted by
registered participants at the end of the day.
I would ask each of the
individuals and groups making oral presentations
this morning and this afternoon to remain
available until the end of today's session, if
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possible, in the event that we have time
available to consider questions from registered
participants.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The first 30-

minute presentation is by Save Our Saugeen Shores
which is PMD 14-P1.41 and 41A.
As in previous days, for a 30minute presentation the amber light will come on
when you have five minutes left and then the red
light will come on when time is up.

If the red

light comes on, I will ask you to wrap up as soon
as possible.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Taylor...?

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
SAVE OUR SAUGEEN SHORES, JILL TAYLOR
AND ROD McLEOD

MS TAYLOR:
Chair and Panel.

Thank you, Madam

My name is Jill Taylor,

President of Save Our Saugeen Shores and with me
is Rod McLeod, Director of SOS.
We are here to object to the
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construction of a DGR-1 at the Bruce Nuclear
site. Having presented our opposition before the
Panel in 2013 we return to address the
significance of residual effect, geoscience plan,
DGR expansion, waste inventory, alternative means
of risk analysis in two parts, Part A, science;
Part B community acceptance.

I will deal with

Part A and Mr. McLeod will address Part B.

We

will then have a conclusion.
SOS was formed in 2012 in
opposition to our town council's decision to
enter into the DGR-2 siting process for used
nuclear fuel.

This January, Saugeen Shores was

eliminated from the siting process due to size,
geological settlement and VEC factors.
The APM and observational method
are no excuse for OPG's reluctance to present
fact or to repeat 2013 data with an unacceptable
number of unknowns.

Although there is no

precedent of such a project anywhere in the
world, OPG puts forward a predesigned case that
includes unknowns such as the unknown character
and quantity of waste, the ability of the site to
accommodate above and below grade components, the
geoscience of the rock.
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In addition to the inadequacies
of data an analysis, there is an unacceptable
bias and overconfidence of approach that is a
hazard to the project and its safety case.

With

so many consequential risks and so little reason,
the DGR licence should be rejected by the Panel.
We pause to note that although
you have heard from many intervenors, the public
has been limited in its ability to participate in
these September hearings.

Public notification

was made through electronic means to the 2013
participants.

It is possible that many members

of the public may have wanted to speak and were
not notified through mail or email.

Also, there

was an extremely short timeframe to prepare for
submissions.
Topic one, "significance of
residual adverse effect".

OPG was asked by you

to provide logic of reasoning, context for
predictable, measureable change and conclusions
that were to be the result of clear decision
trees.

The rationale for analysis of

significance of adverse effect was to be
transparent, credible, defensible, clear,
reliable and appropriate.

The precautionary
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principle was to be used and the consequence of
being wrong about the significance of a
particular effect was to be described.
OPG chose definitions of adverse
effect based on FEARO in 1994 where an adverse
effect may be considered significant if it is
major or catastrophic, widespread, long term
and/or frequent or irreversible.

Conversely,

adverse effects that are inconsequential or
minor, localized, infrequent or of short duration
or reversible may be considered not significant.
We ask why choose FEARO 1994 when
more appropriate definitions are available?

In

our opinion, OPG resorts to these criteria so
that they can design scenarios to suit a "no
significance adverse effect" conclusion.
For example, a test case of
adverse radionuclide exposure is described using
one receptor, a human, at the boundary of the
Bruce site for a short duration timeframe.

Using

this model, OPG concludes the effect of exposure
is not significant.

We ask not significant to

whom and why?
We also ask how does this compare
to scores of people at the fenceline?

Does the
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scenario assume that people will know they have
been accidentally exposed and seek help?

Is the

model based on a catastrophic event or a silent
leak of radionuclides through air or water and
what if the exposure was measured in hours or
days as it was at WIPP?
The third-party reader cannot
determine how OPG's imagine scenarios are
modelled or how the decision not significant was
established through narrative evaluation.

Lack

of transparency and inconsistent approach are
root problems of scenario assessment and the
application of the FEARO labels and the OPG never
answers the Panel's question:

What is the

consequence of being wrong?
There are many examples where
measuring of effects results in questionable
conclusion.

We will discuss by example

hydrogeology, stormwater features, effect on the
lake and groundwater, climate, air and noise.
Take for example OPG's evaluation
of effect on water quality to establish a "no
significant adverse effect".
The contiguous nature of the
watershed in the lake is ignored, isolating the
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site study to only a small portion of the local
watershed area, allowing the claim that the
effects do not extend into streams, sea or Lake
Huron beyond the point of discharge.

Yet, IEG

then describes radioactive diffusion potential
through the Cobourg and aquifers to the lake far
beyond the boundary of MacPherson Bay.
For normal and abnormal climate
and climate change, OPG ignored the climatic
factors in the pre and post-closure phases.
There is no reliable study of the
effect of construction excavation activities on
groundwater levels.

Yet, definitive changes in

groundwater levels should be predicted at the
site due to drilling, the fracturing of the
surface, the disruption of water table at the two
vertical shafts and the construction of the waste
rock management area monoliths.
The Panel asked for a definitive
backup for the OPG responses.

Contextually

accurate information should be provided.
However, in the section on hydrology OPG cites
previous reports and then only adds three sources
unrelated to the site and its contextual lake and
groundwater hydrology.
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This points to a lack of
contextually pertinent responses and new evidence
to better evaluate significance of effect.
Averaging is often used to
minimize peak levels of effect.

For example,

average data on particulate concentrations and
frequency cause underestimation of true air
quality adversity for the local and regional
impact of construction.

There is exceptionally

poor accounting for dispersal of contaminated
particulate within the outside -- within and with
outside the Bruce site over long periods -excuse me -- over periods of 24 hours a day
construction that would last three decades.
As with other aspects of harm
that are not cumulatively assessed, the analysis
of noise doesn't reflect cumulative effect and
noise from construction in combination with air
quality degradation, vibration from construction
of blasting over the 100 years-plus project.
In a very disturbing attempt to
downplay the adverse effect of noise, OPG tells
us that such noise is typical of rural
environments.
The conclusion of "no significant
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effect" is is poorly constructed.

It

demonstrates its inconsistent decision trees and
no reliability of risk analysis.

Despite

assertions, it is not precautionary and it never
considers the consequence of being wrong.
Topic two, geoscientific plan.
OPG has not adequately updated this geoscientific
plan, has no intent to provide further
verification before a licence application and
little before construction.

OPG says this is

acceptable because, I quote:
"During the construction of
earth or rock structures, for
example, dams and underground
rock openings, the
observational method can be
applied as a continuous
managed and integrative
process of design,
construction, control,
monitoring and review."

(As

read)
The observational method is not
suited to this non-mine, non-dam project because
of significant unpredictability and the
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significant consequences of failure at any time
in its planning through closure phases.
The tenuous case for the project
is reflected in the exceptional number of
unknowns shown in OPG's Table 3.1, including rock
mass quality, groundwater inflow, excavation
deformation, rock loading, geomechanical
qualities, in situ stress and rock pillar
integrity and response.
What we still ask is what
triggers will be used to determine if a line has
been crossed or if below grade safety measures
and culture are gone awry.
An example of inadequate data
available to design and then just guessing,
considering an approach -- for consideration is
the rock pillar design upon which all size
predictions for the two and four panels of the
DGR are based.

I quote:
"It is expected that vertical
stresses in the centre of
these thick pillars will be
well below the compressive
strength of the Cobourg
formation limestone."
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OPG says that closure walls of
the containment rooms are strong enough to
withstand explosion.

What about the rock

pillars, the ceilings, floors and corridors?
The project has been expanded
three times since 2004.

Ten (10) years later,

there is no substantive improvement to the
geoscience.
Topic 3, DGR expansion plans.
Emphasizing the phased project is
-- that the phased project is sequential, OPG
ignores factors that will cause expansion to have
significant adverse effects on infrastructure and
safety case in pre and post-closure.
The doubling of physical size
above and below ground will result in layout and
engineering design changes at precarious depths
between the old and new panel array.

There will

be doubling of potential hazard to VECs, increase
in radiological inventory and further disruption
to the cultural and socioeconomic stability of
the region.
This increased risk to worker and
public health during construction, doubled by
doubling the phases of construction, doubling of
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waste, weighting on the surface, double burden in
emplacement enclosure all point to increased
significant risk.
Claiming that the second phase
will only be twice the size of Phase I, OPG
avoids accurate definition of the expansion
scenario below or aboveground.
OPG falters on the size of the
panels.

They don't know about the rock room

structure or size, or the number of rooms
required by the waste generated by the dormant
plants.
OPG knows that the physical
expansion will extend far beyond their site.

The

double-sized DGR will not fit within the
boundaries that were established, and expansion
will extend under the WWMF facility and
potentially into the Bruce B site.
We would describe this expansion,
among other things, as widespread expansion.
There is inadequate planning for
expansion that results in observations of no
description of the emergency exit system required
by doubling, no accounting for long circulation
routes, no discussion of effective construction
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on the surface facilities of the WWMF from below.
The expansion of the temporary
and permanent waste rock management area for the
expanded DGR has not been risk assessed.

The

doubled area will have consequential effects on
the planning of the construction area, air
quality, water quality and health effects.
If the DGR is doubled, the
excavation will likely last a decade.

Then there

will be a break period of 40 years, after which
construction will ensue for another decade.
The build-up of the waste rock
management area will be continuous, 350 days a
year, 24/7, with dust being dispersed, dragged as
rock and contaminated waste is skipped to the
surface and trucked to the waste management area.
Why is this expansion not
classified as widespread and catastrophic in
significance?
There is a casual approach to
expansion of the stormwater management pond that
is not precautionary.

The layout and capacity of

the pond cannot have been sized for the full
volume of process and surface water during
decommissioning because neither is known.
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The below grade expansion area is
not credible.

If the main and ventilation shafts

are blocked, what strategy is there to reach the
half-emplaced waste below and used fuel storage
area -- below the used fuel storage 600 metres
above, and how do people get out?
Look closely.

The new Panels 3

and 4 will be blasted under the Western Waste
Management nuclear storage tanks.
OPG is currently anticipating
135,000 cubic metre volume of decommissioning
waste, but we are -- but they are rounding up to
200,000 cubic metres.

More accurate projections

can certainly be made of the waste from remote
buildings so that we can assess if the movement
of decomm waste to the site is possible or
impossible to accommodate.
If it is not -- if it cannot be
accommodate, why are they considering a DGR, an
expanded DGR on a site with so many limits to
growth and why put Pickering and Darlington down
this expensive hole, or try to, after trucking it
all the way to the WWMF starting in 2040, only to
find that it doesn't fit?
Has OPG told the whole lake
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community and the 40 million residents who rely
on water and sustenance from Lake Huron that all
the decommissioning waste from almost all of
Ontario is coming to the Bruce and that it will
be abandoned here forever?
On their behalf, we ask, if
decommissioned waste is brought to the WWMF in
2040, will that waste take priority over low
level waste produced at the Bruce?

If so, will

the DGR 1 be filled with waste from remote sites
and then another two panels required to
accommodate the decomm waste from Bruce A and B?
Will low level waste then be left
on the surface in perpetuity?

And if no solution

to high level waste is found, will we find
Pickering and Darlington stuffed down our DGR
with the low level and high level waste still
standing around waiting for a home?
The plan to enlarge a DGR by
doubling for decommissioning waste should be
prohibited now and new solutions for decomm waste
found.
Topic 4.
character.

The slides are on waste

The footer is incorrect.

I'm sorry.

The waste characterization plan
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includes known and unknown waste and hazard.

Of

great significance to the OPG submission across
the discussion of this project as a whole is the
update that says 75 percent of the waste is low
level waste and 25 percent is intermediate level
waste, but that radioactivity is -- of the waste
is 20:1 in ratio, intermediate waste to low level
waste.
During the public information
sessions and on the OPG web site, the public has
been continuously misled about the character of
the waste and its quantity of long-lived
intermediate level waste that will be abandoned
and placed in the DGR.
Section 9 describes a plan for
waste characterization that is inconclusive,
incomplete and will not be finished until
construction and emplacement.
The methodology of verification
demonstrates over-confidence that increased risks
and is a methodological threat in itself.
For example, the OPG text is
unclear in the description of how retube will be
accommodated on the site and within the
emplacement schedule.

As a result, aspects of
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waste verification will persistently affect the
requirements of progressive design.
As changes to the inventory are
made and dose levels upgraded, new construction
schedules, distances and shielding will be
required mid-project.
Our confidence in the safety case
is exemplified by scenarios such as cage fall
with retube waste accompanied by package breach.
Described as highly unlikely, no consideration is
given to the unsealed shafts exposing workers,
the mine, the public and the aboveground
environment as well as the below grade aqueous
and solid environment to exposure through breach
over a long period as could occur.
Such a culture of over-confidence
leads to the conclusions -- leads to conclusions
that are not reliable enough to run the analysis
of risk and harm of waste package breach at the
facility.
Through the whole of the preclosure section, explanation of other key
inventory subjects lack consistency, diligence,
transparency and clarity.
OPG uses very loose narrative
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rather than using science and reliable evidencebased proofs.

For example, they describe the

waste packages that are safe because they are
"tightly sealed", "designed not to fail, robust",
and then deny that the nuclear material will be a
risk if packages are breached.
We cannot believe these unproven
generalizations, especially when, later, the IEG
explicitly warns that the same containers could,
under explosion, cause gaseous radionuclides and
fine particulate to be released.
Topic 6, risk analysis of
alternative means.
There are many methodological
flaws in the IEG report that have been well
described by others and are clearly evident,
including that IEG took verbatim the research and
conclusions that had been reached and did not
question any of the material that OPG generated
for them and that stretches the case in one
direction.

I quote, for example:
"The Bruce site has been
intensively studied."
IEG does not acknowledge the

indeterminate factors at the Bruce.
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Their study of enhanced storage
is non-existent -- excuse me.
Their study of enhanced storage
is non-existent and of granite DGR is superficial
despite the charge of the Panel that they were to
consult the body of literature and case studies
in alternate storage, mining and geoscience that
exist in abundance.
Judgmental reporting, lack of
thorough reading of material and misunderstanding
reflected in numerous examples -- are reflected
in numerous examples of the IEG report.
For example, their description of
the suitability of the geology of the Bruce
provides a platform for acceptance of the WWMF as
an almost perfect host for DGR 1, when later
revelations indicate insufficiency, porosity and
the potential for limestone such as this to be
fractured.
The comparative difference
between granite and limestone geologies is
exaggerated:
"The rocks are so strong and
the design of the Bruce DGR
is so conservative that there
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will be no instability over
time -- over the time the
repository is actively being
used (and for many hundreds
of years thereafter)."
Even OPG admits that they don't
know that this is true.
However, at the same time, the
IEG submits proofs that the Bruce DGR is not a
perfect host in their comparative review for
transport of radionuclides through site aquifers
and at the lower depths where there has been -where there will be permeability through rock
mass.
Our grave concerns are reinforced
as IEG compares granite and limestone:
"Because groundwater exit
points would be most
certainly under bodies of
water, a further dilution
will take place.

The amount

of water already in Lake
Huron is over 4 million cubic
metres, so the dilution
capacity is significant."
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And further, if a gas phase
managements to reach the surface dilution with
the atmospheric flux -- surface dilution with the
atmospheric flux will take place rapidly.
The dissolution of radionuclides
and rock in air and groundwater or lake is
unacceptable over either the short or long term,
especially when the other storage options are
available on land and not so vulnerable to
adverse effect.
Saugeen Shores was ruled out as a
candidate for DGR in part -- DGR 2 in part
because of geotechnical characterization.

How

could a discussion of unsatisfactory geology not
be mentioned in the IEG analysis of risk if, 12
kilometres away, the geophysical properties were
unsuitable for a DGR?
The lack of suitability at the
Bruce and the Cobourg near a lake and population
should point OPG and CNSC far away from the Bruce
as the best host, but because IEG has performed
an analysis that rates granite hosts as lower
overall than limestone, there could be an antigranite bias that becomes a sly way of promoting
Bruce County as the best host for DGR 2 as well.
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Does the fundamentally flawed IEG
report stand as a testament that will point to
the unsuitability of a granite DGR for
intermediate level waste or a high level waste?
Has NWMO abandoned the granite
sites in the face of this report?
The measurable risk in reading
this report and thinking is that -- is that
thinking the DGR has passed some kind of test
when all the test did was raise increasing doubts
and clarify the extent to which this site is
unsuitable for a DGR.
MR. McLEOD:

Madam Chair, Dr.

Muecke, Dr. Archibald, thank you.
Slide 1 indicates to you what my
task is.

It's to assess the adequacy of IEG's

relative risk assessment of community acceptance.
Slide 2 just repeats the mandate
that you gave to OPG and, through them, to IEG
and that is well known to you.
Slide 3 indicates that IEG
identified four indicators of community
acceptance.

I will deal with each of those four

in order.
My thesis is found on page 4,
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paragraph 7.

OPG, IEG's -- slide 4 -- attempted

execution of their mandate discloses serious
deficiencies.
My plan is to identify for you at
least 12 deficiencies and then characterize their
net effect.

Deficiencies or errors or omissions.
Number 1, V on that same slide,

no apparent relative risk assessment directed to
the other three sites re community acceptance.
They were asked to do all four sites, and they
didn't.
Error number 2, paragraph 6, no
apparent analysis of community acceptance outside
the regional study area.
Slide 5, I refer you to
paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3.

The plans for DGR 2 were

not made public until 2011.
If the community had known, I ask
rhetorically, in 2003 that OPG would later try to
locate DGR 2 in Bruce County, would the responses
to the 2003 survey have been the same?

I think

not.
IEG gave no consideration to the
points on that page and that, in my view, is
error number 3.
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Error number 4 is found on slide
6 where we outline six statistical or language
and content deficiencies not discussed at all in
the IEG report.
all six.

I don't need to take you through

It's clear the questions were not very

good, to be fair.
Nothing in the survey about
intermediate level waste that could remain
radioactively toxic for hundreds of thousands of
year.

Nothing in the survey about

decommissioning waste.

And perhaps worst of all,

in the questions itself, they assume the ultimate
issue.

They say all three can be safely

constructed and operated at Western Waste
Management Facility.
Error number 5 is on page 7.
They fail to consider the nuclear oasis
phenomenon, which has been the subject of other
submissions to you.
Error number 6, they fail to cite
academic references that were easily available to
them with respect to the frailties of telephone
interviews or surveys.
Now, IEG's indicator 2 is found
on slide 8.

They claim it's an indicator, but in
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my submission, the fact that it is is an error
because they give no reason why it would be.
There's nothing in the report to tell us how this
affects community acceptance.
Error number 9, I direct your
attention -- I'm sorry.

Excuse me.

Let me go to

the fact that we have to move from indicator 2 to
indicator 3, and that's up there on slide 9.
Three point one (3.1) outlines a
chronology relating to the Kincardine vote.

You

will notice that in April of '04, there was a
vote, but subject to community consultation.
In October of '04, Mayor Sutton
signed the hosting agreement, but the community
consultation didn't take place as indicated in
paragraph (c) until January.
The next error, in my view, is
that there was no analysis of this at all by IEG.
Move to slide 10, please.
Lastly, with respect to this, I
direct your attention to paragraph 3.3.

There

was nothing in the OPG IEG analysis showing that
they looked at the Gibbons 2013 JRP submission
disclosing multiple defects in the 2005 survey.
Moving on to indicator 4 on slide
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11, this was the question of the Mayor's support,
both initially and by way of testimony.
I direct your attention first, if
I may, to paragraph 4.2, where we point out what
we believe are serious problems with the host
agreement.

It was cash for support.

There was

considerable peer pressure, one municipality to
the other, because of the rule that if one
cancelled, it could result in a cancellation of
the money for all the rest of them.
Saugeen Shores, for example, was
not authorized by Council for 10 years.

Bruce

County Council voted itself some financial
benefit for its parallel support.
If we go to paragraph 4.1, you'll
see that there is absolutely nothing in the IEG
report to show that IEG even knew of, let alone
considered, these effects of the 2004 hosting
agreement.
Next, on slides 12 and 13, I
direct your attention, first of all, to 4.3.
IEG report contains no analysis of two very
important sources of information.
The Bluewater Coalition
submission, for example, makes significant

The
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reference to the content of the Bruce County
closed meeting complaint filed by SOS and SRA
May-June of 2013 and the OPG notes, but details
with respect to that -- those notes are found on
slide 4.

I will leave it for you.
But I go lastly in this list of

12 errors to paragraph 4.5 on 14.

This makes it

clearly not only did they miss their first major
error, the important points about the cash for
support deal, but they also missed the idea that
the CCAG subsequently found to be illegal series
of Bruce County meetings by the Bell Chamber
report can fairly easily, in my submission, to
have tainted the weight, if not the credibility,
of the Mayor's testimony.
What does all this mean?

What's

the net effect?
Three points.

OPG bought the

Mayor's support in 2004 at a time when the people
of Bruce County, including the Mayors, had every
reason to believe DGR 2 was going to be in the
Canadian Shield and, therefore, not in Bruce
County.
Rhetorical question, I've already
mentioned it to you, would the result have been
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the same if people knew what they knew as of
2011?
Number 2, by the time OPG and
NWMO told the Mayors about their new desire to
locate in DGR 2 in Bruce County, the Mayors were
hooked on the ongoing money from the hosting
agreement.
Number 3, the Mayor's testimony
was conceived by, coordinated by and polished by
OPG in secret, illegal meetings as found by the
Bell Chamber report.
Now, if IEG had considered any of
these things -- and I grant the Bell Chamber
report was after their report, but the Bluewater
Coalition report had most of the material
relating to it in.
If IEG had considered this
material, they might well have characterized the
net effect differently than I do.

That doesn't

really matter.
What matters is they didn’t even
bother to look at it and tell you anything about
it.
Slides 14 to 16 give details
about the Bell Chamber report and how it confirms
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the earlier material.

I don't have to take you

there.
My conclusion, Madam Chair and
Panel Members, is the thesis I propose has been
proven.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
We will now stop for a lunch
break, and we'll resume today's hearing at 2:00
in the afternoon.
At that point, the Panel may have
questions and then, after that, we'll proceed
with the presentation by Mr. Hazel.

--- Upon recessing at 12:35 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 35
--- Upon resuming at 2:01 p.m./
Reprise à 14 h 01

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good afternoon.

The Panel will have no questions for the previous
presenters.
Before we proceed with the next
presentation, I would like to confirm wit Mr.
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Haddon that the Panel has received the three
undertakings earlier assigned by the Panel.
MR. HADDON:

This is Dave Haddon,

for the record.
Yes, we have received three
undertakings.

Yesterday we received Undertaking

73 from the Canadian Environment Law Association
and that is posted as Document No. 2127 on the
registry.

And we have also received Undertaking

72 and 73 from OPG, and they will be posted
shortly.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Haddon.
The Panel has received and
reviewed these undertakings and finds them
satisfactory.

The undertakings are accepted.
We have no further requests of

the submitters on these topics.
I believe CNSC is ready to return
with answers to some previous questions?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will ask Ms Kiza Francis to
speak to two of the matters that you requested
further information on late yesterday; one is
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related to the fire discussed in the Beyond
Nuclear oral intervention and related was a
request for the CNSC staff to review any unusual
reports from CNSC licensees relating to zirconium
fires.
So Ms Francis will speak to both
of those.
MS FRANCIS:

Thank you, Kiza

Francis, for the record.
So in relation to PMD 14-P1.19,
that was the Beyond Nuclear intervention that
mentioned a zirconium fire in Oregon.

We went

back to Ottawa, asked Ottawa to look into the
zirconium fire that the intervener had discussed
in his oral presentation.
And upon review of the written
submission, PMD 14-P1.19, CNSC staff found no
mention of the fire that was listed in the oral
presentation.
However, we did do a media and a
web search and the following information was
obtained and reviewed.
So the incident that was referred
to happened in Prineville, Oregon on November 27,
2012.

And this is the information from our
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specialist, Mr. Ram Kameswaran:
"Has no relevance whatsoever
for the zirconium retube
waste proposed to be placed
in the DGR.

In Prineville,

Oregon the company in
question, EnviroTech
Services, stored a by-product
that contained zirconium in a
form that is susceptible to
ignition and was present in
an open pit.

There was a

source of ignition in the
form of a spark from shovel
or scoop on a machine, not a
hand shovel, which started
the fire." (As Read)
CNSC staff were not aware of this
incident due to the fact that this incident has
no connection with the nuclear industry and,
hence, was not flagged by a media scan.
But through the web search about
the incident it was found that the de-icing
product manufactured by the company has zirconium
as one of the ingredients.

And since this is a
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proprietary chemical formulation, there is no
information on the precise quantities.
Also, there is no information
available on the chemical composition of what was
in the pit, which involved in the fire accident.
Taking all of this into
consideration, CNSC staff concluded that this
incident again has no relevance on the DGR safety
assessment.

And with respect to zirconium, we

know what is going into the DGR and how it would
be handled.
So that was the first
intervention.
The second request was CNSC staff
were asked to return with information on unusual
reports from CNSC licensees relating to zirconium
fires.

And what we learned is that we have a lot

of staff in Ottawa watching the webcast and
helping us out.
So the information we found was
that, since the request, CNSC staff back in
Ottawa have provided us with a couple of
examples, just in the last couple hours really.
We asked them to provide some context to these
examples and to put things into perspective for
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you for the DGR project.
So the four examples, and that
was all we could get or that people said existed
where zirconium material was present, three of
them were from the same facility called
Mississauga Metals & Alloys.

And I will give you

a quick one-liner about them.
On June 13, 2006 there had been a
small fire in the zirconium alloy sandblasting
unit.

The fire was extinguished and no

radioactive material had been involved.
On September 7, 2006 a metal tray
containing metal shavings and a flammable
substance caught fire.

The tray was hanging from

an I-beam track under the roof deck supported
from a hoist.

The suspicion was that the fire

may have been started from a spark from the
hoist.

Once the fire started a forklift truck

was used to bring the tray down to the ground and
then transported out the back of the building
about 20 feet away.

Fire extinguishers were then

used to put the fire out.

The tray was then

moved another 30-35 feet away.
And the third one was one that
didn't involve radioactive material at all
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either.

An order was given to Mississauga Metals

& Alloys from the Brampton Fire Department on
November 26, 2007.
swept up and

Zirconium turnings were being

somehow ignited, the fire was

quickly put out.
And the last one, the fourth
example, was from the Point Lepreau Generating
Station and it was only related to the handling
of zirconium.

So this one was a small fire that

occurred in 2009 during refurbishment within a
pressure tube waste volume reduction machine when
sparks and/or a hot zirconium piece came in
contact with a foam panel located inside the
machine.
And it was the foam panel that
caught fire, but it was surrounding the
zirconium.

So the fire was put out within

minutes, but there was no evidence of zirconium
material ignition.

But we still thought it was

important to include that one since it was
related to zirconium.
So for all four of these examples
the conclusion provided by our staff was that
these examples would not occur at the DGR
facility, since they were all related to the
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handling of zirconium when they were in metal
shavings or dust or going through a process of
some sort
The zirconium for the DGR
facility is in billet form, not dust form, and is
in closed containers.
And we also need to point out
that strict regulatory action has been taken with
Mississauga Metals & Alloys and a cease and
assist operation order was given.
The order was eventually amended
when Mississauga Metals & Alloys made a
commitment to store all zirconium outside and
therefore away from any radioactive materials.
And since they store and possess
radioactive materials, once all of that material
has left their location, their licence will
actually be revoked.
So that is the four that we
found.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will go through, I can't
remember what day now it was, but we were
discussing gas generation in the context of the
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pre and post-closure -- in the context of postcloser safety assessment.
And you requested that we provide
our assessment of the gas generation in the
context of the pre-closure safety assessment.
So our review of the pre-closure
safety case did not trigger any gas generation
issues based on the use of conservative modelling
approaches to predict the initial behaviour of
waste placed in the repository under constant air
ventilation conditions.
Confidence in this interpretation
is high, given many years of environmental
monitoring of tritium and carbon-14 are already
in the waste stored at the Western Waste
Management Facility.
Levels of these gasses, tritium
and carbon-14, will be monitored during the
operations from 2018 to 2062 with the proposed
project.

Hence, the presence or radionuclides in

the air as well as potentially explosive gasses
such as methane and hydrogen will be monitored
during operations of the DGR.
This monitoring will also provide
additional data through time that would capture,
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to some extent, some of the processes that could
contribute to gas generation.

This monitoring

could continue once closure walls are in place.
The other aspect related to preclosure safety is protection of workers.

And an

important reason for monitoring levels of
radioactivity in the DGR during a pre-closure
period is for radiation protection of workers.
And it has been mentioned on a number of
occasions ventilation and other radiation
protection measures would ensure that worker
doses are low and ALARA.
The other item is a follow-up
from information that Dr. Nguyen provided this
morning in relation to work being done at IRSN.
And one of the recommendations that was discussed
with OPG during the teleconference this summer
related to their Geoscience Verification Plan,
and Dr. Nguyen has the information.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
With respect to the geophysical
method being used by the IRSN, the method is the
seismic tomography.

The IRSN is the l'Institut

de Radioprotection et du Sûreté Nucléaire.
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They are the organization that
provides the technical support to the French
nuclear regulator.

So they operate an

underground research lab at the site called
Tournemire in the South of France.
So that underground research lab
is actually an old railway that they transformed
into a research laboratory and it is located
approximately at 250 metres underground.

So that

was the fault zone, which is called an F1 fault
zone which cannot be detected from the surface
using geophysical manners such as seismic
tomography.
So they went underground, they
used some of the galleries to put the sources,
and those sources are at a distance between 25
metres to 50 metres from that F1 fault zone.
The resolution they obtained from
using that method and using a method to interpret
the data called seismic fullwave form inversion,
the resolution was very good in the sense that
they can detect complex fracturing of the
argillite, they can detect secondary fracture
zone and also small fractures at a smaller scale
compared to the large fault zone.
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So in other words, that method
seems to be promising to be used underground.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The last request deals with the
question related to the risk criterion of 1x10-5
that has been used in relation to the postclosure safety case.
The safety assessment quantifies
the post-closure impact of the repository system
on human health and the environment.

The impact

is compared to protection criteria, and the
criteria are as follows.
The radiological impacts on
persons calculated by long-term simulations of
the expected evolution of the DGR system are
judged against a design target of 0.3
millisieverts per year.
For disruptive scenarios,
calculated impacts are judged against the current
public dose limit of 1 millisievert per year or
by adopting a human health risk criterion of 10-5
per year.
CNSC staff have accepted the
proposed protection criteria.

This acceptance
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was based on CNSC G-320 the 2007 recommendations
from the International Commission on Radiological
Protection and the IAEA geological disposal of
radioactive waste safety requirements WS-R4.
A recent publication by the ICRP,
which is ICRP-122 published in 2013, recommends
the following radiological exposure situations in
the post-closure stage, which corresponds to the
situations where no oversight is provided which
is equivalent to what we would call loss of
institutional controls.
And so for the design basis
evolution, which corresponds to the normal
expected or normal evolution, 1 millisievert per
year dose limit for public exposures from all
sources and 0.3 millisieverts per year dose
constraint for waste disposal.
For potential exposure of the
public in case of the application of an
aggregated approach, a risk constraint of 10-5
per year is recommended.
For the non-designed basis
evolution, which we would call equivalent to
disruptive scenarios, and the inadvertent
intrusion scenario, reference levels of between
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20 and 100 millisieverts per year are
recommended.
ICRP considers human intrusion as
equivalent to an emergency situation with
recommended reference levels of between 20 and
100 millisieverts per year which have been
adapted, for example, in the recent IAEA basic
safety standard and IAEA guidance on the
emergency response programs.
The acceptance criteria for the
DGR therefore falls within the levels recommended
by the ICRP.

But the ICRP does not recommend the

calculation of a risk for the disruptive and
human intrusion scenarios.
Disruptive scenarios consider
events that could lead to the penetration and/or
abnormal degradation of barriers.

This could

result in the waste no longer being contained.
Disruptive scenarios are considered to be
unlikely to occur and are used to test the
robustness of the waste management system.
The human intrusion scenario is
considered to have a low probability of
occurrence.

Low probability is based on the

important characteristics that we discussed this
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morning, the absence of economically viable
resources.
Post-closure safety relies on
multiple barriers and characteristics such as low
permeability of the host rock and cap rock, the
absence of major fractures, and the absence of
economically viable resources.
Together, those barriers lead to
a robust waste management system.

Given the

difficulty in quantifying with any reasonable
certainty the likelihood of highly improbable
scenarios such as the human intrusion scenario
and, hence, abstaining a risk factor with any
confidence, it would be more appropriate that the
licensing basis for the post-closure phase be
linked to the integrity of multiple safety
barriers and maintaining potential exposures
within the ICRP emergency reference levels of
between 20 and 100 millisieverts per year for
disruptive scenarios.
Taking due consideration for the
probability of occurrence of the disruptive
scenarios given the multiple barriers in the
safety case.
Licensing and compliance criteria
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and activities can be developed to confirm the
presence and effectiveness of these barriers
through, for example, geoscientific and
geotechnical verification.

Given the highly

speculative nature of calculating the likelihood
of the disruptive scenarios, a risk benchmark of
10-5 would not be an effective verifiable and
enforceable licensing basis.
However, compliance with the 20
to 100 millisieverts reference levels, together
with the integrity of the barriers, is verifiable
and enforceable.
And so in the context of the
discussions we have had this morning and, to some
extent, last year as well, we have looked at what
would be a compliance verification framework for
updated safety cases to take into consideration
findings from the Geoscientific Verification
Plan.
You noted this morning we had
difficulty giving sort of a margin of safety
around the 0.3 millisieverts per year.

Our sense

is that giving you a number like 0.3
millisieverts is likely not the responsible right
thing to do, because we could come up with
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different scenarios that would give 0.3
millisieverts with some safety margin, but would
still include deterioration of some important
safety barriers.
So we believe that the more
responsible approach from a regulator is to
consider the criteria that are available in a
system that looks at safety and the safety case.
And I believe this was the last
item that the CNSC had to come back on.
We do have Dr. Richard Goulet
available on the phone I believe to speak to your
question in relation to the Geoscientific
Verification Plan in relation microbial
activities.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Goulet, are you there?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel

actually had two questions for you.

The first is

whether or not CNSC had considered the
advisability of extending the microbial
investigations in order to understand shaft seal
performance beyond the cap rock sequence?
And the first actually more
general question is what is CNSC's overall
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understanding of the most important microbial
processes that could affect shaft seal integrity,
but also affect potentially the geochemistry of
poor water vis à vis the safety case?
DR. GOULET:
Goulet, for the record.

I am Dr. Richard

I am a biogeochemist at

the CNSC.
I guess there is two parts of the
question.

But in terms of the primary microbial

processes that we have looked at it, we have
looked at it, as Dr. Thompson mentioned, in the
past within a workshop with international experts
on microbial activity deep rock formations.
And one of the main areas that we
have looked at was generation of carbon dioxide
and hydrogen sulphide that can be generated by
microbial activity and that can dissolve into
formation water or infiltrating water that comes
into the DGR chamber, which would create the
generation of acidity and would promote carbonate
mineral dissolution in the host rock.
But also, as you asked, what they
call the carbonation of portlandite, which is
essential degradation of concrete, and so this
phenomenon was one of the main processes that
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would likely affect the porosity and the
degradation of concrete in the shaft.
Then I guess what we have looked
at is that that phenomenon was judged to be, you
know, in terms of assumption and the modelling
that was done, it would be probably very limited
because bacterial activity in the modelling was
assumed to have all nutrient required, all
organic carbon required.
So basically OPG assumed that the
nutrient in the waste and the organic carbon in
the waste would be available to be used by the
bacteria and transform into carbon dioxide, and
then produce that acidity in the poor water.
And also the other assumption was
that water was not limited.

So these assumptions

were judged very conservative.

A discussion of

that will be available in a paper that we just
submitted to the Geomicrobiology Journal in early
September.
So I think that is my answer to
the primary microprocesses that could affect
performance of the seal and affect the long-term
performance.
Then I think your second
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question, perhaps you can remind me, is related
to the Geo-Science Verification Plan?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
correct.

That is

And the role of microbiological studies

within that plan.
DR. GOULET:

Okay.

Again,

Richard Goulet for the record.
OPG basically has committed to
study the effects of the construction, the
operation periods when oxygen will be freely
available in the repository environment and the
introduction of low and intermediate level
radioactive waste, which has a potential new
source of nutrient and energy on the microbial
population in the future repository performance.
So they have kind of committed to
study that, the performance of how the microbial
community will affect its performance.
Although of general nature, CNSC
staff accepted the commitment with the intention
that we will develop our own research studies
based again on the advice we have received from
the work group.

One of the main research areas

that we are going to start focusing on in 2015
and at least for the -- and three years after
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that is that we are going to look at the effect
of carbon dioxide concentrations and increased
volatile fatty acid, assuming absence of
methanogenesis, which is a very conservative
assumption, on the dissolution of the host rock
and the shaft shale material.
We also look at the possibility
that the sulfur in the host rock could be
converted to hydrogen sulfide, so it is a weak
acid, or even sulfuric acid and the effects of
such acid on DGR rock wall permeability and
dissolution also of the shaft shale material.
So we plan -- again, as I said,
we plan to conduct this research starting in
April, 2015.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Goulet.
A follow-up question for you.
Has the work group also considered during the
pre-closure phase the role of microbiological
processes in affecting the quality of water
pumped to the surface and having to be managed in
the stormwater management system?
DR. GOULET:
the record.

Richard Goulet, for
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We actually were more interested
in generation of gas within containers, like
tritium and carbon-14 and how that could be
generated and affect, you know, the repository
atmosphere.
In terms of thinking that there
would be like -- you know, that gas would go and
dissolve in water and then pumped at the surface,
no, we didn't look at that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Goulet.
Dr. Thompson, my notes anyway
indicate there was one further clarification
regarding a discrepancy on CNSC slides and this
had to do with the response to Dr. Greening's new
information.

That's all I have in my notes.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'm going to ask Kiza Francis to
respond to the question.
MS FRANCIS:

Kiza Francis, for

the record.
So we weren't sure if you were
going to come back with this and our
understanding was OPG might have answered it, but
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our understanding is that our slide said 2,000
degrees Celsius, whereas OPG's slide said 900
degrees Celsius.

Our slide was talking about the

actual flame temperature of the blowtorch,
whereas OPG's slide was the actual surface
temperature of the zirconium.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
that.

That solves

Thank you.
Mr. Leonardelli, are you on the

phone?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Sandro

Leonardelli, for the record.
Yes, I am.

I am here with Anita

Wong, who is our air issue specialist.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

So the Panel's question is,
Mr. Leonardelli, you referred -- in your
presentation to the Panel, you referred to the
fact that the Canada-wide standard for PM2.5 is
now either in the process or already has been
superseded by new standards, so we would
appreciate some clarification involving the exact
situation when it comes to the standards or
criteria that now apply to particulate matter.
Thank you.
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MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So the

new Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for
PM2.5 which were announced in 2013, they will be
replacing the existing Canada-wide standard.

It

is going to take effect starting January 1, 2015.
Until then, the existing Canada-wide standard
remains in effect.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Could you

please inform us as to what the new standard will
be as of January, 2015?
MR. LEONARDELLI:

Okay.

So the

new standard is going to be -- well, okay, let's
start with the existing standard.

The existing

standard is a 24-hour standard which is 30
micrograms per metre cubed.

The new standard

which takes effect in 2015 will be 28 micrograms
per metre cubed, that is the 24-hour standard.
And in addition, they have established an annual
standard which is 10 micrograms per metre cubed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I believe that takes care of the
carry-over questions, so we can now proceed with
the next 30-minute presentation, which will be by
Charles Hazell, PMD 14-P1.58 and 58A.
Mr. Hazell, please proceed.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CHARLES HAZELL

MR. HAZELL:

Madam Chair, Members

of the Panel, thank you very much.
I will begin quickly.

The first

item has to do with methodology and I will read
from the text as I proceed.
The application of the adaptive
management approach is increasingly seen as the
basis for science-based study of the environment.
The 1992 CEAA recognized this -- that's the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act -recognized this and it was eventually re-affirmed
again in 2012 in the form of Operational Policy
Statement: Adaptive Management Measures.

This

document provides counsel on the increasing
influence, use and misuse of adaptive management
and environmental impact statements in law and
policy-making.
Importantly, it includes guidance
on how the misapplication of the adaptive
management process, which is central to obtaining
science-based knowledge that is pertinent to
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decision-making, is the basis for rejection of an
EIS application and licence to construct.
The Joint Review Panel is very
familiar with this document and its relevance to
their work and responsibilities.

There is a

tendency for the adaptive management strategy
when it is incorporated into an institutional
framework such as the OPG or the NWMO to become
locked in and resist influence for the stake of
entrenched corporate goals.

Science-based

knowledge and its representations become
influenced by this.
In this context changing
conditions in technology and societal
expectations are viewed as problematic.
Mitigation is aggressively used to manage these
situations.
Adaptive management principles
which are at the root of go/no-go decision-making
becomes a blanket used to mask entrenched
corporate goals.

The effect of this on the EA

process can be to hollow out scientific content
and undermine the EIS review process.

So this is

a kind of dark side of the science.
The devaluing of scientific
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content by differing to post-approval processes
such as adaptive management presents special
challenges for the Joint Review Panel as it
considers this application.

Forwarding highly

qualified recommendations under these
circumstances discounts the science-based content
and makes their recommendations prone to purely
political influence at the ministerial level and
this conflicts directly with the CEAA and this is
examined in the referenced earlier document.
The observational method: the
design investigation and science that should have
been rigorously applied to the EA process in this
case has now become incorporated into the
observational method referred to in the OPG
earlier submission.

So it is a transfer of the

methodology.
The observation of the adaptive
management strategy into a project delivery
method.

The observational method is a child of

adaptive management.

Its purpose is to, in fact,

minimize cost of construction while preserving
safety.

It is a construction method of choice

because it accommodates the deferral of sciencebased information in the absence of a design
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precedent for the proposed, in this case, the
proposed DGR in sedimentary rock.

So it is a

strategic construct.
The observational method is very
specific, is commonly used in mining and
earthworks construction.

The application of this

method to a highly technical and inherently
experimental task such as constructing a DGR in
two phases of construction in a populated
environment is questionable.

It is prone to

increases in construction cost -- and we heard
some of that this morning in terms of methodology
go/no-go decision-making, and monitoring by
authorities having jurisdiction.

The

observational method post-rationalizes the
adaptive management approach.
If this is correct, the question
has to be asked as to how the EIS submission can
be considered compliant with the CEAA requirement
for the highest science-based standard and the
cautionary remarks of the Operational Policy
Statement on adaptive management measures.
I am going to the next item,
please.

Next slide.
Geo-Scientific Verification of
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the Town of Saugeen Shores and Arran-Elderslie:
Canadians, it is our privilege to
create respectful and meaningful environments.
Population density and preservation of
development opportunities, accountability and
robust development frameworks are put in place so
that communities' best interests are always
preserved.
This applies to rural small/large
communities and it also applies to the industrial
site known as the Bruce nuclear site.
On January 9, 2014, the issue of
technical -- there was a Technical Memorandum
issued that outlined the reasons why the Town of
Saugeen Shores and Arran-Elderslie were no longer
being considered as having the potential to host
a DGR.
Foremost in their considerations
was the intent to select what would support -and this is in the words of NWMO -- "robust
safety and community well-being requirements for
the project".

They did not find this to be

available in the geology and near the moderate
population centres of Saugeen Shores.
The question is, how can
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something 14 kilometres away result in the
disqualification of a DGR and how would you apply
that knowledge or the standard that comes out of
that to the DGR that we have before us?
I will go into how that process
could be considered.

The removal of 200 metres

of Devonian and upper Silurian rock by glacial
action 18 kilometres to the north of the DGR 1
site comprised the critical function of caprock
enough to disqualify that municipality from being
suitable to host a DGR 2.
The DGR 2 criteria for storing
radioactive waste in sedimentary rock is exactly
the same as that used to justify the low and
intermediate storage on the proposed DGR 1 site
geology.
The Collingwood and upper
Ordovician shale caprock is common to both DGR 1
and DGR 2.

The difference in the two locations

is in the low -- in the additional 80 to 100
metres of salina formation or just above the
midpoint of the brecciated seam composed of
broken rock fragments.

Below that the salina

group is characterized as carbonate, open vuggy
porosity and permeability at its top and shows
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oil hydrocarbons seeping from its base.
The point here is that the 200
metres that I identify is that difference in
absence of geological formations over the
disqualified site as compared to the formations
that are over the DGR 1 site.

Those formations

feather away as you go north and towards Saugeen
Shores.

It's that caprock which I have

identified as the potential glacial -- the effect
of glaciers over time on the two drawings that
you have on the slides.
The effect, though, is to suggest
that the consideration of the effect of
glaciation on the DGR 1 site must include the
feathering away aspect of materials as you go
further north; i.e., you get to a zone where it
is disqualification which occurs, and that is 12
to 14 kilometres away.
The 80 to 100-metre zone for the
Silurian formation is crucial to the integrity of
the caprock.

It is logical that there should be

a detailed science-based description of its role
up to the point of its exposure to the elements.
So it is a highly strategic component of the
sedimentary -- of the stratification that we have
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here and it could be removed in glaciation.
The rejection of a DGR 2 in
Saugeen Shores by NWMO based on caprock coverage
has created the term of reference that must be
applied to the DGR 1 in order to re-confirm the
viability of the caprock in that location.
I should also mention that the
population density was another factor and the
density of the area that was disqualified is
moderate, the density on the DGR 1 site is up to
between 2,000 and 4,000 people, depending on the
time and the situation that is occurring there in
terms of employment and activity.

So it is a

high density condition, industrial condition.
Item No. 4, the next slide.
Design Criterion Site Development:
Since the Bruce site has
undergone massive development over the past 50 or
60 years, the technology and function of the site
has led to the concentration of very large
infrastructure projects.

The planning of the

site to accommodate and integrate these functions
has led to constraints in opportunities and, like
any development site, it is important for the
overall functioning of the site that each
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component is provided with the land and
adjacencies that allows it to develop in a safe
and logical manner.
The proposed DGR site is located
between the WWMF, the waste management facility
and transmission towers to the north.

To

illustrate this we have some images here.
The first one involves just the
basic layout of the site.

The green -- the light

green is the OPG project site which includes the
waste management facility and of course the DGR
site.

Those areas are -And the next image.

This

indicates the enhanced occupancies, or the
occupancies on the site.

The purple has to do

with the Bruce A and Bruce B, the red has to do
with transmission line rights-of-way which
crisscross the site and of course you have the
heavy water decommissioning lands next to the
lake.
The DGR site is wedged between
these competing functions and it represents the
developments, high level of development of this
very large but very active site.

It's a site

which consolidates important infrastructure
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components.

It adds to that complexity in a way

that isn't, in our view, necessary or even
recommended.

The site becomes congested.
The next image, please.

There

you have the layering of the expanded DGR on that
site underground and clearly you couldn't make it
any -- you couldn't make that facility any
bigger, it is definitely pushing at the limits.
Next.

This is the detail of the

image that you just saw.

It indicates a

comparison between the aboveground and the below
ground, showing the surface features and the
below ground features which I will discuss in two
or three of the images to follow.
The first one has to do with the
size of the DGR facility underground.

The image

on the left is the OPG depiction of the site.
What is odd here is the distortion of the
property lines around the DGR site, for some
reason that I can't -- I have some idea about why
it might be, but it is distorted for some reason.
There is a corrected image above that's on the
left, on the right is the corrected image which
shows the DGR site in fact and the expansion of
the facility has two panels in the correct
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relationship to that site and then has four
panels with the proposed extension to the bottom
of the drawing.
One of the potential reasons why
this has occurred, other than it is completely
misleading, is that it might be that the site is
being prepared for divesting to private ownership
or lease, much as the Hydro One transmission
facility has been to some extent and the Bruce
nuclear has.

It is a site preparation technique

that we see in other forms of development which
of course we are involved with as architects.
But that is to be answered by OPG perhaps.
Next image.

This has to do with

another corrected image which continues to show
the DGR at, in this case, twice the depth that it
actually is in terms of a scale drawing and it
points out again the expansion plans in the
right-hand image at the right scale.

Put at the

right scale it actually is a fairly fragile
relationship to what's on the surface and of
course the lake.
And that's, again, one of the
points that we are making is that there is a
culture of creating images which mislead and
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misrepresent the project in an effort to secure
agreement and we find that to be pervasive in the
documentation.
Next please.

This is the detail

of what actually appears to be a fairly fragile
zone, the Cobourg formation.

The Cobourg

obviously has fascinating attributes, but it is a
very narrow piece of -- a narrow formation.

If

you go to the back of the parking lot the
formation is as thick as the -- tall as the
antenna at the back of the parking lot, that's
the height, it's about 100 -- 30 metres and that
is exactly the height of this formation or about
a little more than the width of this room.

That

is the zone in which this massive development is
to slip itself and it is going to be a tight fit.
The brilliance of the engineering
is what we are counting on and the question is,
does that defy some of the threshold of
credibility.
One of the other factors that is
represented here is the extension of the shafts
down through the Sherman and Kirkfield
formations.
a ramp.

It extends down to them and there is

The ramp has not been adequately
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described from what we have determined and it is
approximately 800 metres long, perhaps even a
kilometre, we are not able to get the exact
distance, but it is not described in any way
significant although it penetrates the very layer
that we are talking about being so important to
maintain in terms of integrity.
There is very little to discuss,
very little in the documentation to discuss the
methods used to secure the ramp as it moves
diagonally through these lower formations which
have significant petroleum content.

I should

mention, the Collingwood formation has up to
17 percent petroleum content in it.
Go to the next one, please.
Another observation has to do with extreme
weather events.
Not too bad.

How am I doing on time here?

Thank you very much.

That's great.

Last time I went terribly over.
Extreme Weather Events:
The Joint Review Panel has placed
emphasis on the need for detail on the effect of
extreme weather events and climate change as it
affects the DGR site.

The intent is to identify

the nature of the risk so that these can be
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quantified and evaluated in terms of significance
and preparedness.
The OPG response does not provide
any expanded evidence-based information that
would enable higher appreciation of the impact of
such an event on the site or the effect of
climate change in terms of severity and duration
of extreme weather events.

By taking this

position, they miss the opportunity to
demonstrate conformity regarding their
obligations at this site in the approvals
process.

The risk to human life, damage to

property and the cumulative effect of a single
event on the adjacencies and the effect of severe
weather events on the proposed DGR site are
significant, are borne out by recent events.
The OPG's dismissive attitude to
the impact of such an event on the site is a
serious omission and raises concerns about other
factors for which they have direct
responsibility.
The OPG EIS describes the
incidence and intensity of tornatic activity in
Ontario and it is basically a dismissive
description.

I won't go into it.
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On August 17, 2011 the Town of
Goderich was struck dead centre by an F3 tornado
coming in from Lake Huron.

One person died, 37

were injured and there was $100 million worth of
damage.

The wind exceeded 300 kilometres per

hour; they had 10 minutes' notice.
The diagram is interesting
because it shows the path of the tornado.

It's

several hundred kilometres across and it engaged
the town with force.

The tornado struck

Goderich, but it could just as well have struck
the Bruce nuclear site, which is the point that
we are making, and that is 60 kilometres away.
So you see the difference is
really -- the trajectory is exactly the same, the
proximity to the water is exactly the same, the
suddenness of the event would be exactly the same
and the point is, how would that trace itself
through a site which is loaded with the
infrastructure such as we have right here,
notwithstanding the National Building Code and
the suggestion that it could overcome such
things.

There would be substantial damage on

that site and there is no interest, it seems, on
the part of OPG to take that obvious example and
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to run that through a few scenarios to see how it
might affect the site in general and the DGR site
in particular.
We suggest that that would have a
very significant impact and that that would as
well cause special conditions to occur around the
site and adjacencies such as the transmission
towers and the dispersal of materials that would
be in transit at that point and also the waste
rock management and the pond -- whatever is in
the way basically would be definitely affected by
a 300-kilometre wind.
I go to the next image.
Windborne Particulates, Measurement and SiteSpecific Conditions;
This image is going to be used
for two purposes; one, to make some points about
windborne particulate matter, and also some focus
on the storm, what is called the stormwater
management pond to the upper left.
The windborne particulates are a
very interesting subject and I think the interest
really comes from the measurable effect that they
can cause to human health.

OPG in IES shows a

tendency to rely on incomplete and qualified
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statistical information.

One example of this is

how it examines and assigns significance of
particulate matter or PM10 and PM2.5, which we
have just heard a little bit about.

The number

refers to particulate size and the entry into
lungs or the ability to ingest particulate matter
in terms of the pathology of it.
Regarding data, it notes that
while periodic monitoring is done in Ontario on
the continuous PM2.5, monitoring is available
electronically for review.

OPG is in error to

eliminate PM10 data which is identified as a
contributing factor to determining human health
effects.
I should just go on to say that
there are very excellent standards which are
available in this health category.

Some of the

best examples of practice which we would expect
to be taken up actively by the proponent are
available through the Toronto Public Health
people and it has to do with one study in
particular, "Path to Healthier Air:

Toronto Air

Pollution Burden of Illness Update."
Just as a big city, this site is
susceptible to particulate matter, to ozone
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issues, to transfer of pollution conditions from
the south to the site and there are days when
there are high levels of pollution.
The point is that the particulate
matter related to the waste rock management site
under wind conditions is significant.

The wind

conditions are perhaps represented very clearly
by -- I should first read on.
One of the observations made by
international studies is that particulate matter
drawn into the lungs is responsible for 69 per
cent of premature fatalities, which in Toronto
amounts to 900 people, and 33 per cent of
hospitalizations are attributed to pollution as
well.

So it is very significant.
Another is that the effect on the

population rates varies with sensitivity and it
is greatest in infants and the elderly.

You

heard a bit of that a little earlier from other
presentations.
We have also heard that these
counts are limited to the border of the site and,
in fact, the site will -- this particulate matter
will carry over to beyond the border, well
beyond, and there really needs to be wind
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modelling studies of this feature.

This is very

standard for large objects and that it has not
been done to date is extraordinary.

No project

that I am aware of that is large and significant
and has an impact on people of this nature would
be allowed to proceed to approval or site plan
approval without some sort of a wind study to be
accurate rather than speculative about the
effects of windblown conditions.
Next image, please.

Stormwater

Management, Climate Change in the Two and 100Year Storm Events:
This is a series of images which
explores the scale of the DGR and the stormwater
event occurrences that will develop on the site.
A mean average is used for the calculation of
capacity.
Our review, a very simple review
of stormwater events is clear in that the holding
capacity of that settlement pond -- pardon me,
stormwater pond is several times too small in
terms of capacity to retain what is now
increasingly very standard extreme stalled
rainwater events.
You can see some depiction of
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that one and two and three times' capacity.

That

extra capacity must be taken up on the site
somehow, it either is in the form of an overflow
condition, which is breaching of the sides of the
existing pond that is proposed, or it is in the
letting loose of the overflow into Lake Ontario
in the event of a -- Lake Huron, pardon me.

It

will end up in Lake Ontario though.
But the difficult thing in this
as well is that the stormwater that is retained
in this is contaminated water and potentially a
shutdown scenario where there should be no
release of the effluent into Lake Huron.
In that case the operator is
somehow going to have to decide on a go/no-go
scenario, whether to release it into the lake or
to allow the size of the pond to breach and flood
the site.

Neither scenario is one that anyone

should have a responsibility for making that kind
of decision.
Next image, please.

That is a

detailed study of the -- no, next one.

These are

all illustrations taken from the OPG report.
This study has to do with the
carrying capacity of the stormwater management
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pond and the values that are identified here are
taken in terms of stormwater events are from last
year -- actually from this year in the spring and
that is a stalled weather system in I believe
Manitoba and it yielded 108 millimetres of
rainwater -- no, over 108 hours it yielded
volumes that would exceed the capacity of the
existing facility by two and a half times under a
closed condition scenario.
There are other conditions where
we have received in Ontario almost twice that
amount in half the time.
I will go on to the last point,
which is provincial and municipal jurisdictions.
I'm sorry to be rushing this.
By enabling the modification of
the size and material content of DGR 1 project as
described in the hosting agreement by a factor of
eight -- not 16, pardon me -- the OPG compromises
the ability of the municipality to enact bylaws
that protect the safety of its citizens now and
in the future in order to preserve the ability of
future generations, the safety and health of
future generations.
The EIS, by offloading the design
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and quantification of the project to after the
licence is granted, effectively distances the
community from understanding the actual risks
associated with the DGR project.

This is in

direct conflict with the Provincial Planning Act
to which the municipal government is accountable.
So I will leave that as the municipal -- the
effect on municipal jurisdiction.
The Provincial Jurisdiction:
As suggested next, there are many
other aspects of it, but this is one of them.
Deferring science-based design to the post-EIS
stage increases the obligation of the province to
monitor by the province and its ministries,
including the Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines, Ministry of Natural Resources and
Fisheries, and Fisheries and Ministry of the
Environment and Climate Change, because it
obligates them to provide an intermediate level
of involvement for review and inspection and they
do not have the budgetary capacity to commit.
On a federal level, the federal
government and the Joint Review Panel cannot give
approval to the EA application where it can be
demonstrated that the applicant has offloaded
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design and other criteria that are necessary to
understanding the project's effect on the
environment and public health and this puts them,
meaning Panel, in contravention of the CEAA and
I'm sure they will not do that.
That's the end of my deputation,
and thank you.
--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Mr. Hazell.
Panel, do we have any questions?
Thank you very much.
We will now proceed with three
10-minute oral presentations.

The Panel will

direct its questions to each presenter following
all of the presentations.
--- Pause
THE CHAIRMAN:

The first 10-

minute presentation is by Steve Frishman, who is
an affiliate of Northwatch and who is joining us
by telephone.

The submission is PMD 14-P1.47 and

47A.
I understand, Ms Lloyd, that you
will be running the presentation.
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PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
STEVE FRISHMAN, NORTHWATCH AFFILIATE

MS LLOYD:
you, Dr. Swanson.

That's right.

Thank

Brennain Lloyd from

Northwatch.
Mr. Frishman was retained again
for this phase of the hearing to review the
updated Geo-Science Verification Plan and he was
jointly retained by Northwatch and Save our
Saugeen Shores.
Mr. Frishman...?
DR. FRISHMAN:

Thank you.

Madam Chair and Members of the
Panel, I appreciate the opportunity.
My written report reviews
information contained in OPG's reports and other
documents prepared since the September, 2013
hearing in which I presented comments regarding
natural and engineered barriers intended to
prevent loss of waste isolation.
The key to any deep geological
repository design and potential performance is
the effectiveness of the barriers that are
intended to prevent loss of waste isolation once
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the repository has been closed with appropriate
seals in place.
In a September, 2013 hearing, my
presentation included comments on two topics
regarding barriers that have been the subject of
further consideration by OPG since that hearing.
First, characterization and treatment of the
excavation damage zone, or the EDZ, and testing
of proposed shaft materials and design.
Regarding the EDZ, the DGR safety
case relies to a great extent on the shaft seals
as a barrier to loss of waste isolation.

The

shaft seal must interface with the rock wall of
the shaft and the bulk permeability of the
excavation damage zone of the shaft is critical
to the demonstration of the safety case.
In the 2014 Geo-Science
Verification Plan it provides some additional
detail and methodology for characterization of
the shaft EDZ beyond that considered in 2013, but
the plan still does not provide a sufficient
basis for test plans to characterize the shaft
EDZ and to attempt to understand its evolution
through time.
In addition, the Geo-Science
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Verification Plan retains a design element that
could contribute to radionuclide release from the
repository if the performance of the shaft seals
and the shaft EDZ is less than expected in the
repository safety case.
As designed, the highly damaged
inner zone, or the HDZ of the EDZ in the area of
the planned cement monolith at the base of the
shafts is not intended to be removed, but the HDZ
is planned to be removed from the shaft wall
because it would provide a high permeability zone
for radionuclide transport adjacent to the shaft
seal.
The HDZ in the area of the
monolith essentially provides an open pipeline
for radionuclide transport between the waste
emplacement area and the shafts, with hydrologic
conductivity through the HDZ at about four orders
of magnitude greater than the surrounding rock
mass.

With this condition, the shaft seal system

and the adjacent shaft EDZ is the only barrier to
release of the radionuclides from the repository.
This brings us to the question of
post-closure and defence in depth.

All nuclear

facilities are expected to demonstrate defence in
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depth against radionuclide release greater than
that demonstrated in the safety case in
conformity with the safety criteria.

Multiple

barriers provide for defence in depth and, in
this case, the shaft seal system and its
interface with the shaft EDZ constitutes a single
barrier because the safety analysis in a severe
shaft failure scenario involves the failure of
the shaft seal system.

The individual components

of the shaft seal do not represent individual
barriers, because in the severe shaft shield
failure scenario, the failure of any part of the
seal results in a failure of the seal system.
Failure of a single barrier
resulting in violation of the safety criteria and
non-conformance with the safety case indicates
the DGR design does not provide defence in depth
through multiple barriers preventing loss of
waste isolation.
Now, regarding shaft seal
performance.

Severe shaft seal failure remains a

conspicuous failure mode for the DGR.
The 2014 Geo-Science Verification
Plan does not describe a shaft seal performance
testing program, other than retaining the
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previous plan for in-situ testing in the Cobourg
formation.

It is implied that testing at other

formations exposed in the shaft could be done,
but there is no description of where such tests
would be performed and the overall testing
rationale.

The Geo-Science Verification Plan

should include a commitment to and detailed
description of a robust and comprehensive shaft
seal performance testing program that would be
continued through the full period of repository
operation if construction and operation are
approved.
The CNSC, in its evaluation and
submission, describes alternatives for testing in
addition to in-situ tests at the Cobourg
formation, but even this general description is
not consistent with the test plan described in
the Geo-Science Verification Plan.

As we heard

this morning, this might have been discussed in
the phone conference with OPG, but it is not
sufficient to -- but referring to it there is not
sufficient to defer this matter for possible
inclusion in a future Geo-Science Verification
Plan.

This information is critical and is

necessary to be understood at this stage of
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decision.
The shaft seal performance
analysis is indispensable to the validity of the
DGR safety case and the safety case must be
supported by site-specific comprehensive data
collection and analysis.
In summary, the deep geological
repository design as proposed by Ontario Power
Generation does not adhere to the principles of
defence in depth.
In addition, the supplementary
information provided by OPG in response to the
Joint Review Panel's Information Request does not
adequately detail the Geo-Science Verification
Plan and does not satisfactorily respond to
design deficits regarding the EDZ and the shaft
seal testing in earlier stages -- that were
described in earlier stages of this review.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Frishman.
Panel Members, did we have
questions?

Dr. Muecke...?
MEMBER MUECKE:

Could OPG clarify

its plans with respect to the HDZ over the
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monolith that would be eventually in place?
--- Pause
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
We discussed this last year and
the position was that, again, the shaft seal -there is 500 metres of low permeable material, so
although in our safety assessment we
conservatively assumed that the entire 500 metres
failed, in fact only a small portion of that
would need to be retained to actually provide the
sealing function.
In our assessment -- so the next
step down then is the horizontal section over the
concrete monolith at the repository horizon,
which is what Mr. Frishman is speaking about.

So

that is backfilled with concrete, that is there
to provide a mechanical support to fill in that
space and also the ramps in the bottom of the
shafts to provide that mechanical support.
That's the primary function of that, it is not
intended to be a seal.
There will be an HDZ because that
is an area that will be open for a period of
time, it is a large area in a large excavation.
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It wasn't our intent to try to remove the HDZ
afterwards because we felt we had appropriate in
the vertical shaft seals and there are also some
issues with respect to worker safety when you try
to move HDZ in a large cavern and move the ground
supports that you would need to do so.
So it's our judgment that the
appropriate balance had been provided.
MEMBER MUECKE:

Thank you for

reminding us.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Archibald...?
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
short follow-up.

Just another

Without removal options, would

there be any other mitigative measures for
sealing such as grouting the HDZ?

Is it feasible

to do that?
--- Pause
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I suppose there would be an
option to grout the HDZ around the shaft area in
the main -- we are talking about the main shaft
station in the high-rise, but again, in the long
term that grout would degrade over time in any
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case and that pathway would still exist, very
similar to the concrete monolith.
The concrete monolith itself,
from a structural perspective, will eventually
fail in time as well.

So I mean one could

consider grouting of that section, but again, I'm
not sure about the long-term effectiveness of
such.
MEMBER ARCHIBALD:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.
Thank you.

So

that concludes the questions from the Panel for
Dr. Frishman.
Thank you very much, Dr.
Frishman.
So the next 10-minute
presentation is by the Canadian Nuclear Workers
Council, which is PMD 14-P1.30 and 30A.
Mr. Shier, please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR:
CANADIAN NUCLEAR WORKERS COUNCIL, DAVID SHIER

MR. SHIER:

Thank you.

Good

afternoon, Members of the Panel and to everybody
else.

My name is David Shier.

I'm the President
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of the Canadian Nuclear Workers' Council.
And assisting me today with our
presentation is Mr. Howard Phorson who is a
worker at the nuclear power station.
authorized nuclear operator.

He is an

He is also our

Nuclear Workers' Council site representative for
the Bruce site.

And he is also a resident, a

farmer, et cetera in the area.
Also assisting me to my left is
Mr.

Kevin MacKay who is our past Nuclear

Workers' Council representative on the site.
He's a retiree.

He's also Vice President of the

Grey-Bruce Labour Council and he's known as a
community activist.

He's in contact with a lot

of people in the area for many, many years.
Just quickly, our nuclear council
is -- we're a council of nuclear unions in
Canada.

Two of our member unions you've already

heard from, the Society of Energy Professionals
and the Power Workers' Union which would be the
unions at the DGR site.

And we have member

unions in five provinces and starting with
uranium miners in Saskatchewan working east and
finishing up at the Point Lepreau station.

Our

main goal is to ensure that the voice of -- the
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collective voice of unionized workers is held in
any nuclear debates and forums.
So our presentation will be
brief.

We'll talk briefly about risk assessment

-- Mr. MacKay will help us out on that -- the
waste inventory and my colleague Mr. Phorson will
help us on that.

And we'll also talk about our

views around the Waste Isolation Pilot Project,
or better known as WIPP, and then provide you
with some of our conclusions.
So quickly, in regards to risk
assessment, we view this as that all the facts
have to be given to people and workers at the
site, very important that their views be heard as
well.
And with that, I will turn it
over to Mr. McKay.
MR. MacKAY:

Thank you, Madam

Chair and Committee.
For the record -- excuse me -for the record, my name is Kevin McKay.
Our local population within the
Grey-Bruce area is made up of many people whose
livelihood is made from work contrived on the
Bruce nuclear site. These workers have assessed
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the risks of working and living in the shadow of
the world's largest nuclear power facility and
with the knowledge and education provided by the
industry, their employers and their unions they
decided to set up households, raise and educate
families and many of those offspring have become
second and third-generation nuclear workers at
the Bruce site.
This is not the result of a
malicious disregard for personal health and the
safety of family and friends, but rather an
educated decision based on a 40-year history with
knowledge of the nuclear industry that the
benefits of living and working in the nuclear
business outweigh any associated risks.

Not a

whole different than making the decision to fly
to Florida for the winter rather than drive your
car using the knowledge of the risks involved
with either decision.
The silent majority who live,
work and play in the Grey-Bruce-Huron counties
have considered the risks, perceived or
otherwise, and have voiced no complaints while
the current OPG Western Waste Management Facility
has operated and do not have any issues with the
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proposed DGR.

In my opinion, they are satisfied

with how the entire Bruce site is managed and how
the provincial and federal authorities oversee
these facilities in their best interests.
Thank you once again for the
opportunity to speak in support of the proposed
Deep Geological Repository for low and
intermediate level waste at the Bruce site.
MR. SHIER:
MR. PHORSON:

Mr. Phorson...?
For the record,

Howard Phorson.
The Canadian Nuclear Workers'
Council is very encouraged by some of the recharacterization of the waste headed for the DGR.
There is some anecdotal evidence from OPG and
from Point Lepreau where people have gone into,
shall we say, legacy waste that perhaps wasn't
sorted perfectly 30 years ago or has decayed
radioactively to something that's benign with
reductions in the waste footprint, certainly
north of 50 percent and possibly heading towards
80 percent. So we would like to see OPG and the
waste that's going underground to be minimized by
continuing with this.
The other thing we'd like to
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comment on is the characterization of waste by
Dr. Greening.

We don’t think that there is any

significant impact on the safety case for the DGR
or for our employees that will be working
underground.
MR. SHIER:

Dave Shire, for the

record.
I would like to share our views
on the situation or the events at the WIPP site
in New Mexico.

As you probably heard from one of

our other member unions, the Power Workers'
Union, we were involved with the discussion with
the unions at the site in New Mexico and I'm
going to share with you some of our conclusions.
First of all, I think you've
heard about the conventional safety issues, so
we'll talk a little bit about oversight.

As

you're probably aware, the site in New Mexico is
regulated by the Department of Energy and we did
-- in discussions with the union there, we
compared the oversight of the Department of
Energy versus the oversight of the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission which will be,
naturally, the regulator for the DGR.
that it's very superior.

We find

The CNSC regulations
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are much higher -- a much higher level of
oversight.
We also believe that with the
nuclear regulator in the United States that the
Canadian regulator is -- we're not sucking up to
the CNSC, but we feel that their regulations are
much superior and, from our experience, we have
noticed this in several different sites.
So we did a kind of comparison
with the uranium mining industry looking at the
WIPP site and the DGR.

If you simplify it they

are both mines and we have a lot of experience in
Canada with the mining industry and our nuclear
regulator naturally has experience at the uranium
mines.

So we did a comparison with the workers'

safety levels between the involvement of the
unions at WIPP and the unions at the uranium
mines.
Again, we found a much higher
level of participation and safety in Canada.
couple of reasons there.

A

Our legislation for

workers' safety is better and also the
involvement of the CNSC versus the DOE is much,
much different.
So overall there's always some
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lessons learned, I guess, from incidents and we
always support that issue.

But we feel that the

WIPP incident, even if it's a similar operation
but it has not effect on the actual DGR because
of the other issues that I talked about, as
indicated, I think, on conventional safety that
we're way ahead.

And I'm sure you've heard about

that from the Power Workers' Union.
So basically, in conclusion, the
Canadian Nuclear Workers' Council feels that with
all these new issues coming up that they do not
have new environmental effects than what we heard
last year.
to go.

We still feel this is the proper way

It's good for the community and our

nuclear council is in full support of the
proposed DGR project.
We'll conclude with that and we'd
be happy to answer any questions that you may
have.

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very

much.
Panel Members, do we have
questions?
I have a couple of questions for
the Nuclear Workers' Council.

Was your
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submission reviewed and approved by your general
council membership?
MR. SHIER:

Yes.

What we do is

when we put submissions together we deal right
with the other unions.

For example, Mr. Phorson

is also a representative with the Power Workers'
Union.

The Steel Workers' Union is very active

in our council and the steel workers are also the
union that was at the WIPP facility as well.
So our executive is aware of our
presentations and we get input from them.

So

they're fully supportive of all our unions and
our council.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

My second question is earlier
during these hearings last week and this week,
the Panel has heard from people who expressed
concerns on behalf of nuclear workers regarding
the quality and nature of the health baseline for
nuclear workers both for Bruce Power and for OPG.
Does your council have any concerns regarding the
nature of the health baseline for nuclear workers
at the Bruce site?
MR. SHIER:
record.

Dave Shier, for the
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Yeah, we were saying today we're
very -- it's nice that people are concerned about
workers' safety and health, but we feel that's
the role of the unions.
The unions that are in the
industry are very -- it's a very, very high
priority, the health and safety of workers, and
we've worked strongly to make sure that that is
at the forefront.

Overall, I think there are

studies that show that nuclear workers have a
healthier baseline than workers in other
industries.
I'll ask my colleagues if they
want to comment on that any further.
MR. PHORSON:

Well, this could

get complicated.
When you're hired to be an atomic
radiation worker there is actually a fairly
rigorous medical on the way in.

So one thing is

if you select from fairly healthy 20-odd year
olds in your hiring criteria it sort of might
carry through.

It doesn't always necessarily

give you a snapshot of the entire population.
like to think that we're probably healthier at
higher than an average selection of the

I
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population and that probably indeed carries
through.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And my final

question which continues on with the health
concerns which were expressed on behalf of the
workers, but I want to hear directly from
representatives of the workers, is what are your
primary health concerns for nuclear workers in
general, either radiological or non-radiological?
MR. SHIER:
question.

That's a hard

We don't -- we have a lot.

Sorry,

Dave Shier, for the record.
I spent many years and my
previous job was I was a health and safety
officer for the Power Workers' Union and my
primary role was dealing with the workers at
Pickering, Darlington and Bruce Power, assisting
the elected workers or the elected
representatives with health and safety issues.
These are large industrial
establishments so you naturally have the typical
industrial types of hazards.
actually a hazard.

Radiation isn't

But over all those years I

can only recall one incident way back in the
eighties where there was basically a radiological
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incident where somebody was --got overexposed.
So we don't have any -- I don't
think we have any claims in to workers
compensation or anything else around radiation
issues with our workers which is naturally one
that sticks out.
Other issues, I think our health
and safety programs are very robust and things
are looked after.

So again, I think the workers

in the industry are above the averages when you
start looking at the statistics for different
injuries.
So I think it's safe to say that
we don’t have any major health and safety issues
other than the ongoing normal industrial-type
issues.

There's lots of programs in place where

workers have input on Grey's protection and
conventional health and safety to deal with those
issues.
I'm also involved with other
industry networks of international nuclear
workers and it seems similar across the globe.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

Thank you very

That concludes the questions from the

Panel for this presentation.
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We will now take a 15-minute
break and we'll reconvene at quarter to four.

--- Upon recessing at 3:25 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 25
--- Upon resuming at 3:44 p.m. /
Reprise à 15 h 44

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome back.

Our final 10-minute oral presentation is from
Michigan State Senator Hoon-Yung Hopgood who is
joining us by telephone.

The submission is PMD

14-P1.38.
Senator Hopgood, are you there?
SEN. HOPGOOD:

Hello, yes.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Welcome, and

please proceed.

PRESENTATION BY / PRÉSENTATION PAR
MICHIGAN STATE SENATE, SENATOR HOON-YUNG HOPGOOD

SEN. HOPGOOD:

Thank you.

Good

afternoon, Chair Swanson, Panel Members.
I am Michigan State Senator HoonYung Hopgood from District 8th's 10 communities
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and 250,000 residents from downriver in Metro
Detroit along the Detroit River.
I'm proud to come from the Great
Lakes state where our motto is "If you seek a
pleasant peninsula, look about you".
I appreciate the opportunity to
come before you again to express my strong
opposition to Ontario Power Generation's proposed
Deep Geologic Repository for nuclear waste which
would bury millions of cubic feet of radioactive
waste below ground next to Lake Huron.
Last year I indicated that OPG's
nuclear waste dump greatly threatened the status
and image of the Great Lakes, especially
impacting Michigan's Great Lake's economy.

The

possibility of having radioactive-contaminated
Great Lakes water would be devastating to our
manufacturing, tourism and agriculture
industries.
This year the story is no
different. The Anderson Economic Group 2014
report "Innovating for the Blue Economy"
quantifies the impact of water-related industries
on Michigan's economy.

More than 20 percent of

Michigan's jobs are based on the Great Lakes and
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access to water.
For instance, tourism, one of our
states' largest industries, generated $17.7
billion of direct spending, $1 billion in state
taxes and 200,000 jobs in 2011 alone.
The Great Lakes fisheries
provides another example, valued at $7 billion
annually and providing 75,000 direct jobs.

Over

five million people fish it annually.
While just scratching the
surface, these numbers reiterate that the Great
Lakes are absolutely crucial to Michigan's
economic wellbeing.

Our top industries and our

state's economy as a whole would be in serious
jeopardy if our lakes are threatened by a nuclear
waste dump.
There continues to be no process
offered by OPG to include public participation by
Michigan citizens.

OPG has not hosted one public

event in Michigan.

Nonetheless, state and

federal elected officials as well as numerous
statewide groups have expressed opposition to
this faulty plant.
Notably, the United Tribes of
Michigan, an organization of 12 sovereign
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federally-recognized tribes has joined in
opposition.

Further, since the hearing last year

some 76 communities in Michigan alone have passed
resolutions opposing the project -- 76.
This proposed facility would
never be permitted under Michigan law which
effectively prohibits the underground disposal of
nuclear waste.

We know that when it comes to our

Great Lakes the risks are simply too dangerous, a
strong belief that transcends political parties.
I think it is important for us to
remember that the Panel's own consultant, Dr.
Peter Duinker, solicited to evaluate OPG's
approach and methods in its environmental
assessment, gave a very damning report.

Dr.

Duinker concluded that OPG's analysis was not
credible, not defensible, unclear, not reliable
and inappropriate.
Thousands of additional pages of
information have been provided at your request.
Despite that no one has, can or will guarantee
that radioactive contamination from this unproven
and untested method will not occur.

They cannot

guarantee that our drinking water supplies will
remain safe and Michigan's economy and its vast
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industries will not be harmed.
OPG's own consultant indicated
that leakage from the DGR is absolutely possible.
As Michigan State Representative Terry Brown
stated in his submission, no known level of
radioactive release into the Great Lakes should
ever be acceptable.
The fact that this Panel has and
continues to have more questions for OPG and that
we are today reviewing methodology illustrates
that the utility has not made a convincing case
for its proposed plan.

Simply put, the longer

this Panel listens to what is being proposed the
more concerns there seems to be.
One of the remaining issues
looming over this proposal of course is still it
was originally proposed to include low and
intermediate level nuclear waste.

However, OPG

has repeatedly made references to plans to double
the facility to accept decommissioned waste.
Again, this constitutes a dangerous expansion of
the project that deserves to be addressed in this
current review process and not in subsequent
proceedings.
Despite statements that this
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facility will not accept high level nuclear
waste, the reality is that there is nothing to
ensure that this will not occur at some point in
the future.

Most agreements can be amended with

a stroke of a pen.

What about the rest of us?

In regards to the report
submitted by the Independent Expert Group for the
relative risk assessment in IR EIS 12-513 it was
determined that there was insufficient evidence
to conclude if there was in fact Canadian
acceptance for the proposed DGR.

I would suggest

that given the past marks -- math that was shared
with you recently showing communities in Ontario
and all Great Lakes' states that don't support
the project, the question has been answered.
Lack of community acceptance is obvious in
Michigan as congressional and state-elected
officials across party lines have agreed that the
proposed plan is not in the best interests of its
citizens or communities they have been elected to
represent.
Thus, multiple pieces of
legislation have been introduced or expressed in
opposition to OPG's nuclear waste dump and to
encourage the engagement of additional parties to
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study and address the questions at hand.
By considering only one side, a
state that poses a serious and direct threat to
our Great Lakes, OPG clearly failed to look at
alternative sites. It is a glaring and
unacceptable omission that a site not in
proximity to the Great Lakes was ever even
contemplated, again an omission that should not
be tolerated by this Panel.
be considered.

Other locations must

Your process demands it.
Michigan's law expressly requires

consideration of three alternates before finally
deciding where low level waste can be identified,
which it never was.

As a Michigan senator

concerned with the health and safety of the
citizens that I represent who drink the water
that is shared with Lake Huron, it is
unacceptable that OPG did not consider any other
sites. The fact that they are now including
information about a hypothetical granite DGR in
response to the Panel does not change the fact
that they did not conduct a thorough search for
an actual alternate site.
To fulfil the EIS Guidelines they
would have had to provide information on
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alternatives when submitting their application.
OPG has negligently missed a vital step in the
process and surmising the suitability of a
fictitious site now does nothing to address the
shortcomings.
It is worth noting that in 1986
Canadians opposed efforts from the U.S. to
consider locations for a nuclear waste site from
near the border.

At that time Canadians

expressed concern that such sites were in shared
drainage basins that flowed into Canada and,
indeed, somewhere in the Great Lakes Basin.
Canadians made it clear that they opposed any
site that did present a transboundary threat to
their welfare or to the integrity of their
environment.

Honouring their request, it was

agreed that no area would be selected that posed
a risk and threats that drew Canadian concern.
Almost 30 years later, Michigan
and the other communities and other Great Lakes
states are now expressing serious concern about
the transboundary threats posed by the proposed
site situated in our shared Great Lakes Basin.
Today, we are asking you to grant
us the very same courtesy that was granted then.
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We are asking that the Panel require OPG to
undertake a comprehensive screening process of
multiple alternative sites that do not pose a
threat to citizens in Michigan and throughout the
region and to our environment.
Dr. Greening, a retired nuclear
scientist, presented evidence during these
hearings that described many concerns and raised
serious doubts about OPG's estimations concerning
the radionuclide inventories to be buried in the
DGR.

For example, in a recent interview Dr.

Greening indicated that OPG's contractors
seriously underestimated the potential impacts of
malevolent events where for example a bomb was
detonated in the vicinity of pressure tubes that
had been removed from reactors and stored as
waste.
The potential impact of OPG
miscalculating the storage of such hazardous
materials increases the potential risk of
contaminating the Great Lakes which would be
catastrophic for the millions of Michigan
citizens who live downstream from the proposed
repository.
The Panel does not need to look
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long or far to see that the history of DGRs have
had enormous problems in the areas of structural
geology.

There are efforts to remediate both

sites in Germany at the cost of billions of
dollars and spending decades to come with no
assurance that they will succeed.
In regards to the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant it has been reported that the
February fire and contaminant release to have
involved human error.

While the possibility of

human error remains here, the root cause of the
release at WIPP has not been determined.
So is it really possible to
prevent or mitigate a similar event when the
cause of WIPP is still unknown?

OPG can't be

confident that they have addressed the
fundamental concerns that WIPP has asked. You
shouldn't be either.

It would be foolish to

approve the project without knowing more.
Recent history shows us that
radioactive releases from DGRs have occurred
despite assurances to the contrary.

As we have

seen with WIPP, releases happen, accidents happen
and the assurances that this would never happen
are meaningless after the fact.

WIPP is in the
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middle of the desert.
Any risk of radioactive
contamination here is an unacceptable threat and
risk to the health and safety of the citizens who
live near and depend upon the Great Lakes.

This

process, your process has uncovered several
serious damaging questions which we remain
unanswered and unresolved, if not exacerbated.
Perhaps even more questions have been raised as a
result of the intervening months and your due
diligence.

For that, I thank you.
I ask you to see these issues

through.

I ask you to not look aside or away.

This proposal is obviously not ready to be
approved.

I don't know if it ever will be ready

to be approved.
Permanently burying nuclear waste
next to the Great Lakes just doesn't make sense
but the flaws that remain are too serious to
sweep under a rug. The risks and threats that
this project poses to our water, our health and
welfare, lives and livelihoods, our qualities of
life and our identities as residents within the
Great Lakes Basin is at stake and for our shared
water and our shared interests.

Stop this DGR.
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Thank you.
--- Applause / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Senator Hopgood.
Panel Members, did we have
questions?
I have one question and it is
addressed to Ms McKay of Environment Canada.
McKay, are you there?
MS McKAY:

Yes, ma'am, I am.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

The Panel would like to know
whether there have been any recent meetings
between Canadian and American representatives
pertaining to the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement and the proposed DGR.
MS McKAY:

Jennifer McKay, for

the record.
The last time the Great Lakes
Executive Committee met was June of this year,
2014.

We did mention the Deep Geological

Repository at that meeting.
And previously in the, sorry,
December 2013 meetings of the Great Lakes
Executive Committee we did discuss the Deep

Ms
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Geological Repository.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

And

to follow up, Ms McKay, were there any particular
concerns or subjects raised at either one of
those two meetings?
MS McKAY:

At the meeting in June

2014 the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
representatives just provided an update on the
status of the Joint Review Panel process.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And did that

generate any questions from either Canadian or
American representatives?
MS McKAY:

I would have to check

the minutes of that meeting.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I understand CNSC may be able to
assist us with the answer to this question.

Ms

Francis...?
MS FRANCIS:

Kiza Francis, for

the record.
CNSC staff had a representative
at that meeting.

It was Mr. Andrew McAllister

and he helped provide the update as well.

He

said there were no questions.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very
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much for that.
Thank you very much, Senator
Hopgood.
We now have time for a few
questions from registered participants.
Participants are reminded that questions must
relate to today's presentations and are not to be
used as an opportunity to make a statement.

I

understand from Secretariat staff that we have
five people who have asked for leave to present a
proposed question.
I will now begin with Mr. Monem.
MR. MONEM:

Alex Monem, for the

record.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

I have

very few questions.
For the benefit of our experts
who are following along, could I ask that OPG
just repeat what the planned activities would be
to measure the permeability of the cap rock?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. JENSEN:

OPG?

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
In addition to the many
measurements that were taken from boreholes and
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reported in the submission, the intent is to look
at the permeability through the EDZ work program
that is going to be looking at the Queenston and
Georgian Bay.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

I assume that's as

much detail as we have at the present time?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Well, we do

have the written submission and the presentations
from this morning, and we will have the
transcripts for some pretty detailed questions,
so I think it would go well beyond what you've
just heard.
Was there anything in particular
your experts would like to know?
MR. MONEM:

I was only told that

from today's testimony it was still not clear
what the actual activities would be, but if that
subject has been covered in greater detail, I'll
leave it at that.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG, did you

have anything more to add?
MR. JENSEN:
record.

Mark Jensen, for the
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The activities are described in
Section 2 -- sorry, 4.2.4 EDZ characterization,
and it's the subsection on permeability in that
section that describes in a photograph or an
artist's rendering of where the permeability
measurements will be made.

And the locations of

those measurements are shown on Figure 4.1 of the
same document.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. JENSEN:
Jensen.

Thank you, Mr.

That was helpful.
This question could be posed to

CNSC.
I've understood from the
testimony today that there are -- CNSC views
there being three sort of critical natural
barriers, one being the low permeability of the
host rock and cap rock to the absence of major
faults and, three, the absence of natural
resources.
Am I correct to -- in my
understanding that these have not been yet
defined in a quantitative sense?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC?
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DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
The three components we described
this morning both in the presentation and after
lunch are critical barriers to provide the longterm safety, and Dr. Nguyen will speak to the
information that is presently available that
supports the safety case.
DR. NGUYEN:

Quantifying the --

giving clear value of permeability, for example,
could be done in order to ensure that the cap
rock and host rock would be diffusion dominated
for transport of contaminant.

This is possible,

but that hasn't been done.
It could be easily done, but it
hasn't been done.
For the rest, like the absence of
major fracture zones, again, you can also
quantify what is the -- what is the permeability
or the extent, the characteristics of the
fracture zone that can influence the safety case.
So in other words, the
quantitative criteria could be determined for
each of those individual elements, but they don't
work in isolation.

They have to work in
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combination with the other characteristics in
order to verify whether the safety case is
compromise or not.
So it's very difficult to put a
single criterion on one of those components
individually.

If you find something in one of

those characteristics, for example, which are -which are beyond the current understanding, we
have to put it into the overall picture of the
overall safety case and see how it affects the
overall safety case.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Monem?
MR. MONEM:

Do I understand that

to mean that the CNSC will not be looking for any
sort of quantified limits on any of these three
factors?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
That's correct.

As I tried to

explain earlier after lunch, it really is the
criteria -- the safety criteria in combination
with the information on each lines of evidence
and how they come together to demonstrate safety.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:

Mr. Monem?

I'll move on.

I apologize of this has been
covered already.
Could CNSC comment on if and in
which circumstances they will rely on outside
expertise to review the GVP and its impact on the
safety case?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC?

--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
With the GVP as it is proposed
now, the -- we have initiated a review based on
OPG's updated submission, and we have not seen an
area where we would require reliance on external
expertise.

We have the in-house expertise, and

also from the research projects and experience we
have.
I will ask Mr. Nguyen perhaps to
talk about once the GVP is in place and the data
starts to be collected and submitted, how the
review would be done and how collaboration with
other experts would take place.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the
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record.
The GVP comprised for the present
time many important components, and a lot of
those -- each one of these individual activities
could be assessed by the CNSC staff.

We intend

also to use modelling tools in order to interpret
the results of the different experiments which
would be conducted, for example, the under
excavation tests which, in our geomechanical
jargon we usually call it the mine bite test.
We have the intention to simulate
that test using our modelling tools and to -- in
this way, we have -- we obtain confidence in
understanding the data and see how it affects the
-- how it could input into the safety case.
This is just one example.

The

other example which is of importance also are the
shaft seal studies which would be performed by
OPG.

We would look at those results as well and

we intend also to perform numerical modelling in
order to calibrate the experiment and try to
understand the processes which govern the
experimental results.
At the same time, we also have -we already started research studies on -- our own
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research study on experimental -- experimentation
of the long-term performance of shaft seals in
the lab.

And we already started that process and

looked at, for example, the influence of very
high salinity of the pour water on the long-term
geomechanical and mechanical and hydraulic
evolution of the bentonite.
So this -- those are the kind of
activities that CNSC, through our research
program, would -- in collaboration with
universities both from Canada and from our
international partners as well, would conduct in
order to make -- optimize the use of the resource
from the GVP.
When there is the need for
external -- for expertise which falls outside our
own expertise within the CNSC staff, then of
course we will seek -- we're going to look for
that expertise to complement our knowledge.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MONEM:
questions.

Those are my

Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. STORCK:

Chair.

Mr. Monem?

Dr. Storck?

Thank you, Madam
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I have a question -- two
questions, actually, please, one question arising
from, I think it was, this morning.
In my reading of the updated
geoscience verification plan, I was particularly
interested in the observations that the concrete
liners -- both the watertight and the upper 200
metres and the leaky liner below that depth were
to be removed prior to closing the facility and
also the heavily damaged zone was going to be
removed, and that there would be an attempt to
plug the excavation damaged zone around the
highly damaged zone with a mixture of sand and
bentonite clay which, at the time I read that,
seemed counter-intuitive.
drainage.

Sand facilitates

Bentonite would block it.
But the proposal was to grout the

EDZ with a mixture of sand and bentonite clay.
I heard comments today that -and no evidence that the liner would be removed
and that a grout would degrade as well as the
concrete monolith.
So my question is, how does OPG
explain the contradictions in the statements
we've heard today with what's in the verification
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plan?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG?

DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
So let me just summarize the
basis of the shaft seal design.
changed.

It hasn't

The intent is to first remove the

concrete liner that was in place during
construction.

And as part of that, we would also

remove the heavily damaged zone that we'd expect
to be adjacent to the liner.
Presently, we estimate that to be
a half metre, but we would take what was
necessary and -- when we actually get into the
field to remove that.
That will instill a zone of
excavation damage zone around that we refer to as
the EDZ.

That would be -- that would still be in

place, and that is part of the model.
The hole that's left then by the
-- from the shaft and the -- removing the
concrete liner and the rock is then backfilled
with low permeable materials, primarily bentonite
sand.

That's the primary material.

There is a

section of asphalt to provide an independent
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redundant material.
But the primary seal is a
bentonite sand mixture, and it is placed inside
the shaft and compacted to a high density to
provide the high permeability.
It has a small content, about 30
percent, of sand.

The balance is designed to

provide low permeability, and the small amount of
sand gives it better handling and mechanical
properties.
There are -- concrete is used -primarily in the base of the shaft to provide a
mechanical support.

It initially provides a low

permeable barrier in the short term, but in the
long term, it's -- there is a physical barrier.
In the long term, we don't rely on concrete as a
permeability barrier.

That function is provided

by the -- as I said earlier, primarily by the
bentonite sand seal in the shaft.
For clarity, there's no plan to
grout the EDZ.

There is some possibility that

the EDZ in some portions may -- over time, may
have some degree of self-sealing, but we haven't
taken credit for that in the assessment.
We are not -- we won't physically
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attempt to grout it with -- the primary fill, as
I've said, is the low permeable materials within
the shaft itself.
MR. WILSON:

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
I think maybe the confusion
around the HDZ(sic) is the HDZ removal at the
repository horizon, basically the crown of where
it meets the shaft.

And it's that area that we

don't intend to remove the HDZ, but once we get
into the vertical column of the shaft, the HDZ
and the shaft liner would be removed.
So it's just the -- it's
essentially the back of the shaft station that we
did not intend to remove the HDZ.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Storck?
DR. STORCK:

That clarifies some

of the contradictions I thought I heard this
morning, but in my mind, it still leaves open the
question of how the excavation damage zone itself
would be sealed.
I guess I would ask that as a
question of OPG.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG?
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DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

Paul

Gierszewski, for the record.
The -- it's a zone of variable
properties.

There's more damage right near the

shaft and then it decreases back into the
properties of the background rock.

They'll take

out the most damaged portion of that.

The

remaining portion we refer to as EDZ is
characterized by processes described in the
geoscientific verification plan.

That is left in

place, and that is included in the safety
assessment as a potential pathway.
It's conservatively assumed to be
a wide pathway based on mechanical modelling for
different rock formations, and we've used the
worst -- the worst thickness off that and assumed
that that is still in place in the long term.
So it is -- it is -- I'm
repeating myself.
The highly damaged zone is
removed and the remaining EDZ is left in place
and is included in the safety assessment
calculations.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So Dr.

Gierszewski, to paraphrase, is the Panel correct
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in paraphrasing it as follows?
The EDZ will not be sealed -deliberately sealed by any means.

You have not

taken credit for any attempt to seal it.

And

even though it isn't sealed and it does provide a
pathway in your modelling, it does not result in
an unacceptable dose at the surface.
Is that a correct paraphrase?
DR. GIERSZEWSKI:

That's correct.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Storck?

DR. STORCK:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
My second question is -- relates
to the verification plan, of course.
In reading the update, I was
struck by the necessary, but cumbersome, process
of looking at differences between expected and
observed as the excavation proceeds.
OPG thinks there's a remote event
that any material differences will be seen, but
when they do see them, they will assess them
first for their reliability, they will ask for
new analyses, they will interpret the analyses,
the field measurements and try to reconcile any
differences to yield a final recommended value.
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That's a paraphrase of a process
taken in the field to verify what they think -what they see compared to what they think they
might have seen.
There also seems from today
ambiguities in the tolerance limits of the
triggers, the geotechnical triggers, and in the
three -- the three categories that CNSC will be
looking at that might be go-no go triggers.
This is my question.

That was a

preface to my question.
Could OPG provide an example of a
bidding clause -- the phrase was mentioned this
morning -- a bidding clause that would provide
time for the necessary geoscience studies during
construction and also neutralize any pressures
placed by the contractor on the verification plan
and by upper corporate levels of OPG watching for
escalating costs.
So basically, I'm asking the
question, how would they write a -- in a bidding
clause to provide time from pressures from the
contractor and pressures from upper level
management that would have different concerns?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr. Storck,
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both Dr. Muecke and I actually asked a series of
questions around -- that really are exactly the
question you're asking except we didn't ask for a
specific example of a bidding clause.
Could you help the Panel
understand what you mean by that?
DR. STORCK:

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
The only reason I used the phrase
"bidding clause" is because I believe Derek
Wilson used that phrase this morning as a way of
providing that time.
I immediately thought I would be
interested to know exactly how that would be
phrased.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. WILSON:

OPG?

Derek Wilson, for

the record.
We're some time away from
preparing a bid package for this particular work.
However, as I discussed previously, the
requirements of the GVP, the requirements of the
safety aspects around this project and the
requirements for us to do some of these
activities, which are typically not done to the
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same extent in a mining operation, are things
that we are going to be clearly setting the
expectations for and looking for contractors to
see how they can integrate into that.
And these activities will
actually be scheduled into the schedule and the
proposed -- and as we work with the contractor,
we'll work on the appropriate scheduling of
these.
So for the most part, the planned
activities that are detailed in the GVP such as
the various station locations within the main
shafts that we'll stop and do some of our EDZ
measurements or our over-coring and so on, those
would be scheduled events.

And they would be

planned accordingly.
For the instances where we have a
situation where we might have a value that's
outside of the trigger range and we have to take
some time to consider it, we'll have also in the
contracts understanding of stand-by clauses for
such events and we'll be able to understand what
those would be.
So there's various mechanisms of
how we would do that.

It would not be just one
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standard clause.

It'll be -- essentially the

plan will be provided to the contractors as part
of the bid package and, in their proposals back,
they'll show how they can integrate their
activities with those.
Similarly, with -- and I think
Ms. Swami spoke very clearly about the
expectations of management in the processes that
OPG has established for such a project.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Mann.
MR. MANN:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
Initially, I want to thank Marie,
Michelle and Lucille for assisting me as an
intervenor here this past two weeks, and the
wonderful security staff you have here, Pete in
the lobby and the rest of the staff here and the
technical staff led by Matt putting on this show
here.
They all did a wonderful job.
I'm asking leave, Dr. Swanson,
for this question to OPG and CNSC.
From 2005 through 2012, there
were seven years of unlawful closed DGR community
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consultation meetings conducted by Bruce County
Council Mayors, OPG, NWMO, CNSC, Tom Mitchell,
Ken Nash and Michael Binder shutting out Bruce
County citizens out of the due process and DGR
process.
My question to OPG and CNSC is,
when are the citizens of Bruce County going to be
able to participate, be educated and become fully
informed over a period of at least seven years
that we missed because of the unlawful meetings
shutting the citizens out and not including the
citizens in the DGR process, which was really
contrary to the Independent Expert's Group that
says -- that said you should meaningfully engage
the citizens early and often and fully.
Thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
CNSC.

I'll start with

Could you have a brief reaction to that,

please?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
In relation to the Environmental
Impact Statement, CNSC staff reviewed the
information material that OPG was providing in
the context of the environmental assessment to
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look at technical content, understandability for
a layperson, those types of things.
We were satisfied that the
information sessions that were held, for example,
in relation to VECs, and so the public engagement
activities related to the EIS were reviewed by
CNSC staff and found to be acceptable.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS SWAMI:

OPG...?

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
In the last set of hearings we
had a full discussion of the extensive
consultation program that OPG had in place,
giving an opportunity to educate and share
knowledge and listen to the community.

During

that period, as described, we did host a number
of events.
If you would like more details on
that, I can ask Mr. Powers to go back through
that information, but I think it is well on the
record, the extensive work that OPG completed.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

it won't be necessary.
Mr. Mann...?
MR. MANN:

Thank you.

No,
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My next question is, since the
lateral predictability principle is crucial, why
did OPG and CNSC not consider NWMO's findings and
conclusions related to unsafe geology for a DGR a
few kilometres away in Saugeen Shores and ArranElderslie?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

OPG...?

--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
So the project that I think
Mr. Mann is referring to is an NWMO project.

I

can't comment specifically on that project, but I
can say that the DGR project has had a
significant amount of characterization, we have
put together a Geo-Science Verification Plan that
will support that work and if Mr. Jensen would
like to add to that, that would maybe help with
some of the information.
However, I think for our project
we have confidence in the safety case that we
provided to the Panel.
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
One of the key aspects of the
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site characterization program at the Bruce site
was defining the lateral continuity of the
caprock in the Cobourg and the underlying units.
We drilled six boreholes and were able to find
the stratigraphy as being laterally continuous
without fault structures.
We have used site-specific
analogues to look at the site and its evolution
over hundreds of millions of years and this has
all been documented in the geo-synthesis fairly I
think extensively and provides a good body of
information to explain the lateral continuity of
these units.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Our team of geo-science experts
have been involved since the first submissions on
technical support documents, they are related to
a site characterization, including a review of
all the documentation, the data, the models and
the interpretation from the models derived from
the boreholes, the geochemistry and other work
that was done by OPG and by review of this
information, running independent models, doing
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some research, we are satisfied that the
information that supports the EIS is robust.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. MANN:

Mr. Mann...?

Thank you.

Since a minimum depth of 500
metres is preferred in order to maintain the
integrity of a DGR within the Cobourg formation,
why is 499 metres deemed not safe over geologic
time?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Mr. Mann, I

think what you are questioning is sort of that
tolerance level around 500 versus 499?
MR. MANN:

Right.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Right.
Is that kind of

the basis of your question?
MR. MANN:

Right.

And the reason

Saugeen Shores was eliminated is because they had
depths of only 400 metres, so that was deemed
unsafe.

So over geologic time me, as a citizen,

ordinary citizen just thinks 100 metres over
geologic time, nothing.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, the Panel

would appreciate a brief but clear and in
accessible language explanation, if possible, of
the relevance, if any, of the NWMO findings
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regarding Arran-Elderslie as it pertains, or not,
to the proposed DGR project.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
When this issue was raised last
week, Dr. Julie Brown was here and provided an
explanation of the findings of the NWMO in terms
of the availability of -- the land-use
availability on that site, as well as some of the
characteristics of the geology, but we don't have
the information that we would be able to provide
this explanation again.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
could be of assistance?

Perhaps OPG

We simply need a clear

lay language explanation that helps the lay
public understand why geology close by could be
rated as unsuitable and geology at the site is
suitable.
I hope that that is a fairly
simple request.
--- Pause
MR. JENSEN:

Mark Jensen, for the

record.
Within Bruce County the
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sedimentary sequence that exists beneath the
Bruce site extends out to the east.

The same

bedrock formations occur throughout beneath Bruce
County, the Cobourg formation is 25 metres plus
or minus thick and the caprock is 200 metres plus
or minus thick, but it rises to the Northeast.
So at the Bruce site it is around
680 metres and I think it is as shallow as 350 to
the Northeast in Arran-Elderslie.
The decision in terms of the site
to make a robust safety case, under extreme but
unexpected glacial erosion you might expect 200
metres or more and it is sensible to move the
site to a location where that sort of
circumstance could not happen, so hence the
siting of the Cobourg at 500 metres.
And then when you have it at 500
metres, then of course you have ground surface
constraints with regards to surface facilities
that come into play, protected areas and these
sorts of things put on constraints and that is
the geo-science reason for this.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Mann...?
MR. MANN:

My last question for
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today, Dr. Swanson, through you, related to your
-- Dr. Swanson, you noted some tolerable decision
errors and you had some questions regarding that
and I guess, you know, if what they are proposing
doesn't add up when they actually are digging and
so on, what is the margin of error?
Does OPG and CNSC agree that the
tolerable decision errors that Dr. Swanson
questioned about will always be trumped and
overridden by the all-consuming pressure to
complete the DGR project for the ribbon-cutting
ceremony, much like the Titanic, I guess?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Mann, that

was really a rhetorical question.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE CHAIRPERSON:

And we actually

asked a question very similar to that earlier
today, actually Dr. Muecke did, and Dr. Storck
has just asked a very similar question as well.
Because beyond -- because the
Panel recognizes that underlying your question is
a very real concern about how the management
system is set up to not let economic issues trump
safety, both short term and long term, and the
Panel is satisfied that we heard a very clear
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response.
Dr. Greer...?
--- Pause
DR. GREER:
Chair.

Thank you, Madam

Dr. Sandy Greer, for the record.
Well, speaking of major concerns,

I do want to applaud the Panel for your continual
rigor and astuteness in interrogating the OPG and
CNSC in regard to getting answers and I
appreciate Patsy Thompson and her colleagues
identifying the three potential triggers that
would require a revision of the safety case, and
also appreciate the OPG telling us about possible
mitigation options and so on, but I am really
concerned that there is a lot of really critical,
essential decisions being made after a licence
might be given to this proposed project.
Therefore, is there anything that
could happen during the preparation of the site
and construction -- and/or construction that
would actually stop the project from continuing,
or is it an ongoing endless process of revisiting
the safety case with more potential mitigation
options offered?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

So, Dr. Greer,
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I think what the Panel is hearing you ask is,
during site preparation and construction, what
are the go/no-go category or topics.
DR. GREER:

Yes.

Dr. Greer, for

the record.
But I mean no-go, I mean not
looking at mitigation and revisiting a safety
case to continue eventually, but just stop it,
period.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

OPG, I think another way of
putting it is complete failure mode.

The

question will be directed to CNSC.
--- Pause
MS SWAMI:

Laurie Swami, for the

record.
We had some discussion this
morning about significance and I think this comes
back to that discussion of, do we know precisely
what is significant and what is not and that will
have to be taken in the context of all of the
elements of the safety case.
So I cannot pinpoint one thing
that would be a go/no-go decision.

But what I

can say is that OPG would not continue to invest
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if we found that this was just an unsafe project;
we would stop the project.
In fact, as part of our
application you will note that we have a
decommissioning guarantee should we decide not to
proceed with this project because that envisions
that there could be something, I can't predict
what it is, because at this time the safety case
is sound for this project and we have put in
place the framework, if you will, to test that
safety case.

So we have to get through that

process to understand if there is something there
but, as I say, it is a strong safety case.
You know, this is a good project
from the rock perspective, it is a good project
from the safety perspective and so it would be an
unusual event for us to come to a point where we
would need to say we are not going forward.
But that is not to say that we
have completely thrown that aside because we do
have this decommissioning guarantee in place.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

CNSC, perhaps you could assist
the Panel further with maybe drawing some
comparisons to uranium mines and unexpected
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eventualities?
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I'm going to go through the
process from EA as a planning to the phase
licensing process, hopefully to put things in
perspective and to give a good sense of where
this CNSC would take strong measures and for what
reason.
So the stage we are at now is the
environmental assessment and the first phase of
the licence, which is a licence to prepare the
site and construct the DGR.
The environmental assessment, as
a planning tool, also aligns with what is being
done internationally in terms of looking at the
whole lifecycle of the project that is for longterm disposal of radioactive waste.
We have received enough
information with the site characterization work
and the other work that has been done to have a
good understanding of what the potential health
and environmental issues would be for the whole
project and we have a high level of confidence
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with the information that exists now that the
project can be carried out safely, can be closed
and ensure long-term safety.
Should the EA decision be
positive, the first licence that would be issued
is a licence to prepare the site and construct.
The licensed activities included in that work
need to be carried out in accordance with the
management system, the environmental protection
program, the -- not the Radiation Protection
Program, but the Worker Health and Safety Program
to ensure that throughout those activities the
CNSC's mandate in terms of protection of the
health of workers, the health of the public and
the environment are met.
Should OPG do anything that would
compromise the health, safety or the environment
during those activities, the CNSC has a range of
compliance and enforcement tools at our disposal.
We mentioned in the presentation
this morning that if there is an immediate threat
to health and safety the CNSC would issue orders
for immediately stopping the work.

If there were

other events or incidents less significant, then
we have a process in place to enforce compliance
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and events get reported to the Commission and
dealt with in public.
The Geo-Scientific Verification
Program that is also going to take place during
that phase of the licence really is for OPG to
collect the information to support their
application for a licence to operate and to
continue with the project.
We would expect that if the
project continues to move forward and the licence
application for licence to operate would have an
updated safety case taking all of the geoscientific verification work that has been done,
that would have been verified by this CNSC and by
OPG's own management and experts.
If during that period the geoscientific verification information would reveal
that the site is unsuitable for long-term waste
disposal, the CNSC would not be able to issue an
order to stop the work, for example, because it
would not be an immediate threat to health,
safety or the environment given the context of
this licence; it would continue to be OPG's
business risk.
But as the project moves forward
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with future licensing, then the safety case
becomes very important and the CNSC would not
issue whatever licence is required at the end to
decommission if all of the information that is
available demonstrates that the site cannot be
closed safely.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Dr. Greer...?
DR. GREER:

Dr. Sandy Greer, for

the record.
Well, I guess I'm talking about,
you know, the unexpected, the unanticipated, for
example an extreme weather event.

So I guess we

will just have to wait and see because that's
just unpredictable and I guess I will just have
to leave it there for now, and thank you.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:
Swanson.

Ms Lloyd...?

Thank you, Dr.

Brennain Lloyd.
My questions also relate to

future decision-making.

My first question is

around I think decisions that are within the
licence, which as I understand from discussions,
particularly today and particularly they come out
of slide 16 around the trigger criteria.
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In that discussion -- so I have
two parts to this question.

One is, I think it

was Dr. Thompson talked about three measures that
could be taken, the second was mitigation and I'm
wondering -- no, the first was mitigation, major
change to design was the second.

The example

that I think was used was a major fracture.
And I can't in my mind think what
the mitigation measure would be for a major
fracture and I'm not convinced that in a project
such as this there is a continuum from minor to
major.
So I wonder if Dr. Thompson could
speak to that.

What, in CNSC's view -- having

made that statement, what in CNSC's view would be
an effective mitigation to a major fracture?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. THOMPSON:

CNSC...?

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
What we actually said is not
quite what Ms Lloyd has mentioned.

What we said

was if the Geo-Science Verification Plan shows
deviations from one of the above important
characteristics, that the deviation would be
reported to the Commission in an initial event
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report, OPG would do assessment of the findings,
we would do an assessment and bring this to the
Commission.
We mentioned two possibilities.
One possibility is that through the updated
safety analysis or safety assessment the longterm safety could not be ensured even with
mitigation measures, that would be where we would
make a recommendation that the project is no
longer viable or we had used the word "abort" I
believe.
The other option was a major
change in the design of the DGR would be needed
to ensure safety and that we said would likely -we would bring this to the attention of the
Commission and would require major changes to the
project and would require likely an amendment to
the licence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you,

Dr. Thompson.
Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

All right.

I don't

know if I should try again on that particular
one.

I know what Dr. Thompson has just repeated,

but there was in the discussion, in discussion of
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preliminary triggers, CNSC had noted things that
they would measure and I believe, Dr. Swanson, it
was in response to one of your questions they had
responded that the kind of things they would have
as measures or triggers was around low
permeability of the host rock, absence of major
fractures, absence of economic value.

So that

was said at one point, and then at another point
Dr. Thompson described the different options.
So it wasn't all in the same -it wasn't all in the same moment, it was
different.

So I put the two parts of that

conversation.

So, you know, I will leave it to

you whether you want to redirect the question to
Dr. Thompson, but I think what Dr. Thompson
restated was the second piece and I was
interested in how the two pieces fit together.
And I will say that my
handwriting deteriorates daily, so...
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel does

recall the sequence of questioning and I do have
some sympathy for sometimes the difficulty in
connecting the dots between the questions and
some of the statements that are disconnected in
time.

So, Ms. Lloyd, I think I will ask CNSC to
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connect that particular dot.
So I think during questioning I
eluded to the discovery of a major fracture as a
"what if" scenario and so, Dr. Thompson, if you
could take that and connect it to what you have
just said, I think that would be helpful.
--- Pause
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
I will provide a regulatory view
and then Dr. Nguyen will provide an example that
would require essentially a change to the design
and would be brought to the Commission for a
decision on a licence amendment.
So the examples we gave this
morning of characteristics that are important to
safety are: one, low permeability of the host
rock; secondly, the absence of major fractures;
and thirdly, the absence of economically viable
resources.
We said that if the GeoScientific Verification Plan showed discrepancies
or deviations from the expected and what had been
modelled in the safety case, the safety
assessment, that we would expect or require that
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OPG rerun their models and redo their safety
assessment.
The results could lead to either
no possibility of mitigation measures or changes
to the project.
Dr. Nguyen can speak to the
situation in Scandinavia where fractures are
expected and what is contemplated and this would
essentially, for the CNSC, result in a change in
the design.
DR. NGUYEN:

Son Nguyen, for the

record.
My experience from Scandinavian
countries like Finland or Sweden, we were talking
about granitic rock there and the difficulty in
characterizing or determining whether major
fractures could be found from surface
investigation.
So in one of the scenarios, one
of the things that those countries would -- they
put this into account in the design of the
facilities so there might be an opportunity, for
example, once you are underground and you
encounter a major fracture zone you can change
the configuration of the repository by relocating
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the panels and the rooms a set distance, which is
determined from safety assessment from the
fractures so the repository would straddle the
fractures on both sides, for example, with
certain distances which are acceptable from the
results of the safety case.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Yes.

Thank you,

Dr. Swanson.
The second part of my question I
think follows from part of Dr. Thompson's answer
and that is around when decisions go to the
Commission versus when they are staff decisions.
So this morning Dr. Thompson said
that, when she was talking about mitigation
measures, design change and if it was a design
change it would move forward to a public forum.
If I can read my handwriting, and
I think I can in this instance, she said a public
forum.

When I read section 3 of the Draft

Licence Condition Handbook, it looks like it's a
staff decision-making role and the final part of
section 3 says it will be reported to the
Commission.

So it's not at all clear to date
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what decisions actually become Commission
decisions versus -- when you said a licensing
amendment, it appears to me, both from Dr.
Thompson's comment this morning and the Draft
Licensing Condition Handbook, that the bulk of
decisions, if not all the decisions past the
licence are staff decisions.
So when are they not staff
decisions and if they are going to a Commission
meeting instead of the Commission hearing,
generally speaking there is no opportunity for
public engagement.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Got it, Ms

MS LLOYD:

Thank you.

Lloyd.
Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Dr.

Thompson...?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
There are -- as Ms Lloyd noted,
in the licence there are certain things where
authority is delegated to staff to take some
decisions in terms of certain hold points, for
example, or receiving program documents from the
proponent, but it would be the licensee once the
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licence is issued on programs that have not yet
been fully developed.

And so there are decisions

that the staff can make, it's usually at the DG
level or Director level that are delegated
authorities from the Commission.
When events happen it is reported
to the Commission in a Commission meeting, and so
there is no interventions normally.

There have

been exceptions, but usually the meeting is not
for decision-making, it is for information.
But in the situation where we are
looking at a major deviation from the licensing
basis, then this would be considered in a public
hearing with public consultation, public
engagement process.

So it would be in a hearing

for decision.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Supplementary

to that, Dr. Thompson, can you give us a quick
example of what a major deviation from a licence
condition would look like?
DR. THOMPSON:

In the case we

have been discussing it would be that the DGR
requires a change in design because the safety
case cannot be maintained with the current
design.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Ms Lloyd...?
MS LLOYD:

Thank you, Dr.

Swanson.
My second question, and it
follows well from this, yesterday CNSC confirmed
that there wouldn't be any future environmental
assessment hearing so we are left with the
licensing process.
I'm going to focus more in on the
licence amendment because that sounds like, you
know, the most we could expect in terms of
changes within the design post the issuing of the
licence.
I have just done a really quick
analysis of decisions from 2006 to 2014 made by
the Commission of the public hearing -- this
isn't the Commission meetings, the public
hearings, 60 percent of them were closed, looking
at just the hearings; from 2014, two thirds of
them were closed.

That means there is no

opportunity for public intervention.
In some cases, and I didn't have
time to do a full analysis, in some cases we can
do written comments, in some not even written
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comments.

All of the closed hearings in 2014 to

date have been one-person Commission, there is
one Member considers those licence amendments.
So I'm not comforted.

You know,

I am really not comfortable with all the
decisions being made at staff level, but I'm not
-- you know, I would like something from CNSC
through you to say you are charged with making an
EA decision, but you only are the decision-maker
for the first licence, not for the licence
amendments and not for the subsequent licence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, got it,

Ms Lloyd.
MS LLOYD:

Okay.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

CNSC, I think

we need to clear a few things up with respect to
the process.
DR. THOMPSON:

So Patsy Thompson,

for the record.
Yesterday the question was fairly
focused on, would an expansion of the repository
as it is planned now require an environmental
assessment under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act 2012.
What Ms Kiza Francis did was to
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go through what is currently the designated
project list where it states that an expansion of
50 percent of surface facilities would trigger an
EA under the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act 2012.
We also said that an amendment
for, as we were discussing, to include
decommissioning waste and change the project from
200,000 cubic metres to 400 cubic metres, which
has been discussed from the currently planned two
panels to more panels would require a licensing
decision by the Commission and would require an
extensive environmental assessment of the
proposed amendment.
It would not be done under the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
because there is no requirement for it, but there
is a requirement under the Nuclear Safety and
Control Act that the Commission cannot make a
decision unless it is satisfied that the
environment will be protected, the health and
safety of workers and the public.
There are requirements in
regulations for licensees to develop
environmental risk assessments, environmental
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programs where essentially the project has to be
described, the sources of stresses to the
environment have to be described, they have to be
assessed, levels of effects on people and the
environment have to be described, mitigation
measures to minimize or eliminate them have to be
described.
That is essentially an
environmental assessment as we know it and that
would be done under the Nuclear Safety and
Control Act.

It would require essentially

extensive work from the licensee.
We have had, for I believe three
years now, the authority to have a participant
funding program.

That participant funding

program would make funds available to the public
and NGOs for participation and Aboriginal groups,
and so it would be a fully transparent, open
process and we were discussing the request to
amend the licence to essentially change the
project to one that includes waste from
decommissioning activities and a larger volume of
waste.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS LLOYD:

Ms Lloyd...?

Dr. Swanson, I don't
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think that speaks to the issues raised about the
licence amendment and the practice within CNSC of
holding closed hearings, one Member, no public
intervention, but I'm going to leave that.
It's the end of the day and I
want to take the opportunity to thank you and Dr.
Muecke and Dr. Archibald.

You have shown

yourself to be a very capable Panel.
I think one of my concerns about
decision-making in the future is that this very
capable Panel has a limited term.

So, you know,

ask what you need to ask and make the decisions
you need to make.
I really thank you for your
diligence and your perseverance.

So thank you.

--- Applause / Applaudissements
THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Panel

sincerely appreciates that, Ms Lloyd.

Thank you.

CLOSING REMARKS

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So we have now

come to the end of the proceedings for the
reconvened hearing.
Before I make my closing remarks,
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the Panel will deal with a request for a ruling
submitted to the Panel prior to this hearing.
The Panel has received from Mr.
John Mann, a registered participant, a number of
e-mails containing various requests for ruling.
The Panel has reviewed Mr. Mann's submissions and
our detailed decision will be posted on the
Panel's record and available to the public within
the next week.
The Panel has determined that the
requests do not contain any information that
warrant granting the relief sought, therefore,
the requests are denied.
This concludes the agenda for the
additional public hearing days.
The Panel is now pleased to be in
the position to invite registered hearing
participants and the proponent to submit written
closing remarks.
As I hope you recall, the Panel
released the procedure for closing remarks by
proponent and registered hearing participants on
October 18th, 2013, it is document No. 1721 on
the public registry.
In compliance with that
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procedure, closing remarks from participants,
including Aboriginal groups and government
participants are to be submitted to the Panel by
October 9.
The deadline for closing remarks
from Ontario Power Generation is October 19,
2014.
Please note that closing remarks
are optional and not a requirement.

Written

closing remarks are to summarize the position or
opinions of the registered participant or the
proponent on the proposed DGR project or any
aspect of the review and are to provide support
for this position based on information that is
already on the record.
New information may not be
presented in the closing remarks submission.
Once the Panel has reviewed the
closing remarks, it will determine if it has all
the information it requires to proceed with the
preparation of its Environmental Assessment
Report.
If further information is
required we will ask for it.

If no further

information is required, the record for the
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review will be closed and no further information
will be accepted.
A Public Notice inviting closing
remarks will be issued and sent to registered
hearing participants and the proponent tomorrow,
Friday, September 19th.
Within 90 days of the close of
the record, the Joint Review Panel will submit an
Environmental Assessment Report to the Federal
Minister of the Environment outlining our
conclusions on whether or not the proposed
project is likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects.

We will provide our

rationale and our recommendations in that report.
Subject to the Government of
Canada's decision, the Panel may then be
authorized to make a decision on the application
for a licence to prepare the site and construct
the DGR.
Beginning with the appointment of
the Panel on January 24, 2012, the Panel has
collected information and held public hearings
for the purpose of meeting its responsibilities
for both the environmental assessment and the
review of the licence application under the
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Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
Should the Government's decision
on the environmental assessment allow the Panel
to proceed with a licensing decision, the Panel
will determine if the information already on the
record relating to the licensing application is
everything the Panel needs to make a licensing
decision.

That determination will be made by the

Panel once the government has provided its
decision on the environmental assessment.
As we come to the end of this,
the last public hearing date for the Deep
Geologic Repository Project, the Panel
acknowledges and thanks the Saugeen Ojibway
Nations upon whose traditional territory these
hearings were held.
The Panel also thanks the
Historic Saugeen Métis and the Métis Nation of
Ontario and acknowledges that the proposed
project is located within Métis traditional
territory.
We thank Kincardine for once
again hosting this Panel and we especially thank
the Kincardine Legion and staff for the use of
their facilities, the daily lunches and snacks
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and the very welcoming atmosphere.
We particularly want to thank the
Legion for ensuring that special dietary
requirements were accommodated.

This was very

much appreciated.
The Panel sincerely thanks all
participants in the last eight days, as well as
all of those who participated in last year's
hearing.

The Panel sincerely appreciates

participants taking time out of their normal
lives to attend, present submissions and to ask
probing questions.
We express our thanks to OPG and
to CNSC for once again demonstrating
professionalism and commitment to provision of
information to the Panel.
I thank the federal and
provincial ministries who attended in person or
by phone and provided the Panel with valuable
additional information.
The Panel acknowledges and thanks
the Panel Co-Managers, legal counsel, Secretariat
staff, the audio-visual team, translators and
transcribers and security personnel who all
provided such excellent support to the Panel and
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who ensured that this hearing proceeded smoothly.
Once again, you have demonstrated
a truly impressive level of teamwork, dedication,
stamina, skill and good humour.
I now adjourn the hearing and
wish all of you a good evening and safe travels
home.
--- Applause / Applaudissements

--- Whereupon the hearing concluded
at 5:09 p.m. / L'audience s'est terminée
à 17 h 09

